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UWINDSOR'S BIG
THE TIMES, THEY ARE A CHANG IN'

half-century mark.
It is designed to have "two faces looking in opposite directions, like
the god Janus; reads the Mast~r
Plan.

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

N

ow with fifty years under
its belt, the University of
Windsor is looking ahead to its
next fifty years.

The Campus Vision Master
Plan, released earlier this summer, outlines significant changes to the university's campus
layout.
The plan was initiated by University president Alan Wildeman and, according to the plan
- - - ~ ~ itself, was developed through
CO
atiVedlli9eefi
rchlfects,
administration, faculty, students, and community stakeholders.
" .

.

This new plan is intended to
work in conjunction with the
Campus Transformation Plan
(CTP), which has been underway since November 2011.
The CTP has resulted in the
construction of the new Ed
Lumley Centre for Engineering
Innovation and the upcoming
conversion of Sunset Avenue to
an internal, pedestrian-use passage.
The first building to showcase
the relationship between the
two plans will be the new Welcome Centre, which is scheduled for construction in fall of
2014. The Welcome Centre will
be located on the northern corner of Patricia and Wyandotte
where the former drama building once stood.
The centre has been allotted an
overall budget of $8 million.
A central concept to the design
of the Welcome Centre will be
"looking to the future and the
past;' fit to mark the school's

The vision of the next fifty years
is impressive, showing detailed
renderings of an ancient Greek
look-a-like amphitheatre outside the dramatic arts building
and the consolidation of all residences to a cluster of buildings
on the south side of campus.
"'

Designs also include extensive
rethinking of the internal pathways that connect various locations on campus. For example,
a path crossing the railway on
cam us' south end is envion
~
Kinetics building to Sunset Avenue.
In addition, the plan proposes
future streetscaping along University Avenue to connect the
University's downtown campus
where the School of Music and
Visual Arts, the School of Social Work, and the Centre for
Executive and Professional Education will be relocated in fall
2014.

The new downtown campus
is expected to offer classroom
space for approximately 2000
students.
UWSA president Rob Crawford
says that the downtown campus
will be "the next big thing for
this university:' while admitting
that a few kinks still need to be
worked out in the coming year
such as transportation.
The ambitious endeavors outlined in the Campus Vision
Master Plan are attracting skepticism from some university
students.

year concurrent education
French student. "Financially,
though, I am worried. What
is this going to mean for future
students?"

"It would be fantastic if, eventually, our campus could look like
this;' said Jordyn Mills, third-

Wildeman says there is no need
for students to worry about
these larger than life visions,

Further cementing the flexibility of these plans, the documents describe the plan as a
"'living document' designed for
change:'
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stating that they will not burden
the University's operating budget.
"The plan will act as a guide for
future decisions regarding the
aesthetics of new buildings:·
said Wildeman. "It identifies
key projects ... that could be un-
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WE'RE BACK! #uwindsor roblems
It's been a long time since April 17, an entire season has passed, and
now once more the Lance is returning to print.
As I'm sure we all remember the kerfuffle that happened at the
end of the last school year, what with the paper being told to cease
publication and all, we have come out the other end of the proverbial
tunnel. For those of you that thought the paper wasn't coming back,
here it is in black and white and maybe colour, I'm not sure if we
budgeted for that.

Still, the debate has raged on if there should be a physical paper
circulating around the school and the community. After all, your
student fees pay for us, but let's be realistic here, the Lance takes
in approximately $60,000 a year in student fees, $5.08 per student
and in 2012 there were 11,804 enrolled undergrads. Is that really so
much to ask? Even if you don't like the paper, for five dollars we've
given you hours of fodder to complain over.

tweet your #uwindsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance
:1 Aug

Anna : 'l!lannamgtenn
•

rve been buy,ng a parking pass for almost four years now and I
stiU can never remember where the office is -.· #uwindsOf"problams

iii

UWindsor Problems wnnprobs
Windsor Police Explosive Detonation Unit on campus. defusing
a red backpack #UWindsOff'roblams via @UWindsorlance
pie .twitter com/Y08yrtN4SC

arts editor• ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3910

sports editor• MIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923
advertising manager • JONLIEDTKE
ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3604
business manager • FAIZAMIRZA
ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3905
staff reporter • JAYYERSPEELT
reporter@uwindsorlance.ca
circulation manager • SIDPANDYA
circulacion@uwindsorlance.ca

tel. 519.253.3000
ads. 519.971.3604
Samantha Braldford
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@Jaim1e_Fox could be a bomb ...#uwindsorproblems
•

Stephanie Taylor ~ropnatln
Oh, that's why I can·t register. Good thing it costs me $285 to
•
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airplanes and general office shenanigans. ~=-~-~~~~==== ::=Saaa:='a...a.~~c-=--~~=-~~=~-~~~~--~

- Jay Verspeelt, reporter

:pecial thanks!
realfy, we mean it!

The big 50. The University of
Windsor refuses to hobble over
in its old age. Buildings from
its Assumption days still stand
strong and look pretty inside
thanks to some renovations. Really, it's much older than 50, but
it's still growing so who cares if
there are a few grey hairs?
Back in 2010, I was just starting
university. UWindsor was missing a few nuts and bolts. There
weren't proper facilities to train
engineers and commuters always complained about the fight
to find a parking spot. UWindsor constantly scored near the
bottom of Maclean's rankingsI came here for that nice tropical weather Windsor has.
Now, the university has the gigantic Ed Lumley Centre for
Engineering Innovation. Complete with labs and all the fancy
tools to teach the world's future
engineers, complete with solar
panels and a living wall to keep
it green and power self-sufficient. And right across from
that is the almost-finished parking garage.
To boot, the university has its
sights set at connecting with the
city and is moving downtown.
Next year we'll see the social
work and visual arts community able to connect to Windsor's
downtown core via their bases
in the old Windsor Star building and Armories, respectively.

Sometime in the future, student
services will be consolidated
into one building, so students
don't have to race between all
the ends of the campus to sort
out any administrative dealings.
Also, Sunset Avenue has been
death trap for walkers and
drivers. It's a zone of squealing
breaks and near-death experiences as student traffic blindly
walks through the street. But
that's scheduled to be closed off
and made a pedestrian esplanade sometime this Fall.
The university's growing and I
couldn't be happier to be here.
Sure, we still drown in Maclean's
score system, but I learned to
not pay attention to that.
We just had our first bomb scare
in my stay at the university.
Good to know security's on the
ball. It turned out to not be the
luggage they were looking for.
- Jason Rankin, art director

University of Windsor: the
next chapter
When it comes to the City of
Roses, education hasn't always
been at the forefront of its
citizens' minds and that's really a shame. The University of
MORE THOUGHTS
NEXT PAGE t>

uwindsorlance.ca
facebook.com/uwindsorlance
twitter @uwindsorlance
instagram @LnAJin,foorlance
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NOT take a course. #uwtndsorproblems ... instagram.com/p/a·

If you like that were printing again send us a letter, and if you don't
send us a letter anyway, the latter will be used for making paper

Maybe this will help transform
downtown to something other
than just a massive bar scene.

editol'-in-chief • SARAHHORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

Hui. photo

Ok, so lets say you just read the PDF version which you can't ad
block (http://issuu.com/uwindsorlance) do you really want to go to
all that trouble of opening the paper electronically and fumbling
through pages and page sizes, try to do this on a laptop, it's a
nightmare. With print, you have a piece of physical information you
can carry with you and you won't accidentally delete it from your
inbox if you're having it forwarded to you. We don't do that but its
been suggested.

Don't let those grey hairs get
you down

2013Staff

news editor• TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906

The rest of our money, the far larger portion of it, is covered by ad
sales. When you have a publication that relies on ads there are are
some challenges for collecting that online. An advertiser has to see
a return on their investment, short of clipping out the ad you can't
avoid it. However on the digital side, how many people have adblockers to avoid the whole mess? I know I do.

some t oughts on the u

c.,

art director• JASONRANKIN
artsdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

For the undergrads that paid their dues, you spent little more than
15 cents per issue this year.

Let's forget all this online exposure social media trending tripe for a
minute as well. A physical newspaper has dignity unlike the web. A
newspaper is unchanged once printed, when were wrong it's there
for everyone to see and when we piss someone off it can't be pulled
out. The future of technology is a fine thing but obsolescence is in
the eye of the beholder.

2

The Lance would like to thank the Mayor's Youth Advisory Committee (MYAC) for funding the first issue of The
Lances 86th volume. 1his year almost didn't happen and we
appreciate all the help.
We would also like to thank the students at the University
of Windsor. You fund this paper and we make it for you and
your community.
Also, thanks to the UWSA for the decision to keep the
Lance printing.

If you are interested in supporting the Lance, check out
uwindsorlance.ca/donate.

thelance • university of windsor
401 SUNSET AVE. WINDSOR, ON
CANADA N9B3P4

mission statement

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board. or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
news pa per. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer"s
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.

Q
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!~plaints about The
Lance·s content are to be e-mailed to the Editor·
in-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may
be taken to the Lance Editorial Board. If the
Editorial Board is unable to resolve a complaint
it may be taken to the non-panisan University
Ombudsperson. The Ombudsperson can be
reached at 519.253.3000 ext3400.
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Is that degree getting you a job?
JAYVERSPEELT
reporter

Windsor has garnered an ample
amount of impressive accomplishments. With multiple Canadian Interuniversity Sport This week marks another aca(CIS) championships, our ath- demic year, now, more than ever
letic department has more than the future for coming graduates
enough to boast about. Most of is bleak.
our educational programs are
renowned throughout the prov- In March, University of Windince; and, for some, even the na- sor president, Alan Wildeman
tion. We have enough extracur- said at a CBC town hall meeting
ricular programs and clubs to on post secondary education,
last many lifetimes. It seems like that the purpose of university is
every year something new is be- higher education and not necesing renovated or added to the sarily employment.
campus - like some much need- Unfortunate news for those
ed parking. So why is it that the hoping to get an edge on the
University isn't directly linked competition, but University is
to the city's name? Having spent
not the ticket to prosperity it
my entire life growing up in
once
was.
Windsor, I took this particular
corner for granted. I always ac- "If you have more people with
cepted the University as a part higher qualifications they're goof our city's culture, but not as ing to raise the entry level, no
much as the auto-industry that one is ever going to advertise a
helped found our city. Much job anymore where they didn't
can be said, again, about Hi- throw in a BA in right away;
ram Walker and the Casino that said University of Windsor coturned the Americans across ordinator of interdisciplinary
the river so green with envy. programs Larry Kulisek.
I guess when it came down to
it, Windsor, in my mind, has The populace is more educated
always had too many defini- than ever before and still not
tions and too many key staples educated enough.
that took precedence over the "If you do an honours in psyUniversity. But after two years , chology it doesn't make vou a
of making my way back and psychiatrist, psychologist or
forth across campus, I'm start- even a counselor, because if you
ing to see the University in a don't do an MA or graduate
whole new light. It is beginning work you're an educated person
to be illuminated in my mind but that doesn't slot you in and
beneath the more well known most professions are requiring

......

past. Every nook and cranny
from Leddy to St. Denis is now
familiar to me. Since most major cities have their universities
well incorporated throughout
their downtown areas, the new
renovations to our campus will
help the University of Windsor in taking a much needed
step into the heart of the city.
Students, who are known to be
economic drivers for business,
will hopefully provide a nice
boost to independent shops and
will send a surge of life into the
downtown community. All in
all, I'm excited to be a part of the
next chapter in Windsor's history, one I know will be directly
tied to the life source of generations to come, the University of
Windsor.
- Dan Zompanti

/J J
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days of knowing you're going
t
job and work there for 30 to
40 years, those days are almost gone
' '
CHRISTIANTRUDEAU,

UWINOSOR ECONOMICS PROFESSOR

pay instead of making lattes or
dunking fries in a frier?
In July, employees at a Halifax
Second Cup have started trying
to unionize, a move prompted
by the lack of real field work its
staff can't find.

.

..

~

Generation Y has been called
narcissistic, entitled and lacking
in work ethic, yet today many
young workers find themselves
in unpaid internships or underemployed doing the same
work they used to push through
school.

sai C ristian ruaeau, tenured
University of Windsor professor of economics, "There's more
risk now when you start a career. The days of knowing you're
going to go into a job and work
there for 30 to 40 years, those
day's are almost gone, except for
guys like me."

While studies have shown
young people on-the-whole
are inherently narcissistic, can
youth really be considered unrealistic for wanting decent

Canada has faired better than
many countries since the recession, natural resource exports
play a large factor in this, Australia faired well for the same

reason due to coal exports. Individuals from all over have gone
to Alberta to make a quick buck
on an oil rig. Good paying, back
breaking work if you take it, and
hardly conducive to a higher
education. The untrained look
to this with less and less manufacturing and _globalization
rooted deep into the collective
economy.
"There's no reason we should
have these jobs and no one else
should. Sure it's tough for these
workers and for our economy
but at the same time workers
get worse but consumers are
much better off,' said Trudeau.
"It's always been a challenge to
co-ordinate the formation of
graduates with the needs of the
economy. Especially now with
everything changing so fast.

Everything is dependant on the
world market:'
So what are grads to do these
days? The education can't be negated, or just tossed aside carelessly. Instead everyone has to
work harder, be more efficient
while working longer hours and
getting paid less with no security.
Although unemployment is
currently on the decline, 8.7
per cent in August of 2009 at
its highest and now 7.1 per cent
nationally as of June, the federal
government is looking to tackle
getting mo~ skilled trades persons into the workforce by possibly making companies give
apprenticeship training when
they bid for government contracts or by tax credits.
"The politicians, they say we
need more mould and tool
makers, fine maybe in the short
run:· said Kulisek. "The colleges
tend to draw from the local area
and how many skilled tradesmen can be absorbed into the
local area?"

current
unemployment
ow 7 .1 per cent in Canada,
consid ably lower than August 2009's
rate o. .7 per cent
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What does
UWindsor's
fiftieth
anniversary
mean to you?

JACKSON BRIGHT
student @ UWindsor
I think its a good thing, we
should celebrate.

BRIAN KHAN
student @ UWindsor
To me it means its an opportunity
to learn where we came from and
what awaits.

DARREN LIANG
student @ UWindsor
The experience, 50 years is a long
time, they know how to do things
right.

MURAD ERZINCUOGLU
student@ UWindsor
Its a retrospective kind of time.
Theres a lot of excitement going
around, its nice to look bade.

4// AUG.26.2013
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Feelin' Blue? This beer
is for you
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

Local beer lovers rejoice: Motor
Craft Ale's seasonal blueberrylavender beer "Deja Blue" is
back at Erie Street's Motor Burger.
Re-released on August 13, the
fresh hefeweizen, an unfiltered
wheat beer, brings out the local flavours of Windsor-Essex
through a partnership with
Harrow's Klassen Blueberries
and Serenity Lavender Farms of
Colchester.
These two local growers were
introduced to MotorBurger
owners Gino Gesuale and Jay
Souilliere through a farm tour
organised by WindsorEats.
Adriano Ciotoli from Wind-

sorEats said that he was approached by the two restaurateurs last year and was asked to
help them find local farmers to
contribute to their menu.
"We can grow anything in
Windsor and grow it well:' says
Ciotoli. "It's partnerships like
these that get people thinking
about going local:'
Award winning Motor Craft
brewmaster Ed Leblang admits
that he was skeptical when first
confronted with the idea of
crafting a blueberry and lavender beer, but bravely accepted
the challenge with the goal of
creating a colourful and, most
importantly, fresh beer.
Leblang says that having the ingredients come from local farms
has an impact on the quality of
the beer and the taste.
"I started tasting blueberry

beers from all around and noticed that a lot of them tasted
like Kool-Aid;' said Leblang. "I
did some research and found
out that most breweries are using syrups and extracts. I use
blueberries:'
Fans of MotorBurger and their
beer can look forward to the
addition of a new custom beer
tower that will allow patrons to
purchase up to twelve different
craft beers made right underneath their feet at the Via Italia
restaurant.
"We are one-hundred percent
our own product here:• said Gesuale. "We don't serve anybody
else's beer but our own:'
Leblang is currently trying to
narrow down a list of his one
hundred favourite home-made
concoctions down to the final
twelve.
Deja Blue and other Motor
Craft beers are currently only
available to purchase at the restaurant itself.
"Being a seasonal beer, Deja
Blue won't be available for long;•

Motor Burger co-owner Gino Gesuale and brewmaster Ed
Leblang celebrate the success of the re-release of their
blueberry flavoured beer Deja Blue • photo by Travis Fauteux

warned Ciotoli and Souilliere.

ing out on local booze.

Tyler Klassen estimates the
blueberry season will end
around the second week of September, but stock should last
into the fall, hopefully around
the time of October's Windsor
Beer Craft Festival.

MotorBurger participated in the
WindsorEats "Eat Your City"
event along with 25 other restaurants across the region from
August 12 to 18.

Luckily, local culinary guide
WindsorEats won't allow any
excuses when it comes to miss-

The event allowed food lovers to
experience three course meals
at reasonable prices while supporting the diverse local culinary scene.

Olympic-sized natatorium completed in time
TRAVIS FAUTEUX
n ew s editor

Despite concerns that construction crews would not be able to
meet the deadline, construction
on the athletic portion of Windsor's new aquatic centre finished
just days before The International Children's Games (ICG)
began.
The 10-lane, 71 metre pool,
complete with two moving
bulkheads to accommodate
SO-metre and 25-metre events,
was intended to open with the
ICG from the get-go, but early
reports on construction stressed
that timelines would be "extremely tight:'
The daunting prospect of build-

ing a new aquatic centre was
proposed in 2011. Since then,
the project has been an all-consuming task for City Council
and construction workers with
constant work being done on
the site since groundbreaking in
May 2012.
Construction of the new facility,
now officially named the Windsor International Aquatic and
Training Centre Presented by
Windsor Family Credit Union,
was subject to much skepticism
as costs began accumulating in
the rush to finish for the Games.
Expenditures
added
after
groundbreaking for the facility
have included a $500,000 redesign of the facade and structural
upgrades to incorporate solar
panel technology into the roof,
costing $1.7 million.

However, these expenditures,
which amount to a total of
$2,694,493 thus far, are intended
to be buffered by a $2,900,000
"Project Contingency" already
allocated in the $78 million
budget.
The steering committee for the
project was aware of possible escalating costs when deciding to
follow a "Design Build Contractor" plan.
According to the original Coun cil report, dated May 2011, "this
method relies on designing and
building during construction:·
This proposed timeline was ultimately chosen, according to the
report, "in order to expedite the
design and construction of the
facility:'
When choosing this method,
more money was allocated to-

wards Project Contingency to
account for these added expenditures during construction.
Although this means the project is still within budget, the
unspent balance in the contingency account has dwindled to
only $205,507 from almost $3
million and completion isn't
slated until December.
Councillor Alan Halberstadt
was the only councillor to vote
against construction of the facility and he hasn't changed his
mind since then.
"I was originally in favour of a
SO-metre pool, but at no time
did I envision that it would cost
$78 million:' said Halberstadt.
"I supported going after the
Games and it was a wonderful
event, but I think we could have
done it without the pool:'

Despite concerns over the cost
of the complex, spectators attending International Children's
Games swimming events were
impressed by the facility.
Bob Williams, a self-employed
Windsor merchant, attended
events at the new aquatic centre
with his wife and grandson.
"I had my doubts about whether
the pool itself would be a finan cial drain on the city, but I took
my family to Kalahari in Sandusky, Ohio and the place was
packed;' said Williams.
"When I look at the same type
of facility that they have here,
I really think it will be able to
support itself. Time will tell:'
MORE ON THE GAMES
PG. 15 t>
PHOTO GALLERY
PG.8 [>
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Alternative Welcome Week: show-casing art as activism
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

From September 9 to 13, Ontario Public Research Group
(OPIRG) will host their Alternative Welcome Week for University of Windsor Students.

dent organization that is involved with social justice and
activism on and off campus.
Alternative Welcome Week will
be a series of events created by
OPIRG to introduce new students at the University of Windsor to social justice clubs and
organizations.
''I understand that there is a
stigma attached to the word

0
C,,:: ~nl ::
OPIRG is a not-for-profit stu-

ridding our
world of

oppressive sterotypes
SEHERALI,

DIVERSITY &ACCESSIBILITY RESEARCHER O OPIRG

activism;' said Raiyan Kamal,
board member and webmaster
for OPIRG. "Our motivation for
Alternative Welcome Week is to
remove the stigma, the negative
connotation that society usually
puts with activism."
One day of Alternative Welcome
Week will be Arts Day which
will showcase how social justice
and activism can be broadcasted and shared through a variety
of art mediums.
"We want something that will
touch people emotionally," said
OPIRG campus environmental
coordinator Angela Demarse.
"Hopefully we can catch their
interest with artistic means and
la ;p f !&,: th•t eerill datw &hem

in to learn more about these issues:'
OPIRG has sent out and is still
accepting applications for artists who would like to perform
or display their art at Alternative Welcome Week. Objectify
This, a local photography project led by Shaista Akbar, VP administration for UWSA, will be
displayed on Arts Day. Objectify This aims to debunk stereotypes and misrepresentations of
Muslim women in the West by
representing them positively
through photography.
"We are all about ridding our
communities and our world of
oppressive stereotypes;' said

sibility researcher and Alternative Welcome Week coordinator
at OPIRG. "Muslim women are
often objectified in various ways
in the West or people claim that
they are objectified for various
reasons and the name of the
project is a play on that, as a reclamation and a challenge to that

gaze:·
OPIRG plans to hold a graffiti workshop on Arts Day to
demonstrate how graffiti can
be used in political activism. A
barbeque will also be held on
Arts Day. All events will be held
at the OPIRG House located on
campus at 372 California Avenue.

Seher Ali.. diversity .and acces-

CJAM celebrates 30th anniversary
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

The University of Windsor is
not the only one to have a special birthday coming up, campus radio station, CJAM, will
kick off its 30th Anniversary
with a show on September 21 at
FM Lounge.

(now Dr. Kenneth Montague, a
Toronto dentist whose patients
include Nelly Furtado, Metric's
Emily Haines and Broken Social
Scene) and Dave McDonald, a
bassist, entered a University of
Windsor talent show during the
first week of school and won.
They then were introduced to
drummer Arif Quereshi and
from there they recorded an EP,
which was circulated by CJAM.

CJAM's 30th Anniversary show
at FM Lounge will feature
reggae/ska/punk band Contradance, who are reuniting for
the event.

"CJAM filled a void;' said Montague. "They played lots of
things coming from England
like The Clash and Elvis Costello."

Contradance was formed in the
early 80s after Kenneth Montague, a guitar player and singer

Contradance will play with Guitar Army, a Windsor rock and
roll band.

Montague was recently approached by a buyer who offered $300.00 for Contradance's
limited edition album.
"It's like a second life for Contradance:· said Montague.
Station manager Vernon Smith
asked Contradance to reunite
for the Anniversary show because it has been 30 years since
the band put out their record,
Black Preppies, and CJAM still
plays it today.
"There was very much a bond at
that time that still exists today
between punk and reggae:· said
Smith. "And that's what you're
going to see and hear on the
21"."

The Contradance show at FM
Lounge is not the only event
planned for CJAM's 30th Anniversary. The station has set
up a concert series that will
go throughout the fall including a free show with Star Trek:
The Band on Halloween at FM
Lounge.
"Bands come and go and that's
kind of the fun thing about our
30th Anniversary;' said Murad
Erzinclioglu, music director at
CJAM. "We've set up a number
of different events pulling from
bands from recent memory,
from the last 10 years, the last 20
to 30 years in the case of Contradance."
Part of CJAM's fall program

lineup will feature throwback
editions to vintage performances and shows.
"People will have the opportunity to listen in to CJAM in
the 80s, 90s and 2000s through
these archival shows;' said Sarah Morris, program director of
CJAM.
CJAM recently submitted an
application to the Canadian Radio-Television & Telecommunications Commission (CRTC)
for a signal boost, which will
give the station an opportunity
to broadcast further. The proceeds from the 30th Anniversary
shows will go towards raising
funds for the station's application.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A Ttrending~

Ameet Chimote

SOCIAL MEDIA NOW DEFUSING
BOMBS

#BETTERBATMANTHANBENAFFLECK

On August 20, UWindsor's campus was swept into
chaos by a mysterious package left sitting on the
corner of Wyandotte and Sunset. A Facebook post
by 1he Lance's Jon Liedtke informed a UWindsor
professor of the package, which happened to be her
lost luggage.

On August 22, Warner Bros. announced that Ben
Affleck will play Batman along with Henry Cavill as
Superman in the sequel to Man of Steel. Remember
Daredevil? Twitter (and other sites) exploded with
outrage over this decision. Tweets that rocked the
Twittersphere were quite varied.

•

Here·s my official reaction to the announcement that Ben Affleck Is
the new Ba
np
I
Kjg

llll

•

BANE
a
They should reboot the Daredevil movle us ng Chnstian Bale, not the
other way around. BetterBatmanlhanBenAllleck

Luca the ALIEN
think Hugh Jackman could rock a Bat su t better then BenAffl
anyday! BetterBatmanThanBe."'lAfflocK

k

e
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From left Mike Shara, Vanna McIntosh, Antoni Cimolino and Geraint Wyn Davies in rehearsal for Cymbeline. Stratford Shakespeare Festival 2012 • photo by Erin Samuell

Stmtford futival's Artistic~ to appear at niverslty Pla)'et:s
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

With the International Children's Games and the excitement of the Coming Home
Music Festival, The University
of Wmdsor has been a flurry of
activity lately and on September 19 to 22, they will host their
biggest celebration yet, the 50th
Anniversary Weekend
The University Players will cele-

brate the 50th Anniversary with
a production of Suite Surrender
followed by a special post-show
where guests can join graduates
of the School of Dramatic Arts.
One of the graduates in attendance will be Stratford Festival's
current artistic director, Antoni
Cimolino.
AS: You've had a few different
rolls at the Stratford Festival,
how did you become artistic director?
AC: This is my 26th season at
the Stratford Festival and I came

here as an actor but I have been
a director. After a number of
years I was doing more direction here at the festival. Over
the years, I did many different
plays and was asked to become
the artistic director.
AS: What is the artistic director
responsible for at the Stratford
Festival?
AC: artistic director selects the
playbill, what plays we put on
stage and all the artists who
work at the festival.

AS: What was the first production that you worked on at
Stratford?
AC: I worked on All's Well That
Ends Well.

ation.
AS: What was most memorable
about your time at The University of Wmdsor?

AS: How did The University of
Wmdsor's Bachelor of Fine Arts
Program help you to get to the
Stratford Festival?

AC: I met my wife. She was also
at the School of Dramatic Arts.
I met Brigit Wilson and we fell
in love and we've been together
ever since.

AC: The program is a very good
program and it prepared me for
my work as an actor sp when I
graduatedlwasluckyenoughto
get a job immediately on gradu-

Antoni Cimolino has just
opened The Merchant of Venice
at the Stratford Festival as well
as directed this season's production of Mary Stuart.

Dropping some beats and hitting up border town
JAYVERSPEELT
reporter

Thunder Bay native Joanne Hill,
aka Sydney Blu, is coming home
from the States to perform at
Windsor's Riverfront Festival
Plaza.

Hill, an Electronic music celebrity is older than most, 35, in the
up and coming industry but has
the fervor and enthusiasm of
someone much younger.
"I started thirteen years ago,"
said Hill. "I had moved to Toronto in June of2000 after graduating college in Ottawa. I started DJing and taught myself.°
Hill who graduated from travel
and tourism at Algonquin College saved up to buy her equip-

ment by waitressing.

"I just didn't think DJing was an
option at the time, out of all the
options I had, I felt like doing
something that let me travel was

best."
Humble roots for an artist that
now travels across the world to
far off cities and exotic places.
Hill thirteen years later now
has the likes of Egypt, Pakistan,
Brazil, Tunisia and many more
stamped on her passport.

When people talk about techno
or electronic music the idea that
these individuals are not true
musicians will always come up
at some point. Hill wholly disagrees with this sentiment.
"Electronic music is made on
pianos, you have to ft**ing
know how to write music dude,"
said Hill

Hill spoke at great length about
how it could take a month to
write a single song, layering
track after track to create something new. Hill believes that just
because much of what is created is done by computer makes
things any easier, on the contrary it may actually be harder.
"It's harder, it's a composition,
it's like composing an orchestra.
There's anywhere between 50
tracks going at one time." said
Hill.
Sydney Blu, the name derived
from her mother's middle name
and a childhood pet bird, is currently working on her first solo
album as she travels across the
world right now.
"[Producing] is one of the most
challenging things I've ever
learned in my life." said Hill.

"I'm still learning and I still have
much more to learn:'
Maciejka Gorzelnik is a Wmdsorite and fan of Sydney Blu.
"[Humble] that's how she is. I
ran into her at a club in Toronto
after meeting her once and I
couldn't believe she remembered my name;' said Gorzelnik.
Electronic music appeals to
Gorzelnik because she can find
something for every mood, and
it's good to work and study to as
it is lyric-less.
"There's a whole wave of electronic music that basically began in Windsor/Detroit;' said
Gorzelnik. "If you go to Berlin,
everyone knows Wmdsor and
holds it in very high regard because of people like Richie Hawtin."

Gorzelnik went on to say that
while techno was harshly criticized in the past by politicians
like Sandra Pupatello, who
went as far as drafting Bill 73:
the Raves Act 2000, things have
come full circle when Richie
Hawtin was given the key to the
city.
"Finally people realize that it's
more than just drugs." said Gorzelnik.

Hill will be recording part five
of her documentary being Sydney Blu while she is in Windsor.
On September 4 Hill will be
playing this years UWSA Coming Home Music Festival at the
Riverfront Plaza along with
Nicky Romero, Torro Torro,
and Josh Paglioni of the UWSA
aka Josh Karmin.

•";(~--~~~~----------------------------------------------..........
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Art in the alley
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

their music to Heather Teahan
who added them to the lineup of local performers for the
weekend.

This weekend marked the second Alley Art Show of the summer in downtown Windsor's
Maiden Lane.

"I think Windsor is a special
case, especially because we've
fallen on rough times," said
Allard. "I think in those hard
times art kind of flourishes and
becomes a way to express those
hard times and get us through
them."

On August 17 and 18, Windsor
artists and musicians gathered
in Maiden Lane off of Ouellette
Avenue to display and sell their
work.
The Alley Art Show was put on
by Heather Teahan, a local photographer, The Squirrel Cage
and Downtown Windsor BIA.
"The Windsor art community is
really tight and close-knit and
I think it's a really good way to
support each other," said Teahan about the Alley Art Show.
"We're trying to get enough
funding to be able to do it five
times in the summer:'
Conor Allard is a local musician who hosts open mic nights
around the city and performed
at the Alley Art Show with girlfriend Leanna Roy on Saturday.
They found out about the event
through Facebook and sent

Matthew Fuller is a Windsorite
who has recently moved back to
Windsor from Guelph. He came
to enjoy the artwork displayed
at the Alley Art Show and
played a music set with friends
Conor Allard and Leanna Roy
on Saturday.
"Windsor is a really bustling
town in terms of arts;' said
Fuller. "You go downtown and
get involved with the open mics
and it's like a family, everyone
is really open to experimenting with each other and other
genres:'
The Alley Art Show showcased
jewelry makers, painters, clothing designers, photographers,
musicians and food from The
Squirrel Cage.
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international children's games in photos by jay verspeelt
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J~YVERSPEELT
lance reporter

•
••
•
COFFIN RIDE
•
•
Paul Jacobs
•
•
When you first lay eyes on the cover art of •
•
Paul Jacobs Coffin Ride you know you really :

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

•

are in for quite a roller coaster .
•
Under it's 1970s acid inspired coverings, :
what comes out is more madness. Paul may
be singing lyrics or he may just be making :
noises into the microphone, it's a little hard :
to tell which.
:
There is a droning first wave punk rock :
aesthetic to the music that is wrapped up :
nicely in the modem hipster Death From :
Above packaging. Jacobs after all is a one :
man band playing drwns, guitar and singing :
all at once.
:
Listeners should expectto hear lo-fi rambling :
light on melody and stoned on repetitive riffs :
with the reverb turned up to eleven.
!
The record is quickly digestible with most !
songs not running over three minutes, :
except for the title track, a stunning seven !
minutes long. If you listen to no other :
recording, listen to this one, it is reminiscent !
of a montage one might see in a movie about !
junkies overdosing in gritty locals as go-go :
dancers flail about over their corpses.
:
The majority of the tracks are high energy !
but as the close comes on "Frustration" :
things get slow and somber, ringing like a !
death march out to its painful wailing end. :
Jacobs is giving new meaning to one man :
band.
:
The albwn in its entirety is available for free :
•
on Bandcamp.com.
•

*

charts tabulated over a one week period prior to the release of
this issue
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GRAND ANALOG* - Modern Thunder (The Shadow Cabinet)
MONOMYTH* - King, Does This Not Please You? (Self-Released)
REPETITOR - Dobrodosli Na Okean (Moonlee)
AUSTRA* - Olympia (Paper Bag)
BLACKHEART* - BLACKHEART (Self-Released)
GOGOL BORDELLO - Pura Vida Conspiracy (Casa Gogol)
DUBMATIX* - ~ebel Massive (Renegade)
THE NEFIDOVS* - Better Wake Up! (Self-Released)
LOUISE BURNS* - The Midnight Mass (Light Organ)
JOHN WARD'S ELECTRIC SEANCE* -Volume One (Self-Released)
ELECTRIC SOUL* - Second Paradise (Self-Released)
MOKA ONLY* - Doctor Do Much (Urbnet)
SARAH NEUFELD* - Hero Brother (Constellation)
BY DIVINE RIGHT* - Organized Accidents (Hand Drawn Dracula)
GRIM TOWER* -Anarchic Breezes (Outer Battery)
DEVAH* - Devah (Self-Released)
CFCF* - Music For Objects (Paper Bag)
BOB MARLEY ANDTHEWAILERS- Legend Remixed (Tuff Gong)
MODERAT - II (Monkeytown)
CSS - Planta (SQE)
MISSION DORADO - Yannish Nahollo (Romas With Wolves)
KITTEN FOREVER- Pressure (Guilt Ridden Pop)
GAUDI - In Between Times (Six Degrees)
DRUG CHURCH - Paul Wlaker (No Sleep)
BIG DEAL - June Gloom (Mute)
THE DANKS* - Gank (Hidden Pony)
GEE WUNDER* - Fame (Motive)
CUNTER* - 27 (New Damage)
CONSTRUCTION & DESTRUCTION* - Dark Lark (Headless Owl)
RAE SPOON* - My Prairie Home (Saved By Radio)

---=

----

~
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Mayor's Youth
Advisory Committee
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A

ord with
Youth in the art com.m.unity
dsor's councillors
TOMMORRISON

st. clair student

Someone wiser than me said, "You become the books you read and
the people you surround yourself with," and in my opinion, that
is one of the reasons it's important that young people in Windsor
get involved with the Mayor's Youth Advisory Committee and start
contributing and making a difference in our community. You will
benefit from the experience, but we older folks need your input We
need to hear about your goals, dreams and ambitions and we must
~ork together to help you achieve them. Your future, our future, is
m your hands.
- Percy Hatfield
It's important to realize that while there is so much that the youth
can learn from us, there is also ample that we can learn from them.
Youth's contribution on the municipal stage has the capability of
affecting change; first of all by representing all youth and taking part
in the decision making process because the decisions made today,
may affect them in the future. Secondly, youth will engage other
youth and their participation will serve as a catalyst in creating
a connection or bond to the city, enticing them to remain and to
contribute to the community rather than move away to larger cities.
- Alan Halberstadt
We live in a fast-paced world requiring government to address the
changing environment and rising expectations of the public.
It is fundamental our youth be knowledgeable, understand our
past and apprecia~e the prese?t. These are the individuals in whose
hands our collective future will forge forward.

:
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
:
•

Engaging youth in discussion and opportunities to express
~emselve~ by putting their knowl~dge, tale_nts and crea?~ty
mto p~actice thro~gh s~d~nt c?~cil, educat~on ~d muruc1pal
committee work, Will assist m building leadership skills.

•
:
•
•
•
The interaction of our youth with experience, entrepreneurs, •
charismatic leaders and patriotic individuals can help motive them. •
It goes without saying that the future and where we go lies in the •
energy and creativity of our youth.
"We cannot always build the future for our youth, but we can build :
our youth for the future:' [Arthur Evelyn St. John Waugh)
•
•
- Ron Jones
•
Windsor City Council has strongly supported Youth participation :
at the municipal level through the establishment of MYAC and its •
financial support in every annual budget since its inception.
•
•
The question as to why I feel this segment of our populations input •
is important is simple actually ... In my opinion the more people •
involved in the discussions that determine outcomes, the better the •
decision!
:
•
Participating in whatever way possible, through committee work
groups or by making presentations on issues being discussed is :
critical. Expression of opinion is the cornerstone of democracy- •
don't take it for granted-participate.
•
Ideas are the seeds that germinate into change-share your ideas :
and exciting things can happen!
•
- Jo-anne Gignac

It offers youth the opportunity to be instructed and educated in
municipal affairs and government generally. Municipal government
is the form of government which is cl9sest to the everyday lives
of people and knowledge of how it operates is essential for youth.
Perhaps most importantly it may motivate youth to vote in larger
numbers at municipal elections and even to run for municipal
office.

•
•
:
•
•
•
•

1be community benefits in so many ways as well Not only does
it benefit in the short term from the positive injection of young
volunteers, but by the value added by the infusion of new and
creative ideas. This valuable input helps the community to identify
and develop new programs to meet the future challenges to attract
and retain our new breed of talent and leaders, to keep us on the
cutting edge in a highly competitive marketplace.
-Ed Sleiman

•

••
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•

Wiebe, who has been involved
with the WSO since 1987, recommends members of the orchestra take private lessons. A
musician has to audition in the
spring to join the orchestra.
They are to contact Wiebe, who
will provide music to the applicant, who is given a few weeks

by a bunch of other kids who
have the same interests:' said
Wiebe.

Le Chien's main advice for getting started in Windsor's art~
community is to volunteer. The
Arts Council holds an information session once a month
about volunteering opportunities that are offered around the
city. The next step, according to
Le Chien, is to submit work to
call-outs.
"There's quite a few that are in
the area, so start doing that

re not only. exhibiting your
,
you're giving back to the
community and I find that's when
'
people'
really respect you as an artist
MICHELLELECHIEN, ARTS COUNCIL WINDSOR & REGION EXECUTIVE OIRECTOR

to learn the material. The youth
orchestra season starts in September and those successful in
the audition process will join
the orchestra then.

because that builds up your
resume. In that way you can
maybe start to engage yourself
into the activities that are happening;• Le Chien said.

perform administrative tasks.
"It helps them to not only get
experience, but it helps them
get involved with the local arts The WSO also has programs Her other advice is to not make
,,
designed to expose elementary getting recognized as a visual
~cene as we11• Le Chien said. and high school students to artist the end game.
'We try an~ make .sure ~at classical music performance.
we ~ave pro1ects while they re The Intact Insurance Educa- "You're not only exhibiting your ~ - - - - - - ~~
here.~-~~a=~~~-~::-:;:ti;"C."on Concert Series combines work, but you're giving back to
The Windsor Symphony offers a WSO concert with an aspect the community and I find that's
a youth orchestra for musicians of the Ontario curriculum. The -:h::: ~~~!e really respect you
between the ages of 12 and 20. One Community One SymphoPeter Wiebe, the conductor of ny program has different high For a young musician, Wiebe
the orc~estra, said the orches- school concert bands learn the recommends that person take
tr~ provtdes ab?~t 60 mem?ers same piece of music then play private lessons from someone
with opp?rtun~ties they might the piece together in a simpli- who can provide guidance and
not experience m school.
fied form before hearing the motivation.
.. ,
. .
.
WSO play the non-simplified
Were provtdmg an OP_POrtuni- version.
"When people ask me, 'My kid
ty for kids to play at a high level.
wants private lessons in whatIn the schools the kids don't re- "Our great message in music is ever: I can always recommend
ally have orchestra opportuni- simply that we're not compet- them to someone in the area
ties" said Wiebe who has con- ing. We're all playing together that's either directly or indidudted the youth.orchestra since for the same result, working rectly connected with the symits inception in 2005. "There are together and you feel supported phony,' said Wiebe.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . - - - -........

•

:
•
•
•
•

By active participation, the young person has an opportunity to
grow and gain leadership skills, such as problem solving, group
dynamics, and risk management by volunteering in community
programs. This also helps them learn job-ready skills, and improve
their role as leaders in our community.

~!

•

It gives youth the opportunity to inform municipal leaders of their
e>.pectations, desires and aspirations for the health and well being of
the Windsor community.This is especially necessary in light of the
fast changing nature of our world of which youth will be especially
well aware.

- Hilary Payne

G tt'
tart d
t'
e mg_ s. ~ ~~ YJung ~
or mu~ician ~ m sor nug
seem like .a. difficult task but the
opportumties are out there.
Windsor's art community has
several institutions, including
the Arts Council Windsor & Region (ACWR) and the Windsor
Symphony Orchestra (WSO),
which have programs available
to young Windsorites.
.
.
Acc~rding_ to Arts C~uncil exec~tive director .Mi~helle Le
Chien, ~e. o~garuzation offers
space within its Artspeak ~allery to youth from !ocal_ high
schools and the Umversity of
Windsor. The gallery has four
exhibitions that showcase student work from Walk~rville
Secondary School, Vmcent
Masse Secondary School and
Ecole secondaire l'Essor. The
council also brings in co-op students from the high schools to

bands, but an orchestra includes
strings as well, so we're looking
at traditional great orchestral
repertoire for the kids to experience and coming together with
kids who are well-trained from
across the area:'

-~~e,...

mµc
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Lina Chaker: keeping it green
ADAMD'ANDREA

st. cla1r student

At 18 years old, Lina Chaker has
been working with the hope to
make major changes to help the
environment and make tighter
connections within her community.
In the spring of 2011, Chaker
began a composting program
in her commumty. Every Saturday morning people in Chaker's
neighbourhood drop off degradable material at her house.
"In the beginning I had to post
flyers at mailboxes to get people's attention. It started off really small and eventually word
got around:' said Chaker.
After the material is dropped
off, she puts it in her backyard
composter where 1t degrades
into soil. Once enough material
has degraded, Chaker brings
the soil to people at local community gardens who grow veg-

etables and provide them to
food banks and other people in
need in Windsor. She said this
is her way of ensuring that environmental resources are reused
and so local needy people can
receive fresh food as well.
"It was just a way of reducing
our environmental impact on
the earth and at the same time
propelling food banks. Making
sure that it's not just cans and
stuff:' said Chaker.
Most of the soil Chaker produces is brought to the Ford City
Community Garden. She said
that knowing she has helped
them out in their goal of environmental sustainability gives
her a sense of pride when she
passes it by. Chaker said she
does not spend time helping out
at the garden itself and prefers
to take a more low-key role in
her program.
"A lot of people spend their time
and commitment at the scene,
but I don't do that at all. I'm

kind of a behind the scenes person:' said Chaker.
Chaker is currently a student
at the University of Windsor,
where she is enrolled in an arts
and science interfaculty program. She is taking communications, media and film studies
with a minor in biology, and
hopes to use her degree to make
environmental documentanes.
She said she feels that producing documentaries is a very effective way of commumcating
ideas in modem society.
At first she essentially ran the
composting program on her
own, but once Chaker got the
word out about the importance
and impact of what she was doing she received a great deal of
enthusiasm from her neighbours.
"Once you get people knowing
the impact they're very passionate about it and everybody's
kind of just helping together;
Chaker said. "It's not just a one-

on-one thing."
Chaker said she has had two
major sources of inspiration to
start her composting program.
While the main inspiration
came from the fact that she has
been passionate about the environment for a long time, she
was also inspired by her desire
to create tighter knit communities in Windsor.

Recently Chaker and a few other
local female environmentalists
were given a grant by Engaging
Girls, Changing Communities,
a program funded by York University, to start their own community garden m Windsor.

"l feel like that's an extremely
important part of a diverse and
developing community. I feel
like neighbours need to know
each other," said Chaker. "When
you're just walking down the
street and everybody kind of
knows each other, I like that
feeling. Over time you JUSt learn
the importance of community
interaction"

Chaker said the garden will
feature a mentonng system m
which a university student is
paired with a high school student to help each other while
working m the garden. Free biweekly art activities will be held
at the garden as well, where people will be welcome to come out
and paint, carve, sculpt and take
part in other creative endeavors.
Starting her own community
garden will be another step in
helpmg Chaker to achieve her
short and long term goals.

Aside from contributing to environmental causes, Chaker
also stays active in the community by helping out with the
Umversity of Windsor's Palestinian Solidarity Group and the
Windsor Islamic Association.

"For short-term and long-term
I guess it would really be to help
the needy in the community
have a stable and healthier food
source, as well as (a local food
source) instead of food coming
all the way from wherever:'

Jakub Wit: creative entrepreneur & zotnbie enthusiast
TOMMORRISON

st. cla1r student

., find that if you re re~passionate about something, you
really deeply care about something, then you're not going to
make the excuses. You're going
to find a way to make it happen,"
said Jakub Wit.
Jakub Wit is a businessman.
Jakub Wit is a film and event
producer. Jakub Wit is an artist Jakub Wit is the founder of
Windsor's Zombie Walk and
he's only 24.
Wit first organized the Zombie
Walk when he was 17 to "get
people out in the community
and get people outside of their
comfort zones:' This year the
walk drew over 3,000 people
and contributed about 3,500
cans of food to Windsor Hornes
Coalition Inc., according to Wit
"It puts people in a different sort

of mental state and they get to

be a part of something bigger
than just themselves and I think
that gets left out of a world
where we're all on our comput-

first legally registered business,
a "fairly successful" clothing
company, but he had another
clothing company before that
,Mf:.i,~~-~"
· - ~ ~.as in the fowth or
fiftligrade~ ince tnen, he has
taken on several more projects,
The event, in which people get
including BandAmmo, which
to dress up in their best zombie
supports musicians, venues and
costumes and rnakeup and walk
producers with marketing and
through downtown Windsor,
promotion. The company ships
has grown over the years.
items like CDs, DVDs, vinyl,
"In the begirming it was re- VIP passes and tickets to anyally an uphill battle because we where in Canada and the U.S.,
were creating the groundwork excluding Alaska and Hawaii.
for what's now become its own
scene. Compared to now, we Film production is another inhave so much momentum and dustry Wit has explored. He has
so many people just pouring worked on a feature film and a
their hearts in that it's taken on few music videos. He is also involved in art direction, design
this huge life of its own:'
and digital animation, but he
Wit plans on expanding the enjoys being a producer because
2013 Zombie Walk into a Hal- it combines two things he really
loween parade and has just enjoys: art and business.
made a deal to include the
Windsor Spitfires among the "That position for me marries
partnerships involved in the all of the things that I love about
film and gives me an opportuevent.
nity down the road to do things
Wit was 17 when he started his like direct and write."

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

The Real
Canadian

Art has been a part of Wit's life
since a very young age. He said
he can remember drawing for
hours every day until his hands
cramped up.He is.involved with
everything from anrmation to
painting to charcoal.
"Drawing and art make me feel
good. So as long as I can remember I've been doing it and it
doesn't really stop and it doesn't
really start. Art is not an optional thing. I have to do it:'
Wit said what he gets out of being involved with all of these
different projects is something
no one can buy or sell.
"I'm always learning something
or trying to build something
and of course, there's money
and there are certain other personal benefits but it makes my
life richer. It makes me happy to
know that I've affected the lives
of other people in a positive
way. There is a deep emotional
reward from doing work that
you feel is meaningful."

Zombie Walk 2011 • photo
by Kristie Pearce, past Lance
multimedia editor

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN
6-lOPM
FROM
750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE, EVERY TUESDAY AT
THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM •
9PM
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Drugs, disease & youth
ADAMD'ANDREA
st. clarr student

It is undeniable to argue against
the fact that drug use is a problem among youths. However,
looking past the more obvious
effects of drug use reveals that
there may be more health problems facing young people than
meets the eye.

could be a number of reasons
why young people are particularly at risk to the potential dangers of drug use.
"Lack of education could be
one reason. Lack of resources,
it could be boredom, it could
be their particular lifestyle at
home. Maybe they're not discussing these things with their
family," said Furlotte. "A big
thing in the county too is transportation and lack of resources
to get what they need:'

"I believe youth are definitely
in a vulnerable position, there's
no doubt about that;' said Joel
Furlotte, who is currently the
community developer for the
Windsor-Essex County Community Drug Strategy at the
United Way/Centraide Windsor-Essex County.

According to the 2011 Canadian Alcohol and Drug Use
Monitoring Survey released by
Health Canada, people aged 15
to 24 are about five times more
likely to report personal harm
related to illicit drug use than
adults.

Furlotte said he believes there

Much of this harm is related

to contracting serious diseases
resulting from unsafe or unsanitary needle use. In 2010 the
Public Health Agency of Canada reported that unsafe use of
intravenous drugs accounted
for 16.8 per cent of reported
cases of HIV that year. According to Furlotte, harm reduction
and prevention programs benefit not only the individual drug
user but the community at large
as well
"One of the biggest things you
probably think of is needle exchange. So not only is the person learning new ways of using
a needle that's cleaner and safer,
but when you think about it,
needles aren't being left around
the community;' said Furlotte.
"So you can't just think of the
person themselves but also of
how it can grow, spreading in-

I<.eeping Windsor's future
FABIOCONSTANTE
west end advocate

One of the greatest challenges
that we face as a community
is retaining youth - our future
prosperity depends on it. Over
the last five to ten years we have
lost thousands of young, talented and bright individuals to
other cities all across Ontario
and Canada.
Although there may be many
reasons as to why youth leave
our region, the main reason is
due to a lack of economic opportunities; in other words,
good jobs.
Many of my friends, peers, colleagues and former coworkers
have left Windsor-Essex because they had limited career
growth opportunities and underpaying employment prospects, if they were lucky enough
to even find a job.
I believe that there are many
facets to a great city: great
neighbourhoods, a vibrant arts

culture, sports and entertainment, safety, amenities, good
infrastructure and geographic
location, among other things.
We can debate about where we
stand according to these factors, but on the whole, not one
of them and arguably none of
them together weigh as heavily as growth opportunities and
good jobs when it comes to retaining our youth.
So what do we need to do? lhere
are three things upon which we

need to focus and build going
forward. lhey include:
• Continuing to develop a
strong entrepreneurial culture
and ecosystem
• Attracting foreign
investment
• Diversifying our economy
We have made large strides in
the first area of focus. Programs
like We-Tech, Enactus Windsor (formerly SIPE Windsor),
Centre for Enterprise and Law,
Downtown Business Accelerator, angel roundtables and
general recognition and aware-

ness of entrepreneurship have
all contributed to developing
a culture that fosters entrepreneurship and innovation. Furthermore, the new development
of the Engineering building and
the newly created entrepreneurship program at St. Clair College are also strong indicators of
where we need to go as a community to create wealth and
jobs. We need to continue this
momentum and broadly coordinate all of the ~ tive efforts
we nave taken over the past five
to ten years.
Attracting foreign investment
means convincing companies
and investors to invest in our
region because they believe in
its workforce, its infrastructure and its potential. Making
Windsor-Essex an affordable
community is vital in attracting the foregoing. Moreover,
ensuring that we have a strong,
educated and capable workforce
is also extremely important so
that we can meet the challenges
and opportunities of the 21st
century. We are making significant strides. Lowering corn-

L-can'tjust think of the person
t
s . s but also of how it can grow,
speading infections to one another.
JOELFURLOTTE,
'
UNITED WAY/CENTRAIOE WNOSOR-ESSEX

fections to one another. It grows
quite a bit:'
In addition to physical harm
that can result in unsafe use of
intravenous drugs, there is also
a link between drug use and
mental health. According to the
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH), approximately 20 per cent of people
with a mental health disorder
have a co-occurring problem
with substance abuse.
"We don't identify them as two
completely separate issues," said
Furlotte. "You think of things as
kind of isolated, but they really
aren't. And it's not just mental

lhe connection between drug
use and mental health is particularly prominent among young
people, as CAMH also reported
that people aged 15 to 24 are
more likely to report mental illnesses or substance abuse problems.
By realizing and identifying the
services that are offered to them
in Windsor and Essex County,
people of all ages can effectively
reduce the harms and dangers they could be exposed to
through drug use.

gsto focus onforWindsor
rward:
ontinuing to develop a strong
entreaaneurial culture and ecosystem
~tracting foreign investment
• Diversifying our economy
mercial and residential taxes is
very important for new business investment. Aggressive tax
policies such as the Community
~rovement Pr~
(CIP)
imposed oy City Council a few
years ago is precisely where we
need to go to attract new companies.
Lastly, coordination
among our education sector,
employers and the workforce
is critical to ensure workers are
receiving the right training and
employers are meeting their
workforce needs.
When I think of diversifying
our economy, I think of companies like Unconquered Sun, a
Windsor Ontario based manufacturer of premium high efficiency, lightweight photovoltaic
panels, engineered with the rugged North American cli111ate in

FUTON OR
FRAME

SINGLE
MATTRESSES

SOFA
BEDS

FROM

FROM

FROM

sga

health issues either. It could be
behavioural issues, it could be
developmental issues:·

mind. Companies like Unconquered Sun have successfully
tapped into our high skilled
workforce and infrastructure
and have created an ~
~ - - - ~:::;...
o ut of a global challen ge:. H av-

ing the aforementioned assets
allows us to get into different
industries in a relatively shorter
period of time, but we need the
vision and leadership of entrepreneurs, as already mentioned,
to make it happen.
lhe future of our region will
only be as good as the people
living in it. I believe in our
community because I believe
deeply in our people. I also believe, however, that if we do not
create an environment to retain
our youth, we could miss out on
the true potential of our region.

ssa $198
---

-

-

-
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Delusions and success
DANBROWN
UWindsor student

Having no film production experience, the idea of succeeding
in a film competition involving Harvard, Nobel Peace Prize
winners, CEO's, and international entrants was delusional.
But when you are young, delusions often work in your favour.
That weekend in Cambridge/
Boston was the most connected
I had ever felt. The possibility
of collaboration, breaking new
ground, and success is what
drives networking. Far and
wide, many people are interested in the same areas you are,

and meeting them in the same
room is electric. In this case,
those people were professionals
from both non-profit and entertainment industries, Harvard
professors and students, and
young people who want to leave
a mark (and have already done
so). Thanks to a YouTube video
competition, there we all were.
The Girls Impact the World
Film Fest presented itself to me
last October. I had never produced a video before, but was
comforted by the competition's
equal emphasis on social activism and the art of filmmaking.
The worst case scenario would
be getting media experience
with a friend.

ter found me.

The video that communication, media and film student,
Veronica Jurkowski and I made
is based on two new classes
at UWindsor: Bringing in the
Bystander. The school offers
curriculum for upper year students to administer workshops
to lower year students in the
following semester. The concept shifts focus from the rape
labels of victim/perpetrator to
the impact that bystanders have
on sexual assault prevention.
When I learned that combining
bystander intervention of sexual assault with curriculum was
a completely new venture, The
U's "Thinking forward" slogan
rang out. The film's subject mat-

Youth in leadership
DANAITASGEDOM
acby proiect youth
adivisory chair

Promoting and Owning Empowerment and Resilience
among African, Caribbean
and Black Youth in Windsor
(ACBY) is a three year community-based research study that
seeks to establish an HIV risk/
vulnerability profile and prevention strategy for African,
Caribbean, and Black (ACB)
youth aged 16 to 25 years old in
Windsor, Ontario.
A Youth Advisory Committee
(YAC), comprised of 18 youth
wi .

tion, work with the research
team to insure that all phases of
the research speak and are sensitive to the needs of ACB youth.
The Youth Advisory Committee gives youth a safe place to
explore their knowledge, learn,
grow and be themselves.
In the process of working on
this project, YAC members are
informed and empowered to
address issues related to HIV
risk and learn research and advocacy skills through various
workshops.
This facilitates youth taking on
leadership roles within their
community to inform and empower their peers. African, Cal

ing together with researchers to
translate the results of research
on culturally sensitive topics
into programming and strategies is a powerful force.
We all know that youth are the
future of our communities. This
project gives them the opportunity to develop as informed,
skilled, strong leaders in building community unity in developing innovative, creative
initiatives that will blossom in
our Windsor and Essex County
community.
I am honoured to be the Youth
Advisory Chair on this project
and as a youth myself; I have
grown and will continue to do
0

.

•

By administering this course
content, Ors. Senn and Forrest
and Dusty Johnstone are pioneering a new social climate at
UWindsor, in education, and
through citizenship. We need
to rethink how we view education and women's issues. Why is
college viewed as for lowbrow
robots to learn skills for a job?
Who said university breeds enlightenment for an employment
desert? Where does the male
voice come in on issues of women's rights? These systems don't
require touching-up or modernizing. They need a paradigm
shift and complete restructuring
from the ground up.
The biggest lesson I've learned
is that voicing these changes

13

to massive amounts of people
is really hard, and those who
are leading, need people like
us to participate. The world is a
competitive place (there's a lot
of us out there), but so many
good programs are practically
begging for supporters: volunteers, students, or film fest
contestants. And eventually, as
you continue to get involved,
that dream job will be in closer
reach than you ever would have
thought. Mine sure is.
Windsor is as good a place as
any to get a head start. If you are
a UWindsor student, enroll in
these courses. If you are a high
school/undergrad student, consider entering the Girls Impact
the World Film Fest 2013. If you
are young, stay delusional.

sports
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22 years of service: Q&A with Mike Havey
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

To mark the 50th anniversary
of The University of Windsor I
spoke with acting athletic and
recreational services director
Mike Havey. In the interview
we reflect on the past, as well
discuss the future of Lancer athletics. During his tenure director Havey has served as Men's
Basketball coach, associate director of athletics, and was last
year's recipient of the University
of Windsor leadership award.
MS: As you know, this is the

Universities' 50th anniversary.
What does it mean to you to be
the athletic director during such
a milestone?
MH: "It's wonderful starting to

think about being here for 22
years. It's a great opportunity
for us to do a couple of things:
One is to renew connections

with alumni. Retaining connections with athletic alumni
is something that we put a lot
of effort into, especially those
who we may have lost contact
with. The second opportunity,
it provides is to launch into the
next 50 years. It's not about
just looking backwards; it's an
opportunity to look ahead to a
great future for the entire University:•
MS: In your tenure with the
school, how has Lancer athletics
grown?
MH: "It has been remarkable in

the last ten years in particular,
we have seen some great hires
added to our coaching roster.
I think specifically with Chantel Vallee, who has managed to
turn that program [Women's
Basketball] around, and Coach
Chris Oliver who took over for
me has taken dramatic steps
forward with the men's team.
For football, this is Joe D'amore's
third year with the program and

there is every reason to be optimistic about their chances. Joe
has done a great job locally, to
strengthen our relations with
the Essex Ravens, AKO Fratmen, and the local high schools;
which is beginning to pay dividends:•
MS: You also took on a role with

the International Children's
Games. Talk about that role and
what the experience has been
like for you.
MH: "I am the sports techni-

cal committee co-chairperson,
which is a voluntary role for me.
I think that community service
is a responsibility for almost
everybody at the University of
Windsor. It's an opportunity for
someone of my skill set to be
involved in a community event,
where they can take advantage
of my experience as an event
coordinator:·
MS: Speaking of co-ordinating

events, the University is also

Lancers split Tipoff Classic
MIKESPECHT
sports editor
Over the past two weeks, The
Lancers Men's Basketball team
participated in the 9th annual
Tipoff Classic. The series, which
brings NCAA Division One
teams to Windsor, provided a
glimpse at the character and potential of Chris Oliver's team.
A pair of losses against Southern University and Marshall to
open the Classic were of a similar narrative. Comebacks in the
fourth quarter were not enough
to overcome poor shooting and
costly turnovers by the Lancers.
A clutch 3-ball by newcomer
.\lex Campbell sent the game
..gainst Southern to overtime;
before the Lancers fell in the

second extra frame, 76-71. After the game, Campbell commented on the Jaguars, who
nearly upset Gonzaga in the
2013 NCAA tournament.
"They're fast, and what teams
from the states do is try to pressure you into corners. What
we have to do is not over think,
and just play [our game];' said
Campbell.
In the loss to Marshall, the Lancers came back from a pair of ten
point deficits; one coming in the
final minute of play. Time ran
out on the Lancers as they were
forced to intentionally foul, the
game ending 84-80 in favour of
the Thundering Herd.

"Our emphasis going in was
about resiliency, and showing

grit. We came back and we
competed. But this program is
not about moral victories, and
we should be disappointed that
we lost. Was there improvement from the first game to the
second? Absolutely;' said Coach
Oliver after the game.
The Lancers then went on to
play two contests against The
Citadel Bulldogs. Enrico Di
Loreto, who sat out the first two
games with injury, was the hero.
The starting guard hit a layup in
the closing seconds of the game
to seal the 64-63 victory.
The second match against the
Citadel, the Lancers came out
strong-leading 21-10 after one
quarter. However, they allowed
the bulldogs to crawl back late,
needing another Alex Campbell

hosting the Women's Basketball
Final 8 this year. How are preparations coming for that?
MH: "Fortunately, we hosted

the event back in 2011, so it's
not like we are reinventing the
wheel. Having said that, our
goal is to do more than what we
did last time. There are some
presentation elements that we
are looking to change. Also,
we have had some facility enhancements with the new seating structure which will make a
more comfortable environment
for the fans:·
MS: In terms of recruitment,

what makes Windsor unique for
attracting athletes?
MH: "Windsor as a commu-

nity is still an undiscovered
gem in Ontario. The university is improving on its reputation annually. I think some of
the investments that are taking
place in bricks and mortar are
having an impact on that. With

3 pointer in the dying minutes
to send the game into overtime.
In the extra session the Lancers
looked like the team that came
out of the gate, outscoring the
Bulldogs 13-3 en route to the
83-73 victory.
With a month left of exhibition
play, this team still has time to
gel before the games count. After the Marshall game, Coach
Oliver touched on areas where
the team can improve.

the campus master plan, people
are seeing a vision and they see
a brighter future. I think it only
going to continue to improve."
MS: What is your vision for the
future of Athletics and Recreational services in Windsor?
MH: "We need to embrace op-

portunities to enhance our capacity. While the University
faces budget challenges in that
department, we need to try
and offer more opportunities to
more students. Whether that
means more varsity teams or
more club teams. That is our
role, we are a factor in student
life on this campus and that is
not just for the 350 varsity athletes. We are here for all students who want to participate in
club sports, intramural activities, and personal fitness. Our
vision is to be enablers of that
and find the ways to increase
capacity in those areas:·

"I thought we struggled at times
with help defense. Especially
with their quickness and attack,
too often guys got penetration
and we didn't rotate and help as
much as we should have. Also,
we got physically beat up on the
boards [against Southern and
Marshall] and those things have
to change if we want to win a
national championship;' said
Oliver.

cer basketball scores:
3 vs. Southern U
8/17/~3 vs. Marshall
8/19/9'3 vs. Citadel
8/20/2013 vs. Citadel

L 71-76 2 OT
L 80-84
W64-63
W83-73
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Passport to the World celebrates diversity in young athletes
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

While sporting events often
create enemies amongst competitors, the International Children's Games (ICG) brought
athletes together through the
Passport to the World event.
After an exhausting second day
of competition, the intensity
subsided for a short while as all
1300 athletes from around the
globe shared in a celebration of
diversity and friendship.
The event, hosted by the Multicultural Council (MCC) of
Windsor and Essex County with
ICG, celebrated the diversity of
the Windsor region as well as
cultural diversity throughout
the world.
Athletes, delegates, and community members mingled at
Riverfront Festival Plaza where
over twelve vendors prepared
food from all areas of the world
and a variety of culturally diverse entertainers took to the
stage.
Admission to the event was free
and open to the community.

For $2 to $6, attendees could
taste a variety of dishes from
Croatian, Polish, Greek, Indian,
and Filipino cuisine, to name a
few.
The MCC had been planning
the event since the early stages
of the city's involvement with
theICG.
"We got involved when the city
was bidding to get the games;'
said Lisa Kolody, director of
programs and operations at
MCC.
"The city wanted to have an opportunity for the community to
welcome the athletes and interact with them:'
While competition was heated
during the day, Passport to the
World allowed athletes who
were head to head against each
other the very same day to meet
up for a second time and develop life-long friendships.
"The games were originally
started to bring children together to compete, but also to support each other. There's a real
friendship that comes out of it;'
says Kolody. "On the first day
we saw participants exchanging
pins from their home cities:'

The MCC also supplied over 220
Team Ambassadors who spoke
over 30 languages to welcome
athletes and answer questions.

The lowering of the flag, extinguishing of the flames, and, of
course, fireworks all made the
night one to remember and ce-

mented the games as not only
a major competitive event, but
also as a unifying cultural experience.

Tsun Ho, a baseball player
from team Hong-Kong, China
said that he felt very comfortable when he arrived in Windsor thanks to the help of all the
volunteers. "Windsor is a great
city. Everyone is so nice. Everyone is so accommodating:' he
said.
The ICG were originally founded by Professor Metod Klemenc
in 1968. His vision was to unite
children of diverse cultural
backgrounds, a vision that manifested itself many times during
the Games.
When three Pakistani teams
would have been disqualified
for lack of players due to visa
problems back home, local athletes from the Pakistani community stepped in and helped
out the teams, allowing them to
compete in the Games after all.
The ICG came to a close last
Sunday with an extravagant
party featuring entertainment
by local DJ Josh Karmin, a
Much Music Video Dance, and
Windsor's Cheer Squad.

a Chinese performer entertains the crowd at Passport to
the World • photo by Travis Fauteux

Children's games puts Windsor on the map
TRAVISFAUTEUX

the unforgettable Closing Ceremony-were four years in the

news editor

making.

Windsor's moment in the spotlight of the world's stage has
come and gone, but it will long
be remembered as a success by
Windsorites and athletes from
around the globe.
With over 1,300 athletes and
their accompanying delegates,
guests and VIPs visiting the city
between August 14 to 18, the
47th International Children's
Games was a major triumph.

In his speech at the Closing
Ceremony, Mayor Eddie Francis proudly stated, "Our reputation has been established on the
world stage;· and described the
events as, "simply awesome:'
Neil Leslie, whose son Ross
represented their home town
of South Lanarkshire, Scotland
in swimming, said he was impressed by the enormous scale

of the games.
hoped, he enjoyed the experi"It's my sons first international~~en
~ce~-·- - ~ ~ - - - --event and we couldn't be hap- "It has been really cool meeting
pier. The new pool is absolutely all sorts of people and competwonderful and fit for the cham- ing against some really talented
pionships. It's not the Olympics, athletes. I've learned a lot this
but it has certainly been taken weekend;' said Lochrin. "I will
seriously:' said Leslie. "We were never forget this."
so lucky to be selected for this...
It's a life experience:'
Local athletes placed strong in
the international competition.
Nicholas Lochrin, a tennis The Windsor-Essex team led
player for team Lake Macqua- Canada to a third place finish
rie, Australia, said that although with a total of 24 medals. Eight
he didn't place as well as he had of those medals came from

The events-from the thrilling
Opening Ceremony, to Passport to the World, and finally

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
- ... - --

-

;

-

AKO Fratmen open season with a win

s ort ·briefs

Luke Willson given first team reps

Former Essex Raven Luke Willson enters week
3 of the NFL preseason with two receptions for
15 yards. The 5th round pick has been splitting
first team repetitions with Sean McGrath, as
starter Zach Miller rehabs a foot injury. Team
sources have also confirmed that he will not be
a part of the upcoming Old School sequel.
Concordia introduces new athletic director

Concordia University introduced former Montreal Canadiens director of hockey operations
Patrick Boivin as director of recreation and
athletics on August 14.

.:•• ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dempster suspended
Canadian pitcher Ryan Dempster has been suspended 5 games for plunking Alex Rodriquez
on August 17. Dempster threw three pitches
inside, before connecting with A-Rods elbow
on the fourth attempt. In other baseball news:
people still don't care about the Blue Jays.

:
•
:
:
:

Paulina Gretzky to wed

••

The daughter of "The Great One'' is set to wed
PGA golfer Dustin Johnson, as announced on
their Twitter feed this weekend. Said not to be
a religious affair, friends and family are praying
the bride won't sing at the nuptial.

:
:
:
•
:

•

•

Better judgement prevails as Maria Sharapova :
mulls name change
:
It was been reported that world No. 3 tennis
player Maria Sharapova briefly considered
changing her last name to Sugarpova. Seriously. Sugarpova.

••

!
:
:

Windsor swimmers alone with
two of them being gold, won by
Rachel Rode and Aaron Norg.

Windsorites have three years to
prepare for the city's next big
event, the 2016 FINA shortcourse swimming championship.
When Windsor first bid for
FINA 2016, Peter Knowles, a
former official for FINA was
quoted as saying, "Where the
hell is Windsor?" Windsor appears to have answered with a
roar.
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thoughts on the best of #uwindsorproblems
Windsor tweet yo_ur #uw1nds~rprob1ems
Has it been a year already? Once again were dolling out the
meaningless honours of Windsor's best things and people.
It seems silly to do this another year in a row but after all who
doesn't like to be told what's hot, People Magazine has been doing it
for years and they're a quality publication ...
Of course Windsor is not Toronto, no we are indeed much smaller
with less ... well less everything. Year after year whether it's us or
WAMM, albeit with a refrain in 2010 and 2011, there are picks of
everything from the best bartender to the best place to see a show
and everything in between, and of the last three installments there
have been eight recurring winners.
All cynicism aside, it is a time where we can celebrate what is good
about our city. Windsor in all its blue-collar glory has a tight knit
community of artists, purveyors of fine spirits and vendors of items
for sale for far less money than most places in major cities. For those
who disagree with the idea that Windsor is a major city, remember
that we are the first stop on the Wmdsor-Quebec City Corridor. We
are dirty, corrupt and a full oflove of the drink and more strip clubs
per capita than any other city in the country. Antique stores too.
You can find us all at Phog for a drink, Jones & Co buying our
clothes and at the Capitol for a show (when they're happening}. If
we only had chains to do our business at we would lose our heart,
our souls.
We all know one another for better or worse, take Transit Windsor
with contempt and we certainly complain that theres nothing to do
here. Still, without conflict we would be pretty bored.
So let's take a break from texting and Facebooking to remember
why we're all still here. People leave Windsor all the time, but think
about how many people you know that have moved away only to
find themselves back in "South Detroit". This is our home, let's
celebrate it.

-

Jay Verspeelt, Lance reporter

and #uw1ndsorsolut1ons
@uwindsorlance
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we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic. environmental
and political issues.
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to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
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Univet:sity 111 ''hot water'' over campus overhearing
& CUPE 1393 IS FIRST OF MANY POSSIBLE LOCALS TO STRIKE THIS MONTH

TRAVIS FAUTEUX

news editor

A broken filter unit known as a
small zum is responsible for the
overheating at the University of
Windsor campus this past week,
but attempts to fix the unit
have been held up by a series of
misteps by the university.
The filtration unit is sometimes
clogged by debris and can burn
out the motor, resulting in an
over pressure condition, according to a Maintenance Services worker who asked to remain anonymous.
The Maintenance Services
worker added that the university, to fix this problem in the
past-a process that normally
involves lifting a heavy lid off

the zurn, providing access to
clean the internal filter-only
provided a "band-aid" solution.
The unit has not been repaired
as of yet, due to a work refusal
made by an employee.
A report filed Wednesday by
Occupational Health and Safety
Inspector Barry Norton states
that an employee at the Energy
Conversion Centre (ECC), the
building responsible for heating and cooling on campus,
initiated a work refusal Monday
around 10 a.m.
The report says that, "The main
concern of the work is the potential for the lid [covering the
zurn] to tip during the lifting
process."
The report says that the worker's
refusal "had been ignored" by
his supervisor, Mark Lambert,

and that Lambert attempted to
assign the work to a contractor
without notifying the Ministry
of Labour instead of issuing a
stage one investigation.
According to Norton's report,
"The workplace parties were
advised that the refusing worker in this case provided proper
and adequate notification of his
work refusal and that the employer failed to conduct the immediate stage one work refusal
process."
"The employer further contravened section 43 [of the Occupational Health and Safety Act]
by ... ensuring that all workers
that may be asked to perform
the work are advised of the ongoing work refusal and the reasons for the refusal," reads the
report.
Contractors

that

were

ap-

proached by Norton refused
to do the work though, as they
were not willing to cross picket
lines that are currently in place.

tion has been made and will
ensure contractors are called to
the ECC building regardless of
the picket lines.

Progress is being made to get
the unit fixed, according to the
inspector.

HORE STRIKES TO
COME OVER THE
WEEKEND

A proposed resolution involving
a "four point lift" system and the
installation of additional cables
and eye bolts to assist the repair
process has been discussed with
the employer.

Sunday morning, CUPE Local 1393 and the University of
Windsor were unable to reach
a collective bargaining agreement, landing the local in a legal
strike position.

In addition, the employer will
"have an engineer review the
changes to the lifting device and
certify that the device is capable
of lifting its maximum load," according to the report.
The anonymous Maintenance
Services worker said that the
university will be repairing the
unit soon now that an inspec-

The strike has resulted in significant reduction of services
including the shutting down
of the St. Denis Centre's Forge
Fitness Centre and the cancellation, as of now, of numerous
50th Anniversary celebration
events.

.
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what is the
best worst
thing about
windsor?
DAVE ODETTE

RICHARD KASOIAN

SARAH MORRIS

TOM LUCIER

The music scene. Everyone is ·so
connected but nobody can get in;
as in trying to break out.

American visitors. Great for the
economy bad for the interaction.

The worst thing is also the best:
everyone knows everyone in
Windsor.

Having Detroit as a neighbour.
America~ most depressed city is
our cultural playground.
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The Fall of the Candian Federation of Students
TRAVISFAUTEUX

Ingle added that she hopes to avoid

news editor

legal hassles with the CFS if the petitions grow and referenda are eventually possible.

Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) members from over 15 different
student associations are beginning the
process to end their membership with
the CFS according to a press release
last week.
Students at University of Toronto,
York University, and Ryerson University, among other schools, have begun
"de-federation" campaigns beginning
with the collection of petitions.
In 2009 to 2010 o~ a.Ao7.ell gh99ls
began similar campaigns, including
the University of Windsor, but nothing came of their efforts to leave the
student lobby group when the CFS denied the validity of multiple petitions.
The University of Guelph's student
union seems to have given up on any
chance of leaving the Central Student
Association (CSA) after a tedious
court dispute between the two organizations.
Initially, CSA submitted petitions to
the CFS that weren't accepted as being

valid.
Then, the CSA won a court order to
hold a referendum, which took place
in April 2010. 73 per cent voted to defederate, but the CFS didn't accept the
result.
Similar cases happened with Simon
Frasier University and McGill University's Post Graduate Students' Society.
Ashley Ingle, spokesperson for the defederation campaign, said in an interview with Canadian University Press
that past attempts to leave the CFS
have made certain groups reluctant to
try and leave.
·we know that there is a lot of fear
about people leaving the CFS. People
are afraid of future legal action and we
want to just spread the word that this
is happening now;" said Ingle.

"Learning from lessons of the past is
pretty important:' she said. "We're
aware of the kind of effort that has to
go into getting the referendum dates
from the CFS. Even though bylaws
have been made increasingly challenging to even get a vote to happen
on campus, we are trying to follow the
bylaws as strictly as we can."
Brent Farrington, spokesman for CFS
internal affairs, acknowledged the defederation campaign, but said that the

"CFS's contracts are so convoluted that
escaping is nearly impossible," said Jacobson. "I'm hoping for organization,
lots oflegal support, and the end of the
CFS."

L hopingfororganization,

'

-~al support, and the end
of the CFS.
CAROLINEJACOBSON,

lMHlSORPOUTICALSCIENCE S1VOENT

lobbI~UJ'
has no plans n creatinf a:.....,,J~ft~~~~'!!""l"!!"!!!l!~~~~~~~~"""""~'!""""~!i!'ll!!!~ae,""!'!~~~'-""'"~
-~
campaign m'"Se"tence.
niv.rsltyol

uwsA sTANDs av
FEDERATION
UWSA president Rob Crawford said
that the university's student union has
no intention to join the de-federation
campaign. The statement reads:

Waterloo
~

~

The Canadian Federation of Students
is the UWSA'.s only representative
body after leaving Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA)
in the spring. At this time the UWSA
has no intention of starting its own
de-federation campaign, but as always
we strive to represent the views of our
students to the best of our abilities. If
students at-large want the UWSA to
look down the de-federation path we
will respect the thoughts and opinions
of our members.
Mohammad Akbar, vice-president external affairs for the UWSA, said that
students should be looking to work
with the CFS.

"I think that the people who are pushing [the campaign] are motivated. ..
but I think that the focus should be
more on trying to fix issues and trying to come together:' said Akbar. "I
think that dividing students is a really

bad idea."
Akbar ensured that, "[The UWSA]
wants to find out how students feel
about their membership."

e is a lot of fear about people
1
e CFS. People are afraid of
future legal action and we want to just
' '
spread
the word that this is happening
now.
ASHLEYINGLE,

Caroline Jacobson, University of
Windsor political science student,
said that the CFS should spend less
time and student money on "fighting
schools that seek de-federation" instead of advocating for lower tuition
fees."

DE..fEOERATION CAMPAIGN SPOl<ESPERSON

The University of \Vaterloo offers the only co-operative education
Pharmacy program in Canada. The rich benefits of co-op include
practical paid work experience, exposure to different practise settings
and opportunities to establish pharmacy career path connections.
\Ve are seeking applicants who:
- have leadership qualities and experience
- communicate effectivelv and enJO}_' working in a team
- are genuinely motivated to help others as a health professional
- enjoy life sciences and mathematics
- want to be a trailblazer in an innovative Pharmacy program
Applications for Jan 2015 admission will be open until Jan 6, 2014
Hlghly quallflecl applicants may be considered for early
admission In Jan 2014. Deadline to apply Is Oct 24, 2013.

For further information: www.pharmacy.uwaterloo.ca
519-888-4848 or pharmacy@uwaterloo.ca
The ..... of Sella

ill,,._,

°'""°""'""'of

Pl.- of .. Sdlaol of Phan.y
Walllloo i. .... aWOlded !he 11111"5 of Canditianal ~ bf
the Canadian Council f o r ~ of f'llornlotJ l'laplls lorllll lhnNI ,-t11112012-2015.
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UWindsor's bday: sharing the love
DANZOMPANTI
lance reporter

The University of Windsor will
soon be celebrating its 50th anniversary with a grand birthday
party and campus events from
September 19 to 22.
Planning of the events has been
undertaken by the UWSA in
partnership with the University's 50th anniversary committee, which has been commissioned for the event.
The official "Birthday Party"
will take place Thursday, September 19 at 1:30 p.m. in the
CAW Student Centre and will
be the main event that kicks off
the weekend.
Ivona Bilbilovska, the UWSA's
vice-president of social affairs,
has ordered over 1,000 cupcakes for the event and, as if
that weren't enough to bring in
a crowd, they've also recruited
local performer David Pinard to
provide entertainment for the
event.
The 50th anniversary celebration is an important one, not
only for the University, but also
for the community.
"It's not just a campus event,"
said director of student life, Josh
Paglione. "It's a community
event. It's important because

Two University of Windsor
engineering-entrepreneurs are
designing a new wallet made for
the 21st century student.
Paramvir Nagpal, 22, and Patrick Pakula, 23, will be graduating with bachelor degrees in
Electrical and Computer Engineering at this October's convocation ceremony and already
the two have created an ambitious business together.
In early September, less than a
week into their Master of Applied Science in Electrical Engineering, the pair started ECCO
Electronics, standing for Electronic Card Company.
They are currently developing a
new digital wallet the size of a
credit card that they say is, "capable of handling nearly your
entire personal and financial life
in one small, sleek, sexy device:'
Their new wallet is designed to
replace all of a person's credit,
debit, and gift cards as well as
the many membership cards,
business cards and coupons that
can clutter one's wallet.
Imagine, they say, having your
bulky wallet reduced to a 4.5inch high definition OLED
touchscreen. The device will be
made of a flexible screen with
a flexible smart card embedded so that users can still keep
the wallet in their back pocket,
sit down, and not worry about
the glass shattering like a smart
phone would.
ECCO Electronics is the first

it showcases the culmination
of all of the University's recent
developments like the construction of the new buildings, the
move downtown and other improvements around campus."
"With everything that's been
done, it's important to celebrate
the University's new identity,"
he said.
There are many important activities taking place during the
birthday party, such as a speech
by University President Alan
Wildeman and the signing of a
contract that will make UWindsor a "Water-Bottle Free Campus:'
The initiative to set up water
bottle refill stations was set
in motion by members of the
UWSA to join other universities
that have made the switch and
to "ensure a more environmentally friendly future for the University," according to Paglione.
The signed document will join
other important documents,
pictures, jerseys and other
memorabilia in a time capsule,
which should last until the
100th anniversary.
Another important document
to enter the capsule will be an
agreement with St Clair College for a 50 year working partnership.

UWSA president Rob Crawford explained that the goal of
this agreement is to create and
maintain a good working relationship with the College in
order to organize events for all
students in Windsor.
"With both of our moves downtown, it makes sense for us to be
working closer together," says
Crawford. "We are the next 50
years:'
The capsule is not limited to
"official" documents. Paglione
explains that anyone can put
something inside the capsule, as
long as it is pre-approved by the
UWSA.
More information on how to
get involved with the time capsule can be found on the UWSA
Facebook page.
The birthday party isn't the only
event happening that weekend.
The Lancer's homecoming football game against the University
of Toronto takes place this Saturday.
For the homecoming game, the
UWSA has planned a tailgate
party at the St. Denis Center
and are expecting over 1000
participants, although it may be
cancelled entirely due to the recent CUPE strike (see page 4).
If the event is not cancelled,
entertainment for the concert

students mark UWlndsor's federation in 1963 with some homemade "cake" • photo courtesy of the University of Windsor

will begin at 5:00 p.m. behind
the St.Denis Center and will
include some of Ontario's finest
musicians.
Jody Raffoul and his son Billy
will perform during the pregame concert until kick-off at
7:00 p.m. Jody will then play

an acoustic set during the halftime show with stellar Windsor
rockers The Fisher Kings.
The post-game show will be
headlined by Juno nominated
and Windsor-based Never Ending White Lights immediately
after the game.

and only company to create a
device that consolidates all one's
wallet information in a physical, hardware-based form and
they have three patents on the
device.
Unlike other digital, app-based
wallets, ECCO will be a reprogrammable card using a unique
smart card. In short, it would
mimic a traditional debit or
credit card and would be useable at any ATM or point of sale
like the card it would be replacing.
"Google Wallet is only an app.
You can't pay for stuff besides
wireless tap and go methods.
You don't have a physical link;'
explains Pakula. "With us, you
get both-physical and wireless:·
All one would have to do is select which card to use on the
device and the ECCO will program the card and eject it from
the side of the device to then be
used in any chip reader. It will
also be compatible will older
swipe methods and much newer
wireless, pay-and-go type payments.
After every use, the card would
be wiped for security.
The team says security has been
their main concern in designing
the product and that they have
covered all the bases with three
levels of encryption in addition
to the usual security features on
a regular credit card.
"Some software companies have
the apps, but they are very easy
to hack. Nobody has really addressed the security issues with
smart phones. For [ECCO],
you have an actual device with

you that reprograms every ten
minutes so that it's like new,"
said Nagpal. "It would actually
be safer than the original card:'
They explained that the simplicity of the device allows a userfriendly experience, affordability, the possibility of much
longer battery life-they are
hoping the device will last up to
a week on a single charge-and
added security.
Nagpal added that there are no
compatibility problems with
cards from specific banks like
CIBC or TD because the device is designed to meet all their
standards.
"We're not replacing the card,
per se" explains Pakula. "Users will just be accessing their
accounts in a more efficient
way. The banks and credit card
companies won't have any issues

with it because the actual card
itself is still managed by them:'
They expect the project to take
eight months to a year for the
device to be ready as a consumer-level market product, but in
two months they will have a
prototype to give the manufacturer.
The pair had worked on previous major Capstone projects
in separate teams for the Engineering department-Nagpal helped design an indoor
positioning system and Pakula
helped design an emergency
vehicle detection system. However, this is their first time teaming up since they first met in
January.
The company launched a Kickstarter crowd-funding campaign Monday to avoid giving a
portion of their company away

to an investor so early.
"Kickstarter is such a great
platform. The tech projects on
there are really successful and
that's because people like them
and we're hoping people like our
ideas too," said Pakula.
Funding incentives for their
Kickstarter campaign will range
from $5 to $150. If someone
backs the project at the maximum of $150, they will receive
the device for free a month before it becomes available to the
public.
Although they were careful to
set a retail price for the device
in stone, Nagpal and Pakula
said they want to ensure it will
be affordable for university students-somewhere in the range
of$80 to $100.
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UWindsor revs up for car share program
MAGGI EC HAN
lance reporter

A new car sharing service is giving University of Windsor students a cheaper alternative to
owning a car.
When Michael lende founded
Student CarShare, he felt that he
was filling a void that colleges
had had for a very long timeaffordable alternatives to car
ownership.
Although he acknowledged the
effectiveness of public transportation and other common methods of student transportation,
he noted that there was nothing
that catered to the 18+age market that was rid of the burden of
car ownership.
"It's a very inexpensive, convenient, and eco-friendly way for
students to use their freedom
and have access to a vehicle 24/7
without the expense and hassle
of owning a vehicle:' Lende explained.
"I wanted to create a socially responsible network of members
that can access a vehicle on demand for as little as $8 an hour
including gas and insurance;' he
said.
The service is currently on 17
campuses across universities in
Ontario, including the University of Windsor.

the program.
Students are able to drive these
cars by becoming members of
Student CarShare, which they
can do by submitting an application on the program's website
alongside a $25 application fee.
In order to be approved, applicants must be at least 18 years of
age, have a valid G2 license and
credit card, and have a clean
driving record for three years
prior.
Following approval, successful
applicants must pay a $50 membership fee to be permitted access to drive any vehicle within
the Student CarShare network
at $8/hour with gas and insurance covered.
"It's a quick and easy solution:·
Lende adds. "You have access
to a vehicle 24/7 without its expenses, which could be $400800 a month. You can even build
up your insurance history:'
The program boasts the fact
that it is Canadian-owned and
student-driven.

the Student CarShare program has two designated parking spots outside Leddy Library • photo
by Maggie Chan

Each school has a marketing coordinator and staff who educate
students on the program.
Matthew Kirby, a business student and the marketing coordinator of the University of Windsor CarShare team, feels that he's
developing useful entrepreneurship skills and responsibility.

Kirby and his team of students
are responsible for raising
awareness about the company
and reaching out to students,
which he feels is a great idea.
He said that as the word spreads
across campus, students from
different commuting situations
seem to approve of the idea of

::~~~-_..A l the 1Jniv~ f Windaor,- ....-~· job g\Ves

the parking lot behind Leddy
Library currently has two carsmodels are the Kia Soul and
Rio-parked in parking spots
that have been designated for

digital journalism and political science student and regular
Transit Windsor user.
"I wouldn't necessarily use it to
get to school, but I can see how
it would be useful for students
living in residence or near campus; said Stadder.

student life. For students in residence, it will give them the opportunity to explore outside of
Windsor, considering that most
of them are foreign to the area
and its surroundings:'
Although the program works
specifically around the needs of
car-less students, Lende men-

eat~
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ence. Everyone on my team is a
student here on campus. It was
one of the main points that the
CEO made-giving jobs to students:' said Kirby.

"When puollc transportation
isn't a feasible option, students
should definitely look into CarShare. I think it's a great idea;
said Rachel Stadder, a full-time

"This program is a great gogreen idea and it's definitely
going to make a difference in

The best of wines make an appearance at WineFest
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

The ninth annual Shores of
Erie International Wine Festival brought out the best of local
wining and dining last weekend,
handing out over 50 awards to
eleven wineries in the WindsorEssex region.
The festival began the Lake Erie
North Shore Wine Competition
in 2010 to increase the public's
awareness of the region's diverse
and world-class wines.
Colchester Ridge Estate Winery
(CREW) took home the prize
for "Best Winery of the Year"
with a total of three golds and
two silvers.

The 9th annual SHores of Erie Wine Festival took place last
weekend and featured over 50 award winning wines • photo by
Travis Fauteux

Colchester won the "Best in
Show" in the white Vmifera
category for their 2011 Chardonnay while Muscadere Estate
Vineyards won for their 2010
Cabernet Sauvignon in the red
Vlnifera category. In the hybrid
category, Erie Shores took home
both red and white wine honours for their Vidal and Baco
Noir Reserve.
James Oatway of Wine Judges
of Canada, who was responsible for judging the 2013 Lake
Erie North Shore Wine Competition, had much to say about

CREW's Chardonnay, calling it
a "definite Burgundian doppelganger."
"Ontario is definitely a place to
find some of the best Chardonnay in the world, and that ability extends beyond the bounds
of Niagara:' said Oatway. "The
infancy of Ontario's wine industry is clearly in the rear view
mirror:·
Michelle Plunkett, manager of
customer relations and sales at
CREW said that local wine can
stand up to imported, international wines.
She explained what made the
2011 Chardonnay an award
winning wine.

"In 2011 we had amazing
weather-the right amount of
rain and sunshine. You can do
as much as you want to in the
vineyard, but if the weather isn't
cooperating then you get what
you get," said Plunkett.
"Then, it's the winemaker's magic that turns it into something as
good as our 2011 Chardonnay.'
she added.
A few select Lake Erie North
Shore vineyards came together
before the event to commemorate the bicentennial of the War
of 1812 and to showcase the
quality of local wines in their
Stowaway 1812 vintage collec-

tion.
Six wineries - Colio Estate
Wines, Cooper's Hawk Vineyards, Pelee Island Winery,
Oxley Estate Winery, Smith
and Wilson Estate Wines, and
Sprucewood Shores Estate Winery-collaborated in the project.
The signature line of wines was
sold at the individual wineries
throughout the summer, but
the Stowaway 1812 collaboration became much more at the
recent Tall Ships Festival.
Six Cabernet Franc varietals,
from each participating winery,
were combined in a barrel and
stowed away on the tall ship
Liana's Ransom as it sailed Lake
Erie from July 19 to September
1.

The barrel produced approximately 120 bottles, which were
auctioned off during the festival
last weekend.
The festival featured much
more than wine-over 16 food
vendors sold everything from
chocolate crepes to Japanese
cuisine, wine experts held walks
and talks, and Saskatoon Junonominated rockers The Sheepdogs took to the stage amongst
numerous local acts.
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Grant funds student's promising breast cancer research
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

University of Windsor PhD student Rosa-Maria Ferraiuolo has
been chosen along with 33 other
researches across Ontario to receive a grant from the Canadian
Breast Cancer Foundation-a
total of $8.4 million between
all winners-to fund her breast
cancer research.
Ferraiuolo. under the supervision of Dr. Lisa Porter, is investigating the implications of the
Spy l protein on estrogen receptor signalling in breast cancer.

In simpler terms, her research
is looking into how high levels
of this protein can stimulate
the development of cancer and
spread it and, more specifically,
how Spy l may cause resistance
to certain breast cancer treatments in some patients.
Porter said the Spy 1 research
is crucial in understanding and
developing methods to treat
breast cancer.
"We've come a long way with
treatments and now the big
stumbling block is that some
cancers either don't respond to
treatment or are no longer sensitive to current therapies," Porter explained.

the big stumbling block is
t
s
cancers don't respond to
treatment or are no longer sensitive to
' '
current
therapies.
LISAPORTER,

10% OFF

PH D. SUPERVISOR OF ROSl'rMARIA FERRAJl,JOLO

Regular priced food items any day of
the week with valid Student ID

-

-

-
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"The immediate goal of the
project is to see which patients
respond or don't respond to
current chemotherapy."

sponding to the drug treatment
and protect the breast cancer
cells so, instead of dying, [ the
cells] thrive;' she explains.

Porter said Ferraiuolo is a phenomenal student. "Students
here in Windsor are very bright
and hard working. They have
great ideas. With Rosa-Maria,
I'm very impressed; she said.

Ferraiuolo is conducting clinical trials at Windsor Regional
Hospital that involves comparing patient samples from cancer
patients and non cancer patients
to look at levels of Spyl.

Ferraiuolo says the grant, which
ends up being $70,000 divided
in two yearly payments, will
provide a boost to her research.

The research, Ferraiuolo said,
will eventually provide additional options for breast cancer
actual patient tissue that demonstrate resistance to certain
types of chemotherapy, among
other treatments.

"The grant is very helpful because it is going to allow me to
focus on my research instead
having to do all the extra stuff
graduate students do; said
Ferraiuolo. "[The grant] helps
bring the research out to the
public and shows the community what we're doing."
Preliminary data is already
showing advances in drug treatment of breast cancer.
"Data is showing that elevated
levels of Spy 1 actually stop re-

"With the chemotherapy that's
out there right now, it does save
lives already, but I think that
this new research will lead to a
new drug for specific cancers
that have specific proteins higher than others," she said.
She predicts that treatment of
breast cancer will eventually become patient specific.

Spyl and one patient has high
levels, we can treat the one with
low levels using regular chemotherapy, but the one with high
levels will need something new,"
explained Ferraiuolo.
Dr. Porter said that within a
year they may already have definite results about the effects of
different levels of Spy 1 on cancer therapy.
In addition, the research may
expand to the treatment of
other cancers. Ferraiuolo said
that Spy 1 has been found in different pathways and in various
cancers like brain cancer and
blood cancer.
The Breast Cancer Foundation
is letting students know that
grants like the one given to
Ferraiuolo are made possible
by fundraisers like their Run
for the Cure Post Secondary
Challenge.
Information
for this event is available at
www.runforthecure.com.

"If one patient has low levels of
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• words by Jason Rankin

the best_ CAFE

thebest_. VEGETARIAN

,

TALOOLA CAFE
Grab an espresso, enjoy the fantastic
art display, listen to a poetry reading
and get wacky with a serving of
absinthe.

die best_ RESTAURANT

TWISTED APRON

the best_ CHEAP EATS

BASILCOURT

Seated in Walkerville is the best
restaurant in all of Windsor. From Cheap Thai food, ready to get your
an amazing breakfast menu to mouth watering and your eyes
~ lunch and dinner~~m~en:~us~,J!I§~ID&
withtbie ~c:,s .....
,;:,,............____~ The Twisted Apron leaves you
wanting more of its homemade
goodness. Be SW"e to check out their
general store for their delicous spreads,
and assortment of local meats and
produce.

the best_ BEER ON TAP

PHOGLOUNGE
The Phog carries a nice selection
of craft beers. One brewery they
get supply from is the Wellington
Brewery. Try their Imperial Russian
Stout if you get a chance-it's rich,
dark and a whole whopping eight
percent.

the best_ BREAKFAST

TWISTED APRON
Feeling hung? Or maybe you just
want to start your day on the right
foot? Well, The Twisted Apron has
an assortment that can satisfy
either craving. Eggs, french toast,
Canadian breakfast sandwiches,
pancakes = yum. It's the best
restaurant in Windsor, after all.
They also have a wide variety of
bennies if you're in for something a

VERMOUTH
the best_ UPSCALE DINING

THE COOK'S SHOP
of fine Wmdsor dining for over thirty
years. Walle through an entranceway
decorated with a lush garden and find
yourself seated to a night of fine Italian
cuisine.

THEWIWSTEAD
SHAWARMA PAlACE
There are three things that Windsor
has a lot of: booze, pizza and
shawarma. Shawarma Palace is nestled
right in the middle of Windsor's
bar strip, providing all the fast-food
awesomeness of Lebanese cuisine to
bar hoppers at night and downtown
adventurers by day.

This restaurant and bar is in the heart

of WaJkerville. The environment is
vibrant and colourful, creating an
exciting, classy and comfortable
environment. The cuisine pulls from
the Greek roots of the Dimoglou
brothers.

MOTORBURGER
combines fine dining, the glory
of the almighty burger and the
greatness of having a microbrewery
attached to a restaurant. Their best
burgers aren't even beef burgers
(which are commonly called
hamburgers despite the lack of
pork). They use Italian sausage,
lamb, tuna, haddock, turkey and
chicken. Also, don't forget about
Motor Craft beers. Their IPA is
deliciously fruity.

This restaurant has stood as a centre

die best_ NEW RESTAURANT

die best_ SHAWARMA

die best_ BURGER

Mtdi·~~~~~~~~~~rr'1!!'~~~~~~-~

die best_ MARTINIS

Shaken, not stirred, or stirred,
not shaken? Did you lmow that
vermouth (bar and drink) is an
essential ingredient to a proper
martini? However you like your
martini, Vermouth has been chosen
as the best in Windsor yet again.

Taloola seems to be a constant fave
for all the Windsorite vegetarians out
there. It might have something to do
with them actually serving those nice
and crunchy veggies instead of all that
fake-wanna-be-meat junk you find at
most 'vegetarian' joints.

die best_ PIZZA

VITO'S PIZZERIA
Hit up the family-run Walkerville
Vito's Pizzeria where they serve
fine wine and the cheesy goodness
of wood fired pizza with a whole
wheat crust.

thebest_ WINERY

PELEE ISLAND
Last year we pointed out that Pelee
shared a line of latitude with some
of the world's greatest vineyards.
Though Windsor may not share the
same tropical-like weather, the wine
still flows and boy, it is good. Check
out their 'Girls' Night Out' bottles
for something to swig at your latest
party (psssssh, don't whine about a
'manliness factor' here, it's gooood).

-

the best_ KARAOKE
the best_ PATIO

BARREL HOUSE
It was a sad day when the Stwnple
Inn stumbled out. The Barrel House
has swooped in, made the patio
even better and turned this fine
Sandwich Towne watering hole
from last year's runner up to this
year's winner.

the best_ DATE SPOT

Vennouth
Dates and martinis? Seems class is
in style this year.

the best_ LIVE MUSICVENUE

VIUAINS BEASTRO
Villains Beastro wins another year
of ear piercing torture. Just kidding!
Karaoke a ~ y draws out quite a
bit of people to get silly (or serious)
and shout out their favourite tunes
on stage and in front of a whole lot
of people. Thanks goodness Villains
is also a great place for some liquid
courage.

the best_ PLACETO DANCE

THE LOOP

the best_ BIKE SHOP

CITY CYCLERY

the best_ ARTIST

TRISH
MCCARROLL
Trish is a Windsor-based visual
artist. Be sure to keep your eyes
peeled at local art events for her
amazing work

Despite that people used to (and kinda
still do) call this "the hipster joint,"
don't be deterred, non-hipsters. This
alternative danc.e joint is the coolest
place in Windsor to shake the night
away.

PHOGLOUNGE

thebest_ MUSICIAN

CHRIS

Gas costing too much? Can't find
a parking spot on campus? Or is it
those parking fees, licenses and all
those other hurdles making you not
want to drive? Solution: stop at City
Cyclery and pick up a bike. Great
gas mileage. Easy to park. Also, they
carry Detroit Bikes' A-Type, which
we reviewed earlier this year in our
Alternative Transportation Issue.

the best_ SEX SHOP

Maxine's is owned and run by adult
fihn star Maxine X It's located
downtown and is a reccuring
Windsor favourite.

CROSSROADS~ ~~~~~~~--=-~~
the best_ CLOTHING SHOP

With credentials from winning
the 2009 CBC Radio 3 Searchlight
Contest for Best Live Music Venue
in Canada to kicking off CJAM's
Radio Jammy Award for Best Music
Venue in Windsor 2005 to 2010
and constantly being a Lance Best
of Windsor fave. Really, if you're
interested in the Windsor musicscene, this is you first, last and
always go-to stop. Also take a peek
at their all pizza and poutine menu.
Word on the street is that the
Phonion (onion ring poutine-you
heard that right) is to die for.

GOODLIFE
Okay. It's not the university's forge
and not last years Downtown Yoga.
The Goodlife Fitness chain has
swooned the hearts of Windsorites.
At least there's one in the Devonshire
and Tecumseh Malls, as well as one in
the downtown Ouellette strip.

JOE O'BRIEN

FRANK

&
TOM LUCIER fl~\t
This place is the best place to go for a
show and sit back with a beer. Of course
that couldn't be possible without the
best bartending cast in all of Windsor.
A round of applause (or if you're feeling
really nice, of drinks) to Joe, Frank and
Tom.

1

tune and keep a crowd swaying
all by himself. He's a one-manband wizard. Check him out @
myspace.com/chriscrossroads

the best_ PUB

THE MANCHESTER
The Manchester is a taste of the
UK in Windsor. Swing open the
doors and the first thing you notice

KORDA

JONES&CO.
Wa1kerville hand-me-downs and
vintage clothing. Cheap, perfect for
students. What's not to love?

the best_ PRODUCE
thebest_ FASHION DESIGNER

thebest_ THEATRE GROUP
the best_ BARTENDER

Chris can rock a banjo, sing a folk

DILLY DAISY
Dilly Daisy pushes fashion forward
into the 60s with new spins on retro
designs. Dee-Dee Shkreli's works
have been spotted worldwide,
featured in Toronto's Art & Fashion
week last year, as well as Uk's 2010
London Fashion Week and even
on fashion TY. Windsor-wise, Dilly
Daisy walked FAM Fest's catwalk
last year and is a returning best of
Windsor.

Korda Artistic Productions is always
whipping up a classic in a new way or
bringing out something orginal that'll
soak you jeans with tears (relevant to
whatever emotions they always seem
the best_ BAND
to nail) or turning out your insides
with gut-juggling humour. KordaZone
is perfect for affordable dates and
having a great time.
This awesome six piece band with
a horn section packs a punch.
Cheers!

THE NEFIDOVS

DOWNTOWN ~~~·s
Get the freshest of fruits and veggies
from the fariners themselves in
Windsor's
Downtown
Farmer's
market. This cuts out the evil middle
man, so you don't have to fork out
wads of cash for wilting product (dam
grocery stores).

thebest_ VINTAGE

JONES&CO.
They're already the best clothing shop
in Windsor. And they just so happen to
specialize in vintage. Win-win.

7
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Market Opinions they could reJAYVERSPEELT
quest from the Department of
lance reporter
~-~~-~- =:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::==::::::::::::::::::::::::::--~ ~foyment and Social.DevelArt and politics make strange
bedfellows, more often than not
someone is going to wake up
confused and ashamed.
On July 31 changes were made
to the Temporary Foreign
Worker Program in Canada.
For troubadour musicians who
travel abroad, life just became
much more expensive. While
being a touring artist might not
tec.hnic.ally be gainful employment a venue owner who is
paying a band is considered an
employer. Before the end ofJuly
a club owner would pay $150
per band member with a cap
at $450, now that fee remains
with an additional $275 per
band member and crew. Every
employer hiring the band has
to st "11 that out for their bar or
restaurant.
"In the past, employers had no
cap on as to how many Labour

"It's not like any American band
"It's already a headache, the
is cheating a Canadian out of a
border on both sides has made
~ l e j.gb...i,t's_ridk.ulo~ said_ _...,,....=,,=-:,a,,oo~=~=~~r~~..,·t ~ ~
t..to __ba.Y&..a _aoss=c:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

opment:' said Alexandra For-

Miller. "When American bands

border

tier, press secretary to the minister of employment and social
development. "They often requested way too many for what
they actually needed and at the
end of the day this has a cost."

come up and that gives opportunities for smaller local bands
to open up for them and get in
front of a bigger audience everyone is completely winning in
that scenario:'

said Lucier. "Canadians are suffering because of the border and
Americans are suffering. Not
on an arena rock level but on a
grass roots level."

Fortier went on to say that in
2011, 50 per cent of LMOs requested were not used and that
those tax payer funds could
have been better used. These
new fees mean the employer
foots the whole of the bill

Fortier called this idea "completely ridiculous" and "completely false."

"It's important to remind people
that the LMO is also designed
to make sure the employer has
done his due diligence and
checked to see if other Canadians are available to do the same
work;' said Fortier.

Tom Lucier, owner of Phog
Lounge, bnngs m 12 to 15 foreign bands a year to his 65 person capacity establishment.

The sentiment might be in the
right place but some musicians
aren't as inclined to agree, such
as The Pack A.D:s guitarist and
singer Maya Miller.

Unlike CanCon, the Canadian
Content CRTC regulations,
Windsor will receive no exemption from these new changes.

Lucier says he has seen that the
"novelty" of having a band from
out of town play always attracts
people solely because they're
not local, the further away the
better.
"I have a band coming to play

A Ttrending~
HARRY POTTER 8!!!

GOING OUTSIDE

A rumour has been surfing around the web that J.
K. Rowling is pumping out another Harry Potter
novel. In fact, many online news sources have been
stating that the book is 75 per cent finished. Really,
you'd be silly to trust these rumours. First of all, who
ever states that their book is 75 per cent finished?
Secondlt, some sites reference a fake April Fools
press release from Story Carnivores with the headline,
"J.K. Rowling '75% Done' with Eighth Harry Potter
Novel.'
So that's where that number came from.

With several classrooms melting students to their chairs,
UWindsor saw students flood to the
shade of the courtyard.
In near 40°C weather,
outside finally became
cooler than indoors

With these fees as much as quadrupling under the new regulations, it will foreseeably become
unfeasible for small venues to
bring in foreign talent. Not on
the books anyway.
Chris Elkjar is in an interesting
position. A Canadian who is
about to become an American
citizen m a U.S. and Canadian
band, The Armed and Learning
respectively. He's not the least
bit worried.
"It's just going to end with venues changing their paperwork to
say music venue that sells beer
rather than bar that has bands;•
said Elkjar. "I've been trying to
figure out the loop holes to do
it the opposite way, and the U.S.
laws are far worse than the Canadian ones:'
Lucier won't bother to change
his paperwork.

cultural

experience;'

The system is broken according to Lucier, citing that the
manifestos that bands have to
fill out are convoluted with tshirts needing to say where they
were manufactured and where
the ink used on the shirts came
from, something anyone would
be hard pressed to find out.
Just like a bad relationship, the
lies back and forth will keep up
until someone decides to break
the cycle. Whether bands decide to stop coming or someone
changes, abusive relationships
are hard to break.
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Leddy to host old-school
FihnFest
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts ed tor

On September 18 and 19, Leddy Library will host a 1963 film festival
as part of the Umversity of Windsor's 50th Anniversary.
Both films, Blake Edwards' The
Pink Panther and Alfred Hitchcock's The Birds were released in
1963, the same year that the Uni
versity of Windsor was founded.
"We shortlisted these two m that
they're diverse:· said office manager of Leddy Library, Barbara Pare.
"They're different genres, The Birds
is scary and The Pink Panther is
funny."
Leddy Library's 1963 Film Festival
ttes into the Windsor International
Film Festival's (WIFF) event "007
Under The Stars" on September
20 in the Dillon Hall Quad. WIFF
will be screening From Russia With
Love, which was also released in
1963 and then a presentation of the
2012 blockbuster Skyfall.

Leddy will also be setting up displays around the library including
"then and now" photos of what
Leddy used to look like. Pare, business librarian Kathanne Ball and
some of the Leddy staff are currently collecting documents for
an online database for everyone
to go on and have access to archival documents from the umversity.
Such documents will include Lance
publications and publications of
Purple And White, the university's
first newspaper. There will also be
special brochures for alumm.
"This is more for everyone and anyone," said Ball about Leddy's film
festival.
The Birds and The Pink Panther
will be screened on September 18
and 19 in the staff lounge on the
4th floor in Leddy Library, admission is free and there will be popcorn served.

• poster designed by Yayo Umetsubo, an Information Services
co-op student studying to become a librarian at Western
University.

..............~:;;;;::=~-=-

KOI Fest will rock Kitchener & :Waterloo~ s~e~ !31i_o_ _= ~ - JAYVERSPEELT

lance reporter

Phog Phest isn't the only game
in the region this weekend with
KOi Fest slated to tear things up
in Kitchener-Waterloo.
KOi fest has been going on for
three years now and with 135
plus bands for the 2013 show
and things couldn't be going
better.
"It's been amazing to watch
the festival grow each year:'

WE'RE
.' T
.. 4 . 11 •.

.

said festival coordinator Cory
Crossman. "Every year we have
doubled our attendance numbers and we certainly did not
expect that, so it's been surprising but when you look at
the great acts weve had, it sort
of makes sense. This year will
be our best festival yet. Expect
some over the top performances
and come knowing that you will
find a new band you'll love:'
Buffalo's own pop punk band
Cute Is What We Aim For will
be playing the Sunday Brunch
show where fans can pay $20
to see the band and get food in-

eluded in their bill.
Crossman says that the Kitchener Downtown Business Improvement Association has
been a big help in their success
with the BIA being receptive to
their event and b~ing very "forward thinkin~
Now in its third year, event organizers have been able to wrangle
up such sponsors as hipster and
hillbilly favourite beer, Pabst
Blue Ribbon, Rockstar Energy
Drink. the Ontario government
and their own DWBIA.
Back home in Windsor the fes-

tivals are starting with Phog
Phest, the same weekend, and
F.A.M. Fest beginning at the
end of the month, the region is
flourishing with grassroots art.
Tom Lucier, owner of Phog
Lounge and organizer of Phog
Phest, however says things have
not been as easy to get going
down here.
"The city doesn't care about
good music," said Lucier. "It's a
very small group of people who
care. So if you did it [put on an
event like KOi], venue owners
would not agree on the acts that

FUTON OR
FRAME

SINGLE
MATTRESSES

SOFA
BEDS

FROM

FROM

FROM

sga

ssa S198

would be booked, they wouldn't
know the acts, they would want
someone playing covers or Motown:'
Lucier went on to call the municipal government "apoplectic"
and that there is no help from
them when organizing these
events.
The festival takes place over
three days. general admission
tickets are $40 in advance or $50
at the door.
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SEPTEMBER 12 to SEPTEMBER 19

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 12

Rino's Kitchen Presents: lnstagram Photo Exhibit
opening night reception, Rino's Kitchen & Ale
House, 7:00 p.m.
Queens of The Stone Age and Guards, The
Fillmore, Detroit, 7:00 p.m.
The P-ackAD.,Villians Beastro, 9:00 p.m.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 13

Kalakar; Mandeep Bumbra Reception, 6:00 p.m.
to 9:00p.m., exhibition runs until September 14
Empire of The Sun and Alpine, The Fillmore,
Detroit, 7:00 p.m.

Best live Music in Wmdsor: Phog
SANDHEENHO
lance reporter

Russell Peters, Caesars Windsor, 8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 14

Phog Phest 5, Phog Lounge and The Capitol
Theatre, $15 in advance, $20 at the door
Wine Trail Ride Cycling Tour (Birding Edition),
CREW: Colchester Ridge Estate Winery Inc.,
I l:30a.m.
Diva's Diamonds & Dreams Vintage Event,
Windsor Teutonia Club, 12:00 p.m.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 15

Lindsey O'Neil,ArtSpeak Gallery, 12:00 p.m.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 16

Walking around at night in downtown Windsor, there are venues
spilling out live music left and right.
If you have not had a chance to indulge yourself into local music, Phog
Lounge is the place to be.
Located on the corner of University
and Victoria, Phog delivers a wide
variety of bands and artists that are
spread across the music spectrum.
From indie to electronic and back
to pop, the intimate venue gives a
unique experience to the various
crowds.

grown.

and best bartenders.

"Culturally in the city we have a big
role and we are comfortable in it:'
said Lucier. "We really enjoy what
we're doing. It's just hard to adjust to
the crowds. What I would encourage
is curiosity."

The bar has served the same brand
of beer since they have opened
which includes Wellington, Mill
Street, Steam Whistle, F&M and the
Walkerville Brewery. Throughout
the seven taps not a single one serves
mainstream brands. Lucier said he
tries to offer people beer that other
places might not have.

Chris Holt, a guitarist in the Windsor band We Can Be Heroes, has
performed at Phog twice this year.
He said he would describe the venue
as intimate.

"It's easy to pack the place because
when you have 30 people in the bar
it actually feels like more:' said Holt.
"As a musician, when you are playing to a full room of people it's a lot
=~~_,of.,,.:>f.flm_ a n d a b ~ ~ o p Iii 2004, Tom uc1er opened up e posed to playing in a huge venue."
venue with only a three-year lease.
Now this year, Lucier is celebrating Phog Lounge was not only voted as
his tenth year of being open. He said Windsor's best live venue, it was also
the lounge's responsibilities have voted for having the best beer on tap

On September 14, Phog Phest 5 will
take place at Phog Lounge as well
as at the Capital Theater where 40
bands will be performing. The event
was put together in hopes to cater to
everyone's music taste. Between the
Capitol Theater and Phog, there will
be different genres of music from
e
~ electrontC"; l't'l""ffini......,.----""i
hybrid. The Besnard Lakes, Suuns
and Young Galaxy are headlining
the event coming all the way from
Montreal.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Writer's Salon, Arts Council Office 1942
Wyandotte Street East, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m

TUESDAYSEPTEMBERl7

Michael Buble, The P-alace of Auburn Hills, 7:30
p.m.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 18

I st/3rd Wednesdays Artist Discussions, ACWR,
6:30 p.m.
That Sound, Caesars Windsor, 5:30 p.m.
John Pinette, Caesars Windsor, 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 19

The Creepshow, Hellbound Hepcats and The
Nefidovs, Dominion House, 7:00 p.m.
University Players Presents: Suite Surrender,
Essex Hall Theatre, 8:00 p.m.
Daryl Hall and John Oates, Caesars Windsor,
7:00 p.m.

The T-wisted Apron
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

Located in Old Walkerville, The
Twisted Apron is one of many upand-coming restaurants in Windsor.
But Twisted Apron can boast about
their local and wholesome ingredients, something that many other local restaurants cannot.
The Twisted Apron serves breakfast,
lunch and dinner. They even feature
an extensive and unique beer menu.
Breakfast is an affair of its own at
The Twisted Apron. Many come for
a mid-morning break over freshly
brewed coffee and one of the sweet
or savory breakfast meals. For a

traditional favourite, try the Buttermilk Pancakes. For a more hearty
breakfast that is not just a pound of
bacon and sausage, try the Pulled
Pork Benny. And for poutine lovers,
there is a breakfast version of your
favourite dish.
Before I discovered The Twisted
Apron, I was embarrassed to call
macaroni and cheese my favourite
meal. But after tasting their savoury
rendition of the home cooked favourite, I can never go back to Kraft
Dinner. Their recipe changes daily
but it was love at first sight when I
tried the cheesy dish with apple bacon and brown sugar. The combination of sweet and savory was delectable.
If you are looking to enjoy dinner

at The Twisted Apron, be sure to
get there early, the restaurant is always filled and they do not accept
reservations. Their dinner menu is
much more extensive than the day
menu. It is filled with gourmet recipes for all tastes and has vegetarian
and vegan options. You cannot go
wrong with any of their burgers but
The Twisted Apron also features
menu items that cannot be found in
most Windsor restaurants. For carnivores with international tastes, try
the Pork Schnitzel.
The Twisted Apron offers a wide
selection of herbal teas and organ ic beverages along with their beer
menu and wine list. Dessert is not
something you pass up at Twisted
Apron. If there is anything on the
menu that is red velvet ... order it.
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LUKECECIL
I ance reporter

The last thing anyone wants to
do after the beginning of a new
semester is spend more money
on books. Luckily, Windsor has
a variety of used bookstores
ready to satisfy all of your literary cravings. Some such as the
Bookroom on Wyandotte and
Rankin offer used University
of Windsor textbooks. Regardless of what you're looking for,
browsing used bookstores is a
perfect opportunity to enjoy
some quiet time and relax.
First stop is Juniper Books located at 1990 Ottawa Street
near the Market Square. You
can usually find owner and operator Roger Wurdemann (no
pun intended) organizing the
shelves or ringing up a sale if he
is not out of town in search of
new treasures. With one of the
largest collections of first editions and rare books in Essex
County, there is always something to peek your interest. If
you are looking for something
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more genre-specific just head
to whichever room in the house
you think you might find it in.
For example, recipe books are
in the kitchen, spy novels find
a clandestine abode in the basement while horror and sci-fi
make the creaky converted attic
their home. These are just some
of the reasons why Juniper not
only tops my list but also has remained a strong presence in the
used book market for almost
eight years.
Next up is a relative new comer
to the Windsor used book arena, Biblioasis, which opened
in November. Inside you will
find a spacious and organized
atmosphere and a formidable
collection of both used and new
books. As a publisher, Biblioasis
has been responsible for a large
portion of authors in Windsor
and Essex County with books
on major retailers' shelves. Still
can't find what you're looking
for? Just ask any of the helpful
staff and they can track down a
copy of almost anything.

THE CAMPUS IS

~~(11JlDW@

This week opened with a strike and sizzled as the heat rolled in. Classrooms sweltered as the university's
air system failed. On Monday an outsourced repair crew refused to cross the picket line and as a result,
students melted to their chairs with the blast of heat that hit Windsor on Tuesday. Dillon Hall was
evacuated as the fire alarm sounded accross its ancient halls, bringing in a fire truck, which sadly did
not stop to water down students.
Check out the all the #uwindsorproblems on page 02-the heat was a hot topic.
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J~'YVERSPEELT
lance reporter

WHAT DO WE
CHILDREN
Silent Movie Type

charts • MURADERZINCLIOGLU
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

•
•
•
•
•
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Don't tell the children your teenage angst is still
killing you in your twenties.
In May, Silent Movie Type released their latest album
and it is reminiscent of the indie punk rock popular at
the turn of the century.
Make no mistake, one who suffers from angst or
depression long after it has fallen out of vogue should
not go lightly into this record. While the lyrics are
largely inaudible, the mood is one of longing and
sadness. Your summer love never stood a chance,
now is the autumn and the coming winter of your
discontent. This album was surely released 6 months
too early, or even 6 years.
On the sounds-like scale What Do We Tell 1he
Children is not far off from the sounds of Built To Spill
or For The Mathematics but with that old Windsor
sound still swimming along those heart-stringpulling melodies.

••
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••

•
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••
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The artwork, by Reannon Price, at first is seemingly
inconsequential. Four men, perceivably the band,
taking a canoe to water. At closer inspection the water
is raging and ready to crash on the shore with its fury.
A name like Silent Movie Type creates an image of a
soft mellow group, but looks are truly deceiving.
The entire album can be heard at
http://silentmovietype.bandcamp.com/

••

If you like wailing group vocals this record has them
in spades.

chartS tabulated from Septe,ber 2 to September 8
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"Sorry" could have come off any Thursday album,
Brit Matschulat's line "In pursuit of happiness and I'll
come undone its nice to know you" is the relatable
post break-up inner monologue that traverses the
mind.
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II
12
13
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15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29
30

BRAIDS*- Flourish//Perish (Flemish Eye)
THE BEACHES*-The Beaches (Self-Released)
TY SEGALL- Sleeper (Drag City)
THE CIVIL WARS- The Civil Wars (Sensibility)
THE MARK INSIDE*- Dark Hearts Can Radiate White Light (Vampire Dance)
TV FREAKS*-Two (Schizophrenic)
STILL LIFE STILL*- MourningTrance (Arts & Crafts)
CUNTER*- 27 (New Damage)
PAPER LIONS*- My Friends (Fountain Pop)
ZACHARY LUCKY*- Ballad of Losing You (Missed Connection)
BOARDS OF CANADA-Tomorrow's Harvest (Warp)
GAUDI- In Between Times (Six Degrees)
MODERAT- II (Monkeytown)
THE GARIFUNA COLLECTIVE-Ayo (Cumbancha)
CALIFONE- Stitches (Dead Oceans)
VIEUX FARKA TOURE- Mon Pays (Six Degrees)
VARIOUS- Salsa De La Bahia (Patois)
FEMI KUTI- No Place For My Dream (Label Maison)
JOHN NAGLE- Distractions (Self-Released)
RUN THE JEWELS- Run The Jewels (Fool's Gold)
MOUNT KIMBIE- Cold Spring Fault Less Youth (Warp)
NOAGE-An Object (Sub Pop)
FIVER*- Lost The Plot (Triple Crown)
AUSTRA*- Olympia (Paper Bag)
ESMERINE*- Dalmark (Constellation)
FACTOR*-Woke Up Alone (Fake Four Inc.)
ELDER SISTER PLUM*- People Like Us (Moon Melody)
IMAGINARY CITIES*- Fall Of Romance (Hidden Pony)
RAFFERTIE- Sleep Of Reason (Ninja Tune)
JULIA HOLTER- Loud City Song (Domino)

IJ

sports
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Breaking Bad: Q&A with Chantal Vallee
the truth about .
•
d
rt : COACH OF WINDSOR'S BEST BASKETBALL TEAM
crime an spo s :
: MIKESPECHT

spo!"ls ed tor

Babe Ruth once said "if it weren't for baseball, I would either be in
the perutentiary, or the cemetery:' This is a truth about many pro
athletes that is lost on the average enthusiast.

Keeping m line with the best of Windsor theme,
we talked with Chantal Vallee; head coach of the 3
time national champion women's basketball team.
In the interview Coach Vallee discusses the new
recruits, defending a championship and a few "the
best" themed questions about the top team in CIS
Women'5 basketball.

In way fans are guilty of pro1ectmg their own qualities on to sports
stars. They expect players to act in accordance with their own moral code; parttcularly if gifted with the same talent
This attachment to players has led to countless Jersey burnings, pa
per bag masks, and angry tweets when a player fails to embody the
ideals of an organization

MS:WHAT IS IT ABOUTYOUR
PROGRAM THAT HAS MADE IT THE
BEST BASKETBALL TEAM IN THE
NATION THREE YEARS RUNNING?

It is understandable to an extent; diehards are emotionally invested
in the state of their favourite franchises. Players become not JUSt
representatives of the team, but a representative of each individual
follower.

CV· First of all it is the establishment of a culture
based on excellence, performance, and respect.
Our culture is also based on being very proud of
representing the Uruversity of Windsor, and the
city of Windsor. We want to create a culture of
With professional leagues carrying over 1000 active athletes, it is women that are going to be exemplary citizens as
impossible for all league employees to be model citizens. Accord • well as excellent at playing basketball. We focus
ing to the San Diego union tribune 573 NFL players have been ar- on the overall athlete, not just being basketball
rested for crimes more serious than a speeding ticket since 2000.
• players but overall student athletes.
It seems to be forgotten is that numerous athletes are born into poverty, and grow up in less than ideal conditions. By their early 20's
a still developing person 1s given more money than they could ever
rmagme, while playing a game for a livmg.

By that ratio, I in 45 NFL players will be arrested. Consider that : MS:YOU HAD A PERFECT SEASON
each team has a 53 man roster limit. it is more than likely that LAST YEAR, HOW DO YOU IMPROVE
someone from your favourite team will be arrested annually.
ON THAT GOING INTO 2013?

f"-------

As recently as last week, NFLers Aldon Smith, and Delanie Walker
were accused of firing handguns into a crowd at a 2012 house party- with charges pending
.
It is said that professional organizations do everything m their power to assure that they recruit quality individuals. This proves to be
difficult to do when also trying to produce a winning product; often
time's quality talent and character do no coincide.
In the wake of the Aaron Hernandez murder allegations Patriot's

·

· ·

·

CV: Each year is difterent, because each year is a
• new te~. yve have some players that have graduated and it 1s a new sense of who we are. The challenge is brand new. Not only are we a new team,
• but every other team in the country is new. We
• really have not accomplished anything this year.
: As a program we have, but not as a team.
: MS:WHAT IS THE HARDEST
: PART ABOUT DEFENDING A
CH MPIONSHIP?

"I can tell you that we look at every player's history from the mo- :
ment we start discussing it. Going back to his family, where he grew •
up, what his lifestyle was like, high school, college experiences;' said :
Bellichick.
:
.
.
:
What 1s dear 1s that when talent and character are at odds, the for- •
mer wins. For that reason convicted felons like Adam "Pacman"
Jones still have jobs; while all time good guys like Tim "Human of
the Year" Tebow do not.
When you sign a player, you bring on everything that comes with
them. Even with the vast resources of an NFL franchise there are
blind spots when it comes to player behaviour. The onus is on fans
not to take it personally when a player is caught breaking bad.

-

Mike Specht, sports editor

CV: To stay motivated. As we play new teams
throu_ghout ~e year the challenge will b_e to keep
the girls motivated, to ~ork hard making them
understand that we cant just turn it on in the
playoffs. Fortunately with three years experience
now I have become a better coach at managing
that.

MS:WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE
VETERAN PLAYERS ON THIS TEAM?
CV: Our veterans have been to four straight national finals and won three straight. They are
used to the pressure and are able to help me man
age the team as leader'> as well. I know that these
girls would not have it any other way to leave than
to win the national title on home court.
MS:WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM
THE NEW RECRUITS THIS SEASON?
CV. We have had one of the best recruiting classes; we have very mature and experienced players.
All of them are excellent basketball players, and
they are fantastic indiVIduals. I think all three of
them will have big roles right away and I think
that all 12 of our players will be able to play quite
well during the season.
MS:THIS TEAM BOASTS THE
BEST DEFENSIVE PLAYER IN THE
COUNTRY, WHAT MAKES MIAHMARIE LANGLOIS SO DOMINANT?
CV: She is very fast; she has great lateral movement and can steal the ball very well. Also, she
finds a way to rebound and for a guard that is rare.
Often when you look at stats for defensive players
of the year rebounds and steals are the big ones
and that is an area where Miah excels.
MS: WHICH CURRENT PLAYER
WOULD MAKE THE BEST FUTURE
COACH?
CV: I really like Anna Mullins, she 1s younger
and she doesn't play as much. Her brain, she is
incredibly smart and she understands the game
very well I have taken her under my wing a bit
and tried to push her in that direction. This summer she was the assistant coach for the Windsor
team at ICG thaLw
d.
MS: WHAT IS THE BEST RIVALRY
MATCH UP IN THE OUA?
CV: Carleton and Ottawa seem to have the best
programs in the past. I think it's the last four or
five years in a row Carlton or Ottawa are the teams
we face in the OUA Final. In our end the OUA
West, we will be playing at Lakehead which is always a tough matchup because of the road trip.
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Charity Golf Tournatnent

'

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

The eigth annual Frank Taylor
EMS Memorial Golf Tournament was held over the weekend at the Dominion Golf Club.
Held in honour of Frank Taylor
a paramedic who lost his battle
with cancer in 2006, the event
raised over 20,000 dollars for
cancer research.
Led by event coordinator Sarah
White and her staff, the tournament has grown exponentially
since its inception.
"I could not have done it with-

• photo by Mike Specht

NO TAKE BACKS:

AWKWARD IN ALBERTA

In February, the International Olympic
Committee voted to remove wrestling from
the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo, as well as the yet
to be determined 2024 games. This decision
was overturned Sunday with the IOC
adOiowlcdfMDB, their mistake in removing
a spert. intro
708 BC during the
inaugural Olympic Games.

The Calgary flames added Brian Burke to
their front office staff over the weekend
which should add a much needed spark to
the battle of Alberta. "Burkie" and Oilers
President Kevin Lowe were involved in the

uc:;rm

HY NFL 3 STARS:
Reggie Bush:
The running back was
dominant in the Lions 34-24 victory over
the Vikings Sunday afternoon recording 181
all-purpose yards and a score. While I am
not screaming "SUPER BOWL" like other
local yahoo's, there does seem to be hope in
Detroit.
Colin Kaepernick/ Anquan Boldin: The pair
put on clinic at candlestick in their first action
together, with 208 ofKap's 412 passing yards
hauled in by Boldin. Early season concern for
the 49ers receiving corps seems to have been
erased by the sure handed Ravens castoff.

out the volunteers that I had
and the sponsorship that we
got from around the city-I
would like to thank all of those
people:' said White. The sum
is more than double last year's
contribution, and brings the total raised by the tournament to
over $40,000.
Designated to the assistance
fund of the Windsor & Essex
County Cancer Centre Foundation, the proceeds will provide
anonymous financial support
to patients in need. Foundation
funding can he used for assistance not covered by government insurance; this includes
travel costs, dental work, and
medication.

••• FOOTBALL
•••
••
•• 9fi/2013
••
••
• 9/14/2013 Carleton Ravens
•
••
••

"Putting together an event such
as this requires a tremendous
amount of time, effort and dedication. We sincerely thank Sarah, her volunteers, the sponsors
and the participants for making
the eigth annual event such an
outstanding success. This donation will go a very long way in
assisting local cancer patients
who may be experiencing temporary financial need," said
foundation president Norma
Brockenshire.
Since 2009 the Windsor & Essex
County Cancer Centre Foundation has aided over 600 local
cancer patients.
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OUA ANNOUNCES INTERIM
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

9/15/2013
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Bryan Crawford has been named interim
Executive Director of the OUA, the former
Toronto Argonaut served on the CFL players
association as well as various positions
within the OUA. Since his retirement from
pro football in 2011 Crawford took on a
more senior role within the OUA.
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which escalated to the point where the
flames executive challenged Lowe to a fight
in a barn (which ironically would be more
interesting to watch than a Flames Oilers
matchup in 2013.)

Charles Tillman: The veteran safety recorded
two interceptions in the Bears come from
behind victory against the Cincinatti
Bengals. The Bears defense who led the
league in turnovers last season also forced
two fumbles on the afternoon.

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

•
• 9fi/2Ql3
•

.

Launer

•

The Real
Canadian

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN
6-lOPM
FROM
750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE, EVERY TUESDAY AT
THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM

-------

-------------------------------------------~

Toonie Tuesday's are back! Tons of great menu items fo

WEDNESDAY .

SEPIEMBER 25TH @ 9PM
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Windsor
democracy
survives

Suite Surrender
kicks off this
Friday

University of Windsor
SEP 2 7 20i3
Leddy Library
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THE STUDENT SIDE OF
THE STRIKE
STUDENT WORKERS PETITION TO SAVE THEIR JOBS

news editor

Crawford explained that student employment has
many benefits on campus, but there is much more
that could be done.

A petition is currently circulating around campus
with the goal of ensuring that student workers retain their positions at the University of Windsor.

"Readily available student employment on campus is integral to creating a better sense of community and pride on campus, which I think most
people can agree is lacking at Windsor;' he said.

TRAVISFAUTEUX

Amidst discussions about "bumping" language
between the University of Windsor and CUPE

_,,_,,.,,_,,=-~--..,.j'm,

he uruo.n.Joc~epre&enting 282 skilled

trades and technical employees that has been
picketing at the university for nearly two weeks,
some student workers are trying to ensure that
they aren't bumped out of their jobs on campus.
The petition demands support from the UWSA
in the event of an agreement between the university and CUPE 1393 that would further threaten
student job security and students' opportunities
to "finance and explore the full benefits of an education at the University of Windsor:' according to
the petition.
Yvonne Ijeh, the international relations and development student and part-time St. Denis Centre customer service representative that started
the petition, said that CUPE 1393 has bumped
students out of jobs numerous times.
"Article 9 of their agreement allows them to bump
student jobs. Every summer they bump student
jobs," said Ijeh. "This past summer, [CUPE] took
most of the hours so there were hardly any students that were able to retain any of their hours:'
Article 9 of the 2012 to 2013 agreement specifically deals with union workers' ability to bump
students, temporary employees, and less senior
employees if a union worker is laid-off.

UWSA President Rob Crawford said that he is
aware of the "bumping" issue, particularly in the
St. Denis Centre.
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"In my opinion, that's one area of campus that
should be off limits to CUPE when it comes to
bumping rights. Each time a union member
bumps into that area we lose up to three students
to offset the costs involved with that member's
drastically higher wages:' said Crawford.
"The way I see it, student money is paying the
budget, students should be able to work those jobs
without interference from the union," he continued.
Crawford also said that tuition fees pay 54.2% of
the university's operating budget and stated that,
because of this, "there should be more student
employment:'

-----

-

"Everybody, including CUPE 1393 employees,
understands the importance of student employment." said University of Windsor President Alan
Wildeman. "It is an issue that I think everyone
has recognized as being important to students:'

STRIKE UPDATE

Striking continues between the University of
Windsor and CUPE 1393, but two other union
locals, Unifor 195 and 2458, ratified a collective
bargaining agreement just in the nick of time on
Monday.
"I am delighted that we were able to do the negotiation needed to reach these agreements with our
Unifor Locals:· said Wildeman in a media release
following the ratification. "The outcome is reflective of our desire to have all employees working
with fair and reasonable collective agreements:'
While these Unifor strikes were avoided, which
would have put clerical staff, operating engineers,
skilled trades workers, campus community police, and parking services employees on the picket lines, there is still the possibility of one more
strike on campus that could happen as soon as
this Monday.
CUPE 1001, representing groundskeepers, maintenance helpers, custodial, housekeeping, food
services, and catering employees, will be in a legal strike position at 12:01 a.m next Monday if an
agreement is not made in the coming days.
As for getting back to the bargaining table with
CUPE 1393, which has been on strike since September 9, Wildeman said that he is working on it.
"Through a provincially appointed mediator we
are looking at whether there might be conditions
that would allow us to get back to the bargaining
table:' said Wildeman.
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where do uwindsor #uwindsorproblems
students find a drink7 tweet yo_ur #uw1nds~rproblems
• and #uw1ndsorsolut1ons
Everyone loves a good drink, except perhaps the straight edge, ultra
religious and former alcoholics. Though the latter may be on the
fence regarding this issue.
Drinking is the great social bonding tool, and the stripper of
inhibitions that lets one's tongue loosen for worse or even worse but
who cares, you're drunk. Indeed alcohol is the cause of and solution
to all of life's problems.

@uwindsorlance
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ThlS SU1ke Is really plSSlng me om SlresUlg out abOtrt not havt11y d
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arts editor• ALEXANDRASELLICK
aru@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.391 0
sports ecltor • MIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923

ad¥ertlsina rnanaaer • LEESAFARAH
ads@uwindsortance.ca • ext.3604
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staff reporter• JAYVERSPEELT
reporter@uwindsorlance.ca
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It's nothing new sure enough. For ages there hasn't been a nearby
liquor store, but with the pub gone this seems ever more important.
How is your homework going to get done without a rye and coke?
How will you tolerate your roommate without a gin and tonic?
How will you carry those heavy books without a vodka-cran? You
~:yov.'ll illowly go crazy• your tnroat beCiome8 dry and the
blood in your veins is just that, nothing more than blood, lack-less
of that life livening elixir. Every single second will become agony as
those paces to the nearest well bring your legs to cease and forever
will those classes seem unjustifiably dreadful. But at least you'll be
peeing less.

Jay Verspeelt, lance reporter

are you union or are you management?
"Are you union or are you management, or what the heck are you?"
I had a colleague at the University ask me this. The truth is I've never acted like I am just an employee of the University. I've
always acted with a level of professionalism and integrity that could be confused with the owner of a company. Perhaps it was
this attitude that led the University to recognize me by giving me the individual service excellence award this year.
You might be tempted to think that I'm the exception to the rule. However if you knew many of my colleagues in CUPE 1393
you would realize that many of them are as dedicated as I am.
This level of professionalism and integrity doesn't just happen. "Life is not about finding yourself. Life is about creating
yoursel£'
I live by a code, a set of values and standards. "Honesty and integrity are the foundations of my decisions."
So when I see the university central administration act without honesty and integrity, it really bothers me. Is it too much
to ask the administration to act with a certain level of accountability and transparency? What we are dealing with is an HR
department that consistently does not want to follow its own due process but wants to change it whenever it seems convenient.
I've heard people say "be happy that you have a job:'
This is not about having a job, it's about being respected in that job. The truth is, I can get a job anywhere and I get job offers
fairly frequently. I am a professional engineer, I have an MBA, I run a business, I'm on several boards, and I'm heavily involved
in the community. My resume reads as someone almost any company is looking to hire because of a consistent willingness to
go above and beyond what is asked and do it, enthusiastically.
So why do I work for the University? It's not for the pay or the benefits, as I'm not better compensated here that I would be
anywhere else. It's because I want to work for an employer that has a noble cause. Education is the bridge between the classes
and I know this from personal experience. Toe difference between just a job and the type of career that has you jumping out
of bed in the morning passionately pursuing your objectives is determined by how well the organization's mission lineup with
your own. Don't you want this too?
Many people cannot hide their biases in a labor dispute and you'll see it on both sides of the table. I find these biases stem
from each of our fundamental beliefs about the role of unions in society today. Listen, I get it. Look at my education and my
experiences that I have outlined above and you'll see that I do not have a predisposition to supporting unions. However, what
I'm asking you to do is to put aside the theoretical debate regarding the role of unions. Let's all look at this rationally and judge
the merit of each issue according to the facts.
If you have questions you can find me on the picket line outside the University wearing the same business attire that I wear to
work and having the same smile and pleasant personality that you would find me with while working my job.

-

20135taff

news editor •TRAVISFAUTEUX
..-s@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906

So what about the new restaurant that is to be the half sized
replacement to the Thirsty Scholar? Well the projected date for that
to open is the winter semester. Still, with the strike that is likely to be
pushed back, and that comes from UWSA president Rob Crawford.

-
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art clrectlOr • JASONRANKIN
artsdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

Unfortunately for over a year now the university has not had a pub,
nor is there a reasonably close LCBO or Beer Store to campus. No
in fact it's 2 kilometres to either of those places. That's equal to a
20 to 30 minute walk. Although the university's de facto bar the
Dominion House is about 1 km away.

We're certainly not as parched as London or Hamilton who's sweet
lady liquor dispensary are both three and a halfkilometers away, but
isn't it appalling that you're going to class sober and listening to the
monotonous monotone of professors droning on about whatever
you just spent five grand on. You just put yourself in serious debt
and there are no jobs out there. You need a drink and it's cruel to
deprive you of it.

SEPTEMBER 19 2013

edlt°"'ln-chlef • SARAHHORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

The drink can help lower heart disease, has shown to actually help
with cognitive faculties, and according to a 2010 Wired article
abstaining from drinking raises your risk of dying. (Yes, seriously,
you read that right. I didn't believe it either.)

Students, however, are not exactly made of money. While some will
exchange food money for beer (see the streeter from two weeks ago)
getting liquored up at a bar is two to three times as expensive as just
hitting the LCBO. Toronto and Ottawa certainly understand that.
their LCBO's are within a kilometer of the university campuses.
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Jonathan Sinasac, CUPE 1393 member of the Centre for Teaching and Leaming
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mission statement
The goal of the Lance 1s to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
adm1rnstratlV8 controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundanes of debate on
educational. social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.

The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints f11/ery
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located m the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
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Emie 1he Baconman is one of seven
candidates running for the Ward 7
seat• photo by Jay Verspeelt

information
w leads me
to say that I was wrong
... and I'm prepared to
change that
RONJONES,

WNOSOR WARD 2 COUNCILLOR

Democracy alive and well in Windsor
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor
&
JAYVERSPEELT

lance rep orter

On September 9 Windsor City
Council decided that two major

issues would be decided by the
people of Windsor themselves.
The reversal of the decision to
appoint a councillor to the vacant Ward 7 seat and the decision to conduct consultation
with the public to review the
Central Riverfront Implementation Plan (CRIP) made in 2000
both occurred last Monday.

the people's best interest to hold
a by-election instead, leaving
the decision to a democratic
vote.
Ward 2 councillor Ron Jones,
who initially voted for the appointment process, explained
his change of mind saying, "We
make decisions based on the

stressed the importance of the
democratic process.

opinions about the future of the
riverfront.

"The decision made at the council meeting ... to appoint a new
councillor in Ward 7 flies in the
face of how the democratic system should work," said Holmes.
"It harkens back to a time when
unelected kings, queens, and

The initial CRIP plan was "an
illustration of design principles
and concepts ... for ongoing
physical development of the
lands on a 25 year horizon:· according to a City Council report.
Now, half-way into that timeline, council is reviewing the
original plan to "create a path
for future riverfront improvements" based on feedback from
residents of all wards.

best information w e h ave at that

emper ors app ointed w h omever

time. The information I have
now leads me to say that I was
wrong ... and I'm prepared to
change that."

they wanted and they decided
what was best for their subjects."

Kieran McKenzie, Ward 9 residen4 conunended Jones and
other councillors who listened
to the public.

As of now, there are seven candidates in the running for the
seat including Ernie The Baconman, who has run unsuccessfully for mayor and city
councillor several times, retiree
and former city councillor Tom
Wilson, and Angelo Marignani,
the runner-up for the seat in the
last election.

Weeks before, council made the
controversial decision to appoint a councillor to the Ward 7
seat left vacant by Percy Hatfield
who was elected to join the Ontario Legislative Assembly.

"I think hubris often gets in the
way of sound decision making, particularly once a public
position has been taken:' said
McKenzie. "I think this motion
shows a level of maturity that we
don't often see in politics at any
level:'

Candidates seeking nomination
have until October 25, 2013 to
register for the by-election set
for December 9.

However, after hearing cries of
injustice from the public, council brought the issue back to the
table and decided that it was in

Residents' anger with the initial appointment decision was
clearly represented by Ward
6 resident John Holmes who

Before the by-election decision
was made, though, City Council also made the decision to
ask Windsorites to voice their

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

The Real
Canadian

Ward 5 councillor Ed Sleiman
explained the appeal of tweaking the document.
"2000-That's a long time ago;
said Sleiman. "People have
changed. People's tastes and expectations of what they want in
recreation have changed:'

The original plan contained
ideas for attractions such as a
mist wall, a skate park. a fishing
pier, a viewing balcony on top of
Hiram Walker's grain silos, and,
notably, a downtown marina
with restaurant.

The idea of adding a marina to
the riverfront has seen a push
from Mayor Eddie Francis who
said he believes building a marina would be in the best interest of the city.
"I focus on [the marina] not because I own a boat or because I
love marinas:' he said . "I think

that it would be a wonderful addition to provide the connectivity to the part of downtown that
deals with that artificial barrier,
which is Riverside Drive:'
Francis ended with a call to city
councillors to listen to residents'
concerns and ideas saying, "The
idea here is to generate ideas
that we could bring forward to
the December budget. Now is
the time: if you really want to
get something done ... now is
the time to bring it forward."

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN
6-lOPM
FROM
750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE, EVERY TUESDAY AT
THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM •
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MILLENIALS STILL HAVING A TOUGH TIME GETTING JOBS
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

money to pay their debts. The reasons
for this high unemployment? According
to Paikin, boomers are working longer
because their pensions aren't valuable
enough.

Not a week goes by where youth aren't reminded that there are very few prospects
for them in this post recession world.
Recently TVO decided to drive the point
home an hour a day for the whole week.
Dude Where's My Future? is the title
for TVO's latest series on The Agenda
with host Steve Paikin, 50, named after
the 2000 movie Dude Where's My Car?,
which aired between September 9 to 13.
The program looked at youth unemployment through round table discussions,
compared the then-and-now differences
of the world and the crippling debt that
comes with being educated.
"The deal we made with the millennials
was: go to school, get as much education
as you can," said Paikin. "Ifyou take on a
great deal of personal debt in exchange
for that the economy will be such that
there will be a good waiting for you at
the end of it all. That hasn't turned out to
be the case:'
With youth unemployment twice as high
as the national average there now stands
a large proportion of people with little

,£-=

What the anchor said he found was that
while in his generation was expected to
have just one job things just aren't that
way now and the millennials know it.
"They are [millennials] going to have to
put together a wide range of things and
call it a career:' said Paikin. "They will do
a little consulting at this and writing at
that and maybe some Starbucks here or
retail there. Doing two, or three, or four
things at once looks to be the new normal:'
Although one could hardly be happy doing anything other than their desired career Paikin says that the wants and needs
of this generation is far different than the
one that preceded it. This is the first generation of people who are projected to be
worse off than their parents, financially
speaking, but Paiken cited a girl on his
program who just moved to Fredericton,
N.B. saying she didn't want a big home
or car, just a bicycle and being able to live
with her partner.
Elisha Nelligan is a St. Clair College
graphic design graduate. She's not ex-

two, or th~ee, or four things
at onc~ks to be the new normal
STEVEPAIKIN, HOST OF OUOE WHERE'S MY FUTURE?

" s t cases today it's who you
know, and in Windsor specifically it's
a lot harder to find a job in journalism
CASSI KENNEDY,

actly the "new normal" Paikin described,
until recently she was more part of the
newly coined B.A.rista generation.
"I was off in Toronto working [an internship] for Rogers Publishing with my
classmate:' said Nelligan. "I worked there
for three and a half months, they tried to
keep me on but had no open positions.
After that had happened I got quite depressed, as any student would really. I
started to look for a job not in my career.
I soon found one a month later. I worked
at Starbucks for a year."
After many emails and tears Nelligan
did find work in her field at Springboard
Management Inc. as a graphic designer,
and she believes school was an important
step to getting there because it's better to
learn from other peoples mistakes than
your own.
Still Nelligan had little time to look for
meaningful work while slinging coffee.
She would have happily volunteered her
time to get a foot in the door but found
no one with the "time or energy" to take
heron.
"It became really difficult for me because
even though my program was hands
on and unique, in terms of there are

ST CLAJR COLLEGE GRADUATE

three in the world like it:' said Cassi Kennedy, another St. Clair College grad. "I
couldn't meet the right people. In most
cases today it's who you know, and in
Windsor specifically it's a lot harder to
find a job in journalism."
Kennedy moved to Toronto to look for
work three months ago, she's still looking.
Meritocracy was the great North American way of life, indoctrinated into it's
people over decades but today starting at
the bottom and working the way to the
top is near impossible except for a lucky
few.

"Ifyou absolutely positively believe *this*
is what you have to do you just keep trying and you don't give up:' said Paikin.
Dude, is your future what you make it?
Content from the Dude Where's My Future? series can be found at www.tvo.org/
theagenda
Since the interview Nelligan has lost her
job at Springboard.
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UWindsor worker rappels from Caesars
MAGGIECHAN
lance reporter

For Mike Bezaire, the idea of
rappelling 270 feet off the roof
of Caesars Windsor understandably gave him a little bit of
the butterflies.
Bezaire, a University of Windsor employee who works as
a porter in the CAW Student
Centre, drew from similar 'high
altitude' experiences when he
participated in Tuesday's Easter
Seals Drop Zone event.
"I worked for a tree service part-

time, and I climbed everything
with ropes and saddles. Rappelling off a roof I'm unfamiliar
with~ it might be a bit challenging, but I've got a training session beforehand for the event;'
he said.
An inaugural event for Windsor's Easter Seals branch, the
"Drop Zone" event challenged
participants to raise a minimum
of $1500 in pledges in order to
rappel down the 27-storey casino.
Funds that were raised went
towards kids with physical
disabilities, contributing to
communication and mobility

equipment for camps and recreational programs within Easter
Seals Ontario.
53 participants took part in
the opportunity of a lifetimethe chance to be "superheroes"
for the day as they challenged
themselves in a fun and. yes,
safe event.
David Lenz, senior development officer at the Easter Seals
Windsor/Essex branch, assured
the safety of the participants,
saying, "We have training for all
the participants where an apparatus is set up for them to learn
to rappel properly off the building:'

"We also have rappel technicians who specialize with highrise buildings and there are safeguards at the location," assured
Lenz. "It's the same procedure
for every city that takes part in
this and there has never been
any issue in the nine years of its
running:'
Lenz expressed excitement
about having the event in Windsor for the first time.
Drop Zone has been a national
event for Easter Seals since
2005, held in 15 other cities
across Canada while raising
over $10 million, but Lenz denoted that there's an even bigger

significance for Windsor being
number 16.
As Easter Seals originally start-

ed in Windsor in 1922, Lenz
asserted that bringing such a
high-profile event here made
for a perfect setting.
Bezaire agreed with Lenz and
said, "It feels awesome to be
able to do the event. I'm a member of the Amherstburg Optimist Club, where we often do
things geared towards youth.
That made doing something for
Easter Seals a kind of perfect fit.
It's something to check off the
bucket list."

UWindsor student launches a

history journal
LIAPILLER
lance reporter

A University of Windsor History undergraduate student is
releasing the first volume of a
historical academic journal, the
Great Lakes Journal of Undergraduate History (GLJUH).
The journal features articles
written and peer reviewed by
undergraduate students from
across the Great Lakes region.
The journal includes essays on
Scottish-Canadian settlers' agricultural concerns and racial discrimination in the 19th century
education system of Windsor
and Sandwich.
Calin Murgu, a History undergrad and the editor-in-chief
of the GLJUH, hopes that the
journal will demonstrate the
hard work and dedication of the
University of Windsor's History
department.
"I hope this journal brings some
sort of recognition to our department and students. I hope
they will gain confidence about
their area of research, and push

forward with their academic
careers;' said Mmgu. "Undergraduate work needs to be recognized, this is the reason why
we began this project."
Murgu said the creation process
of the GLJUH was "a long and
uneasy one."
"We were making it up as we
went along:' he admitted.
The majority of the editorial
board-besides faculty and
graduate students-had minimal editorial experience before
beginning the project. However,
the students and faculty established an outline together that
provided a road map for submissions, editing, and design,
helping the production of the
journal run smoother.
"I was stunned when we received dozens of submissions
for the first issue; said Murgu as
he explained how students from
all across the Great Lakes region
and a few from the U.S. wanted
to be a part of the project.
Jessica Knapp, a contributing
University of Windsor alumni
who's essay discusses Wmdsor
and Sandwich's history of rac-

ism within the education system of the 19th century, said the
GLJUH is significant for several
reasons.
"It is the first journal to come
out of the undergraduate program at the University of Windsor in quite some time, but also
its focus is to capture both local
and Canadian histories, while
also including others' works
displaying excellent history and
research writing:' said Knapp.
The GLJUH has attracted much
attention and praise from academic History professionals like
Dr. Leslie Howsam who teaches
History at the University of
Windsor.
Dr. Howsam welcomed the arrival of the journal with great
enthusiasm.
"It's exciting to see students of
history reaching out to make
their research public, and to
see History undergrads from
Windsor working with their
peers at other institutions in the
region," said Howsam.
Volume 1 is expected to be released later this month.
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Quebec's controversal
Charter of Values concerns
professors and students
across the province
MONTREAL (CUP)-The Parti Quebecois' proposed
Charter of Values aimed at separating church and state
is raising concern in post-secondary institutions across
Quebec.
The controversial project announced on Tuesday would
prohibit government employees from wearing conspicuous religious symbols-such as turbans, hijabs, crucifixes and kippahs-and time off for religious holidays.
Educational institutions and hospitals could apply to
opt out of these conditions but a ban on veils that cover
the face would be permanent.
The law would also amend the Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms to provide an outline on accommodation requests.
However, the bill would not affect members of the National Assembly and would allow politicians to wear
religious symbols if they choose. Furthermore, the crucifix that hangs in the National Assembly and the cross
on Mount Royal in Montreal would remain in place as
Democratic Institutions Minister Bernard Drainville
clarified it to be part of Quebec's history.

CUPE
1393

"One student said all kinds of professionals in this province who are getting degrees and might be religious;
said Goldberg. "But they are being told they are not allowed to be themselves."
Goldberg explained that the law "will certainly affect
anyone who is teaching at university or C~GEP in one
way or another," and is concerned it may impede students who wear religious symbols to pursue employment in the public sector since they may not feel welcome.
"Maybe there's a lack of belief that one can be religious
in their home, minds and heart, and at the same time do
a job that they are able to do and serve the laws of the
public:' said Goldberg. "But I think that's possible."
Goldberg is not the only one to foster a discussion in
the classroom. Ashley Davis, a student studying arts at
Dawson College, admits that one of her teachers openly criticizes the Quebec Charter of Values in class and
through social media.
"He's pretty vocal about it. It's interesting, because while
he himself is secular, he's culturally tied to a specific
faith:' said Davis. "And it seems as though he's really
pushing for people to look at this as an issue of freedom
rather than integration."

Universities are refraining from commenting for now.

Lorenzo DiTommaso, the chair of the department of religion at Concordia University, believes that the department could manage if the Charter of Values becomes
law and that it would not affect the courses offered

Jenny Desrochers, director of media relations at the
Universite du Quebec a Montreal, also confirmed that
UQAM has not taken a position.

The food filled 50th anniversary celebration has
returned!

Avi Goldberg, a sociology professor at Vanier College
and Concordia University in Montreal, says he addressed the issue in the classroom at Vanier with his
students where he encouraged young adults to discuss
the proposal.

The law would extend to all public sector workers including judges, police officers, teachers, daycare workers
and municipal personnel in what the provincial government deems an effort to "maintain social peace and promote harmony" and to "prevent tensions from growing."
"We have taken no position yet," said Concordia University Spokesperson Chris Mota. "We are assessing the
proposal."

the strike brings food

"The charter doesn't level the playing field, it ensures
that a whole segment of society leaves the public eye;'
added Aspler.

However, the proposal led to a massive protest in the
downtown core of Montreal Saturday afternoon and
spawned a petition for an inclusive Quebec that drew
the support of post-secondary teachers and students
across the province.
John Aspler, a graduate student studying neuroscience
at McGill University, attended the protest because he
was concerned with the ramifications of a charter.

"The thing is this: would it have an impact on our courses? No:' said DiTommaso. "We set our courses on the
basis of our program needs. I don't see how this law can
affect the courses being offered."
DiTommaso continued to say that he hopes religious
holidays will not be affected by the Charter but that the
department could find ways to work around it by setting
their own schedules or employing a graduate student or
teaching assistant to replace the professor on the date of
the holiday.

KALINA LAFRAMBOISE-CUP QUEBEC BUREAU CHIEF

"I protested today because this law impacts women far
more than it impacts men, making it sexist. It impacts
ethnic and religious minorities as well as immigrants far
more than it impacts white Christians, making it racist
and discriminatory." said Aspler. "Christians generally
won't be affected by this legislation."
Aspler feels that the Quebec Charter of Values acts as a
"hypocrisy of the highest order:·
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Canada was
named the sixth
happiest country
to live in. Why are
there six other
countries with
better dispositions
than us?

ALEXANTHERTON

JAMIE BURNS

REANNON PRICE

TERESA YAECK

Isn't Denmark the Canada of
Europe? (Denmark was number
one.)

Maybe the scenery, maybe warmer weather, but I'm happy to live
in Canada.

Maybe they drink more.

They have more variety ofpeople,
they're a slower pace, they focus
on their quality of life more.
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what else is
happening?
END
THE
STRIKE

Former Vice President Student Life, Carrigan Desjardins (left), and former president of the Saint
Mary's University Student Association, Jared Perry, at TURFBURN, the event where the offensive
chant took place, which went as: uy is for your sister, 0 is for 'oh so tight,' U is for underage, N is
for no consent, G is for 'grab that ass,'-Saint Mary's boys, we like 'em young." Both have stepped
down due to the chant • photo: Mike Langlais/ The Journal

Offensive Saint Mary's
University frosh chant sparks
question about universities
and sexual assault
VANCOUVER (CUP)-Rape and sexual assault have
received a huge amount of attention recently at campuses across the country. Chants making light of sexual assault were uncovered at stunt bonding events at both St.
Mary's University in Halifax and at UBC in Vancouver.
These revelations shocked students, bedeviled administrators and enraged the public. They also reignited a
longstanding discussion; do Canadian universities have
a sexual assault problem?
In this country, sexual assault is defined as any act that
"violates the sexual integrity of the victim» without the
victim's consent By defining all unwanted sexual acts
as acts of violence, this moves away from the previous
common-law definition of rape as vaginal intercourse
obtained through physical force.
But these two definitions often blur together-when
Globe and Mail columnist Margaret Wente recently
sought to examine the issue of campus sexual violence,
she found her alma mater kept a tally of "forcible rape»
incidents.
She-and many others before her-have found it difficult to quantify the issue of campus sexual violence due
to the deep gulf between data from self-reported surveys and data based on how many incidents are reported
to the police.
According to the Canadian National College Health Assessment released earlier this year, 6.9 per cent of all students surveyed reported sexual touching without consent within the last 12 months, and 1.2 per cent reported
penetration without consent
Assuming this rate holds steady over multiple years,
this means well over a quarter of students would be
expected to report unwanted sexual touching during a
four-year degree program. And that's for women as well
as men-if you restrict the sample to women, that percentage jumps to over a third. For unwanted penetration
or attempted unwanted penetration, the numbers are 14

per cent of all students, and 18 per cent of women, for
a 4-year period. Data from a 2009 Statistics Canada report shows just 12 per cent of all Canadians who report
experiencing a sexual assault tell the police.
The aftermath of the UBC chant played out along the
lines anyone would've expected: students directly responsible for Sauder School of Business's Commerce
Undergraduate Society's FROSH, the event where the
chant occurred, resigned. The university's administration scrambled to distance themselves from the incident. More education and training for student leaders
was called for. It's roughly the same outcome that happened in 2009 when the Underground, the satirical
newspaper written by UBC's Arts Undergraduate Society, published a joking article endorsing sexual assault.
The 2009 Statistics Canada report gave a litany of reasons for why survivors don't report, including fear they
won't be believed, worry the case isn't strong enough to
convict the attacker and fear reporting could damage
their reputation or give too much unwanted publicity.
According to Scott Anderson, who became the go-to
academic in explaining the cultural climate leading to
UBC's "rape chant," joking about sexual assault can easily make people forget it's a serious issue. "It does trivialize the harm that's involved in non-consensual sex:'
Anderson told Global News.
Discussion of these issues continues at campuses across
the country, and some students are looking forward to
prevention-based solutions, rather than disciplining behaviour after it happens. "We must empower our students to call each other out when they hear or observe
statements or actions that support or condone violence:'
blogged UBC PhD student Lucia Lorenzi soon after the
initial chant reports. "It's time to make [my university]
feel safe again:'
LAURA RODGERS-CUP B.C. BUREAU CHIEF

students call for an end to
tne stnr<e
The UWindsor Student-Worker Alliance is passing
around a petition for a student walkout to end the
strike. Check out facebook.com/uwinsolidarity for
more details.

arts&culture
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Suite Surrender marks
final performance for
director
ALEXANDRASELLICK

"It helps that it is a comedy;
we do nothing but laugh in rehearsal;' said Pinnell. "Some
people say we should be more
serious but through humour
we're working very hard:'

arts editor

TH£
J>RESOENTIAL
SUITE

The University Players will open
their 55th season with Michael
McKeever's Suite Surrender on
September 19.

Amongst cast members is
fourth-year BFA acting student
Elizabeth Kalles who plays the
role of Athena Sinclair. As well
as playing the 40s vixen, Kalles
is also make-up supervisor for
Suite Surrender. She said Pinnell is a very organized director
and has a lot to offer his students.

The show marks the final appearance of Professor William
Pinnell, who will be directing
the production.
Pinnell began his career at The
University of Wmdsor in 1972
designing scenery. In 1991 he
worked on Lysistrata, which
still holds the University Player's box office records for most
audience members.

"He is clearly very passionate
about being involved with this
show and it comes across in every rehearsal," said Kalles. "His
passion and energy influences
my attitude during rehearsals and in turn makes me have
greater passion and energy for

Pinnell said that although Lysistrata broke fire regulations
for having too many people in
the theatre. his most memorable
production is 1992s Salt Water
Moon whose opening night also
marked the birth of his son.
Currently Pinnell is writing a
play called The Offspring but is
unsure if the work will ever be
completed.
"I can tell when I'm not as passionate as I used to be;' said
Pinnell. "That's not saying that I
don't throw my all into the production I'm doing:'
Professor Pinnell said he needs
a break from theatre after Suite
Surrender but his students are
making his last production a
very enjoyable one.

the materiall am working on. "

Suite Surrender will run from
September 19 to 22 and 25 to 29
at Essex Hall Theatre and tickets
can be purchased online or by
phone.
Bezaire agreed with Lenz and
said, "It feels awesome to be
able to do the event. I'm a member of the Amherstburg Optimist Club, where we often do
things geared towards youth.
That made doing something for
Easter Seals a kind of perfect fit.
It's something to check off the
bucket list:'

.A.Ttrending~
BIEBER FOR ROBIN?

GTAV

IPHONE SS & SC

Last Friday, Biebs posted an Instagram photo
of what was assumed to be the script for the
upcoming Superman/Batman movie. His name was
watermarked across it and he was nice enough to
leave the hashtag "#Robin:' This caused plenty of
outrage over the Twittersphere-possibly more than
Afileck's casting role. You can take a deep breath,
Batfans and Superfans. Biebs was just playing youthe script was just for a Funny Or Die skit.

The fifth iteration of the Grand Theft Auto series
hit shelves this weekend. Be prepared to see many
friends, colleagues and possibly even your boss or
profs skipping work, school, sleep and meals. This
game's bigger than all the previous GTA worlds put
together. So it's going to be awhile before everyone
stops playing hookey on life.

The iPhone event earlier this week revealed that the
Internet was pretty darn good at predicting how this
expensive palm-sized gadget was going to turn out.
Faster? Yup. Shinier? Kinda. A choice between plastic
or glass? Yeah. Fingerprint scanner? You bet! Better
hope NSA doesn't find a way to tap into that precious
privacy-invading gizmo.

Biblioasis brings big
names to Windsor
LUKECECILE

lance reporter

Earlier this week, purveyor and
publisher of fine books, Biblioasis, hosted two of Canada's
most celebrated authors Douglas Glover and Catherine Bush.
Glover, an Ontario native, is a
ten time novelist and winner of
the Governor General's Award
for English-language fiction.
Bush, of Toronto, recently published her fourth book and has
been featured in numerous publications such as the Globe and
Mail and The New York Times
Magazine.
The intimate evening began with
Bush reading an excerpt from her
most recent novel, Accusation.
The book follows investigative
journalist Sara as she searches
for the story of a man accused of
child sexual abuse. Taking readers from Toronto to Ethiopia,
the tale explores the culture surrounding Africa's child circuses
while touching on the dilemmas
faced in journalism.
"I love the narrative arc of stories
and I'm drawn to fiction in which
kinetic energy propels you from
page to page. I think of story as
a form of movement. I'm attracted to characters, often women,
caught in the midst of difficult

email editor(L uwindsorlance.
ea for more info or swin.Q by our
offices in B-91 of UWindsors
CAWCer,tre

choice, ethical, emotional-the
propulsions of choice become a
form of movement:' said Bush
of her narrative style. You can
find Accusation at Biblioasis or
her complete works online from
Chapters/Indigo or Amazon.
To conclude the night, one of
Canada's most highly praised authors took the stage to read from
his latest novel Savage Love. This
collection of short stories has a
vast array of topics ranging wildly in thematic statements. Glover
read from one of such stories,
describing one man's thoughts
and contemplations as his wife
uncovers his infidelity and his
daughter discovers the death of
her pet hamster.
"Everything I write attests to my
pleasure in inappropriate relations and the subversion of propriety:' said Glover.
All at once thought provoking
and hilarious, Savage Love is
sure to push Glover further into
the spotlight of Canadian, if not
international, literary fame.

:r
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SEPTEMBER 19TO 26
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 19
Gov't Mule.The Fillmore Detroit, 7:00 p.m.
The Creepshow, Hellbound Hepcats and The
Nefidovs, Dominion House, 8:00 p.m.
University Players Presents: Suite Surrender,
Essex Hall Theatre, 8:00 p.m.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 20
The Sway Tour with The Last Place You Look
and Tori Vasquez, Saint Andrew's Hall, 7:00 p.m.
ClassX "Time Well Wasted" CD Release Party
with Matt Lalonde and Dave Russel & The
Precious Stones, The Loop Complex, 9:30 p.m.,
$10.00
The Camera Eye Art Show.Arts Council
Windsor & Region, 6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 21
CJAM FM Presents: Contra Dance Reunion
with Guitar Army, FM Lounge, I 0:00 p.m.
Downtown Windsor Local Treasures Hunt,
Downtown Windsor, I 0:00 a.m.
Live Trivia at The Dominion House, Dominion
House, 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 22
Autumn Welcome, Canadian Club Heritage
Centre, I:00 p.m., $30.00
Annual Flea Market, Canadian Transportation
Museum & Heritage Village, all day, $3.00

BOOK REVIEW
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

Ford City Market Sundays, outdoors, across
from the Gino & Liz Marcus Community
Complex, I0:00 a.m.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 23

PEOPLE OF FAITH:THE STORY OF HOTEL-DIEU GRACE
HOSPITAL 1888-2013
Marty Gervais

Rino's Kitchen Presents: lnstagram Photo
Exhibit, Rino's Kitchen & Ale House

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 24
Widespread Panic, The Fillmore Detroit, 6:00
p.m.
Immortal Technique and Brother Ali with
Diabolic, I-Self Devine and Sturgill Simpson, St.
Andrew's Hall, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 25

People Of Faith by award winning journalist Marty Gervais follows the story of the five nuns who
came from Montreal to begin the building of Windsor's Hotel-Dieu Grace Hospital. The book gives
an in-depth look on how the hospital was built, beginning with finding and purchasing the tracks
of land it was to be built upon.
Along with giving a detailed history of the founding of Hotel-Dieu, Gervais takes us back in time
and paints a picture of what Windsor once looked like. He even shows us what the atmosphere was
like in Windsor's early frontier days and throughout the years up until 2013.
The book is not set up like a history textbook, but a story. And there is no lack of excitement in this
tale. Readers will get to travel through the ages and experience such perils as a tornado sweeping
through Windsor and leaving at trail of destruction and an explosion that left the city smoldering.
But Windsor made it through these perils and Gervais tells us just how our past citizens came
together to aid one another.

Gluten Free Vendors' Night, Giovanni Caboto
Club, 6:00 p.m., $2.00, children 12 and under
FREE

The book is full of high quality photos from every decade so readers will actually get to see what
Windsor was once like. There is even a photo of the hospital's first ambulance: a horse and buggy.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 26

Even if you are not a history buff, the tale of how not just Hotel-Dieu came to be, but how Windsor
came to be the full and vibrant city it is today, is one that is sure to fascinate those young and old.
Marty Gervais' People Of Faith is an engrossing tale that any Windsorite would enjoy.

Suite Surrender Closing Night Party, Dominion
House, 10:00 p.m., $3.00 in advance, $5.00 at
the door
Comedy Quarry Presents Comedy Records
Show with K. Trevor Wilson, Rockhead Pub,
9:00 p.m., $12.00
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TIMMIES:THE LONGWAIT
A lot ofstudents are addicted to caffeine. And UWindsor has the longest wait to get a cup ofJoe I've ever seen at a Tim Hortons
with some lines taking around 30 minutes to get from start to serve. Yea, there are more serious problems-but to caffeine
addicts and people stuck on campus for long hours, that cup of Joe can mean the difference between being a zombie in class
OCDIIK.

ALBUM REVIEW
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

•
•

•

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

*

chartS tabulated from September 9 to 15

FORTHEWORLD IS HOLLOWAND I HAVE
TOUCHEDTHE SKY
James 0-L
For The World Is Hollow And I Have Touched The Sky is the kind of
album you listen to in the late hours of the night while you sip coffee as
a cat presses itself at your side.

.

The mood of the record is soft and just a little sad, bringing to mind
images of Phog Lounge quietly crowded and conversing with the
underground socialites. It is a night record to remind the listener things
move slower and easier after the sun sets, when things become real, this
record is real.
One Horse Town couldn't possibly be about any other city than Windsor
as it cries in disconsolate folk longing about topics like being discontent
with familiarity. This is the track you will be putting on repeat, the
horns are outstanding in their support to the rhythm of the song.
Yellow Gold continues the somber tone with violin leads by Roye
Truong that give the song a cinematic quality like it could be heard as
the soundtrack of a movie where the characters are driving through the
night on a lonely stretch of a desolate highway.

•
:
:
:
•

The record picks up just as it's about to end with Sk8 or Die dealing
with, you guessed it, skateboarding. This is the song to have play as the
sun breaks through the horizon. Horns on this song are fun and upbeat
with a hint of ska.
What is strange is the last track The Centre of the Earth, a lyric-less
secret song that is a combination of techno and Spanish guitar music
that while good. does sound odd in the context of the rest of the record.
It might remind a listener of a similar track on the Fullblasts 2005
album Short Controlled Bursts.
The record u a whole features many Windsor musidana such u Caleb
Farrugia. Bric Welton, Kirk Gutherie and many more. If you listen to
only one record this year make it this one [strike out
it this one'"]
you're not u.tming to enough music.

·mue

•

I THE MARK INSIDE*-Dark Hearts Can Radiate White Light (Vampire Dance)
2 BLACKHEART*-Blackheart (Self-Released)
3 THE NEFIDOVS*-BetterWake Up! (Self-Released)
4 TV FREAKS*-Two (Schizophrenic)
S MONOMYTH*-King, Does This Not Please Youl (Self-Released)
6 ISLANDS*-Ski Mask (Manque)
7 SARAH NEUFELD*-Hero Brother (Constellation)
8 GRAND ANALOG*-Modem Thunder (The Shadow Cabinet)
9 WASHED OUT-Paracosm (Sub Pop)
IO PAPERMAPS-Oarker Lights (Sparks)
I I CUNTER*-27 (New Damage)
12 DEVAH*-Devah (Self-Released)
13 JOHN WARD'S ELECTRIC SEANCE*-Voh.me One (Self-Released)
14 STILL LIFE STILL*-MoumingTrance (Arts & Crafts)
I S DIANA*--Perpetual Surrender (Paper Bag)
16 CITY AND COLOUR*-The Hurry and The Harm (Dine Alone)
17 BEN SURES*-Son OfTrouble (Self-Released)
18 AUSTRA*--Olympia (Paper Bag)
19 MOKA ONLY*-Doctor Do Much (Urbnet)
20 GRIM TOWER*-Anarchic Breezes (Outer Battery)
21 DISCLOSURE-Settle {lnterscope)
22 RUN THE JEWELS--Run The Jewels (Fool's Gold)
23 JOSEPH DALEY-The S..,.,, Heavenly Virtues (Self-Released)
2-f THE DOD05-Canier {Dine Alone)
25 BOARDS OF CANADA-Tomorrow's Harvest (Warp)
26 DRUG CHUA.CH-Paul Walker (No Sleep)
27 SHAHEED& DJ ~ R h y d , m and Undastandln&{Comrnunic:acq'--)
28 BIVJDS*-flourlsh//Pwish (Flemish~)
29 FACTOR"'-V\lob Up Alone (Fala Four Inc.)
30 DINOSAUR. BONES*-Shaky Dram (Dine Alone)

sports
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor

While a comparison to Star Wars is hyperbole at best, the grand scale of the
CUPE 1393 strike becomes clearer by the
day. Entering its second week, the labour
dispute has hit every department of the
University; and its effect on athletics and
recreational services has been devastating.
"It impacts us in a fairly significant way,"
said acting athletic director Mike Havey.
"Right now it is myself, one brand new
employee and a secretary and students
that are running the [St. Denis Centre.]"
On September 8 the university announced that the forge fitness centre and
pool would be closed for the duration of
the strike. Water quality concerns combined with injury potential made it prudent to close the facilities.

• photo by Jay Verspeelt

Such is the case with any collegiate labour dispute; students are the ones who
suffer. A University of Windsor tuition
breakdown shows that a fee of $78.66
is assessed each term to University of
Windsor students for "recreation," while
an additional fee of 17.74 is assessed at a
maximum of 2 terms per academic year
for Sports and Ree.
Multiplied by 16,000 active full-time students; the total amounts to 2.5 million
dollars per assessment for recreation,

II

13

with another $550,000 per semester allotted to sports and recreation.
With the majority of St. Denis support
staff on strike; University athletes are
without their certified athletics therapists,
equipment managers, and many other
services that were part of their decision to
commit to Windsor.
"It affects athlete's big time; said Lancer's
wide receiver Scott McEwen. "Players
who are hurt right now can't go across the
hall to get checked on. They have to take
care of their own injuries or go elsewhere
to recover:'
By early October the varsity athletics
schedule will be full swing. With hockey,
basketball, track and volleyball beginning their season schedules the need for
these services will become more immediate. While students and athletes alike
remain locked out of these facilities there
have been assurances that all games will
be played as scheduled.
"The officials that ran [Saturday's football game] actually came in and said they
would honour the picket line if we asked
them to. We told them absolutely not, we
want that game to go ahead I don't want
to stop sports. We are doing everything
we can for the students," said CUPE 1393
President Dean Roy.
These certainly are dark times in Windsor, with talks resuming this week there
may be a new hope for the return of the
union.
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Ravens no match for hobbled Lancers
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

also very efficient throwing over 300
yards. So all in all rm happy with it but
there are things we can always improve
upon;' said Coach Joe D'Amore.

With injuries pilling, the Lancers football
team defeated the Carleton Ravens 44-14
in a gutty effort on Saturday afternoon.
The win brings the Lancers to (2-2) seating them fourth in the OUA.

Without the services of leading receiver
Evan Pszczonak and defensive back Josh
Burns, the Lancers were forced to fill the
void from within. Lancers DB Kuinton
Elliot, who had two interceptions in the
game commented on the loss of Burns.

"There were times when I thought we
looked good today. We ran for over 200
yards again and Austin [Kennedy] was

"He's a senior, and one of the guys with
the most experience in the secondary. So
it was a tough loss because he's a really

good player, fve learned a lot from him:'
said Elliot
Beau Lumley also stepped up on defense
for the Lancers. The second-year utility man played in all facets of the game
returning kicks, while lining up at wide
receiver and defensive back.
The 6'0" Windsor native was forced to
shadow Malcolm Carter, a 6'6" Ravens
pass catcher. Lumley got the better of the
matchup as Carter was held only to one
reception for nine yards on the day.

The Lancer defense held its ground recording four turnovers as the offence adjusted without Pszczonak. After the first
three, Lancer drives resulted in a Dan
Cerino field goal, the Lancers exploded
for 41 points the rest of the way.
The Blue and Gold now turn their attention to the Toronto Varsity Blues (13) for a Saturday night game at Alumni
Field. Pszczonak is expected to suit up
while there is no word yet on the status
of Bums.
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Windsor \Vill host the
AHL later this \Veek
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

London can stop acting so high and
mighty now. After consecutive years of
bringing the Toronto Maple Leafs to the
John Labatt Centre, Windsor has concocted a response in the form of the AHL.
On September 29 t.lie Grand Rapids Griffins will take on the Lake Eerie Lock Monsters, at the WFCU Centre in exhibition
play. The long-time Red Wings farm
squad Griffins feature several top prospects including goaltender Petr Mrazek;
who was named the best goaltender at the
2012 World Junior Hockey Championship.
"We've hosted a number of great hockey
events outside of Spitfires games but this

game gives fans the unique opportunity
to see professional hockey at the WFCU
Centre and prospects that might be on
the ice at Joe Louis Arena this season,"
said Global Spectrum's General Manager
of Events, Jason Toner. "We hope it opens
the door to other neutral site professional
hockey exhibition games in the future:'
Coming off their first Calder Cup championship, Grand Rapids are excited about
the opportunity to expand their fan base.
"We had a wonderful experience playing pre-season games in Toledo and Ann
Arbor last season, and we're looking forward to the chance to play in front of the
Spitfires' fans:· said Griffins coach Jeff
Blasshill.
The puck drops at 7:05 pm, and tickets are
on sale for $11.75 at the gate.

Griffins captain Jeff Hoggan hoists Calder
Cup• photo by Mark Newman
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BARRY BONDS FACING HOME
CONFINEMENT

The MLB's homerun king was convicted
of obstruction of justice charges in 2011
regarding his testimony of the Bay Area
Laboratory Co-operative. A grand jury
found that Bond made misleading statements
about his relationship to BALCO; a
laboratory which provided steroids to major
league players. After two years of appeal the
charges were upheld last week. The slugger
now faces 30-days' home confinement as
well as two years of probation, 250 hours of
community service and a $4,000 fine.
CFL RELEASES TOP PROSPECTS
LIST:

Windsor defensive back Josh Burns was
named the 14th ranked Canadian prospect
for the 2014 CFL draft. The 6'1 184 pound
LaSalle native who has missed time with
injury this season compiled 27.5 tackles and
one interception in 2012 to 2013.
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
HONOURS:

Windsor native and Western linebacker
Pawel Kruba, was named OUA defensive
player of the week. Kruba recorded 2
interceptions for the (4-0) Mustang's in their
58-15 victory over McMaster last Saturday.

LIFETIME BAN

Indian fast bowler S Sreesanth who has been
handed a lifetime ban for his role in a match
fixing scandal. The 30-year-old cricketer, was
arrested last May and for taking money in
exchange for surrendering a predetermined
amount of runs in 3 IPL matches.

••
••
•• FOOTBALL
••
•
•• 9/14/2013 Carleton Ravens
•
•• 9/21/2013 Toronto Varsity

W 44-14

Alumni Field

7:00 Pt

UOIT Ridgebacks

South Windsor
Arena

7:30 Pt

UNB Varsity Reds

Fredericton, NI

7:30 Pt

Alumni Field

2:15Pt

Alumni Field

8:15 Pt

•
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• MEN'S HOCKEY
•
•
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DAVIS CUP
• 9/14/2013
•
The Canadian Men's singles team fell to ••
Serbia in the Davis Cup semi-final on •• 9/20/2013
Sunday. The run, which included upset
victories over Spain, and Italy is reflective
of the bright future of Canadian Tennis.
With the series tied after two matches Serbia
emerged victorious as Janko Tipsarevic
defeated Vasek Pospisil 7-6 (3), 6-2, 7-6 (6).

Alumni Field

•
•
•
••
•• MEN'S SOCCER
•
•
•
•
•• 9/21/2013 Guelph

• 9/27/2013 McMaster
••
•
••
•• WOMEN'S SOCCER
••
•
••
• 9/21/2013 Guelph

Alumni Field

12·00Pt

McMaster

Alumni Field

6:00 Pt
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THE SCAREHOUSE AND THE BIRDER MAKE IT TO THE BIG SCREEN

• screenshot from The Scarehouse

SARAH HURST
lance reporter

While Windsor is known as being the
automotive capital ofCanada, the local
art scene, in particular film, is not as
recognized.
But with the production of The Birder
and The Scarehouse this year, Windsor
is becoming the place to shoot films.
''.As soon as a couple people started
making films here, it was easier to put
a few anchors in and build a foundation;' said Gavin Michal Booth.
The Birder, starring Graham Greene,
Fred Willard, Tom Cavanagh and Mark
Rendall, is making its way through the

film festival circuit. It premiered at the
Calgary International Film Festival on
September 21 and next up is the Raindance Film Festival in London, England on October 6, 2013.
The Scarehouse, written and directed
by Gavin Michael Booth, just finished
post-production and will be released
in early 2014.
Windsor offers a lot of opportunities,
as well as a few incentives to filmmakers looking for a unique place to base
their movie.
Part of the Ontario Film and Television Tax Credit offers filnunakers an
additional 10 per cent tax break for
films that are made outside the greater
Toronto area. Not only that but, "Peo-

ple are more willing to help out;' Jeff
Nadalin, one of The Birder's producers
said. "It's a city, but it has a small town
feel to it:'

litical. Find out ways to bring in new
sources of money from the government to create more incentives;' Lattmann said.

Locations that cost thousands each
day in bigger cities can be obtained for
free, or for a couple hundred in Windsor, which can really help low-budget
films.

Ilijanich urges us to, "not focus on individually being successful, but focus
on collaborating. In collaboration,
that's where success is:'

Gerry Lattmann, The Birder's other
producer and Sarah Ilijanich, founder of the Lakeshore Academy of Fine
Arts, third assistant director and casting for The Birder, shared their insight
into what Windsor's next steps should
be for putting ourselves on the map.
"Step one is to change the mindset of
people in the area. Step two: take it po-

£+,these great films get seen, get shared,
world knows about them, that's going to
be the biggest way to draw attention to the city

anWie

GAVINMICHALBOOTH,

DIRECTOR OF THE SCAREHOUSE

Booth suggests, "If all these great films
get seen, get shared, and the world
knows about them, that's going to be
the biggest way to draw attention to
the city?'
Booth wants to have the world premiere of The Scarehouse in Windsor and The Birder will be in theatres
across Canada in early 2014.

•

•
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miss 'merica #uwindsorproblems
Well leave it to the Americans to stir the melting pot. The good
old days of racism and naive ignorance are outliving preceding
generations.

tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance

America as we know it today was built some 100 years ago, on
the backs of immigrants coming into the land of opportunity.
Multiculturalism has not been a buzzword nearly as long as the act
has actually been happening, one would think in all the subsequent
years people would at least tolerate one another.

Sept.25
Riley Adair
5 m nute class because the proiector is broken #perfect #noc ass
#uwind orproblems

Dylan Bourque
Respect the picket I ne? How about you respect the fact that the
students paid for yoi.r classes #uwindsorproblems

Davuluri was representing the great state of New York (and lets be
honest in the case of New York "great state" is probably apt since it's
one of only two ~tates anyone really cares about.}

Sarah Lau SWSlbear
Don't you DARE hug your way mto tine and cut 20 people. Do you
not see the end of this Timmy's lme?! #uwindsorproblems

Oh, wait, I'm sorry. I forgot to mention, she's East Indian, or as the
politically correct like to say Indian-American.

Sept.24

These days that sounds a bit like an extraneous detail, but it this
case a pertinent fact for what blew up across the Internet shortly
thereafter.

Josh Terlizzese
In
It's 7 02 and the croc 1s sbll closed #uwmdsorproblems

No sooner had the woman been crowned, than did the Twitter
calls come in of "Miss America is a terrorist" and "This so close to
9/11 ?" The types of comments that reek of sunburned necks and
dirt driveways, because of course the only people who matter in
America are white.

Chris
hesnkc
What 1s going on next to Tokio?! It IS so loud I can't even hear the
prof In class #uwindsorproblems

The great unwashed mouths were one thing in times past, but now
they have Twitter and the insanity is almost unavoidable.
Stupidity like this is unacceptable, maybe more so is the lack of
geography skills.

-
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Not the case for Nina Davuluri, the Syracuse, New York born
winner of Miss America.

It takes a very special biggot to hurl these kinds of claims when: 1.
When talking about "terrorist countries" India is not on that list.
2. India had nothing to do with 9/11. 3. She's not Muslim, not that
this should matter anyway. 4. It's all entirely irrelevant because she's
a born American citizen and there is no rule you have to be white.
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Allison Catherine
24
Going to school 3 hours early 1n hopes to actually find a parking
spot #uwindsorproblems
Serwer Alsuleivam s
Sept. 23
You wi not find ONE seat at this Umvers ty that 1snt squeaky
#UWindsorProblems

Rachelle Buchok
ac
I love pay;ng a bazJ on dollars to read text books and teach
myself #uwindsorproblems

Jay Verspeelt, lance reporter
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mission statement

miss america
Serwer Alsuleivani SerwerAI
Having to park on the other side of Windsor for free parking
#UWindsorProblems

SW9ddy Plttz
Obsufy

A fllllng god damn terrorist 9-11 ~
MISS AMERICA WrF!! Gotta be Merican to
win miss Merica #LoveltOrLeavelt

Sept. 22
Eileen Chen ~LNn!eX013
when a mandatory course is not offered in the winta• it totally
messes up my life! #uwindsorproblems

m

Sept. 20

Sarah Lau @SW3lbear

Finding a comer spot in Leddy Library is like finding rare candy
in Pokemon. Keep it but never use it. #uwindsorproblems

Unsigned . editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
tts members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Sl\Jdents' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.

people of 9-11 how pathetic
#missamerica
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Miss America is a terrorist. Whatever. It's

complaints

fine.

-

Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press.
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.

The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Srudents' Alliance and prints fftlery
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Sl\Jdent Centre.

@ABC2020 nice slap in the face to the

.

The . Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.

The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. My material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.

First a president from God knows where,
Africa and now a miss America ladytbat I
can't say or spell her name... Terrorist

MORE OPINION
NEXT PAGE [>

The goal of the Lance 1s to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.

vote for you favourite fall
fashion trend by visiting
uwindsorlance.ca
--

-

-

Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be e-mailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may
be taken to the Lance Editorial Board. If the
Editorial Board ,s unable to resolve a complaint
it may be taken to the non-parbsan University
Ombudsperson. The Ombudsperson can be
reached at 519.253.3000 ext.3400.
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op con~ndsor ranks 70 I

The University of Windsor, which did not place in the top
700 universities in a yearly list by Quacquarelli Symonds,
celebrated 50 years last weekend • photo by Travis Fauteux

When it was announced last week that the University ofWmdsor didn't
manage to rank among the top 700 universities in the world, I shook
my head not because of disbelief, but because of sheer annoyance. Of
course the U of W didn't make it into the top 700, who expected it to?
Although 700 is a fairly large number, I would never expect my
university, with which I have had a love-hate relationship for the past
three years, to rank anywhere near the top of any list.
The university is still young, celebrating its 50th anniversary this past
weekend, and it has a long way to go before becoming the Harvard
of Southern-Ontario. I find it ridiculous that students, faculty, staff,
alumni, or other members of the community would expect otherwise.
There is nothing that sets the University of Windsor apart from other
'average' universities, except for, perhaps, the Outstanding Scholars
program, which could encourage higher achievement students to
come to Windsor in the future.
Even as a border-city university, the U of W is nothing more than
average.
Our location is less than average, in fact. We are suffocating in between
the bankrupt, dystopianesque city of Detroit and the slum-like vestiges
of West-Windsor, particularly the boarded up ghost town owned by
Matty Maroun on the bridge's west side.
Our education is also average and in the current employment climate or lack thereofwith an unemployment rate of9.3% in the city- average
is not good enough to call ourselves one of the best institutions in the
world.
Frankly, though, I'm fine with being average.
Out of the classes I've attended at university, I can honestly say that I
have enjoyed the majority of them and I've learned at exactly the level
that I expected to learn for $3.Sk a semester. Also, I must add that I
love the passionate professors from which I have been lucky enough
to glean some knowledge. When I graduate and I finally receive that
expensive piece of paper they call a bachelor's degree, I will not have
any regrets because my experience will have met my expectations.
That being said, I would expect this minimal amount of satisfaction out
of any university. The fact that the University of Windsor provides an
education and, after four years, hands out degrees for roughly $28,000
does not convince me that it is a top university. Again, this only makes
it average and, again, that's fine.
Mediocrity is what I expected when I came here and it's what I expect
today. Those who expect the U of W to rank highly in every survey
will be very, very disappointed and those attending the school that feel
they have been cheated out of a world-class education, you have been
greatly deceived.
As someone told me, out of an estimated 10,500 institutions in the
world, ranking just outside the 700s is really not as bad as it seems.
However, if the University of Windsor is to go anywhere, people have
to stop expecting it to magically rise up to the highest standards.

There is potential as I said in the Outstanding Scholars program and
there is further potential in the new Downtown Campus - which
will strengthen the relationship between the university and the city.
Perhaps one day the U ofW will rise in the ranks, but for now we have
to recognize our mediocrity and fight to become more than we have
been for the past 50 years.
- Travis Fauteux, news editor

A survey released by the Canadian Association of College and University Student
Services revealed that 89 per cent of students feel overwhelmed • photo by Travis
Fauteux

Student stress becoming
a big problem
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

seen it first hand with close friends~

After only three weeks of classes, midterms are
already closing in on students at the University
of Windsor and for some, the stress is already
beginning to mount.

Skills to Enhance Personal Success (S.T.E.P.S),
a service provided by the Student Success Centre, allows students to improve their learning and studying skills in 30-minute sessions
throughout the fall semester.

With the tumultuous transition from high
school, the heightened responsibility, the stress
of living on one's own for the first time, the
pressure to succeed in academics and the frustration of paying off escalating student debts,
school life is getting tougher for students.
Jack Windeler has become a silent spokesman
for this epidemic darkening academia in the
last few years.
Four years ago, Windeler began studying at
Queen's University, leaving his family behind
in Toronto. Six months later, Windeler was
found dead in his residence - cause of death,
suicide.
What's more, in just over a year after the suicide ofJack Windeler, three more Queen's University students committed suicide.
A survey released by the Canadian Association
of College and University Student Services
showed that 89 per cent of students said they
felt overwhelmed and an alarming 10 percent
had seriously considered suicide.
Sarah Crowe, a third-year University of Windsor student in French Studies, said that stress is
a part of university life and, with midterms approaching, she can feel the pressure building.
"It seems like classes just started and I already
have to start studying for midterms," said
Crowe. "There are so many expectations and
it can be overwhelming. I believe that stress
amongst students is a serious problem and I've

At the University of Windsor, there are several
programs available to help students through
the stressful school year.

There are walk-in workshops called "Taming
the Chaos" and "Test Anxiety" to help students
gain confidence in their own abilities and reduce stress.
On campus, there is also the Student Counselling Centre - a free service to students providing counseling from psychologists, a clinical
therapist and a registered nurse - and the Peer
Support Centre (PSC), where students can
speak with fellow students that been trained to
help.
Becky Brimacombe, a third-year psychology
and women's studies student, and Brendan
Monroy, a fourth-year psychology student, are
volunteers at the PSC and said that their job is
to relate to students who are having difficulties.
"I think a lot of people see the standards that
are set for Graduate programs ... and it's very
stressful," said Brimacombe.
"Even then, there is the stress of things going
on outside of school," said Monroy. "People
have to work; people can have family or relationship troubles~
"This is a service for people feeling overwhelmed We talk with people," said Brimacombe.
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Working off campus may get easier for international students
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

Changes to the International
Student Program (ISP) in 2014
could make it much easier for
international students in Canada to obtain jobs off campus.
Today, an international student
wishing to work off campus is
required to wait six months after beginning their studies and
must pay an additional $150
for a separate work permit, in
addition to their regular study
permit
However, if the proposed
changes to the ISP take effect
in spring of 2014, international
students will only need their
study permit and will be able to
work immediately, saving students time and money.

Such changes would be welcomed by former University of
Regina students Victoria Ordu
and Ihuoma Amadi who, after working for two weeks at a
Walmart, were threatened with
deportation.
During Question Period last
October, Liberal MP Ralph
Goodale questioned the ethics
of deporting the two students.
"Is the government's determination to deport these two
girls and thereby destroy their
education based solely on their
honest mistake of working for
two weeks at a Walmart store?"
said Goodale. "And, if that is
their only transgression, isn't
such retribution out of proportion?"
The two Nigerian students have
now been living in sanctuary at
a church in Regina for over 400
days and say that they weren't

aware that a work permit was
necessary.
The Canadian government isn't
backing down even though, in a
few months from now, the laws
could be changed so that what
Ordu and Amadi have done
would become legal.
University of Windsor Masters
of Management in international
accounting and finances student
Aali Rahman works off campus
and is dissatisfied with the International Student Program.
"When I came here I had
$15,000 saved for my tuition
fees, so another $15,000 were
due, which I thought of paying
in installments by working part
time," said Rahman who is now
in his last semester. "It took six
months for them to give me a go
ahead to pay in installments."
"I get charged 20 percent interest

overnment makes over $9 billion
do ars om international students every year,
[But] we can't even find a good job on campus
AAURAHMAN, UWINOSOR INTERNATIONAL ST\JDENT

---

compounded daily," said Rahman. "If I was a local I could get
a student line of credit for the
whole amount from the bank at
four percent"
As for working off campus,
Rahman said the waiting time
for the work permit was not
long, but he is frustrated with
the system.
"The government makes over $9
billion dollars from international students every year," he said.
"[But] we can't even find a good
job on campus."
Changes to the International
Student Program would further
protect international students
by weeding out those who enter
Canada claiming to be students,
but, in reality, come to work illegally.
Currently, there is no system in
place to verify that international
students are actively pursuing
studies while in Canada on a
study permit

An investigation by Canada
Border Services Agency (CBSA)
uncovered alleged cases of student-related fraud including
"instances of non-genuine students who enter Canada with
no intention of studying [and)
non-genuine institutions that
do not physically exist," according to an archived Canada Ga-

-

-

-

zette document
The document goes on to say
that, "some of the students uncovered in the investigation
were linked to organized criminal activities such as prostitution, drug trafficking and gun
smuggling."

If changes are made in 2014,
there will be a crack down on
"Visa mills" that are disguised
as educational institutions and
facilitate the entry offoreign nationals who come for purposes
other than study.
Chris Alexander was appointed
to Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration this July, taking
over for Jason Kenney who first
proposed the changes.
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities said that
the changes, which were originally scheduled by the federal
government to take effect this
January, will be delayed until
the spring and that Citizenship
and Immigration Canada "has
not yet posted the final regulations."

~
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Protestors in Montreal march in support of the controversial Charter of Values • photo
by Nathalie Laflamme/The Concordian

demonstration in favour of
quebec charter of values
draws hundreds
MONTREAL (CUP)-Hundreds of protesters gathered
in the streets of downtown Montreal Sunday, Sept. 22,
afternoon to show their support for the Parti Quebecois
government's newly-proposed Charter of Values that
promotes the secularization of the public institutions in
Quebec.
A sea of blue and white stood patiently in the rain at
Place Emilie-Gamelin during speeches at that called
for support for the provincial government's project
that would amend the Quebec Charter of Rights and
Freedoms to clarify religious accommodations.

the strike leaves
classrooms bare
This week the strike took things up a notch.
Though CUPE 1001 came to an agreement with
the university, which probably would have led to
classes being cancelled, many classes still struck
out. Professors themselves decided to pull back
teaching in support of CUPE 1393.

The proposal has drawn criticism from inside and
outside of Quebec but those in attendance spoke in
admiration of a secular public sector before the crowd
made its way through the streets in a peaceful march.
However, the demonstration did create tension through
certain chants or confrontations between those who
support and oppose the charter. At the end of the rally,

a woman wearing a hijab and a man who marched were
yelling at one another when another woman intervened
by screaming "go back home:'
Anne-Marie Gosselin, a student at Universite du Quebec
a Montreal who is in favour of the charter, stressed that
neutrality of the state is important. =~~-=~=~~--1,~
"[It's] like asking for civil servants not to show their
allegiance to a political party:' said Gosselin. "It seems
only logical to me then that civil servants don't show
their religious affiliations:'
Gosselin explained that if civil servants are expected to
be politically neutral then they should also be neutral
when it comes to faith-based symbols. For those who
feel uncomfortable at being unable to express their
religion this way, they could leave Quebec.
"I have one thing to say to immigrants who complain;'
said Gosselin. "If you find that Quebec is less welcoming
than where you are from then go back home:'
One woman, who only wished to be identified as
Sylvie, marched with a large sign that was the Quebec
flag decorated with drawings of niqabs and hijabs with
MORE
NEXT PAGE t>

.
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what would you
have done with
your time off
if the second
strike had not
been averted?

DAVID PETERS

JUNIAD KHAN

KEVIN LANGLOIS

STEPHANIE LALONDE

Work, play sports, hang out with
friends.

As an engineering student, I
would just chill.

Probably read and stuff, keep up
with classes.

I would have probably been
supporting the strike.

-

-

- - -- - -
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the word "equality" in capital letters. ''I'm here
because equality is non-negotiable;' said Sylvie.
"It's out of respect of all of the women in Quebec."

students and many are advocating the support
of aboriginal culture and ceremonies on their
campuses.

The Charter of Values seeks to prohibit ·civil
servants from wearing conspicuous religious
symbols and limit time off for faith-based
holidays while still allowing "small" symbols
of faith to be worn. Hospitals and educational
institutions could apply for an opt-out clause as
an exception to the law. However, the removal
of veils that cover the face-such as niqabs and
burkas-could not be challenged.

Aboriginal student associations alongside university administration invite their broader campus communities to partake in pow wows, pipe
ceremonies and local sweats. When hosting any
of these ceremonies, the University of Saskatchewan communicates through email not only to
inform students, faculty and staffof these events,
but to provide some initial information about
the ceremony and its protocol.

In 2012, the U ofS created the Indigenous Voices
Program to educate and develop staffand faculty
members' knowledge of aboriginal culture, as it
may apply to them at the university. The program was well received and has proceeded past
"Women must not be forced to wear a scarf the pilot period. To celebrate, the U of S hosted a
or a veil, neither by the government nor by pipe ceremony Sept. 3, 2013.
individuals:' said Beatrice Vaugrante, executive
director of Amnesty International Canada's Controversy arose when the Sept. 13 issue of On
francophone branch, in a press release. "But it Campus News, the U of S news service, pubis no more acceptable for a law to prevent them lished an editorial critiquing the pipe ceremony
for "marginalizing women" and for not being an
from wearing such garb:'
inclusive ceremony.
For Sylvie, the removal of religious symbols will
reinforce the equality of men and women in the Assistant professor of English at the U of S,
workforce and in Quebec. Gosselin echoed a Kevin Flynn, authored the article titled "Honour
similar sentiment regarding veils that cover the traditions but with inclusive ceremonies" after
receiving the email inviting him to attend the
face.
pipe ceremony.
"Minister Bernard Drainville doesn't treat things
lightly and he went to the depths of this symbol The email included seven guidelines to pipe
to understand its significance:· said Gosselin. ceremony protocol. Four of the seven guide"Essentially, it represents the domination of lines concerned women, saying that women
men over women. For me, that's unacceptable in "on their moon time" -menstruating-should
refrain from participating in the ceremo!W but
Quebec:'
are welcome to sit outside of the circle. Women
KALINA LAFRAMBOISE-CUP
were also advised to wear skirts that cover their
QUEBEC BUREAU CHIEF
ankles, not to step over anything and not to sit
cross-legged.

Amnesty International openly denounced the
charter on Sept. 20, specifically condemning the
enforced removal of veils since the organization
believes it goes against fundamental rights.

education key
with incorporating
aboriginal culture on
university campuses

Despite the article stemming from an event that
promotes aboriginal culture on the U of S campus, Associate Dean of Aboriginal Affairs in the
College of Arts and Science Kristina Bidwell said
this incident shows that there is still work to do
with educating the campus community about
aboriginal culture.

SASKATOON (CUP)-Universities in Canada
are reporting increasing numbers of aboriginal

"This is not just a case of one professor, there are
a lot of people in Saskatchewan and on campus

that don't know very much about aboriginal culture, [or] aboriginal ceremonies:' Bidwell said.
"And that's often what leads to misunderstandings.'.'
Citing a series ofsix public discussions regarding
the Idle No More movement held from February
to April by the university, Bidwell said that now
is the time to take advantage of people's attention
to the matter of aboriginal culture.
President of the Indigenous Students' Council
Terri Favel led a forum for all students at the U
of S who felt they were affected by the article. At
the forum, students expressed interest in positive, educational responses to the article such as
having a female traditional healer come teach
about women's moon-time and cultural awareness training for staff and faculty.
Rheana Worme, a U of S student, was supportive of sharing information and letting the public
know that students are open to educating and
answering questions about aboriginal culture.
"We are open to teach our culture to everyone:'
Worme said at the forum. "We're not exclusive at
the [Aboriginal Students' Centre], we're open to
all kinds of students and faculty. There are proper resources here and they should be accessed by
everyone."
Shawna Cunningham, director of the Native
Centre at the University of Calgary, said their
aboriginal student population, two per cent of
all students have identified as aboriginal, is significantly lower than the U of S, which averages
just under eight per cent. With a smaller aboriginal community on campus, Cunningham said
that most information regarding ceremonies is
shared by word of mouth in a non-public way.
The U of C's Native Centre has aboriginal awareness training sessions where elders come to campus and teach about cultural parallels between
aboriginal and non-aboriginal culture.
ANNA-LILJA DAWSON-CUP PRAIRIES
AND NORTHERN BUREAU CHIEF
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EVERY TUESDAY!

The Real
Canadian

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE, EVERY TUESDAY AT
THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
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' Leverrealizedhowmuchofa
can be ... it seems as though
drugs and Rrostitues clearl}! gq~~~,~
hand in hand.

trapT

KYLEREID, HOOKED PRODUCTION TEAM MEMBER

Hooked on Windsor's new documentary
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

Sometimes events shift and
transform so quickly, flawlessly
and organically it can leave one
unaware of the stark differences
from start to present.
Michael Evans is a Windsor
film maker who recently produced Hooked (Untold Stories
From Windsor's Sex Trade). As
the title suggests the film deals
in hookers, but not the Pretty
Woman high class escort type,
instead the film almost exlusivley is made up of candid interviews with the street walker so
many Windsorites see after the
sun sets along Drouillard road
and the more seedy stretches of
Wyandotte street.
The movie started out while
Evans was looking into producing a different documentary
about Windsor's ever contentious skunk problem but during scouting was solicited by a
woman of the night thinking he
was a potential john all while
trying to shoot "B roll" for the
doc.

"I was driving around with a
couple of buddies, they were
helping me out with the camera and sound; said Evans. "we
kept seeing prostitutes out on
the street. We didn't think much
of it at first but we kept seeing
this one girl over and over as we
drove by.'
Eventually that girl approached
them while they were stopped,
that's when the idea to shift to a
new topic came about.
They took the solicitation as an
opportunity and interviewed
her on the spot.
The film was put together in 10
months with a small handful of
others aiding in the production.
Evans, who did most of his interviews from his car window,
always took another person
with him on his travels, not just
for safety but to reduce suspicion from area police. The police certainly did stop him too,
but never was he arrested.
Kyle Reid is a friend of Evans
who helped in the production
of the film.
"We would bring these women
coffees in the cold, offer them

--~--

cigarettes to encourage them
to talk to us:' said Reid. "We
were worried at first, about police getting the wrong idea but
eventually the girls and the police got to know us."
The delicate nature of the situation was one Evans did not want
to take advantage of.
"I wanted to make sure I did it
justice; said Evans. "I didn't try
to objectify or exploit them ... I
just want them to be able to tell
their stories."
Some women were already
addicted to drugs when they
started hooking, some saw it as
a means to get by and fell in too
deep but what the most have in
common, 84 per cent of those
who hook were sexually abused
during their childhood and 95
per cent of those in the trade
want out.
"Even though they're on the
streets and addicted to drugs
they're still human beings and
they've all got interesting stories. Sometimes when you stop
and listen you learn a lot; said
Evans.
Evans said that the interviewing

went fairly smooth, there were
never altercations with pimps,
as most didn't have. one, and
none of the women asked to be
paid for their time.
Evans interviewed seven to
eight woman as well as had several more decline to speak.
One of the consistent problems
is that street walking is much
more dangerous than being a licensed escort but due to having
drug problems, a criminal record or lacking the money most
are not able to become licensed.
Thus keeping these women in a
vicious cycle.
"I never realized how much
of a trap it can be;' said Reid.
"It seems as though drugs and
prostitution clearly go hand in
hand. I always figured if these
girls didn't like it they would
stop but now I see it's just not
that easy when all the people
you surround yourself with are
somehow part of that cycle that
brings you your next high."
One· Windsorite had reservations about the film. Stef Green
did not think that some of the
women could genuinely consent to be filmed due to being

on drugs at the time.
"A lot of personal information
like there day job is shared, and
the narrator doesn't seem to
have any compassion for these
women," said Green.
She went on that she believed
the safety of a "vulnerable population'' should be the first priority and hopes the movie doesn't
negatively affect the women
who were filmed.
In Canada the act of prostitution is legal but everything
surrounding it is illegal, be it
pimps, brothels, or solicitation
of any kind. In 2012 according
to an Ipsos Reid poll less than
a quarter of the population
strongly disagreed that prostitution should be illegal.
The film was available at Michael Evans youtube channel
(https://www.youtube.com/
user/mnime978) but it has since
been made private, the trailer
remains. Evans is currently trying to enter his movie into the
Windsor International Film
Festival.
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Is your campus hungry? I am.
I MEAN, MY CAMPUS IS ...
ALEXANDRASELLICK
(Lix) arts editor

,

WHY I SHOULD BE 1HE
JUST EAT CAMPUS QQ..'f'Kltt
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Vote for Lix, the Lance's arts editor@chompchompchomp.ca/challengers#224

The Campus Chompionship was created after someone at the Just-Eat.ea

office bet that they could eat an entire
pizza in two minutes. Competitors
who make it to the third round will
have to do just that ... well three minutes, not two ...

On September 17, Just-Eat.ea called
university students across Canada to
enter their Campus Chompionship.
It took me two days to enter...but
that is only because it took me two
days to figure out how much pizza
I could eat. (You will find out how
much when I reach the final round ...
maybe.)

In the first round, students from universities around Canada that want to
compete will have to make a profile
on chompchompchomp.ca and get
voted through by fellow students
to the second round. In this phase,
semi-finalists from each university
will have to create a video that gets
the attention of Takeru Kobayashi,
world-renowned competitive eater
and four-time Guinness Record
Holder. The final round will have the
top five finalists go to Toronto to eat a
ton (not literally... I hope ... ) of pizza.

Just-Eat.ea is a website for those who
love food but falter in the kitchen.
"The spirit of our company is really
all about not cooking:' said marketing director ofJust-Eat.ca (and AntiCooking Activist), Luke Sheehan.
"So it really speaks to, 'Why do it
wrong?' like I would, whereas if I use
a website, I've got a team of thousands of talented chefs at my disposal
to do it for me:'

The Campus Chompion will receive
$5000 to spend how they like and
the university they attend will win
$20,000 worth of prizes.

And that is exactly why Just-Eat.
ea was created. Geared towards students, it is a website that joins hungry consumers with what they crave
and allows them to spend more time
studying and less time in the kitchen.

If you believe you have what it takes
to challenge the iron stomachs of Kobayashi, and myself, you can enter at
chompchompchomp.ca before October 1.

voteforyou
favourite fall

fashion trend
by visiting
uwindsorlance.ca
World-renowned competitive eater and four-time Guinness Record
holder, Takeru Kobayashi battles against a giant hotdog (left) • photo
courtesy of Just Eat Canada

~T

trending~

THEYOUTUBE COMMENT FIX

CHRISTMAS

WHAT DOES THE FOX SAY?

YouTube is finally getting an overhaul to its
comments system. Chances are that you've noticed
that people commenting on Youtube videos tend
to not be nice, quite frequently hashing out spits of
racism, misogyny and other hateful things. This is
being fixed by tying comments to a user's Google+
account (removing the ability to say bad things and
hide behind anonymity), as well as making the most
relevant comments available, which will bury nonrelevant evil words.

Seriously, Christmas is a big Canadian trend on
Twitter right now. Only three months and its hello
to the euphoria of unwrapping gifts and celebrating
commercialization-err, family!

A little old here, but has anyone figured our what
does the fox say? Check out Ylvis's music video
The Fox if you're a little stumped. And if you have
anymore questions, refer to Stonehenge.

You
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Hotel-Dieu's

history in the palm
of your hands
Fifteen minutes into the event, there
was a line of over a hundred people.

SARAHLAU
lancer reporter

The launch of Marty Gervais' newest book People of Faith, published
by Black Moss Press, was celebrated
alongside Hotel-Dieu Grace Hospital's 125th anniversary. The book explores the rich history of the hospital.
"I thought it was a fantastic idea to
ask Marty to be a part of celebrating
125 years of H6tel-Dieu Grace Hospital's place in the medical community and in the City of Windsor," said
President/CEO of Windsor Regional
Hospital, David Musyi.
Gervais' People of Faith is filled with
stories of the five nuns who founded
Hotel-Dieu Grace Hospital.
The book highlights the commitment
and devotion of these strong women
who cared for people all their lives.
These dedicated individuals were determined to obtain the funds for their
hospital, going door to door looking
for donations and even writing to Hiram Walker for financial assistance.
Before the event, there was a crowd
of eager fans purchasing Gervais'
book and snagging a spot in an increasingly long book signing line.

"I thought everyone was in line for
hot dogs and then someone told me
I was the hot dog," laughed Gervais.
The chairs at the event could not accommodate the great turnout of over
150 supporters and fans. Among the
sea of people were medical students,
nurses, and doctors like Dr. Paul
Bradford
"I think a book is a nice thing to capture the historic span of many eras.
I'm not sure if a movie would really
capture [the history];' said Bradford.
Gervais spent months scouring
through old documents, newspapers,
diaries, and more in order to share
the hospital's significant piece of
Windsor's history.
"I loved writing this book because
the diaries of these nuns opened up
for me a world that has been hidden
and kept secret. Their daily life underlined for me the genuine sincerity
of their devotion to the work of caring for people; said Gervais.
"These religious women were strong,
dedicated, and focused individuals
who followed the rules of their convent life, but crossed the line when it
came to coffifnon sense care:-- ~ - - - - -

£ ' g h t everyone was in line
Marty's Gervais' came to an event with a crowd eager to scoop up his book and
get it signed. The 500 copies at the event sold out • photo by Jason Rankin

fo~ot aogs and then someone
told me I was the hot dog
MARTYGERVAIS, AUTHOR OF PEOPLE OF FAITH

SHOW YOUR STUDENT CARD AND GET A

BREAD® FOR ONLY ~to

WITH ANY PIZZA PURCHASE

AVAILABLE AT THIS LOCATION ONLY

WINDSOR
Medium Pizza
wtth Pepperoni
Available: All oav. Everv Davi
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A bar patron enjoying a beer at the
former Stumble Inn • photo by Jay
Verspeelt

Walkerville busts out a new beer: the I<eller
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

a process that means the beer
goes through a second fermentation in its cask.

"We'll be going into selected
Soon the Walkerville brewery bars, putting a cask on the
will be celebrating it's first year back of the bar, tapping it with
anniversary and there's a new a bong and the whole works,
seasonal beer on the way wi;;.;.
th=a~~'p=,utting a spigot on the side-of
novel presentation.
it and punching through a tap
on it:' said Chris Ryan owner of
The Keller is a style of beer that Walkerville Brewery.
is unpasteurized. The brewery
plans to "condition" their brew, Ryan says their way is a more
traditional way of serving ales

which 10 to 12 Walkerville beer
carriers will get to serve out of
the 71 businesses currently carrying the brand.
The beer will exist as a seasonal
and subsequently will not receive branding like the India
Pale Ale.
The brewery in addition to its
new beverage will be adding a
canning line to the warehouse
in March. The brewery will be
canning beer on site and will

retail, according to Ryan, "competitively" saying it could be between $1.65 and $2.50.
"We'll position ourselves competitively, but we're not going to
sacrifice pricing on our product
because were putting nothing
but superior products into making our beers:· said Ryan.
Caroline Jacobson is a University of Windsor student and is
excited to see the brewery doing
well.

want to learn how to write a
want to see your own work printed in a ne

email editor@uwindsorlance.
ea for more info or swin.Q
our
offices in r-91 of l 'Windsors
CAW Centre

bx

"Aside from tasting great, I love
how it completes the cultural
revitalization of Walkerville. I
mean, what kind of urban renewal is complete without its
own brewery;' said Jacobson.
On September 29 the brewery
will be holding its Anniversary
Open House with musical entertainment by Kelly Hoppe, food,
and all the current Walkerville
beers including the Keller being
released that night.
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SEPTEMBER 26 TO OCTOBER 3

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 26

Sasha Appler with Brent Randall and Cailean
Lewis, Phog Lounge, $5.00
Von Exposure Ill Fashion Show, Overseas Motors Mercedes Benz Dealership, 6:30 p.m., $45/
person, $200 for VIP high top table of 5

...

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 27
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FAMfest Presents Worry, The Line Drawn, Minors, Corrupt Leaders, Coach & Horses, 9:00
p.m.
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Lindy.Wax Mannequin, Daren & Jamie of Unquiet
Dead, Phog Lounge, 9:00 p.m.
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Disclosure Fashion Show, Mynt Nightclub, I0
p.m., $3.00 donation or 2 canned goods
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SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 28
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Theatre Windsor Presents Les Miserables, The
Chrysler Theatre, $36.00 (Runs through until
October 6)
Bikes & Beers Cycling Tour; starting location
TBA, I:30 p.m., $60.00 (tickets are limited)

Who are the Jane Boze.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 29

SANDEENHO
lance reporter

Ford City Arts & Heritage Festival 2013, Ford
City Neighbourhood Renewal, I0:00 a.m.
Stepdad with Sugar Baron, Silent Lions, Traits,
The Shelter (Detroit), 7:00 p.m.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 30

Tulip Mania // Margaret Guillet,ArtSpeak
Gallery, I:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. until October 4

TUESDAY OCTOBER I

Ron Leary's Lunar Cycle - The Beginning of His
Monthly Residency at Phog, Phog Lounge, I0:00
p.m.
Kom with Asking Alexandria & Love and Death,
The Fillmore Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER l

Tulip Mania // Margaret Guillet,ArtSpeak
Gallery, I :00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. until October 4

THURSDAY OCTOBER 3

Lionel Richie, Caesars, 8:00 p.m., $55.00

I
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Spinnin' Records stated its opinion
on female DJs over social media and
the female community is not happy
about it.
On September 15, a picture of a stove
burner CD-J was posted on the Spinnin' Records Facebook page. The
caption of the picture read, "Thanks
@PioneerDJ for finally developing a
CD-J suitable for women:·

really disappointing to see that:'
On their Instagram and Twitter feed,
the reaction to the picture began to
cause an uproar of comments from
offended fans and listeners. The
Spinnin' Records Facebook account
defended the picture in a comment
saying the picture was simply a joke.
They also said, "Music is all about
having fun and this post was obviously not meant to offend anyone."

As the likes, comments and shares
began to increase so did the negative
responses. Out of the responses, one
very bold statement came from the
DJ duo, The Jane Doze.

The Jane Doze still did not back
down. Posted on the music media
website BuzzFeed.com was a parody of kitchen recipes created by
Jen, Claire and their friends Emily
Greener, Sophia Bush and Ben Gleib.
The post now has over 29,000 views.
Two days after the picture was posted
on Spinnin' Records, it was deleted.

About three years ago Jen Mozenter
and Claire Schlissel met and began
their music mixing and producing career as The Jane Doze in New
York. They have performed in front
of crowds of 10,000 people, festivals
such as Electronic Daisy Carnival in
Las Vegas and mixed at actress Sophia Bush's birthday party last year.

"To me it doesn't mean anything because it took them I think 48 hours
to do it:' said Schlissel. "Their initial
response once they saw the feedback
was to defend the photo. It wasn't
heartfelt and it wasn't genuine. I
guess you could call it like a PR move
but I think they already dug their
graves."

After Spinnin' Records posted the
picture on their Facebook page, the
Jane Doze used the opportunity to
stand up for females in the music industry.

Going into the DJ scene, Mozenter
and Schlissel were aware of the fact
that the DJ world was a 'boys club'
and did not plan on playing live
shows or releasing photos of their
identity. They came up with the
name, The Jane Doze, in relation
to a 'Jane Doe' or a fictitious or unknown woman. They are now trying
to change thal

"It wasn't something I haven't seen
before," said Jen. "I think for me what
was so upsetting about it is that's a
really massive brand that's putting
their stamp of approval on that kind
of message. It's a major dance label
that we used to buy music from and
we respect a lot of the artists on il It's

"What were aiming to do is continue or hopefully just inspire young
women or women in general:' said

Mozenter. "I think one of the things
we love about playing live shows is
the amount of women that come up
after the show and say 'that was awesome, I never saw a female DJ before
and now I feel like I can do this: and
that's so rewarding for us. Hopefully
we can be a very small part in making that more of a reality:'
Last year the Jane Doze mixed for
Sophia Bush, former One Tree hill
star and now an activist and spokesperson. Since then Bush has been
supporting the duo including the
post from Spinnin' Records.
"Sophia has sort of been a role model
for us; said Mozenter. "She really
uses her platform to stand up for
causes and things she believes in.
When you have a certain reach, use it
wisely and use it to help other people
that don't really have that platform:·
Alongside the trio is Emily Greener,
co-founder of I Am That Girl, which
empowers women to take risks and
get involved. For more information
on how you can get involved with
Emily and the Jane Doze, visit www.
iamthatgirl.com.
The Jane Doze currently have over
1.8 million plays on Soundcloud and
over 3.8 million views on Youtube
and Vimeo. They have performed
with Calvin Harris, A-Trak. Havana
Brown and many more. Original
songs and more performances can be
expected from the duo and of course
more girl power.
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BIKERS ON CAMPUS
Well, this isn't a problem yet. Biking to school is great. It's easy on the environment, has awesome gas milleage
and you don't have to circle the university for an hour to find a parking spot (poor automobile operators). More
students should take to pedalling their way to campus. And it seems that the number rises each year, which can be
problematic as some bike racks already see a tight squeeze. Solution: more bike racks.

ALBUM REVIEW
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more infof earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

*

charts tabulated for the week ending September 24

ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

BITTER
Of The Pack
After being highly anticipated all summer, Of The Pack have finally
released their EP, Bitter.
Bitter begins with Sea The Shore and Shallow Grave which both hold
sounds reminiscent of summer and you can tell that this will be your
indie rock soundtrack to starting back to school and maybe getting into
a new relationship, or trying to forget about an old one.
Life Ain't Fair is where the EP gets into some heavier territory but no
matter how dark Of The Pack's lyrics get, you'll find yourself dancing
alone in your room.
Sleeping Pills gets into some real rock rifts as singer Richard Dutka begs,
"Just let me sleep; and leads into The Vulture, which carries the same
heavy guitar and a sound similar the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
To Be Loved comes back to a lighter sound and lyrics that suggest
things might be getting better for the guys but then the album ends with
Nothing Lasts, which leaves the listener wondering if they're going to be
okay. Each member of Of The Pack really stands out on this track with
the drums bringing some exhilaration to this pessimism of the lyrics.
Of Toe Pack. made up of Richard Dutka on vocals and guitar, Eric Dutka
on drums and Nick Friars on bass, have made Bitter an album to get
you through whatever hardships may come this school year. While some
of the lyrics at times do sound bitter, Of The Pack creates a sound that
remains optimistic and lively.
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THE MARK INSIDE*-Dark Hearts Can Radiate White Light (Vampire Dance)
PAPER.MAPS*- Darker Lights (Sparks)
CURBSIDE SOFA*-<:urbside Sofa (Self-Released)
TV FREAKS*-Two (Schizophrenic)
OLENKA & THE AUTUMN LOVERS*-HardTimes (Self-Released)
VIEUX FARKA TOURE-Mon Pays (Six Degrees)
THE DAR.CYS*-Warring (Arts & Crafts)
THE DEEP DARK WOODS*-Jubilee (Six Shooter)
TY SEGALL-Sleeper (Drag City)
HIATUS KAIYOTE-TawkTomahawk (Self-Released)
CACTUS CHANNEL-Wooden Boy (Hope Street)
THE NEFIDOVS*-Better Wake Up! (Self-Released)
DIESEL JUNKIES*-2012 (Self-Released)
CORAL EGAN-The Year He Drove Me Crazy (Justin Time)
GRAND ANALOG*-Modern Thunder (The Shadow Cabinet)
LINDI OR.TEGA*-Tin Star (Last Gang)
BRAIDS*-Flourish//Perish (Flemish Eye)
DADDY LONG LEGS*-The Devil's In The Details (Busted Flat)
AUSTRA*-Olympia (Paper Bag)
FRANKIE PAYNE*-<:larity (Self-Released)
DIANA*-Perpetual Surrender (Paper Bag)
MONSTER TRUCK*-Furiosity (Dine Alone)
THE BEACHES*-The Beaches (Self-Released)
COUNTERPARTS*-The Difference Between Hell & Home (Victory)
ISLANDS*-Ski Mask (Manque)
BRAZILIAN MONEY*-Old Bones: Rarities, Misfits, and Loose Teeth (Self-Released)
THE DODOS-<:arrier (Dine Alone)
ZOLAJESUS--Versions (Sacred Bones)
DAVID LYNCH-The Big Dream (Sacred Bones)
CROCODILES-<:rimes of Passion (Frenchkiss)

sports
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Lancer football is back on track
KIMELLIOTI
lance reporter

The Lancer football team faltered early,
but did not fail their hometown crowd at
the 50th Anniversary celebration. The
Blue and Gold did away with the Toronto
Varsity Blues 26-11 at Alumni Stadium
despite being statistically outmatched.
"At this point in the year it's about getting the "'W: regardless of the other
game stats" said Windsor head coach Joe
Di\more.
In this first two quarters it was all Toronto offensively, as they passed for 252
yards and ran for 62. Luckily, the Lancer
defense was able to keep them out of the
end zone making the Blues settle for two
field goals and two safeties; en route to
a 10-7 half time lead Paradoxically, the
usually offensive minded Lancers only
tallied 29 yards in passing and 13 yards
'11Shing over the first 30 minutes.

By fortune of a DB Mike Dubuisson punt
block, the Lancers scrambled 35 yards
into the Varsity Blues' end zone, for the
only major of the half.

"It was nice for Coach Carter to get the
win against his former team. He was
quite excited with the outstanding play
of our defense, especially since he is
making it what it is," said Di\more.
The second half was not much better for
the Lancer offense; they out worked Toronto 151-110 yards in passing, and 8449 yards in rushing.
Following the game D'Amore rejected
the notion that the coaching staff elected
to focus on the run.
·we went into the game looking to pass,
but their seven and eight man pressure
at the line, kept us from throwing the
ball well Fortunately our running game
bailed us out We came up short on the
ground last year, focused on it in the offseason and it's nice to be able to lean on
that aspect of our game," said Di\rnore.

'

ately our running game bailed

us out. e came up short on the ground
last year, focused on it in the off-season
and it's nice to be able to lean on that
aspect of our game
JOED'AMORE, UWINDSOR HEAD COACH

as well as teach Beau Lumley and Da- the best team in the country right now.
vid McDuffie a couple 5-6 play packages So we've got our work cut out next week
to ensure we have everything covered getting to 4-2, which would virtually enthere:' said Di\rnore.
sure us a spot in the post season:' noted
Not only are the Lancers in the upper Di\more.
Quarterback Austin Kennedy who was tier of rushing yards gained this year nainjured on a quarterback keeper late in tionally, they are also in the top two or The Lancers kickoff in Laurier at 1:00
the game seems to have escaped any ma- three teams in yards against--with that in p.m. next Saturday, before returning
mind they ahead to Laurier next week.
jor concern on his hyperextended knee.
home to play the Western Mustangs on
"The doctor had a look at him, stability "Offensively they're a better team this October 5.
wise, and said there doesn't appear to be year. I watched them play against Westany major damage. Nonetheless we'll get ern before our game and they were up
Casey Wright ready to go as our back-up, 17-12 in the first half, against arguably
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Windsor Lancers to
host CIBA Nationals
teams in the nation.

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Championship baseball and
October go together like apple
pie and melted cheddar cheese.
This October, Windsor-Essex
County will get its own slice
of playoff ball with the CIBA
National Championships from
October 18 to 20.
Playing out of a brand new
United Communities Credit
Union Complex in Amherstberg, the (6-0) Windsor Lancers will take on seven of the best

"Nationals will be a different,
I am sure the stadium will be
packed. It's not in the core of
Windsor, but it's beautiful. It
is one of the best diamonds in
Windsor-Essex and they have
helped us out a lot in Amherstberg;' said senior captain Anthony Ruccolo.
In their most recent action the
Lancers kept their perfect record intact defeating crosstown
rival St. Clair Saints 12-4. With
both schools vying for the op. portunity to win a national title
on home soil, the rematch between the Saints and Lancers

•
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on September 25 should be a
classic.
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"St. Clair is a tough team, we
have struggled with them in
past years. 1hey_ are national
champions and we weren't going to take them lightly:' noted
Ruccolo who had 3 RBI in the
contest.

As the Frank Jeney coached
team looks ahead, they are
aware that winning is a process.
Pitcher Aaron Doyle discussed
the need to focus on the small
details, in order to achieve prolonged success.
"1his team has a lot of depth,

ll>
0

0

::,

and we just need to bring the
same approach no matter who
we are playing. We have to keep
working to limit our errors and
make sure we hit the ball, because it's a grind all the way until the middle of October;' said

Doyle.
The Lancers return home for
the rematch against the Saints,
before taking on the York Lions
in a doubleheader on Saturday
September 28.
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FOOTBALL (3-2)

•

W 26-11

Toronto V{;lrsity
Blues

Alumni Field

9/28/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

University
Stadium

l·OO Pt

10/5/2013

Western
Mustangs

Alumni Field

1:00 Pt

9/21/2013
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MEN'S HOCKEY (0-0-0)

9/27/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

Waterloo, 01

TBA

10/4/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

South Windsor
Arena

7:30 PI

10/5/2013

University of
M1am1-0hio

Oxford 01

TBA
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MEN'S SOCCER (3-3-1)

9/21/2013

Guelph

Alumni Field

T0-0

9/27/2013

McMaster

Alumni Field

8:15 PI
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WOMEN'S SOCCER (3-3-1)

9/21/2013

Guelph

Alumni Field

W3-1

9/27/2013

McMaster

Alumni Field

6:00 Pt

LIKE MIKE:

AUTUMN:WHEN LEAFS FALL

Former Heavyweight Champion Mike
Tyson had the first edition of a six part
documentary on his life released Sunday
on Fox. The series, which picks up where
the feature film left off in 2008; details
Tyson's journey as he adjusts to life
without boxing. If anything, the first
episode is worth a watch to see Tyson and
Evander Holyfield discuss his notorious
ear bite from their 1997 title fight.

1he Maple Leafs may have to wait a while
to see free agent prize David Clarkson
play in regular season action. 1he
30-year-old power forward left the bench
during a fight in Sunday's game against
Buffalo and faces an automatic ten game
suspension. Clarkson, who signed a
7-year deal this summer could lose up to
$500,000 in salary over the life of the ban.

CHEATING THE SYSTEM
In August Denver Broncos fan were
shocked to learn that Linebacker Vonn
Miller was suspended six games for
violating the league's substance abuse
policy. Per league by-laws terms of the
violation were not released; but things
seemed amuck as Miller who received
two games than the standard four game
ban. A source close to the league revealed
that with the help of a collector, Miller
attempted to swap his sample for clean
urine, which resulted in the additional
two games.

PACE YOURSELF
The Indiana Pacers have signed all-star
forward Paul George to a 5-year contract
extension worth $90 million. 1he NBA'.s
most improved player in 2013 averaged
17.2 points per game during the regular
season. The move signifies The Pacers
commitment to winning after taking the
eventual champion Miami Heat to seven
games in the Eastern Conference Final.

LIONS END STREAK:
1he Detroit Lions won their first game
in Washington in 74 years on Sunday,
ending the longest road losing streaking
in league history. Matthew Stafford led
the pride to the 27-20 victory throwing
for 385 yards and two touchdowns
sending the 'Skins to (0-3).
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formal fridays #uwindsorproblems
When stately attire in the wor.,k place h~ become of the past,
perhaps there should there be a Formal Fnday.
It wasn't long ago that the suit and tie were part of everyday wear in
the office. Today however, unless you're a lawyer or a family doctor,
youa be hard pressed to find the well dressed other than at the
occasional wedding or funeral.

tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@ • d I
uw1n sor ance
Oct.2

c.,

2013Staff
art director• JASONRANKIN
artsdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

Although, considering that, waiters and waitresses don't seem to
have that air of formality that they used to either, unless it is upscale
dinning. Even then, these people are occasionally dressed in t-shirts
and black pants that are suspiciously not dress.

Oct. I

Jullan lielou

Manlsw,,arlOGodtllstlll'll<egolloend # 1 . ~
~antsYCMffyers #UWlndsorP~

news editor • TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906
arts editor • ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3910

Ill

It is without a doubt that in the last 10 to 13 years formal clothes
have become anachronistic relics of a time gone by.
•

These days, if one were to conduct one's daily business in Sunday's
Best, most would invariably think something was wrong. It is
indeed a little sad and disheartening when someone asks, "What's
the occasion?" at the sight of a button-down and wingtips.

S..ran Hurst
Jusl chlln 11 r.y ea, rocking OUI to some
WaM1Q io, a parmg
spot rs cOOI I donl , - i 1o be on time # u w l n ~ • ,

K HTlsa DroulllMCI
One al lhe IOI) trends 15 RAW and I !houglll t said FAW
#IJWlnd!O<f>roblems

Sept JO

sports editor • MIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923
advertising manager • LEESAFARAH
ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3604

EllffnChen
OI CO<ne lhe pmlerS donl WOl1( on. day where a l),lpef and a lab IS dUel

business manager • FAIZAMIRZA
business@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3905

lhlwlnclaorproblems

Seeing people in branded shirts looking like walking billboards is
tiring and without dignity. Just watch Mad Men. Now those people
get it.

staff reporter• JAYVERSPEELT
reporter@uwindsorlance.ca

EIIHnChen
Class r, ~ hallway aga,r,I Yr/I #uwlnd-«)l(oblems

circulation manager• SEANCHOOTI
circulation@uwindsorlance.ca

A sharp look commands respect, or at least it did before it began
commanding odd stares.

tel. 519.253.3000
ads. 519.971.3604

Informality in general is the way the of the 21st century, so maybe
we should have one day a week where we wear our finest and
introduce ourselves as mister, miss or misses to remember that
dignity is something sorely lacking from this generation.

uwindsorlance.ca
facebook.com/uwindsorlance
twitter @uwindsorlance
instagram @uwindsorlance

Mofvan Emily Purdy @r.,c,gz,,r:t.';'.

Then again, maybe this great shift gives the slicker-proper more of
an edge.
-

OCTOBER 03 2013

edito,-.ln-chlef • SARAH HORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

Maybe part of the reason is that, because there are more service jobs
than in times past, the sharp and tact have traded their fine jackets
for name tags on glorified polo shirts, often with funny looking hats.

Watching older movies from the 1920s all the way to the 1990s it is
easy to see the slow progression from ultra formal three piece suits
with Arrow collars to more casual pants with a shirt baring no tie.

2

I should pay rent 10 teddy since rm here basically sewn days a - #Uwlndsorprob111ms

thelance • university of windsor

Sept.28

Jay Verspeelt, lance reporter
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'The llni.et3lly intends 10 reun to lhe barganng does. ontend to bargain? #UwfflchorprobllllllS

at en, Irle • BIA

401 SUNSET AVE. WINDSOR, ON
CANADA N983P4

mission statement

open letter from uwsa president: strike at the
university of windsor
What's with all this strike business? Who is to blame? What can we
do to fix it?
These questions have run through my mind every day, on repeat,
since the strike was announced on September 8 by CUPE 1393.
Some people blame the University, while others blame the Union.
But the question remains: What does this all mean for students?
Students are caught in the middle while the education they pay
thousands of dollars for is used as a pawn in an elaborate game. I
think there's blame to go around for everyone and to look at these
issues as simply black and white ignores the reality of the situation.
Due to labour laws, it's nearly impossible for students to get a wellinformed opinion of what the issues on the table regarding the
strike really are and the true affect they may have. All students' have
to rely on is the empty rhetoric spewed by both parties.
What can we do to resolve the strike? Unfortunately, there is no
clear answer to that question, but there are several steps you can
take to make your own informed opinion. Those steps include:
questioning leadership, demanding accountability, and recognizing
where the real problem lies.
The first step is to begin questioning leadership. Question the
administration. Ask them why they left the bargaining table. What
are they doing to protect student jobs at the University? How do
they plan to reimburse students for their lost services? How will
this affect your courses if the strike persists? Question the unions.
Ask them why they felt the need to strike. Why did they wait until
September to strike when their contract was up in March? Do
they have grounds to make claims about out-sourcing of jobs? Are
professors abusing the right not to cross the picket line? There's
an endless list of tough questions for both sides that do not have
answers. Most importantly, look past the rhetoric, and form your
own opinion. rm not here to tell you how to think, but only to get
you thinking about your rights as a member of the UWSA.
The second step is to demand accountability. Your tuition pays k.!%
of the operating budget at this University. Meanwhile, students'
interests seem to have become secondary. As the majority investors
of this institution you deserve an equal say in how that money is
spent Recognizing the importance and influence you have in this
institution is paramount. Everyone is battling for student's support,

but where is the support for students? Are our needs truly
being met and addressed? It's time we demand refunds for
lost services and demand job security for students with
increased employment opportunities.
The third step is to recognize where the real problem
lies. The real problem isn't unions nor is the problem
university administration. The problem is that everyone
is fighting over the same dollar. Every year, tuition fees
go up, and government funding goes down. This trend
only continues to persist under the government's current
framework. Every year, your government funds less of
your education while you fund more. Since when did
education become a commodity? I personally would
argue post-secondary education is a public good for
society designed to teach people to critically engage with
the world around them. Nonetheless, if we are going to
follow that logic, if the commodity we are paying for is
education, clearly it is something of value ifwe are willing
to put ourselves in enormous debt simply to obtain it
Why doesn't the government value education so highly
when it is clear people do?
In closing, this is a classic dilemma of balancing longterm needs with short-term goals. Seek what is best for
students, workers, and the future of this institution. It's
important to be proud of where you came from. I know
times like these give students a negative perception of
their school, and perception is everything. Get active,
get involved, and take your school back. As the majority
investors of this institution, we have that responsibility.
I promise, if you get active and begin to shape the future
of this institution, that negative perception will change.
Make your degree something to be proud of.
"Education should not be the filling of a pail, but the
lighting of a fire:' - William Butler Yeats
Yours Truly,

Rob Crawford
UWSA President

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor. its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position m being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational. social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e·mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents 02013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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complaints

Comments, concerns or complaints about The
lance's content are to be e-mailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may
be taken to the Lance Editorial Board. If the
Editorial Board is unable to resolve a complaint
it may be taken to the non-partisan University
Ombudsperson. The Ombudsperson can be
reached at 519.253.3000 ext3400.
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Rob Crawford presenting the
def1c1t proposal of the Lance
at Sept 26 UWSA Board of
Directors meeting • photo by
Jay Verspeelt

Were trying to
riglit some wrongs that
weve done and honour
the agreement we have
with the Lance.
ROBCRAWFORD,

J~YVERSPEELT
liews ea,tor

~~~~--=

The University of Windsor
Student Alliance in addition
with University of Windsor
President Alan Wildeman has
chosen to assume the Lance's
outstanding debts through an
advertising deal.
On Thursday evening UWSA
president Rob Crawford presented a plan that he and Lance
deficit reduction consultant
Jon Liedtke created jointly
which sought to eliminating the
$15,266 deficit owed.

"We're here today trying to recfify the relationship between
the UWSA and the Lance;' said
Crawford. "We're trying to right
some wrongs that weve done
and honour the agreement we
have with the Lance:·
Crawford stated through his
proposal that the UWSA interfered with the editorial content
of the paper when the publication was shut down further
leading to a $47,000 deficit.
Since the new production year
has begun the Lance has collected on roughly $17,000.
The University and the UWSA
will be given $15,266 in advertising each, be it print or online,

for paying $5088 annually for
three years.
The USWA was presented with
two other options, paying out
the deficit in one year at $15,266
or two years at $7,633.
As the Lance collects on out-

standing debts the amount paid
out by the two may decrease.
"Yes the Lance did fall into a
deficit that's well known;' said
Liedtke. "The reason for that
isn't solely on the Lance, our national advertising agent [Campus Plus) went bankrupt. That
happens in business, we weren't
a secured creditor:'

proximately an hour and went
in camera for half of that in
which "whereas" clauses were
debated.
"Would it be smart for us to
include that we broke an agreement with the Lance in the motion?" asked senate executive
Hussein Zarif.
"It's a matter of fact;' said Crawford.

The issue was debated for ap-

On April 3 the Lance was told
to shut down print operations
before the last issue of the year
was to be released, the choice
was eventually reversed and
printing operations resumed at
a heavily reduced budget.

CHANTELL DUPUIS

ELVIRA SATIKOVA

UWSAPRESIOENT

The issues to the paper's financial state have now been resolved.
"Sincere thanks must be extended to the UWSA Board of
Directors, UWSA president
Rob Crawford and University of
Windsor president Dr. Wildeman for absorbing the deficit
and allowing for the Lance to
return to a positive fiscal state,"
said Liedtke.
Wildeman was unavailable for
comment at the time of publication.
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Conservatives rally around Hudak,
AND HOW LIBERALS AND PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVES
HAVE TEAMED UP AT THE LAST MINUTE
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

"They submitted a perfectly legitimate resolution to amend
the constitution; said Synnott.
"What pissed me off was the
push back against it."

Ontario Progressive Conservative leader Tim Hudak appears
to be bouncing back after receiving attacks from fellow conservative MPPs and risking the
possibility of yet another leadership review.
After much criticism for failing to earn more than a fifth of
the by-elections that occurred
on August l, there was a major
vote of confidence in Hudak at
the PC party's 2013 Policy Convention, which ended last week
in London.
The overwhelming majority of
the 900 delegates at the convention voted down a motion to
amend the constitution, which
would have allowed for a leadership review.
Paul Synnott, local Progressive
Conservative supporter, past
Tory campaigner, and current
co-host of CJAM's Rose City
Politics program, said that although he did not push for a
leadership review himself, he
did support those that tried to
put the amendment forward.

"His team started firing back
at these members right away
claiming they were undermining Tim's leadership," explained
Synnott. "And then, Tim did
essentially the same thing when
he came back [from vacation]
and, what I found strange, is
that they made it worse - far
worse than it ever needed to be."
Ten conservatives signed the
initial motion that was shot
down at the convention. The
motion was a result of tension
amongst party members who
felt unsatisfied by the August 1
by-election results.

If the motion had carried it
would have been the second
leadership review during Hudak's tenure, the first being held
immediately following the 2011
election-the result being 78%
in support of Hudak's.
Although managing to win a
seat in the Etobicoke-Lakeshore electoral district of the
Greater Toronto Area, a feat that
hasn't been accomplished by the
conservatives in that riding for

14 years since the Mike Harris
era, Hudak and his conservatives lost to the Liberal party in
Scarborough-Guildwood and
Ottawa South and to the NDP
party in London West and our
local riding of Wmdsor-Tecumseh.
Hudak dismissed efforts to conduct a leadership review saying,
"We had a choice as a party to
come together and show that
bold Conservative plan that's
going to get Ontario moving
again. If others choose not to
do that choice, then that's their
choice. I'm here to lead."
At the convention, Hudak audaciously predicted the date of the
next Ontario election. "It's November 12; he stated. "Politics
are a bit like pro wrestling. We
actually all know the end result,
we just go through the motions
in between."
However, Synnott sees things
going in a very different direction for provincial politics. "The
only way there's going to be an
election is if the NDP decides to
vote and right now there is no
indication that the NDP is going
to break down the government;'
said Synnott.
The latest opinion poll by Aha-

is absolutely no possibility for
colla ra n, then the legislature will grind
to a halt, and the opposition will have made it
clear that they want a general election.
KATHLEENWYNNE,

cus Date shows that the Tories
are leading with 33% and the
Liberals have declined in public opinion since May, sliding
down four points to the second
position at 30%.
Since February, only one bill has
been passed in Ontario-the
2013 budget-but that could
change very, very quickly if everything goes according to the
Liberals' plan.
Hudak's Tories have agreed to
team up with Wynne's governing Liberals to fast-track eight
bills between now and December, which could potentially
ruin Hudak's prediction of an
election next month.

In early September, Wynne
threatened the Tories with an
election if they did not agree to
help the Liberals push the bills
through the legislature.

"If there is absolutely no possibility for collaboration, then
the legislature will grind to a
halt, and the opposition will
have made it clear that they
want a general election:' said
Wynne before the deal with the
PC party was made. "I hope
that doesn't happen ... my first
choice is to make the minority
parliament work."
Synnott said that he thinks an
election is unlikely in the near
future because of the agreement
between the two parties.
"[Wynne] said that she threatened an election because the
legislative agenda was being
held up; explained Synnott.

"So, if [Hudak] was expecting
and wanting an election, then
why make an agreement to fast
track five pieces of legislation
through the house?"
One bill put forward by the
Liberals would make it illegal
to provide tanning services to
people under the age of 18 while
a conservative-led bill would allow EllisDon, the Mississaugabased construction company
that built the Rogers Centre, to
employ non-unionized workers.
"Wynne's not going to force an
election because now she has
five or six bills that are going
to be able to get through the
house to show that they're doing something, and the NDP, I
don't see them pulling the trigger right now, " said Synnott.
The next big hurdle for the Progressive Conservatives will be
the looming by-election in Niagara Falls that has been caused
by the resignation of thrice reelected Liberal MPP Kim Craitor.

In the 2011 election, Craitor
won the seat by only 1.19%
meaning the Tories may have
a tangible opportunity to gain
support by the spring.

"If [the PCs] win the seat, then
they will certainly be wanting
to go for a general election in
April," said Synnott. "They'll
be coming off a high, but if they
lose that by-election, then the
knives come out again."
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The Victorian Order of Nurses
celebrated 86 years of service this
week with their "Celebrity Serve"
event• photo by Travis Fauteux

Local celebrities deliver
meals on \Vheels
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

Meals on Wheels kitchen at the Unemployed Help Centre on Cantelon Drive.

Windsor seniors were greeted by local celebrities bearing warm meals
this week during the annual "Celebrity Serve" event put on by the Victorian Order of Nurses' (VON) Meals on
Wheels program.

Monday to Friday, meals are delivered
by volunteers between 11 :00 a.m. to
1:OOp.m. people who are no longer able
to prepare healthy meals for themselves.
Frozen meals are also available for those
who need their meals prepared on the
weekend.

Between September 30 and October
4, Meals on Wheels Week, CTV News
anchor Jim Crichton, Windsor Spitfires
players, and councillor Ed Sleiman all
participated in the event by bringing
~ ~ ~~ ~"'im~eals to the residences of the elderly,
..::
mat, anil ttiose recovery from an
illness or surgery.
"Our goal is to raise community awareness about the services that we offer
and to get community involvement:'
said Kim Panazzola, a Meals on Wheels
customer service representative. "Some
[celebrities] don't realize that you might
be the only person that some people see
in the day:'
Throughout the year, meals are prepared by Chef Robert Catherine, who
teaches students how to cook at the new

o
FF
10
0/
10

"We have different meals all the time. It
comes with protem, starch, vegetable,
soup, bread, and a desert:· said Panazzola. "And, it's only $6.25 per meal:'
Toe VO is celebratin its 86th.a ear
with the event this week and Panazzola
said that the Meals on Wheels program
has been a huge success in Windsor and
a great service to the community.
"We've been able to keep people in their
homes longer; said Panazzola. "It allows people to age at home. For a lot of
people, once they can't cook anymore,
they would have to look into an alternative to living at home."

Regular priced food items aay day of
the week wi~ valid Student ID

o
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Regular priced food items every
Wednesday with valid Student ID
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Bands for Breast Cancer highlight Awareness Month
HAGGIECHAN
news editor

,=--~~--

A University of Windsor student has taken it upon himself
to commemorate the University
of Windsor 50th anniversary
and raise funds for breast cancer
research during Breast Cancer
Awareness Month.

Aaron Lewicki, a second-year
student in the Faculty of Law,
has produced limited edition
bands celebrating the anniversary and donating proceeds to
the Canadian Breast Cancer
Foundation (CBCF).
The navy blue bands are $5 each
and feature the university's new
logo and golden text celebrating
this year's milestone. They can
be purchased at either the main
University of Windsor bookstore or at the merchandise kiosk in the CAW Centre.
Lewicki said that the idea for his
fundraiser began last year when

he was looking for university
merchandise to give as Christmas gifts.
"I asked the bookstore clerk
about silicone rubber bands,
similar to the ones we had at
UWaterloo where I completed

my: undergrad, and th~ responded that these were not
available for sale;' he explained.
"I decided I would bring these
bands to UWindsor myself.'
Lewicki said that the bands were
a great success at the University
of Waterloo, where they were
sold as part of a fundraising initiative for the varsity teams.
Although his involvement was
limited in Waterloo, Lewicki
said that he was well aware that
the bands made for a great fundraiser.
His choice to donate his funds
to the CBCF was inspired by an
experience he had with cancer
in his family.
Lewicki said his mother has always been a huge supporter of

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

the organization and has been
involved in many other "Think
Pink'' campaigns because her
mother-and his grandmother-passed away after battling
breast cancer.

"I decided right then and there
that I would sell these bands
with proceeds going to the Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation [the Ontario chapter];' he
said. "Selecting the CBCF was
an easy decision."
Judy Lund, manager of the Essex County branch of the Canadian Cancer Society, praised
Lewicki's efforts to raise money
and awareness for such a cause.
"Raising awareness is always a
good idea," she said.
October marks Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, and according to Lund breast cancer remains the most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second
most common cause of cancer
deaths in Canadian women.
The CBCF estimates that about

The Real
Canadian

23,800 women and 200 men will
be diagnosed with breast cancer
in 2013.
"The most important thing
with bringing awareness to this
is being aware of your body;'
Lund advises. "When you take

a shower, know what's normal
and be aware of what might be
an issue. It is crucial to be proactive in this:'
Lund says that the Canadian
Cancer Society currently has
regular campaigns in place
bringing awareness to the public, in the form of presentations
by nursing students and the
"Women to Women" campaign,
which focuses on women ambassadors speaking to other
women about mammograms.
However, the month of October
will mark many other events
happening in the Windsor-Essex area.
The "Taking Steps Against
Breast Cancer" walk and SK run
at Point Pelee National Park will

be held on October 20.
Additionally, Caesars Windsor
has agreed to host "Concerts
for a Cure" where $1 from every
ticket sold in any of the casino's
October concert events will be
going to the Canadian Cancer
Society.=-~-"'__,=----~---~·. - Lund also recommended attending the Cancer Society's SK
Obstacle Mud Run at Sprucewood Winery on October 26
that will be raising funds for
local transportation programs
and pediatric cancer research.
"October may be Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, but there
are other cancers that also need
awareness;' she said.
Lewicki expressed similar sentiments, noting that the most important part of his charity work
would be the chance to heighten
overall cancer awareness, saying, "I feel confident that my
contribution will help reach
many others in need:'

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE, EVERY TUESDAY AT
THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
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Them [CUPE 1001]
going out with a message
saying 'haven't received a
raise in six years; that is a
lie. That is a total lie and I
can show you the collective
agreements, they're publicly
available.
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Strike: how students call the shots
PLUS AN UPDATE ON COLLECTIVE BARGAINING BETWEEN
CUPE 1393 & THE UNIVERSITY
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter
&
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

After four weeks of the ongoing
CUPE 1393 strike, demands are
on the table but this time they're
coming from students.

Reitsma said he would like to
see cuts from the top. He said
the university has been cutting
benefits and raising tuition but
he hasn't seen the top brass affected et.
"They're saving money not
paying these workers for three
weeks now," said Reitsma.
"These are professional staff,
they get decent money."

concerns that higher level employees have not bared the brunt
of cuts, saying he had removed
two vice presidents but did not
specify who or from where.
tuition lost to
students during the strike are
not likely, according to Wildeman, because it would cost
more to process than it is worth
and no courses have been canceled by the university.

Everyone, pro union, antiTravis Reitsma, a University of union or those who are just "The whole university is beWindsor Graduate student of upset about the inconveniences ing held hostage right now beSociology, has started a sit-in the strike has caused has been cause you guys [University of
outside of University of Wind- invited to take part in the sit-in. Windsor administration) want
sor president Alan Wildeman's Just after 1:00 p.m. of day one, to take away CUPE's job secuoffice on the fifth floor of Chrys- Reitsma said about 10 people rity," said Student Worker Alliler Hall Tower. The a pro-union had cycled through with about ance spokesperson Brent Taylor,
protest to end the strike will go three or four constant protest- who attended the sit-in. "That's
on during business hours every- ers.
the way that everyone on this
day until the strike ends, with
campus sees it that's not in this
the possibility of becoming 24- Although the UWSA staged its tower"
own non-partisan rally the day
hour occupation next week.
after the sit-in began, Omar Wildeman countered Taylor's
"I've had classes cancelled, I've Shahid, VP finance and opera- assessment by saying that no
had seminars that I've missed tions, joined the occupation in one is being asked to take a pay
because I've refused to cross the the office lobby showing his cut. However, he also said the
[picket) line and because one of personal support.
university can't afford a system
that owes a million dollars in
my classes is being run online
"I am not a UWSA member toand technology problems have day," said Shahid. "I am on vaca- back pay.
been very vast;' said Reitsma.
tion."
"Doing the right thing means
Reitsma, who is also a mem- At around 4:00 p.m., after being getting control of the cost escaber of CUPE 4580 - the union told Wildeman was unavailable lation; said Wildeman.
representing GAs and TAs - be- or out of the office, the president Next year the campus has to cut
lieves that University admin- himself sat down with the group 4.8 million dollars out of the
istration has been stepping on for a half hour discussion.
budget.
labour for years and he says that
every union on campus has had "Them {CUPE 1001) going out "We have an austerity policy
a strike mandate since Wilde- with a message saying 'haven't at our university is what you're
received a raise in six years; that saying." said Taylor.
man became president.
is a lie," said Wildeman. "That is
The sit-in has three demands a total lie and I can show you the "Well we have to, we haven't got
that the protesters want to see collective agreements, they're any more money," said Wildeman.
met before they vacate the of- publicly available:'
fice. They want all "bad faith"
bargaining to be stopped, such Wildeman went on to tell the
as, "bargaining through the me- group that the university's pro- STRIKE UPDATE:
dia" and sending out slanted PR posal could strengthen the job Since September 8, four difto students. They are requesting security of employees because ferent union locals on campus
that the university negotiate a "the best way to increase job se- have been confronted with the
resolution without giving ulti- curity is to lower the escalation possibility of a strike, but only
of the costs that are going up."
matums to the union. Their last
CUPE 1393 has had to walk the
demand: a tentative agreement. Wildeman addressed Reitsma's picket lines for almost a month

now.

curring before our team did"

It took the university and the
union two weeks of striking to
return to the bargaining table,
but talks broke down Saturday

The Monday before talks broke
off, Wildeman stated that the
two central issues at the bargaining table are the job evaluation process ana bumping.

spuning--"" renewed frustration

about the strike amongst students, faculty, union members,
and administration alike.
At a student rally held this Tuesday in front of Chrysler Hall
Tower, UWSA president Rob
Crawford made a speech urging students to let their voices
be heard.

"Over the past three years alone,
of 61 CUPE 1393 jobs re-evaluated, the average pay increase
following re-evaluation has
been $10, 790, an average of
17.3%. This has created a permanent base budget increase
of $561,064 per year;' reads the
statement.

"Your tuition fees pays 54.2% of
the operating budget, remem- Wildeman continued on to say
ber that You are the majority that, "The fiscal challenges faced
investors. This is your school;' by our university are not a myth.
said Crawford "And as such My last update addresses very
... we have a certain level of re- significant continuing challengsponsibility and right now it's es for our operating budget, inour responsibility to take action cluding a projected $4.8 million
and to say we've had enough."
shortfall for 2014/2015."
Although administration re- For the moment, both parties
leased a bulletin saying they say that they are prepared to
were "ready to remain to the go back to the bargaining table
bargaining table at any time," at any time, but there has been
CUPE 1393 president Dean
no word of actually continuing
Roy said that the university is
talks.
responsible for ending the talks.
According to a press release "I don't even know what to say,"
by the union, the two groups said CUPE 1393 president Dean
were set to meet on the Satur- Roy. "We've had the mediator
day morning, after CUPE 1393 contact them and she's contactmade a proposal the previous ing them every day and what
evening. However, the media- they're saying is that they're not
tor told the union local shortly going back to the table until
before the meeting was set to we're willing to accept all their
take place that, "The employer demands and that's not bargainwould not return to the bar- ing."
gaining table."
"The students need to realize
University administration tells they have the power;' said Roy.
the story differently, however.
"I understand they're not necesDuring Tuesday's rally, Craw- sarily siding with us and I don't
ford also read a letter from expect them to. All they want
Wildeman, which said, "The is an end to the strike and that's
University in fact did not walk perfect It's just that Dr. Wildeaway from the bargaining table. man has to realize he can't just
CUPE's bargaining team left the sit up there and issue orders
hotel where bargaining was oc- plain and simple."

________________________________________________________________....__________________________..,..
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ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

On September 26 The Victorian
Order of Nurses held their Third
Annual Exposure Art and Fashion
Exhibition at the Overseas Motors
Mercedes-Benz showroom.
The fashion show featured styles
and designs from local boutiques
and designers such as Clothing
Bar, Ana Stulic, Elaine Chatwood,
BVogue, At Ease Men's Apparel
and Penny Jane Vintage. The classic Mercedes-Benz vehicles added
to the glamour of the night as the
models showcased the latest fall
fashions.

Dalia Mazhar is a communica- Chatwood has been a designer
tions major at the University of for over 20 years and has recently
Windsor and as part of her Practi- begun instructing illustration and
cum she planned the Exposure III textile at St. Clair College's fashion
Fashion Show this year.
design program.
"Rafih doubled what we raised
so the overall idea wasn't just for "This season I took a little break
fashion:' said Mazhar. "It was to from designing:' said Chatwood.
expose Windsor designers and "But normally I do design. Usually
Windsor artists and to raise mon- 50 per cent of my store is my own
ey for a really good organization." clothing line:'
Elaine Chatwood is a local designer and owner of Chatty Collection, a women's clothing boutique
located on Ottawa Street. Many of
the labels featured in the Exposure Fashion show were from her
store. Some of the labels she carries include Montreal designers
Papillion Blanc and Frank Lyman.

The Victorian Order of Nurses
puts on many health care related
programs throughout the city
such as Meals On Wheels and athome nursing. The event raised
$5,000 and the Rafih Automotive
Group said they would double
what was earned.

wow

TOM CLANCY

December 18, 2015. That's the date that the upcoming
Warcraft movie is supposed to come out. The movie
is set in the same universe as Blizzard's highly
addictive and life-ruining game, World of Warcraft
(refer to the South Park episode featuring it if you're
unsure what it's all about). This will have to compete
in the already beefy movie year featuring the next
Star Wars, Avengers and Superman/Batman flicks.

The great writer of thrilling military novels,
movies and videogames has died this week
at the age of 66. Remember the Hunt for Red
October? Amazing book and movie. And all
those videogames this generation grew up with:
Ghost Recon, Rainbox Six, Splinter Cell, the list
goes on.

I

---

-
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Windsor arts scene hits it big this Fall
JAMES OL'S ALBUM AND WINDSOR SHIFT CHANGE FILM
LAUNCHING OCTOBER 10
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

Fall is an exciting time for the arts community in Windsor.
The city becomes host to two major music festivals, Phog Phest and Harvesting
The FAM Festival. One of FAM's most
anticipated events is the release party of
James ors latest album 'For The World
Is Hollow And I Have Touched The Sky'
which will double as the premier oflocal
filmmaker Eric Boucher's film Windsor
Shift Change on October 10.
The event is hosted by The FAM Festival
and Phog Lounge and will be held in the
Capitol Theatre, which was recently used
as the venue for the largest Phog Phest
to date.
James OL has been a key act in the Windsor music scene along with a group of
musicians he plays with regularly called
The Villains. As well as 'For The World
Is Hollow And I Have Touched The sky:
James OL and The Villains have recently
recorded an album together that will be
released in the spring.
This is the third solo album for James

OL, preceded by 'The Invisible Album'
and 'This Machine ms: \AJbat is different about the new album is that it was
written while James OL was travelling
through Central America. One song was
'written before his journey, three while
on his trip and one when he returned to
Windsor. While he feels that every local
band should tour play venues outside
of Windsor, he believes that Windsor is
a good place for musicians to get their
footing.
"I think it's important for bands to get
as many fans as they can in their own
hometown," said James OL. "People
should definitely focus on getting exposed in their own area."
Eric Boucher, a Windsor film production
grad, has just completed his first feature
documentary, Windsor Shift Change.
The documentary focuses on the city's
art community and the shift in culture
that is occurring. He made the film after
being inspired by artists he has collaborated with in Windsor and believed it
was time to focus on the positive changes
that are being made in the city.
"I feel like I should have made this film
two years ago," said Boucher. "Even
when I was making it there were things
always coming up in the news on CBC

We're on Campus

Windsor University
Wednesday, October 9th
Contact Krista Woodhouse
kwoodhouse@n iagaracol lege.ca
905-735-2211 ext. 7784

llt YoufmJ
NiagaraCollege.ca/graduate

905-735-2211 ext 7784

GNiagara

Colrege
Canacla

about how there are more arts things going on and more funding for arts."
While he wishes that the film was finished earlier, there are still a lot of big
things happening in the arts community
such as Phog Phest and FAM Fest.

As on one of the highlights of FAM Fest
this year, the releases of Boucher and
James OL's latest works are sure to shed
light on what people in Windsor's thriving arts community are doing and how
hard they are working for it.

"It could change the perception of
things; Boucher stated. "Different people have different opinions about the arts
community and some people don't really
know that there is one."

Tickets to the James OL Album Release
Party and the Windsor Shift Change Premiere are $12.00 in advance and $15.00
at the door and can be purchased at Phog
Lounge, Dr. Disc and Ah Some Records.

,
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OCTOBER 3 TO OCTOBER I 0
THURSDAY OCTOBER 3
Poetry at the Manor Vol. 2, Willistead Manor; 7:00
p.m., free admission
Lionel Richie, Caesars Windsor, 7:00 p.m.
The Jellyfish Project, Phog Lounge, 8:00 p.m., $5.00

FRIDAY OCTOBER 4
Villains Beastro Presents Oktoberfest with S.M.U.T,
Villains Beastro
Scarehouse Windsor Haunted House, Downtown
Windsor 709 Ouellette Avenue, 7:00 p.m. (Runs
Oct. 4-5, 11-12, 18-19, 23-31)

FAMFEST PRESENTS:
Hellenica, KingWeather; Learning andAtsuko Chiba,
FM Lounge, I 0: 15 p.m.
Hypnotics, Danny Laj & The Looks and So Young,
Phog Lounge, I0:30 p.m.
Paul Jacobs,Weirdonia,Johnny Red Eyes, Rowley Estate, Milk Coffee Bar, 9:45 p.m.

.-rs • basses • amps • speakers • fighting
mlcrophenes • headphones • drumsets
pedals • strings • cables • stands

SATURDAY OCTOBER 5
Drinks of Walkerville Walking Tour, Canadian Club
Brand Heritage Center, I :00 p.m., $45.00
, Villains Beastro Presents Oktoberfest with Zom-BCon and FAMfest with The Locusts Have No King,
Andrew Macleod and Leighton Bain.Villains Beastro

1801 WALKER ROAD

619.292.3442

FAMFEST PRESENTS:
Eraserhead, Greys, TV Freaks, Cellos, Coach &
Horses, I 0:30 p.m.
Toque, Of The Pack, Wild Domestic, Tea Leaves, FM
Lounge, I 0:00 p.m.

Mandate.·
To promote research, education,

Mod Social, Tom Gaspar, Eightcubed, Red Red Run,
Phog Lounge, I 0: 15 p.m.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 6
The Record Show with performances by Kelly
Hoppe & Greg Cox, Villains Beastro, I I:00 a.m.,
$4.00
Faithful Unto Death with Three Crowns, Ufecycles,
Cyreene and Icons, New Song Church, $5.00

MONDAY OCTOBER 7
Nine Inch Nails with Explosions in the Sky.The Palace of Auburn Hills, 6:00 p.m.

TUESDAY OCTOBER 8
Five Finger Death Punch with Escape the Fate, Miss
May I and Gemini Syndrome, The Fillmore Detroit,
7:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 9
Blastronaut, Feuding Fathers,Jr.bob, Milk Coffee Bar,
9:30 p.m.
Info Session: The Canadian Senior Artist Resource
Network (CSARN) Mentorship Program, Arts
Council Windsor & Region/Artspeak Gallery, 6:30
p.m., free - registration required

THURSDAY OCTOBER I 0
Eric Boucher's documentary 'Windsor Shift Change'
and the release party for James OL's album 'For The

World Is Hollow And I Have Touched The Sky', Capitol Theatre, 7:00 p.m., $12.00 in advance, $15.00 at
the door

Ontario Public Interest Research Group

action on e11vironme11tal and
soda/justice issues
for a better world.

WINDSOR
OPIRG is funded and run by students.
Membership (included in your student fees) is: $2.50 for full time undergraduate, $2 for full time graduate, $1' for part time graduate students

OPT-OUT I OPT-IN
Requests from full time undergrads & all graduate students who disagree
with OPIRG's mandate and want their fall membership fee returned will be
taken at the OPIRG House 372 California (behind the Faculty of Education
beside the Campus Community Garden)
October 7 to 31
Mon. thru Thurs. 1Oam to 4pm or by appointment.
Bring your validated student card.
Part-time undergraduate students who wish to support our work on
environmental and social justice issue may join for $1 per semester.

"!Activism is the rent '1 yaJ
for {ivin8 on this y{anet"
- 91.{ice Wa{ter
for more information call 253-3000 ext. 3872 or email opirg@uwindsor.ca
web http://opirgwindsor.org

---
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arts editor

COALITION
KIM WEMPE
Kim Wempe's Coalition begins with a soul infused intro that is reminiscent of
the late Janis Joplin. The album was released in early September and Wempe is
set to begin a tour on October 6.

The album is a mixture of blues and country and Wempe does not only channel
Joplin, many of the tracks feature vocals and lyrics as fervent as Amy Winehouse
on her earlier works.
The rhythm featured throughout the album is blues but the beat and lyrics are
more country and western mixed with pop. The album is upbeat and at times as
mainstream as Kelly Clarkson.
Go Back is a foot-stomping track that leads into Never Promised You Nothing
which sounds like a more grown up and an even more scorned Taylor Swift.
Down Here brings a blues and pop beat and is a light and fun song that could
be featured in a romantic comedy. Love Likes Simple is a sappy love ballad that
could be played around a campfire.

PICKETING THE PRESIDENrs HOUSE

The River is another foot tapping, hand clapping classic country song followed
by Come Home, a track the evokes Shania Twain and Carrie Underwood.

On September 26, CUPE 1393 picketed UWindsor President Alan Wildeman's house.
But they stopped. Tuesday night (October 1), a group of students-including some
members of the UWSA-decided to picket his house. The police were called to break it up.
There are boundaries when it comes to protesting. Somebody has a right to privacy just as
much as another person has a right to protest. Sure, the house was paid for by taxpayers
and university students. But that is his home and he still does pay taxes on it. How would
you feel if people were stomping on your lawn and picketing your house at night? Safe?

The rest of the album is packed with country guitar chords and rustic lyrics.
When I Stop takes you to somewhere in the soulful south and Restless Soul is
very stirring.
The Devil Won't Know Me is heavy on the blues but the album ends on lighter
tones with Gaspereau.x Lake and The Cost. Both which have light and airy guitar
chords.
The album is remindful of Wempe's upbringing in a small Saskatchewan
farming town. Coalition is a compilation of songs for both country and blues
S t.lliJbfieven pop fans aswell. Itwtlth~dindng aiki
about simpler times.

charu • MURADERZINCLIOGLU
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more infol earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

chans tabulated for the week ending October 1

SAID THE WHALE
HAWAII
Said The Whale is a fiction, a myth, they do not exist, your ears have been lying
to you.
It is the only possible answer for the impossible fact that this act seems cunningly
incapable of putting out bad material.
Hawaii is the newest release by Said The Whale and it is the perfect extension of
Little Mountain. Once again the band crafted another indie-pop masterwork with
the precision of a watchmaker as the music ticks on in perfect time with Spencer
Schoening's thudding kick.
The band has kept to the same formula of producing pop rock since 2007, don't
expect any changes. Most of their catalog could be considered interchangeable, if
one listened to their music on shuffle, scarce would it be to guess what song came
from which album. This is not a bad thing. they have stuck to a style that sounds
beautiful and explosive. They are one of the most optimistic sounding bands in
the country, if not the world. (Excluding Bollywood.)
The only sad thing about this album is its dosing track Weight Of The Season, a
new version of a song that appeared on their 2009 West Coast Christmas EP. It is
somber and soft with all the grace and heartache of Leonard Cohen.
The album starts out slow with contended piano strings on More Than This and it
builds into the driving Mother with head bobbing ferocity by the with beginning
of the first chorus.
There is a worldly quality to this album, as most of their work. If you aren't
traveling to it, and you ought to be, the imagination swims with visions of passing
towns, cities, prairies and the Rockies.
Resolution is a small sort-of departure from the bands usual style, featuring
tweaked vocal echoes, very light DJing and London rapper Shad preforming at
the end.
Willow is the classic rock tinged track that could be brother to My Government
Heart, it is hard not to imagine go-go dancers during certain parts.
Get lost in this record, forget your existence, it will beguile the senses with
every crescendo-ing note that transfers from the ears to the heart.

----
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I KING KHAN MDTHE SHRJNES*----tdle No t"be (Merge)
2 THE SADIES'L-hmmal Scuds (Outside II-bit)
3 THE MARK INSIOE"-Oari< Hearts Can RadialieWhille ~~Dance)
4 MIESHA&lHE~Ue~ (5'M!d ByVi,yl)
5 lHE RAlUNERS*---Oead Lqu,ge (New Damage)
6 fWJERMAPS*-DarlCl!r I.WU (Sparics)
7 SAID~(HiddenPcny)
8 GHOST COUSIN*--6codand (Old Ugly)
9 BIWE ORE &lHE POOR BOtS*-Garlc fireers (Self-Released)
10 MATIHEW GOOD*----An-ows Of Desire (Fn,stbyle)
11 NJSTRA*--Olympia (Paper Ba,)
12 DEVAH*---Devah (Self Released)
13 lHE PERPETRAlORS*-&ick'Em Up (Self-Released)
1'4 TIM MCGRAFf*-..&eaklhese OlUlS (Bandanna)
15 ~ UONS*-My Friends~ Pop)
16 ElKTRIC SOUL*--&cond Paradise (Self-Released)
17 JJLIANNA BAIM'ICK----Nepenche (Dead Oceans)
18 MAYA.JANE COI.ES-Combt Qlvn Me)
19 GOI..DFRAPP-Tales cl Us (Muce)
20 GIPSY KINGS---&Yor Aame,ICO (Knitq Factort)
21 DEERTICK----NegadYily (Ans & Cnits)
22 lHE HUMAN EXPERIENCE-6ouVISions ~ RiqAppalachia) (W,Peleased)
23 NEl<O CASE-The'None11qs Get.The Harder I fW1r.The Harder I fW,t... (Aro-)
2'4 SALVIA PLATH-The Bardo Seay ('Neirc:IV\brld Record Co.)
25 Ol.ENKA & lHEAl.ffiJMN ~-HardTmes (Self-Released)
26 BRAZILIAN MONEY*--Olcl Bones: Rarities, Misfics, and Loose Teedl (Self-Released)
27 lHE DEEP ~VVOODS*~ (Six Shoocl!r)
28 lHE ~CYS*-Wartq (Ans &Crafts)
29 lHE ccw::HWHIPS-Hands On The Concrols (C.asdeface)
30 MGMT-MGMT (c.ok.rnbia)

-------
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home Canadian sweater a fashion faux pas?
workout
remedies
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

As the Forge Fitness Centre closing enters its
fourth week, students are looking elsewhere for
their workout fix. The key for many to not pack
back on that "freshman 15" has been simple:
improvise.

-

"I have been going to the river a lot in
the morning," said nursing student Dan
Herneshuhta. "I usually run a SK from
the Westside to downtown and stop at the
playground near Ouellette. The monkey bars
are great for chin-ups:'
With many students without the financial
means to purchase a second gym membership
working out around the home is another
popular option.
"At this point all you can really do is body
weight stuff,' said gym buff Phil Ramus. "I have
been doing a lot of push-ups, sit-ups and wallsits in between studying. Even though you can't
target all areas evenly, it is important to keep at
it so you don't lose any progress:'
Another key for students has been a balanced
diet. With no access to a regular workout
routine eating healthy becomes far more
important.

Nike sports apparel has designed the
Canadian Olympic hockey jersey
since 2002, and has otherwise done
a great job. This leaked photo which
has made its rounds through various
outlets shows the 2014 edition of the
Canadian sweater; which could end
up being the fashion dud of the winter season.
While they certainly aren't the worst
thing the Canadian national team has
ever dawned; (the mustard yellow
throwbacks from the 2005 world cup
hold that honour.) This jersey does
seem to lack what the French call a
certain "I don't know what:'
"The Vancouver Jersey was striking:' said visual arts student Zack
Malcolm. "Not only was it visually appealing, but it was culturally
symbolic. These ones seem bland in
comparison:'
Prior to the Vancouver Olympics, it
was announced that the Canadian
Squad would not be able to wear the

Dipping October temperatures and an increased
workload, will make improvisation more of a
nuisance than a cute antic dote for the legion
of exam-stressed students. As labour talks hit
yet another snag, there appears to be no light
at the end of the tunnel for UWindsor fitness
aficionados.

KAEDENWALLS
lance reporter

Ahead of this week's weekend series
against the Laurier Golden Hawks;
Lance correspondent Kaeden Walls
sat down with rookies Adam Hyslop
and Richard Chan of the Men's Baseball team.

KW: ADAH, YOU WALKED
INTO THE TEAM. HOW
TOUGH WAS THAT?
AND GOING IN HOW
CONFIDENT WERE YOU IN
MAKING IT?
AH: At the beginning, I was confident in myself in making the team
but I was unaware of the calibre of
players, and the skill it took to play
university ball. L didn't know how
much playing time I would receive
being a walk on freshman and playing a relatively new position [catcher,
previously a centre fielder]

WWW.MICHENER.CA
MEET
US1

Graduate and Professional Schools Fair
Wednesday, October 9 • 11 am - 3 pm
CAW Student Centre - Main Floor Commons Area

Courage. Compassion. Commitment.
Pursue a career in health care and make a real difference in people's lives.

FULL-TIME PROGRAMS
Cardiovascular Perfusion
CHropody
Diagnostic Cytology
Genetics Technology
Medical Laboratory Science

Hockey Canada logo on their chest
again in international competition.
What followed was Nike's outstanding take on the maple leaf which
was comprised of native art flowing
throughout.
"It's almost as if this jersey didn't have
a chance. They completely hit the last
one out of the park. For what may go
down as they greatest jersey in Ca-

nadian history;' said University of
Windsor graduate Mackenzie Bayes.
With nearly five months until the
Olympics, these jerseys have time to
grow on the Canadian faithful. Once
they are battle tested they may look
more appealing, after all anything
would look good with a gold medal
draped around it.

Q&A \Vith Lancer baseball

~-----

"You have to eat well if you're not exercising,"
said Herneshuhta. "If you are regularly lifting,
it is ok to cheat because your metabolism is
working at its peak. But once you stop it begins
to slow down and the late night McDonalds
runs will begin to take their toll:'

• photo from Redd1t Hockey

Nuclear Medicine & Molecular Imaging Technology
Radiation Therapy
Radlological Technology

KW:YOUR TEAM
HAS NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP
ASPIRATIONS, HOW MUCH
OF A CHANCE COULD YOU
SAYYOU GUYS HAVE?
AH: I believe that we have a very
good chance of winning the national
championship. From the way wive
played, I think that it is an attainable
goal.
RC: I don't think that it's that far
[fetched]. Because of the returning
veterans which lead the team and up
and coming freshman that play their
roles well

KW: Being rookies, how much of an
adjustment is it from the high school/
travel game?
AH: Skill wise, it's not that big of an
adjustment after playing travel but
the seriousness of the team, the drive,
wanting to win each game and win
the national championship is a big
change.
RC: Me personally, it's not much of
a change. Because as a starter on my
travel team to becoming a starter on
the Lancer team, it's not much of a
difference.

KW: RICHARD,YOUWERE
A COVETED PROSPECT
COMING OUT OF
SANDWICH SECONDARY,
WHAT MADE YOU WANT
TO STAY HOME AND
NOT PURSUE A U.S
SCHOLARSHIP?
RC: I have been pursuing a scholarship offer from the US, but haven't
found the right school or situation so
I decided to stay home and play ball
still before I make my decision.

KW: Having so much potential for
this year's team, what must you two
do to earn playing time?

Respiratory Therapy
Ultrasound

~----

AH: To earn playing time, participation is huge. It's crucial to not miss
anything because that way the coaches can see that you're as invested in
it as the other players and that you
WANT to be on the field and playing.
RC: You have to be consistent with
practices and to perform how you're
expected on the field.

KW: DO EITHER OF
YOU HAVE GOALS TO
PLAY BASEBALL AFTER
UNIVERSITY?

AH: I'll always love the game and I'll
always make time to play it, however
not at a competitive level.
RC: I do have ambition to play professional baseball after university,
whether it's MLB or any type of men's
league in Canada.
RC: I don't think that the age difference is a big deal because of the
chemistry between the teammates.

KW: HOW HAS IT BEEN
PLAYING FOR FRANK
JENEY? BEING THE
FOOTBALL TRAINER HE
MUST BE PRETTYTOUGH
ON THE TEAM.
AH: The workouts are extremely intense, fast pace. I do like his style and
I enjoy playing for him, he's a good
manager.
RC: Being coached by Frank Jeney is
a wonderful delight, I aspire to someday be like him in many aspects more
than baseball.

__.,.._____________________________________________________________________
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Don't hate the player, hate the game
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

and still receive more jeers than
cheers.

With NHL and NBA seasons almost underway; clearly the best
way to celebrate is to discuss the
baseless hatred of the game's
biggest stars.

Formerly known as "King;"
LeBron had a pristine reputation prior to his departure
from Cleveland 2010. As was
his right as a free agent, James
took his talents to South Beach
to combine with Dwayne Wade
and fellow free agent Chris
Bosh.

Whether you like it or not, LeBron James and Sidney Crosby
are the best players in their respective sports. The pair could
retire tomorrow, and without
reservation say that they won
everything there is to win, before the age of 27.
"I want to be the best, so whatever comes with that, I'll have to
accept;' Crosby said during the
2011 NHL season.
What comes with being the best
is more than just glory, every
move is carefully dissected by
pundits and fans. LeBron James
could rescue a kitten from a tree

ron for a variety of factors that
were beyond his control; such
as where he was born, and who
drafted him. But hate him for
making a decision that would
not only impact his career, but
his family for the next ten to fifteen years.
Fun fact: Forbes deemed Cleveland "the most miserable city in
America in 2010."
Now on to Sid, where detractors
see him a "whiner" because he
has been known to debate calls
with refs on occasion.

Two NBA Championships and
two Finals MVP awards should
have made James's time in
Cleveland fade into history, but
the hate lingers.

that he wears on his sweater.
NHL rule 6.1 states Captain One Captain shall be appointed
by each team, and he alone shall
have the privilege of discussing with the Referee any questions relating to interpretation
of rules which may arise during
the progress of a game.
This means that it is literally
Crosby's job to speak on behalf
of the Penguins when a ques-

tionable scenario arises.
The talent of a Sidney Crosby or
a LeBron James is undeniable,
and more often than not they
will spurn your favourite team.
It seems petty to concentrate on
anything other than what happens between the whistles; because if you can truly hate these
players, maybe you don't love
the game.

"I'll be the first one to admit my
first couple of years I was pretty

"Deep down, I love LeBron. He
is an amazing athlete;" says basketball blogger Manny Mahal.
"But he grew up in Akron, Ohio
and he made it to the Finals
with the Cavaliers who drafted
him 1st overall. In my opinion he shouldn't have ran from
where he came from."

Having admitted to being tough
on officials when he came into
the league (at 18 years old) is it
fair to assume that every time
Crosby speaks to a ref, he is
whining?

By that logic, people loved LeB-

Let's not forget that 3 inch "C"

hard on the refs;' noted Crosby,
during the 2012 playoffs.

leBron/Crosby • image by Rob Cressy
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FOOTBALL (4-2)

9/21/2013
Toronto

Varsity

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY PAUL
HENDERSON:
Laurier Golden
Hawks

University
Stadium

W 26-25

Blues

Alumn
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Laurier Golden
Hawks

Waterloo,
Ontario

7:30 Pt
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Guelph

9/2712013

,,

McMaster

McMaster

Alumni Field

Alumni Field

T 1-1

T 1-1
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ROUGH WEEK IN THE NFL

On September 28 Canadians celebrated
the 42nd anniversary of Paul Henderson's
winning goal in the final game of the 1972
Summit Series. The goal, which is widely
considered the greatest in Canadian
history, came in with 34 seconds left in
the tiebreaking eighth game between
Canada and the Soviet Union. Henderson
who has been battling cancer since 2010,
finished the series with seven goals and
three assists.

Sunday was a tough one for many teams
in the NFL as several notable injuries
occurred. The New England Patriots
have lost defensive tackle Vmce Wilfork
for the year with a torn Achilles tendon,
while Tennessee Titans Quarterback Jake
Locker may be out four to eight weeks
with an injured hip. Elsewhere, Redskins
running back Alfred Morris left their tilt
with the Raiders and Chargers linebacker
Dwight Freeney tore his quadriceps in a
victory over Dallas.

LANCERS ESCAPE WITH A
WIN

NBA TO CHANGE FINALS
FORMAT

After a scare last week, Lancers
quarterback Austin Kennedy led his
squad to a narrow 26-25 victory of the
Laurier Golden Hawks last Saturday.
Mitch Dender led the way for the blue
and gold with 155 yards rushing and a
score, while Kennedy threw for two more
majors. The Lancers (4-2) return home
for a match against the rival Western
Mustangs Saturday night at Alumni
Field. Kickoff goes at 7:00 p.m.

Toe NBA is expected to end its distinct
2-3-2 format for its best of seven finals
series in favour of the NHL style 2-2-11-1. The NBA has used the 2-3-2 format
since the 1980's when travel between
Los Angeles and Boston was tedious. As
teams now have access to charter planes,
travel has become easier and this change
allows for an easier distribution of home
court momentum in a series.

WOMEN'S HOCKEYTEAM
BLOWS OUT DEVILETTE'S

Led by Erinn Noseworthy's two goal
performance the Lancers downed the
Senior AA London Devilette's 6-2
in exhibition play on Sunday. The
Lancers also received strong offensive
performances from Candice Chevalier,
and Jenny MacKnight.
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FATHER Rostc~
INSIDE THE VATICAN AND THE PAPAL TRANSITION

TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

He is President of Assumption University, he is CEO of
Salt and Light Catholic Media Foundation, and he was
an official spokesman for the
Vatican during the transi-

tion in the papacy last spring.
His name is Fr. Thomas Rosica and he's seen it all when it
comes to the inner workings of
the Vatican and the hustle and
bustle surrounding the groundbreaking resignation of Pope
Benedict XVI, Conclave and
election of Pope Francis.

Rosica spoke at Assumption
University last week, providing
insight into these events that
has captured the world's attention since February.
"I never expected to have what
happened happen;' said Rosica
during an exclusive interview
in his Assumption University
office. "I wanted to be a priest

I wanted to be a priest from when I was a
kia, bu(other than that I've done nothing that
I se out to do. I never would have dreamed of
studying sacred scripture for three years in
Rome and four and a half years in Jerusalem.
- FR.THOMASROSICA, PRESIDENT OF ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY

from when I was a kid, but other
than that I've done nothing that
I set out to do. I never would
have dreamed of studying sacred scripture for three years in
Rome and four and a half years
in Jerusalem:'

"I know nothing about television;' laughed Rosica. "I've had
to learn a lot of languages, but
the language of the television
has become quite the language
because it is constantly changing:'

Rosica, in fact, holds several advanced degrees in Theology and
Sacred Scripture and speaks
English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, and Latin. He said
that he has had to learn a new
language, however, which has
changed his life: the language of
the television.

Rosica is now CEO of Salt and
Light, a media source that tackles television, radio, print, and
social media on a worldwide
scale.

After being asked by the Bishops of Canada to be the CEO
and national director of World
Youth Day (Toronto 2002),
Rosica was asked to start a television network for the Church,
instead of pursuing his desire to
return to university.

However, last February, another major change in Rosica's
life took place when he was urgently asked to fly to St. Peter's
Square for the papal transition.
"I spoke with Fr. Lombardi
[director of the Holy See Press
at the Vatican] the morning of
MORE
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#uwindsorproblems
tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance
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ext
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Jared gullbeault J9' l>o17
Maybe rn actually get a parking spot tomorrow I/doubtful
#uwlndsorproblems

Oct.9

f- c.iGC_
Yes because standing in the middle of the hall as a class 1s coming out of
Erie 1s a wonderful idea #UWindsorProblems

after we broke bad?

Just what will we watch on Sunday nights? Well, Walking Dead
returns this October 13. But are audiences still on a zombie craze
or do we need more substance in our shows? And by substance I do
not just mean meth.
Breaking Bad was really unlike any other show. At the beginning we
were all wondering how our favourite TV dad Hal could be a meth
dealer. Now we are wondering why Walter did not walk into uncle
Jack's clubhouse wielding the machine gun himself.

2013Staff
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Emily Ellubeth e1t1lylommy
The elevator in Lampton 1s defirntely the longest wa( of all time
#uwindsorproblems

•

Travis Valdez "'RVSVLOZ
Congrats CUPE for putting a stranglehold on the UflN'efS,ty until they
couldn1 breathe anymore #llWindsorProbtenui

J,,

Tlll'any~°""
7 Oct
@CUPEt393 rabfication vote scheduled for Wednesday, October 9.
#cupe1393 thank godl #gobacktowork #uwlndsorproblems

I

• • anam.hx
#uwindsorproblems
my motivation for faw?

70ct

Daniel Hoffmann hof!mann dan
There's a baby crying m teddy #uwindsorproblems

7(x

•
7 .Jct
s II po~Slble for me to p,ck a school that does:ni go on r:tri<e? t feet like rm
back at I.lac #uwtndsorprobtems

heroes but without throwing any supernatural or scientifically
created characters into the mix.
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The show made us suspicious of our monotonous fathers and high
school teachers and deems them capable of any sort of unlawful
behavior outside of the office or classroom.
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Tentative Agreement Reached Between #CUPE 1393 And #uwondsor
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Tiffany Lovell

But that is the mystery and comedy behind the whole show.
Although Walter has had some unforgettable bouts of violence, he
did not just show up and shoot Jack and the white supremacist gang
himself. He brought back the high school chemistry teacher in the
end and this is why Breaking Bad was so loved.

Breaking Bad took such mundane characters, the straight laced
father and the disoriented junkie and turned them into gripping

c.,

edito,-.in-chief • SARAHHORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

Neville

Were you left sitting in front of your television this Sunday night
wondering what has become of your Ufe? Fir~t Dexter left and now
our beloved Mr. White and Jesse Pinkman are gone as well.
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Although many agree that the show ended in the perfect place,
there is really no other programming that has such an in -depth
emotional plot centered on a family and mixed with such a
sensational storyline of drugs and criminal activity.

1

Anthony Pirlllo
Wtry is there a dog :1 leddyl ~ndsorproblems

mission statement

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor. its students and the
surrounding community.

St•phanie Thompson
So who exactly are the CUPE 1393 members going to throw those
tomatoes at? doubt they're making hundreds of BLTs
#UWindsorProblems

AMC really went beyond any other programming with Breaking
Bad and audiences will soon find out if Rick, Carl and the other
living characters on Walking Dead can bring the same complex
emotional levels and daring feats as Walt and Jesse.

Anthony Pirillo
onyp o
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All these Cupe workers are blocking the sidewalks! Move I got to get to
class #uwlndsorproblems

- Alexandra Sellick, arts editor
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Shid can't e11en get my ma~ because of the strike 1/uwlndsorproblems

~ christlan ieracl @ch!islranrerac,
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Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press.
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational. social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.

Emma Marie @E.mmaMari~S
5 Oct
Friends are all at Mac homecoming and rm ,n the Library studying
#gradstudentproblems #uwindsorproblema pie twittef cornlnllZtGDbdgB

The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.

Holley TAVH

Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board. or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
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campus 1s so dead right now there was actually no bne up for llmmies
#wnndsor #uwlndsorproblems 1/nevemappens #whyamlhere

Holley Taves
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k's way too ear1y to wnte a mid-term. especially on a Saturday. #uniprobs
#w.nndsor #uwindsorproblems
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Wtrf do SatlM'day mid-tenns eX1S1? It really should be ~legal #yetlha11e2
1/notfair #uwindsor #1.lniprobs #uwlndsorproblems
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The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
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There are 2 guys wotn a nute & gurtar wall<Jng back & forth outside my
office window #uwlndsorproblems #wlf

Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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When the Wifeless decides to stop working in the ITllddle of your lecture
#UWlndsorProblems
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Did rt really iust take hal an hour to find working plugs in teddy ..
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Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be e-mailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may
be taken to the Lance Editorial Board. If the
Editorial Board is unable to resolve a complaint
it may be taken to the non-partisan University
Ombudsperson. The Ombudsperson can be
reached at 519.253.3000 ext3400.
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IT studentworket'S paid despite absence of managers
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

After over a month of striking,
CUPE 1393 and the University
of Windsor met on Wednesday
afternoon to ratify a collective
bargaining agreement (check
online for an update).
Workers from CUPE local 1393,
which represents 282 skilled
trades and technical employees
at the University of Wmdsor,
began picketing on September 8, less than a week into the
school year.
For students, the strike resulted
in the overheating of classrooms, the closure of science
labs, and the closure of the campus fitness centre.
Students made a stand against
the strike by holding a rally and
by staging a sit-in at University
President Alan Wildeman's office, but students have yet to
receive tuition refunds for services that had been lost in the
last month.

The UWSA says they will continue to fight for students.

IT STUDENTWORKERS
PAID AFTER DELAY

"The next step to continue this
battle is to keep putting pressure on University administration. Currently, the University
has expressed an unwillingness
to give a monetary refund and
expressed that students will instead receive "enhanced services":' said UWSA President Rob
Crawford.

Students at the University of
Windsor working part-time
as IT employees are glad to be
finally getting paid after their
paychecks were withhelddue to
CUPE 1393's month long strike.

"We want to know what exactly
"enhanced services" means.
Until we have a dear idea of
what the University means by
this claim, we will continue to
advocate for a refund, as there
is precedence for refunds to
students at this institution:' he
continued.
"Last time CUPE 1001 went on
strike, students were issued refunds on their meal plans. Given this precedence, we feel we
have grounds to ask for some
sort of refund. At this point,
we encourage students to contact the UWSA and let us know
what a satisfactory "refund" by
the University would look like;
said Crawford.

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

The students, most of whom
rely on the steady income to
pay for rent and soaring tuition costs, were not being paid
during the strike because the
managers thatregularly finalize
payroll were on the picket lines
and unable to access the online
payroll system.
There was uncertainty about
whether students should continue to work without receiving their regular pay or whether
they would be paid at all when
staff returned to work.
Viren Parasram, a systems programmer from IT services who
has been walking the picket
lines for the last month, said
that there was no guarantee that
student workers would be paid.
"The assumption [was that)
when the manager gets back in,

The Real
Canadian

she would approve all the work
and they would get paid;' said
Parasram.

other people who depend on
the regular paycheck were quite
perturbed;' he said.

Parasram's daughter, one of the
student workers whose pay was
affected momentarily by the
strike, received an email from
her supervisor asking workers to show up for their regular shifts, but leaving no other
information before the strike
began.

After receiving numerous complaints from students who were
worried that their work was
all for nought, the University
of Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA) stepped in.

Last Friday though, the paychecks finally began to roll in,
ceasing at least part of student's
anxiety during the strike.
Kyle Lariviere, a second-year
history and psychology student
working in IT Services, said
that, despite the initial confusion, he did not worry because
a record of their work hours was
kept
"People at the IT Helpdesk ...
figured it out right away that nobody would see the online work
hours, so they had to take down
hours on paper:' said Lariviere.
"I was always confident that
whoever is responsible for payroll would get us our pay, but

Mohammad Akbar, VP external for the UWSA, met with a
University of Windsor Human
Resources representative to discuss the issue and the University
quickly sorted it out
"We had a meeting with the
University and were able to
raise the issue. The University
was really quick to solve it," said
Akbar.
"Mohammed went and met
with Human Resources and
from my understanding it was
just a matter of the backlog due
to the strike:' said Crawford. "It
was just a problem of miscommunications on both ends and
the issue had actually not been
raised to [Human Resources]
and when it was, they resolved
it."

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM 750
SUNSET TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE, EVERY TUESDAY AT
THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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Provincial grant to fimd
women's safety on campus
SARAHLAU
lance reporter

The Women's Campus Safety Grant Committee has been granted $35,000 to fund
initiatives to promote women's safety on
campus.
The committee has put out an open call
to the University community - organizations, staff, faculty, and students - and
is encouraging participation to improve
campus facilities, services, and programs
for women's safety.
The committee is seeking creative and)nnovative submissions under three categories: facilities and equipment, public education, and activity support. Additional
lighting, mirrors, and security cameras
are just a few initiatives that could fall
under the first category and are the most
commonly funded objective.
"I think the one we get the most amount
of submissions for would be structural
things. You have to think about [related]
things like a panic button for a particular work area or something like that;' said
Kaye Johnson, chair of the Women's Campus Safety Grant Committee.
Blue emergency poles can be found around campus,
one of many safety-focused services at the University of
Windsor • photo by Travis Fauteux

The public education category includes a
wide range of initiatives from workshops
to educational brochures and flyers while
activity support includes shirts and bracelet bands to increase everyday awareness.

Lorie Lynds, Womyn's Centre coordinator, is encouraging services that already
exists on campus and that deal with
women's safety to apply for the grant and
upgrade necessary equipment.
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities has funded the grant since
1991. The Ministry said that the Women's
Campus Safety Grant has a significant impact, being part of a $1.45 million province-wide program.
Ontario has been seen, across the country, as the national leader when it comes
to investing and creating programs to
prevent violence against women.
Minister Brad Duguid said that, in his
experience, it is crucial to take the female
perspective into account.
"That's why you when you look at things
like community safety audits, like crime
prevention through environmental design, it's really important that we look
at the design of everything that we do
through the eyes of how a woman would
feel in these particular circumstances;
said Duguid.
Johnson said that it is more than just promoting safety awareness - it includes putting in place new equipment, which can
become rather costly.
Lynds said that, in the past, the money
has been used for security mirrors outside
of dark entrances and exits where primarily female employees work.

Johnson said that th e committee does~n-o-t _~'-'l.,.,...
think all of those things nre 1m ortJtnt.

put emphasis on any particular category
because they aim to balance each objective.
The Women's Campus Safety Grant Committee is currently helping fund the Bystander Program, a program that tries to
prevent sexual violence on the University of Windsor campus, by assisting with
awareness poster campaigns.

'

I don't think these decisions are made
lightly, however I do believe that $35,000
is a very low number when we consider
the amount of violence women face on a
day-to-day basis," said Lynds.
"All we can do is try, but we can't keep
everyone safe. This is a mission to move
forward and to do everything we possibly
can to keep women safe on campus:'

en you look at things like

community safety audits, like crime
prevention through environmental design,
it's really important that we look at the
design of everything that we do through
the eyes of how a woman would feel in
these particular circumstances.
- BRADDUGUID, MINISTER
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astronaut chris hadfield
lands job at university of
waterloo
oct.8

The University of Waterloo (U of W) confirmed today
that Hadfield has joined the faculty as an adjunct professor of aviation, cross-appointed to the faculties of environment, science and applied health sciences, through
August 2016.
"This is an amazing opportunity for students to have access to his career experience and knowledge:· said Ian
McKenzie, director of aviation programs at U of W. "He
has tremendous enthusiasm for engaging students in
learning."
Commander Hadfield has become an international celebrity after tweets and videos taken during his 17 month
long stint on the International Space Station (ISS) went
viral. Since returning to Earth he has embarked on several educational tours and has a book, An Astronauts
Guide to Life on Earth, coming out this fall.
The deal to bring U of W alumni Hadfield to the aviation department took shape after Hadfield announced
his retirement from the Canadian Space Agency (CSA)
earlier this year. McKenzie explained that Hadfield's
long standing relationship with the university and the
surrounding community were driving forces in bringing
him to the school.
"He was actually here in 1982 as a NSERC post-graduate
in mechanical engineering:' McKenzie said.
Hadfield was also married in Waterloo and his first
son was born here in 1983. Over the years he has given
several lectures on campus, including a downlink from
the ISS in February of this year. Because of his current
schedule, U of W officials expect that Hadfield will only
have limited time on campus until the fall 2014 semester. Once here, his role will be a mix of research, advising and teaching within the university's Bachelor of Environmental Studies and Bachelor of Science programs
in aviation. Aviation students at the university also take
practical flight lessons at the Waterloo Wellington Flight
Centre as part of their degree requirements.

strike update!
Yesterday, CUPE 1393 and the University of
Windsor sat down at 1:00 p.m. to ratify the deal.
Though picketers could be seen in the morning,
they stopped picketing at lunch to attend the
meeting and left a big "THANKS" in front of
Chrysler Hall.

"[He] has flown over 70 aircrafts," said McKenzie. "With
Chris's practical experience with flight and as a pilot this
will be a great asset for our students:'
Prior to joining the CSA, Hadfield was a Royal Canadian Air Force pilot and test piloted several experimental
aircraft in both Canada and the US.

H. G. WATSON - THE CORD (WILFRID
LAURIER UNIVERSITY)

canadians released from
egyptian jail after 7 weeks
w1tflout charges
oct. 7
HAMILTON (CUP) - After being held captive for seven weeks in Egypt under no formal charges, Canadians
Tarek Loubani and John Greyson were released on Saturday, Oct. 5. However, when they tried to board a plane
to Frankfurt, Germany on Sunday, Oct. 6, the two were
told they could not fly out because they were on a "stoplist" issued by Egyptian prosecutors.
The stop-list is yet another roadblock in the Canadians'
two-month struggle to get home safely.
Loubani is an emergency doctor at Western University
in London, Ont. and Greyson is a filmmaker and professor at York University in Toronto. Both were on their
way to a Gaza hospital in mid-August when they were
detained by Cairo officials. Egyptian officials arrested
them, along with other perceived protestors at the site,
for threatening national security. No charges were ever
laid.
In Canada, news of their captivity prompted nearly
150,000 people to sign a petition for their release. Their
plight was also a popular topic at the Toronto International Film Festival, where Canadian filmmakers held a
press conference. Friends and family told the media the
men were simply "in the wrong place at the wrong time:·
After 31 days in detention, Loubani and Greyson resolved to go on a hunger strike. On Sept. 28, their twelfth
day on hunger strike, the two released a statement confirming that they had been living in dire conditions: "no
phone calls, little to no exercise, sharing a 3m x 10m cell
with 36 other political prisoners, sleeping like sardines
on concrete with the cockroaches; sharing a single tap of
earthy Nile water."
Despite the public outcry against their detainment, the
Canadians' were told by Egyptian officials on Sept. 29
that their detainment would be extended by 45 days.
On Sept. 29, Prime Minister Harper issued a statement
calling for their immediate release. The two men were
officially released on Oct. 5. Three days prior to their
release, Loubani and Greyson had begun eating again
and saw a doctor.
Canadian Minister ofState Lynne Yelich released a statement on Oct. 5 saying, "We are facilitating Dr. Loubani
and Mr. Greyson's departure from Egypt, and Canadian
officials will continue to offer consular services to them
and their families as needed:'

ANQI SHEN - CUP ONTARIO BUREAU CHIEF
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Extra Omnes: Fr. Rosica was the last one to leave the Sistine Chapel before the Papal Conclave • used with permission of the Salt and Light Catholic
Media Foundation and the Photographic Service of L'Osservatore Romano at the Vatican

Father Rosica, cont'd
the resignation and the following afternoon he called me and
asked, 'Tom, when are you coming?'" said Rosica. "I said, 'Well,
we will come in March ... for the
conclave. To which [Lombardi]
responded, 'Come immediately."'
When Rosica asked Lombardi
what "immediately" entailed, he
was told to fly to Rome the next
day.
Once arrived, Rosica was told
that he would be the English
-and, eventually, FrenchVatican spokesman throughout
the course of the papal transition. He conducted over 160
interviews with all the major
news networks, including CBC,
CNN, and BBC.
He explained the logistical complications that arose because of
the resignation, saying that they
had "no funeral, no nine days
of mourning, nothing that was
part of the standard procedure."
They had to implement something new to the Church in order to work out the complications.
Rosica said that the three
spokesmen-Lombardi, a Spanish representative, and himself
-had to lead press conferences
for five weeks everyday, some
lasting two hours.

He said there were six, seven, or
even eight hundred journalists
in the room during these press
conferences.

Rosica carries with himself
enough humorous anecdotes
from his time in Rome to fill
several books.

"It was an incredible, exhilarating, extraordinary experience,"
said Rosica.

Once, while taking part in a
press conference before the departure of Pope Benedixt XVI,
Rosica and his colleagues were
asked by a reporter whether the
bells of Rome would chime as
the helicopter brought the Pope
to Castel Gandolfo.

The Sunday night before the
cardinals began voting for the
new Pope, Rosica was walking
through the streets of Rome
with his assistant after eating
pizza when he happened to run
into Cardinal Bergolio, the man
that would soon become Pope
Francis.
"We had this long, funny talk
out on the street;' recalls Rosica. "I said, 'Your Evidence, this
time, if you get it, accept it; because they all said he was the
runner up in the last election."
"He said that he was nervous
and he wouldn't let go of my
hands. I said, 'What's wrong?'
and he said, 'I don't know what
they're going to do:"
Despite the apparent anxiety
of the man that would become
leader of the Roman Catholic
Church, Rosica believes Bergolio was prepared and confident.
"He was prepared in the sense
that he knew exactly what he
wanted to do once he was elected," said Rosica.

While his colleagues replied to
the (seemingly) trivial question
in long-winded, five minutelong answers, Rosica, being
urged by the American press
to answer in sound-bite fashion, replied, "Sir, if the bells will
ring, you will hear them."
In the past few weeks, Pope
Francis has taken major steps to
reform the Church-excluding
the fact that he has been known
for being the first Pope to use
Twitter [@Pontifex], on which

he has over 3 million followers.
He has created a council of eight
Cardinals to help him make decisions about important changes
like the rewriting of the Constitution of the Roman Curia and
the reformatting of the Synod of
Bishops.
Rosica said that, despite the
controversy surrounding the
church in the last number of
years, Francis is looking to a
much brighter future for the
church.
"I was a kid growing up watching [Martin Luther King Junior's
'I have a dream' speech]. I know
probably what I would have said
if I was in [Luther King's] position at that time: 'I've got a
nightmare of racism and segregation:' said Rosica.
"Francis, too, had a good reason to say, 'I've got a nightmare:
Scandals, crises, this and that.

But Francis has been telling us
since March 13 there are problems, but 'I've got a dreatIL
Rosica explained how, in the
mind of Pope Francis, "We need
a church ... that is unafraid of
going forth into the night, into
the shadows:'
He continued his address saying
that Francis doesn't only reject
an "elitist" church, "he rejects
the reduction of Catholicism
to hot-button moral topics"
like abortion or homosexuality.
Rosica said that Francis "doesn't
want to reduce the church to a
group that's against all of these
people."
Certainly, the eyes of the
world-religious and secularare fixed on the Vatican to see
what the "tweetable" Pope will
be doing next.

£.
~cis, too, had a good reason to say, 'I've
:tfa mghtmare: Scandals, crises, this and that.
But Francis has been telling us since March 13
there are problems, but 'I've got a dream.
-

FR.THOMASROSICA, PRESIDENT OfASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY

arts&culture
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The show must go on
ALEXANDRASELLICK

makeup advisor for A Party To
Murder. "It's also a position that
pays an honorarium so that's
money that I'm losing:•

arts edtor

The University Players have
just wrapped up their production of Suite Surrender and are
set to begin A Party To Murder
on October 24. There is just one
problem: some of the key members of the production team are
members of CUPE 1393.

Taylor would normally have a
shadow working with her and
a running crew who would be
working on the production as
part of their lab. The labs are
worth 30% of their final grade
and are a requirement to graduate.

However, CUPE 1393 met with
the university yesterday afternoon to ratify a collective bargaining agreement, which would
see the union back to work today
(check online for an update).

A Party To Murder will still debut on October 24 but The University Players will either have
to host the show in their studio
space which only seats 75 people whereas Essex Hall Theatre
?ouses 323. If they decide to stay
m Essex Hall then they will have
to work around the old set If the
play is held in the studio then
they will have to make room for
the rehearsals of the next production, Sleeping Beauty.

Some of the technical staff that
work for The University Players
are part of the union including
the head of wardrobe and their
assistant. This means that no
new costumes have been made
for A Party To Murder and The

University Players may have to
get their costumes from thrift
and vintage stores.
The strike has also caused issues
up in Essex Hall and the workers who would normally take
it down are on strike. The sets
for both shows are very different and to hold the production
with the Suite Surrender set may
cause confusion for the audience.
To further the hurt on The University Players, students are losing out on job experience, labs
and money.
"That puts me out of job experience;' said Stephanie Taylor, a
fourth-year dramatic arts student who was supposed to be
wardrobe mistress and hair and

•Everyone is being shuffled everywhere; said Taylor.
There are many theatregoers
that hold season tickets for The
ers and said that since s e as
prepaid for her tickets, she will
most likely be attending but that
the production may look strange
with the last show's set.
"I heard that the CUPE strike
was affecting the building of
sets;' said Cargill. "But that's the
extent of what I know:·
The exact location of A Party To
Murder has yet to be determined
but the show must and will go
on. A Party To Murder begins
October 24 and tickets can be
purchased at the box office located in Essex Hall, online or by
phone.

the University Players theatre • photo by Jay Verspeelt

GRAVITY

#THANKSGIVING

EMINEM

Have you seen it yet? Really, you should.

This weekend marks the good ol'
Canadian Thanksgiving. Students are
going home and Monday's a holiday so
it's a perfext time to catch some extra Zs
in the morning.

The rapper who some folks might get
confused with a popular meat shop line
or a tasty chocolate snack just released
a new music video on YouTube this
past Tuesday. Yesterday, it had already
reached over 2 million views.

Also, Thanksgiving also means it's food
porn season. So be sure to check out
the hastag on the Twittersphere if you're
feeling like teasing yourself with pictures
of delicious turkey, stuffing, cranberries
and all the other things that make this
season so yummy.

"Survival" will be in the upcoming
videogame Call of Duty: Ghosts. So if
you're not all ready sick of the franchise
and you happen to like Eminem, that's
cool.

Despite the odd scientifical discrepancy,
this film is up to win an Oscar. It gets
your blood pumping and you might
sweat a bit And it's one of those movies
where 3D actually works (you'll wince
and blink as objects fly out of the screen
at you).
Anyhow, the box office seems to like it too.
It racked in $55.56 million the opening
weekend, claiming the title of biggest
opening in an October weekend-and
that's just the North American box office.

STEVE BALMER/
BILL GATES SPOOFS
A lot of funny spoofs featuring Bill
Gates and Steve Balmer are circulating
YouTube. Most of you know who Gates
is, but those who don't know Balmer,
let's jsut say that when this Microsoft
CEO announced his plans to step
down the Microsoft stock jumped by
more than seven per cent.
Anyhow, there are some legit Microsoft
produced videos of Gates and Balmer,
like the Austin Powers spoof. Fittingly,
Balmer is Dr. Evil.

8 // OCT. I 0.2013
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JASON RANKIN
art director

crammed into the main room's sides to
hear the poets read.

Inspiration. That's what happens when
you find yourself among the dark oak
walls of Wtllistead Manor, the great hall
filling with the intimate imaginations of
seven great Canadian poets.
Poetry at the Manor was hosted by
Windsor Poet Laureate Marty Gervais in
Willistead Manor last Thursday, bringing
in around 220 people. All seats were
full and people filled the stairways and

"I had this dream that I would bring in
poet laureates from across the country,"
said Gervais. Last year he hdd the event
and it was a huge success. He hopes that
this will be an ongoing event, hosted
each year in Windsor by the city's poet
laureate.
"It's almost like a baseball team," said
Bruce Meyer, poet laureate of Barrie, in
describing what it is like to get together
with all of the other poets and read.
"There's a sense of a kind of creative play
that happens when we're all bouncing

ideas off of each other:'
Other poet laureates who read at the
event were: John. B. Lee from Brantford,
Eric Folsom from Kingston and George
Elliott Clarke from Toronto. Alice Major
who was previously poet laureate of
Edmonton and Marilyn Gear-Pilling
from Hamilton also read.
"We've done these round robin readings
before and they're an awful lot of fun,"
said Meyer. "Because everybody's got
enough of a repertoire to be able to listen
to what somebody's said and then to
come up with their own take on it and
play off of it."

And they did play off of each other.
Poetry ddved from deep and shifted to
funny as Clarke read from his repertoire
of gut chuckling sex poems-the other
laureates followed suit, filling the hall
with laughs.
"Poetry really reflects what's personally
in your heart," said Gervais. "It's a perfect
balance between the intellect and the
heart. The poet speaks to the deepest
part of the soul. I know all of that sounds
cliche, but you can tell even tonight in
some of the various moments that people
were moved by what they hear."

some words on poetry

Ly is my way of understanding
.Trying to understand it, just as

t
a scientist does in a different way, as an
artist does in visual arts. Poetry is about
trying to figure out what's going on and
communicate that to someone else.

'

almost like the ultimate
p
le
edium ... you need nothin&,
technologically speaking, and yet its
a' very' sophisticated art ... Out of the
literary forms, it's the closest to music.
-

ERICFOLSOM

-ALICEMAJOR

n I first thought it was
oe
, it was about grade 11 and it
means the same to me now as it meant to
'me then.
' It meant dictionary music.
-JOHNS.LEE

L----:e way in which I'm not just

a
t . in the world, but to see the
world as something else.

'

-

BRUCEMEYER
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The beer must flow
with the Windsor Craft Beer Festival
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

Windsor Eats is wetting its
whistle with their first beer fest.

ing a food and drink guide to
now getting more active with
tours and restaurant week, it
was just a natural progression:'
said Adriano Ciotoli, co-owner
of Windsor Eats.

The Windsor Craft Beer Festival is coming to Walkerville on
October 18 to 19 and is slated
to feature ten brew houses from
across the country. The event
has already sold over 1000 tickets.

The idea has been on Windsor Eats' table for a few years
now but up until last year there
were no local breweries. Now
Walkerville is home to microbrewer Walkerville Brewery
and nano-brewer Motor Burger,
branded as Motor Craft Ales.

"Windsor Eats started about
ten years ago and it's kind of
evolved since then from be-

Aside from the two locals, patrons can expect to see eight
other beer makers serving up

'

drinks. Brewers include: Mill vised, will not empty most
St. Brewery, Beau's Brewing people's wallets completely. One
Company, Broadhead Brewing, token at $1.25 is good for a fourHighlander Brew Co., Lake of ounce beer. Not all of the beers
Bays Brewing Co., Wellington for sale have been confirmed
Brewery, Bayside Brewing Co. yet, but Ciotoli estimates that
there will be about 40. If patrons
and St. Ambroise.
can stomach, or at least keep
Over 100 brew houses were down, about 160 ounces of beer,
called on to be part of the fes- that comes out to around $50.
tival.
There are still some hitches left.
"Now that the craft culture has Motor Burger currently does
kind of started to take hold here not have the proper license to
in Windsor we thought it was a serve out on the street the day
perfect opportunity to do a beer of the festival.
festival," said Ciotoli.
"We're actually in the process
Sampling all of the beers of getting our manufacturthat day, while not ad- ing license;· said Motor Burger
manager Lauren Murray. "And
until that goes through we won't
be able to be at the festival, but
from what I understand it's in
the works~

that the craft culture has kind of

starte to take hold here in Windsor we
thought it was a perfect opportunity to do a
beer festival
-ADRIANOCIOTOLI, WINDSOR EATS CO-OWNER

in the past when it's not our own
publication being put out."
Murray went on to say things
are moving "fairly quickly" with
the license.
Windsorite and beer drinker
Nicole Drouillard is looking
forward to the event.

"If my liver can handle it," said
Drouillard. "I want to try at least
one thing from each brewery.
I'm really looking forward to
trying something from Bayside
and Lake of Bays, as I've never
had any of their beers before~
Throughout the day the Ode-toBeer will be sang on the hour,
ushering people to come together and celebrate the festivities collectively.

"I haven't actually listened to
it
yet, but if I memorize even a
Motor Burger is licensed as a
part
of it, you can bet your botbrew-pub, meaning they can
tom
dollar
I'll be singing along:'
sell their own beer in their bar
said
Drouillard.
but cannot sell carry-outs or off
premises.
Tickets are $25 in advance and
"We're doing our best to be able $30 at the door, VIP tickets are
to participate, I don't know if sold out. Admission includes
they [Windsor Eats] jumped the five tickets good for beer or
gun on listings:' said Murray. food. The event has a capacity
"It's happened with other things limit of 2500.

-
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still from the filming of The Scarehouse

Step into The Scarehouse movie set for a fright
SARAH HURST
lance reporter

will be open every night until
Halloween.

This Halloween season, step
onto the set of Gavin Michael
Booth's The Scarehouse, with
Windsor's very own Scare-

Shawn Lippert has been running the haunted house since
2006. Lippert and Booth are
longtime friends and have frequently spoken about filming
a movie in the building. When
Booth finally pitched the mov-

hnui;e Haunted House. Locat-

Avenue, Scarehouse Windsor
just had their opening weekend. Starting at 7:00 p.m. and
running every weekend until
October 23, The Scarehouse

came

as1cea

to Lippert ·ana
if he could use the haunted

house as his set for the movie.
Booth's film is scheduled to
come out early next year.

This month, Windsor's Scarehouse will incorporate the
sets from the film. "People
will see what's in the movie
before it comes out," said Lippert. "You'll be walking right
through [the sets

r

With over 20,000 ~uare feet

of space, Scarenouse Windscribes the ha~ted house ~
"[Full of] the things you onl;
thought existed in your night~~es." According to Lippert,
Its scary;"

Scarehouse Windsor will be
having a University of Windsor night on October 23. Starting at 9:00 p.m., a bus will leave
the quad and will be driving to
the haunted house and back to
the university as often as it is
needed to make sure everyone
has transpo at

forward to attending the event.
"I think it's like a mini adventure:' said Bhardwaj. "I am
excited because I don't know
how I am going to react, but I
am pretty sure that it will be a
thrilling experience."

on.~ --~....,...~------~~~----Tickets are $10 and more in-

"

- - TTIAT:-,1.,..,...,

~ ru'1r. C'nn -

necting4SUCCeSS, is taking all
of its members to the Scarehouse on October 19. Serena
Bhardwaj, an advice guru at
the organization is looking

formation can b e found at
www.scarehousewindsor.com
or by visiting their Facebook
page, "Scarehouse Windsor:"

Full of] the
tfi1ngs you only
thought existed in
you nightmares. It's
scary.
-SHAWNLIPPERT,
FOUNDER OF SCAREHOUSEWINDSOR

Director Gavin Michael Booth on the
set of The Scarehouse • photo by
Alexandra Petruck
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Bibliaa5is to host book
laooch at the Olde
Walkerville Theatre
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

The Olde Walkerville Theatre, formerly
the Tivoli. will host its grand opening on
October 18.
The theatre was recently purchased by
Mary and Andy Lambros, owners of Lorelei's Bistro next door to the theatre. The
building has been long unoccupied and
Mary Lambros said the main reasons her
and her husband decided to purchase the
property is because it was becoming an
eye sore and to bring more economic activity to the Walkerville area.
"It's a variety of events, it's not just going
to be for theatre:· said Lambros. "It's going to be considered a local events centre:'
The first event of the grand opening of
the Olde Walkerville Theatre will be
hosted by Bibhoasis and will be the
Books +Tunes Saloon.
Biblioasis is also located in the old
Walkerville area and is a bookstore and
publisher of poetry, fiction and non-fiction. Normally Biblioasis would host individual events for their authors but with

the theatre in the neighborhood, they
decided to host a collective book launch
at the new venue.
"It's a wonderful theatre, the acoustics
are unbelievable," said Dan Wells, the
owner of Biblioasis.
The Tivoli was once home to the Windsor Symphony but being unoccupied
for so long had caused many rumors
and horror stories about the state of the
property.
"The building itself was in surprisingly
good shape," said Wells. "It's an incredibly solid building and much of the original art deco design is still in place."
The building was designed by Howard
Crane, the architect of the Fox Theatre in
Detroit.
Along with readings by authors Cynthia
Flood, Richard Norman, Alexandra Oliver, Mauricio Segura, Norm Sibum, Andrew Steinmetz and Lucie Wilk, Waker
Glass will perform a musical set.
On October 19, the opening will continue with The Walkerville Harvest event
featuring local talent The Walkervilles.
Admission to Books + Tunes Saloon is
free and The Walkerville Harvest will be
$15.00 in advance and $20 at the door.

CRAFT BEER
ALONG!
COME ALONGI
LET'S MEET

WINDSDRBEERFESTIVAL.COM

INA
THRONG!
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MOVIE REVIEW
OCTOBER I OTO OCTOBER 17

THURSDAY OCTOBER I 0

Eric Boucher's documentary 'Windsor Shift
Change' and the release party for James 0-L's
album 'For The World Is Hollow And I Have
Touched The Sky; Capitol Theatre, 7:00 p.m.,
$12.00 in advance, $15.00 at the door
30X30 Artcite 30th Anniversary Show Part II,
Artcite Gallery, Held from I2:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m.Wednesdays through Saturdays
FRIDAY OCTOBER 11

Level 3 Vodka Emporium's I Year Anniversary,
Level 3 Vodka Emporium, held nightly Saturday
and Sunday
Scarehouse Windsor, Downtown Windsor 709
Ouellette Avenue, held nightly 7:00 p.m. to 11 :00
p.m. and Oct. 30 & 31, 7:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
The Spirits of Amherstburg Ghost Walk. The
Mayor's Fountain in the Navy Yard, 8:30 p.m., held
October 18, 19, 25 and 26
SATURDAY OCTOBER 12

Wine Trail Ride Cycling Tour, Aleksander Estate
Winery, 11 :30 a.m.

AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

INSIDIOUS2
This weekend I went to see the second chapter of the incredible horror movie, Insidious and it was definitely worth seeing if you enjoyed the first one. Toe movie picked up right where it left off, fantastically,
and prepared you for the rest of the story in a mysterious way with a huge hint that something was still not
right in the Lambert family.
Toe movie takes place in the original family home where the husband and wife team, Josh and Renai (Patrick Wilson, Rose Byrne) are happy that their son Dalton (Ty Simpkins) is newly awake from his coma.
However, almost right away they are haunted again by a mysterious presence in the house. Josh, if recollected from the first film, has brought their son back out of the darkness and one supposes the movie will
have positive undertones. This is not the case. The movie begins with an investigation into the death of
the paranormal researcher Elise Reiner (Lin Shaye) and a flashback to the 1986 hypnosis she performed
on Josh.
What makes the movie work so well is the perfect casting of the actors who have proven they can do
anything. They are exceedingly believable and they really pull you into the lives of the characters just as
it is disrupted by them being pulled into the unknown. Continuing her glorious comeback, Barbara Hershey plays Josh's ultra-religious mother who seems to know more than she is letting on and provides key
insights that really set the tone of the movie. With incredible use oflighting and music, the movie really
becomes a believable ghost story.
Insidious 2 is the type of horror movie you will probably not want to know too much about before going to
see it, so without giving too much of it away, it revolves around the concept of astral projection. Toe ideas
just get wilder, leading to a final fight scene as they struggle to get back a key actor from the darkness. Toe
movie brings you right back to the beginning in a loop around kind of way, revealing many dark secrets
in the process. It ends, much like the first, in preparing the audience for the next chapter and leaving you
wondering what might happen next!

Gypsy Chief Goliath CD Release Party, Dominion House Tavern, 8:00 p.m., $5.00 in advance,
$ I 5.00 at the door with a copy of their new CD

Thiessen Haunted Barn and Corn Maze, Thiessen Orchards, dusk until I0:00 p.m., $10.00, recommended age is 12 and up
SUNDAY OCTOBER 13

Phantoms of the River Walking and Canoe Adventure, River Canard Canoe Company, 7:00
p.m., Reserve tickets by calling 519.978.3672,
$25.00 for an adult ticket, $20.00 for 16 years
and under

ALBUM REVIEWS
SANDEENHO
lance reporter

DAYSARE GONE
HAIM

In the Studio/Year of The Snake, Art Gallery of
Windsor. 12:00 p.m.

Listening to Haim's debut studio album will embrace a daze of the 1980's.

5 Guys; lmprov & Fries.Villains Beastro, 8:00 p.m.

Days Are Gone is an 11 track album that can seriously make someone's hips
move and shoulders shimmy.

MONDAY OCTOBER 14

Toe lead of Haim falls into the hands of three sisters from California. All
of which deliver different vocals of attitude while harmonizing at the same
time. Danielle, Alana and Este cover all aspects of guitar, bass guitar, and
keyboard with Dash Hutton on drums.

You Me At Six with Tonight Alive, Conditions, Dinosaur Pile-Up.The Shelter, 7:00 p.m.
Aerotek Business Clothing Drive, Aerotek. held
until October 18

Tracks such as the album opener "Falling;' fools your ears to think that you
are in the wrong decade. With both headphones in you will be able to enjoy
the fader play of the vocals as they bounce from the left to the right. Right
before the chorus there is a collection of drums much like the ones Phil Collins has been known for.

TUESDAY OCTOBER 15

A quick two-step and hip shaking would best suit "Forever:' Still grasping

MusicOntario Presents: Sound Off!, Capitol Theatre, 7:00 p.m.

onto the 80's sound with soft synthesizers, altered snares and splashes of
percussive attitude.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 16

Walkerville Publishing Book Launch, Walkerville
Brewery, 6:00 p.m.
3rd Wednesdays smART show: A How-To On
Exhibitions, Aru Council Windsor & Region/
Arupeak Gallery, 6:30 p.m.
THURSDAY OCTOBER 17

Dale Jacobs Book Launch, Villains Beascro, 7:00
p.m.

Throw in loud claps, a strong kick, a guitar with an attitude and catchy lyrics
will give you "Toe Wire." A song strictly about break ups and moving on,
each Haim girl takes their turn to contribute to the break up. It'll be difficult
to get this tune out of your head
Looking for a strong drum beat song? "My Song 5" is the song to turn to.
Vocals strictly filled with an angry conscious and a drumbeat made to stomp
to occupies track eight. This song means business.
·Running If You Call My Name" perfectly ends the album with a vocal hug
and wave goodbye. Soft angelic vocals fill the background space as the main
vocals set you into the shoes of running away from memories.
Tue majority of the tracks have a Whitney Houston twist into the synths and
percussion. Every track will make you bob your head, shake your hips and
get hooked onto the hypnotizing vocals. Anyone with a soft spot for oldies
and a unique sound should buy a copy.
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LOR D E
SANDEENHO
lance reporter

PURE HEROINE
LORDE

I
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ZOMBIEEEES!!!

!

PURE

Chances are you've seen some
folks running around, armed
to the teeth with Nerf Guns
and socks. No, this isn't a
precursor to a Community
themed paintball match (that
would be pretty awesome).
The campus has been overrun

H ERO I ~.j

You cannot go far without hearing Royals playing on the radio or on your
friend's iPod.

by zombies and these brave

warriors are fighting hard to
fend off the undead-turned
students.

The voice of the teenage trendsetter makes it hard to believe it is coming from a
young 16 year-old. Lyrics filled with sophistication and experience roll off of the
sound of rolling snares and hard beats in her new studio album. Pure Heroine
was released on September 30. Rather than just singing, Lorde can get away with
bone chilling whispers and speech.

If you see one of these
survivors running from a
brain-thirsty student, be a
hero. Rip you sock off and
toss it at the attacker. After
all, socks are one of the few
zombie weaknesses.

After watching the music video for "Tennis Court" it is difficult not to imagine
Lorde burning a hole through your computer screen. For three minutes straight
and one single shot, the only word she recites is, "Yeah." Despite the deep, dark
demonic voice, this song is perfect for cruising around with the windows down
and volume cranked all the way.
"Royals" is exactly the opposite of what the song is about. Being the anthem for
people born without riches and fame, or just without fancy cars. A$teady drum
beat and snap hooks you right from the beginning and keeps steady until the
ending. With a catchy rap verse and harmonizing chorus, it is hard to change
songs.
"Buzzcut Season" has a dreamy piano faded out in the background that makes it
feel like you are tiptoeing through surrealism. Soft vocals echo in the background
and soothe your ears.

This album is filled with words of the wild youth, growing up into society and
rebelling against. Lorde's songs are lyrically beautiful as well as addicting with
rolling snares and hard beats. Diving into this album would be worth it if Royals - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - hasn't already won you over to buy more of her work.

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

charts tabulated for the week ending October 6

SKI MASK
ISLANDS
Toronto at sunset, walking down Yonge and seeing the homeless balled into the
corners of buildings, against walls, falling away with the subtraction of reality in
the cinema-scope of the mind.
That is the mood of Montreal ex-pats Islands on their new album Ski Mask.
At first glance, the album straddles the line of gross and horrifying with its cover
of an either tarred or melting face. The weirdness fits the whole hipster motif of
the band, listeners should not judge by this album's cover.
It is a shame this band left Montreal with its sharply cold winters, that only the
STM can save one from, for the sun shine of Los Angeles, this is some of the
quintessentially Canadian indie material out there right now, alongside Yukon
Blonde or Said The Whale.
The album starts out almost vaguely, with an island sound. It pushes on into
1970s tinged indie rock, lots of reverb, Ski Mask has space in spades as if the
listener was transported from a commuting bus to the largest of symphony halls.
The song that really stands out here is "Shotgun Vision," a sort of Black Keys
inspired blues-rock voyage in sound. The instrumentation is fantastic and
climaxes into pseudo-orchestral, the back and forth of the guitars by the end
close out the track dramatically.
There is a sad beauty to "Of Corpse:' where the album draws its title from a lyric
within, the track drives with all the longing ofsome heartbreaking sadness while
seemingly being about robbing a store.
"We'll Do It So You Don't Have To" might be worth skipping over as it is mostly
forgettable, however the ending is well composed

Ski Mask is part of a great trend in Canadian indie, if pulls from a great 70s rock
sound while remaining almost astonishingly unique. Problem is, they left.
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2 PAPERMAPS*- Darker Lights (Sparks)
3 FRANZ FERDINAND-RightThoughts RightWords RightAction (Domino)
4lHE DODOS-Carrier (DineAlone)
S DESTRUCTION UNIT - DeepTf1> (Saaed Bones)
6AMITY BEACH*-Arrvtf Beach (Self-Released)
7 MATTHeN GOOD*-Arraws Of Desi'e (Frostt,yt2)
8 JIMMY CUFF-The KCRW Session (Universal)
9 SCOUT NIBLETT - It's UpTo Emma (Drag City)
IOlHE HUMAN EXPERJENCE-SoulVisions (Feattrrc RiqAppatachia) ( ~
11 ISLANDS*- Ski Mask (Manque)
12 KATE R8D*-Queer ~ Canada (W-ReAeased)
IJlHE BEACH5*-The Beaches (Self-Released)
14 HOT CHIP-Dark.And~ (Domino)
IS DEVAH*- DeYah (Self-Released)
16lHE SADIES*-lntanal Sounds (Outside Music)
17AUGUST BURNS RED - Rescue and Restx>re (Sorld State)

! 18 MGMT - MGMT (Counbia)
! 19 JULIANNA BARWICK- Nepenthe (Dead Oceans)
! 20 KENTYAH PRESENTS: MI, BRIAN .J,6CKSON &lHE NeN MIDNIGHT BAND- E-.o• ludonary Minded (Motema)
•• 21 lHE DARCTS*-Warrill? (Arts & Crafts)
•• 22 ~OY LONG LEGS*-The Devirs InThe Details (Busmd Flat)
: 23 SARAH NBJFEI.D*- Hero Brother (<:onstellation)

! 24lHE DEEP DARKWOODS*-jubilee (Six Shooter)
! 25 BRAIDS*- Rourish//Perish (Flemish Eye)
! 26 KTTUNSTALL- Invisible Empire//Crescent Moon (Virgil)
! 27 JACUZZI BOYS- jacuzzi Boys (HardlyArt)
• 28 LETUVE.-The Bladcest Beautiful (Epitaph)
29 MONSTERTRUCK*- Furiosity (Dine Alone)
30 CHB..SEAVVOLFE- Pm Is Beauty (Sargent House)

sports
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SPORTS RECAPS

• photo by Richard Wolow1cz/Getty Images

I& all fun and games: ·
The fighting
oxymoron
MIKESPECHT

sports editor

NHL brass has been vocal in support of removing headshots from the game. All have agreed
it is imperative to protect its biggest stars, but
eliminate in-game bareknuckle boxing matches,
however? That would be absurd!

•

The primal hysteria that erupts during an NHL
fight is infectious. For a few moments, the most
skilled game on earth takes a backseat to a display of brutality. Thrilling as it may be, there is a
failure around the league to realize that eventually someone will die during an NHL fight.

•
:
•
••
:

"Maybe it is [dangerous] and maybe it's not. You
don't know that for a fact and it's something we
continue to monitor. The level of concussions
from fighting is not rising, it's constant, so it's not
an increasing problem. But, it is something we'll
continue to monitor:' said Commissioner Gary

:
•
:
:
:
•

BettJnan.

:

A pretty bold statement for a guy who has probably never been in a fight. We were reminded how
reckless an NHL fight is on opening night, when
George Parros was concussed during a bout with
Colton Orr. Preparing to deliver a blow, Parros
was hauled down as the Maple Leafs tough guy
lost his footing, resulting in a defencdess Parros
striking his chin off the ice.

:
:
•
••
:

•

•

!
•
••
•

As he lay motionless, the ecstatic crowd turned :
silent; brought back to earth by the realization :
Parros was in trouble.
•

•

"You never want to see a guy get hurt," said Orr ••
after the game.
:
Having fought three times the game, it is tough
to believe Orr when he says he did not intend to
hurt anyone. There is literally more footage of
Orr and Parros punching each other in the face
than of the two skating.
NHL fighting is a lot like fraternity hazing,
in the sense that it is a long standing tradition
that is dearly not viable today; but is hard to remove because it has always been around. Many
couldn't imagine hockey without the violence
and see no alternative. But as Lindy Ruff, coach
of the Dallas Stars reminds us; hockey can thrive
on skill alone.
"I watched the Olympics, it was great hockey,
and there's no fighting there;' Ruff said "I like a
good fight, it's good entertainment. But the talent in the league is so good now that I can see
why they might be leaning toward not needing
it anymore."

•

:
•
:
:
:

••
!
:
:
•
:
:
:
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:
:
:
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MEN'S HOCKEY

Lancers finish pre-season with win over Golden
Hawks, loss to Redhawks·
ANKURKUMAR

lance reporter

The Windsor Lancers wrapped up
their pre-season this past weekend,
as they hosted the visiting Laurier
Golden Hawks last Friday evening,
before heading to Oxford, Ohio on
October 5 to take on the University
of Miami Redhawks.
While the Lancers found redemption from the previous week's
heartbreaking loss to Laurier,
their Division I counterparts started the NCAA pre-season with a
win over the Windsor Lancers.
South Windsor Arena was abuzz as

the Lancers looked to rewrite a previous 4-3 loss to the Hawks. Jadran
Beljo scored two in the first, while
rookie Greg Lamoureux notched his
fourth point of the pre-season with a
goal for the Hawks.
While no team could alter the score
in the second period, Richard Cameron upped the Lancer lead to 3-1
early in the third period.
As the final few minutes ticked

away, rookies Greg Trichillo and
Tanner Olstad of the Hawks scored
to even the score at three. •With no
hero emerging in overtime, a shootout would be the final resolution.
Beljo and Spencer Pommellsscoredin
the shootout for the Lancers while the

Hawks' Kyle Morrison and Lamoureux were both stopped by netminder Parker Van Buskirk. The Lancers
skated away with a final score of 4-3.
The same spirit that boosted the
Lancers past the Hawks could not
be found when the team took the
ice at Goggin Ice Center to play the
University of Miami-Ohio Redhawks. The Lancers gave up three
in the first and five in the third,
giving up a final score of 8-2 to
end their pre-season run at 2-4-0.
The 2013 to 2014 campaign begins
this weekend for the Lancers as they
return to South Windsor to host the
Carleton Ravens in back-to-back
home games. This weekend is the
only meeting of the regular season
between these two teams.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

1.ancet:s start the season with two strnightlosses in Waterloo
ANKURKUMAR

lance writer

The Windsor Lancers women's hockey team opened their 2013 to 2014
season on the road, playing back-toback games against the Laurier Golden Hawks and Waterloo Warriors.
The Hawks scored four goals in just
over five minutes of the opening period, reminding fans they are poised
to finish atop of the OUA standings
for another consecutive season.
The offensive output led by Candice
Styles and Devon Skeats paved way
for points scored by other teammates. While the duo tallied a goal

and an assist each, first-year competitor Jessica Prevette scored the first
of her OUA career for the Hawks.
Jenny MacKnight and Candice Chevalier scored for the Lancers, but the
team could not muster the same results as the Hawks and surrendered
a 5-2 loss.
The Lancers headed to Columbia
Ice Field the next day to face the
Waterloo Warriors, hoping to redeem the previous night's effort.
When Andrea Benac scored three
minutes into the game, followed by
Chevalier's second of the season, the
offset of the night before seemed to
vanish. After rookie Stephanie Digness got the Warriors on board,
the Lancers regained their two goal

advantage in the second when Jillian Rops fired the puck past goaltender Rebecca Bouwhuis. All look
finished, but Carolyn Burke fought
back to close the gap a little tighter.
Sixty six seconds later, Digness'
second of the game tied the score.
It would take only 24 seconds into
the extra frame to determine a
winner. Marissa Redmond fed a
clean pass to Digness, who nabbed
her third of the night, completing the hat trick and the 4-3 comeback win in dramatic fashion.
The Lancers hope to improve in the
win column this coming weekend as
they are scheduled to play the UOIT
Ridgebacks and York Lions at South
Windsor Arena.
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FOOTBALL

Lancer football KO.'d by no. 1 Western
KIMELLIOT
lance reporter

It many respects their match against the
University of Western Ontario was over before it began, much to the chagrin of team
veterans and their coaching staff - the Lancers fell hard in a 23-51 loss, this past Saturday.
After a hard fought 26-25 victory over
Laurier the week before, the Lancers were
hoping their nationally recognized defense
would be able to stop Westerns top offense
which averaged 59 plus points per game.
Before the Lancers even knew what hit them
the Mustangs were up 24-0 in the first half.

"On the first occasion, our outside linebacker, hit the running back and knocked the
ball loose, I had an opportunity to pounce
on it so I did," said Bakos. "Our linebackers
are ferocious and they always go for the ball,
so we have a lot of strips that I've had a lot
of opportunities to fall on the ball this season, and few times I've been lucky enough
to do it."
While Western~c; starting quarterback Will
Finch, connecting mainly with his standout
receiver Yannick Harou (115 yds receiving),
outperformed Windsor's premiere passer,
Austin Kennedy 362 yards to 170, Windsor's
back-up QB Casey Wright outgunned Finch
in TD's two-to-one.

"Were not in a position as a football team
to give up 24 points and then score 4050 points in the second half;' said Coach
Di\more. "We came to life a little in the secondquarter, but we have to come out at the
bell fired up. Thus far we haven't proven that
we can play 60 minutes with teams of this
calibre:'

"We hurt ourselves by letting them throw
the first punch, and then instead of reacting
earlier we responded too late in the game:'
said receiver Dylan Whitfield. "It's like we
got hit in the mouth and then started to react instead of taking care of our business in
the beginning. But hopefully we'll see them
again and come out executing to start the
game."

At half time the Mustangs held a commanding lead 30-10 over the home team, who
has not beaten their Western nemesis since
2003.

With regard to the health of Kennedy,
Di\more explained, "[He] wasn't hurt late in
the game but we wanted to get Casey some
reps in case we need him down the stretch."
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The Lancer defence, however, limited the Dropping this one leaves the Lancers in
Western rush to only 115 yards on the fourth place but they must get past fifth
ground, and nine points under their scoring place Ottawa in two weeks, in a game that
average, largely on the strength of two sacks will determine whether or not they will host
by veteran linebacker Tai Pham and by two McMaster at the opening of the play-offs.
FOOTBALL ( 4-3)
momentum shifting fumble recoveries by That game is October 19 at 1:00 p.m. in Geehis cohort Antirew-Bakost,--.~ ~ ~~ ---'---<-..--teil't'tflnr.i".:""--~---- - - - - - - - - - ~~ - - - -- - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - ~- - - - - - ~..;.
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THINK BEFORE YOU SPEAK:

LEAFS GM OK:

While I was downtown on Friday night,
I was taken aback by a passing cab;
hanging out the window was a male
twenty something wearing a distinct blue
adidas zip up sweater. After locking onto
me the man gave a short, display of his of
intelligence. Though I was able to shrug
off the comment, I would like to send a
message to all Lancers: if you are going
to shout homophobic slurs at bystanders
don't do it in your varsity athletics
colours. You never know if your target is
a member of the local sports media!

Dave Nonis is feeling better after
being hospitalized this weekend. In a
statement before his release read "During
the second period of last night's home
opener, Toronto Maple Leafs senior vice
president and general manager Dave
Nonis felt unwell. He was assessed by
team physicians at Air Canada Centre,
and as a precaution, was asked to go to
the hospital for further testing. He has
progressed very well overnight and is
expected to be discharged [Sunday]."

••
••
••
•

SPORTS GALA:

LITTLE TOURNEY ON THE
PRAIRIE

••

On October 6, the Windsor Lancers
inducted six members into the Alumni
Association Sports Hall of Fame. Jack
Schroeder, Phillip Haddad, Andy Auch,
Valerie Hamel, Gerald Hlady, and
Ed Petryshyn were all recognized for
contributions to Lancer athletics as well
as exemplification of school spirit and
ideals in other endeavours.

After an 88-54 victory over Fanshawe in
Chatham; the Lancers men's basketball
team will travel to Winnipeg to
participate in the Boys and Girls Club of
Winnipeg invitational from October 11
to 13. Lancer fans will have to wait nearly
a month before the men open up their
home schedule on November 8 against
the York Lions.

HISTORIC OFFENSE:
After a shootout in Dallas, Peyton
Manning now leads the NFL with 20
touchdown passes; a league record
through five games. As if that wasn't
enough, the Bronco's offense is on pace to
score 762 point this season which would
be almost 200 more than the record
holding 2007 Patriots.
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9/28/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

University
Stadium

W26 25

10/5/2013

Western
Mustangs

Alumni Field

L 23-51

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

9/29/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

Waterloo,
Ontario

L 2-5

10/4/2013

Waterloo Warriors

Waterloo,
Ontario

L 3-4 OT

MEN•s HOCKEY

10/4/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

10/11/2013

Carleton Ravens

10/11/2013

Carleton Ravens

South Windsor W4-3 St
Arena
South Windsor
Arena

7:30 Pt

South Windsor
Arena

MEN'S SOCCER (6-2-4)

10/4/2013

Guelph Gryphons

Guelph, Ontario

Tl-1

10/5/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

Guelph, Ontario

W2-0

WOMEN'S SOCCER (4-6-2)

L0-7
10/5/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

Guelph, Ontario

L 0-4
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The Coming
Home Music
Festival brings in
the cash

rolling with the
Windsor Tweed
Ride

recaps-hockey
and football
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THE BOYCOTT
UWSA, OPUS & GSS BOYCOTT UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL PANEL
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JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

Two unknown students are facing disciplinary action for their
alleged lack of academic integrity.
In an open letter to the University of Windsor administration,
charges of a broken system of
governance are leveled.
The two students are said to
have had their legal council removed and replaced two days
prior to going before a judicial
panel. The students are said to
have not been made aware of
this until after the fact according to University of Windsor
Student Alliance (UWSA) President Rob Crawford.
"We don't know exactly why
[council was removed], but the
students requested that [the
original] council stay on the
case;' said Crawford.

"Solicitor-client privilege can
only be removed by the solicitor
or by the client," said Vice President of University Affairs Jake
DeJong. "If you're my client you
can say get out but outside of
that your boss or outside forces
cannot remove either:"
University of Windsor President Alan Wildeman sees the
issue a little differently.
"Its the responsibility of Community Legal Aid (CLA) to
provide council for these students," said Wildeman. "That
doesn't mean that they might
not change that council for
whatever the reason might be
during the course of it. because
the agreement is that CLA will
provide council, it's not that the
chosen individual will provide
council:'
The judicial panel will now be
delayed due to a UWSA, Organization of Part-Time University Students (OPUS) and
Graduate Student Society (GSS)
boycott of all judicial panels.

Panels consist of two faculty
members who are appointed for
a two-year term, one of the two
will sit as chair, and one student
appointed for a one-year term.
Additionally, there are three
faculty member alternates.
The process in the letter has
been alleged to be biased due to
these circumstances.
"The problem with the judicial
panels is the way they are decided They're selected by the university, and the problem with
that is if the university is the one
that is selecting the panel the
university is also the one that
is prosecuting in the case," said
Crawford. ·so how can you say
it's a fair process when clearly
there is a conflict of interest?"
Wildeman doesn't think there
are any intentional biases to the
system.
"Were trying to understand
how we can best go forward
with this, and certainly student
participation is very important,

we know that but there's not
been a sense that there's any
kind of inherent intentional
bias;' said Wildeman.
Crawford wants to see the way
these panels are handled and
changed by scrapping Senate
Bylaw 31 and wholly rewriting
it Crawford has said it can take
years to change by-laws but he
believes that it could be possible
to push through a restructured
law by the end of this council's
term, which ends in April.
Wildeman thinks that it might
be time to start looking into the
practice of the by-law and if it is
serving both sides equitably.
"I recognize the current system of academic integrity," said
Wildeman. "The whole system
right now is guided by Bylaw 31
ofsenate. We need to take a look
at it and see if it's still being done
in a way that works best for the
interests of all students and for
the interests of the university.'°
Most academic integrity repri-

mands end with a mark reduction and according to DeJong
a letter of admission is usually
added to the sentencing, a move
that could severely impact the
future prospects for those students as sentencing is kept on
record
"Most of the time those mark
reductions happen you have
to write a letter of admission
which means you have to admit what you did was wrong,'°
said DeJong. "A lot of students,
especially morally strong ones,
have a very large issue saying
'yes I cheated' when they didn't
cheat."
Judicial panels typically have
more severe outcomes such as
suspension or community service but can still have mark reductions as well, censuring or
letter of apology.
The letter was signed by UWSA
President Rob Crawford, GSS
President Iftekhar Basith and
OPUS Vice President Anthony
Meloche.
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"Hey man, I live across the alley. My band Rum Monkey is playing
a house show tonight, so don't call the cops if your hear music ok?"
he said.

I just wonder where all that went? Did we in the mainstream anger
the hipsters by stealing their fashion trends and taste in music or is
this another trend that I don't "get" yet?
I really don't know how to feel anymore, but to err on the side of
caution I picked up this dope Vietnam era army jacket, and haven't
shaved in six days.

-

Mike Specht, sports editor

advertising manager• LEESAFARAH
ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3604
business manager • FAIZAMIRZA
business@uwindsorlance.ca • eXt.3905
staff reporter • JAYVERSPEELT
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Sarah Lau
be
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"Oh, yeah sure," I responded as he went on his way.

Now, I like an Arcade Fire album as much as the next guy, but this is
getting ridiculous. I mean, I have seen some extremely well dressed
hipsters; and conversely some very dapper homeless gents.

sports editor • MIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923

C\IWlndsorProblema @UWnko<

It turned out this homeless wasn't a homeless at all, he was a hipster.

It was a monumental moment, my friends had often made jokes
to my friend Anson about how he looks homeless, affectionately
calling him "Homeless Hipster Jesus; but never before had I failed
to make the distinction between the two. It was clear on that day,
the line was disappearing.

artsdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

news editor• TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906

I live in a pretty rough neighbourhood. Over the summer I was
sitting alone in my house when a man walked through my back
alley, and toward the back entrance to my house. He was scruffy,
had tattoos up his neck and wore a dirty tank top style t-shirt. I
panicked, this was certainly one of those homeless guys coming to
steal my hard earned beer bottles.
As I peered around for my good shoo-ing broom, the man knocked
at the door. Now I was surprised, did this man intend to ask
permission to jack my bountiful harvest of nights past? I opened
the door a crack.
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•
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mission statement

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position 1n being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We stnve to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subJect
need fall outside the grasp of the student press.
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundanes of debate on
educational, social economic. environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, stnve
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission. and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name. major of study and phone number.
Contents C>2013. Reproduction in any way 1s
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-1n-Ch1ef. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY
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complaints

Comments. concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may
be taken to the Lance Editorial Board. If the
Editorial Board is unable to resolve a complaint
1t may be taken to the non-partisan University
Ombudsperson. The Ombudsperson can be
reached at 519.253.3000 ext3400.
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NDSORS DENT
MISSING
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

University of Windsor students are being asked to help
Windsor Police find Victoria
Strehlau, a missing 18-yearold student at the University
of Windsor.
Strehlau was last seen riding
a green 10-speed bicycle and
wearing a navy sweater and
dark jeans Monday at 7:00
p.m in the 800 block of Argyle Road in Walkerville.
A bicycle similar to the one
described was discovered at
Riverside Dr. and Hall Ave.
Anyone with information
can call the Windsor police
investigations unit at 519255-6700, ext. 4830, or Crime
Stoppers at 519-258-8477
(TIPS).

Check uwindsorlance.ca
for updates.
• photo from the Windsor
Police Service Facebook page
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This year's Coming Home Music Festival
brought in $6,000 • photo by Travis Fauteux

Third time's the charm
The

UWSA profits from musical festival for the first time

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

The third annual Coming Home
Music Festival showed this year
that a major Welcome Week
concert can be successful and
profitable.
At last Thursdays University
of Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA) board meeting, Omar
Shahid, vice president of finance
& operations, announced that
the UWSA made a profit of over
$6,000 at this year's Coming
Home Music Festival.
According to Shahid, 3,320
tickets were sold for the event

that took place on September 4
at the Riverfront Festival Plaza
and featured internationally
acclaimed DJ Nicky Romero.
Shahid announced that only
thirteen tickets were left after
the concert. Tickets were $18
for students, $25 for general admission, and $45 for VIP.
The announcement was met
with much applause as this is
the first year that the concert
has managed to turn a profit.
The inaugural Coming Home
Music Festival in 2011, featuring Grammy award-winning DJ
Benny Benassi, resulted in a loss
of around $40,000. The event
cost $150,000 and tickets were
free for students and only $5 for

general admission.
Last year's event headlined by
Swedish DJ Avicii, cost over
$250,000 and resulted in a loss
of around $37,000. In total, the
first two years of the festival set
the UWSA back approximately

$77,000.
This year's concert cost
$50,692.42 in total, nearly a fifth
of the cost in previous years.
The total revenue for the event
comprised of $52,884.96 in
ticket sales and $3,844.96 in "related revenue; including sponsorships.
The financial report is very
vague, however, when it comes

to the expense break-down:
$50,000 in cost is attributed to
the "Purchase [of] 3,333 Student Tickets" - the cost of hiring promoters Element Entertainment and Disco Donnie
Presents to run the show.
At the board meeting, Shahid
explained that the decision to
hire a promoter and simply purchase the tickets instead of directly running the show worked
well this time, but reward is always accompanied by risk.
"It's always risky because it all
depends on how we sell our
tickets. If we did the same show
with Rihanna we could expect
double the tickets, double the
money; said Shahid.

Vice President, Social, Ivona
Bilbilovska agreed that the
event was a major step forward.
"This is the first year it's been
a successful event ... Granted
that things are done to the same
caliber that they were done this
year, I think it was a really good
working relationship," said Bilbilovska.
"This is a major step forward for
the UWSA we are very pleased
with the success of the event;
said Crawford. "I think we have
demonstrated the necessary
model for future student leaders to follow when looking to
organize concerts of this magnitude."
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Concert honours UWindsor singer
Inselrnan. ''.And so, we began lessons-very wonderful lessonsand she was such a fantastic voice
that I decided I wanted to stay
with her:'

TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

1he life and music of Catherine
McKeever, one of Windsor's most
celebrated mezzo-sopranos, was
celebrated last Saturday at Glenwood United Church, just over a
year after she lost her battle with
cancer.
Over 160 people attended the
event from Windsor-Essex and
the metropolitan Detroit area.
1he concert included inspiring
performances by McKeever's colleague Peggy Dwyer, who sung
"lo son f umile ancella" from the
Italian opera Adriana Lecouvreur, and many of her former
students and UWindsor Music
Alumni.
McKeever earned an Honours
Bachelor of Music degree in 1994
from the University of Windsor,
pursued her masters across the
water at the University of Michigan, and soon returned to her
home town to teach at the University of Windsor.
1he Catherine McKeever Memorial Concert raised funds for the
McKeever Voice Scholarship,
a scholarship at the university
where she studied, taught, and
touched many hearts.
A total of $2,579.00 was raised
for the McKeever Voice Scholarship fund.

Catherine McKeever, world-class mezzo-soprano and instructor at the University
of Windsor, passed away October 3, 2012 after four years of battling cancer •
photo Courtesy of School for Arts & Creative Innovation

Elsie Inselman, an Adjunct Associate Professor of Voice at the
University of Windsor who was
one of McKeever's voice teachers and her great friend, said that
McKeever's talent was undeniable
even in the earliest stages of her
career.
"I think it was the summer of
1990 that Catherine called me
and wanted to have lessons. She
came and she sang for me and it
was a very beautiful instrument,
but it was raw in technique:· said

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

The ·Real
anadian

Inselman said she then began
teaching at the University of
Windsor, where McKeever had
decided to pursue studies, and
she was given the chance to watch
McKeever's talents develop further.
"I knew I had something really
special in her and her repertoire
was very mature. It was so pleasing to work with someone who
was dedicated and not so young
they were still searching for who
they were, so to speak," she said.
David Palmer, professor emeritus
at the University of Windsor and
colleague of McKeever said that
the event Saturday was heartwarming for all those who were
touched by McKeever's presence.
"It was a very emotional experience. We're just deeply saddened
that she's not here and didn't live a
long life, but one thing that stuck
out in my mind was how so much
that she gave to everybody, especially to students, was all coming
back to everybody,' said Palmer.
"She left a wonderful legacy. One
[student)who was initially going
into another discipline just found
that she couldnt do anything else
but sing," he said. "When she was
in this other discipline she kept
thinking about how she wanted
to sing and I put so much of that
down to Cathy and how she inspired her students:'
Now, a year after the death of
her student, colleague and dose
friend, Inselman says it is time
for Windsor to look back at the
legacy left behind by McKeever.
"It's time to gather together to
commemorate and to raise funds
for this totally worthy scholarship; said Inselman.

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM ALUMNI HALL
(750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYAT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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Unity Spiritual Centre to host anti-bullying seminar
SARAHLAU
lance reporter

One in three adolescent students
in Canada have reported being
bullied recently, according to
the Canadian Institute of Health
Research. That's something the
Unity Spiritual Centre is looking
to change.
The Unity Spiritual Centre on
Wells St. in Windsor is hosting
their "Bullying... It Affects Everyone" event on October 26.
Special presenters include public
speaker Mike Neuts, parenting
expert Win Harwood, Windsor
Police Constable Shane Renaud,
and social worker Jane Gagnon.
Event organizer Susan Woitowich
hopes to have over 100 people
attend the seminar and is looking to help the community better understand bullying through
a series of in depth presentations.
The event is open to the community, except for children under
12. Woitowich, explained that
the Unity Spiritual Centre does
not want young children to be
exposed to some of the tragedies.
"I think it will be too much for
kids to handle;' said Woitowich.
Mike Neuts will be talking about
his son, .M~ Neut.s. who was
bullied to death in 1998 at the age
of ten, found hanging by a coat
hook in a washroom stall door at
his school.
Win Harwood is a well-known
parent educator and bullying

expert and will be sharing her
knowledge at the event.
Louise Klimczack, holistic life
coach and member of the Board
of Directors at the Unity Spiritual
Centre, has known presenter Win
Harwood for about 20 years.
"I know the caliber of her teaching so that's one of the reasons
why we invited her to be a presenter; said Klimczack.
Constable Shane Renaud is a
member of the Community Services Branch of Windsor Police.
Renaud speaks in schools on a
variety of topics but the main
subject he addresses with school
children is bullying in schools.
He will be informing the public
about the devastating effects of
bullying and prevention tips.
Social worker, Jane Gagnon, will
be addressing on how individuals in the community can heal the
bullies and the bullied. Gagnon
will also provide tips on how to
recognize the signs of bullying in
children and adolescents.
"Gagnon's specialty is children's
trauma and I believe she has a
whole lot to give us on that subject;' said Klimczack.
The Unity Spiritual Centre's mission is to "express love, spiri-

tual growth and joyful service
to realize God within." A suggested "love" offering of $25 for
adults and $12.50 for youth over
12-years old is optional to receive
a catered light lunch.

Try being CEO for a day
MAGGIECHAN
lance reporter

A program that unlocks students' potentials has just opened
its participation to University of
Windsor students and it features
an experience like no other: the
chance to be the CEO of a leading Canadian organization for
one day.
"Windsor students can now get
the competitive edge and necessary experience to break into
the job market through CEO
for a Day," said Jessica Spremo,
a representative for Odgers Berndtson on behalf of APEX Public Relations, Inc. "This program
will put the nation's brightest
minds in front of its highestprofile executives."
The CEO for a Day program,
hosted by global executive
search firm Odgers Bemdtson,
is a program that matches third
and fourth year university students with some of the country's leading CEOs from various organizations that include

Adidas Group Canada, Twitter
Canada, Cineplex Entertainment, GE Canada, Ubisoft, and
many more.
"The participating CEOs are
committed to this and think
that it's valuable because they,
too, are interested in connecting
with students and understanding that generation. They want
to know how they see the future
and what drives them," said Jacqueline Foley, the chief marketing officer of Odgers Bemdtson.
Through a rigorous selection
process, Odgers Bemdtson will
be choosing up to 15 finalists to
spend a day shadowing a CEO
in either Toronto or Montreal.
These finalists will have the opportunity to apply their in-class
learning to a real world situation, equipping them with the
tools and skills to start building
their careers.
Although the program has been
in operation for seven years

(mostly within a few European
markets), this is the first year
that a Canadian chapter with a
focus in Toronto and Montreal

has been established.
The University of Windsor is
one of 20 participating Canadian universities for the program.
"We're looking for top leadership potential and are trying to
uncover the future generation
ofleaders and from this process,
we're able to connect with them:
something that we don't exactly
get to do every day;' said Foley.
"Even if you aren't a selected finalist, there are still benefits."
The recruitment process for the
program initially consists of an
online application, but select
students will eventually have to
complete an online leadership
assessment, phone interview,
and in-person interview before
knowing whether or not they
have become a finalist. However, semi-finalists will still be able
to gain great insight from the
process, as they will also receive
a network opportunity that will
allow them to make connections with leaders in the executive search field while participating in a workshop designed
to strengthen their presentation
and interviewing skills.

University of Windsor students are being the given the
chance of a lifetime: to act as CEO of a company for one
day • photo by Travis Fauteux

"You definitely do not need to
be a particular background to
apply. It's open to everybody
because future leaders can come
from anywhere," she said, citing
how Kirstine Stewart of Twitter
Canada has a degree in English
literature.
"We're looking for anyone who
has potential, is interested in the
experience, and is willing to put

in the effort to do a good job,"
said Foley.

"If you know passionate third
or fourth year students with
the desire to lead, tell them that
their time is now; said Spremo.
Applications for the Odgers
Bemdtson CEO for a Day program will be accepted from October 1 to 25.
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idling? talk to the hand
oct. TS
LONDON (CUP) - Media campaign and initiative
Idle Hands is working towards gaining more attention
to car idling, particularly exemptions to current bylaws.
Meghan Jeffrey, campaign manager, explained it further. "What people don't know, and what Idle Hands's
mission is to raise awareness on the fact that a mass
amount of exemptions exist in this bylaw."
These exemptions include fleet vehicles, city transport,
police cars and delivery trucks. Car idling is common
practice, however the turn of a car key is the simplest
of answers.
"You waste more fuel by turning off your engine than
by [keeping it on]. That's a myth 100 per cent:' said Jeffrey.
She says the initiative is small. but can make an impact.
"It will save thousands of litres of wasted fuel and tons
of money."
The campaign features photos of peoples' hands, which
Idle Hands will send to local politicians as a way to
push for a change. "These people have a voice, and
they're aware exemptions exist and they're aware that
there are modern technologies in place to implement
to vehicles:'
The new technologies she's talking about are fuel-efficient cars, which turn off when a car comes to a complete stop. "Car manufacturers are making the advancements to install proper technology in their cars [so]
that idling doesn't exist," she said "[People] need to be
aware that those exist"
The campaign is relatively new - it launched in midSeptember - but Jeffrey said the response has been
nothing but positive, particularly in London, Ont.
"It's been interesting in London to see people who don't
know about [idling] - they subconsciously turn off
their engines [because] they know it's wasteful, they
know it's bad for the environment:'

the strike is definitely
over

It's also, perhaps, thanks to a convenience factor. "[People] think it's more convenient [to idle]. But the twist of
a key is not that much of an issue; it just gets integrated
into everyone's lives:'

In case you've been living in a bubble or just not
been around campus, the strike came to a close
last Thursday with the University of Windsor and
CUPE 1393 ratifying a deal.

To start off, Jeffrey is reaching out to youth. "They are
the ones who are going to be on social media, they are
the ones who are going to be active:' she said. "They
have a voice, and people are going to listen to them because they're the future:•
Jeffrey and her team will be travelling across Ontario,

reaching Ol}t to university and college students. "Young
people are the future. They're going to be around for X
[number] of years:' she said. "They're going to be the
ones to care for the environment and are going to get
these bylaws changed:'

STEPHANIE LAI-THE INTERROBANG
(FANSHAWE COLLEGE=)

post-concussion recovery
research unveils new
solutions
oct. 11
OTTAWA (CUP) - University of Ottawa professor of
medicine Shawn Marshall along with the Ontario Neurotrauma Foundation (ONF) recently released a set of
guidelines that aim to help alleviate symptoms of concussions.
Typically, the majority of concussion symptoms subside after three weeks. The ONF's guidelines are novel
in the field of post-concussion research and will provide suggested methods of treatment if symptoms last
more than that time.
Marshall, the lead author on the project, said it's important to be aware that, in some cases, post-concussion
symptoms will persist for months, but there are ways
to treat them.
"Our research is focused for those people who don't get
better;' he said. "Most people are advised to rest until
the symptoms have resolved themselves, which usually
occurs. However, for a number of people you will have
symptoms that will endure. This includes headaches,
balance, vision problems, complaints about problems
of focus, concentration, and memory, and they even
will notice problems with sleep and irritability~
Marshall said the guidelines would provide physicians
with direction on how to better manage patients if
symptoms persist.

"If you are not better within two or three weeks, you
can imagine how that would affect your semester;' he
said. "This gives some guidelines to physicians on how
they might approach that, such as contacting the school
about what may help the affected student, and explain
how the symptoms may progress."
The ONF guidelines include advisements on new medications that are effective in reducing symptoms and
things to do and others to avoid, among other recommendations.

DANIEL LEROY - THE FULCRUM
(UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA)
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The International Children's Games
was held in Windsor this summer •
photo by Travis Fauteux

Windsor and the fine business of sports tourism
HIKESPECHT

sports editor

Since 2009 Windsor has been a
town in search of a new identity. No longer the automotive
powerhouse of days past; city
council has been charged with
breathing new life into this
proud blue collar town.
The answer that Mayor Eddie Francis and company have
come up with comes in the form
of sports tourism. With the
construction of the new aquatics facility complete, the city
and a successful International
Children's Games on its resume,
Windsor is again ready to play
host to the world.
Last Monday city council approved the 2014 FINA diving
championships to take place
at the $77 million pool in the
city's downtown core and also
approved a bid for the 2014 Ontario Summer Games.

"We in the city of Windsor do
several things well, but we do
very few things really, really
well. This is one of those areas
where we now have an asset that
sets us apart, and distinguishes
us from other communities;'
said councilman Fulvio Valentinis in an interview with the
CBC.
"It's important that we enhance
and we use that as a marketing
toot"
2013/2014 looks to be a huge
year for Windsor as it tries to
establish itself as a destination
for national and international
events.
The addition of FINA and potential Summer Games would
provide a huge boost to a Windsor tourism industry that has
struggled since the mid 2000's
Prior to 9/11 the tourism in
Windsor drew in 9 million annual visitors, at one point 80 per
cent of Caesars Windsor visitors
were from the U.S. That num-

her has decreased dramatically
in the wake of passport regulations as well as the economic
downturn.
"We're now spending 70 per
cent of our marketing dollars on
trying to attract tourists from
elsewhere in Ontario and only
30 per cent on the U.S. market:·
said councilman Drew Dilkens
in an interview with the CBC.
Excluding the Summer Games,
Windsor will have accommodated five major sporting championships by the end of 2014
bringing in over 10,000 athletes
and coaches to the Rose City.
The University has played a key
role in garnering national attention, with the ICG relying heavily on UWindsor facilities.
Earlier this month, the Lancers Men's baseball club held the
league championship at their
new facility in Amherstburg,
and will welcome the best teams
from across Canada from October 17 to 19 for the Canadian

Intercollegiate Baseball National Championship.
In Women's Basketball the three
time defending CIS champion
Lancers are gearing up to host
the CIS final 8 at the St. Denis
Centre, which will be covered
by all the major sports networks
in Canada.
"Perhaps the biggest negative
for Windsor is just the perception of the region from the
Detroit bankruptcy," said chief
economist Douglas Porter of
BMO Nesbitt Burns.
That perception is slowly changing as the City does more to
draw in folks from out of town.
Athletic Director, and event
convenor of the ICG, Mike
Havey notes that proximity to
Detroit is not necessarily a bad
thing.
"There are so many things this
city has to offer, in terms of
[location]. Where else in this
country can you live where you
are on Canadian soil, but have

all the major amenities of a
major metropolitan area:' said
Havey.
"Small enough to be comfortable, but large enough to be able
to offer a range of opportunity,'
he said.
After an ICG that netted $6.3
million in revenue, Windsor
has embraced the opportunity
and appears eager to play host
to more top level events. A
successful summer games bid
would bring over 3000 athletes
and coaches to the region bringing another strong shot to the
arm for Windsor tourism.
For a city that still boasts a Canada-high unemployment rate of
9.8 per cent, sport tourism may
not be the solution for all of its
economic woes, but it is certainly a start. A successful bid
for the 2014 Ontario Summer
Games would prove that if you
build the facilities, the athletes
will come.

arts& culture
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I<eep calm and tweed on
rolling with the Windsor Tweed Ride
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

It is not the late 1800s every day
but once in a while it is nice to
dress up and pretend.
The Windsor Tweed Ride is
coming back to Walkerville and
cycling around the city at 10
a.m. on October 19. This time,
now in it's third installment, is
coinciding with the Windsor
Craft Beer Fest.
"There's a suggested donation
of ten dollars for registration,"
said Stephen Hargreaves, organizer of the event and City Cyclery co-owner. "But ifyou want
to pay less or pay more you're
more than welcome to join us. If
you want to pay nothing you're
welcome, if you prefer to spend
a hundred dollars I'll haj>pily
accept tliat.•
Profits will go to Friends of Willistead, a non-profit organization that raises money for preservation and restoration of the
old mansion.
The event will begin at Willistead Park and go through
south Walkerville, connecting
through parks and stopping at
the Windsor Craft Beer Fest
before it is open to the public.
Then it makes its way downtown. A downtown stop has yet
to be confirmed. Eventually it
will culminate at the Walkerville brewery for drinks and
food catered by Thyme To-Go.
A new Detroit Bikes Type-A
will be raffled off as part of the
event in addition to gift baskets

and other goodies. "People of
note" are to be attending, such
as representatives of Fourth
Floor Distribution from Toronto to launch Simcoe Bikes in
Windsor.
"They were planning on launching in Toronto," said Hargreaves.
"But we convinced them that
our new space is so interesting,
amazing and Windsor has such
a vibrantly growing cycling
community that they should do
it here."

the spring;' said Laporte. "I
think the event has a lot of potential It's an opportunity to
unite Walkerville and invite
those who are unfamiliar with
Walkerville's recent progress
to join in as well. I wouldn't
want anyone to miss out on this
event:'
Laporte considers helping out
as her way of giving back to the
community after enjoying the
first ride that happened last year
when the event was called the
Tweed Run. She will still be biking though, on a bike she purchased from City Cyclery.

It is a busy time for Hargreaves
who is not only planning the
ride but also working on moving his store down to Lincoln Laporte only bikes, by choice,
road, two blocks from the cur- everything she needs is right in
rent location. Slated to open Walkerville and there is an enNovember 1, the store will go vironmental component as well.
from 600 square feet to 5000. Vanessa Dunbar, another WmdThat's not the only increase; the sor resident who is also attendlast Tweed Ride had approxi- ing the ride, is on the other side
memlr 208-. . . . . Jumping ~6'fn. k4ftW!Ywlra rt p
140 to 170 bodies from the first ing to hang up her keys for an
ride.
afternoon and set the curb and
trails.
~ [It takes] more time than I
have, while building a new store, "I spent the past summer in Italy
setting up a distribution compa- and the bike was my main transny, and trying to maintain some portation; said Dunbar. "It was
semblance of a life," said Harg- fantastic, I really enjoyed it. I've
reaves. "But I think with a lot of been trying to get into biking
dedication from really wonder- here but in Windsor I own a car
ful volunteers and participation so I often opt for the easy or lazy
from local business, the whole way. I joined the Tweed Ride bething just comes together."
cause I love unique events and
Grace Laporte is one of the vol- I love meeting the people they
unteers helping to put on the attract."
event this year. She has been She could not give up her car,
organizing prizes for awards saying "Windsor is a car city,"
such as best-dressed male and but she might somewhere else.
female.
Cycling enthusiasts and just the
"I certainly didn't want to miss curious are setting the wheels in
the opportunity like I did in motion.

• photo by Jay Verspeelt

£ T trending~
HALLOWEEN

ROB FORD

THE ELECTION

Halloween is just around the corner-well,
the corner of the month. Ridiculous costumes
are already floating around the internet.

Mayor Ford of Toronto always seems to
bounce around the dinner table. Ford's
complaints against the Toronto Star and Globe
and Mail on how they reported his alleged
crack usage were squashed by the Ontario
Press Council on Wednesday. They ruled that
the newspapers were ethical and within the
public interest with their reportage.

So there's been a lot of talk about that whole
upcoming election thing. Some say that
Trudeau has a leg up because he'll sway the
young generation by advocating to legalize it.
And yes, we mean weed.

For example, there's a "sexy" squid costumewhich probably would serve more to give
children and even adults nightmares.
People should just go back to being pirates
and ninjas.

Now that's a conversation to toss around at
dinner.

Is the freedom to toke enough for you to
dedicate the future of a country to one man?

~
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Paul Vasey signs a copy of the River Detroit: A Memoir of a Life in the Border Cities• photo by Jay Verspeelt

my connection with the town over the
years since I've come here. I came back
in the mid sixties...The place just grew
on me by the characters I met. The book
is about the characters I've met over
the years. Some of them are real, some
of them walked around, some of them
didn't, but they're very real none the less.

JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

Paul Vasey is the author ofThe River Detroit: A Memoir of a Life in the Border
Cities. It chronicles the writer and journalist's life working in a border town as
he was growing up. Vasey worked for JV: SO YOU'VE WRITTEN
CBC for 18 years and has been writing A ROMANTICIZED OR
FICTIONALIZED ACCOUNT
books since the late 1970s.1he River Detroit: A Memoir of a Life in the Border OFYOUR LIFE?
Cities will be launching October 24 at PY: That's a very good question. I'm not
the Olde Walkerville Theatre.
sure.
JAY VERSPEELT: SO WHY
DON'TYOU START BY
TELLING ME A BIT ABOUT
THE BOOK.

PAUL VASEY: Well ostensibly it's a book
about the river, thus the title. But Dan
Wells who was overseer at Biblioasis
asked if I wanted to do a book about the
river and I thought 'Well I don't know: I
said maybe I'll have a go at it and I was
not interested in facts or figures about the
river. From there it kind of morphed into
a memoir. What emerged from when I
started thinking about the river was just

JV:YOU WERE A JOURNALIST
FOR MANYYEARS,AND
YOU'VE BEEN WRITING
BOOKS FOR A LONG TIME
TOO, WHAT DO YOU PREFER?

PY: Stories are stories whether it's newspaper stories or stories in a book. I just
love telling stories. I love meeting and
talking to people. My very first editor,
who's mentioned in the book, he hired
me for the Owen Sound Sun-Times...So
I came in all dressed up in my suit and
tie and sat down at the desk he had told
me to sit at, he came over and he said

'
o etimes the things you imagine
are much more interesting than what you
actually did. I came here [to Windsor]
accidentally.
- PAULVASEY,

AUTHOR OFTHE RIVER

"What are you doing?" I said "Well you JV:AND BOOKS, HOW
hired me," he said. "I know but what are DO YOU THINK THAT'S
you doing right now?" I said, "Well I'm CHANGED?
waiting for somebody to tell me what to PV: I don't think it has. I think were still
do:' He said, "I never want to hear you
telling stories.
say that again, ever. You go out and find
a story." I said, "How do I do that?" He JV:WHO ARE THE WRITERS
said, "Everybody has a story, and it's your WHO REALLY INSPIREYOU?
job now that you're a reporter to get that
person to tell you that story. That's your PV: I love Margret Laurences work, esjob:' It doesn't really matter to me if it's pecially the diviners. Alice Munro, it
a newspaper story ultimately they all was great we had her out to Pelee Island
end up in the bin; I'll make use of them about four years ago...Emest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Kevin Rexroth
somehow.
an American poet, dead now... I just read
JV: SO WHAT DO YOU
all kinds of stuff, I finally got around to
THINK OF THE STATE
.reading War and Peace.
OF JOURNALISM AND
JV:AFTERALL THEYEARS, IS
LITERATURE TODAY?
THERE ANYTHING ABOUT
PY: Journalism business has changed YOUR LIFEYOUWOULD
so much since I was a boy. When I first HAVE CHANGED?
worked for the Windsor Star we probably
had 40 to 45 reporters in the newsroom. PY: Well there's a passage in here about
Reporters everywhere and editors every- that because partly what this book aims
where, really crusty editors. One of them at is this mystery of memory, when you
yelled at me from across the newsroom, get older it is true that it is much harder
"Vasey. Get your ass over here:' "There's to remember what actually happened
a hole in this story big enough to drive a and what you think actually happened ...
transport truck through:' There was no In the accidental nature of life ...what's
genteelly in those days ...You learn very going on here, with what you remember
early on not to be careless... We were and what you do with what you rememblessed with this cadre of editors and fact ber... sometimes the things you imagine
checkers... We lost a lot of that, I know are much more interesting than what you
we did because there has been such a actually did. I came here [to Windsor]
accidentally.
concentration of media.
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still from Alexandra Sellick's (Lix} Just
Eat video • video by Sandhee Nho

One step closer to being chompion
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

A few weeks ago, after tirelessly begging
my Editor-In-Chief to do restaurant reviews, she finally let me eat. Just-Eat,
actually.

The site is for anyone with Internet access but the company is targeted towards students who may not have the
time or space to cook. As part of their
"Don't Cook, Just-Eat!" campaign, they
created the Campus Chompionship
and The Lance sent me on a pizza-eating mission.

Just-Eat.ea is a website that allows you
to order and pay for your food online.

The Chompionship is a Canadian university-wide contest that began in early

October. The first round asked students
to create a profile on chompchompchomp.ca and their peers could vote for
their profile. The student with the most
votes from each school moved onto the
next round, which required they create
a video showcasing why they should
progress onto the final eating round.
With the help of fellow reporter and
filmmaker Sandee Nho, my video was
chosen and I am currently one of the 25

semi-finalists. If the judges choose me
as one of the five finalists, I will be flown
to Toronto where I will be required to
engage in a pizza-eating competition
supervised by competitive eater and
Guinness World Record holder Takeru
Kobayashi.
The four finalists will be announced on
October 23.

TOGETHER!
>

(ACROSS FROM
WALKERVILLE
BREWERY)
)))

>

ALONG!
COME ALONG!

LET'S MEET

WINDSDRBEERFESTIVALCOM

IN A
THRONG!
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MOVIE REVIEW
OCTOBER 17 TO OCTOBER 24

THURSDAY OCTOBER 17
Dale Jacobs Book Launch, Villains Beastro, 7:00
p.m.
30X30 Artcite 30th Anniversary Show Part 2,
Artcite Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Comedy Quarry Presents ... , Rockhead Pub,8:00
p.m.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 18
48 Hour Flickfest, St. Clair Centre For The Arts
Room IOI, 5:30 p.m.
The Book & Tunes Saloon, The Olde Walkerville
Theatre, 7:00 p.m.
Windsor Craft Beer Festival, Walkerville Brewery, $25 in advance, $30 at the door

JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter
Eric Boucher speaking at the Capitol Theatre for
Windsor Shift Change • photo by Jay Verspeelt

SATURDAY OCTOBER 19

WINDSOR SHIFT CHANGE

Grand Analog. Phog Lounge, $12.00

Long after the steam whistle sounds and the factories have let out, a tiny theatre room fills with excited eyes anticipating the glowing screen that is about to tell Windsor's story.

Windsor Tweed Ride,Willistead Manor, Registration begins at I Oa.m. and the ride leaves at noon,
pay-what-you-can

Shift Change is a film by Windsorite Eric Boucher that documents the city's more recent history, its complexities and
its hopes.

The Walkervilles with Jane's Party and Crissi Cochrane & The Soul Brothers, The Olde Walkerville Theatre, 7:00 p.m., $15.00 in advance, $20.00
at the door

The film opens with old stock footage of autoworkers in a propagandist shot of might. These were the men that built
the city into what it was in its glory days. Very quickly the scene changes to the dreary reality of today.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 20

What is most interesting about the film is Lucier's account of Detroiters not giving any, or at least exceedingly little.
attention or mind to its border town while Lucier himself is constantly thiril<ing about Detroit. Many of the sentiments are highly relatable throughout.

The Band Perry, Caesars Windsor, 7:00 p.m.
[title of show] - The Musical, The Kordazone
Theatre, Also runs October 25 to 27 and November I to 3, Friday and Saturday evening performances at 8 p.m., Sundays 4 p.m., $20
Horror Hayride & Haunted Greenhouse, Colasanti's Tropical Garden, Hayride begins at dusk,
Adults $11.95+tax/person, Kids (12& Under)
$9.95+tax/person

MONDAY OCTOBER 21
Texas Hippie Coalition with Dead In 5,The Shelter (Detroit), Doors at 6:30 p.m.
Lucky Lit Feast, Biblioasis, 7:30 p.m.
Windsor Essex County Garden Collective Meeting, Rose City Islamic Centre, 6:00 p.m.

It is a grassroots depiction of the Windsor arts community. Anyone who haunts the downtown will recognize many
of the faces speaking to the hushed audience. Interviewees include Phog Lounge owner Tom Lucier, artist Daniel
Bombardier (better known as D3N!@L), musician Jim Meloche and many more.

Windsor has an inferiority complex. It compares itself to Toronto or New York or Chicago, while never being capable
of actually competing in that kind of category. As people make the comparison they pick up and move away to the
big cities, or they just cycle through Windsor. Defined in the movie as essentially planting a seed and putting away
the plant.
It is visually fascinating and well shot, interviews are interesting and insightful, although Meloche's scene might be
shot too close to his face. If there is any real flaw in the film it is that it preaches to the choir, it is possible that the
only people that will see this are the people that were already at the premier. Boucher probably cannot be blamed for
that though.
Even with the sober and realistic depiction of the city as a sort of tragedy it will make the viewer proud Windsor is
their home.

ALBUM REVIEWS
SARAH HURST
lance reporter

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 23
An Evening of Poetry and Humour with John
Wing.Vanier Hall, 7:00 p.m.
Writer's Workshop, Windsor Public Library Central Branch, 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 24
Paul Vasey's The River: Book Launch, The Olde
Walkerville Theatre, 7:00 p.m.
Latte Art Throwdown, Salute Espresso Bar, 7:00
p.m., Contest entry is $5.00
Slow Down Molasses and Silent Movie Type,
Phog Lounge, 7:00 p.m.

MONSTERS INTHE CLOSET
MAYDAY PARARDE
Sitting alone in your room, reminiscing about the one that got away, enduring that long bus ride home after a full day
of classes, or while you are out for a walk amongst the falling leaves, this is the album for you.
Mayday Parade, the alternative rock band from Tallahassee, Florida, just released their fourth full-length studio album, Monsters In The Closet on October 8.
At first glance, it seems that the illustrious red-umbrella man that has appeared on numerous Mayday Parade album
and EP covers, is no longer there. On closer inspection, however, it looks as though he can be seen in the reflection
of the doorknob.
Known for their creative song titles, "Even Robots Need Blankets;' "Last Night for a Table of Two:· and "The Torment
of Existence Weighed Against the Horror of Nonbeing," leaves the listener trying to connect the intriguing name to
the lyrics.
While the album was not named after a single song, the title can be found amongst the lyrics, "If there were monsters
in the closet, well, I don't think I would be surprised;' showcased in their first song, "Ghosts?'
It is difficult to choose a favourite when all of their songs are amazing. If only iTunes offered a 6-star rating. If they
did, 'J\ngels;' "Demons;' "Even Robots Need Blankets;' and "Hold Onto Me" would have it for sure.
Mayday Parade consists of Derek Sanders on lead vocals and acoustic guitar, Brooks Betts on rhythm guitar, Jake
Bundrick on drums and vocals, Alex Garcia on lead guitar and Jeremy Lenzo on bass guitar and vocals. A bright
future is in store for them in the alternative scene, they have yet to release an album that disappoints.
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EPILOGUE
UNQUIET DEAD
Quality and quantity are two very different things. So many albums stretch out
with garbage filler for the sake of filling the void of time with sound.

EPilogue by the Unquiet Dead is quality, pure unadulterated roots blues-rock at
its best.
The two song EP, with a runtime of 8:23, is comprised of previously written
songs that were created some six months after the recording of Book One. The
release makes a great bookend to its predecessor with a similar moody fervor.
Due to the fact that these are extra songs to the same era, it might sound like in
actuality EPilogue is the filler. Or maybe bad judgement on the part of the band
for not writing them sooner.

SPOTTED AT UWINDSOR
Though it has the potential to allow people to shout out a big thanks to good samaritans,
Spotted at UWindsor can sometimes be a vessel for downright creepiness. It's a Facebook
page that allows UWindsorites to have their posts reach a large audience anonymously.
Some posts featwe someone longing for someone they keep seeing (or staring at). Others
follow lines like "Shoutout to all the redheads. I'm a sucker for you ladies," or some even
specifically mention peoples' names. Some of the comments that follow the posts are
just ridiculous (you know that everyone can see what you comment on public postsgoodbye future job opportunities).

It is not quite that simple. The band presents itself as a loose concept, even in the
names, EPilogue is the natural closing to Book One. While it is not a true narrative
in the way a real book, what with pages and all, is. This new addition has a mellower
feeling. It is the epilogue or postscript in the mood that has been set, consider the
piece closure. A humble ending, fading with the setting sun after the adventure in
the mind Book One created. The album art says it all with its lithograph horses and
pilgrims traveling away from the viewer.

Anyhow, does anyone remember that whole UWindsor Fashion Police shindig from way
back? Let's just hope that Spotted at UWindsor doesn't start posting photos of people.
That'll be a problem.

It opens slowly with "Colour Light & Sound." An unfamiliar voice, Josh Fraser's,
hits the ears as a banjo plays a circling riff, a simple drumbeat pacing it to the
chorus where it blows up with brilliant and bolstering group vocals of, "I didn't
mean to betray you."

Its next and last song "City and Smoke" is a great example of Canadian folk
country, it is very reminiscent of Neil Young right down to the vocals. Once again
the banjo can be heard driving the track. Lyrics of any song are usually vague - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and up for interpretation but it is hard not to believe that this is about Wmdsor.
Coming home after the rigor of touring and adventure, borne by hardship to the
dirty hometown that clings to the heart like gum on a shoe. .._.._..,..._..

____

The Unquiet Dead came home with four members lost on the way, but the story
continues.
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•
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AMANDATURNER
lance reporter
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music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info~ earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

charts tabulated for the week ending October 6
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: ITHE RAllJNERS*- Dead Language (New Damage)

.Cll.l,ll!fflfJ!JI,,,

2 PAPERMAPS*-Darker Lights (Sparks)
• 3 FRANZ FERDINAND- RightThoughts RightWords RightAction (Domino)
•• 4 THE DODOS- Carrier (DaieAlone)
•• 5 DESTRUCTION UNIT - Deep Trip (Saaed Bones)
•• 6AMITY BEACH*-ArrwtJ/ Beach (Self-Released)
•• 7 MATIHEW GOOD*-Am:ms Of Desire (Frostbyte)
•• 8 JIMMY CUFF-The KCRW Session (UniYersal)
•• 9 SCOUT NIBLETT - It's UpTo Emma (Drag City)
: IOTHE HUMAN EXPERIENCE-SouMsions (Featiring Ri5ireAppalachia) (Self-Released)
: 11 ISLANDS*-Ski Mask (Manque)
: 12 KATE RBD*- QueerAcross Canada (Self-Released)
: I3THE BEACHES*-The Beaches (Self-Released)
: 14 HOT CHIP- Dari<And ~ (Domino)
: 15 DEVAH*- DeYah (Self-Released)
: 16THE SADIES*- lntemal Sounds (Outside Music)
: 17AUGUST BURNS RID- ResaJe and Restore (Solid State)
:

WHENTHE NIGHT
ST. LUCIA
Having never heard of St. Lucia prior to listening to When the Night, I must
say I was pleasantly surprised. The tunes were very unique and catchy in their
own way. The music is almost indescribable as far as pinpointing a genre goes;
however I can say it was relaxing to listen to and very enlightening.
Opening with "The Night Comes Again;' you are instantly introduced with
an eerie, atmospheric feel that is contrasted with power chords, drums and

suggestive vocals that bleed into you. Each song on the album plays with these
elements, intensifying one and downplaying another to avoid repetition. "Wait
for Love" is a comforting sing-along accompanied with light and happy synths
while "Elevate" is a full-blown jazz and drums party, complete with a saxophone
riff. The song finishes with a huge choir of vocals and it captivates you, leading
you to want more. The album really sets itself apart with its beautiful and
carefully constructed collection of tropically ambient ballads.
The music is almost dreamy and nostalgic, and can be classified as synth-pop
or electronic. The album was produced by Jean-Philip Grobler with additional
production and mixing from members of the bands Passion Pit, Muse, Foo
Fighters and Andy Baldwin. St. Lucia is currently on tour with Two Door
Cinema Club. The album is recommended for those who like the music of artists
such as Ghost Beach and Peter Gabriel.

In many cases with this type of music, it is easy to get lost in somewhat of a blur
as the songs tend to mesh together, however Grobler was able to craft each song
· with particular care and avoid this issue. Worth noting is that Grobler seems to
refer to longing for something that has since been lost and When The Night is
laced with a particular intensity in the purging of these emotions or relieving of
emotional tensions that must have come straight from his heart.
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18 MGMT - MGMT (Coll.lllbia)
19 JULIANNA BARWICK- Nepei idle (Dead Oceans)
20 KENTYAH PRESENTS: MI, BRIAN JACKSON &THE NEW MIDNIGHT BAND- Evoludonary M'inded (Momma)
21 THE DARCYS*-Wanirc (Arts & Crafts)
22 CW>Or' LONG LEGS*-The DEMrs In The Details (Busmd Rat)
23 SARAH NBJFELD*- Hero Brocher (Constdation)
24THE DEEP CAAK'NOODS*-jlnlee (Six Shooter)
25 BRAIDS*- RourisW/Perish (P,emish Eye)
! 26 KTlUNSTALL- lnvisi>le Empire//Crescent Moon (Virgin)
: 27 JACUZZI BOYS- jaa.azi Ba;s (Harcly Art)
• 28 LETlJVE.-The Blacbst Beautiful (Epitaph)
29 MONSTERTRUCK*- Furiosity (Dine Alone)
30 CHB.SEAV\'Ol.fE- Pain Is Beauty (Sargent House)

_ . , . _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ __
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SPORTS RECAPS
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FOOTBALL

. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
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FOOTBALL (4-3)

9/28/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

University
Stadium

W26-25

10/5/2013

Western
Mustangs

Alumni Field

L 23-51

Ottawa

lp.m.

10/19/2013 Ottawa Gee Gee's

14

••
•
•••
••
•
•
••
••
•
•
••
••

•
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WOMEN'S HOCKEY (1-2-1)

9/29/2013

UOIT

Toronto, Ontario L 2-5

10/4/2013

York Lions

Toronto, Ontario W 7-5

MEN'S HOCKEY ( 1-1-0)

10/11/2013
10/12/2013

Carleton Ravens
Carleton Ravens

South Windsor
Arena

L 1-8

South Windsor
Arena

WS-2

••
•
•
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
•

••

MEN'S SOCCER (6-2-6)

10/12/2013

Waterloo

Alumni Field

Tl-1

10/13/2013

Brock

Alumni Field

T 1-1

••
•••
•
••
•

WOMEN'S SOCCER (5-7-2)

10/12/2013

Waterloo

Alumni Field

W3-2

10/13/2013

Brock

Alumni Field

L 0-2

••
•••

••

MEN'S BASKETBALL (6-2)

••
••

10/11/2013

Winnipeg
Wesman

Winnipeg, Ml

W83-61

10/12/2013

Manitoba Bisons

Winnipeg, Ml

W 68-62

10/13/2013

Brandon
University

Brandon, Ml

W 87-72

•

••
•

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL (2-0)

10/11/2013

Concordia

St Denis Centre

tba

St Denis Centre

tba

Stingers

10/12/2013

Concordia
Stingers

•
••

• photo by Alex D'addese

At the bye
numbers don't lie. In the blowout loss
to Western, the Lancer offense was lethargic, punting the ball a season high
ten times while averaging .83 yards per
.,,.,,..~~~~~~~~-~ush.,=..,,-~~~~~~~~-~~The Lancers football team has shown
flashes of brilliance through the first The ripple effect of the Kennedy injury
three quarters of the QUA season. With has been enormous; without the threat
one game remaining until the Vanier of a quarterback run, the top ranked
Cup playoffs, questions still remain Mustang's defence was able to cue in on
about the ceiling of the 4-3 squad who Mitch Dender and Gilbert Stewart who
recently entered the CIS top 10.
combined for a net gain of20 yards.
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

2013 in many ways has been two sides of
the same coin for Windsor, who prior to
some notable injuries looked primed to
contend for a top spot in the conference;
especially after their 77-11 drubbing of
Waterloo.

The result provided a blueprint for how
to stop the Lancer offence with a hobbled
Kennedy: force them to be one dimensional and wait for a bad pass. Western
was able to do exactly that hauling in
three interceptions on the day.

Consecutive losses to Guelph and
Queens put the team at 1-2 and following injuries to DB Josh Burns and WR
Evan Pszczonak, there was major.concern in Lancer Nation.

"The pick in the end zone was obviously
a bad decision, but we threw two other
'pick sixes' and one got returned to the
one. That's a 21 point turn around in
a game we lost by 28 points. So sometimes players don't realize earlier in the
~~~ the ramifications of certain plays
till its too late, because of the domino
affect:' noted D'.Amore.
The Lancer defense has been a rock all
season, heading into the Western game
was ranked second in the OUA and
despite allowing 39 points to the Mustang's, sits third in total defense. With
22 total sacks and 14 forced turnovers,
this group is opportunistic and more
than capable of keeping the offense in a
game.

"Weve got some guys banged up and it
was tough with the strike and not having access to physio therapy,' said Coach
Joe D'.Amore
Following a rough start the Lancers rattled off three straight against Toronto,
Carleton and Laurier but were hit by the
injury bug against when starting quarterback Austin Kennedy went down to
a knee injury.
When healthy, AK12 is an elite player
who can hurt defenses through the air
and on the ground. Through week three
this season Kennedy led the OUA in
all passing and rushing categories. But
since the injury Kennedy has not been
comfortable running the football. Kennedy has rushed for -5 yards, in the last
two weeks and he had 374 yards rushing
in the 5 games prior.
"The doctor had a look at him, stability
wise, and said there doesn't appear to be
any major damage:' said D'.Amore, after
the injury.
Despite "stability" in the knee, the

·--·-·E

~

Fatigue may catch up with this group if
the offense is unable to extend drives,
as it did against Western. The D sacked
quarterback Will Finch five times while
forcing four fumbles but was susceptible
to big plays after several offensive 3 and
outs.
The bye week has afforded the blue and
gold time to heal. With a tough matchup against the fifth place Ottawa Gee
Gee's next Saturday, The Lancers will
need all of its gears running smoothly
if they hope to secure a playoff date at
Alumni Field.

------~

-------

~
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WOMEN'S
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

in the team's first regular season win.
Although the Lancers racked up penalties, including a 10 minute misconduct charged to Candace Kourounis,
the Lions struggled on the power play,
The women's hockey team found their capitalizing only once in the final two
first win of the season over the York minutes of regulation.
Lions with a 7-5 victory. After surrendering the first three games of the The women's team will continue the
season, the Lancers had better luck momentum at home as they will host
once they returned home to South the Nipissing Lakers at WFCU CenWindsor Arena. Bree Polci collected a tre on October 18 and the Laurentian
pair of goals and a pair of assists, while Voyageurs at Tecumseh Arena on OcJenny MacKnight gathered a hat-trick tober 19.

LANCERS SWEEP 'TOBAN$

• photo by Alex D'addese

Lancers win first ames

of the 2013/201
regular season
MEN'S
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

The Lancers men's hockey team split
their season-opening weekend against
the Carleton Ravens, while the women's
team found their first win of the season
on home ice as well.

•••
••
•
•
•
•

•
•
••
•••
••

•••
the second game of the two game series
by a score of 5-2. Josh Graves found his
third assist of the weekend in game two,
while Captain Drew Palmer notched
a goal and two assists. Many Lancers
earned their first points of the regular
season, including returning players
Matt Beaudoin, Derek Lanoue, and
Spencer Pommells.

••
••
•
•

••
•
••
•

•
•
•
•

•
The men's team heads to Waterloo this ••

After ending pre-season with a record weekend to face the Waterloo Warriors
of2-4-0, the Lancers men's hockey team and Laurier Golden Hawks. The Lancbraced themselves for last year's OUA ers were upset in the 2012/2013 OUA
East runner-ups. Although the Lanc- West Finals by the Warriors and went
ers lost the first game 8-1, they would 1-1-0 against the Hawks earlier this
regroup the following night and take year in the pre-season.

The Lancers Men's Basketball team
travelled to the prairies to take part in
the Boys and Girls Club of Manitoba
tournament. Windsor finished with a
3-0 record with wins over the University
of Winnipeg Bison's, the Winnipeg
Wesmen and the Brandon Bobcats.
EXPRESS STRIKE TV DEAL

WINDSOR FLUSH WITH
TIGER FEVER

With the Detroit Tigers one round away
from a second consecutive World Series
appearance, Windsorites everywhere
are breaking out their orange and grey.
I have got to admit, seeing all this Tiger
pride makes me kind of hope the Sox
get eaten up. Game 5 is tonight at
Comerica Park.

On the heels of their inaugural season SOMEBODY PINCH ME
the Windsor Express have struck a deal
with local WE-TV, a Bell affiliate to At weeks end the Toronto Maple Leafs
broadcast all home games this season. sit first in the Eastern Conference.
Express games will reach an au~ence For Leaf fans longing for consistency
of 1.2 million viewers nationwide, with between the pipes, the play of
many local personalities taking to the Johnathan Bernier has been a dream
air including Lancer contributor Kim come true. Offensively Phil Kessel and
Joffery Lupul have shouldered the load
Elliott on colour commentary.
en route to a conference high +8 goal
PATRIOTS STUN SAINTS
differential.
In one of the greatest finishes you will
ever see Tom Brady connected with
Kenbrell Tompkins on a last second
touchdown as the New England Patriots
beat New Orleans 30-27. Brady drove
the Pats 70 yards with 1: 10 left on the
clock. Seriously, if you didn't catch the
highlights stop what you are doing and
watch!
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arts

sports

Slutwalk brings
attention to
"victim blaming"

Book Fest brings
in some big
writers

Lancer b-ball ready
for sweet, sweet
redemption
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THE HANGING OF CORNELIUS
BURLEY
BLOODY CONFESSK>N

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

When Windsor-based salesman
Doug Crowe came across an old,
yellowed pamphlet given to him
by his father, he never expected
to discover a mysteriously gruesome piece of early 19th century
Canadian history.
As a teenager, Crowe was given
a document dating to the early
19th century by his father who
found it when cleaning out a
neighbour's attic when he was
younger.

What he had been given was a
confession letter dating from
1830 by Cornelius Burley, the
first man to be publicly hanged
in the London District of Upper
Canada.
In fact, Burley was hanged twice.
After leaving the document in
the dark since his teenage years,
Crowe .finally took the papers
out to see what he could .find on
the Internet. What he discovered was a story of crime, murder and the grotesque.

C

.xC

The story goes that in the summer of 1829, Burley got into a
dispute with his neighbour, who
is only identified as Mr. Lamb,
over a settlement for labour in
Beverley Township, now near
Cambridge and Hamilton.

111
0::

I was left to wander through the world
nder the influence of depravity without the
advantage of education or religious instruction
to counterbalance the influence of my natural
propensities to evil of various kinds.
-

CORNELIUSBURLEY

In his confession, Burley explains the events saying, "As I
could get no legal redress for
the fraud and being influenced
partly with a spirit of revenge
and partly with the desire to redress, I took the law into my own
hands and shot a steer belonging
to ... Mr. Lamb."
A warrant was then issued for
Cornelius Burley, who was "pursued and taken, but by a stratagem [he] escaped from [Constable Timothy Pomeroy of the
Gore district]."

Burley fled to the home of Uncle
Henry Ribble in Bayham Township over 50 kms away, but was
eventually found on September
13. Burley's entry in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography
states that he shot Pomeroy dead
at approximately 3:00 a.m on
September 16, 1829.
Three days later, the murderer
was apprehended in Dunwich
County, now Dutton, Ontano.
He claimed to be innocent of the
crime, but, after being sent to St.
Thomas to be examined, was sent
to London to await trial based
on the condemning testimonies
of his uncle, his cousin Anthony
Ribble, and Isaac White, one of
Pomeroy's men.
Burley was transported to London and the trial began August
17, 1830. He was quickly condemned to death by hanging,
scheduled for August 19.
After his conviction, Burley con
fessed his story to Reverends
Boswell, Smith, and Jackson.
Jackson wrote "The Dying Confession or Cornelius Burley" and
read it before the execution.
Jackson writes that, "Although
[Burley] had been visited by
Ministers of different orders
yet all their counsel seemed to
have no effect until about fortyone hours before his execution
when in his melancholy dun~
geon the hour of the situation
was explained to him which at
last wrought a victory over his
almost unfeeling heart."
The confession is more than Burley fessing up to his bloody deed
- it is a rich, poetic chronicle of
the criminal mind and of salvation, which is so coloured with
piety and artistry, reading like
a church's stained glass window,
that one wonders how much the
reverend influenced the confession.
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#uwindsorproblems
fris The Season
For
Cultural Appropriation

tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance
Oct.22

•

The ad campaign 'We're a Culture Not a Costume' refers to the
instances of appropriation we see with 'Cowboys and Indians'
parties and when Urban Outfitters steals a Navajo print and puts
it on their thongs. To break it down, it is when a group or person
takes only what they like from a culture that is not their own and
does not understand the other culture or does not take the time to
educate themselves on the discrimination the culture has faced or
may be facing.

Katie O.Luca
F.naly got on lhe nernet #UWinchorProblems

art director• JASON RANKIN
artsdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

news editor • TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906

arts editor • ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3910

UWlndsorf>roblems ;JWll1Prol,loms
No coffee on campus? No good #UWlndMll'Problems

20

UWlndsotf'robl- @UW'nProtNms

20 0c1

sports editor • MIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923

What IS 1hlll ~ beepng noise 11'1 the CAW? 'IIUWlndMll'Problems

advertlsin1 manager • LEESAFARAH
ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3604
business manager• FAIZAMIRZA
business@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3905

EJINn Chen ~ 1 3
17 Oct
I pad for my class, I pa,d for parmg and I ealed ahead ci tme to doubt
checkl Class got c~eled #uwl~em•

'Were A Culture Not a Costume was started by Ohio University's
S.T.A.R.S (Students Teaching About Racism in Society) and features
persons of various ethnicities holding pictures of people dressed in
stereotypical or their ethnicity's cultural and/or religious garments.

11oa

staff reporter• JAYVERSPEELT
reporter@uwindsorlance.ca

circulation manager• SEANCHOOTI
circulation@uwindsorlance.ca

tel. 519.253.3000
ads. 519.971.3604

These posters aim to highlight the negative impacts of cultural
appropriation. Their view is that when someone dresses up as
'Pocahontas' a geisha. etc., they are taking what they want and think
are beautiful from a culture and not taking the time to learn about
or understand the culture they are borrowing from.

)et

Jonathan T Johns
,1333
17 Oct
RT @CJAMFM ATTN #uwindso( studef1ls Is a hiwd time mdong a jOb one
otyo,,r#uwlnclsorpn,bl..,,1?-f-.CJAM.

This "borrowing" is offensive, especially when someone dons
religious clothing that is not their own. This is damaging because
racism and discrimination is still alive and strong in this day and
age and using the 'Pocahontas' or 'native princess' costume as an
example, some only see the Disney version of the character and fail
to see what actually happened in the past and what native people
are currently facing today.

mtagram.~7uHEGdRN#

uwindsorlance.ca
facebook.com/uwindsorlance
twitter @uwindsorlance
instagram @uwindsorlance
thelance • university of windsor
401 SUNSET AVE. WINDSOR, ON

CANADA N983P4
11oa

mission statement

There are also those who stereotype native people (these examples
can be used for all cultures and races) but will don moccasins or
native print on their clothing.
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I think that we need to remember something that most of us were
taught at a young age: Ask before you borrow.
-

2013Staff
editor-in-chief• SARAHHORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

Varsha Kalwanl V '3Kalw
•
More like no Iced Capps RT "@UV'fnf'roblems_ No coffee on car,pus?
No good #UWindMll'Problems"

For those of you who have not seen the countless, 'My Culture Is
Not A Costume' posters all over Facebook and Tumblr, cultural
appropriation is when another cultural group adopts certain aspects
of a culture.

C)

Wt'f IS the wffi so temperamertal #uwlndsorproblerns

Maggie Chan

While cultural appropriation and racism occurs all year round,
Halloween is a good time to raise awareness about the issue.

The main point is that people and cultures that have been faced
with countless horrors and acts of discrimination are offended and
outraged by costumes that adopt stereotypical garb of different
cultures.
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It's actually mane how nu:h I pay for parking, and I stil cant get a SPol
#uwindsor #uwlndsorproblems #donewilhlhisschool
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When I's too hol n Leddy to focus #UWlndsorProbl&ms

Alexandra Sellick, arts editor
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cancelled and moved to neXI week #uwtnds.orproblems
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to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
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autonomy.
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students. However, we believe that no subject
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and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
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to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University. Press. Any material containing a
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Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
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The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
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Contents C2013. Reproduction in any way is
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complaints

Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may
be taken to the Lance Editorial Board. If the
Editorial Board is unable to resolve a complaint
it may be taken to the non-partisan University
Ombudsperson. The Ombudsperson can be
reached at 519.253.3000 ext.3400.
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The hanging, cont'd
Cornelius Burley begins by asking the public and God to "have
a tendency to check the progress of evil and prevent others
from doing as I have done:'

uge which is in Christ alone,
and says, "I now leave this world
with the fullest confidence that
my sins are washed away in the
Blood of the Lamb:'

He then reflects on the circumstances that led him to the gallows, claiming that he had been
"wicked and thoughtless" since
his childhood because he was
raised by parents who "never
appreciated the benefits [of]
education or religion:'

"I now bid farewell to the world
and to all earthly things at the
age of twenty-six and I sincerely
hope that all you who behold
my disgrace will take warning
by untimely end and avoid the
snares into which I have run:'
reads the confession.

Despite his lack of religious education, Burley creates a stunning argument for original sin.

Jackson read the confession on
the scaffold before the execution took place in front of 3000
spectators according to a portion of the "Confession'' written
by Jackson.

He says, "I was left to wander
through the world under the influence of depravity without the
advantage of education or religious instruction to counterbalance the influence of my natural
propensities to evil of various
kinds..."
He even admits to adultery in
his first marriage to Sally King
and "inducing thoughtless and
unguarded females to leave
paths of innocence and virtue:'
a seemingly off-topic addition
that could possibly have been
added by Jackson to cause public outrage during the reading
that took place at the execution.
After confessing to the murder
itself - "Yes, oh! Yes, it was I
who did this murderous deed;
- Burley talks of salvation.
He thanks the ministers directly
for "leading me to my last ref-

According to the book Historical Essays on Upper Canada
by J.K. Johnson and published
by McGill - Queen's University
Press, this first public execution
in the London district became
quite the attraction as the population of London was "then
barely 300 souls:'
What is arguably most intriguing about the story of Cornelius Burley is that he had to be
hanged twice because the rope
broke on the first attempt.
Jackson recounts the strange occurrence saying, "he fell to the
ground somewhat stunned but
soon recovered and walked up
the stairs to receive his doom':
although other sources have
said that it took some time to
procure a new rope.

Jacksons adds that in between
the two hangings, "[Burley]
seemed as if the world was lost
from his view and his whole
mind was devotion, praise,
prayer, singing, and thanksgiving:' Then, Burley, "with the
utmost composure submitted to
his fate:'
From then on, though, the story
only becomes more interesting.
After the execution, Burley was
publicly dissected and world
renowned phrenologist Orson
Squires Fowler managed to
gain access to the skull, sawed
it in two, and took the top half
of Burley's cranium on a tour
across America and Europe.
The skull was recovered in
London in the sixties and was
displayed in the Eldon House
museum in London, Ontario
before finally being buried in
2001.
Today, after over one hundred
and eighty years of silently
roaming the earth since his execution, only Burley's confession survives, leaving behind a
trail of mystery and gore across
Southern Ontario.

Doug Crowe holding the confession of Cornelius Burley •
photo by Travis Fauteux

s, oh! Yes, it was I who did this
ur rous deed.
-

CORNELIUSBURLEY

Do ghosts walk among us?
we swung by the hottest haunts on campus
AMANDATURNER

lance reporter

To get into the spirit of Halloween,
The Lance decided to conduct a
ghost hunt. Windsor is draped in
local history and so we decided to
ask around on campus to see if the
University has some ghost stories
of its own.
I had first heard that Memorial
Hall might be haunted because
students have experienced their
cell phone batteries going dead by
the time a lecture was over. When I
spoke to Dr. Denis Tetreault, laboratory demonstrator at UWindsor
about these reports, I was told of
a more scientific explanation. Memorial Hall is constructed of old,
iron furnace slag cinder blocks.
"These blocks act as a weak magnetic shielding, or faraday cage;'
said Tetreault. "So a cell phone
would have to work harder to find
a signal, which results in a battery

drain."
The Becket House, part of Canterbury College, was built in the
1800s. The house has some unusual features, such a large bank
vault in the basement and a high
ceilinged attic that is no longer
in use but has sparked some student legends of its own. One story
about the house is that it was used
for rum running during the prohibition, so it is easy to believe such
a colorful past would generate
spooky stories.
I discovered that a couple of residence halls had some scary tales
associated with them and I was
given a tour of Electa Hall, which
was originally commissioned as
a nunnery for Assumption College. There is a converted chapel
in the building that some residence advisors had previously reported hearing a piano play on its
own from inside. The basement is
not in use anymore but contains
very old, original furnishings and
rooms, and students report an

The haunted Memorial Hall at The University of Windsor
• photo by Alexandra Sellick

overwhelming feeling of a "presence'' down there. Electa Hall will
be opening the basement for a
Haunted House tour on October
26 and 27. It is free admission with
a donation of a non-perishable
food item that will be given to the
student food bank.
A UWindsor student who would
not reveal her name spent last year
living in Cartier Hall and told me
of some very strange activity that
goes on there.

"A shadow walks around the atrium in the middle of the night and
students have reported hearing
footsteps when no one is around,"
said the student. Other students
have reported even stranger things
in Cartier, such as closet doors
opening and closing in the night,
items mysteriously ending up on
the floor when they return to their
locked rooms, lights turning on
and off and food flying out of cupboards. One student even reported
that they had felt and seen a presence in their room.
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Slutwalk for solidarity
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

self, the walk strikes an emotional chord and
brings back many painful memories, but it has
helped her voice anger and has helped create
awareness in the process.

Pouring rain was not enough to keep people
away from attending the 2013 Windsor Slutwalk.

"I, myself, am a former self-injurer and I have
scars all over my body that show the hatred
that I felt toward myself that I felt because of
my sexual assault. That has to end," said Pennie. "It's hard for me to stand up and say these
things because I do feel ashamed, but I have
to end that and revolution starts from within:'

Protesters gathered in Charles Clark Square
last Saturday and marched to end ·victim
blaming" and "slut shaming" in the third annual Slutwalk.
"The movement is truly about victim empowerment, speaking out, standing up and admitting that, yes, I'm a victim, but I am going to
overcome this; said Windsor Slutwalk coordinator Jessica Faust.
"We've been planning this event since August; said Faust.
The group of activists wanted to speak out
against the public shaming of rape victims, a
problem that became evident in 2011 when
Constable Michael Sanguinetti, a Toronto
Police officer, told a group of students at Osgoode Hall Law School to not dress like "sluts"
to avoid sexual assault.
The comments stirred up frustration and debate about where the responsibility of sexual
assault prevention lies: should women have to
dress modestly to avoid being attacked?

Claire Pennie participated in the third annual Slutwalk last
Saturday at Charles Clark Square • photo by Travis Fauteux

"It's about changing perspective. Who are
you to know what a person has gone through?
When you say, 'She was asking for it' or when
you hear someone gossiping about another
woman's sexuality you can stand up and say,
'No, that's wrong. That's none of your f***ing
business what a woman is doing with her
body and she never deserves to be sexually assaulted under any circumstances."
Pennie added that this way of public perception speaks to the way men are often caricatured.
"I think that those ways of thinking are criticisms towards men too. It's sort of the idea
that a man can't help but victimize a woman
because of what she's wearing as if it's instinctual and I think it's very sexist towards men:'

In April 2011, over 3,000 participants answered "No" in the first Slutwalk, which was
held in Toronto. Since then, there have been
protests in New York and Chicago, but Windsor 1s keeping the momentum going because,
as Slutwalk participant Nicole Pennie said, the
fight is far from over.

Lorie Lynds of the Womyn's Centre at the University of Windsor said that language plays a
large role in the struggle for women's rights
and the fight against rape culture.

"I know from my own experience that a lot of
women and men feel guilty for being victims
of sexual assault; said Pennie. "I know a lot of
people sort of stay in the closet about it and I
know a lot of sexual assault victims cut themselves because they feel so ashamed of what
they've been through and that has to end:'

"Slut is a word that is primarily used as a
weapon against women, and I in absolutely
no way deny that women use that as a weapon among each other as well. But I think the
point is to defuse the impact and to not have
it define women who enjoy sexuality and respond to their own sexual desires; said Lynds.

"We have to walk in solidarity together showing that we will not stand aside and watch
women be victimized; she said.
"We all see women walking down the street
and say "she's a slut" based on what she's wearing. How often do you look at a man walking
down the street and say he's a rapist? It doesn't
happen because you can't pick out a rapist in
a crowd as easily, but you can pick out a "slut"
'
and that has to end," added Pennie.
For Pennie, a victim of sexual assault her-

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

Pennie said that the point of walking is about
more than just awareness, however. She said
that the event is important in making real
changes in society and in an individual's everyday lives.

The Real
Canadian

"I think that a lot the words that are used
against women come from a source of manmade language and the language is not just
made by men, it is made for men to the exclusion of the feminine community; said Lynds.
"I think it's really important to recognize that
it's not so much about whether you are 'fat: or
you are a 'slut' or fall into some kind of sodally prescribed definition of 'cut', I think it's
more about the fact that it's not appropriate to
use the language against women as a weapon."

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM ALUMNI HALL
(750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYATTHE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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Women's Studies
welcomes
• •
distinguished v1s1tors
TRAVIS FAUTEUX
news editor

The Women's Studies department at the University of Wmdsor held their distinguished
visitors event this week with the
theme of "Voices and Silences:'
The event was the result of a
partnership between Women's
Studies and the community
group Friends of Women's Studies.
Jill Andrew, founder of BITE
ME! Toronto International
Body Image Film & Arts Festival and co-founder of FatinTheCity.com, a "fatshion'' blog, was
in Windsor this week and gave
several talks, one of which was
titled 'FATshion: Making the
(In)visible Fat Body Visible'.
Andrew described the presentation as a look at "size and
representation in the fashion
industry [and] rape and representation in the modelling industrY:'

"Fatshion is a movement that
is happening where many selfidentified fat women are blogging and coming out of 'fat' so
to speak, celebrating their bodies, and building community,"
said Andrew. "'Were trying to
make our own space and we're
doing that however we can:'
"It's happening because many of
us are tired: tired of being the
jealous best friend in the TV
show, tired of being the invisible girlfriend or the brunt of
jokes, the one that no one really
dates publicly - all these stereotypes that we sometimes see in
shows that have fat characters:·
she said.
Andrew said that this need to
"create space" for fat fashion is a
necessary step forward.
"In an ideal, utopian universe,
we probably wouldn't need to
have that store on floor three
for fat girls. We would be able
to walk into any store and find
clothing that's on par with everything else:' she said. "The
truth is, we've made some great

strives. But at the heart ofit, the
clothing you'll find in a plussize section is not up to par:'
"Ideally, we shouldn't need to
have a niche, because, ironically, a niche actually creates more
otherness and makes difference
hyper-visible. While I recognize that it's okay to be different
and to celebrate our difference
, the truth is the difference of
having to go to a specialty store
is hundreds and thousands of
dollars; added Andrew.
Andrew said that language is
one of the biggest obstacles for
women when it comes to embracing their own image or
identity.
"Let's just face it. There are a lot
of people out there who, because
of internalized fat hate, haven't
really been able to embrace that
word because of all the pain that
word has caused them."
Throughout the week, the distinguished visitors participated
in classes and spoke with large
and small groups in the corn-

an ideal, utopian universe, we probably
o n't need to have that store on floor three for
fat girls. We would be able to walk into any store
and find clothing that's on par with everything
else.
- jILLAN DREW, FOUNDER OF BITE MEI

Jill Andrew spoke about "Fatshion" at this week's Women's
Studies Distinguished Visitors event • photo courtesy of Jill
Andrew at FATINTHECITY.COM

munity.
This year several other big
names appeared at the event including Taborah "Tabby' Johnson, Nicole St. Martin, and Jennifer B. Lord, who all delivered
keynote speeches Tuesday at the
Caboto Club.
"It was a very succesful event
for Women's Studies:' said Dr.
Renee Bondy from the Women's
Studies department.
She said that around 250 people attended the keynote event
Tuesday. "Each year is a little
bit different. This year we went
with the theme of "Voices and
Silences and we invited women
who engage with the arts and
who merge creativity with femi. "
msm.
"I think that it was a particularily engaging program beacuse

many of these women are performers or involved in art activism and I think that has appeal to a broad audience," said
Bondy.
Johnson is co-chair of the Toronto Alliance of Canadian
Cinema, Television and Radio
Artists (ACTRA) union's Women's Committee and is an actor,
singer, and teacher.
St. Martin, too, is co-chair of
the Toronto ACTRA Women's
Committee and is an accomplished actor with appearances
in CBC's Murdoch Mysteries
and CTV's Played.
Lord is a member of the Native
Women's Association of Canada, acting as strategic policy
liaison while making an effort
to raise awareness about the
high rate of missing aboriginal
women in Canada.

SHOW YOUR STUDENT CARD AND GET A

BREAD® FOR ONLY ~to

WITH ANY PIZZA PURCHASE

AVAILABLE AT THIS LOCATION ONLY

WINDSOR
Medium PIZZa

With Pepperoni

av..81118: an nav. EVerv Davi
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Tweeting for mental health
tween the ages of 15 and 25, so
many people with mental illnesses first notice symptoms
during their university education.
Patterson explained that all of
Ontario's universities understand the necessity of improving mental health awareness on
campus and understand how
early intervention vastly improves the odds of successful
treatment.
"Universities can help break the
stigma associated with mental illness and encourage students to reach out for help. By
working together with COU,
universities ~e sharing effective practices and building on
their collective knowledge and
expertise, accelerating awareness and support available;· said
Patterson. "Universities want
students to be successful:'

MAGGIECHAN
lance reporter

Social media has, without a
doubt, revolutionized the way
university students keep in
touch and spread the word on
just about anything, from professional contacts to fund.raising initiatives.
Consequently, it doesn't come
as a surprise that the Council of
Ontario Universities (COU) is
using social media as the centre
of their new competition about
raising awareness for mental
health.
The Mental Health 2.0. Compe-

tition, launched by the COU in
partnership with the Government of Ontario, is asking students at Ontario's universities
to submit their ideas for social
media campaigns that promote
mental health. Entrants may
work individually or in teams,
and can choose from a variety
of accessible formats to submit
their work
"This is an excellent opportunity for students to help build
awareness about mental health
issues on campus and to demonstrate the social media communications skills that are currently in high demand among
employers; said Josh Lovell,
senior project coordinator of
strategic initiatives at COU.

Top submissions selected by assigned contacts at each university will have a chance to win
cash prizes of$500, $1, OOO, and
$1, SOO as well as an invitation
to a celebration in March.
"We are asking for a concept: a
sample of the content that contest participants might use and
a brief explanation of how they
would reach their audiences;
said Bonnie Patterson, the president of COU.
According to statistics provided
by the Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health (CAMH), one in
five Canadians under the age of
65 struggles with mental health
challenges every year. Typically,
these problems first emerge be-

The University of Windsor
Mental Health Awareness Club
has expressed interest about the
competition and hopes to participate.
"I think that this is a great initiative, and I am happy to see a
greater focus on mental health,
especially within post-secondary education," said Jordynne
Ropat, president of the club.
Ropat expressed the need for
social media when it can be
used correctly and effectively.
"So many students use many
forms of social media and they
often spend quite a bit of time
on them throughout the day.
I think they can be great tools
to raise awareness and educate

people about mental health;' she
said. "The reach of social media
is great and I think it definitely
has the potential to play a role
in changing our society for the
better:'
She explained how the executives of the dub are very interested in coming up with creative
ideas, including one suggested
by dub member Lauren Miceli
called "Mental Health Mondays" on the club's Facebook and
Twitter pages. This would entail
posting interesting facts, recent
articles, videos, Ted Talks, and
the like every Monday.
"I like that idea a lot," said
Ropat. "It will encourage consistent posting on our social media
pages and will also give the people who follow us something interesting to look forward to on
the dreaded Mondays:'
Ropat she has been posting
statuses on the club's Facebook
page about the awareness of
triggers of mental illness.
She explained how saying
things such as, "That exam was
so hard, I wanted to kill myself,'
trivializes the experiences of
people who have actually been
suicidal and could bring back
negative memories of a dark
time in one's life.
"The more we try to create an
open dialogue about mental
health, I think, the more we
have a chance of changing attitudes and leading the way
towards a society that understands and does not stigmatize
mental health; said Ropat.

$6°?kM
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the big
picture

John Wing stopped by the classroom of UWindsor's editing
class this Wednesday • photo by Jason Rankin

John Wing in the house
Last night the poet/comedian John Wing performed at UWindsor's
Katzman Lounge. Even though this was written before the event,
it was awesome and you all should have been there. Tummies
exploded with laughter.
The event was presented by the Department of English Language,
Literature and Creative Writing and planned through the hard
work of the editing and publishing practicum. The pracitcum
students are currently working on John's upcoming book, slated
for a release in Spring 2014.
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what do you
think of using
a culture as
a Halloween
costume
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arts culture
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MargaretAtwood is going JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter
In tlie age of disposab1e media ltk't
YouTube or Netflix dazzling the eyes
with visuals and caressing the ears with
sound, there are still those content to
sit and imagine their own epic as they
read.
Book Fest Windsor, now in its eleventh
year, is taking place at the Capitol Theatre, Art Gallery Windsor, Artcite and
Vanier Hall over the November 1 weekend. It is a three-day festival of readings,
discussion panels and food with some
big names attached this year.
Such literary stars as Margret Atwood,
Maureen Jennings and one recently
made famous author will be setting
aside their pens and paper to talk to
fans and critics.
"This year we're getting a little known
author, born in London Ontario but
raised in New Zealand called Eleanor
Catton, who also just won the Man
Booker Prize [for the Luminaries];' said
Book Fest co-chair Sarah Jarvis. "So all
of a sudden it's exploded:'
Jarvis said she did not know that Catton
was up for the reward when they were
booking for authors, the writer just
"sounded interestinf'
It is not just big names or new big
names taking part; there are 10 locals,
according to Jarvis, that will be taking
part such as Kate Hargreaves and Paul
Vasey. Jarvis believes, technically, Atwood is local, as she owns a home on
Pelee Island.
"It's all year round [work to put this on),
it's very exciting. It's a lot of work and
we're all very excited and it's all volun-
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teers;' said Jarvis. "But it's a lot of fun,
we have great discussions, see some
wonderful books and all of the authors
wlio come are juried, we're quite democratic:'
Jennings, author of the Murdoch Mysteries, will be speaking at the Capitol on
November 2 in the evening. Now in her
70s, she started her nationally famous
series in the late 90s after many years of
teaching and being a psychotherapist.
"Since about the age of four I\•e been
reading books constantly, veraciously;'
said Jennings, explaining her foray into
writing. 'J\nd so it just happened organically. I left Assumption College and
didn't quite know what I wanted to do. I
taught high school and that was fine but
I didn't want to do that and I went back
to get an MA in literature at U of T, that
seemed right:'
Jennings is excited to get to meet the authors of the festival and to be Atwood's
"warm up act':
"I like paper:' said Karl Jirgens, acting head of English language literature
and creative writing at the University
of Windsor and also a member of the
Book Fest steering committee, on his
preference to the traditional book, "But
it's pretty hard to beat the convenience
of an electronic one. I don't read electronic books but I do a lot of my surfing
online:'
The reason for the preference: "Writing
is convenient, all you need is a piece of
paper and a pen."
Prices vary for events; Friday's events
are free but the rest of the weekend
ranges from $20 to $40.
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63 Riverside Drive East

519.962.5425

Home of

TOONIE
TUESDAY

~we,t
SPEAKEASY

Food so good you won't believe it's only $2
soup dujour
side salad
garlic bread
cheesy garlic bread
sweet potato Fries
roasted potatoes spicy
potato wedges
baked potato

onion rings
french fries
(add gravy $1 more-make it a
poutine for $2)
pepperoni pita pizza
bruschetta pita pizza
chicken broccoli pita pizza

all $2!

Crown Royal BBQ Chicken Wrap
a julienned crispy chicken breast tossed in our signature sauce and
wrapped in a soft tortilla with lettuce, tomato and mayo $2
add cheese or bacon for $1 each
sliders to die for
pulled pork with smokey BBQ
Italian sausage patty with sauteed onion

everyday

your choice only $2 each
hamburger with cheese
filet of fish with creamy tartar

$3 Crown Royals

penne with meat sauce or fettuccini alfredo $2
don't forget dessert-strawberry sundae $2
weekly draft beer selection $2

Plus lots of other weekly features!
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Windsor Orchid Society blooms into show
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

The Windsor Orchid Society has
been around for 28 years and on
October 26 they will host their
first American Orchid Society
judged show at the Teutonia Club.

"There are certain growers who
only specialize in a certain genus:'
said Cott. "For example, we have a
fellow that is coming from Toronto and he'll be exhibiting a species
that is unique to Japan:'

The show will feature 25 exhibitors bringing orchids from as far
as Ecuador. Artwork, photography
and collectables will be displayed
and judged and some of the items
will be for sale. There will also be a
photography workshop held by local photographer Ted Kloske.
The Windsor Orchid Society
formed when five orchid growers
met at a nursery in Sarnia. One of
their long-time goals has been to
host an American Orchid Society
judged show.
Ed Cott, the only remaining original member and founder, believes
that there will be hundreds of different orchid species and hybrids
coming to the show, all displayed
at the peak of their blooming.

Paphiopedilum [Paph.] Prime Child • photo by Ed Cott

Deborah Boersma has been interested in orchids for over 20 years
but just recently decided to join
the society and was just elected
club president. She said that anyone could join the group by attending their meetings and paying
a membership fee.
"It's fairly light. We get together to
learn about how to grow orchids,
how to care for them properly
and we have guest speakers:' said
Boersma. "We gain experience
and knowledge from each other.
The Windsor Orchid Society's Orchid Show will be held on October
26 and 27 from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Admission for adults is $6.00
and children 12 and under can enter for free. On Sunday there will
be a photographers-only session
at the show held from 9:00 a.m. to
11:00 a.m.

The show will go on!
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

While the recent CUPE 1393
strike may have slowed campus down a little bit, the work
stoppage inspired The University Players to get creative...well
more creative than usual.
The University Players faced a
few minor setbacks during the

work stoppage that occurred in
September and early October.
The Dramatic Arts program and
the Players respected the union
members' right to strike but
needed to proceed and move
forward for their students. All
students will receive their required credits and their upcoming production; A Party To
Murder will go on as scheduled
and with added dates to accommodate all season ticket holders
and general public who would

like to attend the performance.
"When a very important group
of people are missing, it's challenging; said Associate Professor at The University ofWindsor
Tina Pugliese. "But it allowed
us to rethink things so that we
were not inferring but we were
moving forward because our
students need to move forward."
The strike made it so the last
production's set remained up
on the Jackman Theatre stage

and there was no one to resurrect a new set. Faced with this
issue, Director Gordon McCall
reimagined the set and location
for A Party to Murder.
"I just looked at is as an opportunity:' said McCall about the
strike.
While the story will remain
true to the original script, McCall has added a few elements
so that The Players can perform
in the Studio Theatre. They have

• Ttrending\i
APPLES

ERECT BUSHES

This week marked yet another big Apple
unveiling. If you got a Mac, you can smile
because the new OSX, Mavericks, is free!
That's right. It costs nothing to download and
install (other than an hour or so of your time).
And it's not just a gimmick upgrade. This puppy will
speed up your computer, save some battery life and
allow you to organize everythng through excessive
tagging (so kind of like hastags).

The Latest giggles around Windsor is that someone
defaced a bush by the riverfront and turned into a
gigantic phallus. Vandalism: it happens-and we can
all be mature about dealing with it Well, not quite. This
little sexcapade has been giving Windsor international
attention. Jimmy Kimmel ran a bit about it on his show.

a few surprises in store for their
audience and one will surround
the theatre legend of the 'Ghost
Light: McCall also said that
there is a lot of music that you,
"would not expect:'

A Party to Murder will run from
October 24 to November 3 and
take place in the Studio Theatre. Tickets can be purchased
online, by phone or at the box
office.
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MOVIE REVIEW
OCTOBER 24 TO OCTOBER 31
THURSDAY OCTOBER 24
A Party To Murder, H. Clifford and Joan Hatch
Studio Theatre inside the Jackman Dramatic Art
Centre, runs October 24 to 27 and October 30
to November 3,Wednesday through Sunday performances are at 8:00 p.m., Saturday and Sunday
matinees are at 2:00 p.m. On Saturday, October
26, a "Talk Back" discussion with the director
and actors will follow the 8;00 pm performance,
tickets $19.00-$21.00
Paul Vasey's The River: Book Launch, Olde
Walkerville Theatre, 7:00 p.m.
Slow Down Molasses + Silent Movie Type, Phog
Lounge, 8:00 p.m.
FRIDAY OCTOBER 25
Windsor Symphony Orchestra Toldo Pops: Halloween Pops, Capitol Theatre, 8:00 p.m. (also
held on Saturday & Sunday)
Horror Hayride and Haunted Greenhouse, Colasanti's Tropical Garden, ride begins at dusk.
adults $11.95, kids 12 and under $9.95
The Spirits of Amherstburg Ghost Walk. The
Mayor's Fountain in the Navy Yard, begins at 8:30
p.m., adults $8.00, kids $4.00
SATURDAY OCTOBER 26
Orchid Show & Sale, Teutonia Club, October 26
and 27 11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., adults $6.00, children 12 and under free

• screengrab from escapefromtomorrow.com, the movie's site.

JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

Windsor Halloween Club Crawl, Faces Windsor,
6:00 p.m. (held from October 25 to October 31)

ESCAPE FROMTOMORROW

Halloween Haunted Crawl, The Krooked Kilt,
8:00 p.m., tickets are $1.00 each or IOfor $15.00

Hollywood is dead. Gone are the days of great adventures like North by Northwest or seat clenching dramas like Network. Now it seems like the mightiest Goliath of them all, Disney, is too weak to fight the little David independent:
Escape From Tomorrow.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 27

Escape From Tomorrow is a beautifully shot movie that was filmed almost entirely within Disney Land and World
without consent. Armed with DSLR cameras, cast and crew pretended to be tourists.

Mayday Parade, Man Overboard and Cartel, Saint
Andrew's Hall, 6:00 p.m.
[title of show] The Musical,The KordaZone Theatre, October 18 to 20, 25 to 27 and November
I to 3, $20.00
Hallowoof Walkathon & Pet Costume Contest,
Dieppe Gardens, I I:00 a.m.
MONDAY OCTOBER 28
Scarehouse Windsor, Downtown Windsor 709
Ouellette Ave., 7:00 p.m. to I I:00 p.m., held until
October 31

A film like this does not come along often. Not just by its fortuitous completion but the quality of cinematography
made all the more stunning by the circumstances. It is reminiscent of something that Soviet studio Mosfilm would
have produced in the early 1960s. There are some scenes that seem to have the feeling of utter serenity with the soft,
maybe misleading, music.
Shot in black and white, the movie takes on an unintentional cinematic quality one would not expect of a film shot
covertly.
The story picks up with a family at their Disney hotel waiting to go off to their adventure. Jim, the father, has just
received a call saying he has lost his job. He shoulders the burden of that information by withholding it from his wife
Emily. It is a sort-of formulaic start to this suspense-adventure. Quickly, however, the movie embraces the weird with
visions of evil Tiny World characters in disturbing hallucinations.
This is not exactly a Halloween movie, it does not really qualify as a horror either, but the timing is right. It is eerie
and frightening on a mental level.

Expressions of Joy... Down Syndrome Awareness Art Show, Devonshire Mall, 9:30 a.m.

Certainly there are scenes that do not quite fit the mold of the rest of the movie and it probably has to do with the
nature of how it was filmed. Certain shots do not have that breathtaking quality of the others and sometimes things
go out of focus.

TUESDAY OCTOBER 29

The climax has a bizarre twist that seems to come from left field and the ending is a little hard to decipher the meaning from. It kind oflets the viewer down because it goes from being a cinematic masterpiece to something just odd.

Haunted House,Atelier Virginianne I078 Drouillard, 7:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m., $5.00 per person,
held until October 31

Even with that in mind, this is a film worth watching. Disney seems to think by not litigating this piece that it will
keep people unaware of its existence. This is unprecedented, at least at this level.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 30
Dead Before Dawn premiere, Cineplex Odeon
Devonshire Mall Cinemas, 7:30 p.m.
Rah Rah with The Blue Stones, Phog Lounge
Twerk Or Treat, Revival Social Lounge, 9:00 p.m.
THURSDAY OCTOBER 31
CJAM Presents: Star Trek: The Band, FM Lounge,
9:00 p.m.
Hallow Scream, CAW Student Centre, 8:00 p.m.,
$10.00
Halloween Pet Photos, Pet Valu 3 155 Howard
Avenue, 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., $ I 0.00 donation

Just because Disney is letting this one slide does not mean that it is likely to get a commercial release. Would-be
watchers will have to do some digging for this one.
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JOSHUAHADDON
lance reporter

RIGHT THOUGHTS RIGHT WORDS RIGHT
ACTIONS
FRANZ FERDINAND
It was 2004, I was 18 and managing a record store in Waterloo, Ontario while
pretending to go to class. An album came out by a band named Franz Ferdinand,
a little magazine called Blender, which does not exist anymore, told me to listen to
it A demo was not sent to our record store so I opened a for sale copy and played
it, I then ripped it on to my computer and proceeded to fall in love with it as it
played over and over on my brick sized iPod

THE PHALLIC SHRUBBERY

Fast forward, err, skip forward to 2013. Two lackluster releases from a band I loved
had come and gone, but like lovers do, I gave them yet another chance and listened
to Right Thoughts, Right Words, Right Actions with an open mind. Gone is the
why-so-serious feel of their 2009 concept album, Tonight: Franz Ferdinand. Back
to basics beats, the band goes. Boisterous and infectious, 'Right Action' opens the
album perfectly. 'I come home and practically all is nearly forgiven' is sung over
circular bass lines and a crunchy guitar. This album was a homecoming of sorts
artisticallyand yes, after enjoying the album in its entirety, all was definitely forgiven.
The opening track is one of two songs co-produced by Joe Goddard, part of Hot
Chip, a British alternative dance band. I imagine this is why I lost control of my
limbs and stopped taking notes as my shoulders bopped and my right foot tapped
around as if searching for a simpler time with a dance floor.

Well, as was pointed out in the Trending section, Windsor has hit it big. Jimmy Kimmel
picked it up, Stephen Colbert made fun of us (because calling us the Earth's rectum isn't
enough).
This is funnier than the time Windsor got attention because its sewers were getting
dogged with condoms.
But it's not funny. That bush was supposed to be made into a catepillar. Now it will never
get the chance to rise and spread its wings.

With their "Universe Expanded; which is the title of track eight, this album
delivers some of Franz Ferdinand's most memorable songs since their 2004 self- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - titled debut. Their street credit as an elite band had been assassinated, much like
their Archduke muse was, former fans of Kapranos and co. now have a reason
to come back. The album title was presumptuous, yet a perfect summation for
this review; Right Thoughts. Right Words. Right Actions. Franz Ferdinand is
back in a big way.
charts • MURADERZINCLIOGLU
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

charts tabulated for the week ending October 14

LAURENHEDGES
lance reporter

~~

NEW MACHINES OFTHE NIGHT
GYPSY CHIEF GOLIATH
A six-piece band with members from across the country (including Windsor),
Gypsy Chief Goliath have made international waves with their doom-stonersludge metal sound. Their most recent album, New Machines of the Night, was
released this month on Pitch Black Records, an independent European record
label. It follows their 2012 record, Its A Walk In The Mist and has a production
value miles ahead of its predecessor.
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The band's choice to mix three guitars with harmonica and the distinctive vocal
styling of Al 'The Yeti' Bones creates a sound of southern heavy metal blues. Like
Ronnie Baker Brooks meets Pantera. With the new album they have opened
up a bit, creating some more dynamic songs than those that were found on last
year's release. This one is admittedly catchier than expected, with songs like "Got
No Soul" and "Secret Liaison" creating earworms that last for days. But it still
has not given up the band's signature plodding and menacing tones, the likes of
which are extremely apparent on the tracks "Slow Leak" and "Uneasy Kings:'

:

"Dirt Meets Rust" and "St. Coven's Tavern" are two of the strongest tracks on
the record. It's entirely likely you will find yourself swaggering around the house
singing along when these ones come on, but giving them a hard listen is very
beneficial. "Dirt" features some of my favourite drums on the entire album,
while "St. Coven's" has a bar fight feeling reminiscent of an Alestorm ballad.

:
:

This ten-track album clocks in at just under forty-five minutes, all of it packed
full of energetic head bang inducing greatness that would make this a great
record for working out to.
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I THE SADIES*- lntemal Sounds (Outside Music)
2 DELTRON 3030- ~ II (Bulk)
3 COUSINS/CONSTRUCTION & DESTRUCTION*- Cousins/Construction & Destruction Split (Noyes)
4 BRAIDS*- Rourish//Perish (Remish Eye)
5 TV FREAKS*-Two (Schizophrenic)
6 TRB\ITEMOUER- Lost (In My Room)
7 BILL CALLAHAN - Dream River (Drag City)
8 BlACKHEAIU"*- Blacl<heart (Self-Released)
9 CFCP"- Music For Objects (Paper Bag)
10 SARAH NEUFELD*-Hero Brother (Constellation)
11 THE FLATUNERS*- Dead Language (New Damage)
12 THE MARK INSIDE*- Dark Hearts Can Rad'iate White Light (Vampire Dance)
13 THECREEPSHOW*-1.ifeAfterDeath(PeopleUkeYou)
14 ROYAL CANOE*-TodayWe're Believers (Nev.ido)
15 THEAU3EPJ"ANS*- DangerousAnythilg (Ernest Jenning Recording Co.)
16 TIM MCGRAFF*- BreakThese Chains (Bandanna)
17 THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE - SoulVISions (Featuring RisingAppalachra) (Self-Released)
18 LAB COAT*-Walking OnAyr (Mammoth Or.<e)
19 GRANDANALOG*-Modem Thuider (The Shadow Cabinet)
20 MANIACAl..4- Carry On (Armored)
21 SHUJAAT HUSAIN KHAN & KATAYOUN GOUDARZI-Spmg (Self-Released)
22 CHICO TRUJILLO-Gran Pecador (Barbes)
23 CACTUS CHANNEL-Wooden Boy (Hope Street)
24 CONGO NATIY - .iur. Revolution (Big Dada)
25 MAYA JANE COLES- Comfort Qlvn Me)
26 MIKAB.JORGB"l!SEN & GREG O'KEEFE- t-l<ael Jot ga 1se11 & Greg O'keele {Buul!t"SCOCXf ,)
27 NATIVE- Orthodox (Sargent House)
28 GIPSY KINGS- SaYor Aamenco (Knicnng Factory)
29 NEl<D CASE-TheWene Thilgs Get,The Harder I Fvtt,The Harder I FW1t-.. (Anti-)
30 ELVIS COSTB.10 &THE ROOTS-Wrse Up Ghost (Blue Note)

sports
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Men's b-ball poised for redemption
KIMELLIOTI
lance reporter

The Lancer women's basketball team can
the Lancer men's basketball team look
upon last year's enviable first place finish
in regular season of the OUA West division and a trip to the Final Four in the
provincial championship Wilson Cup, as
a season that needs to be redeemed.

pion Carleton Ravens and perennial CIS
powerhouse.
After a very successful preseason against
Dl teams from South of the border, and
three consecutive wins over top ranked
competition from the Canadian prairies,
Coach Oliver and his veterans look forward to a promising season for the blue
and gold.
"We have a solid veteran foundation and
we have been working to blend our newcomers in and bring them up to our standards. The [preseason] process has been
positive and enjoyable. This has been a
very productive group to coach.

That's because even by their own standards the men's basketball team had all of
the veteran leadership, sophomore role
players, and first rate rookie potentials to
at least win the Provincial Championship At the end of last year's sudden exit from
if not the National Crown. In fact their the final four (largely due to the injury
season started with a decisive comeback of starting point guard Josh Collins) fifth
victory of the eventual national cham- year senior and co-captain Lien Phillip,

who averages double figures in points
and rebounds as the mainstay of the
Lancers' offense and defense, said "Although I was personally recognized as a
member of the All Canadian team at the
National Championship Tournament, it
would've been nicer to be there with my
team. I definitely felt we deserved to be
there."
Josh Collins who is also a fifth year veteran and co-captain, returning starting
point guard, who was selected to the
OUA West 2nd all-star team said ''.Although things didn't pan out for us at
the end of last year, it's very realistic for
us to compete for a championship at the
provincial and national level. We have a
great mix of older and younger guys. Especially younger guys who can do some
things offensively and defensively that

some of the exiting players could not
do consistently. So we are much deeper
and I believe our best is definitely yet to
come. As for me personally, of course I
must remain free of injury."
Other key returnees are shooting second
team all-star guard Enricho Diloreto,
and sophmore forwards Evan Mathews,
Rotimi Osuntola Jr. and Ismar Seferagic
who must all assist the coaching staff in
providing the leadership necessary to
win at the next level for their role players
and promising rookies.
Look for a smarter, faster Lancers team
that understand that "speed beats power"
and taking down the heavy weights in
the league.

Wmdsor Express
hares new practice
facilities can fuel
championship run
KAEDENWALLS
lance reporter

Matt Dumochelle, director of
basketball operations had the
pleasure of revealing the Windsor Express' new deal with the
Rose City Islamic Centre.
"We are very proud to say that
you are now standing in the
home of the Windsor Express.
We will be using this as a practice facility, and we are thrilled
to be here," said Dumochelle.
With the former expansion
team starting their second training camp on October 21, this
season is certainly an important
one as they are trying to build
on the success that they had last
year; earning the number three
seed and nearly making it out of
the semi-finals.
After losing arguably their best
player last year, Greg Surmascz,
(who signed with the league
champions, London Lightning),
they had to retool a roster that
had lost their leading rebounder.
They started by drafting Dennaryl Rice in the first round of the

• photo by Kaeden Walls

NBL draft. Rice, 30, a proven
guard who has played in many
leagues around North America,
said, "I'm going to come in here,
and work hard, that's my motto.
Practice hard and it will translate over onto the court."
Bill Jones, head coach of the
team has said that he will be in
competition with guard Darren
Duncan for the starting position.
After being so close to the finals last year, losing game five
of their semi-finals to the Summerside Storm by six points,
this team has a championship
mentality. "The organization as
a whole has one high level goal,
and that's to make the championship. The expectation on
the players are very high;' CEO
Dartis Willis said
Bill Jones agreed with Willis on
his statement, "To be the number one seed we have to get out
better. Last year we started slow
and that can't happen again.
This is a team with a good mix
of leadership and skill and
with their talent should have a
chance to reach their goals and
bring a championship home to
Windsor:'
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Lancers limp into
playoffs
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WOMEN S HOCKEY

Laurenti an
Voyageurs

WFCU Centre

W7-0

Tecumseh
Arena

W3-2

MEN'S HOCKEY

10/18/2013

Waterloo Warriors Waterloo 01

W5-2

10/19/2013

Laurier Golden
Hawks

W4-2

Waterloo, 01

MEN'S SOCCER

10/1 2013

York

Toronto, 01

L 2-3

10/20/2013

UOIT

Oshawa, 01

W4-0

WOMEN'S SOCCER
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10/20/2013

UOIT

Oshawa, 01

Having faced the top two offences in
OUA football in consecutive weeks, the
(4-4) Lancers football team has proven
that it is unable to compete with top
level talent.

Coincidentally, the Lancers were only
able to muster a safety in the first quarter against the Gryphons trailing 12-2
going into the second frame.

Against Ottawa, the Lancers didn't
find the end zone until the seven minute mark of the third quarter cutting
the Gee Gee's lead to 28-7. The Lancers would muster another score in the
4th before allowing Ottawa to blow the
doors off with 17 unanswered points,
leading to a 45-15 final.

5,.45

10/19/2013

an opposing offense to score over 25
points, and boast for players with over
5.5 sacks.

The Blue and Gold were shut out in
the first quarter of each match, posted
deficits of three scores at the half against
Western and Ottawa respectively. The
problem for the Lancers has been the
inability of Austin Kennedy and co. to
sustain drives early in games.

• photo by Alex D'addese

10/26/2013 Qtr Finals - Guelph Guelph, 01
Gryphons

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

T 1-1

With a first rowid date in Guelph ~ainst
the top ranked Gryphons defence, the
Lancers could be in for more headaches
against the team that beat them on an
overtime rouge in early September.
Windsor currently ranks 8th in combined offence and defense categories,
and have allowed 45 or more points in
three of eight games this season. Conversely the Gryphons have yet to allow

The problems for the Lancers appear to
be many as they face the Gryphons who
rank 7th nationally, any hope for an upset starts at the quarterback position.
Austin Kennedy has been mediocre
since suffering a knee injury against the
Toronto Varsity Blues in week four, his
inability to run the football combined
with untimely picks has been the focal
point for the Lancers fall from grace.
Prior to his injury the Lancers ranked
2nd behind the historically potent
Western Mustangs.
Kennedy though, appears to be on the
mend having rushed for 26 yards against
the Gee Gee'i; last Saturday ( lriple his to-

tal since the Toronto game.)
The ability for the quarterback to tuck
and run is what this offense is based on,
if Kennedy is not able to extend drives
with his feet the Lancers will fall behind
early. Facing a team that has clearly improved all facets this season, the Lancers may be in trouble Sunday night in
Guelph.

BASEBALL

Congrats to the
UWindsor Lancers
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

The Windsor Lancers baseball club defeated the Concordia Stingers to earn
gold at the CIBA National Championship, Sunday night in Amherstburg.
Needing extra innings to dispose of

Concordia, the winning run was scored
off the bat of catcher Michael-Anthony
Ferrato in the bottom of the ninth.
"We played well when it mattered the
most;· Lancers head coach Frank Jeney
in an interview with the Windsor Star.
The Lancers went 4-1 on the tournament and received strong pitching from
their staff which includes former Blue
Jays prospect Zack Breault.

HOCKEY

national

WOMEN'S

Mustang; just around the
corner
WINDSOR, ON, OCTOBER 18,
2013
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

While the men's hockey team has a
three-game winning streak at the moment; they are not the only team with
bragging rights. The Lancers women's
hockey team has their own winning
streak in the works after winning two
more games this past weekend over
the Laurier Golden Hawks and the
Nippissing Lakers. The team is currently 3-2-1 heading into the weekend
Friday night's victory over the Lakers will be one many will reflect upon
years later. Although early in the season, many of the players gave Lancer
Nation a lot to be impressed with.
Rookie Marissa Kozovski earned a
shutout over the Lakers - the same
game where Bree Polci scored three
goals, including the game winner. Polci
joins Jenny MacKnight as one of two
Lancers with hat-tricks this season.
While the game against the Lakers was

a scoring fury, things were a little more
tame the next evening against the Laurier Golden Hawks. The Lancers still
walked away with a 3-2 victory, most
notable for Andrea Benac's fourth
goal in as many games this season.
An early test for the women's hockey
team will be this weekend against
the Western Mustangs. Currently in
first place in the OUA with a threegame winning streak of their own,
the Mustangs are also ranked 10th
nationally. Furthermore, they are,
along with the University of Regina,
one of two schools with five wins in
all of Canada. The Mustangs are on a
rapid pace to make a name for themselves this season after losing in last
year's OUA Championship Finals to
Queen's Gaels - a team which had
beaten the Lancers in the first round.
Both teams have had tremendous success already and will be each other's
biggest contenders thus far this season. Catch the action on October 26 at
South Windsor Arena, 7:30 p.m.

MEN'S

BMO, the Official Bank of the Canadian
Hockey League, brought BMO
Ultimate CHL Fan Appreciation Night
to Windsor last night One lucky fan
was picked from the crowd to represent
Windsor and the Wmdsor Spitfires in
the bank's national contest to name the
2013 BMO Ultimate CHL Fan.
Scott Boucher was crowned the
BMO Ultimate Windsor Spitfires
Fan, answering the highest number
of Spitfires trivia questions correctly
against two other Windsor Spitfires
fans.

Mr. Boucher received a signed Spitfires
team jersey with the BMO Ultimate
CHL Fan crest and a $50 pre-paid
MasterCard. He is now eligible to
be entered into the draw to win the
Ontario Hockey League grand prize:
a trip for two to the 2014 MasterCard
Memorial Cup in London, Ontario
(May 23 to 25).
Between Octooer 13 ana Decemoer 6,
BMO Ultimate CHL Fan Appreciation
Night will be held in 42 communities
across Canada. Forty-two BMO
Ultimate CHL Fans will be crowned
in their respective communities. From
these winners, three Ultimate Fans will
be named the BMO Ultimate CHL Fan
for each of their respective leagues the OHL, WHL, and QMJHL - and will
receive the grand prize trip to London,
Ontario in May 2014.

Winning streak to three

RECORDS FALL ON FINAL
DAY OF OUA REGULAR
SEASON

ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

October 19, 2013 OTTAWA (CIS) A plethora of CIS and OUA football
records fell on Saturday as the regular
season came to an end in the Ontario
conference.

The Lancers spoiled the Golden Hawks
homecoming weekend this past Saturday. After defeating the nationally
ranked Waterloo Warriors 5-2 the Friday night before, the Lancers took a big
step by defeating Laurier University 4-2.
The Lancers will bring a 3-1-0 record,
along with a three-game win streak, to
South Windsor Arena this Friday night.
The team will start their upcoming
four-game home stand with a visit from
the Western Mustangs, who recently
lost to Toronto Varsity Blues. The opening portion of the 2013-14 schedule
has had the Lancers rebound from an
8-1 devastation on opening night at
home to outscoring opponents 14-6
in the previous three games. With the
2-1-0 Mustangs in town, the Lancers
will expect another championship caliber performance from the opposition.
The Lancers posted 42 minutes in pen-

alties against the Warriors, including
10-minute misconducts charged to
Drew Palmer and Josh Graves. Facing the Hawks, things were tamer
compared to the hostile two-game series in the pre-season, as the Lancers
were penalized a shallow three times.
Drew Palmer scored once and collected three assists on the weekend
and Spencer Pommclls upped his totals
with a pair of goals and three assists.
While rough play is a distraction for the
Lancers, it has not been deterrence yet,
as leading players are putting up a multitude of points. However, the Mustangs
have scored on one power play in each
of their first three games this season
and will look to build upon that category if the Lancers frequent the penalty
box. Nonetheless, when these two rivals
collide, a slobber knocker of goals and
fists are to be expected As the one-two
finishers in the OUA West last season,
look forward to a memorable first of
two regular season meetings on Friday
October 25 at South Windsor Arena,
7:30p.m.

It was a historic day in London, where
the nationally top-ranked Western
Mustangs completed their first 8-0
campaign since 1998 and secured first
place in the OUA standings thanks to a
convincing 50-10 victory over visiting
York (2-6).
Thanks to their seventh 50-pluspoint performance of the fall - a new
CIS record, the Mustangs finished
the regular schedule with 458, easily
surpassing the previous singleseason OUA mark of 424 set by the
Greg Marshall-coached McMaster
Marauders in 2003. Their tally ranks
third on the all-time CIS list behind
Laval's 481 points in 2003 and Samt
Mary's 480 in 2001.
Individually, a pair of w~ ern
standouts also had record breaking
afternoons.

and the most prolific kicker in OUA
annals, with 422 points and 77 field
goals over his five-year career.
Meanwhile, thanks to a personalbest 547 passing yards, his team.mate
Will Finch set a single-season CIS
record with 3,047, eclipsing the 3,033
yards amassed in 2009 by Michael
Faulds, also in a Mustang uniform.
With 32 completions in 48 attempts,
the sophomore quarterback from
Burlington, ON., also set an OUA
season mark with a completion
percentage of 69.7, slightly better than
McMaster's Kyle Quinlan's success rate
from a year ago (68.9).

TOP 8 ACADEMIC ALLCANADIANS
CIS ANNOUNCES 2012-2013
RECIPIENTS
October 21, 2013 OTTAWA (CIS)
- Canadian Interuniversity Sport
proudly announced Monday the
student-athletes selected as Top Eight
Academic All-Canadians for the 20122013 season.
The elite group will be honoured at
Rideau Hall in Ottawa later this fall.
Every year, a growing number of
CIS student-athletes are recognized
as Academic All-Canadians, having
maintained an average of 80 per cent
or better over the academic year while
competing for one - or more - of their
university's varsity teams.
In 2012-2013, a record 2,695 students
achieved the prestigious status,
eclipsing the previous mark of2,617 set
a year ago.
Five CIS universities had 100 Academic
All-Canadians or more last year,
including Western (132), Waterloo
(118), Alberta (117), Laval (111) and
Dalhousie (100). Rounding out the
national top 10 were Calgary (99),
Queen's (98), Acadia (91), Manitoba
(91} and UNB (87).
Among these outstanding individ
one female and one male tu
athlete from each of the
regional associations
annually to make up the
The '12-13 recip1e
University Sport
swimmer Mon
Acadia hock y p
both kines1ol
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UN-ACCOMMODiTE~
HOW ONE U OF W STUDENT IS FED UP WITH THE WAY
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES ARE BEING TREATED

TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

One University of Windsor
student with an auditory processing disability is saying that
he is tired of having his human
rights violated after having his
progress in obtaining a degree
delayed multiple times since he
began attending the university
in 1994.
Donevan, 58, who only has one
name, was granted the accommodation of a recording device
by the university through the

office of Student Disability Services, but has been arrested several times in the past 10 years
for using his accommodation in
class.
In 2004, Donevan attended his
Theory and Practice of Generalist Social Work class and began
recording, as permitted.
Part of this class in particular
involved the voluntary self-disclosure of students.
In an official transcript of Donevan's judicial panel trial (2007)
for this first incident, Dr. Gallant, the professor who taught
the class, described the nature

of the disclosure.
"I asked for a student to volunteer to share an issue that was
problematic to him or her and
to reveal the circumstances
surrounding their discomfort.
And one student willingly vol·
unteered and chose to discuss
the heavy work load that was
the topic stemming from the
demands placed on the student
from the course instructors,"
says Gallant in the transcript.
The next day, September 21,
2004, when the professor was
trying to recall what he had said
in the previous class, Donevan

told his professor that he had
recorded the class discussion.
This upset students who had
disclosed personal information
in class.
While Donevan believed it was
his human right to record the
discussion part of the class because of his disability, the professor disagreed.
The course outline stated that
"all students may be asked to
stop taping at any time at the
discretion of the instructor or
concern of other students," but
up until this point the students
had not been asked to tum off

their recording devices.
In addition, this course policy
was not backed up by any official university policy. Donevan's counsel in his first
academic hearing (2007) said,
"there was nothing to say that
individualized class policy in
the social work department had
ever been adjudicated and sanctified by any body; according to
an official transcript.
Over a week later, six students
objected to being recorded in
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It is the futility of human endeavour that every time man creates
one solution to his problems he invariably creates another out of an
actualized remedy, no matter the issue.
At our feet, and before our eyes, is the greatest age of information
any civilization has ever known. It glows off the screens of the office
man's computer, the college student's iPhone, and the girl reading
her Kindle in a dimly lit cafe.
Simple, and even archaic, does it seem to pick up the physically
printed word in the form of a newspaper or magazine. Johannes
Gutenberg created his printing press in the 1400's, and for hundreds
of years humankind has taken in that word, taken it for the gospel,
taken it for fraud or just plain entertainment.
Only in the last five to ten years has there been this shift to
consuming writing through the medium of digital devices. In just
that short time now, one might feel self conscious of pulling out the
analogue. Sort of like if someone were still walking around with a
Discman, or by this point maybe even an iPod classic.
The overdependence on electricity isn't even the central problem.
Well, actually it is, because even physical media today is laid out by
computers and losing electricity would mean a shutdown for both
digital and physical. What seems to be the more tangible human
problem is that there's simply too much information. Too many
voices, many of them trite.
According to ~ewspapers Canada there are approximately 122
dailies in this country alone. There are scores upon scores more of
news related websites, and generally just a lot of other media that is
entertaining to read.
How do you keep up? Even 10 years ago it was enough to read a
local newspaper and watch the evening news. Now anyone that
really wants to be well informed, albeit the most obsessive of them
all, have to wade through hours of content and God help you if
you're a slow reader.
There's a paradox of choice. The supposed idea "they" tell us is that
we're better off with more choice, but with more to choose from we
end up indecisive on what we want. Because it's really hard to read
the Lance, the Star, Vice, Al Jazeera, Esquire, the Atlantic and any
other piece of interest in a single day-everyday.
The problem of information overload isn't anything new; there
have been people complaining about this since the days of the
telegraph (the device not the paper). Suffice to say we do have more
information now than we did then.
So maybe that's the reason time wasting content like "memes" are so
prevalent today. Weve created a solution to carrying around stacks
of books and magazines, picking up, reading, then discarding the
daily paper all with singular devices like smartphones, tablets or
laptops. Thus, it seems, a lot less people care to read at all.

- Jay Verspeelt, lance reporter
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mission statement

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.

In the Oct. 24 issue on page five, Jill Andrew, founder of
BITE ME! Toronto International Body Image Film & Arts
Festival and co-founder of FatinTheCity.com was misquoted as saying:

The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive ta protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.

Andrew described the presentation as a look at "size and
representation in the fashion industry [and] rape and representation in the modeling industry:'

Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educatlonal, social economic, environmental
and political issues.

The correct quote was:
Andrew described the presentation as a look at "s\Ze and
representation in the fashion industry [and] race and representation in the modeling industry."
As well as:

"Fatshion is a movement that is happening where many
self-identified fat women are blogging and coming out
of 'fat' so to speak, celebrating their bodies, and building
community:' said Andrew.
The correct quote was:
"Fatshion is a movement that is happening where many
self-identified fat women are blogging and coming out
as 'fat' so to speak, celebrating their bodies, and building
community:' said Andrew.
We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience this may
have caused our valued readers.

The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The. Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reseives the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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Comments, concerns or complaints about The
lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be
taken to the lance Editorial Board.
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UWSA enforces social media policy
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

There's a line to toe coming to the virtual world
of the University of Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA) and other student groups around campus.
Oct. 24 at the UWSA Board of Directors meeting, UWSA President Rob Crawford presented a
plan for conduct on social media.
The 1450 word document was largely influenced
by the student from an American university in
Indiana, updated and changed to fit the mould
of the Southern Ontario University.
"Social media policy is pretty common practice
for most businesses, organizations, and student
unions. It's not out of the ordinary;' said Crawford. "Especially because it's a new trend, more
places are implementing one."
Crawford wants a "clear delineation" for who is
responsible and accountable for posting practices of members.
Recently there have been posts on the UWSA's
Facebook page that have disappeared within
minutes to hours of their posting. This policy
should help to mitigate rogue posting.
These disappearing posts took place over the
course of the CUPE 1393 strike that happened
at the beginning of the semester.
Crawford said personal opinions are acceptable
for UWSA members but they need to be made
on personal accounts and he indicated that
posts made by members on their personal accounts are the sole opinions of their posters and
not the opinions of the group as a whole.
"The biggest issue I have with the policy is that
we've brought up that we would follow university mandate a couple of times; said Board of

Directors member Adam El-Dika. "So my question was if a club or organization spoke badly
about the university is it now [our problem}?"
The policy stipulates that racist, xenophobic and
homophobic comments will not be tolerated on
either official or personal accounts.
These stipulations are something that is already
expressed in university Bylaw S6 which states:
"Respect and strive to learn from differences in
people, ideas, and opinions, and refrain from
and discourage behaviours which threaten the
freedom and respect that every individual deserves. All students, student groups, and organizations have the responsibility to maintain a
high standard of conduct based on these principles."
In addition to the division between group and
personal opinions, any emergency information
will have to be made public via social pages as
soon as time will allow.
"A few years ago we had a peeping Tom in one of
the places people were living; said UWSA Vice
President of University Affairs Jake DeJong. "It
would be our responsibility then to relay that
information as quickly as we can. It doesn't say
that if you don't do it instantly you'll get slapped
in the face with a pie:"
Legality is the name of the game at the end of
the day when it comes to this policy, not just
creating a united front.
"This is to protect the UWSA from being sued
for something I [or anyone else) put[s) on Facebook saying 'this is the belief of all UWindsor
students,"' said DeJong.
The UWSA's internal policy committee will first
review the policy before going any further but
otherwise had an almost unanimous vote in favour.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad
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Un-accommodated, cont'd
class and Donevan was specifically asked
to tum off his recorder, to which Donevan refused, feeling that his right to an
accommodation was being infringed
upon.
Campus Police intervened, arrested Donevan, and handed him over to Windsor
Police. According to the first judicial
panel transcript, Donevan swung his
backpack at a campus police officer and
had to be taken to the ground by three
officers.
However, Donevan said he was only defending his human rights.
"You do not have the legal right or authority to override the accommodation;'
Donevan said. "I said it doesn't matter
what you think. This is my accommodation and if you don't like it, you know,
your problem:'
"Even if that material is confidential ...
I'm still entitled to the information. It
doesn't matter if it's copyright material or
anything. It was being presented in the
class as part of the class:'
Donevan was not allowed to attend
school while under criminal indictment.
Eventually, the charges, which addressed
Donevan's interruption of the class and
not his use of a recording device, were
withdrawn by the Crown Attorney and
Donevan was invited back to school, but
more trouble would soon be on the way.
"I went back to school ... and my very
first class, my very first couple minutes of
the class, same thing. You can't use your
recorder;' he said. "This time it was the
Director of the Student Success Centre,
Beth Oakley, who ordered me arrested:'
Yet again, Donevan was kicked out of
school.

In 2006, policy A4 on the audio recording oflectures was created to officially allow an instructor to override an accommodation.
The policy was posted on the University
of Windsor website as being "Senate-approved" in April 2006, but this has since
been amended to "Received by Senate·
with the name being changed to AS.
.Jake DeJong, Vice-President of University Affairs for the University of Windsor
Student Alliance (UWSA) said that policy AS should not have any effect until it
has been approved.

"From our understanding it came to senate, it failed at senate, but was online at
least at some point and was being enforced specifically in Donevan's case.
From our understanding ... that should
not have been enforced at any time in
any way,' said DeJong.
Although Beth Oakley, director of the
Student Success Centre, and Karen Benzinger, the current director of the EDC,
said that they would not speak to Donevan's particular case, they did explain the
school's position on recording policy.
"It's not just that students are asked not
to record, it's a discussion that takes place
that's not going to be testable on an exam
and that's why a student may be asked
not to record notes or to record using a
tape recorder;' said Oakley.

previously withdrawn their charges,
these two trials dealt with the disturbance that Donevan caused in the class
and his alleged resistance to campus
police officers, instead of addressing the
reason for the disturbance - a professor's
attempt to prevent a student from using
his accommodation.
Then, in 2011, the Human Rights Tribunal saw Donevan's 2004 case. Donevan
signed the minutes ofsettlement with the
University when, he says, he was offered
roughly the amount of money that would
be offered by Human Rights.
Again, he was allowed back to school,
and, again, the University agreed to accommodate Donevan.
When Donevan returned in January
with his accommodation, an announce-

am just trying to be a good human
being and trying to make it so others like
me won't have to refight my battles I have
had to fight.
-DONEVAN
"It's a matter of courtesy to your fellow
students and colleagues to engage in discussion and in meaningful dialogue so
that you can learn the techniques for, say,
something like social work, and how to
counsel and advise a client in that setting;' she said.
"Students have to certainly look out
for their best interests and advocate for
themselves, but they also have to be collegial and supportive of their colleagues
in an environment that's asked to respect
confidentiality,' said Oakley.
Speaking about policy AS, Benzinger
said, "I think what's important to know
is that the University is exploring this
policy. [The University] has sent [the
policy] out for legal review and it is under review:'
In 2007, the University of Windsor held
two separate trials for each incident involving Donevan, which resulted in an
18-month suspension.
Even though the Crown Attorney had

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

ment was made in several of his classes
that recording would be allowed, but if a
student complained, they would have to
enforce Policy AS, the policy that has yet
to be approved by Senate.
Because of this flaw in his agreement
with the Uni~rsity, as Donevan sees it,
and a list of "more minor procedural
problems:· he decided to return to trial.
"My request was to void the minutes of
settlement and return to trial ... because
their actions have breached the settlement, therefore the settlement was void;'
he explained. "Can a professor override
an accommodation? That's the question:'
The UWSA has decided to support Donevan in his ongoing struggle.
"The best thing we can say about the Donevan case is that is shows how some issues in the University can sometimes go
wrong and why the system itself has to be
changed," said DeJong
He added that they are looking into the
"possibility of trying to get an indepen-

The Real
Canadian

dent investigator to look at the case and
how it was handled."
"Bylaw 31 and how students are being
handled through the university's system
is something we're trying to focus on this
year and I think this is one of those cases
that we might be able to shed some spotlight on some major issues:· said DeJong.
"The way that Donevan has explained it
to us and the way I've read through it ...
it seems like the University tried to really
put in almost like a Chinese firewall saying that 'the way we handle our judicial
panels and the Ontario Human Rights
or Canadian Human Rights Code do not
interfere with each other at any point:' he
said.
Donevan is currently attending classes at
the university and raising a six year-old
daughter while waiting to hear the results of his latest trial.
"Right now, I'm in my courses. They
seem to be going reasonably well, though
I'm finding the accommodation minimalist at best:' said Donevan. ''I'm almost there, but the point is, I'm getting
there so late:'

If he had not been held back, Donevan
said his life could have been much different.
"I'm not sure where I would be, but I
would have been on my own path under
my own control. Now that path has been
removed and because it's taken so long, a
lot of doors are now closed to me;' said
Donevan. "I want to get my degree; I
want to get it done:'
Donevan currently plans on finishing his
social work degree, in which he only has
two courses and a placement left, and
then working on finishing his half-completed sociology degree.
He believes all the trouble he has run into
will be for the greater good of students.
"I am just trying to be a good human
being and trying to make it so others
like me won't have to refight my battles
I have had to fight," he said. "I hope in
the bigger picture to make the University
of Windsor more open and accepting of
persons with disabilities:'
The Vice-Provost for Students and International, Clayton Smith and the Assistive
Technologist/Disability Advisor, Anthony Gomez declined to comment.

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM ALUMNI HALL
(750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYAT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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Law School investigation
. to allegedly forgea letter
critical of Faculty of Law
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

An investigation is underway
to find the source of a forged
letter that was sent out in early October to several parties
within the Faculty of Law.
Forged in the name of the Law
Union of Ontario, Windsor
Chapter, the fake letter criticizes the Faculty of Law for
cutting services and funding
and for being abusive and sexist towards students.
The letter even goes as far as to
ask Faculty Council to appoint
a new dean to the faculty, but
law student and member of
the Law Union Chris Rudnicki
said the letter is a complete
forgery.
"In short: the Law Union did
not write the letter;· said Rudnicki. 'i\n anonymous party
drew on other Law Union
documents ... to put together
a document that looks like it
came from us:•

"They then sent it to a number
of parties in a fraudulent attempt to slander both us and
our Dean. None of our membership had a hand in writing
that letter, nor do we support
it," he said.
Rudnicki further elaborated
saying, "It's really malicious,
petty, cowardly conduct:'
The Student Law Society received a copy of the letter
and called a member of the
Law Union to inquire about
the supposed accusation. According to Rudnicki, it was the
first time that the member had
heard about the letter and he/
she contacted the Dean immediately to clarify that the letter
had been forged.
Members of the union met
with Dean Camille Cameron
and, according to Rudnicki,
they were all able to clarify that
the letter did not come from
the Law Union.
"We don't know who did it.
The Dean is looking into conducting an investigation, but I

don't know how were going to
find out who did it;' said Rudnicki.
Puru Sara, second-year Law
student, had not heard about
the letter, but is not concerned
with faculty politics because he
cannot afford to be distracted
from his studies.
"I guess I'm very focused on
just work to worry about that
kind of stuff. The faculty here I
think is great. We have a pretty solid faculty, so I've had no
complaints; he said.
Erin Kelly, studying hard in the
Law building's cafeteria, said
that she was also too deep into
studies to be concerned with
forged letters being passed
around the faculty.
"It's a busy time, I haven't
thought much about anything
outside of my courses; she
said.
Both the Student Law Society
and Dean Cameron declined
to comment on the situation.

eally malicious, petty, cowardly
conduct.
-

CHRISRUDNICKI,
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Half-mast: campus mourns loss of students
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

;,----~~=--The University of Windsor lowered its flags twice in the span of
one week to honour the deaths
of two students who died this
month.
Victoria Strehlau, 19, was almost two months into her first
year of forensic science when
she went missing Oct. 14. Her
body was found in the Detroit

River on Oct. 23 and foul play,
according to police, is not suspected.
University of Windsor chief
communications officer Holly
Ward released a statement expressing the sadness that was
shared by all on campus after
Strehlau's death was announced.
"On behalf of students, faculty
and staff, we offer our deepest
condolences to Victoria's family
and friends;' said Ward. ''.Across
campus, we carry heavy hearts
for this tragic loss and recognize

what a difficult time this is for
Victoria's loved ones?'

thoughts are with them during
this difficult time."

Kevin Kugathasan, 19, was
in his second year of studying criminology when he was
stabbed during an altercation
that began at Mynt Nightclub
on Oct. 19. Four men have
been charged in connection to
the altercation. Dwayne Nicholas Pierce, 22, has been charged
with first-degree murder.

"Words cannot express how
heavy our hearts were to see the
fl~s lowered twice in the span
of a week for the tragic loss of
such young lives," she said.

"Our deepest sympathies go
out to Kevin's friends and family; said Ward. "Our hearts and

"There are a couple of primary
sources of support, one of them
being the Peer Support Centre.
There are trained volunteers in
there everyday during the week
from noon to eight oclock and
students can just drop in;' said
Brooke White, executive direc-

tor of student affairs. "For those
who may be experiencing more
serious issues there is the Student Counseling Centre?'
"I know the director of the Student Counseling Centre has
talked to a couple groups of
students already at the request
of a T.A for classes that Victoria
was in and certainly that type of
group support is available at any
time if there is a request made
through the Student Counseling
Centre;' said White.

UWSA wants more student reps on
Board of Governors
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

The University of Windsor
Student Alliance (UWSA) has
started a petition to ensure that
students have a louder voice on
the university's Board of Governors, which oversees all operational aspects of the school.
To do this, the UWSA is seeking to amend the University of
Windsor Act in order to "provide for a greater number of
student representatives on the
Board of Governors;' according
to the petition.
The petition states that student
academic fees pay 54.2% of
the university's operating budget, according to the Board of
Governors' 2013/2014 operating budget, yet only 4 of the 32
board members are student rep-

resentatives from the UWSA,
Organization of Part-time University Students (OPUS), and
the Graduate Student Society
(GSS).
Only one member of the board
is a student-at-large representative.
With these facts in mind, the
UWSA says they are holding the
University up to the standards
of the business world where, as
the petition states, "the majority
investors of any corporation are
entitled to proportional representation over the body which
oversees its financial affairs."
Blake Forman, a second-year
sociology student, said that 4
out of 32 is not a high enough
number for students to be truly
represented on the board.
"I don't think that's a sufficient
number. Were not as involved

in the decision making as I
thought we were; said Forman.
UWSA President Rob Crawford
said it could take a while to find
out the results of the petition.
According to Crawford, Wildeman did not seem keen on the
petition to add more student
representatives to the board.
"He didn't seem very open to
it;' said Crawford. "Nonetheless, it's something that would
need to go through provincial
government since it is an act of
legislation?'
Because the acts are handled
by the ministry of education,
Crawford explained, the petition must come from an MPP
"or [by] some other measure."
The UWSA is currently reaching out to student unions from
other schools to get them to
consider revising their respec-

tive University Acts. This, the
UWSA hopes, will put pressure
on the government to allow revision of the Act.
Nada Mohamad, a first-year
student studying English and
French, said that she will sign
any petition that gives students
the power to lower tuition.
"I think that we're overpaying
for no reason. Theres a lot of
people saying that too because
we want to change it. We're putting so much money into things
that we don't even use or need;
said Mohamad.
"A lot of us are already in debt as
it is. Maybe taking away some
of the [54%] would really help
us later on; she said.
Crawford also said that he
will be talking to University of
Windsor President Alan Wildeman about looking into filing a

complaint against the provincial
government regarding the cost
of an education.
Though this is still in its early
stages, Crawford said Wildeman seems open to it. Crawford is currently preparing a
proposal for this complaint,
which he hopes to present in
mid-November.
"What makes Windsor unique
... is the fact that students are
paying more than the government does, so I think that is
grounds to file a complaint because it's supposed to be a public institution;' said Crawford.
He said the UWSA is hoping to
make an education in Windsor,
"more accessible to low-income
students?'
University of Windsor President
Alan Wildeman was unavailable
for comment.
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vanier college
condemns cllarter of
values
oct. 27

However, Vanier will also hold multiple events
in the next few weeks so students can explore
the proposed charter from different sides. This
includes a student panel on Nov. 7 hosted by
the CBC's Nancy Wood so that can college students can debate the advantages and disadvantages of the PQ's proposal.

MONTREAL (CUP) - Opposition continues
to mount against the highly-contentious Charter of Values with Vanier College the most recent post-secondary school to take an official
stance against the provincial government's
proposal.

Toe opposition follows weeks of protests in the
downtown core of Montreal. Several hundred
gathered last Sunday to oppose the provincial
government's project to promote secularism
by prohibiting civil servants from wearing "ostentatious" religious symbols, limiting time off
for religious holidays and amending the Quebec Charter of Rights and Freedoms to clarify
reasonable accommodations.

Vanier released a statement Tuesday morning
(Oct. 22) condemning the Parti Quebecois's
latest project that aims to promote a secular
state. The CEGEP's Board of Directors passed
a resolution a week earlier on Oct. 15 to denounce certain sections of the charter, emphasizing that the proposal will result in "stigmatization and job discrimination;' as well be
problematic for students during stages.

RAS
ATOR CONCILIATOR

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS OFACER
MEDIATOR AND MANY OTHER

"With such a varied student body, Vanier is
especially mindful of providing a safe and respectful learning environment, a space where
tolerance and dialogue are prized above all,
and where support measures are in place to
ensure all its students succeed in their studies;'
said Director General Gilbert Heroux in the
statement.

EXCITTNG CAREER OPTIONS

APPLY NOW!

Vanier is the most recent educational institution to voice its opposition, alongside McGill
University and Dawson College. Concordia
University, according to spokesperson Clea
Desjardins, will not release a statement until
the proposed charter is decided upon in the
National Assembly in Quebec City while the
university's undergraduate and graduate student unions have taken stances opposing the
project.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

Claire Cormier, who recently moved to Montreal from New Brunswick, said she has been
attending several marches to criticize the charter and said Premier Pauline Marois was trying
to "divide and conquer" the people of Quebec.
"This is pure racism:' said Cormier. "Where
I come from we function in French, English,
a multicultural background. The only thing I
can see here is that Marois wants to divide and
conquer - she is giving a license to hate~'
The Charter of Values is expected to be presented in the National Assembly in the next
few weeks. Rumours have suggested that the
project might be a ballot question in what may
be an upcoming fall election while more protests are planned in the corning weeks.se those
are almost always genuine and honest."
KALINA LAFRAMBOISE -

CUP

QUEBEC BUREAU CHIEF

"Concordia has power to do so much; said
Amrit Kaur, the president of the Concordia
Sikh Students' Association. "Hopefully they
will when the time is right."
French universities and colleges have largely
remained silent on the issue since it was introduced in September.
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what is
the most
dangerous bar
downtown?
ALICIA DULBA

new&
never been

ANTONIO DELPELLARO

I don't go downtown that
often but would say Sin
[J)ow aryty] or Voodoo,
Out overall I think downtown is safe.

!

COLLEEN BROADERIP

JUSTIN BORRELLI

I wou!cf_ probably say Mynt,
from ¥'Jhat I've heard that's
'!Yhere the more sketchy
people ate.

feature
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The boycott continued
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

On Oct. 21, the University
of Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA), Graduate Student Society (GSS), and Organization
of Part-time University Students (OPUS) released their list
of requests regarding their boycott of all judicial panels, and by
Oct. 25 they were met, mostly.
The three student groups circulated their list of requests that
they wanted met before returning their representatives to the
judicial panels.
Seven requests, not demands,
had been made. Chief of them
was removing University Secretariat Renee Wintermute
from her temporary position
as Judicial Panel Affairs Officer.
Other requests were that a student rights handbook be made
available and that the said book
be given to anyone charged with
misconduct.
In addition, they asked for the

rewriting of Bylaw 31 be done

with student input, the creation
of an ombudsman position at
the university, and that long
term student Donevan [see page
1] have his case files fully investigated.
"I think this is a really good outcome;' said University President
Alan Wildeman. "The University Secretariat [Wintermute]
is very busy with lots of things
to do, so her not having to be at
the panel hearings will be great.
We'll look as soon as we can for
somebody to come in on a temporary basis."
In August, the former Judicial

Panel Affairs Officer Kris Mcinnis was terminated from her position for reasons not currently
known and is under litigation.
Wintermute took over the position, but due to her position as
Secretariat, a conflict of interest
was perceived by the UWSA.
"In our opinion, the two jobs

shouldn't be done by the same
person;' said Jake DeJong,
UWSA vice president of university affairs. "Nothing against
her, just the perception of bias is
inherent:'

There is no timeline for a replacement and Wildeman said
he didn't want to "say Monday
[Oct. 28];' but, it is now a priority. A student will sit on the
hiring committee as per the student group's requests.
"Jake [DeJong] has created an
academic rights handbook, so
we'd like to distribute it to all
students;' said UWSA president
Rob Crawford. "Originally, we
made it just for full time undergrads, but we talked to GSS to
applying it as well to graduate
students."
The handbook does not currently have a timeline. Wmtermute declined to comment.
A longer-term goal is the cofunding of an ombudsman for
the university.
Fifteen out of 24 Ontario universities have an ombudsman.
Windsor has the highest student
population out of all the schools
without an ombudsman at just
fewer than 17,000 students total.
Guelph is an exception. It has a
population of 23,000 and does

not have an ombudsman but
does have one for students in
residence.
"UWindsor rteeds an ombudsman in order to hold the
university accountable;' said
Crawford. "[To] maintain a
transparent governing process
and to protect the rights of students."

Rose Faddoul of Community
Legal Aid (CLA) had been the
previous council to the students
[the Lance has learned.] She is
currently suspended from her
duties as a review council. However there are conflicting stories. Some say she is suspended
while a CLA secretary has stated
she is "on leave~'
Faddoul could not be reached
for comment and CLA representatives have said they won't
speak to the media.

Student input could pose a challenge in the re writing of Bylaw
31. The UWSA has heard little
from the student body on this
matter. DeJong said the matter of Bylaw 31 is complicated
and that few people understand
what is going on. According to
Crawford the student group has
been reaching out, notably to
fraternities and sororities.

"I think we really share a desire
to see an academic integrity
process that is fair, is responsible, and protects the academic
quality of the institution. Everybody's goals are on that and
students have a really big role
to play in helping the university
shape what the process will look
like;' said Wildeman.

Despite what is going on with
Bylaw 31, the issues largely resolved have been with or without student involvement; there
is still no trial date for the two
students who had their legal
council changed at the last minute.

University administration had
sent the UWSA a letter alluding that they were thinking of
installing their own student
representative to supersede the
representatives of the UWSA,
legal by bylaw, before the matter
had been settled on Oct. 25.

arts&culture
MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

Many of you have probably
heard the name Marissa Reaume at some point because she is
a former student and an instructor at the University of Windsor.
However, her newest claim to
fame is as the author of Shallow
Enough to Walk Through, her
debut novel, released on Oct. 9.

Marissa
Reaume

A product of six years of hard
work, the story is set in Windsor and follows twenty-something writer Sara Pierce, who
is trying gain control of her life
while feeling stifled by it. A lot
ofWindsorites can relate to that
feeling of being stuck in this
city, in the early "Now whatr
years of their lives and this is essential to the story.

MICAELA MULDOON:
l'VE NOTICED THAT
A LOT OF WINDSOR
AUTHORS LIKE TO GET
AWAY FROM WINDSOR
AS A SETTING. WAS IT
IMPORTANT TO YOU
THAT IT WAS SET IN
WINDSOR?
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MARISSA REAUME: I thought
Windsor was an interesting location because it is considered a
border city. A lot of people actually associate Windsor more
with the United States than with
Canada and there's a lot of instances of the characters feeling
- ..,.=--=-lostaod trapped..aud Uley dont
really know where they are, so I
think that Windsor was a good
location for that.
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MM: IS THERE
ANY PARTICULAR
INSPIRATION THAT
MADE YOU WANT TO
WRITE THIS BOOK?
MR: I set out to write a book
using magic realism. That was
always my goal. I wanted to use
magic realism and put it in a
setting that some people might
find kind of mundane and not-
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so-interesting. I've noticed that
a lot of people that live in Windsor don't really appreciate the
city. I wanted to explore how
one could write about one's
hometown and still make it new
and fresh and I chose the magic
realism mode because I guess
this character feels so strange
and awkward in her own life,
so I wanted to allow her to be
freshly surprised about the
weather, the town, the people.
Even though this is where she
grew up, she's really unfamiliar
with where she lives.
MM: l'M REALLY
GLADTHATYOU
SET IT IN WINDSOR,
PERSONALLY,
BECAUSE I FEEL LIKE
WE GET A BAD REP. I
THINK WHENEVER
SOMETHING'S SET IN
WINDSOR IT DRAWS
ATTENTION TO IT IN A
POSITIVE WAY, MOST
OF THE TIME.
MR: A lot of people that I've
talked to who have read the
book didn't really think that my
depictions of Windsor were accurate and I really wasn't necessarily going for an accurate
image of Windsor. Most of the
places that are mentioned in the
novel don't actually exist. Essentially, this is how the main character is re-writing Windsor.
MM: COULD YOU
GIVE ME A BRIEF
BIOGRAPHY OF
YOU SEl:.F AND~ - ~
YOUR WRITING
BACKGROUND, FROM
THE AUTHOR'S
PERSPECTIVE?
MR: {laughs) I've been interested in writing since I was in
elementary school and I took
a writer's craft course in high
school. I really enjoyed it, so I
decided to apply to the English
and Creative Writing program
at the University of Windsor. I
pursued that for four years and
got my undergraduate degree

9

and then I applied to the master's program here. During the
time that I was completing my
master's, I worked a lot on this
book. It was like my thesis. Instead of writing a major paper, I
wrote a novel.
MM: SO WHO ARE
SOME OFYOUR
FAVOURITE WRITERS
WHO INFLUENCED
YOU?
MR: I really like Nicole Markotic, Suzette Mayr, Margaret Atwood, Rosemary Nixon. I like F.
Scott Fitzgerald if you look back
at these writers from a long time
ago, and Hemingway. I think I
got a lot of inspiration from
Margaret Atwood when I was
writing this book.
MM: IS IT HARD
TO DOUBLE AS A
PROFESSOR AND AN
AUTHOR AT THE SAME
TIME?
MR: Yeah, actually when Rosemary Nixon was here, and she
was a writer in residence, I
started writing another novel
and I was working with her. She
was having me submit so much
every week. Back when she was
here, I was teaching maybe two
courses a semester and since she
left, I started teaching on average five to seven courses a semester. I just haven't found the
time [for writing].
MM:CANWE
EXPECT ANOTHER
NOVEL FROM
YOU EVENTUALLY,
THOUGH?
MR: I hope so. I mean, the one
that I've written is half done already and I expect it to be longer than this one. I'd like to finish it-I just need to find some
time and get motivated to do it.

Check out Shallow
Enough to Walk Through,
and follow Marissa
Reaume on Twitter:
@mlreaume
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the poet comedian chuckles his way to Windsor
JASONRANKIN
art director

UWindsor was filled with gutwrenching chuckles on Oct.
23 from John Wing's stand-up
brew of comedy and poetry.
John Wing, comedian and poet,
came up from his home in Los
Angeles to talk to students from
UWindsor's editing and publishing practicum last Wednesday morning.

"He draws a lot of parallels between his comedy and his poetry;' said Marissa Lunardi, one
of the editing students working
on his book and who played a
part in promoting Wing's performance. The class is currently
working on his eighth book of
poetry.
By evening, Wing had all the
seats in the Katzman Lounge
filled with people eager to give
their gut a workout with his
routine.
"We couldn't be more grateful

from all the support weve gotten from everybody;' said Dan
Zompanti, another student
working on the book, who also
played a role in organizing the
audio equipment for the event.
"Everybody seems to be super
receptive to this and the fact
that he was on America's Got
Talent doesn't hurt either when
we're talking about publicizing
him."
What does writing mean to
the poet comedian? "It usually
means I'm on a plane;' laughed

Wing. "I've been writing poetry
since I was about 12 years old
. . . there was something Gordon Lightfoot said that I liked,
'It's something that forces you to
sit down at the table and get it
done: And that's what writing is
tome."
This summer Wing performed
at America's Got Talent, making
it to the semifinals.

"If I had to have one reality television experience ih my life, it's
probably the best one to have:'
said Wing. "And I don't think

I'll be having another reality TV
experience."
"I 110 per cent said this before I
knew I was going to be in John
Wing's group, I think the book's
phenomenal;' said Zompanti.
Next semester the class will be
moving onto the publishing
part of the book process, handling everything from design to
promotion to a big launch event.
Another group in the class is
working on a book by poet John
B. Lee and both are slated for a
release in late April 2014.

£.•trending~
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GIRAFFES

ROB FORD

Apple seemed pretty nice with their new
free OS, offering promises of increased
battery life and speed. But what they didn't
lift from under the sand were the problems
with the OS. If you use Google Chrome,
you might have a problem with the scrollbar
not being usable after switching to the
new OS. Solution: destroy and reinstall the
browser. Some have had problems with
the download of the OS install stalling.

You may have noticed that some of your
friends have turned into giraffes. A riddle has
been spreading across Facebook like a virus.

Last Thursday was a fun day to be a journalist
in Toronto. Remember Crackstarter, the
money raising campaign to get hands on
the infamous video of Rob Ford allegedly
smoking crack?

As for that precious battery life, I'm still
getting under four hours with my Macbook.
So much for a 25 per cent increase.

"3:00 a.m., the doorbell rings and you wake
up. Unexpected visitors. It's your parents
and they are there for breakfast. You have
strawberry jam, honey, wine, bread and
cheese. What is the first thing you open?"
goes the riddle.
Answer it wrong and you're a giraffe.

Well, it turns out that the Toronto Police
Department has their hands on that very
same video and has been investigating it, as
well as other shifty things relating to Ford.
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Do ghosts walk among us? PART
AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

It would hardly have been a ghost hunt

if we only looked around campus, so the
Lance ventured a little further last week.
I spoke with a couple oflocal ghost hunting teams, The Ontario Paranormal Inquest Society (OPIS) and Spectral Solutions who had done some hunts of their
own around Windsor. Both groups had
the proper equipment and found out that
Windsor has a haunted history.
Mackenzie Hall, located in Old Sandwich Town, was originally commissioned
as a courthouse and a jail. It was built in
1855 and 13 executions occurred between
1834 and 1943. In the early 1800s a device
known as a 'gibbet; an iron frame that
encased the body, was hung in the streets
to publically display the remains of the
guilty.

A gibbet hangs in Mackenzie Hall
• photo by Alexandra Sellick

OPIS has captured many strange things
on their devices in the Hall, such as electromagnetic spikes on their K2 meter, a
device that detects magnetic fields, and
several different Electronic Voice Phenomenons (EVP). They have also reported that cameras were knocked out of
researchers' hands in the rear stairwell to

an open doorway.

Spectral Solutions reports having seen an
apparition in the basement at the Hall as
well as their own EVPs. When on a tour
of Mackenzie Hall, Sergio Forest, an employee and local history devotee, told me
of many historical facts about Mackenzie
Hall. I was also told of his own personal
experience with the ghosts.

"We noticed a door had been propped
open with a wedge and decided to go
down the hallway it led into;' said PareDuchesne. "We were about halfway down
the hallway when the door slammed
shut:' She and her colleague had attempted to debunk the experience, but were not
able to recreate the occurrence.

"At the rear stairwell I walked through a
very cold block of air once, while I was
closing the building one night;' said Forest. "Nothing can explain how three feet
of air could be so cold compared to the air
around it; I left the building almost irnmediatelY:'

Texas Road, located between Windsor
and Amherstburg has been talked of by
young and old for generations. The ghost
stories tend to center around the graveyard there. Kelly Element and her daughter, both members of OPIS, had an experience that they caught on camera.

The Duff-Baby House is also located in
Old Sandwich Town on Mill St. It was
built as the home of a very prominent
local trader, Alexander Duff in 1798 and
was instrumental in the War of 1812
when James Baby had ownership of it.

A man's hands appeared and a deep sigh
was heard but no one in their group could
have been the culprit of the event.

OPIS also had experiences here, as did
Spectral Solutions. Along with their
strange EVPs and K2 meter hits, OPIS experienced something even more unusual.
Teena Pare-Duchesne an official investigator and fellow member at OPIS were
alone on the second floor of the house
looking around when they came across

Spectral Solutions has taken public
groups to the location and many people
have had experiences as well.

To learn more about these groups
and their ghost hunts, you can visit
them on their Facebook pages:
facebook.com/
OntarioParanormallnquestSociety
and facebook.com/
Spectral Solutions
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PLAY REVIEW

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7
30X30 Artcite 30th Anniversary Show
Part 2, Artcite Gallery, 12:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. Wednesdays through Saturdays
Comedy Quarry Presents... Rockhead
Pub, 8:00 p.m.
The BBQ (Brian Burke Quartet), Phog
Lounge, 8:00 p.m.
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8
Chilifest, St. Clair Centre for the Arts,
11:00a.m.
Dan Griffin and Crissi Cochrane, Phog
Lounge, 9:00 p.m.
Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, Caesars
Windsor, 9:00 p.m.
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9
Keep It Local Craft and Gift Sale, Fogolar
Furlan Club, from I0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
Orchid Show & Sale, Colasanti's Tropical
Gardens, I0:00 a.m.
Willistead Manor Antiques & Collectables
Sale,Willistead Manor, I 0:00 a.m.
SUNDAY NOVEMBER I0
Orchid Show & Sale, Colasanti's Tropical
Gardens, I0:00 a.m.
MONDAY NOVEMBER 11
Battle of Warsaw 1920 Film Screening,
Dom Polski 1275 Langlois Avenue, 7:00
p.m.
Moved by Words, Juniper Books, held dur-ing store hours, free
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 12
Polish Movie Screening: "Last Minute",
Dom Polski 1275 Langlois Avenue, 6:00
p.m.
Rino's Kitchen Book Launch, Walkerville
Brewery, 7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 13
Writer's Workshop, Windsor Public Library - Central Branch, 7:00 p.m.
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 14
Comedy Quarry Presents... Rockhead
Pub, 8:00 p.m.
November Mashup, Mezze Ristorante &
Lounge, 6:30 p.m.

KAR-LEIGH KELSO
lance reporter

Brittany Cope as Valerie, Alyson Parovel as Henri,
Cara Rodger as McKenzie, Sean O'Brien as Willy •
photo by David Court

A PARTYTO MURDER
Gordon McCall's adaptation of Marcia Kash's
and Douglas E. Hughes' A Party to Murder
marked the first occasion in five years that I have
attended a play and because of it I will certainly
be seeing another very soon. I saw the show on
Oct. 27, performed inside the intimate Jackman
Dramatic Art Centre studio theatre, a unique
atmosphere that places the audience almost
amongst the actors themselves.
The story begins when six friends trespass into
an abandoned theatre, transported by the spirits
haunting the building into the play they are
drunkenly farcing.
Following their otherworldly transformation,
they embody six individuals spending a
"murder mystery" weekend at a spooky cabin
on a remote island.
A turn of events leads them into a "dark and
stormy night;' and when the players begin
dropping dead, the remaining guests must
determine who amongst them is the culprit -and whether they'll survive the night sleeping in
a cabin with a murderer.
The performers were incredibly talented and
a delight to watch onstage. Umed Abdullah,
Alyson Parovel, Cara Rodger, Eric Branget,
Brittany Cope and Sean O'Brien personified
their characters so well that their performance
flowed convincingly and effortlessly.
In addition to the acting, the stage work is also
certainly worth mentioning. The lighting was
shadowy and appropriate. The sound work was
very well executed with some rather interesting
music choices, the props were well used, and the
setting was overall believably ominous.

If this production and cast were to return to
the stage, I would absolutely attend it again. It
was a captivating, enjoyable show. As Rodger
states in the show's program, this story is indeed
a "unique murder mystery that will keep you
guessing until the end!"

CHOOSE YOUR
CERTIFICATE
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EVENT MANAGEMENT
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SARAHHURST

lance reporter

THOR&
A BIT MORE
FADEAWAY
BEST COAST

Is anyone else excited for the Thor
2 release this week? Sure, some of

the Marvel movies have sucked
over the past few years, but I keep
going to them. And I keep liking
them despite them "sucking."

The pastel colours and glare from the sun on Best Coast's album artwork is
reminiscent of the sizzling summer heat of California.

If Windsor's cold weather already has you wishing for July, just turn up the

And really, since Disney bought
out Marvel, the movies have
been a lot better than some
other publishers' handiwork
(do you remember that dreaded
Spiderman 3? You can blame Sony
for that).

thermostat to a scorching 27 degrees, change into a tank top and shorts, pop in
Fade Away, and you will be set.
Best Coast, an American rock duo from Los Angeles, California released their
seven-track EP on Oct. 22.
Bethany Consentino, songwriter, guitarist, and vocalist, and Bob Bruno, guitarist,
make up the band. The "mini album" was the first release on Consentino's new
label, Jewel City.

And no, I'm not mad that some
huge corporation owns all those
sprinkly Disney characters, the
fearsome Marvel heroes and
the swashbuckling Star Wars
Jedi. Think of the ridiculous
mashups they can do between the
series (quiet, die-hard fans, I'm
dreaming!).

The band has previously released two full-length studio albums, Crazyfor You and
The Only Place, as well as another EP, Where the Boys Are and a number of 7"s and
Split 7"s.
The music is bright and upbeat, even though many of the lyrics talk about
heartbreak. It seems almost as if Consentino is having a conversation with the
listener; the lyrics are straightforward and have that stream-of-consciousness feel
to them.
The album starts off with, "This Lonely Morning;' a short song about someone
waiting for a call from their significant other. They end up alone, but cannot
change their feelings.
My favourite song on the album, "Fear Of My Identity,'' is a little darker than the
rest of their songs. "Its ... kind of about freaking out and having an existential
crisis;' Consentino describes the song. She wrote it one night after taking an
Ambien sleeping pill The next morning she did not remember writing it.
Best Coasts' Official Website, www.bestcoast.us, features an in-depth description of
each song in Consentino's own words, talking about where she got her inspiration
and what the song is about.

•
•
•

•
SANDEEN HO

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info~ earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

charts tabulated for the week ending October 27

lance reporter

RAPOREP
ACTIVE CHILD

•

Active Child's newest album delivers the perfect soundtrack to anyone's dreams
and dark adventures.
On Oct. 23, Rapor was released with a six-track collection of dream pop and
synthesizer. The man behind Active Child is Pat Grossi who was a former choir
singer. His debut album, You Are All I See was released in 2011 and British singer,
Ellie Goulding, covered "Hanging On;' which became a smash hit.

Rapor is an intricate collection of hypnotic echoes, an array of synths and
manipulation of vocals. You cannot help but close your eyes and dream of slow
motion scenes and dark settings with deep drum beats and vocals much like
Bon Iver.
The first track, "She Cut Me;' opens with an echo of strings and a menacing
drumbeat. An almost chanting collection of sounds, not words, creates a
haunting presence of empty space. With just simple "oo's" and "ah's" it sets the
scene for the dark emotion in the album.
Miklcy Ekko dominated the second track of Rapor called "Subtle:' Ekko is most
commonly known for being featured on Rihanna's single, "Stay," Rather than a
warm and heartfelt song, "Subtle" has a bigger kick of attitude and dance. With
a short and quick 70's style synth, Ekko pulls out vocals that sound like the
almighty Michael Jackson.
The fourth track has a completely different style than the rest: exquisitely dark
but serene and peaceful. The echoing vocals convey a dream-like state or a dark
and rainy night. Featured on this track is British pop star, Ellie Goulding. Her
vocals come in and contrasts against Grossi's deep vocals with a high, angelic
head voice. Perfectly harmonizing, the lyrics are parallel with the mood of the
sound. The beginning is strictly vocals, with soft cello, violin and a distant back
beat. As the last chorus comes around, several layers of vocal, drum beats and a
high-pitched synth clash together to make a strong finish.
Overall this album holds a soft and surreal touch with an endless supply of
hypnotizing echoes and lyrics oflonging and struggle. I would fully recommend
to listen to this song with over the ear head phones to get lost within its ripple
of sound.

I GIPSY KINGS - Savo, Flamenco (Kn~ Factory)
2TV FREAKS*-T>M> (Schizophrenic)
•• 3 BASIA BULAT*-TallTall Shadow (Secret City)
: 4 COUSINS/CONSTRUCTION & DESTRUCTION* - Cousins/Comtruction & Destruc-

: tion Split (Noyes)
: STHE RATUNERS*- Dead Language (New Damage)
: 6 GRA'YSKUL- 2.enith (Fake Foor Inc.)
: 7 JULIANNA BARWICK - Nepenthe (Dead Oceans)
! 8ANDRIA SIMONE*- Good Lovin' (Self-Released)
: 9 HIATIJS KAIYOTE-TawkTomahawk (Self-Released)
IODaTRON 3030 - Event II (Bulk)
11 LETUVE.-The Blackest Beautiful (Epitaph)
12 BRAIDS* - RourisW/Perish (Flemish E}-e)
13 AUSTRA* - Olympia (Paper Bag)
14 LUKETHOMSON & THE HOWL* - Songs From The Milkman (Self-Released)
IS MIKAELJORG8'1SEN & GREG O'KEEFE- Mbel Jorgensen & Greg O'keek (Butterscotch)
16 SARAH NEUFBD* - Hero Brother (Constellation)
17 NIGHTMARES ONWAX- Feelin' Good (Warp)
18 GAMBLES-Trust (Self-Released)
19 KIM WEMPE* - Coalition (Self-Released)
• 20 BOB MARLEY ANDTHEWAILERS- Legend Remixed (Tuff Gong)
21 BILL CAllAHAN - Dream River (Drag City)
22 UNKNOWN MORTAL ORCHESTRA - Blue Record (Jagjaguwar)
23THE SADIES*- lntemal Somds (Outside Music)
24 CFC? - Music F-or Objects (Paper Bag)
25 SHUJAAT HUSAIN KHAN & KATAYOUN GOUDARZI - Spring (Self-Released)
26 RUNTHE.JEWB.S- Run The.Jewels (Foors Gold)

• 27TRENTEMOLLER - lost On My Room)
• 28 GOLDFRAPP -Tales of Us (Mute)
29 UNDI OITTEGA* -Tin Star (Last Gang)
30 FACTOR* -Woke Up Alone (Fake Four Inc.)
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HOCKEY
WOMEN'S
10/26/2013 Qtr Finals Guelph Guelph, 01
Gryphons

Lancers lose to nationally
ranked Mustangs

l 21-31

WOMEN'S HOCKEY
ANKURKUMAR

lance reporter

10/19/2013

Laurent,an
Voyageurs

Tecumseh
Arena

W3-2

10/26/2013

Western
Mustangs

South Windsor
Arena

L 0-5

----

MEN'S HOCKEY

W4-2

11/1/2013

Brock Badgers

South Windsor
Arena

7:30 Pr
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West Qtr Finals

Alumni Fteld W 1-0

WesternM~s

10/27/2013

OUA West Semi-Finals Hamilton,
- McMaster Mauraders 01

W2-1
OT

WOMBM S SOCCER

10/23/2013

West Qtr Finals Guelph Gryphons

Guelph, 01

L 0-3
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10/26/2013

Waterloo
Warriors

10/26/2013

Waterloo Warriors

St. Denis Centre W 3-2

(25-27. 2S-14. 18-25.
25-21. l!>-10)

St Denis Centre
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The Lancers women's hockey team surrendered a second shutout loss of their
young season to the Western Mustangs
last weekend. A 5-0 win for the Mustangs bumps them to an impressive
6-1-0 record, while the Lancers struggle to find their footing at 3-3-1. Both
teams were similarly matched, as each
team had won three of their previous
four games before meeting each other
at South Windsor Arena.
While the Mustangs have had a running start this season, they gave up
nine power play opportunities to the

Lancers. A remarkable nine different
opportunities with a player advantage,
but the Lancers prevailed on none. The
Lancers visited the penalty box four
times and the Mustangs had better
luck, as they scored twice on the power
play.
The Lancers need to regain focus of
their special teams. Count on seniors
Bree Polci and Jenny MacKnight to
post numbers, as each player has already been noted for a hat trick in
games earlier this season. Both players need to stay relevant and cannot be
held scoreless in upcoming game, otherwise the Lancers are looking at another downward spiral, similar to the
one that started their season at 0-2-1.

MEN'S

MacDonnell's hat-trick
clips Gryphons
ANKURKUMAR

lance reporter

There was nothing short of excitem(nt
last weekend for the men's hockey team
in Lancer Nation. The news of a rescheduled contest between the Western Mustangs and Windsor Lancers
at Hockeytown Wmter Festival made
waves through the QUA, but it was Mac
MacDonnell's hat trick against the nationally ranked Guelph Gryphons that
made the bigger splash.
The Gryphons were unsuccessful as
they arrived in Wmdsor in search of a
win against the upstart Lancers. Coming off of a disappointing 6-1 loss at the
hands of Ryerson Rams, the Gryphons
counted on Nicklas Huard to help the
team regain momentum. Huard had
become an early season point's leader,
totaling seven goals and three assists in
five games. However, it seems the spark
he started the season with has burnt out
Huard's impressive stats were overshadowed by the Lancers' own numbers.

Former Erie Otter, Macauley MacDonnell stole the spotlight from the visiting
Gryphons, who notched his first career
QUA hat trick, while Jadran Beljo supported with a goal of his own and two
assists on MacDonnell's goals. The 4-2
victory over the Gryphons extended the
Lancers' win.ning streak to four games.
The Lancers continued their home
stand this past weekend as they host
edthe Brock Badgers on Friday night,
followed by a visit from the York Lions
on Saturday night.
As for the Western Mustangs' cancelled
visit, the game has been rescheduled for
Dec. 16 at Comerica Park in Detroit,
Michigan. With the highly anticipated
NHL Winter Classic scheduled for Jan.
1, 2014, SiriusXM has sponsored the
Hockeytown Winter Festival - a series of events celebrating all levels of
hockey, which now includes the QUA.
Further information regarding tickets
and puck drop will become available in
coming weeks, so be sure to check golancers.ca or westernmustangs.ca
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FOOTBALL

Lancer Sports
radio team helps
raise money for
CJAM Pledge drive
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

November I officially kicked off
the CJAM 99.1 FM annual pledge
drive. The station, which relies
heavily on volunteer support has
a goal of $30,000 this year to help
fund day to day operations.

• photo by Alex D'addese

Fratmen offence
ineffective in 50-3 route
KAEDENWALLS
lance reporter

I5

This year, the hosts at Lancer
Sports which airs Monday nights
at 8:00 p.m. have come up with a
multitude of sports related incentives to be given away as a thank
you to donors.

Prat as their defence began to play like they
typically do and it was only 7-0 when punter/
linebacker Dillon Grondin hit a 37-yard field
goal to shorten the lead to 7-3. That was short .
lived as the Prat then conceded a safety, a field
goal, and finally the pick 6 that made it 19-3
at the end of the first half.
The second half d1"dn't start much better when

we feel responsible to help the station grow in any way we can:'
Show newcomer Mike Hugall
put the teams' money where their
mouths are pledging to donate a
dollar per Cardinals strikeout in
game four of the World Series.
"Maybe I shouldn't have spoken
on behalf of my co-hosts wallets,
who knows:' said Hugall. "But
the guys are lucky it was only five
bucks a piece from that game, it
would be cool if we could keep
that going the rest of the series:'
The incentive given to the richest donation on Lancer Sports is
a signed basketball by the three
time national champion Lancers
Women's Basketball team, which
will be given
.
. ht· If you
away tomg
are interested in donating there
ae
. ty f
t do so
r a var1e o ways o
·
For more information go to
Cjamlog3.cjam.ca/pledgedrive-is-on/ or call the

:
In addition to the CJAM gift
It started early and happened often for the
:
packs, which include station tAKO Fratmen in their Jostens Cup national
•
shirts and CD's; the boys at Lancer
semi-final against the Vancouver Island Raid.:
Sports
will
giving
away Laneers swag
forbeevery
donation
that
ers. On the first drive of the game they went a
exceeds $20 during their pledge
q uick 3 and out and the Raider's ground game Mike Ritchott ripped off a 47 yard run on the :
drive show today.
got rolling. After runs of 10 and 12 yards by first play from scrimmage which was then V :
Andrew Deleone, Ashton Galloway galloped capped off by a 1 yard rushing touchdown by :
"We just want to do our part;' said
34 yards untouched to the end zone to make Alex Kutra to push the lead to 26 -3 early in •
Ankur Kumar who started the
it 7-0 VI early.
the third quarter. The floodgates opened af- :
show in 2010. "CJAM has done a
ter that with Jahmari Bennett throwing two •
""Te
...
, ..........;~~;;,,.,;.;,~,;.;;;.;;_:;~.::.;;;;;~;,;:.~~~;.......;...-~...t6JHW~kHlHl:llfQ-.;~~Rteercs--'6{,at~~at-5l9-971-J630----.vv, defin~--0---=1
,.~,, n=,U:;U l ->Lo.a Vil l<::dl =st
Id~
OUC
0Wll paSSeS O even
y m e e •
wanted to get up early so I think that was a score 50-3 VI and end the Fratmen's season.
•
good statement running in untouched:' Gal- "As a defence, we did lose our cool a little :
loway said.
when it got out of hand and that can't hap- :
It didn't get much better for the Prat after that pen if we want to win, we need to be more :
when on the next drive, quarterback Austin disciplined;' said star defensive back Austin •
Lumley made an ill-advised throw rolling out Crumb post-game. It was a great season for ••
to his right which was tipped and intercepted the Frat and something they can build on for :
by a diving Fabian Ross for the first of two in- next year after winning their first OFC title :
terceptions by Lumley, the other for a touch- since 1999 and hopefully, complete the run •
••
down. There were flashes of hope for the and become national champions.

Old Hat: Lancers fall
in familiar style in the
Quarterfinal
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Playing through gusty conditions in Guelph,
Ontario the Lancers football team lost 31-21
to the fifth ranked Guelph Gryphons last Saturday night.
Windsor was plagued by more than the elements however, as they failed to score a
touchdown in the first quarter for the fifth
time this season. Guelph on the other hand
scored in its first drive of the game by nature
of a Rob Farquharson touchdown, and again
when Curtis Newton picked off Austin Kennedy and returned it for a score.
Trailing 14-0 heading in to the second quarter Kuinton Elliot returned an interception 49
yards for a touchdown to finally put Windsor
on the board. The Gryphons would respond
with a scoring drive of their own on a 19 yard
field goal by Daniel Ferraro.
With nine minutes left in the second quarter

•
•
••
••
••
•
• OPEN CURLING
••• TRYOUTS!
••

••

•
•

the Lancers used a bit of trickery on third
down when faking a punt and completing an
8 yard pass by kicker Dan Cerino to pick up
the first down. The blue and gold would later
score on a broken play after Kennedy fumbled a snap he was able to safely hand it off to
running back Mitch Dender who charged it
in 8 yards for a major.
Lucky to only be behind by 3 at the half, the
Lancers again came out sluggish after the
break. On the Gryphons first possession, the
Lancers secondary got burned on a 37 yard
deep strike for a touchdown by quarterback
Jazz Lindsey.
Following a safety taken by Kennedy, the
Lancers put together the final scoring drive
of their season as Kennedy connected with
Dylan Whitfield on a one yard pass at the
Guelph goal line.

In the fourth quarter another ill-timed safety
and a Daniel Ferrero field goal put the game
on ice. Toe Lancers, who all year were unable
to overcome early deficits fell in familiar style
to one of the top teams in CIS football.

•

.•••
•
•
•
•
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There will be tryouts for the
University of Windsor Lancer's
Varsity Men's and Women's
Curling team from Nov. 4 to 10
starting at 4:30 p.m. They are
being held at Roseland Golf and
Curling Club. The tournament
runs from Feb. 12 to 17, 2014. The
curling team will be participating
in weekly games and practices,
dates and times to be decided once
the team is finalized. As a financial
commitment is necessary, there
will be fundraising for OUAs
through various fundraising events
throughout the year. Email coach,
Mark Masanovich at mark@mnsi.
net, or at 519-969-5112 ext. 6.
FIRST BLOCKBUSTER:

The NHL has had its first major
trade, and it only took ten games.
Toe slumping Buffalo Sabres sent
sniper Thomas Vanek to the New
York Islanders for Matt Moulson
and three draft picks. Vanek and
Moulson are both currently in
the final year of the respective
contracts and expect to earn an

heavy pay increase come July 1,
2014.
MEGATRON UNLEASHED
AGAINST COWBOYS:
Calvin Johnson had 329 yards
for his record tying fifth 200+
receiving game of his career. The
effort which helped the Lions
escape with a 1 point victory in
the dying seconds of last Sunday's
game puts Detroit tied for first in
the NFC North with the Green
Bay Packers.
HEATHER BREAKS WEEK
OLD RECORD:
On Oct. 26 Bishop's quarterback
John Heather broke the record for
most passing yards in a season,
which was set last week by Western
Quarterback Will Finch. Heather
had 484 yards on the day bringing
his season total to an otherworldly
3,132 yards. Finch will have a
chance to break the record for the
second time this season during
this weekend's OUA semi-final, he
will need only 50 yards to do so.

CELEBRATING

FIFTY . . . . _~.
YEARS

CAMPUS FALL FESTIVAL!
Get bundled up and come celebrate UWindsor's 50th Anniversary
with a FREE outdoor luncheon festival. Enjoy live entertainment,
hot apple cider, roasted chestnuts and plenty of hot food. Join us
on the east patio of the CAW Student Centre next to Dillon Hall.

~AW Universityot Windsor

www.uwindsor.ca/anniversary
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violence in the
downtown core

Austin Kennedy
tells it like it is

CATCH A WIFF OF THIS
NOTTOO LATE FOR THEWINDSOR INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

The Windsor International Film Festival
(WIPF) kicked off this week with the 48
Hour FlickFest on Nov. 3 and the Opening
Night Screening and Gala on Nov. 5.
This year the festival has expanded to six
days and will showcase 65 films. Included
in the festival is the 48 Hour Flickfest.
Flickfest &,ives local as irin

filmmakers

few weekends before the festival begins,
participants are asked to create a team of
no more than eight people and select one
member to be the producer. The kickoff
this year was held on Oct. 18 at the St. Clair
Centre for the Arts. Registration began at
5:30 p.m. and ended at 7:00 p.m. when the
48-hour countdown began. Teams do not
receive the FlickFest instruction package
until the countdown begins.

All films had to be submitted on Oct. 20
at exactly 7:00 p.m. The screening of the
films took place on Nov. 3 where the winners were announced and a reception was
held after. At the end of WIPF, one of the
FlickFest films will be chosen for the Mark
Boscariol Best ofFlickFest 2013 Award.
Local filmmaker Devon Pastorius entered
his film, Static Wracked, which won Best
Sound Design. This is Pastorius' second
flickFest. Last year he entered a film called
A Rose For and went home with the Best
Director award. This year he did a bit of
everything for his film including shooting and editing and his sister and a friend
starred in the short film.
"Honestly the biggest challenge this year,
as it was last year, was the fact that we had
to write it the night of because the way we
schedule everything is write the night of,
film the next day and edit the third day,"
said Pastorius.
Pastorius went on to say that it took him
and his team about two and a half beers
before they came up with their final idea.

Ian Campbell and Director Joey Acott hold their award for Best
Writing for the film Lack Of Attractiveness • photo by Alexandra
Sellick

Ian Campbell, a St. Clair Journalism graduate and current Journalism student at the
University of Windsor was the Director of
Photography, helped with writing, assisted
with colorization in post-production and
appeared as an actor in Lack Of Attractiveness.

"We kind of got our actress last minute
and we didn't really know if we could find
any other talent other than people in our
own group;' said Campbell. "So we had to
do as much shooting in the time that we
had our actress for:'
Director Joey Acott, a local filmmaker
who has experience with comedy sketches,
came up with the idea for the team's film.
Lack Of Attractiveness won the award for
Best Writing. Their words of advice for the
next FlickFest is that it is important to get
our film o n the disc early and they found

~consffimff:sreally>Hiefilggt"St~= --~~~~-- •
challenge.
Eric Boucher, a local filmmaker who recently premiered his film Windsor Shift
Change at the Capitol Theatre, has been
the FlickFest coordinator for the past three
years. Each film entered in the FlickFest
has to follow certain criteria. This year
each film had to include the line, "This city
has a heart of gold," a local Windsor magazine, newspaper or website, found or archival footage, interviewing the director of
the film or breaking a rule of film making.
Boucher came up with the criteria by looking at past years of flickFest and seeing
what had been done and researching other
programs held in each big city like Toronto
or Calgary. He also talked to other filmmakers about what would be interesting
to do.
"Over the past couple years fve been trying
to make it Windsor-related," said Boucher.
"For me it's about the city, so last year the
prop was a rose, anything that connects it
to the city or the city's image."

On Nov. 4, WIFF put on their Short Film
Program - A Regional Showcase of Student Films and Nov. 5 kicked off the festival with Gabrielle by director Louise Archambault who was in attendance for the
opening night. Gabrielle comes from the
same team that produced Academy-Award
nominated Incendies that was shown at
WIFF in 2010. The Opening Night Party
was hosted on Nov. 5 at The City Grill.
WIFF this year includes six days of screenings, 65 films, 97 screenings including five
Oscar submissions. The festival runs until
Nov. 10 at The Capitol Theatre. Tickets
must be purchased in person at the WIFF
Box Office at the corner of Pelissier and
University or at the Will Call station at the
Capitol Theatre.

•

•
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#uwindsorproblems

C)

tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance

2013Staff
Nov.06
lll'llh hemstreet

ee1

J,

Uke why would they let me plan II class If they're not going to even
run t this semester #rattled #uwlndsorproblems

Sarah Lau
It's actually biZarre how many glr1s are coming to Leddy's basement

bathroom and Just stare at the 'Out of Order' sign.
#UW!ndsorproblems

editor-in-chief• SARAH HORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

art clrector • JASON RANKIN
artsdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

news editor •TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906

arts editor • ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts@uw1ndsorlance.ca • ext.3910v
Kamal Menn
~.ird
there are Uke 1O lab secuons ... only 1 lecture section.• and the labs
are full
- - - what the h. #uwlndsorproblem1

Nov.OS

Baaa-humbug. The Halloween craze is over and Christmas has
already frosted over. Candy canes, snowflakes and jolly old Saint
Nick has already invaded our favourite stores and some of those ear
throbbing jingles already plague the radio. Baaa-humbug.

Kamal Mann

#uwlndsorproblems

There's too much of this spending culture nowadays. Christmas is
supposed to be about getting together with family, enjoying a few
drinks, chatting the chat, eating (but then again, most things revolve
around that). It's not supposed to be about enduring two months of
commercialization urging you to buy, buy, and buy.
It can be tough to break this trend, with most families spending
over $700 on average for this occasion. We live right across from
a country where about $4 million is spent on their president's
Christmas vacation to Hawaii each year. Oh yes, that includes
the costs behind Air Force One, security, etc., but that's a lot of
taxpayers' money. Enough to support about 6,000 happy Griswold
families for their Christmas expenditures. Baaa-humbug.
Now, kicking the commercial aspect of Christmas doesn't mean
giving up the gift giving tradition. A gift is supposed to be something
with thought behind it-not a dollar sign. Gifts should mean
I
di l!J~lt•l'M!lill 88'~ . . ..!M"9,lmp61.._ie
between the two people, not a physical object
A relationship is the gift that keeps on giving-and that's all you
need. Not a bunch of scattered wrapping paper and empty boxes.
Not a fancy multi-million getaway. Not a bunch of corny jingles
placed between blaring advertisements.
All you need is love? Baaa-humbug.

-

Jason Rankin, art director
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to the lugnuts that decide to stick gum on desks In leddy - LIKE
WHAT THE H WAS YOUR BRAIN THINKING!!!! GAHi

+I

SarahLau ~
Every week, I save up FMLs to read dur1ng my Natural Hazards
cla11. Saving students from boredom a post at a time.
#uwlndsorproblems
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4
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mission statement

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial

autonomy.

Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.

The Lance and its staff shall, at all times. strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be pnnted.
The Lance 1s published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board. or printed with their
perm1ss1on, and may not reflect the. beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed 1n the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Subm1ss ons must be e-ma led.
The editor reserves the nght to edit for space
and clarity
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, maJor of study and phone number
Contents Q2013. Reproduction In any way 1s
forbidden without the written perm1ss1on of the
Editor-in-Chief: The Lance 1s a member of the
Canadian University Press.

O

CAHADIAN
UNIVERSITY
PRESS

complaints

Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Ch1ef at the address above. If the Editor-inChief Is unable to resolve a complaint 1t may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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Bar brawls: downtown violence
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

Recently the core saw one of the
most vicious episodes of violence in years.
On Oct. 19, chaos broke out
with a large-scale fight early in
the morning that resulted in the
stabbing of five people and the
death of one Gautham "Kevin» Kugathasan.
Dubbed the "melee;' the incident has brought up the question of how safe the streets
of downtown are after dark,
especially on the weekends.
Toe Downtown Windsor Business Improvement Association
(DWBIA) chairman Larry Horwitz came out saying Windsor
needs an exit strategy for downtown that might mean more police out at night.
"That's deployment, we don't
give out our deployment;' said
Sergeant Pam Mizuno of the
Windsor Police public relations
department. "I can say it's double the compliment. In the busy
evening hours on Thursday, Friday, Saturday there's double the
compliment of officers in the
downtown area:'

- --

-

The Windsor Police Service
has an online map that can be
searched over a six-month period for crime across the city.
Limited to assaults and sexual
assaults, there has been an average of 14 incidents reported per
month in the last six months.
An approximate 176 incidents
per year, or .08 per cent of the
cities population are being assaulted in some way downtown.
Numbers are likely skewed,
there may be incidents going
unreported, or police may break
up a fight without filing a report.
"There's lots of crime that goes
unreported;' said Mizuno. "You
would have to assume that applies to the entire city not just
the downtown.»
Mizuno went on to say that last
weekend there were 24 arrests
city wide between 9:00 p.m. and
5:00 a.m., Fourteen of those arrests happened in the core, 58
per cent of arrests at that time.
The Windsor Police's Yearly
Crime Clock statistics show that
in 2012 there were 793 nonfamily assaults citywide.
Phog Lounge, a downtown bar
located at the corner of University and Victoria Avenue has
been open for ten years. In that

~ -- - - - - - -

time, owner Tom Lucier says he
thinks he's seen a decrease overall in the amount of fights in the
core.
"It's less often, only because
there's fewer people coming in
general;' said Lucier. "There's
just so many less Americans
coming over, it's not like they're
causing the fights, it's just seer
numbers:'
However he went on to say that
based on the fewer amount of
people per capita in the area, the
numbers may still be the same.
Depending on who is asked, a
cause is speculated to be cheap
drinks such as two-dollar beers
or three-dollar vodkas quickly
intoxicating patrons and raising
the level of "bravado" as Lucier
put it.
He went on however that the
crowds differ from one another.
"My customers are always looking for the cheap pints and
they're never really a problem.
They don't get over violent or
anything. It's the crowd, it's
weird to say.»
Ward 7 council candidate and
owner of Milk Coffee Bar, Angelo Marignani believes free
market economics are appropriate for establishment to pedal

--~ -

- -- -

doors yanked open:'

drinks as a way of remaining
competitive. He went on that in
the fourteen years that Milk has
been open he has never once
had a fight, due to the type of
clientele. Although at least one
former employee disagrees with
that assertion and said they have
seen fights, but rarely.

Mizuno couldn't say if there are
areas of the core that more frequently have issues than others.
"Everyone's perception is differ- ·
ent," said Mizuno. "It depends
on where you're working, I'm in
corporate communications so
I'm not actually out on the street
in the evening, that's something
that would need to be looked at
statistically:'

"A free market says you can sell
anything at any price you like:'
said Marignani. "But you better
make sure that your clientele is
safe when they come into your
establishment, and if you are
selling cheap drinks than you
have an obligation to the people
in your establishment to make
sure no free radical comes in
and causes problems:'

Geoff Zanetti the owner of Villains Beastro has an idea on how
to mitigate the problem but the
data may be lacking for it.

"If Windsor Police have pinpointed where the trouble is
than I think they should set
up police on the weekends stationed at that one spot;' said
Zanetti. "Because trouble is less
likely to happen if you have police standing on that corner. Put
it this way, when it's Christmas
time, there are always cops at
the liquor store right?"

Lucier cited however that bars
quick to throw out their troublemakers doesn't actually fix
any problems.
"I've had people who come from
other places that have clearly
been drinking, you can tell
they're dressed up coming from
another bar, and we've had both
of our glass doors kicked in by
not customers of ours;' said
Lucier. "We had our main window pellet gunned by definitely
not a customer of ours, and our
neighbours are constantly having their windows broken and

The current Windsor Police
budget is $67 million, and according to their crime clock
they processed a total of 18,823
incidents across their jurisdiction last year.

-

--
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A lo~ of control
programs went on
in the 70s, 80s and
90s ... The state of
the river is actually
a lot better than it
was, surprisingly.
-

NATALIEGREEN,

DETROIT

RIVER CANADIAN CLEANUP

Conference
.Viet
exp1Ores rt

MAGGIECHAN
lance reporter

said Ciborowski. "This helps to
establish a quantitative measure
towards the good and bad:'

The State of the Strait Confer-

Ciborowski's lab studies aquatic
ecology, with expertise in "state
of ecosystem" indicator species
such as zebra mussels, mayflies,
and fish flies. A partnership
with Environment Canada has
allowed him and his team to do
some sampling in the waters.
From this, they came up with

- - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - = ' ~ - - - ~ ~= -......,.--~=-ence and tho-Lake Erie.Millen-

a definitive cot'i to determ1ne

•
tl•
COn di OnS
#

Beneficial Use
Impairment

Proposed
Status

I

Restrictions on fish and
wildlife consumption

Impaired (fish)

2

Tainting of fish and wildlife
flavour

Requires further
assessment

3

Degradation of fish and
wildlife populations

Impaired

Fish tumours or other
deformities
Bird or animal deformities or
reproductive problems
Degradation of benthos

Impaired

4

5

6

Impaired
Impaired
Impaired

Restrictions on dredging
activities
Eutrophication or undesirable Not impaired
8
algae
Not impaired
Restrictions on drinking
9
water consumption, or taste
and odour problems
Impaired
10 Beach closings
Impaired
II Degradation of aesthetics
12 Added costs to agriculture or Not impaired
industry
13 Degradation of phytoplankton Requires further
and zooplankton populations assessment
Impaired
14 Loss of fish and wildlife
habitat

7

table lists possible impairments identified by the GLWQA
and proposed status for the Detroit River Canadian AOC •
table date from the Detroit River Candian Cleanup

A set of conferences held at the
UniversityofWindsorfeatured
one of the biggest collaborations between environmental
researchers from both sides of
the river.

nium Network Meeting, both
held between Oct. 28 to 31, encouraged discussion and learning about ecological endpoints
and restoration targets for the
river.
The conferences also addressed
binational research strategies
to ensure coordinated collection and dissemination of data
to address continuing research
and management needs.

Dr. Jan Ciborowski, a biological
sciences professor at the University of Windsor, is part of the
team that helped to coordinate
the two separate events.
"For the State of the Strait conference, we report on the conditions of the river, with both
sides of the border coming together to specifically discuss an
area that has been a concern for
many years:' said Ciborowski.
"It's been under tremendous
pressure by buildings on both
sides:'
Ciborowski explained that these
conferences are held every two
years and helps to assess developing indicators, improvements, and ways to ensure progress.
The conference has been praised
as a unique collaboration that
fosters cooperative learning and
provides great insight on improving research, monitoring,
and comprehensive ecosystembased management.
"Our next step now is to figure
out how good things have to be
to provide ecological endpoints,
and we talk and propose about
the best and worst you can get,"

the ecological state of the river
waters at certain points.
Ciborowski said the river could
be better.
The states of certain points in
the great lakes are measured by
the number of beneficial uses
that are either impaired or not.
[See table]
Beneficial use is defined, according to the 2007 CanadaOntario Agreement as the
ability of living organisms (including humans) to use the
Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem
without adverse consequences.
Out of 14 "beneficial uses" for
water in the Great Lakes, nine
uses are considered impaired at
the river, which classes it as an
"area of concern:'
Natalie Green, remedial action
plan coordinator for the Detroit River Canadian Cleanup,
said that the state of the strait
is much better than it was years
ago.
"A lot of control programs went
on in the 70s, 80s and 90s ... The
state of the river is actually a lot
better than it was, surprisingly.
People are often surprised when
I say that to them because the
Detroit River has a bad reputation and it's actually doing really
well:' said Green.
"We're seeing Lake Sturgeon,
which is threatened in Ontario:·
said Green. "We're seeing these
species coming back, we're seeing Lake Sturgeon reproducing
because we've done some restoration in the water for them
so they can spawn, we're seeing

bald eagles coming back and
able to reproduce because they
were affected by the pesticide
DDT:'
Following the State of the Strait
Conference came the Lake Erie
Millennium Network Meeting,
which discussed the status of
Lake Erie in regards to its management and research needs.
The meeting investigated facors tnflirern:in--g-t a

-eco-

system and highlighted recent
biological, environmental, and
political trends to review things
such as trophic status, nutrient
loading, ecological forecasting,
integrated habitat assessment,
and new pressures on the ecosystem.
"There have been some tremendous presentations:· Ciborowski
remarked as the events came to
a dose. "It's been great to have
everyone here and not only discuss, but develop our current
understanding of these issues."
Green said it is not difficult for
Windsorites to help improve the
"state of the strait:'
"Knowing about what is going
on and spreading the word is
helpful:' said Green. "But, just
simple things at home: People
need to think about what they
flush down the toilet and put
down their drains because our
water treatment plants are waste
water treatment plants [and]
were never designed to take out
pharmaceuticals or personal
care products:' said Green.
"The best way is to bring [pharmaceuticals] back to the pharmacy and they will dispose of
them the way that they need to:·
she said.
Green also recommends people
to get involved by planting native plants and trees and volunteering. The Detroit River Canadian Cleanup website [www.
detroitriver.ca] contains a list of
events for those who are interested in becoming involved
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System failure: consequences of
tlie new grading scale
TRAVIS FAUTEUX
news editor

This September, the University of Windsor implemented a
newer and more accurate grading scale, switching from letter
grades to percentages. The consequences, good and bad, are
now beginning to come to light.
Before September, students'
grades were calculated on a 13
point scale with 13 corresponding traditional letter grades.
Each letter grade represented a
percentage range: for example,
an A- represented 80-85.9%.
This older system was less than
perfect. If a student received
an 84% average in a course, it
would appear as an A- on his or
her academic transcript. However, another student with an
average 4% lower would also
receive the same grade on his or
her transcript
This new system that was reviewed and approved by senate
last spring ensures that every
percent counts.
it's mo.t precise because it doesn't just give you a
range for A- or A +, but it gives
you a specific mark; said Alex
Binaei, first-year general science
student. "People are getting 80s
and 85s now so it shows the difference, because it's not just an
A- anymore."
Grades that predate the fall 2013
semester have been converted
to precise percentages in order
to calculate current averages.
However, the conversion pro-

cess has revealed some potential
flaws in this new system.
What once was an A- or an l l
GPA on a student's transcript
now has a specific value of 83%.
This number was chosen because it represents the middle of
the range (80-85.9%). However,
the actual value of an 11 GPA
(of 13) is 84.62%.
The confusion may cause problems for students relying on
scholarships to fund their education at the university.

gested that we should internally
go with an 80% renewal for the
Outstanding Scholars award;'
he said. "For students who are
"There are a number of different in their first year right now, 80%
implications of the difference is the renewal percentage that
between [a minimum of 80% they will need to achieve at the
versus a minimum of 83%]:'. end of their first year in order
said Du Toit. "Obviously, if you to be eligible to compete for an
lower the threshold at which the academic appointment starting
awards are renewed it would in their second year:'
cost the university more money
at a time when the university There are further implications
for the program according to
doesn't have money."
Du Toit, which could allow exHowever, Du Toit does not beable to raise your grades over
the 83% threshold, you will be
reinstated:'

In
st cases ... it didn't appear as though
stu ent would be negatively impacted.
If anything, students would be positively
impacted.
- MARIAN DOLL,

DIRECTOR OF STUDENT AWARDS AND

FINANCIAL AID, UWINDSOR

Before this September, students
had to maintain an A- to retain
their renewable scholarships again, this represented a range

lieve money is the main factor.
"I think the decision has been
made really to be consistent
with past practice rather than

The mini-

to try and save money and past

mum, then, was an 80%. Now,
students are forced to push
themselves an extra 3%.

practice has been that 83% was
the renewal percentage for major awards. I think that what
they're trying to do is to stick
with the same policy going forward; he said.

from 80 to 85.9%.

A letter from Dr. Simon du Toit,
advisor for the Outstanding
Scholars scholarship program,
sent out the following message
to students in the program:

"If at some point your GPA
should happen to fall below 83%
you will have to leave the program. If you subsequently are

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

However, for the Outstanding
Scholars program, Du Toit said
nothing has been set in stone as
of yet.
"There are ... implications and
our advisory committee ... sug-

The Real
Canadian

compete for academic appointments in the program; he said.
He said there will likely be adjustments to the grade scale in
the future.

"I think as we sort through, as
a university, what all the implications of the new percentagebased grading policy are, that
there will be a series of policy
adjustments that have to be
made and some unanticipated
consequences of the change will
surface," he said.
Marian Doll, director of Student Awards and Financial Aid
at the university, said that the
university is working to reinstate students' scholarships for
thosewhofellbelowthe 11 GPA
threshold before this fall, but,
since the change in the grade
scale, have attained the necessary GPA to renew their scholarships.

"In most cases ... it didn't appear
as though any student would
be negatively impacted If anytra students into the program thing, students would be posithat never would have been eli- tively impacted," said Doll. "We
will review student eligibility as
gible.
students present themselves~
"S ~ axe in fact eligib. i: to
apply for academic appoint- "Students really shouldn't be
ments in the Outstanding disadvantaged by this policy
Scholars program at the end of and if a student has been, we
their first year if their final GPA have a document on our website
meets the required threshold for that sort of outlines our interapplication whether they were pretation in the conversion procandidates in the program or cess as it relates to scholarships
and we invited students to let us
not, " said Du Toit.
know of questions or concerns;
"So, it's possible there's a body said Doll.
of students out there who, at the
end of this year, will achieve an "In all of the cases we've seen
80 or 83% GPA who are not in it has only benefitted students:'
the program, but could apply to she said.

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BE1WEEN 6-lOPM FROM ALUMNI HALL
(750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL CANADIAN

SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYAT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM

-
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UWindsor researchers

plant seeds for a cure
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

A total of $231, 500 in research
grants was awarded to three
University of Windsor researchers by the Windsor & Essex
County Cancer Centre Foundation at their annual Seeds4Hope
awards presentation.
Dr. Siyaram Pandey from the
department of chemistry and
biology, Dr. Luis Rueda from
the department of computer
science, and Dr. Mordechay
Schlesinger from the department of physics all received
seed research grants.

Three University of Windsor researchers were awarded
seed grants in the 5th Seeds4Hope awards • photo by
Travis Fauteux

have shown in several
caffter ells that there is definite
induction of ... programmed cell
death.
-

Olo
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DOCTORALCANJDUE

Regular priced food items any day of
the week wtth valid Student ID

In 2009, the Board of Directors of the Windsor & Essex
County Cancer Centre Foundation made a commitment to
raise funds in support of local
cancer research. Seeds4Hope is
an awards program that funds
locally based, new and innovative cancer research in the community.
"Our foundation is immensely
grateful to our community for
continuing to support this program and the work of our local
oncologists and scientists;· said
Norma Brockenshire, president
of the foundation. "The results
being realized from the research
projects, we expect, will have a
tremendous impact on the detection and treatment of cancer
in the near future."
"Our foundation is extremely
proud to be able to play a role
in the advancement of bench to

bedside research for the benefit
of present and future cancer patients:' said Brockenshire.
In the five years that Seeds4Hope
has been awarding cancer
researchers, the foundation
has given $1, 231, 500 in seed
grants to help fund a number of
projects in Windsor-Essex.
Dr. Schlesinger is the primary
researcher in a research project
that is looking into non-invasive
ways to determine interstitial
pressure in cancerous tumours.
This will hopefully allow physicians to assess where cancer
treatment is working and to
decide when to end treatments
that are not working.
Dr. Rueda heads a research
project that combines bioinformatics with traditional laboratory techniques to study the
regulatory mechanisms of gene
expression and find new gene
products. This project focuses
on different types of prostate
cancer.
The research of Dr. Pandey is
concentrated on long pepper
extract and its possible anticancerous effects in leukemia
and other human carcinoma
cells.--~~,.,,,..-~The long pepper was used medicinally in China and India
for centuries to treat digestive
disorders, respiratory ailments,
and inflammation, but Dr.
Pandey is hoping to expand its
treatment abilities to be able to
fight cancer.
"We tested for its ability to in-

o
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10
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duce cell death in cancer cells
without harming the non-cancer cells and we're also trying
to determine the mechanism
of action, so how does it cause
these cancer cells to undergo
cell death so actively? The final
part of the project is to identify
the bioactive compounds that
are present in the extract:' said
Pamela Ovadje, a doctoral candidate in Dr. Pandey's lab.
The researchers have already
seen results in the first two categories-induction of cell death
and identification of the mechanism.
"For the first two objectives ...
we have some exciting results.
We have shown in several cancer cells that there is definite induction of ... programmed cell
death. We also have a little bit
of an idea of how it acts:' said
Ovadje. "We have a profile of
our extract, but definitely more
work needs to be done on the
mechanistic part and also on
identifying the components that
are present:'
"Things like the award we are
extremely grateful for just because they provide us with
enough funding to get the required materials to start up, so...;,~~e---:cai"
with the amount of money that
we have received we can buy the
different types of materials and
kits that will all be used to complete some of the objectives;
said Ovadje.
"With results from those studies we will be able to get more
funding to bring this project as
far as it possibly could go:'

Regular priced food items every
Wednesday with valid Student ID
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The UWSA's Town Hall
plus: you decide what the new student restaurant looks like!
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

On Nov. 6 the University of
\Vindsor Student Alliance
(U\VSA) held a Student Town
Hall in the CA\V student centre commons to provide information to students about the
multiple campaigns the student
union is running or endorsing.
The event also allowed students
to join the U\VSA in a number
of those campaigns and events
that will take place throughout
the school year while giving
a chance for students to meet
their union representatives and
raise issues or concerns.
The Town Hall incorporated an
open discussion period to allow
students to ask questions and
speak their minds.
The union said that the Town
Hall was held in order to make
students aware of the U\VSA's
mission to "strive relentlessly
to enhance student life through
advocacy, representation and
service."
''I'm excited to see students gettj.J,l .inv.olved with the UVvSA
on such a positive note," said
Town Hall organizer Farah ElHaij, U\VSA faculty of arts and
social sciences representative.
"\Ve hope to continue the student movement positively and
effectively with more student
involvement:'
The Town Hall brought up a
smorgasbord of issues affecting students including, but not
limited to rising tuition fees,
increased student debt, the fight
for a fall reading week, and the
struggle to end racism, sexism,
Islamaphobia, and homopho-

bia.
Mohammad Akbar, VP external affairs for the U\VSA, and
Omar Shahid, VP finance and
operations, discussed their efforts to lower tuition fees, which
brought them to the Canadian
Federation of Students' (CFS)
International Lobby \Veek in
Ottawa last month.
\Vhile in Ottawa, the two representatives met with Members
of Parliament and Senators to
discuss options for reducing tuition and student debt.
"Tuition fees across Canada
have increased substantially
since 1992, and in Ontario, students now pay the highest tuition fees in the country;' said
Akbar. 'i\t the University of
\Vindsor, high tuition fees have
caused huge barriers to access
for students who are forced to
choose between food and tuition fees, and between taking
an extra shift or studying for
classes:'
Last year, 455, OOO Canadians
were forced to borrow federal
student loans while tuition fees
have increased by over 200 percent over the past 20 years, accord in g to the CFS' research.

"I am very excited to be working and engaging government
officials on the issues facing
students at the University of
\Vindsor and across Canada;'
said Shahid. "The government
must be informed on the ever
increasing barriers that prevent
students from pursuing their
degrees."

The space that once housed The Thirsty Scholar campus pub will soon be a bookstore and
restaurant • photo by Travis Fauteux

basement.
"Students voted for a restaurant
in the referendum in the last
general election so we are issuing the survey to get a clear
idea as to what it should look
like," said U\VSA president Rob
Crawford
Tue xestaw:ant committee.. d.~cided it would be best to ask
students what the vision of the
restaurant should be after coming to the conclusion that the
word "restaurant" has a very
broad definition.

"\Ve realized in the wording of
the referendum that happened
last year that the term restaurant is exceptionally big and ...
we realized that we didn't quite
know exactly what we wanted;'
said Knapp.

'j\ restaurant would be fine.
Something that you can just go
down and enjoy and you can
go down and watch sports with
your friends, relax;' said Aleksandar Kelec, a third-year student in mechanical engineering.

The space that was once occu-

Christina Nader, a second-year
communications and visual arts

pied by The Thirsty Scholar, the
funner UWS"A-nm pub, wtH- be

split up between the university's
bookstore, temporarily housed
in Vanier Hall, and the new,
smaller restaurant.
The restaurant will be just over
3,500 square feet plus the 2,000
square foot patio, according to
Crawford, and students have
plenty of ideas for what they
would like to do with all that
empty space.

tudeat said a restaw"allt .would

be good for the university, but
students are sick of cafes.
"Not a cafe, we have enough on
campus," said Nader. "A restaurant or a bar, or both, would be
fine:'

At the Town Hall event on
\Vednesday, students were asked
what they would like the new
restaurant to look like when it is
constructed in the CA\V centre

"The committee felt as though
there wasn't enough understanding, even amongst the
seven members of the committee, as to what the term restaurant actually meant and what
the vision of this proposed restaurant would be," said Kyra
Knapp, operations manager for
the U\VSA.

The restaurant will be limited to
only 2,000 square feet, but students have plenty of ideas for
their new watering hole.

The survey is currently available
online for students and Crawford said that, "once the survey
is complete, the restaurant committee will re-convene and use
the feedback to move forward
with the space."

CELINE LAJOIA

EMILY FINLAYSON

ERICA AUTHIER

JORDAN DITTY

I think it!s early, I work at
Shoppers [Drug Mart] and
last
ar we had people
calling and complaining
that we were playing too
much Christmas music.

I think it's a little too soon
but to each their own.

RESTAURANT

The survey is currently available
online for students.

.•• •••••
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what do you
think of the
roll out of
Christmas
right after
Halloween?

stupid,
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Margaret Atwood
Margaret Atwood has long
been one of Canada's most
prolific authors. Her most
recent release, the final book
of her MaddAddam trilogy,
MaddAddam. She is from
Ottawa and currently lives in
Toronto, but she frequently
vacations on Pelee Island.
MICAELA MULDOON:
BETWEEN THE
HANDMAID'S TALE
AND THEN THE
MADDADDAM TRILOGY,
THERE ARE A LOT OF

DYSTOPIAN THEMES. IS
THERE SOMETHING IN
PARTICULAR ABOUT
THAT GENRE THAT
SPEAKS TO YOU OR
THAT MAKES YOU
WANT TO WRITE
ABOUT IT?

POPULAR ONES, TRUE.

Margaret Atwood: I think if
you do the math, you'll find it's
a pretty small amount. On the
other hand, those seem to be
the ones that people remember.
Maybe it speaks to them.

MA: It is a major migration
stopover, so birds migrating
north in spring stop on Pelee
Island when they're flying across
Lake Erie. It's a very important
biological hotspot.

MA: Well, yes and no. I don't
know-I write about things that
interest me.
MM:WHAT IS ITTHAT
DRAWS YOU MOST TO
PELEE ISLAND?

MM:YEAH,THE MORE

C.ALL
FOR
ENTRIES

EN.ABLING CH.ANGE
POST-SECONDARY DESIGN
COMPETITION 2013 -14
CONN ECT: ENABLING CHANGE

IS A PROVINCIAL, POST-SECONDARY DESIGN
COMPETITION EXPLORING DESIGN THAT
IS ACCESSIBLE TO THE GREATEST NUMBER OF
PEOPLE, TO THE LARGEST EXTENT POSSIBLE,
REGARDLESS OF THEIR AGE OR ABILITY,

Speak to our Pharmacist
to get your flu shot today
or book an appointment.

ACROSS ALL DESIGN DISCIPLINES.
OPEN TO ALL ONTARIO UNDERGRADUATE AND

It's easier and more
convenient than ever.

Your health. Made easier.

-i.-

Walkln 9am to 9pm
Student's day-satunlay

SHOPPERS ~

DRUGMART ~~

1675 Wyandotte St West
Windsor, ON N98 1HI

Tel: 519-253-4en

PRESENTED IV

DESIGN EXCHANGE
CANADA'S DESIGN MUSEUM
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I<:.enneth Oppel
Kenneth Oppel is a multipleaward-winning
children's
author. His famous Silverwing
trilogy has sold over a million
copies worldwide. He hails from
Port Alberni, B.C.
MICAELA MULDOON:
YOU TOLD US THAT
YOU WERE INSPIRED
BY STAR WARS, OTHER
SCI-FI, FANTASY
AND VIDEO GAMES,
EVERYTHING FROM
THAT UNIVERSE,
SO TO SPEAK. BUT
WHY CHILDREN'S
LITERATURE?YOU
COULD EASILY MAKE
ADULT LITERATURE
WITH THESE KINDS
OF THEMES SO WHY
DID YOU CHOOSE TO
WRITE FOR KIDS?

Kenneth Oppel: That's a good

Kate Hargreaves is a University
of Windsor alumna, a hardcore roller derby girl and the
author of Talking Derby, a roller
derby-themed book of fictional
vignettes. This is her first year as
a BookFest author.
MICAELA MULDOON:
IT'S BEEN LESS

~. .llilMIPII!,,--;~~------:~

~

CE

TALKING DERBY
CAME OUT, HOW ARE
YOU FEELING RIGHT
NOWWITHTHE
MOMENTUM?

Kate Hargreaves: It's wonderful.
It's a little surreal right now to
not be a volunteer at BookFest
and to actually be an author

Little Caesars·

,E

I

MM:WHAT ISYOUR
FAVOURITE THING
ABOUT WRITING?

KO: My favourite thing about
writing is the early stage, the
daydreaming stage where I'm

not tied down to anything, I
haven't committed to anything.
It's all potential at that point. I'm
just writing everything I think
might be in the story.. .it's that
moment of inception and early
development of the idea itself.
MM: CAN YOU TELL US
MOREABOUTYOUR
2014 BOOK?

KO: It's a thriller. It's called
The Boundless. It's set on the
Titanic of trains, this ninemile-long train that's doing
the first trans-continental run
across Canada.. .it's carrying
everything... and
there's
a
murder. My hero is a witness
to this murder and he's trying
desperately to move himself
from one end of this train to
another without getting himself
killed.

I<:.ate Hargreaves

I

JM

question. The easy answer
initially is I was a kid when I
wrote my first book. So I wrote
about what I knew from my
point of view, which was that
of a fourteen/fifteen-year-old.
It doesn't explain why I kept
writing for kids, but I think
with the kind of ideas I have,
there's an element of fantasy in
them and wonder that to me
always seemed better suited to
a younger audience. I just feel
more comfortable writing for
that age group. It's a fun group
to write for, and it makes me
feel like I have a full range of my
imagination.

Medium Pizza
wilh Pepperoni

Available All Dav. Everv Davi

here .. .I keep resisting the urge
to usher people places.
MM: I WAS ACTUALLY
GOING TO SAY, IF
THIS IS YOUR FIRST
TIME READING AT
BOOKFEST, WHAT IS
IT LIKE TO BE ONE
OF THESE GREAT
'"'""~"'~ulA AUT O
1
WHAT IS IT LIKE TO
BE AMONG THEM
READING YOUR OWN
STUFF?

KH: It's very flattering and
honouring... my brother was
reading the flyer and he said,
"How did you get on the same
bill as Margaret Atwood?"... I

never thought that this would
be the case, so it's just been great
and I'm very pleased.
MM: DO YOU HAVE
ANYTHING ELSE IN
THE WORKS RIGHT
NOW IN TERMS OF
BOOKS?
KH: My oet~y book is coming _ ~ - - ~ -

out in ilie tall of 2014, so
around this time next year with
BookThug. At the moment
it's called Leak ... It's a book of
poetry that deals with what
happens when minds and
bodies start to fall apart ... It's
a bit more of a mass-market
audience. It's quite different, but
I'm excited for it to come out.
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NOVEMBER 7 TO NOVEMBER 14

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7
30X30 Artcite 30th Anniversary Show
Part 2, Artcite 'Gallery, 12:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m.Wednesdays through Saturdays
Comedy Quarry Presents ... , Rockhead
Pub, 8:00 p.m.,
Windsor International Film Festival, Capitol Theatre, first film Call Girl begins at
10:00 a.m.
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8
Dan Griffin with Crissi Cochrane, Phog
Lounge, 9:00 p.m.
Chilifest, St. Clair Centre for the Arts,
11:00a.m.
Windsor International Film Festival, Capitol Theatre, first film Camille Claude! 1915
begins at I0:00 a.m.
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9
Keep It Local Craft and Gift Sale, Fogolar
Furlan Club, IO a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday
Orchid Show & Sale, Colasanti's Tropical
Gardens, I0:00 a.m. Saturday and Sunday
Windsor International Film Festival, Capitol Theatre, first film Blue Is The Warmest
Color (La Vie d'Adele chaptires I&2) begins at l0:00 a.m.
SUNDAY NOVEMBER I0
Windsor International Alm Festival, Capitol Theatre, first film Haute Cuisine begins
at I0:00 a.m.
MONDAY NOVEMBER 11
Battle of Warsaw I020 Film Screening.
Dom Polski 1275 Langlois Avenue, 7:00
p.m.
Moved By Words, Juniper Books, runs November 4 to 17
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 12
Polish Movie Screeninf "Last Minute;'
Dom Polski 1275 Langlois Avenue, 6:00
p.m., free admission
Rino's Kitchen Book Launch, Walkerville
Brewery, 7:00 p.m.

A map from Lemire's Trilogy of Windsor/Essex County with short descriptions about where the scene
is taking place in relation to Toronto and Windsor• photo by Sarah Hurst

UWindsor comic book club
SARAHHURST

lance reporter

One of the newest additions to social life on campus is UW'mdsor's
Comic Book Club, which began this
past October. Headed by Dr. Heidi
Jacobs, English and History librarian and Greg Paziuk, a recent MA
in English Language & Literatures
graduate.
After inheriting an amazing graphic
novel collection from a colleague,
Jacobs wanted to not only continue
collecting, but wanted to inform
more people about this amazing resource and to bring people into the
library to talk about them.
The University of Windsor has one
of the largest collections of graphic
novels of a university library in

Canada. With the movement within English as a whole to reconsider
graphic novels in many ways, this
was the p e r f e c t ~
this dub on campus.

formal discussion in the classroom;
Jacobs explains. Their discussions
focus on the books just as comics,

Paziukloved the idea. "[When studying comic books in academia]...
sometimes it seems like the comics
themselves get left behind ... people
don't read them for what they are:'

Their second event took place last on
Nov. 1, where the The Essex County
Trilogy by Jeff Lemire was discussed.
Jacobs says, "It's a comic book set
here...you know the area."

The books that Jacobs and Pazuik
have chosen so far have been based
on the idea.that they offer something
only a cormc book can and that they
are available to bo!row from ~eddy,
as well as the Windsor Public Library.
The club is very informal, getting
people together to talk about comics.
Attendees are encouraged to bring
their interest with them.
"Students get enough structured,

nouhe . . . alU.it II that;•• tst,o
get in an English Lit classroom.

On Nov. 15, the Comic Book Club

will discuss Alison Bechdel's Fun
Home, a family tragicomic. This
comic has received a lot of attention
because of its honest and graphical
interpretation ofBechdel's life.
All meetings are held in the seating area behind William's Cafe from
12: 15 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. Future events
can be found on Leddy Library's
event calendar at www.leddy.uwindsor.ca/events.

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 13

Writer's Workshop. Windsor Public Library - Central Branch, 7:00 p.m.
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 14
Comedy Quarry Presents ... , Comedy
Quarry at Rockhead Pub, .8:00 p.m.
Festival of Polish Cuisine Buffet, Dom Polski, 11 :30 a.m.
November Mashup, Mezzo Ristorante &
Lounge, 6:30 p.m.

• Ttrending\a
#ROBFORD

THE NEXT GEN

The infamous mayor announced this week
that he will step down so that he can focus
on his role as the Penguin in the upcoming
Batman/Superman flick.

In just a few weeks, Christmas comes early for
gamers. PS4 hits shelves on Nov. 15 and the
Xbone on Nov. 22.

Okay, jokes aside. He's cracked out like
Oswald Chesterfield Cobblepot, but not cool
enough to be him (that role forever belongs to
the great Danny DeVito).

Much blood has been spilled over fans
debating which console is superior. But what's
with all this fighting? All these new things
coming out?

If you ever want to play a great game, go to a
Ford dominated the media this week,
admitting that he did smoke crack (as if we
didn't know already).

Youtube video and type in "1980" (not in any
search bar)-and be prepared to save your
video from a barrage of missiles.
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ON JUSTEAT
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

w ?I
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SNOW

If you've gone outside in the past
couple weeks, you might have
noticed that it is getting cold.

Despite recruiting local filmmaker and photographer Sandee Nho to create
my submission video, I did not make it to the final round of the JustEat
Campus Chompionship. I was one of the semi-finalists but I guess the judges
did not find me fit to compete in the challenge. They did however find five
males fit to be finalists. Not trying to be a sore loser but the production
value of my video was much higher than some of the other submissions
and I did eat an entire pie and pizza. Did the JustEat judges think that a girl
did not have what it takes to compete in the Chompionship? I was the only
female semi-finalist, but did not make it to the finals. I do not want to accuse
anyone of sexism, but girls can eat just as much as the boys. Just sayin'!

ALBUM REVIEW

Oh yes, this means winter is
coming-and we don't have to
worry about any White Walkers.
What we do have to worry about is
freezing our butts off and our toes

getting soaked. That's the worst
part about the Windsor winter,
the slush. Snow likes to melt when
it hits the ground and you get this
wet-freezing stuff that pours in
through your boots and tries to
bite you toes off.
• photo from Smithsonian Institution

So be sure to get some warm
waterproof boots this year - it's
supposed to be a cold one, after
all.

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info~ earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

chans tabulated for the week ending November 03

RACCOON DEAD ONTHE SIDE OFTHE ROAD
RACCOON WEDDING

~

After having listened to this album, two words in particular come to mind: fun
and synergy.
I think that is what The Raccoon Wedding was going for. Raccoon Dead On
The Side Of The Road is the Brantford, Ont. sextet's third album, following
Onondaga (2012) and Gather Gather Bones Rattle Rattle Truth (2010). Rock
'n' roll is probably the most accurate genre to classify the Raccoon Wedding's
music. They sound like they were heavily influenced by the late SOs-early 60s
music scene, when rock music was budding.
These songs do not follow any similar chord progression patterns, which show
the band's skill and originality. The band makes use of an eclectic selection of
instruments. The sound is as full without being overdone.
These guys did not just grab a guitar, a drum set and a vocalist, call themselves
a band and leave it at that - they added piano, organ, violin and even horns. But
fear not, folks - these are not your grade school classmates' brass instrumentals.
These musicians really know how to make a horn rock out. The piano, organ,
and drums also frolic at a lively and playful pace, and the teams' vocals weave
together like the threads of a colourful tapestry. I can tell they put a great deal of
effort into making the most of their music.
Overall, the music is very reminiscent of Van Morrison, with its almost bluesy,
use-ALL-the instruments assembly. There is a lot more soul in this music
than there is in most new music these days, especially in the song "All I Have:'
Another notable mention is "Wet Whistle;' the second track on the album; it
demands some dance moves - it is impossible to listen to this song and sit still
at the same time. The bouncy piano riff is the tune's best feature.
One of the most impressive things about this band is that their sound is about
as authentic and home-grown as it gets; basically all the work on the album was
done within the band, as the recording, production, mixing and mastering were
all taken care of by Scott Willson, who also plays piano, organ and violin and
does backing vocals for the band.
Predominantly cheerful, this album is a quick. easy and energetic listen - most
of the songs are under three minutes and are really up-tempo.

~~
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!• I GIPSY KINGS-Savor Aamenco (Knitti~ Factory)
• 2 BRAIDS*-Aourish//Perish (Remish Eye)
•: 3 PAPER UONS*-My Friends (Fountain Pop)
• 4 THE DEVILWEARS PRADA-8:18 (Roadrunner)
5 GRAYSKUL- Zenith (Fake Foor Inc.)
6 CURBSIDE SOFA* - Curbside Sofa (Self-Released)
• 7 KING KHAN AND THE SHRINES*- Idle No More (Merge)
•• 8 BASIA BULAT*-Tall Tall Shadow (Secret City)
! 9 COUSINS/CONSTRUCTION & DESTRUCTION*- Cousins/Construction & Destruc: tion Split (Noyes)
: IOTV FREAKS*-T'NO (Schizophrenic)
• 11 REPETITOR - Dobrodosli Na Okean (Moonlee)
•• 12 CONGO NATTY - Jungle Revolution (Big Dada)
•• 13 MONTAG* - Phases (Carpark)
•• 14 TRENTEMOUER-Lost (In My Room)
•
• 15 SHAHEED&DJSUFREME-~~and~(Comm.nicati'g~)
•• 16 BILL CALLAHAN - Dream River (Drag City)
•• 17 SAIDTHEWHAL.e'- Hawaiii (Hidden Pony)
•• 18 B.ECTRIC SOUL* -Second Paradise (Self-Released)
! 19 THE FLATUNERS*- Dead Language (New Damage)
! 20 DELTRON 3030- Event 11 (Bulk)
! 21 SISU- BloodTears (Self-Released)
: 22 THE CREEPSHOW*-LifeAfter Death (Stomp)
: 23 GYPSOPHIUA* - Horska (Fo,ward Music Group)
: 24 SUNDOWNER- Neon Rction (FatWreck Oiords)
! 25 OF MON"TREAL* - LousyWrth Sylvianbriar (Polyvinyl)

: 26 DR. DOG- B-Room (Anti-)
: 27 HOOKWORMS- Pearl Mystic (Weird World Record Co.)
• 28 THE RACOONWEDDING*- Racoon Dead OnThe Side OfThe Road (Ford Plant)
29 KENTYAH PRESENTS: MI, BRIAN JACKSON & THE NEW MIDNIGHT BAND-E.olutionary Minded (Motema)
30 BOREAL SONS*-Threadbare (Self-Released)

---

~HUMBER

CER PROGRAM OFFICER,
POLICY ANALYST, BUSINESS
ANALYST AND MANY OTHER
EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS.

APPLY NOW!

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES

business.humber.ca/postgrad

business.humber.ca/postgrad

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
EVENT MANAGEMENT
FASHION MANAGEMENT & PROMOTIONS
PLOYEE RELATIONS omcER,
EDIATOR AND MANY OlHER
EXCffiNG CAREER OPTIONS.

FINANCIAL PLANNING
GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

APPLYNOWI

MARKETING MANAGEMENT
PUBUC ADMINISTRATION

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES

business.humber.ca/ postgrad

business.humber.ca/postgrad

sports
Will the real
Austin Kennedy
please stand up?
Q&A with the Lancers QB
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor

WHAT IMPACT DID THAT
HAVE ON THE REST OF THE
OFFENSE?

Over the past three seasons Austin
Kennedy has proven that when
healthy, he is one of the top talents in
CIS football. After a disappointing loss
to Guelph in the OUA quarterfinals,
the Lance was able to catch up with
AK12 to discuss this past season and
look ahead to his fifth and final year as
quarterback for the Lancers.

AK: My mobility creates another
dynamic for defences to worry about.
The more things there are the more
difficult it is to defend a team, so when
you take that out of the equation it
makes it easier for opposing defenses.
And from my stand point it makes
it more comfortable when you're
completely healthy. This is two years
in a row now that I have been hit with
injury and we are hoping next year I
can be healthy the whole time.

MIKE SPECHT:WHAT DO
YOU THINK YOU GUYS DID
WELL THIS SEASON,AND
WHERE DO YOU THINK THIS
GROUP FELL SHORT?

Austin Kennedy: We struggled with
playing complete games this year, and
that was the reason for a lot of our
losses. At times the offence would be
playing well but the defense wouldn't
be. And that's all sides of the ball
offense, defense and special teams
we just couldn't put a complete game
together.
MS:THIS OFFENSE HAD
TROUBLE SUSTAINING
DRIVES EARLY IN GAMES,
WAS THERE ANYTHING
IN PARTICULAR THAT
DEFENSES WERE KEYING IN
ON, OR WAS IT JUST LACK
OF EXECUTION?
Austin Kennedy • photo by Alex D'addese

IJ

AK: I think we're an offense that gets
better as a game goes on. We start to
get comfortable with what a defense is
doing and take advantage and that is
just a by-product of the nature ofplayers
that we have on offense. Obviously that
is 1lf} iss

. you

tfl~Ol'-

quarters of productivity.
MS:THIS SEASON
YOU LIMITED YOUR
INTERCEPTION FROM IS TO
S,WHAT CHANGES DID YOU
MAKE TO MAKE SUCH AN
IMPROVEMENT?

AK: Last season we were put into a
lot of situations where we couldn't
run the ball effectively so we were
just kind of winging it around. So a
lot of the production was due to that,
so we were taking a lot of risks in the
passing game. This year we didn't have
to take those risks and that was mainly
because of the running game. Some of
the balls that were thrown last year that
resulted in picks weren't thrown this
year because we had the running game
to rely on.
MS:YOU TOOK A LEAGUE
HIGH 38 SACKSTHISYEAR,
WHAT CAN YOU DO INTO
NEXT SEASON TO DROP
THAT TOTAL?

AK: I think that problem was big in the
beginning of the season and as time
went on we stiffened up protections
to combat it. A large number of those
sacks are just me running around
extending plays, so the number is a
little misleading because of that. I think
those sacks early in the season opened
our eyes and I don't think we will make
that mistake again next year.
MS:THROUGH THE FIRST
COUPLE OF GAMES OF THIS
SEASON YOU WERE THE
LEADING RUSHER IN THE
OUA,AFTERTHE INJURY
YOU WERE HELD TO UNDER
60 YARDS ON THE GROUND
THE REST OF THE SEASON.

MS: DOES SUSTAINING TWO
INJURIES IN CONSECUTIVE
SEASONS CHANGE THE
WAYYOU PLAY AT ALL?

AK: It doesn't change anything. Injury
might happen, but there is no use in
playing hesitantly because you won't
play to your full potential so I am not
going to worry about that.
MS: IFYOUWERETO PUT
A PERCENT ON IT, HOW
HEALTHYWEREYOU INTHE
GUELPH GAME?

AK: I was pretty low. My knee was a
lot better, but I pulled my hamstring
during the week in practice so that
kind of limits the mobility that we
thought would be back for the game. I
would say that I was about 60 or 70 per
cent for that game.
MS: TALK ABOUT THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE
YOUNGER RECEIVERS
LIKE ON THIS TEAM
PARTICULARLY WITH
BEAU LUMLEY AND SCOTT
MCEYIAN.
- - - - - - ---

AK: Essentially we took a couple
young guys and threw them into the
fire. Receiver is a·hard position to play
especially when you're young because
so much of it is knowing what to do and
where to be, and it's all about reacting
as the play goes. I think having a year
under their belts especially for a guy
like Scott, I think he is going to break
out next season. He is a phenomenal
athlete, and a big body and there is a
huge d~erence between your first two
years and third year. So next year will
be when he's introduced fully into the
league.
MS: CLEARLY THIS TEAM
HAS THE TALENT TO
COMPETE WITH THE TOP
TEAMS IN OUA FOOTBALL,
WHAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN
FOR THIS PROGRAM TO GET
OVER THE HUMP?

AK: That's a good question. If we knew
that we would be in a different position
right now, going in it's a learning
experience. We learn a lot from these
things like with the whole sack issue at
the beginning of the season, we need to
do a better job of correcting problems
in the offseason rather than trying to
do it midseason.
MS:AS A LEADER GOING
INTO NEXT SEASON WHAT
WOULD BE YOUR MESSAGE
TO THE TEAM?

AK: Work hard in the offseason, we all
know we have to be in the weight room.
We have a lot of guys graduating,
so the young guys we talked about
particularly at receiver are going to get
more playing time they have to pull
their weight in the offseason.

-
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11/1/2013

Ryerson Rams

Toronto, 01

W3-1

11/2/2013

Toronto Varsity
Blues

Toronto, 01

L 1-3
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11/2/2013

Brock Badgers
York Lions

Men's Soccer team captures

bronze in Toronto
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

MEN'S HOCKEY

11/1/2013

.

Q.

South Windsor
Arena

W4-1

South Windsor
Arena

W4-1

MEN'S SOCCER

11/2/2013

Sem1-F1nals Ryerson Toronto, 01
Rams

L0-1

11/3/2013

OUA Bronze - Carleton
Ravens

W4-1

The Cinderella run by the 2013 Lancers Men's Soccer team culminated this
weekend in a well-deserved Bronze
Medal victory over the Carleton Ravens.

••
•
••
•••
•

Following a tight 1-0 loss to OUA runner-up Ryerson Rams Saturday afternoon, the Lancers rebounded with a4-1 ru'uboing of tne Ravens, wlio prior
to a string of late September losses were
ranked first in the nation.

••

Shortly after Carleton opened the scoring in the 54th minute, second team AllCanadian Michael Pio knotted the score
at one, with a brilliant header off a corner-kick. In the 73rd minute Niagara
Falls native Chris Lanni put the Lancers
ahead for good on a 15 yard strike past
Ravens keeper Travis Chance.

•

••
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

11/1/2013

Carleton Rave s

Ottawa,01

58-62

11/2/2013

Ottawa Gee Gees

Ottawa, 01

W 88-64

MEN'S BASKETBALL

11/1/2013

Carteton Ravens

Ottawa.Of

L 74-95

11/2/2013

Ottawa Gee Gees

Ottawa, 01

L 85-96

••
••
•
•
••
•
•
••
•
•••
•
•

Sophomore sensation Christian Mayorga iced the game with a pair of goals
in the 89th and 90th minutes. The goals
capped off a breakout year for the striker
who led the team with 12 tallies.
The win in the final game of the season
was the last in a string of upsets ex..
ecuted by the Lancers, which included a
semi-final victory over the second place
McMaster Marauders. Last season Car-

•••

•
•
••
•
••
•
•••
•••
•
•••
•
•
••
••
•
•
••
••

• photo by Ali Ibrahim

leton reached the OUA final, and entered the Final Four this year one spot
ahead of Windsor at No. 9.
"We've been confident in our ability to
make it this far since the pre-season. It
was just a matter of us actually proving
it;' said fifth year keeper Dejo Olagbegi.
Looking ahead to next season, the Lancers retain its dynamic duo of Mayorga
and Pio; but will lose a significant contributor in the form Olagbegi. The senior footballer has been a rod{ for tlie

Lancers all season owning a .900 save
percentage, and only allowing three
goals in four games on their playoff run.
"Making it this far and achieving the
best result in school history in my last
year and as co-captain is an accomplishment that I will not soon forget. This
team has set the stage for what to expect
in the future and I'm just glad to be a
part of the soccer program's rise;' said
Olagbegi.
Entering 2014, these Bronze Medalists certainly won· t catch any teams off
guard like they did in 2013. But for a
program that has built itself up back up
to prominence in recent seasons, this
group looks primed to carry the weight
of increased expectations. Look for the
Lancers to be a force in the OUA West
next season.
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HOCKEY
WOMEN'S

MacKnight leads Lancers
to Gryphons next
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

The women's hockey team is currently
seventh out of 13 teams in the OUA
conference. Despite the unsteady 4-41, the Lancers have a lot of promise.
With a win over Ryerson and a loss
to Toronto on their recent road trip,
the Lancers have reason to hold their
heads high.

The Guelph Gryphons have been nothing short of excellent as they have won
four straight. Along with Grant, the
Gryphons follow with Amanda Parkins and Laura Pinkerton as some of
the top scorers in the OUA.

• photo by Alex D'addese

After blanking on nine power plays in
the 5-0 loss to Western, both Candice
Chevalier and Jenny MacKnight found
their scoring touch on the power play
against the Rams and Blues.

Jenny MacKnight has scored six goals
and a total of 13 points in nine games,
ranking first in goals and tied for
points with Guelph's Christine Grant
in the OUA.

With the power play slowly improving, the Lancers show a lot of energy
as leading shooters in the OUA. Collectively as a team, the Lancers have
scored the most goals thus far in the
season, and have recorded the second
most assists, just shy of the currently
undefeated Queen's Gaels.

The Lancers are 1-2-1 on the road so
far this season, and will need to change
their luck as they visit Brock and
Guelph this weekend.

Scoring goals may not be a problem
against the Badgers, but the secondplace Gryphons who are 7-2-0 will be
the toughest test so far this season.

The Badgers finally found their first
win of the season over the York Lions

•
•
•

••

last Px@ay, hepfug:tlm"i's'the starf"fo·a

successful turnaround.
MEN DROP TWO IN
OTTAWA

MEN'S

First place Lancers charge
to North Bay this weekend
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

After a disappointing 8-1 loss to the
Carleton Ravens to start the 2013-14
season, the Lancers men's hockey team
has won six straight games.
As of their win over the York Lions this
past Saturday, the Lancers sit atop the
OUA West, while the York Lions have
lost three straight after booming with a
five game win streak earlier this season.
The Lancers hosted their first threegame home stand and won each game
against Guelph Gryphons, Brock Badgers, and York Lions.
The Gryphons have since rebounded
with back-to-back wins, but the Badgers and Lions are on the hunt to win
again.
The Lancers will voyage to North Bay
to play Nipissing Lakers this weekend.
The Lakers have established the second worst record in the OUA East at
2-6-0, barely staying above the winless RMC Paladins. The last time both

teams met in the regular season was
late November 2010 - each team had
earned a win in the two-game series.
With a win this Friday at Memorial
Gardens, the Lancers will match last
season's high of seven straight victories.
The Lakers have the most penalty minutes posted in the OUA and second
most overall in the Canadian Interuniversity Sport.
The Lancers' last successful power 'play
completion was versus the Waterloo
Warriors, where they capitalized on
four of ten chances.
In the four games since then, the Lancers have been unsuccessful on 19 attempts.
The Lancers have an advantageous opportunity against the Lakers, as long as
the Lakers' penalties continue to pile.
Improvement in power play is primary
for Lancers to maintain their winning
ways, and there's no better chance than
this weekend.
As long as they pepper the net with offensive pressure in the form of shots
during power plays, the Lancers can
skate away with two easy wins.

The Men's basketball team went
0-2 on their weekend road trip
in Ottawa last weekend. Enrico
Diloreto was the high scorer in
the 95-74 loss to Carleton with
21 points, and led the way again
with 29 points in Saturday's 9685 loss to the Ottawa Gee Gee's.
The Lancers return home to face
the York Lions and Queen's Gaels
Friday and Saturday night at the
St. Denis Centre at 8:00 p.m.,
with Friday night's contest being
broadcast live on CJAM 99.1 FM.
INCOGNITO SUSPENDED
INDEFINITELY
Following
an
emotional
breakdown by Miami Dolphins
Offensive Lineman Johnathan
Martin, the 'Fins have suspended
fellow tackle Richie Incognito after
it was revealed repeated incidents
of harassment contributed to
the episode. Text messages and
voicemails show a pattern of
intimidation, threats, and racial
slurs directed toward Martin over
the past couple of years from
Incognito who was voted by the
players in 2009 as the dirtiest in
the league.
BLUE JAYS LET PLAYERS
WALK
The Toronto Blue Jays did fail to
make qualifying offers to pitcher
Josh Johnson, Ramon Ortiz, and
Darren Oliver as well as outfielder
Rajai Davis. In cutting Johnson
the Blue Jays will save $14.1
million in salary next season for a
starter who compiled a 2-8 record
last season.

YATES CUP IN LONDON
The 2013 Yates Cup will take place
this weekend at the University of
Western Ontario. After blowing
out the McMaster Maruaders
32-3 the, No. 1 Mustangs host
the Queen's Gaels for the right to
move on to the Vanier Cup.
OPEN CURLING
TRYOUTS
There will be tryouts for the
University of Windsor Lancer's
Varsity Men's and Women's
Curling team on Nov. 10 starting
at 4:30 p.m. They are being held
at Roseland Golf and Curling
Club. This season is guaranteed
to be exciting as the University of
Windsor will be hosting the OUA
Championships in Guelph. The
tournament runs from Feb. 12 to
17 2014. The curling team will
be participating in weekly games
and practices, days and times to be

decided once the team is finalized.
As a financial commitment is
necessary, there will be fundraising
for OUAs through various
fundraising events throughout
the year. There is no fee to come
to tryouts and don't be concerned
about level of experience, we are
interested in building the program
for the future as well and welcome
all players.. If you have any
questions or concerns please email
the coach, Mark Masanovich at
mark@rnnsi.net, or call him at
Roseland at 519-969-5112 ext. 6.
Also, if you are just looking to curl
socially, come out to tryolhs and
we can help direct you to one of
the clubs in the area.

CELEBRATING

FIFTY

YEARS

CAMPUS FALL FESTIVAL!
Get bundled up and come celebrate UWindsor's 50th Anniversary
with a FREE outdoor luncheon festival. Enjoy live entertainment,
hot apple cider, roasted chestnuts and plenty of hot food. Join us
on the east patio of the CAW Student Centre next to Dillon Hall.

~A~

UniversityotWindsor

www.uwindsor.ca/anniversary
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UWINDSOR SLAMS BULLYING
R.J. MITTE AND DAN MACDONALD TO MAKE APPEARANCES
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

bullying is not limited to high
schools.

photo shoot and a free cyberbullying presentation in the
CAW council chambers.

"I know on campus last year
there was some issues with cy- Windsor-West MPP Teresa PiBullying exists everywhere, even ber bullying... Someone had ruzza is the honourary chair
at the university level. That's created a Twitter account called of the events and she said that
the message that the University Fashion Police UWindsor and campaigns that increase bullyof Windsor Student Alliance was taking pictures of people at ing awareness are necessary for
(UWSA) and Windsor Pride are the library, so that's where it all the creation of a safer environtrying to get across through a started;' said Paglione.
ment.
series of high profile events for "If we can kind of be the lead "Bullying has no place in Windbullying awareness week from and create some awareness in sor or anywhere else in OnNov. 17 to 23.
the community by doing these tario;' said Piruzza. "Everyone
The week kicked off early events then I think we should;' deserves to be treated equally
he said.
and with respect and when it
on Wednesday when AMC
&,',..s-........-...--...-....-.-"'--.r.--·"~~ --a}Ill<u,,to..JrollLm-ID c;h&oQJll§..allW~--~ = -~5
~ ~~~;--~~"'Bac:l co-sws'R.J Mitte,
ay,
sor-tiased post-secondary institutions, it
who plays the role of Walter Jr., slam poet Dan MacDonald will
delivered a key-note address at be "slamnun·,..,, bullving in the is critical that they have access
5
1 •
to services and supports to get
the Caboto Club.
university's CAW student cen- help if they are victims of bulThe 21 year-old star, diagnosed tre.
lyinf'
with mild cerebral palsy at a "I think an open mic event with "I personally know of families
very young age, spoke to hun- pieces on the topic of bully- that have been forever changed
dreds people in the crowded ing is such a great way to raise by the tragic consequences of
hall about his experience of awareness about bullying issues, bullying; so I wholeheartedly
being bullied during his child- because it's so open. Everyone support this campaign to raise
hood and about seeing people gives a different perspective on awareness and create a healthwith disabilities as equals with bullving
and presents it 1·n an
1•
'
ier, safer environment for all;'
different abilities.
artistic way;' said MacDonald.
said Piruzza.
To ensure that all students had MacDonald said that the subaccess to the inspirational event, ject of bullying can often be Kaye Johnson, director of the
a free shuttle from the univer- overlooked, but the format of Office of Human Rights, Equity
sity was offered and tickets were an open mic where creativity & Accessibility (OHREA), said
half price, only $5, for students. becomes the vehicle of discus- that bullying is beginning to be
seen as a much wider problem,
"It seems that in Windsor, we're sion can make the subject reach extending far beyond the 1·ung1e
a wider audience.
one of the few organizations
gym.
that
are
actually
doing
some
"I
think
presenting
these
issues
"I
think bullym'g is a factor that
R.J. Mitte • courtesy of Keppler Speakers
programming to help put an in a creative context is such
end to bullying and get a lot of a great way to get the point is affecting people everywhere,
awareness in the community;' across because there is an aspect whether it's in the workplace or
said Josh Paglione, director of of performance to it. It's not in the post-secondary levels as
student life for the UWSA.
preachy. It doesn't come off as a well. It is something that can
pamphlet or a public service an- happen anywhere, so it's not
"Last year was a huge success nouncement... It's a 'show; but limited to an age group;' said
and we had Trevor Boris from this particular event is fuelled Johnson.
MuchMusic and so, we thought
th
bull
"
'Who could we get this year wi an antiying message, "I think when people used to
that will draw some attention to he said. "It'll make people think, think of bullying in schools they
it will empower them, and it will probably thought of someone
the issue and would be a great
,,
raise awareness.
on the playground who was
guest speaker?';' said Paglione.
"I thought (Mitte] would be an "Bullying is alive at school, at picking on somebody smaller
awesome guest speaker. [Break- home, in the workplace;' Mac- than them and getting their
ing Bad] is huge, so I thought it Donald added. "It will be an lunch money, but I think there
would be a great way to kick off interesting event and I can't wait is an increasing understanding
the week."
to hear the conversations it will that bullying is well beyond that
inspire."
and that the destructive impact
of that on a person can last a
- JOSH PAGLIONE, UWSADIREC10ROFSTUDB11Tlff Paglione said it is an important
event for the university because The week will also feature a lifetime;' she said.

It seems that in Windsor,
we're one of the few organizations
that are actually doing some
programming to help put an
end to bullying and get a lot of
awareness in the community.
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and #uwindsorsolutions
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Kyla Fowler
The vents 111 tlus class are blowmg cold air #uwlnd<1orproblems
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¥,
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When your prof barely speaks Engl sh #uwlndsorproblema

I was going to write an article about how people spend too much
time looking at screens. In it, I would detail how it is rude to pull
them out in public, and how there have got to be adverse health
effects to spending so much time looking at them. But I realized
that was stupid.

•

Sure, I spend the majority of time at parties and social events
immersed in my screen. But if people wanted to have a human
interaction with me, they would download the Apple's eye contact
app (I-contact) and we could have a connection from the safety of
our screens.
Older generations certainly don't understand this phenomena,
but that is because they went without Internet during their peak
development ages. Their minds are too hopped up on fresh air and
interpersonal skills to understand the kids these days and I will be
damned ifsome "Johnny Baby Boomer" is going to tell me when it's
appropriate to look at my screen. I am sure grandpa's funeral will go
on just fine without my "undivided" attention.
The point is kids, your screen is knowledge, and knowledge is
power. As far as I am concerned, we should be free to use that
power however we want. I for one plan to never look another
person in the face again.

-

Mike Specht, sports editor

Fraser Sulatyckl
ra
Also twitter works on school W1F1 but not vibe(? Very strange todeed
#uwlndsorproblems

Neville BiuGC
Why is Myl)W"mdsor down nghl now?! So inconvenient
#UWindsorProblems

The Internet is a fantasy land where anything is possible; it is a place
the socially awkward can chat, where the unhealthy can triumph at
sport, and where the smug can reign supreme telling others how
wrong they are.
Indeed, the Internet is so fantastical I often wonder why I would
want to be anywhere else. The Internet contains all of my interests
and every day becomes a more worthwhile companion than those
"mooks'' I call friends.
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Have you ever wanted to visit our club, but weren't sure where to park?
vo,la! #UWlndr.orProblems lb.me/OvOyf'vfO

Brittany Bl"0$1NU @Srt!Brosseau
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Being afirstye<N-Welcomet You can take FAW. Yeah, that·saboutit.
#uwindsorproblems.

bryanna @brya.'!118pocoek
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bookstore doesn't have tt #uwindr.orproblems
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The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However. we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone wil~ not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor·in·Chief. The lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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complaints
Comments, concerns or complaints about The
lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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Not just cloth
MSA battles hijab misconceptions
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

On Nov. 14 the Muslim Student Association (MSA) at the University of Windsor
hosted Hijab Awareness Day to battle
common misconceptions about the traditional headscarf.
The hijab is more than just a piece of
cloth that covers a Muslim woman's
head, according to MSA executive Hanan Khaled.

"An important aspect of hijab is that it
involves the full and modest covering
of the body. When a woman makes the
decision to wear the hijab, she not only
covers her head, but she dresses in a way
where her body isn't the centre of attention;' said Khaled.
"Moreover, hijab is a lifestyle that includes the way a woman talks and walks;'
said Khaled. "The hijab is about having
a modest behaviour, attitude, and intention:'
Khaled said that one of the biggest misconceptions that she and the MSA are
fighting is that the hijab is a sign of oppression.
"Some people are quick to equate hijab
with being trapped or being oppressed,
that Muslim women have no. freedom
because she is obligated to cover her hair
and body; she said. "However, how are
Muslim women oppressed when she is
liberated from society's expectations of
her?"
Islamic speaker Shaykh Navaid Aziz held
a special lecture to explore the cultural
and religious significance of the hijab.
Enrique Chacon, international student
advisor at the university's International
Student Centre, said that one misconception is that the hijab is mostly worn by
foreign students.
"First of all, the students coming from

Muslim countries are a minority when
you look at the total number of International Students. I would say, in general,
most of [the] female international students from those countries don't wear
hijabs:' said Chacon.
"Chances are the people around campus
wearing the hijab, I would say nine to one
are probably Canadian:' said Chacon.
"When students decide to come to North
America, they probably already like it
here before they come. They're probably
more likely to be agreeing with this culture than not...They chose to come here:'
"In Canada you have the freedom to
choose, to decide whether to wear [the
hijab J or not, but you know how it is...
You have the peer pressure of people you
know and your family, and then you have
your own opinion;' he said. "It's something that they make a conscious decision about:'
Chacon said that Muslim students living
at home in Windsor are probably more
likely to follow their parents' traditions
and beliefs while international students
are often so separated from their relatives that they choose to follow their own
lifestyle.
"Canadians are here with their families.
When you live with your family in their
house, you follow their rules. When you
live on your own, 7,000 kilometres away
from them, you can do whatever you
want," said Chacon.
Zeina Farhat, a senior at E.J Lajeunesse
high school who plans on attending the
University of Windsor in 2014, said that
she has chosen not to wear the hijab because she is not ready.
"I think it's just respect for our religion. I
know I don't wear it, but I understand it.
It's respect for ourselves and others, and
it's a way for others to respect us;' said
Zeina Farha. "I feel, personally, I'm not
ready. Others are different, but I am not
ready.'

• photo by Jay Verspeelt

Windsor's ''Idle
Hands'' are tied

TRAVIS FAUTEUX
news editor

ing fresh water supplies around
the globe;' states the campaign's
website.

Car idling. It may seem like a
minor detail in the great, foggy
photograph of the melting glaciers and raising sea levels, but
car idl.ing, according to a group
of activists, has drastic economical, political, and ecological effects.

"If the above crisis [sic] all converge at depleting energy resources, then it would stand to
reason that any cause to conserve said resources is a pretty
important one;' it reads. "Everything in this world is connected. A war in the middle
east, a sweltering day in Alaska,
and a Police Cruiser idling 9
hours a day.'

A campaign named Idle Hands
Ontario is raising awareness
of the environmental harms of
idling vehicles and hoping to
make changes to municipal and
provincial by-laws to limit how
much fleet vehicles idle.

Idle Hands is a fresh anti-idling campaign sweeping Ontario
• photo by Sasha Fisher

"The changing climate in combination with heavy industry
is wreaking havoc around the
world. Honey Bee's [sic] are dying en masse, Siberia is burning,
Fukushima is irradiating the
Pacific... all of this is decimating food crops and extinguish-

Meghan Jefferey, campaign
manager for Idle Hands Ontario, said that they began the
campaign a month and a half
ago and it has already been
grabbing the attention of many
Ontarians.
She visited Windsor to see how
the city's anti-idling by-law was
holding up saying that the border-city is a "high priority:'
"Obviously there's a lot of smog
issues in Windsor, which is

more prevalent than communities such as Waterloo or Kitchener, but the same status still
stands for every location;' said
Jefferey. "Idling is a massive issue and a massive contributor to
smog and carbon dioxide being
emitted into the atmosphere:'
"Windsor has an idling by-law
of five minutes, but within that
by-law is a long list of exemptions. So, think of public city
busses, delivery trucks, emergency vehicles;' said Jefferey.
"So, basically what we have
been doing is we're going all
across Ontario and we're getting
people to sign a petition saying
that we want these by-laws to be
changed and re-evaluated:'
Jefferey said that what Idle
Hands is aiming for is the rewriting of by-laws without any
exemptions.
Windsor's by-law exemptions

MORE
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Senate meeting Bylaw 31
discussion
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

While the federal government
is embattled in scandal with no
end in sight, UWindsor's own
senate kerfuffle is showing signs
of moving along.
On Nov. 8 the university held it's
monthly senate meeting where
Vice-Provost Clayton Smith
described his vision of what a
revised Student Affairs and Integrity Bylaw 31 might look like.
"The current system is overly
legalistic and bureaucratic,"
said Smith. "It's too long to get
through the system. It can take
a year in some cases, sometimes
more, and student rights and
responsibilities are not clearly
stated."
Smith continued on to say that
the current system has an over
emphasis on enforcement as
opposed to education. Smith
wants to restore the balance and
although a completed revision
isn't what was brought to the
table, a framework for that revision was presented.
According to Smith, across
Canada academic integrity is
largely handled at a faculty level,
except for appeals. The Dean of

Students largely handles misbehaviour, except for appeals.
Appeals are handled through
a senate disciplinary appeals
committee.
In the proposed system a faculty member would meet with
the student to discuss the issue.
If it could not be resolved in the
moment than the teacher would
go to the department head or
Associate Dean to determine if
the issue is serious.

If an incident was found to be
a matter of misconduct then
it would go forward to the Associate Dean if it's an academic
matter or the Dean of Students
if it is non-academic. That person would then file a report into
a database that the University
Secretariat keeps.
At that point an investigation
would be made by the Associate
Dean, or Smith, or an Academic
Integrity Officer would conduct
it on their behalf.
The case would either be dismissed or a sanction would be
decided upon and if the student
disagrees with the outcome they
could appeal.
Students would receive support
through an ombudsman, a position that is yet to be created, and
Community Legal Aid (CLA).

"There are different levels of
sensitivity at the faculty level,"
said Michael Crawford, a faculty member in the department
of biological science. "This is a
time when everybody has an
obligation to report transgressions. So I worry that by installing an unmonitored or unrecorded system of resolution that
we'll have a very uneven application of verdict."
Smith replied that even if the
policy were to report every incident, it would be unlikely to
happen and that staff needs
to accept that some cases just
won't come forward.
"The devil is in the details," said
Phil Dutton, Associate Dean of
the faculty of science. "One of
the issues with Bylaw 31 is most
people just don't understand it.
It's not just faculty and students,
I've had Associate Deans say
'I don't understand what this
means: We can't have inconsistency."
Smith insisted that he is striving
for simplicity with the revision.
"We can get into the weeds in
a hurry, lets just decide if this
is a good idea; said University
President Alan Wildeman.
No changes have been put into
action yet.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
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SOS raisin__g the roof for
second gala
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

The Windsor chapter of Students Offering Support (SOS),
a charitable student association,
will be hosting its second "Raising Roofs'' gala on Nov. 22 in
the Augustus ballroom at Caesars Windsor.
SOS raises funds for sustainable
educational projects in communities throughout Latin America by hosting affordable examaid review sessions for a number
of courses at the university. The
gala is an appreciation event for
the over 80 volunteers at the U
of W, but it is also a fundraiser
for the two outreach trips that
SOS will be embarking on this
summer.
Last year, 37 University of
Windsor students volunteered
to build classrooms, latrines,
and other projects in Peru,

Honduras, and Nicaragua.
This year, they will be "raising roofs" again in Guatemala,
where they will be upgrading a
school, and in Nicaragua, where
a multi-grade classroom, sanitary services, a better running
water system, and a play area
will be constructed at a school.
Proceeds raised from the gala
will fund the two projects, while
proceeds from the silent auction
at the event will help subsidize
the travel costs of the volunteers.
Windsor chapter co-presidents
Laura Pineault and Adriana
Baggio said the gala ensures that
the association can continue to
raise roofs in communities in
need while benefitting students
at home in Windsor.
"The importance of this gala
and the impact that the funds
raised from it has on communities throughout Latin America
is unparalleled; said Pineault.

"Being able to participate in
an outreach trip is truly a life
changing experience:' said Baggio. "There is no better feeling
than working all year to raise
funds to support the work of
SOS and seeing it unfold while
building the projects on an outreach trip. The work and fundraising pays off right before
your eyes:·
'"Last year as a chapter we raised
$21,000 through exam aids and
the gala," said Pineault.
'"It's primarily, right now, the
family and friends of our volunteers attending, but we definitely open it up to administration,
faculty, and any students on
campus who want to support;
said Pineault.
The gala will feature an awards
ceremony for volunteers, a presentation by SOS founder and
executive director Greg Overholt, a dinner, cash bar, and a
dance.

eri
o better feeling than working all year to
raise
ds support the work of SOS and seeing it
unfold while building the projects on an outreach trip.
The work and fundraising pays offright before your eyes.
-ADRIANABAGGIO,

WNJSORSOSCOPAESEENT
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a tougher
stance on the
charter of
values
nov. 08

symbols including niqabs, hijabs and turbans. In the new
document, the ban will apply
to all religious garb and "other
adorrunents:' However, these
rules do not apply to employees
who provide spiritual guidance
in a centre in a public institution.

MONTREAL (CUP) - The
Parti Quebecois officially tabled
its controversial charter of val- ·
ues, aimed at separating church
and state, in the National Assembly this week with stricter
regulations for civil servants for
religious accommodations.

All public sector employees
will not be allowed to wear any
clothing that covers the face unless it is for working conditions.

Minister responsible for Democratic Institutions and Active
Citizenship Bernard Drainville
presented Bill 60, now known
as the Charter affirming the values of state secularism and religious neutrality and of equality
between· women and men, and
providing a framework for accommodation requests, nearly
two months after the PQ announced the project.

However, members of the National Assembly may apply to
wear their own religious wear
should they receive unanimous
approval in a vote. There will
also be a public consultation to
discuss the whether the crucifix
will remain in the National Assembly.

the rules set out in the charter.
Employers must enact their
own disciplinary measures although it remains unclear as
to what those measures would
consist of.

OPT-OUT PERIODS
Unlike the proposal from September, the PQ would allow for
a transition period of one year
for public institutions while no
longer allowing a five-year exemption period. Bill 60 would
no longer allow for exemptions
for universities or hospitals but
would allow for longer transitional periods of up to five
years, but only upon approval of
the goverrunent.

WILLA REVISED
CHARTER OFVALUES
PASS?

RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS
Individuals who work for pub- With a minority goverrunent,
lie institutions may apply for the PQ will need the support
reasonable accommodations on of its opposition to pass Bill
religious grounds but it must 60 although provincial parties
not cause undue hardship on publicly denounced the proHowever, while public consul- a workplace such as a hospital posal on Thursday, Nov. 7. The
tation yielded a wide range of or school. It may also attempt federal Conservative party, New
support and opposition for the to restrict students from miss- Democratic Party and Liberal
charter - including 25,000 ing school for religious holidays party also released statements
in opposition to the proposed
emails from Quebec residents that are not Christian.
charler.
- the provincial goverrunent's
~-~ - ~ ~ - - ~ ~re-vised proposal would imple- IMPLEMENTING~
THE RULES AND
The Quebec Liberal Party, Coment tougher restrictions.
DISCIPLINARY
alition Avenir Quebec and QueMEASURES
bee Solidaire stated they will
The PQ also seeks to amend the
vote against the PQ's bill. Howprovince's Charter of Rights and Public institutions will have to ever, the PQ proposed a vote
Freedoms to set out the condi- introduce their own policies to of confidence prior to tabling
tions of granting accommoda- ensure the measures of the bill the bill - which means that if
tions and emphasizing "the pri- are followed and if they don't, two parties had voted against
macy'' of the French language in the goverrunent would be able tabling the bill it could have disQuebec.
to step in. The policy imple- solved the provincial governmented would have to be posted ment - but it was unnecessary.
RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS
publicly for civil servants to folIn September, the PQ intro- low and available on the institu- However, it could be months
before Bill 60 has a second readduced the charter in order to tion's website.
ing because it needs support
promote secularism through
Furthermore, individuals who from the opposition.
prohibiting civil servants such as professors, doctors and engage in contractual work with
KALINA LAFRAMBOISE
daycare workers - from wear- public or para-public bodies are
-CUP QUEBEC
ing "ostentatious" religious also be obligated to adhere to
BUREAU CHIEF
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BRAND MANAGER. PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
VISUAL MERCHANDISER
AND MANY OTHER EXCITTNG
CAREER OPTIONS.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad
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was Sutherland
justified
in sending
employees to
workwhen
there are
bedbugs in the
building?

CONNOR MCKAY

DARKO MILENKOVIC

If it's j

t been a day tha']

ok. btlt f it's a persisterf
PfObl8!(11 than it should be
Shut d6Wh until it gets fumigated.

ELSA ELLIOTT

KAREN MCCORMICK

I don't t~ink it was justified
thay ~ew they were
there.

it
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Blame it on my ADD
amines are a Schedule I controlled substance in Canada (the
same category as Heroin and
Ecstasy), and students might
not feel comfortable admitting
to using them in a survey.

(/)

C

Assessing the level of concern
to be had is another challenge
for University brass. It is nearly
impossible to gauge how big the
problem is, or if it is really even
a problem.
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor

mix of psychological and physical problems:' said one University of Windsor student who did
not want to be named.

When compared to other
Schedule l substances, prescription amphetamines have
a minuscule (almost non-existent) overdose rate. Though
they have been known to cause
heart and lung complications as
well as insomnia and loss of appetite in the short term; they do
not have a reputation as a killer
because they have gone through
rigorous clinical trials to ensure
their safety.

Across Canada, students are
gearing up for the final push;
that three weeks of hell when
projects are due, and finals are
within sight. Times are stressful, and the consequences dire
for those who enter this period
ill prepared. This enormous
pressure has led some students
to use prescription A.D.D
medication, such as Adderall,
Concerta, and Dexedrine as a

"Another thing is that when using these "study aids" you tend
to be productive on things that
aren't your primary goal. For
example I've written a complete
instrumental on a virtual piano,
using my laptop keys in the library the night before a final
instead of studying;' continued
the student who was on Adderall at the time.

Furthermore, dealers of these
substances are hard to track
because unlike an MOMA merchant they don't hang out in
concerts or clubs where there
is a police presence. Your local
Adderall dealer makes house
calls, and hangs out at the library which produces less heat,
and a greater opportunity for
profit.
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long nights and deadlines.
"I definitely have noticed a rise
in my grades when using them,
but I have also experienced a

much
demand outstrips supply every time; said a University
of Windsor Adderall dealer.
"Spring exams last year I did really well. I sold 360, 30mg cap-

U!l~uc~..i11.1u= -.i~.ma.iu:, as

Mail, nearly 4 per cent of students who have no medical
need for Adderall use it to study.
That number could be skewed
greatly, as prescription amphet-

'd ~:;~
e
an
s,
cont
I dl h d
include, "Mobile workshops
while they are in the course of
being used for their basic function" and "Transit vehicles while
at a layover or stopover location
except where idling is substantially for the convenience of the
operator of the vehicle:'

"If you go to the bus depot
downtown in Windsor and
you stand there even for five
minutes you will see a massive
fleet of busses just sitting there
idling; she said. "There was a
bus that was out of service and
there wasn't a single person on

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

sules for $6 to $10 per tablet, so
around $3,000. Winter 2011, I
sold 18,000mg worth of Adderall, you can do the math on that.
During peak times, like during
exams, just about everyone and
their mother will call
he
said.

me:·

It is important to note that the
Lance docs not condone the
illegal use of prescription amphetamines, but education
needs to be made a priority as
this trend continues to rise. According to the dealer (who from
this point on will be referred
to as Herschel), the preferred
quantity sold in the Adderall
trade is the 30 mg pill; but half
of that is sufficient for a periodical user to study.

"If there's one thing I can recommend it's to take a lower dosage, you can always take more,
but you can't take less. Most
people find 10 to 15mg works
well," stated Herschel.
When asked about the addictive properties of prescription
amphetamines, Herschel was
also very candid explaining that
addiction to the substance is a
possibility.
"Most definitely, people experience increased social skills in
addition to focus. I find that
"vid
v. a
f
social anxiety in particular are
more likely to gain a dependence. A lot of the people I sell
to openly admit they don't like
to study without it," said Her-

board, the driver included, and
sat there for 11 minutes

that was idling for over a half
an hour-it happened around
midnight:'

A By-Law Enforcement clerk
at the City of Windsor said that
enforcement of the anti-idling
by-law is complaint-based.

"We went out there and we educated those people on that bylaw. Basically that's what we do,
we educate them first:' she said.

"We've gone out on fourteen
calls this year and seven last
year; said the clerk. "The first
one we got was in January of
2013 and it was a big truck

The by-law itself does not mention a fine for an infraction, but
the clerk said that there is a set
fine of $105.00, plus a surcharge
of$25.00 or $30.00.

The Real
Canadian

CONTINUOUS

schel.
With students becoming more
comfortable
seeking
prescription medication, there is
evidence to suggest that the
amount of drugs on the street
is also on the rise. "Canadian
retail pharmacies dispensed
more than 2.5 million Ritalin
prescriptions in 2012, up from
fewer than l.7 million in 2008,
according to health information
company IMS Brogan:'
While use of the substances
appears to be on the rise, the
curious question still remains
about whether or not prescription drugs are a concern on
campus. The fact that they are
illegal aside, students are more
productive and less anxious
when using prescription amphetamines. Also, the adverse
health effects attributed to their
use are also felt by those who
use the pills legally, but the government still deems fit to consume for those with attention
deficit disorders.
As more of these drugs are put
on the street it is important for
students to know the legal and
medical risk associated with off
prescription use. Times certainly are grim this time of year,
and it is sad to think it forces
m into drug use. But the re.-- - - - ~ ~
ality is, when students feel their
future is on the line they will
take extreme measures. Be safe,
and educated before you put
anything in your body.

For Jefferey, the issue comes
down to common sense: idling
wastes money and resources
and it pollutes the air.
"We're looking at the environmental impact of idling as well
as the economic impact," she
said.

FREE

BUS

SERVICE

BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM ALUMNI HALL

(750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYAT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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100 years of Indian cinema
centennial celebration
community together.

SARAH HUR.ST
lance reporter

In the spring of 1913, India made its
first feature film, "Raja Harishchandra:' directed by Dadasaheb Phal.k.e.
The film industry in India, commonly known as Bollywood, has
since grown and become immensely
successful. From comedies to love
stories, to gangster drama and everything in between, the films are
watched in South Asia, as well as
around the world.
To commemorate the 100-year anniversary of film production in
India, the South Asian Centre in
Windsor has teamed up with the
University of Windsor to bring everyone the Indian Cinema Centennial Celebration.
Dr. Jyotika Virdi, communications,
media and film professor at the University of Windsor was asked by the
South Asian Centre of Windsor to
help organize the event.
Virdi viewed it as the perfect opportunity for the university to bring the

"For the most part, [Indian] films
are embraced [in Western cultures]
by the diaspora immigrants; said
Virdi.
~he has found though that there
seems to be a generational shift in
North America.
"The younger generation is a lot
more open to and curious about Indian cinema;' she said.
The event is spread over two weekends, Nov. 15 to 16 and 22 to 23
and will include four movies, as
well as panel discussions highlighting contemporary Indian cinema.
All events will be held in the Toldo
Health Centre, located at the corner
of Fanchette and Sunset, room #202.

film was made especially to mark
the 100 years of Indian cinema,
which is celebrated with four short
stories that showcase the power of
film.
Next weekend, on Nov. 22, Madras
Cafe (Sircar, 2013) will show at 6:00
p.m. and Shuddh Desi Romance
(Sharma, 2013) will play on Nov. 23
at 3:00p.m.
Panel discussions taking place on
Nov. 16 at 6:30 p.m. will feature Dr.
Shahnaz Khan from Wilfrid Laurier
University and Dr. Swarnavel Eswaran Pillai from Michigan State.
In addition, Dr. Aswin Punathambekar and Dr. Jyotika Virdi will be
the panelists on Nov. 23 at 6:30 p.m.

The films were chosen in an effort
to be somewhat representative of
South Asia, not only India, while
balancing what might appeal to the
South Asian community and the
younger University audience.

"It's something that is very unexpected and exciting too. I get to
see Bollywood movies in a Western country that I would normally
only get to see in my country:' said
Siddarth Kumar, a MEng-Electrical
student. 'Tm really looking forward
to this event:'

On Nov. 15 at 6:00 p.m., Bol (Mansoor, 2011) will be shown. Bombay
Talkies (Akhtar/Banerjee, 2013)
plays on Nov. 16 at 3:00 p.m. This

For full film synopses, panel discussion information, and the event
schedule, visit www.icc.uwindsor.
ea.

...-~ trending~
P$4

CATCHING FIRE

Let's talk about Sony's upcoming money
suck - it comes out tomorrow, after all. At
only $400 you can kiss goodbye to whatever
schoolwork you have left this semester. As for
exams - who needs them?

Bad Grandpa might have your chuckles.
And Thor 2 your hammer smashing craze.
But the hype for the second instalment of the
Hungers Games to the big screen has been
getting pretty firey.

$400 up front and then hundreds more on
games. It's cheaper than a vacation!

Josh Hutcherson and Liam Hemsworth took
to Twitter last week to answer fans' questions
about Catching Fire (they play the two pretty
boys from the series). We totally missed a
chance to ask them what they thought about
Rob Ford.
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Let the

holida

festivi ies
begin
don't have [in the summer],"
said DWBIA coordinator Joan
Charette.

SARAH HURST
lance reporter

15,000 event postcards were
sent out to Windsor residents.
When visiting various locations
on the walkabout, simply show
them your postcard to get your
stamp.

Stroll around the leaf covered
streets and enjoy Christmas
shopping, carols, carriage rides,
discounted gifts, history tours
and face painting at Walkerville's annual Holiday Walkabout on Nov. 15 to 16.

When your card is mostly full,
the last location you visit will
.take it in as your ballot so you
can be entered into a draw to
win up to $500 in Walkerville
Dollars, which can be spent at
local businesses in the Walkerville district.

The Magical History tour is led
by Chris Edwards, a local historian. Take a seat on a vintage
trolley as it takes you through
Historic Walkerville's residential area as you learn about the
architecture and buildings.

Enter to

$500

"I think it's a good idea. It's good
for business and for the community as a whole. Walkerville gets
the opportunity to really show
what is has to offer Windsor,"
said Windsor resident Martha
Moore.

After their successful Art Walk,
the Downtown Windsor Business Improvement Association
(DWBIA) wanted to have a fall
event.
"We have dMl au- walk and we.
wanted to do something in the
fall that brought people out but
we didn't want to repeat the art.
[It's still] a walk but we brought
different elements in that we

With almost 50 participating
shops, from boutiques to cafes
to vintage shops, there will be
something for everyone.

Walkerville
Dollars

SAVE8 0ATE

-~,.©1-8.4!!J'..._.. "..,. .__
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Medium PIZZa
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by Alexandra Sellick
arts editor

DEVIL'S KNOT
DRINKING BUD
Devil's Knot was by far my favourite film at WIFF
this year. It tells the chilling and true story of the
West Memphis Three, three teenaged boys who
were wrongfully accused of killing three young
boys.
Reese Witherspoon plays Pam Hobbs, one of the
young boys' grieving mothers who watches as the
three teenagers are put on trial. Colin Firth plays
a private investigator that believes the teenagers to
be innocent. As more witnesses are brought forward but no concrete evidence, Hobbs begins to
look for evidence on her own.
~ ~ ~ ~Witherspoon does a great job in a more dramatic
role and it was interesting to see Firth play a southern American. True Blood's Stephen Moyer also
makes an appearance as a lawyer during the trial.

THE GRANDMASTER
The Grandmaster comes from director Kar Wai
Wong and stars Tony Leung (Hero) and Ziyi Zhang
(Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon). This epic action
film follows Ip Man, the legendary kung fu master throughout the Republican era after the fall of
China's last dynasty. Ip Man was a grandmaster of
the martial art Wing Chun and master of Brue Lee.
Visually stunning and packed with high intensity
martial arts, The Grandmaster follows a dramatic
plotline with intricate characters.

l'M SO EXCITED
(LOS AMANTES
PASAJEROS)
This Spanish film follows the air crew and firstclass passengers of a plane that may have to make
a crash landing. Hilarity ensues even though each
person on the plane (except the economy class passengers who the flight attendants have drugged) is
coming to the terms that they may not live through
the landing.
1he first class flight attendants are a trio of flamboyant gay men who try to distract the first class
passengers with musical numbers. As the realization that they may be hours away from their demise, the passengers begin to distract each other
and it turns into a bacchanal.
Although the film is in Spanish, the comedy is
translated very well for a non-Spanish speaking
audience.

Drinking Buddies stars Olivia Wilde, Jake JoH
(1he New Girl), Anna Kendrick and Ron Livings
1he film explores the "just friends" concept but t
it to new levels that are not explored in most other
movies or shows.
Kate (Wilde) and Luke (Johnson) work together at a
Chicago brewery and the chemistry between them
is undeniable. They make no effort to hide their flirtation but are both in relationships. Kate seems to
be not fully committed to her boyfriend (played by
Livingston) whereas Luke's girlfriend (Kendrick) is
constantly asking when they will begin to plan their
wedding.
Realizations are made when the foursome go on a
weekend trip to Livingston's family cabin and the
couples swap partners to do various camping activities with.
1he film is technically a comedy but often the tone
was a little darker than films like Friends With Benefits. Drinking Buddies delves into new areas of flirtations between friends and coworkers, cheating and
the demise of relationships and goes beyond sexual
interactions.

GIRL MOST LIKELY
Girl Most Likely stars Kristen Wiii, Annette Ben-

ing, Matt Dillon, Glee star Darren Criss and comes
from director Shari Springer Berman (American

Splendor, The Nanny Diaries).
After Imogene (KristenWiig) is dumped by her
boyfriend who was funding her Manhatten lifestyle, she is forced to move back home to New Jersey where her mother has rented out her old bedroom to Lee (Darren Criss) and has had her CIA
boyfriend (Matt Dillon) move in. Not having the
funds to get back to New York City, Imogene must
learn to live with her eccentric family and new
roommate.

Girl Most Likely is maybe a bit more subdued
than some of Wiig's previous films (Bridesmaids,
MacGruber) but still packed with oddball

THIS IS WHAT A
FEMINIST SOUNDS
LIKE
This Is What A Feminist Sounds Like explores the life
of Windsor feminist Pat Noonan. 1he film shows
sides of Windsor and the feminist community that
have not been shown before and sheds new light and
meaning on activism in the city.
Faced with the challenge of suddenly losing her voice,
This Is What A Feminist Sounds Like shows the passionate work Noonan has continued to do throughout her life. She practices her activism throughout
the city not just for feminist groups but also for all
different communities in all different areas of Windsor. 1he film touches on the tragedy of Lori Dupont's
death at Hotel-Dieu Grace Hospital and how Noonan was involved with calling to feminist activists to
prevent violence against women.

This Is What A Feminist Sound Like showcases the
strong sense of community that is not always brought
to light in Windsor. This is definitely a film that every
Windsorite should watch.

characters and uproarious situations. Wiig plays
her usual role of failed or forgotten woman and we
watch as she scrambles to pull herself together.

THE DOUBLE
The Double is a comedy directed by Richard Ayoade
(Director of Submarine and star of The IT Crowd) and
stars Jesse Eisenberg and Mia Wasikowska. Based on
the Dostoyevsky novella, Simon (Eisenberg) finds
his doppelganger has replaced him at work and is
even going to steal the girl he likes.
Eisenberg plays his usual meek and awkward character with a hint of neuroticism but is very convincing
as the two different Simons. One being shy and going
unnoticed throughout life while his doppelganger is
outgoing and popular at work
1he film features many notable faces such as Chris
O'Dowd (Bridesmaids, The IT Crowd) and Wallace
Shawn who plays Simon's boss and does not notice
that there are two of him.

'9· HUMBER

NOVEMBER 14 TO 21
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 14

30X30 - Artcite 30th Anniversary Show
Part 2,Artcite Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Festival of Polish Cuisine Buffet, Dom Polski, I I :30 a.m.
November Mashup, Mezzo Ristorante &
Lounge, 6:30 p.m.

CHOOSE YOUR
CERTIFICATE
ADVERTISING - MEDIA MANAGEMENT
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15

A Hundred Years Plus One: Indian Cinema Centennial Celebration, University of
Windsor; 6:00 p.m.
Made in Windsor Holiday Sale, Walkerville
Brewery, Friday 5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m., Saturday I I:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Walkerville Holiday Walk, Walkerville

EVENT MANAGEMENT
FASHION MANAGEMENT & PROMOTIONS
ANANCIAL PLANNING
GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING MANAGEMENT

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 16

David Francey In Concert Mackenzie Hall,
7:30 p.m., $23.00
A Hundred Years Plus One: Indian Cinema Centennial Celebration, University of
Windsor; 3:00 p.m.
Daniyal Malik/Chelsey Danfield/Brigham
Bartol/Paul Bene, Milk Coffee Bar, 9:00
p.m.,$3.00

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

APPLYNOWI

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 11

The Holiday Gift Show, Place Concorde,
-f'-.ii&F"~---...ii-~ Lffl

Willistead Manor: Holiday Tea & Tour, Willistead Manor, I I:00 a.m.
Sleepy Sun (San Francisco), Phog Lounge,
10:00 p.m.
MONDAY NOVEMBER 18

Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park, 5:30
p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park,
5:30 p.m.
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 19

Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park, 5:30
p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park,
5:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 20
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,

Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park, 5:30
p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park,
5:30 p.m.
Writer's Workshop, Windsor Public Library- Central Branch, 7:00 p.m.
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 21

Windsor Express vs. Island Storm, The
WFCU Centre, 7:00 p.m.
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park. 5:30
p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park,
5:30 p.m.
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BOOK REVIEW

w ?I

w/JASONRANKIN

MICAELAMULDOON

lance reporter

RINO'S KITCHEN: COOKING LOCAL IN
WINDSOR AND ESSEX COUNTY
RINO BORTOLIN
The upcoming cookbook from Rino Bortolin of Rino's Kitchen is sure to
be a hit with fans of the 100-mile diet, but also with anyone who enjoys
cooking (and eating).
Rino's Kitchen is a quaint restaurant in Wmdsor on Elliott Street centered
in a house that is almost a hundred years old.
Having worked in the hospitality industry for 22 years, Rino is more than
qualified to write his own book of recipes, and this is his first. What makes
this book really special, though, is that it makes use of mostly local foods.
The front and back cover feature mouth-watering pictures of foods that can
be found inside the book - a preview of sorts to the eighty-five plus recipes
it contains.

NOTTOO COLD TO BIKE

Next to each redpe is a full-page colour photo of the finished product.
There are also multiple pictures of local farms, Rino working, and fresh
ingredients interspersed throughout the book.

You may have noticed that it's cold, dropping below zero and occasionally snowing in
Windsor now. This hasn't stopped the flock of students hilting to school. I, myself, biked to
school after the first snowfall. Yes, my fingers froze, my lungs burned and my bike strained
with the cold (to the point that the handlebars snapped loose). But bikers are strong bundle up and fight that wind! The only thing in winter that's ever detered me from biking
to school in winter is ice - because as cool as it is to brave the weather, faceplants are just
not fun.

But it's not all pretty pictures in here. Each redpe features ingredients
and instructions that sound like an actual person - not the robotic "Add
this to this and mix. Bake for forty minutes" directions so often found
on the Internet. Rino also adds a brief story or memory to each recipe to
personalize it and show readers why each meal is special.
The book is well laid-out and easy to navigate. The sections are divided
by seasons, with an additional pantry section and an easy-to-read table of
contents. There is an index and even a vast directory to help people find
local products. As if this was not helpful enough, it is even divided into
sections (meat and dairy, liquor, etc.)
A lot of people are too lazy to try their hand at quality recipes, but Rino's
introduction, which talks about how he became interested in cooking,
features a great motivator: "Relationships are the centre of why I love to
cook... lt's about family and friends, both old and new and those yet to be

made."
Rino has been helpful within the community as it is, helping local artists
to showcase their work, offering cooking classes for kids and using local
foods. He just put the cherry on the sundae by sharing his knowledge with
the world and letting us bring his recipes home with us in a fresh, personal
cookbook. I would recommend picking it up... and if you do, boo appetit!

ALBUM REVIEW
LAUREN HEDGES
lance reporter

LIFEAFTER DEATH
THE CREEPSHOW
Toronto's The Creepshow recently released their first album with new
vocalist Kenda "Twisted" Legaspi and guitarist Daniel Flamm.

Life After Death is the band's fourth studio album, and was released via
Stomp Records on Oct. 22.

This is a record of B-horror movies and big band tunes mixed with modern
pop-rock.
"Take It Away" is a great example of the rockabilly-with-flesh-eating-disease
sound that is psychobilly, even if it is tinged with a bit of excess sugar.
Like previous albums, the band tabs lyrical content from the punk-rock
lifestyle and movie monsters to tell tales of love, loss, and partying.

•1.ast Call" however seems to draw on Gotye for its lyrics, but has some of
my favourite instrumentals of the entire album.
I love the way this band arranges the backing vocals of bass player Sean
"Sickboy" McNab and keyboard player Paul "The Reverend" McGinty; it's
a staple of their sound. .Mixed with dacky upright bus and dean guitar
chords, this song is my favourite on the album.

In the end I would have to say this is my least favourite Creepshow album to
date and not because change scares me (even though it does).
My problem here is that I fuid each song catches my attention with the first
few bars, then loses it by the chorus.
There is a strong pop-punk vibe throughout the album that simply is not
what rm looking for when I put on a psychobilly record.

•
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charu • MURADERZINCLIOGLU
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more infol earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/
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: I CFC?- Outside (Paper Bag)
• 2 COUSINS/CONSTRUCTION & DESTRUCTION* - Cousils/Consuuction & Destruc:

tion Split (Nares}

:

3 SOMBEAR - l.O't'eYou In the Dark (Trans}
4THE CREEPSHON*- UeAARI' Death (Stomp)
S ROYAL CANOE* -Tod:ay'Ne're Be1ieYer's (Newc:lo}
6THEAL.BERrANS*- DangerousAnything (Ernest jer,q R ~ Co.)
7 Ai\PERMAPS* - Dari<e,- Lights (Spari<.S}
8 LITl1.E l1SS HIGGINS&l'HEWN'ffG RVe'-Bison R:nn Recon:q$es)OS ~
9THE BEACHES* -The Beaches (Self-Released)
I OTHE MARK INSIDE* - Dark Hearts Can Radiate White Light ('hmpire Dance)
11 B.DER SISTER PLUM"' - People Like Us (Moon Melody)
12THE FLATUNERS* - Dead Language (New Damage)
13 BRAIDS* - Flouish//Perish (Aemish E)te}
14 ~ LIONS*- My Friends (Fomc3in Pop}
IS GRAND ANALOG* - Modem Thooder (The Shadow Cabinet)
16THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE - SouMsions (Featuirc ~Appalachia) (Self-Released)
17 MINISTRY - From BeerTo Eternity ( 13th Planet)
18 COUUNEY BARNETT -The Double EP :A Sea Of Split Peas (Mil<}
19 GOGOL BORDELLO- ~Vida Conspi'acy (AlO)
20 CUB SPORT - Paradise (SeJf-Released)
21 THE PREATURES - IsThis HowYou r·eel? (Harvest)
22 HOT CHIP - Dari<And Stormy (Domino)
23'vVOlf & CUB- 1-ie.wyV\leidlt (Meaide)
24VAAJOUS - New Zealand @ CMJ 2013 (Self-Released)
25 DaTRON 3030- Event II (Bulk)
26TV FREAKS*-lwo (Schizophrenic)
27 MONKEYJUNK* -Al Frequencies (Stony Pml)
28 BOMBAY DUB ORCHESTRA-Tales ff"OITI the Grand Bazaar (Six Degrees)
29 EARL SWEATSHIRT' - Doris (Cok.mbia)
30 CHICO MANN - ~Thinlq (Sooodway}

:
:
:
:
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Q&AWITH
LANCER'S
DEFENSIVE END
TAI PHAM
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Last week, Tai Pham and a handful of
other notable Lancers football players
were named to the OUA All-Star team.
Pham, named to the second team, racked
up 7.5 sacks and 19.5 tackles this season.
The Lance was able to catch up with the
Lancer pass rusher to talk about the
honour.
HIKE SPECHT:WHAT DOES IT
HEAN TO YOU TO BE NAMED
A SECOND TEAM OUA ALLSTAR?
Tai Pham: It's a big deal, last year I didn't
get it even though I had better stats. But,

we weren't the best defense last year; so
it's nice to get it when we had a solid
defense, I feel like there are a couple
other guys on our D-line who could have
received it. All the coaches' vote on it, so
it's nice to get a little love from the league
after the season is done.
MS: HOW DOES IT FEEL TO
SHARE THE ALL-STAR NOD
WITH YOUR TEAM HATES
DAN CERINO, EVAN
PSZCZONAK,AND AKEEH
WHONDER?
TP: For Evan and Dan, they were already
All-Stars, so it is nice for them to kind of
get back where they were. But it meant a
lot to get the award with Akeem because
it is his last year, we always joke that it's
like his eight year in the league, he has

been here so long. But he worked really
hard for it and it's nice that he got the
award.
MS: ENTERING NEXTYEAR,
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO BE
HORE DOMINANT AND HAKE
THE FIRST TEAM?
TP: I already starting lifting, probably the
day after the Guelph game. I never really
worked out, just kind of doing what I do
naturally and teams kind of figured that
out. But now I am going to bring a more
physical side to the game, technique wise.
I think I am going to the East-West bowl
again as well, so hopefully I can learn a
few things there and get over 7.5 sacks.
MS: IFYOU WERE TO CHOOSE,
ONE PERFORMANCE
OF YOURS THAT HOST
IMPACTED A GAME WHICH
WOULD IT BE?
TP: I would say the 4 sacks I had against
Toronto, which was pretty nice. Also, in
the playoff game against Guelph I had a
sack, and their quarterback Jazz Lindsey
is one of the most athletic guys in the
league. He kind of dangled me the first
time we played, so I was able to bring him
down and do the Superman celebration
over top of him (no flag was called.)
HS:WHATWASTHE
GRYPHONS OFFENSIVE
GAME PLAN LIKE IN THAT
GAME?
TP: They were lining up with an extra
0-lineman as a Tight End, and they
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ended up catching us out of position
a couple times. In the second half we
moved to a four or five D-lineman front
and we were able to shut them down.
HS:WHATWAS IT LIKE
PLAYING UNDER FIRSTYEAR
DEFENSIVE CO-ORDINATOR
DONOVAN CARTER?
TP: He is a player's coach. He played in
the CFL and a lot of guys look up to him.
We can relate to him really well, and
everyone likes coming in, hanging out,
and watching film with him.
MS: WHAT ARE SOME
NOTABLE LOSSES FOR THIS
DEFENCE AND WHO HAS TO
STEP UP IN THEIR ABSENCE?
TP: On D, obviously Whonder is a huge
loss, Frank Reynolds is a guy who we
are going to look to. On D-Line we are
losing Andrew Bakos who is more of a
run stopper, whereas I am a pass rusher.
Another big loss would be Garrit Post,
who is actually my roommate. He has
taught me a lot, and l think to step up
Stephon Miller, who will be moving into
Post's spot.
MS: NOW THAT FOOTBALL
SEASON IS OVER, WHICH
LANCER TEAM ARE YOU
HOST LOOKING FORWARD
TO WATCHING?
TP: Definitely the basketball team, I
know a couple of the guys. Ricco (Di
Loreto) is from London too, so we always
talk about football and basketball.

scomposure
KIHELLIOTT
lance reporter

After barely edging the (1-2) York
Lions 78-70 on Friday, the men's
basketball team ran (2-2) over top of
the (3-1) Queen's Golden Gaels 9874 last Saturday in the home opening
double header.
"I am very unimpressed with our
team. Weve got to execute. We weren't
at the highest level of concentration. It
was obvious by the turnovers and the
lack of execution on defense in terms
of rotation;· said coach Chris Oliver.
"I enjoy coaching this team but I don't
know what it was with them today.
They should be excited to play on their
home court, but it seems that they see
a couple of York's starters out so they
dropped their level of concentration;
and as we know that is not the proper
mentality for this level of sport;' he
said.
Lancer newcomer Bradford Parker
played in his first home game on
the Friday, in which he scored a
productive 14 points and snagged 8
rebounds.
"We could've pushed them harder.
Weve gotta have more effort to close
teams out earlier;' said Parker.
"We definitely need to improve our
defense, communication and our
playing together;' he said. "It feels good
to finally get it out of the way. Now it's
time to get back at it tomorrow."
His team mate Enricho Deloreto,
topped Lancer scorers by pouring in

15 points, while Lien Phillip racked
up another double-double scoring
11 pts and tearing down 13 rebounds,
and Khalid Abdel-Gabar added 10
points.
Lions Centre, Nick Tufegdzich,
formerly of Tecumseh, outperformed
everyone with 19 points and an
astounding 21 rebounds. In terms of
efficiency, York outshone Windsor
37.9% - 36.9 % from the field, while
Windsor prevailed at the charity
stripe 84.6% - 81.3%.
In Saturday's more polished and
executive taming of the previously
unbeaten Golden Gaels, Parker, the
Lancers 6'-6" transfer for Wayne
County in Michigan was a perfect
4-4 from two point range and 1-1
from three point land along with 5
rebounds.
Parker appears to be a tamer version
of Ryan Christie, who disappeared
from the Lancer roster near the end of
the season last year.
This kinder, gentler bull work in the
paint, along with some of the other
very skilled and experienced rookies
may make the difference needed for
Windsor to recapture the OUA crown
and regain entry into the CIS Big 8
tournament down the stretch.

In the second outing, 2nd team allstar Enricho Diloreto paced a balance
Lancer attack with 19 points, followed
by Mike Rocca who scored 14 points,
including 4 of 5 from three point
range.
Lien Phillip continued his balance
play with 12 Points and 13 more
rebounds.

MacKenzie Simpson toped all scorers
with 23 Points and choralled 11
boards of his own.
In overall statistics, Windsor out shot
Queens 43.5% - 39.7% from the field
and 75% to 65% from the free throw
line.
Windsor's Rotimi Osuntola and Evan
Mathews also had impressive alleyoop and solo jams to accentuate Friday
and Saturday's victories respectively.
Harkening back to the disappointing
consecutive losses to open the
season, first to the defending national
champion Carleton Ravens and then
the cohort Ottawa Gee-Gees, AllCanadian Lancer Centre Lien Phillip
said "We don't like to lose, but those
are two losses that we can learn from
because they are the top ranked teams
that we have to learn to beat:'
Lien looks forward to redeeming
last year's earlier exit from the OUA
Championship and missing the CIS
Big 8 Tournament.
"Our fifth year players, along with
the new talent we have surrounding
us, want our last season to count the
most. Our goal is to leave everything
we got on the floor this year so that we
have no regrets," said Phillip.
The Lancers, now 2-2 on the season,
travel to Toronto this weekend to take
on the (2-1) Ryerson Rams and (12) Toronto Varsity Blues, Friday and
Saturday as they race toward another
regular season first place finish as the
OUA West continues to heat up.

--
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Women's volleyball falter
after strong season start
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STEPHANIEMCPHERSON

lance reporter

The women's volleyball team is back in
action and stronger than ever this 2013
to 2014 season.

••
11/8/2013

Brock Badgers

St Catharine's,
01

W4-3

11/9/2013

Guelph Gryphons

Guelph, 01

L 2-5

•
••
•••
•
•
••
••

In the CIS Western OUA division, the
Lancers are the team to beat with a current record of four wins; three losses
and eight points overall. The women
have already beaten their winning score
and earned more overall points then
they have in the previous year within
the span of seven games.

••

MEN'S HOCKEY

11/8/2013

Nipissing Lakers

North Bay, 01

WS-1

11/9/2013

Nipissing Lakers

North Bay, 01

W5-3

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

11/8/2013

York Lions

St Denis Centre W 82-29

11/9/2013

Queen's Gaels

St. Denis Centre W 82-56

Evidently things have changed from
last year when they completed the 2012
to 2013 season with three wins and 13
losses.

••
••
••
•••

•
•
••
•11
••
•
••
•
•
•
••
••
••
•

ing, Erika Corey,Andie Suthers and returning player MacKenzie Coyle.
With these additions comes the concept of unity according to Robson who
said, "The team chemistry is great! Like
I said, everyone has the same goal and
is willing to work together to get there:'
This weekend the Lancers travelled to
the nation's capital to face the Ottawa
Gee Gee's and lost 3-1.
The team was united in their efforts and
worked hard, but unfortunately lost the
first set 17-25 .
In the second set, the women's team was
able to make a comeback and a 5 point
lead when they won the second set 2520.

Despite their efforts, they were defeated
by their opponents 18-25.

"One of the biggest changes is everyone's
attitude. I think we got a taste of winning and now we won't accept anything
less;' said third-year outside hitter Hannah Robson. "In addition our focus has
improved this year. Everyone has the
same goal: to win:'

Outside/Middle player Shannon Dean
led the way with 13 points and 11 kills
while Kayla Seguin contributed 12
points including 10 kills and eight digs.
Mackenzie Colye, also a top contributor
in this game had eight points including
eight kills and six digs.

Another change includes the roster
which has many new players added.

The Lancers will have the home court
advantage n ext Saturday and Sunday
at 1:00 p.m. when they face the Brock
Badgers and Guelph Gryphons at the St.
Denis Center.

Players such as Emily McClosky, Jennifer Straver, Danielle Lenarduzzi, Anna
Aquayo, Carleigh Bailey, Julie Ann Mill-

HOCKEY
WOMEN'S

11/8/2013

York Lions

St. Denis Centre W 78-70

11/9/2013

Queen's Gaels

St. Denis Centre W 98-7 4

L...------~

11/9/2013

----~-

Ottawa Gee Gees

••
•
••
•
•
•••
•

•••
••

Ottawa, 01

MEN•S VOLLEYBALL

Western
Mustangs

St. Denis Centre L 1-3

11/15/2013

Ryerson Rams

St. Denis Centre 7:00 Pt

11/16/2013

Toronto Varsity
Blues

St. Denis Centre 3:00 Pt

11/10/2013

Lancers win eight straight

22 25.20-25.25-

22.23-26)

•
•
•
••
•
•••
••
•
•
••
•
••
••
•
•••
•

.
••

ANKURKUMAR

lance reporter

The Lancers continued to roll through
the OUA West, building their streak
with a pair of wins in North Bay over
the Nipissing Lakers last weekend. The
Lancers look like national contenders
along the lines of Calgary Dinos, Alberta Golden Bears and UNB Varsity Reds.
The storylines are endless as the Lancers
host the visiting Universite du Quebec
a Trois-Rivieres (UQTR) Patriotes this
Friday and Saturday at South Windsor
Arena.
The reigning OUA East champions hailing from Trois-Rivieres started the season 1-3-0 but have rebounded with five
straight victories.
However, they have not found a win on
the road yet. The Lancers have won four
straight on home ice since losing on
opening night to Carleton, and odds remain highly favoured this weekend for
the current QUA West leaders.
Returning home after winning their

seventh and eighth games on the road,
Spencer Pommells is touting three goals
and three assists from his previous two
games, while team captain Drew Palmer had a goal and four assists over that
span. Evan Stibbard rediscovered his
well-known scoring touch after posting
a goal and three assists in game one of
the two game series versus the Lakers.
Guillaume Nadeau's 4-0 shutout over
the Laurier Golden Hawks last Saturday
was his first start since the Patriotes' 7-3
win over the RMC Paladins.
Nadeau hasn't given up a goal since
RMC's Paul Fone scored in the second
period on Oct. 26. Nadeau's current
shutout streak looms large at 86: 17.
Parker Van Buskirk has earned all
eight wins in the crease for Windsor,
but has not posted a shutout as remarkable as his counterpart Nadeau.
At the CIS level, the Lancers stand with
the third best record at 8-1-0, behind
the undefeated Alberta Golden Bears
and Calgary Dinos - both flaunting a
perfect 10-0-0 at the moment in the
Canada West conference.
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MEN'S

Gaels visit Windsor for
first time since last year
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

The Lancers women's hockey team
continues to stagger in the OUA.
After emerging victorious over the
Brock Badgers thanks to Jenny MacKnight's overtime winner on Friday, the
Lancers fell to the conference leading Guelph Gryphons last Saturday.
The Lancers sit in seventh place of the
OUA with an uneasy 5-5-1 record
The top line of Amanda Parkins, Jessica Pinkerton, and Christine Grant
outmatched the Lancers. After the trio
combined for six points against Windsor, they led the Gryphons ahead of
Western the next night by totaling
eight points and collecting their sixth
straight win.
All three skaters are ranked within the
top five point getters in the OUA. Jenny MacKnight is not far behind - she
has achieved eight goals and eight assists in 11 games played this season.

CERTIFICATE
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SKIUS, PWS THE OPPORTUNnY
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APPLY NOW!

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

After being decimated by the OUA
leading Gryphons, the Lancers will face
off with the Queen's Gaels this Saturday.
This will be the first meeting between
the two teams since Windsor's bittersweet exit from last year's quarter
finals - the Gaels battled back in the
three game series to win the final two
games and eventually claim the OUA
crown two rounds later. The Gaels finished as the sixth best women's hockey program in Canada last season.
The Gaels have not lost in regulation this
season and have won eight of their last
ten - proving they are destined to return
to national championship contention.
Their most recent win over Ryerson
was their best outing so far this season,
notching a 7 -1 victory led by Shawna
Griffin's duo of goals and three helpers.
It will be a battle of top scorers this Saturday afternoon at South Windsor Arena, as both MacKnight and Griffin look
to improve their individual stats, as well
as lead their teams one step closer towards the top spot in the QUA.

FOOTBALL TEAM
WELCOMES RECRUITS:

•
•

••
••
•
••
•
••
•
•
••
••
••
•
••
•••
•
•
••
•
••
•
•••
••
••
•••
••

Essex Ravens linebackers Rile Van
Espen and Matt Chamberlain have
committed to Windsor for the 2014
season. The recruits will add much
needed depth for a linebacking corps
that is losing second team OUA allstar Akeem Whonder to graduation.
Van Epsen, a LaSalle native was
captain of Team Ontario at the 2013
Canada Cup, while Chamberlin
was named an all-star at the middle
linebacker position in 2012.
LANCERS CLAIM SILVER IN
LONDON
The Lancers men's cross country
team captured silver at the CIS
championship on Saturday.
The
men were led by Nick Falk and Paul
Janikowski who were both named
second team all-Canadians.
The
women also fared well on the day
coming into the championship
ranking 10th in the nation, finished
one spot ahead at No. 9.
LIONS SIT FIRST IN THE
NORTH
Following their 21-19 victory over the
Chicago Bears on Sunday, the Detroit

Lions moved into sole possession of
first place in the NFC North. The
win also completed the Lions first
season sweep over the Bears since
2007. With Aaron Rodger out, and
the Lions holding the tie-breaker over
Chicago, a division crown is within
reach for Detroit.
MESSI INJURED AGAIN
Lionel Messi was forced to leave in the
20th minute of FC Barcelona's match
against La Liga. Widely considered to
be the most talented football player
on the planet, Messi has dealt with a
nagging thigh injury all season.
HOW THE MIGHTY HAVE
FALLEN

In 2006, Ilya Bryzgalov laughed at the
idea of ever playing in Edmonton,
likening the city to the North Pole.
On Friday, the Russian netminder
agreed to a prorated 1 year, 1.75 MM
deal with the club. The free agent
prize of two seasons ago has gone
through a tumultuous couple of years
which resulted in his buyout from the
Flyers this summer. Bryz has been
sent to the AHL for a conditioning
assignment, but looks to be in Oiler
blue soon as their goaltending
situation continues to erode.

CEL.EBRATING

FIFJY

YEARS

CAMPUS FALL FESTIVAL!
Get bundled up and come celebrate UWindsor's 50th Anniversary
with a FREE outdoor luncheon festival. Enjoy live entertainment,
hot apple cider, roasted chestnuts and plenty of hot food. Join us
on the east patio of the CAW Student Centre next to Dillon Hall.

~!~

Universityot Windsor

www.uwindsor.ca/anniversary
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HAZING OR HARASSMENT?
IT'SALL FUN AND GAMES UNTIL •••
MIKESPECHT
sports ed tor

supposed to do, because I didn't want to
be that guy;' retorted Williams to espn.
corn.

Lancers Defensive Co-ordinator DonThe Miami Dolphins made internation- navan Carter played college ball at
al news last week when it was revealed Northern Illinois before his seven for
that Right Tackle Johnathon Martin seasons in the CFL. The former linesuffered an emotional breakdown fol- backer/safety has had a lot of experilowing a cafeteria prank, pulled by ence with hazing and believes that it
teammate Richie Incognito. What fol- can be beneficial under the right cirlowed was a flurry of information re- cumstances.
garding the degrading conditions that "I think that there is a time and a place
Martin was allegedly forced to perform for it. You know, when it gets to the
under during his first three years in the extent of where it is with the Miami
MliiiiiiiiiiliillailM••••ii!!F~~~~~~~~!!!Mi~_.........._...iiiii!l11111111-..~W,l,~~~~..............-~-:l!!~~~~·olPllin tb.e1 is .gr o er ellile;' said
Incognito, is now at the center of a Carter.
league probe after exhibiting a pattern The issue of hazing has been a contenof harassment toward Martin; which tious topic long before the Miami inciincluded racist and threatening text dent, and at this point it is really a matmessages since his rookie year. While ter of preference for organizations who
these allegations clearly go beyond think it may be beneficial or detrimenwhat is considered to be traditional tal to the team. Most notable is Pete
hazing, it is interesting to look at if it Carroll of the Seattle Seahawks who has
is still viable sports today. Particularly banned all forms of hazing.
in a sport like football where hazing is
"I have been on pro teams where
firmly entrenched in the culture.
coaches have not wanted it. I particuFootball is often referred to as a broth- larly remember an instance where a guy
erhood, and there is really no better was released because he wasn't able to
way to describe it. When you carry up- haze. He was a long time veteran and
wards of SO men on each roster (over 90 he couldn't do the normal hazing, so
in the OUA,) you cannot win on talent it is important to some guys who go
alone. Team bonding is imperative be- through the rigors and have an estabcause every facet of the game depends lished career, but you hear about some
on how you play as a unit.
of these situations and you start to wonAt its core, hazing is meant to build ca- der, is it worth it?" Noted Carter.
maraderie and trust between the men Just as there are hazing horror stories
who share the field together. Team there are those that come off as fun and
bonding, and mental toughness are of- playful in the media and seem to bring
ten the difference between good teams teams together. The "rookie haircut" is
and mediocre teams. There is no betone tradition that always seems to put a
ter example than the Ravens from last positive spin on hazing and gain a few
season who rallied together to upset chuckles in the process. Tim Tebow's
the Broncos and Patriots on their way
Martin Luther is a fantastic example of
to the Super Bowl after learning of Ray
that.
Lewis'pending retirement.
"When young guys come in, they want
Sadly, most teams don't have retirement to fit in. In training camp we like to
of a hall of famer and emotional leader
get the young guys out of their shell a
to bring them together. Which is why
little bit. I think that those things can
teams try to manufacture that effect
be helpful for guys who are in a new atthrough hazing. Incidents such as in
mosphere, to eliminate the separation
Cl)
20 l O when Dez Bryant refused to carry
U)
between the players;' said Carter.
U)
the veteran Roy Williams' pads after
Cl.)
practice show how divisive the issue can Clearly there is a line between team
"C
~
be when one party feels uncomfortable. building, hazing and, harassment with
Cl
the latter two often operating under the
'Tm not doing it;' Bryant said at the
guise of the former. But in a sport that
time to espn.com. "I feel like I was
has proven that the strongest locker
drafted to play football, not carry anroom will prevail, teams should need to
other player's pads."
start asking themselves why they would
"I carried pads. I paid for dinners. I do anything to jeopardize their chempaid for lunches. I did everything I was istry.
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The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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Donja Trivers (above) and Fiona Lamb
(right) are two of four mus,c therapy
students that will be presenting at next
Thursdays Wmtersong • photoc; p rovided
by School for Arts & Creative In novation

Remembrance Day was just over a week ago and there is one phrase
that struck me during those short 24 hours: I am proud to be
Canadian. We hear it all the time. Proud to be Canadian. But is
pride really the right emotion to attach to that special relationship
between woman/man and country?

The power of music
do a lot of singing because they
have a chance to exercise their
breathing:·

The first definition of pride in the Oxford English Dictionary states
that pride is "A high, esp. an excessively high, opinion of one's own
worth or importance which gives rise to a feeling or attitude of
superiority over others; inordinate self-esteem:'

TRAVISFAUTEUX

When we say that we are proud to be of a certain nationality, are
we intentionally trying to argue our superiority over every other
nationality? I don't believe so.

Four University of Windsor
music therapy students will be
speaking at the annual Winter-

Lam also did an activity with
them that required her clients to
guess the name of a song and to
share a personal story relating

song presentation about their

to the theme of the song.

news editor

~~~~~~~4-~p.;.ra;C1~tf~c~a"'rn~~~p"'lai'lleifiemliiiett~tsr "'"wfi~~ere~~ .::;.MF~.~ ~h"":.i:::F""T'ldr lr ""f~ thinlc,
~.T usic wit me e er Y,
they helped the elderly, youth 1s
· really powe rful b ecause they
Pride not only carries the idea of superiority, but it incorporates a with mental disorders, and au- can really remember their past.
sense of entitlement because when someone says they are proud tistic children with the power of Music therapy is a really good
of something, it is because they have accomplished something that music.
tool for them to exercise their
they are proud of. It seems, to me, ridiculous that one would be
The
event
takes
place
at
the
brains and recall memories,"
proud of simply being born in a certain country.
university's Katzman lounge on said Lam.
This isn't to say that the word pride should be completely wiped from Nov. 28 and is free for the public
Lam will be speaking at the
our Remembrance Day speeches. It makes sense to be proud of the to attend.
event about her experience at
soldiers who have dedicated their lives to defending this country.
It makes sense to be proud of the decisions our government makes Fiona Lam, a fourth-year stu- Windsor Regional Children's
regarding international policies or human rights, whatever the case dent who plays the viola and Centre with children with auwho will be presenting next tism spectrum disorders and
maybe.
week, said she has witnessed the developmental disabilities.
For those few Canadians who still vote, you do accomplish some power of music on many occa.
dunng
. her three commu- Donja Trivers, another student
part of these changes and you can be proud of these very Canadian s1ons
nity placements.
that is scheduled to present on
decisions, but don't feel proud for being Canadian.
Thursday, has been playing piaIn Christianity, pride is the first of the seven deadly sins for a reason. Lam's first placement involved no since the age of six and singPride inflates the ego, and that's not very Canadian, eh?
helping autistic teenagers at ing since the ninth grade.
St.
Thomas of Villanova high
So next Remembrance Day, just say "I'm glad to be Canadian:'
school.
Trivers' first placement was at a
Catholic school where she con- Travis Fauteux, news editor
"My goals for them were to de- centrated on ameliorating the
velop social skills, so things such basic academic skills of kinderas sharing, eye contact, and fol- garten to first grade students.
lowing directions. These skills She worked closely with an
usually don't happen in autistic autistic child and she said that
. all
d th
Populations; said Lam. "In the the power of music
owe
e
first month of the sessions, one child to learn a very bas·c
1 sen boy wasn't really responsive, but tence: "May I play with you?"
afterwards that changed:'
"For him, the goals were to get
In Lam's second placement, she him to actually be able to link
helped seniors with dementia, sentences together. I actually
Parkinson's disease, and other taught him to say the sentence
elderly diseases at the Rose Gar- "May I play with you" through
den Villa long-term care facility. this song that I wrote for him
She said that music therapy is and so I would just teach him
helpful on a mental and a physi- one syllable at a time:· said Trivcal level.
ers. "Slowly, we got it so by the
"I asked them to play a lot of end of the treatment he was able
drum instruments to have them to say the whole sentence out of
move because almost all of context:'
them are in wheelchairs all the "We find that with autism, mutime, so they don't have much sic therapy is one of the stronUWindsor's Remembrance Day Ceremony • photo by Jay
of
a chance to move around; gest interventions:' she said.
Verspeelt
she said. "One of my activities
is I play piano and have them 1iivers is currently half-way
improvise on the drum. I also through a placement where she

helps adolescents with mental
health issues.
"The background of these kids
isn't really the best, so they have
a lot of defences. We spent the
first three or four weeks just
getting past that initial 'I'm not
participating' phase:' she said.
~" e're just kind o actually set-= -=~

ting to the meat and potatoes of
music therapy:'
In her Wintersong presentation,

Trivers will be speaking about
her experience with these students. She said she would be
showing one of her more suecessful therapy techniques and
doing some song writing on the
spot.
Trivers said that sessions can
vary in the amount of talking or
playing that occurs depending
on the needs of the client. She
said that the musical component
is most essential in creating a relationship with the client.
"With teens with mental health
issues, we're doing about 50%
talking and SO% playing. Really, music therapy becomes the
medium in which I can connect
with clients:' she said. "In clinial
h l
th
th th
c psyc O ogy, e way at e
psychologist might connect is
J·ust through talking, but with
some clients that might not
work:'
Unfortunately, the Windsor
community could be without
music therapists in the near
future, as the university ceased
admissions to the program two
years ago.
Deandra Pierroz will speak
about how the power of music
helped patients in the Windsor
Regional Hospital's Specialized
Mental Health unit.
Kremena Popova will also be
speaking at the event about her
experiences with people with
mental illnesses.
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Did you hear? Tanning burns
it's more than skin deep
fourth-year student Preet Shokar took
a photo using unique technology
that shows UV damage 3 m1lhmeters
below the skin surface • photo by
Travis Fauteux

They know it will
show tlie sun damage.
They don't really want
to see it, but they
know it's something
they should be aware
of.
-

MACKENZIEBONDY,

UWNJSORNURSINGST\JCENT

TRAVISFAUTEUX

:;,.--~~-news editor

Last Wednesday, two fourthyear nursing students educated
students, staff, and faculty at the
University of Windsor about
the dangers of tanning beds in a
very unique way.
At a booth inside the Odette
building, Mackenzie Bondy and
Stephanie Cooper allowed others to see the way that UV radiation penetrates the skin with a
special camera that compares a
regular photo with an ultraviolet photo.
The photos reveal the extensive
damage that UV radiation can
cause-damage that, to the human eye, does not appear at all.
The free photo shoot allowed
students to take their photo
home as a reminder of the dangers of UV radiation.
"We take a picture and it shows
your face normally and then it
shows damage three millimetres below the skin surface;'
said Cooper. "We're hoping the
amount of shock value will help
with behaviour change:'
"It's one thing to try and talk
about it and hand out pamphlets, but we thought it would
be another thing to kind of
show the damage that has already taken place;' said Bondy.
Cooper said the response from
students was overwhelmingly
positive and people were often surprised to see how much
damage is n'ot visible to the naked eye.

"One thing we noticed is that a
lot of people are sort of scared
to see their picture; said Bondy.
"They know it will show the
sun damage. They don't really
want to see it, but they know it's
something they should be aware

of.'
"What was kind of surprising
was with a lot of the men, one
out of thirty said they actually
wear sunscreen and actually had
more sun damage than women.
Normally we think females are
the most likely to tan, but it's actually men who had more damage," said Bondy.
Cooper said that another surprise was the amount of damage
found on lips, recommending
that people wear chapstick with
a minimum of 15 SPF.
They also brought up a major
miscom.eption about the way
ultraviolet radiation affects the
human body.
"People ... of the darker skin
tones often think they don't
need sunscreen or they don't
burn so they don't need the protection, but the truth is that the
damage is still occurring;' said
Cooper.
Preet Shokar, a fourth-year
nursing student, said that the
shock of seeing beneath the skin
has changed her view of tanning.
"You always hear things about
the damage, but seeing is believing and I think that this allows
people to really see the damage;•
said Shokar. "That's when you
actually believe it:'
"I used to tan indoors. I stopped
that, but I tan out in the sun;

said Shokar. "If people really do
need to tan, because as females
we still want a tan, they should
get a spray tan instead."
Bondy and Cooper got involved
through a clinical placement at
the Canadian Cancer Society
who has done the same kind of
activity in the past. They were
able to raise enough money, almost $900, through sponsors to
buy film and rent the camera,
which used to be available at
a local Rexall but is no longer
available to the public.
Bill 30 was passed in Ontario
that makes it illegal for a person
to "sell, offer for sale or provide
tanning services or ultraviolet
light treatments for tanning to
an individual who is less than 18
years old;' but Bondy and Cooper said that university students
are still at risk.

scann d 1maye of Preet Shokar's UV photo the right
image ::.hows damaged areas as dark patches while the
left shows the normal exterior of tt> skin

"Now I think the awareness that
this is bad for us is happening,
but now we need to target the
group that is vulnerable, which
is the university age group;' said
Bondy.
"It's never been done at the university-it's always being done
at high schools;' added Cooper.
"We thought of the idea of having it at the university with the
bill passing now, so we kind of
had to change the focus of what
they normally did:'
The two students also did a presentation at a local high school
to educate senior students who
will soon be turning 18 about
the effects of tanning.
They hope people will think
twice next time before stepping
into the tanning bed.

our news editor, Travis Fauteux, braved the UV test
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Documentar screening aims to
teach about t e dangers of GMOs
T RAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

The Blossoming Lotus Yoga Studio in LaSalle is hosting a free
movie night on Dec. 1 with a
film that aims to educate people
on the dangers of genetically
modified organisms.
1he film, Genetic Roulette: the
Gamble of our Lives, is a documentary by Jeffrey M. Smith, an
author with several GMO-centered books to his name.
A few facts listed on the film's
website gives one an idea of
what it's all about: The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration does
not require independent safety
studies of genetically engineered foods. GMO corn varieties are also engineered to produce their own toxic insecticide
that breaks open the stomach
on insects and kills them.

watched the documentary online. I already had quite a bit
of knowledge about GMOs,
how they represent a potentially really high threat for our
health and environment, but
that documentary was such a
great combination of synthetic
information about GMOs and
the results of the last research
suggesting GMOs are devastating for animals as well as human health and a great risk for
our planet all together:· said
Broucke.
"I thought, OMG, this is a great
d
th
uld
ocumentary
at truth
co about
really
help unfold the
GMOs to the public and finally
create a general awakening;'
said Broucke.
Mary Farrell, owner of Blossoming Lotus Yoga, said that she did
not hesitate when Broucke approached her with the idea.

business.

unsafe, unregulated GMOs.

"Yoga is about wellness, and
not just for yourself and at the
physical level, but wellness of
the body, mind and spirit, and
our connected-ness to all beings, wellness of the entire planet; said Farrell "Yoga literally
means union. In the state of
'yoga' you no longer experience
yourself as separate from others, from nature, or the whole of
creation:'

"Most people think that it is
something that has been very
thoroughly tested aqd strictly
regulated by government agencies before being allowed to be
used for human consumption;'
said Broucke. "While it may
seem on the surface that it is the
case, a little bit of scratching reveals clear indications that the
FDA (Food and Drug Administration) actually ignored strong
warnings of their own scientists
recommending to do further
studies:'

"My goal as a business owner
and yogi is to provide people
with the tools through the yoga
c
the1r
· 1·1ves,
practi'ce t o t rans1orm
through the practices of yoga,
not simply the physical poses,
which is what one primarily
thinks of when they hear the
word yoga;· she said.

Instead, Broucke S";d
... that the
government "ignored cornpletely those recommendations
and opened the door to those
genetically engineered plants to
enter our food supply:•

Broucke said that GMOs are The effects of GMOs can been
plants, animals or microorgan- seen in cases where animals
isms in which DNA has been have been fed modified organ"I had seen the film and thought changed to incorporate new isms in comparison to their
it was information that people genes and, therefore, change the naturally-fed cousins.
If those two facts shock you, should have:· said Farrell. ''I've characteristics of the living beSylvain Broucke, a young father hosted similar events in the past. ing. Corn, cotton, and soy, for According to the American
who traded in his computer sci- Last year we hosted Will Tuttle, example, have all been modi- Academy of Environmental
·
·
c
author of the World Peace D1·et. fied to res1·st herb1'c1·des like Medicine, "Several animal studence engmeermg career 10r a
ies indicate serious health risks
life as a massage therapist and I'm grateful to have a space Monsanto Company's Roundup associated with GM food;' inbetter-being educator, encour- available to me in order to host Ready.
ages yo to att nd the creening events such as this screening:'
eluding infertility, immune
u
. e.
s.
:a..~;~~ ~ =4 _.,roblems accelerated ~ing,
-~l::a~=-,__....,..-.J~blMtlaesthalris:iusttl:ao:tis,_~m.he::=:Sh~e"'"a~~e,..-.N""'ap!lf;'"'e""""'~~w"'o'"'r~~~~~ ~~ ~~J
aulty insulin regulation, an
ice erg.
..c ly wit
. h the message th at
. organs and the
penect
ch anges in maJor
"I decided to screen it after I she promotes with her yoga
gastrointestinal system.
.
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GM CROPS GROWN IN CANADA
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Insect ~istant, Com flakes· Corn chips•
1 CORN

herbicide
tolerant

2 CANOLA

3SOY

He!blckle
tolerant
Herbicide
tolerant

4 SUGAR8££T Herbicide

tolerant

Comswch •Corn syrup •Com
oil and other c:om Ingredients
In pr0<essed foods •Sweetener;
like glucose and fructose· Eggs.
mill< and meat· Some sweetcorn
canota oil· Eggs, milk
and meat
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GM FOODS IMPORTED TO CANADA

5 COTTON·

7 SQUASH

Soy oll •Soy p~n •Soy lecithin

•Tofu· Soy beverages· Soy
puddings· [9gs. milk and meat
sugar

8 Mill
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FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

-

It is almost impossible to avoid
genetically modified products
in Canada nowadays because
there is no mandatory labelling
of GMOs in North America.
(See figure below for a list ofGM
crops on Canadian shelves.)
The Institute for Responsible
Technology, founded in 2003 by
Jeffrey M.Smith, recommends
a few tips for Canadians who
wish to avoid GMOs:
1: Buy Organic
2: Look for Non-GMO Project
Seals that "are independently
verified to be in compliance
with North America's only third
party standard for GMO avoid,,
ance.

3: Avoid at-risk ingredients (see
figure)
The institutes non-GMO shopping guide is available online.

chart provided by The Canaa,an
Biotechnology Action Network

1111 IHIHl&hiii=i!Mi
Cottonseed oil• Vegetable \It
oil in proces.sed foods
'O
SL eh as potato dups
0

U.5.

SEEOOIL

6 PAPAYA

Broucke said that the dangers of
GMOs cannot be verified until
there is extensive and unbiased
research done on humans, but
he also said that warnings from
scientists and environmentalists
should be taken into account
and people should be sceptical
of the safety of genetically modified products.

U.5.
(Hawaii)

Papaya in fruit Juices and
othu processed foods

U.5.

Some lll<chini, Yellow
Q'l)Okneckand
stralghtneck squash

us.
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GMOs are devastating for
animals as well as human health
and a great risk for our planet all
together.
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MIik solids and powder, u
· f10Zen d~erts with dairy•
Imported mixed drinks
~
. With mllk Ingredients
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The Real
anadian

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM ALUMNI HALL
(750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYATTHE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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ontario
universities
get shortferm relief
from ension
defici
pressures

f

rob ford
fiasco
highlights
flaws 1n our
political
system
EDMONTON (CUP) - We
need an impeachment option.
Something is definitely wrong
with being able to legitimately
ask a person who he was threatening to kill and how often he
smokes crack, and still being
able to call them mayor.

The fact that Toronto residents
cannot kick this man out of
office is unacceptable. Even
American President Richard
Nixon (who was in the process of being impeached when
he resigned in 1974), whose
worst crimes were obstruction
of justice, abuse of power and
contempt of Congress, wasn't as
bad as Ford.

Even after each of the Rob Ford
videos, and whatever else he
isn't telling people, he will still
be mayor of Toronto until October 2014. Sure, Ford is easy to
laugh at and make witty comments on Twitter about, but
what it comes down to is that
this man is the mayor of the
country's largest city. It's scary
how prominent he is, and the
worst thing is, there is nothing
Canadians can do to reduce his
prominence until the end of his

Not only have Ford's "drunken
stupors" made him the laughingstock of Canada, they are
also giving Canada a bad reputation in the rest of the world.
His irresponsibility and refusal
to step down, as well as his admitted use of crack cocaine
while in office has given Canadian politicians the reputation
that they are irresponsible and
not to be taken seriously.

term in officc.~ ~ = - ~ ~ -

Ford' antics combined with the
Senate scandal are the products
ofa decadent and seemingly untouchable political dynasty and
both scandals highlight flaws in
our political systems.

nov. 14

nov. 13

HAMILTON (CUP) - With a
number of Ontario universities
facing large pension deficits, the
province recently gave universities and other public sector employers a three-year extension
to put sustainable pension plans
in place.
Prior to the extension, several
universities were running pension deficits in the hundreds
of millions and had applied for
solvency relief from the government, with terms expiring in
January 2014. The three-year
extension would allow universities to defer their solvency payments, or make interest-only
payments, until 2018.
"[The extension] gives universities and their employees
- •,~=~~-breathing room to aodiess ilieir

pension plans; said Graeme
Stewart, communications director for Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations (OCUFA). The OCUFA
lobbied for short-term relief
from pension pressures.

[more at cupw1re.ca]
ANQI SHEN - CUP
ONTARIO BUREAU
CHIEF

Crack cocaine is quite different.
For the mayor of the largest city
in Canada to admit to smoking
crack cocaine, and continue to
serve in his position, proves that
there is something wrong with
our democratic system.

Some politicians - like Justin
Trudeau - have been coming
out candidly about their pasts
this year, but smoking pot before their political careers began
is nothing compared to admitting to smoking crack in the
past year. Pot is different from
crack. Pot is almost decriminalized; it is being used legally for
medical treatment and three
American states have even legalized it.

No I dontthinkso, because
-it's probably the best
etch p out there.

MARCW.
KITTERINGHAM - THE
GRIFF (MACEWAN

-»·

HUMBER

CERTIFICATE
OM PROJECT MANAGEMENT TO
C NANCE, THIS PROGRAM
RS THE UNIQUE SKILLS YOU
NEED TO LAUNCH YOUR
CAREER AS A COMMUNICATIONS
OFACER PROGRAM OFACER,
POLICY ANALYST BUSINESS
ANALYST AND MANY OTHER
EXCmNG CAREER OPTIONS.

APPLYNOWI

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

UNIVERSITY)

BURCU BAYRAKTAR

COLE PARENT

I prob ly wouldn't stop
It won't hurt the company
by peQple boycotting just
from Essex county.

I wouJ consider it, if there
was a more locally grown
ketchup

HILLARY ATTERBURY
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John K Ktng Used and
Rare Book5, e$tabhshed in
1965 b located in a Detroit
warehouse overt owing
with books of every topic
you can H11nk up • photo by
Trav s Fauteux

I think there
wilLalways be a place
for real books because
there are people that
appreciate the book,
the page, and the
printed word.
-JOHNKING,
OM&OFJC)tfl KJ<NiUSEDMI>
RAREBOOKS

John K. King Used and Rare Books
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

There is a magical world tucked
away in downtown Detroit
where bookworms from all
across the globe wander with
wide eyes and lose themselves
in hundreds of thousands of
used and rare books.
John K. King Used & Rare
Books, established in 1965,
boasts an inventory of more
than 1,000,000 titles that are
housed in its main four-floor
warehouse, a repurposed glove
factory. And that's not including the 60, OOO books, comics,
and magazines that have homes
in King's other two locations on
Cass Avenue and on the Wayne
State University campus.
King's is the largest used and
rare bookstore in the state and
among the largest in the country. It is so easy to get lost in
the endless rows and stacks and
bins of books that customers are
provided with a detailed map
upon entry.
Their collection of 20 to 30,000
rare books includes a first edition of Virginia Woolf's Jacob's
Room, priced at $50, 000, and
one of only 750 first trade editions of Ulysses by James Joyce,
priced at $17,500.
John King first opened his bookstore in 1965 in West-Dearborn,
moved to the Michigan Theatre
building, and then moved to its
current location on Lafayette
Boulevard, just south of Corktown, in 1983.
We reached King while he was
on a business trip in San Francisco buying more books in the
Bay area.

"We go out all over the place.
We get calls from Chicago, New
York City, the Bay area... We
travel to where the rare books
are:' said King. "Today we
looked at about three different
libraries and yesterday we were
making offers on some significant signed material... Abraham
Lincoln and George Washington signatures and things like
that:'
King said that the signed material was priced in the five figures.

we've been in business for over
40 years and if we were doing
it wrong we would be out of
business by now," he laughed.
"We've been successful because
people like what we get. We get
new books in all the time and
we're always adding to the stock
and our prices are reasonable:'
"We try and accommodate all
price ranges:' he said. "For people that are homeless and need
books we put out books in the
lobby for free and then we have
people come in for expensive
things:'

The rare books, King said, have
gained the attention of collectors all over the world who can
easily keep track of the rare
books in the Detroit warehouse
through an online database.

"We're there for everyone and
we'll continue to do that as long
as the community accepts us
and continues to support us:'
said King.

The bookstore, however, has a
dedicated group of local customers who spread the word
about this relatively unknown
gem in the D.

When asked what his favourite
book was in the store's inventory, King responded saying that it
was "like telling which of your
children is your favourite:'

"The local people that come in
are people traveling through
that stop in and collectors that
know our reputation," he said.
According to King, even stars
like Ryan Gosling and Eva
Mendes have strolled through
the rows of dusty bookshelves.

John K. King bookstore has
managed to weather the storm
of the digital eBook revolution
that has put so many bookstores out of business. King said
that there will always be a special place for the physical book.

The wide selection available at
the bookstore means customers can always find exactly what
they are looking for.
"We have a chess selection and
they come in and pick out the
ones that they need to prop
them up in their game. We have
over 900 categories in the store:'
said King.
King said that the store's reputation has a large hand in bringing
in a steady stream oflocal bookworms.
"Reputation is stellar because

"I think there will always be a
place for real books because
there are people that appreciate the book, the page, and the
printed word:' said King. "It's a
difficult time for everybody. It
affects us, but still we keep getting new customers and people
are still discovering that books
are fun:'
Deborah Lee, store operations
manager, has been working at
John K. King's for 17 years. She
said that she began working
there after being a loyal customer for years. Today, she can
tell you just about where every

book is located, or so it seems.
"I've always had a love of used
books and I .shopped with
(King] back in my college days
when he was in the Michigan
Theatre building and then it
took about five years to get over
here after he bought this building to actually come in and
shop;' said Lee.

"I, personally, was in the middle
of a life transition and I thought
I really wanted to work in the
industry with something that I
love:' she said. "I sent John a resume and he made me a ridiculously low offer and I came here
to work. I was going to stay here
for a year, but there were things
about
the store that I wanted to
,,
see.
She said that shortly after she
began working at the store, she
began to have a vision of how
the store should look and because King allowed her to implement some of those changes,
she was able to stay.
"We were equipped with what
were very traditional book sellers. They were very bright gentlemen who were exceedingly
curmudgeonly and not friendly
to the customers:' she said. "In
the old days when there were a
lot of used bookstores, that was
fine. But we were in the midst of
a transition like all used bookstores and you have to invite the
younger people in now because
they could stay at home and
shop:'
Lee said that the digital revolution has changed a lot, but not
people's desire for the physical
experience of reading a book.

"If you don't encourage the
next generation of book buyers,
they won't come. A lot of our
customers will read a book on

Google books, but they want
the physical format:' she said.
"Young people are tomorrow's
keepers of the first editions
and of the signed items. If you
don't tell them what makes this
important...Part of what we do
here is educate people:'
Lee said that despite a few years
of living in other cities, Detroit
has always been her home and
she said that the John K. King
bookstore has a very special
place in the hearts of Detroit
book lovers.
"When I came along, there were
not that many used book sellers. We've been very fortunate
to stand the test of time because
it was kind of a light in the darkness. When people would come
to Detroit and there was nowhere for them to go they could
come to the bookstore;' said
Lee. "Now, people come here
as kind of a tourist destination
because we are here:·
"We're not the brightest light in
the sky, you know. Were not a
multi-million dollar corporation that has moved in and renovated the whole community,
but we've always been a light in
Detroit," said Lee.
A trip to John K. King Used and
Rare Books is not just a shopping trip, it's an adventure and
it's an adventure that makes you
appreciate the wealth of human
accomplishment that has been
shared on the page.
Lee said it best: "There are
things that you see in the bookstore that are gifts. You know
that you won't own them, but
you're really happy that you've
had the priviledge of seeing
them, enjoying them, and appreciating them when they pass
through your hands:'
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Words from
Walt Jr. on
bullying
•

•

sp1nn1ng
negatives into
positives
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

On Nov. 13, Breaking Bad's R.J.
Mitte (a.k.a. Walter Jr.) traveled
to Windsor's Caboto Club to
talk about his experience with
bullying. The talk was part of
the University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) and
Windsor Pride's Stand Up To
Bullying Week.
R.J. Mitte has mild cerebral
palsy and his speech -focused

on how he was bullied because
of his condition and how it
prompted his acting career. He
spoke on overcoming bullying
and how to turn negative experiences into positive actions.

When it comes to cyber
Bullying-you have to
ignore it. Think about what
you do and what you say.
-

R.J.MITTE,

ACroR

"I wouldn't be in my position
today without my disability;'
said Mitte.
During the question and answer
period with Mitte, it seemed as
though everyone in the crowd
wanted to state their love for
Breaking Bad and Walter Jr.
But many of the questions did
stick to the topic of bullying,
and teachers, p~ents, teenagers
and post-secondary students all
wanted to seek the advice of the
celebrity.
"When it comes to cyber bullying -you have to ignore it;' ad-

vised Mitte. "Think about what
you do and what you saf'
Kelly Ronholm is a St. Clair
College student who did not
just come to the talk because
she is a Breaking Bad fan.
"In elementary school and high
school we would have bullying awareness assemblies but
in college it seems like bullying
is ignored;' said Ronholm. She
went on to say that colleges and
universities should do more to
raise awareness about bullying
Tn posT-secon ary scmrnl§" ano
who their students can talk to if
they are being bullied.
Before his talk, Mitte chatted
with reporters and members of
the UWSA about Twitter and
how Windsor is significantly
less smog-filled than Los Angeles.
"I avoid it like the plague;' said
Mitte about his own Twitter
page but he also stated that it
is a good way to get your voice
heard.
Nov. 21 is Wear Pink for Anti
Bullying Day and there will be
a Cyber Bullying Presentation
by Windsor Police in the University of Windsor's Council
Chambers held from 1:00 p.m.
to 2:00 p.m. Stand Up To Bullying Week will end on Nov. 23.

THE WORD IS "SELFIE"

ROBBIE ON SNL

The Oxford University Press decided to make
2013 the year of the selfie. It beat out other
trendy words like twerk-so please, don't
complain about the word of the year being
about snapping duck-faced photos of oneself.

Rob Ford's just hoarding in all the media
buzz. This weekend he was featured in a SNL
skit-so you should probably stop what you're
doing and watch it (in case you haven't been
exposed yet to this gut-chuckling satire).

Actually, the word is quite popular. According
to their research, it has been used 17,000 more
times than this time last year (puck your lips
to that!).

Ford has also had an interesting week. His
new Sun News show, Ford Nation, just
got cancelled (big suprise there...) and he's
gradually being stripped of his mayoral
powers (about time?). Then again, The
Penguin never needed any powers to run for
mayor of Gotham.

I
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of small communities in the
mountains, but getting home
was hard through the snowstorm by myself in my own
car on a treacherous mountain
pass, and I had thought those
days were behind me with book
tours. The book was received
very well though and it was a
great experience.

AT:WHAT INSPIRED
YOU TO WRITE
YOUR BOOKS?
>,
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AMANDATURNER
'ance reporl

atllhg from Victoria, B. .,
where he lives with his wife and
son, Grant Lawrence has been
in the Canadian music industry
for most of his life.
He began his career as cofounder and lead singer of the
party-punk band, The Smugglers in high school, which led
in to the release of eight albums
and receiveing international accreditation. He is also a veteran
radio host with CBC Radio 3,
hosting many talk shows, largely
focused on the music industry.

During a CBC lockout in 2005,
Lawrence realized he wanted to
keep busy with the extra time
on his hands and began writini his first book, 'i\dventures
in Solitude: What Not to Wear
to a Nudist Potluck and Other
Stories from Desolation Sound~'
Even though he was faced with
much discouragement in the
five years it had taken to write,
he pressed on and eventually got
it published through Harbour
Publishing and it subsequently
received the B.C. Book Prize for
the 2010 Book of the Year.
His book was a finalist for
the Hilary Weston Writers Trust
Prize, and this encouraged Law-

rence to continue writing. He
has since released his second
book "The Lonely End of the
Rink: Confessions of a Reluctant Goalie'.'
Lawrence is now on his book release tour and will be making a
stop at Windsor's Phog Lounge
on Nov. 25.
The Lance caught up with Lawrence while on the road.

AMANDA TURNER:
TELL US YOUR LATEST
NEWS, HOW IS YOUR
TOUR GOING SO FAR?
Grant Lawrence: Well I just got
back from Northern BC. I did
the book tour through a bunch

GL: I guess you could say that
I consider the first book as sort
of a summer book, and the second a winter book. The first is
about the summer cottage experience in Canada, inspired by
being forced to go to my family cottage as a kid. The second
is the winter counterpart, and
my own conflicted relationship
with hockey. I never felt welcome in hockey because I was
kind of a weakling as a kid. I
wanted to like it but I was kind
of bullied out of it, and this one
is about how I take it back on
my own terms.

AT: IS THERE A
MESSAGE IN YOUR
NOVEL THATYOU
WANT READERS TO
GRASP?
GL: Yeah, the message is on social survival. Things might get
really bad, but they do get better.
Define what you are passionate
about and follow your heart to
reach that goal. No matter how
hard things get, live by your
own terms. Don't let bullies dictate how you live your life.

AT: IS THERE

Little Caesars~

Medium Pilla
with Pepperoni

Available AH oav. Everv oav!
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ANYTHING YOU
FIND PARTICULARLY
CHALLENGING IN
YOUR WRITING?
GL: Everything about writing is
challenging, but the easiest part
was the anecdotes. But once you
have all of your anecdotes, how
do you piece that together? I
would say the most challenging
part is fitting all the pieces of the
puzzle together so that it makes
sense.

AT:DOYOU HAVE
ANYTHING SPECIFIC
THAT YOU WANT
TO SAY TO YOUR
READERS?
GL: I guess the biggest thing
I can say is thank you! It takes
a lot of energy to read a book.
Since we live in the age of distraction and books are old
school, we have everything to
distract us, so thank you for taking the time to read the book. I
hope you get a laugh out of it
and enjoy it as the escape you
find in books.

Grant Lawrence is looking forward to coming back to Windsor and honored to be invited
back to the Phog Lounge. The
event will feature Lawrence
reading or telling stories from
the new book, as well as a slide
presentation, a short film, a
question and answer portion,
book signing and a live musical performance by Crissi Cochrane.
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Jingle your way to these harmonies
MICAELAMULDOON
ance reporter

Need some time to de-stress dunng
study breaks before you take those
dreaded finals? Do you love live music? We might have just the thing for
you: a concert weekend put on by the
University of Windsor's music program from Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.
Nov. 28 features the most universal
event of the series, which is a talk by
the fourth-year music therapy students about their field experiences.
This is a free event with a reception
afterward.
"As our [students] get closer to completing their degree, they start doing
their practicum and their placements
with people throughout the community, whether they be involved with
hospice, people with autism, any
type of social service activity where
music therapy could help," says Dr.
Nicholas Papador of the music department.

Festival of Christmas concert series Nov 30
2011 • photo by Rosemary Kyryhuk

While they present quantitative research and reports, they may also
have video footage of some of their
experiences. They also discuss the
activities and songs they used with
different populations and what effects the activities and songs had on
these populations.

perience to work.
Master of Public Health from
chulich School of Medicine & Dentistry
Join us at our upcoming information sessio
to meet with program representatives and
learn more about Canada s only 12-month,
case-based, interfaculty MPH program.

November 28
4:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Medical Education Building, University of Windsor
01 Sunset Avenue, Windsor

"It's a chance to really come together
and sort of celebrate the successes
and the findings that the students
have had while out their doing what
I think is a great service to the community.' adds Papador.
On Nov. 29, the University's wind
and percussion ensembles perform.
Papador directs this event and says
that the students want to make music without any distractions.
"We're feeling pretty good about the
concert. In a way, I think we're excited and we don't want to wait until
the 29th to perform."
Papador also got to use some songs
for this event that inspired him as
a musician, songs that have never
been performed by these university
bands before and some of which are
quite powerful, he says.
Nov. 30 is the day of the Jazz ensemble's performance.
"The jazz band concert is always
a fun time. It's a very social atmosphere, the band plays great, and
we've got some great jazz faculty, so
that will be fantastic;' says Papador.
Finally, the beginning of December
brings the Festival of Christmas concert, featuring the brass ensemble
and the University Singers as well as
the University Chamber Choir.
"We've been rehearsing since Sep-

tember;' says Dr. Joel Tranquilla,
director of the chamber choir. "It's
really a lot of fun to have a program
take shape over the course of a semester:'
The chamber choir has a diverse repertoire, ranging from a sixth-century
Armenian chant to songs by Canadian superstar Sarah Mclachlan and
indie songstress Imogen Heap.
You can also count on a lot of Christmas tunes - specifically classical
ones like "The Carol of the Bells" and
"Gloria in Excelsis Deo:'
Tranquilla says the wide range of
songs will showcase the singers' versatility.
"It's been going on at the university
pretty much for the entire time that
there's been a school of music;' Tranquilla says, referring to the Festival
of Christmas. "It has quite a followmg and there are a lot of folks from
the community who come out to see
this concert ... It's one of the highlights of the Christmas season for
folks in Windsor."
Even if you don't celebrate Christmas, the talent and low admission
prices ($10 for adults and seniors, $5
for students with valid I.D.) with be a
treat for your sore, lectured-out ears.
Visit www.uwindsor.ca/music/
concerts for full details.

-
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THURSDAY NOVEMBER 21
Windsor Express vs. Island Storm, The
WFCU Centre, 7:00 p.m.
Laugh N' A Half Comedy Night, Rockhead
Comedy Quarry, 6:30 p.m.
T~eatr~ Alive - ~pen House Sale, Theatre
Ahve, 4.00 p.m.-9.00 p.m.

R CAREER AS AN ACCOUNT

EXE UTIVE MARKETING

- I-

MANAGER MARKETING

Drake steps through the door of Cass Cafe. Paintings
decorate the walls. University students sporting beanies sip at lattes and chat over their gluten-free meals.
"I've never seen a diamond in the flesh," sings from the
radio.

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 22

Drake spots someone off in the corner, trench coat and
grey stubble picking him out from the crowd. Drake
walks over to him and sits down.

Theatre Alive - Open House Sale, Theatre
Alive, 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

"Why do you always pick these weird places, Drake?"
says the man, hands wrapped around a pint, condensation from the beer slipping through his fingers.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 23

SPECIALIST, PRODUCT
MANAGER AND MANY OTHER
EXCmNG CAREER OPTIONS.

APPLYNOWI

Art of Beer,Walkerville Brewery, 6:00 p.m.
A Hundred Years Plus One: Indian Cinema
Centennial Celebration, The University of
Windsor. 6:00 p.m.

Super Trooper Holiday Craft Show, Essex
Arena, 9:00 a.m.-4:00p.m.

Drake takes off his pub cap. "Frank, I like coffee. It
keeps me feeling awesome-unlike that depressant
you're swigging back."

A Hundred Years Plus One: Indian Cinema
Centennial Celebration, The University of
Windsor, 3:00 p.m.

A waitress butts in. "Would you like anything to drink?"

Theatre Alive - Open House Sale, Theatre
Alive, I I:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

"A double espresso, please," says Drake. "And may I also
grab a reuben?"

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

"Sure thing," she says, jotting it down.
Drake turns to Frank as she leaves. "So. What do you
want to talk about?"

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 24
1

2013 Windsor Essex Book Expo, Caboto
Club, I 0:00 a.m.
i_.d...,;a.ou=fo_ll;;.o..:..
;:; w...th
= e -=
ele~c~ti,c=on=?~
· "- - - - - - - - - . -tuV LOCAL: Windsor-Essex Creates
"Hey, my generation isn't completely lost. Mike Duggan
presents "Home for the Holidays", Vollmer
looks like a solid guy. Plus, he doesn't smoke crack-I
Culture & Recreation Complex, 10:00 a.m.
hear that's the big thing up north:'
Taste The Season, Pelee Island Winery.
''.And did you read that piece from the Windsor Star
12:00 p.m.
about it?"

~--;t:.;._.~ ,---------~--~~-----------+--"_D
,__

"Totally racist;' says Drake. The waitress brings his
espresso. He takes a sip. "What did you really call me
in for?"
"Because you're smart," says Frank. "Our department
is a bit behind on cases. And we need your help-just
like last time."
"What happened?"
Frank throws a folder on the table and pulls out a photo.
Smears of red decorate a building already spotting an
assortment of stuffed toys-some beheaded. The body
is under it. Female, about 20.

FROM ARBITRATION TO
COMMUNnY OUTREACH THIS

PROGRAM OFFERS 1HE UNIQUE
SKIUS YOU WILL NEED TO

LAUNCH YOUR CAREER AS AN
ARBITRATOR, CONCILIATOR,
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS OFACER

"Well, this is peculiar. The Heidelberg Project?" asks
Drake.
Frank nods and flips through photos: different angles of
the body, the smear. He stops on one. Beside the body is
a 20-sided die, resting with the 20 face-up.
Drake chuckles. "Some kids got all serious over a game
ofD&D?"

MEDIATOR AND MANY OTHER

"Not funny." Frank shakes his head. "This is the second
body this week we found with a die beside it:'

EXCIT1NG CAREER OPTIONS.

"And how am I supposed to help?"

APPLYNOWI

"Do what you can do best. I'll leave this folder to you
and you can rummage through it, follow up on the
scenes, maybe get a profile for this guy."

business.humber.ca/postgrad

Grant Lawrence's 'Lonely End OfThe Rink'
Windsor Book Launch, Phog Lounge, 7:00
p.m.
Amherstburg River Lights Festival, Toddy
Jones Park and Navy Yard, 5:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m.

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26
Amherstburg River Lights Festival, Toddy
Jones Park and Navy Yard, 5:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 27
Writer's Workshop, Windsor Public Library - Central Branch, 7:00 p.m.
Amherstburg River Lights Festival, Toddy
Jones Park and Navy Yard, 5:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m.

Frank's phone buzzes. He flips it open, gets up and
throws a $20 on the table. "I've got to run to a scene.
Dig up what you can and we'll meet in a week:'

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 28

Frank grabs his coat, fumbles out a cigarette and leaves.
The waitress brings the reuben.

Amherstburg River Lights Festival, Toddy
Jones Park and Navy Yard, 5:30 p.m.

Drake takes a bite and flips through the folder on table. The first body was found on Woodward, between
Larned and Jefferson. Male, also about 20. Weird, I had

Kingsville Fantasy Of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m.

a friend who ran out ofgas on that street the other week.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES

MONDAY NOVEMBER 25

more next weel<

Comedy Quarry Presents, Comedy Quarry at Rockhead Pub, 8:00 p.m.

-\
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ALBUM REVIEWS
SARAHHURST

lance reporter

CITY OF SALT
CLUB THUNDERBOLT
The cover art for Club Thunderbolt's City ofSalt is gritty and matches the tone
of their album. Their name is the only colour; a yellow burst that draws your
attention to the lightening bolt inside the "O:'
The factory in the bottom left of the image reminds me of all the factories in
Windsor and Detroit, fitting as the band is from Windsor but was recorded
in Detroit at High Bias Recordings.
Club Thunderbolt, a Canadian post-punk/indie band from Windsor, just
released their 10-track debut album Nov 26., with the band's own label,
Chieftown Music.
Dave Mueller (vocals and guitar), Kipp Van Kuren (vocals), Grainger M.
Harris (guitars and keys), Nick Mitchell (drums, percussion), R.J. Brando
(bass, vocals) and Meg Farron (vocals), make up Club Thunderbolt.
The idea behind the album's title, "City of Salt" alludes to the perseverance
and grit, and is a clear ode to the City of Roses-a title by which Windsor is
known. The feeling of fighting through the darkness in search of the light is a
theme that appears often [in] the album:·

PICK YOUR POISON

(When all other weekly drink s11ecials are m eflecti

The album starts off with the song that matches the album name, "City of
Salt:' Initially, the music is bright and happy, and then slowly becomes more
melancholy as Mueller begins to sing about a difficult love situation.
My favourite songs include "Eyeliner" which is about a girl who cries herself
to sleep because she is all alone and witnesses the lies that everyone has told
her come true and "12:57 A.M:' This song is full of hope, with the repeated
verse, "There is a light shining in the end:'
For more information, news, videos, and show listings, visit Club
Thunderbolt's website at www.clubthunderbolt.com.

..•

charts • MURADERZINCLIOGLU
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

charts tabulated for the week ending November 17

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

REFLEKTOR
ARCADE FIRE
I read a Facebook post last week that that claimed Arcade Fire sounds like
"the soundtrack to shopping at H&M:' While I am sure that it was meant as
a dis, H&M consistently provides hip and quality products at an affordable
price. The same can be said about Arcade Fire, whom I consider to be one of
the top five acts in the world.

••
•
I JAMES 0-L* - ForTheWorld Is HollowAnd I HaveTouchedThe Sky (Self-Released)
2 SHAD*- Rying Colours (stack Box)

• 3 DANla ROMANO*- 11 Great Mosey Originals (You\<e Clanged)
• 4 BRAIDS*- Rourish//Perish (Aemish Eye)

With the exception of Radiohead, there is not a band in the world today that
has reinvented itself, while maintaining its roots quite like Arcade Fire.
With Reflektor, the ten piece from Montreal flawlessly assembles 13 synth
driven dance-rock ballads (half of the songs are over six minutes long) that
are thematically as unified as any release on the bands resume.
"Ideally, you will be shaking your [rump] with a tear in your eye:' said
frontman Win Bulter on the Colbert Report.
This album does just that on ''.Afterlife" and "We Exist:' which are as beautiful
as they are groovy. "Joan of Arc" and "Normal Person" are two hard rocking
guitar driven tunes that would be outliers on an album like Neon Bible or
Funeral, but fit in perfectly on Reflektor.
The first time I heard "Here Comes the Night Ti.me;' I thought it was a little
too repetitive as the chorus that keeps telling you that the night time is
coming (I have similar beef with "House of Stark:') Upon "reflektion;' the
song is an excellent change of pace for the album and lyrically deals with
Butlers experience in Haiti. Also the xylophone beat is enough to stick in
your head for weeks.

•
:
:

•

If you enjoyed the progression from Funeral to The Suburbs, you will be more
than impressed with this effort that literally left me in a state of weep-dance
that I may never break free from.
The group will be passing through Detroit on their upcoming tour on March
10 at The Palace of Auburn Hills. Tickets go on sale Nov. 22.

•
•

•

S CFC?- Outside (Paper Bag)
6 ROYAL CANOE*-TodayWe.'re Believers (Nevado)
7 SILENT MOYIETYPE*-What Do We. TellThe Children? (Self-Released)
SlV FREAKS*-Two (Schizophrenic)
9THE FAST ROMANTICS*-TheAfterlife Blues (Self-Released)
IOTHE MARK INSIDE*- Dark Hearts Can Radiate White Light ('lclmpire Dance)
11 COWPUNCHER*- Ghost Notes (Self-Released)
12 BA.SIA BULAT*-TaJITaJI Shadow (Secret City)
13 GIPSY KINGS - Savor Flamenco (Knitting Factory)
14THE DIIUBOMBS - Coe/ Gooey Chwey Ka-blooey (In The Red)
15 GRAND ANALOG*- Modem Thunder (The Shadow Cabinet)
16THE DARCYS*-Waning (Arts & Crafts)
17VARIOUS*- Everybody Dance Now: Songs From HamiltonVol. 8 (CFMU 93.3 FM)
18 EVIL EBENEZER* - Howl (Camobear)
19 RJR TRADE*- Don't Get Heavy (Last~
20 KING KHANANDTHE SHRINES*- Idle No More (Merge)
21 THE FLATUNER.5*-Dead Language (New Damage)
22TONY DEKKER* - Pra>'er of the Woods (Nettwerk)
23TRENTEMOLLER- Lost Qn My Room)
24TRMUM-~e Falls (Roadrunner)
25 RJD2 - More Is Than Isn't (RJ's 8ectrical Connection)
26 DALE EARNHARDT JR.JR.-The Speed oflhings (Warner f:NEA))
27 BEST COAST - FadeAway (lewel City)
28THE PREATURES-lsThis HowYou Feel? (Harvest)
29 CHVRCHES-The Bones OfWhatYou Belie.-e (Glassnote)
30 GRAYSKUL- Zenith (Fake Four Inc.)
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get a lot of top recruits, and also
have a partnership with new
balance it's almost the center for
Canadian running.

MS: WOULDYOU
SAY THAT WE ARE
BUILDING A SIMILAR
REPUTATION AT
WINDSOR?
NF: It was really important to
get a medal this year, if we fell to
fourth or fifth this year maybe
people wouldn't want to come
here and start looking at schools
like Guelph or McMaster. h was
important that we show that we
are still one of the top talents.

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Fifth-year runner Nick Falk
recently returned from the CIS
cross-country championships in
London. Entering the race as
the second seed, the Lancers left
London with the silver medal
and was led by Fallc's ninth place
finish in the race. The Lance was
able to catch up with Falk, and
talk about the season that was;
along with the upcoming indoor
track and field season.

MIKE SPECHT:AFTER
A BRONZE MEDAL
FINISH AT THE OUA
CHAMPIONSHIPS,
WHAT DID IT MEAN
FOR THIS TEAM TO

Nick Falk: We have a legacy of
being one of the top teams in
the country. I think it has been
about six or seven years in a row
where we have medaled at the
national championships. Last
year we finished third, so this
year we were kind of wondering

if we could medal with the
team we had. So that was a big
accomplishment this year. I mean
it is always your goal to win,
but Guelph has always been the
power house almost every team
measures themselves toward that
second medal.

MS: FOR THOSE WHO
DON'T KNOW, HOW
DOES YOUR TYPICAL
CROSS-COUNTRY RACE
WORK?
NF: How cross country works is,
there is one ten kilometre race
and you can run seven guys, of
which they take your best five
scores. Obviously, the lower
score is better. I was the top
finisher, at ninth and then we
had guys finish in 12th and 15th
I believe. We only scored second
lace b four oints over Laval

MS: WHAT MAKES
GUELPH SUCH A
POWERHOUSE IN THE
SPORT?

NF: Success breeds success. You
win a couple of championships
and build that reputation so
everyone wants to go there. They

MS:THE WOMEN'S
TEAM ALSO DIDVERY
WELL THISYEAR,
CORRECT?
NF: The women, were ranked
tenth and finished ninth. So
they always seem to outdo their
ranking every year. I think
they could have done better
unfortunately, one of their
runners was injured in the first
couple of kilometers and had to
drop out. But the rest of the team
ran very well in her absence and
finished ninth which is great.

MS:WITHTHIS BEING
YOUR LASTYEARASA
LANCER, WHAT COMES
NEXT FOR YOU AS FAR
AS RUNNING GOES?
NF: I still have a track and field
season indoors, and then I will

.

.

SJ1mmcr.

I have been on a pretty good
improvement streak the last
couple of years, so I will keep
running until I slow down I
guess. We are in the transition
right now, from cross country
to track. We finished second
to Guelph last year but I think
we can get them in indoor this

season.

Windsor Express is-a-steamrolling
KIMELLIOTT

The 3-1 Windsor Express,
professional basketball team
continues to roll ahead racking
up victories in the win column
of the National Basketball
League of Canada. In its second
year in the league, that feeds
directly into the NBA minor
D-League, the Express are
looking to best their semi-final
exit from the play-offs in a
tough loss to the Island Storm
(formerly Summerside), last
season.
This season, thus far they
are 1-1 against the reigning
championship
London
Lightning, with solid victories
of the Ottawa Skyhawks
and most recently the new

established Brampton Pu. In the
first meeting against the Xs at
home in the WFCU arena this
past Sunday, Windsor steam
rolled Brampton 93-77.

"I can impact the game in many
ways. So when my shot wasn't
falling I looked to get the ball to
others who were knocking their
shots down," said point guard
Darren Duncan.
Noticeably missing was Chris
Commons, who served a
one game suspension along
with Marvin Phillips of the
London Lightning as both
teams were embroiled in an
unsportsmanlike scrum.
In Friday's game were the
Lightning who evened their
season record against Wmdsor
with a 108-84 victory at
Budweiser Gardens in London
before 2907 fans.

Brampton's Stefan Bonneau
led the way once again with
27 points and Canadian player
Kevin Loiselle who scored 15
points and dragged down 10
points, as new comer Quinnel
Brown an teed up with 13
points.
The Brampton Pu center Cavell
Johnson paced the Athletics
with 17 points, as Flenard
Whitfield and Jemeson Tipping
(former of the Wmdsor Lancers
and Brock Badgers) pitched in
with 12 points a piece.
Windsor was more efficient
from 2 point land (40.8%) and
the charity stripe (79.4%), but
Brampton prevailed from 3
point range (38.1%). Windsor
also controlled the all-important
categories of rebounds with a
margin 46-40 and turnovers 18
- 26.

Like usual in the NBL there are
some new faces in the Windsor
squad. Most notable a true blue
Windsor player in R. J. (Richard
Jr.) Wells of Herman Secondary
fame, and former Windsor
Lancer has signed with the
Express and should be suited
up with them at court side as of
Nov.18.
"Obviously it means a lot. I
have been working hard and
doing all that was asked of me
by the coaching staff. I also see
it as a possible stepping stone
to the NBA's D league and
a resurrection of my fading
dream; said Richard.
Another new comer is 6'10"
centre, Nick Evans, who was
added to the Express arsenal.
Evans was able to comment a bit
on his basketball journey.
"'Looking at my options once

being released from the Island
Storm and wanted to get on the
Express band wagon right away.
It didn't take long for both sides
to put the pieces together and
with friends on the Island Storm
it's going to be a bittersweet
reunion down here in a couple
weeks," said Evans.
The big fella will join 6'9" and
3001b DeAndre Thomas in
maintaining order in the key at
both ends of the court.
University of Wmdsor students
are
encouraged to
take
advantage of the affordable
student rates at Windsor
Express games by looking into
specially discounted rates at
www.windsorexpress.ca.
The
Express return home to face
the Island Storm and their 401
Rival London Lightning at 7:00
p.m. on Nov. 21 and 7:00 p.m.
onNov.23.
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HOCKEY
MEN'S

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

11/16/2013

Queen's Gaels

South Windsor
Arena

W6-3

11/22/2013

Brock Badgers

South Windsor
Arena

7:30 PM

South Windsor
Arena

7:30 PM

11/23/2013

Guelph Gryphons

•

•

•

11/16/2013

UQTR Patriots
UQTR Patriots

South Windsor
Arena

L 1-6

South Windsor
Arena

W5-3

11/16/2013

Ryerson Rams

Toronto. ON

W 78-53

After having their winning streak
snapped in a penalty driven affair last
Friday, the Lancers rebounded this
past Saturday with a 5-3 win and halted
UQTR's winning streak at six games.
Last Friday's showdown was full of hits
and goals. Rookie Thomas Martin of
the UQTR Patriotes netted his first career hat-trick in the OUA by scoring
his first three goals of the season, but
the celebration was short lived due to
the penalties that followed. The Lancers
racked 70 minutes in the box while the
Patriotes had a meek 44 by comparison.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

11/15/2013

ANKURKUMAR
lance re Jorter

•

MEN'S HOCKEY

11/15/2013

Lancers hope to earn
West Crown vs. Queen's

Kenny Bradford had the lone goal in
Windsor's 6-1 loss to the visitors from
Toronto Varsity
Toronto, ON
W 70-49
••
Trois-Rivieres. Bradford continued to
•
Blues
build on his success, tallying two goals
••
and an assist the next night, helping the
Algoma
St. Denis Centre 6:00 PM
Thunaero,rus ---------------F-------~ Lancers redeem the previous- e\'entng's
•
defeat with a 5-3 win. Parker Van BusLaurenti an
St. Denis Centre 6:00 PM
•••
•
Voyageurs

..
..

11/23/2013

kirk posted one of his best save percentages of the season at .925, stopping 37
shots in the same contest.
After regaining some momentum and
flaunting a 9-2-0 record, the Lancers
sit second to the Lakehead Thunderwolves in the OUA West. Up next will
be a trek East of the 401 to a weekend
in Kingston, going against the Queen's
Gaels. This is the first meeting between
both teams since 2009, where the Lancers swept the Gaels at Memorial Centre
in a two game series.
The Gaels are returning home this
weekend after a heartbreaking overtime
loss to the Western Mustangs. Although
it was their first loss in four games, the
Gaels are banking on a big win this
weekend over the Lancers to claim top
spot in the OUA East.
At the moment, they are tied with
the CIS ranked McGill Redmen.
Plenty at stake for Lancers and Gaels
this weekend, as both attempt to earn
their way-to first pla~ in tlreir respective divisions .

••

WOMEN'S.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

11/15/2013

Ryerson Rams

T-oronto, ON

L 79-84

11/16/2013

Toronto Varsity
Blues

Toronto, ON

W 90-66

11/22/2013

Algoma
Thunderbirds

St. Denis Centre

8:00 PM

11/23/2013

Laurenti an
Voyageurs

St. Denis Centre

8:00 PM

Western
Mustangs

London, ON

11/23/2013

Brock Badgers

St. Denis Centre 1:00PM

11/24/2013

Guelph Gryphons

St. Denis Centre 1:00PM

11/15/2013

W3-1

(25-20, 25-15,
21-25. 25-18)

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

11/15/2013

Ryerson Rams

St. Denis Centre W3-2

11/16/2013

Toronto Varsity
Blues

St. Denis Centre W3-1

11/24/2013

(25-17 ,25-16.22·
25.14-25,15-12)

(25-22,25-22.2025,25-21)

St Denis Centre 3:00PM

••

••
••
•
••
•
•
•
••
•
•••
••
••
•••
••
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
•
•••
•
•••

Hats off for Noseworthy
and the Lancers
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

While the men's team experienced a big
loss; the women's hockey team earned a
highlight win over the visiting Queen's
Gaels last Saturday.
The Gaels were ranked as the third best
team nationally behind currently undefeated McGill Martlets and reigning
women's hockey champions Montreal
Carabins.
Prior to facing Queen's, the Lancers had
lost against nationally ranked Guelph
Gryphons 5-2. Looking to rebound
against another, higher ranked school
within Canada gave players and supporters hope, albeit the chances seemed slim.
This was the first meeting between both
schools since last year's OUA quarterfinals, where the Gaels stormed back to
win the series in three games.
Since then, the Gaels started the 201314 season as a notable powerhouse and
established their reputation as probable
championship contenders with a five

game win streak, led by one of OUXs
top scoring prospects, Shawna Griffin.
However, the Lancers enforced an admirable shutdown of the Gaels. Griffin went pointless for the first time
in 10 games and the Lancers prevailed with a 6-3 win. Much of the
credit was to Erinn Noseworthy's hat
trick. as well as Jenny MacKnight's
three assists, and a pair of assists each
from the dynamic defensive duo of
Adalena Tridico and Natalie Barrette.
The Lancers continue their stint at home
this week with games against Brock and
Guelph.
The Lancers hope to avenge their
previous loss to the Gryphons and
progress in the OUA conference,
where they are still ranked in seventh place with a 6-5-1 record.
Coverage of the Lancers and Gryphons
will be provided by the University of
Windsor's radio station, CJAM 99.1 FM
this Saturday.
Mike Specht and Keifer Macdonald
will host the pre-game show starting at
7:00 p.m., before heading over to South
Windsor Arena for puck drop with Ankur Kumar and Mike Hugall.
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BASKETBALL
MEN'S

Score balanced with T. 0
KIMELLIOTT

lance reporter

Despite being in a three-way tie for first
in the OUA West, the seventh ranked
Lancer men's basketball team (3-3) continues to struggle with playing their best
but remain at .500 after a swing through
metro Toronto.
Last Friday they were outgunned by the
sixth ranked (S-1) Ryerson Rams 79-84
down the stretch. The following night
they outgunned the unranked (2-3) Toronto Varsity Blues 90-66.

"I think it's what you expect when two
top ten teams come to play. We knew
it was going to come down to one or
two possessions and thank God Jahmal
Jones was spectacular tonight and he
showed why he's one of the best point
guards in the country;• said Ryerson
head coach Roy Rana.

Ryerson was paced by Jones who scored
a career high 31 points, while his team
mates Aaron Best added 17 points with
12 rebounds, and Bjorn Michaelson
chipped in 12. Enricho Diloreto led the
way with 20 points for Windsor. Followed by Kalid Abel-Gabar's 17 points
and Lien Phillip 17 points along with 14
rebounds.
On Saturday, the Lancers cruised to victory with a more balanced scoring attack over Toronto leading 44-37 at the
half, with Lien Phillip scoring 18 of his
24 points over the first two frames.
Adding to his overall tally was Enricho
Diloreto with 18 points; Josh Collins
added 13 points and Evan Mathews had
10 points. Ryerson guard A. Hill topped
all scorers with 25 points assisted by D.
Churchill's 12 points.
This weekend the men's team returns
home to face Algoma on Friday fol-

The best turnover plagued Windsor
could do was close the gap to single figures before conceding the victory.

on Saturday. Both games will tip-off at
8:00 p.m. in the St. Denis Centre Field
house.

WOMEN'S

Team sustains focus
lance reporter

Ranked # 2 nationally, the women's basketball team executed a 78-53 victory
over the (2-4) Ryerson Rams in Rams
territory last Friday, followed by an
equally convincing 70-49 win over the
Ram's metropolitan cohort the (0-5) Toronto Varsity Blues.
At the Mattamy Athletic Centre on
Friday evening the three big guns for
Windsor were lead by Korissa Williams
17 points, followed by Jessica Clemencon's 13 points and Miah-Marie Langlois 11 points. Jocelyn Larocque also
clicked for 14 points and rookie centre Cheyanne Roger added 12 points.
Keneca Pingue-Giles scored 12 points
and Dayana Gechkova added 11 for the
Rams.
"When you're playing the best team in
the country you've to play without fear.
You're going to make mistakes but it's
about effort and competing and understanding the pressure is on them, "said
Ryerson Coach Carly Clark.
"l think once we got over that fear we
found a rhythm...and good things happened. I was disappointed with the
start. ..we didn't come out with enough
fire. I think we found the fire eventu-

With a chance to take control of the
AFC North, the Detroit Lions failed
to capitalize against a weak Pittsburgh
Steelers team.

the paint and make them defend us just

like we had to defend them;' said Jahmal
Jones.

Although Windsor controlled the overall boards 71-57 in the first contest, nationally ranked Ryerson outshot Windsor 42.6 5- 37% from 2 point range and
38.9% - 28.3% from 3 point range. Both
teams kept it close throughout most of
th~ game t~ Ryerson pulled ahead by 14

KIMELLIOTT

ARE THE LIONS FOR REAL?

"In the first half we settled for a lot of
jump shots... and when we would take
bad shots and they would come down
and score. We put it as a focus to get to

ally in the second half and you've got to
bring that competitiveness if you're going to compete;• said Clark.
Windsor enjoy 42.7% scoring in the
2-point field compared to 33.9% for
Ryerson. But Ryerson was slightly more
efficient from 3-point range shooting
28.6%, while both teams struggled from
the free throw line shooting just under
70%.
However, Windsor dominated the
all-important offensive and defensive
boards 74-57.
In Saturday's match, Windsor raced to
a 22-11 margin by the end of the first
quarter, and remained in the lead 34-24
at the half. Jessica Clemcon went on a
21 point scoring spree supported by 13
points a piece from Korissa Williams
and Jocelyn Larocque. Only Ryerson
guard R. Sider and R. Atkinson reached
double figures with 13 and 10 points respectively.
Windsor outperformed Toronto in 2
point, 3 point and free throw shooting
39.4%, 31.8% and 78.6%, and also out
rebounded the Blues 44-37 and turnovers 21-27.
Next up for the surging Lancers is facing Algoma at 6:00 p.m. this Friday, then
Laurentian at 6:00 p.m. on Saturday on
their home court in the St. Denis Centre.

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
••
••
••
•
••
••
•
•
•
••
•
•
••
•

Up 27-23 early in the fourth quarter
head Coach Jim Schwartz elected to
fake a field goal, which would have
put them up by a touchdown. Detroit
failed to convert and would not score
again, falling 37-27 to the hapless (46) Steelers.
With the Bears at (6-4) and the
Packers only a game behind, the
North is still wide open.
LANCERS VOLLEYBALL
WIN

The Lancers Men's Volleyball team
scored their first win at the St. Denis
Centre this season in five sets 3-2 (2517, 25-16, 22-25, 14-25, 15-12) over
the Ryerson Rams on Friday.

In the follow-up performance the
men did away with the Toronto
Varsity Blues in four sets W 3-1 (2522,25-22,20-25,25-2 l.)
The blue and gold will take on the
Guelph Gryphons next Sunday at 3:00
p.m. at the St Denis Centre.

DINOS TROUNCE
MUSTANGS

After running away with the OUA,
the No. 1 ranked Western Mustangs
were dismantled 44-3 in the Mitchell
bowl on Saturday. Playing through
snowy conditions, the Calgary Dinos
were able to hold the recording
setting Western pass attack to 105
yard through while also racking up 6
turnovers on the day. The Dinos were
led by strong 17 point outputs in the
first and fourth quarters.
GREY CUP SET

The participants in the 101st Grey
Cup will be the Hamilton Tiger Cats
and the Saskatchewan Roughriders .
Following a 36-24 victory over the
defending champion Argonauts,
the Ti-cats have reached a level of
relevance not seen since Danny
McManus was at the helm some 20
years ago.
The Riders on the other hand have
been a power in the CFL for some
time, and will have a chance to win
the Grey Cup on home turf after a 3513 rout of the Calgary Stampeder's at
McMahon Stadium.
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a group to help
coping with OCD

a few questions
with Mike Rocca
& Lien Phillip
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13~

#WINNING IS NOT NORMAL
LANCERS WOMEN'S B-BALL SECOND IN CIS

"Our team saying is that winning is not normal, because if
you want to win you can't act
· like anybody else or train like
anybody else or think like anyWhen looking at teams who body else. We think dift'ermtly
consistently win champion- and train differently because
ships. the terms ..winning cul- winning is not normal,• said
ture" and ·team identity'° are Coach Vallee.
often associated with those orFor Vallee, a coach's job goes
ganizations. Part of the mysbeyond X's and O's; believing
tique of sports is that the most
that the most significant contalented teams do not always
tribution a coach makes to their
emerge victorious. Rather, it is team is establishing their identithe teams that have the clearest ty. According to Vallee, a team's
understanding of who they are identity is about more than
as individuals and as a program their on-court strengths and
who build dynasties.
limitations, but is also about setLancers Women's Basketball ting an example as people in the
Coach Chantal Vallee, who community.
conducted her master's thesis That is what is meant by a ·winat McGill University on how ning culture:' when an entire
coach's build winning teams, organization unwaveringly buys
has laid the foundation for a into a single vision. The players
winning culture in Windsor play a major role in this, as it is
that has resulted in four straight their responsibility to trust the
National Finals appearances coach's direction and Uve up to
and three straight victories.
team ideals every day.

Toe Lancers are fortunate to
~ strong leaders such as
Jessica Clemoncon and MiahMarie Langlois who set an example for the younger players

everyday.
When asked how she felt about
their 104-25 victory over the
Algoma Thunderbirds, veteran
guard Langlois responded with
the same poise she shows on the
court every night.
"Toe score is not important It

was a team win tonight, and everyone showed up; she said
"We have really great chemistry
on and off the court There is
no drama and we are able to be
open with each other with criticism, and positivity. I think that
is the best way to have a team,
it's a great dynamic," she contin-

ued
For a team that has made it seem
pretty natural over the last five
years, it is a constant process
to reinforce that winning is not

normal. To continue to be the
best team in the nation, Coach
Vallee stresses the importance
of being exceptional every day
both on and off the court After going undefeated in 2012 to
2013, the Lancers suffered their
first loss in 36 games on opening
night to the Carleton Ravens.
The women have since rattled
off seven straight wins to move
into a three way tie for first in
the OUA West with Western
and Laurier.

"It was a call to wake up our
leadership, it's hard when you're
a sub to come in when the starters aren't playing as well to steal
the show. It was really a wakeup
call for our starters,• said Vallee.

titles.
"We are super adted to host
nationala again, personally I
am excited for Miah and Jasica
because this is their fifth year.
Their first year on the team
they lost in the national finals,
and came back and haven't lost
since:' said Vallee.

"So I know that they aren't going to want to lose on their
home court at any point It is
exciting for us and we need to
stay healthy and be re;ady and

well prepared I can only hope

for the best•

The culture of winning established by these women is
truly unrivaled by any team in
the CIS. Under the tutelage
Toe 3-peat champions are cur- of Coach Vallee this team has
rently ranked second in CIS shown exactly what it means
basketball, and have a chance to play Lancer basketball hanto achieve history on home dling success and adftrsity with
court in March when the Flnal I the grace champions. With a
comes to W"mdsor. Never before chance to make history on their
in CIS Women's Basketball has home court in March, it is hard
a team won four consecutive not to lib their maoces.
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#uwindsorproblems
tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance

'STACHE FOR MOVEMBER
Jay
Verspeelt

Sarah Lau

@swslbear

26Nov.

There's an idiot that's shouting after his friend on the
second floor of Leddy. Leave and never come back. #shh
#uwindsorproblems

•

Daniel Hoffmann

@hoffrnaM..dan

26Nov.

Leddy is a zoo. with a plethora of plugs that don't work and
single people occupying tables everywhere
#uwindsorproblems

Hazem I ,ojb @Haz.emMT23
The quiet room is either too cold or too warm!
#t ,winrlsorproblems
Jenny Wilson

®wilsjenn

26Nov.

26Nov.

Why is it freezing in this class? #heatplease
#uwindsorproblems

Sarah Lau

@swstbear

Sarah Lau

@swSlbear

25 Nov.

25Nov.

I can't miss school this week because it's all exam reviews &
Mother Nature's moody weather isn't making this any easier.
#uwindsorproblems

adam nika

@adamplka

23 Nov.

Fuclcn ratatouille in toldo! #uwindsorproblems
pic.twitter.comNl1IZqUlcH

Kenzie Clough

m c:J.:enzledoog

2 1 Nov.

So apparently everyone is chill until finals and I'm over here
with five more final assignments. #UWindsorProblems

Eryk
Titus
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newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.

HELP US OUT
WITH OUR

HOLIDAY
ISSUE!

Jason
Rankin

what's on your
christmas list
this year?
email:

editor@uwindsorlance.ca

The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board. or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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Living with OCD
regain a sense of being able to
the things that they want to be
able to do in their life again:'

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

The University of Windsor's
Pop culture is generally the kind of thing that doesn't belong in
Psychological Services and Rethe news section of a paper but Sunday night was both a brave
search Centre is inviting people
and shark-jumping moment for one show. Family Guy, the show
who are either diagnosed or
that by and large became the replacement for the Simpsons as an
showing symptoms of Obsessive
amped up version of pushing-the-boundries television, killed of
Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
0
~"'"'":J;•:.;;;!!iiiiilii~B~r~ian-:G~riffi;;n~,.ithie:.;sh;o;.;w':
;,.s;.talkiniiii.ailijd;io~.%';':;;~~ ~ ~~~~~-j--..,to ..
·
After 1 seasons any s ow cant ea turn down hill, most don't
where two ~ m i
a
seem to last for more than six. Killing off a character in the main
professional psychologist will
cast is unheard of in TV, unless a cast member actually dies or
explain the effects of OCD and
has a contract dispute. Family Guy isn't 8 Simple Rules or Two
the ways that it can be managed.
and a Half Men though, Family Guy represents a break away
from the conventional rules of TV and very few shows attempt
The group is called "Living Fulto do anything like that.
ly" and will meet at the House
on Sunset on campus once a
Brian being killed off, in the first act no less, could have created
week come the New Year.
a very new dynamic for the show. He was the voice-of-reason for
Peter's ridiculous antics and the sober yin to Stewie's raging yang.
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
The balance for the show could have been completely thrown off
is an anxiety disorder characcreating a world of even more wreck and havoc. Instead, what
terized by "persistent intrusive
could have been the bravest and boldest move in modern lowideas, thoughts, impulses or imculture television was copped out mere minutes into the second
ages (obsessions) which often
act with the addition of the family's new pet: Vinnie the dog.
result in performing compulsive
rituals over and over again:' acVmnie is a seemingly southern Italian stereotype in the form
cording to the Canadian Mental
of a dog. Characteristically dissimilar to Brian but ultimately
Health Association.
serving the same purpose. He's going to be the voice of reason to
the show and in one foul swoop Seth Macfarlane took his meal
Doctor Annette Dufresne is the
ticket and traded it in for Fonzi's old water skis.
supervising psychologist for the
group. She said that OCD can
It's hard not to have faith in the man that brought so many have devastating effects on a
hilariously inappropriate - laughs to the world but recently it
person's life if it is not managed
seems like MacFarlane's work is going down hill.
properly.

~

First the Cleveland Show, the only one of his shows to have a
black man as a main character, failed miserably. His remake if
Hanna Barbera classic The Flinstones was shelved for a lacklustre
script and now this.
All these years later his humour is still shocking which is
something the Simpsons certainly can't say but after this season
maybe the show should just ride off in the sunset rather than
suffer through the agony of bad writing.

"OCD can have a big impact
on people's lives because they
start engaging in behaviours
that help them to manage their
thoughts and their anxiety. The
behaviours can start to interfere
with living their life," she said.
"So, we talk about starting some
practices that will help them to

Betty Rodriguez and Nikita Yerimenko are currently psychology PhD students and facilitators for the group. Rodriguez
said that the group is based on a
newer form of therapy inspired
by eastern, Buddhist practices.

"A lot of people who have OCD
have problems with unwanted
thoughts and sometimes just
knowing that this is a disorder
and that these thoughts aren't
reflective of their character but
something that is caused by a

"The group is based on a relatively new approach to treating
OCD called Acceptance and

problem in their brain...Som e-

Commitment The-capy (ACT)

ti••• ••• inr-stioe •

ful," said Dufresne.

Irr~

Dufresne said that OCD is difficult to define because it affects
different people in different
ways.
"The most common thing that
people think of is people will
engage in repetitive behaviours
such as checking things or
washing:' she said. "It can vary
a lot from person to person."
"For some people it starts to interrupt their lives a lot. For example, some people might have
a lot of anxiety and distressing
thoughts around germs, so then
they become concerned about
what they touch, what they ingest. So, they can start to become unable to do what other
people do as part of their everyday lives:· said Dufresne.
The structure of the group
meetings are always changing
depending on the problems that
are addressed by individuals.
Dufresne said the meetings include information from professionals like herself, approaches
that have proven to be effective
with the disorder, and peer support portions.

. . . . . . . et

. . . . II

C

behavioral therapy.' said Rodriguez. "The difference is that
instead of trying to fight the obsessions and compulsions, what
we are trying to do is, first of all,
observe them with an accepting
and curious attitude, and then
find out what is more valuable,
living life or engaging in these
compulsions."
"It releases the fight against the

compulsions and obsessions
and allows the person to go and
live more fully," she said. "It almost takes the power out of the
thoughts:'
For now, individuals concerned
about OCD are being introduced to the therapy on an individual basis and will join group
sessions in the winter semester,
beginning in January. The sessions are open to adults in the
community and fees are based
on a sliding scale and vary to accommodate clients of different
financial standing.
The Psychological Services and
Research Centre are encouraging those who are interested in
the group to contact them before the new semester begins.

Sunday night primetime seems to be getting worse and worse
as more people move to Netflix and pirated TV. Maybe there's a
connection or maybe not but this might be time we collectively
put down the remote.
-

Jay Verspeelt, lance repo rter

OCD can have a big impact on people's lives
because they start engaging in behaviours that help
them to manage their thoughts and their anxiety.
-ANNETTEDUFRESNE

'
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Learn how ca$h works
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

As Goodwill Industries - Essex Kent Lambton (EKL) moves
into its new 18,000-square-foot
Windsor store, the organization
is hosting free financial literacy
sessions to help educate the
community and prepare for the
Christmas shopping season.
The financial literacy program,
"Money Works;" is funded by
TD Financial Literacy Grant
Fund and aims to empower
individuals and assist them in
their journey to self-sufficiency.
Sessions began in early November to coincide with financial
literacy month, but a special

information session is being
held at the organization's new
store near the corner of Tecumseh Road East and McDougall
Street.

puski.

"A lot of what we do at Goodwill involves family strengthening, so we work with people to
help them find employment, we
This particular session will take spend a lot of time helping them
place on Nov. 29, the day after make the most of their employthe store's ribbon-cutting cer- ment and manage a very stable
emony, between 9 a.m. and 3 life around work," said Repuski.
p.m.
"We do what we can to help
Michelle Repuski, director of people have a strong basis and
workforce development for financial literacy is very imporGoodwill EKL, said that the tant:'
program is geared toward low- Repuski said that while emincome families that need guid- phasis is being put on the Noance.
vember sessions, Goodwill will
"The program-is for low-income be continuing to host financial
clients that are looking at setting information sessions throughsome financial goals, tracking out 2014. They are available in
their monthly spending, creat- either one eight hour class or a
ing a budget, and then working four-week program with sestowards those goals;" said Re- sions lasting around two hours.

Goodwill EKL's largest store yet opens this week
on McDougall Street near Tecumseh Road •
photo by Travis Fauteux

"In week one, we cover values,
beliefs and understanding money. In week two we set up a budget and see where the money is
coming in and going out. Week
three we go over philosophy and
have a speaker come in from a
banking institution to see where
you can save money. Then in
week four we apply everything
we have learned;" said Michelle
Smith, future focus coordinator.
"Some of it we do one on one,
some in groups," she said. "It
really depends on the needs.
We have an online course that
is about four hours that is more
geared towards the youth:'
The new Wmdsor store will be
Goodwill EID largest retail
store and has created 35 new
jobs in the city.

"Were going out to interested
organizations and we're doing
group sessions aDd then clients are also meeting with us
at either of our Goodwill sites.
Once the new location is open,
that's where we will be hosting it
all the time;· explained Repuski.
"We've been looking forward
to this day for a long time," said
Kevin Smith, Chief Executive
Officer. "Our four Attended
Donation Centres are collecting
donations of gently used products daily, which will soon be
sold at this beautiful new stor~:'
"The revenue generated will
help to fund local counselling,
job preparation, and training
programs right here in Windsor;" said Smith.

BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYAT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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cfs national
meeting
sees de6ate,
protest
nov. 26

OTTAWA (CUP) - More than
80 schools across the country
sent representatives to Gatineau, Que., for the Canadian
Federation of Students' (CFS)
national general meeting Nov.
21-24 to vote on policy and future campaigns.
At the meeting's closing plenary,
the CFS budget report was presented and approved without
amendments and an omnibus
bill including eight motions
was carried. The University of
Ottawa Graduate Students' Association (GSAED) put forth a
motion to look at the possibility
of producing a short document ary on the commerc1·allzat·on
1
of campuses an d research .
"That motion took a bunch of
s~;d. "The
amendments),, woue
w ...
most significant was the dollar
amount we had proposed and it
was given up to the national executive to decide what the most

Roy said the motions on unpaid
internships and the condemnation of the misuse of funds by
the Senate of Canada are ones
she feels are particularly important to students. She said there
is "very limited information"
on the exact number of unpaid
students on intemships, but
the CFS estimates it is between
lOO,OOO and 3oo,OOO.
The Memorial University of
Newfoundland Students' Union
presented a motion to endorse
the Work is Work campaign to
encourage work equity. The motion was passed within the omnibus bill.
Roy said the federal budget is
also a question of priority, and
that "myth-busting" has become necessary to educate students on where public funding
is really being spent.
"The budget is about priorities:·
she said. "The government is
spending billions of dollars on
oil exploitation, tar sands, the
military, so clearly there is a lot
of money at the federal level, it
b
h th
is just not eing spent w ere e
CFS assembly felt it should be
directed:' A motion for member locals to reaffirm commit-

them cut ties to the federation.
Protestors played famous pop
songs, altering lyrics to reflect
the group's anti-CFS nature, and
used a lobster trap to illustrate
how student unions can get into
the federation but can't get out.
d th
"We are very unsatisfie wi
the way that they operate:' said
Melissa Kate Wheeler, president of the Concordia Student
Union and one of the leaders of
the protest. "We followed their
own process to defederate and
they don't have a choice but to
listen because we have a right to
choose who to associate with:'
The protest follows a September
announcement from students
on at least 15 post-secondary
campuses across Canada, which
stated they plan to start a petition to exit the federation. To
leave the CFS, members of that
student union must collect a petition with signatures and present it to the CFS executive. Once
·
t he signatures
are ratified , a date
·1s set 1or
c
h
c
d um to take
t e re1eren
l
B d E
dI t
Pfr ace.th rUa . voy, af e ega e
om e mversity O 11oronto,
a1k d al
'd
h dful 0 f
wh e
o_ngsi e ad an
.d
ot er meetmg attethn ees outsi e
the hote1to join e protesters.
He said after they left, CFS staff
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Several motions were passed to
show solidarity with and support for Aboriginal groups.
"The motions for indigenous
solidarity, especially Elsipogtog,
were really important, especially for GSAED to be a part of,'
Wolfe said.
A proposal to add a queer student representative to the CFS
national executive was referred
to the next general meeting.
However, a motion to investigate the structure of the executive in general was passed.
"There was another motion to
ask the national executive to
investigate the constituency
representative structure that we
have;' said Jessica McCormick,
national chairperson for the
CFS. "We're going to be doing
that work to make sure the rep-

~--:)l;liliiaili!!!lillliiil""'""~~~;.;.~~~~~~~,ilijpijijj~~~~ffiii~~_..,i~~~~~.'-:--........,..~~.......~,~~~~~!amiiiiittae'titoJ
be for something like that. It
was also decided that it would
be done with an open-access,
· so
creati.ve-commons 1·1censmg
·t
uld
b
d
fr
that 1 co
e use
ee·tlY bdY
t
peopIe wh,,o wanted o use 1 an
change it.
The Student Federation of the
University of Ottawa (SFUO)
was also present at the meeting.
SFUO president Anne-Marie

campus was also passed.

As the panel on countering rape
culture took place inside the
Palais de Congres, where the
meeting was held, protestors assembled outside.
Montreal students from McGill
and Concordia Universities
and Dawson College gathered
to decry the CFS's refusal to let

SFUO's Roy, a supporter of the
CFS, said she "never really got
an understanding as to why
there was a protest.,,
"I know they have some criticism toward t he CFS, b ut we
have democratic mechanisms in
place to make changes if member locals collectively feel like
there should be changes;' she
said.

are

inclusive of the different constituencies that the federation
represents:'
McCormick is responsible for
helping to coordinate the meet1·ng, ch~;rm·
... g different segments
and presentations, and providing remarks on behalf of the
organization. In opening plenary, a member local asked to
have McCormick impeached

because it was her responsibility to ensure the executive received a mailed petition from
said union. McCormick said she
never received the petition. After much debate, the delegates
decided through a vote McCormick should not be impeached.
"There are a number of reasons
why a document or a package would be returned to the
sender;' Roy said. "I think it is
incredibly unfair to be putting
that responsibility on Jessica
McCormick.
"We're not here to pick battles
with each other, we're here to
discuss student issues, and I
don't think we should be talking
about impeaching somebody
for mail problems that could
happen to anybody:·
The meeting also addressed the
~of.Valua~~~===~=~t:-;
tential boycott of the 2014 Winter Olympics, and the presence
of CFS executives while member locals hold a vote regarding
the CFS on their own campus.
SPENCER VAN DYK
- THE FULCRUM
(UNIVERSITY OF
OTTAWA)

YAXIPENG
he driver to call
s we're at, I'm a
udent here.
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TRAVISFAUTEUX
news ed itor

STEVE
FARRELL

On December 9, the citizens of Ward 7 will decide on a councilor to represent
them on Windsor City Council.
Toe seat, vacated by Percy Hadfield when he was elected as MPP for the NDP in
Windsor-Tecumseh in August, was almost filled through an appointment process.
Toe people of Windsor, however, made it clear to the city that they wanted an
election to be held.
Because of the heightened interest in this by-election, Toe Lance contacted each
candidate asking for a short, 150-word profile of themselves so that you, the
reader, could become more acquainted with them.
Here is what the Ward 7 candidates have to say:

I am a lifetime Resident of Ward 7. My neighbours' concerns
are near and dear to my heart I attended Forest Glade grade
school, graduated from Riverside High School, and studied Public Administration and Municipal Government at the University
of Windsor. I worked evenings at Forest Glade Library while in
school
We need to locally retrain our workforce to attract quality companies from diverse industries to re-locate their businesses to Windsor. Tax incentives and relocation incentives must be provided, as
they are by all major North-American cities.
I believe that we must encourage self-employment among our
youth and students as a viable career pathway. Mentoring programs, micro-business loans, and business-ownership training
need to be put in place.
I believe we can re-brand our city with a positive image. We were
the automotive capital of Canada...now we are known as the unemployment capital. Let's put an end to negative images.

LAURIE
KOMON
It is my experience of working with organizations
at all levels of government to advocate for people
for over 20 years that makes me the best candidate
suited to represent the people of Ward 7.
The youth unemployment rate in this area is at critical highs-it is unacceptable.
Let's work together - business, labour, education
and government-to address this crisis of youth
unemployment. The mechanisms are already in
place, we just need to make it work better.
We need to...
- Reinstate the auditor general

ERNIE
THE BACON MAN
I'm outgoing, I love meeting people, and I'm always
coming up with ideas to make this city a better
place.
I've been in politics since I was 22 years old when
I used to go to City Hall, try to bring parades to
the city, and run a Fireman's Field Day when they
abandoned it years ago.

- Restore community gardens

I've had much experience dealing with many mayors and city councilors over the period of almost
44 years. I've done the Bacon Man business for the
past 35 years and advertising for 28 years. I worked
at Ford Motor Company for 30 years.

Bring back the neighborhoods in Ward 7 where
kids can play in the park, where we can walk to the
store or ride our bikes down a proper bike lane and
be protected by more than a line painted down the
road

I know the ins and outs of City Hall and I find there
is a lot of corruption at City Hall still today. City
Hall has a blind eye for a lot of different things and
I feel that being on City Council, I will definitely
make everyone accountable.

- Invest in more infrastructure
- Accessible regional transportation that works

DR. IREK
KUSMIERCZYK
I'm Dr. Irek Kusmierczyk, 35 years old, and I am
the director of Robotics and Youth Programs at the
Regional Innovation Centre that is diversifying our
economy by building a vibrant technology and innovation sector.
I led the successful bid for the University of Windsor to host the prestigious Great Lakes Robotics
Regional that will bring 1,500 high school students
from Ontario, Michigan, and California to campus
every year, showcasing gems like the Centre for Engineering and Innovation.
I organize computer coding competitions for U of
W students that connect them with local tech executives and I manage a program in the downtown
business incubator that provides U of W graduates with resources to launch their own startups in
Windsor and Essex.
I see U of W students as the engines of our city's
economic revival and it's time they had a voice on
City Council that puts their concerns first.
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CLINT
WEIR
I was born and raised in Riverside and I am a graduate of the University of Windsor, with a Bachelor
of Musical Arts and a Bachelor of Education ('98).
The voters of Ward 7 must set the fiscal agenda for
the next five years! Because our economy continues
to lag and our province has a structural deficit and
an unimaginable debt, you must vote!
The city will need to hire nearly 31 firefighters and
I will fight for minimum educational requirements
to be elevated to those who have a Master's Degree
and preferably an MBA.
Similarly, any new hires for the Police Services will
need to have a minimum of a Bachelor's Degree.

STAVROS {STEVE)
GAVRILIDfS
I have been a resident of Forest Glade for approximately 35 years. I graduated from Walkenille and
Herman Secondary Schools and I attended the
University of Windsor (biochemistry/pre-pharmacy) after which I obtained my pharmacy degree at
Wayne State University in Detroit in 1987.

To aid students and their quality oflife, it is important that a regional transit system be adopted.

I am currently the pharmacist/owner/franchisee of
Target Pharmacy. I feel that, similar to other wards
in the city, there is a disproportionate allocation of
funds and Ward 7 is essentially being ignored.

Do yourself a favour and learn entrepreneurial
skills!

We work hard, we pay our taxes, yet we wait years
for sim le thin s to ha

- -- -.......- - -~.:;;«atffl'

en like h avin a d irect bus

If elected, my goal is to hold town-hall meetings
with the residents and bring back issues and concerns to council where I will fight to represent them
and improve their quality oflife.

ROBERT
BIALKOWSKI
I have been married for two and a half years to my
high school sweetheart, Heather. We have always
lived in the Windsor/Essex County region, and
loved it - I've never wanted to live anywhere else.
I have always had a strong desire to serve my community, and have served in the military for 13 years,
including two tours of duty: Afghanistan (2010)
and Bosnia (2003).
I work as a financial advisor at SunLife Financial,
c~ntinuing_to serv~ my cox_nmunity by helping my
I will put these same skills to work for the residents
of Ward 7 by listening to their ideas and concerns,
and bringing them to City Council.
I have seen the reality of countries without the right
to vote, which is why one of my goals is to get as
many residents to vote as possible, regardless of
which candidate they're voting for.

ANGELO
MARIGNANI
ROBIN
FORTIER
Of these 11 candidates, I am the only woman that
lives in Ward 7.
I make this point because I strongly believe that
women are under-represented on Windsor City
Council and I present an opportunity to improve
this gender gap at the council table. A recent
"Opinion" column in the Toronto Star carried the
headline "Urgent Call for More Women in Politics''.
I am the Business Owner and General Manager of
Monty Formal Wear. Through my many years of
business experience I am confident that I am capable of taking on the responsibilities of a councilor.

As owner and operator of a successful business, Milk
Coffee Bar, in our city since 1998, my guiding principle
is "the customer comes first." You, the taxpayer, will
come first and foremost.
My experience in city governance includes the OWBIA (Vice-Chair and Marketing Chair). I am a passionate supporter of the Arts - I am a director on the
Windsor Endowment for the Arts and was a member
of the Symphony Armouries Feasibility Study Board.
Born and raised in Windsor, I hold a BA from the University of Windsor. After university, I worked in Tokyo, Japan for seven years where I experienced what a
world-class city is. I want to bring that knowledge to
our city.
I am honest, dedicated, accessible, and innovative. Our
youth is our future and I will always nurture the creative youth in Windsor.
Our investment in our youth will strengthen our future, our culture, and our city.

Right now, residents want a councilor who lives
in the ward and who will continue to respond to
their individual concerns about sidewalks, traffic
control, and tree trimming, to more extensive areas such as infrastructure, functioning sewers and
more issues.
A city without a vibrant core will not flourish.

Two candidates, Tosm Bello and Tom W1lc;on, did not respond after many attempts to contact them

arts& culture
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MICAELAMULOOON
lance reporter

If you have never heard of Hana
lulu, it is definitely not because
they lack talent. More likely, it
is because they are from Win nipeg and they have only been
around for about a year.
This electronica band moves
fast, though- they have already
opened for Diamond Rings,
Shout Out Out Out Out, Hollerado and James Murphy, former front man of LCD Sound
System. They have also played
at Winnipeg's International Jazz
Festival and the Manitoba Electronic Music Exhibition. Now
they are moving east and coming to Windsor.

"There are a lot more electronic scenes out here. I think our
music does well in Montreal
and Toronto and big centers.
Once we decided to come this
way, it was our goal to play as
many shows as possible in the
surrounding area and Windsor happens to be one of those
shows;' said Kevin Desjarlais,
vocalist and one synth player of
the band.
This particular indie band's music is different from the usual
rounds of alternative rock that
we hear. Their Cure-and-Depeche-Mode-influenced music
brings an eighties flavor to the
modern electronica scene.
"I don't think were trying to
start some sort of revival, but
it's fun music to play to people,
people like to dance to it, and it's

something I enjoy listening to,"
said Desjarlais.
You might be alarmed to hear
that the band is a three-piece
and that their only released
record consists of a mere four
tracks, but fear not-these guys
know what they are doing.
"I think [the tracks are] a very
good representation of where we
are as a band right now. There's
nothing you hear in the album
that we can't do live, which is
really important. When you're
doing electronic music, you can
drift away from what you actually sound like live, and we were
very cognizant of not doing
that;' said Desjarlais.
Surprising wisdom coming
from such a young band, but the
trio are all fairly seasoned musi-

cians in their own right.
Desjarlais and Aquin have been
playing music since their younger years, and synth player Atom
Dzaman can hold his own, despite being a much newer musician. Even though the band is
fairly new, they have long since
gotten past that awkward getting-to-know-you phase.
"We all knew each other before
we started this band, for five
years, hanging out in the same
music scene, but we never just
came together and played music
before;' said Dzaman.
Now that they have gotten the
ball rolling, they have set out
some goals for the near future;
including further touring, releasing singles and eventually
releasing a full-length album.

And judging by their practicality, organization, and skill, their
next year should be a breeze.
Check out Hana lulu at Phog
Lounge on Nov. 29 if you want
a taste of something enjoyably
different and danceable.

FRANCO & ROGEN

Did you see Catching Fire this weekend? Did
you? Did you?

Remember that "Bound 2" music video with
Kanye West and Kim Kardashian? She's kind
of of naked and they do naughty things while
riding a motorcycle.

The only problem is that it takes up so much
awesome that you're left wondering how the
last part of the series is going to live up to this.

-

"I think weve had a lot of good
times, we've fought a lot. It's
kind of because of the territory,
when you have three people
who care a lot about the end
result. Cooler heads prevail,
though, and I think we ended
up reaching compromises and
coming out with the best for the
group in terms of how long the
tour is, the quality of the music,
just everything;' said Desjarlais.

CATCHING FIRE

It is amazing. This movie doesn't suffer from
the sequel suck that plagues most series.
Instead, it benefits from the Empire Strikes
Back and Dark Knight syndrome - meaning
it's several times greater than its predecessor.

-

Their year together has been
productive enough as it is,
though.

-

----

----

Well, James Franco and Seth Rogen did their
own take on it. It's dreamy, heartfelt. A true
depiction of their bromance that you might
have caught a glimpse of in This Is The End
this summer.

---

--
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Miss Wmdsor crowned after eight years
TRAVISFAUTEUX

goal to raise $100. The purpose of this
is so that the contestants learn of their
community needs, and how they can
assist," said Tiberia.

news ed1to

20-year-old Katrina Kryza wore the
tiara, dazzling the crowd at the Capitol Theater last Saturday night when
she was chosen by a panel of four
judges as Miss Windsor 2013.

"The contestants were very enthusiastic about this opportunity and raised
more funds than the $1300 combined
goal. The contestants and the organizers have been able to raise over
$5000 for charities, plus 1000 cans of
food, 1000 pierogies for food banks,
and 30 wals:' he said.

Seven women competed for the honour and were tested in several rounds:
swimsuit, evening wear, and question/answer. Women between the age
of 19 and 26 were allowed to enter the
competition.

Before Miss Windsor was crowned,
IS-year-old Chelsea Girard was chosen to be Miss Teen Windsor 2013.
Contestants for the Miss Teen Windsor pageant had to be between the age
of 13 and 19.

Manager of Contestant Affairs Cynthia Loewen, who has been competing in pageants since the age of 15 and
has won several provincial, national,
and international titles, said that
competitors were not chosen solely
on physical appearances.

Teen competitors were judged in evening wear and question/answer, but,
unlike Miss Windsor competitors,
were judged m sportswear not swimwear.

It took eight years, but a new Miss
Windsor has been crowned.

"We really looked for well-rounded
people, people who are really involved in the community," said Loewen. "All of the contestants are, in my
eyes, equally good enough to be Miss
Windsor."
The last Miss Windsor pageant took
place eight years ago.
"The Miss Windsor Pageant has been
high volume of interest due to the
numerous International Pageant winners that have won from the Windsor
and Essex County area," said event
director Maurizio Tiberia. "Local
Winners of the Miss Teen World and
Miss Universe Canada have been able
to use their platform of those titles to
raise awareness ofcauses they are passionate about, travel the world, and
meet people through the various networking events that are available."
Tiberia said that contestants rehearse
for eight weeks before the pageant.
"Within that time, the contestants
were asked to pick a charity of choice
and create a fundraising event with a

Tiberia said that the pageant is an important moment for the younger teen
contestants.
"The younger girls decide with parental approval. Many parents want
their children to improve socialization and presentation skills in a competitive environment;' said Tiberia.
"This event is a great opportunity to
improve these skills. The Miss Teen
Windsor rehearsals have been open
to parents to attend and (we1 had parLoewen said that beauty pageants are
not about who looks the prettiest.
"A lot of girls participate in pageants
to challenge themselves and to get out
of their comfort zones," said Loewen.
"I always tell my girls that it is never
necessarily the girl who you think is
the prettiest who is going to win, it's
the person who portrays the most
confidence and is well-rounded."
"There are a lot of different definitions
of beauty," said Loewen. "What we're
looking for in our pageant... is somebody who is well-rounded. It's not
somebody who is perfect, but somebody who is a role-model."

Katrina Kryza 1s the new Miss Windsor• photos by Travis Fauteux

lliere are a lot of
different definitions of
beauty.What we're looking
for in our pageant. ..
. somebody who is
lS
well-rounded.
It's not
somebody who is perfect,
but somebody who is a
role-model.
- CYNTHIALOEWEN,
MANAGER OF C<>NTESmNT AFFAIRS
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"F" is For Fashion
the annual fashion show is back
AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

Harvesting the FAM Festival is an annual local festival that was founded in 2007 by Murad
Erzinclioglu and Ben Young-Hart. The festival
highlights local artists and promotes them in the
community, be it independent fihn, music, art or
fashion.
This year marks their seventh annual fashion
show. "F" Is For Fashion will take place at Venue
Music Hall located downtown Windsor. Venue
Music Hall is the newly renovated space that was
formally known as The Room. After combining
with Venue Rocle Parlour, the space hopes to be
a premier spot. The venue just opened its doors
two weeks ago and the fashion show will be its
first big event.
"Harvesting the FAM festival is all about creating a space for local, creative talent of any medium or genre to showcase and sell their work and
so this is a part of that;' said Erzinclioglu. "It's
free to the public so we just really want to invite
the public in and it's a really good opportunity
to get some cool Christmas gifts that are unique,

one-of-a-kind and handmade."
The fashion show will feature ten local artists.
Bras by Jillish, designed by Jill Thompson, are
bras that are covered in Bling, or in other words
"candy covered" bras, with glitter, rhinestones
and flowers. The designer of Dilly Daisy, DeeDee Shkreli, designs a vintage-inspired, colourful, comfortable and easy-to-wear clothing line.
"I like to add functionality to my clothing, like
poclcets in dresses and details like funky collars
and vintage buttons;' Shkreli said.
The show will feature around 20 models this
year. Samantha Turner, one of the models who
will be taking to the runway at "F" Is For Fashion, believes that there is not much of a market
for models in Windsor but it is still good to get
as much exposure as you can.
"Most girls would be better off to go to Toronto;'
said Turner. "It is all about creating a network
in this business, so in Windsor you can make a
portfolio and find photographers but the main
thing you want is paid work and unfortunately
there isn't much out there:'
"F" Is For Fashion will be held on Nov. 29 with
no cover for those under 19.

Samantha Turner models Bras by Jillish • photo by Mac1eJka Gorzelnik
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November 28 to December 5

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 28
Holiday Hodge Podge, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m. to 8:00p.m.
Amherstburg River lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park
Kingsville Fantasy Of Ughts, Lakeside Park,
5:30 p.m.
"Anubis" miniature Giclee by Ken Friesen • photo by

-2-

Sarah Hurst

Size matters at
the minature
show
SARAHHURST
lance reporter

For the second year in a row, The Back Room Gallery Artists'
Co-Operative will be putting on their Miniature Show. All
pieces must be eight by ten inches or smaller to be a part of
the display.

Drake walks through houses dark with wood rotting and paint peeling. One is decorated with old
records. Another is collage of stuffed toys, faces
blackened by grime and drooping from years of
rain.
He comes across a house that had burned down
weeks before. A Spiderman toy stands watch
atop a piece of what was a brick wall. Toy trucks,
cars, telephones decorate the perimeter. The back
spots a garden of vacuums with gloves sticking
from the handles.

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 19
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park
Kingsville Fantasy Of Ughts, Lakeside Parle,
5:30 p.m.
Christmas in Tecumseh & Santa Parade.Tecumseh, 6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 30
Club Thunderbolt Album Release Show,
Capitol Theatre, 9:00 p.m.

Drake peeks his head in through a basement window. His tlashlight spots out dolls sitting around
a table, tea cups in hand. Wish I could have some.

"Hooked" Private Directors Screening,
Venue Music Hall, 7:00 p.m.

His phone rattles. He checks the text "u can meet
mein 15."

Winter Fest Windsor. Downtown Windsor

A group of teenagers are hooting at each other,
howling obscenities in their drunken slurs. One
chucks a bottle against the Heidelberg Project
sign. It shatters, scattering glass and foam against
the sidewalk.

SUNDAY DECEMBER I

The Back Room Gallery has over 20 members, who not only
They don't even realize what was there the other
create the work that is displayed and sold, but also run the
week.
store. Each member rents space to exhibit their work and must
ight hours per month.~ JDlii~,aa~--1--------_.,,----___..~ - - - --H
boundoooks, headscarves, paintings, glasswork. soya candles,
Clouds of smoke swirl around the room. A cigahand-made aprons, stained glass, pen and ink drawings and
rette wobbles between Marissa's fingers, glowing
jewellery.
through the fog. Drake puts down his coffee. The
For this show, every member is encouraged to create at least
table's littered with assorted dice - ranging from
five miniatures. As the gallery plans to move to a smaller lothe standard six dots to four and 20 - and phocation, they are planning to make it a, "really big miniature
tos of the victims.
show.'
"Have you seen that vid with James Franco and
Ken Friesen, a local painter, potter, and sculptor has already
Seth Rogen yet?" says Marissa, laughing. "So
completed a number of miniatures for the show. His work inmuch hotter than the love ride between Kanye
cludes smaller versions of his larger paintings in Gidee style
and Kim."
with popside stick easels, as well as various miniature pottery
"Nope - but let's get to business. Have you heard
and sculptures.
anything about these?" he says, pointing to the
"I would never have made them if the show was not going on.
photos of the dead victims.
I would never even have thought of making miniature paint"Dead people don't stick out in this city. A murings ... now it is a breeze!" said Friesen.
der a day. Hardly news:'
Sue Rumball, a jeweler at The Back Room Gallery, already
"But this is special, you have to admit. Two killed
makes jewellery that is considered "miniature" so she had a
with a D20 signature beside them. Quite the critdifferent challenge.
ical hit, wouldn't you say:'
"[The hardest part] was trying to figure out what I could do
She laughs. Coughs. "Looks like you have a serial
that was different. I looked at some of my smaller stones that
killer. One that might fancy role playing games
could be pendants and added crystals to them."
- like D&D or something. You have a name for
The opening for the Miniature Show will take place on Nov. 29
him?"
at 4749 Wyandotte Street East, with wine tasting sponsored by
"I'll leave the media to think of some clever pun
Pelee Island Winery and a raffle, from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
for that. I know you know the word. What's the
All miniatures will be for sale and the show will run until Dec.
word on this?"
24.
The door squeaks and a heavyset man walks in.
He's decked out in a suit - the jacket loose and
revealing a pistol holstered on his side.

Amherstburg River Ughts Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park
Kingsville Fantasy Of Ughts, Lakeside Parle,
5:30 p.m.
Chr'fitinis Comte Con 2 (Cl-2), Sc Clair
Centre for the Arts

MONDAY DECEMBER 2
Protenders Fall/Winter Programs, Dominion House Tavern
Amherstburg River Ughts Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park
Kingsville Fantasy Of Ughts. Lakeside Parle,
5:30 p.m.

TUESDAY DECEMBER 3
Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery Artists' Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Protenders Fall/Winter Programs, Dominion House Tavern
Kingsville Fantasy Of Ughts, Lakeside Park,
5:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER '4
Writer's Workshop, Windsor Public Library - Central Branch, 7:00 p.m.
Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery Artists' Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Annual Ford City Tree Lighting & Hot
Chocolate Social, Ford City Neighbourhood Renewal, 6:00 p.m.

"Miss. It's time."
Marissa grinds her smoke into a bowl and gets
up. She hands Drake a piece of paper. "Across the
river there's a comic expo this weekend. If this
project of yours has anything to do with nerd culture, I bet you can find something there."
Drake looks down at the paper. A scribble of the
name James and a phone number.

b racelet by Sue Rumball • photo by Sarah Hurst

more next week

THURSDAY DECEMBER S
Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery Artists' Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Comedy Night live, Villains Beastro, 9:00
p.m.
Holiday Hodge Podge, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m. to 8:00p.m.
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BOOK REVIEW

ALBUM REVIEWS

KAR-LEIGH KELSO
lance reporter

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

DEAR ME
ANTHONY HENRY JOSEPH MARIA

KEEPSAKE
HANA LULU

When I first began reading Dear Me, I was not really sure what to expect, but I almost
assumed it was a memoir. That is, until I got to page eight and actually found out it was
a fictional novel.

Hana lulu is brand spanking new, and Keepsake is their first EP. It is only four
medium-length tracks long, but it is not a bad start.

Dear Me is centered around a confused, distressed man named Mason Gallo, who is
desperately trying to track down the love of his life, Keats, after she disappears. Mason
must find her before she suffers the same fate as the women his father and brothers
have fallen in love with-a "curse" placed on the Gallo men to destroy any hope of
them achieving a happily ever after.

The Winnipeg electronica trio formed in 2012 and they began playing major
shows, such as the Winnipeg International Jazz Festival, before they even
started recording.
Having played at important events and opened for other artists, they have
gained a following-and they are taking their act to Windsor on Nov. 29 at
Phog Lounge.

Dear Me is local author Anthony Henry Joseph Maria's breakout novel and I have to tell
you, it is a struggle to read effectively.

You might want to listen to the album before going to see them though. It is
pretty plain with its white cover and black shapes around which "HANA LU
LU" is spelt and its simple light red "Keepsake; but do not let that fool you the contents of the album are far from bland.

There are basic grammar and structural errors throughout the book and I have never
seen so many ellipses in a single piece of work. The flow of the story itself and the
descriptions and story pace Maria uses are actually quite good; I believe he has the raw
talent to put together a decent story.

From the first track it is clear that their music is a throwback to the eighties
with its techno style, and it is easy to tell that vocalist Kevin Desjarlais was
influenced by The Cure-he sounds quite like Robert Smith. He and Atom
Dzaman mix their synthesizers well and create an array of sounds: organesque chords, bass beats and treble melodies produced with good sound
quality. Also, they still manage to infuse modem sounds into their retro style
for an interesting mix of the two decades.

Unfortunately, it would appear he neglected to use a quality editor to hammer out the
blemishes and better organize his ideas.
What might be even more distracting than the lack of refinement in Dear Me, is its
random mentioning of Windsor and Detroit landmarks. No one is going to understand
where these places are, or their significance unless they are from the city and hopefully
that was not the only audience he was catering to.

The second track "Message to the Sea'' is my personal favourite: it has
vivacious shouting vocals and cosmic chord progressions and melodies and
it is more complex than previous tracks with the amount of synth overlays
they use.

While Detroit is one thing, Ouellette Avenue is not Wall Street.
Overall, the novel is a decent read. Given some better editing, Dear Me could be a very
well received book in the community.

The third track "Up and Down" has a sci-fi/space feel to it but becomes
more alternative rock when the vocals begin. It has an unconventional chord
progression, which is good in terms ofcreativity, but it sounds kind ofstrange
though.and ab1t menacing. which is.a.contrast to the cheecy mdodi.e&in.tbe

background.
Overall, this was an interesting listen. The vocal and synthesizer work, display
a good deal of talent and it is worth noting that throughout the album, Chris
Aquin provides subtle, well-fitting drums for the genre of the music.
This is not like modem electronica's Owl City or LIGHTS, but it is most
certainly worth a listen, especially for anyone who does not mind revisiting
a different musical era.

LAURENHEDGES
lance eporter

PLACEBO
LOUD LIKE LOVE
Placebo is an alternative rock band from the UK that has been going strong
for nearly twenty years. They have released seven studio albums that have
consistently reached the UK's top twenty list They broke into the North
American market in the nineties while touring with David Bowie.
In September 2013 they released their first full-length since 2009's Battle for
the Sun. Loud Like Love was released through Universal and has appeared on
eight different top twenty lists worldwide.
Clocking in at just over 47 minutes, Loud Like Love continues the pop-onmeth cadence that started with Meds in 2006. Catchy synth lines and lead
singer Brian Molko's characteristic voice are the staples of Placebo's recent
sound. Like a cross between Orgy and Smashing Pumpkins, there is a
decidedly nineties vibe to the entire album.
While my tastes sway more to the grittier, Black Market Music side of the
band, the new record is not one that disappoints me.
The first single, "Too Many Friends" makes great commentary on social
media actually destroying the act of being social. "I've got too many friends,
too many people that I'll never meet; wails Molko. "My computer thinks I'm
gay, what's the difference anyway, when all people do all day, is stare into the
phone."
My favourite track. however, is, "A Million Little Pieces." It opens with a
steady drum beat and ambient guitar overlaid by piano that would be well
at home in a romantic-comedy soundtrack. Then in come the vocals with
just enough reverb to give the impression that Molko is making a major life
decision in a parking garage on a rainy day.

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

charts tabulated for the week ending November 24
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IlHEARCADE ARE*- Reflektor (Merge)
: 2 JAMES 0-L* - ForThe World Is Hollow And I HaveTouched The Sky (Self-Released)
• JVARJOUS - Red Hot+ Feta (Knitting F.u:tory)
• 4 BOMBAY DUB ORCHESTRA-Tales from the Grand Bazaar (Six Degrees)
•• 5 SHAD* - Flying Colours (stack Box)
•• 6 Cr<:F* - Outside (Paper Ba&)
•• 7 SOLIDS*- Blame Confusion (Dine Alone)
•• 8lHEJUUE RUIN- Run Fast (Self-Released)
•• 9 OMAR soul.EYMAN -WenuWero (Ribbon)
•• IOlHE RACOONWEDDING* - Racoon Dead OnThe Side OfThe RO'ad (Ford Pbnt)
•• 11 lHE SADIES* - Internal Sounds (Outside Music)
: 12VARIOUS*- EYerybody Dance Now.Songs From Hamilton~.8 (CFMU 93.3 FM)
: IJlHE HORNETTES*-The Homettes (Self-Released)
: 14VARJOUS*-SoundsA11Around:l..iYe Sessions from CJSW (Self-Released)
: 15 LAND OF KUSH*-The Big Mango (Constellation}
: 16W1L*-UveAtThe lronwood (Cordova Bay)
: 17 BRAIDS* - fb.rish//Peish (Remish Eye)
: I8W1LDUFE* - -.On the Heart tyvax.)
: 19 CONPUNCHER* - Ghost Notes (Self-Released)
: 20 BIU. CAUAHAN - Dream River (Drag Oty}
: 21 DB..TRON 3030 - EYent II (Bulk)
: 22lHE PREATURES - IsThis HowYou FeeH .(Harvest)
: 23 RJZZ- Fuzz OnThe Red}
: 24 MR. HO'S ORCHESTROTICA-Where Here MeetsThere (Tilo)
: 25VARIOUS- New Zeatand @CMJ 2013 (Self-Released)
: 26 COCK & SW>N - SeaetAfwes (Hush Hush)
: 27 GIPSY KINGS- SaYor- Flamenco Q<,,ittq Factory}
: 28 CAVf. -Tu-eace (Dr,g City)
29lHE DIFU'B0M8S- Ooey Gooey OlWe)' Ka-blooef (InThe Red}
30 Q.AUDEVONSTROKE- UrtanAninal (Dirtybird)
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Mike Rocca, and Lien Phillip are two
players at very different ends of their
basketball careers. The 6-8 centre Phillip, a fifth-year veteran has established
himself as one of the dominant forces

LP: Basically, this is my gym partner. I
wake up and I text him and we go and
shoot and work out together. I remember when I came in I liked to do that
stuff with the older guys and now he is
doing it with me. Mike is very energetic, he is a great shooter and ball handler,
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ing _to establish himself in the league.
While they may be at different stages,
the men share a burning passion for
the game and would love nothing more
than to close out this season on a national championship high.

MIKE SPECHT: HOW IS
SCHOOL GOING GUYS?YOU
ARE STUDENT ATHLETES,
SO LET'S PUT THAT FIRST.
Lien Phillip: School is going well for
me, I am in my final year in the business program and my time management has been really good this year.
Mike Rocca: I am also a business student, and I am a first year. It is definitely a change of pace from high school. It
is a bi~ busier and you need to manage
your time really well between practice,
w~rkouts and class. But everything is
going pretty well.
MS:WHATWEREYOUR
BASKETBALL EXPERIENCES
LIKE BEFORE COMING TO
WINDSOR?
LP: For me, I started playing in grade
10 in high school. I got the opportunity
to go to t?e IMG academy for two years
(located m Bradenton, Florida), it was
more like a training school and then
coach talked to me, and I decided to
come back here. It has given a lot to me,
I have been able to meet a lot of people
and go a lot of places so it has been a
fun journey.
MR: I went to St. Christopher's in Sarnia, about an hour from here. I stayed
there for five years and I went and
played for Blessed Sacrament in Hamilton and we won an OBA gold medal
~ere last year. I probably started playmg when I was about six or seven.

MS: CAN YOU GUYS

as
b

X

~

DESCRIBE EACH OTHER AS
BASKETBALL PLAYERS FOR
ME?
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor

(I)

best. You tell him to do something he is
going to do it. I think as a weakness it
is his leadership role, and I don't think
he is a bad leader. But being in his first
year he looks to the older guys for leadership and takes a backseat. But I tell
him don't take a backseat, it is ok to
leaddon'tbeafraidandbevocal.

MR: Whenever I need someone to go
to the gym with I always look to Lien.
There are a lot ofguys on our team who
work hard, but not everyone does it as
consistently as Lien. And that is why
he leads this team not only on the court
but off the court. And of course he is
oneofthemostdominantplayersinthe
CIS. Whether he knows it or not we all
look up to him as a basketball players
on and off the court.
MS: LOOKING BACK ON
THE DIVISION I SERIES,
COMPARED TO NOW.
WHERE HAS THIS TEAM
IMPROVED THE MOST,AND
WHERE CAN YOU GUYS
CONTINUE TO GET BETTER?
LP: I think that our defense is better. I
think in the D-1 games we were focusing more on offense, whereas defense
takes a little longer to build into the
system. We have sharpened up the offensive side a bit as well. Going into the
season I think that every aspect of what
we do needs to be better. We call it the
second side, you know moving the ball
and playing together and just talking. I
think as a team when we communicate,
teams don't know what to do against us.

~ . I ~ it's just the consistency,
bnngmg it every day against teams.
Communication is definitely key, the
best teams in the country are communicating and we have to be just like that.
The effort is there, it's just bringing it
consistently every day.

Give guided tours
of the Parliament
of Canada
Interviews across Canada
in a city near you
Travel costs covered
Competitive hourly wage
and living allowance

Apply online!
Deadline: Wednesday,
January 15, 2014
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WOMEN'S HOCKEY (7-6-1)

11/22/2013

Brock Badgers

South W ndsor
Arena

W52

11/23/2013

Guelph Gryphons

South Windsor
Arena

L 2-3

MEN'S HOCKEY (9-4-0)

•

11/22/2013

Queen's Gaels

Kingston, ON

LO 3

11/23/2013

Queen's Gaels

Kingston, ON

L 1-4

NO. 2 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL (7-1)

11/22/2013
11/23/2013

11/30/2013

W104-

Algoma
Thunderbirds

St. Denis Centre

Laurenti an
Voyageurs

St. Denis Centre

Lakehead

St Denis Centre 600PM

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

St. Denis Centre

•

25
W87-46

Introductory
Economics: the
gamble with
mega contra

6:00 PM

HIKESPECHT
sports editor
NO. 8 HEN'S BASKETBALL (5-3)
Professional franchises find themselves in a predicament in the salary cap/luxury tax
era. Free agency is still a major part of the economics of sports, but with spending restraints there is little to no leeway when it comes to handing out a bad deal.

11/22/2013

Algoma
Thunderbirds

St. Denis Centre W83-59

11/23/2013

Laurentian
Voyageurs

St. Denis Centre W 96-88

11/29/2013

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

St. Denis Centre

800PM

A team signs them with the hope that their past production will continue, if not increase with the comfort of a long term deal. The issue is, that the majority of these
contracts don't work out.
•

11/30/2013

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

St. Denis Centre

8:00 PM

The examples are many, from Ilya Bryzgalov being bought out two years into his nine
year $51 million deal he signed with the Flyers in 2011; to Prince Fielder being traded
from the Tigers to the Texas Rangers two years into his nine year $214 million contract.

11/24/2013

Brock Badgers

Guelph Gryphons

St. Denis Centre

St. Denis Centre

W 3-1

Lucky for Detroit, they were able to find a trade partner and receive compensation in
return for Fielder who may never live up to the deal.

L 0-3

This is not to say that there haven't been mega contracts that have worked out. But
history has shown that these deals tend to work out better when younger players sign
to the long term; partially because teams are signing players based on what they are
expected to do, not based on what they have done in the past.

(22-25.25-19,251.25-17)

(20-25. 16-25,
25-27)

Prior to the 2012 lockout, Sidney Crosby signed a 12 year extension worth $104.4 million in 2012 at the age of 24, which will take him all the way until his 35th birthday.
Shortly after the deal, the NHL put a limit on player contracts to seven years during
collective bargaining.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

11/24/2013

Guelph Gryphons

Enter the problem with mega contracts. Every year when free agency hits, there is a
new load of players coming offof career years (contract years) that are hoping to get the
final deal to take them to the end of their career.

In the case of Fielder, in the first two years of his deal he did not play badly averaging
25 homers and over 100 RBI in each. The problem was that his numbers didn't meet
the superstar totals expected of his $25 million a year salary. With needs in other areas,
such as locking up Cy Young winner Max Scherzer, the Tigers were forced to pull the
plug on the deal with seven years remaining.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL (6-..)
11/23/2013

•

St Denis Centre L 2-3

25-20 25-19
·25 23-25
1 1

Conventional wisdom would state that an athlete reaches their prime between the ages
of 25 and 33. By putting their faith in a player who is entering his prime, rather than
someone on the tail end of it, teams can limit the chances that their deal turns out to
be a bust.
With reports that Robinson Cano is looking for an MLB record $300 million deal, MLB
dubs should be weary of signing a star a player who just celebrated his 31st birthday.

SPORTS RECAPS
HOCKEY
MEN'S
RIDING HIGH

Lancers descend to
fourth place
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

After having their winning streak in
one of their worst outings, the Laneers lost two straight games for the first
time this season. A team who echoed a
winning streak of eight games throughout the CIS has found themselves muted with defeat by the Queen's Gaels.
It was the first time since 2009 both
teams met for a two game series during the regular season. Previously the
Lancers swept the Gaels when they last
visited Memorial Centre in Kingston.
However, history would unfold a surprising turn of events four years later.

"We knew it was going to be tough.
We knew coming in it was going to be
a dog fight:' said Bailie, "They're one
of the best teams in the league. .. I'm
sure it's going to be tougher tomorrow."
There was no significant improvement the following Saturday. After
Braeden Corbeth scored his second
f th
b
th G 1
0
e season to ump e ae s up
4-1, Parker Van Buskirk was pulled
in favour of Taylor Speed. Van Buskirk stopped 14 of 18 shots, while
Speed shut the door on all 15 pucks
he faced. The sole positive was Spencer Pommells' goal on the power play.

The Lancers have descended to fourth
place in the OUA West and have lost
three of their recent four games. SchedKevin Bailieearnedhis firstshutout ofthe uled next for the Lancers are the Westregular season as the Gaels boasted a 3-0 ern Mustangs this Friday night in Lonupset over the nationally ranked Lancers don. After winning three of their last
on Friday night. This was the first time four games and posting a perfect 5-0-0
twtGaels (fef~ted the Jancers in a regu=----:so_far,__o.....n7 h_o~m,__e_ic.,.e_thi_.s.,.s_e_as..,o,...n..,,~W
, .e~s,te
..""r _n_
~;:::.;:== tar seaSull game since January 11, 2008. is one wm
s y o mo g
e
Lancers in the OUA West.

WOMEN'S

MacKnight & Lancers end
first half in I<ingston
ANKURKUMAR
arice reporter

The Lancers defeated the Badgers 5-2
last Friday, but could not replicate the
success on Saturday evening against the
Guelph Gryphons.
Still, the Lancers remain confident
of sweeping the season series in the
upcoming rematch against the 111-3 Queen's Gaels-Erinn Noseworthy's hat trick and Jenny MacKnight's
three assists served the Gaels their
first regulation loss of the season.
"We're looking to end the first half of
the season with a win," said MacKnight, who notched an assist in each
game this past weekend and continues to remain one of the strongest point producers in the OUA.
The Gryphons' Jessica Pinkerton scored
twice against the Lancers, posting her
eleventh and twelfth goals of the season
- claiming the goal scoring led in the
conference. Nonetheless, Jenny MacK-

night and the Lancers do not let the loss
to Guelph reflect how the next game
will go against the first place Gaels.
"We come to every game not looking where they are ranked. It's fun
to go in as underdogs;• said MacKnight. "We can play against any
team and we know we can win:'
A team who has shown that the regulation loss earlier this season was a
mere hiccup will challenge MacKnight
and the Lancers. Since the loss, the
Gaels have won three straight and have
sprung another dominant scorer upon
the OUA. After posting a combined
two goals and four assists in games
versus Laurentian and Nipissing, Morgan McHaffie is third in OUA scoring,
one spot ahead of Jenny MacKnight
-the difference being a single assist.

Having posted a 2-3-1 record in games
away from South Windsor Arena, the
Lancers will once again face the challenge of visiting an opponent who has
remained near perfect on home icethe Gaels have won six of eight at Memorial Centre so far this season.

•
•

The Saskatchewan Roughriders came
out on top 45-23 over the Hamilton
Tiger Cats in the 101st Grey Cup. The
Riders scored 24 oftheir total points in
the second quarter at Mosaic Stadium
in Regina, taking a stranglehold in the
game that they would not relinquish.
Game MVP Korey Sheets ran for a
Grey Cup record 197 yards and two
touchdowns on the day helping to
secure the fourth championship in
franchise history for Gang Green.
THE LEGEND CONTINUES

The Canadian curling association has
confirmed that legendary anchorman
Ron Burgundy will join the cast of
TSN to help broadcast the opening
match of the Tim Hortons Roar of the
Rings. The draw is set to take place
December 1 at 2:00 p.m. And the
stakes couldn't be higher as the winner
of the tournament will represent
Canada at the winter Olympics in
Soehl.
TOUGH BREAK

Derrick Rose is dealing with yet
another knee injury. The former
MVP tore meniscus in his right knee
nearly a year and a half after tearing

his ACL and MCL in a freak injury
in the 2011 playoffs. The injury is
devastating for Rose, who took extra
precautions to ensure his health
before making a return to the court.
It is also a crucial blow for the Bulls
Championship aspirations, Rose will
miss the remainder of the season.
HISTORY IN FOXBORO

On Sunday night the New England
Patriots came back from a 24 point
deficit to defeat the Denver Broncos
in 34-31 in overtime. The comeback
was the largest in the 53 year history
of the franchise, orchestrated by a 344
yard, 3 touchdown performance by
Tom Brady.
TEAM CANADA ROSTER
ANNOUNCEMENT

With the Team Canada roster
announcement coming before the
Christmas break. I have decided to
stage a challenge to Lance readers!
Send in your ideal Team Canada
roster to sports@uwindsorlance.ca
for the chance to win a Lancers prize
pack. The submission with the most
correct names will receive some cool
Lancers swag.
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UWindsor
students fed up
with slumlords

2nd annual
Winterfest was a
breeze!

CIS strikes a deal
with NCAA
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THE CFS PLAYS DIRTY
BLOCKING MAIL, STALLING REFERENDUMS -WELCOME
TO THE MOB O~F STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

CFS:

JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

Checking in and not being able
to check out is not just reserved
for roach motels anymore, student associations are finding it
very difficult to withdraw from
the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS).
On Oct. 11, Ge Sa, a PhD Candidate in Process Metallurgy of
McGill University in Montreal,
sent in a petition via Canada
Post to hold a referendum in order to withdraw the Post Graduate Student Society (PGSS) from
the CFS. The mail sat until Oct.
29 without being picked up.
"I sent a petition to the CFS
containing nearly 2000 signatures, which is 22 per cent of our
student body, in two envelopes,
on Oct.11, 2013. One week later, they hadn't picked it up, so I
emailed them and sent a letter
of reminder:'
The only way to withdraw from
the CFS is to send in a petition

with 20 per cent of the student
population. The petition has to
be sent by registered mail.

CFS. CFS maintains that PGSS
is a member; PGSS says that it
is not.

Sa had to wait so long that eventually he had to hire a solicitor
from Sarrazin+Plourde Law
Firm to force CFS chairperson
Jessica McCormick to go pick
the mail up.

This is not the first time this has
happened; CFS has routinely
blocked petitions and tried to
stall referendums through various tactics.

The mail, which was sent in two
packages due to weight restrictions, was signed for by McCormick and then the address was
crossed out and marked "RTS"
(Return to Sender) and subsequently returned.
"[It's a] tremendous show of bad
faith if you ask me:' said Sa.
Sa believes that the CFS acting
in bad faith is willfully trying to
force the PGSS to remain in the
organization.
CFS solicitor Todd J. Burke from
Gowlings Law Firm, one of the
largest law firms in the country,
mailed Sa to inform him that
McCormick was surprised to
receive the petition. The PGSS
has been in litigation since 2010
trying to remove itself from the

Teresa Grant a Capilano University student in Vancouver
has experienced similar problems.
"When I sent it to the national
[branch of the CFS] it arrived
there very fast and I got a signature from the CFS very quickly;'
said Grant. "So I had all this
documentation saying that it
had arrived at the correct address and then they [the CFS]
sent a letter saying they never
received it and they don't know
what we're talking about when
we ask for dates for a referendum:'
Grant had to have Canada Post
conduct an investigation to determine where the mail went.
According to Grant, the postal
service concluded that the mail
had indeed arrived at its intend-

ed destination; the CFS still denied receipt of the submission.
An official copy was sent to the
CFS who then accepted the petition.
"They fear descent;' said Grant.
"A lot of the bigger school are
trying to leave and theyre not
going to have that beautiful
600,000 student strong number
if all of these schools are able to
leave."
Jonathan Mooney PGSS Secretary-General
explained
that Laurentian University has
recently suffered similar issues
with the federation.
"It's kind of the same thing [as
McGill]. What happened is it
was sent in by registered mail
after sitting for two weeks at the
Canada Post office, after delivery accounts, after a sticker being left with them asking to pick
it up, it was returned to sender:'
said Mooney.
McCormick said that the CFS
never received the notice from
Canada Post to come pick up
the mail.

"We receive registered mail often and on those notices that
we get there's nothing that says
where it's coming from so there's
actually no way to tell where it's
coming from;' said McCormick.
This was the reason CFS returned one of the two packages
according to McCormick.
She went on that CFS has clear
by-laws on how to join or decertify, and problems arise when
people "take actions beyond
their authority:'
The CFS will take in over $3
million in net membership dues
in 2014 according to a final draft
budget.
Last year the University of
Windsor
Student Alliance
(UWSA) passed a bylaw that
calls for review on whether to
remain in external groups, such
as the CFS, every three years.
According to Vice President
of University Affairs, Jake DeJong, the last time the UWSA
reviewed the CFS membership
was in 2003.

$3T
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@SQaysee yanni, if you were studying quietly that should be
fine. But if y'all making noise/rukus then different story
#uwindsorproblems

Nawal
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@GotMagicBeans

Why is Leddy closed till 10 during exam time? #wtf
#UWindsorProblems
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Loi at the guy sleeping on the couch at the CAW, its okay
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Soo the Uwindsor bookstore is holding a 10% sale on
everything except TEXTBOOKS... Wtf else am I gonna buy
from there?? #UWindsorProblems

Jessica Boutros

Every University of Windsor student has seen it at least once
before: a completed schedule and, up top, a list of classes, rooms
and professors-and a TBA next to at least one course where a
professor's name should be.
Personally, this frustrates me to no end. Ever since first year, I
have made a mental list of professors to avoid or to try to get
another class with in the future. Some professors actually
stimulate an already-present interest in learning about a topic.
Some are kind, helpful, intelligent, passionate, and good at
explaining and presenting material. While it is important to seek
these teachers, it is even more important to avoid their opposites:
the grumpy, awkward, boring people who we can all tell just do
not care at all about doing their jobs well. They care about their
salaries and they seem to be secure with them, no matter how
terrible they are at teaching.
I could email secretaries, department heads, deans of faculties
and whoever else might have a say in what subjects these socalled professors teach (or whether they teach at all), but I am
not sure how much of a difference one student's opinion would
make-or even several students' opinions.
Bearing this in mind, the very least a department could do is
warn us well ahead of time who is teaching which class. We may
be interested in taking a certain course, but once we find out
that a professor we dislike is teaching it, we may not want to take
that course anymore. The thing is, with all this TBA nonsense,
we often do not find out until the beginning of the semester. By
then, a lot of other courses have filled up, and the ones that are
left over collide with the rest of our schedules.
When most students here pay upwards of $3,000 per semester,
it should not be this difficult to find courses that we will enjoy
and actually learn something from with professors that deserve
to be teaching here.

-

Micaela Muldoon, lance reporter

THESE FIVE UWINDSOR PROFS HAVE RECEIVED THE MOSTVOTES (NOT NECESSARILY
HIGHEST) ON RATEMYPROFESSORS.COM .
PROF

VOTES

SCORE/5

EASE/5

Verner, Kristina
Computer Science

263
234
177
145
131

4.5
4.2
3.0
4.0
4.2

3.8
2.6
3.3
3.4
2.7

Cramer,Ken
Psychology
Thistle, Doug
Computer Science
Booth, Gerald
Sociology
Johnston, Mark

English

IL
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JessBr, tros

Nov.29

Some people need to go back to highschool. I don't
understand how you still don't know how to write a paper
#uwindsorproblems
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Derek Lanoue @LanoueD

Nov.28

Getting summer intemship offers from the competition of
@johnstrong4444 pest control #uwindsorproblems
pic.twitter.com/guVOqXa02U
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newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.

we want to know where it is
too cold or too hot on campus
tweet us! @uwindsorlance
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TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

The Ward 7 by-election has yet
to be decided, but one candidate
is already looking forward to
the 2014 mayoral race and plans
to win with an unconventional
campaign platform.
Ernie The Baconrnan is hoping
City Council will entertain his
grand idea of building the Bacon Man Ranch, Resort & Spa,
which Baconrnan describes as
a "mega-project" that will include a $5 billion Casino Complex with a 10,000 seat arena.
Baconrnan said he will choose
the casino operator, mentioning major names like MGM and
Donald Trump.
The multi-billion dollar casino,

%

:TUDENT
DISCOUNT
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however, is only a taste of Baconman's smorgasbord of ideas.

ization of bawdy houses looming in Ontario.

In addition to the casino, he said
that the project will feature a

In 2012, the Ontario Court of
Appeals deemed the prohibition

major Cedar-Point-like amuse-

ment park with an aquarium in
front of the casino "as a family
attraction'' and a massive brothel in the rear. Baconman told
the Lance that it is meant to be a
fun destination for all ages.
He said he plans for the project to be located at the corner
of County Road 42 and Lauzon
Parkway at Windsor Airport "in
the bush:' He said this would
be ideal because of the air traffic
coming into the city from across
the world.
Although the idea of a citysubsidized brothel may sound
extreme, Baconrnan said the
brothel would just be good business, especially with the legal-

already been in front of the
courts, they're just waiting on a
decision:'
Terri-Jean Bedford, a retired

4

the business. We would ask the
city to build the ranch and then
we would lease it back to the
city, he explained.

of bawdy h ouses or brothels as

dominatrix wh o is involved in

He said that h e is certain the city

unconstitutional when a trio of
sex trade workers legally challenged Ontario's prostitution
laws.

the legalization of certain prostitution laws in the "Bedford v.
Canada'' legal challenge, said
that Baconman could be right

Although the changes have not
yet come into effect, as the case
has been brought to the Supreme Court of Canada, Baconman said that after discussions
with some inside sources, he
suspects brothels to be legalized
around spring time.

will approve his project because
it is going to be legalized and it
will create jobs in Windsor, calling it a "win-win situation" for
everybody.

"The big debate is about to come
in the new year," said Bedford.

Baconman is hoping that the
City of Windsor will be interested in taking advantage of what
he believes is an inevitability.
"It's going to be legal within six
months," said Baconman. "It's

Bedford will be visiting the University of Windsor campus in
January to speak about her experience in the sex industry and
her courtroom battle.
Baconrnan said that the brothel
alone would employ 2,?00 people to 2,000 women and, in Baconman's words, "500 men, well
hung:'
"They would own 49 per cent of

"I don't see no big thing where
the city is going to climb down
on me," said Baconman, adding
that he also plans on hiring offduty Windsor Police officers to
act as security for the brothel.
Baconman said that he plans
on using the amusement parkcasino-brothel idea to shuttle
his campaign in the 2014 municipal election when he runs
for mayor, despite having lost
in 2003 with only 3.4% and in
2000 with only 1.3% of the vote.

BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAYAT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
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Remembering Polytechnique 24 years later
TRAVISFAUTEUX

J

news editor

On Dec. 6 it will be 24 years since the
tragic massacre at Montreal's Ecole
Polytechnique where fourteen women were killed by a lone shooter with
a personal vendetta against "femin ists:' The University of Windsor's
Womyn's Centre is ensuring that the
tragedy will never be forgotten.
Friday is the National Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence
Against Women, a day to remember the victims of the Polytechnique
massacre and to reflect on the many
tragic cases of gender-based violence
around the world.
A candlelight vigil will be held at the
Memorial of Hope, south of Dillon
Hall, at 4:30 p.m. and will be followed
by a reception in Katzman Lounge in
Vanier Hall at approximately 5:00
p.m. Dr. Christopher Greig will
speak about masculinity and gender
based violence.
Tracy Huynh from the Womyn's
Centre said that it is important for all
students to remember the events that
transpired 24 years ago.

"It's a reminder of how prevalent
sexism is still in our society and our
media:' said Huynh. ''.At the time...
it was outright a misogynist attack
and nobody addressed that. They focused more on the shooter than the
victim:'
"I know it's hard for students to come
out, but I really do encourage them
and faculty to come out because you
would be surprised how many students don't know why the Memorial
of Hope is there and what it's for:' she
said. ''.A lot of students don't even
know about the shooting. We hear
about the [United States shootings],
but we never remember the shootings in Canada:'
University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) VP Administration
Shaista Akbar said, "We need to remember that violence against women is still a major issue in Canada and
within our homes in Windsor. It is
important that we pledge to take action against this and the first step is
remembering and reflecting on what
has happened in the past:'
On Dec. 6 1989, an armed gunman
walked into an engineering class at
Ecole Polytechnique, separated the

men and women, and shot all nine
female students, who were studying
in the male dominated field for being
what he considered to be feminists,
killing six of them.
The casualties did not end with the
women in the classroom though.
The gunman targeted other women
after leaving the classroom and killed
14 women in total, injuring ten women and four men.
Eight months after the tragedy, Sarto
Blais, a male witness of the massacre,
hanged himself out of survivor's guilt.
His suicide note explained that he
"could not accept that as a man I had
been there and hadn't done anything
about it:' Two victims were added to
the already devastating tragedy when
Blais' parents committed suicide less
than a year after losing their son.
Huynh said that the ceremony involves 14 French speakers, 14 English speakers, and 14 male 'escorts' to
present short biographies about each
victim. "We recognize that the men
that were removed from the situation
that day were held against their will
to do so because a lot of them did
want to help and they couldn't:' said
Huynh.

The Memorial of Hope commemorates the 14
women whose lives were cut short on Dec. 6,
1989 • photo by Travis Fauteux

Winterfest Wine Show
inside the igloo
wine makers in the region and
for many Windsorites who cannot travel out of the city to taste
the flavours of the Lake Erie
North Shore and Pelee Island
region right in their back yard.

TRAVISFAUTEUX

new s ed itor

The jubilant echoes of Christmas carols rang through the
streets of downtown Windsor Saturday afternoon at the
Downtown Windsor Business
Improvement
Association's
(DWBIA) first winter celebration, Winterfest.
Hockey legend Gordie Howe
led the holiday parade, which
ended with the classy appearance of Father Christmas himself in a classic automobile.

Roasted chestnuts, horse-drawn
carriages, and beavertails were
available for Windsorites, but
much of the attention, at least
for adults, was focused on the
giant inflatable igloo at the end
of Ouellette where the wine
flowed at the Winterfest Wine
Show.
The show featured nine of the
region's award winning wineries
and allowed the public to taste
some of Windsor's best. Admission was gratis and tasting was
affordable.
Maria Colini from Cooper's
Hawk Vmeyard said the event
was a valuable opportunity for

"We're trying to do more of
this in Windsor~ We just had
an event at Walkerville Brewery where all the wineries got
together:' she said. "Everybody
is good at their own thing. Everyone specializes in different
things and everybody knows
that about each other. Toe more
the merrier:'
"We try to get people to go and
try and stay on the wine route
and visit more than one place.
It makes it more fun as a destination and people can travel
around the county and hopefully enjoy a lot of the things out
here:' said Colini.
Cooper's Hawk has accumulated several awards in the past in-

eluding a 2011 Gewurztraminer
that won gold at the All Canadian Wine Championships and
a Chardonnay Musque, which
they featured at the wine show,
that won the silver at the same
competition.
Colini encourages wine lovers who enjoyed their time in
the igloo last weekend to visit
the many wineries outside the
city limits, including, of course,
Cooper's Hawk.
"There is usually something going on out here:' she said "Everybody has a good time and
you can try a larger variety of
wine."
Viewpoint
Estate
Wmery
brought a Cabernet Franc, a
Pinot Grigio, and their Auxerrois, which Claudia Taylor, production and inventory manager
at Viewpoint, called their signature white. Taylor said that
they decided to play to the wine

region's strengths in their selection for the show.
"Cab Franc is one of the better
showing grapes of this region
and we humbly think that we
produce an absolutely fabulous
one:' said Taylor. "All of the
wines that we're going to have
are of course wines that we
make here from grapes that we
grow here - totally local."
Taylor said that "local is the new
black:'
"Getting to know what is produced in your neck of the woods
and realizing that it's really good
is a double win. You win because you realize you are supporting the local economy and
drinking some really good stuff
and we win because we've just
converted people that might be
purchasing wine unknowingly
to wine that they know is local,
sustainable, and quite delightful:' said Taylor.
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Student housing falling apart
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

ally sound, weathertight and
damp-proofed."

Off campus student housing in
Wmdsor has seen better days,
and not just on the infamous
"slum" Indian Road. There are
houses everywhere that fall well
below municipal and provincial
maintenance standards.

The issues also violate section
3.2 of the municipal property
standards bylaw, which states,
"Every wall and ceiling shall
be maintained so as to be free
of large holes, cracks, leaks,
deteriorating material, visible
mould and mildew, and loose
material."

The Residential Tenancies Act
2006 is the key document that
protects a tenant's rights and
states a landlord's responsi·
bilities. There is also Windsor
Property Standards Bylaw 1472011 that dictates municipal
property standards. Most stu·
dents, however, have no idea
these laws exist.
Shandoff Djbatey, a University
of Windsor student who lives
on Bridge Avenue, has a basement full of black mould and
a leaky roof. He and his two
roommates have complained to
their landlord but nothing has
yet been fixed.

There are two avenues that tenants can follow if their landlord
is unresponsive. They can either
contact the City of Windsor and
complain to a Property Standards Inspector, or file a complaint to the provincial Landlord-Tenant Board.
When asked if he and his roommates planned to file an official complaint, Djbatey said,
"I think at this point, we really
just want to wait until the lease
is over and just leave after and
not have to deal with all of the
paperwork."
This is a common complaint
from students.

"Before we moved in here, they
didn't really check anything.
They just gave us the house;'
said Djbatey. "[The landlord]
got the city to install a sump
pump for us, however the sump
pump doesn't solve the prob·
lem," he added.

Emily, a University of Windsor
student who did not want her
last name published, lives in
a two bedroom apartment on
Partington Ave. She has a bro·
ken fridge and the building's
laundry machines do not work.

The issues at Djbatey's house violate the Residential Tenancies
Act section 6.1, which states,
"Every floor of a basement, cellar or crawl space, and every slab
at ground level, foundation wall,
wall and roof shall be structur-

"Our fridge hasn't been fixed,"
she said. "I can tell he's looking
at us [thinking], 'okay these are
helpless girl students who can't
do anything about this otherwise .. .' We're not going to chase
him all over Windsor while we

I can tell he's looking at us [thinking],
'okay these are helpless girl students who
can't do anything about this otherwise ...'
We're not going to chase him all over
Windsor while we have exams going on.
I think he knows that.
- EMILY, UWNlSORS'I\DM'
have exams going on. I think he
knows that; said Emily.
Emily said that she was unaware
of the provincial and municipal
courses of action.

.

Her reaction is unsurprising,
given that there is very little
information available to new
renters. Most people have to go
out of their way to learn about
their rights and responsibilities
as tenants.
Problems increase for international students who are unfamiliar with laws in Canada and
may be fearful of repercussions
if they complain.
When Raiyan Kamal first moved
to Windsor from Bangladesh in
2011 to pursue a Masters degree
in computer science, he lived in
a house on Randolph Ave. with
seven other people.

"I did not like the cramped bedroom:· said Kamal. "The house
was not very clean in general
and there were structural issues
like holes in the floor. There
were cockroaches in the house."
Kamal's lease stated the landlord was in charge of cleaning
the house.
When asked if the house was
geared toward students, Kamal
said all of the occupants were
international students except
for one older immigrant man.
Most of the students came from
Bangladesh.
"In the case of most international students, when we are
first coming here, we don't
know anything, we don't know
anyone. It's like buying something while closing your eyes.
You just grab the first product
on the shelf. You don't have a

choice, you cannot compare,"
said Kamal.
Rob Vani, Manager of Inspections for the City of Wmdsor's
west end, said complaints from
students are rare.
"Very few students complain
about the accommodations they
have; he said. When asked why
this was the case, he surmised,
"They're probably willing to accept the accommodations given
that they're temporary.''
Temporary or not, a landlord
is required by law to maintain
their property in good repair.
Tenants who file formal complaints cannot be punished for
exercising their legal rights.
To contact a City of Windsor
inspector, dial 311 from any
landline in Windsor. To read the
Residential Tenancies Act 2006,
visit www.e-laws.gov.on.ca.
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the former Wickes manufacturing plant,
owned by the City, requires over $6 million
worth of cleanup • photo by Travis Fauteux

Such a waste ...

the city has a $6 111illion niess

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

The former Wickes manufacturing plant owned by the City
of Windsor on the city's east
side could be up for sale in the
near future, as long as potential
buyers are not distracted by the
over $6-million worth of environmental cleanup that the site
could require.
The property, which contains
a 165,000-square-foot factory
building, located at 9082, 9100,
and 5
e Road ast
s cons ere a ro
e s1 e,
which is defined by the Ontario
Ministry of Municipal Affairs
and Housing as a "vacant or
underused site with potential
for redevelopment. They may
be contaminated, often due to
former industrial or commercial use:'
It housed chromium, a dangerous carcinogen, and other undisclosed toxic waste since its

days as a bumper factory.
Windsor developer Bill Docherty's A&D Holdings Inc.
and businessman Kenneth Arnold owned the property until
the City of Windsor seized it in
2009 after the property had accumulated over $3 million in
tax and interest penalty arrears.
The city spent $231,081 to clean
up surface contamination of the
site in 2010, removing barrels of
waste and fencing the area off.
However, that amount covers
less than 4% of the estimated
cleanup cost.
The high ence of the cleanup is
'fflffl'lffltiilltion that could be saturating the
soil and there is a chance that
some contamination has been
leaking into Little River, which
snakes by the property.

cherty pay for the cleanup or
take responsibility for the back
taxes or anything;' said Farrell.
"He's been doing this since the
seventies," he added, referring
to the infamous Docherty hole
that was at the corner of Riverside Drive West and Church
Street for many years.
Farrell said that, years ago, the
fire department did a controlled
burn to stop the unlabeled barrels of waste from leaking into
Little River. He added that residents were not notified of the
control burn at the time, though
this could not be confirmed.

"It's just a big mess;•said FarrelL
"The city owns it and, therefore,
the taxpayers are on the hook."

before viewing the assessments.
"As of right now, the city has
been putting together an expression of interest. We're expecting
to go to the public within the
next couple of weeks. Any interested parties can put in a bid
for the site:' said Isabelle-Tunks.
"The expression of interest will
be public, but the results of the
study are still confidential;' she
said.
The city already unsuccessfully
released an expression of interest for the site in January of
2012.
Teri Gilbert from the Ministry

of the Environment - Samia/
Windsor district said that the
ministry has been involved with
the city owned site for several
years.

property. Since that time, the
ministry has been working with
the City of Windsor to ensure
that any potential for impacts
are properly assessed..:'
"The ministry understands that
the City of Windsor, upon obtaining the property, removed
and disposed of all waste materials that were present at the
site. Since that time, the City
has been conducting site assessments of the property and
evaluating information to determine if there is contamination at the site that needs to be
addressed;' she said.
Gilbert added that, "It is the
City's responsibility to ensure
that any existing contaminant
does not migrate off site."

"[The city] never made Bill Do-

City project administrator
France Isabelle-Tunks said that
Phase I and II environmental
assessments have been done for
the site, but the city is withholding the details from the public
for unspecified reasons. Tunks
said that potential buyers expressing interest will be asked to
sign a confidentiality agreement

PERSON I

PERSON 2

PERSON3

PERSON4

If by cheat you mean be
crafty, then yes. I have
lookea at other people's
exams before.

I once recorded answers
on a CD I listened to in an
exam, but that was high
school.

I cheated because we live
in a google search world
and we shouldn't have to
be required to remember
details because it takes
anyone one second to look
it up on the internet

Nope, I don't want any
grades I didn't earn. Those
grades mean nothing to
me.

Ward 7 councillor candidate
Steve Farrell said that the city
made a major mistake in seizing
the property and not holding
Docherty accountable.

"The ministry's role in this situation is to ensure the environment is protected from any
material that causes or is likely
to cause adverse effects;' said
Gilbert. "In 2010, the City of
Windsor took ownership of the

The Lance will continue to follow this story in the coming
weeks and is taking steps to
access the city's environmental
assessments that have, so far,
been considered confidential
and have been withheld from
the public.
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national o ~!*~TY
news briefs

the cfs
tuition tax
~rotest in b.c. credits
targ_eting
clec. I
wea\thy, not
VANCOUVER (CUP) - The low-income,
Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), Canada's largest students

In 2012, students
with family incomes
below $30,000 used
only 7 per cent of
education
credits
transferred to parents in 2012, but
made up about half
of tax filers.

student lobby organization,
held its annual general meeting
at the end of November - and
was met with protesters who
painted the organization as litigious and unsympathetic to its
member schools. The B.C. arm,
CFS-BC, remains embattled,
with a string of recent lawsuits
over schools wanting to leave.
So where is CFS-BC currently,
and what does their future hold?

Households
with
an income above
$80,000 used about
42 per cent of education credits transferred to parents but
made up just 10 per
cent of tax filers.

Two BC student unions hoping
to leave both CFS-BC and the
national CFS raise new questions about CFS's future. These
two unions - at Kwantlen
Polytechnic University and
Capilano University - cite expensive fees and a closed-rank
structure as reasons for wanting
out. In September, student associations from fifteen schools
across Canada indicated they
were going to take steps to leave
the CFS (including Capilano
and Kwantlen). They called it a
"mass defection" to underline
their seriousness. Kwantlen and
Capilano have since collected
enough petition signatures in
order to mount a referendum,
and once the respective schools'
administrations confirm the
validity of the petitions' signatures, the question will go to
voters.
[more on cupwire.ca]

LAURA RODGERS CUP B.C.

HAMILTON (CUP) - Every
year, Canadian postsecondary
students are eligible for tuition,
education and textbook credits
that cost billions of dollars in
funding. But, as it turns out, students from low-income households are least likely to benefit
from the credits during school
despite needing the money the
most.
A recent study, conducted
through the C.D. Howe Institute, found that tax credits are
"disproportionately" transferred
to well-off families in a given tax
year. Most students from lowerincome households can claim
the non-refundable credits only
after they finish school and start
earning enough taxable income.
Christine Neill, an associate
professor of economics at Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo, Ont., authored the study.
She found that the tax credit
savings amount to about $2,000
per year for the average Canadian undergraduate student.
"For youth from relatively high
income families, a couple thousand dollars per year may not
change their decision to go
to university or college, but it
might change those from lowincome families. The problem
is, they tend to get the money
later; Neill said.

ST.CLAIR
COLLEGE

Apply at www.ontariocolleges.ca

Classes start January 6, 2014

>$80.000

<$30,000

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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10" I
INCOME

50%
INCOME

TOTAL TAX
FILERS

TUITION AND
EDUCATION
CREDITS
CLAIMED

Neill recommended
that simply making
the credits refundable would vastly
improve the program. Students not
earning enough taxable income would then get a
cheque in the mail for what they
couldn't claim on their taxes,
instead of having to carry the
credits forward.
The same recommendation has
been made in the past by the
Canadian Alliance of Student
Associations (CASA) and the
Ontario Undergraduate Student
Alliance (OUSA).
According to Neill's study, undergraduate students in British
Columbia save the least from the
tax credits, followed by students
in Ontario and Newfoundland.
Students in Alberta save the
most out of all the provinces,
but by a small margin.
A 2010 study found that college
students save a larger proportion of their tuition from the
credits than university students.
However, college students end
up with a smaller dollar value
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from the credits because their
tuition is, on average, lower.
Last year, the federal government spent $1.6 billion on tuition, education and textbook
tax credits - more than the
$0.7 billion it spent on the Canada Student Loan Program.
Tuition and education credits
were first introduced in 1961,
and the option to "carry forward" unclaimed amounts was
introduced in 1997.
"Before the carry-forward was
introduced, kids from low income families may never have
been able to claim the credits after 1997, the program became
more expensive but it became
better;• Neill said.

In 2006, a textbook credit was
added, raising questions from
the academic community on the
efficacy of the program.

Whether to stimulate enrolment
in postsecondary education or
to distribute wealth to students
from lower-income families, the
purpose of the tax credits hasn't
been clearly articulated.
Neill argues that the credits currently fail on both efficiency and
equity principles. She also made
a point that the credits aren't
well-advertised on university
and college web pages that dis-

play tuition fee information.
"One major issue is that many
people don't know about [the
credits], and they don't know
before going through postsecondary education; Neill said.
"If you don't know something
exists, how would it affect your
behaviour?"

ANQI SHEN - CUP
ONTARIO BUREAU
CHIEF
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a winter wonderland
AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

nerships and collaboration that
makes the event what it is;' said
Debi Croucher, DWBIA manager and event coordinator.

On Nov. 30, the Downtown
Windsor Business Improvement Association (DWBIA)
held the second annual Winter
Fest.

Crouc1ier said tliat the purpose
of the event was to drive families into the city center and portray the city center as a family
friendly place to be.

The festival featured events
such as a Santy Paws run that
included dogs and their owners dressed up in holiday clothing for a 4k run/walk along
the parade route. Finishers of
the event took home a medal
that coupled as a Christmas
tree ornament and all proceeds
from the registration into the
run went to the Windsor/Essex
County Humane Society.

The festival also featured a
large parade that presented Mr.
Hockey, Gordie Howe leading
the way. Approximately 10,000
citizens attended the parade to
see not only Mr. Howe but also
the famous Santa Clause, who
traditionally wraps up the end
of the parade.

"The one thing that I would
like to give credit to and give
recognition to, is that while the
DWBIA organizes the festival,
it is really all of the other part-

Many local businesses and
groups took part in the parade,
including marching bands, the
local fire department in their
pink fire truck to raise awareness for breast cancer, local
sports groups and floats ranging from Elvis impersonators

to steel drum players pumping
out beautiful Christmas tunes.
The Chinese Community group
came out with two Chinese
dragomrthat danced along -the
parade route to the beat of a
Chinese drum.
"It is everybody getting togeth-

Windsor's Downtown Mission
sold roasted chestnuts for $4 a
box and sold close to 1OOlbs of
chestnuts in an effort to raise
money. There was even a giant

igloo that featured local wines
from the Essex County region
wineries.

The All Saint's Anglican Church
opened their doors to the community as well. They provided a
warm place for the whole family, including well behaved and
small dogs, to come in and enjoy a bowl of hot, homemade
soup and a bun, free popcorn
Set up all over the downtown
d
d
d 1
f
area was local merchants in an can Y canes an P enty 0
Santa's Market where they were space for children to play games.
able to showcase and sell their They also kicked off their ice
local handmade goods. One skates rental program that
of the booths had handmade provides Windsorites with ice
stained glass sculptures and skates to skate at Charles Clark
ornaments for sale, along with Square. Beginning in January
handmade jewelry. There were and running into February, the
a few food item booths such as church offers free skate rentthe Beaver Tails stand set up by · als and beginner lessons to the
the St. Clair Culinary School. local community. They also do
er for the greater good of the
community and that is what
really builds the community;
said Croucher. "We can have the
ideas and we can do the work,
but it is everyone else that really
makes it happen:'

RIP PAUL
Last weekend,
Paul Walker
from The
Fast and the
Furious film
series died
during a car
accident.
He was the
passenger in
Roger Rodas'
Porsche
Carrera GT.
Rodas also
died from the
crash.

PONDER THE
WONDER WOMAN
NO MORE
Hope you're still not pouting
about Ben Affleck being
cast as the Dark Knight in
the upcoming Batman Vs.
Superman flick. I'm over it.

If you're not over it, you can at
least breathe easy. They have
found their Wonder Woman Gal Gadot has been casted as
the lasso throwing amazoness.
I'm just hoping that they'll
pick Danny Devito again as the
Penguin.

group rentals as they have thousands of ice skates to lend out.
Upon return of the ice skates
the church provides homemade
soup and hot cocoa to the public.
"The community shares their
good fortune with us by donating ice skates and then we can
share our good fortune with
them by lending the skates,"
said Art Roth, one of the church
coordinators. "If a group comes
along and would like to borrow ice skates, they could share
some of their good fortune with
us by donating a few dollars to
keep the program going as there
are some small costs associated
with upkeep:'
The festival brought out many
Windsorites, which is likely to
continue to be an annual event
for the city during the holiday
season.

THEVADER SELFIE
Just this week Star Wars finally found its way on
to Instagram. The next movie may be two years
away, but at least now you can find the sel.fie you
are lookingfor.
the Star Wars
lnstagram
kicked
off with a
selfie of our
favourite
Dark Lord,
Darth Vader
• screenshot
from Star
Wars'
lnstagram
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Sleeping
Beauty is no
yawn fest
SARAH HURST
lance reporter

Hidden in Essex Hall, amongst chemistry labs and classrooms, is the Essex Hall theatre. After showing my ticket
and walking through the doors, I was greeted with the
sound of a harp playing to the right of the stage.
On the stage, a great tree was constructed with branches
that touched the ceiling. The lights were blue and purple,
casting eerie shadows.
Written by Rufus Norris and directed by Brian Taylor, the
University Players at the School of Dramatic Art presented Sleeping Beauty. The play ran from Nov. 21 until Dec. 1
and was definitely not something to be missed.
The first quarter of the play is similar to the traditional
fairy tale; Beauty, played by Mallory Morgan, is cursed
and pricks her finger on a spinning wheel before her sixteenth birthday and must wait for a prince to wake her.
Catchy songs follow the introduction composition from
the ensemble, and soon all the characters are singing, telling everyone about their struggles.
After trying unsuccessfully for many years to find a prince
strong enough to wake the Princess, Goody, played by
Hanna Ziss, the fairy that cast the curse runs into a Prince,
played by Mark Kreder, that is half-human, half-ogre.
He is successful and they fall in love - only Beauty does
not know that the Prince is not fully human. After marrying and having two children, the Prince and Beauty return
to the Ogress Queen, played by Grant Gignac, who is angry that her son has found someone else to love.
She tries to eat her grandchildren and daughter-in-law but
Goody is able to intervene. In a fight with another ogre
hungry for humans, the Queen dies and Beauty learns of
her husband's true nature.
She rejects him at first but after Goody points out, "You've
got life and love, and neither lasts for long, so get on with
it:'
The intermission begins with what would typically be the
end of the story, but this fairy tale has a lot more twists
and turns.
The Prince promises Beauty that he will not bite her.
Beauty counters that if he does, she will just bite him back.
Full of magical music, a beautiful set, and creative costumes, the play was truly spectacular.

Hannah Ziss as Goody the fairy • photo by David Court

The audience is left constantly wondering what will happen next, which is perfect for such a well-known story.

Roberto Ercoli as the Ogre, and David Jackson
as the Table Slave• photo by David Court
the ensemble • photo by David Court
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THURSDAY DECEMBER S
The BBQ (Brian Burke Quartet, Phog
Lounge, 8:00 p.m., pay what you can
Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery Artists' Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m.

• 3.

~

House of Pong
KAR-LEIGH KELSO
lance reporter

When B.V.s House of Pong owner Brian Vmson opened his
table tennis palace in the core of downtown Wmdsor, he envisioned bringing more vitality and creativity to the area with
something new and different.
"It's something that's not out there, and I wanted to do something that was unique; said Vmson, somewhat breathless from
a spirited match of ping-pong with his employee.
Vmson is actually not a pro player, nor did the sport appear
much in his life before opening the business. It was recently
that he had begun pursuing it in the interest of his rather different business venture.
Vinson said although for now it is more of a casual, come-as• ,ua me g a:g spM, I§ WOMG et&tuidl' l'lh t6 id& Mdse
leagues and tournaments to keep the interest up. The prices to
play are $8 for a half-hour or $16 for a full hour -- although it
can be per group, not necessarily per person. He is offering a
student discount of $12 per hour every day from 12:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m. during their business hours.
Additionally, monthly membership passes are being sold for
$70 and a ten-hour package for $99, which interested players
can purchase and use whenever they would like.
Next on the list for the business is obtaining a liquor license.
"We kind of want to be the place you go to before you finish
your night off at the other bars; said Vinson. "I have my beer
fridge ready, lo like to maybe add some [beer] taps in at some
point:'
Perhaps even more special than the idea for B.V.s House of Pong
itself are the other ideas Vmson has for the less-used areas of
the room.

"If you're an artist and we like your art, you can display it for sale
on our walls for free; said Vinson. "And we don't keep commissions from sales:'

Drake walks through Windsor's Comic Con. People
are dressed up as their favourite heroes, disguised
in the bright colours of Cattain America, Iron Man
and the heroic darkness o Batman. Others pose as
villains: the purple and green of]oker or the crimson colours of Harley Quinn.
He taps a copy of Batman's The Torment of Mr.
Freeze issue against his thigh. He had just gotten
the artist Jason Fabok to sign it. Something grabs
his shoulder. "I'm Batman."

Holiday Hodge Podge, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.

FRIDAY DECEMBER 6
Get Right Volume Three, Phog Lounge,
10:30 p.m.
Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery Artists' Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m.
The Biblioasis Holiday Party, Biblioasis

Drake spins, comes face to face with a cosplayed
decked out in Batman Pear. "Where is he?!" he says.
Cheesy, stupid smokers cough growl. Kid thinks he
can beat Christian Bale.

Windsor Santa Claus Parade, Riverside
Drive West

Drake points off into the crowd. "I think you're
looking for Harvey Dent over there:'

Stephen Harper: The Musical, Mackenzie
Hall, 7:30 p.m.

The Batman pulls Drake to him. Whispers, "Yo, I'm
James. Meet me in the cafe in 10:'

Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery Artists' Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m.

Drake hands James a bottle of Bud as he sits. "It's
Drake, right," he says.

SUNDAY DECEMBER 8

"Yes it is. And how did you know how to find me:'

Holiday Fair at Sprucewood Shores.
Sprucewood Shores Estate Winery

"You're not dressed. Looks kind of awkward;' says
James. "And Marissa kind of passed around this
.Photo of ou:·

Winter Bazaar.Average Joes

He shows his cell. A picture of a redheaded kid with
an ass chin and a few freckles dotting the cheeks:
Drake. "Okay, I feel safe. Is this just to you - or
everybody?"

"All the dealers."
"Great:'
"There's something important I'm supposed to
tell you, but I can't seem to remember. Do you got
something that can help job my memory.'
Drake throws the Batman comic on the table. "Now
talk:'
"Well, that broad I played D&D with. She's the one
- you see - who went and died by the Heidelberg
Project si&n. I gamed with her the night before she
turned up.'
"And you guys were playing D&D? Were you doing
anything else?"
"Well, we were pretty friggin' high, but no."

SATURDAY DECEMBER 7

Viewpointe Winery's 6th Annual Lighted
Tractor Parade, 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY DECEMBER 9
Cryptopsy, Dominion House Tavern, 6:00
p.m.
Protenders Fall/Winter Programs, Dominion House Tavern
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside Park,
5:30 p.m.

TUESDAY DECEMBER I0
Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery Artists' Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m.
Original Six Dynasties: Detroit Red Wings
Book Launch, The Walkerville Tavern, 7:00
p.m.

"Any mention of what she was doing the following

day.'

Vmson said he has thought of many different ideas for the space,
including having live bands play one night a week, a small gaming or arcade space, and a "Bring Your Own Vmyl" night. He's
working on a deal with Dr. Disc Records for that idea.

"Well, she was going to some dude's place to roll in
another campaign. Last I heard:'

Vmson said his main focus is getting as many people contributing to the downtown community as much as possible.

"Might need some help there; says James, flicking
his tingers.

"I think what Windsor needs more is cohesion, more working
together;' said Vinson.

Drake grabs the comic. He shoots his hand, locks
the other side of the book in a death grip. "Bloody
let it go!" he says.

Holiday Hodge Podge, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.

"Tell me. Or I rip it."

THURSDAY DECEMBER 12

James' eyes widen. "Just. Just:'
Drakes twists the paeer. James drops his grip, flings
his hands in the air. 'You got me. You got me:'

The 89X Nutcracker Featuring Panic! At
The Disco and Switchfoot. The Unlikely
Candidates, Strange.The Fillmore, 6:30 p.m.

He scribbles down an address on a napkin and
hands it to Drake. "Just leave me alone."

Coast Redwod with Good Things, Spooky
But Nice, Phog Lounge, I0:00 p.m.

James gets up and walks away, a pout slumping
in his step. Drake slips the comic into his satchel.
Nice! Fool forgot.

Indulge: A Tasting Experience, Overseas
Motors, BMW Showroom, 6:00 p.m.

He had debated putting a kitchen into the space also, but decided it would instead be a better idea to have local bars and
restaurants -- such as the Squirrel Cage -- having their menus
displayed and delivering food to players.

As far as the space itself goes, with vaulted ceilings, modern interior design and a backdrop of floor-to-ceiling windows showcasing a view of downtown Windsor, it is sure to be popular.
Employee Jax Beckett can attest to the atmosphere alreadypresent.
"I really like it here," said Beckett. "Being an employee
here
is
inspiring
and
enlightening:'
B. V.s House of Pong is open six days a week: Monday to Thursday from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. and Saturdays 11:00 a.m. to
1:00 a.m.

"And his place. Do you remember the address?"

more next week

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 11
Tegan & Sara with Walk Off the Earth, The
Fillmore Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Writer's Workshop, Windsor Public Library - Central Branch, 7:00 p.m.
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BOOK REVIEW
MICAELAMULDOON

inappropriate brother; her motor-hilting
grandmother; and Luke, Angie's "typical
guy" husband. There are a few others,
too. Everyone in this story is very welldeveloped and unique.

lance reporter

SHALLOW ENOUGH
TO WALK THROUGH
MARISSA REAUME

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

Finally, a novel for the non-glamourous
twenty-somethings
of the
world,
especially those who know Windsor.

CUPID DELUXE
BLOOD ORANGE

Marissa Reaume writes Shallow Enough to
Walk Through, the story of Windsor native
Sara Pierce. She is a young woman whose
life is dull, frustrating and seemingly
inescapable. Although the story does
not hold much of a plot, this is suitable
because it makes the story more realistic
and relatable, because most of the time,
our days go by without any specific plot
to them. The character-driven narrative
makes up for this, anyway. In fact, the
characters in our own lives are probably
what make them most interesting.

Cupid Deluxe is the latest solo project and third studio album from British
signer/songwriter Blood Orange or Devonte Hynes.

If you do not know the name Devonte Hynes, then maybe you are familiar
with the younger sister of Beyonce, Solange Knowles. Hynes recently
produced her album True and she worked closely with him on Cupid Deluxe.

Cupid Deluxe begins with "Chamakay" which is the first single off of the
album. The video for the single was release on Sept. 11 of this year and the
song was featured as one of Pitchfork's "best new tracks." The track features ·
hauntingly beautiful vocals from Charlift's Caroline Polachek.
Throughout the album, Hynes takes on a high and low voice. This is to
illustrate that the characters he vocalizes are androgynous. Cupid Deluxe
delves into issues of homeless youth in New York City, LGBT issues and
transgender issues, all to an 80's disco background theme.

In this book, Sara is surrounded by Angie,
her germaphobic, aesthetics-obsessed
best friend; Dan, her gross, cranky,
childish boyfriend; her sexist father; her
weak mother; her sarcastic and somewhat

Although addressing some somber subject matter, the album remains upbeat.
"You're Not Good Enough" is rapidly becoming my favourite track on the
album because of its dance beat.

This includes Sara herself She is creative
but stifled, observant yet passive. She
cares about the strangest things, like
puddles and fixing broken men. However,
these oddities are rendered with such
sincerity that you almost cannot help but
think they are normal. Her inner conflicts
about becoming a published fiction
author and in which direction she should
steer her life will garner empathy.
This is a refreshing change from the
protagonists who will not "just do
something already" - it is dear in the
story that she has enough at stake and
enough left to learn to be indecisive.
This is a journey into a familiar world that
blurs the borders of reality and fantasy in
an atypical fashion. The struck-out text
throughout the book is an interesting
feature as Sara searches for the words to
write and rewrite her life's story.
This book is short, so it will not chase
away light readers, but it is full-story
enough to draw in readers who prefer
more pages. Try not to miss it!

"Uncle Ace" is one of the more catchy tracks but it is referencing the LGBT
homeless that frequent the ACE line that travels from Manhattan to Queens.
Hynes sings, writes, produces and plays guitar, bass, keyboards, drums and
synths on Cupid Deluxe but the album features the vocals of many of H}'!!es'
collaborators and friends, including his girlfriend and Friends front woman,
Samantha Urbani.
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist/

*

•

chans tabulated for the week ending December 1
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ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

YOURSTO DISCOVER
SEBASTIEN GRAINGER
Yours To Discover is the latest solo project from Sebastien Grainger, member
of the Canadian rock duo, Death From Above 1979. Known for his wild
drumming and vocals in Death From Above, Yours To Discover still carries a
sound quite reminiscent of the duo but with a larger infusion of pop.
Grainger's transition to a more dance-inspired sound from Death From
Above's heavier material is no surprise, as he is a fan and avid listener of
funk, disco and synth music. It is almost like I am hearing the dance tracks
I always wished Jesse F. Keeler and Grainger would make together in Death
From Above 1979.
The album begins with "Overture'' which I thought might lead the album into
aggressive Death From Above-like rock, but by the chorus of "Waking Up
Dead" the listener definitely gets a feel of Grainger's new pop sound "Waking
Up Dead" is also the most forceful sounding track on the album followed by a
more mellow but still pop track "I'm Looking For A Hand:' The titles of all of
the tracks on Yours To Discover are all very nostalgic of Death From Above.
When "Your Body Works" came on I almost expected to hear "Sexy Results."
Yours To Discover contains relatable love lyrics but all to a poppy disco
beat that suggests that Grainger was never too invested in any of these
relationships. The synth-heavy album narrates unencumbered tales of love
and heartbreak and is just as dance-worthy as any MSTRKRFT track.
"Let's Move To NYC" is hands down my favourite song on this album. It has
the grooviest beat and best build-up. While Death From Above fans find some
visceral pleasure in Keeler and Grainger's savage sound, Yours To Discover
harnesses a little more structure and is a lot more delicate. The album is a
must-listen for Death From Above and synth/disco/funk fans alike.

•
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•

•
••
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: I JAMES 0-L* - ForThe World Is Hollow And I HaveTouchedThe Sky (Self-Released)
• 2 KASHKA* - Bound (Self-Released)
•
• 3 RYAN HEMSWORTli*-GuiltTrips (last Gang)
•• 4THE JULIE RUIN - Run Fast (Self-Released)
•• 5 JESSE & THE QA.NDEUONS*-A Mutual Understanding (Old Ugly)
•• 6THEARCADE ARE*- Reflektor (Merge)
•• 7YAMANTAKA II SONICTITAN*- Uzu (Paper Bag)
• 8 SOLIDS*- Blame Confusion (DineAlone)
•• 9 FRANCOIS COUlURE*-Afts-The Rain (Self-Released)
•• IOANIMAL PAKTS*-SixArmsTo HoldYou (Self-Released)
•• 11 BLUE RODEO*- In Our Nature (Warner 0/VEA))
: 12 LINDI ORTEGA* - Tin Star (last Gang)
: 13 KACf AND CLAYTON - The D.rt Is Past & Gone (Self-Released)
: I4VARJOUS*- Sounds All Around: LiYe Sessions from CJSW (Self-Released)
: 15 LITTLE SUNS*- Noonal Human FeeJings (Divergent)
: 16 KARYN aLIS*- More ThanA Hero (Self-Released)
: 17 SIDNEYYORK* - <3s (Self-Released)
: 18THE SADIES*- lntemal Sounds (Outside Music)
: 19VARJOUS - ZEN A Ninja Tune/Big Dada Sampler 2013 (Big Dada)
: 20THE POETS OF RHYTHM-Anthology: lm-2003 (Daptone)
: 21 TEEN °"2? - Glacier (l..efse)
: 22 GAS-LAB & TRAUM DIGGS- jazz Hop (623)
: 23THE PREATURES- lsThis HaNYou Feel? (Harvest)
: 24 OUTER BRIDGE ENSEMBLE* - Determined (Self-Rekmed)
: 25 THEWEEKND* - Kiss Land (UniYersal)
: 26 INDBJBLE* - Long Run Home (Paranoyd)
: 27 DUCKTAJLS-Wish Hotel (Domino}
: 28 DJ RASHAD - Doli>le Cup (Hyperdub)
29VARJOUS- B a c h ~ (Sony}
30 LA LUZ- lt'sAliYe (Hardly Art)
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CIS approves transfer deal with
the NCAA
MIKESPECT

"I think kids from Windsor who have
gotten scholarships to go do\\n there,
and if they are looking to come home it
makes it an easier transition. Whereas
sometimes they would hesitate, wondering if it is worth it to sit out a year:'
said Snyder.

sportc editor

It was announced last week that that
the CIS has relaxed its rules in order to
make it easier for Canadian student athletes to transfer from American schools
back to Canada.
Under the previous restrictions an athlete would have to sit out for a year play
before being able to participate in team
activities.
"If players were to reach out to us it is
something we would pursue definitely.
They can only come back if they still
have eligibility in the United States, so
that is another thing. It is not like they
can go there and play for four years and
then come back to Canada for their fifth
year to play; because in Canada we are
unique with the fifth year:' said Steve
Snyder, special teams coach and. recruitment director of Lancers football.
The change to the bylaw marks the most
significant step in keeping Canadian talent at home. The change is significant
for the Lancers because Windsor teams
already do an excellent job recruiting
and develo in local talen an accord-

While the transfer deal is obviously a
positive step for Canadian Interuniversity Sport, Women's Basketball Coach
Chantal Vallee notes that it is important
to remain ethical and not try to poach
talent from American schools.
"We are wondering now, are some
coaches going to go and call up the
players and how is that going to remain
ethical? I am not too sure how that is
going to work, but I think it will make
more players willing to transfer if they
approach us, and that is good for the
league; said Vallee.
While it seems unlikely that you would
see players like Andrew Wiggins, or
Tyler Ennis who are starters for prominent division one schools transfer. It
does open the door for players who go
to the States who might be on the roster bubble, and would rather see starter
minutes north of the border.

. . . . . . . .-.~-~•••iiiie:~~~~~o

~~

maffer how you look at it, this d al is
great for the CIS and for it's fans.

We are wondering now, are some
coaches going to go and call up the players
and how is that going to remain ethical?
- CHANTALVALLEE
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SPORTS RECAPS
HOCKEY
MEN'S
WOMEN'S HOCKEY (7-6-1)

•
11/30/2013

Queen's Gaels

Kingston, ON

L 2-3

12/1/2013

St. Norbert's
College

Vollmer
Complex

W7-3
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

After dropping two straight to Queen's
in Kingston two weeks ago, the Lancers bounced back significantly against
Western and Brock. A 3-2 shootout win
over the Badgers followed a 5-1 win
over the Mustangs.

MEN'S HOCKEY (9-4-0)

11/29/2013

Western
Mustangs

London, ON

WS-1

11/30/2013

Brock Badgers

St. Catharines,
ON

(SO)W
3-2

The Lancers were led by Captain Drew
Palmer's two goals against the Mustangs
last Friday night. Palmer also notched
the game winner on the power play with
15 seconds left in the first period.
The offensive breakout by the captain
was followed by Kenny Bradford's two
goals and Spencer Pommells' three assists. After Josh Unice allowed four
goals on 18 shots, Greg Dodds stepped
in the crease for the Mustangs and despite sto ping all nine shots he faced,

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL (9-1)

11/29/2013
11/30/2013

Lancers inch closer to top
spot in OUA West

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

St. Denis Centre

W104SS

l:akehead

St. Denis Centre

W 74-35 ~ ~ ~v, ~ -the M

••
•

Thunderwolves

•

••
MEN'S BASKETBALL (6-4)

11/29/2013

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

St Denis Centre W 82-71

11/30/2013

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

St. Denis Centre

L 71-80

•
•••
•
••
•
•
•
••
•••
••
•

••

angs could not score ?>eyonc:i

Matt Marantz's lone goal.
Against Brock, the Lancers pulled a

3-2 win in their first shootout win of
the regular season. The Lancers handed the Badgers their fifth loss in six
games, sinking the Badgers to ninth
place in the OUA West. As the Lancers swept their season series by beating the Badgers a second and final time
this season, they also inch closer to
the top spot of the OUA West, just shy
of the Lakehead Thunderwolves. The
Thunderwolves recently beat the York
Lions in two straight games, winning
nine games of their previous 11 played.
At l l -4-0, the Lancers have had an incredible push in the first half of the season. The Lancers will next square off
with the Western Mustangs on Dec. 16
at Comerica Park.
Previously scheduled for Oct. 25, the
game was postponed to coincide with
the Hockeytown Winter Festival in Detroit. Beyond Lancer Nation, this game
will be one of the biggest in the Canadi·,;...._--~==~ an Interuniversity Sport, as two neighbouring rivals will battle at one of sport's
grandest stages.

WOMEN'S

Tancers fall to Gaels in
l<ing;ston

•
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL (6-4)

11/23/2013

11/24/2013

Brock Badgers

Guelph Gryphons

ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

St. Denis Centre W3-1

(22
25-1925212 1

St. Denis Centre

L 0-3

(20-25. 16-25,
25-27)

•
••
••
••
•
•
•
•

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL (4-6)

11/29/2013

RMC Paladins

Kingston

•
11/30/2013

Queen's Gaels

Kingston

L 2-3

(25-20 16-25 1825 25-2115-16)

moment were tied for sixth place with
the Western Mustangs in the OUA.
The Mustangs moved ahead with a
win over the Gaels on Sunday, ending the Gaels' four game win streak.

The Lancers continue their back-andforth season, as they lost a close game
to the Queen's Gaels last Saturday, but
rebounded in exhibition play with a
win over the visiting Green Knights of
St. Norbert College from Wisconsin.
The Gaels won their fourth straight by
defeating the Lancers. The Gaels scored
twice in the first period, but the Lancers
cranked their defensive play and held
the Gaels scoreless in the second. In the
second period, the Lancers found help
from Erinn Noseworthy and Jillian Rops.
While it was a tight game through the
first 40 minutes, the Gaels squeezed
past the Lancers in the third period. As
time dwindled, the Gaels found the extra edge thanks to Jessica Wakefield's tip
from a Morgan McHaffie shot.
The Lancers lost 3-2 and for a brief

-

-

While the regular season has come to
a pause, the Lancers had an exhibition
game in Vollmer Complex against the
St. Norbert Green Knights. As members
of the Northern Collegiate Hockey Association since 2010, the women's hockey program is a recent occurrence at the
school based in De Pere, Wisconsin.
The Green Knights visited Ontario for
three exhibition contests against schools
of the OUA. After losing to Guelph and
Western, the Knights were finished off
by the Lancers 7-3. While the Knights
will return to NCHA action this weekend against Concordia, the Lancers are
on break until January 11th, 2014 when
they visit Sudbury for a matchup against
the Laurentian Voyageurs. The Voyageurs recently beat the Ryerson Rams
in Toronto to complete their first half of
the regular season.

--

-~--

-

-
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BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S

Lancer Women sweep
Thunderwolves
MIKESPECT
sports editor

A weekend full of milestones for the
Lancers Women's basketball team was
capped off by a sweep of the Lakehead
Thunderwolves Saturday night at the St
Denis Centre.
During Friday's 104-55 victory, MayaMarie Langlois achieved the first of two
individual milestones having scored her
one thousandth point as a Lancer. Jessica
Clemoncon meanwhile hit a layup that
moves her into second all-time in CIS
scoring.
"I personally never look at my players individual stats, so thanks to Josh, my assistant coach for keeping track of that;'
said Chantal Vallee, Lancer's women's
basketball coach. "It is fantastic. A lot of
programs are fortunate when one athlete
reaches these milestones, I have been fortun~te enough to have 3: It ~s their work
them on these scoreboards, so I am very
proud of them; she said.
After Lakehead took a 17-15 lead in to
the second quarter, the Lancers dominated the second quarter scoring 39 points,
opening up a lead that they would not relinquish. Korissa Williams had 22 points
on the night leading all Lancers in scoring, while Windsor forced 31 Lakehead
turnovers.

LANCERS OUTDOOR GAME
The Windsor Lancers men's Hockey
team is now two weeks away from
their outdoor game against the
Western Mustangs at Comerica Park
on Dec. 16. Be sure to make the trip
to see the (11-4-0) squad as they face
a tough divisional opponent in once
in a lifetime game. Time and ticket
information are still pending.

"Lakehead came in with some different
defenses that we didn't have the chance to
play against this year. It takes a while to
get adjusted to that and since we hadn't
played them, we made some adjustments
during a time out, and then it was up to
the players to make a tough shot. That is
a testament to Lakehead's great coaching
first of all. And also, our players for not
panicking, adjusting and stepping up;
said Vallee.
On Saturday it was more of the same
for Windsor, as they again trounced the
'Wolves 74-35, led by a 17 point Clemoncon effort. After blowout victories over
Algoma and Laurentian last weekend,
Vallee was asked about the importance
for her young players to get experience
late in these games.

TEAM CANADA ROSTER
ANNOUNCEMENT
:
•
••
:
:
:
•
••

"There are no clown minutes on this
team. We have 12 solid players, we have a
bench because the reality is we have four
or five international players that play international basketball on our team. But •
are solid university players who coul
start almost anywhere else in the coun- •
try.' said Vallee.

.

The Lancers close 2013 on the heels of :
their ninth straight victory and sit sec- :
ond in CIS national standings. You can
catch OUA Women's Basketball action
next during the Lancer Holiday Classic
from December 28 to 30 at the St Denis
Centre.

With the Team Canada roster
announcement coming before the
Christmas break, I have decided to
stage a challenge to Lance readers!
Send in your ideal Team Canada
roster to sports@uwindsorlance.
ea for the chance to win a Lancers
prize pack. The submission with the
most correct names will receive some
Lancers swag.

EXPRESS WIN - BY KIM
ELLIOTT
The NBL of Canada's (6-4) Windsor
Express outplayed the (5-5) Ottawa
S hawks b defeatingl hem 105-103
an
- 5 ast week in tlieir latest
home-and-home series.
On the front end of the series, Windsor
took it to the Skyhawks on Nov. 29 in
the capital city with Stefan Bonneau's
33 points leading the way. Fellow
guard Darren Duncan supported
Bonneau's heroics with 11 assists and
20 points, as did power forward Chris
Commons with 25 points of his own.
The Express also won the back half
the series by an identical three point
margin on Sunday in the WFCU

MEN'S

arena. This time it was DeAndre
Thomas' heavy lifting, in an explosive
third quarter that helped to dig the
Express out from under the Skyhawks
who were leading at the half.
Thomas thundered his way to 21
points and 15 rebounds, along with
Quinnel Brown's 21 points. Jermain
Brown was high scorer for Ottawa
with 19 points motivated by an
arousing 360 slam from one of his
team mates.
The Express face the Moncton
Miracles at 2:00 p.m. this Sunday.

LANCERS SOCCER
COACH RESIGNS -VIA
GO LANCERS.CA

Mike Havey, Acting Director of
Athletics & Recreation Services at the
University of Windsor, announced
that Angelo Verardi has stepped down
as head coach of the Windsor Lancers
women's soccer program.
"We are grateful to Angelo for the
six years that he has given to us as
the leader of our women's soccer
program; con:iroen.ted..J;Iavey. «we _ __
thank him for his dedication to the
Lancers and wish him all the best in
future endeavors:'
Verardi coached the Lancers for
six seasons and has also previously
coached the Caboto senior men's
team and PC Nationals Ul8 team. He
is also a former president of the Essex
County Soccer Association.
The process to name a successor to
lead the Lancers women's soccer team
will begin immediately.

•••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
the Lancer women swept their
counterparts in the earlier contests on both evenings.
"We .battled for 40 minutes.
Weathered a couple of their
runs but the last one in the
fourth did us in, " said Lakehead's coach Matt Erdman.
"Defensively we are pretty good,
but the 18 offensive rebounds
was the difference in the game.
Noticeable improvements from
this team each game and we
must be ready to go tomorrow."

Split with Lakehead
KIMELLIOTT
lance reporter

The {6-4) Lancer men's basketball team ended the first half of
the season in sole possession of
second place in the OUA West,

by battling their way to a draw
with the (3-7) Lakehead Thunderwolves.
Windsor won 82-71 last Friday
before the tables were turned in
a 80-71 loss on Saturday. Both
games were played at home in
the St. Denis Centre wherein

Lakehead had a 59-57 edge
heading into the fourth quarter
before the Lancer's prevailed
with superior shooting from the
outside - going 10-23 from long
range.
Lancers guard Josh Collins had
a gamerhigh 20 points, while
Lien Phillip scored 15 points
with 14 rebounds. Lakehead's
leading scorers were Henry Tan
who notched 19 and Anthony
McIntosh who clicked for 18
points.
In Saturday's contest the difference in the game was scoring
off the bench in favour of Lake-

head, whose reserves contributed 28 points compared to the
seven points of Windsor's bench
backers.

three point range, compared
to the 37% and 21 % averages
of Windsor from the same dis-

The Lancers have also yet to find
a way to unleash the full offensive capacity of juniors, Rotimi
Osuntola Jr. (7.lppg), Evan
Mathews (8 ppg) and especially
their 2012 OUA West player of
the year, power forward Lien
Phillip (15.Sppg).

Lakehead's Henry Tan who
topped all individual scorers
with 25 points, was supported
by Igor Lebov's 15 points and
Alexandre
Robichaud's
12
points.

Phillip, a bonafide All-Canadian, along with the aforementioned juniors have the scoring
potential to far offset the shortcomings of a rookie dominated
bench - and thus prevent avoidable losses.
"We just don't have five guys on
the floor willing to defend for
40 minutes, we just don't have
that toughness defensively right
now," said Lancers coach Chris
Oliver. " Last night we did it
enough, obviously. But we gave
them a pile of confidence by not
showing up defensively tonight,
it's disappointing:'
The T-wolves also shot an improbable 50% from the two and

tances.

Josh Collins once again lead
the Lancers with 19 points, six
assists and six rebounds, followed by Lien Phillip's 16 point
and 13 rebound double double.
Enricho Diloreto and Evan
Mathews chipped in with 15
and 12 points.
At the other end of the province
in a war of the undefeated, the
CIS champion Carleton Ravens
(9-0) bested the Ottawa Gee
Gees (8-1) in a probable sneak
preview of the OUA Championship.
Next for the Lancers who are
1-3 on the road compared to 5-1
at home, is a trip to KitchenerWaterloo to face off with the (SS) Laurier Hawks, on Feb. 8 in
the New Year.

news

arts

sports

Home alone for Q&A with Mel
the holidays?
Smyth

0497

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

during their Sounds of the Season event.

This Sunday, the Downtown
Mission will be hosting their
With the ultra conswnerist annual Polar Bear Dip at Sandmadness of Black Friday and point beach. Ron Dunn, direcBoxing Day sales and the many tor, development & commutrampling that can often be as- nity relations for the Downtown
sociated, it is perhaps a relief Mission, said that there is still
for many Windsorites to see the time for people to sign up and
spirit of giving is still abundant participate in this chilly event
that helps warm so many hearts.
in the community.
As Christmas approaches, a "Running into Lake St. Clair
nwnber of organizations in the seems a bit absurd, but the realWindsor-Essex community are ity is that the money raised goes
going out of their way to give to help people that are cold all
back to the people of Windsor winter long - to the homeless,
who are in need of food, water, the hungry, and the hurting;'
shelter, and, sometimes, just a said Dunn. "To me, there is no
better reason:•
little holiday cheer.
Windsor Police have been ac- "For the university population,
cepting non perishable food the way students can help is by
and new unwrapped toys for getting involved;' said Dunn.
the Windsor Home Coalition as "A nwnber of Law Faculty stuwell as the Windsor-Essex Chil- dents are involved in the dip,
dren's Aid Society. CBC Wind- but that's just one department.
sor made an announcement last It sure would be great if we had
Friday that 20,000 pounds of multiple departments out there
challenging each other."
food and $11,000 in cash donations had already been accepted He said that this may be the last

chance to get involved in the dip
as this could be the last year that
it is held after 22 strong years.
"We just don't have the participation this year; explained
Dunn.
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ing emergency groceries in its
food bank, and giving clothing
and other important supplies
to those in need in downtown
Windsor.

as well through the Food for
Fines program at Leddy Library.
Staff at the library will be collecting non-perishable, unexpired food items at the circulation desk until Dec. 15.

The Downtown Mission is also
known for its Sanctuary where
But that's not all. An added
homeless individuals are pro- incentive is there to coerce stuvided with a safe and secure dents into the spirit of giving:
environment
to sleep at night for every item a student doDunn said that if splashing
when
the
cold,
winter wind is nates, $2 will be taken off his or
around in the icy water isn't
blowing
down
the streets of her outstanding library fines up
your cup of tea, the Windsor
Windsor. The Sanctuary even to a maximwn of $50.
Classic may be for you.
includes shower facilities and a
The Windsor Classic is a two morning coffee with a snack.
The food items go to the North
day street hockey competition
Campus Food Bank at Iona Colfor players aged five and up, The Downtown Mission will lege for full-time and part-time
pros and rookies alike. The reg- be open 7 days a week through students to access once every
istration fee is only $10, but cash the holidays. On Christmas two weeks.
· and canned food donations are there will be a full turkey dinner
with all the trimmings. Dwµi "It really helps all students beencouraged in addition.
said there will be about twenty cause sometimes you can get
The hockey games will take 25-pound turkeys, adding that good deals on cans, or just from
place between Ferry Street and there were 289 people that at- your parents, and bring them
Ouellette Avenue on Riverside tended the Mission's Thanksgiv- in," said Alida Demarco, access
Drive. Dunn said that profes- ing dinner.
services coordinator at the cirsional hockey alumni will be atculation desk.
tending the event.
STUDENTS HELP
"Some students have substantial
STUDENTS
The Downtown Mission serves
fines and they add up," added
as a beacon of hope for the University of Windsor stu- Demarco. "It can be extremely
homeless in Windsor by pro- dents are helping each other get helpful on both ends of the exviding warm meals daily, stor- through the Christmas season change:'
So far, not even 20% of the
$10,000 goal has been raised
yet.
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Let's face it, Christmas can be a superficial
and divisive holiday. Whether its advertisers
bombarding you with the latest and greatest gifts
to make your loved ones love you, or ignorant
traditionalists trying to keep the "Christ" in
Christmas by shitting on pretty much every other
culture in existence, Christmas can carry some
pretty bogus connotations.
Recently, a friend brought up how the holiday
season is not about consumerism, or which man
in the sky you believe created us all. The holiday
season is about getting together with friends and
family and celebrating the fact that you can all get
together.

On Dec. I, I found out from my
neighbour that actor Paul Walker
had died. When I learned that
his death was the result of a car
accident, I couldn't help but realize
the irony of him doing so many
Fast & the Furious movies only to
die in a real life car accident.
It was so nice to see so many of
his fans on my Facebook list pay
tribute to not only him, but also
graciously to the passenger in
the car who was not an actor, and
certainly no one famous.

I find as I get older this sentiment becomes more

Later on in the week I logged
onto Facebook to see what had
gone on since I had been away.
My eyes fixed on a friend's post,
which said "RIP Nelson Mandela."
I was instantly sad like I was
when I heard a couple months

true. The presents while nice, are nothing compared

previously about how sick he was.

to the feeling of being able to crowd around the tree
with the family and all the memories that come
along with that.

The thought of losing someone
who had been so important to
international events in recent
history almost produced an ache
in my chest.

If there is any good advice I can give this holiday
season (see bad advice wlumn in section B) do not
break the bank on a loved one this holiday season if
you can't afford it.
Celebrate the fact that they are in your life, and the
fact that you have a break from being a slave to the
consumer driven capitalist system, the one God we
all deify during the holidays.
-

Mike Specht, sports editor

I felt lucky at that moment for
the way I had been raised, with
so much emphasis placed on
education, integrity and caring for
the least of society and for equal
rights for everyone-all things
that Mandela wanted his life to
portray, all things he was willing
to die for.
I was the lucky recipient ofa liberal
arts education at the University of
Windsor where I learned about
politics, power structures, history,
sociology and women's studies.
With these areas of interest, I was
able to go out into the adult world
seeking additional but personal
research into the inter-relation of
these topics to historical events
such as the Holocaust, the Civil
Rights Movement, the Vietnam
War, Kennedy's assassination,
police brutality in Los Angeles,
and of course the events
surrounding September 11th and
the War on Terror.
While scanning my news feed on
Dec. 6, I came across a post from a
friend from high school who holds
as many of the same core values
as I do. She was appalled that so
many people publicly mourned
Paul Walker but barely anyone on
her list knew who Nelson Mandela
was.
I hadn't thought about it like that,
but agreed with her totally. A
former friend ofmine commented:
"My news feed is full of posts
about him [Nelson Mandela] and

X Factor mentioned him, and to
be honest I never heard of him till
todaY:'
Under her comment, but not
directed at her, I echoed my
friend's sentiment, "One of the
most important men in recent
history, but Paul Walker will be
missed because he was 'hot:"
The former friend tried to
rationalize her ignorance with,
"I've been reading up a lot on this
guy and watched the news that
was all about Mandela, very sad,
and like Connie said he's been out
of the media for so long so not a
lot of people know of him...yes
Stacy you're right, hot Paul Walker
who we all grew up watching in
movies:'
This infuriated me but I tried hard
to respond in a way that would
honour Mr. Mandela's memory,
not serve to ease my fury: "No
he hasn't been out of the media
for two centuries, or folks of our
generation would never know
who he is. It's all about what
kind of media you choose to pay
attention to. I have seen only one
Paul Walker movie and you and I
are the same age. I value learning
from issues of racial oppression,
poverty, honour, integrity and
overcoming the odds ... learning
from heroes who can teach me
how to be a better person· to
perhaps make society a little
better.'.'
The public dichotomy between
how my generation has handled
these two deaths hurts my heart.
Paul Walker's value was that he
made entertaining movies that
serve to distract his audiences
from how hard daily life is. There
is something very important about
that because even those of us who
find value in learning about hardhitting issues, could not do so with
all our life's precious moments or
we would never know how to let go
and simply enjoy life-something
we all have the right to do.
Sure Paul Walker was nice to look
at, but Nelson Mandela was South
Africa's first democratically elected
President, most famous political
prisoner, greatest freedom fighter,
famous orator, lawyer, and hope
for everyone that you can rise
above your circumstance and lead
people with love. I mourn for a
time when it would have been easy
to discern which man would find
priority in our consciousnesses.
-

Stacy Mayer
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Tackling modern slavery in Windsor
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

Windsor law enforcement,
welfare workers, social workers, and more were part of an
intensive five day anti-human
trafficking training course at the
Windsor-Essex Children's Aid
Society last week.
The course, titled "Understanding and Working with Children
and Youth who have been Sexually Exploited/Trafficked" and
hosted by the Alliance Against
Modern Slavery (AAMS) was
designed following the release
of the 2013 Global Slavery Index by the Walk Free Foundation that estimated an approximate 5,600 to 6,200 people are
enslaved in Canada.
AAMS
President
Karlee
Sapoznik said the course was
brought to Windsor to bring
awareness to the issue, but also
to respond to the modern slavery that exists in the Windsor
region, hidden from plain sight.
"This training brings together
key sectors in the community
to learn from one another, help
draw awareness, and identify
next steps in order to coordinate
an effective response to human
trafficking for the purpose of
commercial sexual exploitation,
which is alive and well in Windsor;' said Sapoznik.
Sapoznik said that it was important to bring the course to the
Windsor community because
"Windsor is a key source, transit, and destination hub for hu-

man trafficking for the purpose
of commercial sexual exploitation in Canada and the United
States:'
"The research we've done has
revealed that there are cases
here in Windsor involving human trafficking for the purpose
of sexual exploitation of men,
women, and children;' said
Sapoznik. "The myth is that
these victims are from abroad,
but about 70% of the cases that
we've seen from across Canada
to date have actually been of our
own domestic citizens:"
The RCMP's 2010 report entitled 'Human Trafficking in Canada: A Threat Assessment' states
that, "Recent convictions of human trafficking have mostly involved victims who are citizens
and/or permanent residents of
Canada trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation:'
"Many of these individuals are
actually from Windsor when it
comes to the sex trafficking issue:· said Sapoznik. "The other
two forms that we're seeing of
human trafficking in Windsor
are trafficking for forced labour,
which is quite big out by Leamington, ... and trafficking for the
purpose of forced marriage:"
She said that most Canadians
aren't aware of the modern human trafficking that happens
under their very noses.
"It's pretty mind boggling;' said
Sapoznik. "It's something that
we need to start drawing awareness to. The RCMP estimates
that only about 5% of Canadians know about human trafficking, so part of this training is to

Ill ...

change that:'
90 percent of the course's curriculum was written by survivors of sexual exploitation. Internationally recognized slavery
expert and survivor Jennifer
Richardson facilitated the weeklong course.
Richardson said that child
welfare legislation in Ontario
should be changed to allow intervention in cases where "third
party offenders are abusing children, as other provinces in Canada has [sic] done;' according to
a statement.
"Child welfare legislation can be
extremely effective in disrupting
this type of crime," said Richardson. "When social workers are given the right training
and are working under effective
legislation that allows them to
intervene in cases in which children have been trafficked, they
can be a huge asset to criminal
investigations and to the long
term support that these children need."
Sapoznik said that if there is a
victim who is 16 or 17 years-old
in Ontario, there is no mandate
for intervention by a child welfare worker to ensure that the
person is being exploited.
"From what we can kind of
glean, that is the most problematic area in Windsor because
the police can't do anything if
they see a 16 or 17 year-old who
is being exploited;' e:iq,lained
Sapoznik.
A finding published in the
RCMP's assessment says that
domestic victims have mostly
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On Dec. 3, the Brock University
Student Administrative Council (BUSAC) voted seven for,
five against and 17 abstentions
to ban video camera recording
during its council meetings,
with exception to presentations.
The reason for the ban was presented as councillors may be too
shy to speak on an issue if they
knew they were being recorded.
Minutes are taken at the meetings, but councillors and journalists alike have said that
students may not be finding
them and minutes are lacking
in detail. Video is a fast and a
non-editorial way of presenting
events.
Sandor Ligetfalvy, an independent journalist, host of the

11

BUSAC Faculty of Math and
Science councillor Andrew
Kemble responded, "Standing
order says videotaping is not
allowed in council chambers.
The idea behind this is simple, I
want to increase discussion. If a
video camera might limit somebody from talking and sharing
their opinion then I do not want
the camera in the room; said
Kemble.
The response on The BUG was
enormous, with an increase
from 25 hits a day to 400 as his
video was shared out across the
grapevine according to Ligetfalvy.

"It's mostly telling to me to see
that the executive abstained;'
said Ligetfalvy. "They're paid
for by the undergraduate public and are accountable to what
they say. Execs ran a n:ferendum last month using transparency as one of the key terms,
I find this undermines the
campaign rhetoric when those
people couldn't go on the record
and say why they didn't support
video cameras in meetings:'
Kemble declined a full interview
put provided two statements to
the Lance.
"In terms of questioning of other councillors, none was done
ahead of time, to tell them in advance this was coming. The use
of video cameras in our council
chamber, to my knowledge, is a
relatively new thing. They were
used on one other occasion, to
which every piece of feedback I
received on council was about
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been "recruited through the Internet or by an acquaintance:'
The report further states, "The
victims were groomed, manipulated, and coerced to enter the
sex trade."
Sapoznik stressed the role of
Internet sites like Facebook and
Craigslist in recruiting victims.
She said that Windsor Backpage
is a website that is "responsible
for a lot of what is happening
indoors:"
"You'll see all kinds of pictures.
Some of these individuals are
definitely adult women, but even
police look at the bodies and ...
in some of the pictures you can
tell it's definitely a girl under 18
years old. They won't show their

::,

faces in that case because they're ~ g.
concerned they might be recog- ~ Q
nized," said Sapoznik.
]' YI=
Sapoznik said that, although _it
depends on the demographic,
there are certain signs that
could indicate that a child is being exploited.
"You might see, all of a sudden,
their clothing might change.
They might smell differently.
Coming in [or leaving) at different hours... They may be online a lot more or closing their
bedroom door," said Sapoznik.
"One of the biggest signs of vulnerability is if they are missing
school:'

but you can't record their council meetings
Brock University radio show
Point of View and founding
member of the Brock University
Gadfly (The BUG) asked what
authority the council had to
stop the recordings of it's meetings.
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If you can walk and talk you can go to Brock,
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter
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how uncomfortable the other
councillors felt talking;' reads
the statement.
That night, Brock TV had been
invited to cover the meeting
and were forced to turn off
their cameras less that halfway
through the night. In the video
recording of the meeting, Brock
TV cameraman Adam Marshall
responded "This is a fl"cking
joke."
Kemble in his second statement
said the decision was not to subvert democracy but the move
has been seen as such.
"I find it unfortunate that this
has been the interpretation of
the motion and that there is
no way for me to rectify it until
January. That being said, I have
already submitted a motion to
change the standing rules of order;' reads his statement.
University of Windsor Students

Alliance (UWSA) President
Rob Crawford, whose organization has seen much controversy
in the past, weighed in on the
events.
"I don't agree with that;' said
Crawford. "It's a public meeting, people are entitled to disseminate that information as
they please, if someone wants
to come into our council meetings and record them I have no
problem with that."
Crawford said that the move
indeed sounded like subversion
of democracy and that he would
call into question why they are
silencing people and how such
a move would even be possible
with the ubiquity of smartphones.
Crawford also expressed interest in the idea of the Lance live
streaming the UWSA's own
council meetings.

*
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Home
Alone?
host for the holidays brings holiday glee to international students
LINDSAYSHEPPARD

lance reporter

International students at the
University of Windsor won't be
alone for the holidays. The International Student Centre (ISS)
is once again hosting a program
that pairs students from abroad
with local families to celebrate
Christmas.
The program, Host for the Holidays, began when members of
the Windsor community offered
to share their Christmas experience with students from other
countries. The overwhelmingly
positive response from students
inspired the ISS to adopt it as a
formal program five years ago.

Enrique Chacon is the University of Windsor's International
Student Advisor who oversees
the program. He calls it a "labour of love:·

year:·

"You get people coming back afterward and they tell you what
they went through. It's always
so positive, both hosts and students continue being friends afterward;' said Chacon.

As a student, Soumitra Bhale
has thoroughly enjoyed his
Christmas experience in Canada.

Suzanne Konyha and her husband Steve Daigle have participated in the program every
year since it started. Konyha has
nothing but good things to say
about their experiences.
"Weve formed a friendship with
some of the students and invited
them back for other things:· she
said. "It's been wonderful every

Chacon has learned from previous years. As a result, he has
developed an online application
that asks about preferred language, dietary restrictions, allergies to pets, smoking habits,
and other things that ensure a
good match between host and
student.

Konyha added that she finds it
interesting how newcomers to
the country adjust to differences
in climate and culture.

The difficult part is balancing the discrepancy between
the number of hosts and the
amount of interested students.

"The family was very welcoming and keen to know nuances
of my culture," Bhale said. "I
think Christmas is a great time
to celebrate with friends and
family and Canadians do so
wholeheartedly?'

It's harder to find host families
than willing students. This is because hosts will invite the same
students in subsequent years
and do not re-enroll in the program.

Bhale said he would definitely
recommend this program to his
friends and added that he will
be returning to the same family
for Christmas this year.

Last year there were 150 students who signed up and only

lance reporter

With the return of the holiday season, the art galleries of
Windsor are celebrating the
season with holiday themed
shows and sales featuring local
artists.
In the Walkerville area, the Artspeak gallery is hosting a Mis•
tletoe and Snow Art Show and
Sale from Dec. 6 to 20. Over 30
local artists are featured in the
show including John Vacratsis,
founder of Walkerville's Centre
For The Creative Arts (WCCA),
an enriched arts program at
Walkerville High School.
Wayne Tougnisant, a professor at the University of Windsor is also featured in the show,
which has been held annually
for over a decade and has been
quite successful in the past.

•
•• JESSICAADLINGTON
•
: lance reporter
••
•
"The show is great because it back wall of the gallery. Tickets •

brings in a big range of audience:' said Laura Service, outreach coordinator of the Arts
Council Windsor and Region
(ACWR).
Prices at Mistletoe and Snow
range from $5 to $10,000; however, most fall within the $50 to
$100 range.
Located in the downtown area
of Windsor is Artcite, which
is hosting their 32nd annual
Doin' the Louvre, named for
the way the art is hung from
floor to ceiling, "Just like the
Louvre," according to Bernard
Helling, the artistic coordinator of Artcite.
The show will be held from
Nov. 29 to Dec. 24. The gallery
features about 70 artists and
over 1,000 individual pieces all
priced below $100. The show
will also feature a raffle for one
of the four pieces hung on the

are priced at two for $2 each, or ••
three for $5 dollars.
:
The Mudpuppy Gallery in
Leamington is also celebrating
the holidays with an art show
and sale called Holiday Hodge
Podge from Nov. 27 to Dec.
22. The art show features over
57 local artists and about 350
works of art. The art mediums
range from acrylic paintings to
woodcarvings. Despite a few of
the works featured in the gallery normally being sold for up
to $400, everything is priced at
$100 orless.

"[They] threw a dinner for 80
to 100 people last year;' said
Chacon. "It was amazing. They
paid for everything... people
from the community, the neighbours, helped:'
Chacon says the Green Bean
Cafe will be doing the same
thing this year. It will take place
on Dec. 25.
Those interested in signing up
for the Host for the Holidays
program can fill out the online
application at www.uwindsor.
ca/isc/host.

BOOK REVIEW

I<ick off the holidays
with a few art shows
DIANATROJANS EK

thirty host families. The Green
Bean Cafe hosted a party at their
Wyandotte location for those
who could not be matched with
a host.

MUSIC FROM
WINDSOR
•
: OWEN B JONES
:
•
: Owen B. Jones' Music from
: Windsor: Generations of Local
• Minstrels Tell Their Tales,
: chronicles local musicians and
: groups that had their start in
: the Rose City. Many of the
: artists featured in the book were

: ~:;~~;:~:e:;~d~~~~~~~
: have no deep roots in the city,
: like Shania Twain. The book
: provides many quotes from
• the featured ~usicians and
gives the reader a true sense of
their characters, along with the
idea of the struggles they went
through trying to gain success
in the music industry.

According to Cheryl Maclellan, one of the original Mudpuppy Six, the price limit was
installed in order to, "Help the
community really get a feel of
buying art. It's sometimes hard • Among the talented musicians
to be able to actually purchase : featured in the book is
art because of the economy."
: Daniel Victor, the creator of
Neverending White Lights, who
•: had
the pleasure of working
alongside Dallas Green. Victor
gives his opinions on the state

of the music industry and
the difficulties musicians face
trying to become famous and
earn a living off their music.
The stories from the bands
and musicians are intert:sting
because they share their behind
the scenes experiences in the
music industry. The musicians
offer their opinions on the
industry today and how it has
evolved.
Music From Windsor utilizes
photographs to illustrate each
musician's story. The book
features vintage black and
white band photographs, which
depict Windsor's vast musical
history. This is an important
text because it takes pride in
and gives support to local talent.

It is clear to see that Jones
conducted extensive interviews
with the artists and really tried
to give a sense of each of their
personalities. Each musician
had their own path to success
and each musician views success
differently. Jones collaborates
images with text to familiarize
the reader with Windsor artists
and gives them each their
own place in the book and in
Windsor's history.

THE IKEA MONKEY

RUN! ITS GODZILLA!

Do you remember Darwin, the Japanese
macaque that was found in a Toronto
IKEA parking lot? It's been a year since the
exquisitely dressed monkey flooded the
Internet with hilarious, cute memes and a
huge question considering ethics and law there was no monkeying around there.

In case the holiday shopping spree hasn't
gotten you stressed out enough, it's Godzilla
season. The giant mutant of doom was last
seen on YouTube.

He's apparently been living at the Story Book
Farm Primate Sanctuary in Sunderland,
Ontario, spending time with his pal, a purple
Curious George.

Rumour has it that Bryan Cranston might
be the one to stop the lizard in it's citydestroying rampage. Will it have something
to do with his cooking skills? Only time can
tell.

THURSDAY DECEMBER 12
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park. every evening from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m. every evening
Holiday Hodge Podge, Mudpuppy Gallery,
runs until December 22, Wednesday and
Sunday I 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Thursday
and Saturday I 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

FRIDAY DECEMBER 13
Fantasy of Light Sip & Shop Holiday Nights,
Lakeside Park Pavillion, 19+ event
WSO: Holiday Pops with Mark. Capitol
Theatre, 8:00 p.m.
Winter Wonderland at Level 3 Vodka Emporium, Level 3 Vodka Emporium, 7:00 p.m.

SATURDAY DECEMBER 14
Essex Santa Claus Parade, Essex Downtown
Gospel Christmas Concert 2013, St. Mark
Evangelical Church, 7:00 p.m.
Faerhaven
Soapmaking
Workshops,
Breathe Pilates & Fitness Studio, For ages
13+, $25 in advance and $30 at the door

SUNDAY DECEMBER 15
Holiday Fair at Sprucewood Shores,
Sprucewood Shores Estate Winery, 12:00
p.m.

-4-

Drake rolls the die in his palm.
Squeeze. He lets it fly loose. It
clinks against a beer bottle, rattle
across tlic map and lands as a one.
"You fail the dodge roll;' says Martin. "The dragon swoops in and
eats your head. And Santa laughs
from its back, 'Welcome to Christmas past!"'
Drake swigs back his coffee. "Drat,
well since I've killed my second
character within the past three
hours, would you mind telling me
what you know about... her."
Martin drops his head down,
shuffles his feet. A tear flecks his
cheek. "Well, she used to play with
us every now and then. Her name
was Amy.
''.And who did she go off to play
with?"

"I... I don't know. She wouldn't
let on much about him. Just that
the guy was really smart. Had the
biggest imagination he said - for
roleplaying, that's a biggy."
Drake's phone buzzes. "Hello?"
"It's Frank. There's another:'

WSO: Amherstburg Christmas Concert,
St. John the Baptist Church, 8:00 p.m.
6th Annual Industry XXX-mas Party.Venue
Music Hall, 9:30 p.m., $5

MONDAY DECEMBER 16
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park. every evening from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m. every evening
Cheer For A Year, Windsor/Essex County
Humane Society

TUESDAY DECEMBER 17
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park. every evening from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m. every evening
6 Days of Christmas at The Bull.The Bull n'
Barrel, 6:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 18
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park. every evening from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m. every evening
Holiday Hodge Podge, Mudpuppy Gallery,
runs until December 22, Wednesday and
Sunday 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Thursday
and Saturday 12:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY DECEMBER 19
Amherstburg River Lights Winter Festival,
Toddy Jones Park and Navy Yard Park. every evening from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside Park.
5:30 p.m. every evening
Holiday Hodge Podge, Mudpuppy Gallery,
runs until December 22, Wednesday and
Sunday 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Thursday
and Saturday 12:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

"So;' says Drake."This our Christmas present?"
Red and Blue lights flicker against
the body. Snow trickles down,
resting on the young girl. Frank
snaps a photo.
"See that:· he says, pointing to a
D20. "That's definitely his mark."
A cameraman yells behind the
yellow tape, a police officer gesturing him back. "You can snoot
from there, but NO FURTHER!"
Frank lights up a smoke. He exhales, "Screw it. This is not going
to be contained much longer. You
can do your story on this. It might
help draw some people ouf'
"You sure? That reporter doesn't
look bright enough to make a
connection:'
"Yes, but there's been media at a
couple of the other incidents the ones you couldn't make it to.
Someone's going to cross the dots
and it ain't going to look pretty.
You can sensuafize this. Maybe
someone'll give a damn."
"Can I give him a name?"
"And what sort of darn thing you
think of giving him?"
"Well. The Dragon Roller."
"You know what, bad idea.
People'll like him too much. What
we need is a writer. A vigilante
with a name. Use that as your pen
name. Might help you live a bit
longer:'
"Errr. Thanks:'
"Consider it a Christmas gift:'

more next week
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor
&
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

Coming off of a (3-15) season in 2012-2013 not much
was expected from the Lancers
Women's volleyball team this
season. At the halfway point,
the ladies sit at (6-4) and in sole
possession of the OUA West. In
this week's Q&A, Lance staffers
Mike Specht and Ankur Kumar
sat down with Mel Smyth and
talked about the first half of the
season as well as what's to come
for this Cinderella team.
ANKUR KUMAR:
TELL US ABOUT THE
SEASON IN YOUR
WORDS.

Mel Smyth: We are working
hard together, our big goal is to
make it to the playoffs this season. I am really looking forward
to the second half.
MIKE SPECHT:WHAT
IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THIS
SEASON AND LAST
WHERE YOU GUYS
WENT 3-15?
Mel Smyth • photo courtesy of Lancer Athletics

Mel Smyth: I think it's our
mindset, we realized how good

we are and how much new talent we have coming in.
ANKUR KUMAR:
WHERE DO YOU
ACCREDIT THE
MOST CHANGE, IS
IT COACHING, OR
NEW MEMBERS ON
THE TEAM OR THE
PHILOSOPHY?

Mel Smyth: I think it's with everyone, we lost a lot of great
players last year, but we also
gained a lot of talent. We have a
great setter on the court and she
is really good at getting the balls
to our best players and spreading it around.
MIKE SPECHT: IF
YOU WERE TO LOOK
AT ONE GAME THIS
SEASON, WHICH ONE
WOULDYOU LOOK
TO AND SAY "THAT IS
WHEN WE REALIZED
HOWGOODWE
COULD BE?"

Mel Smyth: I think that would
be our home game of McMaster, we came out so strong and
played as a team and we took
them in four sets.
ANKUR KUMAR:WHAT
DOES THE MIDSEASON
BREAK LOOK LIKE FOR
YOU GUYS? ,DO YOU
GETTIMETO REST OR
IS IT JUST TRAINING

ALL THE WAY?

Mel Smyth: We have a bit of a
break, we still have our daily
workouts that we have to do.
And we have a midseason training camp as well from Dec. 16 to
20 to prepare for our next game
against McMaster.
MIKE SPECHT:YOU
SPOKE EARLIER
ABOUT HOW THIS
TEAM CAN COMPETE
WITH ANYONE IN
THE OUA WHEN THEY
WANT TO PLAY. HOW
DOES THIS TEAM STAY
IN THAT WINNING
MINDSET?

Mel Smyth: I think the important thing is to have fun. When
we have fun, we work together,
and feed off each other's energy
and we help each other succeed.
ANKUR KUMAR:
THERE ARE A LOT
OF POSITIVES TO
TAKE AWAY FROM
THIS SEASON, WHAT
STANDS OUT MOST TO
YOU?

Mel Smyth: We spend a lot of
time together, we're together
every day and every weekend.
And this year we have done a lot
of bonding and getting to know
each other on a deeper level.
And that helps shape the relationship on the court as well.

Windsor .E xpress steaming on
KIMELLIOTT
lance reporter

The (9-4) Windsor Express,
Windsor's illustrious professional basketball team is building up steam after five straight
wins. This past Saturday the
team bested the (8-5) London Lightning and defending
league champions 117-111 at
Budweiser Garden and then
knocked off the (2-12) Moncton
Miracles 115-101 back home in
the WFCU arena the following
afternoon.
Although the Express have
been led numerically as of late

by high flying Stefan Bonneau,
the current leading scorer in the
league, Chris Commons is still
their main go-to guy in the high
and low post. With four players scoring 20 points or better
against in the first during last
Saturday's game, Windsor gave
London a sour taste of their
own medicine.
"It's a good feeling. We're really establishing a core group by
knowing our roles and bringing
good energy;' said Commons.
"It was a good win to beat London in their house. They are still
the bar in this league despite
their record:'
In the win over London, Ste-

fan Bonneau at 5' 9" two-guard
(who trained and performed
with the Harlem Globetrotters in the off-season) scored a
game high 32 points for Windsor. Chris Commons (24), Darren Duncan (23) and Quinnel
Brown (21) also scored twenty
plus points in the effort. Commons had eight rebounds and
Duncan added nine assists.
Garret Williamson poured in
27 points for London in a losing
cause.
Although Moncton is in second to last place in the NBL
of Canada's Atlantic Division
they showed a lot in the game
against Windsor in last Sunday's
contest. They clawed their way

within four points of the lead
before the Express regained
their offensive steam and rolled
away with the win decisively.
Once again, it was Stefan Bonneau with 24 points and contributing 10 rebounds leading
the offensive charge for Windsor. Chris Commons put up
21 points, and Quinnel Brown
and DeAndre Thomas each had
19. Travis George and Johnny
Mayhane also had 19 a piece for
Moncton.
Herman Green Griffins standout R.J. Wells, saw his first action in limited play off the
bench in Windsor by holding
his own on defense and drop-

ping a pretty dime under for
an easy two to help seal the deal
for Windsor. After a four game
Eastward swing, the Express
returned to the WFCU Centre
yesterday playing against Mississauga before embarking on
an east coast road trip, that features three games in four days.
The next Windsor home game is
on Dec. 20 at 7:00 p.m., against
the Halifax Rainmen. They also
play on Dec. 21 at 7:00 p.m.
against Mississauga. Tickets are
available at the TekSavvy Box
Office in the WFCU Centre or
by phone at 1-866-969-WFCU.
They can also be purchased online at www.wfcu-centre.com
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Heroics and Heartbreak:
Inside a rollercoaster season in New England
HIKESPECHT
sports editor

~'

down bigger athletic tight ends. "

Emotion is a funny thing. When faced
with extreme situations, the emotions
that result are as likely to tear a man
down as they are to hold him together.
This is why we watch sports, on any given day, a game can shock, confuse and
amaze; there are also times where it can
break your heart.
Sunday afternoon in New England provided all of that in a game against the
Cleveland Browns that seemed without
intrigue. A (4-8} Brown's team heading
into Foxboro to face the 9-3 Patriots who
looked to be rounding into a playoff contender.

• photo by Jack Newton - under
creative commons share-alike
license and grayscaled

In the third quarter of what had been an
uneventful game, Patriots Tight End Rob
Gronkowski took a low hit to the knee by
Safety TJ Ward. Recently, players have
expressed concern that the league's mandate on hits to the head could lead to
more knee injuries, but according ESPN
analyst Tim Waddle this was a textbook
hit.
"I do not believe that this was the result
of the NFCs attempt to outlaw helmet to
helmet contact," said ESPN analyst Tim
Waddle on espn.com. "This is the way
that smaller safeties are supposed to take

At 24, Gronkowski arguably is the best
player in the league at his position, but
has had to battle through numerous
injuries in his young career. In the last
year, Gronkowski has gone under the
knife five times; four surgeries to change
plates and remove infection in his twice
broken forearm; and once again in June
to shave down a bulging disc in his back.
"It's not just the arm, it's the back, too;'
Gronkowski said on espn.com. "You've
got to rehab both and both is a process
of weeks. It's every single day for about
eight weeks or the rest of my life I'll be
doing physical therapy."
Gronkowski has handled the adversity with the grace of a champion, and
returned better than ever, sadly with
no guarantees that he wouldn't have to
go through it all again. Having to add
a knee, to the growing list of things to
rehab for the rest of his life makes the reality football players face more evident.

Upon seeing the star Tight End writhing
on the field, any hope for the game and
even the season seemed lost as the Patriots subsequently went down 20-3.
After the initial shock oflosing their biggest star not named Brady wore off, the
Patriots came together; storming back to
beat the Browns with two touchdowns
in the final two minutes of play. And
while, coming back to bear a 4-8 team
is not usually as impressive, the manner
which the Patriots did it in the face after
an emotionally deflating blow, is.
After suffering three freak injuries in two
years, mentally how can you go through
another eight months of rehab and come
back and be the same player? And how
can this team, who has battled adversity
ail season find it within themselves to
persevere?

Even with numerous attempts by the
league to make the game "safer;' football
is still a collision sport. Every play is a
car wreck that all 22 men on the field are
lucky to w~ away from.

Losing all pro talent, Jerod Mayo, Sebastian Volliner and Vmce Wilfork early in
the season coupled with the departure of
Gronkowski could ultimately prove to
be the demise of this team. But emotion
is a funny thing, and while the Patriots
would clearly trade a loss to the Browns
in exchange for a healthy Gronkowski,
channelling the emotion of loss could
bring this (10-3) squad closer together.

"When it first happens, you're like 'It's
not real. It's not really happening;" Special Teams Captain Matthew Slater said
to ESPN reporter Mike Riess on espn.
corn. "But as you see him out on the
field, in pain, and it was a tough pill to
swallow."

Though it seems unlikely that this team
can ride this wave of emotion to a Super Bowl considering the massive loss of
talent, stranger things have happened.
In 2013 the Patriots have shown a will
to overcome the most insurmountable
odds, count them out at your own risk.

NOV 29 - DEC 24, 2013
Featuring over 800 works by 77 area artists!
Art hung floor to ceiling -

just like the louvre I I

WILLSON HAKES FIRSTTD GRAB
St. Anne's product Luke Willson made his first career touchdown reception on
a 19 yard strike for Russell Wilson in the Seattle Seahawks loss to the 49ers over
the weekend. Willson was a fourth round pick in the 2013 NFL entry draft.

({)'(y/na/ a ~1@r.7~ l/e-?'11'1
PRICED FROM 99(-$99.99!!

RAPTORS TRADE GAY
The Toronto Raptors have traded star forward Rudy Gay in a seven player deal
that also involves Aaron Gray and Quincy Acy heading to San Francisco. In
return, the Raptors will receive guards John Salmons and Greivis Vasquez,
forward Patrick Patterson and centre Chuck Hayes.

TEAM CANADA ROSTER ANNOUNCEMENT
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With the Team Canada roster announcement coming on Jan. 6, I have decided
to stage a challenge to Lance readers! Send in your ideal Team Canada roster
to sp~r~@u~dsorlance.ca for the chance to win a Lancers prize pack. The
subtruss1on with the most correct names will receive some cool Lancers swag.

AIR LANCER ACADEMY
The Windsor Lancers football program has teamed up with Windsor minor
football to provide a wintertime training program for youth athletes in WindsorEssex Co~nty: The academy which starts in January, is for athletes aged 13 to
17 and will be coached by former Lancers players and coaches. Registration is
currently ongoing and more information can be found at airlancercamp.com
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WHAT DO I GET FOR THAT SPECIAL
SOMEONE?

WHAT SHOULD HY NEWYEARS
RESOLUTION BE?

HOW COME I AM SO LONELY?

FROH:ANSON

FROM: CONFUSED

Anson, I am glad you asked. Let's start with the
card, the beginning of any good gift. Homemade
cards are in this year because they show that you
put in some effort. What I want you to do is find a
turkey neck and take a picture and put that b*tch
right on the front of the card. As you may have noticed, it kind of looks like a penis; which is hilarious, and it also sends the right message. A frugal
way to find Christmas presents is by looking in the
dump or sewer, nature's thrift stores! It's amazing
the gold that people just "throw away'' or "leave in
their back yard unattended:' As they say one man's
trash is another man's set of speakers! Just be sure
to air out your gifts and be weary of racoons. As
a stocking stuffer, I would suggest what my pappy
always got for me: a pack of cigarettes and a stick
of pepperoni.

This corning year is 2014, a year for new starts.
New, ambitious, or at least realistic goals to be attained. Something to accomplish and feel proud of
like losing those few extra pounds or really hitting
the books hard. We all know people right now who
are talking about how they kept to their New Years
resolutions from last year right? How they carried
them through? How they were better people for it?
You know what? If you can make it three months in
on whatever it is, you're probably golden.

Do you even have to ask? If you are lonely around
the holiday's it is probably because you are a dirt
bag who pushed everyone away due to your shitty
personality and even shittier personal hygiene.
Don't worry there is hope. If you are looking for a
new group of friends or possibly even a new family, you should consider the "What about Bob"
method. If you are not familiar, What About Bob
is a Bill Murray movie from the 90's. In it, the
protagonist Bob tracks down his psychiatrist on
a family vacation and whimsically wins over his
family. Find yourself a medical professional and
latch onto their family by any means necessary, not
only will that solve your loneliness, but chances are
they will be well off and able to buy lavish gifts for
y~m.
-Mike

-Mike

-Jay
I BROKE UP WITH MY BOYFRIEND
OF FOUR YEARS RECENTLY, BUT I
AH STILL VERY CLOSE WITH HIS
MOM. IS IT WRONG TO GO TO THEIR
FAMILY CHRISTMAS PARTY AND
BRING THE GUY l'H SEEING NOW?
FROM: HEARTBROKEN

HOW DO I STOP MY CHRISTMAS
TREE FROM SPONTANEOUSLY
COM BUSTING?
FROM:ADAH

Adam, I like where your head is at. Tree fires are
one of the leading causes of Christmas related
death in this country right after wrapping paper
induced suffocations. You need to find yourself a
drifter, and pay him to stand watch in your living
room while you sleep. The homeless are a vigilant
people and are a cheap form of home security. Obviously, you wouldn't trust a stranger in your living
room, so it's probably best to chain him to something, most likely the floor nearest the tree, so if a
fires does happen he/she has a little more incentive
to wake the house. Also, should you have family
over for the holidays buy him a red suit and tell
your little cousins that Santy Clause is in for a visit,
it keeps things light and safe!

There is nothing inappropriate about that at all. I
mean it's cool to go and hang out with his morn
and all that mumbo jumbo. But your sole purpose
of the event should be to show your ex how much
better you are doing than he is. Every breakup has
a winner and after four years it's like you're defending an Olympic gold medal, you need to stay on
that podium. Be extreme on the PDA, tell his cousins how much better of lover your new man is,
they will find it hilarious. Pretty much, you can
get away with being as petty and small as possible
because his morn invited you, which means she
probably likes you better anyway. Good luck and
happy holidays!

a

FROM: LONELY

WHY AH I SO LONELY AT
CHRISTMAS TIME ON CAMPUS?
FROM: LONELY #2

It's easy to feel lonely at Christmas while you're
away at university. While your loved ones from
far away cities, provinces, states and countries are
home together and celebrating the season, they're
bonding and beginning to understand each othi:rs humanity. All while you sit alone in your single
dorm room that contains no. more than a bed and
___.,.,a_,d, ~·~esk. The little bit ofliglit that comesaimly in tlie-e~"--._..,...room only shows just how overcast and enveloping
the cold Windsor weather is. Even now those that
you're close to on campus are off with their own
families now. No one at all is paying attention to
you. If you can forget about all that you'll be fine.

-Jay

-Mike

-Mike

BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAY ATTHE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM

BY:
JAYVERSPEELT
TRAVISFAUTEUX
ALEXANDRASELLICK
SANDEEN HO
SARAHHORWATH
&
JASONRANKIN

WHERE TO GET THE BEST
HOLIDAY GIFTS AROUND TOVVN

UWINDSOR 2013 LOGO MUG
$9.99 • CAMPUS BOOKSTORE

ARCADE FIRE "REFLEKTOR" DOUBLE ON VINYL
$21.99 • DR. DISC

DETROIT BIKE TYPE A
$600 • CITY CYCLERY

SHAMAN BABYSAURUS BY JUDY CHAPPUS
$95 • ARTCITE

KEN MODE BY GREG MAXWELL
$20 • ARTCITE

DREAM BUTTERFLY BY ANNA RENCZ
$60 • ARTCITE

MAXIM BLEND COFFEE
$10 • SQUIRREL CAGE

THE CREEPING SIAMESE
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•
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•
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•

(SERIAL NOVEL)
$20 • JUNIPER BOOKS

•

•

e ••••• •

•••• 0
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COMBINATION PACKAGES
$8.95 & UP• WALKERVILLE Bf\EWERY
BATMAN/SUPERMAN #6
$3.99 • ROGUES GALLERY COMICS

BARGAIN COMICS
$1 • ROGUES GALLERY COMICS

9 PC. RUBY FILIGREE BONE CHINA TEA SET
$99.95 • TEAVANA

CAT NIP MICE

$7 • TEN THOUSAND VILLAGES

SACRED MARK SOAP
$7 • TEN THOUSAND VILLAGES

THE CAMERA CLUE
(SERIAL NOVEL)
$7 . 50 • JUNIPER BOOKS

JAM SPACE GIFT CERTIFICATES $15 PER HALF-HOUR MUSIC LESSON OR $150 FOR I O HOURS OF
$15 - $150 • JAM SPACE

•

LINGERIE
$39+ • MAXINE'S ADULT PLAYGROUND

•
•

LAID FRINGED SC~
$24 • JONES & CO.
MEN'S 'DONNEGAL' TwJcJ:D
$68 • JON ES & CO. •79l

J

KET

GOLD GLITTER CLUTCH
$30 • JONES & CO.
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GUESS LADIES ROSE GOLD WATCH
$135.00•CHARM DIAMOND CENTRES

GUESS MEN'S BLACK ON BLACK
$155.00•CHARM DIAMOND CENTRES

0.06 CARAT CANADIAN ICE™ CENTRE
DIAMOND, STERLING SILVER RING
$199.00•BEN MOSS

0.03 CARAT CANADIAN ICE™ DIAMOND, STERLING
SILVER INUKSHUK PENDANT WITH CHAIN .,_,.,.._
----~$1 19.00•BEN MOSS

HOLIDAY POPS CONCERT
SKATING
Later this month, Charles Clark
Square will be open for skating. No
skates? Thats okay, All Saints Church
in downtown Windsor lends skates
free of charge for the day or for the
season.

There are still tickets left for the
Holiday Pops concert this weekend,
which features Lyric Tenor Mark Dubois and Soprano Julia Obermeyer.
Concert times are Dec. 13 and 14 at
8:00 p.m., and Dec. 15 at 2:30 p.m. at
the Capitol Theatre. Student tickets
range from $12 to $30.

THE TWISTED APRON
The Twisted Apron is a great date
spot year round but during the holidays the restaurant is beautifully decorated and features seasonal holiday
specials.

MOONLIGHT MADNESS
Walkerville Moonlight Madi.~ss Friday is on Dec. 13. Olde Walkerville is already
a charming place but during the holidays many stores are decorated and the snow
just adds to the character of the neighborhood. This Friday, the boutiques, shops,
restaurants and cafes will be open late for Moonlight Madness. This would be the
perfect opportunity to show your significant other some gift ideas and grab hot
cocoa at The Old Town Sweet Shop and Cafe.

FESTIVE
FLICKS~Er~
FOR THE SCROOGE HATER IN ALL OF US
have been a better choice to in vite someone who has not had a
brush with racism in the recent
media.

JINGLEALL THE
WAY (1996)
Jingle All The Way, a Christmas
film starring Arnold Schwar-

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

LADY GAGAAND
THE MUPPETS'
HOLIDAY
SPECTACULAR

(2013)

Despite some of her recent
fashion and lyric choices (. ..
her Burqa and then her "Burqa''
song) I would say I am a fan of
Gaga. When I saw Lady Gaga

And The Muppets' Holiday Spectacular I had to watch because I

dren watching can really relate
to Artpop's lyrics or how many
parents actually let their children watch after Gaga's opening
song though.
Kristen Bell appears after Gaga's
opening song. Bell is always cute
and witty and provides comedy
throughout the show. Also appearing in the show is Sir Elton
John who performs a duet with
Gaga and Joseph Gordon Levitt
who sings a red-hot rendition
of "Baby It's Cold Outside" with
her.

do not have cable and was surprised that something so recent
was put on Netflix (I stream
American Netflix.) Also, I just
really like Miss Piggy.

Throughout the show Gaga
flirts with Kermit and appears
in many risque outfits including
a flannel shirt and thigh-high
boots ... I didn't mention pants
because there weren't any.

Toe show was aired on American Thanksgiving and begins
with Gaga singing in a diamond-encrusted sea shell bikini
which I believe really embodies
the Thanksgiving and holiday
spirit. Gaga performs new songs
from her=lateSt-11:lhum A, tp&p as
well as sexy renditions of holiday classics but of course all in
true Gaga fashion and spirit.
I'm not sure how many chil-

Altogether I believe Gaga to be
a spectacular performer who
brings a ton of energy to her
shows. Not sure how appropriate the holiday special is for
children but I believe this to be
a SQQ\oJ th
lace will enjoy. Although it is refreshing to see a star performer
on The Muppets with a septum
ring and tattoos, it maybe would

zenegger and Sinbad, is one I
make sure to watch every holiday season. As a child I was never really interested in the flick.
thinking it was geared towards
boys. Now as an adult I am able
to catch the innuendo and comedy placed in the film for the
parents that had to accompany
their children to the theatre.

Jingle All The Way is the story
of workaholic father, Howard
Langston
(Schwarzenegger)
who is always missing important events in his son's life and
then forgets to purchase him
the most popular Christmas toy
that year: Turbo Man. He sets
off on Christmas Eve to find a
Turbo Man and finds that every toy store is sold out. At one
stop he meets postman Myron
Larabee, played by Sinbad, who
is also looking for Turbo Man
to give to his son. Myron pretends to want to team-up with
Howard but it is discovered that
the sneaky mailman just wants
Howard to lead him to the toy
and plans to snatch it if there is
only one left. Their quest leads
them to the ci 's holida
arade where Howard is mist en
for the stuntman who is to act as
Turbo Man on a float.
What I think is most memora-

ble about this film is that Howard is not the typical workaholic
father that is seen as "checkedout" from the family. He continues to try to prove his love for
them but his plans always seem
to go awry or he is upstaged by
his Mr. Mom neighbor, Ted,
played by Phil Hartman.

day dinner. A naive and polite
young man named Jimmy returns one wallet and a sweet and
refined girl named Jean returns
the other. There is an instant
connection between the two
young guests, and they become
a couple and fast friends with
the elderly men.

It is also hilarious to see Schwar-

Toe second half of the film
takes a turn for the worse when
1940s stereotypes come into
play. When Jimmy becomes enchanted by his seductive new
celebrity friend, it is up to Jean
to make herself look pretty, focus on her superficial "superior"
qualities, and go retrieve her
cheating man. Meanwhile, the
formerly likeable Jimmy has no
guilt - no genuine feelings at all
- about how he is living his life.
The movie gets more and more
rushed the closer it gets to the
end, resulting in a poor wrap-up
and an overall mediocre story.

zenegger bumble around doing
goofy things to get the attention
of his son. The secondary plotline of Ted constantly hitting
on and trying to woo Howard's
wife with his love of baking or
getting a real reindeer for his
front lawn is one that parents
watching with their children
will enjoy. But you really do not
need to have children to enjoy
the humour in Jingle All The

Way.
MICAELAMULDOON

lance reporter

BEYOND TOMOR-

ROW (1940)

Beyond Tomorrow is a Christmastime drama from 1940 and
it seems at first like it will be a
wholesome, old-fashioned kind
of Christmas movie that brings
on the warm fuzzies.
The story follows three old
industrialists who are good
friends-a cynic, a happygo-lucky and, a neutral _party.
a
Eve, tossing fake wallets into
the streets to see if anyone will
return them and perhaps join
the lonely old men for a holi-

As it was made in a time when
people were more trusting and
generally trustworthy, the characters are in high spirits and
are exceedingly kind to everyone they meet. This, along with
the 1940s language, dress, and
decor, makes for a charming
setting. The film is also noir,
complete with the vintage look
of occasional white and black
flecks on the screen. It is a relief
from the in-your-face technicolour we are bombarded with in
movies and television toda .

However, unless you are looking for a short, simple oldie that
loosely relates to Christmas, you
will want to skip this one.

XMAS MUSIC THAT WON'T MAKE YOUR EARS BLEED
MIKESPECHT

sports editor

CHRISTMAS
SONGS
BAD RELIGION
First of all I want to say thank
God this album came out.
When I was asked to review a
Christmas album, the options
seemed pretty crappy, with
names like Mary J. Bligc and
Susan Boyle decided to spread
the yuletide cheer this season,
I would have rather swallowed
a bag of nickels than listen to
those pieces of garbage. Although, I am sure they are good
ifyou're into that sort of thing ...
For those of you unfamiliar with
Bad Religion, the veteran punk
rockers have a body of work
that includes 17 studio albums
of politically charged, intelligent
punk rock with titles like Generator, Recipe for Hate, and The
Empire Strikes First, you might
be able to tell that a Christmas
album is a bit of a departure for
the band (although fitting to
come on the heels of2013's True
North.) Christmas Songs is also
their first album without guitar-

ist Greg Hetson since 1983.
Toe album features eight
Christmas covers, as well as
an "American Jesus" mix by
Andy Wallace. And the tunes
fit surprisingly well with Bad
Religion's strengths as a band.
Lead singer Greg Graffin and
the rest of the band on backup
vocals have always been great
at harmonizing or ooz'n'ahhs as
they call it, which translates well
on Christmas hymns such as,
"Hark! Toe Herald Angels Sing''
and "Oh Come, Oh Come Emmanuel:'
This is probably the only time
in my life that I will jingle-bellrock-out to a Christmas album.
If you really have to listen to a
Christmas album this holiday
season, go with this one.

SARAH HURST

lance reporter

PUNK GOES
CHRISTMAS
VARIOUS ARTISTS
If you are looking for something
different, but still very catchy
and easy to sing along to-if

all the snow in Windsor is not
enough-then check out Punk
Goes Christmas' compilation of
both new and old, but thankfully mainly new, Christmas songs.

Punk Goes ... is a series of albums released by Fearless Records where punk rock bands
perform covers from various
genres, such as metal, pop,
crunk and classic rock. For the
Christmas album, many of the
bands wrote and recorded original songs.
Bands that recorded new songs
include; New Found Glory, All
Time Low, Real Friends, Crown
the Empire, Jason Lancaster
(formerly of Go Radio), The
Ready Set and Set It Off.
Toe two new songs that are my
favourite include, "Nothing
for Christmas" by New Found
Glory and "All I Can Give You"
by Jason Lancaster. Guitar
strings and bells start "Nothing For Christmas" which is a
sweet song about someone who
is young and in love who does
not want anything for Christmas because he has everything
he needs. "All I Can Give You" is
an acoustic track that will break
your heart with Lancaster's

voice, the lyrics and the melodic
piano in the background.
This is one of the best Christmas
albums I have heard in a while
and I am excited for exams to be
over so I can throw some holiday parties and rock out to these
great songs.

SANDEENHO

lance reporter

CHRISTMAS
KISSES
ARIANA GRANDE
Tis the season for Christmas
music and holiday cheer. It's a
given that almost every Windsorite has a preset in their car
dedicated to 100.3 WINC, but
we can't forget about the annual
releases of new, original holiday
jingles and covers. It was time
for Ariana Grande to give it a
try with her album Christmas

Kisses.
Grande's remake of the famous
"Last Christmas" originally by
Wham!, was released for purchase in the iTunes store. Toe
beginning chimes in with sleigh
bells and leads into an immedi-

ate R&B twist with snaps and
electronic snares. It becomes
difficult to remember the song
is about Christmas with the
faint "heys" in the background
just as the chorus hits.
Her original song called "Love
is Everything:• begins with jingle bells and a loud drum beat,
a choir of voices provides the
cherry on top to deliver the perfect feel-good jingle.

If you enjoy R&B, this next track
will warm up right next to you.
Her next original song, "Snow
in California'' is about having
that special someone only down
for the holidays and hoping for
something to make them stay.
Overall this song doesn't have a
strong Christmas presence but
moreR&B.
Her last track is a cover of"Santa Baby" sang as a duet featuring
Liz Gillies. This cover has all the
sass and attitude as the original.
Overall this Christmas EP
would be suitable for an Ariana Grande fan since the songs
contain a strong presence of her
style, however, someone who
favours the classic Christmas
jingles, like myself, this album
wouldn't be for you.

SWEET POTATOES
BY ALEX NnRA S

ICK

3 sweet potatoes • Cinnamon • Sea salt • Pepper • Olive oil
INS' RUCT.O
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We know how tough it can be to sit down and
have a feast as a student. Finding the time can be
tricky, but the real problem is how do you squeeze
good food out of a student budget? We used our
newsroom as an experiement, making festive
goodies, each costing under $20 to make.

OVEN ROASTE~.OSCHETTA
BY TRAVIS FAqq:.u)c

4 to 5 poun<i:qq~e8$. pork shoulder • 3 tbsp.
chopped sag~ roserna/;rand Italian parsley (each)
• 1 tbsp fedhel seeds, crushed-• 2 tsp. dried .c;hili
flakes, or to taste • Garli~ do~. to taste • Olive
oil, as needed • 2 tbsp. wpi~ wine • Salt and freshly
ground pepp«, to ~ cemon Juice • But91er's
twine or kitcheit~.fo,.t-!oas_t-....·~/ ,
INSTRU

Combine the cranberry jelly and chill sauce in a
bowl, then stir.
Based upon your preferences, you can alter the
proportions of cranberry jelly (sweet) and chili
sauce (tangy).
Add frozen meatballs to crockpot, and cover with
sauce mixture.
Heat on high for 3 hours, stirring occasionally. Let
simmer on low.
Enjoy!
EASY MEATBALLS

Approx. 2.5 pounds of ground beef • 3 eggs • 1
cup water• 1 box of Stove Top Stuffing Mix (dry)
INSTRUCTIONS

Toss and serve in a salad bowl.

O

S......__..___.....

For the herb paste: Add sage, rosemary, parsley,
fennel seeds, dried chili flakes, garlic, 6 tbsp. olive
oil, white wine, and salt and pepper in a bowl. Stir
to combine. Set aside.
Butterfly the pork shoulder: Without slicing all the
way through, slice pork in half horizontally and
open it up like a book. Season pork with salt and
massage herb paste into pork. Push extra garlic
cloves into slots in pork for added flavour. Roll up
pork and tie with butcher's twine. Season, oil, and
cover the outside of the roast with lemon juice.
Roast pork in 400 degree F. oven for 15 minutes.
Reduce heat to 350 degree F. and continue to roast
pork for about 1 1/2 to 2 hours or until 160° internal
temp.
Recipe adapted from CBC's Stefano Faita's Recipe

Mix all ingredients together.

Roll into l lh inch balls and place on foil-lined,
sprayed cookie sheet.
Bake at 400 degrees for 17 minutes or until done
(160 degree internal temp).
Recipe makes approx. 36 meatballs.
Enjoy! (Extras can be loosely frozen in a freezer
bag)Let simmer on low.

MARBLE CHEESECAKE
BY ALEXANDRA SE LICK

1 % sticks of b u t t e r - c •o
1 cup sugar• 2
eggs • 1 cup plain
cheese • 1/3
cup sugar • 1 teaspo
egg
JNST

TIONS:

cocoa. Remove from heat, add
· in s· d flo beat until
·ngton tin
(16cm x 26cm). Beat cheese,
a sugar, pour over
chocolate mixture, swirl through with knife for
marbled effect. Bake for 40 minutes. Cool and cut
when cold.

INSTRU

Chop bread into one mch cubes
place in a
glass baking dish. Mix in trail mix. In a separate
bowl beat 3-4 eggs, add about a 1/4 cup of water,
bullion and paprika. Stir thoroughly and add to dry
ingredients. Bake at 300 for 30 minutes.

Mix i n ~ ~ together in a large punch bowl.

Slip in som{vadka whea,nobody is looking.
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Apply at www.ontariocolleges.ca
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UWINDSOR
DISHES OUT THE
BIG BUCKS
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

University of Windsor students were surprised to find some extra cash deposited in
their UWin accounts last Monday.
Full-time students received $15 and parttimers received $10 from University administration totalling at approximately $250,000.
Holly Ward, chief communications officer for
the University of Windsor, sent out an email
to students saying that the funds were a "surprise bonus" meant as a token of appreciation
for their patience during September's workstoppage.
"It was really about what we can really do, and

what's affordable, to really show our appreciation to the students at this time of year;' said
Ward. "We know exams are a very stressful
period and, of course, we have the holidays to
look forward to, but we thought it would be a
nice bonus to receive this week."

dollars back in the pockets of students. So, it
is a win;' said Crawford. "Something is better
than nothing.
The strike resulted in overheating on campus,
the closure of the Forge Fitness gym at the St.
Denis Centre, and the reduction of many other services on campus. In the fall term alone,
students each paid a $48.75 University Centre
Operating fee, a $17.74 Sports & Ree Capital
fee, and a $78.66 Recreation fee in addition to
their tuition.
Some students are calling the bonus a slap in
the face, not a gesture of generosity.
Some of the most passionate responses were
posted in the comments of the University of
Windsor's Facebook page.
Jessica Tetreault wrote, "A whole month of
lost services and class time is equivalent to
$15 in adrnins' eyes. Nice to know what's really important here. They put over a million
dollars in their pockets of our money while
the strike happened I don't know about the
rest of you but I want to see more money back
tous."

The money can be used for a number of
university services including Tim Horton's,
Subway, the Bookstore, printers, laundry ma- Another commenter, Khalid Mazloum, said,
chines, parking services, and the registrar's "Thanks for providing me with hush money
office. Students can also use the money at the that's only use is to give right back to you!
University's off campus partners like Swiss You have the nerve to post that you're getting
Chalet, Applebees, Harvey's, and Pizza Pizza. a new building and $IS-million to expand!
Shame on you guys! I would have been hapUniversity of Windsor Student Alliance pres- pier with nothing than getting money handed
ident Rob Crawford said that he negotiated to me by thieves:'
with University president Alan Wildeman
and other key members of administration to Crawford said that he understands students'
frustrations.
arrive at the number.
"We had a rally demanding refunds back in "Quite honestly, I could see how some stuOctober, but we had a relatively low turnout. dents might be offended It seems like a slap
So, it does make it difficult to go in asking for in the face after having to deal with that for
demands, but I knew we wanted something a month, but... I tried to negotiate the best I
could on behalf of students," said Crawford.
from the University;' said Crawford.
"I went to Dr. Wildeman because he said publicly he would offer enhanced services and I
want to hold him accountable to this, so I
went to him with the idea of offering students
free printing. The $15 reimbursement is a result of that conversation," he said
"I don't think that this addresses how negatively students were impacted by the strike,
but at the end of the day it's a quarter-million

Ward, however, stressed that the money was
not a reimbursement for lost service.
"We're not calling it a reimbursement because
services were extended in the Forge to make
sure that students had more availability once
the work continued and the work stoppage
was over, and no courses were cancelled," said
Ward "So it is just a bonus ... and it was a
nice surprise on Monday."
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tweet your #uwindsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
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@mia abba

One thing I will never understand is the CAW Tim Hortons
line #UWindsorProblems

Dec.16

UWindsor Problems

@uwinprobs

@UWindsor buys assumption church... there goes the last bit
of non university owned parking on campus
#uwindsorproblems #pricegaugingtime
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Fox News anchor Megyn Kelly caused a storm of
controversy this week when she stated that Santa
Claus, and Jesus as a matter of fact, are white. And
only white.
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If we are talking about historical figures, both are,
of course, not white at all. Saint Nicholas was born
in what is now Turkey and Jesus, as many people
are aware but often overlook, lived in Galilee, in the
Middle-East.
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Kelly ignorantly tried to argue that the skin colour
of these historical figures was white, strongly
warning children that "Santa just is white ... he just
is what he is:' but the issue is not the accuracy of
her statement regarding the historicity of these
figures-there is no use debating the fact that she
is simply wrong in this regard. No, the problem is
that Kelly attempts to paint a definitive portrait of
the mythological sides of these two people-that is,
Santa Claus and Jesus Christ.
The interesting thing about mythological figures is
that they are not real-or, at least, they are mutable
according to culture and tradition. As a matter of
fact, that's how Jesus and Santa became white in the
first place.
The article by Aisha Harris, a columnist for Slate
Magazine, which originally prompted Kelly's
comments, argues that Santa Claus should be a
penguin because this would erase the image of
the white male patriarchal figure that, Harris says,
"helps perpetuate the whole 'white as default'
notion endemic to American culture~
The more I think about it, an older, overweight
man sneaking into my living room with ninja-like
tactics is pretty creepy. Frankly, I don't see what's
so ridiculous about a Christmas penguin, or a black
Santa Claus for that matter-the traditional Santa
Claus mythology is not exactly the most believable
story to begin with.
So I say, if you want to say Santa Claus is black, or
is a penguin, or is a candy coated hippopotamus
wearing a pink tutu, go ahead because in the end
it doesn't really matter. Mythology is story, not
history. We need to accept that there is not one, but
many faces to Santa Claus.

- Travis Fauteux, news editor
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-5Drake falls into his bed. He's out in seconds.
Bzzz. Bzzz. Smack.
Bzzz - smack.
Eventually he stops hitting snooze and stays awake. Stretches palms for
ceiling. Checks the clock- it's 8:13 a.m. shit. shit. shit!
He jumps out, grabs his cellphone, flips up the calendar. He realizes that
his exams are done, having just finished them last night. There's just an
appointment with some reporter at noon.
He paces the room, his heart throttling down. "Meow. Meow!"
He meows back at Mr. Scratchy. "Meow:' responds the cat.
Drake gives in and feeds the moocher. He then stands with the fridge
door open, looking up and down the rows vacant from food. He pulls
out a jug of milk and sniffs it. Just going sour, but not quite there.
He swigs it back. Grabs his coat and boots and heads out to start the
day.
Drake fumbles with his apartment's lock. Smacks the door. "Every.
Damn. Time;' he mutters.
Click. Mr. Scratchy is sitting in the window frame, swatting at snowflakes. A cool breeze blows in, sending the cat barreling to the floor,
failing to catch the frozen H20.
"Wait. Why is that open?"
Drake shuts it He plops a loaf of bread on the table. Pours the animal
more food.
"You know, Mr. Scratchy, since I started writing about this whole D&D
case, the media's been eating it up, tossing some bones my-"

what's this?
He picks up a die from the table. Twenty-sided with the 16 face-up.
"Must've left this here~
Drake spits out mouthwash, splashes water in his face. He goes to the
bedroom. He's crawling into bed when he notices something. Another
D20 on his nightstand. Twenty side up.
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mission statement
The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff stiall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
,ts members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name. major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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complaints
Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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10,000 offer for a "Food Venture"
JAYVERSPEELT
lance reporter

The Downtown :Windsor Farmers Market (DWFM) is poised
to receive a cash injection from
Steven Cheung has been the
owner of the Cheung Trading
Company on Wyandotte Street
West for 28 years in Windsor.
The Chinese medicine reseller
has $10,000 he wants to use for
incentives to new business coming to the market. He's calling it
Food Venture.
"Food Venture is a marketing
initiative for my company to try
to help kickstart and find food
based entrepreneurism here in

Windsor-Essex:· said Cheung.

market;' said Cheung.

"It's a little preliminary for me to
say that this is fantastic or this is
great and I whole heartedly support this, because I really don't;'
said Green.

wouldn't be at the market either,
it's neutral right now;' he said.

There have not been any submissions received for the venThis past year the farmers marture yet but applicants have
ket saw 35 to 37 vendors on
until the end of February to
any given day, but the farmers
The project is not being done in
Cheung doesn't see a lot of send Cheung a 500 word or less conjunction with the DWFM market space at Charles Clarke
people trying to start their own proposal describing a prospec- and whoever Cheung chooses Square is said to be able to hold
business so he opted to offer a tive partnership.
to back won't necessarily be 50 to 60 vendors.
$10,000 incentive for a start up Steve Green, general manager guaranteed a spot at the market.
that would include paying the of the downtown market seems Green says he has to give ev- Cheung said he was willing to
$600 entry fee into the Down- doubtful about Cheung's enter- eryone equal opportunity who look at other market locations
as well, but preferred the downtown Windsor Farmers Market. prising.
wants to participate.
In the off season, the market "In principal it seems like a "Whoever is successful with town location and thinks the
vendors would sell their food in great opportunity. I haven't seen Steven [Cheung] will make an Market Square in Walkerville is
Cheung's store. "An ideal situa- how it's going to be unfolded. application form just like every- on a "slippery slope" downhill.
tion for me would be for exam- He hasn't talked to me person- body else; said Green. "It's not "With all the layoffs you hear
ple, somebody who could take ally about it or consulted with like there is some prearranged about these days like the Heinz
things like goji berries, which me;' said Green.
agreement with me.
plant with 700 people losis a very popular Chinese herb
ing
their jobs, hopefully this
we sell, and be able to integrate Green echoed that he did want "That said, there is nothing
is
something
I can do to give
to
see
more
entrepeneurs
in
the
stating
that
anyone
who
is
sucit into some of the recipes they
cessful with Steven [Cheung] back;' said Cheung.
plan to make for the farmers city.
He believes anyone that lives in
the region knows that the county is one of the agricultural hubs
of Canada.
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Israeli-Palestinian conflict comes to UWindsor
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

A controversial referendum
could come to the University
of Windsor campus in the New
Year, pitting two student groups
against one another in a battle
that is transcending international borders.

The University of Windsor
Student Alliance (UWSA) has
accepted . a petition from the
Palestinian Solidarity Group
(PSG) to hold a referendum in
the winter semester that would
make the UWSA officially endorse the Boycott, Divestments
and Sanctions (BDS) campaign.
The BDS campaign is part of a
movement asking individuals,
corporations, and governments
to halt economic and cultural
relationships with companies

that profit from Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
A few of the major names on
the boycott list include Costco,
Sears, Canadian Tire, Home
Depot, Pizza Hut, and Indigo
Books. All companies on the
boycott list either manufacture
products in Israel or sell Israeli
products overseas.

Rob Crawford, president of
UWSA, said they are waiting to
hear back from lawyers to find
out if they can legally hold the
referendum. The lawyer will
determine if the BDS campaign
violates human rights.

If the BDS referendum passes
on campus, the UWSA will have
to cut ties with the companies
on the boycott list and conduct
Concern over the legality of research to determine whether
this campaign was raised by their current investments have
UWindsor's Jewish Students ties to Israel.
Association (JSA) in an official
statement posted to their Face- "The very essence of the BDS
book page which said the cam- campaign is an attempt to
paign "uses the language of so- 'blacklist' individuals based on
cial justice and human rights in their place of origin; said Miorder to deceive people of good chael Hershkop, president of the
conscience:•
JSA. "There's a huge difference
between being pro-Palestinian
The statement also said that a and being anti-Israeli."
referendum "will do nothing to
further peace between the Is- Global criticisms of the BDS
raelis and the Palestinians, and campaign are largely from Jewserves only to drive students on ish groups who claim this initiative calls for the destruction
this campus further apart."

of the Israeli state. Hershkop
agrees.
"The BDS agenda is not peace
and justice for both Israelis and
Palestinians, it's the elimination
of Israel and a rejection of the
two-state solution," said Hershkop.
Mohammed Almoayad, president of the PSG, said promoting
the BDS campaign is the most
productive way, on campus, to
help fight for Palestinian human
rights.
Almoayad said that the BDS
movement is strictly about ending the violence against Palestinians by economically isolating the Israeli government To
claim otherwise, Almoayad explained, is misleading and only
distracts people from the reality
that the Palestinian people are
suffering.
"The goal of BDS is to put pres-

sure on the Israeli government
to stop criminal policies; said
Almoayad. "It's a desperate tactic to try to get the discussion
off the actual issue. The issue is
what are these criminal policies
and what are they doing to Palestinians?"
In a paper presented to the
United Nations (UN) in April of
this year, Naeem Jeenah, executive director of the Afro-Middle
East Centre in Johannesburg,
said, "Our activism on Palestine
must respond to what Palestinians request of us."

"What bars us from engaging
normally with Israel is not you,
Israeli people, but the policies of
your successive governments,
their violations of international
law and human rights; reads
the paper.
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Kanye West's YEEZUS Tour, The Palace of Auburn Hills
Kit McCann book signing at Ivy Handmade Industries, I I:00 a.m.

FRIDAY DECEMBER 20
Miniature Show, Back Room Gallery
Artist's Co-op Store, I0:00 a.m.
Pretenders Fall/Winter
Dominion House Tavern

Programs,

Land of the Beats:A modern retelling
of The Nutcracker, The Capitol Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY DECEMBER 21
Festival of Carols, The Salvation Army-South Windsor Citadel, 7:00 p.m.

the walkervilles & the fisher
kings play at the loop dee. 21
MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

If you are in town for the holidays, you
will definitely want to be at The Loop
on Dec. 21 for a concert featuring The
Walkervilles and the Fisher Kings. Both
bands are native to Windsor and are very
enthusiastic about playing.

"Windsor has been the city that's nurtured us ... I look forward to those shows
the most," said Pat Robitaille, frontman
of The Walkervilles.
The Walkervilles have had rapidly growing success and multiple tour locations,
but have remained humble. "When you
can earn it and own it with your hometown crowd, and they support you...
I just don't think anything feels better
than that:' said Robitaille.

"I always enjoy playing Windsor because

I think we have some fans that come out.
It's always a fun time playing. There are
good places to play in Windsor compared to when we've gone out of town,"
said Graham Kennish, frontman of the
Fisher Kings.
The Fisher Kings are excited to be opening for the Walkervilles. Kennish notes
that they played one of their first shows
with The Walkervilles. Both bands are
good friends, as Stefan Cvetkovic of The
Walkervilles, and former member of the
band Michou, helped the Fisher Kings
produce their album.
Each band has a classic sound, with
The Walkervilles being highly Motowninfluenced and the Fisher Kings (two
thirds of whom are from England) being
influenced by British classic rock.
"I grew up around it. My dad listened to
the Beatles, Black Sabbath, Iron Maiden,
Judas Priest ... my start in music was
learning all those songs;' said Kennish.

The Walkervilles, on the other hand,
draw more of their styles from the Windsor and Detroit areas.
"Windsor is off the beaten path of the
Canadian music scene and off the beaten
path of the American music scene... I
feel like Windsor is just so different:'
said Robitaille. "You turn out different as
a musician growing up in Windsor:'
He added that the Windsor music scene
has the greatest amount of diverse talent he's encountered in all his tours. He
also thinks that Windsor is under-recognized, but that this adds to the authenticity of the Windsor music experience,
as Windsor musicians are playing music
for the sake of it rather than for fame.
Robitaille said that for all of Windsor's
strife, it manages to produce some ireat
art because, "There's a lot to say and a lot
to speak up against ... Windsor is a hell
of a musical and artistic haven:'

MOVIE REVIEW
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

THE DESOLATION OF

SMAUG

THE HOBBIT
The Desolation ofSmaugis Peter Jackson's
second installment of The Hobbit. When
it was announced that Jackson would be
presenting The Hobbit in three-parts that
would be just as long as The Lord of the
Rings, I was a bit confused.
J.R.R. Tolkien's The Hobbit is a much
shorter novel than The Lord of the Rings
and last year's An Unexpected Journey did
not match its hype. Although visually
stunning, An Unexpected Journey felt
drawn out and there was little action
throughout the film.

Family Holiday Film Days at the Old
Walkerville Theatre, free
. Ciao, Cosmos at Caesars Windsor

SUNDAY DECEMBER 22
Donnie & Marie Osmond: Christmas
in Windsor, Caesars Windsor, 8:00
p.m.
Royal Opera House Live presents The
Nutcracker Ballet, Cineplex Odeon

Devonshire Mall Cinemas, 12:30 p.m.
Kit McCann book signing at Ivy Handmade Industries, I I :00 a.m.

MONDAY DECEMBER 23
Amherstburg River Lights Winter
Festival, Toddy Jones Park and Navy
Yard Park, 5:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside
Park, 5:30 p.m.
Protenders Fall/Winter
Dominion House Tavern

Programs,

TUESDAY DECEMBER 24
Amherstburg River Lights Winter
Festival, Toddy Jones Park and Navy
Yard Park, 5:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside
Park, 5:30 p.m.

The Desolation of Smaug in IMAX
30 is much more fast-paced than An
Unexpected Journey. The movie picks up
where Bilbo Baggins and the dwarves
left off. They are halfway to The Lonely
Mountain but there are still many
obstacles that lay ahead including a
band of ores who are thirsting for Thorin
Oakenshield's blood.
One of my issues with these films is the
ores. In The Lord of the Rings, the ores
are not CGI and I think that is what
makes them so scary. In The Hobbit films
they are very computer animated and I
think that takes away from their menace.
There are a few brilliant fight scenes in
The Desolation. First let me say that if
you are in any way arachnophobic: do
not see this movie. Bilbo and the dwarves
get themselves into a situation similar to
Frodo in Shelob's lair in The Return of
the King. Many of those who read The
Hobbit will remember Tolkien's famous

chapter with the dwarves escaping from
Thranduil in barrels. Jackson turned this
tale into an impressive fight sequence
featuring the ores and Legolas showing
off moves that are on par with his shield
surfing at the battle of Helm's Deep.
The dwarves also bust out some pretty
impressive moves.
While the first half of the film is a lot
more enthralling than An Unexpected
Journey, what most Tolkien fans were
waiting for was to see Smaug come to life
on the big screen. Jackson made it worth
the yearlong wait. Voiced by Benedict
Cumberbatch, Smaug finally emerges
from the hoards of gold at the bottom of
The Lonely Mountain. The most visually
stunning IMAX moments happen when
Smaug is on the screen.
Make sure to watch for Peter Jackson's
cameo in the very beginning of the
movie!

Protenders Fall/Winter
Dominion House Tavern

Programs,

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 25
Amherstburg River Lights Winter
Festival, Toddy Jones Park and Navy
Yard Park, 5:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside
Park, 5:30 p.m.
Green Eyed Soul, Caesars Windsor,
8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY DECEMBER 26
Amherstburg River Lights Winter
Festival, Toddy Jones Park and Navy
Yard Park, 5:30 p.m.
Kingsville Fantasy of Lights, Lakeside
Park, 5:30 p.m.
Dream Catcher, Caesars Windsor,
8:00 p.m.
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ALBUM REVIEWS
KAR-LEIGH KELSO

lance reporter

COMMON COURTESY
A DAYTO REMEMBER
As a self-proclaimed A Day to Remember
fan, I was putting off listening to their
newest album, Common Courtesy.
If a band I love releases anything
new, I fear the worst: my impression
of the band and their music being
potentially tainted by terrible new
music. I am a little weird like that.

However, I am happy to report this
album does not disappoint.

If you've never heard their music, lead
singer Jeremy McKinnon describes the
band as a blend of pop-punk and posthardcore. Song choruses -- sometimesentire songs -- tend to be sung in poppunk style, alongside catchy melodies,
heavy guitar and some screamo/ posthardcore vocals thrown in here and there
to complete their unique music style.
Common Courtesy stays true to the band's
roots, featuring a few almost purely
post-hardcore songs, a few purely poppunk tracks, and a mix of the two for
the remainder. This recipe has proven

very successful on their past albums,
For Those Who Have Heart, Homesick
and What Separates Me from You. I feel
it makes their music interesting and
different enough to keep all their fans
interested.
Their first single from the album, Right
Back at it Again, aptly describes their
immediate return to the studio to record
Common Courtesy as a celebration to
winning an intellectual rights lawsuit.
This is their first self-released album.
When A Day to Remember hit the
local radio stations back in 2008, their
popularity was instantaneous and
massive. They gained thousands of new

fans in the area and since then have
had a number of sold-out shows held in
Michigan.

In my op1mon, their worldwide
popularity is well deserved and there
is no doubt in my mind that A Day to
Remember has a long, healthy career
ahead of them.

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more mfo? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

*

BEYONCE
BEYO

CE

charts tabulated for the week ending Dec. I 0

Christmas came early for all loyal followers of Queen B. The diva released a
surprise self-titled album on Dec. 13, exclusively on iTunes. Not only is it a
surprise album - it's a surprise visual album. There are 14 audio tracks and
each is accompanied by their own full-length music video. In its first two days
it outsold Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, Britney Spears and Miley Cyrus, all who
released albums this year. The album is expected to sell somewhere between
550,000 and 600,000 copies.
I will warn you now - Beyonce will make you laugh, cry, weep and last but
not least - booty shake. The album features anthems for girls and women and
focuses very heavily on feminism. Somehow Beyonce manages to embody
the voice of girls and women going through just about anything a girl or
woman could go through.
Beyonce starts off with "Pretty Hurts;' which focuses on the unrealistic
standards of beauty women are expected to keep up with, "It's the soul that
needs the surgery:· The second track is "Haunted" which is both lyrically and
visually haunting.
Many of the videos are very erotic. While I believe Beyonce's music to be
appropriate for all, some of these videos are definitely not. The third track,
"Drunk in Love" (featuring Jay-Z) is the first of these videos. I think the title
says a lot about what the song and video are about.
Beyonce's younger sister Solange makes an appearance in the video for
"Blow" but surprisingly is not featured vocally on any of the tracks. "Blow"
is a fun song and the video features a roller rink with a lot of neon and booty
shorts as well as Beyonce's favourite dancers, Les Twins.
"No Angel" is a song about women not being one-dimensional and goes
along with the feminist theme and tone of the album. "Yonce" is probably
the most erotic track and video on the album... I'll let you hear and see why.
Right now my top track is "Flawless" which is a hard-hitting feminist anthem,
which features Beyonce's latest motto, "Bow down bitches:'
Also on the album is a ballad dedicated to Beyonce and Jay Z's daughter, Blue
Ivy. Look out for guest appearances and vocals from Drake, Frank Ocean,
Pharrell Williams, Timbaland, Michelle Williams, Kelly Rowland and Justin
Timberlake, just to name a few.

I VARIOUS- Divided & United: Songs Otlhe CIVilWar (AID)
DOG DAY*- Fade Out (Fundog)
3 DUCKTAILS-Wish Hotel (Domino)
4 VARIOUS - Rockin' Here Tonight! (NewWest)
5 RYAN HEMSWOIU"H*- GuiltTrips (Last Gang)
6 ANIMAL P.AR:rS*-SixArmsTo HoldYou (Self-Released)
7 THE SADll~S* - lnt.emal Sounds (Outside Music)
8 COUSaJM - Sister Faith (Temporary Residence)
9 DaTRON 3030- Emit II (Bulk)
IO APOCALYPTICA-~ Reoaded: Live in Leipzig (BMG)
11 JAMES 0-L* - ForThe World Is Hollow And I HaveTouchedThe Sky (Self-Released)
12 SHAD* - Flying Colours (Black Box)
13 EGYPTRIXX*-A/Blil Infinity (Last Gang)
14 MAZ*- Chasse-Galerie (Bleu44)
15 MOKA ONLY* - Mutant (Urbnet)
16 UTllE SUNS*- Normal Human Feelings (Divergent)
17 COUSINS/CONSTRUCTION & DESTRUCTION+'- Cousins/Construction & De
struction Split (Noyes)
18 TY FREAKS*-Tv."O (Schizophrenic)
19 POLYRHYTHMICS- Libra Stripes (Kept)
20 TOUGH AGE*-Tough Age (Mint)
21 SEBASTIEN GRAINGER* -Yours To Discover (Last Gang)
22 VARIOUS- Rockabilly ZombieWeekend (Self-Released)
23 THE POET'S OF RHYTHM -Anthology: 1992-2003 (Daptone)
24 DJ RASHAD- Double Cup (Hyperdub)
25 M.IA- Matangi (lnterscope)
26 CULTS- Static (Columbia)
27 YVIWAM ONYEABOR-V\bid Ps)d,eclek~S:YVllo lsWlam~ (l.ual<aBop)
28 ASHERU-Sleepless in Soweto (GuenilaArts)
29 VARIOUS- ZENA Ninja Tune/Big Dada Sampler 2013 (Big Dada)
30 BOMBAY DUB ORCHESTRA-Tales from the Grand 8a23.ar (Six Degrees)
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POKEMON PROFILE
PICS
Some people may be crazy,
shopping for Xmas gifts and all
this time of year, but have you
noticed that some of those people
are turning into your favourite
pocket monsters? November may
be known for mustaches, but
December is actually the month
when you cease to care for your
face altogether and don the face of
Pikachu or Squirtle rocking some
kickass shades. Spice it up and pull
a Ditto - copy your buddy. But,
whatever you do, don't be a Jinx.

#QUITIING

JUPITER ASCENDING

The Biebs announced
this week that he
is "retiring:• TMZ
called bull on this.
Couldn't agree more
- bet he's just trying
to soak up more of
the spotlight. Fans
complain, he agrees
to do another album
just for them. It sells
out. He sells out. In
the end, a bunch of
people just lost $20.

Okay, we might have talked about the
upcoming Godzilla movie last week. And
yes, yes, I know they can be awesome but really, they kind of suck.
There's a new film hitting the theatres
this summer by the Wachowskis (the two
peeps who brought The Matrix to you
[or were we already there?]). The trailer
for this rocking sci-fi flick features Mila
Kunis being saved by the butt-kicking,
dual-laser-pistol-firing
Channing
Tatum. It also shows Sean Bean, which is
also a spoiler because of his tendency to
be typecasted as someone who dies.

sports

ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

After a crushing defeat to start
the regular season, goaltender
Parker Van Buskirk shed light
on how the Lancers stayed res1lient enough to rebound from
the season opening catastrophe.
With an impressive 11-3-0 record since opening night, Van
Buskirk and the Lancers are
once again proving themselves
as national contenders. Prior to
the showdown at Comerica Park
against Western, the fourthyear goaltender had plenty to
share about the upcoming contest against the Mustangs, as
well as the excitement building
up to the Hockeytown Winter
Festival.

ANKUR KUMAR:AN
EXCITING FIRST HALF
OF THE SEASON SUCH
AS AN EIGHT-GAME
WINNING STREAK.
HOW DIDYOU PULL
THAT OFF AFTER
A ROUGH LOSS AT
HOME?
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PARKER VAN BUSKIRK: Can't
get any worse than that. We sat
in the room, after the original
frustration, just laughed and
knew that's not how we play. We
turned it around in game two
of the series and had some fun,
enjoyed what we were doing.
It showed in the way we were
playing.

AK: HOW WOULD
YOU DESCRIBE THE
FLAREYOU HAVE
MAINTAINED AT THE
START OF THE SEASON
SINCE LAST YEAR'S
POST-SEASON RUN?
PVB: Any team can win a series. We felt we had a really
good chance to win that series
(against Waterloo]. Everyone's
really hungry to get back there
and that's a testament to the
type of people we've brought in.

AK:WITH THE SECOND
HALF OF THE SEASON
LESS THAN A MONTH
AWAY, HOW MUCH
CLOSER DO YOU FEEL
TO CIS NATIONALS
WHEN YOU ARE WITH
GOOD GROUP OF

£ance

·::

PVB: Not looking too far ahead,
but keeping in mind where we
are standing in the country and
what to expect. Our schedule is
fairly tough and the crossover
games haven't been easy for us.
We've played teams on the cusp
or have been there before. It's
keeping us focused and reminds
us we don't want another chance
to slip away

AK:YOU HAVE
PLAYED WESTERN
ONCE ALREADY THIS
SEASON. WHAT KIND
OF COMPETITION DO
YOU EXPECT FROM
THEM A SECOND TIME?
PVB: Any time you play Westem you have to expect to play
one of the best teams in the
country - great goaltending,
solid defense, really strong forwards who can all score. If you
come out not playing extremely
well, the score can get really
ugly really quick. We're a good
team and we're on a close level
with him. The harder we work
playing our game, we should be

·::

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

12/28/2013

12/29/2013

Fraser Valley St Dents
Centre
Cascades

UQAr

St. Denis
Centre

700
Pt

4:00
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W8*m
MustangS

Ryerson
Rams

With half of the athletic calendar
completed for the 2013-2014 CIS
season, Lancer athletics have proven to field a competitive roster in
nearly every varsity and club sport.
Looking ahead to the New Year the
Lancers boast five teams still in the
playoff conYersation in the OUA
West.
On the basketball court, the wornen look to be in fine form having
rattled off nine straight wins following their opening night loss to
Carleton. The three time defending CIS champions sit second in the
national rankings and look to build
steam toward another national 6nal appearance on home court in
March.

MIN S HOCKEY

1/4/2014

WFCI

WAY, THEN START
THE NEXT HALF IN
A BIG WAY AGAINST
RYERSON AT WFCU.
WHAT ARE YOU MOST
EXCITED ABOUT FOR
THE SECOND HALF OF
THE SEASON?

successful again.

AK:THE BIG
SHOWDOWN AT
COMERICA PARK
IS FILLED WITH
STORYLINES THE BIG STAGE IN
HOCKEYTOWN, THE
TIGHTNESS OF THE
OUA RANKINGS - BUT
WHAT ARE YOU MOST
EXCITED ABOUT?
PVB: The whole atmosphere
is going to be neat, like playing outdoors. Although being
a goalie is going to be a little
tough. I'm worried about my
hands are going to be too cold
so I hope they take care of me
(laughs). But it's a unique way
to finish the first half - you get
to play your rival and hopefully
take over first place. Going into
the break, we have some time
to look back. We expected to
be pretty good and we've shown
that. It shouldn't be pressure to
be at the top, it should be fun to
be at the top.

AK:YOU CLOSE OUT
THE FIRST HALF OF
THE SEASON IN A BIG

PVB: Getting into that playoff
mindset because we're coming
up to that stretch. It's hard to
explain that different feeling in
the dressing room. Every game
starts to matter when you think
of where you sit in the standings. You don't play a lot of
games, but it's a long season.

AK:THE RAMS AREN'T
TOO FAR FROM
WHERE YOU ARE JUST BENEATH THE
LANCERS IN THE OUA
WEST.
PVB: Once again we go into
a weekend with a team that is
getting votes to be ranked in
the top ten in Canada. There's
no easy games and it's a little
different at WFCU Centre. It's
another opportunity to measure
yourself against one of the better teams in the country.

A look ahead for Lancer sports

... ... ... .... ..... .... ... ...........
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TEAM MATES AND
COACHES?

6

7:30
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"We are super excited to host nationals again, personally I am excited for Miah and Jessica because this
is their fifth year. Their first year on
the team they lost in the national
finals, and came back and haven't
lost since;' said coach Chantal Val-

lee. "So I know that they aren't going to want to lose on their home
court at any point. It is exciting for
us and we need to stay healthy and
be ready and well prepared. I can
only hope for the best," she said.
The men have had a Jekyll and Hyde
season currently sitting with a (6-4)
record second in the OUA West.
Each of their losses have come
against stiff competition, with three
of the four being against CIS top
ten schools Carleton, Ottawa, and
Ryerson. Coach Oliver will use the
break in particular for two tournaments against NCAA competition,
to get his team back on track for a
defense that has been lacklustre this
season.
"We just don't have five guys that are
willing to defend for 40 minutes, we
just don't have that toughness right
now defensively,' said Oliver after a
home loss to Lakehead.
The men's hockey team has enjoyed
a Cinderella season so far, highlighted with a nine game winning
streak that has the men entrenched
in second in the OUA West, one
game behind first place Lakehead.

The women on the rink have battled
all season through the struggles of
rookie goaltenders Marissa Kozovski and Ingred Sanven. As the
season has matured, so have the
goalies. This bodes well for their
playoff chances, as women are only
one spot out of the sixth and final
playoff spot.
Another team enjoying unexpected
success is the women's volleyball
program, which on the heels of a (315) 2013 season has jumped out to
an OUA West leading (6-4) record.
·we are working hard together, our
big goal is to make it to the playoffs
this season. I am really looking forward to the second half,' said starter
Mel Smyth on the team's success.
Lancer athletics boasts an interesting mix of favourites and underdogs
heading into 2014. With the favourites looking to meet expectations
and the dogs looking to exceed
them, the New Year should provide
plenty of intrigue on campus.

As the men's soccer team who won
bronze proved this season, all you
need to do is get in and anything
can happen.
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SNYDER TO THE X-MEN
Former director of recruiting and special teams' coach of the Wrndsor Lancers
Steve Snyder has accepted the job of offensive co-ordinator with his alma mater
the St. Francis Xavier X-Men. Snyder, who played quarterback for St. FX from
2005 to 2009 will take the reigns for an offense that only average 18 points per
game during the X-Men's (3-5) season.

LANCERS SNAG TOP RECRUIT
Holy Names product Carly Steer has committed to play for the Lancers women's
basketball team in 2014. The Windsor native avl!raged 17 points per game in
high school action last season en route to her first league MVP award during
the Knights undefeated season. Steer joins fellow Windsor-Essex county
athletes Korissa Williams, Andrea Kiss, Jocelyn LaRocque, Anna Mullins, Kim
Moroun, and Caitlin Longmuir next season.

TEAM CANADA ROSTER ANNOUNCEMENT
With the Team Canada roster announcement coming on Jan. 6, I have decided
to stage a challenge to Lance readers! Send in your ideal Team Canada roster
to sports@uwindsorlance.ca for the chance to win a Lancers prize pack. The
submission with the most correct names will receive some Lancers swag.

AIR LANCER ACADEMY
The Windsor Lancers football program has teamed up with Windsor minor
football to provide a wintertime training program for youth athletes in WindsorEssex County. The academy which starts in January, is for athletes aged 13 to
17 and will be coached by former Lancers players and coaches. Registration is
currently ongoing and more information can be found at airlancercamp.com

HOLIDAY CLASSIC
The Lancers women's basketball team is set to host four of the top schools
from across Canada in the 2013 holiday classic at the St. Denis Centre. The
University of Quebec and Montreal Citidens, and the Fraser Valley Cascades
will provide stiff competition for the Lancers who look to claim their fifth
consecutive holiday classic title.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
KIMELLIOTT
lance reporter

sional Basketball Association (OPBA)
were the first of their kind in Windsor, if
not all of Ontario. The CNBL was a sixteam league in 2002 and I believe it's 2004
successor, the OPBA had five teams.

There are still far too many professional
sports enthusiasts in Windsor who still
don't seem to know that there is a professional basketball team in Windsor. When
informed of the tremendous caliber and
success of the 11-5 Windsor Express,
who are second in their conference and
overall in the National Basketball League
of Canada they would even be surprised.
I spoke with Royal Church, the 66 yearold, semi-retired teacher and coach who
guided the Herman Green Griffins to
success at the local and provincial level
for 18 years. He has been intimately involved with basketball in Windsor for
the past 21 years.

KIM ELLIOTT:WHAT IS
YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE
HISTORY OF PROFESSIONAL
BASKETBALL IN WINDSOR
AND ONTARIO FOR THAT
MATTER?
ROYAL CHURCH: To my knowledge,
the Windsor Drive of the former Canadian National Basketball League (CNBL)
and subsequently the Ontario Profes-

-

~

in the area. So he kind of sees me as a
men~or in that regard

as you know, like Steve Talbot, Tyrone
Elliott and Dave Elliott. However those
teams
did not possess the overall talent
KE: WHAT MORE
as
the
Windsor Express. The league is
SPECIFICALLY DO YOU
also much better structured and seems
BRING TO THE TABLE WITH
to have better financial backing, as does
REGARD TO THE WINDSOR
the Windsor franchise. However, with
EXPRESS AS A TEAM?
·current low fan base in Windsor I'm not
RC: In addition to bringing the general sure how long it will be sustainable.
experience I had as a GM and coach with
the Windsor Drive, I helped the Windsor KE:WOULDYOU AGREE
Express with some of their draft picks, as THAT THE HIGH CALIBER
well as bring them into the local school OF BASKETBALL IS WHAT'S
system to assist with their community ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE
partnerships, player development and CORE OF FANS NOW,AND
public relations objectives. I also helped WHAT DO YOU THINK IT
them to acquire timekeepers and game WILL TAKE TO GET THOSE
WHO HAVEN'T ATTENDED
officials.
A WINDSOR EXPRESS GAME
KE:THAT'S GREAT
YETTO DO SO?
COMMUNITY SUPPORT. CAN
RC: Yes I do, because the caliber of basYOU PLEASE TELL ME WHAT
ketball is fantastic. I really don't know
THE MAIN DIFFERENCE
what people are waiting for with regard
BETWEEN THE WINDSOR
to getting on the Express bandwagon.
EXPRESS AND THE NBL OF
CANADA IS IN COMPARISON
Check out all there is to know about the
TO THE FORMER WINDSOR
Windsor Express and the NBL at www.
DRIVE OF THE CNBL AND
nblcanada.ca/14522/2014-schedule,
then
OPBA?

KE: SO HOW DID YOU GET
TO BE INVOLVED WITH THE
WINDSOR DRIVE OF THE
CNBL AND OPBA,AND NOW
THE WINDSOR EXPRESS OF
THE NBL OF CANADA?
RC: I was chairman of Elite Development for Ontario Basketball-as section
of the Ontario Basketball Association
that selects all-star provincial teams that
compete nationally. One of the investors
with the OPBA heard of this and invited
me to play a role in the development of
the league and manageme~t/coaching of
the Windsor franchise.

KE: SO WAS IT ON THE BASIS
OFYOUR INVOLVEMENT
WITH THE OPBA THAT YOU
GOT INVOLVED WITH THE
WINDSOR EXPRESS?
RC: Yes sort of. I was actually just standing back watching things unfold with
regard to the Windsor Express, but was
contacted by Dartis Willis [the team
president] because he heard of my involvement with the previous pro teams

--

-

RC: The Windsor Express is a much more
talented team that the Windsor Drive
was. There were some very talented local players on the former Wmdsor teams

-

-

---

treat yourself to their Christmas Classics
on Dec. 20, 21 and 27 when they take
on the challenge against their NBL rivals
as the host team at the WFCU Centre in
Windsor.

--

--

-
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Lead real change in education.
Join a community of scholars in an enriching and collaborative
environment and form intellectual partnerships that will last a
lifetime. Develop the theoretical and practical leadership skills to
make a significant contribution to our discipline and our profession
in Ontario. Canada. and around the world. Apply today!

0
0

Esteemed Faculty

( ) 2 Year Completion

Full Student Support

O

Culture of Collaboration

Contact Us 519 661-2099 I araded@uwo.ca I www.edu.uwo.ca
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2013 has come and gone along with thou- we have broken the University population
sands of student's dollars. In the spirit of the into three groups - commuters living at
New Year, The Lance took a look at the ex- home, students living in residence, and stupenses that an average student encounters dents living on their own in the city - to find
in one year while attending the University of where all that money is going .
Windsor.
The data is in no way a representation of the
Through research and data collection via a entire student population - certain numbers
survey that was given to UWindsor students, will vary from student to student Trans-

portation, for example, depends on how far
a student lives in relation to the university.
That being said, the data provides a glimpse
into the regular economic life of the average
university student and shows the alarming
difference between what is spent and what is
earned while pursuing postsecondary education in Ontario.
MORE
NEXT PAGE I>

AVERAGE STUDENT EXPENSES VS. INCOME

$25000

21165.22
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student living in residence
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a income

student renting an apartment

TUITION BREAKDOWN
$6,556

Goodwill Industries provides a financial literacy and budgeting service for students who
need help managing their money. They provided The Lance with some money saving tips
that may help you set your 2014 New Year's
resolution:
1. SET SMART (Specific, Measurable, Active,
Realistic, Timed) financial goals and work toward them - they create a focus for you/ direction. If you borrowed for your education, set a
SMART goal to pay back the loan.

2. KNOW WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES
- if you don't have a budget &/or control over
your spending, start tracking all of your expenses in a month. Compare to your monthly
income and see if you are living within your
means or overspending.

3. IF YOU CAN'T AFFORD IT, DON'T BUY IT.
Save until you can afford it! Don't use a credit
card unless you can afford to pay the balance
off in full when its due. While paying only
the minimum amount due each month by the
due date will keep your credit history in good
standing, it will generate interest owing on the
outstanding amount and grow the total debt
significantly beyond the original price paid.

Michellyne Mancini and Aaron Keogh of Greendoor
Financial Inc., located near the University of Windsor
at 1060 University Ave. W., also have some tips for students:
1. SCHOOL IS YOUR JOB. It's important to keep
in mind that your first job is to get your degree and
to get the best marks possible. This will generally also
better position you in getting a better job once you've
graduated. If it's possible, utilize government loans
programs to lessen the need to work long hours for pay
while you're attending school. Try to, instead, work
during the summer and be frugal in order to save as
much as you can for while you're in school.

2. BE IN CONTROL Smart choices you make with
your finances will affect how well you do. There are
enough stresses that come with being in school already.
Minimize the stress of spending money on something
you shouldn't have or couldn't afford by staying in
control of your spending. Your finances are integrated
into every aspect of your life: saving money on restaurant food, for example, relies on your time management and cooking skills. Set a maximum amount of
money you want to spend eating out per month, and
don't go over it. Learn a few "staple" recipes that you
can rely on in a pinch.

5. WORK - can you pick up a part-time job
in your spare time? Work extra hours or overtime? Can you pick up a second job?

3. CREATE A BUDGET AND SET ASIDE FUNDS.
For your fixed expenses like rent or cell phone, and
your periodic expenses like tuition and books. It's important to separate your needs from your wants. It is
important to stick to the budget you create as it should
ensure that your necessary expenses are covered. Your
budget is your ultimate spending guide-without it,
you're kind oflost. This goes for students, adults in the
working world, and retired senior citizens

6. GROCERY SHOPPING - plan it with a
list; shop the flyers and buy where comparison
pricing is honoured; don't shop on an empty
stomach. Remember - conveniences cost extra!

4. KEEP A LOG OF WHAT YOU SPEND. Whether
you use a spreadsheet at the end of the day or use an
app throughout the day, keep track. Accounting may
not sound glamorous but it will ensure that you never
have to ask the question of 'where is my money going:

7. SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS= FREE
MONEY!! Check with your Financial Aid Office at your education institution as there are
many, many available. Most require effort to
apply for them and others you may need to
qualify for.

5. KEEP GOOD CREDIT. Ensure that if you write a
cheque that it doesn't bounce. Also, avoid the credit
card temptation. Having one credit card can be good
as it assists you in building credit, but as soon as you
use it, pay it off rather than waiting until the due date.
Make sure to pay it off in full to avoid paying interest.

8. FOR EMERGENCIES, FOR THE FUTURE, FOR FUN, SAVE! No matter how
much or how little, start NOW. Get into the
habit. Talk to your bank about setting up a preauthorized savings arrangement into a TFSA
(Tax Free Savings Account).

A budget template is available on the Greendoor Financial website for those who are interested in tracking their personal spending and setting financial goals
in the new year.

4.AVOID IMPUISIVEAND HABITSPFNDING.
These often satisfy 'wants' (the things that you
can go without) versus 'needs' (the simplest of
things that you need for survival).

~---.......~~.........,,,,___.......,.-~,....,._,,

COMMUTING STUDENT LIVING
WITH GUARDIAN(S)
$16, 159

VEHICLE BREAKDOWN
$6,590

nsatrance

'3 r9 36
tu t1o n

$6 556

STUDENT LIVING IN
RESIDENCE
$21,165

residence fees
$7,266

STUDENT L IVING IN THE CITY
$19,729

BYTRAVISFAUTEUX & JASONRANKIN
Pope Francis is elected on
March I 3 to lead the Catholic
Church.
& Time Just named him Man of the
Year

May 13, International Space
Station Commander Chris
Hadfield returns to earth
with over I million Twitter
followers.
check out his Space Oddity cover on
YouTube - it's out of this world

August 14 to 19, Windsor
hosts the International
Children's Games.
& now Windsor has a gigantic pool
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April I 5, two bombs explode
in Boston during the Boston
Marathon .
thoughts and prayers go out to
those affected and in1ured by this
tragedy

July 18, the city of Detroit
files for Chapter 9
bankruptcy.
is Detroit the vanguard of America's
future? - let's hope not

•

BY JASONRANKIN

•
•
•

WHAT DOES THE FOX SAY BYYLVIS best vid/song this year
- sing bits and pieces to myself everyday ... sometimes gets
awkward when I'm on the bus

•

ROYALS BY LORDE remember that commercial that
completely misinterpreted this song?

:
•
•

COUNTING STARS BY ONE REPUBLIC all I can say is thank
the flying spaghetti monster that One Republic launched an
album this year

•

••

August 25, Miley Cyrus
shocks over I O million
viewers with her twerking

•

••

DEMONS BY IMAGINE DRAGONS or you could just listen
to the whole album, because it's awesome

performance on the MTV

•

THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY BY THE CIVIL WARS or you
could just listen to the whole album, because it's awesome

Video Music Awards .

• no comment
October 9, a new contract
•
between the University of
•
Windsor and CUPE Local
•
1393 is ratified after a month
• October I, the United States
long strike.
•
:::;;ji-111!!!!_ _ _ _.__ _._ _ _liM__fllll__. . . . ..._.. .---Jpt~elt:ilJ·"'~O:Y£.rnment shuts
down for over two weeks.
•• meanwhile, Congress St. in Detroit
busy despite the city being
• remains
bankrupt
••
October I 0, former Detroit
•
Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick
•
is sentenced to 28 years in
•
prison on corruption charges.
• November 2, Typhoon Haiyan
who's the hip-hop mayor now?
• starts to form, which later
•• strikes the Phillipines, killing
• over 6,000
• please donate to the relief effort
•
November 5, Toronto Mayor
•
Rob Ford admits to smoking
••
crack cocaine.
• November 5, Canadian
need not apply for crackstarter • Senate votes to suspend
did you know this guys wants to be
• Mike Duffy, Pamela Wallin,
Prime Minister?
•
• and Patrick Brazeau without
• pay as part of an expenses
• scandal .
•• you may have been too caught up in
November 18, the Oxford
English Dictionary selects the
• the Ford crisis to catch this
word "selfie" as word of the
•
year.
•
• Nelson Mandela, politician
are you supposed to say cheese
•• and anti-apartheid
when you take a pie of yourself?
revolutionary, dies at age 95
• on
December 5.

••
••
•
•

WAKE ME UP BY AVICII he's steering away from his dubstep
- and he's awesome at 1t
BLURRED LINES BY ROBIN THICKE let's not get in a debate
here about the song.. it's catchy

~

the world lost a hero, but will always
remember him

•
•

& A BEST ONE! BY JASON RANKIN
CATCHING FIRE

••

Whoa.Just whoa.Way to end the year with this. Katnissss!

:

ELYSIUM

•
•
•

Power suits, awesome film style and a space station. Love how
this movie took the unseeable one per cent vs. the 99 and
took it to a space station .

••
••
•
•
•

•••
•
••
•
••

STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS
My pa brought me up as a Trekkie (and yes, I prefer that term
to "Trekker" - silly Fanboys). History's been changed in the
future and these new renditions are awesome - though a
little heavy on the lens flares .
THIS IS THE END
Seth Rogan, James Franco and all their buds stake out against
the end of the world. Funniest movie of the year.

PACIFIC RIM
Massive monsters. Giant robots. Better than a Godzilla movie.
IRON MAN 3
A redemption from the second movie. Let me get my fanboy
on. Shut up and take our money, Disney.
MAN OF STEEL
Ba

••••••••••••••••••••••
THE PHALLIC BUSH

an may be cooler than the tight-wearing-overpowered
erhero, but it's great seeing Clark Kent (ha, alliteration!) in
ovie that doesn't suck.
CHECK OUTTHE DESOLATION OF
SMAUG REVIEW - SEC.A PG.04 l>

This 1s what Windsor will be
known for m years to come.
Exactly what it sounds like: a tornado filled with flying sharks
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . of doom.This took the Internet by firestorm this year.

IL

BY:
ALEXANDRASELLICK
SANDEEN HO
&
SARAH HORWATH

PHOTOS COURTESY OF
HM.COM

BOWTIE
$14.95 • H&M

STRAPLESS DRESS
$69.96 • H&M

LACE DRESS
$34.95 • H&M
SUIT TROUSERS
$69.95 • H&M

'
TUBE SCARF
$14.95 • H&M

BOOTS
$69.96 • H&M

MAXI DRESS
$19.95 • H&M

CHIFFON DRESS
$29.95 • H&M

KNITTED JUMPER
$49.95 • H&M

WOOL JACKET
$179 • H&M

...-

•
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOEFRESH.COM

SEQUIN VELVET DRESS
$24.94 • JOE FRESH

-- ,
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-
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WOOL NOTCH COLLAR BLAZER
$89.94 • JOE FRESH

·e
-...
...

SEQUIN STRIPE SWEATER
$24 • JOE FRESH

SEQUIN BLAZER
$89 • JOE FRESH

MEN'S CORD JEANS
$19 • JOE FRESH

MEN'S CLASSIC V-NECK
$19 • JOE FRESH
MEN'S SUPER SLIM CHINO
$29 • JOE FRESH

REVERSIBLE BEANIE
$6 • JOE FRESH

GLITTER SKINNY BELT
$4.94 • JOE FRESH

WOOL SCARF
$29 • JOE FRESH

STRIPE RIB KNIT SCARF
$14 • JOE FRESH

PHOTOS COURTESY OF
DYNAMITECLOTHING.COM
DAMASK SEQUINS BODYCON DRESS
$69.90 • DYNAMITE

STUDS & STONES STRETCH BRACELET
$16.90 • DYNAMITE

HIGH WAIST COATED LEGGING
$24.90 • DYNAMITE

•

ones
&co.
•
ewer:

GREEN DROP EARRINGS
$24 • JONES & CO.

GREEN EARINGS
$22 • JONES & CO.

It is not everywhere that you would be able to find the head of a
moose hanging on the wall in Windsor.
All around the store is vintage clothing, glimmering jewelry
cases and a glowing Christmas tree right smack dab in the
middle. With hats, peacoats, scarves, jackets and dresses, the
selection of the store is oozing with swagger.

WING DIAMOND EARRINGS
$38 • JONES & CO.

When browsing through the store, I couldn't help but hear
customers drooling over the unique style and vintage feel.
Attempting to leave the store several times, but being held back
after discovering new and fashionable things. Jones & Co. is the
place to go to find clothing and jewelry to indulge in.

FREE BUS SHUTTLE
EVERY TUESDAY!

I 0%
STUDENT
DISCOUNT

The Real
Canadian

CONTINUOUS FREE BUS SERVICE
BETWEEN 6-lOPM FROM ALUMNI HALL
(750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL CANADIAN
SUPERSTORE ON DOUGALL ROAD!
BUSES WILL DEPART FROM ALUMNI
HALL (750 SUNSET) TO THE REAL
CANADIAN SUPERSTORE, EVERY
TUESDAY AT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM

nye even
guide
NEW YEARS EVE,
ONETHIRTYEIGHT, $30
NEW YEARS EVE, CLUB 576,
9:00 P.M., FREE COVER UNTIL
11
NEW YEARS EVE, REVIVAL
SOCIAL LOUNGE, 9:00 P.M., $15
NEW YEARS EVE, VENUE MUSIC
HALL, 8:30 P.M., $30
NEW YEARS EVE, DOMINION
HOUSE TAVERN, 9:00 P.M., NO
COVER

Bring in the New Year at the DH
TRAVIS FAUTEUX

news editor

While most of Windsor's New Year's Eve
hot spots will be shining with the usual
glitz and glamour, one local bar will be
keeping it simple this time around.
Toe Dominion House Tavern on Sandwich Street will be hosting a house partystyle New Year celebration "without the
bullsh*t:'

NON-MEMBERS

Toe event will feature a performance at
midnight by Windsor-based folk-rock
band Years of Ernest with two members,
Andrew Macleod and Leigh Wallace,
doing an acoustic set.

CABOTO CLUB NEW YEARS
EVE CELEBRATIONS, THE
CABOTO CLUB, 6:00 P.M.
TO 2:00 AM., $110.00 FOR
MEMBERS, $135.00 FOR NONMEMBERS

Dominion House owners Chris Mickle
and Kristian Neill promise there will be
"no cover charge, reservations, lineups,
stupid hats, noise makers, or champagne?'

BOOM BOOM ROOM 30
OFFICIALLY WINDSOR'S
BIGGEST NEWYEARS EVE
PARTY, THE BOOM BOOM
ROOM, 9:00 P.M. TO 4:00 AM.,
TICKETS RANGE FROM $15 TO
$500 FOR THE DJ BOOTH

"Toe market in the food and beverage industry is to charge a cover charge, have
champagne, hors doeuvres and party favours, but the Dominion House just likes
to keep it simple because we think that's
what people want; said Mickle.

NEW YEARS EVE, CIOCIARO
CLUB, 6:00 P.M. TO 2:00 AM.,
$90 FOR MEMBERS, $100 FOR

LEVEL 3 VODKA EMPORIUM,
9:00 P.M. TO 2:00 AM.

"We basically throw a house party in a
bar with regular drink specials and no

inflated prices," he said.
Mickle also added that, in true house
party fashion, musicians attending the
event will be able to jam on stage if they
feel so inclined.
Toe Dominion House has a long line of
talented artists that are set to perform in
the coming months including: 14 piece
"brasshop" band My Son the Hurricane
on Jan. 17, post-hardcore legends Silverstein on Jan. 30, and local up and coming
country music star Chelsey Danfield on
Feb. 6, who has been traveling to California recently to perform and record videos.
Since its establishment in 1878, the "DH"
has maintained a close relationship with
the Windsor community. Throughout
its long history it has been a favourite for
University of Windsor students-especially since the closure of the campus pub
in 2012.
As a University of Windsor student herself, Danfield says she loves going to the
Dominion House to perform and just to
have fun.

"It's a really cool historic building. It's
pretty iconic for Windsor and there aren't
really a lot of places like that that are still
operational. It's nice to have a place that's
a hub like that because we don't have a

Say goodbye to 2013 with all the best songs from this year! These tracks are a must-have for
your New Years Eve party this year.
To make your own playlists, you have a few different options. You can buy the songs on
iTunes and then create a playlist on your computer and then easily add in your favourite
party songs to the mix.

If you want to stream your music, you can use 8Tracks, which is advertisement free. However,
be careful that you chose the right song or else you might end up with an interesting remix.
YouTube is also an option, although now there are many advertisements that pop-up before
or during the video. To remedy this, try downloading AdBlock or YouTube Options in
Google Chrome or AdBlock Plus for Firefox.
I LOVE IT BY ICONA POP

STILL INTO YOU BY PARAMORE

COME A UTILE CLOSER BY CAGE THE
ELEPHANT

HOLDING ONTO YOU BY TWENTY
ONE PILOTS

SWEATER WEATHER BY THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD

ROAR BY KATY PERRY

MY SONGS KNOWWHATYOU DID IN
THE DARK BY FALL OUT BOY

WAKE ME UP BY AVICII
ROYALS BY LORDE
BEAM ME UP BY CAZZETTE

RADIOACTIVE BY IMAGINE DRAGONS

UNBELIEVERS BY VAMPIRE WEEKEND

POMPEII BY BASTILLE

SAFE AND SOUND BY CAPITAL CITIES

LITILETALKS BY OF MONSTERS AND
MEN

BURN BY ELLIE GOULDING

SLOW DOWN BY SELENA GOMEZ

CITY OF ANGELS BY THIRTY SECONDS
TO MARS

COUNTING STARS BY ONE REPUBLIC

THE WAY BY.ARIANA GRANDE

pub at the U anymore;' said Danfield.
"It's kind of like the new university pub.
Plus, it's nice to get support from your
peers:'
She said her music is a form of country
that appeals to wide group of people, not
just the traditional honky-tonkers.
"I grew up listening to country. but as I
got older I started listening to rock and
more mainstream stuff. Toe music I play
is country based, but has a pop and rock
influence. It's fun to combine the different elements:' said Danfield. "As long as
it's high energy, even if it's not a genre
that people like, people tend to get into it.
I get that from a lot of people that don't
like country, but enjoy the show anyway?'
Danfield is currently working on securing a couple shows with some pretty legendary country acts, though she had to
keep the names a secret.
Following her show at the Dominion
House she will be travelling to Nashville
to finish cutting her debut album, which
she hopes will be ready sometime in the
New Year. On the album, Danfield will
be surrounded by well-established musicians like drummer Mike Kennedy who
has played with George Strait and Jimmy
Buffet, and Tim Crouch who has played
acoustic guitar, fiddle, and mandolin for
Alan Jackson.

new
ears eve
CARAMEL APPLE CIDER QUST LIKE
STARBUCK'S) (NON-ALCHOLIC)

CANDY CANE COCKTAIL

j (ALCOHOLIC)

Ingredients:

:, Ingredients:

-1 cup of apple cider (store bought)
-Whipped Cream (store bought)
-Hershey's Caramel Sauce

'

Boil I cup of apple cider in a pot (not quite to
the point of boiling). Pour into a mug. Top with
whipped cream and then drizzle a layer of caramel
sauce on top. Serves I.

-2 ounces strawberry vodka
-4 dashes white creme de menthe
-2 Y2 ounces cranberry juice
-crushed ice
-mini candy cane for garnish
-red sugar for garnish
Place red sugar on a small plate or saucer.Wet the
outside rim of a chilled martini glass with water.
Holding the glass by the stem, rotate the rim to
coat with candy. In a cocktail shaker, combine all
ingredients except for the candy cane. Shake until
well combined. Strain into prepared glass. Garnish
with the candy cane and serve. Serves I.

TRADITIONAL EGGNOG
(ALCOHOLIC)
Ingredients:
-3 cups milk
- I cup light cream
-l /2 cup of brandy, bourbon or dar:k. rum
-3 whole cloves
-2 sticks of cinnamon
-1 piece (3-inch) of a vanilla bean, split in half
lengthwise and seeds scraped
-1 /2 teaspoon of nutmeg, ground
-6 egg yolks
-3/4 cup sugar
Bring milk. cream, whole cloves, cinnamon sticks,
vanilla bean and nutmeg just to boil in medium
saucepan on low heat. Beat egg yolks and sugar in
medium bowl until pale yellow in color and fluffy.
Gradually add I cup of the hot milk mixture, mixing
with wire whisk until well blended. Gradually whisk
mixture back into the remaining milk mixture in
the saucepan. Cook and stir on medium-low heat
3 to 5 minutes or until mixture thickens and coats
the back of a spoon. Strain into large bowl. Adg
brandy, bourbon or dark rum. Stir to combine,.
Cool slightly. Cover. Refrigerate overnight or until
well chilled. Serve in chilled cups or glasses and
garnish with a sprinkle of nutmeg. Serves I0.

..
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-1 /2 oz Tia Maria coffee liqueur
-1/2 oz rum
-coffee
-1 1/2 oz whipped cream
-sprinkle of cinnamon
-pirouette cookies
Build the ingredients in a coffee mug. Top with
whipped cream, and gamish with a sprinkle of
cinnamon and a pirouette cookie. Serves I.

INDIAN MASALA CHAI (NONALCOHOLIC)
Ingredients:

-4 whole cloves

VANILLA POMEGRANATE MOCKTAIL
(NON-ALCOHOLIC)
Ingredients:
-2 ounces of vanilla syrup
-1 tablespoon of sugar
-4 ounces club soda
-crushed ice
-garnish of pomegranate seeds
-red sugar for garnish
Place red sugar on a small plate or saucer.Wet the
outside rim of a chilled martini glass with water.
Holding the glass by the stem, rotate the rim to
coat with candy. In a cocktail shaker; combine all
ingredients except for the pomegranate seeds.
Shake until well combined. A~er extracting some
pomegranate seeds, put them in the bottom of a
cocktail glass. Strain the vanilla mixture into the
glass and serve. Serves I .

-2 cardamom pods
-1 cinnamon stick. broken into pieces
-3 cups water
-1 /4 teasJ?Oon ground ginger
- I/8 i o n fresh ground black pepper
-f/2 CU
ilk
-2 tabl oons granulated sugar
-2 ta
oons black tea (decaf is best}
-sprinlc. e of cinnamon
-pirouette cookies
In a mortar, crush the cloves, cardamom pods and
cinnamon, or use a coffee grinder. Transfer the
crushed spices to a small saucepan, add the water,
ginger and pepper and bring to a boil. Remove
the pan from the heat, cover and let steep for 5
minutes. Add the milk and sugar to the pan and
bring to a boil. Remove from the heat and add the
tea. 6 Cover and let steep for 3 minutes. Stir the
chai, then strain it into a warmed teapot or directly
into teacups. Garnish with a sprinkle of cinnamon a
pirouette cookie. Serves 2.
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A LONG RIDE
THE HISTORY OF THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY IN
WINDSORANDWHERETO FIND IT
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

In just over two weeks The North American International Auto Show will open to
the public, showcasing more than 500 of
the world's newest and most innovative vehicles. Before this glimpse into the future
of the automotive industry, however, it is
impommcto take a loo bacicat how the
Detroit-Windsor region came to be the centre of the automot ive industry for so many
years.
The Ford Motor Company introduced the
Model T in 1908, the first widely affordable automobile due to the assembly-line
production that Henry Ford implemented.
Things were looking good for Ford in Detroit. Then, he implemented the $5-day
wage that brought workers to Detroit from
all over the United States.
One could say that the rest is history, but
there is much more to it than that - especially on the south side of the Detroit River.
The Canadian auto industry really exploded in 1904 when Henry Ford brought his
business to The Walkerville Wagon Works
and began producing the Model C under
the name of The Ford Motor Company of
Canada. As in Detroit, the business grew
quickly and Ford expanded to a new plant
in 1910. A new town named Ford City
sprung up around the factory, later changed
to East Windsor.

I tliinkwe [Windsor and Detroit]
will always have a special place in our
hearts for the industry, but we are no
longer the capitals of the industry in
our respective countries. All the new
plants are going south.
-

MICKEYMOULDER,

VICE CHAJRMAN,CANADIANTRANSPORTATION MUSEUM

Meanwhile, the Maxwell Motor Company
and Chalmers Motor Company were malcing their own way in the Canadian auto
industry with their own plants in the area.
The two companies merged in 1925 and
soon became the Chrysler Corporation of
Canada. Like Ford, the company expanded
well into the twenties.
A third major automobile manufacturer,
General Motors, moved into the city around
the same time as Ford and Chrysler and began producing engines and axles. GM production briefly ceased in 1923 but started
again in 1928 when GM's plant on Walker
Road began manufacturing chassis and assembling a limite.d amount of automobiles.
The auto industry was alive and well in the
city, despite a clear "slump" during the 30s
Depression years. This slump was largely

compensated for in World War II and postwar years. Unions came into the picture in
the 40s and the famous 1945 Ford Strike
lasted 99 days.
Mickey Moulder, vice chairman of the Canadian Transportation Museum with years
of experience in the industry, said that
Windsor has had a long history, but that
history is coming to an end.
"I think we {Windsor and Detroit] will always have a special place in our hearts for
the industry, but we are no longer the capitals of the industry in our respective count ries;' said Moulder. "All the new plants are
going south:'

"Windsor could go without any auto industry pretty quickly. We don't have much
here compared to what we used to;' said
Moulder.
The history of the Canadian auto industry
can be observed first-hand right here in
Windsor-Essex at the Canadian Transportation Museum, which houses an impressive collection of automobiles from the first
registered automobile to be produced in
Canada, an 1893 Shamrock, to the last 4.2L
V6 alurninum engine produced at Windsor's Ford Essex Engine Plant in November,
2007.
The museum's collection also includes a
Model "T" that happened to be the first
automobile to commercially transport
cargo over the Ambassador Bridge, a 1927
Packard once owned by American aviator
Charles Lindbergh, and a number of classic
motorcycles.
Moulder says that a trip to the Canadian
Transportation Museum is the best preparation for the 2014 North American International Auto Show.
"A lot of people think that what you see today just landed here;' said Moulder. "But,
there's a reason why things look like they
do today-things evolved. So, to go back in
time and look at the history of the industry,
it adds to the experience ofgoing to the auto
show:'
Windsor was the automotive capital of
Canada, but times have changed and now
there are only a few plants left in the region.
Chrysler Canada has the strongest presence
MORE
PAGE 04 I>
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#uwindsorproblems
tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance
jan.08

courtney bear @counney bear
Start the fall semester with no ax and a heat wave, start the
winter semester with no heat and super cold weather._
#uwindsorproblems
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courtney bear ourtney..bear
I think it's colder in this class room then it is outside-·
#uwindsorproblems

11

Canadians and winter go hand-in-hand. Winter brings hockey,
cold beer and lots of hand warming coffee. But winter isn't so kind
to us. It brings snow that blots out the sun, ice that slips cars off
the road and cold that will freeze your skin off. Simply, winter
kills us. Since Toronto got hit by a bad ice storm, leaving some
without power (which means no hean for a week and we just had
to drudge through -38 degree weather (with windchill), it's time
we get a guide for the winter. Really, it's just a list on how to not
die.
I. DRESS, DRESS AND DRESS AGAIN

If you don't have a winter coat, get one ASAP. It's an essential
garment to the Canadian lifestyle. As well, you need a good hat,
gloves and winter boots (warm ones that are water resistantnothing is worse than wet feet in freezing weather). When you go
out, make sure you wear these. If it's not cold enough for gloves
and a hat, bring them anyways-cold wind can pick up and as the
sun sets, it gets a lot colder. A cheap trick to keep warm without
expensive sweaters is to layer up. A t-shirt, button shirt, long
sleeves, sweater and coat can all be combined to keep you innards
nice and toasty. Hats can be combined. Small gloves in bigger
gloves. Rock long johns (if you have them), pyjama bottoms
and pants (because, let's face it, you're not going to wear snow
pants). Scarves are awesome. They can insulate your neck and be
wrapped around your face like you're about to hold up a bank.
You can also go all out and rock a ski mask with goggles.
2. STOCK UP FOR DISASTER
You can get snowed in, you could lose power, the snowpocalypse
could bring the end of civilization. You need to be prepared. Make
sure you have a good supply of canned goods stored up. Beans
are ideal so nab them when they're on sale (everything you need
plus you don't even have to cook them). Make sure you have a few
extra blankets, and lots of books for burning (just kidding... I'm
not responsible for any fires caused). You should be able to live in
your house for days without going out.

3.STAY IN
Don't go out unless you have to. If it's really cold outside, just go
outside for the essentials of life (like work and those classes that
you can't skip). If it's snowing, freezing rain, etc., stay in. Call in
sick (or stuck), skip. Driving in this weather is a death sentence.

•
•
•

Jenna Peters

@JPt'. s69

Frost wee~*-·· Just kidding my school is shit.
#uwindsorproblems

@SWS1bear

This wait line in the bookstore is SO lame.
#uwindsorproblems

jan.07
Victoria Pillar @v1ctor1a_p111ar
So now there's a line to wait to get inside the bookstore..?
#uwindsorproblems

jan.07
Marco Bernabo @MarcoBemabo
Start of first semester the NC didnt work so it was way to
hot, start of second semester its -25 so its too cold to go
#UWindsorproblems

Ian Virtue

@l.ao!hffl101

-
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freezing your butt off?
tweet 't'S! #uwindsorproblems
@uwindsorlance

CATCH US
NEXTWEEK
FOR OUR
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4.AND JUST SOME ADVICE

If you ever leave your house for an extended period of time, do
not shut the water off. Though this will not kill you, it will lead to
your pipes freezing and possibly bursting. This may, inadvertently
lead to your landlord, parents or significant other killing you,
however. As well, do not leave children or animals in the car while
it is shut off.

jan.07

artdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

a jam-packed,
art filled issue of
awesome

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educabonal, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission. and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are 1101 necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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complaints
Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance·s content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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lie b~ginning of or:9g
trans1t1on for west-w1ndsor

While some west-end residents
remain neck deep in a $10-million lawsuit against Detroit billionaire Matty Moroun's Canadian Transit Company-the
Canadian half of the Ambassador Bridge Company-westend resident and Our West End
blogger Fabio Costante is looking at the improvements that
have been made in the last year.
"On the surface, some improvements include the beautification of Wyandotte Street West
in conjunction with all the development that has happened
there like the Engineering building and the parking garage...!
think that's very exciting," said
Costante. "The whole road from
Huron Church to Campbell is
really nice."
Costante cited a new partnership with the United Way that
resulted in the development of a
Residents' Roundtable, a group
of 16 residents from each WestWindsor neighbourhood, and
the creation of a Parks Committee as signs of positive progress.
The Parks Committee was created to ensure that parks in the
West-End are maintained, preserved, and utilized.
A big move is set to happen in
the new year that will see the
Sandwich Towne library branch
move from its current location
in General Brock public school
to the historic fire hall on Mill
Street. Costante says this is a
positive move for the residents
of Olde Sandwich Towne.

"Even though you're just kind
of moving one institution from
one place to another virtually a
block away, I think it's a positive
move because you don't want to
see the old fire hall empty;' said
Costante. "It's a great utilization
of a historic building - one of
many in Sandwich Towne:'
Costante also mentioned the demolition of Grace Hospital as a
major step in the right direction.
In addition, several grassroots initiatives have grown in
the community including the
Bloomfield House, the Bridgeview Community Outreach
Group, and the Sandwich Towne
Farmers Market.
In an effort to combat the perception of West-Windsor as a
crime-ridden area of the city,
residents have banded together
to stop crime by organizing several Neighbourhood Watches
around the area. However, tackling crime is still on the to-do
list.
In the next year, Costante hopes
to further reduce crime in the
area by helping to develop a
crime prevention and reduction
committee with other residents
that will regularly communicate
with Windsor Police. Costante
said that crime and the perception of crime in the West-End is
one of the biggest challenges that
residents face.
While focussing on the improvements in the West-End, it is impossible to ignore the problems
that still need solving. Vacancy
is a major problem on the list
The historic Canada Post building closed last year and soon
it will be accompanied by a

long list of vacancies including
the Windsor Jail, Forster high
school, and Adie Knox.
"I often use the analogy that we
have been bleeding as a community and we need to stop the
bleeding," said Costante in Our
West End's 2013 Year in Review.
"We cannot afford anymore closures in the west-end:'
Perhaps the biggest issue facing
west-end in the new year will be
the Indian Road slum that sits
just to the west of the Ambassador Bridge where over one hundred homes have been boarded
up and left to rot.
Stephen Chaborek owns one of
very few houses along Indian
Road that are not falling apart, a
house in which he has lived for
nearly 60 years.
He said the lawsuit is at a standstill while the City and the bridge
company battle it off in the court
room, but that he is ready to fight
when the time comes. Chaborek
is hoping for a good outcome for
not only himself, but for all the
residents in the city's west-end.
"We're hoping it will turn out,
but it's been twenty years already
and nobody has done a damn
thing about it," said a frustrated
Chaborek. "So far we seem to
be doing pretty good and we're
hoping for it to turn out pretty
good:'
"The whole Sandwich Towne...
it was a nice comfortable place
with nice homes and nice streets,
but now they want to tear everything down;' said Chaborek. "I
would like to see these homes
fixed up... but I don't want to see
them turned into a truck stop or
something."

i
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in Windsor with its assembly plant, head
office, and the University of WindsorChrysler Canada Automotive Research and
Development Centre (ARDC) all in the city.

Chrysler/University of Windsor. Both Italian and Canadian students receive a dual
degree and gain work experience at the
ARDC facility.

The ARDC is at the forefront of automotive
innovation for Canada with six road-test
simulators and multiple laboratories for
vehicle structure development, automotive
lighting research, automotive coatings research, and more.

Canadian students also have an opportunity
to work and study in Italy with FIAT during
their second year of the Master's program.

The centre, which opened in 1996, is a partnership between the Uf!iversity of Windsor
and Chrysler Canada, the first partnership
of its kind in the country.
Tony Mancina, Head of Engineering at
Chrysler Canada, said that the company
and the university have a strong, mutually
beneficial relationship to this day.
"We have Co-op, Undergraduate, and Graduate students working on projects that are
part of the long term research agenda for
Chrysler with professors from the University of Windsor supporting the students.
In addition we have had professors on sabbaticals at the ARDC working alongside
our engineers to understand our engineering processes, so as to enhance their subject
matter," said Mancina.
The ARDC is part of a joint international
Master of Engineering program between
FIAT/ Politechnico di Torino in Italy and

Tijere's a reason why things
look like they do today·-things
evolved. So, to go back in time
and look at the history of the
industry, it adds to the experience
of going to the auto show.
-

MICKEYMOULDER,

VICE OWRMAN,CANADIANTRANSPORmTION MUSEUM

"The unique relationship between Chrysler Canada and the University of Windsor
benefits all parties:' said Mancina. "The
students who participate in the program receive hands on experience they can apply to
their future careers."
"Chrysler Canada benefits from a younger
generation's perspective, while employees
who mentor and train the students are able
to hone their own skills by teaching others,"
he said. "The community benefits from a
skilled student base of graduates with realworld experience who are ready for the local
job market:'
2014 will be the 89th year that Chrysler
Canada has been in Windsor.
"While Windsor remains very strongly entrenched in automotive business, the city no
longer holds the title of "automotive capital
of Canada;' said Mancina. "Chrysler Canada is indeed the largest employer in the city,
where its Head Office, Automotive Research
and Development Centre and Windsor Assembly Plant are located."

• photos by Travis Fauteux
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TRAVIS FAUTEUX
news editor

As students return to the city and launch
themselves headlong into the textbooks for
the winter semester, some may be looking for
a way out of the city life to clear their minds as
the essays and tests begin to accumulate.
Luckily, Windsor is sprinkled with quiet parks
and wandering trails that allow Windsorites
to get back to nature right in the city.
The City of Windsor provides residents with
2,800 acres of green space and 215 parks, but
some of the best trails are managed by the Essex Region Conservation Authority (ERCA).
ERCA has 19 conservations areas in and
around the city, which cover 4,000 acres of
space and 1,000 kilometers of trails.
Danielle Stuebing, Director of Community
Outreach Services for ERCA, says that winter
can be a great time to get out and enjoy nature in Windsor and Essex County especially
for students who can actually get a boost in
school from taking a break and venturing outdoors.

"If you dress appropriately, winter can be a
beautiful time to experience the outdoors:'
said Stuebing. "It's a time that we can often be
more sedentary and so it's great to get out, get
active, and breathe some fresh air:'
The conservation area closest to the university
is Devonwood, located just south of Devonshire Mall, which has over four kilometers of
trails. Stuebing said that Devonwood is the
perfect spot for students looking to breathe
some fresh air and relieve stress during school.
"There are lots of things to do inside and
outside the city limits. Devonwood is this urban forest between two busy streets, but once
you're inside the conservation area you forget
that there are these busy streets around you:•
said Stuebing.

a qujet winter trek through Point Pelee National Park • photos by
Travis Fauteux

If
dress appropriately, winter
can be a f5eautiful time to experience
the outdoors.
-

DANIELLESTUEBING

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH SERVICES,ERCA

If you have access to a vehicle-either on your
own or with a friend or group-the possibilities increase tremendously with McAuliffe
Woods in Tecumseh, Petite Cote south of LaSalle, Holiday Beach in Amherstburg, and the
Chrysler Canada Greenway, a trail almost 50
kilometers in length that connects Oldcastle
to Ruthven.

If hiking isn't your thing, maybe it's time to
pick up cross-country skiing-most ERCA
trails are ski-ready.
"It's nice that we have so much snow this year
because people can get out and go cross country skiing as well as hiking," said Stuebing.
"Sometimes it's nice to just put on a good pair

5

of winter boots and go for a hike."
Point Pelee National Park is just a stone's
throw away from the city and while services
at the park-the Visitor's Centre and the
clearing of snow- have been halted during
the winter months, the park is still open for
nature lovers.
Point Pelee is silent during the winter and paw
prints are easily distinguished in the snow,
making is easy for the attentive hiker to spot
white-tailed deer, owls, and wild turkey.
Gordon Orr, CEO of Tourism Windsor Essex Pelee Island, said that Windsor-Essex has
lots to offer when it comes to experiencing the
outdoors.
"While each of the municipalities in our region offers suggestions via their Parks & Recreation department, from a tourism standpoint, having the ability to navigate through
our Wine Country (boasting close to 20
wineries) and sample the exceptional wines
paired with culinary delights, with a stunning winter backdrop is worthwhile;' said
Orr. "Here, with having wineries on the same
latitude as Napa Valley and some of the finest regions in France and Italy, the number of
varietals to sample are stunning:'
"Being the southernmost location in Canada,
Windsor Essex offers warmer temperatures
during all four seasons than in the rest of the
country;' said Orr. "It is imperative to experience nature and have a respite, however brief,
from the daily grind on a regular basis. The
benefits of exercise and fresh air, even a 20-30
minute walk per day, are enormous, especially
when considering the reduction of stress and
anxiety during studies at the post-secondary
academic level:'
Orr said that the city life and the country
life both contribute to "that 'snapshot of life,
which spawns countless stories and experiences about our region:·
"The dichotomy and dynamic of Windsor Essex is unique; we have both an urban and rural landscape - both offer facets of nature in
the most spectacular, abundant, colorful and
uplifting," he added.
Winter hikes are not advised during extreme
weather conditions. If you go out, stay warm
and stay safe by wearing appropriate winter
clothing and hiking gear.
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green parq
caucus doubles
in size
jan. OS
OTTAWA (CUP) - December
13, 2013 was a lucky day for the
Green Party. MP Bruce Hyer
made an announcement that
he was going Green to his constituents in the Thunder BaySuperior North riding. A previously independent MP, Hyer
said he was also approached by
the Libarals and the NOP- his
former party. In a speech prepared for the occasion, he said
those parties were "too hyperpartisan."
"I can assure you that I will
never, ever join any party that
whips votes on matters not
about clearly agreed-upon and
written party platforms or policies," said Hyer in the speech.
He left the NOP in 2012 after a
dispute on voting for the federal
long-gun registry.
Hyer was elected as a member of the NOP originally, but
says Canada's largest parties
are "trapped in old style, 20th
century politics, with little compromise or co-operation:· In an
interview with the Toronto Star,
Green Party Leader Elizabeth
May said she will not ask Hyer
to give up any of his political
ideals, adding she wants to have
"a large and unruly caucus:·
"I am thrilled to welcome Bruce
Hyer to the Green Party; said
May in a statement. "I look
forward to working with Bruce
to break through the partisan
gridlock and work on the issues
that matter most to Canadians."
The MPs will reconvene on Jan.
27 to continue the current session of Parliament.
JANE LYTVYNENKOOTIAWA BUREAU CHIEF

atlantic
universities

look to new
model of
dealing with
student mental
health
jan. 04
FREDERICTON (CUP) - In a
conference on Oct. 30, university officials, counsellors, healthcare professionals and students
met at Mt. St. Vincent University in Halifax to discuss mental
health on campuses.

counseling services.
"Of those that do talk to somebody about it, about two thirds
of them will talk to a peer first.
So that right there says 'ok, if
they're talking to a peer first,
we need to be educating peers
about how to respond to somebody who is having thoughts of
suicide."'
Fuller said Halifax's "Stay Connected" project would be a big
help to students who have received help from another place
before coming to university, or
vice versa.

"[So if) you have somebody
"Mental health has become a who is getting service at one
real critical issue on university age and that information would
campuses right across the coun- be quite useful to the people
try and certainly that holds true treating them at another age,
for our universities in the Atlan- they don't have to reinvent the
tiC:' said Peter Halpin, executive wheel; Fuller said.
director of the Association of
"I think this is an excellent projAtlantic Universities.
ect in terms of trying to make
The conference discussed ways that connection and trying to
to reduce the stigma surround- make that transition better."
ing mental illness and new
models to help treat students. Halpin said partnership and
One of these new models in- collaboration is important when
clude the Stay Connected Men- making conferences such as the
tal Health Project in Halifax, a one in October successful.
project that recently expanded "This past conference we had
to include students from the was about sharing best practices
city's universities.
among our universities. Every"It's in its very early days; said one places a high value on that,
Halpin. "But that's a program because we can learn from each
that our universities are viewing other;' he said.
as a potential model for other CHERISE LETSON - CUP
universities for development in ATLANTIC BUREAU CHIEF
their home community:·
The project links the community's mental health services, like
those at local hos to those of the
university. It also strategizes a
way to equip university staff and
students to identify signs of students in distress. This includes
possible training certification
for peer support workers.
"Between six to l O per cent of
students report that during the
previous year that they had serious thoughts of suicide. About
45 per cent of those don't tell
anybody;' said Rice Fuller, of
University of New Brunswick

kissing in the
dark: fgbtq life
& love
jan. 04
ANTIGONISH (CUP) - How
many times have you felt as
though you had to hide who
you were?
As an LGBTQ student on cam-

pus, I often find myself hiding
who I am in order to blend in.
I wanted to know if this was the
consensus with my peers on

campus; I asked questions. Even
before I asked these five people
questions, I had to assure them
that their identities would remain hidden behind aliases.
Just think how such a simple
thing - asking questions on an
issue - has to be hidden.
I began with an open question,
"What is it like to be a LGBTQ
student on campus?"
My first interviewee, Homo
atXus, responded; "I've only met
one person since I got here who
was very much not cool with my
gayness. Besides that, everyone
else has been awesome, including professors:·
Anonymous said that it's tough
and added, "I see myself as being very girly and most people
assume that I am straight. This
makes meeting people hard and
oftentimes frustrating."
Cory said, "I don't have many
LGBTQ friends and I don't see
much of a presence on campus:·
So how does this work with
dating? Anonymous, Cory,
Frost and Homo atXus are not
dating anyone at the moment.
Cassie Allison, however, is dating another student on campus,
openly. So one out of five interviewees are in a publicly active
relationship. What does this
say about the other 80 per cent?
Most have dated in the past, so
that introduces a new question,
"Where are you meeting this
LGBTQ love?"
Some say mutual friends help
them find new relationships.
Cory says, "Online, sometimes.
I find it really difficult to meet
on campus or even in town.
There isn't a huge LGBTQ community here." I, however, believe differently. There is a community, but the silent minority
is staying hidden, Frost states,
"Online is where I have found
most of my dates:· Allison also
found her girlfriend online and
they have been together for almost two years because that
conversation happened.

Anonymous hasn't been on
many dates but believes that it
shouldn't matter "Whether the
date is in public or private, on
campus or off.' Frost finds it difficult being raised in the community. Being a townie, they
find if they do date it's talked
about by the locals; this lack
of privacy discourages Frost to
date off-campus. Not embarrassed of their sexuality, Frost
just want to be able to date
without being talked about, especially when it begins to affect
their parents' lives.
[... check out cupwire.ca for
more ...]
I left the last part of the interview open for their own statements, and heard:
"Join X-Pride! It's an awesome
way to meet new people:· Anonymous
"Meeting people can be hard,
but don't despair. Just keep putting yourself out there and it
will come eventually.' -Homo
atXus
"There will always be people
who don't accept you and try
to bring you down. It is important to surround yourself with
positive people who have your
back and those are the people
that matter. Don't be afraid or
change who you are because
people don't approve; those
people don't matter:· - Cory
"Being gay on campus sucks.
Everywhere my girlfriend and I
go we get stares but I focus on
the positive rather than the negative looking in." - Allison
"It doesn't matter if you're gay,
straight, black, white, Klingon,
or Patrick Stewart - you should
be able to date who you want to
date:' - Frost

[more on cupwire.ca]
JANELYTVYNENKOOTTAWA BUREAU CHIEF
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Addiction in Canada
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CaNd1ans ove 5
1s dependent or
drugs or alcohol.

Plenty of jokes have been made recently about Rob Ford and his admitted
alcohol and crack cocaine use. However; it's important to remember that
the reality of addictio~ 1s no laughing matter. It's a widespread problem.

•

How is an addiction defined?

0

f

Addiction changes the b1ain.
disturbing the normal hierarcl~J
of needs and desires.

Social costs
The Canadian Centre o

................ T

lent to $1 ,267 for each and every Canadian. Most of th s
cost comes from the abuse of legal ubstances.

What factors Impact susceptibility to addlctlon1
There 1s no simple "profile" of a person with and addiction. HO'v'Vever. there are many different factors that can influence
someone's vulnerability to substance abuse.
............. .................... ................................................ ............... .................. •• ............... ,.,u ........................................................................................... .

GENDER
MEN Are more 1kely to develop an add1ction thM' womeri.
WOMEN suffe f'om medical a"'d soc al cor::.equences of
c1da1ct1on mo'"e qu1C1<. y. face more d fficulty quttt1ng. a d
are more ikeiy to re apse than men are.

POVERTY
Prevention and h1gh-qualrtytreatment resources are more
readily available to people with higher soc1oeconom1c
status. Poverty 1s a disadvantage for those wrth addictions
at both the preventative and recovery stages of addict on.

AGE
People aged 5 to 24 are more likely to face substance
abuse or mental health issues than other age groups. The
average age that drug ab se begins 1s 15.7 years old

MENTAL HEALTH
While add1ct1on 1s considered a mental health 1ss..e n rtse (
other me ta ealth issue s eh as mood d1sorde s rnc1Ke
some more s scept b e to the development of c1n add ct1on

47,000
DEATHS
are tied to substance abuse nd
addlction eve y year
Canada
To put that n perspective, thats
roughly equal to the number of
Canadians ki led nVIioria War I ,or
tothecapacityoftheRogersCentre

GENETICS
While genes cer+..atnly don t deterrrnne whethe or not
one 1s gong to develop an addiction. there 1s a growing
body of research nd1cat1ng that genetics can predispose an
ndN dual to add1cllon. There is not JUst one gene that has
an influence on susceptJb1 rty to add1ct1on. rather there 1s
a broad spectrum of genes that may influence bad habits.
~ lowever. it 1s important to remember that enVJronmental
factors are equa iy important to developing an add et on

STRESS

Who should I contctct ff I or someone I lcnow
needs h•lf) with an oddlctlon1
The Ontario Drug & Alcohol Helpline
a oh...,......,...,,,".
I 800 65 8603
The Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse
C

High levels of stress have been 1dent1fied as often pred c
tive factors 1n vuherab lrty to add1ct1on and for relapse

National Anu-Drug Strategy (Youth-Oriented)

IUUSTRATIONS. INFOGRAPHIC.ANO COVER; SAMANTHA BULLIS/THE OIALOG
INFORMATION FROM: STATISTICS CANADA.THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON DRUG ABUSE. THE CANADIAN CENTRE ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE. THE NATIONAL INSTIT\JTES OF HEALTH, THE CENTRE FORADOICTION AND MENTAL HEALTH. TEEN CHAU.ENGE CANADA.
TH£ GENETIC SCIENCE LEARNING CENTRE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH. "CHRONIC STRESS. DRUG USE.AND VULNERABIUTYTO AOOICTION" BY I\ SINHA (YALE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL Of MEOICJNE)

(GRAPHIC BY SAM BULLIS/THE DIALOG}
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50th
versary
Alumni Art
Exhibition
and Showcase
Concert
form and showcase their art:'

AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

From Jan. 13 to 19 the University
of Windsor's 50th Anniversary will
present their Alumni Art Exhibition
and Showcase Concert at Mackenzie
Hall.
The University of Windsor Alumni
Art Exhibition will feature 18 alumni
artists from the university's visual
arts department. The alumni of visual
arts will be holding a special reception night on Jan. 17 and several music department alumni will perform
at the Alumni Showcase Concert.
Marc Funkenhauser BMus '10

It is almost symbolic of what we want to
see wher1. the two schools go downtown. It
will hopefully be a sample of the future and
it is very exciting as we will be seeing alumni
from over 40 years.

The showcase and concert was originally slated to take place in September 2013, but due to the faculty strike
it had to be rescheduled. Susan McKee, one of the event organizers, expressed the excitement that has since
resonated.
"We are really thrilled to have been
able to reschedule the showcase and
concert:' said McKee. "We have so
many talented alumni and it is wonderful to be able to allow them to per-

Carla Winterbottom graduated from
the University of Windsor in 1987
and will be featured in the Alumni
Art Exhibition. For the last five years
she has been gallery director and curator at the Beverly Arts Center in
Chicago.
There will be a variety of different
musical performances including the
Majestic Brass Quintet, featuring Bob
Fazecash, BMA 1977, and Brian Zanier, BMus 1996, both on trumpet.
Trevor Pitman, one of the concert
producers, said the event is the first
of its kind as a joint venture that connee s the two art schools at the University of Windsor..
"It is almost symbolic of what we want
to see when the two sch9ols go downtown:' said Pitman. "It will hopefully
be a sample of the future and it is very
exciting as we will be seeing alumni
from over 40 years:'

With over one and a half hours of
music and 18 visual artists, he hopes
to see more of this connection take
place in the future.

-TREVORPITMAN
CONCERT PRODUCER

4KTVSARE IN

WEARABLI: TECH?

It's that time of year again. The tech
companies get to show off their latest
gadgets and gizmos at the CES. Good
news: 3D TVs are dead. More good news:
4K TVs are in and it's not going 'to cost
you an arm or a leg to get one (unless of
course you drop it...). Though these TVs
were presented last year, they weren't
in abundance and nobody could really
afford it. Now, Polaroid's presenting a 4K
50" TV for just $999.99. That still still is a
bit pricy (especially for a student budget),
but at least you'll have something to brag
about. Then again, there's not much that'll
actually play in 4K right now.

Another thing being thrown around at CES is
wearable tech. ~ martwatches, those bracelets that
monitor health f stuff. They're cool gizmos and
one step dos ;!f o never needing to talk to people
face to face aga n.
The biggest hurdle to the wearable tech is fashion.
People want to wear stuff that looks good, not
stuff that is actually useful. Sure, you get texts,
notifications notifiations, the time, etc. all from
your wrist. But if it don't look right, who cares?

T
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Take a bite out of winter
>,

SARAHHURST
lance reporter

on the restaurant. Each course
has different options, so the
customer can design their own
meal.

From showcasing fabulous local restaurants, helping businesses with their marketing and
putting together events such as
Winter Bites, Windsor Eats is
the hot spot for everything food
and drink related in WindsorEssex County.

"We wanted to be able to showcase our members in a great
way. The middle of January is
traditionally a slow time for restaurants. This was a great way to
help them drum up [more business]:' said Ciotoli.

..0
0
0

....

..c
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For ten years, Adriano and Pina
Ciotoli have been helping locals
find the perfect local restaurant
with detailed information that
includes each restaurant's menu.

In past years, participating restaurants have gained anywhere
from 25-30% increase in business during Winter Bites.

Tiffany's and El Patron are
both excited about getting inWinter Bites, in its fifth year, will. volved in Winter Bites this year.
run from Jan. 13 to 19. There are Owned by Chris and Kelley Mccurrently 32 restaurants taking Dermid, Tiffany's is known for
part in Winter Bites this year their breakfast and lunch.
including Green Bean Cafe, Tiffany's, Rock Bottom, The City "It's always. good to network
with different places. We
Grill and El Patron.
thought it would be good to get
Local restaurants in Windsor- involved ... wanting people to
Essex County have created experience our food and dinmenus with three course meals . ing;' said Chris McDermid.
specifically for this weeklong
event. Three course lunches are "We like different opportunities
$10 or $15 and 3-course din- to get in touch with the communers are $25 or $35, depending nity. If there's any eating festi-

vals or eating events, it's nice to
get involved in something that's
bigger than just your business;·
said McDermid. (which person
said this, Chris or Kelley?)
Shaila Wightman and her
brother, Antonio Moro own El
Patron which specializes in authentic Mexican cuisine - everything is fresh and nothing is
premade.
"It's a great way for people to
know what you offer and a great
way for people to try it out, allowing you to try three different
items at a set fee;' Wightman
said.
Diners are encouraged to visit
three different restaurants during Winter Bites, to fill up their
passport and for a chance to win
various prizes, such as restaurant gift certificates and Windsor Eats tours.
For more information, including the Winter Bites Passport
and the complete listing of
all participating restaurants
with their unique Winter Bites
menus, visit www.windsoreats.
com/winterbites.

Natural science exfiibit
Bioart is art that uses
biology as living media
in tlie production of art.
Instead of paintings of cells
and organisms, the cells
and organisms themselves
become artwork.
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DR.JENNIFERWILLET

ARTS & INNOVATION PROF,UWINDSOR

SARAHHURST
lance reporte

Art and science will collide at
the Natural Science Exhibit,
presented by Dr. Jennifer Willet, an arts and creative innovation professor at the University
of Windsor who uses living biology in her work as a media
production where she focuses
around science, technology, and
medicine.

"Bioart is art that uses biology
as living media in the production of art. Instead of paintings
of cells and organisms, the cells
and organisms themselves become artwork;' Willet explains.
In 2011, a group of artists and
scientists went camping in the
forest of Banff National Park as
part of Willet's BioARTCAMP,
which was designed to provide
an alternative vision of biotechnology through the intersection
of art and science,

From Willet's work in Alberta,
she has put together an un -natural history collection, which will
make up the Natural Science exhibit. It opens on Jan. 17, 20 I 4
and runs until Mar. 1 at Artcite,
a non-profit, artist-run centre
for contemporary arts, located
at 109 University Avenue.
Secondary outcomes of the
camp included new research
methods and ways for scientists
and artists to work together, as
well as new strategies for collecting data and information.

Dr. Bulent Mutus is a professor
and the head of the Chemistry
and Biochemistry department
at the University of Windsor
and one of the participants of
the BioARTCAMP.
His research focused on measuring the levels of hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) in the air at the
camp by putting silver ions on
filter paper, which turns black
with contact from H2S.
"The whole thing was a challenge because I'm a scientist and

I was in an environment with
a bunch of visual artists;· said
Mutus.
"In the sciences we have an art
side because we have to display
our results in the best way possible... make posters and write
in such a way so people understand your results, ..so it was really interesting from that point
of view," said Mutus.
For more information about
BioARTCAMP visit bioartcamp.blogspot.com.
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JANUARY9TO
JANUARY 16

THURSDAY JANUARY
9
The BBQ (Brian Burke
Quartet), Phog Lounge, 8:00
p.m., no cover
Comedy Night Live, Villains
Beastro, 9:00 p.m.

FRIDAY JANUARY I 0
Jay Z, The Palace of Auburn
Hills, 8:00 p.m.
Komedy Korner, Place Concorde, 7:00 p.m., $ I0
Smokin Purple Monkeys.Turf
Lounge. I0:00 p.m.

SATURDAY JANUARY

II
Better Weather & Syzslak.
Phog Lounge, I0:00 p.m., no
cover
Jamey Johnson, The Fillmore
Detroit. 7:30 p.m.
Happy New Year 2014, The
Krooked Kilt. 7:00 p.m., tickets are $1 each or five for $3

Tom Lucier (left] and Frank lncitti [right]• photo by Jay Verspeelt

MONDAY JANUARY 13
Winter Bites Restaurant
Week. Participating restaurants throughout WindsorEssex, $10 or $15 for lunch
or $25 to $35 for dinner

TUESDAY JANUARY 14

JAYVERSPEELT

lance reporter

Phog Lounge has had its hand on the bottle for a decade and the hangover isn't in
sight, but it was close.

Winter Bites Restaurant
Week. Participating restaurants throughout WindsorEssex, $10 or $15 for lunch
or $25 to $35 for dinner

Ever since the cold days of early winter
2004, the small bar that holds less than 70
has had its doors open for business. It has
seen slews of artists that have gone on to
find national success, a thriving community of hipster socialites that graces its floors
and never dares to have a Coors on tap.

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 15

On Jan. 2, Phog had its ten-year anniversary party with an open door, "phree phood
phrom phriends" and a slideshow of photos from years passed.

Winter Bites Restaurant
Week. Participating restaurants throughout WindsorEssex, $ IO or $1 5 for lunch
or $25 to $35 for dinner
Vice Aerial, Phog Lounge, no
cover

The Lance got the chance to reflect with
owners Frank Incitti and Tom Lucier.

Winter Bites Restaurant
Week, Participating restaurants throughout WindsorEssex, $10 or $15 for lunch
or $25 to $35 for dinner
Motown Throwdown, Pliog
Lounge, no cover

FI: We probably would have closed in 2009
if it wasn't for that.. .I didn't tell anybody,
why would I tell people? I'm telling them
now because it's way long gone, Tom didn't
even know. Because I do the bookkeeping
and our bank account was really suffering. We got audited in 2008 and we had to
pay back a ton of money because our old
bookkeeper sucks s$@!. So I fired her and
got somebody else to do it, but also got
them to teach me how to do it and it got'
to the point where she just gets to see the
books once a year and I do it the rest of
the time. I noticed a lot of mistakes the old
book keeper was making ...we weren't paying the government enough money, so we
owed them and they dinged us on a bunch
ofother stuff too.. .it took two years to pay
it off.
TL: Are you saying that's the defining moment?

JV:WHAT'S IT BEEN LIKE
WORKING TOGETHER FOR
TEN YEARS?

FI: Well because of the audit, that's why we
almost closed.

Frank Incitti: It's been bliss.

JV: HOW MANY BARS DO YOU
THINK YOU HAVE WATCHED
CLOSE AROUND YOU?

Tom Lucier: [Violent laughter]

THURSDAY JANUARY
16

say about it because I heard it saved us
from closing...

TL: Forty? Fifty? A lot, five a year easy.

JV:WHAT DOYOUTHINK
PHOG'S DEFINING MOMENT
WAS?
FI: It was not the CBC [award].
TL: Well I want to hear what you have to

JV: DID YOU EVER THINK THAT
THIS WAS GOING TO BECOME
THE COMMUNITY HUB?
TL: No not me .. .I don't think so. Our
initial thing was it's going to be a coffee

house bar, comfortable, cushy; we had soft
Ikea chairs on the stage. The stage wasn't
for performances it was just a leveled up
seating area.. .I don't know what changed
it. We never would have survived a year if
we were just selling coffee. It just changed.
People came in and asked for what they
wanted. They started asking for certain
beers. Frank's brother in law knew his
beer. I didn't know anything about it, so we
had micro brews and that's all we had. We
never had Blue or Canadian or any of that
s$@! ... things just changed.
FI: We trained them not to want it [coffee]. This used to be a cafe. We had to train
them that this was not the Eclectic anymore and it's not Lift Lounge anymore. We
do not have an espresso machine; you are
not going to get friendly service here.

JV: HOW MANYYEARS DO YOU
THINK PHOG HAS IN IT?
FI: As long as it wants to. It's one of those
businesses that will dose.
TL: Like the Coach [& Horses], people
need a place to just be, where they can hang
out, maybe there's a game on a TV somewhere, otherwise there's just weird music
on you're not going to hear anywhere else.
FI: Even if I'm not part of this it's one of
those things that's never going to go away.
I mean people say, "Frank I miss yoU:' but
it's like [raspberry sound), I'm still around
I'm just not going to bust my ass ... This
bar has lasted longer than both ofour marriages.
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MOVIE REVIEWS
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

THE WOLF OF WALL
STREET

ANCHORMAN 2:THE
LEGEND CONTINUES

I SA I 180 MIN.

18A 1119 MIN.

Do not be put off by the length of The
WolfOJWall Street. Yes it is three hours,
and yes it feels like three hours, and yes
there are naked women and copious

For a sequel, I was impressed at the
quality of Anchorman 2: The Legend
Continues. I actually thought it was
almost as good as the first, but they
seemed to reuse a lot of their jokes,
which takes a little away from the
original.

amounts of drugs in almost every single

scene. But delving into Jordan Belfort's
world of surplus and debauchery is
unlike any Wall Street or Scorsese film.
Based on the true story of New York
stockbroker, Jordan Belfort (Leonardo
DiCaprio), rises to the top of Wall
Street with his band of sleazy salesmen.
Their lives become filled with luxury
and seduction but quickly it all turns to
dissoluteness and gluttony.
Described as a "Robin Hood" who
knows how to trick millionaires into
buying subpar stock, Belfort is a
comical figure amongst the austere Wall
Streeters but consistently rakes in so
much cash that he and his partners have
to go to extreme and hilarious lengths
to launder it.
All while continuously doing lines and
lines of cocaine, popping quaaludes
before every meeting and hiring a lot of
prostitutes. Is it offensive? Somewhat.
Did I feel as though I was battling a

hefty cocaine addiction through the
entire film? Yes. But, The Wolf of Wall
Street is one wild ride that you do not
want to miss on the silver screen.
Audiences should not be blinded by the
sexcapades, constant and fervent drug
use and nonsensical violence. This is a
great Scorsese film and DiCaprio plays
one of his best sly-guy characters yet.
Jonah Hill plays Donnie Azoff, one of
Belfrot's partners and proves that he has
serious acting chops. Although the film
is a black comedy, Hill shows that he is
not limited to teen comedies.
This film is a must-see for Scorsese and
DiCaprio fans and it definitely lives up
to its rating.

AVALANCHE SHARKS

It starts off on a ski-resort. A bunch
of friends are on their Spring Break,
enjoying flying down the hills, hot tubs
and beer. And (gasp, spoiler alert!) the
sharks come.
Where Sharknado delivered a corny film
ripe with cheesy action (c'mon, what's
more awesome than sawing a shark in
half), Avalanche Sharks delivered... I
don't really know what.
It tries to play on a horror angle.
Vacationers are ripped apart in the
snow without seeing so much as a fin
swimming its way through the frozen
landscape. Cool, but its predictable
and really didn't play on my fears
because I didn't give two hoots about
the characters. There wasn't much
development to them and I couldn't
even remember their names (no
shouting "Nooooooo, so&so!").
The main characters are helpless against

After star anchorman Ron Burgundy
(Will Ferrell) is replaced by his now
wife, Veronica Corningstone (Christina
Applegate) he falls into a deep spiral of
depression and loses Veronica. Things
start to look up when Burgundy and
his news team are hired by a new 24hour news network, the first of its kind.
Burgundy along with Brick Tamland,
Brian Fantana and Champ Kind must
find a way reclaim their star status and
Ron must fight to get Veronica back.

And yes there is a another news team
battle.
Kristen Wiig plays a hilarious love
interest for Brick Tamland (Steve Carell)
and Meagan Good plays Linda Jackson,
Ron Burgundy's smart and sexy new
boss. Other stars include Greg Kinnear
who plays Veronica's new boyfriend
and James Marsden who plays a rival
news anchor.
The movie maintains a lot of the original
comedy but as a whole is not up to par
with the original. But it is good if you're
looking for a light comedy on an icy
Windsor day.

~ •••~••.?.. •~~-~~~g,

JASON RANKIN
art director

When I first saw Sharknado, I was
struck with shark movie fever. A shark
spewing tornado with a chainsaw
revving resistance, what's not to love?
When I first saw that Avalanche Sharks
was going to premier on the TV on New
Years Day, I said "hot diggidy" to myself
and decided I wasn't going anywhere
until I saw it (then again, that's a day
where you do as little as possible).

Starring all of the original cast members
(Will Ferrell, Steve Carell, Paul Rudd,
David Koechner and Christina
Applegate) the film contains the same
goofy but classic comedy provided in
all of director Adam McKay's films
(Anchorman, Step Brothers, Talladega
Nights).

:,/JASON
~ANKIN

GODZILLA

•

the snow sharks and the conclusion
to the mayhem is disappointing. The
ending action of the flick is caused by
a minor character who just stumbles
across something and does something

to that something that just so happens
to save the day (oh crud, another
spoiler!).
Anyhow, if you're feeling really lumpy
and Avalanche Sharks happens to roll
onto your TV. I suppose you could
watch it. At least just so that you could
say you saw it.
Next on the bucket list: Sharktopus,

Dinoshark, Mega Shark Versus
Crocosaurous and Mega Shark Versus
Giant Octopus. I suppose I could also
watch Jaws again (and all those silly
sequels).

Ruuuuuun. It's GODZILLA!
Avalanche Sharks got me in
the mood for talking about
bad monster movies. And
Godzilla is one mutant lizard
that comes to mind. He
hasn't had a good film since
Bambi Meets Godzilla {1969).
And though he's been seen
rampaging through Tokyo
and squishing Bambi many
times, he hasn't really had a
serious movie (except for that
New York one, but meh).
Save some movie money for
May 2014. Godzilla's back and
if it's as good as the trailer,
then it aught to be really
awesome because that trailer
just blows me away. Plus,
Bryan Cranston is in it.
CRAVING SOME MORE MONSTER
ACTION? APPARENTLY GUILLERMO
DEL TORO IS WORKING ON PACIFIC
RIM 2. DON'T KNOW WHAT THE
BIG DEAL IS? WATCH THE FIRST
ONE. ROBOTS VS. MONSTERS - IT
DOESN'T GET MORE SERIOUS THAN
THAT.
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ALBUM REVIEWS

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

BECAUSETHEINTERNET
CHILDISH GAMBINO
• photo by Travis Fauteux

Because the Internet is Childish Gambino's second studio album. Childish
Gambino is hip-hop artist and Community star Donald Glover. Glover began
receiving major attention as a writer for 30 Rock, but throughout his whole
career has done comedy stand-up and had worked on his rapping career.
Camp was his first studio album released on Glassnote Records, but he has
self-released many albums and mix tapes, all which were widely received on
the Internet.

Because the Internet is Gambino's first released work since ROYALTY, which
was received with mixed reviews. The first full track on the new album is
"Crawl" which brings us back to the sick flow of Camp and shows us that
Glover's leave from Community was well worth it. "Sweatpants" is hands
down my favourite track on Because the Internet with lyrics like, "Yeah, you
got some silverware, but really are you eating though? ... Breakfast, lunch and
dinner's for beginners, you ain't even know:'
On this album Gambino seems to shed his nerdy outsider image. Before
the albwn's release, the rapper took to Instagram to post a series of notes
about depression which shocked and confused fans. Because the Internet
shows a flashier Donald Glover with a superstar mindset, yet we still hear the
narration and voice of the Glover who began on Derrick Comedy.

SNOWPOCALYPSE
Well, it's here: Winter. And Mother Nature's not very nice about it.
We've had arctic weather, snow that shut down the city (yes, UWindsor actually had a snow
day) and all the bone chattering, finger numbing stuff that comes with this season. Cars
were trapped in snowed in driveways. Others got stuck on poorly plowed streets. Some cars
wouldn't even start due to gas lines being frozen and other problems.
Doors were frozen as some people tried to get out of their houses. Sidewalks were unusable
- do Windorites even own snow shovels?
"Winter is coming;· has ceased to leave people's mouths and replaced with an eye widening,
"Winter is here:'
And Game of Thrones comes out in a few months so all will rejoice.

Because the Internet boasts 19 tracks and features rap game and R&B up-andcomers such as Chance The Rapper, Lloyd, Jhene Aiko and Azealia Banks.
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

*

chans tabulated for the week ending January 07, 2014

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

ITHEARCADE ARE*- Reflektor (Merge)
2 BASIA BULAT*-TaJITaJI Shadow (Secret City)
3 JESSE &THE ~DEUONS*-A Mutual Understanding (Old Ugly)
4 THE SATTAUTES*- Best of Canadian Reggae (Linus Entertainment)

YEEZUS
KANYEWEST
Yeezus is the sixth studio album from hip-hop recording artist Kanye West.
The album takes on a very dark tone if you do not include "Bound 2~ The
track is an ode to West's girlfriend, mega-celebrity Kim Kardashian.
The music video for "Bound 2" shows a fully nude Kardashian riding on a
motorcycle with her hubby with dream-like sequences of beautiful outdoor
landscapes complete with running horses.
Don't let the video throw you off the album though. Yeezus is a solid addition
to West's collection of Grammy-Award nominated and winning albums. The
sound is unlike any of his previous works; there will be no twerking to this
one. On Yeezus, Kanye raps about his media presence and how his fans and
the world perceive him. The album also delves into some deeper issues of
racism. Those who attended the Yeezus tour got to hear a full explanation
of Kanye's wild media appearances from Kanye himself. Yeezus is not West
trying to claim that he is Jesus or a God-like figure, he is trying to get the
message across that you should strive to be the best and own what you do. It
can also be interpreted as how the media portrays African-Americans.
The album features many industry heavyweights such as Daft Punk and
previous collaborators like Frank Ocean, Chief Keef, Kid Cudi and Justin
Vernon.
"Black Skinhead" was the first single released from Yeezus. Fans received the
track and the album with mixed reviews, some seeming to be put off by West's
new sound. All of the tracks are still quality hip hop anthems but they sound
nothing like College Dropout, as West used a lot of experimental sounds and
samples such as Nina Simone's cover of "Strange Fruit" for his hauntingly
beautiful track "Blood On The Leaves."

•

••

••
••
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:

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
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STHE FAST ROMANTICS*-TheAfterlife Blues (Self-Released)
6VARIOUS*- Sounds All Around: Live Sessions from CJS"V (Self-Released)
7 RYAN HEMSWORTH*- GuiltTrips (last Gang)
8 DEVINTONNSEND*-The Retinal Orcus (Hevy()evy)
9 SHAD*- Flying Colours (Black Box)
10 ~NY BROWN - Old (Fool's Gold)
11 THEE OH SEES- Singles CollectionVolume 3 (Castle Face)
I2TAJ MAHAL-The Hidden Treasures OITaj Mahal (Legacy)
13 JAMES 0-L* - ForThe World Is Hollow And I HaveTouched The Sky (Self-Released)
14 DOG DAY*- Fade Out (Fundog)
ISYAMANTAKA // SONICTITAN*- Uzu (Paper Bag)
16TOUGH AG~-ToughAge (Mint)
17 KING JUS & FRESH KILS*-Work Hard (Kilzone)
18 DAN-E-0*- lneYitable (Urbnet)
I9THE STRUMBEllAS*-We Still Move On Dance Floors (Six Shooter)
20 MEGAN B0NN8.l.* - Hunt and Chase (Nevado)
21 TEEN DAZE*- Glacier (Lefse)
22 PHANTOGRAM - Phantogram (Barsuk)
23 EVIL EBENEZER* - Howl (C.amobear)
24 KASHKA* - Bound (Self-Released)
25 POLYRHYTHMICS- Libra Stripes (Kept)
26 JEF KEARNS*- Soulfisticated (Self-Released)
27 LITTLE SUNS*- Normal Htman N!elings (Divergent)
28 SEBASTIEN GRAINGER.*-YoursTo Discover (last Gang)
29THE STANAB.DS*- For KingAnd Country (Grou~
30 SOULSTACK* - me Rnger Discount (Self-Released)

sports

Toe people of North America have been
cooperatively coerced into a controversial
pastime: watching professional sports.
This industry has played its part to divide
the population, spread patriarchy, and
distract the masses from issues that matter.
It does so while blatantly disregarding the
principles of the market economy.
By professional sports I'm talking about
the most popular competitive arenas:
Major League Baseball (MLB), National
Football League
(NFL), National
Basketball Association (NBA), and
National Hockey League (NHL).
The economic laws of supply and demand
are regulated by consumers. When
demand increases, supply must also
increase to avoid inflation of prices. When
supply and demand are in harmony,
that particular market is in equilibrium.
The labour market operates in the same
way. When supply of jobs is greater than
demand, wages rise, and when demand is
greater, then wages are cut.
Professional sports players are not subject
to the laws oflabour supply and demand.
Ih all cases, there is great competition
(high demand) for few positions on teams
(low supply). This should mean extremely
low wages and poor job security as players
can be easily replaced. Yet according to
USA Today, the average salary for the
Miami Dolphins in the 2009/10 season
was over 2$ million.

I

I I have heard the argument that the players

are compensated because of a relatively
short career and likelihood of serious
injury. My only response is this: why
aren't mineworkers and sailors given the
same level of compensation?
Aside from the questionable topic of
over-inflated salaries, professional sports
teams serve to divide people. Instead
of standing together as one nation, or
region if you include Canada, each
major city is pitted against the others in
imagined competition of superiority.
People somehow feel that a victory in
professional sports equates to personal
success.
The truth is these players are chosen
arbitrarily from a large pool ofcompetition
by scouts and managers. Yes they may he
genetically predisposed to "play" better
than others, but the makeup of a sports
team is not a true representation of a city,
culture, or population. Look how easily
players are traded between teams. Their
victory reflects nothing on the city of the
team on which they play; yet their fans
place high value on sports players as their
representatives.
Even the fact that the word 'play' is
involved illustrates that these grown men
are, at the end of the day, playing a game
for a living. Yes you have an advantage on
the field if you are tall, well coordinated,
and have sharp reflexes. But I would
argue that most people can be taught to
do this work. Writing music, creating a
sculpture, writing a novel-these things
take talent. Throwing a ball to another
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person involves nothing more than skill.
The aspect of professional sports that
disturbs me the most is the inherent
patriarchy that is accepted both by the
sports industry as well as the general
public. The NFL, NHL, MLB, and NBA
are all teams comprised of only men.

• photo by Alex D'addese

Wmdsor

Taking into account the sexual
dimorphism of our species-essentially,
the physical differences between men
and women, which include stature and
musculature-there is nothing a man can
do that a woman cannot. She may have
to work harder to build up the muscle,
and she may be disadvantaged because
women tend to be shorter, but she should
be given equal opportunities as any man.

clashes at t e
colosseum

The fact that this notion has not been
successfully challenged reflects as much
on the acceptance of the population as
well as the agendas of the industry itself.

KIMELLIOTT

lance reporter

It is complacency, which is the most
dan~e~ous _thing in our society. The idea
The 40 I rivalry between the Windsor
of s1~g idly by as sports players aru_Express and London Lightning profesoverpaid, over valued, and are all m~n
sional basketball teams in the National
sho~& how we, the. people, can be ~asil
Basketball League of Canada is about
manipulated.
to escalate to its hottest extent in the
Caesars
Windsor Coliseum.
Professional sports is one popular method
of distraction, but it is not the only one.
"We've had only one other sportThe truth is that television, movies, and
ing event mix martial arts, so this is
sports all serve the same purpose of
something else to offer to our customentertaining people so we don't see, or
ers and our guests, as another layer of
care, what's going on behind closed doors
entertainment that we can offer:' said
in the government. And when the people
Caesar's Windsor manager of public
are divided by city loyalties, as well as
relations and communications, Jhoan
being distracted, there is less likelihood of
Baluyat.
a revolution or uprising.
Despite the Lightning being the twoThey control us by entertaining us. And
time defending champions, Windsor
we let them.
wants and needs what they have in
terms of the championship bragging
Now after having said all of the above, let
rights that attract large crowds to the
me make one thing clear: there is room
Budweiser arena. In wanting to send
for sports in the modern world. Informal
London and their Windsor-Essex fan
leagues build friendly competition and
base a message of what is to come in
keep people healthy. The Olympics serves
the play-offs in March, the Express
to further international cooperation and
have successfully negotiated staging
acceptance of difference between peoples.
a grudge match between these two
Children playing sports learn teamwork,
franchise on Jan. 15 in the main audisocial skills, responsibility, and gain
torium Caesars Windsor dubbed The
confidence.
Clash at the Coliseum.
My problem is the values in our society,
which accept and even encourage
"We are making history as this will be
the patriarchy and complacency of
the first ever professional basketball
professional sports.
game played in a casino venue. Yet we
are also going to make this a very acIs it fair that a young girl can never hope
cessible all-ages event by making it afto join the MLB? Is it right to pay someone
fordable
indexed ticket prices from $12
an exorbitant salary when thousands of
to
$22
to
accommodate youth students
others are struggling to survive? Shouldn't
and seniors-so what more could you
we care more about how the government
ask for;' said Express president and
is in bed with multinational corporations,
CEO Dartis Willis.
off shoring and outsourcing good jobs,

I

than which city's team is playing the
Superbowl?
It seems to me that placing more value
on professional sports than our future
generations says a great deal about us as
a population. And it's time that things
change.

- Lindsay Sheppard, lance
reporter

Fortunately, the Express have also
proven that they have what it takes
to contend with the Lightning also
and are almost .500 against them in
regular league play. However on New
Year's Day London outgunned Windsor 93-82 setting up a highly touted
contest when the two teams meet next
Wednesday.
Both of these teams are very skilled

and equally talented, but in their latest defeat, Wmdsor was without their
23ppg and league leading scorer Stefan Bonneau, who will be an effective
presence during this contest as one of
the human highlight reels-with his
long range shooting skills and interior
jumping capabilities on his drives to
the basket.
"I'm excited about this match-up in
the Coliseum. I was part of the creative development of this, sitting in
meetings and it's nice having it finally
come to fruition. Not only is it exciting
to be playing at the Casino, we finally
have an opportunity to play downtown
more central to our fan base, which
will make it much easier for them to
come out and support us," said Express
Coach Bill Jones (the NBL coach of the
month).
The Express have approached four
time professional boxing champion
Tommy "The Hitman'' Hearns to take
the ceremonial jump ball for Windsor. If it pans out he will be matched
against the currently eighth ranked
WBA cruiserweight contender, "Dangerous" Denton Daley, who boasts
an 11-0 record with 6 KO's who may
do the same on behalf of the London
Lightning. Their ceremonial clash is
being orchestrated with support from
Windsor based RT Promotions.
Amherstburg's Dante Scott, a finalist
of YTV's Next Star competition is also
preparing to get things started on the
evening with his stirring rendition of
the Canadian national anthem.
Windsor Social will be hosting a VIP
gathering prior to the game on the
same stage that Dream Catcher will
perform on immediately following the
action on the court. To come and support your blue collar Wmdsor Express
individually and/or with corporate
packages all ticket and contest information can be found at www.windsorexpress.ca and/or by calling the Ex.press office at (519)800-3665
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HOCKEY

MEN'S

1/3/2014

Nipissing Lakers

Waterloo. ON

4:00pm

1/4/2014

Scanlon Creek
Academy

Waterloo, ON

1:00pm

1/5/2014

Laurier Golden
Hawks

Waterloo, ON

12·00pm

....

Lancer Nation fast
••
••
••

12/16/2013

Western
Mustangs

Comerica Park - L2-5
Detroit, Ml

1/4/2014

Ryerson Rams

St. Catharines,
ON

••
•
•
•
•

12/28/2013

Fraser Valley
Cascades

St. Denis Centre W 66-39

12/29/2013

UQAM

St. Denis Centre

12/30/2013

Fraser Valley
Cascades

St. Denis Centre W 63-43

W76-49

MEN'S BASKETBALL (6-4)

Rochester College Livonia, Ml

L 60-67

Livonia, Ml

L 76-78
OT

For the second time this season, the Windsor Lancers have surrendered two consecutive losses. The Lancers, who once boasted
a second place rank in the OUA West, have
stumbled to fourth place while the Rams
have taken second place.
The Rams have usurped the Lancers, sandwiched in good company between the division leading Lakehead Thunderwolves and
third place Western Mustangs.

L4-1

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL (9-1)

Madonna
University

Playoff implications hit
ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

MEN'S HOCKEY (9-4-0)

12/18/2013

•

••
••
••
•
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
••
•
••

As much as the Lancers have had a noteworthy season, the Rams have had many
successes as well. Beating the Lancers 4-1
last Saturday at WFCU Centre extended
their back-to-back wins to a streak of three
and the Rams have found victory in seven
of their previous eight games.
A tame Lancers squad fell victim in the first
period when the Rams whipped two goals
past Parker Van Buskirk to get on the board
-one of them a short-handed snap courtesy of the country's number one scorer,
Jamie Wise. The second period was when
intensity was cranked to the fullest for both
sides-to say both teams performed with a
chip on their shoulder would be a gross understatement. Kenny Bradford's hit to Jason
Kelly's upper body, particularly around the
head area, certainly elevated the game to its
climax.
On behalf of the Rams, Michael Fine and
Andrew Buck expressed their anger at the
officials overseeing the game since no arm

went up to signal a penalty. Kelly stayed
down for a few minutes while startled fans
in attendance remained quiet to witness
the outcome. With the assistance of one of
the team's trainers, Kelly skated back to the
Rams bench before heading to the dressing
room to be examined. He would return to
finish rest of the second and the remainder
of the game.
The Rams experienced a tough period,
as a few moments after the hit on Kelly
provoked an offensive outbreak that saw
Pommells notch a goal, collecting his 19th
point on the season. However, it was the
only success the Lancers would find in this
game. Despite goaltenders keeping the gap
between scores narrow, it was the scoring
touch of Jamie Wise and Dominic Alberga
that stole the show.
Wise notched two goals, capitalizing on a
short handed opportunity late in the first
followed by a jaw dropping three on one
with linemates Michael Fine and Dominic
Alberga, undressing the Lancers defense to
build the lead to 3-1. Alberga and Wise remain the OUXs top scorers, as well as the
best one-two scoring punch in all of Canada.
Next for the Lancers will be competition
from Guelph Gryphons and Toronto Varsity Blues. It has been a wonder how the Blues
have stayed in fifth spot. After starting the
season with a hot 9-3-0 record, the team
has been 0-4-2, totaling six straight losses
prior to their meeting with Laurier Golden
Hawks this week. It will be another weekend of playoff implications as the fourth
place Lancers duel with the fifth place Blues
and sixth place Gryphons in the OUA West.
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BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S

DIVISIONAL MATCHUPS SET
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•
•
to pull away leading 32-22 at the ••
half.
•••
Maya-Marie Langlois had 17 •
•
points on the night while Jessica •
•

Lancers breeze through
Holiday Classic
from three different conferences;·
said head coach Chantal Vallee after the classic.

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

In the first game of the classic,

Over the break, the Lancers women's basketball team hosted three
of the top schools from across the
CIS for the annual t~off classic.
The women, who swept the series, appreciated the opportunity
to face squads that they otherwise
would not see in OUA West.

the Lancers used a 17-2 run in
the second quarter to fuel their
66-39 victory over the 7th ranked
Fraser Valley Cascades. Jocelyn
LaRocque ana'ICorissa "'Williams
led the way for a balanced Lancers scoring effort with 12 points
respectively.

"It's always great to get a break
from our OUA competition and
invite teams from across the country to come during the holidays.
We were able to play top 10 ranked
teams and give our fans a taste of
the CIS championship with teams

The second game of the Classic,
provided some early adversity for
the Lancers who committed 11
turnovers in the first quarter and
trailed 13-11 at the break to the
UQAM Citadins. The Lancers
again used a strong second quarter

•

•• ••

MEN'S
KIMELLIOTT
lance reporter

.. .

~

..
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Clemoncon led the team with 19
as the Lancers cruised in the second half to a 76-49 victory.

The Lancers return to action this
week on the road against the Laurier Golden Hawks and McMaster
Marauders before returning to
home for a two game stand against
the Guelph Gryphons and Brock
Badgers on Jan. 15 and 18 at 6:00
p.m.

•

••
•
••
•
•
•

After a whacky Wild Card weekend which saw an
upset in Cincinnati and shootout in Kansas City, the
NFL Divisional round matchups are confirmed. In
the AFC, Indianapolis will travel to Foxboro to play
the Patriots at 8: 15 p.m. on Saturday night while the
Bronco's will face off against the Chargers at 4:40 p.m.
on Sunday afternoon. The NFC' s number one seeded
Seattle Seahawks will take on the New Orleans Saints
at 4:30 p.m. on Saturday, while No. 2 Carolina is set to
do battle against the San Francisco 49ers at 1:05 p.m.
Sunday.
LANCERS IN NATIONAL RANKINGS

Entering 2014, Windsor boasts three squads ranked
in the top ten in the country. The women's basketball
team headlines this group, sitting second behind
the undefeated Carleton Ravens, while their male
counterparts sit on the outside at No. 10. The men's
hockey team, who sits second in the OUA West is
currently seeded in 9th place in CIS rankings, although
that is subject to change following their recent loss to
No. 10 Waterloo.
FCAND DE ROSARIO REACH DEAL

After reacquiring the team's all-time leading scorer in
stage two of the MLS re-entry draft last month, Toronto
FC and Dwayne De Rosario have come to terms on a
contract that will be signed later in the week. Terms of
the deal are not yet known, but this does bode well for
an FC squad who had trouble scoring in 2013.
OLYMPIC ROSTERS ANNOUNCED

With only 40 days remaining until the opening
ceremonies of each of the major contenders for gold at
the hockey tournament released their rosters this week.
With names like Crosby, Kane and Karlsson headlining
the list, this tournament should be one for the ages.
Notable snubs include: Bobby Ryan (USA) Logan
Courture (Canada) and Brent Seabrooke (Canada.)

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Training in Florida
proud. Our opponent shot 50
(not a typo) free throws to our
11; said head coach Chris Oliver.

While most students enjoyed a Enricho Diloreto topped Lancer
leisurely rest from the rigors of scorers with 21 points, followed
exams, the U of W men's bas- by point guard Josh Collins with
ketball team travelled to West 18 points, Alex Campbell 17
Palm Beach, Florida to combine points and rookie Mike Rocca
a bit of R&R with some intense with 14 points.
on court training against stiff The next night, Bethel celebratNAIA College competition, in ed New Year's Eve by defeating
the 5th Annual Chuck Daly Me- No. 12 Northwood University
morial Basketball Tournament.
(Fla.) under the direction of the
In their first game against the legendary coach Rollie Masfifth ranked Bethel Pilots, it simino by a score of 77-74 to
took Bethel shooting guard win the tournament. Between
Ryan Benner's career high 43 Massimono and Bethel coach
point effort to best the Lancers Mike Lightfoot, they combine
in a three possession 98-91 loss. for 1,420 wins and are second
and third on the all-time NAIA
"[We] struggled early but we active coaches list.
came back and had a chance
with under a minute to go to In the consolation final New
take the lead on a three point Year's Eve day, the Lancers preshot. We missed and lost. We vailed over the Judson Univershowed positive attributes in sity Eagles with 90-64 thrashdealing with much adversity ing, after only leading 38-34 at
in this game and for that I was the half.

"This time our players adapted
much better and we pushed the
lead the whole second half to
win going away. We played both
games without Evan Matthews
(groin injury), Rotimi Osuntola
(violation of team rules) and
Khalid Abdel-Gabar (to immigration issues similar to ones
Isaac Kuon dealt with). Combined with foul trouble that saw
four players foul out, we got to
play many players more minutes than normal. This was productive in that players like Brad
Parker and Alex Campbell for
instance really developed some
confidence playing consistent
minutes;' noted Oliver on the
win.
Parker matched Enrcio Diloreto's 19 points as high scorers
for the Lancers, who had six
players score in double figures.
Josh Collins had 15 points,
Alex Campbell chipped in with
12 as Keron Braithwaite and
Lien Phillips scored 11 points
apiece. Judson guard, Andrew

Eck topped all scorers with
22 points and got 12 points of
support from forward Turner
Schwarz as the only other Eagle
in double figures.
Prior to heading South, the
team also went O and 2 in nonconference play on Dec. 17 and
18, losing to Rochester College
60-67 and to Madonna College
76-78 in OT.
Ranked tenth nationally, and
sitting second to eighth ranked
McMaster in the OUA West,
the Lancer men's team would
do well to continue to draw fan
support in their favour, especially for home court advantage
as they now look to the second
half of their season, predominantly against their Western
conference rivals.
Powered by three, fifth year seniors in the top 50 ranked players in the CIS, forward Lien
Phillips (8), Josh Collins (30)
and Enrico Diloreto (45), the
Lancers have not only proven

in the pre-season that they can
contend with Dl competition
from South of the border, they
beat the CIS defending national
champion Carleton Ravens after
spotting them 20 points in their
home opener last season.
But the Lancers tend to play
down to the level of their competition on occasion and therefore must quickly reverse that
trend by exercising their individual and team discipline not
to do so. Their trek to the provincial final four resumes on
Jan. 8 at Laurier, followed by a
game on Jan. 11 for first place
against McMaster on the road.
That contest will be a true barometric reading as to whether or
not the Lancers premiere seniors are prepared to buckle up
and ride off into the sunset of
their college careers with a successful stop-over at the Wilson
cup, en route to the Final, 8 W P.
McGee, national tournament in
March-or settle for mediocrity.
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Wednesday

2 for 1 burgers
Karaoke upstairs

Thursday

Live music upstairs
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EDUCATION?

LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

Post-secondary education in
Ontario is facing a major overhaul courtesy of the Ontario
government's
Differentiation
Policy Framework in a document released in November
2013.

Noonan.
"There is money to be spent
on education if that's how we
choose to spend it and in a democratic society, we should have
that conversation... it is absolutely not the place of the government to intervene in anyway
in how universities organize
themselves; added Dr. Noonan.

grams would be on the chopping block? That would be arts
and humanities programs:'
"Right now it's hard for us to
take a clear position on anything when we don't know what
the implications will be... Were
stronger if more students are
coming out and saying it's an issue," said Crawford

Toe differentiation policy aims In recent years, the Faculty of
to focus the government's lim- Arts & Social Sciences has alToe seventeen page document
ited resources on the stronger ready seen cuts. Certain proclearly outlines the governprograms, like science and engi- grams, such as Labour Studies
ment's plan to have universities
neering, which directly generate and Anthropology, no longer
and colleges "focus on areas of
economic growth, but the fear offer the option of an honour's
educational strength and speis that this will mean significant degree. Admissions to the entire
cialty." It is implied, some are
cuts to programs that yield in- Music Therapy program were
saying, that "weak" programs
direct benefits like the arts and suspended in 2011 despite it
may no longer be funded.
being one of the very few prohumanities.
grams in Canada accredited by
Toe government's goal is to proNoonan is not the only one that the Canadian Association of
duce a more "differentiated"
is skeptical about the efficacy of
university system with univer- this policy. Rob Crawford, Pres- Music Therapy.
sities having a unique program
ident of the University of Wind- Approximately 42% of underfocus, aiming for efficiency by
sor Student's Alliance, said that graduate students are part of the
avoiding duplication within the arts and humanities could be Faculty of Arts & Social Sciencsystem.
the first areas to see cuts if the es, but that will likely have no
government
continues to inter- bearing when it comes to which
Jeff Noonan, doctor of philosophy specializing in social justice vene in post-secondary institu- programs receive funding.
at the University of Windsor, tions' operations.
If the University of Guelph, the
says he is skeptical of the mo- "My concern is were going to only school to go through a pritivations behind this move to- see the government influencing oritization process thus far, is
wards prioritization.
the way our university is operat- any indication of the future of
ing;'
said Crawford. "They want education in Ontario, things do
"Differentiation strikes me as
programs
that are producing not look good for arts and hucontrary to the nature of the
university. . . and motivated jobs immediately after. So when manities. Toe school adminismore by cost savings; said you think of that, what pro- tration opted for prioritization

-----

before the government's policy
was released because of unique
financial constraints, showing
individual institutions may have
something to gain from the process as well.
A Program Prioritization Process report released by the University of Guelph in October
listed, overwhelmingly, science
and engineering in the top fifth
as priorities with seven of the
school's English literature programs in the bottom fifth along
with other humanities and social science programs.
Anne Forrest, acting head oflabour studies at UWindsor, said
that there are certain things that
cannot be taken away from any
University.
"Most of us believe that a university, at the undergraduate level, has to have certain
things ... and there isn't much
room to move, given those generic needs;' said Forrest, listing
philosophy, history, english, and
science as equally mandatory.

In an update released on Dec.
11, 2013, University of Windsor President Alan Wildeman
directly addressed the government's policy and its consequences saying, "There are some
unavoidable imperatives. We
must continue to seek greater

-

efficiencies ... We must explore
more self-sustaining business
models, and pursue opportunities for revenue growth:'
Wildeman added that there are
positive aspects to the new direction of the Ontario government.
"The new provincial directions will have positive aspects
to them. They will present the
University of Windsor with an
opportunity to more strongly
brand ourselves across the province with the distinctive things
that we are doing;' said Wildeman.
"We are a university that has a
strong community-focused approach in many of our academic
and professional programs, situated in a unique location, with
a strong attraction for international students;' said Wildeman.
"These are great strengths:'
According to this update, the
university has been asked to adjust its Strategic Mandate Agreement to align with the new differentiation policy framework.
Wildeman is accepting feedback and suggestions from faculty, staff and students before
March 31.

----
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tweet your #uwindsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance
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Why is there only one registrar open ... It's the 2nd week of
classes ! #uwindsorprol:Slems
jan.13

email letters to the editor to:

editor@uwindsorlance.ca

bio:

Christopher Reynolds

This classroom is so hot I think I might have a heat stroke.
#uwindsorproblems #uwindsor #CHS
#thisclasswillbethedeathofme #sweatinghard

MeetJi. .~ superstar
AnneWa1
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ance at the University of Windsor.

guest writer

Waldman has toured broadly and internationally including Europe, Africa, The
Far East and across North America.

Anne Waldman's writing will appeal to
literature buffs, social activists, feminists,
anti-war protesters, and fans of contemporary poetics.

Waldman is an internationally recognized and acclaimed poet, and an active
member of the "Outrider" experimental
poetry community. It is a culture she has
helped create and nurture for over four
decades as writer, editor, teacher, performer, magpie scholar, infra-structure
curator, and cultural/political activist.

Funded by the University of Windsor
Humanities Research Group (HRG) under the directorship of Antonio Rossini,
Waldman will be reading from her latest
works at the Freed Orman Centre, Assumption University at 7:00 p.m. on Jan.
16.

She will also be offering a seminar on poetics and literary endeavor at 10:00 a.m.
on Jan. 17 at the same venue.
The event sponsored by HRG with support from the English Department,
brings Anne Waldman to a rare appear-

Her poetry is recognized in the lineage of
Whitman and Ginsberg, and in the Beat,
New York School, as well as the Black
Mountain trajectories of the New American Poetry.
She was one of the founders and directors of The Poetry Project at St. Mark's
Church In-the-Bowery, working there
for twelve years. In 1974, she also co-

Job fair hits
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

Are you a university, college student, or
alumni who needs to find a job? The Student Success Centre is hosting its annual
job fair between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
on Jan. 22 in the St. Denis Centre Field
House for University of Windsor and St.
Clair College students and alumni.
This year's fair, named "A Partnership to
the Future:' is the fifteenth job fair that
has been organized by the two institutions.
The goal of the event is to introduce and
actively network students with a range of
employers while also preparing them for
the competitive nature of the market by
having their resumes critiqued and participating in mock interviews.
Over 50 employers will be attending the
fair including the Ontario Provincial Police, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
the Corporation of the City of Windsor,
and Chrysler Canada, to name a few, and
over 1,500 potential employees are expected to be there.
Yvonne Currie, coordinator for Career

@Reynoldo21

Development Services at the University
of Windsor, said that the job fair has even
more to offer than in previous years.
"We've progressively been adding new
initiatives, so while we have 64 employers registered to attend this year, we're
also offering University of Windsor students an opportunity to have their photo
taken to use for their Linkedln profile,"
said Currie.
"We will also have the opportunity for
students from both institutions to do
a mock interview and to have their resumes critiqued:' Currie added "So,
there's really something for everyone."
Currie said that younger students who
are not yet ready to enter the job market
could stand to benefit from the job fair
as well.
"Even if students feel like they're not
ready to be looking for a job yet, we really encourage them to come out and take
advantage of the other things like having
their resume critiqued or having a mini,
mock interview,' said Currie.
While the job fair could help people find
the career of their dreams, it will also be
helpful for students and alumni looking
for part-time and seasonal jobs as well.

founded with Allen Ginsberg the celebrated Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at Naropa University, and
the first Buddhist inspired University in
the western hemisphere.
She divides her time between New York
City and Boulder, Colorado.
Her recent book is the monumental
anti-war feminist epic The Iovis Trilogy:

Colors in the Mechanism of Concealment,
which was awarded the 2012 PEN Center
USA Award for Poetry. Her latest book
Gossamurmur is an allegory of imposters, doppelgangers and deciders featuring a romp through Heian, Japan and
Vedic, India.
Anne Waldman is a recipient of the Poetry Society of America's Shelley Memorial Award, and she is a Chancellor of The
Academy of American Poets.

incisor
"It's totally designed for student level
[employment]:' said Currie. "The employers sort of know that that is the kind
of group that is going to be coming. The
great thing is that it's not tailored for the
mass public, it is made for students:'
Students and alumni interested in attending are advised to prepare and follow a few important steps: dress (and act)
to impress, bring a stack of professional
resumes that will sell a good impression,
and practice your interview skills.
Dolores Querin from the St. Clair College Employment Centre said there are a
few tips that students can keep in mind
while preparing for the job fair.
"Make sure you come prepared with research on the companies you want to
visit," said Querin. "Make sure you come
well dressed and have questions prepared
well in advance for potential employers."
Querin also advised that students looking to attend the event cater their resumes to the area in which they are seeking employment.
"Any volunteer or community service
work is an asset:' said Querin. "[Students'] GPAs would be helpful and any
internships or placements that they have
done as well."
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The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press.
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times. strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
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Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
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Contents C2013. Reproduction in any way is
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Writer-in-res a familiar face at UWindsor
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

this author's residency," said Jirgens. "His writing has been internationally acclaimed by critics and fans alike."

The English department has
chosen a familiar face to be this
semester's writer in residence.

According to Jirgens, MacLeod's
long list of accomplishments,
"bring abundant prestige to the
University of Windsor, the City
of Windsor, and Canada as a
whole."

Alistair Macleod, acclaimed
writer and professor emeritus at
the University of Windsor, has
been regarded as a Canadian
literary giant who has garnered
numerous awards for his short
story collections and his first
novel No Great Mischief, which
won the prestigious Trillium
Award for Fiction.
Alistair Macleod is a member
of the Royal Society, a recipient
of the Queen's Jubilee Medal and
holds eleven Honorary Doctorate degrees. His novel has been
translated into 15 languages.
As writer in residence, Macleod will be available for students and other members of the
community to consult and seek
criticism on their creative writing.

Alistair Macleod, the new writer in residence at the
University of Windsor• photo by Karl Jirgens

Jirgens also said that, as part of
his residency, Macleod will be
doing readings throughout the
semester and there will be a
special performance in a combined effort between the English department and the School
ofDrama.
A stage production was adapted
from Macleod's novel No Great
Mischief by playwright David
Young and the readings, which
are scheduled for Feb. 28, Mar.
1 and 2 will be from this adaptation.

"Brian Taylor [stage director
for University Players] is directing the readings here in Windsor, and we're hoping to include
Gaelic music and dance," said
Karl Jirgens, acting head of Jirgens. "The plan for the stage
the English department, said reading was initiated by Dr.
that Macleod was the obvious Carol Davison (head of the Engchoice for the position during lish department [2012/2013])
the university's 50th anniver- last year, and Tina Pugliese [director of the School of Dramatic
sary.
Art] and I have been working
"He was an excellent choice for on it since last July. It's shaping

up nicely."
The event has received support
from the University of Windsor
Alumni Association and the offices of the Vice President and
President of the University, but
Jirgens is hoping for additional
support from the City of Windsor.
"We think it'll be a big hit, particularly given the international
recognition that has been given
to Alistair Macleod's writing;'
said Jirgens.
Any University of Windsor student can make an appointment
with Macleod and, for students
wishing to compile a portfolio
for admission to creative writing courses, a visit to Macleod's
office is recommended
Macleod was born in North
Battleford, Saskatchewan, but
his family moved to Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia when
he was still young. He received
his PhD in 1968 from the University of Notre Dame in Indiana and began teaching at the
University of Windsor in 1969.
According to Jirgens, "This author's residency will provide a
rare opportunity for the entire
City of Windsor and surrounding region to meet with and
learn from one of the great writers ofour time."

Odette Toastmasters to host contests
DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter

The Odette Toastmasters will
be hosting two very important
Toastmasters
International
Speech and Evaluation Contests. Toastmasters International is a non-profit educational organization that helps members
improve their communication,
public speaking, and leadership
skills through "learn by doing"
workshops.

this event rotates amongst other
chapters in the region, which
includes Windsor, LaSalle, and
Tecumseh. This year the Toastmasters Area 43 International
Speech and Evaluation Contest,
to be held on Mar. 12, will also
be hosted by the Odette chapter.
"It's a big deal for us to be the
club that's hosting;• said Vrantsidis. "We're going to have
people visiting not only from
our area but from surrounding
areas."
Vrantsidis said that the Area 43
contest will attract visitors from
the Winch.or-Essex area as well
as the Detroit region.

"The reason it's called the International Speech and Evaluation
Contest is because the levels of
competition lead all the way up The next round after the Area 43
to the international convention competition will be held on Apr.
in August, which, this year, is 25 to 26 in Southfield, Michiheld in Malaysia," said Kather- gan at the District 28 Spring
ine Vrantsidis, the Vice Presi- Conference. It will include the
dent of Odette Toastmasters.
Toastmasters clubs in Detroit,
The first contest, to be held on Ann Arbor, and Toledo - winFeb. 12, will be for members of ners will then proceed to Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
the Odette Toastmasters Club.
Members will participate and For each of these contests, comcompete for a chance to repre- petitors must give a speech on a
sent their· chapter in the next topic of their choosing and are
level of competition, which will then evaluated
encompass "Toastmasters Area
Jason Duyck, a second year law
43" in the Windsor region.
student and member of Odette
The responsibility of hosting Toastmasters, said that the
The Odette Toastmasters helP. students who wish to improve
their public speaking skills • photo by Travis Fauteux

feedback process was the most
interesting part of the event because it is difficult being one's
own critic.
"You don't tend to realize the
small mistakes you make;'
said Duyck, while mentioning
how many times a speaker will
stutter with an "um" during a
speech.
"I really enjoy listening to the
evaluations; said Vrantsidis. "I
love hearing the different takes
that people have on a given
speech:'
Membership to Odette Toastmasters is open to all students,
alumni, faculty, staff, and retirees of the University of Windsor and the Schulich School of
Medicine & Dentistry - Windsor Program. The club meets
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. in
room 212 in the Odette School
of Business.
"Some people join because
they're afraid of public speaking and tliey want to get over
that, but Toastmasters really is
for everyone;' said Vrantsidis.
"There is always something new
to learn and to improve upon.
You really grow in ways you are
not expecting when you join the
program."
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WinterWonderland Party.The Boom
Boom Room, all ages
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FRIDAY JANUARY 17
Natural Science Exhibition Opening
by JenniferWillet,Artcite, 7:30 p.m.10:30 p.m.

black moss press launching three books at once
MICAELAMUtDOON
lance reporter

On Jan. 23, Villains Beastro is offering
a literary three-for-one treat: authors
Vanessa Shields, John B. Lee and April
Bulmer will be launching their new
books at the same time.
It is a triple book launch event for
Black Moss Press being held at Villains
Beastro.
"It's intimate, and that's what I like about
it," said local poet Shields of the venue,
which normally hosts rock bands.
There will be a local folk band present
at the launch to add to the atmosphere.
Food and drink will also be available
while guests listen to music and poetry.
One thing that makes the launch special
is that the audience gets to participate,
a highly unusual occurrence according
to Black Moss publisher Marty Gervais.

"We're going to get the crowd involved,
have an interactive evening and have
them write some poetry;' said Shields.
The highly acclaimed John B. Lee, who
will be releasing a new book of poetry
this spring in collaboration with the
University of Windsor's editing and
publishing practicum, is going to teach
people fun ways to do this.
The event will feature his new book

Doing It! How To Write The Perfect
Poem, which Gervais describes as "a
combination of memoir, how-to, and
storytelling:'
Shields' book I Am That Woman is a
collection of poetry.
"Some of it's funny, some of it's sexy,
some of it's serious, but it's all very
honest, raw, and open. That's how I've
always written and that's what people
seem to like about the voice of my
work:' said Shields.
Gervais added that, "It's going to open
the eyes of women, and it's going to

blow the minds of men:'

The Dials, Heavy Suns, Syzslak, Phog
Lounge, I0:00 p.m.

SATURDAYJANUARYl8

Bulmer's writing is noted by Shields as
beautiful and sensual and by Gervais
as reflective and serious. Overall, they
believe strongly in the chemistry of these
three authors together for a launch.

Windsor Folk Presents VALDY, Mackenzie Hall, 7:30 p.m., $23 or $19 for
Windsor Folk Members

"There's a synergy at play when you
have three different authors, different
in terms of temperament, in terms of
the writing that they do, in terms of
tone ... that variety is so important;' said
Gervais.

Arts's 1,000,051 st Birthday, Phog
Lounge, 8:00 p.m. $3 before I0:00
p.m., $5 after I 0:00 p.m.

Black Moss has a reputation for holding
frequent readings and launches that are
executed with a perfect mix of fun and
skill, such as Poetry At The Manor.
"[We have] always been at the forefront
of innovative readings;' said Gervais.
"We bring lots of people out. .. we fill the
room:'

Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.

SUNDAY JANUARY 19
Winter Bites Restaurant Week, Participating restaurants throughout
Windsor-Essex. 3 course lunch for
$10 or $15, 3 course dinner for $25
or $35
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.

The event starts at 7:00 p.m. Doors open
at6:30 p.m.

MONDAY JANUARY 20

Celebrate art's 1,000,051 st b-day

Royal Winnipeg Ballet 2013/ 14 International Audition Tour, Edmunds Towers School of Dance

TUESDAY JANUARY 21
SARAHHURST
lance reporter

peoples, not only critics, dilettantes and
professionals."

Susan Gold, a former professor of art at
the University of Windsor, local painter
and installation artist and member of
Artcite, explained why Art's Birthday is
important in the community.

TOAST Open Mic Poetry: The One
Year Anniversary, Phog Lounge, 8:00
p.m. sign up, 9:00 p.m. start time

"It catches artists off guard and it gets
into their head when they don't put up
barriers," said Gold. "It allows them
a lot of freedom to do a lot of things
that aren't part of traditional practice.
It's a chance for people to expand what
they do and try things out in a safe, fun
environment:'

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 22

of Art.

Artcite is Windsor's only artist-run
centre. Comprised of over 250 members
in Windsor-Essex County, it is part of a
chain of artist co-ops that exist all over
Canada.

In 1963, French artist Robert Filliou
declared that art had been around for a
million years and it should be celebrated.

Since the early 1990s, Artcite has been
hosting Art's Birthday in the Windsor
region.

For 51 years, many arts organizations
around the world in Vienna. Germany,
Vancouver and Windsor have been
celebrating this unique event in various
ways.

Stephen Pender, a member of Artcite
and an English professor at the
University of Windsor, will be one of the
emcees and DJs for the night along with
Jeff Noonan.

As part of the Dada and Fluxus

"It's a lot of fun; said Pender. "It's an
eclectic group of performance artists
and musicians that gather every year to
celebrate the chaos that is art."

Art's Birthday will be celebrated on
Jan. 18 at Phog Lounge, 157 University
Avenue West. Starting at 8:00 p.m.,
there will be music, open mic poetry
and prose, readings, balloon monkeys,
whittling, tarot readings, repeats of
Fluxus performances and birthday cake.

Through the various performances, the
event itself becomes a performance art
that guests can participate in.

Entry is $3 before 10:00 p.m. and $5
after. For more information, visit www.
artcite.ca.

This year marks the 1,000,051 .i Birthday

artistic movements, the goal of Art's
Birthday from George Maciunas'
Fluxus Manifesto, is to, "Promote a
revolutionary flood and tide in art.
Promote living art, anti-art... [and]
non-art reality, to be grasped by all
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Laughing Over Lattes - Comedy
Open Mic., Milk Coffee Bar, 9:00 p.m.

Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.

THURSDAY JANUARY 23
Cirque Du Soleil Varekai, WFCU
Centre, 7:30 p.m.
Triple Book Launch, Villains Beastro,
6:30 p.m.
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
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ALBUM REVIEWS

MOVIE REVIEWS

TOY
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AMANDATURNER

lance reporter

KAR-LEIGHKELSO
lance reporter

JOINTHE DOTS

TOY
If you haven't heard it yet, you have to give it a listen! On Dec. 10, 2013, TOY
released their second album Join the Dots through Heavenly Recordings with
producer Dan Carey.

HER

•

TOY first emerged on the music scene in 2010 in London, England. The
band is made up of vocalist/guitarist Tom Dougall, guitarist Dominic O'Dair,
bassist/vocalist Maxim Barron, keyboardist Alejandra Diez and drummer/
vocalist Charlie Salvidge. They released their debut album in 2012 titled TOY
and with much anticipation the second album is an astounding follow up.
TOY's tunes on this album call to mind a 1960s psychedelic undertone but
they also carry the harmonious, loose-fitting sounds of the 1980s and 1990s
indie rock. They have a similar sound to that of New Order, The Charlatans
and The Smiths, often even bringing forth distant memories of Pink Floyd.

•

At the same time the album features gloomy, faraway melodies such as "Left
to Wander:' "Endlessly" and "Too Far Gone to Know." The song "You Won't
Be The Same" is almost hypnotic with its light, happy and psychedelic sound.

WIG OUT AT JAGBAGS
STEPHEN MALKMUSANDTHE JICKS
This is my first experience listening to indie rock band Stephen Malkmus
And The Jicks, and I have to say, the album is pretty good.

Wig Out at Jagbags would probably be a good place for a music enthusiast to
start if they are looking for new music or have never heard of the band.
The album's lighthearted sound and songs are said to be the band's most
happy-go-lucky composition yet Through many of the songs the band
manages to keep the music upbeat and energetic, while not overdoing it and
maintaining a mellow atmosphere.
This would be a good album to put on if your attention is also on something
else simultaneously, like writing, studying or maybe cooking dinner.
My personal favourites offthe album include "Houston Hades," "Scattegories"
and "Surreal Teenagers."
The band's lead singer, Stephen Malkmus, actually has a fairly long history
with music; he was also the lead vocalist and songwriter for the band
Pavement back in the 1990s. He formed the band with his fellow band mates
in 2000, almost directly following the hiatus/ breakup of Pavement Since
then, the band has released four albums over the last decade, including
Stephen Malkmus, Pig Lib, Real Emotional Trash and Mirror Traffic.
I have not taken the time to sit down and listen to these yet, but I enjoyed this
album so much that I will be sure to check them out as soon as I can.
I would recommend Wig Out at Jagbags for anyone who is into indie or
alternative music looking to add some new stuff to their music collection,
or some background ambiance for those menial tasks that so desperately call
out to all of us, "You know music would make this way more fun, right?"

After installing it on his computer, he meets his new A.I. interface, who
names herself 'Samantha: played by Scarlett Johansson. They hit it off, so to
speak. She informs him that her programming allows her to evolve as she
comes across new experiences and information.
Soon, Theodore finds he just cannot stop talking to Samantha, going as far as
to develop a relationship and falling in love with her. She feels the same, but
it becomes pretty complicated--at one point, she is even insecure about not
having a body. She develops emotions and thoughts that are well beyond A.I.,
which is not supposed to occur in her programming. Theodore gets a mixture
of support and disapproval from his "real life" friends and his ex-wife.

The vocalist, Tom Dougall leans more in the direction of simplistic lyrics but
the instruments take the true shape of the songs. Many songs often feature
hasty, heavy guitar riffs that cut right into the song and throw you for a loop.

KAR-LEIGHKELSO
lance reporter

To be honest, I had no idea what to expect when I sat down to watch Her.
Released Dec. 18, 2013, the film stars Joaquin Phoenix and all I knew was
that it was a romantic comedy. What it gave me, however, was an incredibly
refreshing and pleasant movie-going experience.
The story begins as we discover Theodore Twombly, a lonely writer who has
disconnected himself from the world. While heading home from work one
night, he sees an advertisement for a new Artificial Intelligence operating
system that is so advanced they each contain their own personality.

The instrumental opener "Conductor" sets the whole tone, with its 10-minute
stretch of ambient keys and a simple, repetitive beat that explodes into an
upsurge of shrieking guitars.

Though much of the album is rather simplistic, it is very catching. TOY seems
to get the balance exactly right here in their second album, flawlessly mixing
noise and melody. While the album does not fit right into any particular
genre, it reflects a talented band increasingly forming their own sound.

14A / 125 MIN / DRAMA, ROMANCE
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This movie is flat-out wonderful. It is adorable, strange, heartbreaking, weird
at times and one of the most enjoyable and endearing movies I have seen in
a long time. I would highly recommend it to anyone who likes romance and
drama of the artsy-fartsy variety, and even if you are put off by that, watch it
anyway. I do not think you will be disappointed. (It is just about impossible
to not love Samantha.)

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

AMERICAN HUSTLE
18A/ 138 MIN/ DRAMA
David 0. Russell directs an all-star cast in the crime comedy-drama American
Hustle, released on Dec. 20, 2013. Based on a late 1970s and early '80s FBI
operation, Christian Bale is almost unrecognizable as Irving Rosenfeld, a con
artist who gets caught by FBI agent Richie DiMaso (Bradley Cooper).
Instead of going to prison, Irving and his partner Sydney Prosser (Amy
Adams), must cooperate with Agent DiMaso to catch other con artists. As
they set up their operation, Irving is constantly dealing with his erratic and
irresponsible wife, Rosalyn (Jennifer Lawrence).
Jennifer Lawrence was my favourite part of the film, providing a lot of the
comic relief but a lot of the comedy also came from the dynamic between
Bradley Cooper and Christian Bale.
Bradley Cooper plays one of his typical roles as the beef headed bully and
Bale, a not so typical character. Irving Rosenfeld is fat and balding and so
unlike Patrick Bateman except for his trickster ways. But unlike his American
Psycho character, Irving is almost loveable even when he is being a scummy
salesman or cheating on his wife.
Amy Adams delivers another knockout performance in many knockout
gowns. Jeremy Renner appears as Mayor Carmine Polito, who Irving and
Agent DiMaso have to con for their operation. Louis C.K. is hilarious as
Agent DiMaso's boss, Stoddard Thorsen.

The costuming and set design was spot-on in the film and often added to
the comedy. The film also offers an incredible soundtrack including The Bee
Gees, David Bowie and Paul McCartney.

sports
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IT'S IN THE GAME
and
misunderstanding
that they can honestly believe it takes no natural
talent to excel in sport.
That you can simply be
"taught" to be a world
class athlete.

Last week there was an
opinion piece written
by Lance work/study reporter Lindsay Sheppard
titled It's in the Game,
which was mistakenly
published in the sports
section of The Lance. In
the article, Ms. Sheppard
makes many inaccurateclaims about professional
sports, that I would like
to address and correct to
preserve the integrity of
my section.
On behalf of the editorial
staff at The Lance I would
like to apologize to any
self-respecting sports fan
who was insulted by the
piece. I would like you to
know that Ms. Sheppard's
opinion is in no way a reflection of my personal
views as sports editor for
The Lance, or reality.
The first argument Sheppard makes attempts is to
tackle the complex economics of sports using
basic theory of the market
economy, and the opinion
that athletes are overpaid.
"The economic laws of
supply and demand are
regulated by consumers,
when demand increases,
supply must also increase
to avoid the inflation of
prices.. .
Professional
sports players are not
subject to the laws of labour supply and demand,"
Sheppard writes.
While I am sure Robert Kraft and Jerry Jones
would appreciate the economics lesson, the billionaires running the NFL did
not get where they are by
having a poor grasp on
capitalism.
In 1994, the National
Football League instituted
the "salary cap" which in
layman's terms is a system that raises and lowers wages based on league
revenues to prevent the
inflation of player salaries.

Since 1994, all major
North American sports
leagues have implemented a salary cap with the
exception of the Major
League Baseball which

uses a Luxury tax.
I would argue that North
American
professional
sports are the perfect incarnation of the market
economy, valuing their
players based on past production, future projections and generated revenue.
Leagues have also shown
a willingness to cut costs
when wages do not correspond with revenue,
an example would be the
NHL rolling back player
salaries 24% after the
2004-2005 season was lost
to a labour dispute.
Last season alone the NFL
generated more revenue
than any league on earth
at over $9 billion with the
leagues intent to increase
that figure to $25 billion
annually by 2027.
Correspondingly,
each
of the 32 NFL franchises
rank among the top 50
most valuable on earth.
Clearly, there is an overwhelming demand for
professional football in
North America.
Sheppard's second argument is that sports are
divisive and cause tension
between sports fans when
they should be a unifying
force.
To an outsider, I can understand how it would
seem that way. But in
my experience the love
of sport has done more
to strengthen bonds with
friends and family than it
has to divide them. In fact,
some of my best friends
cheer for rival teams.
Of the more ignorant
points raised, is Sheppard's assumption that it
takes no natural talent to
compete in a professional
sports league.
"Yes you have an advantage on the field if you
are tall, well-coordinated
and have sharp reflexes.
But I would imagine most
people can be taught to do
this work; she states.
It is sad that someone can
be so blinded by jealousy

There are different kinds
of genius in the world,
and while her position
that writers and musicians
possess true talent is not
wrong; you cannot tell me
that Sidney Crosby is not
a genius. You cannot say
that LeBron James just
learned how to become
the best basketball player
in the world.
Granted tens of thousands
of hours of training are required to make those athletes. But some are born
with a gift, and no matter
how hard an average person trains they will never
reach that level, let alone
make it as a role player in
a pro league.

If you could learn to run
a 40 yard dash in 4.2 seconds, or teach yourself to
score 50 goals a season,
don't you think I would
be in the NHL right now
rather than wasting my
time on a communications degree?
Her last point pertaining
to sports before a tangent
about corporations and
the "real issues;· involves
the idea that women can
be just as good as men
athletically but that mainstream leagues are hell
bent on keeping them out.
"Essentially the physical
differences between men
and women, which include stature and musculature-there is nothing a
man can do that a woman
cannot. She may have to
work harder to build up
the muscle, and she may
be disadvantaged because
women tend to be shorter,
but she should be given
equal opportunities as any
man; says Sheppard.
I am not a scientist and
cannot speak to the exact level that women can
compete with men (nor is
Sheppard might I remind
you,) but numbers do indicate that any woman
competing with men is at
a disadvantage.
For example, in the 100
m dash and event which
Olympians train year
round to achieve the
best time at running in a
straight line.
The men's world record
sits at 9.58 seconds set by

Usain Bolt in 2009. The
women's world record
stands at 10.49 seconds
set by Florence Griffith
in 1988. While this is
not a foolproof example
that women cannot compete with men. There are
many other instances in
basic physical fields such
as running, jumping and
lifting to support the notion that not all women
can contend with me at
the highest level.
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MEN'S HOCKEY

1/11
2014

Guelph
Gryphons

Guelph,
ON

L 2-4

Toronto
Toronto,
Varsity Blues ON

L 3-4

Launer Gold- South Wind- 7·30 PM
en Hawks
sor Arena
Waterloo
Warriors

South Wind- 7:30 PM
sorArena

I am all for equal opportunities, and believe it or
not, so are the majority of
sports associations.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

Haley Wickenheiser for
example played parts of
three seasons with men's
teams in Europe recording
seven points in 43 total
games. Wickenheiser was
also offered a contract to
play with the Cincinnati
Cyclones of the East Coast
Hockey League after her
stint in Europe was done.

2014

Laurentian
Voyageurs

Sudbury, W 5-2
ON

1/12/
2014

Ni pissing
Laker

North
Bay, ON

As recently as last year
Mark Cuban, owner of
the Dallas Mavericks dis-

1/11/

W7-1

MEN'S BASKETBALL

1/8/
2014

Laurier Gold- Waterloo, W 88-79
en Hawks
ON

1/11/
2014

McMaster
Marauders

Hamilton, L 68-70
ON

1/18/

Brock
Badgers

St. Denis 3:00 PM
Centre

cussed drafting Britney

Griner who went first
overall in the 2013 WNBA
draft.
"You never know until you
give someone a chance,"
said Cuban in an interview
with USA Today. "And it's
not like the likelihood of
any late-50s draft pick has
a good chance of making it. If we had tryouts,
I would have no problem
inviting her to work out
and see how she did. No
problem whatsoever."
History has shown that
when there is a female
with comparable talent to
men, clubs are more than
willing to give them a
look. University of Windsor goaltender Ingrid
Sandven is a terrific example of that having played
two seasons for Bergen
IHK, a senior men's team
in Norway.
As for Sheppard's opinion
on distraction and challenging the status quo,
those are strong values.
But you could make this
argument about any form
of popular entertainment.
In my opinion, she would
be best served writing
about subjects where she
can make a credible argument, rather than using
stereotypes and misinformation to defame professional sports.

- Mike Specht,
sports editor

2014

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Laurier Gold- Waterloo, W 73-44
en Hawks
ON
McMaster
Marauders

Hamilton, W 83-44
ON

Guelph
Gryphons

St. Denis 6:00 PM
Centre
St. Denis
Centre

1/17/
2014

1:00 PM

Hamilton, L 1-3 ~

McMaster
Marauders

ON

Queen's
Gaels

St. Denis 6:00 PM
Centre

~MC

St Dents 6:00 AM

Paladins

Centre

~

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
1/11/
Western
London
L 0,.3 03&142014
Mustangs
~
..~~--·--=-----------_J
1/12/
McMaster
Hamilton, L 0-3 <1&25.212014
Marauders
ON
25.21·25)
1/17/
2014

Queen's
Gaels

St Denis 8.00 PM

1/18/
2014

RMC
Paladins

St. Denis 8:00 AM
Centre

Centre
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MEN'S - LANCERS MUST REDEEM LOSING STREAK
AGAINST OUA'S WORST

If ever the Lancers needed a sign to turn the season around, last Saturday
and Sunday would have been the clearest indication.
A loss to the Guelph Gryphons and the Toronto Varsity Blues this weekend
extended Wmdsor's losing streak to four games and it has become the season's lowest point for the Blue & Gold. However, the Lancers have a chance
to redeem their poor display this weekend against the Laurier Golden
Hawks and the reigning OUA West division champions, Waterloo Warriors.
This is not the first time in recent memory the Lancers have given up consecutive games, but bells have sounded off, raising concern about a team on
the cusp of home ice advantage. With OUA playoffs to begin in February,
the Lancers have nine games left to play in the regular season and when
looking at the schedule, it is not as daunting towards season's end compared
to their divisional counterparts.
The Blues' relentless effort in the remaining minutes of the third period last
Saturday in Toronto handed the Lancers a 4-3 loss on Christian Finch's tiebreaker. Saverio Posa's second goal in as many games and Mike Christou's
first of the season were overshadowed by the consequences following the
loss.
Not only did the Blues follow up their victory on Friday against Laurier with
a successful performance on home ice, but also they have exchanged ranks
in the OUA West, as the Blues take fourth place and the Lancers round out
the top five at 11-8-0.
Perhaps a return to South Windsor Arena this weekend will rejuvenate the
spirit of the Windsor Lancers. The Lancers host their next four contests on
home ice, starting Jan. 17 against the division's worst Golden Hawks and
the division's second worst Waterloo Warriors.
This is the best chance the Lancers have to emerge from their rut, as they
will continue their home stand next weekend with a visit from the leading
Lakehead Thunderwolves of the OUA West. A highly anticipated series al-ready, the Lancers will first have to set the tone with wins over the Hawks
and Warriors.
The Lancers will not have an easier time than this weekend to rebound
to their winning ways. Following a visit from the Lakehead men's hockey
team next weekend, the Lancers will journey to Montreal to play the McGill
Redmen, who have consistently been one of the OUA East's best hockey
programs, and finally complete the season with games against opposition
from their own division.

Ina peculiar story over the weekend,
Philadelphia Eagles DeSean Jackson's
home was burgled the weekend leading
to $250,000 worth of jewellery and
firearms being stolen. Rather than allow
the criminal process to play out, Jackson
has offered a $50,000 reward to anyone
with knowledge of the robbery. Jackson
who is coming to the end of his five year
$51 million deal, will be looking for an
extension this summer clearly has too
much money to throw around if he can

e win pushes the Express within .008%
of the first place London Lightning, who
Windsor will host Wednesday, January
15th at Caesars Windsor in the historic
"Clash at the Colosseum':

EXPRESS WIN - VIA WINDSOR
EXPRESS
(WINDSOR, ONTARIO) The Windsor
Express made it five for five against the
Ottawa Skyhawks on Saturday night,
beating the expansion team 88-86 at the
WFCU Centre.
NBL scoring leader, Stefan Bonneau had
a season high 34 points in the victory, at
one point scoring six straight baskets for
the Express.
Windsor (19-7) battled through a sloppy
fourth quarter, overcoming a four point
deficit with only two minutes left to
secure the win, their fifth in a row.

DAFOE INTRODUCED
Toronto FC have officially introduced
their newest acquisition international
superstar and England Striker Jermaine
Dafoe. Dafoe, 32 comes over from
Tottenham in a transfer deal believed to
be worth up to $14.4 million not including
Dafoe's annual salary of $8.3 million. FC
have also signed US midfielder Michael
Bradley from FC Roma, in a transfer also
worth upwards of $10 million.

NOEL FIRED
The Winnipeg Jets have announced the
firing of Head Coach Claude Noel. Noel,
who ends his 2 and a half year stint will be
replaced by former Leafs and Hurricanes
bench boss Paul Maurice. Maurice will
look to do something Noel never could
in leading this Jets team to the playoffs.
Winnipeg currently sits ten points out of
the 8th and final playoff position in the
Western Conference.

SILVERSTEIN
THIS IS HOW THE WIND SHIFTS

CANADA TOUR

With the recent offensive output from newly acquired talent such as Posa
and Christou, one would hope the spark ignites the rest of the team and
burns the competition ahead.

WOMEN'S - MACKNIGHT'S SIX POINTS LEAD
LANCERS TO FIRST WINS OF 2014
After an inconsistent first half of the regular season, it was hard to predict
how the remainder of the women's hodcey season would begin. The previous half of the 2013-14 season had the Lancers end the season with a pair
of losses, which had followed a pair of wins, and prior to that was a pattern
of wins and losses.
With 12 goals scored in their first two games since the holiday break, the
Lancers displayed a bombastic offense. Starting last Friday night, Jenny
MacKnight found the back of the net twice, as well as the tape ofher teammates, totaling a pair of goals and a pair of assists for a fantastic four points
in a 5-2 win over the Laurentian Voyageurs.
MacKnight followed with a pair off assists against Nippissing the next night
in a 7-1 'blow out victory. With the six points, MacKnight leads the OUA
in scoring, standing tall in first place within the goals and assists column
With seven games left to play in their regular season, the Lancers will play
the next three on the road. The dramatics will unfold as soon as their next
game, as they visit Oshawa to challenge the UOIT Ridgebacks. Both teams
are 9-7-1, tied for sixth place in the OUA conference. While the Lancers enjoyed a double dose of victory this past weekend, the Ridgebacks are coming off of a big 4-0-shutout win over the Ryerson Rams.
The Lancers have been in the middle of the pack for a majority of the season. With a win over UOIT, Windsor can take control of the sixth spot, as
they will boast one more win than the Ridgebacks. If the blue and gold can
beat UOIT and follow up with a win over York. the Lancers could challenge
the Western Mustangs this weekend for fifth place, albeit if the Mustangs
lose both of their next contests, also against UOIT and York. If the Lancers
win twice and the Mustangs win just one of their next contests, then both
teams will be tied for fifth place by Jan. 19.
A story may develop if the Lancers can win twice more, empower a run
and surge closer to the top of the ranks before closing out their road trip in
London against the Mustangs. As long as MacKnight can continue her hot
streak. along with contributions from line partners Bree Polci and Erinn
Noseworthy, then any one can count on the Lancers to end their road trip
on a high note. The Lancers will not return to South Windsor Arena until
Jan. 31 when they host the Toronto Varsity Blues.
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Lancer's own
podium at Can Am

Lancer men better
than record
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

To the naked eye a 7-5 record half way
through the men's basketball season would
appear to be a disappointment for a team
that narrowly missed a chance to play in
the CIS Final 8 last season.
But the story of this Lancers season
cannot simply be told through wins and
losses, by looking at the Rating Percentage
Index (RPI) the Lancers have had the
fifth toughest schedule in the country this
season, losing four of its five to top ten
opponents, pm the road.
"I feel that the development of this team

has been very positive if you look at our
RPI, we have had a very difficult schedule.
I mean you look at our record and think
maybe we're not very good. But we have
the easier part of our schedule ahead of us
and finally some home games as well, " said
head coach Chris Oliver.
This is not to say that the Lancers look to
make excuses for their seemingly mediocre
record, as there is no such thing as a moral
victory. Sitting at (7-5) and still holding
down a CIS top 10 position speaks volumes
about the level of talent on this team and its
potential
"A big struggle for us during the first
half of the year was giving up too many
consecutive possessions off scoring runs
for our opponents, and I know that we have

MIKESPECHT

made great strides in that area. Against
McMaster we were proud of the effort, we
were physically and emotionally engaged
defensively the whole game and we had
opportunities to win the game down the
stretch;' said Oliver.
Heaped on top of the schedule, are a
wave of injuries which have hindered the
Lancers, who were forced to play Saturday's
matchup against CIS No. 9 McMaster
without starters Josh Collins and Evan
Matthews in a gutty 70-68 loss.
"Josh is out with a high ankle sprain, Evan
is dealing with a hamstring injury, Rotimi
Osentola also missed Saturday's game
which was a coaches decisions;' said Oliver.
With Saturday's loss, the Lancers now sit
second in the OUA West behind (9-3)
McMaster and though the schedule gets
easier on paper Coach Oliver knows that
the Lancers need to stay focused and not
regress heading in to the second half of the
season.
"I don't think we need to change anything,
I think we just need to keep playing the way
we are playing and respect our opponent
and respect the game. If we continue to put
forth a maximum effort we will have a good
chance to be successful going forward. So,
I am very excited for the second half of the
season and excited for us to get healthy and
in to February and March when the games
really matter; said Oliver.

The 1000m event came up all Lancers
in the top four as Alex Ullman won
gold in a meet record 2:25.33 while
,Wammates Corey Bellemore and
Taylor MacArthur snagged silver
and
bronze respectively. Samantha
Last weekend the Lancers track
Kellam
claimed silver in the women's
program hosted the 33rd annual Can
1000
m
with a time of 3:01.4.
Am Track Classic that the St. Denis
Centre. Having walked away with an In the 60 m, Aaron Bowman blazed
outstanding seven gold medals from his way to gold while setting the CIS
the weekend, the classic was a success standard in 6.81 seconds. On the
for all involved.
women's side Jalicia Clark earned a
silver
in 7.63 seconds.
On the first day of competition the
Lancers placed three athletes atop Two bronze medals were earned in
the podium, highlighted by the men's the women's and men's 300 M event by
4x800 relay team setting a new meet Emily Omahen and Matt McKeegan,
record as Taylor McArthur, Jordan while Nick Falk and Fraser Kegel
Wand, Paul LaMarra and Corey earned silver and bronze in the men's
Bellemore hustled their way to gold r5001n-eveIIr.
with a time of 7:40.62.
In the field the Lancers also
Fifth year runner Amelia DiChiara dominated with weight throwers
took home gold in the women's 60 m Jordana Badly-Castello slinging for
hurdles with a time of 8.65 seconds. a distance of 16.63 m for gold while
Teammate Sarah Swain narrowly Steffi Stephenson was close behind at
missed the podium in fourth place 16.13 for silver. High jumper Brandon
clocking in at 8.91 seconds.
Wilhelm claimed the fourth meet
Hurler Celine Freeman-Gibb also record for the Lancers with a leap of
set a meet record for shot put with 2.16 m earning the Lancers final gold
a distance of 15.4 m nearly a metre of the weekend.
longer than any other competitor.
The Lancers next action will take
sports editor

The second day brought even more . place at Grand Valley State for the
hardware for the Lancers with four Mike Lints invitational where the
athletes claiming gold combined with team will compete against top NCAA
a host of silver and bronze. •
talent.

You can catch the Lancers in action this
Saturday night against the Brock Badgers
at 8:00 p.m. live at the St. Denis Centre.

UPSTAIRSAVAILABLE FOR
PRIVATE FUNCTIONS OR
FUNDRAISERS
Call us today to book your function

519.962.5425
63 Riverside Drive East, Windsor
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doesn't imitate art, it
ates bad television.
-WOODYALLEN

· ng is easy. Comedy is
. I believe it was Shia
LaBeouf who said that. So
•
young, so wise.
.. - - -
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adoxically t
seem, it is
less true that lit
art far more t
imitates life.
-OSCARWILDE

11 good poetry is the spontaneous
, ,flow of powerful feelings: and
though this be true, poems to which
any value can be attached were never
produced on any variety of subjects
but by a man who, being possessed of
more than usual organic sensibility,
had als.o thought long and deeply.
-WILLIAMWORDSWORTH
PREf,QCElO LYRICAL BAUADS
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HOWTO DO

poems w/

LIVIASCEBBA

Today I went-a to the library in town, and read about Colorado and thought about
you and dreamed about berries
rolling in nuts.
And how to eat them I would curl my finger and thumb and suck
-the colour is to suck-

T MINUS TWENTY-ONE

and so, like a garbage monster lover love to rah, I would.
And I wanted to know all the names of the rock

Give the girls a call, sex candidate Dave.
Fold the sides of the thighs over the filling to enclose it and

but there wasn't a whole lot of science in the books, though I did discover an interesting university and something about disembodied poetics

tie each.

and I thought that sounded nice

They enjoyed an afternoon of games

but I might do this work.

followed by a buffet dinner"not quite carnegie" but

Call you after.

Ramona really liked it and she's a vegan so whatdoesthatmean?
And you can write a poem out of a newspaper
and you can find love in a newspaper! and you can fold your life out of a newspaper
and read about it in another newspaper, though
You could've been one of Zola's novels

I AM WARM AND YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL.

and You could've kissed one of Cezanne's paintings
and You could've named one of those soft worthy strings that you

If you were still a young tree, I would press my palm to you.

hear when you're feeling.

But you are a low sun, hung on a wide wind. Aging, warming.

(Do you hear them?)

I'd rather press my cheek to you.

Brighten up a dull corner right until frost

I want to lay down under you

We have three weeks left!

and say oh and

we have three weeks left.

let me be your homeonly a notion, only a human, only a girl

DINE WITH ME

but isn't it somehow the warmest thing?
It is for you.

Dine with me, Mr. so-call-Yourself. Dine with me like an elegance-sucker. lo like to
tell a story about a rhinoceros. I want help and butter. Charge my butter. Dine with
me at the oldest table where dust can ring with our sucks. Dine with ducks. Dine
with history! Dine with rubber. And dine with me at the Everberry Inn, where
I am a kiwi and you are a spork, and where lips are lampshades on a red-lamped

brunch served by titted kin, floored by garlic crumbs. And where upstairs above
the tables and the laughter and the others, there are sheets for to charge your butter. The Everberry- where we can smoke as freely as Vernon permits it, provided
he knows it. (Provided he is invited.) Dine with me, Mr. so-called Sultry. Allow
me to ignite your bogie ('Cos don't you smoke in secret?). Dine with me and yotur
snake DingleJerry, dine with me and bring your hairy chested visionaries, greet
me with a grappa and a mustachio and a prophetic finger. Please. Dine with me
where the rich live cheaply. Burgundy. Pomegranates and sushi. Dine with me
where your shoulders are unsure and my elbows are itchy, woo me. Dine with methe Sun King made a movie. Dine with me, Ruby Tuesday's making whoopee. We
can talk about anything. I 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10 11 12 13. Groovy! Spoon me, I'm
turning evil. Dine with me like you never knew me. Ia like to be a nuisance in
your mess hall with other youthlings. Dine with me. Don't you wanna know more
about me? Ain't I least a cutie? Dine with me like an old cigarette-smoothied,
rain-ponchoed-ceaseless-groove-machine. Dine with me like you're proud and
you're smelly. Dine with me. Dine with me in your too-short long sleeve sweater
cuffs. Dine with me, I'll wear a peasant dress. Dine with me in pretty paragraph,
whatever that is. You probably hate this. But darling, your resonance! How are
you doing?!

You are a long road
I quickly ride
delighted by the sand and the hollows and the creeks that I pass by
you are an endless line, remarkably coloured, timing the sky.
I see you from a little bedroom window
I want to know your little cell
and be nearer to the body of your mind
because of something
pivotal. Maybe soul? And ya I barely know a word
or two, but knowing I am happiest near you,
I will be near you. I cannot keep it from you, it can keep you warm, preserve you.

You're magnificent. Dine with me.

The Good News Christian Club

le really, true? • What happens after we die? • can I really know that I'll be in Heaven?
•What does religion have to do with anything? • How 'good' do I have to be to get to Heaven?

• Is the

Does the Bible have ~ny answers?

Come and find outl

January 20, 22 & 24 @ 7pm (Monday,, Wednesday& Friday)
January 27 - January 31 @ 7pm (Monday-Friday)

drawings w/

DENISALAM
...

MESLlssAcouLBECK

[A Cottage Evening] EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM Father and sun feeding ducks on a
warm summer evening at the cottage

[Water Droplet on a Twig] 1/250 f/5.6 1so200 Melting snow, after a storm
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photos w/

AHMEDDREBIKA

,,,,,,~,~~,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,~,~,~,~,~~,,~~'~'~'~'~'~'~,~~,,,,,~,,~~,~~'~'~' ' '~~,
photos Y!I

SHAISTAAKBAR
From UWmdsor student group
"Objectify This" whose focus
is on empowerment . and
challenging dominant stigmas
and norms. This is from their
first exhibit, titled MRadical
Muslims Project." It is a play
on words and an attempt at
repurposing the term.

another drawing w/

DENIS
ALAM

a photo w/

~
~-

DAWN
WISNIEWSKI
---------

-----------------------
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hoto w/

PHILBABBEY
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poems & photos w/

JASON RANKIN
BACK IN THE DAY
there used to be trees
in windsor
walk down ouellette
& green would dance
among the beat
of stars
windsor traded bark for concrete
& sprouted metal poles
blinding light blocking

PERIOD

night's twinkling suns
trees are in the mausoleums

pause

hiding among riverside

take a breath

decorations of the u

and you end my c(l)ause

& a shade umbrella in that park
&that park
& left crooked, leaves

HEY,COLON

rusting
in that other park

you

tighten

contract

squeeze lists
the man that tips

shit spewing out flying overhead

his hat saying
"howdoyoudo?"
, ~ - - ~ ~turns sideways

i chop you semi-fy you

~---~--~~~~--

constipate me

walks like a bull, asking
"where have the trees gone?"

M DASH
away
just like a generation

a change of direction

lost in rum

youcutm-

trying to find detroit's
setting sun
among the smog & cigarettes

THE PEN IS MIGHTIER
a few flicks of the wrist and art
splatters itself on the page. ummms. aaaaas. ehsss & screams.
business in signing. making
credit holders sing the praises
of a deed done. something that
will be lost and another will
find, only to add more nibbles
to an overworked plastic lid

1

an interview by

NATASHAFEGHALI
in a few months. I would like
to eventually own my own in
Toronto or California as I lived
there for a few years and have
made some great contacts. I am
also very involved in the film
industry, so working on more
consistent features (whether it
be location audio, audio post,
or other departments) is an avenue I would love to be heavily
involved in as well.
NF: CAN YOU IDENTIFY
SOME OBSTACLES
THAT BANDS MAY
FACE? HOW DO YOU
CORRECT THEM?

Q&A W/ ANTON DELOST OF
L:OST RECORDING STUDIOS

AD: Obstacles bands may face.
Hmm... Do you have a year?
I've been trying to be a successful musician for years and
I'm constantly faced with new
boundaries. I can't begin to try
to explain how to get around
these things. But as cliche as it
sounds, extremely hard work
and/or networking is probably
the best answer.

INFLUENCED YOU TO
BECOME INVOLVED
IN MUSIC? IS YOUR
FAMILY MUSICAL?

AD: Short answer is no. What
they do is video production,
and although they have worked
on music videos in the past, that
had nothing to do with my love
of music. It's just in my blood.
My parents have pretty much
worked for themselves their
whole lives. Many of the things
I do, they've done in the past to
get where they are. They have
shown me (and are still showing
me) the ropes. I owe my career
to them.
NF:HOWCAN
ASPIRING BANDS
CONTACT YOU?

AD: That's a great question! I
always look forward to working
with new people. Bands/artists/
industry people can contact me
at Anton DeLost & Lost Recording London, Ontario where
they will find all of my contact
information (email, phone, carrier pigeon, Facebook etc...). I
am open to just talk about the
industry and provide some
sound advice
to the readers. I look forward to discussing
and even having aspiring bands
or musical talents come by the
studio for a consultation.

DeLost, a London native, is also YOU TO THE POINT OF
a familiar face on the Windsor OPENING YOUR OWN
NF:WHAT DO YOU
music and film scene. Most re- STUDIO?
THINK ABOUT
cently I had the opportunity to AD: The reason I opened a stu- DOWNLOADING
sit down with Delost and have dio was to give local bands some MUSIC ONLINE?
DeLost of Lost Recording Stu- an in-depth conversation about decent multi-track recordings AD: Online downloading can
dios in London, Ontario, which the innovation and future of the for a price they could afford. I be awesome and 99% of the
am trying to push the local mu- time. Anyone who wants to
he operates out of his London music recording industry.
NATASHA
FEGHALI:
sic
scene. I love producing and complain about illegal downhome, is a graduate of the OnANTON,
I
HEAR
YOU
recording
bands and being so loading being a detriment to
tario Institute of Audio RecordHAVEYOUR
OWN
involved
in
the music scene so theirbanddonothavetheirpri- NF:THANKS AGAIN
ing Technology (OIART). His
much, it became my life.
orities in place. Celebrities have ANTON FOR BEING
dedication and passion towards STUDIO. WHEN DID
TRIS
COME~BOUTI~
N-F:
D
0
YOU_P_
E
R
_
_
F
O
_
_
R
_
M
__
a careertcJ"badcuprnot wanting CANDID WITH OUR- - - - - creating an pro ucmg various
people to download their music READERS. BEFORE
genres of music is obvious as his
IN PUBLIC? DESCRIBE
Anton
DeLost:
I
started
the
stu.
THOSE OCCASIONS?
for nothing as everyone already WE FINISH UP, I HAVE
portfolio includes artists such as dio in
2007
CONCERTS,
RADIO,
TV?
knows
their music. Bands who ONE LAST QUESTION.
Seaway, UTKF, Liferuiner and
NF:WHAT
BROUGHT
are
starting
up or are on an up- ANTON, WE ARE ALL
Like Pacific.
AD: I do perform often. I've wards slope need that recogni- STRUGGLING WITH
been on three Canadian tours tion. And that is most valuable, BALANCE THESE
with my own band UTKF, as those people tend to be the DAYS. BALANCE IN
toured Europe with Liferuiner, people who are making your OUR CAREERS AND IN
play locally and around South- band grow. Not the people who OUR PERSONAL LIFE.
ern Ontario fairly often. Big are already so comfortable with PERHAPS YOU HAVE
venues, small venues, etc. Our your music that they will buy it. SOME ADVICE ON
HOWYOU BALANCE
- music is played on London ra- This is the "growing" stage.
YOUR MUSIC WITH
dio stations often and we,ve
been in the press a few times as NF: DO YOU TEACH
OTHER OBLIGATIONS.
- well.
MUSIC?
AD: To answer that question
STEPPING OUT
NF:WHAT'SYOUR
AD: I don't directly teach mu- honestly, I would have to say I
OUTLOOK ON THE
sic, no. However, every time an don't have much balance! My
MUSIC
INDUSTRY
artist or band comes into my personal life is part of my career
Before this Earth glowed gold again
TO DAY?
studio, I'd like to think they've and most of my family is part of
in the final act of night,
walked out of the experience my career. And I like it
that
AD: My outlook on the industry having learned new ways to way. This is what I love to do.
I put away my dreams and gems
today.,. There's only like a thou- think about music and produc- I don't need to do other things.
-- sand parts of the music indus- u·on.
to go strolling in the winter white
When I do other things, I make
- try. And I guess the part that I'm
time, and I let my clients know.
NF:
CONSIDERING
YOU
in ... could be better. The few
And
people understand. I have
:
bands who still do so much to WORK IN THE MUSIC
Through the night I tossed, I turned
no
set
schedule, I work a lot, I
- support local music are fantas- FIELD, WHAT IS YOUR
don't
make
tonnes of money
On a chase which lead me round and back
tic, unfortunately, that number FAVORITE QUOTE OR
and
I
love
every
second of it.
has dropped exponentially in INSPIRATION THAT
And eventually, my patience burned
the past five or so years. It used KEEPS YOU GOING?
In this in-depth interview with
- to be the thing everyone wanted AD: I'm not sure I have a favou- Anton DeLost I had the chance
and I woke to find what dreaming lacked
to do. Every weekend there was rite quote that keeps me going. to uncover the musical world of
a show with six bands of dif- "If it was easy, everyone would recording artists. Not only was
ferent
genres. It didn't matter. be doing it~
DeLost candid about his pasThe sleepless wind, ill at ease
- Hopefully things change.
sion as a recording artist but he
a galaxy of stars and seas
NF: I HEARD YOUR
also gave me a glimpse into his
NF:WHAT DIRECTION
PARENTS ARE
own musical abilities and leadProud and strong swaying trees
DOYOU SEE YOUR
WENDY NESSETH
ership
amongst his colleagues.
STUDIO TAKING IN
Divine and daunting entities
AND CHARLES
DeLost's
passion for music and
THE NEXT FIVE YEARS?
DELOST OF ON AIR
sound is obvious throughout
AD: I plan on moving to Toron- PRODUCTIONS. DO
the interview and manifests itIt does not matter what I see,
to to work out of a new studio YOU FEEL THIS HAS
self while in his presence.
my mind keeps looking in your eye
Musician and producer, 21 year
old sound recording artist Anton DeLost is quickly becoming a familiar face on the music
scene across the province.
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a poem
w/

CHASPIPER

For that is where I'll dream to be
And until then, my hopes are high
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ST.CLAIR
COLLEGE

Looking for a career in
the fitness industry?
St. Clair College can
help you get started.

PLUS! Each campus supports these programs with state-of-the-art
fitness centres and gym facilities.

Apply today at www.ontariocolleges.ca

start1:1j:j• go anywhere

stdaircollege.ca

Students, faculty, staff and the community are invited to at.tend
this event, hosted by Dr. Alan Wildeman, President and Vice-Chancellor.

Tuesday, January 28, from 11 am to 12 noon
Ambassador Auditorium, CAW Student Centre

University
at Windsor

news
Frost Week beats
the brrr

arts

03"'

Cirque du Soleil
is in town

ON PROPRosT1TuT10N

Lancers on Breast
Cancer Awareness
Day

BEDFORD
BRINGSTHE PROVICTORY HOME
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

She's Canada's lady in leather,
mistress of misery, queen of the
court room, and pro-prostitution political powerhouse.
Her name is Terri-Jean Bedford,
or, as she is known by her clientele, Madame de Sade, and she is

the most famous dominatrix in
Canada for winning the rights
of prostitutes in the Supreme
Court of Canada.
In December, the Supreme
Court of Canada struck down
three prostitution laws against
keeping a brothel, living off the
avails of prostitution, and street
soliciting after Amy Lebovitch,
sex-trade worker and executive

director of Sa Professionals
of Canada (SPOC), and Valerie Scott, legal co-ordinator for
SPOC, challenged the courts
alongside Bedford.
Last Wednesday, less than
a month after winning this

lengthy court battle, which went
through a series of appeals before going to the highest federal
court in the country, Bedford

traveled to her home town of
Wmdsor and appeared at the
University of Wmdsor for a rare
public talk. And she absolutely
dominated.

her speech. -Well, today, here in
my home town ofWmdsor, I am
declining his offer.•

"You see, it seems Senators are
always in trouble with the po•How many of you saw me on lice and rve had enough of that;"
television last month? One of added Bedford.
the things I said was that Prime Bedford paused shortly to comMinister Harper offered me an mend the university for the
appointment to the Senate, as •growth" that has occurred in
a government whip,• she began women's studies and social justice departments and said that
she was grateful for the attention that was brought to her legal battles in various courses.
Before 2010, according to Bedford, the federal government
tried to impose harsher penalties •for laws that were themselves dearly illegal. such as the
bawdy house law.'

-- ............
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___,......_..._....
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Her first victory came in 2010
when the first decision to strike
down the laws was made. An
intent to file an appeal, however,
was announced within tbffC
houri-there were darly more
hurdles in Bedford's path.

The matter was brought before
the Ontario Court of Appeal in
MORE
PAGE06 [>
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#uwindsorproblems
tweet your #uw1ndsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance

1lance
jan.21

Dane Rebkowec

2

@dr~owec

20145taff

ecllto~ln-chlef • SARAH HORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

It's a good thing my Clew isn't working for the second
straight day. #uwindsorproblems

art clrector • JASONRANKIN

artdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

John Lam

jan.20
~Ohnlam

@clearlyTHUYOOAN #uwindsorproblems the router can't
handle any more connections. Need them to be upgraded.
jan.20

HarisanS

s

Ha

news editor •TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906
arts editor• ALEXANDRASEWCK
aru@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3910

sports editor• MIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923

When your prof starts texting in dass more than u do
#uwindsorproblems

adWlrtisins manapr • MAISAALNA
ads@uwlndsorlance.ca • ext.3604

Dalton Duivenvoorden @duivy29
;an. 20
The white board struggle in the eng building is real #struggle
#UWindsorproblems

Sarah Lau

@swslbear

drculadon ......... • SEANCHOOTI
circulation@uwindsorlance.ca
jan.15

I don't want to move cubides either because I was here 'WllY
before those horny students. #dibs #uwindsorproblems

Sarah Lau swstbear

business manapr • FAIZAMIRZA
business@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3905

jan. IS

tel. 519.253.3000
ads. 519.971.3604

uwindsorlance.ca
facebook.com/uwindsorlance
twitter @uwindsorlance
instagram @uwindsorlance

There's a couple making out in one of the self-study office

..9 ~ &~hearJII that)i>.Mnacking aMM1
uwindsorprol>lems

[W + (D-d)] x 'r
MxNA
W = weather d = debt T '"'time linceehriltmu
Q • time lince faiJia1 our New Year'• raolutiom
lll • low matifttional Inell Na • low motintian1l Inell

Jordan Rivait

CANADA N983P4

jan.15

We need a Booster juice on campus. #uwindsorproblems

sarah hemstreet

@sarahh mstreet

jan.15

Waits in Tim's line in CAW for 20 mins... Gets my order wrong
almost every time..@@ #uwindsorproblems #badlucksarah
#plaincreamcheeseplz

Monday, Jan. 20 was Blue Monday, the day of the
year that is said to be the most depressing day. What
a depressing idea! Are we really that pathetic that
we have to publicize a day on which it is 'natural' or
'okay' to feel depressed? Sure, depression, while it
can be a serious disorder - in the clinical sense - it
can also be a regular mood that befalls one when
nothing seems to be going right, but we don't need
to be reminded of all the reasons that exist for us to
lose hope.
While I understand that Blue Monday is an excellent
opportunity to discuss the epidemic of depression
that has been sweeping the western world - I believe
the effect, if not the purpose itself, of this day is to
collectively feel sorry for ourselves.
While certain psychologists et al. try to pin the
blues on a lack of sunlight, among a nauseous list
of other factors (see equation), it is important to
remember that the winter solstice, the day with the
least daylight of the year, occurred a month earlier.
We have various mental health awareness days or
weeks to serve the purpose of helping those who
are truly suffering. but Blue Monday only serves
to perpetuate the claim that there are certain
predictable factors that cause true depression for a
large population at a given time.
Blue Monday does not properly address the
complexities of depression and, in fact, belittles the
seriousness of true mental illness.

-Travis Fauteux, news editor

mission statement

Ofdanrivait

jan. IS

Alex Murphy

xm rphy
Didn't know I paid over 400$ to have no where to park
#uwindsorproblems

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.

The Lance acknowledges its privileged
posmon in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educatJonal. social economic, environmental
and political issues.

The Lance and its staff shall. at all times, strrve
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise pre1ud1cial substance
or tone will not be printed

Matthew Dunlop

jan.09

ta111A1;ottt.....,.oun1opS

@UWindsorlance #UWmdsorproblems Uof W - 0 Arctic Blast
-1 No mats for one of the busiest places at the U? #bookstore
p1c.tw1tter.com/2NOoWneBCg
1/8/2014 6:45 32 PM

The Lance is pubhshed by the University of
Windsor Students· Alhance and prrnts every
Thursday of the fall and wrnter semesters. Its
offices are located 1n the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reseMIS the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Latters wiU be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents C2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian UniVersity Press.

U FY
complaints
Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editor1n-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-in·
Chief Is unable to fl!.Sglve a complaint it may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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Events sizzle Frost Week
"E

of Windsor's Frost Week.

a.
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Carrick is a University of Windsor student studying communications, media and film. He was
especially forthcoming about
the band's love of the Windsor
music scene, saying, "The local
scene is very tight knit, everyone's friends with each other. It
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[feels) like a community:'
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When discussing the band's creative process, Carrick added,
"Our jam space is a black mold
ridden shed that we are in constantly, practicing and jamming
and feeling new songs out... We
pull our hair out over certain
tunes, but it seems to go over
well when we take it out of the
black mold shed:'
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hosted the event.

lance reporter

The Health Fair featured tables
staffed by an impressive list of
a:;
local health-related organiza~ Despite the chilly weather, the tions and individuals including
~ University of Windsor's Frost the AIDS Committee of Windsor, Rainbow Health Ontario,
~ Week 2014 succeeded in having some of the hottest events the Student Counselling Centre,
for the campus community this and Campus Recreation.
winter.
On Thursday, the Boom Boom
Tue week's events were made Room on Ouellette Avenue
~ ~ --.~••liillli,;;.-4~~-=.Maai.wttt:.c~h sted the Winter Wonderland
C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
:;2

any, a rare aff-ages event fnat

featured a number of the city's
DJs and Toronto's Sour DJ.
Numerous events were held on
and off campus throughout the
week to reorient students back
at the university for ano~er semester of classes.
There was something for everyone, from free food, interactive
bowling, a movie night, and an
all ages party, to a free concert
in the CAW Commons, and a
trip across the border for the
North American International
Auto Show.
The UWSA made sure that the
warmth spread all across campus with executives serving hot
chocolate and cinnamon twists
in the Human Kinetics building
south of the main campus.
"We usually have a habit of only
doing Lhings on Lhis [north)
side, so we are going to try
[bringing more] over there for
once;' said Josh Paglione, director ofstudent life for the UWSA.
The Paws for Stress event at
the Ambassador Auditorium
on Tuesday, part of the annual
Health Fair, was extremely
popular. There was a long line
of students eagerly waiting to
see the dogs while a warm and
fuzzy feeling pervaded the atmosphere.
Therapeutic Paws of Canada,
a volunteer-based therapy dog
and cat visitation program,

"It's really rare that they will
open it up to under agers;' said
Paglione. "It's fun for all ages."
In addition to Dirty Bingo, a
small acoustic show by university student Lanette Perry, and
a free pasta buffet, there was
also Club Days in the CAW
Commons on Wednesday and
Thursday when over forty clubs,
organizations, and societies
showed up each day to showcase their interests and recruit
new members.
The school week concluded
with a free concert in the CAW
Commons featuring two popular local acts, country-folk band
The Mike Ure Band and rock
and roll three-piece The Fisher
Kings. Both groups rocked out
to a crowd of approximately a
hundred people, staged spectacularly in front of the tall glass
windows in the student centre.
The Fisher Kings have gained
great success since their inception in 2012, winning the
Venue Rock Parlour Battle of
the Bands and opening for Canadian chart-topping group The
Trews at The Great Canadian
Beaverfest in June 2012.
Each of the band members James Carrick (bass), Graham
Kennish (drums/vocals), and
Mike Priestyeski (guitar/vocals) - expressed enthusiasm

about playing at the University

Ben Brillantes, a first year political science student, attended
multiple Frost Week activities, including Club Days, the
Health Fair, and the free concert. Brillantes said that he was
impressed with the week of activities.
"I think there was a great turn
out... It was great in terms of
bringing people together of different programs, getting to meet
each other. They wouldn't get
tJie opportumty [otherwise}. Tt's
rather well organized;' said Brillantes.
"Maybe during Club Days there
could be a band playing;' Brillantes suggested. "They could
have had more of a carnival atmosphere. That could be something they could add."
To finish off the week, students
got a taste of the region's auto
industry as they were bussed to
and from the auto show in Detroit on Saturday. Paglione said
it was a great way to end a week
full of fun events.
"It's something I've been wanting to do for a while, but just
kind of forgot about it;' said
Paglione. "It just works that it
happens to be the first weekend
that [the auto show] is open:'
"I think it's very relevant to the
students because there are a lot
of students from engineering
and just students who come
from, say, Toronto and hear
about Windsor being an automotive city;' said Paglione.
"What we've tried to do this
year is kind of give students lots
of opportunities to go across the
border. Weve done Cedar Point,
Pistons, Lions, Red Wings...
so this is one more thing that
makes Windsor unique -something that we have to offer to
our students;' said Paglione.
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a UWindsor prof looks at advancements in genome sequencing
DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter
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ongoing research.
In the public lecture, entitled

nal templates that were done ten
years ago.

"Human Genome Sequencing
and Personalized Medicine," Dr.
Hubberstey described the science behind genome sequencing and the methods through
which it is now commercially
available for individuals.

Hubberstey says the current
estimate for how many people
have had their genomes sequenced is in the hundreds of
thousands and that nwnber is
rising exponentially, becoming
a profitable enterprise.

''.About 10 years ago the full sequence of the human genome
A University of Windsor biol- was published," said Hubberogy professor, Andrew Hub- stey. "It took a long time, and it
berstey, discussed the value of took a lot of moneY:'
human genome sequencing in The $3 billion Human Genome
both the medical and genea- Project was responsible for the
logical fields last week during a first sequencing of human DNA.
special lecture that was held at Two human genomes were done
Canada South Science City as as templates for future research,
part of their monthly Science but now there are many more
Cafe series.
genomes being sequenced on a
The Science Cafe series is held regular basis.

In effect, you can now ship a
saliva sample to a research fa-

"The great thing about that is
now all those [sequences] can
be compared;' said Hubberstey.
"Everybody's sequence is a little
bit different:'

every third Wednesday with
the goal of providing the public
with general information about

But, why would somebody
want to have their genome sequenced?

It took over ten years to complete the first human genome,
but today researchers have accumulated hundreds of thousands to the point where DNA
sequencing is commercially
available to the public.

Today it is easier for researchers to sequence genomes and to
compare them to the two origi-

cility and get your own unique
genome mapped out for around
a hundred dollars through websites such as 23andme.com that
have commercialized the service for the public.
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When researchers analyze and
compare the sequences, they are
able to identify genes and code
sequences that could potentially
lead to disease. For these studies to continue moving forward,
however, researchers need more
genomes to compare.
"You need people to get their
DNA sequenced to put it into
the database," said Hubberstey. "If you've got Parkinson's,
or if there are
with
People
Parkinson's in
your
family,
they want your
DNA."

Executive «der bans genelic
discriminltion in U.S. federal workplace

Leja, NHGRI

the Ontario Geneological Society, said that DNA sequencing is
helping people trace back their
family history.
"People are beginning to zero in
on which countries and which
continents their families came
from;' said Sturdevant.
Family records may date back
to the 1700s in Canada and the
United States, but families may
not know where to look beyond
that-that
is
wh ere the genome comes in.

THE

SEQUENCE
BETWEEN

"(DNA
sequencing]
is
most definitely
I r
trying to help
~
people figure
out their countries of origin; said SturC'V A,CTI v devant.
"It's
~
L. I certainly one of
the things genealogists have
been waiting
for."

ANYTWO

During his leeture at Science
City, Hubberstey said that
he
expected
most
people
to have had
their genome
sequ en ced
within the next
decade.

INDIVIDUIA
WILL BE AT

LEAST 99•7 PER

CENT
THE SAME

"It will be either their own personal choice to get it," he said,
"or their doctor will tell them to
get it"
Shirley Sturdevant, president of

According to Hubberstey, the
sequence between any two individuals will be at least 99.7 per
cent exactly the same. All humans share that 99.7 per cent,

with the 0.3 per cent being the
primary factor in what distinguishes us as individuals, potentially indicating any diseases
that one may carry in addition
to one's physical attributes and

ancestry.
Hubberstey remained for half
an hour after his lecture taking

questions from his audience.
"People were fascinated; he
said. "For fundamental reasons,
people want to understand who
they are. How can you get more
personal than this? That 0.3 per
cent provides your signature.
It's a stamp of where you came
from and who you're related to.·

technician using hand
pipette addin_g purifieQ D~A
to a sequencing reaction m
a microtiter plale • photo by
Maggie Bartlet
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and graduate studies for the faculty of duce new legislation to replace the curarts and social sciences, focuses her re- rent ones, which have repeatedly been
search on sexual rights and citizenship deemed too vague.
and HIV prevention. She was an expert
Bedford added that "a real man protects witness
in one of Bedford's earlier trials. Canadian Justice Minister Peter MacKay
poor women and children" instead of
released a statement following the ruling
undermining "groups which promote Maticka-Tyndale began planning the which read, "We are reviewing the decihuman rights and address matters that event in the fall when she was alerted sion and are exploring all possible opaffect women."
that Bedford would be returning to her tions to ensure the criminal law continhome town, coincidentally, before the ues to address the significant harms that
Before challenging the prostitution laws ruling was expected from the Supreme
directly, Bedford appeared in court on Court. In a fortunate surprise, the ruling flow from prostitution to communities,
those engaged in prostitution, and vulseveral occasions.
was handed do~ earlier than expected nerable persons."
In I 994, her "Bondage Bungalow" in on Dec. 20, 2013.
Thornhill, Ontario, where she catered to "We figured she would be here just be- Maticka-Tyndale explained that the deTerri-Jean Bedforcfs self-QUblished
adult fantasies but did not offer sex for fore [the ruling]; explained Maticka- cisions made by government in the next
memoirs "Dominatrix on Trial" tell the
year will ultimately determine the state
sale,
was raided by fifteen York Police of- Tyndale. "That was just luck."
former dominatrix's story of "survival,
of prostitution in the country for years
trial,.and triumph"• photo provided by
ficers. The raid was highly publicized at
Tern-Jean Bedford
the time and it took approximately four Maticka-Tyndale said that Bedford chose to come.
years to reach a conclusion - Bedford to only speak at the University of Wind- "These laws are done at the end of this
sor, turning down invitations from other year," said Maticka-Tyndale. "They may
2012, but was appealed again, bringing was convicted and fined $3,000.
schools.
the case to the Supreme Court.
be replaced by other laws, they may be
The following year, Bedford reopened
"Now...are you going to accept anything, her business in downtown Toronto. Bed- "Her challenge to these laws has taken replaced by no laws...we don't know."
anything these guys come up with?" ford soon sought to appeal, but in one of many years of her attention and her fo- She said that while there is some fight
the most controversial decisions to ever cus, so for someone to essentially put left while the legislation is debated, the
asked Bedford.
be made at the Ontario Court of Appeal, that much energy and time into battling Supreme Court was very clear in tellBedford accused the prime minister of was rejected.
something that they feel is unjust, I think ing the government that "these laws are
cowardly shrugging away the rights of
is quite momentous." she said. "The fact
women, saying, "Mr. Harper was doing "To this day, I cannot tell you what my that she has chosen to come home, so to vague, unclear, cover too much, and do
what organized crime and bad pimps crime was back then; said Bedford to a speak, and to come to the university in not accomplish what [the government]
wanted him to do, which is to keep wom- crowded room in Vanier Hall. "The laws her home town.. .l do think it's quite mo- says they are designed to accomplish,"
according to Maticka-Tyndale.
en underground and subject to blackmail as they were written were so vague and mentous."
and potential harm.·
arbitrary in their enforcement that they
were unconstitutional.•
Although the biggest battle has been "What they said is, whatever new laws
"If [Harper] is really concerned about
you bring in have to be far clearer and
the welfare of women, why does he not Eleanor Maticka-Tyndale, doctor of so- won, the war is not quite over yet.
precise with clarity of definitions," she
speak out about wife-beating, which is ciology and associate dean of research Parliament now has a year to intro- explained.
a national epidemic, or about divorced
fathers who can, but don't, pay child support?" she asked.

T"S ADDRESS:

Students, faculty, staff and the community are invited to attend
this event, hosted by Dr. Alan Wildeman, President and Vice-Chancellor.

Tuesday, January 28, from 11 am to 12 noon
Ambassador Auditorium, CAW Student Centre

University
at Windsor
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studentsns
report suP-ests
changing no
means no" to
"yes means
yes"
Jan. 21

the Rehtaeh Parsons case and
the St. Mary's University's "rape
chant;' Crain said sexual assault
is not a new issue to Nova Scotia
or Canada.

FREDERICTON (CUP) - A
new report by StudentsNS suggest the conversation around
consent needs to change. With
help from the provincial government, the student group
recently completed a report
offering recommendations to
student unions to help prevent
sexual assault on campuses.

"It's great to see that it's coming
from a student perspective and
the preventions perspective.
I look forward to seeing what
happens afterward with all these
initiatives."

"On campuses, we're not necessarily having the conversation around consent and there
are also misconceptions about
sexual assault on campuses;
said Amy Brierley, chair of StudentsNS. "It's usually conceptualized a 'no means no: But
we found that the conversation
has to expand beyond that and
it really has to be conversations

bill 60
public
consultation
hearings begin
a mix of
opposition
and support

to say 'yes' in a way that is educated and is well-informed and
is enthusiastic:·

National
Assembly

The report found that 95 per
cent of sexual assaults occur
between acquaintances and are
not reported; it also offers solutions for prevention, such as bystander training.
"This report gives a number of
recommendations for student
unions to take action;' Brierley
said, "whether that be changes
within our own structure or
practices or recommendations
around advocacy to collaborate
with the university administration."
In February StudentsNS will
launch an awareness campaign
based on the report, with the
goal of bringing on change
around ideas of consent.

"We want Nova Scotia students
to have better sex." Brierley said.
"And that means being more informed and being more enthusiastic and more comfortable
with these decisions that are being made."

Maggie Crain, coordinator of
the Fredericton Sexual Assault
Crisis Centre's 'End Sexual Assault on Campus' campaign,
said it's good to see someone
conduct this type of review.
"They really summarize in a way
that's not watered down that's
dismissing the facts," Crain said.
"It's speaking very clearly about
what happens on campuses and
that's very brave. It's not often
you see something like that."
Though Nova Scotia has received a lot of heat this year with

"It's wonderful that the attention is being brought to the
issue and something is being
done . . . I think all universities
are really striving to address this
issue;' Crain said.

CHERISE LETSON CUP ATLANTIC BUREAU
CHIEF

many, many debates; said Fernand Morin to the minister
responsible for democratic institutions, Bernard Drainville.
"I wonder how you have not
received a letter of thanks from
the Quebec Bar Association for
the workload lawyers will have
for years to come."
Later that day, philosopher and
Universite de Montreal professor Michel Seymour criticized
the charter for being divisive and promoting exclusion
against women who wear religious symbols - such as hijabs,
chadors or burqas- in Quebec
society.
MI ask that we do not make the
bodies of women a battlefield,"
said Seymour. "Don't fight the
imposition of a veil by banning veils - leave that choice to
women to decide."
However, many have thrown
their support behind the charter including Pour les droits des
du Quebec, an organization of
women that presented a brief

OUT

MORE AT:

on Thursday. President Michele
Sirois argued that Bill 60 will
protect the equality of men and
women in the province while
promoting a neutral state.
"We say yes to the charter because we support secularism
and the neutrality of the state;'
said Sirois.
The organization also proposed
that the charter's ban on face
veils extend to private daycares,
something that is not outline in
the PQ's draft ofBill 60.

TWO QUEBEC
UNIVERSITIES TO
SPEAK
Concordia University will present its official stance next Thursday, Jan. 23. In an email obtained by Canadian University
Press, Provost Benoit-Antoine
Bacon and Vice-President Services Roger Cote will present a

brief and answer questions from
2 to 3 p.m. in the National Assembly.
In late December, the university
officially denounced the PQ's
proposal in a joint statement
with 11 associations within the
institution. It was the third and
last English university to do
so while both McGill University and Bishop's University in
Sherbrooke adopted resolutions
against the charter earlier in the
year.

Universite de Montreal is the
other university to also have a
speaker present its brief on behalf of the institution. The francophone university will present
on Friday, Feb. 7.

KALINA LAFRAMBOISE
-CUP QUEBEC
BUREAU CHIEF

Mandate:

jan.21
MONTREAL (CUP) -

•
cupw1re.ca

After

months of debate, Quebec's National Assembly started the new
year with public hearings on the
controversial Bill 60 proposed
by the Parti Quebecois.
The consultation process allows
residents and members of the
public to submit their concerns,
questions and comments about
the charter of secularism. The
hearings began Tuesday, Jan.14,
where over 200 individuals and
groups are registered to discuss
Bill 60.
The PQ introduced its proposed
legislation in September and it
has since been divisive inside
and outside of the province.
The Quebec Bar Association's
35-page submission was leaked
to Montreal daily newspaper
La Presse, where the document
outlines how the PQ's effort for
secularism in the public sector
goes too far.
La Presse reports that the Quebec Bar Association calls the
PQ "unreasonable" to argue that
"ostentatious" religious symbols worn by civil servant will
put the provincial government's
dedication to secularism into
question.

On the second day, a Universite
Laval law professor and retired
lawyer spoke to condemn the
charter by saying it went too far.
"This project, if it becomes law,
will open the door to many,

Ontario Public Interest Research Group

To promote research, educahon,
action on environmental and
socialjustice issues
.for a better world.

WINDSOR
OPIRG is funded and run by students.
Membership (included in your student fees) is: $2.50 for full time under-graduate,
$2 for full time graduate, $1 for part time graduate students

OPT-OUT /OPT-IN
Requests from full time undergrads & all graduate students who disagree with
OPIRG's mandate and want their winter membership fee returned will be taken at
the OPIRG office at 252 Dillon Hall and at the OPIRG House 372 California
(behind the Faculty of Education beside the Campus Community Garden)

all February (except Reading Week)
Mon. thru Thurs. 10am to 4pm (California)
Mon. thru Thurs. I Oam to 2pm (Dillon Hall)
Bring your validated student card
Part-time undergraduate students who wish to support our work
on environmental and social justice issue may join for $1 per semester.

"!Activism is the rent '1 yay
for {tvin8 on this yCanet"
- 91.{ice Wa{ier
for more information call 253-3000 ext. 3872 or email opirg@uwindsor.ca
web http://opirgwindsor.org
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irque du Soleil tours Windsor
MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

From Jan. 23 to 26, Cirque du
Soleil will be performing their
act Varekai at the WFCU Centre
before moving on to perform in
Detroit.

it, something that we let the audience interpret for themselves.
Varekai has a story that's a lot
closer knit," said Napoli.
The word "Varekai" itself means

There are 55 main crew memhers that go on tour, but in each
city Cirque du Soleil tours, they
hire close to eighty stage hands
to help with set up. The main
troupe travels with 22 trucks
from location
to
location.
•
Th

•nd of
the
1n
~~ ;~1!
that we ..to Windsor.
eate for """I
We have
1-great fan love m
and the emotion ~ada, but in
happens Wmdsor
spethat
cifically," said
the Napoli.

"wherever"
in the Ianguage of the
gypsies. The
show
This will be Cirque du Soleil's lights highthe
third visit to Windsor, the pre- nomadic soul
Q
vious visits being in 2010 and and
what
2012. According to Jason Toner,
it is like to
the general manager of events at journey on
the WFCU Centre, these shows the paths of
draw a large turnout - 18,000 to
20,000 people over the course of "wherever."
the performance days.
The
show
features 51
"It's a good tourism show for performers
us. People come from fat away from 18 difto see tt,• said Toner. "We have
nationalities. Some of
great numbers in the build- ferent
them
come
from a circus backing. It's people that really enjoy
ground
and
have their own
high-class entertainment·
acts, which are integrated into
This particular act is based OD the show. Others come from a
the Greek myth of Icarus ac- gymnastics background. Cirque
cording to Varekai publicist du Soleil has scouts that recruit
Vanessa Napoli. Ahhough the these gymnasts and bring them
stery historically has a grim to Montreal to train.
ending, Cirque du Soleil reinterprets it. In their version, "It brings a different flavour to
bnng·s their
when Icarus loses bis wings, he the show. Evervnne
·, ends up in an enchanted forest uniqueness, something speciffull of mystical creatures that ic," said Napoli.
help him to walk again.
But there are actually far more
"It's very theatrical. Some ofour people in the crew than onshows have a very loose story to stage making the show possible.

SU~

throur:.

"We're
very
excited for tt,•
Toner adds. "It's
a lot of work; a
lot of hours go
into it, and we hear great things
after the event. There's a great
reception to the event in the
community."
He states that each new performance is a surprise becau,e
there are always di1ferent stunts
and acts. Napoli adds that the
finale in particuJar
d should
thatbe
awe-inspiring an notes
it
is at an extreme level of difficulty.
.
"This is a show that's suitable
for the entire family," she said.
"Ii: eh beautiful
Yi
s su a
story.·· ou

kind of get lost in the dream
that we create for you and the
emotion that happens throughout the show, so it's really a great
opportunity to leave the world
behind for two hours and come

escape reality with Cirque du
Soleil."

Tickets and schedules can be
found online at www.wfcu-centre.com.
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JANUARY 23TO JANUARY 30
THURSDAYJANUARY23
Cirque du Soleil Varekai, WFCU
Centre, 7:30 p.m.
Triple
Book Launch, Villains
Beastro, 6:30 p.m.
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy
Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
FRIDAY JANUARY 24
Cirque du Soleil Varekai, WFCU
Centre, 4:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
HeadNod Music, Milk, 9:00 p.m.
Fridays Live! Border Cultures Part
2, Art Gallery of Windsor, 7:00
p.m., $7, children
under 12 are free

SATURDAYJANUARY25
Cirque du Soleil Varekai, WFCU
Centre, 4:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Local aspiring dancers had the
opportunity of a lifetime
SANDEENHO
lance reporter

gram would be a dream come true.

"I think it [my audition) went very well.
It was very inspiring to be around so
many talented dancers and to be taught
On Jan. 20, representatives and teachers ~y Mr. Stephane Leonard; said Fielder.
from the Royal Winnipe9: Ballet (RWB)
Once I am too old to perform anymore,
held auditions and
I want to teach dance so
master classes at EdOU
I_can ~elp share my pas:
mofunDdsan11coew.erDsSanchcoeorsl

h Id n't
d gu eSS s1on with other dancers.
The International AudirOCeSS tion Tour has been travd h
eling across Canada and
an t ey
international waters for

ages 10 and up had
the opportunity to
audition for the RWB
Scho?l as well as take
part m classes led by
instructors.
Mackenzie Fielder, is
a Grade 11 student
at Walkerville Collegiate Institute and
has been dancing for eight years. This
year she decided to audition in the RWB
International tour for the first time. She
said being accepted into the RWB pro-

shouldn't ~eel
11
intimidated by

over 25 years to find talent to accept into their
programs.
There are several different programs that allow aspiring dancers to
reach their goals. Firstly,
the Academic Program enables a dancer
to continue with their studies alongside
a practice schedule within the same fa.
cility.

h
t e prOCeSS.

Secondly, the Aspirant Program is a post
secondary program for dancers who
have already finished their basic training. At this stage, they plan for audition
tours and to prepare themselves to look
for a position in a company.
Lastly, the Teacher Training Program is
also for post secondary ages. It provides
dancers with the skills and knowledge
they need to be confident when they
teach within the community.
Arlene Minkhorst, director of the RWB
thinks anyone looking for a career in
dance shouldn't be scared.

"If anybody is interested in pursuing a
career in dance, they shouldn't second
guess the process and they shouldn't feel
intimidated by the process; said Minkhorst "We try to make it as relaxed and
positive in experience as possible and
they should just try it out."

Musical Evening - Indian Republic
Day by Gujarati Samaj Windsor
(GSW), Villanova
j

, Festival Theatre, 6:00 p.m.
Women Of Music 4, The Barrel
House Draught Co. & Grill, 8:30
p.m.

SUNDAY JANUARY 26
Cirque du Soleil Varekai, WFCU
Centre, I :30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
~""°1""'""'="'"---.,-.;,.The World of Percussion, Capitol
Theatre (Joy Theatre), 4:00 p.m.,
$ I 5 adult, $5 children I O years or
younger
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy
Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 29
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy
Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
THURSDAYJANUARY30
Driving Miss Daisy, The Capitol
Theatre and Arts Centre, 7:30 p.m.,
$20
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy
Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
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MOVIE REVIEWS
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY
PG 1114 MIN
Ben Stiller plays mundane Walter Mitty whose only entertainment comes
from his daydreams. While he works for a large magazine, he seems to escape
the everyday excitement that goes on at his work. When the magazine gets
revamped and his job is threatened, Mitty decides to finally get out in the
world and see what he has been missing.

The Secret Life of Walter Mitty is cute but not as hilarious as other Ben Stiller
movies. What I was shocked at was Kristen Wiig's performance as Ben
$tiller's love interest. Normally Wiig plays the quirky oddball but she was
almost boring as the ordinary Cheryl Melhoff. She did not really provide any
comedy in the movie.

(/)

!!1
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Maybe the writers weren't looking to make it the usual off-the-wall Ben Stiller
comedy but it was odd having Stiller and Wiig star in a more serious film,
although the genre is comedy. It was also strange to see Adam Scott (Parks
and Recreation) play a more serious and mean character.
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SH:WHATWASTHE
INSPIRATION BEHIND THIS
ALBUM?

SARAHHURST
lance reporter

The Strumbellas are a Canadian alt-country
band from Lindsay, Ontario. Nominated for
the Best Roots Album of the year award in
2012, they just released their second album,
We Still Move On Dance Floors on Oct. 22,
2013.

--~~c:==-=.a~imon War sonswriter d lead vocalist.
spoke al,out the Junos, die band's second
album and recording in Seattle. The Strumbellas will be playing a show at The Lager
House in Detroit on Feb. 2, 2014.
SH:WHAT EFFECT DID BEING
NOMINATED FOR THE BEST
ROOTS ALBUM HAVE ON THE
BAND?
SW: We had some great times at the Junos.
We had a really great weekend going to Regina. After that, I think it puts your bands'
name in people's ears. You know, it lets
people know you're working hard at it and
working hard enough to get recognition. It's
just nice to be recognized.
SH: HOW WOULD YOU
DESCRIBE YOUR SECOND
ALBUM?
SW: It's kind of similar to the first album,
to be honest. I don't think it's too crazy different. I would describe it in the vein of fun
music with some country roots and a bit of
a twist, a bit more pop-ier vocals.

SH:WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO
RECORD IN SEATTLE?
SW: We really liked the producer. His name
is Ryan Hadlock. I really liked his work so
we contacted him and it worked out schedule-wise. He has his own studio [Bear Creek
Studio], which is beautiful so we wanted to
go there. We recorded our first album in a
couple of different studios in Toronto. Both
experiences were drastically different because at the one studio we would go home
every night but this one, we went to go live
in a house together for two weeks straight. It
was weird because you spend 24 hours a day
with your band mates. That was a change for
sure and it was in the country so you're surrounded by wilderness and there's no city
around.
The humbleness and excitement expressed
for all of the opportunities Ward and The
Strumbellas have had so far is amazing.
Their music is thoughtful, their attitude is
right, and Canadians should be honoured
that The Strumbellas are a part of our music
scene. SEETHE REVIEW NEXT PAGE (12)[>

SOUTH DETROIT

WINTER
BITES
REVIEWS
A LEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

SW: I love the genre of Americana and Indie
music. I listen to other bands all the time
and I'm always getting inspired by it. I'm always borrowing and I'm always learning. I
would say that other people's music is what
inspires me the most. I just love listening to
people's songs and I love listening to new
bands.

W/ ALEXANDRASELLICK

•
•

!
•
From Jan. 13 to 19, Windsor Eats•
put on Winter Bites Restaurant •
Week at several restaurants around !
Windsor. Each restaurant had a •
special Winter Bites menu with set •
prices ranging between $15 and!
$35 for lunch or dinner.

South Detroit is located in downtown
Windsor and has a Motown meets
modern feel. I stopped by for lunch
where I had Greektown Greens and
the Turducken burger. The first thing
I noticed about the Greektown Greens
was how fresh it was. The kalamatas
and oregano-lemon vinaigrette added
wonderful flavor, it definitely wasn't
your standard and Greek salad. The
Turducken burger was bursting with
flavor. The grilled chicken was juicy
and tender and went great with turkey
bacon and smoked duck crisps. The
burger was a perfect lunch size. With
my meal I had a Magners Pear Cider,
which was delicate and crisp.

While they're showing their versatility, the movie became a little lackluster.
What wasn't colourless was the scenery and settings. The soundtrack also
provided life to the film and fit perfectly with the scenes and plotlines.
While I have not read the book that the movie is based on, I feel like a lot of
people will but put off by Ben Stiller and Kristen Wtig's performances as more
normal characters.
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS

RI

104MIN

Inside Llewyn Davis is the Coen brothers' take on folk music in the 1960s.
Llewyn Davis, played by Oscar Isaac (Drive, Sucker Punch,) is a struggling
musician residing in Greenwich Village who hops from couch to couch
every night and can't seem to sell any records. He wanders around playing
music but doesn't seem too deeply concerned with not having a place to live,
food to eat, or any money at all. His friends are all artists and he meets some
interesting characters in his travels, all very Coen-y.

Inside Llewyn Davis is classic Coen brothers. Llewyn Davis is a self-destructive
character, one that can be found in many of their films. While he is charming
and handsome, he cannot seem to charm his way into any record deals or
any sort of job and leaves a path of destruction behind him including two
pregnancies and a lost cat. Isaac's performance as Llewyn Davis was playful
and while he was always screwing up he is hard not to love. Carey Mulligan
stars as Llewyn's ex-lover, Jean, and Justin Timberlake as her husband, Jim.
There is also an appearance from John Goodman who js no stranger to the
Coen brothers and always provides hilarity.
What I really liked about this movie was that the characters performed fulllength songs. While you got the sense that the film was more of a farce on the
folk scene of the 60s, the songs performed in the movie added to both the
Greenwich Village feel and the comedy.

ARMANDO'S
SOUTH
• WINDSOR
•
:
•
:
•
•
:
•
•
!
•
•
•
!
•
•
:

W/ SUSANSELLICK
My first course choice,
Arancini, a bread crumbcoated rice ball with asiago
cheese and spinach was
more soft and moist than
other rice balls I have eaten. The thick, red tomato
sauce was tasty and satisfy.
mg.
Chicken limone with linguini and artichoke hearts
was my second course selection. The contrasting
tartness of marinated arti-

choke hearts in the mellow
garlic and olive oil linguini
was warm and comforting
food for a frosty January
evening. Even as I started
to feel overly full, it was
difficult to stop nibbling to
savour the flavours.
And the Tartufo. What can
a choco-holic say about the
cocoa-coated, rich chocolate gelato? I only wish I
was reclining on the sofa !
at home, with a good book, •
while enjoying this dessert. :
•
As part of Winter Bites •
Wmdsor, this was an excel- •
lent meal at Armando's on :
Cabana.

MAZAAR
W/ ALEXANDRASELLICK
Mazaar
serves
upscale
Lebanese cuisine. I stopped by
for their $15 lunch menu and
started with their Hummus
Bayrouti. Their hummus
is always delicious. For my
main dish I had the Falafel
Burgul Salad. The baked
falafel bits were tasty and all
of the ingredients were fresh.
This is a perfect meal if you're
looking for a light lunch. For
dessert I had the chocolate
Mazaar which are small and
cookie-like pieces ofchocolate
mixed with biscuit and waffle.
Perfect for chocolate lovers.
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ALBUM REVIEWS
SARAHHURST

strong with a melodious introduction
followed by powerful drum beats that
punctuate the song. The dreamy lyrics,
"We can run through the woods but they'll
find us ...we can dance to the stars in the
sky in the darkness of night" make this my
favourite of the compilation.

lance reporter

WE STILL MOVE ON
DANCE FLOORS

A realistic piece, "In This Life" understands
the current state of the world, with lyrics
such as "the streets are filled with demons"
and "the rivers are getting low and the
skyscrapers all cover the town:" Yet, it is still
optimistic as it offers hope, "I know there's
something for you out there in this life."

THE STRUMBELLAS
The Strumbellas, an alt-country band from
Lindsay, Ontario released their second
full-length album, We Still Move On
Dance Floors on Oct. 22. The countryside
of Woodinville, a 30-minute drive from
Seattle where the album was recorded, has
greatly influenced this album.

The homemade music video for "End Of
An Era" features a continuous one-shot of
the band members sitting in a circle. As
the camera makes its way around, clothing
and positions are changed, and people are
added into the background. With almost
100,000 views on YouTube so far, the video
enhances the alternative-folk-country feel
of the album.

The fresh sound of the music and the
illustrative lyrics put the listener at ease,
while sunlit afternoons full of dense green
forests and mountains in the distance fill
your mind.
A bright orange and yellow disco ball sun
on the cover art immediately catches your
attention, as its rays draw your eyes down
to the rest of the landscape that features a
mountain range, conifer forest, and a river
opening up to a lake, possibly resembling a
scene from the wilderness of Washington
State.
"Sailing" starts the nine track album off

The band is made up of Simon Ward on lead
vocals and guitar, David Ritter on vocals
and keys, Jon Hembrey on lead guitar, Isabel
Ritchie on violin, Darryl James on bass, and
Jeremy Drury on drums. The Strumbellas
will make their debut in Detroit on Feb. 2
at Lager House.

A6AIN6tM!I
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor
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TRANSGENDER DYSPHORIA BLUES
AGAINST ME
After making the announcement in 2011 that singer Tom Gabel was a
transsexual, Against Me! began work on what would be their first studio album
with Laura Jane Grace as front woman.

•

The transition comes to the forefront of the group's work as Transgender
Dypshoria Blues is a ten song concept album about a transgendered prostitute.
This is an interesting sound for Against Me! whose last two albums were very
focused on power chord driven electric guitar riffs. On Transgender Dysphoria
Blues, the band opts for a softer acoustic sound on many of the tracks including
"Black Me Out" and "True Trans Soul Rebel•
Do not confuse the acoustics for lack of edge, lyrically the album is as significant
as anything Against Me! has written in their career. Shedding light on prejudice
toward the LGBT community while humanizing those who are trans. "And you
know it's obvious, but we can't choose how were made," sings Grace on the
album's title track.

In many ways Transgender Dysphoria Blues is a return to form for Against Me!
whose last effort White Crosses was not well received by critics or fans for its
neatly packaged radio friendly sound.

This album is definitely grittier than anything AM has released since the late
90's which may have a lot to do with departure from a major label to Laura Jane's
self-started Total Treble Records.
Transgender Dysphoria Blues ia thought provoking, bard rocking, and brutally
honest. Though it may not get the radio play given to 2006's New Wave, it may
end up being one of the most significant records of 2014 because of the candid
nature which tackles a topic typically ignored by the mainstream.

•

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more mfor earshot-online.com & qam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

*

charts tabulated for the week ending Jan, 19

I COBJR DE PIRATE*-Tra...na (Dare To Care)
2 FRED EAGLESMITH*-Tambolme (54-Released)
3 N8LYOUNG* - LiYeAtThe Celtar Door (Reprise)
4 SHARON jON~ANDTHE OAP-KINGS- Give the PeopleWhatlheyWant (Daptone)
5 KASHKA*-Bomd (Self-Released)
6 THEE OH SEES- Singles Collection~ 3 (Casde Face)
7VARIOUS-Verve Remi>ced:The first l.acies ~ )
8 JAM~ 0-L* - FoorThe V\bid Is HolowAnd I HaveTouchedThe Sky (W-Rekmed)
9THEE SILVER MT ZION MEMORIAL ORCHESTRA*- Fuck Off Get Free'We Petr IJdlt
On EYerythirc (Constellation)
10 DJ RASHAD- Dcd>le ~ (Hyperdub)
11 THE SATTAUTB*- Best d Canadian Recgae (l.RJs Enb!rtaiment)
I2AMAND6. MARTINEr- Mariana ('Sel-Releued)
13 GIPSY KINGS-5'M>I-Aamerico ~ Factory)
14VARIOUS-ZENA NilaTooe/Big Dada~ 2013 (Big Dada)
ISVARIOUS- Red Hot+ Feta~ Factory)
16 aVIS COSTBl.O & THE ROOTS-WR Up:l'hol91t Ranbces & Revtorics 2013 (Blue
Nace)
17 CANADAROCA*-Where is the Onel (Bcnals)
18 LANO OF KUSH*-The Big Mqo (CalSfellatJ.Jn)
19 DEATH GRIPS-GcM!mlient Plales (SeJ,Relerased)
20 US. GIRLS-Gem (FatCat)
21 lHE HGH BAR GANG*-lost & Uldone (True NOf1h)
22 801*-A Meau-ed Respoi ise (W,P eleased)
23 CFCP-Outside (Paper Bae)
24 DEAD RANOfl'-Ander Royal (No List)
25 FOR.b"*- Fora: (Sinone)
26THEALMIGHTY RHOMBUS*- Lucid ~ (Cosmic C>ate's Reccrd Factory)
27 LADOM ENSEMBLE"'- u«bn El-.,lble (Sel-Released)
28 Jt1MY ~ - Matadie D':arncxr (Grosse Baile)
29 CWU<SIOE-f¥j1ic (Ocher People)
30 USSIE- Bade to Fa-ew!r- (Fat Poss&m)
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

1/15
2014

St Denis
Guelph
Gryphons St. Centre

1/18/
2014

Brock
Badgers

St Denis
Centre

W83-67
W 110-79

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

1/15/
2014

Guelph
Gryphons St.

St Denis

1/18/
2014

Brock
Badgers

St Denis
Centre

W 87-65

SouthWnd

W63

Centre

W81-52

MEN'S HOCKEY

Express surges ahead
KIHELLIOTT
lance reporter

of play, and I hope it gets them to
come out and watch us play at the
WFCU Centre; said Express Coach
Bill Jones.

The Windsor Express basketball
team (21-7) is riding high on a seven game winning streak. The streak
includes definitive victories over the
London Lightning (18-9) and the
Brampton Xs (18-8), to take over
and then defend their first place
standing in the NBL of Canada. In
the victory over London, Wednesday, the Express toppled the reigning league champions 87-68 in front
of 2,800 boisterous fans in the Colosseum at Caesar's Windsor.

Express power forward Quinnel
Brown recorded a double double
as the game MVP scoring 21 points
along with 12 rebounds and four
steals. Shooting guard Stefan Bonneau also scored 21 points for the
winning home team, while point
guard Darren Duncan scored 14
points and dished out eight assists.
Forward Chris Commons scored
11 points and swing man Kevin Loiselle tore down 14 boards in addition to a sensational block near the
end of the game.

That star studded event included
the court side presence of legendary boxer Thomas "The Hitman"
Hearns and several NBA Legends
such as former Detroit Pistons enforcer Rick Mahorn and New Jersey
net retiree Derrick Coleman.
"It was just awesome. Now we have
to build on that as an organization
and continue to get better, so we can
create a more solid fan base. Many
new people got to see who the Express really are and what we're
about with regard to our high level

For the Lightning, guard Tony Bennett led the way with 23, while power forward Marvin Phillips scored
17 with 12 rebounds, and forward
Elvin Mims tallied 12 points in a
losing effort.
After defeating the Brampton & in
front of a large crowd at the WFCU,
Express point guard Darren Duncan stressed the importance of continued strong play.
"I've said it before, we didn't just

want to get into first place, we
wanted to keep it. So this game,
which was also for first place was
of the same magnitude of our victory of London at the Colosseum
on Wednesday. First place is home
court advantage and we need that,
so this time we did it in our normal
venue; said Duncan.
During this outing Chris Commons
broke loose to lead the Express with
a double double notching 26 points
and 11 rebounds, while outpacing
Stefan Bonneau's 24 point performance. Quinnel Brown recorded 16
points and 11 rebounds and Darren Duncan had 16 points and 13
assists. For the dejected Brampton
& Cedric Moody scored 20 points,
hauled down 11 boards and dished
out six assists in leading six Xs that
scored double figures in a losing effort.
The Express get a well-deserved
week of rest before marching into
the Powerade Centre on Jan. 25 at
7:00 p.m. for a rematch with the
Brampton Xs. The Express' full
schedule, game tickets and live
streaming of all of their games is
available at www.windsorexpress.ca

1/15/
2014

Launer
Golden
Hawks

sorArena

1/18/
201.f

Waterloo
Warriors

SoutnWind
sorArena

1/24/
2014

Lake ead
Thunde
wolves

th Wincf.
o /'v na

1/25/
2014

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

South Windsor/'vena

7:30 PM

onwt.

W4-3
W 4-3

W4-2
730

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

1/17/
2014
1/18/
2014

York Lions

Toronto.ON

1/18/
2014

RMC
Paladins

St. Denis W 3-1 (:!5Centre
J2.25.22.25.27.2>
14)

1/18/
2014

RMC
Paladins

St. Denis W 3-1 <Z3Centre
2525-162!>14.2&
24)
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MEN'S - LANCERS SWEEP SCHOOLS FROM WATERLOO, UP
NEXT LAKEHEAD

It felt good to be home for a Lancers group that has had a rough start to 2014. With
losses at Comerica Park and WFCU Centre, the Lancers returned to South Windsor Arena, where wins over Laurier Golden Hawks and Waterloo Warriors helped the
team improve to 7-2-0 at South Windsor Arena. Scheduled next is Lakehead and the
Lancers will be tested to the limit by a team known for big hits and plenty of scoring.

CHOOSE YOUR
CERTIFICATE

A return to the win column was the result of the Lancers dismantling the Hawks'
penalty kill. Team captain Drew Palmer, Matt Beaudoin, and Eric Noel contributed a
three-for-nine accomplishment on the power play, eventually leading the Lancers to a
6-3 win. The last time the Lancers scored five or more goals in a game was on Nov. 16,
2013 against the UQTR Patriotes - the last time they played at South Windsor Arena
prior to hosting the schools from Waterloo. It really did feel good to be home.

ADVERTISING - MEDIA MANAGEMENT

The Lancers followed up with a win over the reigning OUA West Champions. Despite
their reservation at ninth place in the OUA West this season, Spencer Pommells knew
not to take the Waterloo Warriors lightly. After all, they had upset the Lancers in a bestof-three sweep for the title last season.
"They're the same type of team. Their counter attack is one of the best in the country...
they can put the puck in the back of the net very quick:' said Pommells.
Eric Noel popped a shorthanded goal to start the game, but the crowd's cheers vanished 36 seconds later when Andy Smith saved the power play with his fourth of the
season. Kenny Bradford and Pommells each notched their eighth goals of the season
to secure the lead, before the Warriors closed in once again with Matt Amadio's goal
early in the third.
With 84 seconds left in regulation, Justin LeClerc was relieved of his duty after 42 saves.
The Warriors still could not capitalize with an extra skater in the diminishing seconds,
turning the puck over to Pommells, who added his second point of the game with an
assist on MacAuley MacDonnell's empty netter. The Battle of Waterloo was complete
as the Lancers swept the season series over the Hawks and the Warriors with a 4-2 win.
The Lancers will host the Lakehead Thunderwolves next for a two-game series on Jan.
24 and 25.

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
EVENT MANAGEMENT
FASHION MANAGEMENT & PROMOTIONS
RNANCIAL PLANNING
GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

APPLY NOW!

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

"We're going to adjust a few things. They have been the same type of team for the three
years I've been here;' said Pommells. "But were confident we'll be able to come out on
top:'
Outscored 10-5 in their series with Ryerson, the Thunderwolves surrendered first place
of the OUA West to the Rams. Just one win in their last four games means the Thunderwolves are on a similar decline as the Warriors and the Hawks. The Lancers know
how to take advantage of a staggering squad who are far away from home.
WOMEN'S - LANCERS TAKE UNDEFEATED STREAK TO
LONDON BEFORE RETURNING HOME

The Lancers remain undefeated to start 2014. With four wins achieved, the Lancers
have performed as one of the strongest contenders returning from the winter break.
The successes thus far have been plenty in the return to the season, with no losses to
show as a team and many players padding their individual stats along the way. The aim
is to end on a high note, but just how much higher will they go against the Western
Mustangs?
The first meeting of the season was long ago and the Lancers prefer to keep it that way.
Held scoreless by the Mustangs back in October, the Lancers do not look like a team
that will be taken for a ride this time. Fifth place is on the line for both teams, but
fourth year forward Candace Kourounis knows this is the best the team has played.
"Weve definitely exploded and we were eager to get back from the break;' said Kourounis.
There were not many consistent streaks to speak of in the first half of the season. After
the loss to Queen's to close out the first half of the season, the Lancers participated in
an exhibition tournament in Waterloo.
"We came out stronger. It definitely felt like a playoff game because the speed was there,
the intensity was there;' she said.
The Lancers went 2-1-0, losing their only game to the eventual winners, the dominant
Laurier Golden Hawks. Despite the shortcoming, there was much to be absorbed from
the games
"We wanted to set the tone for the New Year in the Christmas tournament;' said
Kourounis. "We scored a lot. We wanted to get our offense going, we wanted to get our
defense going:'

ARBfJRATOR, CONCILIATOR,
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS OFRCER,
MEDIATOR AND MANY OTHER
EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS.

APPLY NOW!

It certainly has paid off up to this point and there is nothing but faith and positivity to

keep things rolling as they have been so far. After Western, the team returns home for
their final four games of the season, including contests with the closely ranked Toronto
Varsity Blues and the division leading Golden Hawks. The upcoming competition has
not intimidated the team by any means and Kourounis knows the group is capable of
any challenge.
"We're one of the best teams in the league even if our record doesn't show it. We'll come
out the same way we did in the tournament. We will keep battling with them:'

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad
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Lancers victorious on Breast
Cancer Awareness Day
VINCENZOLIBURDI
lance reporter

line and Danielle Lenarduzzi began her
climb to 38 assists, leveling the match at
one set apiece.

The Windsor Lancers volleyball team defeated the Royal Military College (RMC)
3-1 (23-25,25-16,25-14,26-24) in front
of a 300 boisterous fans at the St. Denis
Centre, who were sporting their pink for
Breast Cancer Awareness Day.
Kaila Seguin and Shannon Dean led the
way for the Lancers with 21 and 11 kills
respectively, while Hannah Robson recorded a game-high 21 digs.
Just 24 hours after the Lancers went the
distance in a five set thrilling victory
against the Queen's Gaels the evening
prior, the Lancers came out of the gate
flat and dropped the first set to the Paladins. The Lancers quickly rebounded,
as Shannon Dean was able to sprinkle in
a couple aces from the Lancers' service

WOMEN CONTINUE TO
ROLL
The Lancers women's basketball
team remains unbeaten since their
opening night loss to the Carleton
Ravens. Now (13-1) on the season,
the Lancers continue to hold down
the No. 2 ranking nationally while
dismantling their opponents by an
average score of over 20 points per
game.
Last week the Blue and Gold
compiled two wins while resting
starters Maya-Marie Langlois
and Korissa Williams for parts of
both games. In 81 52 victory over
Guelph, Jessica Clemoncon led the
way with 31 points while Langlois
contributed 13 off the bench.
Saturday night, the Lancers downed
the Brock Badgers 87-65 on the
back of Cheyanne Rodger's first
career double-double.
Lancers basketball returns to the St.
Denis Centre on Jan. 25 and 29 for
men's and women's doubleheaders
against Waterloo and Laurier.

LANCERS DEFEATS
PALADINS (VIA
GOLANCERS.CA)
WINDSOR, Ont - The Windsor
Lancers men's volleyball team
defeated the RMC Paladins in four
sets (25-12, 25-22, 25-27, 25-14))
on Breast Cancer Awareness Day
Saturday night at the St. Denis
Centre.
Ryan Leknois led the Lancers with
a team-high 11 kills, while outside
hitter Greg Simone, Chad Hinchey,
and Alex Vikovic each added eight

With momentum, the Lancers never
looked back and took the remaining two
sets and officially improved to 8-5 on the
year, good for a tie for second place in
the OUA West division with the McMaster Marauders.
"Tonight was one of those tough matches
because you look at the record of RMC
and think it should be an easy \\in" said
head coach Lucas Hodgson. "That was
not the case, they played us very tough
and we didn't have our W. game but
found a way to win. Kaila Seguin played
quite well when the game was on the line
and Hannah Robson has some digs for
us."
Every year the Windsor Lancers hold a
slate of games on a Saturday in late January or early February to raise awareness
for breast cancer. For the Lancers worn-

kills for the men, who rebounded
after· a tough five set loss to the
Queen's Gaels Friday night.
Windsor garnered a .138 kill
percentage compared to .039 from
the Paladins (0-14). RMC was led
by Adam Lupton who had a game
high 13 kills and 15 points.
The Lancers will travel to the
provincial capital next weekend
where they will take on the Toronto
Varsity Blues and Ryerson Rams.
They return home for their final
home weekend of the regular season
on Feb. 1 and 2 when they host the
Nipissing Lakers and York Lions.

MEN•s BASKETBALL
TEAM WINNING DESPITE
INJURIES
With starting Josh Collins expected
to be out for at least a few more
games the Lancers men's basketball
team has relied heavily on rookies
Mike Rocca and Rotimi Osentola Jr.
Rocca tallied a team high 26 points
including an impressive 7-9 3 point
performance as Windsor defeated
the Guelph Gryphons 83-67 last
Wednesday.
Osentola followed that performance
with a 20 point night of his own on
Saturday against Brock during the
Lancers 110-79 victory. It was the
second game in a row where the
Lancers shot over 50 per cent as a
team.
Windsor currently holds the No.
10 spot in the CIS rankings and is
second place in the OUA West at
(9-5) behind No. 9 McMaster.

en's volleyball team, this day is particularly special for Hodgson, his staff and
players. Assistant coach Lynda Leckie is
a survivor of breast cancer, a disease that
claims the lives of 14 -Canadian women
everyday.
"It is a huge game for us as it hits home
with our coaching staff. Lynda is a breast
cancer survivor and a great inspiration to
our entire team, from players to coaches," said Hodgson. "To win this game on
her behalf was a great feeling and a great
tribute in my mind."
With the playoffs quickly approaching,
the Lancers will look to feed off of tonight's victory as they look to continue
their stellar play against the East division.
Road games against the Toronto Varsity
Blues and Ryerson Rams next weekend
will be a crucial point in the season for
the Lancers.
Coach Hodgson believes his team is
doing the right things to be successful

down the stretch.
"Our serve receive to offense has been
very successful throughout the season
and we need to continue that for starters:' he said.
Hodgson also believes that the defense
and practice tempo have played a larger
role.
"Our defense has been very steady as
well so that is a second key to our success
so far, and lastly, our practices have been
very competitive with girls working very
hard to make each other better which
translates into our games," he said.
The Lancers hold two games in hand on
Guelph (11-4) and look to grab a hold of
a preferable playoff spot. But on a special
night where the Lancers bring awareness
to bring down a devastating disease, a
special season could very well have been
born.
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With a failed student pub and
half full bleachers for many
of the University of Windsor nationally ranked athletics
squads, questions have been
raised about the social unity of
the University. With our neighbours to the north tickled purple with school spirit, a grassroots student spirit group might
be just what this school needs to
regain its swagger.
Sorry for Partying (SFP) is a
new club on campus looking to
provide a boost to the student
experience by creating a communication channel through
social media to facilitate student
interaction.
While the tongue in cheek
apology or having a good time
implies a booze soaked image,
SFP's values go beyond the re-

sponsible consumption of alcohol.
"That's the [most valuable] part
about university is networking. It is a typical behaviour
for students to go out and make
connections, we are a club that
promotes going out and making those connections;' said SFP
President Britney Bailey.
The group currently has over
400 members on Facebook and
provides an interesting opportunity for students to take control of the social landscape. The
idea of the group is to create a
central hub for students at the
University to coordinate social
activities.
Membership in SFP requires
little to no commitment, as students are only required to provide a University of Windsor
email to get you get updates on
events.
"Registering for this group is
super easy. It's just your UWin

email, it's low membership
commitment no fee, it's kind of
the dream club;' noted Bailey.
Aside from the limited commitment SFP prides itself in being an all-encompassing club.
Students from all programs of
study as well as masters students
are invited to events and are also
invited to use the group to promote their own social events.
"I like the idea that you pick a
bar every couple of weeks, you
know a bunch of U of W students will be there. Or having socials on campus, I think
a sense of pride is really what's
lacking on this campus;' said
University of Windsor Student
Alliance (UWSA) President
Rob Crawford.
This is not to say that the University should strive to be more
like Western, but their school
sprit is admirable. At a Lancers
football home game this season,
Lancers fans looked scarce in
comparison to the sea of purple

that flooded Alumni Field.
"That is where we are looking
to go. That spirit, that pride
that Western students have for
their campus, how they know so
many people on a vast campus
through connecting in a social
environment;' said Crawford.
But let's face it, The University
of Windsor is different from any
other school in Canada. With a
60 per cent rate of commuters,
many students at Windsor have
already carved out a niche long
before reaching post-secondary.
The high rate of commuter students has made many of the
amenities viable on other campuses unsustainable at Windsor.
There is no better example that
can be seen than the failure of
the Thirsty Scholar. An otherwise profitable venture at other
post-secondary
institutions,
Windsor's pub ran up over one
million dollars in debt before
closing its doors in 2012.

The pub closure is partly linked
to the number of commuters,
who found the pub to be too far
out of the way to attend aside
from frosh week events. But it
does not mean there is a lack
of demand for student social
events.
The U WSA has had success with
their riverfront frosh week concerts which have drawn out over
5,000 students annually. What a
group like SFP can provide is a
chance for students to organize
themselves without relying on
the administration.
"I think it's a good thing to support because the UWSA throws
our events and all that. But I
think that the biggest part of
campus culture comes from
the clubs and societies on campus. So it's great to see clubs out
there that are trying to target all
groups of students it's not just
FASS students or HK students,
it's geared toward all students:'
concludes Crawford.
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2014 GRAMMYS

On the red carpet Katy Perry debuted Valentino's
music note dress, which was whimsical, and her
makeup and hair reminded me of a ballerina. Normally Katy Perry sports bold and bright colours
and I thought she looked very demure and pretty
in this dress.

Emily Elizabeth

@emllylemmlly

The music building is so cold, my hands feel like ice. I'm an
Emily popsicle. #uwindsorproblems
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Golden Globe winner Jared Leto was on the red
carpet with his band 30 Seconds To Mars. At the
Golden Globes he sported his long locks in the
latest male trend: the man bun. But on Sunday he
decided to let his flow be free and I can't say I was
mad about it.

thelance • university of windsor
401 SUNSET AVE. WINDSOR, ON
CANADA N9B3P4

Actress Anna Kendrick looked classic but sexy in
Azzaro, which was a beautiful lilac colour with
glamorous detailing on the bodice.

mission statement
The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.

Taylor Swift always dresses well but she looked a
little too much like a teen princess in her gowns on
Sunday. I think that the dresses were a bit young
for her.

The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.

Singer Ariana Grande is usually in cute dresses but
her Grammy look seemed more high school semiformal than red carpet.

Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.

Now t<? Beyonce who could have easily been the
best dressed at the 2014 Grammy Awards for both
her red carpet look and her performance outfit.
Queen B and her hubby Jay Z opened the show
with a super sexy performance of "Drunk In Love"
that had her in sheer black from head to toe with a
modern corset leotard.

The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist. sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.

EMP OYEE REI.A ONS OFACER.

MEDIATOR AND MANY OllfER
EXCITIN CAREER OPTIONS

APPLY NOW!

I can't leave out Pharrell's Mounty hat. But if anyone can rock a cartoon-like accessory, it's Pharrell
and I think the over-the-top look paired well with
his robot friends.
-

2014Staff

art director• JASON RANKIN
artdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

P!nk looked red hot in a figure hugging mermaid
style dress which I thought was one of the best
looks of the night.

Beyonce is the ruler of leotards and catsuits and
continues to wow audiences with her post-baby
body. She is also rocking short hair and for her
performance she went with a wet hair look, which
added to the sultriness ofher performance and was
a lot like the music video for the song. For her red
carpet dress she also stunned in sheer and white
lace. Her gown was designed by L.A. based designer and former Project Runway contestant Michael
Costello.

ilance
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FASHION
REVIEW

The Grammys, like The Oscars, are usually a time of
peace and harmony for fashion. Celebrities dress
more classically than they would at the VMAs or
the MTV Awards. Maybe Miley Cyrus has just desensitized my eyes but the 2014 Gram.my Awards
seemed very tame night for fashion.
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The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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UWindsor alumna "fights like a girl"
cause, through reading and literature and all our research in
violence against women, statistics show that more than twothirds of the attacks that happen
come from people that you trust
and know very well; said Ferrando. "It was important that
we used a martial art that dealt
with close-proximity combat:'
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"Also, using a martial art that
utilizes leverage and positioning to make a smaller opponent
advantageous... that was key;
elaborated Ferrando.
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Ferrando started jiu-jitsu when
she was in high school after a
self-defense situation for which
she was not prepared. After deciding to better prepare herself,
Ferrando is now looking to help
other women who may find
themselves in similar situations.
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TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

Canadian

entrepreneur

project to new heights.

and

Fight like a Girl holds free
workshops in Toronto with the
aim of showing women how to
use their bodies in self defense.

University of Windsor alumna Toe program incorporates
Chelsea Ferrando is changing wrestling and jiu-jitsu, the latlives with her successful non- ter being an area of specialty for
profit business Fight like a Girl, Ferrando who has won the gold
-.:e , ~ ~ ~~ibi-d:a:.E.s&lti"¥e.s,::U~JiS,,YiiCXi1:Ja:C:&:1oit.l..Jwti·o12:--"iiietif=.p Blutllau 11a 1lbki m
lence against women through the Pan American games.
education and empowerment
Winning the $5,000 prize from "The reason why jiu-jitsu and
the Start Something With wrestling are so important to
Alesse contest could bring the this particular program is be-

"I didn't really know what Uiujitsu] was at first; said Ferrando. "I was the only girl in the
class and I stuck it out for about
two and a half years. Eventually
I became very confident."
After taking a five year break to
obtain a degree in acting at the
University of Windsor, Ferrando moved to Toronto and began
training again. It was not long
until the opportuni~ for Fight
llke a Gli'f :pta.eiireditself.
Toe young entrepreneur said
that Fight Like a Girl is just as
much about the mental side of
defense as it is the physical.

"It's a hard sell for self defense
because it's such an overwhelming idea. There's so much unknown and people fear the unknown, so our program tries to
make self defense a manageable
task;' said Ferrando. "We divide
and conquer. We break down
all of the potential self defense
possibilities into six different
modules and then we teach one
module each month ... and then
start over again:'
"You don't have to be athletic. You don't have to be super
fit. We don't give you weapons
and we don't grow you an extra
limb, we just show you the tools
that are in your body. A lot of it
is... believing that your body is
strong, feeling comfortable and
confident; said Ferrando.
Ferrando has made it to the
finals of the Start Something
With Alesse competition, which
runs until Mar. 3. Toe winner
will be decided by the public
through online voting, so Ferrando encourages the UWindsor community to help her fight
violence against women.
Toe prize will allow Ferrando to
expand her program in a second
focus on prevention called Fight
Like a Man, which will involve
talking directly to boys and men
about their role in preventing
violence against women. She
hopes that these discussions
will allow men to recognize the
factors that affect their relationships with women.

"We feel that a lot of what's
wrong with other self defense
programs is that they're very
exclusive and make it a gender
issue;' said Ferrando. "We think
that's not the right approach men and women both need to
be involved in ending violence
against women:'
Toe contest is divided in two
categories: "Start Innovating:'
for business ideas, and "Start Inspiring" for non-profit projects.
Toe winner in each category
will win $5,000 and mentoring
from an expert in their field
Manon Genin, manager of corporate affairs for Pfizer Canada,
the drug company sponsoring the contest, said that Start
Something With Alesse is all
about making young Canadians' dreams become reality.
"Toe goal is to empower young
adults in Canada to creatively
articulate their personal goals
and provide them with mentoring and financial support to
help make that vision a reality,"
said Genin.
"The mentorship varies according to the needs of each winner.
In other words, the mentor is
matched to the winner's needs;
for example, legal advice from a
legal counsel or marketing expertise from a marketer, etc.;'
explained Genin. ·Toe mentor
gives some of his or her time
and it is usually a couple of
meetings, depending on the relationship [that is] developed"

Students to share inspirational
university stories in video contest
the OCUFA, which represents
professors and academic librarians in Ontario and includes
over 17,000 full and part time
faculty members from 27 faculty associations.
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We Teach Ontario works closely
with the provincial government
and other provincial partners to
make sure that the importance
of research within universities
is properly acknowledged and
that a high quality educational
experience is available to students within the province.
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DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter

We Teach Ontario, a campaign
by the Ontario Confederation
of University Faculty Associations (OCUFA), is now accepting submissions for their new
student video contest.
Toe
contest was created to showcase
and highlight the partnership

between teaching and researching in universities.
The campaign is meant to highlight the important connection
between teaching and research
within the province.
"Our mandate is to advocate
for what we think is going to
create a high quality and accessible education system in the
province," said Graeme Stewart,
communications manager for

"A high quality experience is going to be something that allows
students to succeed, to accomplish their own personal goals,
and to receive the education
that helps them with their own
careers and their lives as citizens
in Ontario;' said Stewart
We Teach Ontario's video contest reflects this desire to promote a high quality experience.
For the contest, students are
requested to share a university

experience and show how it has
inspired them to pursue their
own goals or helped motivate
them to succeed.
Students submitting a video
will have the chance to win an
iPhone, an iPad mini, or a trip
to Toronto to attend the OCUFA "Future U" conference.

"Our hope is that students, both
undergraduate and graduate,
have the ability to engage with
research in the university... that
they're going to be able to work
on that cross research to develop
their own research interests and
also to develop their own ability
as critical thinkers, as problem
solvers, and as communicators;'
said Stewart
Prior to this endeavor, We
Teach Ontario concentrated on
university professors, examining the various research projects
that professors conducted in
their respective fields and analyzing how this research could
be applied in the classroom to

enrich the teaching experience.
"Now were kind of flipping the
tables a little bit; said Gabriela
Warrior Renaud, a producer at
MediaStyle, a digital public affairs agency helping We Teach
Ontario host the video contest
"Our first section was hearing from the professors, how
they use resellrch in their classrooms, and this contest is asking
students to prove that it does
inspire them in order to keep
that connection strong;' said
Renaud.
The research that is conducted
at Ontario universities not only
benefits students, but also helps
improve the province's health
system, economy, and environment.
"Toe ideas and innovations that
we depend on, the foundation
of our society's progress - a lot
of that is coming out of the universities in Ontario and around

the world," said Stewart.
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LAB OPEN
Sandwich Medical
Laboratory open
for business
SARAH HORWATH
editor-in-chief

Getting blood work done can
be frightening for most people,
but it is something that everyone needs to do when it comes
to b~ing proactive about your
health.
The Sandwich Medical Laboratory recently opened up in
Windsor's west end and promises fast and friendly service to
all patients.
"Some people want that friendly
face especially [becauseJ getting
blood work done is not always
a happy thing, some people are
afraid of it, but coming here
we make the atmosphere more
comfortable for everybody,'
said Stephanie Strickland, a
phlebotomist at Sandwich Medical Laboratory and recent grad
from St Clair College.
Strickland can identify with students and the stress that they
put on their bodies.
"When you're in school you
know you're busy, you're
stressed, putting all that stress
on your body who knows what
it could do," said Strickland.
"A lot of people when you ask
them when was the last time
they had blood work, they can't
answer, it's not something they
routinely do and they should
do it routinely because it can

help diagnose any problems you
have now or even just to maintain your health."
Julie Knapp, laboratory manager ofSandwich Medical Laboratory urges students to take responsibility for their health.

Roberto Greco, managing partner of Sandwich Medical Laboratory leaped at the opportunity
to open up a new laboratory in
the west end.
"We saw the need in the community, the wait times were

S me Aeople want that friendly
face s~ecially [because] getting
blood work done is not always a
happy thing, some people are afraid
of it, but coming here we make the
atmosphere more comfortable for
everybody.
- Stephanie Strickland
"Being proactive is very important...Early 20's you think you
are invincible and that nothing
is ever going to happen, but you
never knoW:' said Knapp.

very high for the patients. We
wanted to provide the service
for them, because at the end of
the day it's about patient care,"
said Greco.

Knapp has made it her mission
to bring awareness to students
and the Sandwich community
about the new lab.

The laboratory offers services ranging from phlebotomy
(blood work), the 12 lead resting ECG, which is your heart
monitoring test, and specimen
collection.

"Most of the students don't have
a lot of money so therefore taking a cab or a bus to go and get
blood work is probably not a
high priority for them. We are
so conveniently located, we are
within walking distance of students and ensuring that they
know that we are here is a huge
advantage to them; said Knapp.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIRCATES
business.humber.ca/ postgrad

Sandwich Medical Laboratory
is located at 3211 Sandwich St.
and open Monday to Friday
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The
public is welcome, no appointment is necessary, walk in only,
wait times are minimal
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New Conservatives
club brings house
leader to UWindsor
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

Last Monday, the now ratified
University of Windsor Conservatives club brought a high profile Canadian politician to campus for a short discussion.
Peter Van Loan, Government
House Leader, spoke to a small
number of students in a board
room of the CAW Centre, accompanied by MP Jeff Watson.

Government House Leader Peter Van Loan speaks to the
ne~ly ratified UWlndsor Conservatives club • photo by
David Costa

The fact that the club was ratified just days before the event
did not hinder its success according to Jetf Adams. president
of the club.

•1 think it went very well considering the club only had four
days to plan the entire event,·
said Adams. "As this was our
first event, we didn't know exactly what to expect. We were
all just glad for the opportunity
to have him speak to us.•
Adams said that he and the other students felt inspired by the
two politicians' stories.
"One thing that surprised me
was the level of personal contact and friendliness from the
Minister;' said Adams. "He introduced hi.mselF to everyone
and asked everyone's major and
shook their hand. The personal
stories they both told were surprisingly warm and open coming from people whose party is
usually typecast as cold, distant,
impersonal and scripted."

I.

Van Loan explained that his job
as Government House Leader is
to decide what is debated in the
House of Commons and to try
and pass legislation through the
House while working with leaders from the other parties.
"It's a great job because I get a

say that today, to be a
c
member of the chattering c asses, you have to hold
the view that parliament has
become dysfunctional, irrelevant, or unaccountable.
-)hn Loan
The two politicians spoke about
their roles in parliament and the
path they carved themselves to
get there, while also taking time
to answer individuals' questions
during a short reception afterwards.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIRCATES
buslness.humber.ca/postgrad

"That story of feeling neglected,
that the country was headed in
the wrong direction and he was
going to get involved and do
something about it, was, in my
opinion, truly inspirational:' he
added.

"Jeff Watson's speech about running in two elections and losing both times before finally
getting elected in Essex was
inspirational in that he wasn't a
political insider - he was a factory worker who felt disenfranchised and decided to run;' said

Adams.

front row seat for all the action
and all the decisions;' said Van
Loan.
Then, Van Loan discussed what
the government is really like
from his point of view, saying
that it "works a bit different
than what you might be hearing
from the chattering classes, the
media, and your professors."

minutes every day the opposition can ask questions on any
subject. Unlike in the UK, ministers aren't given the benefit of
formal prior notice:'
Van Loan also tried to combat
the myth that parliamentary
decorum is poor and that the
golden age has passed, saying,
"It seems that the golden age always relates to a time just before
the starting point of anybody's
own personal recollections:'

"If you want to see parliamentary decorum look back to that
era [of Sir John A. MacDonald]
and the liquor-filled debates you
saw then and you will find plenty of cases of bad behaviour:' he
said.
Van Loan and Watson made
their stop at the University of
Windsor during a tour of the

area as they helcl pre-budget
consultations with members of
the Windsor-Essex Regional
Chamber of Commerce and La-

Salle's business community.
"We had very good consultations and by and large the
message we got is that the
government is on track with
our low-tax plan for jobs and
growth, our focus on economic

growth and long-term prosperity," said Van Loan. "'I found
generally very positive support
for what we're doing as a government"

Van Loan also tried to combat
the myth that parliamentary
decorum is poor and that the
golden age has passed.
"'I would say that today, to be a
certified member of the chattering classes, you have to hold
the view that parliament has beCQme dysfunctional, irrelevant,
or unaccountable;' said Van
Loan. •If you were to suggest
that things were di1ferent than
that" you would cause people to
roll their eyes at your hopeless
naiv(ty. I'm here to make you
roll those eyes."
Van Loan further sought to bust
the myth that the Canadian
government is not transparent,
saying that the Canadian format
of question period is proof of a
government that is accountable.
·Every single day in the House
of Commons, the prime minister and ministers are held to account for their policies, for the
decisions they make, and for the
actions of their departments;'
said Van Loan. "'For forty-five

Watson said that the meetings
with various businesses are important as part of receiving prebudget input from the WindsorEssex region.

"Local opinion makes a difference in the policy direction of
what gets into a budget over
time," said Watson. "'I felt we received some valuable input and
now we take that forward. Some
will go to the Finance Minister
with respect to the budget, and
some might go to different ministers if it's a regulatory issue, for
example:'
Adams said that the dub is
already planning their next
events, which could include visits from Minister of Labour Kellie Leitch, and 'lreasury Board
President, Minister Tony Oement.
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DELTA ALPHA THETA

SORORITY

AA8
Founded:
2005
Chapters:
2
Members:
100
Locally Founded:
2005
Local Chapter:
Alpha
Colours: Pink, Black & Silver
Flower:
White LIiy
Mascot:
Bow

SIGMA CHI

FRATERNITY

EX
Founded:
1855
Chapters:
240
Members:
300,000
Locally Founded:
1994
Local Chapter:
Kappa Mu
Colours:
Blue & Old Gold
Flower:
White rose
Mascot:
Eagle

DELTA ZETA

it's
LINDSAYSHEPPARD

lance reporter

Anyone who has ever seen the
movies Sorority Boys, Legally
Blonde, or Old School has an
idea in their minds of what it is
like to be part of a fraternity or
sorority. Most people associate
these groups with excessive alcohol consumption, elitist social
groups, and lots of hazing.
Sororities and fraternities are
known collectively as Greek organizations. What most people
know about the Greek life is limited to the media's often negative
depictions.
There are plenty of news stories
about the evils of Greek membership if you search on the web and
while no type of organization is
perfect, these stories all have one
commonality: they are reports of
American organizations.
Being Greek in Canada, and more
specifically in Windsor, is a different experience altogether.
Mohammed Almoayad, a University of Windsor student studying
political science and philosophy,
said that his perception of Greek
life in Canada is not at all like
what is depicted on television.
"[Sororities and fraternities] do
seem different here;' said Almoayad. "They do a lot of activism and promotion of charities,
so they seem a lot better here than
how they're portrayed in America, which is just partying:'
The University of Windsor has
three fraternities and three sororities. The frats are Delta Chi,
Pi Lambda Phi, and Sigma Chi;
the sororities are Delta Alpha
Theta, Delta Zeta, and Phi Sigma
Sigma. Collectively there are over

SORORITY

ot just a party AZ
two hundred active members on
campus and thousands of alumni.

to students of all ethnicities and
genders.

ences on a wall that they built in
the Dillon quad.

Five of the six organizations are
known as "international" with
chapters in more than one country. Delta Alpha Theta is the
exception as it was founded in
Windsor in 2005 and has only
one other chapter in British Columbia.

Nick Lambier was offered membership to Pi Lambda Phi fraternity during the rush period in
2010 and said that other members
were accepting of his homosexuality.

Sororities and fraternities on
campus come together annually
for Greek Week, five days of activities and friendly competition
designed to enhance solidarity
between the six groups. Activities
differ each year as each organization is expected to spearhead at
least one project.

Internationally, Sigma Chi fraternity is the oldest and largest organization, founded in 1855 with
more than 300,000 alumni. There
are pros and cons of belonging to
an international organization.
"We have some famous alumni
like Luke Bryan, David Letterman, Brad Pitt, and Tom Sellick,"
said Josh Harendorf, president of
Sigma Chi at UWindsor.
Michael McDonnell, president of
Delta Chi on campus, is proud of
his organization's ties to its international headquarters.
"We're very academically inclined. Our international requires
us to have a certain GPA otherwise were not able to function as
a regular chapter;' said McDonnell.
Delta Chi has been at UWindsor
longer than any other Greek organization, having started in 1973.
A local Greek organization has
fewer opportunities for networking, but much more freedom in
terms of rules and traditions.
'J\s a whole, were set apart purely because when our founders
started the sorority they wanted
it to be really inclusive ... by making everyone feel welcome;' said
Sarah Logan, president of Delta
Alpha Theta sorority on campus.

Inclusivity is at the centre of
all fraternities and sororities in
Windsor who provide a sense of
brotherly or sisterly community

"The guys always made me feel
comfortable...They were actually some of the most accepting
people in my life at the time. [Pi
Lambda Phi fraternity] was a
place where a lot of fun was had,
a lot of memories were made, and
I met a lot of great people;' said
Lambier.
Harendorf said that his fraternity
embraces students who are interested in joining, no matter their
lifestyle or background.
"We look for men of good character and if you are somebody that
we feel exemplifies what it means
to be Sigma Chi, then you have
every right to be a member of our
organization. We do have many
members throughout our organization who are homosexual [or]
who are ethnic minorities and we
truly embrace them as our brothers;' added Harendorf.
Local Greek organizations take
immense pride in philanthropic
involvement in the community.
Each fraternity and sorority can
be seen around campus hosting
fundraising events for local or national charities.
"Each fraternity has [its] own
culture. As a fraternity... our philanthropy events actually apply
to the student body;' said Brock
Warren, president of UWindsor's
Pi Lambda Phi fraternity.
Warren's organization hosted last
year's Tear Down the Hate event,
which raised awareness about
discrimination by asking people
to share their personal experi-

Greek Week is being held this
year from Mar. 10 to 17.
"I love Greek Week. It's all about
fun and friendly competition. It's
a nice way to spend time with
other members of the Greek community:' said Kayla Goodison,
outgoing president of Phi Sigma
Sigma sorority.
"Before joining Phi Sigma Sigma ... I thought sororities would
be full of catty women and fraternities were full of men who
only drank. My assumptions
couldn't have been more wrong;'
said Goodison. "I realized that
members of [Phi Sigma Sigma],
as well as Delta Zeta and Delta
Alpha Theta, were actually lovely
women who just wanted to make
friends and a difference in the
community:'
"The same goes for the fraternities. The men in Greek Organizations on our campus are such
gentlemen and are really grounded in their philanthropic work;'
added Goodison.
Members of Greek organizations
on campus join for a multitude of
reasons. Whether it's to develop
leadership skills, gain volunteer
experience, make friends, or network with a large community of
like-minded people, sororities
and fraternities at the University
of Windsor offer a very enriching
experience.

Founded:
1902
Chapters:
160
Members:
240,000
Locally Founded:
1992
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Colours:
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Local Chapter:CN Kappa Kappa
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DIVINGTO
NEW DEPTHS
OFHUMAN
RIGHTS
sea rescue group
handles social
justice in the
water

"They get sucked into becoming womanizers, or materialists, and you've got two sides to
tourism." He says nowadays the
village elders routinely bring
youth to him, to help them improve both the community and
their own futures.
And there's more work to be
done above the surface.

says members of the local organization, and members of
the community, often operate
on traditional Muslim values.
Many don't think young women
should, or need to learn how to,
swim.
Moorhouse-Chilcott was recently out on a rescue diving
mission with one of his diving

jan. 26
ZANZIBAR, Tanzania (CUP)
- Working for human rights is
not the exclusive domain of the
30 per cent of our world that is
dry land. In the remote beach
community of Nungwi, a handful of pioneers dedicate their
lives to protecting life and fighting discrimination at sea.
Khamis and Juma Arne are
just two of the many young
men who have found a purpose, a livelihood to support
themselves and their families,
a means to positively impact
their community and a way to
support human rights - diving
with self-contained underwater
breathing apparatuses; it's better
known as SCUBA diving.

-0,ristian Moorhouse.Qilcott
The Panji project is a locally run
non-governmental organization
(NGO) working with the local
lifeguarding organizations, including Scuba Doo, because of
their rescue work. Studies show
that in Tanzania, more people
die of drowning than malaria,
so they organize training and
determine who needs training. But Moorhouse-Chilcott

instructors, Hamisi, helping after a boating disaster. It made
this issue of gender discrimination really hit home for him.
"Their boat was full of survivors
that theyo picked up, and we
were taking them to the other
ferry," he says. "There were a
bunch of ladies floating on a
mattress, and we just didn't have
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room to take them. We went and
took them to the boat, and came
back, but by the time we came
back they'd drowned, because
they couldn't swim. So when
someone says 'No, women don't
need to learn to swim; it hurts
even more. Because people like
that didn't need to die, if they
even knew the basics."
Moorhouse-Chilcott is optimistic, however, that these attitudes
are beginning to change. He and
his wife Tammy Holter have,
largely through the training and
empowerment of local community members, done their
share to work against it as well.
Moorhouse-Chilcott proudly
reports training Muslim women
to scuba dive, strapping the gear
over their burkhas.
Four local Muslim clerics all
refused to go on record. They
uniformly expressed regret at
the lost lives of their spiritual
sisters, but remained adamant
that upholding their religious
beliefs and cultural traditions
are paramount.
It's the next generation that
people like Moorhouse-Chil-

cott are pinning hopes to, like
Juma Arne, who's 20. In spring
of 2012, he didn't know how to
swim - by autumn 2013 he'd
completed his 100th dive, was
well on his way to becoming an
instructor, and was working towards becoming a rescue diver.
"I feel at peace down there," says
Arne. He's already begun sharing his love of the ocean with
his fellow community members.
"Now he can be the one to help
train local people to swim, so
that if there is a problem at sea,
people don't lose their lives;'
said Holter of Arne's progress.
Along the way, she's helped him
become a hyperbaric chamber operator and a lifeguard
instructor, spurred on by tragedies like the Spice Isle disaster.
Arne, Khamisi, Holter, Moorhouse-Chilcott and the rest of
their organization say they will
continue their efforts against
any obstacles that may come, to
support local development and
ensure against future, prevent-

able disasters.
JARED KNOLL - SPEAK
MAGAZINE (JHR)

lOiamts, ,1, came lo the organization as a boat captain who
didn't know how to swim. He is
now a father of two and a diving instructor at Scuba Doo, on
Kendwa Beach near Nungwi.
He's also a rescue diver.
"It was very difficult. It was as
after the Spice Isle ferry disaster last summer, among many
other rescue missions.
"It was after midnight. We took
a long time to look for them.
The other boats gave up and
went back, but we stayed all
morning," Khamis says.
They finally found a large group
of survivors with their nightdiving torchlights. "We saved
so many people. But we found
so many more dead ones. Finally, I ended up crying. It's not
a normal thing to see hundreds
of people dying at the same
time. Especially women and
children:' he remembers, struggling with the retelling. "There
were other people collecting
stuff, they don't care about
peoples' lives. Collecting mattresses, televisions, they don't
care about the people."
Founder Christian MoorhouseChilcott came to Zanzibar 13
years ago, and founded Scuba
Doo with the intention of positively affecting the local communities, but it wasn't until five
years later that he could finally
get anyone to work for him.
"There's a lot of boys that come
into the tourism industry, and
they basically get destroyed,"
Moorhouse-Chilcott
said.
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DARKOMILENKOVIC

lance reporter

Windsor was once the capital of the automotive industry and an exhibit at the Art
Gallery of Windsor (AGW) is reminding
us of this fact.
The Yousuf Karsh: The Ford Motor Company of Canada Gift to the AGW exhibit
is a selection from Ford Motor Company's donation of29 works to the AGW by
internati~nally acclaimed photographer
Yousuf Karsh.
Karsh was commissioned by Ford in
1951 to provide a visual interpretation

of the lives of everyday workers at the
Windsor plants.

process at the Ford Motor Company's
Windsor plant in 1938.

The selection focuses on Karsh's largeformat prints and includes a series of
portraits depicting plant employees
working on the assembly line, in the
foundry and at the trade school.

The film was originally commissioned by
the Ford Motor Company as an educational and promotional vehicle to illustrate the wonders of mechanical assembly line production and the scale of Ford
operations in Canada.

"It's an exhibition that marks a really
major gift to the gallery;' said Catharine
Mastin, AGW director and curator of the
Karsh exhibition. "It's an important relationship with Ford that weve been nurturing for many years, and so were just
delighted to have it be part of our future:'
Also shown along with the Karsh exhibit
is Ford City/Working the Line, a film installation documenting the assembly line

The exhibits showcase the raw life of assembly line workers and their toil with
steel and metal before the assembly line
became fully automated. It is the history
of the Ford plants in Windsor, of photography, and of automotive labour.
"It shows very broadly the workers in the
plant;' said Mastin, "The training programs that were at work, the processes of

the assembly line as Karsh saw them, and
the people behind the production of the
vehicles:'
Visitors to the exhibits have come from
as far as British Columbia and the Yukon,
and a few that had family working on the
lines have even come from overseas.
"It is just fascinating to see the generation that did this work:' said Anne Rota,
manager of tourism and culture in historic Amherstburg. '~d the conditions
they worked under:'
The exhibits are open to the public at
no cost and a curator's tour of the Karsh
exhibition is scheduled for Feb. 8 by the
AGW.

#SUPERBOWL

THE BIEBS: AT IT AGAIN

The two states that legalized marijuana
will be heating it up in the "Super Bowl"
this Sunday. Are you going to hit up the
bar with some friends or watch it alone?
Flicking it on the good ol' telly with a nice
plate of nachos? Or do you just not care?

In case you missed it, the Biebs was arrested Jan. 23
in Miami Beach. He racked up a series of charges:
drag racing (for going over 60 mph), driving under
the influence (drugs and alcohol), resisting arrest
(without violence) and driving on an expired license.
He was released from jail on a $2,500 bail and will
----~~-......, return to court on Valentine's
Day for his arraignment.
Baby, baby, baby, oooh that
sucks. Oh, and there's a
WhiteHouse.gov
petition
with over 100,000 signatures
to deport him, which means
it's now supposed to get a
response from the Obama
administration.

Whether you care for the sport ornot (or for
some reason hate the commercialization
of organized sports), you should at least
stick around for the halftime show. Bruno
Mars and the Red Hot Chili Peppers will
rock the stage. We haven't been graced
with a rock performance since The Who
took the stage in 2010.

Justin Bieber's mugshot•
from Miami Beach-Police
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one place, going around the CAW, ~ ' 1 \ e
different flavours, asking questions about the
different cultures and learning something,"
said Chacon.
On Feb. 13, hundreds will gather from all different cultures and backgrounds in the CAW
Student Centre at the University of Windsor
to take part in the Celebration of Nations and
organizers have issued a call for participation
by performers and exhibitors.

Nissrine Bassam is a Bachelors of Education student at UWindsor and is the events
coordinator for the Celebration of Nations.
She hopes to raise awareness among students
about all of the multiculturalism that is represented at the University.

"It's one day of the year that different ethnic
groups and different nationalities can display
and show the rest of the campus all about
them," said Enrique Chacon, international
student advisor for the University of Windsor.

"It is an opportunity for students to showcase their cultures and their backgrounds
through table displays, different things from
their countries, flags, food, clothes, basically
anything that represents their culture. [There
will be] cultural performances, dances, singing
and playing [of] instruments; said Bassam.

The day of festivities will begin with
a flag parade leaving
Alumni Hall at 10:45
a.m. and will head to
the CAW right before the 11:30 a.m.
opening ceremonies.
This free event concludes at 2:30 p.m.

·versity is in a
is really multicu ra and diverse so I
think its important to allow students to express
themselves ·and for others to learn about other
cultures as well.
_ N·issr·ine Bassam

"Most people get
their
information
through the media
and this is a different
way of approaching
that. If all you have
heard about Iran
is about sanctions and terrorism, well here's
your chance to talk to Iranian people and
learn about their wonderful food and music and the real culture behind this country,
not just what the media is showing you," said
Chacon.

Bassam believes that
an event like this is
very important because
Windsor is a city that is
so diverse.
"Our university is in a
city that is really multicultural and diverse
so I think its important

to a11ow students to express themselves and
for others to learn about
other cultures as well," she said.

This event will bring together two different
groups of people on campus, non-Canadians
and Canadians.

The Celebration of Nations is a joint effort by
several partners such as the International Student Centre, the Office of Human Rights, Equity & Accessibility (OHREA), the University
of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA), Organization of Part-time University Students
(OPUS), the Muslim Student Association
(MISA) and the International Student Society
(ISS), just to name a few.

"For the Canadians here that haven't traveled
or don't know much about other countries,
it's a great opportunity to have everybody in

The deadline to register as an exhibitor or
performer is Feb.I. Visit www.uwindsor.ca/
nations for more information.
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will he kill someone he doesn't know to save his
own life or will he choose to give up and die?
owners of MYNT were more .than willing to help complete the visualisation
of the writer and director. Both venues
provided ample support and assistance
while enabling the production needs.
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Actors Anton Delost (Lost Recording
Studios), Maggie Yoell and Riggi played
pivotal roles in creating a suspenseful
intrigue that will keep your eyes riveted
to the screen and on the edge of your
seat.
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"After it's all said and done, this film
wasrit just about human morality, but
a way to look into ourselves as people,"
said Adah.

NATASHAFEGHALI
lance reporter

The city of Windsor is rapidly growing
in popularity amongst filmmakers and
local film company Headlight Productions can attest to that with the production of their new short film The Bargain.
The film was written by Sylvester Adah
and directed by Jordan McCulloch, both
students at the University of Windsor.
Although many of the cast and crew are
students at UWindsor, this film came
together to be submitted and viewed
on the independent film circuit. All
members utilized their talents to create
a short film based on collaboration and
artistic vision.

Producer Kurt Sasso (Two Geeks Talking) is also a student at UWindsor and
felt that the city had a lot to offer Headlight Productions for its first short film.
"The city of Windsor has so much to
offer the growing film industry in the
region. Great locations, multiple venues
and a tapestry of talent. I am so pleased
with the outcome of this future independent film; said Sasso.

Alongside the director, ia director- ef
photography Andrew Harris, sound and
audio engineer Steve Robert Scott, script
supervisor Julia Llijanich and Walter
Riggi (Riggi Media International).

By having an all-star cast and crew from
all over Southwestern Ontario, this
production promises to gain acclaim
amongst independent film lovers.

Riggi said that locations such as The
Roast 'ri Toast Diner and MYNT Night
Club amplified the film. Since the film
was shot in Windsor, locations were
chosen based on need. Due to the storyline, the production team felt that certain venues would only add to the focus
of the director's vision.

"With an amazing cast and a difficult
dialogue that was done in two languages, the film's artistic vision was realized
quite simply within the first two hours
of production; said Mcculloch.

The Roast 'ri Toast Diner added a modern yet vintage twist as well as the location was readily available and accommodating to the production team. In
order to fulfill the nightclub scene, the

The main character Edwin (DeLost)
finds himself in the wrong place at the
wrong time, while meeting an exotic
beauty named Sam (Yoell). Both Edwin
and Sam find themselves challenged by a
Stranger (Riggi) to make "The Bargain"
that will forever change Edwiris path.
While the film took less than a week to
shoot, make-up artists Melissa Rawlings and Chantal Morris, as well as crew
members from the University, Sam Pollock. Josh Coutts-Smith, Adam Lau,
Adam Mu.rald and John 6oald' worked
tirelessly on set to provide stunning visuals that supported the films artistic
vision.
"Without the help, attention to detail
and focus, there would be no way this
film could have been completed:' said
Sasso.
Emily Wright (Wright Photography)
and Kumar Siddharth were also crucial
in providing behind the scenes photography.

1he Bargain is currently in post-production and should be available for viewing
and festival circulation later this year.
The film will be released at independeqt
film festivals as well as locally.
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JANUARY 30 TO FEBRUARY 6
THURSDAYJANUARY30
Driving Miss Daisy, The Capitol
Theatre, 7:30 p.m., $20
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy
Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Silverstein w/ Dangerfield, Falling
With Glory & TimeGiant, The Dominion House, 6:00 p.m., $20
FRIDAY JANUARY 31
Smokin Purple Monkeys, Turf
Lounge, I0:00 p.m.,
Comedy Quarry Show Featuring
International Headlining Comedians, Rockhead Pub, 9:00 p.m.
SATURDAY FEBRUARY I
Winter Photo Show, Mudpuppy
Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Red Legacy, Oasis Lounge, 8:00
p.m., $15 dinner and. show, $10
show only
Legends Live: Night Fever One
Evenin_g of the Bee Gees, Caboto
Club, Door~ 5:30 p.m., Dinner 6: 15
p.m., Showt,me 7:30 p.m., $40
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 2
Superbowl Pigroast, The Dominion
House, 11 :00 a.m., $11.99
Su~r Bowl 2014, South Detroit,
3~00,p.m.
The Big slow Down - Super Bowl
Sunday Edition, Phog Lounge, 6:00
p.m., $15 (only 20 tickets available)

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY S
Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 6
Barenaked Ladies, Caesars Windsor, 8:00 p.m.
University Players Present:A Woman of No Importance, 8:00 p.m.
Comedy Nite, Villains Beastro, 9:00
p.m., pay what you can
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CIRCUS REVIEW

SARAH HURST
lance reporter

It has been a little over two years
since Silverstein has rocked
Windsor, but the post-hardcore
band from Burlington will be
returning tonight for a show at
The Dominion House Tavern.
Silverstein is Shane Told on lead
vocals, Billy Hamilton on bass
guitar and backing vocals, Josh
Bradford on rhythm guitar, Paul
Koehler on drums and Paul
Marc Rousseau on lead guitar
and backing vocals.
TimeGiant, Dangerfield and
Falling With Glory will be
opening for Silverstein.
Falling With Glory was supposed to cover for Silverstein
when they played here in 2011
but their lead vocalist's lung collapsed due to a severe case of
pneumonia and he was unable
to attend.

"We're very excited to play with
Silverstein; said Mike Holmes,
guitarist from Falling With
Glory. "We're more than stoked
to share the stage with all of the
bands... [The Dominion House)
always hires our favourite sound
guy Ian, making the sound there
absolutely wonderful."
TimeGiant has never worked
with Silverstein or the other
bands, but lead singer, Tyrone
Buccione thinks that tonight
will be a night to remember.
"We have had a lot of promotion and hype to build this show
up and it will be great to see old
friends and rock out with these
other bands," said Buccione.
Released last February, Silverstein's newest album This is How
the Wind Shifts, was re-released
on Oct. 15, 2013 with seven new
tracks, including an acoustic
version of their single, "Massachusetts~
"We wanted to create a concept

record with more layers than
just the music," said drummer
Paul Koehler. "The whole idea is
an album split into two halves,
where each song has a corresponding song from the other
side that shares a contrary view
or idea:'
This is How the Wind Shifts has
been received well by fans and
critics alike. The popular American music magazine, Alternative Press, gave the album 4.5
out of 5 stars.

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

acts throughout, but they are
genuinely funny in a way that is
alternatingly clean and slightly
PG. They even get the audience
involved sometimes.

VAREKAI

One performance I found particularly compelling was the
juggler: he juggled so well with his mouth. And that is not
all - he also juggled four hats
while also putting one on at a
time, rotating them through the
juggle.

CIRQUE DU SOLEIL
Cirque du Soleil's Varekai performance at the WFCU Centre
in Windsor was an eyebrowraising, jaw-dropping, heartpounding performance.
I mean all of this literally. So
many times, my hands flew to
my mouth and I felt the jitters
of giddy nerves. Varekai was a
journey not just to watch, but
also to take along with Cirque
du Soleil.

The excitement and amazing
stunts build as the show goes
on. The beginning is composed
mostly of graceful dancing,
and the entire cast is dressed in
mesmerizing costumes. The colours and sparkle are dazzling,
turning each person into an
unheard-of creature, showcas.
.
I ing the creativity and planning
Tickets are $15 m advance and that goes into every facet of the
$20 at the door, which opens at performance.
6:00 p.m. The Dominion House
is located at 3140 Sandwich There are also many comedy
Street.

"The new album... brings the
classic Silverstein tones, huge
chant chorus melodies, heavy
rifts and large vocals and we are
glad to hear that they are still
rocking hard:' said Buccione. "I
think they are going to blow the
audience away on Thursday."

I

The ending act was also brilliant-a bunch of men in sunlike costumes leaping twenty
feet in the air from a one footwide swing to the next without
missing a beat. They also caught
each other in leaps and somersaulted through the air to land
safely on tarps. I can't remember the last time I saw something so exciting.
All of the acts were spectacular,
and it really breeds appreciation for how much physical and
mental strength and commitment these performers take on.
Bravo, Cirque du Soleil!
Cirque du Soleil also performs
at the Joe Louis Arena in Detroit beginning Feb. 5. See cirquedusoleil.com for details.

cruBRATING

FIFTY
YEARS
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lance reporter
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2014 GRAMMY
NOMINEES
The Grammy Awards is considered the most critical acknowledgment of musical talent that a band or individual
can receive. The 56th Annual
Grarnmy Awards were held
last Sunday at the STAPLES
Center in Los Angeles and
felicitated the best of the best
artists from the year gone by.
The 2014 Grammy Nominees is an awesome album. There are a lot of standalone songs in this collection. This year's collection includes some selections
that are more risky than songs included in previous collections. The songs selected for this album seemed to represent the different types of music more
equally this year than has been the case in the past rather than just pop music
that most are used to.
A few of my favourites included:
Bruno Mars' "Locked Out of Heaven;' which is more pop sounding. It begins
with a l 980's style introduction and transitions into a more modern dance song
through the use of sound effects.
Robin Thicke's "Blurred Lines" which is more of a reggae style song, which
throws in some rap.
Imagine Dragons' "Radioactive," the beat in the song is heavy, and the tempo
is slow.
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works. Another theme is pregnancy and :g i
giving birth. Once again, this is not ren- Vl·o,
dered in a gory way-it is life-affirming and ~§
has a tone of yearning to it.
:i"g.

lance reporter

::re
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WOMEN OF THE CLOTH
APRIL BULMER
1he book may be thin, but it is filled with
poems that can be savoured. Each poem is
no more than a page long, so the thoughts
contained in them are concise and effective;
they do not drag on the way some poems
do, causing the reader to lose focus and interest.
The poems are dreamy and lyrical. 1here
is a recurring image of blood, used not in
a gory way, but in multiple interpretations
and for multiple purposes. Blood is respected and is almost a character throughout the

What I find most interesting is the cornbination of pagan and Christian themes • ~
throughout the book. The speaker of each -g.:;·
poem does not seem to favour or follow la~
any religion. Instead, she reaches for metaphors and connections to the world around '< :;E
her and her relationships. The paganism is ~o
mainly Aboriginal and is very focused on ~ ~
nature, particularly on animals. 1here is ~::,
some beautiful imagery throughout this s» 2.
book.
?.S-

g.~

3·~

This work can appeal to those looking for
a shorter read and those who love to dive
into thick books. The poems can be breezed
through in a leisurely journey, or they can
be contemplated and delved into deeply.
The choice is the reader's.

Daft Punk's "Get Lucky;' which is classified as electronic or techno in genre.

Taylor Swift's "Begin Again,• a wonderful little country song about moyyig on
and getting over an old boyfriend.
Although many could say that the album lacks in some areas of the music world,
such as punk rock, hardcore or others, the album is very diverse and indicates a
new trend in the nominee choices which is fresh and exciting.

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist

*

charts tabulated for the week ending Jan,26

KAR-LEIGH KELSO
lance reporter

~

C/D.lD1!Jfl!lJ,,,
RAVETAPES
MOGWAI
Mogwai has done it again.
The Scottish post-rock band,
who last week released their
eighth studio album, Rave
Tapes, have so far received
nothing but praise and raving
(sorry) reviews on their newest work.

Keeping to their post-rock roots, the songs from Rave Tapes are dreamy, pretty
much vocal-less and absolutely spellbinding. This album is very mellow, maybe
even a little melancholy, and remains faithful to Mogwai's brilliant composing
abilities.
1heir first track release from the album Remurdered was presented to the public
shortly after their announcement that they had been back in the studio, and it is
probably my favourite off the album.
If you are a fan of the Tron: Legacy soundtrack, you will love this track - it
sounds like something straight out of the film. This, much like the rest of the
album, is_also punctuated smartly with electric guitar and drum work. I also feel
that "Deesh" deserves a mention, carrying a similar tone.
If you are unfamiliar with the post-rock genre, I would say the main thing you
need to know going in are that there are no lyrics, making many pieces that
more powerful by allowing the listener to just feel the music; oftentimes, these
tracks are emotional, sometimes overwhelmingly so, but well worth a listen.
1hat is why it presently remains my favourite musical genre, and let me assure
you, Mogwai's work presents an excellent place to start.
In addition, I can confidently say that as a personal favourite of mine, Mogwai
has continued to evolve in their music and I hope we can expect at least a few

more albums in the future.

I CoaJR DE PIRATE*-Tr.u.ma (Dare To Care)
2 THE PACK.AD.* - Do Not &w,ge (Nec1werk)
3 CRAIG CARDIFf*-1..0't'e Is Louder (ThanAIIThis Noise) (Self-Released)
4 THEE SILVER MT.ZION MEMORIAL ORCHESTRA*-Fuck Off Get Free'Ne Pour 1 ....,.
On &eryd,ing (Const211ation)
W6' ...
5 Q.UBTHUt,.OERBOLl*- Oty dSalt (Olieftown)
6 PKEW PKEW PKEW (GUNSHOTS)*-Glory Days (Art Drug)
7 EKM*-A Measured Response (Self-Released)
8 FORtT*- Foret (Simone)
9 ~ MARTINEZ*- Manana (Self-Released)
10 VARIOUS*-Trai1Srtlissiolis From UMR"l 1015 2013 (UMFM)
11 FRED EAGLESMm-f*-Tambourine (Self-Released)
12 VARIOUS - Boardwalk Empire Pt esa its: Soulds cl the Onyx (Prohi,ition Era jazz Rembced) (Abkco)
13 VARIOUS- Inside I..J6wyn Davis (Nonesuch)
14 VARIOUS-\ler\4e Rembced:The Arst Lades ('krw)
15 ALDEN PENNER- Precession (Self-Released)
16 THETONER OF DUDES*- MakeYou- Own Cuture (VelYet Rut)
17 VARIOUS*- Everybody Dance Now: 50f-cs From Hamilton\tll. 8 (CR"IU 933 FM)
18 RYAN HEMS'NOJUH*- Glilt Trips (last Gq)
19 EGYPTRIXX*-A/BTil lnfnity (last Gq)
20 KASHKA*- Bound (Self-Released)
21 AN ANTANO ANAlOM"-There Is No One (Self-Released)
22 ~ -GreenApples and 0rarces (Urbnet)
23 MILOSH*-Jet Lag (Deadly)
24 OLD CABIN*-Old Cabin (Self-Released)
25 CANACWRICA* -VVhere is the One? (Borealis)
26 THE FUGlllVES*- &erydqWI Happen (lWtt Organ)
27 a.JO EASTBOUND*- N'ClD (M'Ne've Got)
28 ANA,pJX- u Bala (Nadonal)
29 OJT COPY - FreeYou- Mind (MocUar)
30 TKE OH SEES-Sillies c.olection~ 3 (Casde Face)
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lancer hockey
recaps
w/~';{ft

• photo by Dana Kulia

HEN'S - LANCERS STAY
SHARP TOWARDS SEASON'S
END

next night.

WOMEN'S - LANCERS
FOCUSED ON REDEMPTION,
SEASON'S END AND
PLAYOFFS

Less than a minute after puck drop,
Drew Palmer set the tone by leading the
After sweeping the Golden Hawks and rush and getting past Jeff Bosch. Along
Warriors, the Lancers brought promise with Mac MacDonnell and Spencer After the Lancers complete an excellent
-:::;~~=~~!Jiitllll!l1i1-.illll~'9M@~~~~--~iiiililaa~~~~--~-~-,.._,,,.,.DQje111t:..,-.uro,1,11a4l'il:.tr~ in 2014, the team will return
Thunderwolves.
e OUA West lead- essential of the evening. Pommells add- home for their final four home games
ing Thunderwolves were the anticipated ed a shorthanded goal, followed by an of the regular season. Trudging through
test of the season, having barely stepped empty netter in the final minute, con- the unforgiving January winter in looutside of the national spotlight as one firming a 3-0 shutout win for Parker cales such as Sudbury, North Bay, and
of the top ten hockey teams throughout Van Buskirk.
Toronto, the Lancers hope to bring their
successes back home.
the Canadian Interuniversity Sport. As
. ks away, the game had th e "We didn't allow the other team a sec- Bei:ore
they return to home i·ce, the
1•
th e season t1c
style of a likely encounter in this year's ond shot or a second opportunity;' said Lancers have to prove themselves for
upcoming playoffs.

"That was a character play by a character guy..." said Beaudoin. "I think
he was hurting a little bit but he didn't
show it through the game."

"It hurts to give up a shorthanded goal
on the power play," said Beaudoin.
"We've been struggling with that lately."
Despite surrendering their seventh
shorthanded goal of the season, the
Lancers have had a respectable history
of rebounding in the second game of a
two-game series, reclaiming first game
blunders earlier this season against Carleton and UQTR. Recalling those details
foreshadowed of what was to come the

It might be MacKnight's name at the
top of the scoring race within the OUA,
but she admits if it were not for her line
partners Erinn Noseworthy and Bree
Polci, none of this may have been possible.
"Bree and I have been together since the
start of the season and she deserves a lot
of credit. Nosey is a rookie, but a natural
goal scorer, and you can count on her to
get it in the net," she said.
With a handful of games left, can the
Lancers replicate the successes of the
road on home ice? MacKnight believes
so. There is nothing less than positivity to secure a spot in the playoffs. The
plentiful points gathered along the way
have boosted the team.

Out of the gate at a strong pace, the
Wolves' blue line sent a screaming slapper eventually blocked by Evan Stibbard. A courageous stop with his lower
body, the concern was genuine, as Stibbard had previously been sidelined for
a leg injury. With his return, linemates
Eric Noel and alternate captain Matt
Beaudoin realize how necessary he is to
the team.

Moments afterwards, a rarely committed turnover by the Wolves led to a
2-on-1 by Spencer Pommells and Mac
MacDonnell, who finished the play for
his eleventh goal of the season. The
Lancers were ready to close the second
with a lead on the power play, until a
gaffe in their own zone led to Ryan Magill's breakthrough, stealing a point for
the penalty kill. The Thunderwolves
would score again in the third, snatching the win with two unanswered goals.

these four games go well against all the
tough teams is a test for how the playoffs
will look like:"

Lancer forward Mike Christou sprawls out to block a shot during
Friday's 2-1 loss to Lakehead • photo by Dana Kulia

Van Buskirk. "The first game had a couple of miscues and it falls on me. I'm the
eyes who looks up ice and has to keep
talking through the game."
The Lancers have struggled against the
OUA East and it does not get easier
against the McGill Redmen. As a team
poised for national contention, the
Redmen have consistently ranked as
one of Canada's best hockey programs
and favoured for this year's University
Cup. Both teams will meet for the first
time since Oct. 2011 and with the season winding down, there is no time for
pleasantries at this reunion with four
points at the helm for the taking.

fifth place in the OUA. For a team that
looked stuck between seventh and
eighth spot, the Lancers have worked
very hard to come this far. They continue to stay strong to finish better than
they had started.
Situated in the middle of the OUA conference, one may not believe the Lancers are a team with great depth. One
player who demonstrates this admirable
trait is leading scorer Jenny MacKnight.
With an accomplished 33 points in 19
games, MacKni~t has surged some of
the OUA's best players.
"It has been a good start to 2014. We
had a game plan, to win seven or eipt
out of nine, said MacKnight. "Havmg

One anticipated rematch will be towards
season's end against Laurier Golden
Hawks. After starting the season in Waterloo with a 5-2 loss, the Lancers have
been itching to go against the Hawks.
The teams encountered one another
during the exhibition Christmas tournament in Waterloo and regardless of
dropping a 3-2 decision, the Lancers
have come a long way, developing their
game further and preparing for the
competition headed to South Windsor
Arena.
"When Laurier comes to visit, it'll be a
good game. We're confident now and
we're going to show how far we've come.
We're excited for that," said MacKnight.
The Lancers women's hockey program
has come a long way since the crisp
Autumn days when the season started.
After their rescheduled contest against
the Western Mustangs, the Lancers will
return home to their comfortable surroundings and nothing would be more
rewarding than proving their capability
in front of a home crowd.
The final four games of the season will
take place at South Windsor Arena
and the Lancers are ready for anything
headed their way.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

1/26'2014 Waterloo
Warriors

1/29/2014 Laurier Golden Hawks
Guelph
Gryphons

St Denis
Centre

W75-65

St Denis
Centre

TBD

Guelph ON

4:00

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

1/26'2014 Waterloo
Warriors

Lancer Women claim no. 1
from perfect Huskies

1/29/2014 Laurier Golden Hawks

2/Jan4

Guelph

St Denis

CenlJe

W10635

St Denis
Centre

6:00PM

Guelph.ON

200PM

South WindsorArena

W 3-0

Gtyphons

MEN'S HOCKEY
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

A one-two CIS Final at the St. Denis Centre would be a
journalist's dream, and the thought raises questions as to
whether anyone can compete with these two programs if
they continue to play ilieir oest basketball.- - ~ ~ =

After spending the first 15 weeks of the season ranked
second overall in the CIS, the Lancers women's basketball team has claimed top spot away from the undefeated St Mary's Huskies.

Windsor has rattled otf 15 straight wins since its opening night blemish, a 62-58 loss to the Carleton Ravens
and loo to be in prime championship defense mode.

The three time defending champions now (15-1) on the
season have used a balanced scoring attack and a stifling
pressure defense to win each of its games by a margin of
36 points.
The (13-0) Huskies are clearly the class of the Atlantic
University Sports conference and own a 22 point margin
of-victory move in to the second rank in Canadian University Basketball. These teams who do not play each
other due to the separate conferences seem poised to
meet in Windsor at the CIS National Championships in
March.
St. Mary's is led by the big three of Justine Colley, Rachelle Coward and Lia St. Pierre. Colley and Coward each
average 20 points per game, while St. Pierre is a doubledouble machine averaging 15.8 points per game to go
along with 10.8 rebounds.

Fifth year starter Jessica Clemoncon leads the way for
the Lancers averaging 18 points per game while hauling in 8.3 rebounds a contest Windsor is also headed
by two time CIS defensive player of the year Miah Marie
Langlois and guard Korrissa Williams who each average
in double digit scoring.

In their most recent game, a 106-35 pounding of the
Waterloo Warriors, the blue and gold had four players
score in double digits while holding the Warriors to a
dismal 23 per cent shooting performance.

7ZPM
2/1/2014

Ryerson
Rams

SouthWindsorArena

VA2)14

Toronto Varsity Blues

Toronk>,Oft,,I

7:00 PM

"It's just pressure, I'm a guard I know what it's like. I
know what I wouldn't like and I just try to do that [to the
opposition]" said Langlois.
While it remains to be seen if the Lancers will meet the
Huskies in the Final 8, the Lancers will see action next
against the Guelph Gryphons this Saturday night.

1/26'2014 Ryerson

Toronto.ON

20-25. 21-25)

Rams

SP100 Forest Firefighting Training

21.V.!llA

Conducted by: Wildfire Specialists Inc.

2/2/2014

Course Location: Windsor

L0-3 (24-26.

N1pissing
Lakers

St Denis 1:00PM

York Lions

St. Denis
Centre

Centre
1:00PM

Course Date: March 19- March 23, 2014

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Course Cost: $975.00 + HST
Wildfire Specialists Inc.
2233 Radar Rd, Suite 5, Hanmer ON
Telephone: 705-693-0323

www.wildfirespecialists.ca

Fax:705-693-0326

1/26'2014 Ryerson

1N.i!nM Nipissj"9
lakel8
2/2/2014

York Lions

L0-3 (24-26.
2().25, 21•25)

Rams

MNR Accredited Training Agency
Successful completion of the SPlOO Fire Fighter Training Course does not guarantee
employment. Please refer to the MNR Web Site for information on this course and other
requirements to become an Ontario Fire Fighter http://ontario.ca//ireranger

Toronto.ON

St DenlS 1:00PM
Centre
St. Denis
Centre

1:00PM
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VIA CANADIAN
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

OTTAWA - Veteran women's
hockey player, Hayley Wickenheiser (Shaunavon, SK) will be
the Canadian Olympic Team
flag bearer for the Opening Ceremony at the Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games.
The Canadian Olympic Committee made the announcement last week at an intimate
event involving six members
of Wickenheiser's family, government and Canadian Olympic officials at Parliament Hill.
Wickenheiser, who is currently
in Vienna, Austria training with
the Women's National Hockey'
Team, joined the announcement via satellite.
LANCERS ADD
RECRUIT ANDREA
JONES (VIA
GOLANCERS.CA)

Teamwork makes the dream work
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

To add to the bliss of an undefeated season, the Vmcent
Massey Mustangs junior boys
basketball team has been invited to play in the Junior Basketball Championship Tournament in Unionville from Feb.
27to Mar. 2.
Due to limited funds the (17-0}
squad will be holding. a num-

ber of fund.raisers to be able to
compete in the tournament
"The goal is to raise about
$3,000 which would reduce the
cost to about $30 a [player].
One thing we have set up is that
we have a game against Kennedy on the [Feb] 6 where if we
can do a full buyout and have
kids to come to the game," said
head coach Keith McShan.
The team will test its perfect record against the likewise flawless Catholic Central, before
dosing out its schedule against

Kennedy on the Feb. 6. The
match against Catholic Central
defense will prove to be a tough
test for the Mustangs as the
Comets have only conceded an
average of 38 points per game
this season.
On the undefeated record point
guard Mohammed Farhat discussed the team motto.
"Teamwork makes the dream
work," said Farhat. "We came
into came into the season with
a goal, and I am really proud of
the way the guys have come to-

gether. But we still have work
to do:'
The Mustangs have done their
part through stellar regular
season and tournament play.
Hopefully the basketball fans
of Windsor-Essex can come
through and help this team realize its dream.
To help reach their goal the
team has also announced a fund.raiser dinner on Feb. 21. For
fundraising info please contact
by email at keithmcshan_52@
hotmail.com

ancer womens vo e
gram.
A 5'8 setter with Medway High
School and the Forest City Volleyball Club, Jones is an overall
athlete that Coach Hodgson is
eager to have join the Blue &
Gold. 'i\ndrea's work ethic and
attitude are exactly what we are
looking for with our players; she
is very versatile and fit in the
minute she stepped on campus
with the girls," said Hodgson.
"We are looking forward to her
pushing for playing time and
touches right away. The fact she
is able to swing and set gives us
a chance to make changes that
can have an immediate impact
on a game
RAMBO RESIGNS WITH
THE STAMPS

Calgary Stampeders cornerback
Keyon Rambo has resigned
with the team that will keep him
in Cattle Country until the 2016
season. Rambo had 51 tackles
and no interceptions last season
while only playing in 15 games.
STAMKOS CLEARED
FOR LIGHT CONTACT

Only two months after breaking his tibia, Steven Stamkos
has resumed on ice activity with
an eye on making his return in
advance of the Sochi Olympics.
The perennial 60 goal scorer is
projected to play on a line that
would feature fellow superstar
Sidney Crosby as well as Jamie
Benn on the left wing.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIRCATES
business.h umber.ea/postgrad

POSTGRADUATE CERTIRCATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad
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ST.CLAIR

New for September 2014

COLLEGE

Apply today at ontariocolleges.ca

start

•

go anywhere

stclaircollege.ca

R

COCHRANE
LITTLE SWAY
_JAUH ~ .4hAII
with special 1uests

SARAH HILTZ
MIKE HARGREAVES
Windsor's own pop singer & songwriter Crlssl
Cochrane releases the new album Little Sway,
an album of songs Inspired by jazz & soul.
Available NOW on !Tunes.

~/J~/5

THE PHOG LOUNGE
Iii
•

$10 I 19+ I D00RSAT9:3(J)M
NJ./N-a TICKETS ON~ tON AT:

LITILESWAY.EVENTBRITE.COM
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- 9 2014

t ~ident's
address

arts

03~

Windsor flick hitting
the big screen

sports

oa~

die St. Denis
Centre expansion

BLACK
HISTORY
MONTH

1s~

the wooden bust of Melvm Mac Simpson, founder of the North
American Black Historical Museum • photo by Travis Fauteux

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

Black History month is an opportunity
to recognize the struggles and triumphs
of the black people in our community
and throughout North America. Windsor and Essex County, once known as a
safe haven for fugitive slaves, occupies a
significant place in that history.
For Black History Month 2014, the
Lance has decided to revisit some of that
history that has shaped the Windsor-Essex community in the last two hundred
years.
To some, it may come as a surprise that
slavery once existed in what is now Canada.
In 1793, Lieutenant-Governor John
Graves Simcoe persuaded the government to pass the Act Against Slavery.
This law made it illegal to import slaves
into Canada and made it so that African-Canadians born after 1793 to slave
mothers, at the age of 25, be free.
In 1784, some of the first blacks arrived
in Amherstburg, including the 60 enslaved by Matthew Elliot, a loyalist soldier who settled on a farm in the small
town.

The North American Black Historical
Museum and Cultural Centre in Amherstburg has a lashing ring on display
that was recovered in a tree on the Elliot
property.
"It would have been used to tie slaves so
someone could whip them;' explained
Terran Fader, the museum's curator.
Others who were part of the first blacks

blacks lived in Amherstburg and the surrounding region.
The small town, the closest point of entrance between the United States and
Canada along the river, was most often
used as a stop along a longer journey
North - many fugitive slaves feared capture by their slave owners so close to the
border.

THEREWASA SHORTTIME
WHEN THERE WERE 30
FUGITIVE SLAVES ENTERING
AMHERSTBURG PER DAY
to arrive, such as James Fry and James
Robertson, were granted land for their
military service.

tion to Canada after the Passing of the
Fugitive Slave Act:' which appeared in
The Journal of Negro History in 1920,
"fifteen to twenty thousand Negroes entered Canada between 1850 and 1860,"
with most refugees settling along the Detroit River.
This was the peak of the Underground
Railroad and the influx of fugitive slaves
brought business activity to Windsor Essex. Blacks were heavily involved in
the business affairs of the town, often
turning the skills they acquired as slaves
to make a living for their families.
"Trades were really popular because in
slavery they used those sorts of trades;
said Fader. "Someone might have been
a blacksmith before coming over, and so
those skills were helpful here:'

Though no conclusive proof remains, it
is probable that more than a few blacks
fought and settled in the Amherstburg
area during and following the War of
1812.

Closer to the middle of the century, the
region's black population began to grow
and a strong community was formed. In
1850, Umted States Congress passed a
Fugitive Slave Act, which made it more
dangerous for escaped slaves to hide in
the northern states-Canada became a
major destination.

After 1850, according to historian Wilbur Siebert, there was a short time when
there were 30 fugitive slaves entering
Amherstburg per day, a number that has
forever cemented the town in the history
books as the chief crossing point for the
Underground Railroad

By the time slavery was abolished in the
British Empire in 1833, over a hundred

Jt is estimated according to historian
Fred Landon's article "The Negro Migra-

MORE
PAGE 06 I>
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op1n1on
RAISING

MINIMUM

WAGE
NOT EXACTLY A

......
& your opposition of multilingualism
Did you watch the Superbowl or at least some of the ads? Well, chances are you've heard of the (in)famous Coke commercial and the racist
backfire it received. Coca-Cola released the "It's Beautiful" ad, featuring
the song 'J\.merica the Beautiful" being sung in a multitude oflanguages.
Some Twitter users backfired, armed with hashtags like "#ftckcoke" (excuse my language but I'm being serious), "#America" and "#english."
The uproar was that a patriotic song should only be sung in English
(sometimes being confused with American) and that any other language is apparently unpatriotic. As @EIJungleCat pointed out, "Mexicans, terrorists, Jews, and n•ggers are not J\.merican"' (her account has
since been deleted).

GOOD THING

Seriously? Might I point out that the language of"Mexicans" is Spanish,
which is in fact the u.s:s second language. There is no language of terrorism, which was around long before 9/11. Judaism is a religion that is
prevalent in America, among other places in the world. African Americans make up 12.6 per cent of the U.S. according to demographics from
20 I 0-that sounds pretty "American" to me.

On Jan. 30, the Ontario government announced
it would increase the minimum wage from $10.25
per hour to $11 per hour effective June l, 2014.
This announcement was met with great enthusiasm from many people I've talked to, most of
whom work minimum wage jobs to supplement
their income while attending university.

And really, the true Americans are Native Americans, who natively
speak many different languages-and English is not one of them.
America as a nation was founded between several different ancestries,
with settlers and explorers from Spain, Holland, France, Spain, Italy and
more, setting up colonies in the New World. That's five different languages. Don't believe me? Well, how come Detroit is called Detroit? It's
a French name derived from Fort Pontchartrain du Detroit, the original
settlement.

For those who don't rely on this income to live, it's
a great thing. For the rest of Ontarians a raise in the
minimum wage is a band-aid solution to a cancerous problem.
For example, someone living in Toronto who works
forty hours a week at $11 per hour for fifty weeks
a year earns eight per cent below the poverty line.
This also assumes they never take time off work
and are given forty hours each week consistently.
And let's be serious-most people working minimum wage are not getting ~hours a week. Be.,
tween Dec. 2012 and Dec. 2013 there was an increase of 2.8 per cent in part time employment. It
is not uncommon for people to work multiple part
time jobs than to have one full time position.
According to data from Statistics Canada, 8.8 per
cent of Canadians lived in poverty in 2011. The
most likely to live in poverty were unattached individuals or single-parent households. Those in
receipt of Ontario Works or Ontario Disability
Support Program were even worse off, typically
earning 40 per cent below the poverty line.

VOL.861SSUE22
FEBRUARY062014

shame on you tweeters

With globalization, America has become more than the ethnicity and
languages that founded it. Besides, even if some ethnicity or language
is not part of America, should you be bashing it for singing praises to
your country? You should be accepting and honoured. Overall, we're
all human beings, regardless of skin colour or the language we speak.
Shouldn't we accept that?
And by the way, for Americans who thought the ad slandered their
country's anthem, your anthem is "The Star Spangled Banner." If I could
hear my national anthem in multiple languages, l<i be honoured. I've
already sung it in both French and English.
-JasonR~
~-~_,Publicshaming.tumblr.com posted a series of tweets showing
what some racist and un-accepting haters of the ad thought.
Most of these users have either deleted their Twitter account
since, or have made it a private account - except for @
sheyennemyers, who thought she could escape the Internet
by deleting the tweet. Might I point out @TheSeaweed, who
apparently is in the military.

Raising the minimum wage to $11 per hour represents a seven per cent increase in wages. That may
sound great, but it also means a seven per cent increase in labour costs for businesses. While large
corporations with wide profit margins can undoubtedly afford this increase, smaller businesses
are going to suffer. If they can't afford this increase
they may close shop, resulting in increased unemployment and greater competition in the labour
market.
This begs the question, 'what is the solution?' My
answer: a guaranteed annual income for all selfsupporting Canadian citizens.
Let's say the poverty line is $25,000. That means if
you earn less than that figure, you are living in poverty. If every self-supporting Canadian was guaranteed at least that amount as a right of citizenship,
we would almost completely eliminate poverty.
Those working full time at minimum wage jobs
would have their income supplemented by the government to ensure their survival. If they got sick
or were laid off, they would still be guaranteed this
money. If they had a child their stipend would increase to cover the costs of childcare.
Anyone who is already earning above the poverty
line would not receive government support, thus
ensuring that only the very needy would be cared
for.
The notion of a guaranteed annual income is not
new. It was introduced in Canada in the 1970s as
the Negative Income Tax. It was experimentally
implemented in Manitoba for a short time and resulted in increased education rates and more time MORE
PAGE OJ[>

UungleCat

That coke commercial sucked. Mexicans,
terrorists, jews, and n•ggers are not
"American" .
Chris Kling
•

CTheSeaweed

I feel un-American for drinking Coke today. I
took an oath to defend this country. How is a
song to our nation sang in different
languages?

Nice to see that coke likes to sing an
AMERICAN song in the terrorist's language.
Way to go coke. You can leave America.
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m1ss1on statement
The goal of the lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press,
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times. strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission. and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters wiU be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents 4:>2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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complaints
Why are they singing the National Anthem in

different languages? Americans speak
English.

Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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for mothers spent rearing newborns.
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Other countries have entertained the possibility of guaranteed income, such as Iran,
Brazil, and India.
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In Canada, we already have this system
in place for seniors. The GAINS benefits
guarantees a maximum of $83 per person
per month if you qualify. Other payments,
such as the Ontario sales tax credit and
child care subsidy, are known as "transfer
payments" - essentially, transferring money collected from taxes to low income and
needy households.
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Why, then, is it such a stretch to provide a
guaranteed level ofincome for all Canadian
citizens regardless of age, sex, employment
status, ethnicity, or ability? If every Canadian was guaranteed to live at least at the
poverty line, there would be no need for
raising the minimum wage and deterring
small business entrepreneurs.
It would also keep Canada competitive
in the global market by not scaring away
those businesses who are capable of rebasing to another country-a phenomenon
known as "capital flight."
Critics of this program will probably make
two very solid points: 1) How can we afford
this? And 2) This will encourage people not
to work, and by extension will lower aggregate productivity.
Affordability would not be an issue if our
•••• ls t
7'
•J trnn
J dr
massive subsidies and exemptions for the
wealthy. For example, a recent study from
C.D. Howe reported that low income families pay more taxes as their income goes up
than those who already have a high income.

..W••

We could fund a guaranteed annual income
if our government would also stop lowering the corporate tax rate, which is already
on par with the global average and significantly lower than most regional averages.
As for productivity, there are several problems that arise with this topic, most notably
how productivity is measured.

If we define productivity as work that adds
to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), or
put simply, work that has economic value,
then it's entirely possible it will decline with
a guaranteed annual income. If we make
the definition more realistic and include
volunteer work, unpaid domestic labour,
raising children, and caring for the elderly
then aggregate productivity will likely increase.
I personally don't know anyone who isn't
productive in some way according to the
broader and more realistic definition given
above. If we stopped counting productivity as wage or salary work and look at the
bigger picture, I think we'll find that most
people contribute to society in some meaningful way.
Whether it's the single mother who wants
to spend more time with her children, an
elderly man caring for his sick wife, or an
impoverished married couple struggling to
pay their bills, everyone deserves an equal
chance to survive and thrive.

If they can't do it with a higher minimum
wage, then perhaps we need to start reexamining those social institutions and
structural barriers that are the root cause of
the problem, rather than imposing a short
term solution to a longstanding issue.

- Lindsay Sheppard, lance
reporter
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WE NEED

Wildeman insists this evaluation is not
something students should feel uneasy
about; he sees this as an opportunity to
showcase what makes the University of

Windsor great.
University of Windsor president Alan
Wildeman delivered his address last
Tuesday on the future of the university with regards to the school's Capital
Transformation Plan, Campus Master
Plan, and Strategic Mandate Agreement
(SMA), which must be sent to the Ontario government in March.
Wildeman's goal for the future can be
summarized as being all about "winning."
In his address, titled "Making a difference when a difference matters; Wildeman expanded on the details of the
SMA and discussed the university's reaction to the mandate.
The mandate requires that universities
and colleges in Ontario identify their
program strengths, their planned enrolments, and the methods by which
they intend to realign their operating
budgets while still maintaining a high
quality experience for students.
As of now, nobody, including the president himself, seems to know what
impact this mandate will have on the
higher level institutions.
"Neither I, nor any of my colleagues
across Ontario, can yet connect the dots
about how exactly the ... SMA will play
out in terms of funding or programs
that universities will be able to offer,"
said Wildeman.
Institutions have been assured they

will be able to continue offering programs that may be outside their areas of
strength.

"These kinds of conversations are happening all across Ontario; said Wildeman. "Personally, this has to be an opportunity. This is about winning."
The board of governors-approved SMA
for the University of Windsor will be
submitted to the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities in late March.
Following that, the university will wait
to hear how the SMAs from the universities and colleges across Ontario will
be used.
"How universities and colleges across
Ontario respond to the new government direction will chart a course for
how they evolve in the future;' said
Wildeman.

"Winning has to be something much
more than just avoiding loss; said
Wildeman. "It has to be more than feeling good about temporarily preserving
the status quo. I have no doubt that the
status quo will not be good enough."
Possibly the biggest changes set to occur on campus are outlined in the Capital Transformation and Campus Master
Plans, which re-imagine the campus to
provide students with centralized service and more green space for recreational activity on campus.
"This really speaks to what [Wildeman]
was saying about being competitive and
being able to attract students to a campus where they want to be," said Holly
Ward, University of Windsor's chief
communications officer.
The university's recent purchase of the

Assumption University buildings allows for the Capital Transformation
Plan to move forward sooner than
expected. Administration will vacate
Chrysler Tower and move into Assumption University, which will house
the central administrative offices and
Senate and Board of Governors rooms.
"More centralized student services was
one of the goals in ... our Capital plan;
said Wildeman. "It is not right that students have had to go to so many different places to access the services they
need."
The Campus Master Plan will transform
the campus into a very different place.
In the fall, Sunset Avenue will be closed
off just south of the Chrysler Hall North
service driveway and will be for pedestrian use only. To compensate for those
road closures, California Avenue will
be expanded onto university property
to allow for more traffic.
"It's more pedestrian oriented, but with
bike routes as well," said Deb Westman,
associate architect for the Master Plan.
"The university is also closing parking
lots, and consolidating them in the new
parking structure."
Other improvements include adding
more trees, cleaning up areas with dead
grass and creating more courtyards,
and linking spaces together.
"That's really what this is about; said
Ward. "Remaining competitive, preparing the campus for the next 50 years,
and [making] it a more welcoming
place for students and staff to be:'
The Campus Master Plan is currently
in a conceptual stage and will not move
forward until a funding model has been
fully identified.
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and what it says about climate change
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

normal wind pattern typically keeps
extremely cold air up toward the North
Pole. However, warmer temperatures in
the arctic have melted polar ice and have
radiated the heat into the atmosphere.

On Jan. 30, Jerry Schnoor, a civil and environmental engineering professor from
the University of Iowa and Editor-inChief of the Environmental Science and
Technology journal came to the university to talk about climate change and the
popular polar vortex. The event was attended by about seventy five people from
campus and the community.
Schnoor discussed how North America's
recent low temperatures and high precipitation are both signs of global climate
change, but the main topic on his agenda
was the polar vortex phenomenon.
The polar vortex, he explained, can be
best described as an arctic hurricane
that occurs in the winter months. This

"The polar vortex is a mass of cold air
that normally stays near the arctic. But it
can be nudged to come down lower into
North America by strong high pressure
pushing on this mass of cold air," said
Schnoor.

0 ... we'll set 20 hot day
reco~ s for every new cold
day record. This is assuming
we don't make drastic changes.
- Jerry Schnoor

The polar vortex is thus weakened, allowing the cold air to travel further south
into Canada and the U.S. If the jet stream
is also weakened, its moisture-heavy air
will also travel south in the form of heavy
precipitation.

precipitation and record low temperatures.

Because of the excessive amount of melting ice in the arctic this previous summer, a result of climate change, both the
polar vortex and the jet stream are affecting us now causing our unusually high

Schnoor pointed out the ways in which
our global climate is changing, saying we
can look forward to setting more records
for hot weather than cold weather in the
coming years.

- - - - - - - - - ~ - , . - -........- - - - - - - - - - - - - -........- - - - , "By 2020 ... we'll set 20 hot day records
for every new cold day record," he said.
"This is assuming we don't make drastic
changes."
The biggest change we need to make, according to Schnoor, is to cut reliance on
fossil fuels.
"We need to transition out of the fossil
fuel age... It's not that we're running out
of coal, oil and natural gas - we are not,
there's plenty-it's that we're running out
of places to store our emissions, our exhaust. Environmental constraints are so
severe and climate is changing so fast
that we dare not continue to do that," he
said.
Steps have been taken by the United Nations to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions-the source of climate change.
In 1997, 192 countries including Canada

1801 Walker Road, Wndsor, 519.252.3442

signed the Kyoto Accord, a document
that places responsibility for these emissions mostly on the developed world and
calls for a global reduction strategy.
The preamble to the Kyoto Accord states:
"Recognizing that developed countries
are principally responsible for the current high levels of GHG emissions in the
atmosphere as a result of more than 150
years of industrial activity, the Protocol
places a heavier burden on developed
nations under the principle of "common
but differentiated responsibilities.""
Canada withdrew from the Kyoto Accord in 2011 under the Harper government, despite being one of the top polluters on the planet. Between 1990 and
2010, Canada's GHG emissions rose 65
percent.
Canada is considered one of the top ten
worst emitters of greenhouse gasses in
the world.
"We're always going to set cold weather
records in a given location, but they'll occur less and less frequently. On the other
hand, warmer days will occur more frequently;' added Schnoor.
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SARAH HORWATH

editor-1n-ch1ef

This past Monday marked the
ninth year for Afrofest at the
University of Windsor, intending to promote student
unity, celebrate Black History
month and engage everyone
in a cross cultural exchange.
The week long celebration has
been nothing short of interesting discussion, artistic and
musical talent, and beautiful
fashion.
"The types of things that we
have this year are [three]
panel discussions, we also
have showcases of dances and
drumming. And then we have
the Black History 101 Mobile
Museum as well, which incorporates hip hop history too;'
said Safiya Abbadi, coordinator for Afrofest.
Abbadi, a fifth-year liberal
professional studies student
at UWindsor first became
involved with the festival several years ago as a volunteer
and was eager to promote the
array of events going on this
week.

Afrofest 2014 featured African jewelry and products • photo by
Sarah Horwath

"We also have ethic food tasting featuring African foods
and a fashion show with African designs. [There is] the
mosaic marketplace where we
will display some artwork and
artifacts and a vendor with
African jewelry and products

5

such as pure shea butter;' she
said.

scent to know about it;' said
Ikpong.

For many UWindsor students,
celebrating their African heritage is important to them.

Ikpong has memories of being a student in grade school
and writing a letter to Coretta
Scott King and the effect that
it had on her to continue to
celebrate African Diaspora.

"In grade school and high
school we didn't really make
too big of a deal of Black History month, it was just kind of
a little history lesson here and
there about Martin Luther
King Jr. or Malcolm X or Rosa
Parks, so being able to put on
a week long celebration, it just
felt right and kind of felt like
it was necessary that it's the
least I could do to pay homage to all civil rights activists
that have made it possible for
us to enjoy living in North
America in this day and age;'
said Zainab Ikpong, financial
coordinator for Afrofest and
second-year criminology student at UWindsor.
Ikpong said that there isn't
much awareness about Windsor playing a great role in the
underground railroad and the
abolition of slavery.
"Not a lot of people know
that they [slaves] came from
the southern United States to
Detroit and even to Windsor and there is a lot of art in
the Sandwich area and there's
even the First Baptist Church
on Peter Street...its just something we might pass by it and
not actually notice, so I think
it's important for us to at least
try to educate those that are
African or not of African de-

"When I was in grade school
we had a letter writing activity where you had to choose
someone with some type
of notoriety to send a letter
to and I chose to send it to
Coretta Scott King, Martin
Luther King Jr:s wife. This was
before she passed and she actually wrote me back and my
morn always encouraged me
to write her back and tell her
about my interest in wanting to go to Atlanta and go
to The Martin Luther King Jr.
Centre [for Nonviolent Social Change]. I didn't and she
passed away, and so that also
gave me an awakening [that]
even though I'm in university
and I might be busy... just get
involved...and celebrate African Diaspora."
Afrofest 2014 continues until
Feb. 9.
FOR A FULL LISTING
OF ALL THE EVENTS
VISIT:
UWSA.CA/AFROFEST.
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THE VOICE OF THE FUGITIVE

In 1851, Henry C. Bibb, a former slave,
began publishing the first black newspaper in Canada: The Voice of the Fugitive.
The paper, printed nearby in Sandwich,
brought the news throughout North
America, promoting Canada as a safe
destination for fugitive slaves. The paper
incorporated world news, letters, poetry,
and the individual stories of slaves who
followed the Underground Railroad to
Canada.
Bibb died at the age of 39, less than a year
after a fire destroyed his printing office.
May the voice of the fugitive live on in
print.
TO OUR OLD MASTERS NO. 2
JANUARY 29, 185 I

In our last number we endeavoured to
show that human slavery had not invariably depended upon the inferiority (or
the supposed inferiority) of the persons
enslaved-that all classes and colors had
alike been subjected to its influence, and
that its existence in the majority of instances hinged upon the physical powers
at the command of the enslaved ...
We find that this assumption of our
mental inferiority is not generally entertained among the highly enlightened;
a view from inside the Taylor Log Cabin • photo by Travis Fauteux
they are disposed to admit us into the
ranks of progressive beings; it is among
people
that
come
don't
have
any
real
the
badly educated, arrogant, and half
PART TWO:
the Underground Railroad;' said Fader.
background
with
African
history
...
We
finished
portion of your race-men,
"Families that have stayed in town have
TAYLOR LOG CABIN
want to point out that there was a strong
diminutive in intellect, but giants in
donated them:'
culture before they were brought over
self-esteem-who are compensated for
The areas of Sandwich and Amherst- NAZREY AME CHURCH
and before they became slaves," said
their lack of wisdom by their measureburg have changed significantly since
less stock of impudence, imagining, forthe days of the Underground Railroad, Next-door to the log cabin sits the Fader, pointing to a set of African talksooth, bec~use they belong to an elevated
but signs of their black past dapple the Nazrey African Methodist Episcopal ing drums that she says were used as a
cttut'di,
bunt
by
am,
ftff"blla"'---coi,mm~=att1~tfftil"'f,e""'""""d!fl""'~""~~!!!l!ll~~~
. .~-l!IWll~..-.ll!!l!lh=""""""~=
landscape m the form of street sfgns,
refugees. Constructed out of stone tribes who all spoke different languages.
them in color are little better than a suchurches, and tombstones.
from local farmer's fields, the church
perior order of monkeys...
The museum also has a section dediOne such artifact, the Taylor Log Cabwas a sanctuary for blacks after cross- cated to local heroes who were the sons
A WARNING VOICE
in, is now part of the North American ing the river and, often, before moving
further North.
and daughters of escaped slaves.
TO THE FUGITIVES FROM
Black Historical Museum.
Th
"th al
,r''fi
SLAVERYWHOAREYET
George Taylor, a fugitive slave from "They built this place with their hands.
e expression ere McCo,, or exTARRYING IN THE UNITEDKentucky who fought in the Civil War, They collected all the materials them- ample, came from Elijah McCoy.
STATES
once lived in the cabin.
selves too from local farmers and many McCoy, born in Colchester, was the inused skills they had learned in slavery ventor of the steam-engine lubricator.
FEBRUARY 12, 185 I
The one room cabin, which has been at
to
build
it,"
said
Fader.
"When
slaves
Apparently
there
were
a
lot
of
imitaTo
all such we say, think not that you
its current location since about 1855, is
escaped,
they
could
come
to
get
clothes,
tions,
so,
when
people
were
buying
they
are
safe and out of danger while you are
furnished as it would have been in the
food,
and
shelter:'
would
ask
for
"the
real
McCoy:'
under
the wings of the flesh-devouring
late 1800s and although some renovaeagle
of
America which protects the libtions did occur throughout its long his- No longer with a worshipping congre- "It's crazy;' laughed Fader. "I never realerties of fugitives from Southern bondtory including the addition of a second gation, the church is used today for ized there was such a local connection."
age as the wolf protects the lamb. Be not
floor, it is undeniably a window into the museum events that educate the public
Fader
said
that
it
is
stories
like
McCoy's
flattered into the belief that you are not
past.
about the history of black Canadians.
that make this area so rich in black hisliable to be pounced upon by the manInside the cabin is an authentic rope In 2000 the church was designated a Na- tory.
thief, at any moment, because you may
bed, wash tub, spinning wheel, and but- tional Historic Site.
be surrounded by those who express
"One of the questions I get asked the
ter churn. A root cellar beneath the
sympathy for you, and say that you shall
THE MUSEUM
most is: Why is the museum in Amhernot be carried back to slavery, many of
scuffed floorboards once served as storstburg?
A lot of people come through
whom, we fear, have more sympathy for
age for vegetables and as a shelter dur- The museum's permanent exhibit tells
and haTe never even heard of this town,
the slave-catching law than they have for
ing storms. Fader said that it was not the full story of slavery in North Amerbut it was the chief crossing point, so
you. Think not that you are beyond the
known to conceal fugitive slaves.
ica, but Fader said you have to start in
there's a lot of history here," said Fader.
reach of the man hunter and kidnapper
Africa to fully understand it.
"The descendants from here really did
"Most of the artifacts actually belonged
anywhere short of her Majesty's dominto descendants of escaped slaves from "We start in Africa because a lot of great things:'
ions, which is "the land of the brave" and
a home for the slave.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LETTER FROM W.M STILL
PHILADELPHIA

PART THREE:

The Sandwich First Baptist Church
stands modestly near the corner of Peter Street and Prince Road, not far south
of the University of Windsor. Many students walk by it each day on their way
to class, but few know the role that is
played in the Underground Railroad.
In the 1820s, former slaves Henry
Brown, John Hubbs and Willis Jackson
began their own informal church group,
but it was not until twenty years later
that eleven members of the Close Communion of Baptists made the congregation official.

Members worshipped in each other's
houses or outside while a log cabin - finished in 1847 - was built. The church's
first pastor was Rev. Madison Lightfoot.
Queen Victoria donated an acre of land
to the congregation to build a new brick
church.
Using hand hewn lumber and bricks
made with clay straight from the Detroit River, the congregation of former
slaves completed their church in 1851.
The church's completion coincided with
the mid-century increase in slaves escaping to Canada; it thus took on an

important place in the history of the
Underground Railroad.
Trapdoors in the floor of the church
may indicate its history as a safe haven
for fugitive slaves.
It has been speculated that the space under the floor would have been used to
hide fugitives from their masters who,
after the passage of the infamous Fugitive Slave Act in the United States, were
not afraid to try and reclaim what they
believed was theirs. It is even said that
an underground tunnel once ran from
the bank of the Detroit River to the
church.

MARCH 24, 185 I

Dear Sir
I have been so well pleased with your
"Voice of the Fugitive:' for the short time
it has been visiting this city, that I have
felt to be my duty to render you and the
cause some service in the way of procuring subscribers to it. I am fully persuaded that if we neglect to sustain our antislavery press-a power irresistible-we
may in vain hope to elevate our race, or
obviate the enormous outrages and ills
that afflict and beset us on ever hand ...
Certainly there is no earthly influence to
be compared with that of the Press...

• e e • • • • • • • e e
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SASKATCHEWAN
PROFESSOR UNEARTHS POTENTIAL KEYTO OIL
SANDS LAND
RECLAMATION

feb. 04
SASKATOON (CUP) -A University of Saskatchewan professor is researching a process
which could change the way
strip mining sites in Alberta's
oil sands are reclaimed.
Susan Kaminskyj, a professor
in the Department of Biology,
has found a fungus .that allows
plants to grow in the toxic soil
petroleum strip mining leaves
behind.
Most bitumen - a semi-solid
form of petroleum found in
Alberta's oil sands - is accessible only through strip mining.
Once all the bitumen is extracted from a site, the mines are
filled and oil sands companies
haul in new soil and new plant
life to reclaim the site.
However, a small amount of
toxic bitumen remains in the
soil, poisoning the area and
......'"']o.-;~ .._,.
,,.......
Dlltiw
plant lifefor years. The remaining sites are referred to as tailings sands.

sistently found T. harzianum in
the plants and began to search
for a connection.
"These [plants] aren't well
looked on because they're just
weeds, but weeds are important
because they're pioneers and
they've figured out how to grow
on stressful sites;' Kaminskyj
said
The use of T. harzianum is not
a complete land reclamation
system in itself, but Kaminskyj
said it could be used to improve
existing methods.
"We don't want to take over reclamation, we just want to improve it," she said.
Kaminskyj has approached several oil field companies, including Suncor, Syncrude and Albian Sands with the technology,
but none have shown interest

MORE AT:
Though T. harzianum has been
successful in lab tests, Kaminskyj and her team have not been
able to do any field testing because no oil sands companies
have granted them access to
their tailings sands sites.

•

cupw1re.ca

take a long time. Furthermore,
they sometimes need to be
worked on multiple times before plant life begins to grow.

Kaminskyj said she is currently
working with an American
company to test the process on
areas contaminated by previous
industrial use.

Because of the slow pace of land
reclamation, tailings sands are
being created faster than they
are being reclaimed. There are
currently 715 square kilometres of tailings sands; only 1.04
square kilometres have been
certified as reclaimed.

One of the biggest problems
with existing tailings sands reclamation methods is that they

"Part of the problem is that
our species is very energy hungry and needs to become more

modern:· Kaminskyj said.
Kaminskyj acknowledged that
the oil sands are an important
resource for Canada and world
at large, but increased efforts are
needed to counter their detrimental effects.
"I think that we should focus
our efforts more on conservation and conserve our resources
for a future date," she said.

SCOTT DAVIDSON
THE SHEAF (UNIVERSITY
OF SASKATCHEWAN

SP100 Forest Firefighting Training
Conducted by: Wildfire Specialists Inc.
Course Location: Windsor
Course Date: March 19- March 23, 2014
Course Cost: $975.00 + HST

"They say their engineering
solutions work perfectly well.
They say, 'Why would we trust
your science when our engineering worksr Kaminskyj
said

Wildfire Specialists Inc.
2233 Radar Rd, Suite 5, Hanmer ON
Telephone: 705-693-0323

To prove the viability of her
idea, Kaminskyj is working on
finding sites for field testing.

Successful completion of the SPlOO Fire Fighter Training Course does not guarantee
employment. Please refer to the MNR Web Site for information on this course and other
requirements to become an Ontario Fire Fighter http://ontario.ca/fireranger

www.wildfirespecialists.ca

Fax:705-693-0326

MNR Accredited Training Agency
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"Toe processes the oil sands
companies go through are
complicated, they take a lot of
time, they're very expensive
and they sometimes have to
be done multiple times before
everything takes;' Kaminskyj
said. "Our technology allows us
to plant directly on the tailing
sands and hopefully allow us to
do everything in one pass:·
Toe particular isolate of the fungus Kaminskyj is testing, Trichoderma harzianum, seems to
be able to metabolize the toxic
hydrocarbons found in tailings
sands. By neutralizing the toxic
elements of the soil, the fungus
allows healthy plants to grow
without fertilizer and return the
area to its natural state.

CHOOSEYOU
CERTIFICATE

Toe fungus can be applied to a
wide range of plants. T. harzianum is an endophytic fungus,
meaning it is grown within
plants and has no detrimental
effects.
In lab trials, Kaminskyj and
her team dipped tailings sands
plants in bleach to sterilize them
and then grew T. harzianum on
the plants. The fungus was successful in allowing tomatoes,
wheat and a variety of grasses to
grow in bitumen contaminated
soil.

Kaminskyj started researching
the fungus when she examined
the "pioneer plants" that were
found growing on tailings sands
before anything else. She con-

7

POSTGRADUATE CERTIRCATES

POSTGRADUATE CERTIRCATES

business.humber.ca/postgrad
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Windsor flick hitting
... the big screens soon
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SARAH HURST
lance reporter

While the groundhogs could not agree
whether we will have an early spring or
six more weeks of winter, The Birder's release date has been set and the birds are
migrating to a screen near you, no matter the weather outside.
Co-written by Windsorites Theodore
Bezaire and Mike Stasko and directed by
Bezaire, the film stars Tom Cavanaugh,
Mark Rendall, Graham Greene and Fred
Willard.
Shot entirely in Windsor - Essex County
in only 18 days, The Birder follows high
school teacher and birder, Ron Spencer
(Cavanaugh), who loses the Head of
Ornithology position at the local Birding Park to rival, Floyd Hawkins (Jamie
Spilchuk.). Spencer recruits one of his old
students to help him tarnish Hawkins'
reputation and get back what should be
rightfully his.
After successfully travelling the film festival circuit last fall, The Birder is ready to
hit the theatres this spring.

"It went really well. I wasn't able to attend them all; I was able to attend the
one in Calgary and it was a really great
experience:' said Bezaire of the film festivals. "That was actually the first public
screening that we had. It was a bit of a
sigh of relief because you never know...
but in Calgary it seemed to have a really
positive response."
The official trailer, released Jan. 28, already has over 4,000 views and shows
various parts of Windsor - Essex County,
such as St. Anne's high school in Lakeshore, Sandwich Town and Point Pelee.

discussion post-film with the filmmakers
and an after party that is sponsored by
Wellington Brewery and Cooper's Hawk
Winery. Proceeds from the premiere at
the Capitor'theatre will go ro focal cn arity, Transition to Betterness.

FOR TICKET DETAILS AND
EVENT INFORMATION,
VISIT:
THEBIRDERMOVIE.COM.

After the premiere in Windsor, the film
will be shown in Lakeshore Cinemas for
regular ticket prices.

The film will debut in Windsor on Apr.
3, 2014 at the Capitol Theatre with all
of the glamour and excitement of a true
Red Carpet Hollywood Premiere.
"We couldn't be more proud about doing
it here in Windsor. We want to create a
splash. We think it's important to do it
for Windsor, to honour Windsor, to honour all the people that worked so hard on
this film .. .it's our opportunity to make
that splash;' said producer JeffNadalin.
"Early Bird" tickets are already on sale
and will go until Feb. 28. The price is
$45 and includes your arrival on the Red
Carpet, the screening of the film, a panel
actors Tom Cavanagh, Jamie Spilchuk, and Tommie-Amber Pirie
• photo courtesy of [iquidWild

#CREATION DEBATE

MICROSOFT

on· Tuesday the Internet was abuzz with the
streaming of the debate between Bill Nye (yup,
the Science Guy) and founder of the Creation
Museum, Ken Ham. The topic: evolution vs.
creationism. Check out YouTube to see the
event-because, the outcome is ... debatable, as
always. Or you can just check out a summary
through a media site and let them decide for you
(because, who wants a well-rounded, personal
opinion?)

Last year Microsoft made what was probably
one of its best decisions in awhile: to get rid
of Steve Blamer-an announcement which
jumped Microsoft's stock value by seven per
cent. Earlier this week, Microsoft made two
more great leaps. They are now appointing Satya
Nadella as CEO. And Bill Gates stepped down
as chairman and is fitting on the shoes of his
role as founder and technology advisor. Where
will this take the company? Who knows? But
I'm watching this one through my "windows:·
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"an inner ers ect1ve
AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

This month one of the University of Windsor's undergraduates, Erika DuChene, will be showcasing
her artwork at an independent Drawing and BioArt exhibition. The project is a solo venture and
will showcase all of her work from the last year
of her undergraduate degree. The exhibition, An
Inner Perspective, will feature many works within
the sphere of BioArt.
BioArt is art that uses a biological media as its
source, rather than ink or clay. The exhibition will
take place at the Artspeak Gallery in Windsor
from Feb. 9 to 16 with a special reception to be
held on Feb. 13.
Much of her art is done with small animal bones
so it was a long process for DuChene and she said
her work has been done to show the beauty within
the deceased.

"It will be a collection of of 2D and 3D works with
both real and drawn skulls and bones to show the
inner perspective of the animal anatomy; said
DuChene. "Each piece has its own story to tell to
immortalize the art form within the realm of taxidermy and fine media illustration:'
While DuChene has decided to take part in this
exhibition on her own as a solo project, she has
received support and encouragement from her
Bioart Professor, Dr. Jennifer Willet, from the
University of Windsor.
"I am thrilled for Erika," said Willet. "This is her
first solo exhibition off campus. I cannot take any
credit for this project. It is all a result of her own
initiative and hard work:'
Dr. Willet also said that DuChene was one of
13 students and Alumni that was asked to present their work in an exhibition highlighting the
best student BioArt projects produced in her lab
over the last five years. That exhibition has just
wrapped up in Toronto.

POLAR VORTEXTS

SPEAKEASY

UPSTAIRSAVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE
FUNCTIONS OR FUNDRAISERS
Call us today to book your function

519.962.5425
63 Riverside Drive East, Windsor
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Carrots n' Dates

a simple, inspiring philosophy:
"spread the health"

a

caen ar
w/ALEX AN DRASELLICK

FEBRUARY 6 TO FEBRUARY 13
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 6
Barenaked Ladies, Caesars Windsor,
8:00 p.m.
University Players Present:A Woman of No Importance, University
Players, 8:00 p.m.
Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery.
12:00 p.m.
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Mix Artists Exhibition Closing Ceremony, LeBel Building at The University of Windsor, 6:00 p.m.
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Matt, Conor and Lele Play Songs at
Milk wsg Jonathan Paul, Milk Coffee
Bar, 9:30 p.m.

0

0
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c..

Tire Swing Co. and Middle Sister
dual CD release feat. Leighton Bain,
Phog Lounge, I0:00 p.m.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 8
WSO Intimate Classics: Modern
Romantics, Leamington United
Mennonite Church, 7:30 p.m.
EPIC Wineries Festival of Ice, Harrow, 12:00 p.m.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 9
Avenue Q - Broadway in Windsor,
The Chrysler Theatre, 2:00 p.m.,
$25 and $30

KAR-LEIGH KELSO
lance reporter

When Neviana Nedeltchev began
her own journey to a healthier,
happier lifestyle, she never considered that it would grow into
a full-out restaurant endeavorher new cafe, Carrots n' Dates.
Located at 2090 Wyandotte
Street in the basement of the
Blackburn Radio station, Nedeltchev and her husband, Troy
Maleyko began a cafe centered
around raw, vegan foods-no
dairy products, eggs, meat, byproducts, preservatives or any
"junk'' to be found anywhere.
All of their menu items are plantbased recipes, which Nedeltchev
believes is a very important part
about the food she makes for her
family and her customers.
"It was [originally] based on my
transition in diet, healing my disease;' said Nedeltchev. At age 24,
she was diagnosed with Ulcerative Colitis, which is a condition
that causes inflammation in the
digestive system.

She learned that changing her
diet could help with many of the
symptoms and created a blog
where she began posting her
recipes. Readers of the blog began asking Nedeltchev to make
her recipes for them and that led
to her and Maleyko selling their
food at the market and then after
their success there, they opened
the restaurant.

Artist Lauren Laplante is currently showcasing her paintings
at the cafe, bringing splashes
of colour to the cozy basement.
Laplante, also interested in
health and eco-friendliness, said
the cafe was a good fit as a venue
for her artwork.
"People sort of hibernate in the
winter, they stay indoors and I
wanted people to come out;' said
Laplante. "It's a new business
and this way we sort of help .each
other out:'
The theme is based around her
family's cottage on Lake Huron
and features abstract visuals of
sunsets, shorelines and a peaceful state of mind. She tried
something new for her works:
beeswax drizzled over acrylic
paint and painted over with
acrylic paint to create the scenery. She said she chose the cafe
for several reasons, perhaps most
importantly getting them out
and about in the winter.
Laplante specifically chose beeswax as one of the mediums because she wanted to support the
bee industry in Ontario. Even the
acrylic paint was manufactured
in Canada.
Future plans for Nedeltchev and
Carrots n' Dates include hosting seminars on nutrition and a
healthy lifestyle and returning to
the farmer's market with a food
truck to sell items such as juice,
smoothies and power bars to
shoppers. Laplante's work will be
hanging in Carrots n' Dates until
Mar. 31.

EPIC Wineries Festival of Ice, Harrow, 12:00 p.m.
University Players Present: A Woman of No Importance, University
Players, 2:00 p.m.

MONDAY FEBRUARY I 0
Omnia Windsor Presents Handmade Valentines & Paper Flowers,
CAW Commons, I 0:00 a.m.

TUESDAY FEBRUARY I I
UWindsor's Club SODA Presents
their 4th Annual Boytoy People
Auction, Jackman Dramatic Art
Center, 6:00 p.m.
2014 Mechanical Bull Tour, The Palace of Auburn Hills, Michigan, 7:30
p.m.

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 12
University Players Present: A Woman of No Importance, University
Players, 8:00 p.m.
Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 13
Celebration of Nations 2014, CAW
Student Centre, I I :00 a.m.
University Players Present: A Woman of No Importance, University
Players, 8:00 p.m.
Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.
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lance reporter

FALLING WITH GLORY,TIMEGIANT
& DANGERFIELD
Last Thursday's show at the Dominion House was a raging success, despite the main event being absent from the lineup.
Paul Marc Rousseau, the guitarist for Silverstein, needed emergency surgery resulting in the band's cancellation of its shows in
Windsor, Kitchener and Hamilton.
That didn't deter Falling With Glory, TimeGiant, or Dangerfield
from rockin' the crowd. Each of the bands was met by an audience
of about a hundred people, all clamouring to get close to the stage.
Dangerfield was the first on the docket to warm up the crowd
· with their fast paced punk rock and engaging stage presence.
Within minutes they had the Dominion House on fire as guests
bobbed their heads to the music.
TimeGiant took the stage by storm as the crowd packed close together to catch a glimpse of these amazing rock ri rollers. Opening with their recent hit, "I Am the Fire," Tyrone Buccione captivated the audience with his impressive vocal range and intricate
guitar skills, setting the pace for an invigorating set.
The crowd sang along to their favourite tunes, swaying to Buccione's impressive saxophone solo in "Candy From a Feather"
and tapped their feet along to "White Window:' TimeGiant's set
concluded with Buccione jumping off an amp with a surprising
amount of force.
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Falling With Glory ended the night with their slower but equally
captivating melodious punk rock. But their calmer tunes didrit
stop an impromptu mosh pit from taking over the viewing area as
patrons pushed and pulled each other, resulting in heated words
and nearly starting several fist fights.
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Despite the blizzard, it was a great evening full of great music,
camaraderie, and appreciation.
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Staff at the Dominion House announced that anyone who purchased a ticket to see the show should save them for Silverstein's
rescheduled event on Feb. 28.

University of Windsor
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February 13, 2014 11 :00am-2:30pm
CAW Student Centre Commons
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FILM REVIEW
SANDEENHO
lance reporter

FROZEN
Being an avid Tumblr blogger, pictures and
GIFS of anything socially hilarious, embarrassing or heart-warming pops up on
my dashboard. Another thing Tumblr is
known for is the announcement of a new
movie that apparently, "everyone has to
see:'

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

DOING IT!:
HOWTOWRITETHE
PERFECT POEM
JOHN B.LEE
Highly acclaimed Ontario poet John
B. Lee's latest release Doing It!: How To
Write The Perfect Poem is a guidebook
to his art. Fear not - it is not a phone
book-sized, tiny-print manual, but
rather a thin volume of advice.
I write this review from the perspective of a third-year creative writing
major. I do not have as much formal experience with poetry as many
people do, but perhaps I have more
experience than most. Maybe that is
why I found the book slightly underwhelming.
Let it be said that Jonn B. Lee is a fantastic poet. Even this work of non-poetry is evidence of that with its beautiful turns of phrase and metaphorical
pictures.

However, the book just seemed a bit
too simple for a person with experience and too unclear for a novice. The
book seems to assume that the readers have tried their hand at poetry for
many years unsuccessfully or without
satisfaction. Rather than explaining
concepts in depth, it gives a brief description of each and some advice on
modifying these aspects of one's own
poetry. I was expecting more specific,
intricate advice.
At the same time, even if he does not
elaborate, Lee touches on all the points
one should consider in both writing
and revising a poem. The summaries
of these points are useful, and writers
should always keep these things in
mind. Another thing that really works
is his use of his own life and works as
examples. Reading as Lee dissects and
improves upon his poems from one
draft to another gives the readers an
idea of what they should be aiming to
do with their own work._~ - ~ - ~
Overall, this work contains core val·
ues for people who write poetry, and
it is worth a read for some good advice.

From the creators of Tangled and WreckIt Ralph comes the newest Disney movie:
Frozen, that introduces another princess to
their magical collection.
Elsa, born with the magic of controlling ice
and snow, struggles with controlling her
powers. One day she accidentally injures
her little sister Anna, with her magic. To
heal her, Anna is forced to forget the memory of Elsa's powers. To protect everyone
else around her, Elsa locks herself away
from everyone and her parents, the King
and Queen of Arendale close the castle
gates.
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Years after the incident, their parents disappear beneath the waves of the sea and
Elsa is next up to the throne. Forced to
open the castle gates for the coronation,
Elsa and Anna finally have their first conversation.
This movie has a way to appeal to both
adult audiences and children. With amazing animations, catchy music and an adorable cast, this movie would be hard to hate
for a Disney fan. It introduces a plot where
finding true love wasn't exactly the main
focus. Frozen is more about the bond between two sisters and the importance of
family.

If you don't like animations, cheesy music
and Disney, this movie isn't for you. But I
can guarantee, even if you hated the film or
loved it, you will be asking people over and
over if they want to build a snowman.
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charts • MURADERZINCLIOGLU
music director, CJAM 99.1 FM
more info? earshot-online.com & cjam.ca
indicates Canadian artist
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.g_lance reporter

·---------CORIOLANUS
One of Shakespeare's lesser-known
tragedies, Coriolanus has been performed in London at the Donmar
warehouse for the past few months.
However, it was broadcasted live to
theatres around the world very recently.
Although the movie theatre viewing of the play is not as fulfilling as it
would be in person, nor is the camera
quality any match for that of Hollywood movies, it is a unique and interesting experience.

Coriolanus takes place in ancient Roman times and tells the story ofa great
warrior of high rank as he struggles to
find a compromise between his Fascist
beliefs and his duty to the citizens of
Rome, between fighting the enemies
of the city and those within it.

-

Ever since the new Disney movie, Frozen,
was released in theatres, I began to see pictures and GIFS of a snowman named Olaf
who likes warm hugs and a very pretty, but
animated blonde and brunette. As I finally
decided to watch the movie, I had to admit
that it was just to see what all the hype was
about.

w

The Donmar Warehouse is an unusual venue for such a play. The stage is
fairly small and the set is never very
diverse, as there is not much room to
make vast changes between scenes or
set up many props. There is actually a
time when chairs are used in place of
shields or barriers. Even the costumes
are more modem-looking. Still, this
does not take away from the realism
of the play.
Perhaps that is because of the superb
acting. It is hard to pay attention to
anything else, as it starts off strong
from the very first line. Tom Hiddleston, famous for playing the villainous Loki in the Marvel cinematic
universe, takes the title role. His performance, emotional and full of depth,
is the strongest out of everyone's. Another honourable mention is Deborah
Findlay, who plays Coriolanus' manic
yet strict mother. The entire cast, however, did a phenomenal job.
There will be an encore performance
of Coriolanus broadcast at Devonshire
Mall on Feb. 22 at 12:30 p.m.
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THE PACKAD.* - Do Not Engage (Nettwerk)
MOGWAJ - Rave Tapes (Sub Pop)
MIDDLE SISTER* - Middle Sist.er (Famous last)
CRIS.SI COCHRANE?I' - Little SWitf (Self-Released)
DEAD RANCH*-Antler Royal (No Ust)
COEUR DE PIRATE?I'-Trauma (Dare To Care)
MODE MODERNE?I'- Occult Delight (Light Organ)
DANNY BROWN - Old (Fool's Gold)
CLUBTHUNDERBOLT*-City of Salt (Chieftown)
JAMES 0-L*- ForTheWorld Is HollowAnd I HaveTouchedThe Sky (Famous last)
DON BROvVNRIGG*- ItTakesAII Kinds (To MakeThisWorld. I And) (MapleMusic)
CORYWEEDS*- Let's Go (Cellar Live)
CANADAFRICA* -Where is the One? (Borealis)
KASHKA* - Bound (Self-Released)
SUGAR BROWN'S SAD DAY*-Sugar Brown's Sad Day (Self-Released)
lWIN UBRAAY*-TheyWere MarkedAsTargets (Self-Released)
MONOGRENADE?I'- Composite (Bonsound)
THE STRUMBEUAS*-We Still Mow On Dance Aoors (Six Shooter)
JIMMY HUNT*- Maia.die D'amour (Grosse Boite)
MEGAN BONNELl* - Hunt and Chase (Nevado)
THEAACADE ARE?"- Reflekt.or (Merge)
CFCF*- Outside (Paper Bag)
CRAIG CARDIFP- Love Is louder (Than All This Noise) (Self-Released)
FORET*- Foret (Simone)
KACT AND CLAYTON - The Day Is Past & Gone (Self-Released)
THE TOWER OF DUDES*- MakeYour Own Cultllre ('klvet Rut)
CARLA BRUNI - Little French Songs (Barclay)
BOMBAY DUB ORCHESTRA-Tales from the Grand Bazaar (Six Degrees)
MATZO- Damage Control (Astralweri<s)
PEGGY SUE-Choir of Echoes (Yep Roe)
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HEN'S BASKETBALL

~ 1 4 Launer Gold- St Denis
Centre
en Hawks

W94-80

2/1/2014

Guelph Gryphons

Guelph,ON

W76-62

2/5/2014

Western
Mustangs

StDems
Centre

8:00PM

2/&'2014

McMaster
Marauders

St Denis
Centre

2:00PM

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

~ 1 4 Laurier Gold- StDenis
Cenlre
en Hawks

W70-59

Guelph Gryphons

Guelph,ON

2/5/2014

Western
Mustangs

St Denis
Centre

6:00PM

2/&'2014

McMaster
Marauders

St Denis
Centre

4:00PM

2/1/2014

W10248

HEN'S HOCKEY

1/31/2014 McGiH Rectnan Montreal
QC
VINCENZOLIBURDI
lance reporter

It was business as usual for the
Windsor Lancers women's basketball team as they rolled to a 70-59
win over the Laurier Golden Hawks.
Miah-Marie Langlois was 8-15 from
the floor dropping a game-high 21
points, and Jessica Clemencon add-·
ed 18 points and a game-high seven
rebounds as the women added another victory to their current win
streak, now at 16 games.
Laurier's Laura Doyle used strong
perimeter shooting to knock down a
team high 16 points in the loss. Laurier falls to 13-4 on the season while
the Lancers improve to a league best
17-1.
Golden Hawks head coach Paul
Falco stressed before Wednesday's
matchup that it was going to take
more than one person to get the job
done versus the Lancers. "Obviously
we have to have good post defense
and good rebounding and be able to
control their high tempo guard play,
but it's going to take more than one
or two people to do that;' said Falco.
"It's funny because if you look at
our team, and our roster, we're really playing a lot of people, we are
not really counting on one or two
people on the scoring front. Any
given day it's been different people
stepping up and scoring for us:·
"Obviously when you look at the
defensive end, the big three from
Windsor, {Langlois, Jessica Clem-

encon and Korissa Williams), they
gave us problems in the first game
as they have given a lot of teams
problems," said Falco, explaining
the Golden Hawks matchup against
the Lancers.
"We are going to try and reduce
their touches and see if we can bring
their scoring average down, problem is there are some other weapons
out there."

In the first quarter, Falco's game plan
was slowly corning to fruition. The
Lancers took a 8-7 midway through
the first quarter and they quickly extended their lead to 9 by going on
an 8-0 run, which was finally was
brought to halt by a Samantha Jacobs' bucket.
Multiple defensive strategies contained former CIS player of the
year, Jessica Clemencon for the first
quarter disrupting her tempo and
timing, which plays a key part in her
effectiveness.
Unfortunately, for the Golden
Hawks, centre Whitney Ellenor
went down with an ankle injury that
sidelined her for the majority of the
second quarter. That was all the time
Clemencon needed as she began to
reestablish herself in the paint.
A 14-2 run at the end of the second
quarter put the Lancers up 35-21 at

half.
The second half began where the
first left off and the Lancers slowly
built their lead to a game-high 19
points. The Lancers began to pull
away as the depth of their bench began to show its worth. The Golden

Hawks game plan of trying to contain the big three of the Lancers
worked but the support cast off the
bench was the biggest difference
down the stretch for the Lancers.
A resounding block and elegant outlet pass from Lancers rookie Cheyanne Roger at one end and textbook
finish from sophomore guard Caitlyn Longmuir at the other, helped
seal the victory for the Lancers.
After the game Coach Falco was
positive on his analysis of the game.
"I felt we competed harder than
the first time out against this club. I
think what really hurt us was there
was a stretch where we turned the
ball over and they scored a fair bit
off those turnovers, but give them
credit, they executed when they
needed to and knocked down some
big shots;' he said.
The Golden Hawks are looking to
make their way back to the Final 8,
hosted by the University of Windsor
in March. Coach Falco and his team
are all too familiar with the Final
8 in Windsor. It was a very similar
Golden Hawks team that upset the
Western Mustangs in the OUA playoffs to sneak their way into the Final
8 held in Windsor. Of course 2010
was capped off with a championship
by the Windsor Lancers, their first
of three.
The feeling of getting into that Final 8 is familiar for Falco in recent
years, as winning championships is
to Lancers coach Chantelle Vallee.
This year, Falco hopes history can
repeat itself one more time and so
would many Lancer fans.

W4-3

2/1/2014

McGill Redman Montreal,
QC

L2-6

2/l/2014

Torono Varst.y

SouthWindsorArena

730PM

W70-59

8lles

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

2/l/2014

Ryerson
Rams

SoulhWindsorArana

2!2./2014

Western
Mustangs

London.ON L3-4SO

2/7/2DJA
2/e/2014

Launer Gold- South

700PM

en Hawks

sor.Arala

Waterloo
Warriors

South Wind- 4:00PM
sorArena

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

2/l!.D14

2/2/2014

York Lions

St. Denis
Centre

W 3-2

<2>22.22•
25.S.25.2516.15-9)

WOHEN,S VOLLEYBALL

~14

Nipissmg
Lakers

St. Denis W3-1
Centre

212/2014

York Lions

St. Denis
Centre

L 0-3
(16-25.21·
2521-25)
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ncer hockey
recaps w/"fr~l,{ff

goaltender Ingrid Sandven looks on as
the Lancers battle Ryerson • photo by
Ian Shalapata

MEN,S - LANCERS STAY
SHARP TOWARDS SEASON,S
END
After back-to-back weekends of clashing with nationally ranked contenders,
the Lancers remain a team in hot pursuit
of the OUA West crown. It was never an
easy gig to host the Lakehead Thunderwolves or embark the uncertain roads
for long hours en route to Montreal to
challenge the McGill Redmen, but the
Lancers rose to the occasion, emerging
with one win from each series and making an impression to a trio of Toronto
schools they will meet to complete the
regular season.

players had incidents where they became so involved within play they took
pucks off the face, requiring brief medical attention afterwards.
Bezzo and Blondeel returned the next
night, pieced back together and in
the lineup for another hard fought
match. The second night was a far
cry for the Lancers, dropping a 6-2
decision. But the team stays encouraged as they return to South Windsor once more before closing the season out against York and Ryerson.
"We played Toronto a few weeks ago. It

WOMEN,S - LANCERS GET
SET FOR PLAYOFFS AFTER
HOME STAND
The Lancers returned to home ice for
their final games of the regular season.
It was a rough return losing 2-1 to the
Varsity Blues, but with a 5-0 shutout rebound the next night against Ryerson,
the Lancers will cfose out the regular
season against divisional /owerhouse
Laurier Golden Hawks an the Waterloo Warriors.
Despite going 1-2-0 after their 4-0-0
start on the road, leading scorer Jenny

Perhaps not matched up with an explosive offense such as the Gaels this season gives the Lancers plenty more hope
to move beyond the quarterfinals. Although they lost to the Toronto Varsity
Blues in their first game back at South
Windsor Arena, the Lancers may get redemption soon with a probable playoff
pairing.

Rebounding from a 2-1 blunder against
Lakehead with a 3-0 shutout, Parker Van
Buskirk continued his shutout effort in
la belle province. Holding the Redmen
scoreless in the first two periods, Van
Buskirk kept the gate shut until Cedric
McNicholl broke through to awake the
Redmen crowd. Just six seconds shy of
120 minutes, the shutout streak is another highlight for the goaltender's career at the University of Windsor.
Although the Lancers let go of a 3-1 lead
and had to last until the shootout, many
impressive individual performances
stood out. Spencer Pommells broke the
score open just four minutes into the
game then gathered the shootout winner, while the line ofEvan Stibbard, Matt
Beaudoin, and Eric Noel combined for
six points. Beaudoin, who assisted on
both of Stibbard's goals, is aware performances such as these keeps people talking about the Windsor Lancers.
"Were a top team in the OUA;' said Beaudoin. "The game was proof we are one
of the best and we can be a top team in
the CIS."
It ~as been a tough argument to debate
wl.en one reviews statistics achieved by
the players on the team. Sometimes the
best effort does not show on the score
sheet, which would be the case with
Paul Bezzo and Blake Blondeel. Both

the second half of their season series.
The Hawks have been a considerable
contender for CIS Nationals and this
year is no ailrerent. l!owever, tile I:ancers are ecstatic to defy expectations
and enter the playoffs on a strong note.
The Lancers remain focused about
clinching a spot. Before meeting Laurier
for the final time this season, the Lancers went 5-1-1, further improved from
last season's 3-5-1 heading into the first
round with the Queen's Gaels. Although
an early exit after winning the first
game, the Lancers are not a team who
will repeat the same mistakes.

"We always have issues with them but
it's our mindset that we know were the
better team:' said MacKnight. "We hope
we can play them in the pfayoffs:'

a Lancers forward is tied up during their 5-0 victory over Ryerson
• photo by Ian Shalapata

wasn't our best hockey," said Beaudoin
about the 4-3 loss on Jan. 12. "But since
the weekends against Lakehead and McGill, we've really come on as a group:'

MacKnight stays confident about finishing the season positively on home ice
against the Laurier Golden Hawks and
Waterloo Warriors.

The Lancers will finish the season

"We're becoming a _playoff ready
team," said MacKnight. "If we're
confident going into the Jlayoffs,
we're going to have a re
shof'
Collecting three goals and seven assists
in four games outside of Windsor certainly confirms faith in the team. The
Lancers have proved they have come a
long way and will show the Hawks in

against OUA West rivals, starting with
their final home game of the regular
season against the Toronto Varsity Blues
on Feb. 8. Three games left for the Laneers to prove they are worthy ofa Queen's
Cup as the OU.A'.s best, as well as a trip
to Saskatchewan for the University Cup.

Understanding what to expect in the
playoff bracket, the Lancers do not
have an easy route. To meet the Golden
Hawks before the end of the 2013-14
campaign is a preview of how the Lancers will contend for the OUA conference
championship. The Lancers will have to
keep endurance high, as the Waterloo
Warriors will follow the Hawks to conclude the season.
"In my past four years, we lose games
because we think it will be easy. But
Waterloo can come at you," said MacKnight. "Ifwe don't use speed, we're going
to take hits and it's not going to turn out
the way we want it to:'
It is a safe assumption that the Lancers
will enter the playoffs and make a strong
impression on behalf of Lancer Nation.
A season that started with inconsistence
shook a team to reshape their plan and
get back on a steady track. The regular
season finishes on Feb. 8.
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St. Denis Centre
to expand in 2015
During the Lancers 72-62 victory
over the Guelph Gryphons, fifthyear seniors Enrico Diloreto, Josh
Collins and Lien Phillip all had a
record breaking day on the court.

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Diloreto's 17 points, Philip's 10
rebounds and Collins' 5 assists
and 1 steal put the three seniors
atop the Lancer all-time record
list.

University brass has announced
last week that it intends to expand the St. Denis Centre in
order to better compete with
the top schools across Southern
Ontario.
In the past decade rival schools
Western,
McMaster,
and
Guelph have all built top of the
line athletics facilities. The University of Windsor administration feels that it should soon be
the time for the St. Denis Centre to receive a similar facelift
in order to better compete for
incoming student dollars.

CURRENT LEADERS - POINTS
1. Enrico Diloreto - 1423
2. Trevor Boose - 1408
3. Isaac Kuon - 1335
4. Lien Phillip - 1268
5. Ryan Steer - 1259
CURRENT LEADERS - REBOUNDS
1. Lien Phillip - 1079
2. Geoff Stead- 748
3. Stan Koresec - 608
4. Greg Surmacz - 574
SSISTS
CURRENT LEADERS
-A
1. Josh Collins - 525
2. Ryan Steer_ 521
CURRENT LEADERS - STEALS
2. Ryan Steer - 170

"Winning has to be something
much more than just avoiding
loss," said university president
Alan Wildeman. "Victory has
to be a reward for changing
what we do."

--------------

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
REBOUND (VIA
GOLANCERS)
WINDSOR, Ont. - Kaila Seguin notched a game-high 19.5
points, and the Windsor Lancers women's volleyball team got
back in the win column and
moved two-games above the .500
mark with a 3-1 (26-24, 20-25,
25-10, 25-15) victory over the
Nipissing Lakers on Saturday afternoon at the St. Denis Centre.
Seguin reached the 1200 point
mark on Saturday afternoon,
finishing the day with a career
1201.5 points, which is a Windsor Lancers women's volleyball
record.

WINDSOR CLIPPERS
RELEASE SCHEDULE
The Wmdsor Clippers have released their 2014 schedule. The
Clippers will open the regular
season on the road with a trip
to Guelph to take on the Regals
on Apr. 26. The Clippers home
opener will be on May 3 when
they host the London Blue Devils. Game time is 7:00 pm. All
home games are played at Forest
Glade Arena.

CJAM TO BROADCAST
LANCERS
The Lancer Sports radio team is
set to broadcast a Lancers doubleheader live on CJAM 99.1 FM on
Feb. 8. Beginning with the Men's
basketball match at 2:00 p.m. that
puts the Lancers against the No.5
ranked McMaster Marauders and
followed up with men's hockey
action at 7:30 p.m. as the Lancers
face the Toronto Varsity Blues.

The updates include a new
competition gym to be used
strictly for varsity sports, leaving the existing courts open for
recreation, a .new swimming
pool equipped with a therapy
pool as well as increasing the
space of the forge by roughly
three times.
The proposal would add nearly
150,000 square feet to the facility and would also include
classrooms and multipurpose
rooms to bring more students
to the seldom used south side
of campus.
"Something like this is really
big to attract students to come
here. Having a big athletics facility is the trend for universities in Ontario, lots of school
are building them. The rationale is it's not just for the varsity sports teams but to attract
students over our other competitors because we are cornpeting with other universities
in Ontario and a to end ath-

letics facility is something students look for," said University
of Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA) president Rob Craw-

ford
Though it has become the trend
across Ontario universities to
have a top notch athletics facility, funding for the project does
pose a problem for the St. Denis
expansion. Unlike the parking
structure which was funded by
a third party, and leased to the
University; a large portion of
the expansion will come from
tuition dollars. Which ifit anything like the construction at
Western or Guelph could run
upwards of $50 million.

Typically for an expansion like
this to come out of students

pockets a referendum would
have to be run, and it is no different for Wmdsor. The school
plans to take the proposal to a
vote next fall, and should it pass
construction would start in the
summer of2015 and corn leted

by approximately summer of
2017.
"We would run referendum for
students but it would be conditional. The University would
have to close the gap on funding, it cannot be totally funded
by students. When St. Clair did
their's, they received about $11
million from the government,
so what we're saying is we need
to start looking at alternative
means of funding, and then
we'll run a referendum, not
vice-versa," said Crawford.
Working in favour of the University is the fact that students
at Wmdsor do pay significantly
less than the provincial average
for athletics and recreational
service funding. An increase
to meet or exceed the provincial standard would provide
UWindsor students with a facility to be proud of and call
their own
"'"'-'-·~ - -~ ·~ - - - --

Men's b-ball on six
game win streak
KIMELLIOTT
lance reporter

Chris Oliver.

The Lancer's also played respectable defense
overall,
limiting the OUA West's leadSoaring on the momentum of ing scorer Max Allin to just
a six game winning streak, the 13 points. However his point
Lancer men's basketball team guard Will Coulthard cut lose
outgunned the (8-10) Laurier scoring 6/11 from the three
Golden Hawk's 94 - 80 at the St. point range en route to a 34
point night of production.
Denis Centre last Wednesday.
Exposing
and exploiting the
Then they out muscled (5-13)"
Achilles heel of the Lancer's
Guelph on the Gryphons home
turf 76-62 last Saturday to re- perimeter defense. Jamar Forde
was also an aggravating factor
main squarely in second place
thereof with 15 points.
in the OUA West.
However, the Lancer's All CaThe Lancers couldn't have begun to peak at a better time, nadian power forward, Lien
Phillip dominated the game
given that they are entering
offensively and defensively in
their second last week of reguscoring 22 points and haullar season competition.
ing down 16 rebounds. Enrico
"We had a solid week with two Diloreto and Evan Matthews
wins as we moved to number added 18 and 15 points to the
seven in the country in the Lancer cause.
rankings. On Wednesday we
The Lancer's second win last
beat an offensive minded Lauweek had Coach Oliver praisrier team by out-scoring them.
ing his players Collins and MatWe played great on offense and
thews.
had many selfless moments
of sharing the ball. We bal- ·Fortunately Josh
Collins
anced an inside-outside attack sparked us. He shot the ball
throughout the game as we well and made the right plays
dominated the post; said coach at the right time. Evan Mat-

thews made himself available
constantly around the hoop
and was very effective. This
combined with our defense was
enough to get it done on the
road," said Oliver.
Matthews ended the contest
with 22 points, propped up by
Enrico Diloreto's 17 points and
Josh Collins' 16 points. Unfortunately, star power forward
Lien Phillip only tallied an uncharacteristic seven points and
10 rebounds and thereby ended
his league leading a doubledouble streak at nine games.
Adam Kent topped the Gryphon scorers with 14 points,
followed by Taylor Boer's 13
points, Andrew Grant's 12
points and Daniel Dooley's 10
point effort.
Overall the Lancers scored an
impressive 52.7 per cent from
the field against Laurier and
shot a reasonable 41.7 per cent
from the field against Guelph.
However more notably they
improved from 42.1 per cent to
45.5 per cent from three point
range, and from 50 per cent
shooting at the free throw line
to 90.9 per cent, going 10/11.

Both games are a great preparation for Saturday's match-up
at 2:00 p.m. at the St. Denis
Center against the first place
McMaster Marauders (15-3}.
Note the men will play before
the women on Saturday to allow for the men's 50th Anniversary Alumni Game and
reception, wherein three of the
current fifth year players, Lien
Phillip, Enrico DiLoreto and
Josh Collins will be recognittd
for individual career records on
the team, that they have bested
in rebounds, points, assists and
steals.
OUA East and West Division
playotfs will begin with the
quarterfinals on Feb. 19 followed by the semi-finals on
Feb. 22. First and second place
teams in both Divisions will be
the host venues.
The following weekend, the
semi-finals and finals of the
OUA Final 4-Wtlson Cup
will take place from Feb. 28 to
Mar. 1 at the Ryerson University Mattamy Athletic Centre.
The action will be web cast live
on Sportsnet One (http://www.
sportsnet.ca/one/)
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LITTLE SWAY
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with special guests

SARAH HILTZ
MIKE HARGREAVES
Windsor's own pop singer & songwriter Crissi
Cochrane releases the new album Little Sway,
an album of songs inspired by jazz & soul.
Available NOW on iTunes.
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Mike Specht tries out online dating
• photo by Jason Rankin

It is a strange time to be single,
with the majority social interactions taking place online, new
wrinkles are constantly emerging in the courtship process.
Whether you subscribe to an
online dating app like Tinder
or Plenty of Fish, or use Facebook and text messaging to woo
a partner, the majority of the
early stages of dating takes place
digitally.

their pictures right if you find
them attractive, or left if you
do not If there is a mutual attraction the Tinder connects the
two profiles to a chat function
where the two are free to flirt.
Being one myself, I am well
aware of how ruthless men can
be when it comes to dating. It
wasn't until posing as a female
that I realized the type of scumbags that modern women have
to deal with.
My profile was accosted by a legion of dudes who behind the
cloak of a screen were free to
make lewd remarks which included several immediate and
unprovoked proposals of d*ck
pies. I felt like a piece of meat.

For the sake of this article I
created profiles on the popular dating app Tinder. To get a
well rounded view of the online
dating scene one profile posed
as an attractive female named
Melissa, with the other being a
handsome male named Mike
Specht. The results could not
have been more different.

Another thing that became evident is that men will go to any
length if they think it will help
them slap bellies with a willing
companion.

For those unaware, Tinder is an
app which allows you to scroll
through local singles swiping

One such gentleman, a Belle
River resident named Christopher made the drive last

Wednesday at mi 'ght to
the WFCU Centre because he
believed Melissa was waiting
drunk for him in the parking
lot.
Much to his chagrin, there was
no intoxicated fem ale to be
found. But that did not stop
him from trying to arrange another meeting. I literally could
have asked for his credit card information and as long as I threw
in a wink smiley face he would
have obliged.

to ave a Ilttle more tact in their
profile which starts with the
proper picture selection.
I have always found that I look
more attractive with a woman
on my arm, so strategically
choosing shots where in the
company of women is advisable.
The hope being that it would
provide subconscious validation to women online that at
least someone can stand to be in
your presence.

Admittedly, this strategy reMen and women face different ceived mixed reviews with a
challenges when it comes to on- platonic girlfriend thinking it
line dating. While dudes swarm was great, and a Tinder match
a profile like a gang of starving (who happened to be the friend
hyenas; women are justifiably of an ex) found it to be particumore reserved to the idea of larly sleazy.
meeting a total stranger. Which
makes having a cleverly con- "I think it looks kind of slutty,
structed profile essential for the like you have a girlfriend but
hungry hyena.
you're on here;' said the match.
Ladies can rehash the same old
diches on every profile like the
classic, "I'm just a country girl,
living life to the fullest;' and still
get a ton of hits. But, men need

After uploading slutty pictures
of yourself the next step is to
make a witty, concise bio and
then wait for the matches to appear.

Chatting via text is always a
challenge, as context is nearly
impossible to derive when talking to a stranger. Much of the
conversation involves a form of
doubletalk, the first layer is an
acquaintance phase both parties
want to seem interested but not
overly eager.
While the second consists of a
dash of innuendo. It is important to toe the line making your
physical attraction known while
not coming off as a depraved
smut-gremlin.
The strategies and variables involved are endless, the digital
setting has made dating more of
a game than ever. Sure it lacks
serendipity, but the new fron tier allows for convenient and
steady access to local singles.
Whether you are texting a late
night booty call, or matching
on Tinder, your smart-phone
is literally the best wing-person
on your roster, what a time to be
alive.
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#uwindsorproblems
tweet your #uwindsorproblems
and #uwindsorsolutions
@uwindsorlance

:lance
jan.10

Sara Wallner @ahh_wallner

20145taff

edito~in-chief • SARAHHORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

The HK building seriously needs a food vendor
#uwindsorproblems

..

art director• JASON RAN KIN
artdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

jan.09

As some of you may have noticed, it has been a
rather unique winter in Windsor. Since Jan. 1, we
have been blinded by over 108 cm of snow. That
means the city almost received its approximate
yearly average (127 cm) in just one month.
The City of Windsor was not prepared, but it did
the best it could to dear the main arteries and keep
people safe. The roads were treacherous, but the
city did what was needed by the community. The
University of Windsor, however, did not.

Melanie Lindsey @MUndsey21
Totally makes sense that I have 3 midterms BEFORE reading
week, eh? #uwindsorproblems

@ethmac13

When NO plugs work in classrooms and the Library is more
of the same. #wheredoesmymoneygo #uwindsorproblems

STAY TUNED
FEBRUARY 27 FOR
THE NEXT ISSUE OF
THE LANCE'

Perhaps it would make sense in a big city where •
students are clustered together within walking or
subway distance from their school, but in Windsor
it isn't so easy. Being a commuter school in a small
city - where a substantial amount of the student
population commutes from outside of the city itself - the University of Windsor should have been
dosed.

have a great
reading week•

naively) that the well-being of the students should
probably be respected more than the dollar. The
only other options that I can see is either administration is participating in an elaborate study on
the limits of student anxiety, or each member of
administration loves their job so much that they
never actually leave the office and, therefore, had
absolutely no clue that a storm was raging at all.
None of these reasons suffice to abate my frustration and disappointment. I would like to see the
University of Windsor administration lay out clear
guidelines on how a snow day is to be determined
and I hope that in the future these decisions will
combine meteorological data with common sense
to make all students safe.

-

ravis Fauteux, news editor

business manager• FAIZAMIRZA
business@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3905
circulation manager• SEANCHOOTI
circulation@uwindsorlance.ca

tel. 519.253.3000
ads. 519.971.3604

uwindsorlance.ca
facebook.com/uwindsorlance
twitter @uwindsorlance
instagram @uwindsorlance

The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly
newspaper that provides informative and
accurate accounts of events and issues relevant
to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged
position in being free from commercial and
administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial
autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect
students. However, we believe that no subject
need fall outside the grasp of the student press.
and that we best serve our purpose when
we help widen the boundaries of debate on
educational, social economic, environmental
and political issues.

It is, then, the responsibility of the administration
to ~ake the right call.

If their reaS"on is financial, I would say (perhaps

advertising manager • MAISAALNA
ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3604

CANADA N9B3P4

In other Canadian municipalities where snow
storms are a regular occurrence, an appropriate
portion of the budget is allocated to snow removal.
Nobody in Windsor - not the city, the snowplough
fleet, or the average commuter - was prepared
for the snow storms that have hit in the past two
months, nor can you blame commuters for being
unprepared for a freak storm.

I cannot be sure what the administration's rationale is for making students drive to school when
it is -30 degrees with windchill and one cannot see
more than a car length in front of him or herself.

sports editor• HIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923

thelance • university of windsor
401 SUNSET AVE. WINDSOR, ON

Some will say I am being un-Canadian, but the fact
is that Windsor never gets this much snow - how
could we be prepared for it?

Why does administration insist on making every
decision as inconvenient as possible?

arts editor • ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3910

jan.07

ethmac

When the administration of every other school in
the city and county informed their students that
class would resume when it became safe, university
administration made the irresponsible decision to
leave their doors open.

Remember back at the beginning of the month,
when UWindsor classes were cancelled only after leaving students on the hook with a late night
email, stating that classes were to go on as scheduled? Sure, it made for a nice surprise in the morning, but it was completely unnecessary when every
other school had already cancelled the night before, given the unequivocal warning that a major
storm would make for a messy commute.

news editor • TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca• ext.3906
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The Lance and its staff shall. at all times. strive
to adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Canadian
University Press. Any material containing a
racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial substance
or tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance and prints every
Thursday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, or printed with their
permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
rts members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Students' Alliance. Submissions
are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed.
The editor reserves the right to edit for space
and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.
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Comments, concerns or complaints about The
Lance's content are to be emailed to the Editorin-Chief at the address above. If the Editor-inChief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be
taken to the Lance Editorial Board.
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TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

If you think Truth or Dare is
bad, you have probably not
heard of neknomination.
Neknomination is the newest
drinking trend and it is hitting
university and college campuses
just in time for reading week.
The drinking competition varies, but essentially begins with
&& pawn paa.g a fRMJ m
social media of him or herself
drinking an ex~essive amount
of alcohol and then nominating two other friends to do the
same, perpetuating a cycle of
drunkenness across the Internet.
Neknomination, however, can

vary from the simple "necking"
of a bottle of beer to the necking
of entire bottle of vodka. In one
video, a participant skips the
alcohol altogether and instead
rides a horse into the local Tesco store to steal, and promptly
drink, a bottle of pop.
Some videos have over 100, OOO
hits despite the novelty of the
"game:' One of the more popular videos depicts a man drinking beer directly out of a toilet
as he is held upside down.
ffh!'" gillie: hcnffi;lr, his already proven to be lethal. In the
last week, the neknomination
craze has been blamed for the
deaths of at least two men in the
United Kingdom.
41

Sandra Davis, University of
Windsor residence life manager, said that there have already

been multiple known cases of
neknomination on campus.
"It happened so quickly. I was
only made aware of it last week
and we started seeing it almost
immediately;' said Davis. "It's
amazing how it just circulates so
quickly through social media:'
Davis said students living in
residence who participate in
neknomination will be disciplined if caught.
"We consider it a violation of
residence policy because ~
it promotes overconsumption,"
said Davis. 'J\nything that promotes overconsumption is a
concern for us:'
While peer pressure may be the
reason for neknomination, Davis hopes that peers would report an incident if it got too out
of hand, rather than attempt to

cover it up.
"To a certain degree I think
some students are concerned
as well;' said Davis. "If it were
to escalate to the point where
somebody was too enebriated...
our concern is that the friend is
not going to seek help:'
St. Clair College student Chris
Delgado said he has seen videos of friends participating on
Facebook and that he believes
peer-pressure is the source of
the problem.
'it's stupid. It's a nomination,
right? So they're doing their
own thing and your job is to
do one better," said Delgado. I
think they're intoxicated while
they do it, so they're not thinking properly:'
Heidi Lamb, student alcohol
education coordinator at the

University of Windsor, says that
neknomination is an issue that
must be addressed on campus
in order to keep students safe.
"People only see the two-minute
video, but they don't realize the
long-term impact that it could
have;· said Lamb.
Lamb said that even if one disregards the physical effects of
neknomination, the social and
professional risks are considerable as well.
"In our age, your Internet profile
is evermore important. I don't
think that it will look good, in
five or ten years, when an employer searches you on Google
and finds not only that you've
posted this online, but also that
you're peer pressuring your
friends to do it," said Lamb.

To boycott or not to boycott?
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

Campaigning is scheduled to
begin today for full time undergraduate students, who are
being asked to vote on whether
the University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) should
adopt the Boycott, Divestment,
and Sanctions (BDS) campaign
in a controversial referendum.
The BDS campaign calls for the
boycott of companies and products with ties to Israel, the divestment of financial products
to de-fund these companies,
and the imposition of cultural
sanctions against the Israeli
government. The BDS movement began in 2005 and has
been adopted by nine Canadian student unions as well as
the United Church of Canada,
though it has received an equal
amount of criticism.
For a referendum on any topic
to be held, a petition must be
submitted to UWSA council
with 500 signatures from full

time students. Once council has
accepted the petition, they set a
timeline for campaigning and
voting days. Before campaigning can begin, a list of representatives from both the Pro and
Anti sides must be submitted to
Shauhrat Gill, the Chief Returning Officer (CRO).
UWSA President Rob Crawford
commented on the referendum
by stating, "I think what makes
this unique is that we've never,
to my knowledge, ran a campaign so politically charged before. I mean, this is a very contentious issue ... as a result there
[were] additional rules made for
the campaign."
One of the additional rules includes open discussion with the
Office of Human Rights, Equity,
and Accessibility (OHREA) on
campus.
"They added a bunch of clauses
that said we should sit down
with somebody at the human
rights department at the university to have a discussion with
each other about the rules;' said
a representative from the Pro

side.
Several clubs and organizations
on campus have already endorsed the BDS, such as the Ontario Public Interest Research
G
(OPIRG)
roup
·
The Pro side representative said
this referendum is comparable
to the one held in 1989 over
South African apartheid.
"It's a very straightforward concept that we should and need to
be doing something for human
rights especially when we're
involved economically. We're
complicit and we have to do
something about it. It's a very
simple moral question. It was
the same for South Africa and
it's the same now:'
A representative from the Anti
side of the referendum is concerned that the BDS campaign
eliminates constructive dialogue and excludes people based
on ethnic origin, saying, "BDS is
against Canadian values and the
values of an open university:'
Curtis Makish, UWSA Clubs
Coordinator, said he is worried

that this referendum will only
serve to polarize students from
each other and raised concerns
ahout campus sat;ety.
"What do we do about the people that are now tied up in this
that didn't want to be? Or that
are going to be unfairly targeted?" asked Makish.
"The issue I have... is that it's
going to cause problems with
both sides. I worry that the message of what they're trying to do
will get lost very easily. This is
a hot button issue regardless of
how you frame it;' said Makish.
The representative from tl:ie
Anti side is also concerned for
campus safety.
"Above all, my chief concern is
keeping students safe and secure. Students must also feel
welcome on their own campus:'
"UWSA council members have
also expressed concerns [to
me] about being targeted for
violence because of the way
they vote on this issue," added
the representative from the Anti
side.

The representative from the Pro
side addressed these concerns,
stating, "People who are against
th b
h
d th-r'd b
e oycott ave sai
.., • e
in danger.·· because being Israeli or Jewish would somehow
make them a target on campus.
Of course that's a serious concern. We're totally· against this
and would try everything in our
power to stop if'
The UWSA will adopt a zero
tolerance policy on human
rights violations, referring any
offenders to the Windsor Police. Offenses of non-academic
misconduct can result in a tarnished record or expulsion from
the university.
"The university is meant to be
a safe place. If you're going to
cause a problem, you have no
business being here," added
Makish.
Due to the campaign
*start time, the Lance
has omitted the names
of student representatives in this article. For
updates please to to
uwindsorlance.ca.
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EVENT MANAGEMENT
FASHION MANAGEMENT & PROMOTIONS
RNANCIAL PLANNING

THE UWSA HAS PROVIDED THE
FOLLOWING LIST OF 53 AVAILABLE
POSITIONS:

1 President

GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

APPLYNOWI

It's that time of year once again.
Yes, nominations have officially opened for the
University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA)
general election.

1 Vice President Equity 8c Administration

Nomination forms must be submitted to the

1 Vice President External Affairs

UWSA office in sealed envelopes by 4:00 p.m.
on Feb. 28. An all-candidates meeting is scheduled for that day at 6:00 p.m. Candidates must be
present at the meeting - those who arrive after the
doors are closed will immediately be disqualified.

1 Vice President Events & Development

Then, the it's off to the races! The campaign period will run from March 3 to March 12.
Voting will take place on the March 13 and 14.
Polls will close at 9:00 p.m. and unofficial results
will be available an hour later at the Rocle the Vote
event, which will be held at the CAW Commons
this year.

ADVERTISING - MEDIA MANAGEMENT
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RtSOLUTION

uwsa elections are coming in soon
- who will you vote for?
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

CHOOSE YOUR
CERTIFICATE

1 Vice President Finance & Operations
1 Vice President Academic Affairs

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

6 Board of Directors' Positions

==ae~--====~

4 Senate Positions
1 Board of Governors Representative
8 Arts and Social Science Representative Positions
3 Business Representative Positions
3 Engineering Representative Positions
2 Human Kinetics Representative Positions

Voting will

tak~ place
on March'

13 and 14.

4 Science Representative Positions
3 Nursing Representative Positions
2 Law Representative Positions
PROGRIW OFFERS A CLEAR

2 Interfaculty Representative Positions
2 Education Representative Positions
I International Student Representative
1 Residence Student Representative
5 Lance Oversight Board Representatives

1111.F PRICE IIBl1JL IIY IS SA't, IIAIICll 1111

~ 1!1 any-191118181lkllrl on Man:11 1114. 1 monttl max.1e1111.

PATHWAY TO CAREERS IN THE
WCRATIVE RNANCIAL PLANNING
INDUSTRY. IT PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH A BROAD RANGE OF

FINANCIAL. BUSINESS AND SOFT
SKILLS, PLUS lHE OPPORTUNnY
TO EARN THE LICENCES AND

ARE LOOKING FOR.

APPLYNOWI

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

1801 Walker Road, Wndsor, 519.252.3442
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Windsor: skating on fake ice
~\~""""iiliiiiiiiiiii~Dil_,..lf.GIH,ltiENKOVIC~ - - - " " " " - - ~ - -3 and 4, but Miceli said llie next instiillatio
""n_______

lance reporter

be quicker.

"[Two days) was our first time with this staff, but
once we actually get proficient at it I can see us inThe skating rink at Charles Park Square, one of stalling [the synthetic ice) in three to four hours.
the city's most popular date spots, has finally So ... you can have a place set up for skating in no
opened this week with a new and controversial time;' said Miceli.
synthetic ice surface.
The pilot project was approved by city council in
The synthetic ice cost the city $56,000 and the mid-December, but it took six weeks for the synsurface is expected to last for the next 20 years.
thetic ice to be delivered. Once it finally arrived in
Windsor,
the cold January weather - and, ironiSkaters will feel a minor difference on the synthetic ice as the friction is slightly higher than that cally, the ice build-up in Charles Clark Square
ofreal ice and requires roughly 10 to 15 per cent - prevented city workers from installing the synthetic ice earlier.
more exertion to skate on.
"Charles Clark Square has always been for rec- Miceli hopes the community will give the synreational purposes;' said John Miceli, executive thetic ice a chance and is asking for feedback from
director of parks and facilities. "You might have skaters.
to exert more effort in skating there, but the atmo- "I'm hopeful that were going to get some positive
sphere is the same:'
comments;' said Miceli. "We're going to get some
Despite the traditional skating season being near- negative comments as well, but we're going to ...
ly half over, the installation of the synthetic ice has sit back and evaluate and see ifthere is a benefit to
opened up a great dating spot for Valentine's Day the community in having this."
according to Miceli.
Barraco, however, said the synthetic ice is a waste
"Because it's not as slippery, if it's a date sort of of tax dollars.
thing it would probably be a good opportunity for
a couple to skate or learn to skate together," said "There are plenty of rinks across the City, including one (WFCU Centre) that is open all year
Miceli.
round;' said Barraco, "Maybe more effort should
"It may be a good idea as a date for Valentine's have been put into ensuring that there is affordDay, dinner and skating, couples holding hands;•
able ice for those interested during the spring and
said Angela Barraco, president of Skate Windsor.
summer months:'
"In what other environment would this be so natural of a display of affection?"
There are also concerns regarding the higher fricThe consistency of service will also increase as the tion of the synthetic ice. Since the synthetic ice is
synthetic ice is meant to withstand warm weather. not as slippery as the real thing, skate blades will
If well received by the community, the outdoor wear down quicker and will require sharpening
rink would provide a surface for skaters for at more often.
least half of the year, closing between May and "We'll have the pluses and minuses;' said Miceli.
October to allow for the Farmer's Market
"If you're just out there to enjoy a recreational
However, the surface is portable, which means it skate, get yourself some activity, and spend some
could be temporarily transported to another loca- time in the outdoors, I can't really see the negative
tion in the city while Charles Clark Square is oc- sides of it. But we'll hear it. We want to hear the
cupied. It took two days to install the ice on Feb. community input, positive and negative:·

APPLYNOWI

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
business.humber.ca/postgrad

•

FROM ARBITRATION TO

FROM RETAIL MANAGEMENT

COMMUNrTY OUTREACH, HIS

TO LOGISTICS: THIS PROGRAM

PROGRAM OFFERS THE UNIQUE

OFFERS THE UNIQUE SKILLS YOU

SKILLS YOU WILL NEED TO

WILL NEED TO LAUNCH YOUR

LAUNCH YOUR CAREER AS AN

CAREER AS A FASHION BUYER,

ARBITRATOR, CONCILIATOR,

BRAND MANAGER, PRODUCT

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS OFACER,

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,

MEDIATOR AND MANY OTHER

VISUAL MERCHANDISER

EXCmNG CAREER OPTIONS.

AND MANY OTHER EXCmNG
CAREER OPTIONS.

APPLY NOW!
APPLY NOW!

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES

business.humber.ca/postgrad

business.humber.ca/ postgrad
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SP100 Forest Firefighting Training
Conducted by: Wildfire Specialists Inc.
Course Location: Windsor
Course Date: March 19- March 23, 2014
Course Cost: $975.00 + HST
Wildfire Specialists Inc.
2233 Radar Rd, Suite 5, Hanmer ON
Telephone: 705-693-0323

www.wildfirespecialists.ca

Fax: 705-693-0326

MNR Accredited Training Agency
Successful completion of the SPlOO Fire Fighter Training Course does not guarantee
employment. Please refer to the MNR Web Site for information on this course and other
requirements to become an Ontario Fire Fighter http://ontario.ca/fireranger

• photo by Brendan
Kcrgm/Canad1an
University Press

LACK OF

said. One drug tests can cost between $500 and $1,000.

FUNDING
Only a handful of Ryerson UniRESULTS IN
versity's varsity athletes have
MINIMAL DRUG
evec even been tested.
TESTS AT VARSITY
Cassandra McNichol, a women's
LEVEL
varsity hockey player, was one
what's stopping
of those few athletes. "When I
varsity athletes
was tested, it was through ranfrom using
~~~~,,,-,r-edormance~-- - - enhancing drugs?

She says that she's been told CIS
does random drug-testing for
teams that have a large group
of people who perform well,
"to ensure their performance is
natural;' not drug-enhanced.

"They'll come test you whenever they want, without notice;'
he said. "You'll have to fill out
six months in advance of exactly where you'll be and they'll
· show up. One day they came to
my house at six o'clock in the
morning:' Nella and his Canadian teammates were all tested
at least once.

Tyler Nella, a Ryerson student
and former Canadian Olympian, says he was subject to multiple drug tests in the year leading up to his performance in the
2010 Vancouver Olympics.

"They would come to the gym
[where Canadian Olympians
trained] in Calgary and pick
people like 'you; 'you: 'you;
'you: Every single person gets
tested," Nella recalled. "They
were so intense about it:'

dom pick;' she said. "There was
no warning for them to show
up, it was a surprise:'

Stephanie White, the associate
director of athletics at Ryerson,
agrees that continual testing
of Olympians is necessary, but
perhaps alternate, less-costly
drug testing should be explored
on a varsity level.
"It would be great if we had
other methods to keep a more
consistent testing in university
sports year over year, or even
test more sports;' she said. "It's
obviously a funding issue:'

ERICA WHYfE - THE
RYERSONIAN (RYERSON
UNIVERSITY)

feb.04

TORONTO (CUP) - Lance
Armstrong did it. Alex Rodriguez did it. Barry Bonds did it.
What's stopping varsity athletes
from doing it?
Every Olympic year, major cutbacks are made to drug testing
at the varsity level because of
the increased testing done on
Canadian Olympians and Paralympians. This year, only about
one per cent of varsity athletes
will undergo drug testing, because of tight budgeting and the
upcoming Sochi Olympics.
Michel Belanger, the manager
of communications for Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS),
says that the Olympics put a
strain on an already limited
number of tests.
"Some years we have l 00 (drug)
tests, some years 350 tests," said
Belanger. "When it's an Olympic year, we might not have that
many tests available."
The battle against performanceenhancing drugs is monitored
at the varsity level by CIS, the
national governing body for
sports at Canadian universities.
CIS manages 10,000 varsity athletes who are currently enrolled
at 54 universities nationwide.
Among other things, the CIS is
responsible for administration
of, and education about, drug
testing.
"The only reason we don't do
more testing is money. Money is
the name of the game," Belanger

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES

POSTGRADUATE CERTIACATES

business.humber.ca/postgrad

business.humber.ca/postgrad
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have you
ever...

SURVEY
RESULTS

been in
love?

People who dared to take our sexy survey this year
consisted of 59.3 per cent female, 37.4 per cent male and
3.3 per cent identifying as other. UWindsor students
made up 62.6 per cent of the survey results, and 37.4
per cent were Windsor citizens.

TOP RESPONSES
intelligence, dirty talk, confidence, bums, dominance
NOTABLE ONES
hairy men, rugged firefighters, Star Wars, cheese, tall
drinks of water

what turns you off?

12.1 per cent of survey takers were in the 16 to 19 age
bracket, 61.5 per cent between the ages of20 to 24 years
old, 18.7 per cent between 25 to 30 years old, and 7.7
per cent were over 30 years old.

TOP RESPONSES

So take a look at our sexy results and enjoy!

adolescent-like facial hair, a starfish, creepy & breathy
voice, food in teeth

-

Sarah Horwath, editor-in-chief

tried online
dating?

faked an
orgasm?

what turns you on?
For months, the Lance staff has been anticipating our
special Love & Sex issue, especially to see the results
of our survey to find out what else is going on besides
couples canoodling around the corner from the Lance
office and in Leddy Library.

9

bad hygiene, smokers, obesity, arrogance, clingyness
NOTABLE ONES

how often do you
..,
masturbate each week f

•

•

got a fetish?
are you sexually active?

.
75.8%YES
24.2% NO

how old
were rou
~ w
~ nen you
lost your
virginity •
top sex positions
31.9% Missionary
16.5% Cowgirl
23.1 % Doggy Style
16.5% N/A
5.50% Reverse Cowgirl
6.60% Other
Other Re~pvuses: donkey punch, injured seagull, the
pile driver, variations of missionary

~

22.0% 0
35.2% 1-3

29.7%YES
70.3% NO
Top Response~. feet, stockings/legs, bondage

35.2%
7.70%

have you masturbated
on campus7 .

what have you tried?
88.6% Oral Sex
72. 7% Sexting/phone sex
48. 9% Sex toys
46.6% One night stand
40. 9% Role playing
35.2% Anal sex
26.1% BDSM
14.8% Exhibitionism
12.5% Autoerotic asphyxiation
I 1.4% Group sex
4.60% None

have you

had sex
campus

on1

For more results check
out uwindsorlance.ca

•

whoa, where
-=--·"'"''""' was that?
Residence, CAW Student
Centre, elevators, empty
classrooms, libraries, science dept., locker rooms,
study rooms, bathrooms

No rate increase for Alumni, Clark
and Electa for 2014/2015

For additional details visit

* Offer valid only for returning residence students who apply and submit a ~
deposit by February 26, 2014 for 2014/2015

University
otWindsor

arts&culture
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AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

2013 Canadian Comedy Award for
Best Comedy In Canada.

On Feb. 28, the Chrysler Theater will
host a well-known stand-up comedian, Mr. Gerry Dee.
Dee is a successful Canadian comedian and has taken up various roles in
many television shows including his
own comedy special called Mr. D on
CBC. He has appeared on the Comedy Network's special The Nubian Disciples, he has performed at the world
famous Montreal Just for Laughs International Comedy Festival, and he
also had a role in the 2006 film Trailer Park Boys: Ihe Movie. Dee has won
a few awards including the 2008 Canadian Comedy Award in the Best
Male Stand-Up comic category, the
2013 Canadian Screen Award for
Best Performance By An Actor In A
Continuing Comedic Role, and the
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AMANDA TURNER:
TELL ME HOW COMEDY
STARTED FOR YOU.
Gerry Dee: I went to an amateur night
about 15 years ago, I just thought I
would give it a try. I took a chance,
it didn't go very well at first, but for
some reason I kept going back.

AT:WHEN DID YOU
KNOW ITWASWHATYOU
WANTED TO DO?
GD: When I had the first taste of suecess. There was a competition in 1999
called "Toronto's Funniest Comics
with a Day Job" when I won that is
when I would say I knew I wanted to
be a comedian.

AT: DESCRIBE WHAT KIND
OF COMEDIAN YOU ARE.
GD: I would say sort of an easy to relate to comedian. An everyday man, I

I0

talk about kids, family, school, work.
I would call it clean comedy with
edge.

AT:WHAT WAS THE
BEST GIG YOU EVER
PERFORMED?
GD: I would say probably any of the
big theater crowds. The best gig was
when I got to perform at the NHL
awards, I mean it wasn't the best gig I
ever did but was best gig to me.

AT:YOU'RE COMING TO
WINDSOR THIS MONTH,
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU
WOULD LIKE TO SAY
ABOUT THAT?
GD: I have a lot of connections in
Windsor from growing up. Guys I
played hockey with, old friends. A lot
of names come to mind when going
to Windsor, so it's always fun to see
old faces and I'm looking forward to
coming back down here and seeing
everyone.

THE SWEET
SHOPPE
The Old Town Sweet Shoppe
isn't called "sweet" for nothing. Delicious pastries, filling
Paninis, and a wide selection
of espressos and teas is just the
sugar coating of the establishment A warming interior and
an adorable cafe setting can be
the place for a romantic and delightful date for this Valentine's
Day. Located on the corner of
Wyandotte St. E. and Chilver
Rd.

'

l
REMARK FRESH MARKETS
• photos by Sandee Nho

~)

For those of you who maybe don't want to make
a big fuss out of Valentine's Day or don't want to
spend too much on an upscale dinner, why not stay
in and cook for your special someone? Remark
Fresh Markets located on 2727 Howard Avenue
prides themselves on having farm fresh products
on their shelves. Nothing is frozen or pre-packaged. They even have a wide selection of cakes,
desserts, pastries and fresh bread.

DOWNTOWNWINDSOR
If there is not another polar vortex occurring on Valentine's Day, why not go for a
stroll along Windsor's waterfront, downtown area or Olde Walkerville? If you need to

OJIBWAY
Finding somewhere to escape with your special someone this Valentine's Day isn't as far away as you thought Ojibway Nature Centre is
the perfect place to walk through snow-covered trails, tall trees and
leave behind the commotion of cars and worries of work. The park is
located on 5200 Machette Rd. and open from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
everyday with free admission. Ifyou're lucky you might get a visit from
a curious deer.

warm up, there are several coffee shops to stop in or even some restaurants you do not
need reservations for. Prime Burger and El Patron are both located downtown Windsor. Prime Burger serves delicious, quality-made burgers and El Patron serves fresh
Mexican cuisine. Both restaurants you can just stop in and order, no reservations, and
you can dine-in or take out your food. Some coffee shops to hit downtown are: Coffee
Exchange and Mille, both have romantic atmospheres. If you're heading to Walkerville
then there are plenty of stores for the last-minute Valentine, but Taloola Cafe located
on 390 Devonshire Road will have live music on Valetine's Day as well as vegan and
organic eats and treats.
Also located downtown Wmdsor is Charles Clark Square, which transforms into an
outdoor ice rink in the winter. The city has just purchased synthetic ice for the square
and it should be in place just in time to hold the hand of that special someone or maybe
pretend you're the next Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir.
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Celebration of Nations 2014, CAW
Student Centre, 11 :00 a.m.
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University Players Present: A Woman of No Importance, University of
Windsor - Essex Hall Theatre, 8:00
p.m.

... ~
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Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.
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James 0-L and the Villains with
Shotgun Jimmie and By Divine Right.
Phog Lounge, I 0:00 p.m.
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Korda Artistic Productions presents Hard Hearts, Kordazone Theatre, 8:00 p.m., General Admission
$15, Students & Seniors $ I 0
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I Valentine's

Day Dinner Party!,
Gourmet Emporium, 6:00 p.m.
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MICAELAMULDOON

lance reporter

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE
University Players' latest production is
Oscar Wilde's A Woman of No Importance, set in nineteenth century England
with a multitude of characters.
The story focuses on a group of British
ari§toc_rats, plus ope Ametican yo:i,iog
lady visiting. They are all very opinionated and set in their ways and their life-

style. However, the American girl, Hester, challenges their snobbish vi~ws with
her own, more modern ones. The play
moves a bit slowly, as most of the dialogue is a series of sharp-tongued (but
not loud) battles of the wits beliefs. Although it is not the most action-packed
or dramatic play, it still clever and funny
enough to keep the audience drawn in.
The main plot point is that young Gerald Arbuthnot, involved with rebellious
Hester, is hired as a secretary to the illustrious Lord Illingworth. Everyone
is charmed by this man except Gerald's
moth r, Mr . Arbuthnot. When she
hears the news about her son's new job,
she is not happy; she and Lord Illing-

worth have a history.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY IS

I will not spoil the rest for those who have
never seen or read the play, but I will say
that the cast does a wonderful job with
characterization, even if most of their
accents are a bit faulty. The most notable
performance in terms of both accent and
emotion is that of Miranda MacDougall,
who plays Mrs. Arbuthnot, the "woman
of no importance:' Even though the cast
consists of a hefty fourteen characters,
this does not become tedious, and it is
not too confusing.

Windsor Symphony Orchestra
(WSO) Masterworks: · Carmen in
Concert, Capitol Theatre, 8:00 p.m.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 16

Ovei:all,..the.-University Players' version
of A Woman of No Importance is well
worth a watch.

University Playe rs Present: A Woman of No Importance, University of
Windsor - Essex Hall Theatre, 2:00
p.m.

WHAT TO WATCH ON

Crissi Cochrane Little Sway Album
Release Show, Phog Lounge, 9:30
p.m.
University Players Present: A Woman of No Importance, University of
Windsor - Essex Hall Theatre, 8:00
p.m.

Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.
Korda Artistic Productions presents Hard Hearts, Kordazone Theatre, 2:00 p.m., General Admission
$15, Students & Seniors $ I 0

I MONDAY FEBRUARY 17
w/ALEXANDRASELLICK

THE HITCHHICKER'S
GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
Okay, so I've never watched The Notebook and while
there are some romantic movies I do like (You've Got
Mail, Sleepless In Seattle, Kate & Leopold), I don't think
Valentines Day has to just be about sappy, drippy love:

The Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy is not just for scifi fans. The film stars it-girl Zooey Deschanel and hiphop star and actor Mos Def. And if you are a sci-fi fan
you'll like that Martin Freeman (Sherlock, The Hobbit)
plays the lead character. Arthur Dent (Freeman:) is
an ordinary guy living in Britain when one morning
a road crew comes to demolish his house to make a
freeway. Then his best friend Ford Prefect (Mos Def)
informs him that the world is ending. Just when the
earth is about to implode, Prefect whisks Dent off to
another galaxy and just when Dent thinks that he will
never see any of his fell ow earthlings again, he runs
into Trillian (Deschanel), a girl he met at a party and
has a crush on.
While there are aliens and spaceships, the plot follows
Dent's quest for Trillian's love as he tries to rescue her
from her alien captor played by Sam Rockwell. The film
is quite hilarious and Alan Rickman (Professor Snape
from Harry Potter) plays Marvin the Paranoid Android.
While the film is classified as an adventure/comedy,
I definitely wouldn't rule out the romance. Watching
Dent hop from spaceship to spaceship to follow his
crush is both heartbreaking and cute. Perfect for those
couples who have just started dating or perfect for a
friend date!

The Artists of Colour Present their
7th Art Exhibit "The Stories We Tell
Part II", Mackenzie Hall Cultural
Centre & Common Ground Gallery

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 18
TOAST Open Mic Poetry: Drunk on
Words, Phog Lounge, 8:00 p.m.
The Artists of Colour Present their
7th Art Exhibit "The Stories W~ Tell
Part II", Mackenzie Hall Cultural
Centre & Common Ground Gallery
Laughing Over Lattes - Comedy
Open Mic, Milk Coffee Bar, 9:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 19
Dropkick Murphys with Skinny Lister and ·Lucero,The Fillmore Detroit,
6:30 p.m.
The Artists of Colour Present their
7th Art Exhibit "The Stories We Tell
Part II,", Mackenzie Hall Cultural
Centre & Common Ground Gallery
Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 20
Wood is Good!, Mudpuppy Gallery,
12:00 p.m.
The Artists of Colour Present their
7th Art Exhibit "The Stories We Tell
Part II," Mackenzie Hall Cultural
Centre & Common Ground Gallery
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ALBUM REVIEW

FILM REVIEW

JOANATRUSSLER
lance reporter

KAR-LEIGH KELSO
lance reporter

LITTLE SWAY
CRISSIE COCHRANE
Crissi Cochrane has come a long way
from the folk infused plains of the
Annapolis Valley, breaking into the
blues/jazz genre with her latest album
Little Sway, combining sultry, vibrant
and soothing tones to create a sound
reminiscent of Missy Higgins and
Corinne Bailey Rae.
Her previous release, Pretty Alright
EP (November 2011), reached #5 on
the Earshot! National Folk Chart.
This new, locally produced indie
record is her first attempt at taking on elements of jazz and soul.
True to her romantic heart, Crissi left
Halifax three and a half years ago to
"pursue a relationship with a Windsor artist." Since leaving Halifax as a
folk/pop sweetheart in 2010, the now
Windsor based artist believes she has
found her soul, writing and living in
the hot sun by the great American city
of Detroit, which she calls the "shadow of Motown."
The leap from Canadian Indie to
American jazz and blues was ambitious, and left her album as a soft mix
of a happiness Cochrane cannot hide
combined with a desire to seduce her

LETTHE RIGHT ONE IN
As a nod to this year's Valentine's Day, I
thought I would review an unconventional
romance movie: Tomas Alfredson's Let the

Right One In.

audience's heartstrings into a martini sway while onlookers smile and
munch on tapas. She has put a lot of
heart into her music.
Cochrane's vision is bright, but if she
continues to delve into the path of
blues she must dig into the deep pit of
her soul to reach her richest potential.
Her voice is well trained and appealing but lacks the texture of someone
who has lived and gone through the
hardship we feel when we listen to artists such as Amy Winehouse and Billie
Holiday, her inspirations.
Be sure to pick up Little Sway, the
perfect Valentine's Day album. The
songs are beautifully arranged with
an upbeat playful start, moving into a
more serious and seductive tone to set
the mood for a romantic evening of
vintage furs, rose blossoms, wing tips
and dinner for two. As for me, I won't
be forgetting to add the album to my
next bedtime chill-out playlist.

12-year-old Oskar is an awkward, bullied
kid, and has been for quite some time when
12-year-old Eli and her father move in next
door. Eli is a peculiar girl, coming out only
at night and not much for winter clothing.
As Oskar and Eli become friends, Oskar
discovers Eli is far stranger than he originally thought. She finds out about his situation and encourages Oskar to stand up to
his tormentors, specifically to "hit them
harder" so they will leave him be.

I strongly recommend this film to anyone
looking for something a little different and
oddly adorable. There are a few disturbing scenes, but I think you all could handle
them. It is a little bit artsy, but probably one
of the better vampire movies you could
watch.

Although Oskar never notices, Ell's father
also has strange habits. He leaves in the
evening with a sled and a briefcase, and
comes back with the same supplies, looking more·shaken. Ell's father is a serial killer, draining people of their blood to feed
his vampire daughter so she does not have
to kill.

The original film is entirely in Swedish. I
prefer subtitles myself, but there are English-dubbed versions available as well.

Ell's life gets more complicated when her
father dies, leaving her to fend for herself.
This brings Eli and Oskar closer together,
and their odd relationship begins.

This romance/drama scores very highly on
my must-watch list, and I give it 8/10 stars.
Check it out if you get the chance, and
Happy Valentine's Day!

You may have heard of its American counterpart, Let Me In. (Not as good, in my
opinion.)

____
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THE PACKAD.*- Do Not Engage (Nea.weri<)
CRIS51 COCHRANE*- Liale Sway.(Self-Released)
MIDDLE SISTER*- Middle Sister (Famous Last)
COEUR DE PIRATE*-Trauma (DareTo Care)
DANNY B R ~ Old (Fool's Gold)
6 MAZ*- Chasse-Galerie (Bleu+t)
7 THE SATTAUTES*- Best of Canadian Reggae (Linus Entertainment)
8 FOR£rlc- Foret (Simone)
9 FRED EAGL.ESMITT-1*-Ta,roourine (Self-Released)
IO ANGR OLSEN- BumYour Are for No Witness (Jagjaguwar)
11 MOGWAI- Rave Tapes (Sub Pop)
12 TlTI.E RGHT- Spring Songs (Self-Released)
13 VARIOUS-Verve Remixed:The Rrst Ladies (Verve)
14 THE CRYSTAL METHOD-The Crystal Method (Tinye)
15 PINK MAKTINI-- Get Hawf (Heinz Records)
16 DEAD RANCH*-Ander Royal (No List)
17 RUTH MOODY*-TheseWilderThings (True North)
18 LE PELICAN NOIR*- Le silence tendu au dessus de nos tetes comme un orage en
suspens (Self-Released)
19 HABIBI- Habibi (Burger)
20 DR BARBER*- Prairieography (True North)
21 MOKA ONLY*- Mutant (Urbnet)
22 VARIOUS*- RadioAdventllres In the Wild (CJSR)
23 NEILYOUNG*- LiveAtThe Cellar Door (Reprise)
24 CRAIG CARDIFF*- Love Is Louder (ThanAIIThis Noise) (Self-Released)
25 PROTESTTHE HERO*-Volition (Sony)
26 KASHKA*- Bound (Self-Released)
27 CAL.EYTHOMAS*-Ash Mountains (Open Grcle)
28 THEARCADE FIRE*- Reflektor (Merge)
29 ARCHIPEL*- Couteau Papc11on (Self-Released)
30 ALCHEMIST & EVIDENCE- Step Brothers (Rhymesa'jers)

I
2
3
4
5

••
•
•
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The Olympic
Games

MEN'S BASKETBALL

POLITICS AND CONTROVERSY
SASKATOON (CUP) - The
Olympics have long been a stage
for political statements and upheaval.
The controversies surrounding the
upcoming games in Sochi, Russia are just the newest chapter in
a long saga of unrest accompanying what is meant to be the greatest exhibit of athleticism in the
world. To say the Olympics, or
sports themselves, exist outside
the realm of politics is inaccurate

Olympic figure skater and University of Windsor student Tessa
Virtue captured the Silver Medal
along with partner Scott Moir and
the rest of the Canadian team during the figure skating team event in
Socbi last Sunday. Canada finished
the event with 65 points, ten behind the gold medal Russians who
had 75 while the United States sepoints.

The Holy Names Catholic High
School product and her partner
Moir helped Canada secure the
medal by finishing second in the
ice dance free skate. Virtue, studies psychology at UWindsor, and
commutes to her training facility
in Canton, Micbigan.
For Moir and Virtue the Olympics
aren't over; the Canadian champions still have a individual and pairs
event to look forward to, including
a defence of their 2010 gold medal
in the ice dance. CBC Analyst and
Olympic Silver medallist Elizabeth
Manly believes the pair were saving
themselves for the Short and Free
ice dance events.
"Personally I feel Tessa and Scott
may have held back just a little bit,
which for me is fine because I don't
wartt them to burn out in the team
event;' said CBC analyst Elizabeth
Manly during the broadcast.
A report early last week claimed

that the United States and Russia
may have colluded to prevent Moir
and Virtue from attaining gold
during the ice dance. The report
indicated that the U.S. and Russia
had discussed a deal where they
would help each other win events
in which they were not directly
competing.
"Having read the report, I didn't
actually see anything beyond an
unnamed person making a general
allegation," stated IOC representative Mark Adams in a press release.
The Olympians can be see live on
CBC on Feb. 16 and 17 as they try
to bring home another gold for
Canada in the short and free style
ice dance beginning at 10:00 a.m.
eastern time.

While commenting on Amy Bass's
Not the Triumph but the Struggle,
a book on the history of black athletes in sport, Bob Costas of NBC
Sports said, "In addition to being
competition, entertainment, business and shared experience, sport
has often been a stage where significant social issues were played
out. In the 20th century, those
issues often pertained to human
rights and race. Sometimes the dynamics of sports served to clarify
those issues, sometimes to muddle
~

The Olympics are meant to be a
global event where countries come
together in the name of competition, an impartial arena for
the pursuit of excellence. But in
bringing together countries with
diverse political, religious and
ethnic backgrounds, the Olympic
Games are not immune from national and international conflicts.
The affair between the Olympics and politics really began at
the 1906 Games in Athens, when
Irish athlete Peter O'Connor was
forced to compete for and under
the flag of Great Britain. In protest, O'Connor scaled the flagpole
during the medal ceremony and
waved the Irish flag.
Olympic controversy has since
run the gamut from boycotts to
political statements, terrorist attacks to all out fights between athletes from embattled nations.
Despite the International Olympic
Committee's attempts to remove
politics from the games, the link
persists.
One of the biggest concerns surrounding the 2014 Winter Games
is Russa's stance on LGBTQ issues.
The host nation passed legislation
in June 2013 which bans distribution of "propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations" among
minors.
But Russia is not the first host to
be reprimanded for its stance on
human rights. Most recently, the
2008 Summer Games in Beijing
brought attention to China's lessthan-illustrious human rights
record. The 1936 Games held in
Berlin, Germany were criticized
for taking place under Nazi party

2/1/2014

Guelph Gryphons

Guelph ON

W76-62

2/8/2014

McMaster
Marauders

St Denis

W81-75

rule.
In each of these cases there were
calls to boycott the games that
never came to fruition. Boycotts in
these instances are meant as a sign
of protest, but attending the games
often makes more of a statement.
The Berlin Olympics was one of
Hitler's major propaganda machines used to spread the Nazi
ideology, specifically the superiority of the Aryan race. This ideology was challenged when AfricanAmerican sprinter Jesse Owens
won four gold medals in track and
field events.
African-American athletes considered boycotting the 1986
Games held in Mexico City to
protest racial inequality in the
United States and abroad but the
boycott never materialized. Instead, Tommie Smith and John
Carlos made a much bigger impact by attending the games. After
placing first and third respectively
in the 200-metre race Smith and
Carlos made their political statement on the podium when they
raised their gloved fists and bowed
their heads in a human rights salute as the U.S. anthem played in
the background. All three medalists, including silver medalist Peter Norman, wore badges from the
organization Olympic Project for
Human Rights.
As for what will happen in Soehl,
Rule 50 in the International Olympic Committee Charter states that
"no kind of demonstration or political, religious or racial propaganda is permitted in any Olympic
sites, venues or other areas;' but
tbis doesn't mean the athletes will
follow suit.

IOC President Thomas Bach said
athletes will not be denied their
free speech but are not permitted to make political points while
competing or during ceremonies.
Individual views can, however, be
expressed during press conferences. If any athletes violate this rule,
they are subject to sanctions.
Russian President Vladimir Putin
has stated that there will be no
discrimination on the grounds
of sexuality at the Olympics but,
due to the recent negative backlash surrounding Russia's laws and
practices, the public perception of
tbis matter is undoubtedly already
tained.
With openly gay athletes competing in the Winter Games and
travelling to Sochi as delegates, it's
only a matter of time before personal views rise to the surface and
are broadcast for millions to see.

KIMBERLEY HARTWIG THE SHEAF (UNIVERSITY
OF SASKATCHEWAN)
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St Denis

2/11/2014 Western
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2/1/2014
2/8/2014
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W80-51
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"I really congratulate Chris
Oliver for having his team well
prepared for this all important game. It was no doubt a
bonafide victory. I have respect
for Chris as a coach going back
to our high school coaching
rivalry and I believe my team
showed respect for his team
today as well; said McMaster's
head coach Amos Connelly.
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Coach Oliver has nothing but
respect for Coach Connelly.
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KIMELLIOTI

lance reporter

In a battle for OUA West supremacy, the Lancer men's
basketball team (14-5) fended
off first place McMaster (16-4)
landing heavy retaliatory blows
in humbling the Marauders
with a 81 - 76 defeat last Saturday afternoon.
Windsor snapped the Marauders 13 game win streak and no
doubt sent a shiver up the spine
of their upper tier opponents in
theOUAEast

"It was a great CIS basketball
game featuring two top seven
teams in the country and we
were proud of our effort, especially on the defensive end
where we executed with effort
and concentration; said Lancers coach Chris Oliver.
After leading by as much as 11
points going into the second
quarter, McMaster clawed their
way back to a 36-36 tie at the
half fueled by a pair of momentum changing stuffs by guards
Leon Alexander and Rohan
Boney
Indeed the Marauders made a
major mistake in failing to an-

swer the bell readily when play
resumed in the third quarter.
Instead the seasoned Lancers
seized the moment and raced
out to a six point lead early in
the frame which included a two
hand flush and one hand tomahawk jam over several Mac defenders by "Spider Man" Rotimi
Osuntola Jr.
After being down by as much as
13 points they eventually recovered to within a one possession
three point deficit with only 13
seconds remaining in the contest. However, a late McMaster turnover resulted in two
free throws being converted by
Diloreto to seal tlie win for the

"Amos should be the coach of
the year in our conference; said
Oliver. "He has done a super job
building his team to a national
level and they will be a difficult
out for anyone in the playoffs:'
Lancer Lien Phillip, playing
more aptly like a dominating
centre than a power forward in
this occasion led the way for the
self respecting Lancers, scoring
20 points and tearing down 17
rebounds. His exploits were
supplemented by his record
breaking fifth-year peers Enrico
Diloreto (26 points, 5 rebounds)
and Josh Collins (11 points, 2
steals).
They in turn had their intensity
and poise matched qualitatively by fourth-year senior Evan

Mathews who had at least one
stat in every category, and Osuntola who practically did the
same. The Lancer res~rves also
fulfilled their specialty roles in
solidarity with the front five, especially Brad Parker and Khalid
Abdel-Gabar.
Rookie shooting sensation Mike
Rocca had a quiet outing for the
Lancers, perhaps a bit in awe
of his brother Joe Rocca who
get the Marauders going early
and finished with a team high
18 points that was matched by
fellow guard Aaron Redpath.
Alexander had 15 points and
seven rebounds in addition to
his Jam, but Lancers held Mac's
leading scoring Taylor Black to
only seven points, with nine rebounds and a nice dunk of his
own.
Like the Marauders, Windsor
suffered four humbling losses of
their own early in the season to
#1 Carleton, No. 2 Ottawa, No.
6 Ryerson and one to unranked
Lakehead before the loss at McMaster in early January.
The Lancers have inched back
to respectability second in the
OUA West while riding high
on their seven game winning
streak.

Women's b-ball schools McMaster
KIMELLIOTI

lance reporter

It took top ranked Windsor a
, little longer to discipline their
talented (11-9) McMaster underclassmen on the court. In
the end the lesson resulted in
another double digit blow out
by the # 1 ranked Lancers who
came out on top 80-51.
"We only keep running up the

score because we know we are
going to play tougher teams
down the stretch in the OUA
and CIS championship playoffs," said Lancers head coach
Chantal Vallee.
All Canadian centre Jessica
Clemencon agreed.
"We don't really aim to run the
score up to 100 points or so, we
just aim to play hard for forty
minutes," said Clemencon.
With a better effort in the sec-

ond half the Lancers came out
on top 90-51 overtop of the unranked Marauders.

Kreiger only scored a few points
but did it with a Clemencon
flare.

Clemencon topped all scorers with 24 points, followed by
team mate Miah Langlois with
21 and Korissa Williams who
had 16 points. Jocelyn Larocque
at seven key points and Tessa
Kreiger raked in several key
rebounds.Only two Marauders
scored in double figures, Hailey Milligan with 14 points and
Danielle Boiago had 11 points.

"I learned everything I know
from "France;' said Kreiger. "I
actually used to use similar post
moves in high school but we go
hard at each other in practice so
it is finally helping me to also
apply them at this level as well:'
"I haven't instructed Jessica to
mentor Tessa, nor Miah and
Korissa to mentor our guards,

but I have asked them to provide us with the leadership we
need to win; said Vallee. "So
it's nice to hear that it appears
they have chosen to mention
our younger players, Tessa and
Cheyanne Roger:'
The Lancers will close out the
season with a pair on the road
against the Waterloo Warriors
and Brock Badgers, before returning to the St. Denis Centre
for OUA playoff action. Schedules to be determined.
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Sexx meals: six
fooas to help
fill you u,4illlllll

HISTORIC STATEMENT
Missouri star defensive end Michael Sam announced on Sunday
that he is gay. The All-American
is draft eligible and could become the first openly gay person
to play in the National Football
League. The 22-year-old led the
SEC in sacks last season and was
expected to be a mid round pick
in 2014.
The NFL issued a statement on
the matter saying "We admire
Michael Sam's honesty and courage. Michael is a football player.
Any player with ability and determination can succeed in the NFL.
We look forward to welcoming
and supporting Michael Sam in
2014:'

••
•

• photos by Jason Rankin

PLAYOFF MATCH-UP
SET

: SARAHHORWATH
: editor-in-chief

The Windsor Lancers women's
hockey team discovered that
they would face the fourth place
itteens Geels-in-the-first round-of
e playoffs. The senes will J<lclc~,
off at South Windsor Arena tonight at 6:30 p.m., before heading
to Kingston. The Lancers enter
the playoffs as one of the hottest
teams in the OUA.

••
••

NO. I LANCERS DEFEAT
MARAUDERS;EARN
I 8THSTRAIGHT
VICTORY
(VIA- GoLancers) WINDSOR,
Ont. - The #l ranked Lancer
women's basketball team earned
their eighteenth straight victory
on Saturday afternoon with
a convincing 80-51 win over
the
McMaster
Marauders.
Jessica Clemencon earned a game
high 24 points, and was followed
closely by fellow fifth year athlete,
Miah-Marie
Langlois
who
earned 21 points in the win as
the Lancers continue to hold top
spot in the OUA west division.
Korissa Williams hit 16 points
in the win, while Clemencon
also had a team high 8 rebounds.
Hailey Milligan had the games
only double-double with 14
points and 11 rebounds for the
Marauders (11-9) who sit fourth
in the division heading into the
final week of the regular season.

SKATE FOR LIFE
The Trillium Gift of Life Network will be hosting a free skate
at Tecumseh Arena on Feb. 16
between 2:00 p.m. and 3:20 p.m.
In partnership with SportFest
Windsor as well as the Kidney
Foundation and other non-profit
organizations the skate looks to
promote organ and tissue donation.

•
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ing and having difficulty getting in the mood for love, you might
want to try some effective methods to help boost your libido.
Maintaining a healthy sex life can actually help you on the path
for living a life of wellness for your body, mind and overall health.
Here are five common foods that will reignite your flame!

A¥0GADOS: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . .
.
.
~1s libido boostmg ~u1t has been known for centuries ta pro~de energy :ind stamma to your body from its folic acid and lib1do enh~cm~ pota~i~m. So it's no s~rprise that Spanish priests
once forbid their parishioners to eat this due to its sexual powers.

••

WATERMELON:

CHILIS:

Not only is watermelon an amazing thirst quencher during those
hot summer months, doctors and scientists are saying that watermelon contains ingredients that can boost your libido. The ingredient of citruline causes a Viagra-like effect for your body's blood
vessels, so if you're looking to get in the mood, slice up some
watermelon and you will be rearing to go in no time.

Want to feel hot, hot, hot? Capsaici~ is the ingredient in chill
peppers which causes it to be so hot, and it's also the same ingredient that helps to release chemicals to increase your heart rate
and trigger the release of endorphins to give a natural high and
it turn, make your sex life hotter. Get ready to spice up your love
life!
.

OYSTERS:

NUTS:

Oysters, along with mussels and clams can aid the release of sexual hormones, which can actually increase a person's sex drive.
They are not only rich in zinc, but also help a certain male body
part. For a man, having more zinc in your diet can help regulate
the prostate, prostatic fluid and the amount of sperm.

Want to boost your libido even more? Add a handful of nuts to
your morning breakfast or salad, since nuts contain L-argine.
This amino acid turns into nitric oxide which is known to boost
your sex drive. Some nuts to try are: walnuts, almonds and hazelnuts.

!

CHOCOLATE:
Chocolate covered strawberries
aren't just for setting a romantic mood for your loved one.
Chocolate has been proven to
have more antioxidants than
red wine, as it contains a stimulating chemical called phenylethamine. This chemical can
stimulate excitement and your
body's well being. In addition,
chocolate contains methylxanthines that heighten your body's
sensitivity to touch. These two
chemicals are sure to heat things
up in the bedroom for you and
your significant other.

Other sexy foods to try:
olives, honey, arugula and
eggs.
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The Windsor/Essex County Atheist Society is hosting Nate Phelps, son of infamous Westboro Baptist Church pastor
Fred Phelps on Mar. 6 at the University
of Windsor.
Phelps left home the day he turned 18.
He has since committed himself to fighting the extremism his father represents.
Despite being raised by a father whose
church has picketed the funerals of soldiers and homosexuals for religious
reasons, Phelps is an outspoken lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT)
rights advocate and a passionate speaker
against child abuse and religious extremism.
The sixth of thirteen children, Phelps describes his upbringing as "busy" and remembers being held to the rigid religious
standards set by his parents.
As he got older, he began to see a violent
side to his father's religious extremism
and noticed how secluded his family was
from the rest of the community as a re-

suit
"I remember early on, from the time
I was ten years old or maybe younger,
that there were some things my father
taught that didn't resonate with me; said

When Phelps was 16, his brother Mark
escaped from the family to start a new
life elsewhere. Inspired by his brother's
example, Phelps bought a car for $300.00
and made his own secret plans to leave.
"I hid it - parked it several blocks away

h'le tried to beat some
truth into her.
Nate Phelps
Phelps. "The way he treated people...I
was uncomfortable with it:'
"The fact that he justified it with verses
from the Bible, I can't say I was anti-religious at that point, but I was confused
about that idea that we were supposed
to treat people the way he was treating
them; said Phelps.
When Phelps turned 18 he left his home
in Topeka, Kansas and moved to California, but Phelps said the idea of running
away first occurred to him several years
earlier.

from the house and moved it every couple days to make sure it didn't get towed;
said Phelps. "Over the final months, I was
packing things away and hiding them in
the garage, so nobody in the family knew
that that was what I was planning:'
The risks of leaving the Phelps' family household were anything but trivial.
When Nate's older sister Kathy left at the
age of 17, their father tracked her down.
"[Fred Phelps] loaded two cars with the
kids and himself and we drove over there
commando style. She was leaving the

house to go on a date with some fellow.
We blocked his car and pushed her into
one of our cars and drove home," said
Phelps.
Once home, Kathy's father locked her
away in a room, forced her on a fast, and
physically abused her for months. "He
tried to beat some truth into her. That's
how he put it," said Phelps.
"I knew exactly what I was facing if anybody found out what I was planning on
doing."
Approximately four years after leaving, Phelps' sisters reached out to him
promising that "things were different,"
so Phelps returned to Topeka for ten
months only to leave the place for good.
"One of the things you are told is that,
if you leave, God is going to hurt you
and punish you," he said. "So when the
kids left, and quite a few did, they would
have something bad happen and the first
thing they thought was that God was
punishing them, so they would go back
to be safe:·
Since Nate left in the mid seventies, his
father and the Westboro Baptist Church
have become the very image of hate in
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Athletically however there has been some dispute
when it comes to figure skating and in particular,
the ice dance led by Canacliam Tessa Vu1ue and
Scott Moir.
Prior to the games a French outlet reported that
there may have been some collusion on the part of
the American and Russian federatiom to keep the
Canadians from winning their second consecutive
gold medals.

According to the French magazine L'Equipe '"the
Americans would give the Russians higher matks
in the team competition and pairs in exchange for
the RussiaN giving an edge to the American ice
dancers in the ice dance competition:'
The story becomes more interesting when you consider that the Canadian pair share coach Marina
Zoueva with the American tandem and eventual
gold medal champion Meryl Davis and Charlie
White.
Though most would agree that Davis and White
still deserved to win, as their routine was more difficult than that of the Canadians. The margin of
victory is what comes into question as the Americans won by a full five points in a new world record
although they made mistakes in their run.
Moir and Vu1ut on the other hand had a perfect
skate.
As a new figure skating fan, this definitely puts a

black mark on the sport for me. It also makes me
wonder as to the legitimacy of rival nations sharing
a coach.
Though Moir and Virtue claiming that their trust
in Zoueva waned after she led them to gold in Vancouver, they said they ntver coNidered changing
coaches.
That decision very well could have cost the pair top
spot on the podium at Sochi, and it is sad to see
comidering it was the last Olympics for arguably
the most dominant tandem in figure sbting history.
-

Mike Specht, sports editor
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CUPE 1393 emJ_;1lo~ees face layoffs despite
strike for job security last September
DARKOMILENKOVIC

lance reporter

The University of Windsor has
issued layoff notices to nine
workers in CUPE Local 1393.
Eight of the workers have been
officially notified, and the last
is to be notified after returning
from sick leave.
Of the nine layoffs, five are in
the Information Technology
Services, two are in Alumni Affairs and Donor Communications, and another two are in
Public Affairs and Communications.
These layoffs come barely five
months after CUPE Local 1393's
month-long strike in September
when union members took to
the picket lines after contract
negotiations broke down with
university administration.
Dean Roy, president of CUPE
1393, acknowledges that the
union's success during the strike
and during contract renegotiations has been beneficial to the
laid off workers.
"The people being laid off still
have rights to bump other jobs
and that's what the strike was
about [Administration] wanted to take those rights away to
make it easier for them to lay
somebody off,' said Roy.
Roy suspected layoffs would be
coming when the contract ne-

sures have been
widely
communicated for
years in updates
and public addresses. We are
looking at all
options,
and
layoffs are clearly the most difficult decision;'
said Wildeman.
"We will look to minimize the
need for future layoffs by striving for realistic compensation

ni:J impact here
is t t e students. I
don't l<now how administration doesn't
see that.
-Dean Roy
gotiations first broke down.
"We asked specifically at bargaining if there were any layoffs
pending that [the administration] knew of, and they said no;'
said Roy. "But when they're in
there trying to take away rights
for somebody when they lay
them off, you kind of have to
wonder:'
These nine positions will be
eliminated in April. The workers will not be replaced by new
hires and the work that was
once their responsibility will
have to be done by current employees, something that Roy
sees as a sacrifice in the quality
of the education and services
students receive.
"The end impact here is [to) the
students. I don't know how administration doesn't see that;'
said Roy.
University of Windsor president
Alan Wildeman said the layoffs
are the result of the projected
$5.8 million shortfall in the
2014/15 operating budget
"The operating budget pres-

costs for all employee groups."
In the past weeks, the union has
discussed various proposals to
the university that could have
potentially put a stop to the
layoff notices, but according to
CUPE 1393 chief union stewart
Aldo DiCarlo, the discussions
were more of a formality than
anything else due to the actual
number of layoffs.
"We've never had this many [layoffs) at once and the amount of
money required that we would

have had to come up with to try
and avoid them [was] pretty unreasonable," said DiCarlo.
Even with the layoffs now official, the union is still doing what
they can to protect these jobs.
"There were seven different
meetings, one for each person;'
said Roy. "We filed a grievance
on the spot. [The administration) violated some of the rules
in our collective [agreement)
and we'll see where that goes."

Learn the skills
you need to work in
the film and television
industry

ADVANCED
FILMMAKING
• One-on-one mentoringwith
industry professionals
• Make documentaries, narratives and
music videos with state of the art equipment
• 45-week, intensive, hands-on graduate program
Contact:
Adamm Liley, Program Co-ordinator
519-452-4430 x4514
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Sandwich Towne
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

University of Windsor students
enrolled in a digital journalism
course are working collectively
on an exciting project this semester, a documentary about
Sandwich Towne called The

Other Side of the Bridge.
The project is supervised by
UWindsor resident writing professional and the City of Windsor's first Poet Laureate, Marty
Gervais.
The project is currently in the
initial stage of collecting research, interviews, and data.
The end goal of the project is
to produce a documentary and
then present the research to the
community.
Emily Nicholls, a second-year
digital journalism student who
is part of this project, expressed
her excitement to be part of the
team.
"Researching Sandwich Towne
has opened my eyes to a very
unique and charming town,

which I happen to call home;'
said Nicholls. "I am proud to
live here and I hope others can
see how wonderful it is when
this project is completed."
"At this point we are researching as much as possible about
Sandwich's interesting past, its

Nicholls.
Their research spans over two
hundred years of history, from
the building of the Duff-Baby
house in 1792, the underground
railroad, the prohibition era
rum running, right up to the
current fight with Ambassador

going to the
c
unity with a
question and that
question is: is Sandwich worth saving?
-

Marty Gervais

precarious present and where its
future may be headed. Through
this process we are hoping to
expose the life of the community and the spirit that Sandwich Towne still has-while being objective, of course," added

Bridge owner Matty Moroun
about the vacant houses on Indian road.
Gervais highlighted one interesting story about a Methodist pastor at Bedford United
Church who shot and killed a

tavern owner during prohibition and was tried for murder
at Mackenzie Hall. His photograph still hangs in the front entrance of the gospel church located on Mill Street near Brock.
The "gun-toting Methodist" is
just one of the many incredible
stories uncovered by this project.
Gervais said the foundation for
their project is a focus on the
concept of shaping the future
from the past.
"We're going to the community
with a question and that question is: is Sandwich worth saving?" said Gervais.
Responses have varied dramatically. The students have unearthed some compelling information about the history of the
West-Wmdsor area, which they
post regularly to an online biog.
"What were doing is not a regular assignment that you would
get in classes at the university.
We're actually going to hand
this material over to the community so that in 20 years from
now... they'll be able to refer-

ence our material;' said Gervais.
Gervais is very proud of the
work the students are producing, saying, "We're going to give
them something that will be
meaningful and important, and
will matter to the community.
It's pretty amazing."
According to Gervais, there has
been incredible support for the
project from both the university
administration as well as city officials.
'We've had amazing support
from city council, in particular
with Ron Jones. He is a person
who is born and raised in Sandwich and is 100 per cent behind
this project and was instrumental in getting city council to give
us the facilities at Mackenzie
Hall," said Gervais.
The final documentary will be
screened at the end of March,
with dates to be determined.
The project biog can be read at
www.the30.ca, their Twitter is
@sandwichtownel4, and they
can be found on Instagram at @
sandwichtowne2014.
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America. They began getting
attention in 1991 when they
held a series of homophobic
protests at a park in Topeka.
In the last twenty years, the
Westboro Baptist Church has
picketed over 50,000 funerals,
churches, and events with their
anti-America, anti-gay, and anti-Semitic signs held high.
In March, they will be picketing
at the Academy Awards in Los
Angeles to denounce the lives
of recently deceased actors Paul
Walker and Philip Seymour
Hoffman. The Westboro Baptist Church's website explains
that, "Riding in a pricy car, being driven fast and furious,
[Walker] was cast directly into
hell in a fiery inferno:' and that
Hoffman "taught his generati'on
to sin."
'
Nate Phelps said that the controversial actions of his father
and his church in recent years
are no surprise.
"To be polite, I think they're
wrong. I think what they do is
wrong. What I thought about
when I first heard [about the
picketing] was that it was exactly what I thought would happen
eventually:' said Phelps. •This

was predictable:'
For Phelps, being an advocate
for the dangers of religion and
child abuse is something that he
understands intimately and believes that he was given a unique
opportunity.

"I was given a voice because of
who my family is and I think it
would be a waste if I didn't take

ately hurt their relationships.
But he advised that there are organizations out there that pro-

To (be polite, I think
thef~re wrong. I think
what they do is wrong.
Nate Phelps
advantage of this opportunity to
try and explain myself as best I
could to the people out there, so
they at least understand there's
a different perspective:' said
Phelps.
People who may be questioning the faith in which they were
raised could also find solace in
listening to Phelps' talk next
week as he believes that one of
the biggest problems people
face is the social and cultural
question of how to get along
with family and friends when
you start to question your faith.
"Toe best advice I gave myself
was to keep questioning. to keep

asking, to keep searching, ultimately to hold the leaders who
were telling me these things accountable for the evidence; said
Phelps.
Phelps urges people to ask
themselves if they are prepared
to make that shift and deliber-

vide help and support to people
who are on that journey.
An organization that is doing
just that is the host of the event,
The Windsor/Essex County
Atheist Society. President and
founder of the group, Shawna
Scott hopes to provide social
support to people who are nonbelievers and said that people
should find Nate's story to be
inspiring.
"The Westboro Baptist Church
is very well known in the media
and I think that will be of interest to people who have studied
the impact of child abuse. It
might De of interest to students
who have experienced religious
indoctrination themselves. Also
some people are fascinated by
his journey from extremism,
rationality, free thought, critical thinking and atheism and
find his story very inspirational
and it really highlights his resil-

ience:' said Scott.
Scott, a second-year Ph.D. student at UWindsor studying
Clinical Psychology, started the
group on Facebook initially in
2010, and the group kept growing, eventually becoming a ratified University group in 2011,
which now boasts 375 members.
"When I heard about Nate
Phelps and how he's now the
Center For Inquiry director in
Calgary, now an LGBT advocate, I was amazed by his journey and a lot of people in the
club are so excited to hear how
he went from such an extreme
ideology to one in which he is
open minded and tolerant of
other people:' said Scott.
With Phelps' upcoming book,
which is yet to be titled or released, speaking at UWindsor
is the perfect opportunity to
tell his story. He has found the
process of writing to be both
difficult and therapeutic and he
hopes it will help others in similar situations.
"That's the only reason I'm
writing. When I started talking and I started getting emails
and havmg conver.satioo$ with
people, not only people who are
involved in religious extremism
like I was, but people in the gay
community relate to a lot of the
points that I make:' said Phelps.
Phelps came out of such an extreme version of religion and
spent several years immersed

5

in mainstream Christianity, and
although he is an Atheist, there
are religions that are interesting
to him, such as Buddhism.
"I can't say for certain that there
isn't a God, or that there isn't
something out there that if we
understood the universe more,
if we advanced another 100
years that we couldn't identify
and all of us agree to call it God.
But its not going to look anything like the gods that are proposed in this day in age, like the
Christian God or the Muslim
God:' said Phelps.
"I am willing to accept the possibility that there is something
out there. The idea that we can
talk about that possibility, live
comfortably with that possibility, I am ok with that. There are
some religions that don't focus
too much on the ideas of the supernatural. Those would be the
ones that I would be inclined to
move towards:'
The Windsor/Essex
County Atheist Society
hosts Nate Phelps on Mar.
6 in room 1100 of the Ed
Lumley Centre for Engineering Innovation atthe
University of Windsor. The
event is sponsored by the
Windsor Humanist Society and the University of
Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA). Admission is free,
but donations are greatly
appreciated.

Equity and Diversity
Referendum fails
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

A number of law students were
surprised to see a referendum
fail that would have seen a new
Vice-President position added
to the Student Law Society
(SLS).
Third-year law student and SLS
Council representative Chris
Rudnicki said that the referendum to add a VP Equity and
Diversity position to the SLS
was shot down "by a substantial
margin:'
The referendum included the
option of an unelected officer,
rather than VP, position. Rudnicki said that law students were

surprisingly uncomfortable with
both options.
"I was surprised at the result. I
thought that most people would
support either one of the two
options," said Rudnicki. "I had
no idea that this was coming:'
Rudnicki said that he was approached by several students
after the vote with suggestions
and concerns, but by then it was
too late to alter the referendum.
However, he does say there is
time to revisit the question.
"This issue is far from dead.
I've had discussion with a number of students, after the fact,
that voted this down and they
have said that a more appropriate option would be to have an
ombudsperson that would be

independent from the student
government:' said Rudnicki.
"That's something we are looking into now to see if we can
make it happen:'
Rudnicki said someone responsible for Equity and Diversity
would provide training for clubs
organizing events and would
work with clubs before, during,
and after events to ensure respect among students.
Philip Cumbo, president of the
SLS, said the position would be
useful, but not necessary.
"In my opinion the role of the
ED position would be to promote the values that Windsor
Law prides itself upon. The individual who would have taken
the position would have been

charged with being the liaison
between the SLS, the administration, and the students," said
Cumbo.
"They would have been expected to be involved in academic
and social orientation of incoming law students as well as continue to host information campaigns throughout the year:'
Rudnicki said the position
would directly address problems that other students have
brought to his attention.
"We've seen equity and diversity issues come up again and
again:' said Rudnicki. "There
was an event where people
dressed up as people of different
cultures; some were dressed as
caricatures of South-American

culture and some people didn't
take kindly to that:'
Cumbo said Windsor Law already has an Equity and Diversity committee composed of
students, faculty, and staff.
"I think that the position would
have added to our commitment
to equity and diversity, but in no
way does the proposal suggest
that Windsor Law is lacking in
those areas:' said Cumbo.
"Toe take home is that the students of Windsor Law believe
that the SLS has the pieces in
place to uphold the values of equity and diversity:' said Cumbo.
"Our students voted and had
their voices heard, which cannot be discounted:'

Personal Credits Notice

\

If you received a Common Experience Payment, you could get
$3,000 in Personal Credits for educational programs and services.
The Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement.
The healing continues.
Since 2007, almost 80,000 former students have received a
Common Experience Payment ("CEP") as part of the Indian
Residential Schools Settlement Agreement. CEP recipients
are now eligible to receive non-cash Personal Credits of up
to $3,000, for either themselves or certain family members,
for educational programs and services.

What are Personal Credits? Personal Credits may be used
for a wide range of educational programs and services,
including those provided by universities, colleges, trade or
training schools, Indigenous Institutions of Higher Learning,
or which relate to literacy or trades, as well as programs and
services related to Aboriginal identities, histories, cultures
or languages.
How much are Personal Credits?
Adequate funds are available for each
CEP recipient to receive up to $3,000
in Personal Credits, depending on your
approved educational expenses.

Personal Credits of multiple CEP recipients can be combined
to support a group learning activity.

How can I get Personal Credits? Each CEP recipient
will be mailed an Acknowledgement Form. If you do
not receive an Acknowledgement Form by the end of
January 2014, please call 1-866-343-1858. Completed
Acknowledgement Forms should be returned as soon
as possible and must be postmarked no later than
October 31, 2014.

How do I redeem my Personal Credits? Once approved,
you will be sent a personalized Redemption Form for each
individual using Personal Credits at each educational entity
or group. Once the Form is received,
provide it to the educational entity or
CEP recipients have the option of
sharing their Personal Credits with
group listed. The educational entity
certain family members, such as:
or group must then complete and mail
back the Redemption Form postmarked
• Children
• Spouses
no later than December 1, 2014.
• Grandchildren • Siblings

Which educational entities and
groups are included? A list of approved educational
entities and groups has been jointly developed by Canada,
the Assembly of First Nations and Inuit representatives. If an
educational entity or group is not on the list, please consult
the website for more information.
Will I receive a cheque? No. Cheques will be issued directly
to the educational entity or group providing the service.
Who can use Personal Credits? CEP recipients can use the
full amount themselves or give part or all of their Personal
Credits to certain family members such as a spouse, child,
grandchild or sibling, as defined in the terms and conditions.

What happens to unused Personal
Credits? The value of unused Personal Credits will
be transferred to the National Indian Brotherhood
Trust Fund and Inuvialuit Education Foundation for
educational programs.
For more information, including how Personal Credits can be
redeemed by certain family members of CEP recipients that
are deceased, visit www.residentialschoolsettlement.ca or call
1-866-343-1858.
The IRS Crisis Line (1-866-925-4419) provides immediate
and culturally appropriate counselling support to former
students who are experiencing distress.

1-866-343-1858 • www. residentialschoolsettlement. ea
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feb. 20
FREDERICTON (CUP) - Are
you getting your vitamins A, B
and C? What about vitamin D?
Getting enough vitamin D is
more important than one may
think.
According to Statistics Canada,
59 per cent of 20- to 39-yearolds get enough vitamin D
through out the year; this is
lower than other age groups.
"It would be great if we had
other methods to "keep a more
consistent testing in university
sports year over year, or even
test more sports;' she said. "It's
obviously a funding issue."
Vitamin D helps the body absorb calcium and phosphorous
which are essential for bone
growth and bone health.
Adequate vitamin D consumption has been known to decrease the risk for osteoporosis,
diabetes ;md ;;c~ ~ s of

cancer as well as mcrease car-

diovascular health and the immune system.

It also aids in the release of neurotransmitters, dopamine and
serotonin, which are important
for brain function and mood.
Now, it's shown why it's important to have, but how can you
get it?
Some foods high in vitamin D
are egg yolks, fortified cow milk,
fatty fishes and mushrooms.
However, getting 20-25 minutes ofsunlight can give you adequate vitamin D as well. Supplements are another option.
Health Canada recommends
that people aged nine to 70 get
600 IU - 15 micrograms - of
vitamµi D per day.
Toe winter months make it
very difficult to get a sufficient
amount of vitamin D due to the
sun's position - the skin cannot properly synthesize it. It
also makes it difficult to absorb
when it's cold outside and you
need to bundle up!
For this reason, eating foods
high in vitamin D through out
October to April is essential to
boost your mood and keep your
bones strong.
LINDSAY
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feb. 20
SASKATOON (CUP) - A recent economic boom in Nunavut's resource industry has led
the University of Winnipeg
partnering with the Nunavut
Arctic College to streamline
credit transfers to bolster the
province's workforce.
The graduates from the environmental technology program
at the NAC are now able to
transfer up to 45 credit hours
towards a four-year bachelor of
science degree at the U of W in
global environmental systems.
The U of W will also accept
credits from students who are
in the process of completing the
NAC environmental technology
program.

Blair said he thinks that the
Nunavut students who transfer
to the U of W will feel inclined
to return back home after completing a bachelor of science
degree.
"Ideally, you would want the
locals, Aboriginal or otherwise,
you would want the Nunavut
population to be directly participating in that. I think there will
be a great interest in this and
that they will want to go back to
their home, if you will, and participate in that industry:'

In 2011, the Manitoba government asked the universities in
the province to work towards
creating more partnerships of
this kind that increase recognition of previous experience and
create more opportunities for
students.
N AL L~A :)AW!::::iON
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U OF O,CARLTON ON GRAD
ASSOCIATIONS
PUSH FOR SAFE
CONSUMPTION
SITES

feb. 18

"The [U of W] is committed to
creating seamless pathways into OTTAWA (CUP) _ Toe Unipost-secondary education for versity of Ottawa Graduate Stunon-traditional students, recog- dents' Association (GSAED)
nizing it is our responsibility to
IJ~~
be 1iespor111•t"Unlle tt1d ~.....-4jira~uwiati,:;e.....St"tullild~e~n~ts~'~Association
of today's learner and the mar- (GSA) have joined together to
ketplace;' Lloyd Axworthy, U of lobby the local municipal govW president and vice-chancel- ernment to bring a safe injeclor, said in a press release.
tion site to Ottawa.
"This partnership with Nunavut
is of particular significance as
we have attracted expert faculty
and dedicated students within
our Richardson College for
the Environment and Science
Complex which has a focus on
research related to the global
North, climate change, sustainability and !J).digenous science,"
he said.
There were a number of programs offered at the NAC that
had parallels at the u of w for
credits in environmental studies
and sciences, rhetoric, communications and writing, but local
courses - like small engine repair modules - did not transfer
into university credits.

"This is a clear example ofan evidence-based policy that helps
people's lives, and is something
that is happening, or should be
happening, in our backyard;'
said Seamus Wolfe, external
commissioner for the GSAED.
Wolfe sent a letter on behalf
of the GSA.ED to Mayor Jim
Watson and federal Minister of
Health Rona Ambrose outlining the GSAED's support for the
sites.

Danny Blair, associate dean of
science at the U of W, said he
currently does not know of any
NAC graduates that have transferred to the U ofW recently or
in the past

"This is something that has
worked all around the world
and the only reason people are
against it is fear-based policy
rather than fact-based policy,"
Wolfe said.

"I don't think there's been any
students from their college who
[have] ever come down here
that I know of and we're hoping
that that will change very soon;'
he said.

While there is support from the
GSAED, both Watson and Chief
of Police Charles Bordeleau are
against a safe consumption site
in Ottawa.

However, Blair said that there
is a great incentive for NAC
graduates to upgrade their certificate to a university degree
because of the increased job opportunities, especially in areas
of policy development, management and higher level field and
office work.

Safe injection sites are supervised public health facilities
where individuals can use their
own drugs under medical supervision in a clean, hygienic
environment.

"Too many questions remain
and, in the absence of a detailed
plan and meaningful consultation with the people affected, I
can only be opposed to the establishment of a site:' Bordeleau
said in an official statement on
Sept. 26·
According to the campaign, ev-

ery 10 days an injection drug
user in Ottawa dies of an overdose. Additionally, 11 per cent
of Ottawa injection drug users have Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and 60 per
cent have contracted Hepatitis
C. Toe campaign also references
fi
Insite, a sa e consumption site
in Vancouver, as a positive example of a functioning and effective safe injection site.

7

with online dating. I had graduated from MIT and was making six figures, but it was very
poor pickings for me. I would
write emails [to prospective
dates] and get a 1 to 2 per cent
response rate:'
SeekingArrangements.com
claims to be the world's largest

sugar daddy site, with over 2.7
million signed up. Out of that,
42 per cent, or about one mil"I think the campaign that is go- lion individuals, are seeking
ing on in Ottawa is doing a real- help with tuition. The average
ly good job at getting out all the "allowance" of a sugar baby is
information on all the different around $3000 a month, but this
benefits of the safe consumption is not the limit.
sites," said Lauren Montgomery,
.
,
t al fi th GSA "To
comvp ex ern or e
.
e Seeking
·a1 tArrangements
t th ·t .
information is getting out there merc1 ~ a es e s1 e is open
d I all think ,
h
. to attractive women, aged 18 or
~ th re tt"iud /;~re c ang- older, and if they sign up with
1
~gty teal
esdo h e cfullommu- their university email account
ru a arge, an
ope y we th
fr
·
can have a safer consumption
ey ~et a e~ premium mem·t · Ott
"
bersh1p. The site states they pros1 e m
awa soon.
·d
h
d etailed profi1 es
vi e p otos,
To increase awareness about and "clear expectations;" all
the campaign, Wolfe said the expectations are set out clear at
GSAED · is looking to bring in the beginning so there is not a
speakers from Insite and will misunderstanding of the reladistribute information both on tionship.
campus and online.
The site sets up the arrangeVAC NII
RAY
ments that they define as,
THE Fl.JLCRUM (.JN VER
"shorthand for what we call a
SITYOF-OffAWA)
'mutually beneficial arrangement' or a 'mutually beneficial
relationship:"

WHYWORK
WHENYOU
CAN HAVEYOUR
TUITION PAID BY
A SUGAR DADDY?

feb. 18
SYDNEY

(CUP) Sugar
daddies and students seem to
be coming together, according
to a survey and press release
from
SeekingArrangements.
corn. The site, which offers users the opportunity to meet a
sugar baby or daddy, states they
offer a resourceful new way for
young college students to pay
back their student loans, by getting someone else to do it.
The SeekingArrangements.com
release says that from 1990 to
the year 2017 tuition prices
will have tripled with inflation,
leaving students with around
$38,000 in debt.
"Why hope for financial aid
when you can guarantee it
with a Sugar Daddy?" Brandon
Wade, who is the founder and
CEO, is quoted in the release.
"Student loans lead to endless
debt, which amounts to more
than a new graduate can handle.
Sugar Scholarships provide real
solutions to the problem of student debts."
The site was started by Wade to
pair sugar daddies with money
to young attractive women who
need money. He states the site
is not prostitution; when faced
with criticism after the UK site
launch he told press that the
sugar babies were all "intelligent
and goal-oriented ladies, while
sugar daddies were respectful
gentlemen:'
Wade markets the site as a dating site. He told the Wall Street
Journal that, "I started the website mainly out of frustrations

SeekingArrangement.com does
not require a minimum GPA,
but it does require the sugar
baby be attractive and to pass a
background check. Despite this,
theff-.e stflt sites onlfne warn- _ _ _ _ _,
ings against sugar daddies that
get their side of the bargain and
run off before paying his sugar
baby.
Critics have states it's worrying
that tuition has risen so high
that students would rather enter into this type of relationship
rather than facing a huge debt
for schooling.
The press release included a
list of the top 20 universities
in Canada for new sign-ups in
2013:
1. York University - 209
2. University of Guelph - 194
3. University of Alberta - 187
4. Ryerson University- 176
5. University of Toronto - 131
6. University of Ottawa - 122
7. Simon Fraser University- 111
8. University of Victoria - 98
9. McGill University- 94
10. University of Windsor - 87
11. Dalhousie University- 82
12. Brock University - 79
13. University of Saskatchewan
-78
14. CUniversite du Quebec a
Montreal - 64
15. Univ.ersitv of British
Co1umbia-63
16. University of Calgary - 55
17. University of Manitoba - 53
18. Universite Laval- 51
19. University of New
Brunswick - 49
20. St. Thomas University - 48
ALLISON
REDMOND
CAPER TIMES (CAPE
BRETON UNIVERSITY)
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Goggin CarroU World Qualifying Dancers
• pnoto by Essence Photograpny Studio

Windsor dancers qualify for the World
Championships of Irish Dance
SARAH HURST
lance reporter

Thirteen dancers from The Emerald
Isle Dance Society (EIDS) have qualified for the Irish Dance World Championships this April in London, England.
EIDS is the Windsor chapter of the
Goggin-Carroll School of Irish Dance,
which has recreational and competitive dance programs for children and
adults.
This year, The Emerald Isle Dance Society has 11 students that will be attending the world championships, the
most they have ever had.
David Branton, an Arts and Science
student at the University of Windsor,
has been dancing with EIDS for 11
years.
"It's our dedication to our art form
and hard work that sets us apart;' said
Branton. "It's a real team atmosphere
even though we compete individually.
These last few months and even the last
few years have been amazing for the
school."
This is Branton's fifth time attending
the world championships and he finds
this always an exciting time while he
prepares to compete against the best

dancers in the world.
Breanna Behring, a student ofSt. Thomas of Villanova Secondary School, will
also be attending the world championships this year. After seeing the school
perform in downtown Windsor when
she was five, she fell in love and joined.
"It has been really exciting at the dance
hall and I am thrilled with the great
results;' Behring said. "It feels great to
be able to compete with the best in the
world:'
On top of the students who qualified
for the championships, EIDS had many
other qualifications from other high
placings at the Mid-American and
Eastern Canadian Regional Championships, including three Eastern Canadian champions.
To help the attendees with the cost of
the trip, EIDS is putting on The Emerald Ball. It is something new that they
are trying this year to lessen the travel
expenses for the world championships,
especially since they will be held in
England this year.
Tickets are $25 and include a dinner/
cash bar, silent auction, shamrock
shimmer, World Qualifiers Performance and music/ dancing. The ball
is on Feb. 28 and held at the Ciociaro
Club. For tickets and more information, call (519) 551-1334.

GUARDIANS OF THE
GALAXY
Chances are you saw this over
reading week. If you didn't, put
this issue down and Google it right now!
The Marvel film universe goes to
space, venturing from the seriousness of the previous flicks and
taking on something wacky and
awesome. Take Rocket Racoon,
a trigger happy raccoon voiced
by Bradley Cooper or Vin Diesel
as Groot, a giant tree thing (not
• quite ent-ish, but still pretty cool).

•
•

: The trailer has me in giggles, so
check it out!
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NATASHAE.FEGHALI
lance reporter

Creative fashion designer Ana Stulic is nothing short of fabulous. Her
designs, creativity and savoir-faire
in the fashion industry speak volumes as her collections are showcased to a global audience.
Stulic began her career with a blast
as she has worked in Milan, France,
Germany and now in her native
home Windsor. Stulic is a wellknown designer in the city, her
dedication and passion for giving
women the best look at a reasonable price has been a philosophy at
Ana Stulic Designs. With a dedicated eye for new trends and fashion
friendly styles, her lines are preta-porter yet glamorous enough to
wear on the town.

NATASHA E. FEGHALI:
ANA, I HEARYOU HAVE
YOUR OWN STUDIO.
WHEN DID THIS COME
ABOUT!
mooels of Ana Stuhc's designs; Kate Brennan •
rabove & far right], Stephen Hargreaves [bottom
reftl and Jade Blackmore [bottom right].
• pliotos by Ahmed Taam

Ana Stulic: Since returning to
Windsor I've set up a home studio
and work space that I use for my
design work. Recently I've focused
on hosting pop-up store events in
unique spaces where my collections are available for people to
shop from.

NF:WHAT BROUGHT
YOU TO THE POINT OF
OPENING YOUR OWN
STUDIO?
AS: After years of working for other
labels, I decided to return to Windsor to create my own independent
brand. I'm focusing on that with
the eventual goal of opening my
own store.

NF:TELL ME ABOUT
YOUR DESIGNS.
AS: My work is feminine with an

9

edge inspired by
rebelliousness. It's a
look mixing style &
attitude. My mood
at the time inspires
the ideas I eventually create into designs.

NF:WHAT'S
YOUR
OUTLOOK ON
THE FASHION
INDUSTRY
TODAY?
AS: There are many
amazing, creative
people in the industry and it's where
your work can be
noticed and appreciated. I've been
able to work for a
lot of great brands
and really nice
people. It's always
inspiring be around
such talent.

NF:WHAT
DIRECTION
DOYOU SEE
YOUR STUDIO
TAKING IN
THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS?
AS: I would love to be able to open
my own store in Windsor where I
would be able to sell brands that
are not available in this region
alongside my own designs. I think
it would be great for Windsor since
there isn't many options for the
younger age group (20 to 35) apart
from Devonshire Mall.

NF:WHICH DESIGNER
HAS INFLUENCED YOU
THE MOST AND WHY?
AS: When I was in design school
I really admired Elie Saab. Everything he would create amazed me.
The designers I like to follow now

are Stolen Girlfriends Club and
a designer I just recently became
familiar with when I was in Berlin the last year is Don't Shoot the
Messenger. Their clothing is everything I would wear.

NF: WHAT PUSHED
YOUR DRIVE TO BECOME
INVOLVED IN FASHION?
AS: Growing up I always liked being original and began designing
my own clothes in high school.
When people started noticing and
complimenting me it motivated me
to make it into a career. That inspired me to pursue design school.
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Beer, beer and tnore beer

HISTORIC WALKERVILLE ADDS A FEW PINTS TO WALKING TOUR
AMANDATURNER

lance reporter

If you like beer then you might
be interested in what is going
on in Windsor's Little Italy and
Walkerville area at the end of
the month.
On Feb. 28, Mezzo in Windsor's
Little Italy will be hosting a Beer
Tasting Dinner and on Mar. l,
Walkerville Brewery along with
WindsorEats will host their

Drinks of Walkerville Walking
Tour.

en spring rolls with the Honest
Lager.

For $45 per person, you will get
a five-course meal with five 7oz
beers. Some of the beers that
will be available for tasting include Loophole Ale and Honest
Lager, both of which were created at the Walkerville Brewery.
The meal will consist of some
very delicious items that will
suit the type of beer they are
served with. Beer battered halibut with the Loophole Ale and
pulled pork and smoked chick-

"It's the first of its kind, we
haven't done this before;' said
Filip Rocca, Mezzo's president.
"We are looking forward to
showcasing Mezzo and some of
the beers you can get locally so
it's exciting:'
The Drinks of Walkerville
Walking Tour costs $45 and
consists of three different focus stops. One of the stops on
the tour will be the Walkerville

Brewery, where patrons will be
able to take part in a tour of the
facilities and learn about the
brewing process. Samples will
be available at the brewery, as
well as the other two stops, and
there are no additional fees for
the tours of each location.

Chris Ryan, Walkerville Brewery's operations manager, is
happy to be included in WindsorEats' agenda for the event.
"We take our time with the
tour;' said Ryan. "We will walk

through the brewery and tell

patrons the history of the brewery; overall it's an opportunity
to showcase what we have been
doing for a long time."
Both of the events are for adults
age 19 and over. They require
the purchase of tickets in advance. For Beer Tasting Dinner tickets call (519) 252-4055.
For the WindsorEats Drinks of
Walkerville Walking Tour go to
www.windsoreats.com/place/
drinks-of-walkerville/.
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FEBRUARY 27 TO MARCH 6

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 27
Inside the Burden: Stories of Refugee
Youth, Olde Walkerville Theatre, 7:00
p.m., $10 for adults, $5 for students
The Vaudevillian and Mike McGrath,
The Dominion House Tavern, 9:00
p.m.
Life Drawing, Sho Art, Spirit, and Performance, 7:00 p.m., $15 at the door

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 28
The Emerald Ball, Ciociaro Club of
Windsor, 6:30 p.m., $25
Fire and Neon, Takers & Leavers, Villains Beastro, I0:00 p.m.

SATURDAY MARCH I
• YouTube stars Mamrie Hart, Grace Helbig and Hannah Hart in Camp Taketa

SANDEENHO
lance reporter

Drinks of Walkerville Walking Tour,
Canadian Club Brand Heritage Center; 2:00 p.m.

make a movie.

CAMPTAKOTA
What happens when youc combine creative and hilarious
minds of three popular YouTube video bloggers into one
movie? Two words: Camp Takota.
Grace Helbig, Hannah Hart and Mamrie Hart starred in
and produced a new independent film released on Feb. 14.
Grace Helbig owns the YouTube channel, "It's Grace:' which
has an audience of more than 1.6 million subscribers.
Hannah Hart, more popularly known as the one behind the
"My Drunk Kitchen" YouTube channel has over one million
subscribers. Last but not least, Mamrie Hart, with almost
500 thousand subscribers, mixes cocktails and margaritas
on her channel called, "You Deserve a Drink."
For years these three have been friends and created a
fandom of over 3 million YouTube subscribers and are
referred to as "The Holy Trinity:' Each star on each other's
channels to create videos that are hilarious and witty, and of
course, filled with puns.
After going on comedy show tours across the U.S. and
Canada, it seemed like the only logical thing to do was to

Helbig's character, Elise, has a career at a publishing
company as a social networking manager and a soon-tobe husband. When technology fails her and she catches her
fiance cheating on her just two weeks before the big day,
she gets fired from her job and decides to go back to her
childhood camp to clear her mind. There she finds her old
best friends Maxine and Allison played by Mamrie and
Hannah. Working together, they try to save the camp and
Elise is reminded what friends are for.
Being a previous subscriber to all three channels, I was
already expecting a top-notch film filled with puns,
awkward moments and fantastic quality. The screenplay was
written by Mamrie and all three YouTubers were executive
producers as well. Their different styles from their channels
meshed together to make a down to earth film filled with
hilarious chemistry.
Not only do they appeal to older audiences, but they also
seem to pull at your heartstrings with those memories you
had when you went to camp. Getting poison ivy, sneaking
undesirables into your bunk, sneaking out past curfew,
making crafts, and of course, meeting new people.
Camp Takota is currently sitting snuggly in the top three
independent movies in the iTunes store. Purchase your
copy online and camp, camp, camp it up.

David Dubois solo show,Taloola Cafe,
8:00 p.m.
March Mac'ness, Sprucewood Shores
Estate Winery. 12:00 p.m., $20 per
person

SUNDAY MARCH 2
Berkshire Pork Butcher Demo with
Jamie Waldron, Rino's Kitchen & Ale
House, I:00 p.m.
The Big slow Down Volume II, Phog
Lounge, 6:00 p.m.
, Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery, 7:00 p.m.

MONDAY MARCH 3
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery, 7:00 p.m.

TUESDAY MARCH 4
Paczki Day 2014, Blak's Bakery, taking
orders now via Facebook or phone
519-253-4344

SP100 Forest Firefighting Training
Conducted by: Wildfire Specialists Inc.

All-You-Can-Eat Pancake Dinner, Ten
Friends Diner, $9 per person ($1 per
person donated to the Windsor Food
Bank)

Course Location: Windsor

Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery, 7:00 p.m.

Course Date: March 19- March 23, 2014
Course Cost: $975.00 + HST
Wildfire Specialists Inc.
2233 Radar Rd, Suite 5, Hanmer ON
Telephone: 705-693-0323

WEDNESDAY MARCH 5

www.wildfirespecialists. ea

Fax: 705-693-0326

MNR Accredited Training Agency
Successful completion of the SPlOO Fire Fighter Training Course does not guarantee
employment. Please refer to the MNR Web Site for information on this course and other
requirements to become an Ontario Fire Fighter http://ontario.ca/fireranger

March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery, 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY MARCH 6
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery, 7:00 p.m.
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ALBUM REVIEWS
THURSDAY

COMICS

w/RYAN

ROGERS

SARAH HURST
lance reporter

DRAWS BLOOD
CARLETON STONE

1
l

SPRING CHICKENS

-.;... WHAT'S EATING AT YOU DR . ENGLISH?

The mix of soft and mellow, dark,
and upbeat tracks make Draws
Blood an interesting listen as each
song brings something new and
unexpected in Carleton Stone's vibrant and thought-provoking altcountry/pop album.
Carleton Stone, a 28-year-old performer and songwriter originally from Cape
Breton and now living in Sydney, Nova Scotia, worked with Howie Beck (Feist,
Hannah Georgas, Hayden) and Jason Collett (Broken Social Scene) to produce
the album.
The stone weathered, grungy text of Stone's name on the album art and the title
itself allude to the darker songs, such as "Like a Knife;' "Signs of Life;' "The
Darkness" and "Draws Blood" while the image is lighter and more hopeful like
"What I Want" and "Love Into The Nighe'
The album's title song "Draws Blood" has an upbeat melody that is matched to
gloomier lyrics. The main theme of the song is expressed in the first line, "All
the things you can't get back:' While you are carried along by the cheery sound,
you realize how much people hold onto the past and how the only way to be free
of it all is to let go. Stone offers advice at the end, "I don't know where to begin/
Except draw blood/ Draws blood:'

THE HIPSTER STUDENTS HAVE STARTED
IRONICALLY USING "LITERALLY' FIGURATIVELY.~=:;;&..

One of my favourites from the album is "Love Into The Light;' a brighter track.
The song is about realizing what you want and not being afraid to love the person you care about anymore, out in the open. "Let go of that lifeline/ 'Cause all
it does is tie you down/ An d we've only got so much time."~ ~ - ~ - - The album is dedicated to Stone's mentor and friend, Jay Smith, who passed
away just a few weeks before Stone went to record in the studio. Stone describes
the album on his website and said that it is "about what we lose in life and the
way we hold ourselves as we carry this pain forward, still trying to find the joy
that makes every day worth living:'

music director, CjAM 99 I FM

*

more info? earshot-onlme corn & qam.ca
indicates Canadian artist
charts tabulated for the week ending feb 23

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

PEROXIDE
NINA NESBITT
19-year-old Scottish singer-songwriter and guitarist Nina Nesbitt
has just released her first fulllength album Peroxide.
The young songstress released EPs previously, beginning her career in 2011. She
has opened for Ed Sheeran, and some may recognize her from his music video
for his song "Drunk:'
Still, Nesbitt is an artist that could make it all on her own without external celebrity support Her sound finds the middle ground between commercial and
indie rock. She is not very experimental, but her songs are soulful, fun, and full
of acoustic guitar licks, chords and melodies.
There is only one sad song on the album, so anyone looking for slow, forlorn
music will have to look elsewhere. Happiness is abundant in Nesbitt's work, and
she is in tune with the current youth generation.
Her song "Selfies" makes fun of those who post Facebook photos, hoping to garner "likes" and sympathy: 'Tll post it up in black and white/With a depressing
quote on my life/So that you see what I'm going through:'
Other notable tracks are "Peroxide;' a very acoustic guitar-centered, upbeat album opener and "Stay Out;' also very acoustic, which became a Top 40 hit in
the UK.
Overall, with her sweet, yet mature voice; awesome British accent; guitar prowess; and skill of creating songs that are somehow rock, pop, and folk all at once,
Nina Nesbitt and her album are certain to be well-liked the world over.

I THE HIDDEN CAMERAS*-Age (Evil Music)
2 MIDDLE SISTER* - Middle Sister (Famous Last)
3 CRISS! COCHRANE*- UttJe Sway (Self-Released)
4 SAM ROBERTS BAND*- Lo-Fantasy (Paper Bag)
5 KAYLA DUNN*- Relds (Self-Released)
6THE PACK AD.* - Do Not Engage (Nettwerk)
7 JODY GLENHAM*- Dreamer (Self-Released)
8 STEP BROTHERS (THEALCHEMIST & EVIDENCE) - Lord Steppington (Rhymesayers)
9 MOGWAI - Rave Tapes (Sub Pop)
IOTINARIWEN - Emaar (Anti-)
11 SEEKER - Unlow!d (Victory)
I2ANGWQUE KIDJO- E-..e (429)
13 GRAMERCY RIFFS*- DesireTrails (Self-Released)
14 PYR5*-Year of Sleep (Granite House)
15 SALLY SB..TMANN*- Hey Daydreamers (Arts & Crafts)
16 KALEY BIRD*-Don'tSayYou're Sorry (Box)
I?THE SOULJAZZ ORCHESTRA* - Inner Rre (Strut)
18 LE PELICAN NOIR* - Le silence tendu au dessus de nos tetes comme un orage en suspens (Self-Released)
19 KATAPLEXIS*- Downpour (Galy)
20 COEUR DE PIRATE*-Trauma (DareTo Care)
21 DUMDUM GIRLS-TooTrue (Sub Pop)
22 HABIBI - Habibi (Burger)
23 MONEY FOR ROPE- Money For Rope (Self-Released)
24 BLACK HOWES,THE - Somewhere Between Here and Nowhere (Ernest Jenning Recording Co.)
25THE CRYSTAL METHOD-The Crystal Method (finy e)
26 SUPREME CVTS- Divine Ecstasy (Dovecote)
27 SIERRA LEONE'S RERJGEEALL STAR.S- Libation (G.mbancha)
28 N8L FINN - Dizzy Heights (Lester)
29 MAHER & SOUSOU CISSOKO -Africa Moo Baalu (ARC Music)
30 BAND OF HORSES -Acoustic at 1he Ryman (Brown)

sports
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
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OUA QUARTER-FINALS
St Denis
Centre

2/22/2014 McMaster
Marauders

W91-68

OUA FINAL FOUR

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MIKES PECHT
spo rs editor

The Lancers men's Varsity Track and
Field team came out on top at the OUA
Championship in Toronto last Saturday.
The title which is their fifteenth in sixteen
seasons was secured after a 158 point team
performance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Lancers also won a pair of gold medals
in the long jump as Aaron Young won
gold with a leap of 7.14 m, and teammate
Brandon Wilhelm took home bronze after
jumping 7.06 m.
The Lancer women also fared well at the
Championships though missed the team
podium, finishing fourth with 101.5 points
nearly 50 behind first place Guelph.
The lone gold for the women's side was
won by Amilia Di Chiara who ran the
60m hurdle in 8.45 seconds. Windsor also
claimed silver in the event with sophomore
Sarah Swain finishing with a time of 8.61
seconds.
Following the OUA Championships all
Lancers who finished in the top two in
their events, or met the automatic standards
have qualified for the CIS Championship in
Edmonton. The top Lancers will head west
from Mar. 6 to 8 to attempt to bring home
more hardware.

WOMEN'S STANDINGS FINAL
I. Guelph Gryphons, 150.5 points
T2. Toronto Varsity Blues, 136
T2. Western Mustangs. 136

Guelph,ON

W83-64

OUA WEST FINALS
3/1/2014

Laurier Golden Hawks

St Denis
Centre

7:00PM

3/1416/2014

CIS Championships

St Denis
Centre

TBD

4. Windsor Lancers. I O1.5

5. York Lions, 69

MEN'S HOCKEY

6. Queen's Gaels, 27

Alex Ullman who has been terrific all year
for the Blue and Gold again led the way for
Windsor, winning gold in the 600m with a
blazing time of 1:20.48.
Ullman again helped the Lancers claim gold
in the 4x4 relay where he ran anchor in a
come from behind victory as the Lancers
broke the previous OUA record, the record
now stands at 3:14.24.

2/22/2014 McMaster
Marauders

7. Waterloo Warriors. 18

8. Ottawa Gee-Gees, 14

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
••
••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

••
••
••
•••

•

9. Laurentian Voyageurs. 5
TI 0. Mc Master Marauders, I
TI 0. Brock Badgers, I

MEN'S STANDINGS FINAL

OUA PLAYOFFS-ROUND 1
Toronto.ON W3-2

2/20/2014 Toronto Varsity Blues

South Wind- WS-2

2/221.!)14 Toronto Varsity Blues

sorArena

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

I.Windsor Lancers, 158 points

OUA QUARTER-FINALS

2. Guelph Gryphons, 153

2/13/2014 Queen's
Gaels

South Wind- Ll-2
sorArena

2ll!Y2014 Queen's
Gaels

ON

3.York Lions. 137

4. Western Mustangs. 84

S. Ottawa Gee-Gees, SO

Kingston.

L2·3
20T

6.Toronto Varsity Blues, 49
7. Waterloo Warriors, 9
T8. McMaster Marauders, 7

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

T8. Brock Badgers. 7
I0. Queen's Gaels, 5

OUA QUARTER-FINALS

I I. Lakehead Thunderwolves, 4

2/15/2014 McMaster
Marauders

Hamilton,
ON

L 1-3
(18-25. 27-25.
15-25, 14-25)
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FIVE THINGS VIE
LEARNED FROM THE
OLYMPIC HOCKEY
TOURNAMENT
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The United States was widely considered to be the most complete team competing in the Sochi games. With an enviable
combination of size and speed, anything less than gold would
have been seen as a disappointment for the Americans.
Not only did they not win gold, the States failed to medal at all,
losing in a defensive struggle of a semi-final to Canada before
being dismantled by a banged up Finland squad.
THE NHL WILL NOT PARTICIPATE IN 2018
The NHL was on already shaky ground in regards to allowing
players to compete at Sochi. The combination of having a long
break mid season, not having an all-star game and the potential
for injury almost made the NHL participation at the Olympics
anogo.
John Tavares going down with a torn meniscus and MCL will
certainly put an end to any hope that the NHL will return in
2018.
Henrik Zetterberg also re-aggravated a herniated disc in his
back, which could be devastating for a Detroit team still in the
playoff hunt. Look for the NHL to announce the return of the
world cup of hockey, an event that takes place prior to the NHL
season and generates revenue for the league.
MENS HOCKEY HAS NEVER BEEN MORE EVEN
The level of play that we witnessed in Sochi was astounding.
Teams like Latvia, and Norway providing a challenge for team
Canada. In all previous international appearances Canada had
outscored Latvia 36-2 prior to their Quarterfinal match up.
In that game, the Latvians skated with Canada and made them
earn every goal in a 2-1 win. Not to mention a terrific performance by goalie Kristers Gudlevskis who made 56 saves in the
loss.
RUSSIA IS NO LONGER A TEAM TO BE FEARED
After their disappointing seventh place finish in Vancouver, Sochi was seen as a make or break tournament for the Russian's
who had not medaled at the Olympics since their bronze at Salt
Lake City. The Russian roster was littered with talent with the
likes of Ovechkin, Malkin, and Kovalchuk were eliminated in
the quarterfinal for the second straight Olympics by eventual
bronze medalist Finland.
Though the Russians had some good performances, including
their 3-2 shootout loss to the USA, there seemed to be a lack
of urgency when the games really mattered. Looking back on
how emotion carried the Canadians to gold in Vancouver, it is
troubling to see that the Russians could not ride that same wave
on home soil.
IN STEVE WE TRUST
When it comes to choosing a team like the Canadian national
team everyone has their own opinion; and leading up to these
Olympics there was some controversy as to who should make
the cut.
Of l lie picks, there was a lot of guff given to the selection of Jamie Benn, the leading scorer for the Dallas Stars, as well as the
inclusion of Jay Boumeester. The two turned out to be arguably
the best players for Canada in crucial moments including their
connection for the game winning goal against the United States.

LANCERS VS MUSTANGS IN
OUA WEST SEMI-FINALS
ANKURKUMAR

lance reporter

While their female counterparts experienced an
early exit, the Windsor Lancers men's hockey
team started their series against the Toronto Varsity Blues on a far better note.
Not long after their Feb. 8 meeting that ended
in tense fashion when the handshakes turned to
fisticuffs, the series was highly anticipated by both
teams.
As U of T sought redemption, it only took the
Lancers two games to complete the series and
move ahead to the OUA West semi-finals.
After capturing the first win of the series at Varsity Arena, the Lancers returned to South Windsor
Arena to end the series. Game two exploded within the opening four minutes when Derek Lanoue
scored, followed by tallies from Mike Christou
and Evan Stibbard, who collected a point on each
of the goals in the first 20 minutes.
As great as it was for the Lancers to sweep the series, it was not without the price oflosing veteran
defenseman Christian Steingraber.

"If we lost him for the playoffs, it'd be a rallying
point for our team:' said second year forward and
alternate captain Matt Beaudoin.
Beaudoin upped his postseason numbers with a
goal and two assists in two games prior to the series against the Mustangs.
"Western plays a challenging game;' said Beaudoin. "Being so close last year, you learn
from the experience to not be complacent."

A further indication that the Lancers have craved
to return to the OUA playoffs since last year's upset at the hands of the Waterloo Warriors.
Last season, Matt Beaudoin was a rookie but has
since returned a little older and sporting the A on
the top left of his jersey. Requirements are understood what must be done as one of the top six offensive generators on the Lancers.
"The biggest thing is to lead by example. You interpret yourself what is to be expected and know
what has to be done:· said Beaudoin.
The old adage in hockey is that defense wins
championships. Whether it's forwards rushing the
net as seconds tick away in the period or defenders keeping the play within the blue line, goals
have come from the back end courtesy of Kenny
Bradford and Saverio Posa.
The Lancers offense is aware of the importance
of the defensive role towards the team's scoring
prowess.
"Kenny [Bradford] scored a huge goal in game
one and [Saverio] Posa had the game winner on a
shorthanded goal in Toronto. Our defense is gifted offensively and it's why these players log huge
minutes;' said Beaudoin.
Next for the Lancers will be the highly favoured
division best, Western Mustangs. Both teams met
once in the regular season, where the Lancers
dropped a 5-2 decision to the Mustangs at Comerica Park. They will meet for the first time in the
playoffs since the OUA West Finals in 2012.
The Lancers are on the hunt to avenge the series
that went to three games, but remain confident it
will only take two wins as it had against the Varsity Blues.
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ST. LOUIS UPSET BY
SNUB

MEN'S BASKETBALL (final
rankings of season)

Following the Olympic Games
in Sochi it was reported that
Tampa Bay Lightning Captain
Martin St. 'Louis requested a
trade from the sunshine state.
It is reported that he was upset
that Lightning general manager
and Team Canada Executive
Director Steve Yzerman left
him off the Olympic team for
the second time in eight years.

(regular season I playoff records) I votes (first-place votes)
I (previous rankings)

It is unclear whether St. Louis
has changed his tune since he
was put on the team as a reserve
after Steven Stamkos was ruled
out. The leading scorer for the
Lightning the past two seasons
has a full no-movement clause
and would control his own
destiny in terms of where he
would play. This could be a
huge blow to the Lightning who
appeared to be Stanley Cup
contenders this season.

1. Carleton (22-0 / 1-0) I 504
points (42) I (I)
2. Ottawa (20-2 / 1-0) I 460 I

(2)

3. Alberta (20-2 / 2-1) / 413 /
(3)

4. Victoria (19-3 / 2-1) / 362 /
(4)
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5. McMaster (18-4 / 1-0) / 354
I (5)

"C

;

6. McGill (14-2) / 296 / (6)
7. Windsor (16-6 / 1-0) I 257
I (7)
!
T8. Ryerson (16-6 / 1-1) / 173
/ (8)

T8. Fraser Valley (17-5 I 2-0) I
173 / (10)

Men's b-ball heading
BA Final Four

10. Saskatchewan (15-7 I 2-0) /
MLB LIMITS
116 / (NR)
COLLISIONS~ """"""'~-== ,__ __._...._,_,..,...--...j-P'l....-;Ha..,tri:;_..-f"+r---tl:-Major League Baseball has
announced that rather than ban (points) I (previous rankings)
home plate collisions this season
TI. York 90.5 points/ (1)
it will limit them to certain
KIMELLIOTT
instances. The change is said to Tl. Guelph 90.5 / (2)
lance reporter
be a one year experiment.
3. Sherbrooke 64.5 / (3)
In 2014 a home plate collision
will only be permitted if the 4. Windsor 62 / (4)
It's been a bit of a rocky road back to the Final
catcher has the ball and is 5. Regina 45 / (7)
Four, but the Lancer's men's basketball team did
blocking the runners path to
all they could to get there.
home plate or if the catcher is in 6. Victoria 44.5 / (5)
the basepath and looks to throw 7. Toronto 42 / (8)
Last Saturday they accomplished that feat in the
to the plate. The rule also states
best
way possible by squashing the hopes of the
that a runner may not deviate 8. Trinity Western 35 / (10)
upset minded Laurier Golden Hawk's 91-68 in the
from his path to initiate contact. 9. Western 31 / (9)
Lancer dome.
FINAL TOP TEN
10. Laval 30 / (6)
They did it in fine fashion not only by beating
RESULTS RELEASED
down Laurier with a 23 point spread while keeping the Hawks under a measly 70 points in order
WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD
to progress to the Final Four championship game
BASKETBALL (final rankings
this weekend, at Ryerson University's Mattarny
of season)
(points) I (previous rankings)
Centre. Looking ahead to their semi-final match
(regular season/ playoff reagainst undefeated Carleton, the Lancer bigs need
cords) / votes (first-place votes)
to come through as they did against Laurier.
/ (previous rankings)
1. Calgary 96 points / (I)
"Friday is a big ~tatement game for us, and al2. Guelph 82.5 / (2)
though I don't expect us to lose we just need to
win one game this weekend to get to Ottawa in
3. Trinity Western 80 / (3)
1. Windsor (21-1 / 1-0) / 508
March. We are gelling, rebounding, defending
points (35) / (1)
4. Saskatchewan 64.5 / (4)
and moving the ball much better. But we are defi2. Saint Mary's (20-0) / 480 (8)
nitely aware that it's defense that wins games," said
5. Toronto 62 / (5)
I (2)
guard Enrico Diloreto.
6. Western 55 / (6)
3. Alberta (20-2) / 430 I (3)
All-Canadian centre Lien Phillip led the way for
7. York 46 / (7)
the Lancers with 28 points and 10 rebounds in a
4. Regina (20-2 / 2-0) / 388 / (4)
break-out scoring performance that will need to
8. Victoria 41 / (9)
5. Fraser Valley (17-5) / 340 I
be matched if the Lancers are to get past the for(5)
9. Windsor 34.5 / (8)
midable Ravens.
6. Saskatchewan (17-5) / 302
10. Queen's 16 / (NR)
Diloreto connected for 18 points, all-time assists
I (6)
and steals leader Josh Collins clicked for 11 points
and power forward Evan Matthews contributed
7. Concordia (11-5) / 253 / (8)
10 points while his sidekick Rotirni Osuntola Jr.
8. McGill (13-3) / 201 / (7)
also played a strong two-way game.
9. UBC (16-6} / 161 / (9)
It's notable that reserves men Bradford Parker
and
Khalid Abdel-Gabar also combined for 17 re10. Queen's (16-6 / 1-0) / 146
bounds
and 7 assists, as key role players that can
/ (10)
make all the difference in the conference finals.
"The game against Laurier was positive in many

ways. Laurier is a potent offensive team that we
focused all week in preparation at shutting down
their big three scorers. We did more than just that
as we dominated the boards as well;' said head
coach Chris Oliver.
Regarding the output of the big three for Laurier,
which stayed even with the Lancers in the first
quarter, Will Coulthard tallied 15 points, Max
Allin scored 13 points along with 8 rebounds
and Jack Simmons only scored 9 points in as did
Owen Coulthard in a losing effort.
"Our players were very emotionally prepared for
this game and we could tell from the pre-game
locker room and beyond that they were focused
and passionate about winning for each other," said
Oliver. "Our offense was balanced with an inside
outside attach. We were happy with the win but
the team quickly focused on the week to come as
they know what is ahead."
In the other semi-finals in the QUA West regular
season, champion McMaster Marauders hammered the fourth place Western Mustangs 83-49.
Mac's stand-out power· forward Taylor Black led
the way with 18 points and 11 rebounds, supported by 14 points from Aaron Redpath, 13 points
from Leon Alexander and 10 points from Trevon
McNeil.
The lone scorer in double figures for the Stangs
was Peter Scholtes who managed 16 points. McMaster will play the Ottawa Gee Gees in the bottom half of the semi-final match-ups in Toronto
tomorrow.
The Lancers know they will have to work on
defense to contain Carleton's notorious Scrubb
brothers (Phillip and Thomas) as well as their
steadfast centre Tyson Hinz, who crushed Laurentian 111-77 in the QUA East Semi, and the
Lancers will also have to get past the Raven's defense.
For those who cannot make the trip down the 401
you can catch the action this Friday and Saturday
live on www.sportsnet.ca
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THE BDS

REFERENDUM

At approximately 9:00 a.m. on Feb. 27, Jake DeJong entered his office to find his Support Oar
Troops flag defaced with the ant1-semit1c remark as seen above • photo by Jason Rankin

cesses used by the UWSA throughout
the referendum:'

Voting has ended for the controversial
Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions referendum, but the controversy is far from
reaching a conclusion as concerns over
the referendum process are being investigated by the University of Windsor.
Last weekend, the BDS referendum
passed with 798 votes Yes-under six per
cent of the undergraduate populationand 585 votes No, but the University of
Windsor has announced that it will be
conducting an investigation after several
complaints of an allegedly skewed referendum process were brought to the attention of university administration.
In a letter addressed to the University
of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA),
released Tuesday afternoon, University
of Windsor president Alan Wildeman
explained the severity of the complaints
directed at the referendum process and
towards the operations of the UWSA.
"The referendum process that is now underway on the Boycott, Divestment, and
Sanction (BDS) issue has raised serious
questions about the operations of the
UWSA;' reads the letter. "Specifically,
I have received many well-documented
and detailed complaints about the pro-

In a statement released on the same day,
the Palestinian Solidarity Group (PSG)
responded to Wildeman's letter saying,
"We naturally expect the administration
to be against such social justice initiatives from students... There was no abuse
of process here: there was actually ex·
traordinary care taken during the entire
process:'
A day earlier, University of Windsor
president Alan Wildeman released a
statement saying "The University of
Windsor will be uncompromising in its
commitment to continue to be a place
that is welcoming and safe for all students:'
"The University will not tolerate any
practices, by any member or group of its
community, that target specific individuals or entities on the basis of ethnicity,
nationality, religion, or any other personal characteristic;' reads the document.
At next Thursday's UWSA Council
meeting, the final steps to ratify the referendum were expected to move forward, but in Wildeman's letter addressed
to the UWSA, he requested that UWSA
Council wait until the full investigation
has been completed before finalizing
anything.
"I am aware that the UWSA Council

This referendum and its results are
not binding on the University of
Windsor but on the [UWSA].

-UWSA

UNIVERSITY
INVESTIG·ATES
CONCERNS OVER
REFERENDUM
PROCESS,ASKS
UWSA TO DELAY
RATIFICATION

r,eferendum process that is
now underway on the Boy_cott, Divestment, and Sanction (BDS) issue
has raised serious questions about
the operations of the UWSA.

-Alan Wildeman
will be meeting on Thursday, March 13,
and that the report of the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) will be brought to the
Council as a final step in the referendum
process. I am requesting that you defer
the receipt of that report and the finaliza.
tion of the referendum process until the
UWSA and the University have completed their investigations;' reads the letter.
"Should you choose not to defer the tabling of the CRO report, and the complaints are proven to be valid, the University of Windsor will have to consider
its options."
The UWSA released a statement late
Wednesday as a reply to the president's
request explaining that it is up to council
to defer the report.
"We are obligated to continue to operate
in accordance with our constitution, bylaws, and policies. This referendum and
its results are not binding on the University of Windsor but on the [UWSA];'
reads the statement. "However, if council would like to defer the report of the
Chief Returning Officer (CRO) that is a
decision for UWSA council to make at
our next meeting:'
"Under our by-laws (by-law 85 section
3.8) the CRO shall bring forward an official report at the first council meeting

following the vote. It is not within the authority of any officer of our corporation
to defer the report of the CRO:'
The Electoral Monitoring Committee is
currently reviewing appeals.
Many have questioned the intentions of
the referendum and, in particular, its call
for an academic and cultural boycott.
Though a number of supporters have
argued the movement does not include
academics, the vague wording of the referendum itself is up to interpretation, a
central criticism.
The referendum asks students to "join
student organizations around the globe
by endorsing and participating in the
2005 call for [BDS] from Palestinian civil
society;' which does include an academic
boycott.
According to the Palestinian BDS National Committee, the coordinating body
for the BDS campaign worldwide, "The
Palestinian Campaign for the Academic
and Cultural Boycott of Israel (PACBI)
was one of the founding entities in 2005
of the Palestinian Civil Society BDS
Campaign and remains a key part of the
Palestinian-led, global BDS movement:'

THE BDS REFERENDUM
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#uwindsorproblems &
#uwsa

MARCH062014

tweet your #uwindsorproblems
and #uwsa @uwindsorlance

ilance
MAROS

jay rankin @Jay_Rankln

Joke's on those 6/6 uncontested #uwsa exec positions. They
wasted all that time putting up posters!
#uwindsorproblems

Natalie Gosselin

MAR04

natgosselln

LOL at all the posters in the CAW. .. They give the illusion of
options when the election is already decided #UWSA

•

Kamal Mann

MAR02

Nee

d

uwsa just keeps getting more and more sketchy each
semester..... like.... way to be a student alliance.....
#uwindsorproblems

n osse n
#UWSA council seemed to like our ideas... perhaps at the
next meeting we can pass a motion to get this going
#quorumproblems #UWSAproblems

•

Best Actor and Best Supporting Actor went to
the boys of Dallas Buyers Club; Matthew McConaughey and Jared Leto. Both wore white tuxedos.
I thought Leto pulled off the look a lot better than
McConaughey. Leto looked artsy chic while McConaughey looked like he was ready for a scene in
How To Lose A Guy In Ten Days. Another notable
tux was Kevin Spacey who added dark blue to his
ensemble. Spacey was not up for any Oscars this
year but can be seen as Vice President Frank Underwood in Netflix's House of Cards.

- Alexandra Sellick, arts editor

art director
JASON RANKIN
artdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext3932
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news@uwindsorlance.ca • ext3906
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circulation manager
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circulation@uwindsorlance.ca

Actress Jennifer Lawrence, who was nominated
for Best Supporting Actress, brought more hilarity
to this year's Oscars. After tripping on stage while
going to receive her Best Actress Oscar award for
Silver Linings Playbook last year, she was the butt of
many of Ellen's jokes on Sunday. The young actress
played along and even admitted to tripping over
a traffic cone while walking onto the red carpet.
The best Jennifer Lawrence moment, however, was
when she finally got her pizza.

Jennifer Lawrence wore the same style of jewelry as
last year and seems to wear similar strapless dresses at all awards shows. This may have something
to do with her contract with Dior. The only other
gown that stood out to me was Cate Blanchett in a
fairy-like dress by Armani.

SARAH HORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

business manager
FAIZAMIRZA
business@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3905

This past Sunday's 86th Academy Awards was
hosted by Ellen DeGeneres who brought life back
to the sometimes-onerous show and managed to
land her jokes in a well-receiving audience.

As far as fashion goes, there was nothing really new
or noteworthy on the red carpet. I will hands down
give Lupita Nyong'o Best Dressed. The Best Supporting Actress looked absolutely breathtaking in
a Prada Greek goddess style gown. There were no
real fashion flops at the show... even Liza Minnelli
looked good! But nothing really seemed to stand
out and there were a lot of repeats.

editor-in-chief

JULYO:i 2012

Natalie Gosselin

When you have a theatre full of celebrities, some
strange things are bound to happen and Sunday
was no exception. There were a few painful moments to watch during the show. The first was with
actress Kim Novak struggling to speak through her
new face and Matthew McConaughey standing
awkwardly beside her. The second awkward moment was John Travolta horribly butchering Broadway star Idena Menzel's name as "Adela Dazeem:·
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The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly newspaper that
proviaes informative and accurate accounts of events and
issues relevant to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
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The Lance acknowledges its privileged position 1n being free from
commercial and·administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect students. However, we
believe that no subject need fall outside the grasp of the student
press, and that we best serve our purpose wnen we help widen
the boundaries of debate on eaucational, social economic,
environmental and political issues.
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Code of Ethics of the Canadian University Press. Any material
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The BDS referendum
However, the Palestinian Solidarity
Group maintains that the referendum
only asks the UWSA to "participate in
BOS by simply divesting from 'companies that support or profit from Israeli
war crimes, occupation and oppression:"
according to a statement.
Other serious issues that have been
brought up about the referendum include
the changing of the timeline since it was
presented to council and the prevention
of a proper campaign, caused by the interruption of the two-week campaign period by a week-long reading break.
Concerns surrounding the referendum
were raised early during UWSA Council
and Board meetings in January and February, causing tension between executives and other members, but concern
for student safety rose dramatically last
Friday when the office ofUWSA VP University Affairs Jacob Dejong was broken

into and vandalized with a spray painted
Star of David and the word Zionist.
The break-in occurred the night of a
heated UWSA Council meeting where
several concerns were raised and a motion on the agenda sought to "reaffirm"
the voting process.
"The wording, originally, of the motions was to reaffirm our belief in what
was happening for the BOS referendum,
the general election, and the CRO;' said
Dejong. "The room was very hottly contested and debated...The meeting ended
when we lost quorum and some students
are saying that quorum was lost so that
their voices would be silenced."
UWSA president Rob Crawford said the
tension is still mounting.
"There had been some altercations on
Facebook and things like that, so I would

say the tensions have been building progressively and I would say they're still
building as we speak;' said Crawford.
"People were starting to get very heated
on Facebook, saying things that could be
interpreted as racist, anti-semitic, or with
an islamophobic tone," added Dejong.
"From the very beginning of the process,
it seems like those underpinnings have
been there and the concerns have just
been getting larger and larger."
Crawford said that the investigation by
the university will take into account other occurrences that may be related.
"The university is investigating all the
events that occurred leading up to the referendum and until now; said Crawford.
"The break-in is being investigated by
Windsor Police, but to my knowledge...
the university, if they find out who did it,
is prepared to act on that individual:'

THIS WAS THE
REFERENDUM'S
QUESTION:
Be It Resolved That the University of Windsor Students Alliance:
Join
student
organizations
around the globe by endorsing
and participating in the 2005
call for Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions from Palestinian civil
society; and Commit to identifying and divesting from companies that support or profit from
Israeli war crimes, occupation
and oppression; and Affirm that
students have a vital role in supporting struggles for social justice, and stand in solidarity with
Palestinians' struggle for self-determination and freedom.

The UWSA elections

WHO'S RUNNING? MOST POSITIONS LEFT UNCONTESTED
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

CANDIDATE LIST:
EXECUTIVES:
PRESIDE T -~"""""'==~

Campaigning has begun for the
University of Windsor Student
Alliance (UWSA) General Elections, but it would seem there
won't be much to vote for. All
six Executive positions-including that of the UWSA
President-and all Board of
Directors' positions have been
acclaimed, meaning the candidates are not being contested.
Although many positions may
not have the option of two candidates, UWSA members who
do not agree with the campaign
platforms of candidates on the
ballot will have the option of
voting "none of the above." If
the majority of voters select this
option for a given position, that
position will remain vacant until the fall semester.
The CRO has told the Lance that
any form of campaign encouraging students to vote for "none
of the above" would be considered a "negative campaign," and
would not be tolerated.

{ACCLAIMED)

Mohammad Akbar
VICE PRESIDENT
EQUITY &
ADMINISTRATION
(ACCLAIMED)

Kate Du Toit
VICE PRESIDENT
FINANCE &
OPERATIONS
(ACCLAIMED)

Omar Shahid
VICE PRESIDENT
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
(ACCLAIMED)

Hussein Zarif
VICE PRESIDENT
EVENTS &
DEVELOPMENT
(ACCLAIMED)

Jessaline Fynbo
VICE PRESIDENT
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
(ACCLAIMED)

Adam El-Dika

VOTE ONLINE AT
UWINDSOR.CA/
UWSAVOTE
FROM MAR. 13 AT
9:00A.M.TO MAR.
14 AT 9:00.P.M.

6 BOARD OF
DIRECTORS'
POSITIONS
(ACCLAIMED)
Farah El-Hajj
FouadNader
Jaydee Tarpeh
Jemilah Adekale
Sukhjot Singh

VidyaMohan

I BOARD OF
GOVERNORS
REPRESENTATIVE
(ACCLAIMED)
Ben Brillantes

4 SENATE POSITIONS
(ACCLAIMED)

Annie Singh
Iniobong Akpan

CalvinChak
Michael 5"'unara

Ghadeer AlGhosein
Hassan Shahzad

BARTS AND
SOCIAL SCIENCE
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS
(CONTESTED)
Alanna Foulon
Ali Bazzi
Alexandra Boychyn
Ashleigh Erdelyan
Kyle Lariviere
Emmanuel Igodan .
Jacob Godfrey
Josh Demars
Justin Tubaro
Linda Deborah
Marissa Rossi
Mohammed Almoayad

Rebecca Westlake
3 BUSINESS
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS
(CONTESTED)
Adil Ali
Akshat Kumar
Dino Hodzic

Hossam Sleiman
Marisa Market
Reza Faraj
TareqTamr
3 NURSING
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS
(CONTESTED)
Angela Li
Brad Torrie
Diana Lu

Makram Al-Matary
2LAW
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS (VACANT) ·
2 INTERFACULTY
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS
(ACCLAIMED)
Alexandra Furlaught

Paviththira Vunalananthan
2 EDUCATION
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS
(ACCLAIMED)

Karishma Shah

Fatima Ali

3 ENGINEERING
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS
(ACCLAIMED)
Abdur Rahim
Evan Freeman-Gibb

I INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE
(ACCLAIMED)

Manjinder Lehal
2 HUMAN KINETICS
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS (VACANT)
4 SCIENCE
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS
(CONTESTED)

ALL CANDIDATES
FORUM (ACF): MAR. 6
AT 12:00 P.M.
A forum will be lield in tlie
CAW Student Centre Commons on Mar. 6, 2014 at 12:00
p.m. This will be an opportunity for candidates to publicly
present their platform and take
questions from audience members.

Campaign Period: Mar. 3, 2014
at 12:01 a.m. to Mar. 12, 2014 at
11:59 p.m.
Voting Days: Mar. 13, 2014 at
9:00 a.m. to Mar. 14, 2014 at
9:00p.m.
Unofficial Results Available:
Mar. 14, 2014 at 10:00 p.m. at
the Rock the Vote event In addition, results will be posted
within 24 hours on the front
door of the UWSA Office.
Last day to appeal results posted: Mar. 18, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
Any complaints must be accompanied by a completed official
complaint form.
Elections DivisionShauhrat Gill (Chief Returning
Officer)
Alicia Trepanier (Deputy
Returning Officer)
2nd floor, CAW Student
Centre
519.253.3000 ext 4402

Romina Elezi

crouwsa@uwindsor.ca

I RESIDENCE
STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE
(VACANT)

Electoral Monitoring Committee

.
5 LANCE

OVERSIGHT BOARD
REPRESENTATIVES
(ACCLAIMED)

Basit lshtiaq
Mohamad EI-Cheikh
Manpreet Kaur
Tahira Shariff

Sejal Behl

--
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''Graffiti''
on historic
landmark
-IS IT ART
OR INSULT?
DARKOMILENKOVIC

lance reporter

You could say it's a matter of
perspective: one person's artistic expression is another's graffiti. In Olde Sandwich Towne,
though, this matter of perspective is causing some residents to
feel insulted over an inscription
raised high above the town.
-... ...._

~.

The inscription on the reconstructed windmill in Sandwich
Towne, designed last year by
Justin Langlois, University of
Windsor visual arts professor

and founder of Broken City Lab,
is now being seen as slap in the
face to Sandwich residents and
has been dubbed as graffiti.

~

....

__

• ==-,

Sandwich Towne resident Terrence Kennedy is very displeased with the inscription,
which reads "all we are is all we
were:'
Kennedy is a self-proclaimed
historian, storyteller, and researcher, and he has voluntarily
promoted Sandwich Towne
over the last twenty years. He
said the inscription seems to
say the town has no future and
he wants people to know that
Sandwich Towne is more than
simply what it was in the past.
"There's not supposed to be
anything on that windmill," said
Kennedy. "[The script] is insulting to us because we are more
than the sum of our parts in this
neighborhood:'
"The insulting part is it's basically saying we're nothing. We
are only the past. We are more

• photos by Jason Rankin

than the past;' said Kennedy.
"To say, we are who we were is
very insulting to us:'
Langlois said the inscription is
meant to offer the community a
chance to reflect on its past, understand its present, and imagine its future.
"My intention was not to suggest history as a limitation;' said
Langlois. "Further, given that
the commission of the work was
connected to the War of 1812
commemoration, I felt it was
appropriate to address the past:'
"Sandwich Towne is an incredibly special community and
I believe it can indeed have a- ~ =c-~<="""'"'""·=
grand future that thoughtfully
addresses its rich past:' said
Langlois.
Langlois designed the creative
LED neon light inscription
last February as part of the
War of 1812 Legacy Project. It
was commissioned by the City
of Windsor and the Windsor
Community Foundation.
Kennedy believes that Langlois and the city had no right
to place their artwork on the
windmill.
"The arts community doesn't
give us any recognition;' said
Kennedy. "They think this is all
one big grant:'
According to Kennedy, there
is a great breakdown in communication between the City of
Windsor and Sandwich Towne.
"That graffiti that's up there does
not reflect who we are;' said
Kennedy. "It should be ripped
out, just like the wampum belt
was ripped out:'

The insulting part is it's basicalty saying we're nothing. We are only the past.
We are more than the
past.
- Terrence Kennedy
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Wiggin' out at UWindsor
the organizations who are filling
that gap. We are in communities
connecting directly with people,
helping them navigate their way
through the system:'
"In the past, different strategies
have focused on one part of the
problem ... when really, the experience should be looked at
from the perspective of the public:' Mccoubrey said.
According to Mccoubrey, the
reason for the symbolic wearing
of wigs is twofold.
"We can have some fun and do
a light interpretation of the day:'
explained McCoubrey. "[Also]
flip your wig is something people would do at a point in which
they were frustrated. And so we
see both meanings as being relevant to this."

Ontario justice leaders and community prepare for 'Fhp Your Wig for Justice', an awareness
campaign in support of access to Justice on Mar. 6, 2014. Left to right Treasurer Thomas G.
Conway, Law Society of Upper Canada; Executive Director Wendy Komiotis, Metropolitan
Action Committee on Violence Against Women and Children: and Dean Lorne Sossin,
Osgoode Hal! taw School• photo courtesy of Flip Your Wig for Justice

LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

If you notice a lot of people

~"'1:.~~""""~ ~on'ft.lny,m~

don't be perturbed - they're
probably showing support for
Flip Your Wig for Justice, an
awareness campaign which
aims to raise funds for access to

justice.
This is the inaugural year for the
Ontario-wide event, which has
been organized by seven different nonprofit organizations
.ill paaQ.tl,r.ship with the, vario~
law schools at Ontario universities.
The Ontario Justice Education
Network (OJEN) operates from
Osgoode Hall in downtown To-

ronto, offering educational programming to youth about the
justice system.
Sarah Mccoubrey is the executive director for the OJEN and
a. stauncll support.u of accesa to
justice.
"The experience is still that
people aren't accessing justice.
The seven organizations that get
together to do this are seven of

According to McCoubrey, 65
per cent of people facing legal
issues walk away because they
don't know what to do or believe the cost is too prohibitive.
A two day trial can cost more
than $37,000, and someone can
only access Community Legal
Aid services if they earn less
than $18,000 per year. Only
6.5 per cent of legal issues go
through the formal legal system.
Stas Bodrov is a first-year
UWindsor law student and the
local organizer for the day's
events. As a representative of
the legal community, Bodrov
expressed his concern over the

issue of access to justice.
"Many people look at the law
and see that in order to be successful you have either be an
elite or wealthy. A lot of the
time, because of the cost of going to court is extremely high,
people inevitably don't have the
resources and don't succeed. I
think it's really important for
the profession to recognize
this;' said Bodrov.
Bodrov emphasized that lawyers have a social responsibility,
and in many cases a strong desire to help those in need.
"Many people see lawyers as
money hungry or people who
charge ridiculous fees to get
represented, but I also think
that lawyers are people who
safeguard the principles of justice and helping people is a huge
part of that:'
Bodrov said many of his law
school peers will be participating.
"Wmdsor law students are really active in this sort of thing,
especially since our school is focused on access to justice."
The event features a photo
booth at the CAW Student
Centre and a party at Teq_uila
Bob's in downtown Windsor on

Friday with all proceeds from
cover fees being donated to the
cause.
For more information, visit
www.flipyourwigforjustice.ca.

Pushing against the wall
CANADIAN ALLIANCE OF STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS LAUNCHES

WALL OF DEBT CAMPAIGN
SARAH HORWATH
editor in chief

Last Monday the Canadian Alliance of Student Associations
(CASA) launched the national
Wall of Debt Campaign, which
aims to gain awareness about
how student debt has impacted
the lives of Canadian students
and graduates.
"As part of CASA we have what
we call our National Advocacy
Team and they are a committee made up of student leaders
who really look at the advocacy
side of our organization and
they thought it would be a great
idea to do some sort of campaign surrounding debt and the
idea came forth to do a wall of
debt campaign;' said Jonathan

<

·

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT
HOVERS AROUND
15 PER CENT
Champagne, National Director
of CASA.
1he idea is to give students a
forum to share their debt loads
and stories and Champagne
said that this campaign is an individual campus initiative based
on how they see fit running it
on their campus. Students can
either participate in the digital
wall or use visual walls on campus with posters.
Campuses are given a one to
two week timeframe to run the
campaign and have access to re-

--

sources and the website.
In the online digital portion
students can put their name and
the amount of debt that they
have accumulated highlighting
the concern and the amount of
debt they have.
"Yes one student's debt might
be a lot but when you put many,
many students together on one
campus it really is a significant
amount of money that students
are having to take out to be able
to study a post-secondary education:· said Champagne.

"Access to financial aid and
financial systems has not increased in the last ten years, so
of course the amount of government debt may have not increased but that doesn't mean
students aren't having to take
out loans or pay for school from
some other means:'
Youth unemployment hovers
around 15 per cent, twice the
national average and Champagne said that student debt
might not be such a huge problem if graduates were able to get
high paying jobs right out of
school.
Members of CASA have been
putting pressure on the federal
government to increase and
continue to expand the amount
of upfront grants provided to
students. If this money comes in

the form of grants then students
do not need to take out loans
to pay for school since they are
given the money upfront.
"This is in our opinion the single best way the federal government can reduce the amount of
debt students have to take on;'
said Champagne. "This [campaign] is bigger than CASA. It
impacts not just schools that are
members of our organization
but schools across the country
and all students:'
Currently the University of
Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA) is not participating
in this campaign, but UWindsor students are encouraged to
participate individually. Check
out the campaign at www.
wallofdebtca and use the hasthag #wallofdebt.

-~
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OTTAWA
UNIVERSITY
HOCKEY TEAM
SUSPENDED
AFTER SOME
MEMBERS
ALLEGEDLY
INVOLVED IN
SEXUAL ASSAULT
A 03
OTTAWA (CUP) ..:_ The University of Ottawa has suspended
its men's varsity hockey program due- to allegations that
certain members of the team,
the Gee Gees, were involved in
a sexual assault.
According to Thunder Bay police, some team members were
allegedly involved in the sexual
assault of a female university
student in Thunder Bay several
weeks ago, though the incident
was only reported by a third
party Feb. 24.
The investigation is being led
by Thunder Bay police's sexual assault unit. Ottawa police
are aware of the incident, but
~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~Jhavent been asked to assist in
the investigation.
The team played two games in
Thunder Bay on Jan. 31 and
Feb. 1, winning both games 4-3
against the Lakehead Thunderwolves. The season ended Feb.
21 after the Gee-Gees lost to the
Queen's Gaels in the provincial
playoffs.
The university administration
reported the incident to police
Feb. 25 and said they will be
cooperating with the investigation and launching an internal
review.

SEXUALLY
VIOLENT
CONVERSATION
BETWEEN
STUDENT
OFFICIALS
LEAKED ONLINE

M

01

Trigger warri,.,g

graphic
aescnpt1ons of sexua v10ence
OTTAWA (CUP) - The sexually violent conversation about
the University of Ottawa's student federation president that
took place between five men,
including four elected student
representatives, has been published online.
The contents of the group conversation on Facebook were
shown to board members of
the Student Federation of the
University of Ottawa (SFUO)
at the Board of Administration's
(BOA) most recent meeting on
Feb. 23.
The conversation consists of
SFUO vp social Pat Marquis,
BOA representative Alexandre
Giroux, federated body executives Alex Larochelle and Michel Fournier-Simard and student Bart Tremblay, who holds
no elected position.
Now made public on the website Bellejar.ca, the conversation
has brought about demands
from students for the elected
student officials to resign from
their posts.
The leaked documents include
screenshots with English translations, as about half the conversation takes place in French.

"These are serious allegations;'
Patrick Charette, director of
corporate
communications,
said at a press meeting. "You
will also appreciate that there
are all kinds of legal rights, including privacy of all innocent
parties involved~'

It begins with Tremblay, who
writes that the "president will
suck me off in her office chair
and after I will fuck her in the
ass on Pat's desk." He then clarifies that this is in reference to
SFUO president Anne-Marie
Roy.
•

Charette said the university was
asked by police not to communicate publicly until today.

"Someone punish her with their
shaft;' Larochelle, vp social for
the Criminology Students' Association, writes in English.

The university will not reveal
how many of its student athletes
were involved in the incident.
SPE:NCE:R VAN DYK- Tf-lE:
FULCRUM (UNIVERSITY oi:
OTTAWA)

The conversation turns to
doubts about Roy's city of origin, before Giroux remarks that
"if you fuck Anne-Marie, I will
definitely buy you a bed' Marquis says he'll "get a 24 for Bart
if he does it:'
The leak comes nearly a week
after the documents were
shown at the BOA meeting, at
which the men, with the exception of Marquis, informed those
present that they were considering legal action against Roy for
bringing the private conversation to the board's attention.

Marquis and Larochelle have
been in talks with Roy to cooperate and try to settle the matter without taking any further
action.
On Facebook, a page has surfaced to rally students and demand the resignation of the
four men who serve as elected
student officials.
"These men, who represents
[sic] us as undergraduate students, have participated in a
conversation in which they
planned (apparently in jest) the
sexual assault of SFUO President Anne-Marie Roy;' the page
reads. "Our disgust is all the
more profound because this is
not the first time that we have
had to condemn Marquis for
his despicable and oppressive
behaviour:'
The last line is likely in reference
to Marquis' comments about the
aboriginal community last year.
In March 2013, while he was the
vp social for the Engineering
Students' Society and had been
elected to his current post as
vp social of the SFUO, Marquis
listed the location of an event
as being on "ceded and surrendered Algonquin territory," in
response to an SFUO event with
the opposite description.
The Indigenous and Canadian
Studies Students' Association
(ICSSA) reached an agreement
with Marquis to work toward
"accountability, responsibility,
and respect" rather than resign.
Now the group says it's had
enough.
"He has failed our agreement.
He has failed all students. We
can no longer trust him;' reads a
statement from the ICSSA.
Reached for comment, Marquis
said he's aware of the leaked
documents but has not made a
decision on whether he will resign.
"My comment in that situation was about congratulating a
friend about whether he would
be able to seduce someone else;'
he said Friday. "It was never
about sexual assault. It was
never about taking advantage of
women:'
The manner in which the documents were originally obtained
has not been revealed.
ANNA-LILJA
DAWSON
- CUP PRAIRIES AND
NORTHERN
BUREAU
CHIEF

(PHOTO BY ELIZA POPE/THE SILHOUETTE)

ICEAND
MOBIL:ITY ON
THE CANADIAN
CAMPUS
•
winter
inaccessibility an
uphill battle on
campus

M R

J

HAMILTON (CUP) - Winter
tends to elicit mixed feelings.
As temperatures ~op and snow
falls, some people love to bundle
up and walk in the brisk cold.
To many others, winter is a miserable few months. Regardless
of which part of the spectrum
people fall on, there is the general consensus that winter road
and sidewalk conditions make it
difficult to enjoy this season.
Getting around in the winter is
usually a pain for everyone. On
a scale of one to 10, most fall
close to the "love skiing, skating and sledding but for the love
of all that is holy - winter, go
away" side.
But for many, winter has some
serious challenges that come
from needing a mobility device. When the pathways and
roads of many universities are
icy, slippery or wet, people with
crutches, canes, walkers and
wheelchairs face a whole new
campus.
McMaster University secondyear student Sophie Geffros
uses a manual wheelchair to get
around the Hamilton campus.

She finds that in wintertime a
lot more time is spent commuting between buildings.
"The furthest· I have to go from
is [Michael DeGroote Centre
for Learning and Discovery] to
[A.N. Bourns Science Building]. In the summer it takes me
around seven or eight minutes
but in the winter, I find that it
takes me around 15," she says.
In -38 C, where exposed skin
can freeze in three to five minutes, 15 minutes in the cold can
seem like eternity.
Even getting to campus is a
struggle if you have a mobility
device and take the bus. In extreme cold weather, sometimes
the automatic ramp on the buses don't work, making it inaccessible for that day.
"I miss significantly more class
in the winter;' says Geffros.
"Even after I make it to campus,
sometimes I realize that it's not
working. J have three classes
back to back to back in Health
Sciences, TSH and MDCL, and
10 minutes is not enough time.
I either have to leave class early
or get to class late."
The Student Accessibility Services (SAS) office at McMaster
helps students with any special
needs including medical issues,
physical impairments, mental
health issues and learning difficulties.
"I think the main issue is that
SAS is primarily designed to
deal with students with learning
difficulties and they do a good
job accommodating academically, but when you're faced

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE [>

with mobility impairments, and
you say that you need this thing,
they don't have much practice
with providing people with help
in that way;' says Geffros.
SAS does help with services
such as note-taking and extension leniency but, unfortunately, it doesn't always help when
someone is already on campus.
Even students without mobility impairments have experienced difficulties walking across
some parts of campus that are
extremely icy or opening doors
that have small banks of snow in
front of them.
"There's a huge problem with
where they put the snow once
they shovelled it off stairs and
sidewalks. First it takes them a
long time to get it off the sidewalk, then once they've gotten
it off . . . they cover the smooth
bit of the curve which is where,
if you use a mobility device, you
need to go down on the curb
on and you can't because it's
covered by a chunk of ice," says
Geffros.
"There should be more areas
that are treated as constantly as
others since small paths are just
as important as large streets;'
says Jamie Lai, the Abilities Coordinator for MSU Diversity.

These conditions are not only
annoying to navigate around,
but they can also be dangerous. Third-year student Georgy
Dhanjal uses a power wheelchair to get around campus
and says that getting to classes
increases from three to five
minutes to eight to 10 minutes
m the wintertime. Although
he can navigate on top of snow
more easily than he could with
a manual chair, the icy conditions on campus still makes it a
hassle.

ditions of campus are subpar,
it becomes an issue of safety
rather than convenience. For
Geffros, unclear pathways can
cause physical injury while trying to navigate through the ice
and snow.

their paths to be clear so that
they don't risk injury."
"Those who use walking aids,
even temporarily, can find that
even though they never get
stuck in the snow, they sometimes have to rely on other
people to get around," Lai continues.

"The actual pavement is very
poorly maintained, especially in the quad. There are big "I had crutches in the fall and
chunks of cracked pavement.
In the summer you can navi- found that some of the automatic door buttons don't actugate around but in the winter
ally
work and I'd have to find
you can't see it, and it looks icy
a
way
to manoeuvre. I can't
but clear but then you go flying
imagine
having to do that out·
"Mac does a great job at mak- out of your chair. Quite a few
side
in
freezing
temperatures;'
ing sure that ice/snow is re- times I have actually gone fly- says fourth-year student Hans
moved from ramps ... and that ing, landed on my face, books
is great for everyone. However, everywhere, sometimes my Loewig.
I do have an issue with how the wheelchair has rolled away;' she At times, it just isn't possible to
school goes about its open/close says.
get through campus without a
policy in terms of hazardous
little help. Dhanjal encourages
conditions, such as the day in On extremely cold days, most students to get in touch with
which the ground was extreme- of us are concerned about get- services like SAS that can help
ting to warmth as quickly as
ly icy," says Dhanjal.
possible, but there is the added them in the winter.
"The low temperature is something we can bundle up for and
as Canadians, it is expected;
however when something so
simple as getting from point A
to B becomes dangerous, that's
where I draw the line; he continues.

pressure of having to navigate
around potential hazards.

"I have seen some people in
their wheelchairs going against
traffic because sidewalks and
pathways are inaccessible; says
Lai. "There's a large emphasis
on people who require wheelGetting from point A to B on a chairs, and there are also people
reasonably sized campus should who use walking aids and who
be simple, but when the con- are visually impaired who need

'
Students at their 22nd Awards
Banquet!
The Organization of Part-time University Students (OPUS) will be hosting its 22nd
Annual Awards Banquet on Thursday, March 20, 2014 at the Caboto Club.
Providing the topmost quality of service to students, faculty and staff in all academic
areas is something that OPUS strives to achieve. University of Windsor faculty,
staff, alumni and part-time undergraduate students will be recognized for "Going
Above & Beyond" during this special annual event. These awards will celebrate and
recognize contributions made by Part-time Students along with the OPUS board
and staff. Invitations have already been sent out via e-mail. Tue R.S.V.P. date is Fri.
Mar. 7, 2014. For more information, please contact OPUS Staff at 519-971-3603 or
e-mail opus@uwindsor.ca.
Tue 2014 OPUS Award recipients are as follows:
OPUS Friend of Students Award: Dr. Leo Groarke (Provost and Vice-President,
Academic)
OPUS Teacher of the Year Award: Dr. Tom Najem (Political Science)
OPUS Volunteer of the Year Award: Mike Pondi, OPUS student volunteer
OPUS Faculty Award(s): Dr. Pauline Phipps (Women Studies) and Dr. Cheran
Rudhramoorthy, (Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology)
OPUS Support Staff Award(s): Paolo Vasapolli (Food Services), Nick Baker (Office
of Open Learning) and Richard Dumala (IT Services)
OPUS Disability Campus Community Recognition Award: Anthony Gomez,
Student Disability Services
Alumni Association Academic Achievement Award: Cristian Banu (Part-time
Student)
Alumni Association First Year Part-time Undergraduate Student Award: Joshua
Pinese (Part-time Student)
OPUS Wayne Girard Leadership Memorial Award: Kevin Douglas Ellsworth
(Part-time Student)
OPUS Dr. Kathleen McCrone Award: Carmen Yurke (Part-time Student)
OPUS Ken Long Memorial Award:Stephanie Hernandez (Part-time Student)
OPUS Bursaries 2014 (valued at $500 each) were given to 8 part-time
undergraduate students and were chosen based on financial need. (2 of these
bursaries are sponsored by the Alumni Association).
Please also visit http://www.uwindsor.ca/opus

"I think that those who begrudgingly attempt to navigate
campus during the winter time,
and do not know of these services too well, may seem uncomfortable asking for help. The
truth is that these services are
great sources for assistance, and
I definitely recommend seeking
their assistance when necessary; says Dhanjal.

Friendly students are also an
option to help if you find yourself stuck in the snow.
"Fellow students are the best
when it comes to assistance.
If my chair tires get stuck in
the snow, or if perhaps I need
a push to get across some ice,
there 1s always someone I can
count on at this school, stranger
or not;' says Dhanjal.
Since most people are busy trying to get to their destination
as fast as they can, it can help
if more people are alert to their
surroundings.
"Last week I was constantly
stuck in the snow, I had to flag
people down to help me, oth ·
erwise I would've just stayed
there; says Geffros.
Winter is great for a lot of things
but the worst for mobility. Some
people can walk over that crack
in the ice, or step over the snow
bank, but for others, getting
across campus can be a frustrating and time consuming feat
requiring patience, effort and,
sometimes, a helping hand.
TOBI ABDUL- THE SILLHOUEffi
(MCMASTER
UNIVERSrfY)

WOl{K FOR THE BEST
AS A WAREHOUSE
OPERATIVE!
FULL/PART TIME
POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
WORK WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS POPULATION.
NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.
TRAINING PROVIDED.
LEGAL BACKGROUND IS
HELPFUL.
INTERESTED
CANDIDATE
SHOULD CONTACT
CLARKE STEVEN 1@AOL.
COM.
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Ecofriendly cosmetics
comes to Walkerville
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

Debra Purdy, the third owner of Walkerville's ShopEco store, is putting eco-friendly
personal care items on Windsor's radar.
Purdy gained her knowledge of environmentally friendly body and skin care products
from her mother who is the maker of Faerhaven natural products based in Harrow.
ShopEco focuses on carrying personal care items but would like to become a one-stopshop for eco-friendly products. As well as cosmetics and body care products, the store
carries snack foods, essential oils, teas and coffees, eco-friendly cleaning products,
candles, water bottles and even clothing.
"We pay so much attention to what we're ingesting but not what we're putting on our
bodies;' said Purdy. "I think it's a lot more important than what people realize:'
ShopEco carries two organic makeup lines, Pure Anada based out of Manitoba and
Sappho based in British Columbia.
Sappho Organic Cosmetics was created by makeup artist JoAnn Fowler and are used
by actresses such as Ginnifer Goodwin and Jennifer Beals. They have been used on the
sets of Twilight and The A Team.
"As an esthetician I've worked with quite a few lines, I find that it's [Sappho] a powerhouse;' said Melissa Menard who works at ShopEco. "It works just as well as mainstream products, it works, in my opinion, better than most natural products that are
being used:'
Sappho is a mineral makeup line that benefits your skin while wearing it. Menard stated that the ingredients found in Sappho help to hydrate and stabilize your complexion.
:rheir makeup is free of formaldehyde, fragrances and mineral oils that will clog your
skin and harm the environment. 'fltt -ptb'dttcts come with magneti~ se }'OU can
design your own makeup palette in recyclable packaging.
ShopEco will host a Sappho Organic Cosmetics Event on Mar. 8 that will include
makeovers to eight customers and 20 per cent to forty per cent off all Sappho products.
ShopEco is located at 378 Devonshire Road in Old Walkerville.
Emplqyee Melissa Menard stands with Sappho Organic Cosmetics at
Shopr-co • photo by Alexandra Sellick

I

I

OBAMA LOSES RETWEET
RECORD
Before this past week's Oscars, Barack
Obama held the world's largest retweet
record.
Obama previously held the record with
his famous "Four More Years" photo,
which is an embrace between he and

Sappho cosmetics at ShopEco • photos by Alexandra Sellick

his wife Michelle, shown to celebrate his
re-lection. The count is at about 800,000
retweets.
Last Sunday night, Ellen Degeneres let
Bradley Cooper use her Samsung phone
(great product placement) to take a selfie of herself, Cooper, Jennifer Lawrence,
Kevin Spacey and several other famous
faces. This photo currently has a retweet
count of over 3 million.
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SOME FLICKS YOU MIGHT
HAVE HEARD ABOUT AT THE

MICAELAMULDOON

lance eport&

GRAVITY
As one of the most talked about
films of the year, Gravity went
home with seven Qscars on
Sunday.
The space flick recalls Apollo 13
with its sense of danger, urgency
and hopelessness. The difference
is that this is not based on a true
story, the scope is not as great,

and almost the entire movie
talces place in space.
I have heard many complaints
of boredom, and although that
is understandable, I was never
bored watching it. The pacing
was steady and the acting was
compelling, as were the visual
effects. In fact, this may be the
only movie I have ever enjoyed
watching in 3D because it really
seemed as though space debris
was about to fly out into the
audience.
However, since the movie is
no longer playing in Windsor,

most locals probably will not
get the chance to experience
this. Viewers might also be
disappointed
that
George
Clooney's character does not
stick around for long.
Still, Sandra Bullock's portrayal of
a woman's psychological journey
in a life-or-death situation seems
like enough character presence
to fill the movie's short time
frame - only an hour and a half,
right on the mark.
This is a thoughtful piece, and it
is worth a try for anyone.

.................... .

•• ••••••

)ALLAS

DALLAS BUYERS CLUB

BUYERS

Dallas Buyers Club had two big wins at the 86th
Academy Awards on Sunday night. Jared Leto took
home the Oscar for Best Actor in a Supporting
Role and Matthew McConaughey took home the
award for Best Actor in a Leading Role.

CLUB

Starting in 2012 with his picture, Mud,
McConaughey has begun to turn his romantic
comedy rut around. 2013 put a spotlight on the
actor for more serious roles and Sunday night's
Best Actor win proves his acting chops.

MICAELAMULDOON

lance reporter

THECROODS
Dreamworks' The Croods, which
was released almost a year ago, was
nominated for an Oscar in the "Best
Animated Film" category.

The Croods is a cute caveman movie
featuring the vocal talents of Emma
Stone, Ryan Reynolds, Nicolas Cage
and Cloris Leachman. It is about a
prehistoric family of six living each
day in fear, barely surviving. That
may sound dark, but it is actually
hilarious because this lifestyle is
exaggerated and imposed on the
family by the paranoid father, voiced
by Cage.
One day, his eldest daughter's (Stone)
curiosity gets the better of her, and
she strays away from the safety of
the cave by night, only to meet a
forward-thinking boy (Reynolds)
who tells her that the end of the
world is coming.
After events that malce the Croods
realize that they can no longer stay

in their cave, they are forced to
move on, talce risks, and explore a
beautiful world with the help of their
new friend.

••
•
••
•
•
While the plotline is fun for the •
•
family and there is plenty of farce, •
•
the most original aspect of the film
is how visually spectacular it is. It is
full of colour, varying landscapes,
and cross-bred creatures that let the
audience experience the wonder of a
new world along with the characters.
Each new discovery is a delight or a
laugh and sometimes both.

If you missed the chance to see this
one when it first came out, check it
out when you are in the mood for
something that will malce you feel
like a kid again.

Dallas Buyers Club portrays the true story of
real-life AIDS patient Ron Woodroof. Woodroof,
a hustler, begins smuggling unapproved AIDS
treatment drugs from Mexico into Texas after
he learns of his condition. He finds that these
pharmaceutical drugs treat his symptoms better
than what the hospital was giving him. He then
distributes them to fellow AIDS patients and
soon attracts the attention of the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).
I thought McConaughey was perfect for this role.
Notorious for his bad boy characters in romantic
comedies, I believe his typical movie personality
translated well in Dallas Buyers Club as Woodruff
is seen sleeping around and is after all, a drug
dealer. While McConaughey brought out his
famous charm, we also saw a very serious side.
I have to admit that I was a bit surprised at his win

• at the Oscars, believing that Chiwetel Ejiofor (12
•

:

•

Years a Slave) might go home with it. I cannot say

I was surprised at Leto's win, though. Leto gave an
••• amazing performance as Rayon, an HIV-positive
•• transgender woman who was both comedic and

:
:
:
:

•

tragic.

Dallas Buyers Club is a bit slow but the dynamic
between McConaughey and Leto is heartwarming
and it is a great movie to watch if you are interested
in seeing McConaughey in a more serious role.
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MICAELAMULDOON

lance reporter

This month, painter Vaughn Beneteau will be exhibiting his series "Conversation" at Pop Hair Gallery, a place
known for being both a hair salon and gallery for displaying local artistic talent.
MICAELA MULDOON: CAN YOU
ELABORATEABOUTWHATTHE SHOW IS
ABOUT?
Vaughn Beneteau: Yes. Basically, "Conversation" is a conversation between France and Canada, specifically Windsor, Ontario, and it's involving a man and a woman.
MM: CAN YOU LIKEN YOUR PAINTING
STYLE TO ANYONE SPECIFIC?
VB: I actually can't [laughs]. I thought about that long and
hard. I've been painting for 35 years. I've probably made
anywhere between two to five thousand paintings, canvases, and drawings-I don't even know how much ... It's actually a combination of three different styles that I've worked
on for over 25 years, and they've finally come together as
one.
MM:WHAT KIND F P
PLE D
YOU USUALLY SEE COMING OUTTO
EXHIBITIONS LIKE THAT?
VB: It varies ... It could be an older crowd to a younger
crowd ... I seem to have a decent following ... I like to think
that [the work] touches a wide variety of people because
it has a moment of truth in what it's saying, and I think
people, when they're looking at my work, are struck, and
it grabs them because they see that this is not just made
up. It's something very real to me, and I think they identify
with that.
MM: IT'S GOOD TO HAVE SOMEONE
SHOWIN<; PAINTINGS THESE DAYS. IT
DOESN'T USUALLY HAPPEN ANYMORE.
IT'S USUALLY JUST PLAYS OR BANDS,
SO THIS IS DIFFERENT FOR THE ARTS
COMMUNITY IN WINDSOR.
VB: Yes, I feel that Windsor's really, really spreading its
wings with visual arts ... I think it's really creating a good
backbone for the wealth of talent that's found in this city...
There seems to be more opportunity to go and see an exhibition, whether it be photography or music and paintingit's just really good for the city and really good, effectively,
for the culture.

Beneteau's exhibit
rversation" at Pop Hair
rY on 973 Erie Street in
Wi
r runs from Feb. 25 to
Mar. 29, and there will be a
special reception at the gallery
on March 15.

For more information contact.
forenS1c@UWindsor.ca
To r ,ster visit: UW1ndsor.caltifs

-

-
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Exhibition explores
111ental health
SARAHHURST
lance reporter

Social media has made it easier than
ever for our society to connect with one
another.
Space has all but been eliminated, as it
is just as simple to send a message to
your friend a few blocks away, or your
grandmother in Australia.
While we are able to get in contact with
a wider variety of people, are we losing
our ability to have traditional social
interactions? Is social media making us
less social? What effect does this have
on our mental health? What about the
elderly? Will they be left behind? These
questions are creatively explored in
Margie Kelks' "Nowhereness" exhibit.

Kelks' exhibits consists of fine sculpture
and wall pieces. The wall pieces include
ink and nail drawing on wax, which also
supports ceramic heads.
"The whole show is about people who
are alienated and separated from the
rest of society;' said Kelk "The irony is
that today, when society is so connected
by a virtual media like Facebook, these
people are even more isolated because
they are left alone in rooms."
She has found that this happens
frequently with the elderly in nursing
homes. They are left alone and unstimulated, with little contact to the
outside world and so they recede into
their minds, only knowing what is right
in front of them.
Her ceramic heads are distorted; some
faces are filled with hope, but the rest
are filled with despair. These sculptures
are placed alongside pieces of computer

Wal ole to
sor to

parts, which shows how they are either
victimized or empowered by the new
technology.
"A certain amount of dementia may
set in as you get older, and you're
still alienated from everything so no
stimulus comes and you go more and
more into your dementia;' said Kelk
There is a strong connection with Kelks'
work and mental health. Jordynne
Ropat, the president of the Mental
Health Awareness Association at the
University of Windsor, comments on
how the use of social media affects us.
"Social media leads to a focus [of] online
life, leading to [a] possibly decreased
interest in real life;' said Ropat.
Based in Toronto, Kelk will be coming to
Windsor next week to set up her exhibit
at Artcite. The reception is on Mar. 7 at
7:30 p.m. and will run until April 19.

e ee
Bartlett has many concerns about the
future of our Great Lakes, including the
commodification of our fresh water and
the safety to drink it. Bartlett noted a
higher sense of urgency regarding water
after he learned about the deaths in
Walkerton, Ontario that resulted from
E. coli contamination in the tap water.

"Water" is one of those words that we all
use without realizing its true meaning.
Living in Windsor gives us the luxury
of being surrounded by fresh water and
sandy beaches, with the five glorious
great lakes. We are constantly twisting
that tap to fill up our cups with wateralmost as much as we are flushing away.
So what happens when we can't drink
or swim in that water anymore? Sherry
Campeau, a Windsor based artist,

h

Campeau began photographing the
dead fish that she found washed up on
the beaches of Point Pelee. She used
digital manipulation to aeate images
that would stimulate questions about
the reality of our local water systems.
"Fish are stinky, but when you wrap
it up in a nice shiny package people
become more interested and start to pay
attention to it," said Campeau.
Campeau's art captured the attention
of Windsorites and set her on a path
to collaborate with the Ontario Art
Council and Unifor to educate students

MARCH 6 TO MARCH 13
THURSDAY MARCH 6
Nate Phelps at The University of
Windsor. Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering Innovation
Flogging Molly, The Fillmore Detroit,
7:00 p.m.
The BBQ (Brian Burke Quartet),
Phog Lounge, 8:00 p.m., pay what you

can
FRIDAY MARCH 7
Comedy Quarry Show, Rockhead
Pub, $12
Blood Sweat and Tears feat. Bo Bice,
Caesars Windsor
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.

SATURDAY MARCH 8
The World's Greatest Mentalist Ehud
Segev, St. Clair Centre for the Arts,
$SS or $500 for table of I 0
Ballet Jorgen's Romeo & Juliet, The
Chrysler Theatre, $30 & $25 Adults;
$25 & $20 Youth

WOOL Festival-Windsor Acting Up,

"Labor has always used creative methods
to get a message across to other people,
and to activate them:· said Bartlett.

decided to take a picture.

w VICTORIAPARENT

SUNDAY MARCH 9

Mark Bartlett is the President of the
Unifor Windsor Regional Environment
Council and is well versed in water and
other environmental issues.

JOANATRUSSLER
lance reporter

caen ar

Sappho Organic Cosmetics Event,
ShopEco. 11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

on Walpole Island, Windsor and Pelee
Island about the importance of water
quality and preservation.

Mark Barklett and Sherry Campeau stand in front of two of Campeau's
pieces of artwork that inspired the Windsor to Walpole to Pelee project •
photo by Joana Trussler

a

11

"What happens when a crisis like this is
created," said Bartlett. "What happens
when people are afraid of their water?"
Bartlett and Campeau are both
passionate about the environment and
see art as an important way of uniting
people, starting with the youth in the
community.
"We must communicate the urgency
with what is happening with our water:'
said Bartlett.
Campeau and Bartlett have partnered
up to visit schools in Walpole, Windsor
and the Point Pelee area to engage with
children t9 learn about water with
interactive art projects.
On Mar. 10, Campeau and Bartlett will
be hosting a reception to celebrate the
launch and provide more information
about the program to the community.

March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

MONDAY MARCH I 0
Arcade Fire Reflektor Tour, The Palace of Auburn Hills Michigan
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
~neteau, POP Hair Gallery
Walpole to Windsor to Pelee; Watershed Narratives Project Launch, Civic
Space

TUESDAY MARCH I I
Villans Beastro Open Mic Instrumental Talent. 9:30 p.m. to I:00 p.m.
Memphis May Fire with The Word
Alive, A Skylit Drive, Hands Like
Houses and Beartooth, The Crofoot
Ballroom in Pontiac, Michigan
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

WEDNESDAY MARCH 12
WOOL Festival-Windsor Acting Up,
The Green Room Theatre
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery. 12:00 p.m.
Conveaation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

THURSDAY MARCH 13

Shaun Frank.The Boom Boom Room,
9:00 p.m. to 2: 15 a.m.
Border City Music Pro;ect Film. The

Capitol Theatre
Corwersation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery
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PLAY REVIEW
THURSDAY

COMICS

w/RYAN

ROGERS

www.sch ickens. blogspot .corn

The gardener called it in this morning.
Coroner says he pulled 3 slugs out of him.

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

•

•
•
•
••

••

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM

*

more infol earshot-onlrne.com & cjam.ca
rnd1cates Canadian artist
charts tabulated for the week ending fob 23

NO GREAT MISCHIEF
Over the past weekend, the University of Windsor's English and Drama departments put on a staged reading of Alistair MacLeod's No Great Mischief.
The staged reading was directed and starred UWindsor drama professor Brian
Taylor. Along with Taylor, his colleague Michael Keating also starred as one of
the two MacDonald brothers who the book's plot is centered around.
The adaptation also featured a nine-member cast including drama students Erik
Helle and Tristan Claxton who played the younger versions of the two MacDonald brother characters.
It was based on the 1999 novel by Alistair Macleod, one of Canada's most renowned authors and one of UWindsor's own professors emeriti. The novel was
adapted into this format by an award-winning playwright, and the adaptation
has been performed in theatres throughout the country.
Those are big shoes to fill, but the University's students and faculty did it right.
The layout was unusual, as everyone was holding a script throughout the performance. There were around a dozen people on stage at all times, and those
who were not active sat back quietly, only making themselves noticeable when
they had lines.
Sometimes it was hard to keep track of the timeline because the action kept
flashing back and forth from different layers of the past to the present, but this
was my only complaint.
Each line was infused with emotion and truth, and the performance was balanced with a healthy dose of grief and humour. It got very physical at times with
fights, dancing, and prop rearranging. It was also very musical, as there was
often a lovely, Celtic-sounding duo of violin and piano while some of the narration was going on, and this was performed on stage. The actors also frequently
sang Scottish-sounding ballads.
Overall, it was sort of a magical event. It was about familial love, the events that
change people's lives, and the way they move forward together.
Anyone who saw the performance probably now wants to read the book, and
anyone who missed the performance probably should read it.

•
•
•

•
•

••
••
•

•
•

•

ITHE HIDDEN CAMERAS*-Age (Evil Music)
2 MIDDLE SISTER* - Middle Sister (Famous Last)
3 CRJSSI COCHRANE*- Litde S~ (Self-Released)
4 SAM ROBEJUS BAND*-1.crFantasy (Paper Ba&)
5 KAYLA DUNN*- Relds (Self-Released)
6THE PACKAD.*-Do Not Engage (Nettwerk)
7 JODY GLENHAM*- Dreamer (Self-Released)
8 STEP BROTHERS (THEALCHEMIST & EVIDENCE) - Lord Steppington (Rhymesayers)
9 MOGWAI - Rave Tapes (Sub Pop)
I OTINARIWEN - Emaar (Anti-)
11 SEEKER- UnlOYed (Victory)
I2ANGEUQUE KJDJO- Eve (429)
13 GRAMERCY RIFFS*- DesireTrails (Self-Released)
14 PYRES*-Year of Sleep (Granite House)
15 SALLY saTMANN*- Hey Daydreamers (Arts & Crafts)
16 KALEY BIRD*- Don't SayYou're Sorry (Box)
I 7THE SOULJAZZ ORCHESTRA*- Inner Are (Strut)
18 LE PELICAN NOIR* - Le silence tendu au dessus de nos tetes comme un orage en suspens (Self-Released)
19 KATAPLEXIS*- Oownpolr (Galy)
20 COEUR DE PIRATE*-Trauma (DareTo Care)
21 OUM OUM GIRLS-Too True (Sub Pop)
22 HABIBI - Habibi (Burger)
23 MONEY FOR ROPE - Money For Rope (Self-Released)
24 BLACK HOWES,THE - Somewhere Set.Yee,-. Here and Nowhere (Ernest Jenning Re-cording Co.)
25 THE CRYSTAi. METHOD - The Crystal Method (Tiny e)
26 SUPREME CUTS- Divine Ecstasy (DoYecote)
27 SIERRA LEONE'S RERJGEEALL STARS- Libation (Cumbancha)
28 NEIL ANN - Dazy Heights (Lester)
29 MAHER & SOUSOU CISSOKO-Amca Moo Baalu (ARC Music)
30 BAND OF HORSES-Acoustic at the Ryman (Brown)

sports

MIKESPECHT
sports editor
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action.

Following their 86-58 victory over
the (15-7) Laurier Golden Hawks
in the OUA West final, the (221) Lancer's women's basketball
team has a chance to earn their
second consecutive OUA title this
Saturday verses the (16-6) Queens
Gaels at the St. Denis Centre.
Windsor was led as usual by
Defensive Player of the Year
Miah-Marie Langlois. Langlois
contributed in literally every
statistical category notching 24
points six rebounds, four assists
and five steals.
Not to be outdone by the seniors
was rookie Cheyanne Roger, who
went 10-10 from the field en route
to a 20 points in 23 minutes of

The Lancers dominated every
aspect of this game, and no more
so than on the glass. Windsor
out rebounded Laurier 45-26
including 19 on the offensive side.
The Lancers post game was in full
effect, as the Lancers shot 52 per
cent as a team, and only took six
three point attempts on the night.
Ten of the Lancers rebounds
were hauled in by Power Forward
Jessica Clemoncon, who registered
a double-double also adding with
14 points. And rounding out the
big three was Korissa Williams
who had 22 points, six rebounds,
four assists and five steals.
With the OUA East leading Queens
Gaels on the horizon, the Lancers
must continue their must play on
all ends of the ball. The Lancers
have won every game this season
by a margin of 32.8 points, led by

their strong pressure defence and
short to mid-range offensive game.
Queen's enters Sunday's contest in
the top half of the OUA in terms
of turnovers committed at 17.3
per game. Conversely, the Lancers
forced an OUA high 23 turnovers
per game in 23 contests this
season. That glaring stat does not
bode well for a Gaels squad who
only scores in the neighbourhood
of 63 points per game.
Should Queen's not take care of
the ball, the game could get out of
hand before the halftime buzzer
sounds.
With an automatic berth in the
CIS Final 8, the Lancers will look
to enter the tournament on a high
note with a statement game against
Queens. Tip-off goes at 7:00 p.m.
on Saturday and tickets are $10 for
the public and $3 for students with
valid student ID.

Toronto.ON

L 71-84

Toronto.ON

L89-93

I3

Ravens

3/1/2014

McMaster
Marauders

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

OUA WEST FINALS

3/1/2014

Laurier Gold- St Denis
Centre
en Hawks

W86-58

OUA CHAMPIONSHIP

3/8/2014

Queen's
Gaels

StDems
Centre

7:00pm

London.ON

L2-3

MEN'S HOCKEY

SP100 Forest Firefighting Training
Conducted by: Wildfire Specialists Inc.

OUA QUARTER-FINALS

Course Location: Windsor

2/27/2014 Western

Course Date: March 19- March 23, 2014

3/~4

Western
Mustangs

3/2/2014

Western
Mustangs

Mustangs

Course Cost: $975.00 + HST
Wildfire Specialists Inc.
2233 Radar Rd, Suite 5, Hanmer ON
Telephone: 705-693-0323

www.wildfirespecialists.ca

Fax: 705-693-0326

London.ON

W3-1

SouthWind-

7:30pm

QUA WEST FINALS

3/6/2014

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

sorArena

3iPl.m.4

Lakehead
Thunder-

1lum'
Bay.ON

MNR Accredited Training Agency
Successful completion of the SPlOO Fire Fighter Training Course does not guarantee
employment. Please refer to the MNR Web Site for information on this course and other
requirements to become an Ontario Fire Fighter http://ontarlo.ca/flreranger

ScuhWnd- W3-1

sorArena

7'3JPM

wolves

-
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MEN'S HOCKEY-LANCERS
PREVAIL OVER PURPLE
PONIES;THUNDERWOLVES
NEXT
Heading into the series against the
OUA West's best Western Mustangs,
the Lancers seem ill favoured to win
the series.
The Lancers have earned the reputation as a possible contender to represent the OUA at CIS Nationals, but
the affectionately known Purple Ponies have always found a way to gallop
a stride or two ahead.
In three of the previous four postseasons, with the exception of last
season's playoffs, the Lancers had
been outscored by the Mustangs 2414, winning only one of eight playoff games and being swept in two of
the three series against each other.
A rematch of the 2012 OUA West
Finals, the Lancers had expectations
mounted against them. History was
not on the side of the Lancers and nor
were some of the seasonal stats.
Daniel Erlich had 50 points including 40 assists to lead the OUA West
heading into the playoffs, while Zach
Harnden and Kyle De Coste were consistent top 10 scorers in the regular
season. Along with a first place fini'>h in the OUA West, the Mustangs
s ~emed poised to continue their winning ways.
Every night the Lancers took the ice

against the Mustangs as a team who
could spell intensity outside of the
classroom. Despite squandering game
one by allowing three unanswered
goals, as well as the game winner with
under 90 seconds to play in regulation, the Lancers did not seem intimidated in game two.
Both teams attacked each other with
an appetite for speed and an urgency to strike first. It would be the
Mustangs who would blink first,
when Blake Blondeel netted the first
of the game in the second period.
With the Lakehead Thunderwolves
coming to town, the Lancers certainly
have odds stacked against them. A
team, which held the Ryerson Rams to
simply one goal, outscoring the Rams
12-1 in two games is an intimidation
the Lancers have not seen all year.
The team has encountered tough competition, but not like they will when
Lakehead attends South Windsor
Arena. A team, which also includes
leading playoff scorer Cody Alcock
The Thunderwolves will visit the
Lancers in a rematch of the 2012 OUA
West semi-finals - the Lancers won
that series in three games before losing to the Western Mustangs in the
OUA West Finals.

••
•
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WOMEN'S HOCKEY-THE
SEASON THAT WAS:THE
2013-14 SEASON OF THE
LANCERS
It has been some time between
now and the elimination the Windsor Lancers women's hockey team
had succumb to at the hands of the
Queen's Gaels.

would think that with such a fantastic bounce each passing year, the loss
from this year's playoffs is not a direct
reflection of the team's championship
capability.

In a rematch of the previous year's
quarterfinals, the Lancers returned to
the first round of OUA playoffs as a far
better team. However, being swept in
a best-of-three may negate that fact,
but when one recounts Jenny MacKnight as the leading scorer of the OUA
and the impressive record posted in
the second half of the regular season,
it still remains a shock to some that
the team could not go the distance.

So what would there be to assess and
work towards? This could be seen as
a learning curve, especially for the
rookie goaltenders that experienced
their first taste of OUA women's hockey.

Last year's playoffs included a Lancer
squad which had to vigorously fight
and claw their way into the playoffs.
It had perhaps surprised many that
the Lancers took the Gaels to three
games, as both teams differed immensely when reviewing statistics and
numbers.

With the shake up in net this year
by introducing goaltenders Kozovski and Ingrid Sandven, no one
could predict the season would
have turned out as well as it had.

Nonetheless, when both teams reacquainted in this year's playoffs,
the Lancers seemed like a team who
could stand a chance and redeem
some previous unfinished business.
Despite being swept in two ~ames, the
Lancers played this seasons playoffs
with a combination of grit and heart
unseen in years before.
The Lancers have risen the past few
seasons, inching closer to improving
their wins above the .500 mark - one

Marissa Kozovski illustrated dominance in the crease, creating difficulty
for the Gaels to capitalize. Despite her
best efforts in the series, the Gaels
found a way to break through.

We are months away from seeing the
Lancers women's hockey team take
the ice, but with a chip on their shoulder from two straight first round exits, Lancer Nation is going to witness
a hungrier team, starving to reclaim a
series against teams who they believe
had stole games right from their fingertips.
It will be an offseason to look forward

to after reminiscing on the few successes brought to Lancer Nation. The
fans are thankful and cannot wait to
see what happens next fall.
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Willson reflects on
football journey
MIKESPECHT
sp orts editor
w / f1les by Vincenzo L1bu rd i

SEGUIN PLAYER OF
THEYEAR
Volleyball star Kaila Seguin was
named OUA West Player of the
Year last week following a season where she led the resurgent
Lancers to a postseason berth.
Joining Seguin, is second-year
Shannon Dean as an all-star
while first year Emily Mcclosky
made the OUA all-rookie team.
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LOU ON GO TRADED
Probably the most puzzling
move made during the National
Hockey League trade dealing
was the move that sent Roberto Luongo back to the Florida
Panthers. Lou, who had been
the centre of trade rumours for
over two seasons appeared to
be immovable because of his
massive contract. According to
TSN, being sat by the Canucks
in favour of Eddie Lack during the Heritage Classic could
have been the firial traw.for hi.
agent Pat Brisson. The move
was made three days after the
snub.

MUCHA BACKS UP
SCRIVENS
Speaking of the NHL trade
deadline, Alberta Golden Bear
goaltender Kurtis Mucha served
as an emergency call up for the
Edmonton Oilers following
their trade that sent back-up
Ilya Bryzgalov to Minnesota.
The second-team all Canadian
Mucha compiled a 14-1-1 record this season and a 1.87
goals against average.

MEN'S HOCKEY TOP 10
1. Alberta (25-2-1 / 2-0) / 170
points (17) / (1)

2. Acadia (21-4-3 / 3-1) / 144
/ (3)
3. Calgary (21-4-3 / 2-1) / 130
/ (4)
4. Carleton (22-5-1 / 4-1) / 108
/ (5)
5. McGill (21-5-2 / 4-0) / 102
/ (6)
6. Saint Mary's (14-14 / 5-2) /
91 / (NR)
7. UNB {24-3-1 / 1-3) / 60 / (2)
8. Lakehead (17-8-3 / 4-0) / 59
/ (NR)

9. Windsor (17-11 / 4-l) / 43
/ (NR)
10. Saskatchewan (17-10-1 /
1-2) / 10 I (TIO)

My speed for my
size is a strength,
I would say that
is pretty much
my only strength.

self-assessment.
"My speed for my size is a strength, I
would say that is pretty much my only
strength. I have good hands for a tall guy
as well:'

The Lance caught up with Seattle Seahawks
Tight End, Luke Willson earlier this week.
The LaSalle product, who won the Super
Bowl in his rookie season took time to
reflect on his football journey in particular
the draft process. Which hundreds of
athletes a year his junior are immersed in
right now.

One of the more notable points of the
interview was Willson's assessment of the
secrecy surrounding the draft process.
According to Willson, no one on proday actually knows how they performed
on the 40-yard dash, which teams use as
one of many indicators of where to pick
a player.

The 22-year-old, who attended Rice
University on a full ride scholarship, and
what many people don't know is that
Willson almost chose to play professional
baseball having briefly signed with the
Toronto Blue Jays in 2011 before returning
to football.

"They have me listed now as 4.51. But
the day after the pro-day nfl.com listed
my first as a 4.46, and the second as a
4.57. And then they averaged them out
to a 4.51. I mean technically yeah, that
is the average of the two of them. But
scouts will try and mess with each other
and tell another team that I ran something
different to make them think 'maybe my
guy messed up:"

When asked what drove him to attend
Rice, Willson noted the multitude of
opportunities the school affording him
during his time there, both academically
and athletically.
"I was up here thinking what it would be
like to play Division 1 football in Texas. I
was going to play baseball there too, and
it is a great campus, they are number one
academically in the state. It had baseball,
football, and great education so I decided
it was where I wanted to go:· said Willson.
•

Willson, who stands at 6'5 played this
season behind starting tight end Zach
Miller. Miller whose cap hit is $6.8
million sees his contract expire after the
2015 season. The veteran caught for 387
yards and five touchdowns this season. By
those numbers, the nature of the National
Football League suggests that Willson
could be thrust into full-time duty in the

hmn~.........JWd',.L.l.lolU\·U . . . . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~

in 20 passes for a total of 272 yards and
two touchdowns for Seattle in 2013. When
asked about his strengths as an athlete the
modest Willson, was lighthearted in his

With a couple of months off before minicamp begins, Willson's focus must be on
getting stronger and helping the Seahawks
prepare for their title defence.

Men's b-ball dreams hit rim
KIMELLIOTI
lance reporter

The Lancer's men's basketball
team traveled to Toronto to do
what they left undone a year
ago, but their dream of reaching
the CIS Final 8 fell short.
The Ravens dismissed the
Lancer men's basketball team
84-71 in Friday's semi-final.
Windsor allowed McMaster
to sneak past them 93-89 in
overtime the next day in the
bronze medal. The pair oflosses
denied them the opportunity
to punch their ticket to the CIS
Final 8 Tournament in Ottawa.
For three of the Lancers
graduating fifth year seniors,
all-Canadian power forward
Lien Phillip and provincial allstar guards Josh Collins and
Enrico Diloreto being dropped
out of the Wilson Cup and
denied a trip to the Final 8
will haunt them for a while.
Remaining optimistic after
another disappointing trip to
the Final Four was Lancer's
coach Chris Oliver.
"Everyone associated with our
program-players,
coaches,
and support staff-contributed

everything they had to help us
reach our goals. In that effort I
am very proud and have great
piece of mind in knowing we
did the best we could. In game
one we played well enough
defensively to be close. Our
effort was worthy of our goals.
In game two our turnovers and
missed free throws made things
difficult but despite those stats
we still had chances to win;' said
Oliver.
There is no denying this
basketball team had all the tools
in terms of player personnel to
succeed. But sadly lacked the
discipline to keep it all together
for the duration of a 40 minute
game.
To their credit, Carleton's
Scrubb brothers lived up to
their top ranked billing leading
five Ravens in double figures
with Phillip scoring 24 points
and Thomas notching 17 points.
Joined by Kevin Church's 14
points, Tyson Hinz's 11 points
and Victor Raso also with 11
points. All on the strength of
Carleton's 43 per cent to 32 per
cent advantage from the regular
field goal range and 35.3 per
cent versus 20 per cent from
three point range.
Yet all is not lost as Junior

fowards Rotimi Osuntola, Evan
Mathews and Bradford Parker
move forward as the core of
this group. Along with rookie
sensations Khalid Abdel-Gabar
and Mike Rocca replacing
Collins and Diloreto aiming
to preserve the legacy of their
departed seniors.
With his seniors' leadership
waning in the face of defeat
Osuntola made a statement in
both games dropping I O points
and ripping down 13 rebounds
against the mighty Ravens on
Friday. Then chipping in with
a followup of 23 points, 11
rebounds and tallied five blocks
against McMaster.
Comparatively Diloreto had
games of 17 and 11 points,
Phillip hit 12 and 14 points
(along with only five rebounds)
and Josh Collins had seven and
17 points.
While Carleton controlled the
entire semi-final match against
Windsor, the Lancers played
McMaster to a 20-20 tie after
the first quarter of play and led
43-36 at the half for the bronze
medal.
Despite being plagued by
turnovers in the seconnd half
as well as the first Windsor

still was still ahead 61-60 after
three quarters of play. They also
maintained a slim leading in the
final frame until Trevon McNeil
made a three point to put Mac
up 81-79 with only 8.7 seconds
remaining in regulation.
Josh Collins gave Windsor new
life to decide the Lancers fate
in overtime by sinking a pair of
free throws with .7 seconds left
on the clock. How the Lancers
new life was short lived as the
Marauders ran rough shod over
the Lancers in extra time with a
12-8 point edge.
For the winning squad McNeil
led the way offensively with
23 points, followed by Leon
Alexander with 21 points and
Aaron Redpath 18 points.
While stand out forward Taylor
Black only scored five points,
his six rebounds, two assists and
one block and many other non
statistical gems were enough
to neutralize the efforts of
Windsor Lien Phillip.
"I loved coaching this team.
We had much success and I
look forward to working with
our returnees and recruits to
develop our team through the
off season and into next year,"
said Oliver.
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Come celebrate OPIRG's 20th anniversary on campus!

Wednesday March 12-starting at 6PM

The Dominion House Tavern
3140 Sandwich Street
•
•
•
•

Unlimited tacos!
Drink specials!
Raffle with great prizes!
Entertainment!

For more information, visit:

www.opirgwindsor.org
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#uwindsorproblems &
#uwsa
tweet your #uwindsorproblems
and #uwsa @uwindsorlance

Mohammad Akbar

THE STIGMA

jay rankin

3. End the stigma: Show that you are a mental health
advocate- "Blue Space:' created by students at the
University of Toronto, is the mental-health version
of the "Positive Space" campaign by the LGBTQQ
community. Post it on your Facebook or Twitter, or
print out stickers and put them on your laptop or
office door. Simply showing that you have an understanding of mental health and you are willing to
talk can make others feel more at ease and accepted.
In addition, check out Unleash the Noise, a studentled mental health innovation summit which I had
the privilege of attending, and apply to attend next
year if you are interested.
With a greater understanding of what mental health

Ra
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Sheldon @SlieldonRR 'che

MARIO

"Over $100,000 of Student Fees to be Handed to Unopposed
Slate" #uwindsor #uwsa uwindsorlance.ca/2014/03/09/pre...

Omar Shahid

II

Kamal Mann

@WhoNeedsHarvard

HAROS

oh hey the UWSA is hiring ...... to bad... literally no one
knows ... #sketch #uwindsorproblems #uwsa
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THE LANCE IS HIRING
check out uwindsorlance.ca
for job postings
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tone will not be printed.
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The Lance is published by the Universitv of Windsor Students'
Alliance and pnnts every Thursday of the fall and winter semesters.
Its offices are located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial board or
printed with their permission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in tlie Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or the Students' Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the property of the
newsP.aper. Submissions must be e-mailed. The editor reserves
the right to edit for space and clarity.

complaints
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news editor
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The _goal ~f the L~nce is to produce a weekly newspaper tha.t
prov1aes rnformat1ve and accurate accounts of events ana
issues relevant to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.

If you want to take your advocacy a step further and

-
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mission statement

others, and less fear and stigma surrounding mental illness, I believe we can make great strides in improving mental health in our society.
get involved with mental health initiatives on campus, feel free to email me at mhealth@uwindsor.ca.

SARAH HORWATH

editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3604

Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and
must include the wnter's name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. ReP.roduction in any way is forbidden without the
written permission of the Editor-in-Cliief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
CANADIAN

is, knowledge of how to take care of ourselves and

editor,.in-chief

sports editor • MIKESPECHT
MAR09

@shahldOmar

Jobs are available with the UWSA. Resume and Cover letter
go to the UWSA offce by March 17th. uwsa.ca/jobs.php
#UWSA #StudentsMatter

1. Care: Ask people how they are doing- A simple
"How are you?" can go a long way for those who
need it. Make sure to practice self-care, as well, and
do things each day that you find emotionally and
spiritually fulfilling.

There is also a service called Good2Talk (good2talk..ca, 1-866-925-5454), a free, confidential, and
anonymous helpline created for post-secondary
students between the ages of 17 and 25. Good2Talk
is available 24/7.

taff

news@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3906

One of the greatest challenges that our society faces
regarding mental health is reducing the associated
stigma. Conditions concerning every single organ
but the brain are talked about relatively freely and
with minimal stigma.

For example, at the University of Windsor, we
have the Student Counseling Centre, the Peer Support Centre, Student Health Services, and support
groups put on by Clinical Psychology students, all
of which are free to students.

J

In case you missed it here's a page for a vote of "none of the
above" in the #uwsa election: on fb mE'/1 ej2bDw.
#uwindsorproblems?

One in five of us will personally experience a mental illness according to the Canadian Mental Health
Association. However, five out of five of us have
mental health. What is mental health? According to
Health Canada, "Mental health is a crucial dimension of overall health and an essential resource for
living. It influences how we feel, perceive, think,
communicate and understand:'

2. Share: Share your knowledge. Be aware of the
many ways one can get help for mental health
struggles, and encourage others to use them- As a
student, we have many resources available to us that
are free of charge or deeply discounted.

MAR 0

unbelievable to see such harrassment after @UWin_Presider
's meeting with #uwsa council. If only he was here to see this
in meetings.

TO KILL

As an environmentalist, I encourage everyone to
recycle whenever possible, save water, and reduce
waste. As a mental health advocate, I know there
are also small things I can do every day to make an
impact on mental health in my community. They
can be summed up in a simple phrase: "Care, share,
and end the stigma:'

ilance
201

3 STEPS

Justin Scaini, founder of Unleash the Noise, aptly
put it: "The stigma starts with us."
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Comments, concerns or complaints about The Lance's content
are to be emailed to the Editor-in-Chief at the address above. If the
Editor-in-Chief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be taken to
the Lance Editorial Board.

INTERESTED IN
ADVERTISING
WITH THE
LANCE?
CONTACT:
MAISAALNA

519.971.3604
ads@uwindsorlance.ca
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STUDENTS DEMAND A CLEAN SLATE
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news edit.a

A number of University of Windsor
students are asking for a clean slate for
the 2014 UWSA General Elections and
have begun a campaign to vote "none of
the above."
When over 10,000 undergraduate students go to the polls on Mar. 13 and 14
they will be faced with a fairly blank list
of candidates. All six executive positions are uncontested and the same goes
for all six board of directors' positions.
Over $100,000 of student fees go to pay
the combined salaries of the executives,
but some students are concerned about
the prospect of handing over all that
money without what they consider to be
a proper vote.
In a press release, Nick Lovell, a University of Windsor law student, said
the actions of the UWSA "leading up

to and during this election have shown
an overall contempt for the electoral
process and the offices they expect to
receive."
Lovell listed the questionable activities
that surround the elections, including
but not limited to the last-minute revisions of the elections policy, drafted by
UWSA senator Hussein Zarif as part of
the Internal Policy Committee (IPC),
the uncontested candidate for VP Academic Affairs.
At a UWSA Council meeting on Jan. 30,
council approved a number of revisions
to the policy including the recognition
of slates and the setting of team campaign limits.
Jeff O'Brien, a fourth-year UWindsor
student studying international business and Spanish would have been the
only candidate to take on the full slate
of executive candidates, but backed out
of the elections when he realized the implications of running against a slate.
"Once I realized what I was running
against, that was shocking to me that

In my time here, no executive positions have gone
uncontested, so it's pretty dramatic to see all of
•
them go uncontested 1n
the same year.
-Adam Bednarick

every position was acclaimed except
· my own. It was a little weird because
last year there were so many people
running. so I expected a much larger
turnout." said O'Brien. "Then I realized
every position that was acclaimed was
in the actual slate with the person I was
running against"
"That was not the issue that I had. Toe
issue. .. was that even if I did garner the
support I needed to win... the platform
that the slate is actually running on
goes against my personal platform." said
O'Brien. "I felt that even if I was succesful in winning. I would be unable to
accomplish what I actually want to do.•
Toe current executive slate-Windsor
United-is made up of a few familiar
faces.
Mohammad Akbar is this year's only
presidential nominee and current VP
external affairs. Omar Shahid is also on
the ballot, expected to spend a second
year as VP Finance and Operations.
Adam El-Dika, nominee for Akbar's
current position, and Jessaline Fynbo,
VP Events and Development nominee,
currently sit on the Board of Directors.
One ofLovell's criticisms of the electoral
process is that information about the
elections was limited, malcing it difficult
for students without previous experience with UWSA governance to become
interested.
"They failed to outline the positions,
or highlight that a few of the positions
came with $22,000 paycheques." said
Lovell.
Another addition to the elections policy
was that the UWSA President be con·
sidered an asset of the UWSA, considerably limiting his or her campaigning
privileges.

0noe I realized what I was
rMnning against, that was
shocking to me that every
position was acclaimed
except my own.
- Jeff O'Brien
A new "Vote None of the Above" Facebook page quickly gathered over 1000
"likes" earlier this week, despite warnings from the CRO that such campaigns, deemed negative campaigning.
would not be tolerated.
Adam Bednarick, the fourth-year international relations student who started
the Facebook page, said that he began
to question the election process when
he realized how many positions were
uncontested.
"In my time here, no executive positions
have gone uncontested, so it's pretty dramatic to see all of them go uncontested
in the same year." said Bednarick.

cause, as he sees it, there is "no other
choice:'
~vote None of the Abovf! is an option
on the ballot It's there for a reason and
this is one of those rare circumstances
where the reason that it is there has been
proved." said Bednarick. "It is essential
as a form of democracy to contest, in
some way, those positions:"
"What I'm trying to do is create a forum
for discussion and provide some democratic accountability," said Bednarick.

Ifa position receives a majority of"None
of the Above" votes, that position will be
left vacant until a by-election in September. 1his has raised concerns about
work being halted during the summer
and potentially derailing any Welcome
Week events, among other concerns.

"What really convinced me to make
the page was the statement made by
the CRO that any 'Vote No' [campaign]
would be negative campaigning," said
Bednarick. "As a student-at-large who University of Windsor chief communiis not affiliated with the UWSA in any . cations officer Holly Ward stated that in
way, the CRO had no authority whatso- the event that a high number of UWSA
positions are left vacant until the Fall
ever to try to silence speech."
"there would certainly still be a WelBednarick said he does not believe his come Week for new students coming
page to be negative campaigning be- in."
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Squashing the ''elephant''
THE PEER SUPPORT CENTRE FIGHTS AGAINST MENTAL HEALTH STIGMAS
JOANATRUSSLER
lance reporter

In his unforgettable 2007 "Last Lecture," Randy Pausch told us that, "When
there's an elephant in the room, introduce him." In this case, the Elephant in
the Room is the stigma against mental
health on campus and in the community.
The Peer Support Centre (PSC) has

been working in collaboration with the
Mood Disorders Society of Canada to
bring the Elephant in the Room Campaign to the University of Windsor.

r

Courtney Williston is the leader of the
PSC on campus, an initiative aeated in
partnership with the UWSA in the winter of 2013. Williston's colleague Sobia
Ali-Fisel of the UWSA wanted to create
a support group on campus where students could seek help without stigma.
"Everyone has their own personal battle
with mental health and mental illness;
said Williston.
Together with Chandra Homewood
and Lauren Renaud, they initiated the
Elephant in the Room project to focus
on reducing the stigma. With the help
of 32 active and dedicated volunteers,
the PSC has brought the issue of mental
health to the forefront of campus and

e most common reasons students have for visiting the centre are exam
stress, relationships, anxiety and depression.
Courtney Williston

aeated a safe space for students to seek
help. Toe group estimates reaching close
to 100 students this year, after only three
semesters in operation.
Williston, Homewood and Renaud have
been working since the beginning of
the semester with the student life fund,
OPUS and the UWSA to put together
this anti-stigma evenL Toe initiative has
also received support from the Student
Life Enhancement Fund.
Toe intention of the blue elephant is to
show that you care about the wellness
of others, that this is a safe place to talk

about mental illness without disaimination and fear of being thought of less
or punished. The blue elephant is a sign
that you will be treated with respect,
dignity and that you will not be stigmatized in any way.
"I just joined this year...I was too shy
before, but now I know that University
isn't just about school, it's about how
you give baclc to the community; said
Usman Sadiq, a fourth-year business
student. "Everyone on the team works
hard. People love me here. I'm a very enthusiastic person, happy go lucky.'
"We underestimate the value ofjust having someone to tallc to; said Williston,

I
t joined this year ...
I
too shy before, but
now I know that University ·isn't just about school,
it's about how you give
back to the community.
- Usman Sadiq
and that she and the other volunteers,
"Want to be there for people and help
them verbaliu options for themselves:'
Marissa Younan, another student volunteer with the PSC said she hopes "to
aeate a larger scale for the Peer Support
Centre, to aeate a stronger presence on
campus and to make support for mental
health issues more accessible:'
"The most common reasons students
have for visiting the centre are exam

stress, relationships, anxiety and depression;' said Williston. •Many people are
grappling with academic stress, anxiety
and generally feeling down, though the
center has seen a wide variety of other
men~ health issues as well:'
The event will be held on Mar. 18 in the
CAW Student Centre Commons. There
will be posters and buttons free to students attending and elephants for $10
each.

---
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GA/TA• union votes down

tentative agreement

IS ANOTHER STRIKE WAITING ON THE HORIZON?
DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter

It is quite the surprise when a tentative
agreement between two parties is voted
down, but that is exactly what happened
during CUPE Local 4580's ratification
vote on Feb. 27.
CUPE Local 4580, which represents
1,233 of the university's graduate and
teaching assistants, voted against ratifying the proposed collective agreement.
"Ratification votes don't get voted down.
That looks really bad. When you say we
have a tentative agreement, that means
it's going to get passed," said Brent Taylor, a first-year graduate student and

CUPE 4580 member. • [A tentative
agreement) means that the union negotiators feel like their membership is
going to be happy with [the proposed
contract]. This makes the public think
there's an agreement and there's really
not:'
Aldo DiCarlo, chief union steward of
CUPE Loi::al 1393, the union involved in
September's month-long strike, believes
the negotiating committee brought back
something the members were not prepared to accept.
"And then I guess the obvious question
is why," said DiCarlo. "Was the negotiating committee not fully informed
of what the members wanted? Did the
members change their minds? Or did
the circumstances change? But at the
end of the day it is very unusual that this

happens. Normally a tentative agreement is ratifiece
"It's odd that a ratification vote gets voted down because usually your delegation would push [an offer] back across
the table and it would never get back to
the membership," said Taylor. "To actually put something in front of us like
this, they had to think we were naive
and we would just pass it"
CUPE Local 4580 president Luv Aggarwal said he is not yet ready to provide
a statement regarding the ratification
vote.
"The new contract is verbatim the old
contract, so . . . you look at this thing
and there's nothing being erased out
of the old contract," said Taylor. "But
they've added in these new clauses that

take ... away from us. They brought us
a proposal which basically involves a lot
of concessions.·
"It's all very deceptive and opaque;
said Taylor. "At first it doesn't make any
sense, but believe me, once you look at
[the collective agreement] for a while
it makes perfect sense that what they're
doing is they're eliminating GAships.
They're eliminating opportunities to get
GAships."
According to both Taylor and Mia Sisic,
a graduate student and assistant in the
department of psychology, opportunities for graduate assistants are diminish·
ing and each graduate student will have
to compete harder for the positions still
being offered.
"Once you add all this together, every

graduate student at this university will
lose a GAship in their term," said Taylor.
"I don't think the effect would be as immediate as we may think:' said Sisic.
"We would see it more so in the people
coming in over the next few years. It's
true, but it's not like we would see it tomorrow.•
What happens now will be determined
by the response from university administration. If a counter-proposal is offered
to CUPE Local 4580, another ratification vote will be held. Another option
could potentially be a strike mandate.
"We could pass a motion right now to
have a strike mandate vote. That's up to
us as a union," said Taylor. "But that's
not anything that we're worried about
today."

Celebrating
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LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

Last Friday, several different student groups

from UWindsor came together to host the
first annual multicultural gala, A Night of
Nations. Their goal was to raise money for
the Jack Project, a Toronto-based charity
that aims to empower youth to help themselves and their peers with mental health
issues.
The Jack Project was started in 2010 by the
father of Jack Wmdeler, a student attending
Queen's University in Kingston who committed suicide in his dorm room in March
2010.
On the planning committee for the gala
were representatives from the International
Students Society, Indian Student Associa·
tion, Pakistani Student Association, Chinese
Scholars Student Association, University of
Windsor Students Alliance, Afrofest and the
Palestinian Solidarity Group. to name only
a few.

There was a wide range ofethnic repraentation among attendees, many of whom chose
to wear traditional formal clothing to celebrate their cuhural heritage.

Orlando D'Souza, president of the International Students Society (ISS), was the chief
organizer of the gala. He was very pi.eased
with the mults of four months' worth of
planning.
•1n the hiatory of Unmnity of Wlndaor,
this was the first time ever many multicul·
tural associations came under one roof to

collaborate and pat together a spectacular
event,• said D'Souza.

cultural performances were part of Friday's multicultural gala • photo by Lindsay Sheppard

"They say small drops of water make a
mighty ocean. This year was the first and I
hope it would be an annual occasion from
here on."
The sold out event had much to offer; in addition to a three course dinner, there was
plenty of entertainment including a Spanish
solo singer, a magician, and a fashion show
featuring traditional cultural garb from dif.
ferent nations.
•Clothing seleGtion was done by our fashion
organiur, Priyanka Jaggi. Most of the traditional attire was borrowed or the students
had their own," added D'Souza. "The location, color theme, decoration, hosts, fashion
show, performances... all are small parts that
contributed to a successful and fun event."
The event reached its pinnacle when George
Ogunbande went on stage wearing a tight
red Chinese mini dress and was auctioned
off to the audienc.e. His purchaser paid sixty
dollan which will also be donated to The
Jack Project along with the total proceeds
from the evening.
Shaista Akbar, vic.e president of equity and
administration for the Unlverslty of Windsor Students' Allianc.e (UWSA), thoroughly
enjoyed the evening.
·1t was great to see 80 many student groups

come together and worlt collaboratively to
organize this event successfully. •. I would
dcJinitely go again na:t ~ said Akbar.
•My favourite part of the evening was the

great diaamlom I had with students, as well
as meeting 80 many new people..• I was able
to enjoy new forms of danc.e from different
placa. I also saw many different types of
cuhural attire, many I had not seen before.•
D'Souza said the event raised $400 for the
Jack Project, but Is still accepting donations
for the cause.
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STUDENTS'
PERSONAL
INFORMATION
ACCIDENTALLY
LEAKED BY
UNIVERSITY

MARIi
WATERLOO (CUP) - 56,000
student applicants to the University of Waterloo (UW) had
their personal information inadvertently exposed as a result
of a technology glitch discovered in mid-February. Now, the
university has some apologizing
todo.
"We were very sorry that any
applicant data was exposed,"
said Nick Manning, director of
media relations and issues management at UW. "Information
security is a high priority for us."

UW was informed by a prospective student on Feb. 18 that
it was possible to view details
from other students' applications in their online student
information system. While the
issue was discovered on Feb.
18, information had been open
since Feb. 11. Toe university issued a mass e-mail to students
on Feb. 21, explaining the incident.
According to Manning, due to
an administrative error, a selfservice option that should only
be made available to staff had
accidentally been turned on.
"Meaning that about 8,000 of
our 56,000 applicants in the system were able to use the search
function to look at other records; Manning explained.
For each of those records, an existing applicant could potentially view other applicants' infor-

mation, such which high school
they attended, test scores and
prior academic achievements.
However, according to Manning, no names were exposed
in the glitch, only applicants' ID
numbers.
"All of the applicants could only
be identified by their ID number," Manning assured. "There
was no financial, contact or
health information potentially
exposed."
However, for a number of
graduate students applicants,
the glitch potentially leaked the
name, institution and e-mail address of their referees. As a result, an additional 8,000 referees
who were in the system also had
their information exposed.
Within 30 minutes of being
notified of the glitch, Manning
said the school's information
technology department fixed
the issue. In addition, UW also
put new oversight procedures
in place to make sure that there
are further checks made to any
changes within the system. The
school will continue to monitor the online database to make
sure that another incident does

not occur. They also contacted
Ontario's Information Privacy
Commissioner, who issued an
e-mail statement to The Cord
explaining that they were "presently looking into the incident:'
The privacy lapse also affected
applicants for joint programs affiliated with UW, including Wilfrid Laurier University (WLU)
and the University of Guelph.
Jessica Lalonde, a student at
WLU's Brantford campus, had
just applied for the tri-university history master's program
when she received the news of a
possible identity breech.
"I wasn't even going to apply to
the program initially and then I
finally did and I was lilce 'oh of
course the second I apply to it
something bad happens:" she
said "They reassured me it was
limited exposure and I think
they did what they could:'
Lalonde said that the incident
would not have an impact on
her decision to accept admission. Manning also noted that a
majority of the applicants were
generally co-operative and understanding.
"The vast majority of people
who got back in touch with us
were very grateful that they were
informed and maybe wanted to
know how their application was
progressing," he said.
According to Kevin Crowley,
the assistant vice-president of
communications, public affairs
md marke
a
:U, 26
graduate students at WLU were
affected by the data error.
"Both schools take the security
of data very seriously; he said.
"It's unfortunate that it happened in this case, but I believe
that UW acted as quickly as
they could on it."
Manning stressed that upon a
thorough analysis of the database, no unusual activity occurred within the system over
the period. This means that
there is no indiootor that anyone
viewed another student's online
profile.
"To the best of our knowledge
we are confident that there was
no unusual activity;' Manning
said.

ASHLEY DENUZZO - Tl-1E
CORD (WILFRID LAURIER
UNiVERSITY}

VIOLENT
PROTESTS WAGE
IN VENEZUELA

MARIO
TORONTO (CUP) - It's 8
a.m., Feb. 20, and Oscar Navas
is starting his morning as an
intern at the Dr. Luis Razetti
Hospital in Barcelona, Venezuela. Students are on the streets
protesting and setting up barricades nearby in coastal city
Lecheria.
Two male protesters, aged 17
and 19, are brought into the

emergency room under police
custody. They're suffering from
wounds caused by plastic bullets shot at close range. Instead
of having time to separate into
four pellets as intended, they
entered the youths's bodies as
single, large projectiles.
Venezuelan students have been
marching in the streets across
the country as protests reignited
in early February. Although student involvement in the protests
is being highlighted, much of
Venezuela's population is lashing out. This is not just a student
issue.
Crime and violence within Venezuela have played key roles in
fuelling the protests. Last year,
an estimated 24,763 people
were murdered in the country,
according to the Venezuelan
Violence Observatory (Observatorio Venezolano de Violencia), a non-governmental organization.
"I would like to live in a Venezuela where I walk the streets
without feeling fear;' says Navas,
a student at Universidad de Oriente in Venezuela.
The spark that started Venezuela's charged political atmosphere
was another act of violence.
A first-year student was sexually
assaulted on the Universidad de
Los Andes campus in San Crist6bal. Students staged a march
to protest the police's lack of response to the crime. Toe olice
lfid -react tii s
e, ep
g
tear gas and firing plastic bullets
at the protesters.
Toe teenagers under Navas's
care are not the only casualties
of police bullets. These young
men survived. Toe official death
toll currently stands at 21 killed
during protests, according to
Amnesty International.
Navas is also the youth co-ordinator for the small political
party Voluntad Popular and
helps lead political demonstrations. As the boys are receiving
medical care for their injuries, a
local radio station calls Navas to
gather information about casualties from the morning's round
of protests. The radio station,
Uni6n Radio Noticias, puts Navas live on-air where he tells the
audience about the wounds and
injuries of the people he sees.
Local authorities are listening
to the broadcast and Navas's
words capture their attention.
Station monitors communicate
with the officers watching over
the injured protesters, and they
begin to record Navas's words.
Police begin to fill the ER.
Doctors at the hospital warn
Navas to get out. As he's leaving the hospital a friend calls to
say he's overheard the provincial
chief.of police give the order for
Navas's arrest.
"The police forces were chasing me because I said to a radio
station what was happening in
hospital, things that were happening at that moment, and
that's not fair; Navas said.

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE [>
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Navas goes into hiding where he stays,
safe, for 48 hours.
"My conscience didn't allow me to
stay there;' says Navas. "I couldn't be
calm knowing that yeah, I was safe,
but my friends are risking their lives
for [a] future that involves me ... I'm
on the streets again, and I'm going to
all of our protests and we are doing all
that we have to do to make our people
wake up:'
Venezuela is ruled by the left-wing
government of Nicolas Maduro and
his United Socialist Party, which was
founded by former president and
socialist strong-man Hugo Chavez.
Chaves died just over a year ago, on
March 5, 2013.
1hough Venezuela has its share of social issues - shortages of food and
basic necessities, increased inflation
rates, systemic poverty and a repressive media climate - the political
arena is far from black and white. In
a country of deep economic divisions,
the political interests of Venezuela's
rich and poor have long been at odds.
University of Toronto Latin American
studies lecturer Juan Marsiaj says the
situation is not that simple.
"How much of [what's going on] is
because of the economic interests of
the elite in destabilizing the country?
And how much of it is just to do with
bottlenecks of bad economic policies
from the government?" he says. "All
of that is very complex and sometimes
it's very difficult to parcel out

"1hese claims of tyrannical dictatorship, to repression of the democratic
desires of the mass of the population,
which is often what you get from a
cursory reading in the media . . . It's a
little more complicated than that:'
Imperialist powers subtly pulling political strings have characterized the
history of Latin America since Europeans landed on the continent centuries ago, Marsiaj points out. The result
is a confusing mix of political actors,
motivations, power plays and intrigue.
1his seems to have little effect on the
day-to-day reality of the student protesters who are marching, and in some
cases, dying in Venezuela's streets.

Call for Nominations:

OPIRG-Windsor
Board of Directors
Of all volunteer opportunities being a board member is the most intensive & also the most
challenging. The board is responsible for the long- term viability of the organization.
Positions Include: Chairperson, Treasurer, Records Keeper, StaffLiaison, Campus
Liaison, Community Liaison, ProPindalRepresentatiPe, J/olunteer Coordinatorplus
Coordinatorsfor t!tefollowing portfolios: EnPironmental, Social Justice,
Anti-Oppression, Po_lky & Development, Communications, Events Planning.

Mandate:
To promote research, education,
action on environmental
and social justice issues

"I want and I dream of a Venezuela
where the people that think differently
than those who have the power don't
fear;' says Navas. But he's already paying a price for that dream.
Despite the risks and the fact that he's
on the police's radar as a troublemaker
and organizer, Navas is committed to
the process he has helped begin.
"1hat's why I fight, because now we
have two options. We, the young Venezuelans, can leave the country or
fight;' he says. "Because we are not going to settle:'

REBECCA ANANDA

THE RY

ERSONIAN (RYERSON UNIVER-

SITY)

7

Ontario Public Interest Research Group

WINDSOR

·~ctivism is tlie rent '1 pa'J
for Civin8 on tliispfanet11
- ~(ice Wa(fer

Nomination forms are available on the web at http://opirgwindsor.org
or at 252 Dillon Hall - weekdays 10 to 2pm
Election will take place at the ·
OPIRG VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MARCH 28 AT 12PM
372 California
(behind the Education Building, beside the Campus Community Garden)
for more infonnation call 519-253-3000 ext. 3872 or email opirg@uwindsor.ca
web http://opirg.uwindsor.ca

...
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WORK FOR THE BEST
AS A WAREHOUSE
OPERATIVE!

Registration for Laurier's spring/summer courses is open!
A wide variety of classroom and online learning courses
are available.
University of Windsor students may study at Lauri er on a
Letter of Permission without transcripts or application fees.
Visit wlu.ca/springcourses2014 for details.

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY

Inspiring Lives.

FULL/PART TIME
POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
WORK WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS POPULATION.
NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.
TRAINING PROVIDED.
LEGAL BACKGROUND· IS
HELPFUL.
INTERESTED
CANDIDATE
SHOULD CONTACT
CLARKESTEVEN1@AOL.
COM.
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MORE COMMON AMONG
STUDENTS THAN YOU
MIGHT THINK
JASONRANKIN
art director

I rush to school, write an exam,
run off to work, study for my
next exam, juggle an extensive
project, try to find time to eat
(but hardly do) and sometime
around 1:00 a.m., or 2:00 a.m., I
hit the pillow. I'm anxious, can't
sleep, thoughts of the endless
pile of work building up while
I guiltily try to fit in some zzzs.
The alarm jolts me awake at
6:30 a.m. I smack it a few times.
Ignore it. I have no motivation
to carry out the day. I feel sick,
can't eat. There's no point to it
after all. School, work, endless
non-sleep, with a crumbling job
market on the horizon. Sometimes I struggle for breath and
am so overwhelmed that I can't
do anything but stare at the wall
in front of me. I feel like I'm
never going to break out of this
cycle.
"The misconception often is ...
'this is something I can handle
on my own and I don't need
help;' said Dr. Mohsan Beg,
clinical psychologist and director of UWindsor's Student
Counselling Centre. "Two out
of three people with major depression don't seek counsel."
A doctor told me that I probably suffer from depression. I'm
a student, after all. And that was
a month ago, I'm still waiting
until my appointment in April
to talk to a psychiatrist.
The American College Health
Association National College
Health Assessment surveyed
34,039 post-secondary students
across Canada in 2013. Did you

know that one in three students
feel so depressed at some point
in the year that they- find it difficult to function? Or that 90
per cent feel overwhelmed by
everything they have to do?
Depression can impact a student's studies. It can be difficult
studying, not being able to retain information, loss of pleasure, lack of motivation. This
leads to a drop in grades, sometimes to the point of failing or
dropping out. The serious side
of depression can lead to self in jury and death.
"Nine out of ten people who
commit suicide have an underlying mental health issue:· said
Beg. "Most of the time which is
clinical depression:'
Over a year, 6.6 per cent of students intentionally cut, burned,
bruised or injured themselves,
whereas 9.5 per cent seriously
considered suicide and 1.3 per
cent attempted it within the
past year. UWindsor has around
15,000 students - that means
about 195 students could have
attempted suicide. Last year, the
school saw three student suicides.
"For the last 10, 11 years, the
data always shows the same that depression is usually the
number one or number two reason why we're seeing students:'
said Beg, listing that anxiety is
the other main reason they see
students.
"I remember one exam I was
shaking so hard and I could
hear so many different sounds
that were freaking me out, I
didn't read the exam," said Kaitlin Schilling, president of the
Psychology Students Associa-

tion (PSA), about her own experience with anxiety. "I just
filled in..random bubbles on the _ _~-~~-~-~~
Scantron and left. I failed that
exam and my grades were dropping so badly because I couldn't
get out of my own head:'
Anxiety affects 12.3 per cent of
students, with 56.5 per cent feeling overwhelmed with anxiety
each year.
Beg has noticed an increase
of students seeking help over
the years. "When we started in
1999 to 2000 it was about 330
students. Were at over 800 now.
It's not just here, you look at the
data nationally and in the U.S.
Not only are you seeing an increase in number of students
coming in, you're seeing an increase in the severity of problems:'
"As the awareness goes up,
there's going to be more helpseeking behaviour:' said Beg.
"But I think there's an increase
in terms of the amount of pressure students are dealing with.
They're juggling five or six
courses, plus working, plus family stuff'
To help bring awareness to students, Schilling and the PSA
worked with the university's
psychology department to get
an insert of services and contact info attached to the department's syllabi.
Now, how do you deal with
these problems? My doctor recommended a few different medications, but pointed out that
there can be negative side effects
to medication. There can be effects such as decreased motivation, worsening the depression,
decreased libido and suicidal

thoughts. However, the potential side effects can outweigh
the difficulties and dangers of
the treated mental illness.
"[There] are studies that show
that moderate exercise three
times a week was actually as effective or better than other medications; said Beg. "Sleep. Sleep,
sleep, sleep is hug<; If there is
one thing I can emphasize is
making sure you get enough
sleep. A common thread in
terms of a lot of mental health
issues is sleep gets disrupted. If
you're not getting enough sleep,
you're not doing yourself any
favours:'

My doctor, Beg and Schilling
all pointed out one important
thing for anyone dealing with
mental illness: having someone
to talk to. This can be confiding in problems with a friend
or family. Also, it is important
to talk to a professional - like
a doctor or therapist.
"Stress is so typical in our society that you don't notice until things get really bad:' said
Schilling, pointing out the importance of going and getting
help. "You're not alone. You're
never alone:'

PROPOSED ADDITION TO ALL PSYCHOLOGY
COURSE OUTLINES, STARTING FALL 2014
Feeling Overwhelmed?
University students face obstacles from time to time that can affect
academic performance. If you face difficulties and need help, it is important to reach out to someone. Discuss your situation with your
instructor or an academic advisor.
For help addressing mental or physical health concerns, contact: (519)
253-3000:
Health Services at ext. 7002
Student Counselling Centre at ext. 4616
Peer Support Centre at ext. 4551
Or visit: http:/lwww I .uwindsor.ca/scdmental-health-resources
Another source for help is Good2Talk, a 24/7 helpline for Ontario
college and university students (not affiliated with University ofWindsor): 1-866-925-5454
If you are unable to meet course expectations due to mental or physical health reasons please refer to the Exam Makeup/Late Submission/
Aegrotat/Incomplete Policy in this course outline.
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UWin grad "unveils"
her exhibit
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

University of Windsor Bachelor of Fine Arts graduate, Veronica Murawski, is
currently holding her first solo exhibition entitled 'Unveiled' at Common Ground
Gallery in Mackenzie Hall.
'Unveiled' is artwork from two series of Murawski's photorealist oil painted portraits.
The paintings focus on psychosocial issues such as young people in or graduating
from university and finding a job or career. Murawski tried to capture tormenting
moments that someone might face during a transitional time in his or her life. The
subjects of the paintings are all of people she has personal relationships with.
"It's like a self-realization that we're impermanent, we're not going to be here forever
and we should take into consideration daily moments and relationships that we
have;' said Murawski.
Murawski also said that the paintings focus on issues that are faced while finding
ourselves and trying to obtain our life goals. One series features the subjects with
flour on their faces. Murawski said that is not to make it look as though they are
dead, the flour represents stillness and shows that she has captured a moment in
time.
Common Ground Gallery was created in 1986 and moved to Mackenzie Hall in
2002. It is a charitable organization that raises money for emerging artists and
supplies these artists with space to exhibit their work.
"It's absolutely beautiful;' said Sergio Forest, a member of Common Ground's Board
of Directors, about Murawski's 'Unveiled: "I'm struck by a lot of the incidental
details involved in her work like the hair and a lot of those kinds of details I think
are tremendous:'
Common Ground Art Gallery is located inside of Mackenzie Hall on Sandwich
Street. The exhibition will run until Mar. 18 and the gallery is open Tuesday to
Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and closed on Sunday and Monday.

KITCHEN OPEN 11 :OOam • 2:00am

7DAYSA WEB<

$4 WALKERVILLE
•GREEN" BEER & IRISH FOOD SPECIALS
ALL WEEKEND
Live broadcast with

on the 17th

FREE Corned Beef Sandwich & Fries
to the first 100 guests on 17th

$3 9GREEN" BEER
during the broadcast (4-8)
Enter to win Guinness Can Fridge
& Tons of other Great Prizes

•

TEAR JERKING WEDDING
VIDEO GOESVIRAL
Leamington couple Carly Butler (pictured above) and Adam Verheyen have
been in the middle of a media blitz this
week.
Butler came home from a several month

long journey in London, England this
summer only to be surprised with a
wedding from her (now) husband. The
video of their wedding has gone viral,
gathering over 100,000 views and being
featured on Buzzfeed, Huffington Post,
Good Morning America and more.
Check it out on Butler's biog, lifesletter.
corn.
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ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

Academy is a rap duo based out of Windsor and Detroit. The
group is comprised of Kayyce Closed from Detroit and Trilla,
from Windsor. Academy will be releasing their debut album, A
Way With Words on Mar. 25 with Modern Tribe Communications.
ALEXANDRA SELLICK: HOW DID YOU GET
INTO RAP?

Kayyce Closed: Through my cousin. He would get mixtapes from
New York and let me listen to them and then I just kinda got into
it. That was just the process, just trying to rap and copy off of other
people. And in high school, there were two things, battle rap in
the lunchroom and dance battle. And I couldn't dance so...
AS: HOW DID YOU AND TRILLA MEET?

KC: We met at an open mic. They used to have battles. He used to
bother me all the time about battling him. And one day it was like,
"You Irnow wnaf? :Alrign. So we battlecl ana we kind orrealizea~---""""'"L that we were both similar as far as rap styles.
rap d

A ad rry • photo courtesy of Jerry Richart

AS:WHAT ISYOUR STYLE OF RAP?

YOU ARE INVITED TO

~
1RE~US \N FORENSIC SCIENCES
~

~~

KC: I know from Trilla, the rappers he looks up to are Big Pun,
DMX, Joe Budden, those are his lane. My lane is more like, I like
old school...LL Cool J. Then people are surprised that I like 2 Live
Crew and Too Short. I'm from that era where rappers didn't have
a genre.
AS: DO YOU PERFORM IN BOTH DETROIT AND
WINDSOR?

KC: We performed at the Bull Frog in Detroit. Over in Windsor,
we've performed everywhere. Milk, Reactor, Sin, Player's Club,
Boom Boom Room ... just everywhere.
AS: DO YOU RECORD LOCALLY?

KC: We record in Windsor. The studio is called M.A.D Studio.
Brandon Deriveau, he's worked with the Outlawz, Tupac's Outlawz and Vinny Idol, D-Block and Jadakiss and The Lox. We work
out of Windsor but our label is based in Detroit.

Academy will perform on April
---:;1·2 at The Player's Sports Club on
1530 Langlois Ave. in Windsor.

For more information contact:
forensic@uwmdsor.ca
To register visit: uwindsor.ca/tifs
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MARCH 13 TO MARCH 20
THURSDAY MARCH 13
WOOL Festival 2014 - Windsor Acting Up!, Green Room Theatre
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery
Border City Music Project Film Premiere, Capitol Theatre, 6:00 p.m.

FRIDAY MARCH 14
WOOL Festival 2014 -Windsor Acting Up!, Green Room Theatre
Liferuinier/Prophets/Days
Fade,
Dominon House Tavern, 5:00 p.m.,
$ I0.00 cover
Better Weather Music, The
Lounge, 9:00 p.m., $5.00

FM

SATURDAY MARCH 15
MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

three sisters' lives.

THREE SISTERS
The latest University Players production is by turns dry and overly dramatic, but is entertaining as a whole.

~·--

Chekovs Three Sisters is a
ycentered drama that takes place in
early 1900s Russia. It is definitely more
character-driven than plot driven, as
the timeline over events spans years
and consists of the major events in the

That being said, the characters are not
necessarily likeable. In fact, the sisters
are whiny and are not easy to sympathize with, even when truly dreadful
things happen to them. This is not to
say that the characters are not acted
out well - they are. Perhaps a little too
well
sometimes,
as their. melodramat.
.
irritating. Their brother (perhaps it
runs in the family?) behaves similarly.
There is some comic relief with the obnoxious Solyony, a friend of theirs; the
doctor, who is slowly losing his mind;

Kulygin, one sister's silly husband,
who has a mouth-full-of-food type
voice; Ferapont, an old man who basically cannot hear anything. The last
is especially well-played, with a stooping, clueless-old-man way about him.
My complaints mainly have to do with
the script; University Players does a
wonderful job of putting on the play,
ffom e acting to the sets, costumes
and lighting. Regular play-goers will
want to add this production to their
collection of performances. However,
be warned: the play is nearly three
hours long.

WOOL Festival 2014 - Windsor Acting Up!, Green Room Theatre
Reception for Conversation: Works
by Vaughn Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery, 7:00 p.m. to I0:00 p.m.
Faerhaven Soap Making Workshop,
Breathe Pilates & Fitness Studio,
I 0:30 a.m., tickets are $30.00 in advance and can be purchased from
ShopEco

SUNDAY MARCH 16
WOOL Festival 2014 -Windsor Acting Up!, Green Room Theatre
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery
The Irish Quarter In Olde Sandwich
Towne, The Dominion House Tavern,
I admission is $1.00

CONCERT REVIEW

MONDAY MARCH 17
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

St. Patrick's Day, The Bull n' Barrel,
1 l:30a.m.

ARCADE FIRE

Downtowns Biggest St. Patrick's Day
Party!, The Kilt & Fiddle Irish Pub,
10:00 a.m.

Arcade Fire played The Palace of Auburn Hills on Monday
night and audiences were able to experience the Palace like
never before.

South Detroit's FirstAnnual St. Patty's
Day Party!, South Detroit, 11 :00 a.m.

The band requested a dress code that called for either formal attire or costumes and it was fun to see Arcade Fire fans
come dressed up. Many chose to stick to just formal attire
but the costumes varied from masquerade to The Village
People.

TUESDAY MARCH 18

Those who had purchased floor tickets were treated to an
intimate performance. Arcade Fire mainly performed on
the main stage but the opening DJ acts were on a smaller
stage in the middle of the arena and members of Arcade
Fire performed on this stage a few times.

WE D NESDAY MARCH 19

The band even tricked the main floor ticket holders by
pretending to begin to play on the small stage but then appeared on the main stage. This was done with the creepy
masks featured in the "Reflektor" video and someone performing in a disco-ball man costume. Near the end of the
show, Win Butler came out with what looked like a television on his head that showed images of former Detroit
mayor Kwame Kilpatrick.
The stage was set with mirrors and shiny things to reflect
their latest album, Reflektor. Arcade Fire, however, did not
perform many songs off of their new album except for the
title track, "Reflektor:· Fans of the band seemed to find the

Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
latest album lackluster, which is why they may have chosen
to stick to the tracks that won them Grammys.
A few memorable moments were during "Roccoco" when
they changed the Reflektor set to a more tropical vibe. They
had Haitian drummers performing throughout the show
(The band is known for their aid efforts there and singer
Regine Chassagne's late mother was Haitian). They of
course played their first single, "Rebellon (Lies)" and ended
with crowd pleaser, "Wake Up."

THURSDAY MARCH 20
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Book launch of Disturbances: 16
voices in the shadows. Milk Coffee
Bar. 7:00 p.m.
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ALEXANDRASEWCK

w/RYAN
ROGERS

arts editor

SPRING CHICKENS

AWAYWITH
WORDS
ACADEMY
Hip-hop duo Academy is comprised of artists Kayyce Closed
from Detroit and Trilla from
Windsor. They have been on the
border cities' rap scenes since 2004.
The album's first single, "My Back"
was released on Jan. 16 and featured Chris Chase.
The album is unlike the type of rap that is currently played on the radio. Although Academy alludes to pop culture references such as Twitter and Nicki
Minaj, their style takes it back to real rap without any gimmicks. You won't find
any electronic dance music in the background.
The first track on A Way With Words, "God Knows" featuring Jae Cyphe, sets
the tone as a hard-hitting rap album. "This Is Love" follows, continuing with the
steady rap beat. "Still Academy" slows it down a bit and is followed by the single
"My Back': "My Back" is a little bit more in the style of some of the current rap,
hip-hop and rhythm and blues.
"Turn It Up" is the party anthem of the album and I can definitely see it becoming a Windsor/Detroit club hit "White Boy" is about the stereotypes that come
with being a white rapper and yes, Eminem's name is dropped in the track.

www.schickens.blogspot.com

LOOK, LOOK, LOOKI A CHIPMUNK!!

The duo and two styles of Kayyce Closed and Trilla mesh well on this album
and they don't complicate their tracks with too many collaborations. They get
straight to the rhymes.
A Way With Words should put Detroit and Windsor back on the map for rap.
The album stays consistent and will appeal to rap listeners who are not into the
~/dance flllioDa on tbe ndi.o.
A Way With Words will be released on Mar. 25 under Modern Tribe Communications.

AMANDATURNER

lance reporter

•
••
••
•
••

music director, CJAM 99.1 FM

*

more infol earshot-online.com & cjam.ca

Indicates Canadian artist

••
•

ANIMALS
BEND SISTER
This month the band Bend Sinister
will be releasing their newest album entitled Animals. The group is
a Canadian progressive rock band
from Vancouver, B.C. The album is
a follow up from their 2012 album
Small Fame. It was recorded with
help from Joe Marlett from the Foo
Fighters and Queens of the Stone
Age, and produced by File Under
Music.
The opening song, "Best of You," is eight minutes long and is comparable to
Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody" as it shifts its tone many times throughout. It is
of paramount \uality, and brings in positive words right from the get go. The
very next song, Fancy Pants,• is a lot like the Oasis song -Wonderwall." It is easy
to listen to, quirky and even puts you in the mood to sing along.

There are a few romance-inspired songs on the album. ·Better Things To 0o,•
makes careful use of softness to aeate an immense effect. It tells a story of what
sounds like love at first sight, but quickly turns into something much different.
"Seventeen; presents much of the same softness but presents itself as an advisory story.
Two particular songs invoke a very energetic tone to the album. ·1 Got Love•
appears early on the song list and is three minutes of 1111Jielding spirit, with

amazing work done on the organ. "Thunder and Lightning'" is as wild as its title
proposes. The song alternates between soft tones and strong tones, much like
the natural events do themselves.
All together the album is fantastic. It is full of many differing songs that bring
forth some very strong feelings in each area it intends to provoke. It can be said
to be one of those albums you would listen to from beginning to end and not
want to stop, so you hit the repeat button to hear it all again. Definitely a mustlisten-to album.

•
•
••
•
•
•

CHARTS TABULATED FOR THE WEEK ENDING MAR09

•

16

KAYLA DUNN*- Fields (Self-Released)
HABIBI - Habibi (Bu-ger)
OUM OUM GIRLS-TooTrue (Sub Fq,)
THE A6CKAO* - Do Not &w,ge (Nettweri<)
ANGB. OLSEN- Bui, Ycxr Fire br NoWltneSS (Npguwar)
KANDLE*- In Flames (Dare To Care)
TRUST*- Joytand (Arts & Crafts)
BURIAL- Rival Dealer (Hyperdub)
SHAAONJONESANOTHE CW,-KINGS-GiYl! the PeopleWhatTheyw..nt
(D.ipcDne)
MC>DLE SIS'llR*- t1dcle Sisb!r- (Famous Last)
CR1SSI COCHRANE*(Self-Released)
jOOr Gl91iAM*-Draner (Sel-P !teased)
BEND SINISTIR* -Anmals (Fie U1der: Music (RJ:M))
LN1YVOPNf:IORD*-YoqWawnr (Self-Released)
SAU.Y S B . ~ -Hey Da,dlwilll"S (Arts & Crab)
~-Telelci'letic Lawrs EP (&stY.in Dwtal)

17

WARMNT-Wapn(RgudlTrade)

~~

~
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•
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••
•• 56
•
•• 7
•• 8
•• 9
•
•• 10
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•• 12
• 13
•• 1-t
•• 15
•
•
•
••
••
•
•
•
••
•
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18
19
20

21

n

23
2-t
25
26
27
28
29
30

C/.ll.fD1l!J£f!ll,,,

Utde-.

MJA- Mallrw (lnl!II scape)
'ta<o ONO PLASTIC ONO BAN>-Tale MeToThe Land Of Hel (Oimera)
HOSPn'AUTY - TrcdJle (Merge)
T.tCOCAT -NVM (Hardly~
JES9CA 1-BNAN:>EZANDTHE DB.TAS-Demons {lnscl1t)
TIE GA.9.IGHTANTI-t8'1- 8,Sides (SideOneDwnny)
191FU5-Swi Soucues (Fat Fuun)
HEAVYWEIGHTS BAA$ BAN>*-Bl.m1»U1ailical (Uar.aids)
sous REST*-Beal!r'Nerapon (Sel-P !!leased)
RUTH MC>OD\'*-Thmewtlder'Ttqs (True North)
COB.JR DE PIRATP-Tnuna (Darelo Care)
~ ~ - M a i i a n a ('W'eteased)
~-Foret(Sinone)
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WINNING FIVE OUT OF
SIX SEASONS ·tN A ROW
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Stop me if you have heard this
before, the Windsor Lancers
women's basketball team are OUA
Champions. For the fifth time in
six seasons the women powered
there way to the Conference crown
defeating the Queen's Gaels 7348 Saturday night at the St. Denis
Centre.
Windsor rode a 23-7 first quarter
lead to victory with Queen's never

being able to pull within single
digits. Miah-Marie Langlois put
on an MVP helping the Lancers
to shoot 42 per cent as a team and
forcing the Gaels into 19 turnovers.
Langlois' 25 points led all scorers
and she also produced eight
assists, six rebounds, and two
steals. Rounding out the big
three performances were Jessica
Clemoncon with 21 points and
Korissa Williams who tallied 14.
Lancers rookie Cheyanne Roger
led the effort on the glass collecting
ten rebounds, but followed her 10-

10 shooting performance in the
OUA semi-final with a 1-3 night in
23 minutes of play.
Like any game the Lancer victory
was far from perfect as the team
only shot 3-19 from three point
range and went a dismal 52.6
per cent at the free-throw line.
Compared to her usual standard
Clemoncon had a rough outing
as well, committing six turnovers
while being held to just two points
in the second half.
The Gaels were led by a gutsy
performance by Jenny Wright,
who after injuring her leg in the
third quarter returned to help
keep the game close. Wright and
teammate Liz Boag led all Queen's
Scorers with 17 points each.

Queen's will make the trip back
down the 401 for next weekend's
CIS Championship along with six
of the other top schools from across
the country. Ticket information as
well as schedules can be found at
,: www.golancers.ca. Don't miss the
-. Lancers as they compete for their
fourth consecutive Bronze Baby
trophy on home court.

MIN'S HOCKEY
OUA WEST F1NALS
3/€/2014

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

South WindsorArena

W7-1

3'8@14

Lakehead
Thunderwolves

Thunder
Bay.ON

W6-2

Queen's Cup - OUA Championship
McGill Red-

8:00 PM

CIS CHAMPIONSHIP
@ UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
MARCH 14
quarterfinals

Albertaw

Saint
Mary's

1:00 PM

Queen's

Saskatchewan

3:00PM

Laurier

Windsor

6:00 PM

UFV

Lancers women
. celebrate their fifth OUA
title in six years
• • photo by Ian Shalapata

South 'MndsorAl9rla

McGill
MARCH IS & 16 - FINALS

8:00PM
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Lancers track team wins
bronze at nationals
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

thanks in large part to a gold and silver
performance in the pentathlon by
Brandon Wilhelm and Jesse Drennan.

Windsor's mens track and field team
brought home' bronze at the CIS
championship in Edmonton last
weekend capping off a stellar year for the
blue and gold runners.
The Lancers held a big lead after the
first day of competition with 23 points,

"In the pent, we came in ranked No.2
and No.4, but finished No.I and No.2,
which was a repeat performance from
last year, so that was a great way to end
day one. And really, across the board, our
whole team performed well, so it was a
great day for us;' said Wilhelm.
A day after capturing gold in the

pentathlon, Wilhelm claimed silver in
the men's high jump helping the Lancers
to keep pace with their OUA rivals. Alex
Ullman also claimed bronze for the
Lancers in the 1000m before leading the
4x800 relay team to a CIS record finish.

the the weekend wore on.
With only eight pint separating the
Guelph Gryphons, York Lions and
Lancers on the final day of competition
the Lancers faded late finishing 22 points
behind the gold medallist Lions.

Finishing behind two OUA squads after
the winning the conference has to sting
for the Lancer men who had their eye
firmly set on a national title. The margin
between first and third became tighter as

The women also performed admirably
after entering the championship ranked
ninth in the nation, the ladies were able
to move up a spot and finish eighth
overall with 47 points.

Lancers and Redmen contend
for 103rd OUA ueen's Cu12~ ~-=
Mustangs in game one of the
semi-finals.
"Western was definitely eye
opening. We realized going forward you cannot afford to give
up. The momentum we built in
game two has stuck with us ...
Everyone has an important role
to fulfill the ultimate team goal;'
said Beaudoin.

Curtis Longland needed r~pairs after taking a high stick in
game one of the Lancers OUA West Final
• photo by Ian Shalapata

ANKURKUMAR
lance reporter

When the Lancers were scheduled to host the Lakehead
Thunderwolves in game one of
the OUA West Finals, it may
have seemed normal to be hesitant and nervous prior to the
arrival of Thunder Bay's finest
hockey program.
After sweeping their first two
rounds, including a devastating
delivery outscoring the Ryerson
Rams 12-1 in the semifinals, the
.Volves seemingly posed a bigger threat than the previously
encountered Western Mustangs.

If the Lancers could beat the
heavily favoured first place Pur-

ple Ponies, they were capable
of any possible result and surprising the rest of the Canadian
Interuniversity Sport with more
unpredictability.
It is not simply astonishing
that the Lancers surpassed the
Thunderwolves, but to reverse
the tables and follow up game
one's 7-1 thrashing with a 6-2
output at the hostile Fort William Gardens, the Lancers
earned a return to the Queen's
Cup for the first time since 1999.
Sealed with Matt Beaudoin's
empty netter last Saturday,
the Lancers won their fourth
straight playotf game. The Lancers have been a different team
since squabbling a 2-0 lead to
three unanswered goals by the

The ultimate team goal has
come with many rewards already. Along with contending
in the Queen's Cup, the Lancers will take their first trip to
the University Cup since 1999.
Along with seven other schools,
the Lancers will be contending
for Canada's highest award in
collegiate hockey.

"Anything can happen in one
game. It's important to realize
that you've earned that opportunity to be the best team in the
OUA and seize the moment;'
said Beaudoin.
Compared to last year's upset
by the Waterloo Warriors, the
Lancers have become versatile
with their performance and
game plan by including everyone. Kenny Bradford has two
goals and five assists and is widely regarded as the Lanters leading defender, followed by OHL
alumnus Saverio Posa with six
points, and Julian Luciani with

helped the Lancers forwards.
"We are succeeding by committee. In years past it has been a
certain line or Parker (Van Buskirk) stealing a series. This year
is special. Every single player is
contributing every single night
and knows their role is important... Every player drives forward one shift at a time," said
Beaudoin.
Both teams have proven themselves as serious contenders to
be named as the best hockey
team in the Canadian Interuniversity Sport. With the Queen's
.....,,:J
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As the UNB Varsity Reds were
eliminated in the AUS conference semi-finals, the title for
champions of the country's second oldest hockey trophy next
to the Stanley Cup is vacant. Despite the outcome of the Queen's
Cup, the Lancers will still have
their ticket to the University of
Saskatchewan for the national
championship.
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The Lancers have not seen the
McGill Redmen since late January, when the teams split a twogame series in their first regular season meeting since 2011.
While Cedric McNicholl hopes
to lead the Redmen to their fifth
Queen's Cup in seven years and
build upon his five goals and
nine assists, Beaudoin warns
that this Lancers faction is capable of more surprises and steal
moments.
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four points in seven games, and
living up to the reputation the
freshman has built for himself
that landed him a spot on this
year's OUA All Rookie Team.
Certainly the spread of points
amongst the defense has greatly

Cup in attendance at South
Windsor Arena, history is truly
to be made for either team as
they first attempt to earn the
conference's highest honour.
Get ready Lancer Nation, something special is about to happen.

e111 ~
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Unbreakable

STROMBO:
RIGHT MAN
i

ENGINEERING A BETTER
LANCERS RANKED
NO. I AHEAD OF
NATIONALS (VIA CIS)
OTTAWA (CIS) - For the second
straight season and for the third
time in four years, the threetime reigning national champion
Windsor Lancers head into the
ArcelorMittal Dofasco CIS women's basketball championship as
tournament favourites.
Joining the host Lancers (OUA
champions) in their quest for the
Bronze Baby Trophy are the second-seeded Saint Mary's Huskies
(AUS champs), No. 3 Saskatchewan Huskies (Canada West
champs), No. 4 McGill Martlets
(RSEQ champs), No. 5 Fraser Valley Cascades (Canada West finalists), No. 6 Queen's Gaels (OUA
finalists), No. 7 Alberta Pandas
(Canada West bronze medallists)
and No. 8 Wtlfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks (OUA bronze medallists).

MISSING OHL PLAYER
FOUND DEAD
•;:E--...~-.....,'f.;:.;c:-.e.rn-. Trllfi'ord was found dead in

his mtck on 'lbesday in the parking lot of a Saginaw, Michigan

Wal-Mart. Trafford, who had left
the team after oeing disciplined
for violating team rules was
thought to be returning home
to Toronto before going missing
over the weekend.
The 20-year-old had a history of
depression according to his girlfriend and didn't handle his punishment from the Spirit well.

BRONCOS POACH
ANOTHER PATRIOT
For the second off-season in a row
the Denver Broncos have signed
one of the premier free agents
away from their conference rivals, the New England Patriots.
Wednesday morning the Broncos
inked free agent cornerback Aqib
Talib to a six year $57 million
with $26 million guaranteed
The signing follows last seasons
major acquisition wide receiver
and former Patriot Wes Welker
who the signed to a two year $12
million contract

HOCKEY STICK
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

into it 100 per cent and trust that your
equipment won't fail:'

Since their induction into professional
hockey in 1999, composite sticks have taken
flack for their high occurrence of breakage.
Though they offer massive benefits in
terms of performance because of their light
weight and low flex point, they break at an
exponential rate compared to the wooden
sticks of the previous generation.
In their fifteen years on the market, no
company has been able to balance the
high performance of the composite with
the durability of a wooden stick. Enter
Colt Hockey, a Toronto based company
who with the help of aerospace and
medical supplies manufacturer Integran
Technologies created the Colt.
The Colt is constructed with a high
performance nano material that allows
it to demonstrate the same strength as
in~ustrial s_te.~ , while maintaining the ~ght
According to their website, a Colt
can withstand 397 pounds of force,
compared to the 263.5 pounds taken by a
conventional composite. Further, in the
tens of thousands of hours put into testing
the Colt, the subjects experienced no
degradation in the shaft which is common
in traditional sticks. This means that the
397 pounds figure always applies to the
Colt regular composites will withstand less
force through continued use.
"We haven't stopped re-engineering and
looking to improve the product," said Cofounder Daniel Lucchesi. "The point is
reaching the compromise between weight,
performance and durability. With the
Colt, what you gain in weight you gain
in confidence to know that you can lean

Entering a market dominated by major
corporations Easton, Reebok and Bauer,
Lucchesi and the Colt Hockey team face an
uphill battle in terms of selling their brand.
Similar to a small cellphone manufacturer
competing with Apple, generally the voice
that is heard is the one talking the loudest,
even with an inferior product.

FOR THE JOB
There are a lot of differing opinions of
whether or not George Stroumboulopoulos was the right choice to take
over hosting duties on Hockey Night in

Canada.
Many detractors point to the fact that
he isn't what you would call a "hockey
person" as he bas never worked in the
industry in a formal capacity before.

I believe that Strombo is the perfect
choice for a number of reasons, first and
foremost he like any Canadian grew up
with a passion for the game and has followed it his whole life. In that sense, he
is just as much of a hockey person as a
James Duthie or Bob Mackenzie.

"Well I mean, strictly from a business
and financial standpoint, [Easton and
Bauer] have the perfect model. Having the
product fail is ideal in the sense that it's a
guarantee in terms of returning business."

Further, his job as a host will not be to
provide expert analysis. His job will be
to conduct interviews with prominent
figures, and segway between panels
during games. In that regard, there is
no one more qualified than George.

In September of last year Colt Hockey
launched a Kickstarter campaign to
increase production of the Colt. By the
end of that period they had not only met,
but exceeded their $75,000, proving the
demand for a reliable high-performance
product.

His resume as a host includes gigs in
arts and culture and news on Much
Music and CBC. In both cases cases
he has conducted himself as a complete
professional and no one could ever say
the he has been ill-prepared for an assignment.

"The way that we have conducted ourselves

Stroumboulopoulos has also inter-

.
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game and see players play to their full
potential. Our main goal is keeping this
stick Canadian and developing it for the
fans and the players who have supported
us so far," noted Lucchesi.
Lucchesi also discussed the possibility of a
partnership with National Hockey League
athletes, but noted that the amount of
resources needed to customize each stick
to professional players specifications is not
something the company would be willing
to allot resources to at this time.
Rather, the focus of the Colt is to continue
to develop the product to be the best it can
be. "We like to think that the stick speaks
for itself. "Want to see variety and choice,
and want people to receive a better standard
of equipment," concludes Lucchesi.

viewed sevual hockey figures includ-

ing Gary Bettman, and Hayley Wickenheiser. If you are a sceptic I would
highly recommend checking them out.
Also working in Strombo's favour is the
genuine nature that he carries himself
on air. Hockey Night in Canada is an institution and it needs to be handled by
someone who can appreciate the sense
of heritage that Canadians feel towards
it

People are always uncomfortable when
there is a shakeup to a cultural cornerstone like HNIC. But the reality is,
Strombo is a pro and he is going to approach this job with the same dedication and professionalism that has made
him one of the premier broadcasters
Canada has to offer. Personally, I can't
wait.

-

Mike Specht, sports editor

SP100 Forest Firefighting Training
Conducted by: Wildfire Specialists Inc.
Course Location: Windsor

KOBE OUT FOR THE
SEASON

Course Date: March 19- March 23, 2014

After appearing in only six games
coming off of an Achilles tear,
Los Angeles Lakers forward Kobe
Bryant will miss the remainder of
the season due to a knee injury.

Course Cost: $975.00 + HST

The super-star forward was far
from himself in limited action
this season averaging only 13
points per game, while trying to
shake off the rust of a nine month
layoff. Bryant, who is the highest
paid player in the league at $30.45
million a season maybe be in line
for a significant pay cut next season should he not return to his
previous form.

15

Wildfire Specialists Inc.
2233 Radar Rd, Suite 5, Hanmer ON
Telephone: 705-693-0323

www.wildfirespecialists.ca

Fax: 705-693-0326

MNR Accredited Training Agency
Successful completion of the SPlOO Fire Fighter Training Course does not guarantee
employment. Please refer to the MNR Web Site for information on this course and other
requirements to become an Ontario Fire Fighter http://ontario.ca/fireranger

UWSA

UWSA

UNIVER SITY o

Employment Opportunities

W INDSOR

STUDENTS'
ALLIANCE
LOCAL 49 MEMBER OF THE
CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

OPUS

Employment Term: May 1, 2014 - April 30, 2015 (in most cases)
Application Deadline: Monday, March 17, 2014 5:00 pm

Organization of Part-time
University Students
rtyo W nd o

<:anadlan Federation of Students local 106

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
•Please submit resume and cover letter stating the position you are applying for to the UWSA office 2"d floor C.A.W
Student Centre rm 209.
•We thank everyone who applied, however only short-listed and successful applicants will be notified.

•PLEASE VERIFY THE LISTED INTERVIEW DATES TO ENSURE THAT INTERVIEW TIMES CAN BE
MADE

UWSA Student Administrative Clerk

Shinerama Coordinator

Attends to the reception area in the UWSA Office.
Responsible for a range of administrative tasks and
communications among students and staff.
Interviews: Wed. March 26 - Fri. March 28

Reports to Vice President Administration, coordinates
the Shinerama fundraising, events and volunteers.
Interviews: Tuesday March 25, starting at 1Oam

CAW Student Centre Information Desk Clerk

Womyn's Centre Coordinator*

The CAW Student Centre Information Desk is open 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. Applicants should have
a good understanding of the CAW facilities and
services be able to perform reception staff duties and
should be willing to work late night shifts
- - ~ ~ ~-positions available aurn,g the summ--- - - - - -Interviews: Mon. March 31 & Tues. April 1

Operates the UWSA Womyn's centre and promotes
women's issues through the use of theme weeks,
speakers, forums, videos, and other general
educational tools. Responsible for recruitment and
development of volunteers aruie;=ve~n~ts~-~ =-====~=-="=~~
n"'l"e~rv
~ ,e::-'w.~s~: . . .-:--:-u-:::es= ay Maren 25, starting 1:OOpm

Clubs Coordinator*
Peer Support Centre Coordinator
Operated the Peer Support Centre and promotes peer
support initiatives through supervision of centre,
collaboration with campus groups and promotion of
psycho-educational initiatives. Responsible for
recruitment and development of volunteers and
events.
Interviews: Wed, April 2

Walksafe Coordinator*
Operates Walksafe program working with other units
on campus to improve and promote safety.
Responsible for recruitment and development of
volunteers.
Interviews: Friday March 21, starting 1Oam

Afrofest Coordinator*
Organizes and implements the African Diaspora
festival celebrating the African Heritage month of
February (Black History Month). Organizes all aspects
of festival including intensive sponsorship requests
and volunteer recruitment.
Interviews: Friday March 21, starting 1:OOpm

Organizes and provides support to a diverse array of
student clubs. Handles clubs' ratification and
administration as well as clubs day and summit
events.
Interviews: Monday March 24, starting 1:OOpm

Chief Returning Officer
Reports to UWSA Coupcil, oversees all electoral and
referenda logistics. Must be familiar with electoral
processes and bylaws, excellent project management
skills are required to succeed in this position.
Interviews: To be announced

Council Chair
Reports to the UWSA council, chairs all meetings of
UWSA Council in accordance with Roberts' Rules of
Order and the UWSA binding rules and procedures.
Interviews: to be announced

Council Secretary
Reports to UWSA council, Required to attend and
record accurate minutes of all UWSA Council and
Board meetings as well as CAW Policy Management
board meetings.
Interviews: to be announced

* All Coordinator positions are 20-25 hours per week
FULL JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND DETAILS FOR EACH POSITION CAN BE OBTAINED AT

www.uwsa.ca

ilance
MAR202014

the uwsa election
most positions left vacant,
but student health care and
welcome week will continue
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LANCER WOMEN WIN FOURTH
B-BALL NATIONAL IN A ROW
MIKESPECHT
eait r

In early November 45 teams
began the chase to supplant the
University of Windsor Lancers
as women's national basketball
champions. Those efforts were
unsuccessful as the blue and
gold commanded their way to
a fourth straight Bronze Baby
Trophy at the CIS Final Eight
over the weekend.
The victory was made all the
sweeter having taken place on
home court. With Lancer faithful showing up in full force
to the St. Denis Centre for
each contest of the championship. Led by the Party Army,

Windsor-Essex created a supercharged environment for the
hometown team.
The team, spearheaded by winning culture created by coach
Chantal Vallee joined elite
ranks. Becoming the first program since the Laurentian Lady
V's of the l 970's to win four
consecutive titles.
During their (22-1) regular season, the Lancers set a historic
pace in terms of turnovers, rebounds, assists, and average
margin of victory. With their
dominating play continuing
into the national tournament,
where Windsor won each of its
three contests by 20 points or
more.
In the quarter-finals the Lancers

made easy work of OUA rivals,
Laurier. With an 81-53 statement to open the tournament.
They then exploded in the second half of their semi-final to
drop No. 4 Fraser Valley 65-45.
Before moving on to face the
undefeated St. Mary's Huskies
in the championship final.
It was in front of 2000 rabid
fans that the Lancers saved their
most dominant performance,
dismissing the Huskies 71-45 in
to take the gold medal. Though
the game tipped off at 8:25 p.m.
last Sunday coach Vallee claims
there was an heir of greatness
about these women in the early
hours of the day.
"After we rehearsed our game
plan at the hotel and I saw the

focus in the girls eyes, it calmed
me, I thought 'we're gonna go
get this: To appreciate the crowd
and the work that we've done to
prepare the girls mentally and
emotionally and to show up and
perform under pressure; I really am fortunate. I am coaching
great champions; said Vallee after the game.
Facing their toyghest challenge
of the season, the Lancers were
tasked with shutting down
the CIS all-time leading point
scorer Justine Colley. The guard
who was fresh off of a 38 point
performance in St. Mary's semifinal victory over Saskatchewan,
had given defences fits all tournament.

the Canadian national team
member who entered the game
shooting 52 per cent from
the floor, to 20 points on 7-18
shooting.
"Justine Colley is an outstanding player, and we needed to
take her away. We knew we
had the arsenal to do it. We had
Kristine Lalonde and Korissa
[Williams) face guard her and
take her out of the game; noted Vallee on the two-time CIS
player of the year.
The Lancers now say goodbye to
fifth year leaders Jessica Clemoncon and Miah-Marie Langlois who have been vital contributors to each of Windsor's
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#uwindsor Fed up with executive and board of directors
students voted "None of the above". #UWSA will be without
executives beginning May

ii nee
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editor-in-chief

uwPs

Peer Support Centre

MARl6

Join us to launch the Elephant in the Room Campaign 1:00
Tuesday in the CAW #uwpsc #mdse #uwindsor #uwsa #opus
p ·c.twitter.com/3bC6kSCGv,

Cautionary tale, don't take uncontested elections for granted
out: blogs.windsorstar.com/2014/03/15/stu... #abpse

arts editor
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I #UWSA exec, board of directors voted
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Andrew Langille
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A new human rights crisis has emerged at the University of Windsor. Students are mobilizing, and
separating into factions. If left to fester, this could
escalate to become the most divisive... second most
divisive issue in campus history.
I am talking of course, about the separation barrier
built at the CAW Tim Hortons; which divides coffee and tea drinkers into a densely populated "express lane;' while the donut eaters and icecap elites
align to the right in the artificially constructed food
lane.
As a proud coffee man, I found myself glaring,
judging and loathing the other line which was moving twice as fast as my own. Forgetting that not
long ago, we were comrades in the same struggle.
In days past the Tim's line was a harmonious union
where men and women of all backgrounds stood in
solidarity as students at the University of Windsor.

I was blinded by fear, and misunderstanding and
as I scowled across the barrier hateful words began
to emerge. "Get out of here you God damn fritterheads!" I shouted.
My act of intimidation was met with a swift show of
force. A rogue bagel flew from the other side of the
line, striking an innocent bystander.
I stood in disbelief. This girl, no older than secondyear, was splattered with shards of an everything
with herb and garlic. She had her whole day ahead
of her, and it was cut short because of an issue that
goes beyond her, or this institution.
I started to realize that barrier or not, we are all still
warriors in the same struggle. Fighting to attain the
same level of efficient service achieved by the campus leading coffee states to the east: Odette Tim's,
and The Green Bean Cafe.
I look to a day when people will not be judged by
the temperature of their beverage, but by the content of their character.

-

Mike Specht, sports reporter

•
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Revenge is never the answer in the elections
#UWindsorProblems #UWSA

Susu Farhat @

MARIS

@xo_susu

MARIS

Parker Mackay @HiParlcer
Amazing how folks are calling the "NO" voters in the #UWSA
elections stupid. How condescending to the 900- students
who voted that way.

.
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The fate of the union
MOST POSITIONS LEFT
VACANT AFTER GENERAL
ELECTION - WHAT'S NEXT?
TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

Outgoing executives for the
University of Windsor Student
Alliance (UWSA), representing
over 10,000 full-time undergraduate students, are scrambling to make decisions that will
determine the fate of the union
after the 2014 General Elections resulted in a vacancy of
all executive, board of directors,
board of governors, and senate
positions.
Just a week before voting began,
a group of students concerned
about the lack of involvement
in the elections - in addition
to concerns about the election
process itself - began a crowdsourced, out-of-pocket campaign to encourage students to
vote "no" or "none of the above."
By the time the polls opened,
the group's Facebook page had
accumulated over 1,000 'likes:
The question is...what now?
UWSA president Rob Crawford

said that there is work to do in
the next month to ensure students are not dramatically affected in the fall, but all is not
lost
"I've met with our general manager and we've come to the conclusion that a lot of the operations that the UWSA does over
the summer can be completed
by our full-time sta1f,' said
Crawford "In terms of having
Welcome Week and doing those
events...we have our director of
student life who can organize all
those things."
"It does mean that the work
load is going to be a lot higher
for them, but it doesn't mean
that we aren't going to be able
to put on a Welcome Week and
continue to offer our health and
dental plan, or the other services we offer out of our office,"
said Crawford.
Holly Ward, chief communications officer for the University
of Windsor, has already stated
that Welcome Week activities
would still be provided by the
University of Windsor, should
the UWSA be unable to fulfill

those duties.
Omar Shahid, outgoing vicepresident of finance and operations for the UWSA said that,
financially, the UWSA will
struggle to get traction during
the summer without a board of
directors.
"My understanding is that we
cannot do anything financially
because there is no board [of
directors]," said Shahid "Let's
say a club wants to ask for club
funding...they can't because
there is not a board to approve
it. Toe same thing goes for the
Homecoming Music Festival or
the frosh week."
"We can't really do anything
[now] unless we have an emergency meeting everyday," said
Shahid
As for the students involved in
the "None of the Above" group,
work to reform the UWSA bylaws and elections policies may
be on the horizon.

Adam Bednariclc, the fourthyear international relations student who founded the group,
said that he is expecting more

of the operations
t
e UWSA does over
the summer can be completed by our full-time

staff.
-

Rob Crawford

work ahead, but he is proud of
what has been accomplished
"I'm sure there will be quite the
appeal process and what-not to
get through, so we have to get
through all the paperwork first,"
said Bednariclc. "There are
some challenges...so we're going
to make sure students' voices
are heard"
Bednariclc said the elections results were a surprise.
"We were in shock," he said
"We thought we would do well,
we thought we would have an
impact across campus, we just
were shocked at the level of impact that we had."
Bednariclc said his group will be
digging into the by-laws looking
for "weaknesses, irregularities,
and any faults that may exist" to
recommend changes.

"I think it's a sign of the times, I
think, clearly, students are voicing their dissatisfaction, and I
think in the long run it could
end up being a good thing for
the University of Windsor by offering a chance for rebirth; said
Crawford
Crawford encourages students
to attend the Annual General
Meeting when it is scheduledaccording to UWSA by-laws,
notice must be given at least ten
days in advance.

"If we reach quorum [two per
cent of members] students....If
we hit that, students can actually push forward constitutional
amendments at that meeting
that would become official," said
Crawford "That's the time of
the year where drastic changes
can happen.•
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University rescinds
audio recording policy
UWINDSOR STUDENT ASKS SENATE FOR APOLOGY FOR LOST TIME AND MONEY
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

On Feb. 27, students received an
e-mail from UniversityofWindsor provost and vice-president
academic, Leo Groarke, stating
that administrative policy A4/
AS would be removed, allowing
students with disabilities to record lectures for study purposes
without prior permission from
the instructor.
This decision has been ten years
in the making for Donevan, who
only has one name, a UW'mdsor
student who has been fighting the administration over
the legality of these policies. In
2011, his case went to the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario,
which is what prompted the removal of these policies.
"Part of the settlement of the
Human Rights case was an
agreement to have our special
needs policies reviewed by Raj
Anand... He asked us to remove
this policy, so we have done so,"
Groarke stated.

-

-

-----

Raj Anand served as Chief
Commissioner for the Ontario
Human Rights Commission
in 1988 to 1989. In his review
of the special needs policy he
points out, "The views of nondisabled students or employees,
or the impact on such individuals have to be approached with
some care, because by definition accommodation does not
involve identical treatment:'
In other words, students who

need accommodations should
be accommodated, something
that Donevan has been fighting
to achieve for over ten years.

system.
"Mine is an approved disability
accommodation, and that takes
precedent. This was discussed in
class on three occasions ... and
then [the professor] had me arrested, handcuffed, and dragged
out of class," said Donevan.
After ten years of fighting, Donevan has nearly completed his
bachelor's degree in social work,
though he still feels the effects
of the long struggle that has cost
him over $100,000.
In comparison, Queen's University has a policy that places an
"ethical and legal responsibility
on all faculty and staff to ensure
that all students have an equal
opportunity to access auditory
material:'

He has a disability that necessitates the recording of class lectures to be able to study, but was
faced with opposition from the
very beginning. Donevan traces the beginning of his struggles York University's policy states,
back to when he began studying "Types of accommodations may
social work at the University of include, but are not limited to...
Windsor.
permission for audio recording
oflectures:'
Tensions with faculty and administration quickly mounted On Mar. 14, Donevan attended
and exploded into academic a senate meeting where he made
appeals, criminal charges, and a written request distributed to
navigating the difficult court each senator asking that his

I JUSt want to get on with
my life. I want my life back.

-

Donevan

name be cleared and that he be
compensated for his loss of time
and money.
"I ask senate for two things: one,
the clearing of my academic record and my name with a formal apology from the University of Windsor and secondly, the
referral to the Board of Governors with a request to make me
whole again in a timely manner
without further delay," reads the
letter.
The letter concludes with, "I just
want to get on with my life. I
want my life back:'
A paper written by the Council
of Ontario Universities about

learning disabilities states, 'i\.1though accommodation is required by law. . . it should be
viewed as a mechanism that
allows students with [learning
disabilities] to realize their goals
and to maximize their contribution to society."
The removal of policies A4 and
AS has been a welcome change
at UWindsor according to
Groarke.
"There has been positive feedback from students who are
directly affected. Special needs
students have been glad to have
the policy removed:' added
Groarke.

-
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The C AM referendum
In 2012, CJAM hired news director Zoran K.ljajic with the
help of a Community Radio
Fund of Canada grant. K.ljajic
has worked with the BBC and
has experience as a wartime
correspondent in the former
Yugoslavia.
Since joining CJAM, K.ljajic
has passed on his knowledge
to student broadcasters by incorporating their work into his
weekly news show, The Windsor
Chronicle.
"Unfortunately, CJAM was not
able to get a second round of
funding;• said Smith. "I have
worked hard to keep [the news
department] alive by scraping
here and there so that we might
still have it when the referendum comes around:'

DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter

For the first time in 26 years,
CJAM has called for a referendum asking students to vote on
a levy increase to help support
the campus radio station.

The levy increase would raise
the current levy of $10.00 by a
dollar.
"[The] request for a referendum
is in no way a matter of poor
budgeting," said Vernon Smith,
station manager for CJAM, in
his address to the University
of Windsor Student Alliance

Council on Feb. 26.
"CJAM operates with one of the
smallest staffs in the country,
with two full-time employees
and one part-time employee,"
said Smith. "One of the main
reasons we seek this referendum
is to avoid laying-off our modest
one-person news department."

CJAM offers training and airtime to students for free and
offers a concrete learning environment by taking lessons
on media and technology from
the classrooms to the airwaves.
CJAM also provides music and
information programming not
offered by mainstream commercial media in the Windsor/

Detroit area.
"CJAM ... provides an alternative to the mainstream:· said
Mike Konstantino, guitarist/
vocalist for the local rock band
The Hypnotics. "The best thing
about CJAM is that there are
programs that can be enjoyed by
everyone. Whether that's country, reggae, rap, punk, garage
rock, indie, electronic or whatever else kind of music you can
think of... CJAM has a program
for it. That variation itself makes
CJAM an important station in
the Windsor/Detroit area."
Smith said asking for a levy increase was not an easy decision,
but one that is necessary for
maintaining the news department.
"I have always been hesitant
to look at a levy increase," said
Smith. "I have cut whatever I
can cut and that includes the
water cooler."
"At present, however, I am afraid
that CJAM is out of options to
keep its news department intact
and in order to do so we must
go to referendum," said Smith.

UWINDSOR CELEBRATES CHAMPIONSHIP FOUR-PEAT
The University of Windsor campus community is pleased to
congratulate our women's varsity basketball team for bringing the
"Bronze Baby" trophy home once again.

We salute these champions, together with all of our student
athletes who display excellence and determination, and the
coaches, staff and faculty who help them do their best.

On March 16, 2014, the Windsor Lancer Women's Basketball team
won this year's Canadian lnteruniversity Sport [CISJ titleits fourth-straight national championship.

You make us proud!

University
otWindsor
www.uwindsor.ca
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LESS CULTURE
WAR AND MORE
ECONOMY, PLEASE

MY LIFE IN OTHER SHOES

I had my passport in hand, my money in my belt,
and my luggage on the plane. What was I missing? I
couldn't shake the feeling that I was heading across
the ocean and that I had forgotten something at
home. All throughout hugging my parents and sisters goodbye, crossing through airport security, and
while boarding my plane I just could not shake this
feeling. As I took my seat my mind flashed back to
the last day of grade school. I cried while hugging
all of my friends, terrified of what was coming next
Would we all still be friends? Would the teachers
spoon-feed us? I was comfortable in my classroom
of ten years; I was safe. I then started to think about
the end of high school: did I change all that much? I
was still petrified at the thought ofleaving familiarity. Did I just get older and none the wiser?

I looked back at this past week and saw how this
fear crept up on me again, and how often I thought
to myself "Wouldn't it be nice to just sit on my familiar couch, with the same food, and the typical
book in hand? Why do I have to go?" I sat there as
the plane was taking off thinking, always thinking,
about how many times I have overheard the words:
"I'm going to travel the world one day:' and how
little people actually go through with it. Raise your
hand if you have said this at least once in your life?
Don't lie, you know that you have. Now question
number two: how many of you have actually left
your hometown? Country? If you have, you're one
step closer to where you want to be; if you haven't,
go. So many of us lie to ourselves and say that when
we grow up, and save enough money, we will hop
on the next plane to Europe, Asia, Australia or all of
the above. To be realistic, how will you do this with
your future jobs or families approaching? I was not
about to lie to myself, I knew that this is the time:
my youth. This is the time to explore everything the
world has to offer me, to shape who I will be.
It dawned on me that I have wanted to write for my
entire life, but what about? I have lived in the same
city for twenty years and that is all that I know:
safe and sound Windsor, Ontario. Now don't get
me wrong, being tucked in at night and knowing
that I'm safe is more than I can ask for, but where
do I find the excitement? Where do I find my story
about getting delayed in Iceland for 24 hours and
getting to see the Northern Lights by mistake? Creativity only goes so far, and then comes the experience to back it up. This experience is the chance for
re-invention and the opportunity to shed the person people have made me to be, and become who I
am supposed to be on my own terms.
Along with the turbulence over Greenland, my
thoughts shook as well. It was clear that what I had
thought that I had forgotten at home, along with my
favourite sweater, was the old version of me. Was
I upset to leave her behind? Would I like the new
me? Could I really disconnect myself with the past
and open up to who I knew I wanted to be? I had
so many questions shaking around and I did not
know the answer to a single one. Wondering, a feeling that ordinarily made me feel uncomfortable was
starting to fit me better. My future was unclear, and
my mind was a mess, but for once I did not care.
I knew one thing, the most important thing: that
France better look out for this University of Windsor exchange student; she's got a pen in her hand
and a mind full of fresh thoughts.

"In between goals is a thing called life, that has to be
lived and enjoyed" -Sid Caesar

(Photo by Jane LytvynPnk11'Canadian Urnvers·.., P~ess'
Vice President External Affairs Mohammad
Akbar submits his vote • photo by Jason
Rankin

At the UWSA council meeting on Mar. 13, I
acted as a voting proxy for a councilor who
could not attend. I contemplated leaving after
council voted down hearing the CRO's report
on the BDS referendum, but I stuck around to
hear the motion to reopen nominations for
UWSA positions. I will openly state I voted no
on the motion and here is why.
First, the motion involved implementation
of a new elections timeline. If adopted, campaigning would take place during exams and
voting would happen after exams ended. This
disadvantages certain groups of students, such
as education students who are in placement at
that time.
It is also classist to assume that every single full
time student has access to a computer off cam_.
pus and would be able to vote if they so choose.
Second, reopening the election would negate
the hard work already done by current candidates and would require them to undergo
another exhausting campaign period at an inconvenient time.
Third, and most compelling, is that I don't believe the "I didn't know about nominations"
is a reasonable argument. Think about it this
way: if you want to drop a class, you make sure
you know the drop date whether or not it's advertised widely. It's the individual's responsibility, if they are keen to participate, to know well
ahead of time what they must do. The nomination period wasn't advertised? Then why not
go to the UWSA office or pick up the phone
and talk to someone? It's that simple.
Finally, I'm much more interested in seeing
candidates nominated pro-actively rather than
re-actively. Essentially, people who care about
the job and the university rather than someone
who would run just to ensure competition and
democracy. What if a re-active candidate won?
Would they be nearly as dedicated as someone
who planned ahead and put in all the necessary work?
I understand there are a wide range of opinions
on the topic, but this is how I see the situation.

- Lindsay Sheppard, lance reporter

REGINA ( CUP) - The Liberals possess good fortune lately.
According to the Toronto Star, a new poll from the conservative think-tank Manning Centre found that 31 per cent of the
1,100 individuals surveyed identified with the Liberals, while
only 26 per cent were with the Conservatives and 18 per cent
with the official opposition, the NDP.:~~~~-_._,....,...,,..=~-=""""""""'
What has further horrified Conservative pundits is that the
Grits and Tories are statistically tied on the issue of economic
stewardship - an issue the Harper government has tried to
monopolize over the years. On other issues like healthcare
and unemployment, the Liberals and New Democrats polled
ahead of the Conservatives.
That's not all. The Liberal Party has been moving in support
of several issues, which have been staples of the 'culture wars:'
pot, prostitution and euth.anasia. With support for legalizing
pot at 57 per cent, an October 2013 survey of 1,002 Canadians found that 68 per cent of them favoured euthanasia.
Prostitution still remains less clear, as one poll showed that
60 per cent of men favoured its legalization, while only 38 per
cent of women approved of such actions. The Liberal Party
convention recently approved a policy that would see a new
debate on implementing right-to-die legislation, coming as
the Supreme Court listens to a new case on assisted suicide.
However, where do 'culture war' issues fit on Canadians perceived priorities? The top issue for 15 per cent of those who
responded to a Harris Decima poll was the economy, followed by healthcare at 11 per cent, with the environment and
employment issues following behind. Out of this list of 10 top
issues for Canadians, pot, prostitution and euthanasia were
not listed as priorities. Think the person working overtime
on the oil rigs or the 9-to-5 professionals are going to lose
sleep over euthanasia? The Liberals must focus on issues that
trouble more Canadians than culture war issues if they want
to unseat Stephen Harper in 2015.
Yet Trudeau has given some indication of where he stands on
the economy and healthcare. Going off a recent report suggesting the middle class is stagnating in Canada, he has indicated that he will not increase taxes on earners in this group,
nor on anyone in general. He has indicated that he supports
free trade and Keystone XL, two issues that the Tories can't
claim to be gatekeepers of.
The point is that the Liberals don't have to grasp for straws.
They're tied with the Tories on the economy and are seen as
a better party to manage healthcare issues. What Trudeau
should focus on is sharpening his economic positions and
developing his healthcare policy. If they focus on issues like
these over the next two years, they will be a redoubtable force
for Harper and Thomas Mulcair. That said, commentators
should be less gung-ho on declaring early winners, as pollsters from Alberta and B.C. found recently.

LIAM FITZ-GERALD - THE CARILLON
(UNIVERSITY OF REGINA)
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STUDENTS NOT
SOTEKSAWY

MARl3
TORONTO (CUP) -A recent
court decision in the case involving corporations TekSavvy
and Voltage Pictures is working
towards shutting down copyright trolling in Canada and
protecting alleged infringers
from exploitation.
In a decision released Feb. 20,
a judge ordered TekSavvy, a
popular Internet service provider (ISP) among students, to
disclose 2,000 IP addresses and
corresponding customer names
to Voltage Pictures - the company responsible for films such
as The Hurt Locker and Dallas
Buyers Club. Voltage filed a lawsuit in late 2012 alleging copyright infringement by TekSavvy
customers.
By law, the maximum amount
Voltage could gain from any
one individual for copyright infringement is $5,000.
"Five-thousand dollars for a first
offence without any strikes or

warning is overkill;' said Martin
Wennde, a first-year computer
science student at Toronto's Ryerson University and TekSavvy
customer. "Yes, it is illegal but
it's like jaywalking, a crime that
nobody enforces:'
While this decision might appear to be a blow to TekSavvy,
experts are saying it's a big step
in discouraging an extortion
scheme, known as copyright
trolling, in Canada.

said.
Fewer said the outcome of this
particular highly publlcized
case was actually a positive one.
"I think this decision is a death
blow to copyright trolls in Canada;• he said. "I think Voltage
is extremely unhappy with this
decision:·
Even though Voltage Pictures
has been successful in getting
the desired ruling in this case,
students using TekSavvy have
little to worry about, according
to Avner Levin, director of the
Privacy and Cyber Crime Institute at Ryerson's Ted Rogers
School of Management.
"There are a number of steps
there that make it more expensive and costly for Voltage to go
after people," Levin said. "The
more expensive it is to Utigate
and to pursue it, the less it's
worth it for them:·

Copyright trolling occurs when
a copyright holder uses the legal process to extract excessive
amounts of money from alleged
infringers, said David Fewer, director of the Canadian Internet Before TekSavvy hands customPolley and Public Interest Clinic er information over to Voltage
(CIPPIC), which intervened in . Pictures, they must also reimthe case. Fewer said that copy- burse any fees TekSavvy has acright trolling is common in the crued as a result of the lawsuit,
United States. After a ruling has Tina Furlan, TekSavvy's director
been made, a copyright holder of marketing and press comis permitted to send letters out munication, said. This includes
to the alleged offenders.
legal fees, which can amount
"They're really leveraging fear to many hundreds of dollars an
and anxiety in the cost of de- hour, Levin said. In the event
fending yourself in a court to that Voltage does decide to conbuild a business model on the tinue pursuing alleged infringbasis of low-scale intellectual ers, the courts will oversee every
copyright infringement;' he step of the process, Fewer said.

"All Voltage has is evidence that
a particular subscriber's IP address may have been involved in
a download;' he said.
Because the letter confers no legal obligations, there's no need
to be intimidated, Levin said,
adding that sending a quick response denying the allegations
is the best way to respond.
"The more expensive it is for the
other side to litigate it, the more
likely that you are to be let off
the hook," he said. "Don't pay
until somebody actually proves
that you've infringed upon
somebody's copyright:'

Ll:AH HANSEN
THE:
EYEOPE:N~R
(RYERSON
l '~ 'l\',-,..,SITY)

PROVINCIAL
BUDGET SHOWS
INCREASES
FOR POSTSECONDARY

MA

IL

EDMONTON (CUP) - Alberta unveiled increased funding for universities in last week's
provincial budget, though it
wasn't as much as some people
would have liked.
Post-secondary institutions will
see a number of increases in
this year's budget, including $32
million to create 2,000 more

7

targeted enrolment spaces and
a promise to restart the Access
to the Future Fund, a donationmatching program for operating costs at universities.
The province also kept the $50
million added to base operating
grants over the winter, money
given back after massive cuts of
nearly $143 million across all
post-secondary institutions in
the province last year.
"Since budget 2013, we have
been working strongly with
post-secondary
education
across the province and have
been committed to making the
right decisions to keep finances
on track;' said Dave Hancock,
the minister of Innovation and
Advanced Education.
"We've known for some time
there would be nothing in the
way of surprises," said MacEwan University president David
Atkinson.
There were some concerns
for universities heading into
the budget process. The province froze tuition last year but
compensated universities for
the lost increase in revenue.
While Atkinson wasn't sure if
that money was going to come
through again this year, it was in
the budget.

more on c
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WORK FOR THE BEST
AS A WAREHOUSE
OPERATIVE!

Registration for Laurier's spring/summer courses is open!
A wide variety of classroom and online learning courses
are available.
University of Windsor students may study at Lauri er on a
Letter of Permission without transcripts or application fees.
Visit wlu.ca/springcourses2014 for details.

WILFRID LAURI ER UNIVERSITY

Waterloo

I Brantford

] Kitchener

l.AURIER

Inspiring Lives.

FULL/PART TIME
POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
WORK WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS POPULATION.
NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.
TRAINING PROVIDED.
LEGAL BACKGROUND IS
HELPFUL.
INTERESTED
CANDIDATE
SHOULD CONTACT
CLARKE STEVEN 1@AOL.
COM.
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Calendars For Care
LOCAL ARTISTS WORK TO RAISE
MONEY FOR WINDSOR ESSEX COUNTY
CANCER CENTRE FOUNDATION
Outtakes of models from a
Calendar For Care photo-shoot m
Windsor • photos by Lanette Perry
ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

well-known location in Windsor and will
feature items from a local store and be
created by a local artist.

"Windsor and Essex County have a rich
Local artists are currently working on a history, fantastic architecture and beautiproject that will showcase Windsor, the ful scenery. Very few communities offer
arts community in the city, and raise the seasons, forest, fields, waterways and
money for the Windsor Essex County historical locations that Windsor and EsCancer Centre Foundation.
sex County offers," said McCall. "As for
the Windsor Artists, through the UniverDavid McCall, the project manager of
Calendars For Care, has been in the an- sity of Windsor our community is lucky
tique and vintage business for about 18 to have access to some very talented, creyears. For the last eight years, he has been ative and inspired artists and performorganizing and running antique and vin- ers."
tage shows around Windsor. He uses Lanette Perry is a local photographer
each show to raise money for a different who is currently working with Snapd
charity and now has decided to expand Windsor. She was photographing a vinfundraising efforts by incorporating vin- tage event when she met McCall and was
~~~~
~ fasbiQQi aad u-1s imo a.
Each month in the calendar will show a ect.

"Windsor has many charming historical locations and a fantastic community;'
said Perry. "The calendar will definitely·
bring these qualities to light in a fun way
that not only benefits our community but
also raises money for a great cause - the
cancer society."
Calendars For Care is a volunteer project
and will use strictly local talent. Many
of the models are from the University of
Windsor's Dramatic Arts Program. Local
businesses are also participating such as;
The Hair Lounge Salon & Spa, Brooke
Elizabeth Makeup and Penny Jane's Vintage.
The Calendars will be available starting
Jun. l , 2014 and will be sold throughout
the year at the Windsor Essex Country
Cancer Centie on Kildare Rd. You can
niquecalendars.com.thoughts.
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Emerald Seas (left to right) Marko Roz1c, bass Eric Noble, drums, Sam
Breault, vocals, Justin Dow, guitar, Michael Petrino guitar
• photo by Ryan Bro

AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

This weekend one of Windsor's own
alternative rock bands will be releasing their first EP at their release show
on Mar. 22.
Emerald Seas formed in Jan. 2012.
The band consists of five members;
Sam Breault as the lead vocalist, Mike
Petrino on guitar, Justin Dow also on
guitar, Marko Rozic on bass and Eric
Noble on drums. They have released
two singles to date that will also be on
the upcoming EP.
"We are very excited for this EP release show," said Justin Dow, on his
way back from a show in Kitchener.
"We've been a band for almost two
years and we've spent a lot of time,
money, and effort into working on
writing, performing, and recording
these songs."
Emerald Seas will be playing with a
few other bands this Saturday. Bleach
will be performing alongside them
and have played quite a few shows

with them in the past. The two bands
share a common love for rock but they
differ slightly in sound.
"I would say Emerald Seas is one of
the very best and most talented, hard
working bands in Windsor and they
deserve a lot of attention and buzz.,"
said Kyle Cloutier, the lead singer
and rhythm guitarist of Bleach. "I've
had the pleasure of sitting in for a
few practices and it's astonishing how
much blood, sweat and tears goes into
their work and it sounds beautiful. I
hope this release helps them get the
attention they deserve because it's
going to be a crazy show. We will be
bringing our crazy A-game I know
that for sure."
The CD release will be hosted at Villains Beastro in downtown Windsor
and the doors will open at 9:00 p.m.
The cover is $5 and the show is for
those ages 19 and above. Emerald Seas
will also be playing after the Run for
Rocky Marathon at the St. Clair Centre for the Arts on Apr. 13. Their CDs
are for sale through any of the band
members, through iTunes and also
through their Facebook page via CD
Baby.

•
: WINTER IS ALMOST HERE
••
:
:

Yet another trailer for the upcoming fourth season of Game of Thrones has been
released. Be prepared to get all giggly and spurt out tons of corny "winter is coming" puns.

Also, were all getting teased because we still have to wait until April 6 to see the
season - smack dab in the middle of exam season.
And remember, if you've read the book, please don't spoil it for your friends. Some
unfortunate souls cruised the Internet before seeing the Red Wedding episode and
we all know how evil memes are for spoilers.
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JOANASZEEN
In ce reporter

After binging on his tracks this week, I had the chance to rap with Abshxr, whose
real name is Abshir Kahiye. We sat down to grab a coffee; I asked a few questions
-some funny, ~ome business-about his music.
JOANA SZEEN: SO, WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

Abshir Kahiye: I'm a normal kid from Windsor that has always known he could
sing but was pessimistic. As I grew older and went through university, networking encouraged me to take advantage of my talent.
JT:WHO PRODUCED YOUR TRACKS?

AK: Boy Urks composed the beats ...he's from Toronto; we met at the University
of Windsor. I executively produced as well, wrote everything and was a big part
of production. He's [Omar is] my best friend and he wants me to be great, so we
worked together in the studio to write and build concepts [together].
JT: HOW DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED?

AK: I want to be remembered as the kid from Windsor that ends up being the
best from Windsor. I want to be remembered not just as a singer... I have a lot of
goals that singing might help me reach... social justice type things I want to work
on and business. Singing can give me the means to do what I want to do.
JT: PEOPLE SAY MUSIC IS A HARD BUSINESS TO SUCCEED
IN. HOW DO YOU COPE WITH MAJOR OBSTACLES?

AK: I don't think about the end goal, I think about things step by step. If there are
a lot of short-term goals, before I know it I'm at the end. It is also easier to mentally handle•~nn pi '118D ajong one, because [with long-term pls,~-~~""'""'""
you can easily quit or give up.
JT:WHEN HAVEYOU BEEN MOST SATISFIED INYOUR LIFE?

Annual
General Meeting
& Board elections
Ontario Public Interest Research Group

WINDSOR

Friday
March 28 @ 12pm

AK: "Finding Killah" was really satisfying... the way everyone was dancing and
celebrating, the positive energy in the building, no confrontations or problems
and everyone was singing my songs with me...people were buying my CDs. It
was a great moment and the proudest I've felt in a long time.
JT: IF WE'RE SITTING HERE A YEAR FROM NOW
CELEBRATING WHAT A GREAT YEAR IT'S BEEN, WHAT DID
WE ACHIEVE TOGETHER?

AK: We got Windsor's attention. I did not want to be a superstar or celebrity. I
just wanted Windsor's attention. The next project will go even further. That
project, most of the songs were laid down six months ago. I have so many new
projects on the go that I know are bigger and better.

To purchase Finding Killah
contact Abshxr directly on
Facebook or Twitter and
check out a review of his album on page 12.

Mandate:
372 California
To promote research, education,
(beside the Campus Community Garden,
action on environmental and
behind the Faculty of Education)
social justice issues for a better world.
The Annual General Meeting is open to the public but only members (full-time undergraduate
students and all graduate students) can vote. Your validated student card is required to
vote. At this meeting the board of directors is elected, the budget is set for the next year and
other decisions are taken about the future ofOPIRG.
Of all volunteer opportunities being a board member is the most intensive & also the most
challenging. The board is responsible for the long- tenn viability of the organization.

Positions Include: Chairperson. Treasurer, Records Keeper, StaffLiaison, Campus
Liaison, Community liaison. Provincial Representative, Volunteer Coordinator plus
Coordinatorsfor thefollowing por(falios: Environmental, Social Justice,
Anti-Oppression, Policy & De11elopmenl, Communications, Events Planning.
Deadline for Nominations Thursday March 27
Nomination forms available at opirgwipdsor.org
or at our office at 252 Dillon Hall,
Monday through Friday 10am to 2pm

9lctivism is the rent '1 ya'!j
for (ivin8 on this J!fanet
- 9lfice Wa(fer
for more infonnation call 253-3000ext. 3872, email opirg@uwindsor.ca

YO U R O p I N I O N M AT TE R S
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University
Windsor

_.

NATIONAL SURVEY OF

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Make a difference. Please complete the online survey and
you can help shape the future of your UWindsor.

•

• The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) helps
improve the undergraduate experience by measuring the
quality of undergraduate education you receive

•finlmll'"1yu,~
. -... w1a..~
Pol•H .n.,-"""I i,t

• Open to first and final year undergraduate students at
universities throughout Canada

OWt-

Watch for our emails to your uwindsor.ca
mailbox starting in February 2014
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City grants help arts community
SARAH HORWATH
editor-in c. 1ie~

Dan McCafferty, a local Windsor artist received a $3,000 grant from The
City of Windsor's new Arts, Culture +
Heritage Fund granting program earlier this month.
McCafferty, a new resident of Windsor, who relocated from Toronto is
trained originally as a designer and
has experience with communities,
participation and a critical use of technology. His artwork is not focused on
commercial design, but fits into a social practice area.
"I like to use design as a way to ask
questions rather than provide solutions;' said McCafferty.
McCafferty is involved in Neighbourhood Spaces, a Windsor and region
artist in residence program, which is a
partnership between "The Collaborative;' which includes the Arts Council
- Windsor & Region, Broken City Lab
and The City of Windsor. It is a community engaged and socially engaged

residency program in Windsor where
ten artists come and engage with different communities.
"I don't have a goal or any kind of mission in terms of what I want to do in
Windsor as an artist .. .I'm happy to be
involved, I think there are lots of talented people who were recognized by
this award," said McCafferty.
Nadja Pelkey, program coordinator for
Neighbourhood Spaces works directly
with the artists and the community
sites.
"We really liked how Dan's previous
projects have engaged with the community, and that he would make a
great addition to the Neighbourhood
Spaces program:' said Pelkey.

mention in Detroit as well. It was a bit
of a surprise [in regards to the grant]
because I know that there's lots of interest and activity in Windsor:'
Pelkey hopes that there will be a second round of grants and even more
after that because it's so important
to support the arts at every level because that's the only way to engender
a strong collaborative arts practice in
the community.
"We're really proud of the fact that he
has received this first round of city
grants, they made a lot to the local
arts community so it's nice to see some
real support coming from the city:' she
said.

McCafferty applied to work with the
Ford City community on Drouillard
Road and said that this neighbourhood is unlike anything else that he
has ever seen.

"There's no doubt that funding the arts
gives a great return, not only in terms
of civic pride and building an identity,
but also actual economic returns, the
arts brings money in from other disciplines in a way that other things aren't
able to do:·

"With the money I can get this main
project off the ground [Neighbourhood Spaces project] ... There's a really nice art world in Windsor, not to

Neighbourhood Spaces is supported
through the Ontario Trillium Foundation. For more information on this
program please visit www.acwr.net/ns
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MARCH 20 TO MARCH 27

THURSDAY MARCH 20
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

FRIDAY MARCH 21
Keats Conlon plays at Taloola Cafe,
7:00 p.m.
Sarah Smith Concert, Carparelli's,
7:00 p.m.,$5
Level 3 Presents: Pampered, LEV3L
Vodka Emporium, 8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY MARCH 22
DIYT-ShirtYarn & Braided RugWorkshop,TheAmber Bee Textile Arts Studio, I :00 p.m., $20
Childish Gambino, The Fillmore Detroit, 7:00 p.m.

MUSICVID REVIEW

Crawl wsg Heavy Early, Dominion
House Tavern, 8:00 p.m.

SUNDAY MARCH 23
Mardi Maaness Recycle Retro, Muc1puppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

MONDAY MARCH 24
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

TUESDAY MARCH 25
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

WEDNESDAY MARCH 26
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.

JOANASZEEN
lance reporter

DUBS INTHEAIR
ICKY ERIC
Thanks to Icky Eric we'll be shouting "Dubs in the Air" like
its Friday night with Rebecca Black.
Whether you like it or not, "Dubs in the Air:' Icky's Windsor song, is quickly becoming an Internet sensation. Since
it was uploaded on Mar. 9, it has accumulated more than
45,000 views, almost 900 likes and is still counting. Windsorites are showing a lot oflove for the video and its positive
representation of the Rose City.
Icky Eric, aka Eric Smyth, is a University of Windsor alumnus with a degree in communications. Now based out of
Toronto, he's finally broken into the Windsor scene. Out of
22 video uploads to Icky's YouTube page, "Dubs in the Air"
is by far his most popular track.
The video was filmed at Icky's 28th birthday party and features shots of EC Row Expressway, Tecumseh Road, Wind-

sor Raceway and street art by Denial. The people featured
in his video are not extras. Icky made sure his mother Janet
Morris and stepfather Steven Alexsy got in on the action, as
well as many of his closest friends.
The YouTube page reveals a lot of positive feedback with
comments like, "Windsor representing:' "I love this city"
and "This makes me feel kind of nostalgic:'
YouTube viewer mami0ftwo17 commented, "... this video brought me back to summer vacays and memories I
couldn't replace. Shout out to my grams ... Man I have to
get myself back soon:'
"Dubs in the air" is hitting Windsorites who have relocated
across North America and reminding us all that Windsor is
a beautiful place to live. MrsbOsstiric commented, "[Well)
your video made it to North Carolina, great job made me
miss home a little bit:'
Many viewers have expressed dislike for the "corny" nature
of the video, but overall there has been a lot of respect for
the tribute "Icky Eric" has paid to the place where he grew
up. We are reminded that this city, despite all of its ups and
downs in the past decades have shaped who we as Windsorites are and reminded us of the events and spaces that
have brought our community together.
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Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

ART.WORK Workshop - Capturing
the Moment of Art: How To Document Time-Based Art Practices, Arts
Council Windsor & Regi~n, 6:00 p.m.,
$10 for members, $15 for non-members

THURSDAY MARCH 27
ART.WORK Workshop - Capturing
the Moment of Art: How To Document Time-Based Art Practices, Arts
Council Windsor & Region, 8:30 p.m.,
$ IOfor members, $15 for non-members
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery

....
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ALBUM REVIEWS
JOANASZEEN
lance reporter

SOPHIASAWA
lance reporter

AFTERTHE DISCO
BROKEN BELLS
Broken Bells' sophomore album,
After the Disco, outdid their 2010
self-titled debut. As the album's
title suggests, the duo (composed
of James Mercer, the frontman of
The Shins, and producer/musician
Brian Burton AK.A Danger Mouse)
channel the falsettos, synths and
extravagant orchestral arrangements of late 70s disco, as well as the electronic
hums and abundant keyboards of post-disco.
Unlike their first album, Broken Bells no longer sounds like a side project be!'Veen two successful musical figures with nothing better to do; it has developed
into a fully-formed, bona fide band with earnest lyrics, a consistent sound and
hypnotic hooks.
The band emerges from its indie rock comfort zone with "Holding On for Life"a smooth, dark tribute to the Bee Gees. Mercer's expressive voice is backed up
by the indifferent mantras of a choir in "Leave it Alone:' The chugging, sultry
"Medicine" features delicate keyboards and sinister guitar coos.
A fanf~e of trumpets u:itroduces "No Matter What You're Told;' a catchy song
that will have you tapping your toes to its nihilistic lyrics. The choir supplies
more haunting vocals on the sensual, quiet "The Angel and the Fool." "The Remains of Rock & Roll" concludes the album with a combination of droning
strings and sassy vocals.

After the Disco reveals Broken Bells' capability to create strong, original music.
Very seldom does a sequel trump the original-but in this case, it most certainly

FINDING KILLAH
ABSHXR
Abshir, or Abshxr, is a recent University of Windsor graduate of
human kinetics and emerging artist who released his debut-project
Finding Killah, a blend of R&B/
soul, hip hop, pop rap and bounce,
on Feb. 21, 2014.
This artist-to-watch is reminiscent of Miguel and The Weeknd, who Abshxr
admits is one of his major influences. True to his music, Abshir is smooth and
~elodic, bouncy at times and genuine. His lyrics are very straightforward and
his songs depend heavily on his powerful voice. Most of all he reminds you of
all the positive things in life. His music gives your heart something to beat for.
My favorite track is "Lets Ride:' which features a bouncy melodic tune about a
beautiful .girl an~ ~ ~atchy choru!, "Let's ri~e, come fly with me, wanna see your
pretty hair blowm in the breeze .. ./ Lets nde, come fly with me, ride shotgun
really where you wanna be .. ./ Lets ride, come fly with me, top down sunshine
35 degrees ..."
Other notable tracks to listen to are "On a Mission" and "Take You Home:'
a smooth track with powerful vocals. "Take You Home" is a charming song
about the end of the night at a dub and reminds me most of Miguel's "Adorn"
especially when Abshxr sings, "home girl with me, I got a warm bed to sleep:''
Abs~ ~le_w me away :hen I asked him how long he'd been in the game and he
replied, nine months. He sold out of the hard copy of his album already, but
has more on the way. In the meantime you can check out the tracks online, as
he has generously released the eight tracks of his debut EP on www.hulkshare.
corn and www.youtube.com- search "Abshxr:'

Check out a cup of Joe with ...Abshir Kah1ye on page 10.

·~ - ~ ~ aoes:. - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-......;_

charts • MURADERZINCLIOGLU
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indicates Canadian artist

SOPHIASAWA
lance reporter

CHAR-s-rABULATED FOR THE WEEK ENDING MAR09

MIND OVER
MATTER
YOUNG THE GIANT
It took four years for Young the Giant to release their sophomore album Mind Over Matter. The California band did not return to the
music scene with the kind of refined, confident sound one would
expect-rather, they found themselves in a bit of a slump.
The 13 songs featured on Mind Over Matter are so divergent that the album
sounds messy and uninspired.
Young The Giant stray from their lively indie rock sound with "It's About Time;
a song trying too hard to sound like it came from a 90s garage band. This is
followed by the charming "Crystallized" and the powerful "Mind Over Matter."
Frontman Sameer Gadhia showcases his impressive range in "Camera:· a robust song that brings hope to the album's murky middle. "Eros:· a refreshing
tune with bouncy guitar riffs, is sandwiched between two insipid songs, "In My
Home" and "Teachers; with equally vapid lyrics: "Well, I know I was born for
this/Every night I dreamt of it/In my home" and "Teachers/They try to/Reach
us/They said it's who you know/But now you're grown up;' respectively. "Paralysis" wraps up the haphazard album with an ensemble of thrashing drums,
catchy beats and more of Gadhia's unique vocals.
The mixing of a variety of different songs weakened strong tunes like "Camera''
and "Eros" and made those with a completely different atmosphere, such as
"Firelight" and "Waves:· seem too out of place to be appreciated. The songs,
although skillfully crafted, did not function well on the same album.
This is not a mature band experimenting with their sound, but a budding one
that has not quite found it. Perhaps the third album will be the charm.
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KAYLA DUNN*- Fields (Self-Released)
HABIBI - Habibi (Burger)
DUM DUM GIRLS-TooTrue (Sub Pop)
THE PACKAD.* - Do Not Engage (Nettweric)
ANGa OLSEN - BumYour Fire for No Wrtness (Jagpguwar)
KANDLE*- In Rames (DareTo Care)
TRUST*-~ (Arts & Crafts)
BURIAL- Rival Dealer (Hyperdub)
~ JONESANDTHE c:w>-KINGS-GiYe the PeopleWhatTheyWant
MIDDLE SISTER* - Middle Sister (Famous Last)
CRISSI COCHRANE*- Little SWilf (Self-Released)
JODY' GLENHAM*- Dreamer (Self-Released)
BEND SINISTER*-Animals (Rle Under:Music (FU:M))
UNOfVOPNFJORD*-YoungWaverer (Self-Released)
SALLY saTMANN - Hey Daydreamers (Arts & Crafts)
NUMBERSIX*-Telekinetic LOYerS EP (EastVan Digital)
WARPAINT -Warpaint (RoughTracie)
M.IA- Mat3ngi Onterscope)
YOKO ONO PlASTIC ONO BAND-Take MeTo The Land Of Hell (Chimera)
HOSPITALITY-Trouble (Merge)
TACOCAT - NVM (Hardly Art)
JESSICA HERNANDEZANDTHE DaTAS- Demons Onstant)
THE GASLIGHT ANTHEM - B-Sides (SicleOneDurrmy)
TEMPLES- Sun Structures (Fat Possum)
HEAVYWEIGHTS BRASS BAND*- Brasstronomical Oulaworlds)
SOULS REST*- BetterVveapon (Seff-Released)
RUTH MOOIJrl'-TheseWilderlhings (frue North)
COEUR DE PIRATE*-Tra.na (DareTo Care)
AMANDA. MAfmNEZ*- Manana (Self-Released)
FO~ - f-oret (Simone)

sports
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FOR THE SE OND TIME
IN THE TEAM'S HISTORY
ANKURKUMAR

lance reporter

When the Lancers opened the
2013 to 2014 regular season
with an 8-1 loss to the Carleton
Ravens, the notion of a Queen's
Cup was far removed from the
minds of Lancer Nation.
With the Queen's Cup in Windsor for the first time after 16
years, that thought is no longer
relevant. What the Lancers had
endured and gone through has
paid huge dividends.
The Lancers opened the scoring
just 17 seconds into the contest
against the McGill Redmen, as
Evan Stibbard hopped off the
bench during a line change on
the fly and received the puck
at centre ice, zooming into the
empty Redmen defensive zone
and completing the breakaway.
An unprecedented start and a
rare occurrence for the Redmen.
"It was a good break. One of our
guys broke his stick so I had to
come off the bench. I caught the
defense off guard;' explained
Stibbard after the game. "A hungry group of guys. Everyone
wants to win. They will do whatever it takes to win and step up
at any time to get the job done:'

A historically renowned hockey
program such as the McGill
Redmen was never to be discounted. Winners of six of the
previous eight Queen's Cup
titles, the Redmen have produced an elite program. Along
with Queen's University and the
University of Toronto, McGill
is the primary founder of the
Queen's Cup. The award holds
plenty of merit and has an undeniable presence in the culture
of hockey in Montreal.
Since the Ottawa Gee Gees in
2004, the Queen's Cup had not
gone to any other recipient besides UQTR or McGill. A fresh
and rejuvenated Lancers squad
led by team captain Drew Palmer has every reason to be ecstatic for the next step.
"We knew how skilled this team
was. Seventeen seconds is really
big and it took the wind of out
their sails;· said Palmer.
After two straight years of being
gutted at the OUA West Finals,
third time was certainly the
charm for the Lancers.
"It's just amazing;' said Spencer
Pomrnells, third-year member
of the Windsor Lancers. "We
won't get away from this system.
We might see McGill at the University Cup."
The team does not have much

time to relish in the glory and is
back to focus for Canada's highest honour in university hockey
- the University Cup. The Laneers have not been at the grandest stage of Canadian collegiate
puck since 1999.

For head coach Kevin Hamelin,
the emotional high is unspeakable. One of Windsor's most respected hockey pundits, coach
Hamelin was overcome with
support from the citizens who
attended the game.

"We've had something special in "I'm so proud of the guys who
this locker room since day one;' are a part of this program. They
said Matt Beaudoin. "There is come from a long way. I was
all kinds of experience on this fortunate enough to work with
team. A sense of urgency this a great team;' said Hamelin.
year and it is an unbelievable Hamelin's reputation and image
feeling now:·
with the city's hockey culture
Before meeting McGill in the is synonymous. Now with the
regular season for a two-game addition of Queen's Cup to his
series in Montreal, Matt Be- name, it reflects the commitaudoin was asked what sort of ment one leader had towards a
impression the Lancers hoped group of yo~g men on a team
to make against the 2012 Uni- • who were dis.counted _before
versity Cup champions as both puck drop against the likes of
teams encountered each other Western and Lakehead. Harnefor the first time since October lin knows the journey is tough
2011. He had answered that it but far from over.
would be one that might have "We're on house money now.
McGill think about visiting You know you won't see any
South Windsor Arena for the headlines in Saskatoon about
Queen's Cup.
the Lancers, but we plan to leave
"We had that plan all week from with a roar," said Hamelin.
practice. They were in our barn Other teams in the CIS may not
and we told ourselves let's die- have paid attention to the Lanctate the flow of the game. Now ers in the past, but the Queen's
we're the highest seed coming Cup will definitely provoke
out of Ontario. This win shows conversation highlighted by a
we can play with anyone. We subject such as Parker Van Bushave goals after Nationals and kirk. With 50 saves on 52 shots
we're not done at the Queen's in the Queen's Cup, Van Buskirk
Cup;' said Beaudoin.
completed his OUA playoff run

with a 7-1-0 record, posting a
.959 save percentage and a 1.47
GAA. Van Buskirk is one of the
top goaltenders entering this
year's tournament.
'Tm not done. A lot of people have doubted the guys in
the room. I wanted to show
I could win and not let my
team down like the last two
years:' said Van Buskirk.
After journeying through OHL
and ECHL, Van Buskirk made
Lancer Nation his new home
and as one of the hardest working goalies in the OUA.
"McGill has been there every
year. Weve played teams who
have belonged there and beat
them. We will enjoy the ride and
get going;' he said.
Next stop is Saskatoon for the
2014 University Cup. The tourney will also host the McGill
Redmen and Carleton Ravens of
the OUA, as welJ as the Alberta
Golden Bears, Saskatchewan
Huskies of the Canada West and
the Acadia Axemen of the AUS.
As the UNB Varsity Reds were
eliminated from AUS playoffs,
there will be new champions to
talk about this year and Lancer
Nation looks forward to seeing
more gold upon the blue and
gold.
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REFLECTS ON
LANCER CAREER
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Following their exit from the
OUA Wilson Cup three weeks
ago, a rightfully disappointed
Lien Phillip took some time
to reflect on his five years as
a Lancer, as well as share his
thoughts on the future of this
basketball program.
Phillip, a CIS all-Canadian and
two-time OUA all-star has piled
up the individual accolades
throughout his career, which
also includes his second straight
OUA West player of the year
For all of the personal praise
the St Marks, Grenada native
has received, Phillip's greatest
strength was the steady
leadership presence he has
brought to the Lancers for a
half decade. His focus, like so
many other great Lancer leaders
of this generation is a total

commitment to the team first
philosophy.
Not only was he a team catalyst
on the court averaging a doubledouble a game throughout his
Lancer career, but off the court
as well, helping to mentor young
players; most notably first-year
guard and gym partner Mike
Rocca.
Perhaps that is why the sting will
linger Phillip who's Lancers fell
just shy of reaching the national
finals for the second season in a
row with a 93-89 overtime loss
to McMaster.
MIKE SPECHT:WHAT

Lien Phillip: We blew it man,
we had a chance, we were up by
ten or eleven in the third. And
they came out excited we were
trading buckets back and fourth
and we couldn't just pull away.
We made a lot of defensive
mistakes as well. As you saw

in the Carleton game, we lost

that game because of defensive
rotations. Every time we made a
mistake they made us pay. That
is what the top teams do, if you
want to be successful in the CIS
you have to limit your errors,
limit your turnovers and you
have got to rebound. Everyone
can score you know? It all comes
down to defence, and that is
how Ottawa beat Carleton in
the OUA Championship.
MS: I NOTICED THAT
THIS SEASON, YOU
GUYS CAN PLAY
WITH ANYONE IN
THE COUNTRY. BUT
YOU JUST SEEMED TO
AWAY FROM THE
ELITE TEAMS. WHEN
YOU LOOK BACK
ON THIS SEASON IN
PARTICULAR, WHAT
FEELINGS COME TO
MIND?

LP: It's disappointing, but when
you look at it and you say a

couple of years from now did
you give it all you can? And
I would say yes, everybody
fought and everybody gave their
best effort.
MS:WHAT DOESYOUR
BASKETBALL FUTURE
LOOK LIKE?

LP: It's looking like I will be
playing professionally. After
school talking to agents, hying
to get into some Euro leagues,
or NBA camps. I want to play
professional basketball and that
is what I am looking forward to
as far as the next step.
MS:HOWDO
PROGRAM GOING
FORWARD?

LP: The future, I think it's
bright man. I like that what the
coach [Chris Oliver] does with
players. When you leave, you're
not only a better basketball
player, but a better man you're a

better person. It's good looking
at the future for this team, there
are some guys with experience.
And they saw the experience
from the three guys who are
leaving this year. So the new
guys got a chance to experience
what an OUA Final Four is
like, and now all they have is
motivation because they want
to get back there next year.
MS:THIS IS GONNA
BE EVAN MATTHEWS'
TEAM NEXTYEAR,
HOW DO YOU THINK
HE IS PREPARED TO
HANDLE THAT ROLE?
LP: He's gonna be pumped

back to the Final Four next year.
And Evan is a beast man, there
is no one in the CIS that can
stop him. You have to play like
it, and he has to lead the guys,
don't be afraid to lead them. A
leadership role is always tough,
but he is in business and he
understands the ups and downs.

Windsor Express
playoffs in full progress
defeated 95-87 by their 401 rival the members of their increasingly loyal fan The remainder of their series schedule is
London Lightning. in the opening game base.
as follows:
of their seven game conference finals Although London only held a fiveand league semi-final championship point edge over Windsor at the half, Game 2 - Mar. 19 at the WFCU in
series on Monday. Before they could they secured a 13-point lead at the three Windsor
It's March madness Wmdsor style, as the shake off the rust of their ten day lay-off quarter mark with the score being 75-62. Game 3 - Mar. 20 at the
Lancer hockey team claimed OUA Gold since dismissing the Mississauga Power Like in the first quarter the I,igbting also Budweiser Centre in London
as the 103rd Queen's Cup winners this 3 games to none on Mar. 6. London best Windsor by five points in the final
Game 4 - Mar. 23 at back at the
past Saturday, and the women's basketball jumped out to an early lead and never frame.
Budweiser Centre
team completed their quest as the Four trailed in this one.
London guard Tony Bennett had the
Peat CIS Champions in glorious fashion
In stealing the first game of this five hot hand for his squad with 23 points And Game 5 if necessary on Mar.
in the jam packed. St Denis Centre this
game series London was fresh off their and seven assists, along with three of 26 at the WFCU
past Sunday. Across town however, their
quarter-finals battle over the upstart his teammates who were also in double
professional counterparts, albeit of the
With a 5-3 regular season record against
male persuasion, the Wmdsor Express Brampton & 90-86 in game five on figures. For Windsor it was perennial the Lightning in Windsor's favour, there
Saturday in Brampton, whom they place scorer Chris Commons leading the way
are also knocking on the door of a
third as Windsor took first place in the with 16 points and seven rebounds, is little doubt, that the Express will
National Basketball League of Canada
regular season. Nonetheless the two- pacing four other Expressmen with definitely get back on track and down
championship.
time defending champion Lightning double digits. In particular power to the business at hand, when the two
However the Express' momentum in shocked Windsor into a rude awakening forward Deandre Thomas who had 15 teams tangle again. Especially now the
Lightning has struck an alarming blow.
that regard was stilted as they were at WFCU in front of approx. 1025 points and 10 rebounds.

KIMEWOTT
lance reporter
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four titles. Langlois a second team
all-Canadian earned her record setting third final eight tournament
MVP. The local product averaged
19.8 points per game, 5.7 rebounds
and 5.7 assists which was good for
an assist-to-turnover ratio of 2.7.
"Kudos to Miah and Jessica in their
fifth year there is a lot of pressure
on them, they have to show up to
win and they did. They are fantastic champions and it was an honour
for me to coach them for five years:·
said Vallee on her veterans.
Clemoncon, who was also named a
tournament all-star knocked down
19 points against a Huskies defence
that struggled to contain her in the
post. The Saint Vallier, France native also added seven rebounds, and
five assists in her final performance
as a Lancer.
"It has been great, there is no better
way to finish. Just thinking about all
of my coaches and teammates. Just
everyone, I have played with from
my first year on. I am so thankful,
the last five years have been amazing; said Clemoncon.
With a minute to go and the Lane-

• photos by Ian Shalapata

15

ers leading by upwards of30 points,
Coach Vallee made her final substitution sending the reserves Andrea
Kiss, Emily Prevost, and Anna Mullins who had not yet seen minutes
into the game.
The classy gesture was not lost on
Lancer Nation, who erupted after
their emergence of the players who
would be starters on most other
teams in Canada.
"That always feels good, it makes
everyone feel involved in the win.
But we are regardless, we are a team
and we know that," said an overjoyed Kis:. after the game.
The Lancer victory, the final of 27
game winning streak capped off a
nearly flawless season. This team
blew away the competition by an
average of 33 points during the run;
but as anyone close to the team will
tell you, the only victory that mattered was the one at the end.
Coach Vallee and these outstanding women have certainly earned
the right to enjoy this moment.
But come next fall it will be back
to business when the drive for five
begins.

THE LANCE IS HIRING!

QUALIFICATIONS:

The Lance, the official student newspaper at the University
of Windsor. is currently seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Part-time Business Manager for the 2014-20 IS
academic year. The contract for this position will begin as
soon as possible and concludes in April 20 I 5.

-Working towards or completed a university degree or
college diploma in business administration, commerce, human
resources, or equivalent AND/OR experience in accounting
or human resources
-Knowledge of Microsoft Office and Simply Accounting
software
-Work experience in a management position is desirable
-Experience in a publishing environment is desirable
-Extremely organized and diligent

Applications are due on April I, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
Please forward all applications and questions to Sarah
Horwath, Editor-in-Chief, at editor@uwindsorlance.ca

PLEASE SEND A RESUME AND COVER LETTER IN
MICROSOFTWORD OR PDF FORMATTO:

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Business Manager
Part-time (approximately 20 hours a week), salaried
DUTIES:
The business manager is responsible for creating and
balancing the annual budget, overseeing day-to-day financial
operations, managing debt and expenses, determining salaries
in conjunction with the Editor-in-Chief and performing any
other duties as assigned by the Editor-in-Chief.
The business manager is also responsible for implementing all
binding decisions to the staff and for overseeing the duties of
the Advertising Manager.

SPRING
BIKEWEEK
March 25-29

2014

Bike Week

Sarah Horwath, Editor-in-Chief, editor@uwindsorlance.ca
Applications may also be submitted in person at:
The Lance
40 I Sunset Ave. B-91
CAW Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
Application Deadline:April I, 2014
We thank all applicants who respond, but only those selected
for an interview will be contacted.
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engineering society
accounts are frozen and
unfrozen
just in time for
the iron ring ceremony
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It's a book, it has pages in
it and tuff. It's got a lot of
poems in it.
- John Wing Jr.
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

Marty Gervais, Windsor's first
poet laureate and publisher
of Black Moss Press, has been
working on publishing comedian John Wing and poet John
B. Lee's latest works. But this has
not been a solo-effort, he has enlisted the help of his editing and
publishing practicum students
from The University of Windsor
and their labours will be showcased at the Lights, Literature &
Laughter event on Apr. 4.

John Wing Jr. is a Canadian comedian who most recently appeared on Americas Got Talent
last year. Wing worked with the
UWindsor editing students on
his latest collection of poetry,

Why-Shaped Scars.
"It's a book, it has pages in it ...
and stuff,' said Wing of his book
of poetry. "It's got a lot of poems
in it."
Wing said he welcomed the
fresh and youthful perspectives
that the editing and publishing
class gave him.
"Hell;' said Wing about what it
was like working with the class.

"Unadulterated hell:'
The experience Gervais' class
gave him was unlike any other
because he has never had his
work edited by a group of 12 or
13 people before. The students
wrote letters to him about poems they liked and disliked and
Wing would write down how
many likes and dislikes each
poem received. The only thing
he asked of the students was
that they back-up their critiques
with reasons why they liked or
disliked something.
Gervais was careful in choosing
authors that would receive the
criticism of students well. Wing

was very open to having new
perspectives on his work and
John B. Lee is a former teacher
who is used to working with students.
"A lot of authors think they can
work with students;' said Gervais. "But as soon as a student
tells them that something has
to change in their poem or their
story then the authors are not
happy or they get upset."
Gervais would give his students
background information on the
authors and required that they
read Wing and Lee's works immediately. But during the editing process, he allowed his stu-

dents a fair amount of freedom.
"The only way that you can learn
in a practicum course is to learn
by doing;' said Gervais. "Ifl micromanage everything that my
students are doing then I might
as well do it myself.'
Lights, Literature & Laughter
will be held on Apr. 4 at the
Caboto Club beginning at 7:00
p.m. John B. Lee and John Wing

will be in attendance to launch
and read from their new books
Burning My Father and WhyShaped Scars. Each book costs
$17.00 or you can purchase both
for $30.00. The event is free.
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#uwindsorproblems
tweet 'em to @uwindsorlance

Sarah Lau

MAR26

Finished a project just now at #uwindsor and I smell pot. A
lot pot. #uwindsorproblems

Brigid
'

d

k

MAR25

There's a chalk drawing next to essex hall that says "I love
cookies and I drunk" #newfriend #uwindsorproblems

JOSE!

go

y

me

MAR24

Why is the !eddy the least student friendly building on
campus?! Omg! #uwindsorproblems why won't the plugs
work?!
Vladimir Put n
street art
• ,mage by
Faloomabm9a
via W1k1med1a
Creative
Commons

jay rankin

@

Jay Rankin

MAR22

Here's a vid of #UWSA President Rob Crawford walking out
of a council meeting: bitly/1hRytYG. #uwindsorproblems?
#30news

MAR20

@AB nep 1

The hottest issue in global politics today is the Russian occupation of Crimea, the peninsula of the
Ukraine that juts into the Black Sea, which began
on Feb. 26 of this year.

Internet on campus is way too frustrating.
#uwindsorproblems

It is easy to see why Vladimir Putin wants this
stretch of land-whoever controls it has strategic
access to the Aegean and Mediterranean, which is
crucial for trade and the military. The fact that this
seizure comes in the wake of Ukrainian Revolution
(or, depending who you talk to, the Ukrainian coup
d'etat) is also interesting. I tend to quest:on how
long the Russians have been waiting to make their
move.

Sat¥

Yet with most bullies, if you stand up to them they
back down. It seems as though it will take a great
deal of force, or at least threats of force, to cool Putin's rising fever for Crimea. If another country had
threatened the sovereignty of Russia, we would not
be limited to economic sanctions, no-we would
likely be looking at World War III.
Looking at the list of sanctions that have so far been
done against Russia, it's any wonder why the U.S.
and EU governments bothered. So far all sanctions
have been against individuals in the Russian government, which has retaliated with its own sanctions against American officials. Apparently making any real economic sanctions against Russia
would negatively affect the American economy and,
by extension, the rest of the world.
As always, the problem boils down to natural re-

sources: Russia has them, and The West wants
them. What can be done?
There is no simple solution. According to Russia,
there are enough ethnic Russians living in Crimea
who want to rejoin the Russian Federation, but how
to do it without ignoring Ukrainian sovereignty?
It's not easy to redraw the lines on a map, at least
not in the metaphorical sense. Crimea is a strategic piece of land that everybody seems to want for
themselves.

In the short term, it may be prudent for Western
governments to stop investing in fossil fuels and
start seriously advancing sustainable green energy
to make us more self-reliant. This would allow us to
make real sanctions without spiraling into another
economic depression.
-

Lindsay Sheppard, lance reporter
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Amrinder Binepal

What I find most peculiar is the hypocritical attitude of the Russian government. By reaching down
and grabbing at Crimea with his grubby paws, Putin is essentially spitting on the sovereignty of the
Ukrainian state. It's a typical school yard bullying
maneuver on a global scale.
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having an undergraduate psych student lounge in CHS
would be such a luxury #UWindsorProblems
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mission statement
The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly newspaper that
proviaes informative and accurate accounts of events and
issues relevant to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged position in being free from
commercial and administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect students. However, we
believe that no subject need fall outside the grasp of the student
press, and that we best serve our P.Urpose wnen we help widen
the boundaries of debate on eaucational, social economic,
environmental and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive to adhere to the
Code of Ethics of the Canadian University Press. Any material
containing a racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial sut5stance or
tonP. will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the Universitv of Windsor Students'
Alliance and pnnts every Thursday of the fall and winter semesters.
Its offices are located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial board or
printed with their P.ermission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in tlie Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or the Students' Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed. The editor reserves
the right to edit for space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and
must include the writer's name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. ReP,roduction in any way_ is forbidden without the
written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
CANADIAN
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Funding released for student society
after questionable elections process
Trae society is
still feeling the
effects of our
accounts being
frozen.
president of EngSoc
engineering students celebrate, showing off their new iron nngs
• photo by Budzani Kaelo

TRAVISFAUTEUX

news editor

While problems with the University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) elections persist, one UWindsor society is
just getting back on track with
end-of-year operations after its
accounts were frozen due to its
own election obstacles.
The UWindsor Engineering Society (EngSoc) had its finances
frozen in February in a decision
made by the vice-president of
finance and operations for the
UWSA, Omar Shahid, after he
discovered the society had not
followed a conventional elections procedure.
The president of EngSoc said
the society's operations were
negatively affected with the
problems occurring so close to
the end of the school year.
"The society is still feeling the
effects of our accounts being
frozen. Numerous events have
been canceled due to this and
since our fiscal year turns over
April 1, this year's student fees
will not be utilized and go into
an excess surplus in our bank
account:' said the president.
"Students deserve to have the
services and events that they
pay for, instead their fees will
go towards surplus use for the
future:'
She said that the society had to
cancel a "de-stress" event that
was to be held at the local water
park, a volunteer appreciation
event, and more. In addition,
an inter-university engineer-

ing hockey tournament, which "The beautiful thing with a discussion between EngSoc,
brings ten schools to Windsor, Google Docs is it records every LT Services, and Shahid.
would have been canceled if time you touch a file, so we have Smith said the election seems to
the funds were not released last the extensive history of what have been designed with incluwas seen when, who logged in, sivity in mind, but both voting
week.
and who didn't. Our CRO was
A number of problems with the the only one who had that sys- systems had its weak points.
UWSXs internal voting system tem:'
"A unique twist to engineerprompted EngSoc to run its
ing students is that they're coown system alongside the cur- Shahid said there is only one op. A portion of them are not
rent one. The president of Eng- voting system officially run by here - they're away a semester;'
Soc said the UWSX.s system has the UWSA for elections and said Smith, explaining that the
significant flaws and was not that EngSoc's procedure broke UWSXs voting system did not
allowing some eligible voters to the society's constitution, war- allow access to some of these
cast a ballot.
ranting an account freeze.
students, based on incomplete
"We have never had a success- "My biggest concern is that data obtained from the registrar.
ful election through the UWSA [EngSoc's] constitution ...has To fix this, EngSoc decided to
voting system because the vot- been violated because it says all implement the second voting
ing times are always wrong and elections have to be confiden[because] our students work tial~ said Shahid. "So, confiden- mechanism.
on co-op, there is always some tiality was breached:'
"In theory; said Smith, "it was
chunk of students who are forpossible that both systems
gotten in that system," said the Shahid said he did his best to would work and ... then they
EngSoc president. "So, it's al- make sure major events could would somehow merge the
still be held agreeing to allow data. They were really, purposeways kind of a hassle."
cheque requisitions so that there
A new system involving Google would be paper documentation. fully trying to find a solution to
getting all the eligible engineerDocs was developed at the last
ing students to vote:'
"I
did
a
lot
of
compromise,
I
minute in order to ensure equal
tried
to
work
with
them
a
lot,"
opportunity to all engineering
The perception of the process,
students. The EngSoc CRO, said Shahid. "However , maybe however, could be quite differBrandon Baioff, and a student they misunderstood it ..but I ent
from the engineering society did tell them that for certain acset up the system, which still tivities that are important, such "Being an observer from the
required UWindsor I.D to gain as the Iron Ring, I will accept outside looking in, you say a)
People could have voted who
access, but raised a number of cheque [requisitions)."
weren't supposed to vote; b)
concerns of its own.
Over reading week, Shahid re- You could have voted more than
"They realized that anyone with quested meetings with EngSoc once; c) What is this, you're
a UWin I.D can log in, so we and I.T Services, but the society eliminating some votes?" said
had a [database] with all [mem- was confused as to why it was Smith. "What does this look
bers of EngSoc] on it. The idea VP finance that was contacting like to the outside reasonable
during that day was that the them and not the UWSA CRO. person?"
CRO plus our two scrutineers... "We were at a loss to see why
would flag any I.D that came up their CRO wasn't contacting us, After the meeting between
that wasn't part of our faculty or so it was kind of going down an Smith, Shahid, and I.T, EngSoc
agreed to ask their executives to
... got through multiple times; odd path;' said EngSoc.
re-vote, but the execs decided
said the president. "During that
process, all you could see were Clayton Smith, vice-provost not to hold one. In response,
and dean of students, mediated Shahid said he would be freezthe I.Ds [and] votes:'

ing the accounts until a new
election was held.
According to its bylaws, the
UWSA has the authority to request that the university stop
collecting fees for the society.
"I have this official Board of
Governors document where the
first line says all society elections have to be run through
the UWSA. They ignored this
document:' said Shahid. "The
last line says any group cannot
oppose any of these points, their
funding will not be available to
them the next year. So their fees
will not be collected:'
EngSoc, though glad their funding has been unfrozen, is disappointed with the recent events.
"The University of Windsor Engineering Society is still asking
for an apology from the UWSA
VPFO. We are not happy with
how the UWSA handled this situation at all For a major organization that holds a large amount
of student money to hold a student group hostage for over one
month without communication
is blatantly wrong," said EngSoc
in a statement.
EngSoc said the votes still have
to be ratified at their Annual
General Meeting (AGM) on
Mar. 29 at 10:00 a.m. in CEI
room llOO.
"Truly that's the most appropriate thing. It's our students that
should be the ones to address
whether something is incorrect
or correct, or if they think that
something was tampered with...
That's the time for them to speak
up," said EngSoc.
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CSI conference
trending on
campus
There's many different aspects of it... We
wanted to stay within the area, see what
kind of experts we have here"

LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

Last Friday, the University of Windsor's
forensic science department partnered
with the forensic student association to
host a conference called Trends in Forensic Sciences: CSI Windsor.
In addition to speeches and student presentations, a series of forensics workshops
also took place in the biology building
with topics including ballistics, blood
stain analysis, finger printing, entomology, pathology, photography, and forensic
anthropology.
The event boasted roughly 150 registrants, many of whom sported UWindsor
forensics t-shirts. There were also a few
uniformed police officers, community
members, and high school students.
Nick Curtis, a grade twelve student at
Holy Names High School, attended the
conference with twenty of his classmates
as part of their senior-level law course.
"We just see the basics at high school...
It's pretty cool to see all the lectures, professors going up there and talking about
it," said Curtis.
Brian Manann, keynote speaker at the conference
• photo by Lindsay Sheppard

Two of the primary organizers were
Brooke Fox and Calvin Chak, president
and vice-president of the forensic student
association, respectively. Both are fourth
year forensic science students at the university.
Chak said it took months to put together
the large event.
"I think Brooke [Fox] first came to me
with the idea back in September; Chak
said. "Forensic science isn't just one field.

Brian Manarin, an assistant crown attorney and a sessional instructor at UWindsor was one of two keynote speakers; he
discussed the value of expert testimony in
the courtroom.
Manarin argued that "failure to be forthcoming with relevant insights may brand
the expert with the scarlet letter of incredulity... [and] that of the particular field
of expert endeavour that he or she is representing:'
Wade Knapp, a retired forensic identification specialist with the Toronto
Police Service and sessional instructor
at UWindsor, was the second keynote
speaker.
Knapp discussed the "CSI effect:'
The CSI effect is a real phenomenon that
gives the public, jurors, and criminals
preconceived notions about forensic science. Jurors have come to expect there to
be readily available forensic evidence in
all cases, but criminals can improve techniques for covering up their crimes. The
public assumes any case without forensic
evidence is weakened, leading to difficulty with prosecutions.
Knapp finished his presentation by showing photographs of the new high-tech forensic laboratories in Toronto.
Knapp said he appreciated the work of the
forensic science department at UWindsor.
"I think the university's going in the right
direction in terms of preparing students
for future employment positions; he said.
"I'm enjoying myself.'

YO U R O P I N I O N M AT T E R S
a student analyzing blood with a microscope • image from the Forensic
Workshop UWindsor video by Andrew Rorai and Jason Rankin
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a teaching assistant demonstrates how to analyze blood splatters
• image from the Forensic Workshop UWindsor video by Andrew Rorai and
Jason Rankin

Watch for our emails to your uwindsor.ca
mailbox starting in February 2014
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New law school in British
Columbia stirs controversy
DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter

The soon-to-be first Christian
law school in Canada is drawing the attention of law faculties across the country with its
controversial requirement that
students sign a contract saying
they will uphold the sanctity of
marriage between a man and a
woman, prohibiting members
of the LGBTQ community from
entering the law program.

before the first Juris Doctor students are accepted to the new
program in 2016.
Katelyn Scorer, a second-year
law student from the University
of Windsor, said agreements
such as Trinity Westerns mean
members of the LGBTQ community are denied equal opportunities for education.
"It creates a quota system in
Canada wherein heterosexual
individuals have more opportunity at legal education than
non-heterosexual individuals;

The university has
stood by their covenant,
defending what they say
is religious freedom.
The discriminatory community
covenant, a contract that must
be signed by all students at Trinity Western University (TWU)
in Langley, B.C., has caused
some law schools to take a stand

said Scorer. "I identify as a lesbian; so, I have less opportunity
oflaw school options than heterosexual students."
Trinity Western received conditional approval for its proposed

law program from the Federation of Law Societies of Canada
Approval Committee and from
the provincial government in
British Columbia.
The university has stood by
their covenant, defending what
they say is religious freedom,
but their covenant has already
begun to receive pushback from
across the country.
It is up to each individual province to decide on the accreditation of TWU's School of Law
graduates. The Law Society of
Upper Canada (LSUC), representing Ontario, has accepted
over 300 online submissions
from people and institutions
either supporting or opposing
TWU.

I i -rntify as a lesbian. So I
H ve l~ss opportunity of
law school options than
heterosexual students.
- Katelyn Scorer
right to open a law school; said
Scorer. "Our approach is more
that they have the right-we accept and support religious freedom-however, we do not support discrimination and that's
what [TWU's] community covenant clauses do."

Scorer wrote the motion and
presented it to faculty council.

"TWU base it off a 2001 case
where they won and were allowed to open a teachers college;' said Scorer. "However ...
you have to consider the social
context of that time. It's been
over a decade and social context has changed. The fight for
equality for LGBTQ individuals
has progressed:'

"[The motion] is not taking the
approach . . . of saying Trinity Western doesn't have the

Mike Maher, vice-president of
the Student Law Society (SLS)
at UWindsor said the covenant

The Faculty Council at Windsor
Law recently voiced its disapproval of the contract, passing
a motion to ask the LSUC to
withhold accreditation of graduates from Trinity Western until
changes are made.

could not be justified.
"Regardless of the intent of
Trinity Western in including the
discriminatory clauses, the effect is discriminatory;' said Maher. "No matter which way you
attempt to justify the community covenant, it gives reduced
access to law school seats for
LGBTQ applicants."
"Not giving credit to TWU degrees is the only way that the
LSUC can meaningfully address
the discrimination inherent in
the community covenant;' said
Maher.
LSUC will meet on April 10 and
April 24 to determine Ontario's
response.
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How many times have you seen
a pair of breathtakingly gorgeous
eyes or spotted a hair-do that you'd
like to admire? Though, as the person catches you staring, you turn
around awkwardly and make a run
for it. Unlike in Canada, where
staring is socially unacceptable
and talking behind their backs is
fully appreciated, the French don't
shy away if caught but rather continue gawking post eye-contact.

If you are like me and are a student
who regularly participates in lectures back home, these stares will
make you want to zip your lips and
throw away the key.
While travelling to a foreign country you want nothing more than
to blend in by speaking the language, adapt to their customs and
maybe even tweak your wardrobe
to look more "European:" You'll
soon realise that it doesn't matter how hard you try, nor that you
have studied French since the age
of four; you will always have your
Canadian accent (or in my case a
mix of Canadian and Polish, making me even more of an alien).
Sooner or later you muster up every drop of courage that you've got
and risk breaking the ice by reading aloud in class. Your leg shakes,
taking your mind offof your cracking voice, and as you walk out of
the classroom you swear that you
will never put yourself through
that sort of pain again; that is, until
a French student approaches you.
The little person inside of you
jumps up and down with excitement as she compliments you on
your French, but you somehow
manage a calm exterior and a simple smile as you walk away, patting
yourself on the back. You slowly
begin to adapt into the wild that
transforms into home and surely
enough you begin to take comfort
in the small cultural differences.
You enjoy attending your classes
prior to having to choose them
(even if you did sit in about 11
classes the first week before narrowing them down to five). You
learn to appreciate the contrast between lectures of 150 students and
your new classroom of 30-this
will cause the professor to know
you by name, be fascinated by your
being foreign and therefore call on
you often-embracing embarrassment, you secretly learn to love it.

Then, you eventually catch yourself
conforming, even imitating the local creatures with your new fiercely
powerful un-afraid glare: narrowing of your eyes, pursing your lips
and strutting confident and bold,
even on the longest of Mondays.

WESTERN SEPARATISM
MOVEMENT GROWING
PRINCE GEORGE (CUP) - There is a
separatist amongst the forests of the Pacific Ocean. Its growth reflects the pace of
the people outside metropolitan centres.
It's not a typical political movement, not
, based on the right and left spectrum and
not protecting a certain culture.
More so, it is about creating one, building off the foundation of what already
exists in the westernmost bioregion. It is
about leaving two governments based on
the east coast that seem to disregard the
population on the west coast. The movement calls for a new sovereign state, called
Cascadia.
In 2011, the "Republic of Cascadia" made
it onto a Times' list as number 8 of the Top
10 Aspiring Nations, despite the journalist's throw-in that Cascadia "little chance
of ever becoming a reality:'
For Cathasaigh O Cored.in, co-editor of
underground journal Autonomy Cascadia: A Journal of Bioregional Decolonization, since Cascadia is based on ecological
designs, its borders would reflect natural
boundaries more than politics. Corcrain
follows David McCloskey's influence and
says that watersheds should dictate Cascadia's region. For example, he uses the
Alsek River in Alaska and the Yukon as the
northernmost border, and the Klamath
River (which spills into the Pacific Ocean
just south of Crescent City in California)
as the southernmost. He also points to
the importance of sharing the Salish Sea,
a body of water around southern B.C.
and Washington state's Puget Sound. The
map is not perfected though. To some it
stretches from Northern California to
the Alaskan Panhandle. Other suggested
boundaries include Idaho or San Francisco, or use current political borders.

ecological systems are still intact rdative
to the rest of North America.
The region was recognized in sports
with the creation of the Cascadian Cup
in 2004; an intense competition between
Major League Soccer's Seattle Sounders,
Portland Timbers and the Vancouver
Whitecaps. Perhaps, if Cascadia ever were
to form, the Vancouver Canucks would
change their name to the Vancouver Cascadians and have a nation behind them.
Letsinger says that Washington state residents already cheer for the Canucks. He
says the same can be said for British Columbians and the Seahawks. The Mariners
also have a following in B.C., strengthened by Michad Saunders - an outfielder
from Victoria.

In Canada, British Columbians have probably inadvertently seen Cascadia's flag,
nicknamed the 'Doug Flag; as it macle its
way onto the packaging of one of Victoria's most popular beers, Phillips Brewery's Blue Buck. The Doug Flag depicts a
Douglas Fir over a horizontal tri-colour
flag. The three colours - blue, white, and
green - represent the bioregion of Cascadia. The blue is for the ocean, lakes, rivers and other bodies of water; the white
for snow-capped mountain ranges and
glaciers; and the green represents lush
forests.

The environment is a key factor in any
movement towards Cascadia. Letsinger
points to the 1970s novel Ecotopia, where
a country formed by Washington, Oregon and northern California is a different sort of place, based on social justice
with a sustainable foundation. Emmanuel
Brunet-Jailly, associate professor of public
administration at the University of Victoria, sees similar outlooks and values on
Flowing from that, Corcrain also sees the the environment throughout what some
focus of bioregionalism as challenging call Cascadia. B.C. and Washington have
the current way citizens associate with similar ecosystems; as both Letsinger and
land. Bioregionalism, as defined by Bran- Corcrain point out, an oil spill in the Saldon Letsinger, founder of the Cascadian ish Sea or Puget Sound is going to tran·
Independence Project and manager of scend a man-made border. Brunet-Jailly
Cascadia Now's web presence, is "a way to adds that those inside what could become
reframe and rethink a lot of the bound- Cascadia are very engaged with the sea.
aries and borders on this region to better Letsinger sees growing support for Cascarepresent economic, political, social and dia. He points to lack of other alternatives
environmental realities:'
and general unhappiness when it comes
to
the Canadian and American federal
Corcrain, who travelled around the theogovernments
and the fact that Cascadia
retical Cascadia filming Occupied Cascadia, says that he also noticed many simi- focuses on positives and a new, untainted
larities communities around the region prospect. According to Letsinger, Cascahad in relation to natural resources and dia Now is in direct communication with
surroundings. A logging community in 10,000-15,000 people and also acknowlrural Washington shares many cultural edges the many social media groups with
characteristics with a logging community thousands of followers. Corcrain agrees,
in rural northern B.C. Furthermore, Cor- saying that he himself has seen the idea of
crain points to that fact that Cascadia is a Cascadia grow since he was first involved.
very wild place, and the rugged wilderness He agrees that Cascadia comes without
is "in your face, hard to ignore:' Letsinger "ideological baggage," and says the WTO
said that Cascadia is the birthplace of the protests of 1999 were a re-awakening of
idea of bioregionalism. Further, Cascadia's the bioregional movement in Cascadia.

He also points to the bankruptcy of some
Oregon counties, stating that economic
collapse can be tragic, but it can also
lead to opportunity for something new;
through this, change is on people's mind
in a very basic and practical way.
Going further down the road of politics,
colonialism and unceded lands in Cascadia would still exist if the moment of independence came now. As a comparison,
the Mohawk population in Quebec says
they will hold their own referendum for
independence if Quebec wins theirs from
Canada. Alternatively, Corcrain views a
tenant of decolonization as looking at how
a colonial power dominated local governance, and sees the potential separation of
Cascadia as being indigenous-led, settler
supported. To him, it would be interesting
to see how traditional laws can be applied
to a modern region with a settler majority. Part of this may be the ability to move
throughout the Cascadia bioregion unimpeded by borders.
Some say Cascadia is a chance to break
old, traditional left-versus-right politics. Letsinger argues that it is not a redversus-blue issue, but one of empowering communities. He says that there has
been some energy in Cascadia behind a
"progressive libertarian" movement. Mix
in the Cascadian respect for the environment and a localized economy, and the
political landscape starts to unfold. Letsinger points out transparency and real
democracy as important tenants to Cascadia; he says the question then becomes
"Why are we not doing this?" when considering the "dirty corruption'' and limited democracy currently in Canada and
America and that Cascadians are further
united by a love of place. He claims that
none of these things are attainable within
the current system.
So, is a sovereign, but undefined Cascadia
possible? Letsinger says surely, and that
the foundation is already being built. Brunet-Jailly says the idea of a country is too
far-fetched and not something he considers, but does see much cooperation across
the British Columbia and Washington
border. For example, when BC-based officials were concerned that Americans
would not attend the Vancouver Olympic
Games, the two sides came up with an
enhanced driver's license so that border
crossing would be easier, which Brunet·
Jailly states is an incredibly complex process. Letsinger uses the renaming of the
Salish Sea as an example, breaking down
cross-border division that had an arbitrary meaning at best. Only time will give
clear definition to Cascadia.

TYSON KELSALL - OVER THE
EDGE (UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA)

Looking for work experience?
Consider the DeGroote MBA
The OeGroote Co-op program provides students with the opportunity to gain 12
months of valuable paid work experience over the 28 month program. Students
in our program earn an average of $45,000 during the three work terms.
This program is for you if you are a recent graduate with little or no work
experience and you are looking to gain a competitive advantage in the workforce.
Deadline to apply is June 1st with GMAT results due on June 15th.
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arts& culture

JOANASZEEN
lance reporter

If you live in Windsor, you know
Denial (Daniel Bombardier) from stickers, to tags, to the wall
murals that brandish our city.
Since 2012, "Free 4 All Walls"
(F4AW) previously titled CAMP,
has grown as one of the largest
public art collaborations and is an
iconic part of the cityscape. Denial
spoke to the Lance about Windsor,
life as an artist and why it's important to invest in the community.
JOANA SZEEN:WHAT IS
THE GOAL OF FREE 4
ALL WALLS?
Denial: To change, inspire and affect the community around me in
a positive way by doing what I love.
JS:WHAT INFLUENCED
YOUR PASSION FOR
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND
POLITICS?
Denial: I wouldn't say there has
been a specific event but yes of
course my surroundings influenced and affected me in my decisions and passions as an artist. I
watched a lot of great people lose
their jobs, homes etc. and have to
leave the area so they could make a
Denial and related artists' work in Downtown Windsor.
• photos by Joana Szeen
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decent living.
JS:WHAT INSPIRED THE
FIRST PROJECT?
Denial: I am of the mentality that
if you don't like something around
you then do something to change
it. I guess I started feeling like
I wanted to leave Windsor and
needed a reason to stay. I am actually always trying to find reasons
to stay.
JS: HOW HAS THE
PROJECT DEVELOPED
OVER THE PASTTWO
YEARS?
Denial: I guess [F4AW] has
evolved into an international project with artists as far as Australia
participating. I work with a gallery
in Detroit called Inner State and
they have hooked me up with a few
artists I might not have had access
to otherwise. It has been amazing
being able to not only hang out
with these artists but paint alongside them and learn.
JS:WHAT ISYOUR
TARGETED AUDIENCE?
Denial: I guess I have an affinity
for downtown because when I was
growing up it was so great down
here. There were art galleries and
little shops everywhere and it was

ARTS//
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an exciting place to come to. In
recent years not so much as anyone can plainly see. I wanted to do
something to bring some of that
spirit back downtown.
JS: DESCRIBE A PERSON
IN "DENIAL."
Denial: "Matty" Maroun. He is a
very powerful person in this area
and he could affect real change
but simply chooses to be a human
money vacuum.
JS: HOW DO YOU WANT
TO BE REMEMBERED?
Denial: I guess just as one of the
many amazing artists involved in
the graffiti/street/public art movement. That would be swell.
JS: IFYOU HAD ONE
MESSAGE THAT YOU
COULD LEAVE WITH THE
YOUTH IN WINDSOR
TODAY, WHAT WOULD IT
BE?
Denial: Do what you love, have fun
and don't give up.

For more info
check out:
freeforallwalls.com
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MY FUTURE IS PAST

The Tea Party
to host event
for charity
NATASHAFEGHALI

lance reporter

:
•

Take a minute to look at the
poster on the right. You might
notice that there is both the old
Patrick Stewart/Sir Ian McKellen (yes, he was knighted)
Xavier/Magneto duo, as well
as James McAvoy and Michael Fassbender as the newer
Xavier and Magneto. Yes that's
right, the X-Men and Brotherhood leaders are being twisted
into this crazy plot from two
different points of time-and
they're teaming up.

•
:
:
•

This time, the twisting adventure brings baclc Jennifer Lawrence as Mystique and Hugh
Jackman as Wolverine-which

•
:
:
:
•

!
••

: could lead to a hilaious en: counter with his past self be: cuse he never ages.

•• At the head of the nefarious Trask Industries. Trask Industries has created the
Windsor native Jeff Burrows, original band member and drummer from The
Tea Party, will be hosting a very sought after charity event at Venue Music
Hall on Apr. 2. Transition to Betterness (T2B), a local charity, and Burrows
have teamed up to invite former Tea Party vocalist and band member Jeff
Martin to perform live for one night only.
Burrows is no stranger to charity work in the community of Windsor. Burrows repeatedly gives his time and energy to create a tapestry of events to
help promote the well-being of others.
"It is important to give bade," said Burrows. "Fans come to our shows and pay
with their own money to listen to our music. When I can, I believe in helping
and giving back."
Burrows has done other events like the 24-Hour Drumming Marathon and
said he believes in helping the community.
"I do a lot of volunteer work. This is an opportunity to have an event and we
are so excited to help make money for charity," said Burrows.
This momentous event is a first collaboration at Venue Music Hall's new location and with T2B. All proceeds will benefit T2B and The St. Clair College
Education Foundation.
"Jeff Burrows approached us to host the event;' said Seth Perera, one of the
owners at Venue Music Hall. "We look forward to hosting more events at
Venue as we like it and we are happy to be a part of this:'
The Tea Party is currently celebrating the 20th Anniversary of their second
album, Splendor Solis and promotion for their forthcoming album 1he Ocean

at the End.

!

plot that drives this movie is
: Peter Dinklage (the awesome
: Tyrion from Game of Thrones)
• playing Bolivar Trask, head of

•

Sentinels, which reek doom upon the mutants.

Ifyou haven't seen it yet, checlc out the latest trailer. I
personally can't wait until this hits theatres on May
23.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE WINDSOR
INVASION
This Monday, David Letterman
posed a question to former
U.S. President Jimmy Carter.
"If the United States decided
they wanted Windsor, Ontario," said Letterman. ''.And we
went up there and we sent our
tanks in-could we get away
with that?"
Carter replied, "I doubt that
the people in Windsor would
approve:'
Chuclcles were followed by
the two, and I'm still laughing
while busy packing my emergency get-out-of-town bag.

Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter • image
from the Late Show with David Letterman
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NATASHAFEGHALI

lance reporter

The Canadian band Seaway
is rapidly becoming an international success. With the recent completion of their North
American tour titled "Major
League" on Mar. 5, this Canadian pop-punk band is quickly
becoming a name to recognize.
With a 25 city tour behind
them, a first LP titled Hoser, out
on Mutant League Records and
100,000 views on their hit song
"Shy Guys;' music producer
Anton DeLost from Anton DeLost recordings calls this band
"a name in Canadian music to
watch for:·
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or more information reQardinQ Seaway's
mU$iC or upcoming events, check out tl'leir
social media platforms at:
Facebook.com/seawavoakville
Twitter: @seawaybancf
lnstaQram: seawayband
Music: seawayoal<ville.bandcamp.com

not join the five-member band
until high school. Before forming Seaway in 2011 while attending various universities, all
band members played otherwise
before harmonizing together.
Seaway's songs tend to cover the
basics with a twist. Band member Ken Taylor explains that
Seaway's music does not really
fit a certain code.
"Most of our songs still end up
being about girls;' said Taylor.
"All the songs you hear are written and recorded by Seaway.
Andrew Eichinger and Patrick
Carleton usually start out with a
riff and the songs tend to build
themselves from there. There
are no outsiders involved in the
writing process that would contradict a lot of what this band is
about."

"It was fun opening for Seaway:' said musician Shane H.D.
Houghtaling from the band
Black Market Delivery. "Those
guys rock:'

Seaway has been recording their
music with talented producer
Anton DeLost.

Fans are anticipating Seaway's
next North American tour with
hopes of them playing in multiple cities.

"The band has a great energy
while working together. DeLost
is a fantastic producer so it all
goes smoothly and we basically
just hangout and lay down all
the tracks;' said Taylor.

Band member Ken Taylor who
plays the drums for Seaway,
shares how the band came about.
Ryan Locke, Andrew Eichinger and Ken Taylor have been
friends since childhood and
playing music together since the
sixth grade. However, Patrick
Carleton and Adam Shoji did

With melodic influences from
bands like Sum 41 and Blink
182, it is apparent that Seaway
has found their place amongst
the musical giants on the punk
rock scene. Their new sound
will be more apparent in their
upcoming releases.
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THURSDAY MARCH 27
North American Bicycle Week Windsor Launch, The Olde Walkerville
Theatre
Conversation: Works by Vaughn
Beneteau, POP Hair Gallery
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.

FRIDAY MARCH 28
TLC with Lil Mama, Caesars Windsor,
8:00 p.m.
Dance Activism, Common Ground
Gallery, 7:00 p.m.
Band: Funhouse, Good Time Charly,
9:00 p.m.
Rehearsal photos from The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee • _photos by Emily Wright

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

THE 25TH ANNUAL PUTNAM
COUNTY SPELLING BEE
The KordaZone The·atre on Seminole is known for often
putting on unconventional and h ilarious plays and musicals
that contrast the much more serious tones of the University Players productions. The 25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee is one such musical-an irreverent romp filled
with quirky songs and characters.
The Tony Award-winning play follows a bunch of kids who
are just entering adolescence as they compete in their local
spelling bee. They are all adorably-and sometimes painfully - awkward, from the boy who wears a cape, to the girl
who tries to make her every movement pristine and perfect,
to the boy who needs to spell words with his foot before he
can spell them at the microphone.

THURSDAY

COMICS

BANANSARE
ATTRACTING A LOT

University Jazz Ensemble Spring
Dance, Caboto Club, 8:00 p.m.,
Adults/Seniors $10; Students (with
ID) $5
Brain Injury Association presents
Sports and Sparkles Gala, 6:00 p.m.,
$85

While the characters are strong, the songs in the musical
are not outstanding. However, the cast performs them with
beautiful voices, especially when they sing as an ensemble.

No Yokos, Lucky's Roadhouse, 9:00
p.m.

One of the best aspects of the play is its perfectly timed and
tasteful humour, which is by turns dirty and just purely
weird.
The KordaZone pamphlet defined theatre as something you
go.to when you have thought about what you would like to
do with your evening, and that is right on the mark. See The
25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee if you want fun
that is beyond ordinary.

w/RYAN
ROGERS

SPRING CHICKENS
DUDE, YOUR

SATURDAY MARCH 29

There are six main contestants, and each character is distinct. However, they all share the need to feel like they are
worth something, and they try to find their self-worth
through winning this competition of the intellect. There are
also three main adult characters: the host, a sympathetic
previous spelling bee champ; the vice-principal, a dry-humoured creep; and the ex-convict who is doing his community service at the spelling bee.

SHUT UP!
LOOK WHAT
YOUR MANGOES
HAVE DONE!

SUNDAY MARCH 30
1

Guinness World Record Attempt!,
Mic Mac Park, 3:00 p.m.
March Madness Recycle Retro, Mudpuppy Gallery, 12:00 p.m.
25th Annual Putnam County Spelling
Bee, Kordazone Theatre, 4:00 p.m.,
$20 general admission

MONDAY MARCH 31
Something you Whisper, To The
Strongest,Yours to Take, Heart
and Harm & Southern Treads LIVE,
Dominion House Tavern, 6:00 p.m.,
$10

WEDNESDAY APRIL 2
The Tea Party's Jeff Martin Live,Venue
Music Hall, 5:00 p.m., $30
Shary Boyle / The Projected Body in
Porcelain, Cranbrook Art Museum
deSalle Auditorium, 39221 Woodward Ave, Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48303,
6:00 p.m., $8 USO, $6 for 65+, and $4
for students with identification

THURSDAY APRIL 3
The Birder Red Carpet Premiere,The
Capitol Theatre, 5:00 p.m.
Jesus Christ Superstar, The Green
Room, 7:30 p.m., $20
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JUNO ALBUM REVIEWS

SOPHIASAWA
lance reporter

michae

bub e

AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

TO BELOVED
MICHAEL BUBLE

R.E.V.O.
WALKOFFTHE
EARTH

Michael Buble's eighth album, To Be Loved,
garnered him five Juno nominations: Juno
Fan Choice Award, Single of the Year, Album of the Year, Artist of the Year and Pop
Album of the Year. The British Columbia singer has already won multiple Juno
Awards and hosted the 2013 Juno Awards.

Hailing from Burlington, Ontario,
Walk off the Earth is a five-piece
band like no other. They have
been nominated for the JUNO Fan
Choice Award this year. They are
multi-talented and currently taking the world by storm. The band
started off releasing a few hits on YouTube, including a cover of Gotye's "Somebody That I Used To Know:' in which the five members all played one guitar.
The cover gained them a phenomenal amount of attention and the band progressed since then. Their latest album R.E. V.O. standing for Realize Every Victory Outright, is very fitting to the songs included on the album.
The title track, "Revo," assembles on an effortless riff to develop into a powerful anthem with an inexorable feel-good factor. The song "Red Hands" sound
almost like something from Mumford or Train, and the potent mixture of male,
female and synchronized vocals make it easy to see why it has been pushed as a
single. "Summer Vibe" is comparable to certain Bruno Mars songs.
The music is intoxicating and can keep one listening over and over. "Speeches"
carries an astonishingly first-class horn segment. Country and folk influences
are established across the duration of the album and are particular triumphant
in constructing pleasing moments in the character of "Gang Of Rhythm" and
"No Ulterior Motives."
Much of their work is very pioneering, natural, free, heartfelt and sincere. The
whole set has a vivid, upbeat vibe, full of quick harmonies, creative, percussive
arrangements, and solid, memorable songwriting. The whole album displays an
ingenious band having fun and delivering a kind of nonchalantly experimental
pop. Almost every song on this album is complete with massive choruses, xylophones, one of kind rhythms, and a delightful, amusing spirit of adventure.
Each song is a sort of standalone anthem with a great message.

SOPHIASAWA
lance reporter

HEARTTHROB
TEGAN AND SARA
Tegan and Sara will be performing
at the 2014 Juno Awards, which will
be held in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Their seventh album, Heartthrob, is
nominated in four different categories: Pop Album of the Year, Single
of the Year, Group of the Year and
Songwriter of the Year.
The Calgary twins shed their angsty indie skin on Heartthrob and try on poppy earworms for size. The radiofriendly, synth-happy "Closer" is nominated for Single of the Year. Along with
"Closer," "I Was a Fool" and "Now I'm All Messed Up" earned the duo the nomination for Songwriter of the Year.

In the gentle piano ballad, "I Was a Fool," Tegan coos, "Do you remember I
searched you out/How I climbed your city's walls/Do you remember me as devout/How I prayed for your calls?" The clunky, quirky "Now I'm All Messed Up"
recites the expected anxieties and regrets of a breakup with classic Quin sister
honesty: "Now I'm all messed up/Sick inside, wondering where/Where you're
leaving your makeup:'
Toe songs-most obviously shown through titles like "How Come You Don't
Want Me" and "I Couldn't Be Your Friend"-revolve around spontaneous attraction, budding relationships and heartbreaking breakups. The album could
not be better titled; Tegan and Sara unquestionably tackle the topic of "heartthrobs" on all ten of their songs, whether it's because their hearts are being broken or because they're being put back together. Heartthrob is the kind of album
that will make you dance and cry.

Heartthrob showcases a sound never heard before from Tegan and Sara: their
voices are stronger and bolder; their lyrics take a more mature, almost perkier turn; and they master an uncharted genre; pop, while staying true to their
sound. Although it may sound different from their other six albums, this is a
record undeniably crafted by the Quins. With such an adventurous leap and
a fresh sound, it would be surprising if Tegan and Sara left the Juno Awards
empty-handed.

The nostalgic "You Make Me Feel So
Young" (also covered by Frank Sinatra)
features Buble's classic brass horns and
highlights his famous voice, but it ultimately ends up evoking a sense of too
much familiarity. This chum also applies
to the whole album; Michael Buble sounds
exactly the same as he always has, and it's
boring.

"It's a Beautiful Day" is nominated for Single of the Year. It is exactly the kind of single you would expect from Michael Buble:
poppy, optimistic, and fashioned to please
the ears of radio-listeners. It is one of four
original songs featured on the fourteentrack album.
The songs "Something Stupid" featuring Reese Witherspoon and "You've Got
a Friend in Me" from Toy Story gives the
feeling that Buble is trying to woo listeners
by frolicking around with popular faces,
rather than with his musical abilities. The
songs-considerably some of the weakest
on the album-seem to be there just for
the sake of it.

To Be Loved is overhyped and unremarkable. It is a regurgitation of Buble's regular
music, except with more apathy and tacky
marketing tricks. Perhaps the success of
his last couple of albums (especially his
last one, Christmas) tricked Buble into a
false sense of security; he believed he could
churn out a new album-one with very
little passion or innovation-and it would
automatically be well-received.

"To Love Somebody," a bland Bee Gees
cover, leaves the impression that Buble
could have done more with it. It is juxtaposed with The Miracles' "Who's Lovin'
You;' which is one of the only tracks showing any gusto from Buble.
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past success is the only thing Buble needed
to be nominated this year.

music director. CJAM 99.1 FM
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Although Buble is evidently talented, To Be
Loved does communicate this. It seems his

*

more info? earshot-online.com & qam.ca
indicates Canadian artist
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KAYLA DUNN*- Aelds (Self-Released)
HABIBI - Habibi (Burger)
DUMDUM GIRLS-Too True (Sub Pop)
THE A6.CKAD.*- Do Not Engage (Nettwerk)
ANGR. OLSEN - Bum Your Fire for NoWrtness (Jagj:aguwar)
KANDLE*- In Rames (Dare To Care)
TRUST*-Joytand (Arts &Crafts)
BURIAL- Rival Dealer (Hyperdub)
SHARON JONES AND THE Dt\P-KJNGS-Gjye the~ WhatTheyWant
(Daptone)
MIDDLE SISTER* - Middle Sister (Famous Last)
CRISS! COCHRANE* - Littie SWcff (Self-Released)
JOOf GLENHAM*- Dreamer (Self-Released)
BEND SINISTI:R*-Animals (File Under: Music (FU:M))
UNOfVOPNFJORD*-YoungWaverer ~eleased)
SAU.Y S8.TMANN - Hey Daydreamers (JXrt:s & Crafts)
NUMBER.SIX*-Telekinetic Lovers EP (East'v'an Digital)
WARPAINT -Warpaint (R~Trade)
M.IA- ~ (lnterscope)
YOKO ONO FVSTIC ONO BAND-Take MeToThe Land Of Hell (Chimera)
HOSPITAUTY - Trouble (Merge)
TACOCAT - NVM (HardlyArt)
JESSICA HERNANDEZANDTHE DR.TAS- Demons Qnstant)
THE GA5UGHT ANTHEM - B-Sides (SideOneDummy)
TEMPLES- Sun Structures (Fat Possum)
HEAVYWEIGHTS BRASS BAND*- Brasstronomical Qulaworlds)
SOULS REST*- BetterWeapon (Self-Released)
RUTH MOODY*-TheseWilderThings (True North)
COEUR DE PIRATE*-Trauma (Dare To Care)
AMANDA MARTINEZ*- Manana (Self-Released)
FOPR*- Foret (Simone)
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Emily Prevost and Miah-Marie
Langlois represent two different
ends of Windsor Lancers
basketball spectrum. Langlois,
an all-Canadian and four
time CIS national champion
graduates as one of the most
dominant players on all sides of
the ball in CIS history.
Conversely, Prevost is a highly
thought of prospect entering
her second season and
coming off of her first national
championship in the blue and
gold. She is looking forward to
an expanded role as the Lancers
look to win their fifth title in as
many years as a program.
These ladies were kind enough
to lend their time to the Lance
to discuss the season that was,
as well as to look ahead at what
comes next.

HIKE SPECHT:WHAT
WAS IT LIKE TO COME
TO A PROGRAM IN
YOUR FIRSTYEARAND
WIN THE NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP?
Emily Prevost: It's exciting, it's
why I came here. It's a strong
program, and I'm glad it paid
off.

THEMEFORTHETEAH
THIS SEASON WAS
"WINNING IS NOT
NORMAL," WHAT
DOES THAT MEAN?
ML: Winning is not normal,
because of the work that you
put in and the dedication and
sacrifice. A lot of athletes aren't
willing to put in that extra work
to win. Sometimes you don't
sleep as much because you have
school work and then you have
to wake up at six in the morning,
when you really think about it
what average person does that?
It's not normal, so I know what I
am going to take with me is the
hard work and the dedication.

MS: EMILY YOU
DIDN'T GET A LOT
OF MINUTES THIS
SEASON, BUT YOU
WILL BE GETTING
MORE TIME NEXT
SEASON. MIAH,
WOULD YOU BE
ABLE TO GIVE USA
SCOUTING REPORT
ON WHO EMILY ISASA
PLAYER?
ML: Definitely, Emily is one
of my favourite players to play
with. In practice I make sure
she is always on my team. She
is great off the ball, she is a great
rebounder, a great hustler, she
can catch! People laugh at this,
but you would be surprised how
many dropped balls there are in
practice and in games. I see a
bright future for this woman.

HS:THAT CARLETON
GAMETO STARTTHE
YEAR WAS YOUR LONE
LOSS,ANDTHENYOU
RAN THE TABLE AFTER
THAT. WHAT KIND OF
LIGHT TURNED ON
FOR THE TEAM AFTER
THAT?

MS: BESIDES THE CIS
NATIONALS WHAT
WASYOUR FAVOURITE
MOMENT PLAYING
FOR THE WINDSOR
LANCERS THIS YEAR?

Miah-Marie Langlois: It just
showed that no matter how
talented we are as a team, if
we're not there to hustle or
work hard any team can beat
us. So we really put our grit into
action.

EP:
Getting
to
know
everyone.. .I am not from here
and I came into a team where I
fit in very well...the friendships
that I formed in the last eight
months and it feels like I have
known them a lot longer.

MS: EMILY, BEING YOUR
FIRSTYEAR. WHAT DO
YOU EXPECT GOING
FORWARD?

MS: MIAH, BEING
FROM THE AREA
WHATAREYOU
GOING TO MISS HOST
ABOUT PLAYING AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF
WINDSOR?

EP: It's gonna be a challenge
now that Miah and [Jessica
Clemoncon] are gone. But
next year we want to win it for
Korissa [Williams] in her last
year.

MS: COACH VALLEE'S

ML: The community. It's not
a big town, but everyone is so
thoughtful and respectful. I
really appreciate that from the
whole town and I really felt that.
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The blue C
1
THE TEAM
E ILL
AYS REMEMBER
ANKURKUMAR

lance reporter

From South Windsor to Saskatoon, the Lancers carved a
path of memories and achievements unmatched years before.
The affectionately known Blue
Collar Boys from the reputable
working class city donned the
blue and gold, embodying the
hard work ethic, heart, and
grit Windsorites are known to
have-all traits necessary to go
as far and deep as the Lancers
had in this year's playoffs.
Despite two previous trips to
the University Cup, the Lancers
had a combined 0-4-0. History
was made last Thursday when
the Lancers won 4-2 against
this season's Atlantic University
Sport champions, the Acadia
Axemen. The CIS Player of the
Year Liam Heelis and CIS Second Team All-Star goaltender
Evan Mosher led the Axemen
back to national contention after a seven-year absence. Heelis
got his first of two points that
evening when he handled the
puck off the boards to Mike Cazzola. The first shot of the game
was a goal on Parker Van Buskirk.
"The first goal was a fluke off
the glass. When something like
that happens, you have to put it
out of your mind and get back
to work even if it's from the best
player in the country," said Van

Buskirk.

While Heelis again got the better of Van Buskirk early in the
second and put the Axemen up
2-1, team captain Drew Palmer
evened things on the power
play midway through the pe-

that was the difference."
With OUA and CIS combined,
the Lancers had six consecutive playoff wins and displayed
an 8-1-0 record. Every game

When something like that
Happens, you have to put
it out of your mind and
get back to work even if
it's from the best player in
the country.
- Parker Van Buskirk
riod Kenny Bradford and Mike
Christou totalled the triple
threat of unanswered goals in
the third and the Lancers sealed
the deal. It was a necessary win
at the highest level of university
hockey and one that inspired
the locker room. Bradford was
awarded player of the game due
to his notable game-winning
power play goal - now a frequent replay on the highlight
reel.
"I was in the wheelhouse and it
was a good shot on the goalie;
commented Bradford "They
have one of the best top lines
in the country. We had all four
rolling while they had one and

the Lancers approached was
high stakes. Whether someone
reviews the come-from-behind
series win against Western or
the Queen's Cup win over the
McGill Redmen, the Lancers always delivered under pressure.
The Lancers played the Saskatchewan Huskies last Saturday at Credit Union Centre.
Recently named to the CIS First
Team, Derek Hulak entered the
game after notching the game
winner against Acadia with two
minutes left to play the night before. The Huskies had not won
the University Cup in 31 years,
but to return to the tournament

a third straight year and host it
on home ice with the possibil:
ity of capturing the title was a
chance they never let slip away.

our team a chance to win ... it
has been an exciting ride so far
and I'm glad I've been able to be
consistent."

Plenty of time has passed since • This is not a scenario where the
the tournament expired, but the goaltender should be blamed or
way the Lancers rescinded from the coaching staff scrutinized
the tournament was an infa- for the nine goals permitted.
mous departure. Yes the Lanc- This is a circumstance to be celers made a formidable impres- ebrated - the Lancers achieved
sion on the CIS, but their last far more than anyone expected
game of the tournament ended The Lancers returned with a
in a 9-0 fury unleashed upon stronger appetite in the 2014
them. The mission may have post-season and satisfied their
fallen short this year but should craving with an unprecedented
that overshadow the successes conference championship.
collected along the way for an
There is a new respect for the
otherwise written off team?
Windsor Lancers in the OUA
Avenues of possibilities never
before explored have suddenly and CIS-that itself is a remarkable turnaround, one that
become a likely reality in the
was unfathomable when they
future.
started the regular season with
"The entire playoffs-we've a worrisome 8-1 loss. As their
proved we have to win as a hopes were dashed in the OUA
team," said Van Buskirk.
West finals in 2012 and 2013,
the Lancers returned hungriest
Capping his OUA career with a
in 2014 and won the Queen's
Queen's Cup and MVP honours
Cup.
are big steps for the young man
who has bounced between OHL If that is any indication, imagine
and ECHL. The local product is how unfulfilled the roster must
a hometown hero for emerging feel returning home from Sason top in his toughest goaltend- katoon empty handed. Imaging duals. Never mind nine goals ine how that void will translate
allowed on 34 shots against the to fuel in next year's run at the
Saskatchewan Huskies, Van University Cup in Halifax.
Buskirk's game had elevated unFor the team labeled as the Cinlike before. Wins over Western,
derella of the CIS, the glass slipLakehead, and McGill illustrate
per did not fit this year and the
the fantastic surge of excellence
dream ended too soon - but this
in Van Buskirk's game.
is just the beginning. Something
"Maybe not one game in par- greater awaits this team when
ticular," explained Van Buskirk. they return to the ice in Octo"Just playing solid and giving ber.
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EXPRESS TIE SERIES
(VIA WINDSOR
EXPRESS)
(LONDON, ONTARIO) The NBL
Central Division Final is an even
series once again.
Windsor got 26 points from Chris
Commons and Darren Duncan
as they took both games at Budweiser Gardens, this time 113106, and knotted up their semifinal series against London at 2-2.
Commons also had nine rebounds, along with Quinnel
Brown who added 16 points.
Each of the Express starters
earned double figures in points.
London guard, Tony Bennett led
their club with 21 points. The
game played tight from start to
finish with 10 lead changes and
six tied scores.
The victory for Windsor continued a strange sequence, with the
road team winning every game of
the series so far.
SHAQ CENTRE=--~
OF ASSAULT
INVESTIGATION
NBA great Shaquille O'Neil is being accused of assault stemming
from an incident where a coworker was injured last year.
Shaq has chalked it up to horse
play, while the plaintiff Robert
Williams claims that he was tackle
punched out of nowhere and injured by the horse sized man. No
charges have been filed.
REIMER'S WIFE
THREATENED
Following Johnathan Bernier's injury, Toronto Maple Leafs backup
James Reimer was inserted as the
starter. The result has been less
than ideal as the Leafs continue
to slide down the Eastern Conference standings.
After five straight losses, and the
Leafs clinging to the last playoff
spot Toronto fans have come up
with a solution to their problems
- threaten April Reimer. James'
better half has received numerous offensive tweets over the past
week resulting in an outcry from
Leafs players for the harassment
to end.
They may get their wish although
not for the right reasons as Bernier is expected to suit up within
the next two games.
KELLY'S CANCER
AGGRESSIVE
Hall of Fame Quarterback Jim
Kelly's oral cancer has returned
and according to his wife is
spreading. The former Buffalo
Bill discovered the return of the
cancer just two weeks ago during a
routine followup and is scheduled
to undergo surgery this week.

Michael Sam celebrates after Cotton Bowl Victory
• photo by Marcus Qwertyus. via Wikimedia Commons

EVANGAMMON
special to the lance

Coming up to draft season, football player
Michael Sam has self-identified as gay.
Many thought this was a risky thing to do
so close to the draft and wondered if this
would affect his chances of being drafted.
I believe that Sam should have delayed his
decision in openly addressing his sexuality
as this may potentially affect his chances
of being picked to an National Football
League team this year. Not being drafted
has the potential to affect his future in
many ways, such as resources like income
and scholarship opportunities to attend
better schools.
Understandably, a lot is at stake
when coming out in a predominantly
heterosexual sport, as being gay goes
against society's views of hegemonic
masculinity for football players and the
heteronormative nature of the sport. ESPN
reports that 86 per cent of football players
anonymously surveyed were okay with the
fact that they may have a gay teammate
alongside them on the field (Goessling,
2014).
These statistics are great, but there is still
room in that 14 per cent for Sam's career
with the NFL to end before it even starts
from a discriminatory panel that choose
the players for their teams.

Counter-protesters rally in support of Michael Sam
• photo by Mark Schierbecker. via Wikimedia Commons

By delaying the decision to come forth
about his sexuality, I feel that a stronger
message could be made by Sam and
possibly in conjunction with the NFL.
Having shown support for Sam, the NFL
could help to inspire gay athletes aspiring
to join the NFL in the future that are
afraid of coming out. The NFL has a
social responsibility to its players and its
community that prejudice should take no
form within its compounds. Individually,
Sam has little power, but the announcement
of his homosexuality has received a lot of
attention.
There is always power in numbers, so I

believe had Sam and a number of other
players come out of the closet together, it
would be difficult to justify the decision to
draft none of the athletes had they not been
selected to play on any team. Even without
a following, coming out after being drafted
would have been better in solidifying a
contract with a team. Either way, does this
make him a target on the field for other
players to hurt him? What about off the
field as well with drunken fans or negative
media coverage? Being drafted now might
even raise some questions that the NFL is
only selecting him out of tolerance and to
not be seen as discriminatory, but would
this hurt his chances of being drafted in the
future?
As a gay athlete myself, I understand the
social and political pressures involved with
addressing sexuality in sport. I competed
as a figure skater for a decade, so it was

assumed anyway that I was gay. This social
stigma has stuck with me throughout my
life, and has affected my education and
social life.
I feel that at the professional level of Michael
Sam and at this point his career, it would
have been in his best interest to stay in the
closet as his sport is not so seemingly gay
anyway. The amount of stress experienced
for him could have been reduced during
the time of the draft. He would have less to
worry about, and less pressure on his mind
to perform. But maybe his strategy was
to be the target of attention and deem his
non-selection as discrimination, and use
the "gay-card" to his advantage, especially
now that athletes coming out has become
a trend.
The LGBT community has received plenty
of support and gained a large following
in the past few years and seeing gays in
society has become more prevalent and a
social norm. We are seeing stereotyped gay
couples in television shows and movies, as
well as music and even a large marriage
ceremony occurred during the Grammy's
this year that included several gay couples.
Gay athletes coming forward about their
sexuality seems to be a growing trend as
well, with Tom Daley-a diver from the
UK-who recently came out of the closet
as well. I'm hoping these athletes have
more to gain than lose by admitting their
sexual orientation, as risky as it is, but
the message from these athletes is long
overdue.
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AN EDITOR'S NOTE
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

The piece seen above, written by University
of Windsor athlete Evan Gammon makes
many sound points about the timing
of Michael Sam's announcement as a
homosexual athlete.

Sam could have chosen a better time to
come out, but rather, to give a rounded
view of Sam as an athlete and as a man.
Michael is the seventh of eight Sam
children. Of the eight born, three are
deceased and two are incarcerated in
United States federal penitentiaries. When
he was young he watched as one of his
brothers died of a gunshot wound.

from a place of intimate knowledge about
the challenges of growing up as a gay man
-- both socially and in the world of sport.
His piece, which was also picked up by
the Windsor Star, is well articulated and
comes from a place of genuine concern
for the athlete and the future of the LGBT
community in professional sports.

Rather than fall into the same lifestyle that
proved fatal to the rest of his kin, he played
football. It was on the field where he used
his raw talent to propel him to become the
first member of his family to graduate from
college. As Sam stated in his interview
with ESPN, compared to everything that
he has had to overcome, telling the world
he is gay is nothing.

The intent of this piece is not to say that
Gammon is wrong for his opinion that

Over the summer Sam made the
announcement to his team.mates, and was

As a gay athlete himself, Gammon speaks

met with nothing but support. The team
rallied round the talented defensive end
to a dream season which included an SEC
co-defensive player of the year honour for
Sam, as well as a Cotton Bowl victory for
the Mizzou Tigers.
Sam's original plan was to wait until he
was drafted to inform team management
about his sexual orientation, but that was
disrupted following his discovery that a
number of scouts and media outlets were
already aware.
"I was going to go to whatever team drafted
me and tell the owner and the coach and
the GM about my sexuality. But knowing
two weeks ago how many people knew, like
I came out to my team in the summer we
expected that all the scouts knew. Once
scouts came and asked about me they
[other players] told [the scouts] about
me 'you know Michael Sam is gay: I didn't
know how many media actually knew, and
I was afraid that would leak out without me
owning my own truth;' said Sam to ESPN.

THE LANCE IS HIRING!

QUALlFICATIONS:

The Lance, the official student newspaper at the University
of Windsor, is currently seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Part-time Busi ess Manager for the 2014-2015
academic year. The contract for this position will begin as
soon as possible and concludes in April 2015.

-Working towards or completed a university degree or
college diploma in business administration, commerce, human
resources, or equivalent AND/OR experience in accounting
or human resources
-Knowledge of Microsoft Office and Simply Accounting
software
-Work experience in a management position is desirable
-Experience in a publishing environment is desirable
-Extremely organized and diligent

Applications are due on April I, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Part-time Business Manager
Part-time (approximately 20 hours a week), salaried

LEASE SE
A RESUME AND COVER LETTER IN
MICROSOFT WORD OR PDF FORMAT TO:

DUTIES:
The business manager is responsible for creating and
balancing the annual budget, overseeing day-to-day financial
operations, managing debt and expenses, determining salaries
in conjunction with the Editor-in-Chief and performing any
other duties as assigned by the Editor-in-Chief.
The business manager is also responsible for implementing all
binding decisions to the staff and for overseeing the duties of
the Advertising Manager.

Sarah Horwath, Editor-in-Chief, editor@uwindsorlance.ca
Applications may also be submitted in person at:
The Lance
40 I Sunset Ave. B-91
CAW Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario
N98 3P4
Application Deadline:April I, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
We thank all applicants who respond, but only those selected
for an interview will be contacted.

THE LANCE IS HIRING FOR EDITOR-IN-CHIEF!

QUALIFICATIONS:

The Lance, the official student newspaper at the University
of Windsor, is currently seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Editor-ln-Ch ief for the 2014-2015 academic year.
The contract for this position will begin as soon as possible.

-Completed or working towards a university degree or
college diploma in Journalism, Digital Journalism, English, or
equivalent.
-At least 3 years experience in a journalist role.
-At least I year experience in a management role.
-Able to work well under pressure with tight weekly
deadlines.
-Knowledge and/or experience with advertising design
practices and software such as Adobe Photoshop, In Design,
Wordpress required.
-Maintains a professional approach with excellent
interpersonal and presentation skills.
-Excellent organizational and time-management skills.
-Access to a vehicle is beneficial.

Applications are due on April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Editor-in-Chief
Management
(Approximately 40 hours a week), salaried

DUTIES;
The Editor-in-Chief's primary responsibility is to edit and
publish The Lance student newspaper at the University of
Windsor, and its online venue, www.uwindsorlance.ca. You
will be responsible for all staffing decisions for The Lance. You
will also be responsible for annual budgeting, internal staffing
issues, including disciplining staff and volunteers.
The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for duties of other staffed
positions in accordance with meeting weekly deadlines
if necessary. You will be responsible for all aspects of
the editorial and business side of The Lance delegating
responsibilities and deadlines. The Editor-in-Chief is also
responsible for maintaining all aspects of The Lance website.
You will have the responsibility of delegating tasks between
your staff members on a weekly basis.

PLEASE SEND A COVER LETTER, RESUME AND 3
WRITING SAMPLES IN MICROSOFT WORD OR PDF
FORMAT TO:
Sarah Horwath, Editor-in-Chief, editor@uwindsorlance.ca
Applications may also be submitted in person at:
The Lance
40 I Sunset Ave. 8-91
CAW Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4

Application Deadline:April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
We thank all applicants who respond, but only those selected
for an interview will be contacted.

• photo by
Jason Rankin

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

Faith is at an all time low with
the University of Windsor's Student Alliance (UWSA) as new
allegations of misrepresentation surface, revealing that the
school year may have been spent
with illegitimate executives.
Three of the six executives for
the UWSA do not have any
voting power according to the
leaked and unconfirmed report
by Raj Anand, the lawyer that
the University of Windsor hired
for its investigation into the
BDS referendum.
The legitimacy of the leaked
report has yet to be confirmed
or denied by the University of
Windsor.
Holly Ward, chief communications officer for the University
of Windsor said that "all aspects
of the findings of the report are
being considered and at the appropriate time, the University
will announce the next steps in
the investigation:'

created last year, did not properly exist until well after last
year's elections.

amendment, which could not
be done in time for the general
election.

In the spring of 2013, current
VP external affairs, Mohammad
Akbar, pushed council to add
two new vice-president positions - the position that Akbar
currently occupies, and vicepresident social, which is currently occupied by lvona Bilbilovska.

The new policy sought to create
associate VP social and associate VP external positions, but
gave them the same "rights and
privileges" of any other exec.
The motion was adopted, which
Anand's report says is a breach
of the UWS/\s by-law 70, article
1.2.3. [see graphic page 4].

Allegedly, the process used to
create those positions was not
properly followed, meaning the
votes Akbar and Bilbilovska
have cast since September could
be rendered null and void.

The organization's 2013 General
Elections went forward and Akbar, who according to Anand's
report "spearheaded the move
to create the new positions;' was
elected.

Akbar first proposed the additions in Jan. 2013 and on Jan. 29
received the legal opinion that
the motion to amend the necessary bylaws was not valid because the process was in conflict
with constitution article 9.2.
[see graphic page 4].

The report further alleges that
Akbar and Bilbilovska, who
took office on May l, 2013 participated in the very meeting
where council amended the
by-laws to include the two positions - a meeting that occurred
three months after they took office.

On Feb. 7, 2013, UWSA council
decided to revert back to having
only four exec positions, but the
following week moved to adopt
an entirely new ''.Associate Vice
President Policy" to sidestep
the obstacle of a constitutional

According to the report, two
executive positions that were

-

---

"The two VPs elected into the
new positions were not validly
elected and thus did not validly
participate in any UWSA meetings and votes, including those
regarding the BDS referendum,

---------

-

-Vhe two VPs elected ·nto the new
positions were not validly elected and thus did
not validly · participate in
any UWSA meetings and
votes, including those regarding the BDS referendum, after May I, 2013.
- the leaked report
after May l, 2013;' reads the
leaked report.
However, Akbar said there are a
lot of inaccuracies in the report.
"For starters, the report alleges
that the Associate VP policy
that was created wasn't properly
adopted or wasn't valid under
the by-laws, but the policy is
very much valid. According to

----------

-

by-law 70, policies can be created for any purpose, really, to
expand on the by-laws;' said
Akbar.
Akbar said an independent judicial review would likely prove
the validity of the positions, but

_____-_-__

CONT'D, THE LEAKED
REPORT PAGE 04 [>

- - - --
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#uwsa
tweet uwsa stuff to
@uwindsorlance
Peer Support Centre
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Feeling stressed? Check out the PAWS Room in
Ambassador 12-1:30, or decorate some cookies in the CAW
1-4 #psc #uwindsor #uwsa

Sheldon

If you've forgotten or ignored, the Junos aired last
Sunday night.
You may have also ignored Bieber's album Journals because you've been too concerned with hating on Bieber's tattoos and drug abuse. You are not
alone. Yet, Justin is still well on his way to being the
most successful Canadian artist in history, though
he will likely never be formally recognized in his
own country. It might be good time to start asking
why.
By statistics, Bieber smashes all other Canadian artists out of the park with 4.7 billion views on YouTube, won 135 out of ISO award nominations and
is a multi-platinum hit-making, talented dancer
and performer. In spite of all of his groundbreaking
success and equally unprecedented downfall, Justin
Bieber is still only a human being.
Consider the effect of the numerous, very public
and widespread, anti-Bieber campaigns since he
was 14. The hate-inspired petition to ban him from
America, with Canadian media retorting that we did
not want him back. Following the Junos, the hate escalated into full on cyber bullying, another climax to
the never-ending hate crimes against the young pop
artist. The booing at the Junos was followed by an
eruption of social media cyber-bullying against the
pop star. And it's not just Bieber, Canadian music
rarely celebrates its most successful artists.
Consider the category of Juno Artist of the Year,
one of nine categories determined by sales during
the qualifying period. Serena Ryder, the "darling of
this year's Juno Awards" and co-host, made victor
with her album Harmony. Though statistics claim it
had reached Platinum status, her album sold only 7 4
thousand units in Canada. You are required to sell
80 thousand units in Canada to achieve Platinum
status. She did, however, have two songs that went
Platinum.
Robin Thicke, who was also nominated, out-sold all
other nominees in the category with over 1.44 million units of his single "Blurred Lines" sold. it was
also the number one song in Canada for 13 consecutive weeks and Canada's best-selling song of 2013
with 692 thousand units sold. Thicke pulled out of
the Juno Awards citing "voice issues;' but many believe it had more to do with the petition that sought
to have him banned from the show.
Pharrell, who was behind the concept of the "Blurred
Lines" music video and song, defended the song for
being a feminist movement to spite derogatory music in pop culture. He recently won the Elle Style
Award for International Recording Artist of the Year.
I'm not saying that any of the artists at the Junos
walked home with any award undeserved. But you
cannot deny the illegitimacies and highly questionable nature of the Juno Awards.
Justin Bieber and Robin Thicke have done some
highly controversial things, however this does not
warrant the bullying or spread of hate. Both are unacceptable and would cause serious damage to any
human being. They also don't make the two artists
any less Canadian. Juno Award season reminds us
all that being a valuable Canadian artist is a lot more
about being political and a lot less about talent and
success.

-

Joana Szeen, lance reporter
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"Report on the UWSA: revealing illegitimacy with the union's
execs & the BDS Referendum" #uwsa #uwindsor
the30.c.a/report-on-the-...
Wouldn't it be great if Justin Bieber wasn't booed after winning the Juno Fan Choice Award?

:I nee

Justin Friedl

nedlJ

So basically, student s paid $20,000+ to multiple people in
illegitimate positions. #UWSA #UWindsor
the.30.ca/report-on the-...
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The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly newspaper that
proviaes informative and accurate accounts of events and
issues re!evant to the. University of Windsor, its students and th~
surrounding community.
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The Lance acknowledges its privileged position in being free from
commercial and administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial autonomy.

tel. 519.253.3000
ads. 519.971.3604

Our mandate is to cover issues that affect students. However, we
believe that no subject need fall outside the grasp of the student
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the boundaries of debate on eaucational, social economic,
environmental and political issues.
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twitter @uwindsorlance
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The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive to adhere to the
Code of Ethics of the Canadian University Press. Any material
containing a racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial suostance or
tone will not be printed.
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The Lance is published by the University of Windsor Students'
Alliance and prints every Thursday of the fall and winter semesters.
Its offices are located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
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its members. Opinions expressed in tne Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or the Students' Alliance.
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Contents ©2013. ReP.roduction in any way_ is forbidaen without the
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the Canadian University Press.
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Editor-in-Chief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be taken to
the Lance Editorial Board.
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We asked all members of the UWSA Executive to
participate in a Q&A on their performance this past
year. We asked each of them to give themselves 3
letter grade.
*only Rob Crawford & Mohammad Akbar responded

UWSA REPORT
CARD s
W/ SARAHHORWATH

ROB
CRAWFORD PRESIDENT
l)WHATWERETHE 3
MAIN GOALS THAT YOU
HAD FOR THE UWSA
THIS YEAR?
The three main goals I had this year
were to see the implementation of
a Fall Reading Week, implementation of a restaurant in the basement
space, and to begin the process for
UWSA reform.

2) WHAT GOALS FAILED
ANDWHY?WHAT GOALS
WERE SUCCESSFUL AND
WHY?

in the UWSA while staying out of
the well-known political hostility-a deterrent for many students.
Furthermore, the vision behind
the by-law was to create a forum
where students could create their
own campaigns and initiatives local
to the University of Windsor and
surrounding community with the
UWSA's support.

I wanted to remove the competi-

tive nature of council, which is only
exasperated by voting, and force
co-operation by having the group
make decisions on consensus. I
The restaurant project was un- had the by-law scheduled to come
doubtedly a disaster... a great cause to council at the end of August.
of conflict, stress, and confusion. After preliminary discussions with
From the beginning there has been certain councillors there seemed to
disagreement as to what should go be major resistance to this change.
in the space. After much time, dis- As a result, I decided to table the
cussion, and conswtation, it was by-law when it came to the floor
decided to move forward with one because its success was very impor~-,c,-~~~11Ni11!111i•••••Mitli1M_..~~~ t to me.
issues of cost, space, competition From this point on I would say due
between vendors, the ambiguity to the strike and then the BDS refsurrounding the meal plan, and our erendum there was never an oppornon-competition clause with food tunity to bring the by-law back as
services.
council was distracted and divided.
Council then struck a restaurant I also wrote a social media policy
committee to oversee this pro- that was presented to the board
cess. The committee then worked of directors. This was an attempt
on creating a vision as to what a to create a clear policy for social
restaurant that would best serve media use as we had many issues
the students at Windsor and their throughout the year on Facebook
needs may look like, and issued an and Twitter. The policy passed and
RFP with selection criteria follow- was sent back to the Internal Policy
ing this vision.
Committee (IPC) for further reUnfortunately, results from the RFP view; however, IPC never brought
were not very promising as we only the policy back to council or board
had one applicant properly fill out for implementation.
the proposal; as a result, the committee decided to issue a survey
to students to get a clear idea as to
what students want out of a new
restaurant We were also informed
that due to the strike, this pushed
back the expected completion
deadline of the bookstore.. Complications with construction would
not allow us to build simultaneously; therefore, a completion date
during the 2013/2014 school year
was off the table early on.
I attempted to begin the process
for reform over the summer. I developed from scratch a new by-law
called "by-law 46" which was an attempt to completely overhaul the
UWSA's governance. The by-law
would have created what I called a
•uwsA Advocacy Committee'° and
the idea behind it was to combine
the duties of council with studentsat large.
The committee would have allowed
for students at the University of
Windsor to get directly involved

There were several policies created
this year that were sent back to IPC
yet have never came back for final
approval. the only policy change
we have seen this year was a controversial and conveniently timed
elections policy.
In sum, I certainly tried my best
to achieve these goals but it seems
I fell victim to an. unfortunate year
and was unable to accomplish
them.Ithinkldidthebestlrowd
with the cards I have been dealt.
The one success we have had this
year is the campaign for a Fall

Reading Week. The campaign WU
launched in September and saw
immediate success. 1he senate's wc:ademic policy committee was then
tasked with looking into semester
lengths and Fall Reading Week. Its
report is finally back on the agenda for the April senate meeting on
April 14 and the good news is they
are recommending a Fall Reading
Week. fm optimistic we will see
this pass througll senate.

3) WHAT ARE YOU
MOST DISAPPOINTED
IN ABOUT THIS YEAR
IN REGARDS TO THE
ORGANIZATION AND
HOW ALL OF YOU
WORKED TOGETHER?
This entire year has been a huge
disappointment for me. I had idealistic goals coming in as to what we
could accomplish but it didn't take
long to realize that was not going to
be the reality.
Quite honestly it's difficult to get
anything done when half of the executive is family. I don't mean this
as an attack but there's no denying
there was a divide from the beginning and personal agendas took

MOHAMMAD
AKBAR
VP EXTERNAL
I) WHAT WERE THE 3 MAIN
GOALSTHATYOU HAD FOR
THE UWSA THIS YEAR?
Fall Reading Week, working to make sure
provincial tuition fee policy was improved
and working to improve Food Services.

2) WHAT GOALS FAILED AND
WHY? WHAT GOALS WERE
SUCCESSFUL AND WHY?

of~,....

Earhgoalhad 1u,ua:esses. a t ~

presendence over anything else.

els. In terQlS
Seilator Huudtl Zd·11id · r; along with. the
Fall Reading Week Committee were able

These divisions developed deep
into council and board, as it became

to secure a two-day break in addition to
Thanksgiving from the University, creating

appa•peepkwere~f
don't think my attitude helped the
situation much either and since I

&.6.lCC~~4:~4

have zero patience for playing politics it was clear that I was losing.
Despite this divide we were still on
track for a good year until the BDS
referendum came forward. Since
then it has been nearly impossible to accomplish anything and I
wowd say the entire winter semester has been a write-off. At least all
of this controversy was successful
in unearthin,& the systematic problems plaguing the UWSA.

How can an orpntf.ation be successful in its mandate when the majority of its time is spent debating
by-laws and policies?

4) IFYOU COULD DO
THE WHOLE YEAR OVER
AGAIN WHAT WOULD
YOU DO DIFFERENTLY?

If I could do things differently I
pn)bably never wowd have ran
for President I really don't have
~ regrets, as I believe fve stayed

true to my prindples all year. I only
learned that I am not cut out for
politics. I don't consider myself a
politician and I have 7.el'O interest in
becoming a politician in my future.
I feel like fve lost a part of my sow
over the4COUl'Se of this year. hi the
same breath, this has been a huge
learning experieaace that has made

While this wasn't Fall Reading Week. it was
a great start, and hopefully this will lead to
a full-fledged Fall Reading Week next year.
Tuition Fee policy in Ontario was changed.
The removal of flat fees was a massive victory for students. Now, students will pay
less per class.
Food Services has always been willing to
improve to accommodate for students
needs. This year Food Services introduced
a coffee machine in HK and have brought
new services and food to the Marketplace.
In the future it would be good to see the
cost of food services lowered, and hopefully the UWSA will be able to do this.

3) WHAT ARE YOU MOST
DISAPPOINTED IN ABOUT
THISYEAR IN REGARDSTO
THE ORGANIZATION AND
HOW ALL OF YOU WORKED
TOGETHER?
the central issue was a Jade of leaclet:sbip.
the UWSA needs a good 1eeder and while
the UWSA had leadership, it did not have
a clear leader. Students in the UWSA tried
hard to accomplish a lot but due to the Jade
of leadership and infighting it didn't work.
out

4) IFYOU COULD DO THE
WHOLE YEAR OVER AGAIN
WHATWOULDYOU DO
DIFFERENTLY?

REGRETS!

I wowd start OD govemaace reform early
in the summer and reach out more to students, as well as try and focus more on the
Fall Reading Week campaign.

5) PLEASE GIVE
YOURSELF A GRADE ON
YOURPERFORMANCEAS
AN EXEC THIS YEAR

6) PLEASE GIVE YOURSELF
A GRADE ON YOUR
PERFORMANCE AS AN EXEC
THISYEAR

me both stronger and wiser. NO

B-

I wouldn't give mpeJf a grade. My perforfillDCe speaka b
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The leaked report
If gj~elil the opportunity the
W
courd prove that,
not only have they made
decisions with integrity
and legitimacy! but that everyone has tried to follow
the rules as best as possible and has worked unwaveringly in favour of the
students' interest.
- Mohammad Akbar
that the allegations discredit the
work that both executives have
already put in since May 1 of
last year.
The report says in addition to
holding a position that was not
created until after the elections,
Akbar should not have been
able to run in the elections at all
because he was not a registered
student in 2013 when he "communicated with legal counsel
on behalf of the UWSA and
put forward the 'i\ssociate Vice
President Policy" and rationale
for an increase in two VPs:'

Anand's report states that "at
least one proxy holder for a
UWSA Councillor at the November 27, 2013 meeting [when
the BDS referendum question
was approved], Sami Habib, was
not eligible to vote."
At that meeting, UWSA President Rob Crawford asked
whether or not all proxies had
been verified to ensure all voting members were full-time students, but registration information is not public.

Akbar "had no right to hold office, seek and win another executive post in an election, and
vote in the Fall of2013."

Chris Rudnicki, council chair,
told Crawford that "our proxies are good," according to the
report, and that "if you wanted,
you could proxy your grandmother."

Omar Shahid, the UWS& VP
finance and operations, was also
not registered at the university
in the Fall of 2013 and, therefore, was ineligible to hold office
or vote during this school year
according to the report.

After reviewing the Constitution and by-laws, Anand said
that a councillor "could not give
a proxy to his or her grandmother as proxy holder unless she was a member of the
UWSA:'

Akbar said this reading of the
by-laws is limited.

UWSA president Rob Crawford
said that proxies pose a problem
for the organization.

"I think that the report took on
a narrow interpretation of the
by-laws; said Akbar. "Since
2004, there have been multiple
executives who haven't taken
classes. It's clear that, with that
in mind, there is no reason to
believe that executives are supposed to take classes."
Furthermore, Akbar said that
executives pursuing full-time
studies while holding office "often suffered in terms of their
job performance and were criticized for that."

If the allegations are true, only
half of the current UWSA executives should have had the
ability to make decisions since
September.
Problems with UWSA governance extend further than odd
election processes and legislation technicalities - there have
allegedly been other non-members voting at meetings.

"It's hard for us to even verify
proxies properly because the
registrar can't release that information to us and...proxies have
been an issue all year. We have
a lot of council meetings where
we see half of the people in the
room are serving as proxies,"
said Crawford.
"In order to vote on a lot of these
issues you need to be informed
and we currently don't have a
minimum requirement of actual councillors in order to hold
a meeting [because] our constitution and by-laws all clearly
state that proxies count towards
quorum;' said Crawford. "So,
I think it is a huge issue and it
needs to be looked at in further
detail."
All in all, the report says that
"these three instances of ineligible voting... are fatal to the
vote to approve the BDS refer-

UWSA CONSTITUTION

article 9.2

CONT'D FROM
PAGE 01
endum question on November
27, 2013."
The report stated other findings
of the investigation that dealt
specifically with the referendwn.
The fourth nail in the coffin for
the BDS referendum, though
not the last, is that only 404 of
the purported 519 signatures
were valid, not meeting the required 500.
The investigation revealed that
the initial BDS petition, brought
to Council on Nov. 27, was not
verified with the Registrar's office. 43 people signed the petition twice and six people signed
three times. 65 people who
signed the petition - some of
those who signed two or three
times - were not even members
oftheUWSA.
Finally, Anand determined that
the referendum question was
not in accordance with the UWSA's by-law 85, which says a referendum question must "present a clear question capable of
being answered yes or no and
sufficiently narrow in scope so
as to avoid ambiguity."
Because the question is "triplebarreled" and "incorporates by
reference the 2005 call for BDS
by the Palestinian Civil Solidarity.' the referendum did not
meet the requirements of the
by-laws.
The report says that "the BDS
referendum is not self-contained. Instead it refers to the
2005 BDS call, without informing students where to find this
document
Many students
would likely not know where
to find the 2005 call, and if they
found it online, it would be accompanied by a great deal of
commentary that could be considered part of the BDS resolution:·
In addition, Anand declared
that "the 2005 BDS call is also
much broader than the purported scope of UWS& referendum question."
UWSA chair Chris Rudnicki
ruled on Tuesday that "with
insufficient signatures, the BDS
referendum motion would have
required two-thirds majority to
pass...! must therefore declare
the BDS referendum out of order and nullify results effective
immediately:·
UWSA president Rob Crawford
said the findings of the report
were somewhat of a surprise,
but that there have been systematic flaws in the organization for
sometime.

Amendments to the By-laws shall be:

a) Approved in principle by Council with
support of a two-thirds (2/3) majority;
b) Reviewed and approved by a committee
of Council responsible for matters including
review of this Constitution and the By-laws;
c) Approved as presented by the committee
by Council with support of a two-thirds
(2/3) majority at a meeting held no less than
two (2) weeks following the decision in
9.2(a);
d) Reviewed by UWSA legal counsel;
e) Approved in their final form by a committee of Council responsible for matters
including review of this Constitution and the
By-laws; and,

ij Approved by Council with support of a
two-thirds (2/3) majority at a meeting held
no less than two (2) weeks following the
decision in 9.2(c).

uwsA-·BYLAW 70

.. -

article 1.2.3
A policy that conflicts with the Consitution ,
By-laws or another Policy shall not be valid.

"I think it has to do with how
our by-laws, our constitution,
and policies are currently set up.
Anyone who's been to our meetings knows and has seen that a
lot of our time is spent debating
different interpretations of bylaws;' said Crawford. "I think
they should be very clear-cut so
people aren't debating the rules,
the rules are just laid out for you
to follow, and people are debating the merits of whatever is
proposed."
Adam Bednarick, the fourth
year international relations
student who started the "Vote
None of the Above" (NOTA)
campaign, which successfully
campaigned to leave all elected
positions in the UWSA vacant, said that the investigation
brought new information to the
surface that supports NOT&
concerns.
"While the investigation was
mainly done out of concerns
over BDS, the report shows
that there's long-stemming issues with the UWSA in terms
of procedural irregularities and
I think the report really shows
the breadth of the issue that
[NOTA] was essentially built
on;' said Bednarick.
"We didn't know about all this
when we started [NOTA], but
as we've looked into it more and
more, we've found more reasons

to question the UWSA;' said
Bednarick. "We had a feeling
that. ..the by-laws weren't being
followed as well as they should
be and I think this really shows
how drastic and how many irregularities there are:'
"We think students need to
question everything that the
UWSA has done over that entire
time period:'
Akbar said that one of the consequences of the report could be
seen as a "de-legitimization of
the UWSA." However, he said
that "if given the opportunity
the UWSA could prove that, not
only have they made decisions
with integrity and legitimacy,
but that everyone has tried to
follow the rules as best as possible and has worked unwaveringly in favour of the students'
interest:'
"I think the thing to remember
is that the UWSA, at its worst,
is still better than the alternative, which is no UWSA," said
Akbar. "Not a lot of people
focus on the positives that the
UWSA has accomplished, but
instead focus on the negative.
It's a very charged organization
where there's often going to be
conflicts because of different
perspectives, but the concept of
a student union is important to
have."
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REPORT ON THE UWSA
Revealing illegitimacy with the union's execs & the BDS Referendum

Jan. 14 2013
• Mohammad Akbar proposed
on his biog to add new executive positions

Jan. 29 2013
• UWSA approved a motion to
amend the by-law to include
two new VP positions, not
following section 9.2 of the
constitution
• UWSA received legal opinion
that these amendments were
not valid, but they were added
nonetheless

Mar. 05 2013
• Legal counsel of the UWSA,
Tom Porter, wrote to the
executive, "I have not heard
from either of you. Is there an
intention to proceed with
by-law and necessarr, constitu-

tional amendments? '

Aug. 29 ·2013

Jan. 15 2013
• Emergency meeting called to
add the following vice president
positions: Equity, Diversity &
Social
• The minutes have not been
published

Feb. 072013
• UWSA noted legal opinion
and concluded that time constraints made it unlikely that
these by-law amendments
would be approved in time for
the March 12 election

Mar. 062013
• Akbar responded to legal
counsel, stating that the intention was to create a policy.
Legal council offered a meeting
time, but records show that no
further communication
between the two occurred on
this issue

~ Five months after the election,
UWSA council passed a motion
to amend its by-laws to add the
new positions that had already
been created. The two new VPs
participated in this meeting

Nov. 27 2013
• UWSA Meeting.A motion to approve the
BOS referendum was presented.VP External
Affairs Mohammad Akbar and VP Finance &
Operations Omar Shahid attended and had
voting rights at this meeting
• Registrar's has confirmed that at this time,
Akbar and Shahid were not registered
students.Therefore,Akbar had no right to
hold office, seek and win another executive
position, and vote in the Fall of 2013. Omar
Shahid was ineligible to hold office or vote
in the Fall of 2013
• Sarni Habib was not eligible to hold proxy
for one of the councillors because he was
not a UWSA member on this date

• Only 24 UWSA councillors voted on
the motion to hold a BOS referendum.
According to the UWSA chair, 23
members was the minimum for
quorum. Without the ineligible votes
of Akbar, Shahid, and Habib, the
UWSA did not have quorum to hold
the vote

The 30 News received the
official investigation findings by
Raj Anand into the BOS Referendum and the UWSA. This
graphic is a visualization of the
information contained within
the report.

Feb. 14 2013
• Mohammad Akbar moved to
adopt an associate vice president policy.This would create
two new positions, VP social
and VP external.These positions
would essentially have all the
rights and privileges of an
executive of the UWSA. This
occurred without any constitutional amendment. This motion
also breachedtheirown by-laws
of the UWSA

Mar. 12 2013
• Without amended by-laws, the
UWSA had elections for 6
executive positions, including
two new VPs, lvona Bilbilovska
as VP Social, and Mohammad
Akbar,VP External Affairs.Akbar
had spearheaded the motion to
have these two new positions
created in the first place

• The petition given to UWSA council
from the PSG did not have the required
500 signatures, violating section 1.4.1 of
the UWSA constitution
• The petition was submitted only an
hour before the meeting
• There is no evidence to suggest that
the signatures were reviewed or verified
• Registrar's found that of these 519
signatures, only 454 were UWSA
members
• 43 signed the petition twice and 6
signed it three times. This means that 40
signatures were counted twice, reducing
the true count to 414, and that 5 were
counted three times, reducing by an
addition IOto a total of 404

CREATED BYTHE 30 NEWS
• designed by Jason Rankin
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~ EXCHANGE
COLUMN

THE LIVING WALL@
SCHULICH SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE
AND DENTISTRY
- WHEELCHAIR .
ACCESSIBLE

LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter
W/ ALEXANDRABINIARZ

RENT
As life would have it, when one
thing goes wrong another goes
along with it. It starts with having
to move out of your residence three
days earlier than you thoughtbecause everything in France is
closed on Sundays-moving on to
having no electricity in your new
apartment, to no hot water, and
topping it off with having to pay
all these new bills that you never
took into account while living at
home. As you surround yourself by
candles and start replaying the film
Rent in your mind, the homesickness creeps up on you.
You start to think about how
somehow your laundry is always
done, as if by magic, and how on
a cold day there will be soup for
dinner. You realize that you have
never unclogged a sink before and
have zero idea of how to install a
rod for your shower curtain, or
how to even ask for the materials
in French. Your OSAP information got lost in the mail and "Speed
Copy" is only open until 19h00, so
of course you can't print out a new
form 1;1ntil tomorrow.
Is this normal, you think, or is
this just my luck? You sit down in
your new kitchen, that contains no
food, and you start to admire the
people who had the guts to move
out in first year.

••
•
•
•

••

It's that time of year again: assignments are piled up, reading is way
behind schedule, and getting a good
night's sleep seems like a fantasy. To
top it all off, final exams for undergraduate students officially begin on
April 7. Whether you have fallen behind or feel ready to conquer the end
of the semester, here are some lesser
known study spots on campus that
may be better than the ~brary.

This spot boasts plenty of natural, atrium style lighting and
comfortable armchairs. There
are washrooms next to the main
seating area and next door in
Toldo you can purchase snacks
and drinks at Bru. There is consistent background ambient
sound similar to white noise,
which is perfect for people who
don't like absolute silence.

SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY/
CRIMINOLOGY HOUSE

CENTRE FOR ENGINEERING INNOVATION WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE

348 Sunset Avenue between Fanchette and University Ave.

Located at the corner of Wyandotte street and California Ave.

Although the house is not wheelchair accessible, it is an excellent space for social science students. The living room has a
large library of social science literature and a couple of couches.
There is a conference room available for students to book ahead
of time if they have a group assignment or meeting. There is
also a kitchen with microwave and fridge, plus a full bathroom.
Hours vary, so check in with https://www.facebook.com/SocCrimSociety for details.

The entire building was obviously designed with students in
mind. Every spare nook and cranny has armchairs or tables set
up for lounging or studying purposes. There is a Second Cup/
Bozii at the main entrance which sells snacks and drinks and
there are washrooms on every level. The building feels more
like an airplane terminal than a campus building with its large,
open concept, atrium lighting and its own living wall. Unfortunately, the ambient noise is a little high as this building boasts a
great deal of foot traffic. However, the multiple levels and wide
array of study spqts make this an ideal place to sit back and get
some work done in comfort.

It dawns on you then to take this
opportunity of no-electricity and
go away for the weekend and crash
with a friend. You get on a two
hour train, enjoy a much-needed
espresso and meet your friends
in Chambery for a weekend of
cheese, hockey, and beautiful scenery: a nice combination of French
and Canadian culture.

OUT ON CAMPUS
LOUNGE/SAFE SPACE
- WHEELCHAIR
ACCESSIBLE (NO
PHOTO AVAILABLE)
252 Dillon Hall.

Slowly, you lose the feeling of
homesickness, as you realize that
instead of crumbling after things
don't go your way, you fight back
and you win.
You brave your cold apartment
with a new sweater, you pull out
a pen and paper, and you write
down every detail so that you can
tell the story perfectly once you get
home. Things won't always go your
way; you will breakdown, and you
will feel the urge to go home but
you have to fight it. You have to
think about the good things, and
what experiences may come from
the bad, and you have to laugh.
Once you've learned to laugh it off,
you're one step closer to making it.

Located next door to the Toldo
Health Education building on
Sunset Ave.

OPIRG HOUSE
STUDENT LOUNGE @ RON W.
IANNI LAW BUILDING
Located at the corner of Sunset and University
Avenues.
This large space has several components. There
is a sunken lounge area with armchairs, tables,
and a television on the wall. A few feet away is
a cafeteria style room with plenty of tables and
more couches. There are washrooms in the direct area as well as a kettle and microwave. The
large windows let in a lot of natural light and
look out to a little outdoor seating area with
benches and tables for the warmer months. It
is reasonably quiet, but not considered a quiet
study space, so this is ideal for those who need
background noise to study.

372 California Avenue, behind Leonard &

Dorothy Neal Education Building next to the
Campus Community Garden.
This lesser known gem provides free fair trade
tea, coffee, and hot chocolate to the public.
There is a full living room with couches, work
tables set up in the finished basement, and a
bathroom. The kitchen has a full fridge, a microwave, and a stove for public use. There is
also a library of books on various social/environmental justice topics. The best part is that
it's usually pretty quiet and is pet-friendly.
Unfortunately, it is not wheelchair accessible
and the operating hours are limited Monday
through Thursday from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00
p.m.

Designed with LGBTQ students
in mind, this queer-friendly
spot has several plush couches,
a mini fridge, and free coffee
provided by OPIRG. It is intended as a safe, non-heterocentric place for students and
community members, but is
often quiet enough to get some
studying done. Unfortunately,
the only washrooms are located
down the hall in the middle of
the building and the closest
place to get food is in the CAW
Student Centre. There is no set
schedule of operations so e-mail
ooc@uwindsor.ca to find out
when they will be open.

a

'
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(i nter)national
news briefs ow~
will improve services to genuine
students, while protecting Canada's international reputation
for high-quality education and
reducing the potential for fraud
and misuse of the program.

International students working

Tuition fees for international
students at GBC have increased,
effective May 5, from $5,700 to
$6,440 per semester for both diploma and certificate programs.
Degree programs are increasing
by $950 this year for a total of
$8,250 per semester. For lµger,
more prestigious schools tuition can be much higher. For
example, the University of Toronto has first year international tuition rates that can exceed
$30,000 and are expected to rise
for the next few years.

under the table

(ILLUSTRATION BY SAM
BULLIS/THE DIALOG)

HAR25
TORONTO (CUP) - Toronto
is one of the most multicultural
cities in the world and with that
comes studentc; looking to fur-

ther their education from other
countries. With students coming from over 100 foreign nations to study at the city's urban
George Brown College (GBC)
and tuition fees rising, the pressure is on them to start finding
work as soon as possible.
Under the table jobs, commonly known as 'cash jobs; have
picked up momentum among
international students looking
for an alternative way to meet
their expenses.

These jobs don't require a social
insurance number or a work
permit It's a deal between the
employer and the employee to
work for cash. The employers
sometimes pay below the minimum wage and dodge taxes,
while employees often work
more than the specified hours
they are allowed. Tutoring, editing classmates' work, dog walking, working in repairs, being a
handyman or participating in
day labour are some of the jobs
available under the table today.
"The reason why we have to take
cash jobs because tuition and
living expenses are very high
in the city;' said a former business student at GBC who asked
to remain anonymous for legal
reasons. "There is lot of exploitation when we work for cash.
There is insecurity. We don't get
paid on time and sometimes

don't get paid at all."
Under current rules, international students have to wait for
the first six months before being
eligible for an off-campus work
permit
According to Citizenship and
Immigration Canada (CIC),
the new rules for international
students will take effect on June
l. The six-month waiting period will be abolished and students with valid study permits
(pursuing academic, vocational
or professional training of six
months or more leading to a
degree, diploma or certificate at
a designated institution) will be
eligible to work off-campus for
up to 20 hours per week during
the academic session and fulltime during scheduled breaks.
CIC claims that new regulations

According to the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,
the average rent for a two bedroom apartment in the Toronto's centre is roughly $1,213 per
month.
Working at minimum wage at
20 hours a week, can earn up
to $888 a month. Rental, on
top of tuition fees being on the
nse and the limited amount of
hours an international student
is allowed to work, the numbers
just don't add up.
A marketing student from GBC
who also asked that we do not
use their name for fear of deportation explained why they
are willing to work for cash. "We
go for cash jobs for two reasons,
everything is so expensive; and
they have a lot of restrictions on
work permits:'

they said, "There is an employment agency in Cabbagetown
[a Toronto neighbourhood], I
went there looking for a job. After a few days they called me and
said that they have some labour
jobs available. They don't need
your SIN, or work permit; they
just want you to work. They collaborate with employers. They
said that they will take 1.5 per
cent commission per hour."
The International Centre at
GBC is more than happy to
work with international students. However, they can not
help students with resident visas, study or work permits; one
is directed to the official CIC
website or call centre.
International students currently
have the option of working for
the school without a work permit. Also, if you can handle the
workload, it is possible to work
for the college while working
elsewhere on a valid work permit and there is no law or policy
keeping student from working
20 hours off campus and 20
hours on campus.
Not declaring income is a fed-

eral offence and may result in
deportation for international
students. But with tuition fees
on the rise, and without outside
support from family members
or loans, many international
students see working for cash
under the table as a worthwhile
risk.

BRITTANY BARBER AND
PREETEESH PEETABH
SINGH - THE DIALOG
(GEORGE BROWN COL
LEGE)

Citing their own personal story
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BRING.I NG IT BACK TO
WHAT IT'S REALLY ABOUT
'Karlee Stradesk1's no make-up selfie • photo
by Karlee Stradesk1

AMANDATURNER
lance reporter

million pounds for Cancer Research UK, a company that can
now fund ten new clinical trials
within Britain.

The trend grew massively and
spread overseas. It had seemingly lost its original meaning,
and it was as though the message was lost in translation.
Many people began posting
their "No Makeup Selfies" without donating to cancer charities or organizations, and were
In the beginning, the campaign often not even aware of the real
asked women to post photos of meaning of the campaign. It was
themselves on social network- even sparking another kind of
ing sites without makeup, fol- campaign to defeat the trend
lowed by donating to cancer and posts started popping up
research, and then nominate about how counterproductive
others to do the same. It proved the trend actually was. In one
to be successful and raised eight Australian newspaper journalist
Originating in the United Kingdom as a fundraising campaign
to raise money for cancer research, the "No Makeup Selfie"
trend exploded on Facebook
and many people across the
globe have attempted to take
part in it.

THURSDAY

COMICS

Kim Stephens called the trend
outright offensive.

"I fear this destructive cam paign is only serving to deliver
a giant slap in the (make-up
free) face to every woman undergoing life-saving chemotherapy right now; wrote Stephens.
"The problem is, to a woman at
the height of a chemotherapy
regime who barely recognizes
the reflection that greets her in
the mirror, these images are not
unattractive at all... for me, a
little more than three years ago,
staring at my reflection became
so traumatic, I simply stopped
looking:'
"No Makeup Selfies" quickly
became popular in Windsor

and could be seen on the Facebook accounts of many University of Windsor students. Karlee
Stradeski said at first she took
offence by the campaign as she
had recently lost a close family friend to breast cancer and
could not see the connection
between the "No Makeup Selfies" and raising awareness for
cancer research.
Stradeski, feeling that it was
important to raise awareness
for cancer research, decided to
post a "No Makeup Selfie" with
a different message. She did not
nominate three friends like the
campaign had suggested but
nominated all of her Facebook
friends asking them to raise
awareness also. Stradeski fol-

lowed up by donating to cancer
research in order to properly
take part in the campaign.
"When I got nominated twice
I searched the net for a great
picture that had timelines for
both men and women as to
when to get different examinations done;' said Stradeski. "My
'theory was if I reach one person
and gave them some information about their health, that
they may not have known, then
I have succeeded in bringing
awareness to this world:'
While some see the trend as
controversial, those like Stradeski are trying to bring back the
meaning behind it.

w/RYAN
ROGERS

SPRING CHICKENS

SPRING CHICKENS

\

www.schlckens.blogspot.com

"The Origins of Fli
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MONDAY - FRIDAY
WINDSOR, ON
light rain

Randolph Ave

The Infidels play at Photopalooza Feb. 21 at Phog Lounge • photo by
Julia Lynn Monk.

Unplugged
A TRIBUTE SHOW TO NIRVANA
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

On Apr. 5, 1994, iconic grunge band Nirvana lost their front man, Kurt Cobain, after he had struggled with a heroin addiction, illness and depression.
On Mar. 28, 2014, the Seattle Police Department released 35 photos from the
investigation into Cobain's death that had never been seen by the public. The
film had been undeveloped until last week when they processed the rolls as
part of a routine re-examination of the case. The new film revealed where
Cobain's suicide was left in his greenhouse, previously only a copy of the note
had been shown but not where it had been placed.
Local indie alternative group, The Infidels, will be hosting a Kurt Cobain
Tribute Show: Unplugged, for the 20th Anniversary of the singer's death, on
Apr. 4 at Milk Coffee Bar.
"He's definitely influenced us a lot because we go for the 90s style of rock:'
said Kelly Ronholm, lead singer of The Infidels. "I like to say grunge rock [is
our genre] but people say grunge isn't really a genre, they say it's more of a
style than a musical genre:'
Members of The Infidels had recently watched a documentary on Netflix
about Cobain, which reminded them of the upcoming anniversary of his
death. Ronholm had wanted to plan an acoustic show and thought that a
tribute to Cobain would be fitting since Nirvana recorded their live album,
Unplugged, the year before Cobain's death.
Along with The Infidels consisting of Kelly Ronholm (lead singer/rhythm
guitar), Danny Barker (drums), Kait Howard (bass/backup vocals) and Brandon Huppertz (lead guitar), singers Mariah Pridgen, Celine Santos, Conor
Allard and Lele Danger Roy will be performing at Unplugged.
"I decided to perform because Kurt Cobain and his music influenced musicians to this day and we have to remember where it all came from," said Santos. "Remembering these influential people through music is the best way to
do so:'
The Infidels have just finished recording their first EP and the expected title
is Living Off The Lights And Sounds. They will be doing a segment on South
City Sessions on Apr. 6 with local videographer, Simon Giroux. Kurt Cobain
Tribute Show: Unplugged is a free event. Doors open at 9:00 p.m.

I decided to perform because
Kurt Cobain and his music influenced musicians to this day
and we have to remember
where it all came from.
- Celine Santos

The> m odern version of Where s Waldo Wh re s M w?
• screen grab from Pokemon Challenge video

them all-for the purpose of becoming
: GOT TO CATCH 'EM ALL
•
Google's own Pokemon Master.
•
! Tuesday was April Fools' Day-and that Obviously, this was an April Fools' gag: always seems to mean we forget the day,
• see ,omething crazy, get excited for it and
! then put on our sad panda face when we
! realize its a hoax.

•

: Google was evil-well, kind of. On You• tube they released a really really cool
video, featuring people (as Pokemon
trainers) exploring the wild and catching
Pokemon through VR with their phones.
Apparently it was a job challenge to catch

of a sorts. No, you couldn't hunt down
Pokemon with Google Maps, seek them
out, and catch them in a VR/real life sort
of ways. But you could actually find Pokemon on your Google Maps phone app.
Sadly, by the time you read this, it will be
gone.
Totally one of the coolest jokes and almost as mean as the time Netflix had a
posting for Firefly season two.

Google can I please please have t his?
• screen grab from Pokemon Challenge video
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BOOK REVIEW
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JASONRANKIN
art director
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APRIL 3 TO APRIL I 0

THURSDAY APRIL 3

WHY SHAPED SCARS
JO HN WING JR.
I was drinking a glass of milk when I chuckled, snorted and
spouted some of it out my nose. The reason for this is Why
Shaped Scars, the newest collection of poetry from the comedian John Wing Jr. (you may have seen him on Americas
Got Talent last summer).
This collection is filled with deep lines reminiscing of life
experience, rich with growing up and is broken up by hilarious lines like: "I have come to f@$k you. / Please form
a line." It's not just a comedy routine you can jiggle around
in your hands-this collection strikes deeply, charging the
reader with smiles, tears, laughs and all those human things
that should be felt through good poetry.
His poems relate to life, his experiences which everyone can
in some way relate to. A sense of chaos strings through the
book, remarking on the complexity of life through poems
"Chaos Theory I" through to "Chaos Theory V:' And his poems even hover on breaking the fourth wall in funny ways,
like in "Post-It Note III" starting: "Her note says, 'Your
poem about kittens could be written here.m
"And if you didn't laugh, / I didn't do my job. And neither did you, you lazy bastards," he says in the final poem
"Opening Monologue," addressing the reader like a standup comedy routine.
This collection will keep you reflecting back on personal
experiences and dying of laughter (so I may recommend
you fill out your will before and avoid drinking milk while
reading this}. It's exercise for your insides.

Jesus Christ Superstar, The Green
Room, 7:30 p.m., $20
A Dinner to Remember, Ciociaro
Club, 5:30 p.m., $75

John Wing Jr. • photo by Jason Rankin

The Tea Party's Jeff Martin Live,Venue
Music Hall, 5:00 p.m .. $30

FRIDAY APRIL 4
Kelsey Laliberty performs, Taloola
Cafe, 7:00 p.m.

WHYYHAPED

Odette Gala 2014 / Around the
World, St. Clair College Centre for
the Arts, 5:00 p.m., $SS
Lights, Literature &
Laughter:
Launching John B. Lee and John
Wing Jr?s Latest Poetry Collections,
Giovanni Caboto Club, 7:00 p.m.

SCARS

SATURDAY APRIL 5

New 1'11111 lrl .lml1 1'11111 Jr.

Band: Black OZ (Ozzy Osbourne
Tribute), Good Time Charly, 9:00 p.m.
MomlMom Sale,WFCU Centre,
I0:30 a.m., $2

Want a few more chuckles? Check out the book launch for
this book and John B. Lee's Burning My Father, on April 4 at
7:00 p.m. at The Caboto Club.

Celebrate International Tabletop day
in Windsor, The Windsor Star News
Cafe, 12:00 p.m.

SUNDAY APRIL 6
The Big Slow Down Vol. Ill, Phog
Lounge, 6:00 p.m., $15

BAND REVIEW

Five Women Wearing The Same
Dress, Essex Hall Theatre, University
of Windsor, $20, $19 for seniors
and students, $12 for UWindsor
students with ID, 2:00 p.m.

JOANASZEEN
lance reporter

Free 4AIIWalls Project,Artcite Inc.
I 09 University Ave. W.

FUTURE FORESTS

MONDAY APRIL 7

Future Forests is a Saskatoon based indie post-rock band
featuring Tom Rode (guitar), Steve Matschke (bass), Kaelen
Klypak (drums) and Stan Yu (guitar), with all members
contributing to vocals. Future Forests debuted their first
single, "Steve Goes for a Bike Ride," on Omniocity on Dec.
31 and the response was massively positive. The video focuses on a hometown Canadian-style jam-session featuring shots of the beautiful prairies. Musically, it is a beautiful
resurgence of everything we loved about AFI in "Silver and
Cold" and Dashboard Confessional, but the attitude and
performance of Future Forests sets them apart.
Their second single debuted a month later. "Sunyata Act
l" is the second part of the jam session, but has a deeper
and mellower tone. They each contribute vocally to audialize rather than singing straightforward lyrics to create a
more atmospheric sound, which I can only describe to a
new listener as Sigur Ros or Radiohead-esque, but far less
grunge-pop.
The band has contributed passion and experience to consciously cultivate an aesthetic and ideology. The production
of their lyrical content and compositions, as well as in their
approach to marketing, was well thought out. Future Forests is upbeat and dancy. The band adds a lot of confidence,
positivity and fun into their work that pours out into the
listener, which is what sets them apart from other bands in
their genre and keeps you coming back for more.
Overall, the presentation has been a success in carving out a
consistent fan base in such a short period of time. Together,

Writer's Salon.Arts Council Windsor
& Region 1942 Wyandotte St. E., 5:30
p.m.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 9
The Drowsy Chaperone, The
Chrysler Theatre, 7:30 p.m., prices
vary from $5-$20

both videos have accumulated 1000 YouTube views, which
is quite impressive for a band that is only four months old.
They have also been playing consistent shows, and are currently competing in CBC's Searchlight competition to find
Canada's best new artist. They have already made it through
to the second round of voting.

If you're visiting Saskatoon this summer you can check
them out at Amigos on May 10. Amigos is a popular local
haunt and home to The Sheepdogs. You might catch Stan
rocking out on his guitar with a pencil. If not, you can find
other work from Future Forests on YouTube, or their Bandcamp website http://futureforests.bandcamp.com/.

Five Women Wearing The Same
Dress, Essex Hall Theatre, University of Windsor, 8:00 p.m., $20, $19
for seniors and students, $12.00 for
UWindsor students with ID

THURSDAY APRIL I 0
Dine-Out to De-Stress at Enzo's Trattoria, Enzo's Trattoria I 063 Erie St. E.,
4:00 p.m., $30
Windsor International Film Festival
Monthlies, The Capitol Theatre, 6:00
p.m.,$9
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ALBUM REVIEWS
KAR-LEIGH KELSO
lance reporter

NEVERMIND&
BLEACH
NIRVANA
In honour of the 20th anniversary of Kurt Cobain's death,
The Lance presents a special
'two-fer' album review released
by the famous pioneers of
grunge, Nirvana.
Still being mentioned on top
10 lists to this day, Nevermind
is Nirvana's most successful
and arguably most beloved album. Released in 1991, their
second studio album featured
the single "Smells Like Teen
Spirit:' which quickly launched
Nirvana into their rise to fame.
This was a pretty significant
success story given the littleknown, underappreciated state
of alternative music at the time.
Nirvana popularized the grunge style and opened the doors
for many more artists to join
the alternative rock scene to
find their success among audiences hungry for something
different, especially the young
'Generation X' -which many

people claimed Cobain was the
perfect front man for, given his
now-widely known persona
and history.
I almost wish Nevermind had
been their first studio album,
as Bleach was definitely rawer
and somewhat more unrefined
material. However, it was still a
great introduction to their music career. Personally, I don't
think Nevermind's producers
could have put the album together more perfectly. When it
opens up with that catchy riff
of "Smells Like Teen Spirit;'
you just know something great
is coming; then it launches into
the meat and potatoes of the
song and you are just about
ready to take down anything
and anyone that foolishly gets
in your way.
Given how beloved Nirvana is
worldwide, most people have
almost heard the entirety of
Nevermind and have yet to realize it, (coming from someone
who caught on when finally
listening through the whole album), so it really makes it difficult to name even just a few
more of the album's 12 songs
that are worth a listen. Basically, if you have not already, you
should sit back with the whole
album on. Beginning to end, it

is very nearly flawless.

In Utero was Nirvana's third
and final studio album before
Cobain's tragic death split the
band up. Though it would be
just about impossible to top
Nevermind's incredible success, In Utero has not done too
terribly. Every song is almost
a completely different style
in itself, and was said to have
"featured an abrasive, lessmainstream sound and challenged the group's audience:'
which I think I can agree with.
My personal favourites off the
album include ''.All Apologies:· "Heart-Shaped Box" and
"Dumb:' though again, the
whole thing is worth a listen.
Nirvana is still named as one
of the most influential bands of
all time for their originality, especially in their song arrangements and many of their song
lyrics; Cobain found a way to
truly speak to their audience,
and he is now widely known
as quite the humanitarian who
actively spoke out against issues such as sexism, racism,
and homophobia. Nirvana is
also widely regarded to be one
of the most successful bands
of all time, to date collectively
selling just fewer than 100 million records worldwide. They

have received a dizzying number of awards and recognitions
for their music, and still continue to receive them to this
day.
I have not always been a fan of
Nirvana. Surprised? To be honest, it was Cobain's voice that
used to rub me the wrong way,

but when I sat down to listen to
these two albums, for the first
time ever I was able to let go of
my usual band deal-breaker. I
came to find I actually really
enjoy these albums. 20 years
later, Nirvana gained a new
fan-and I cannot think of anything that speaks more truthfully of the power of music.

JOANASZEEN
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TAYLOR MADE
JOSH GOOCH

mlisic d rector, CJAM 99 I FM

*

more info? earshot-on! ne corn & qam ea
md1c. tes Canadian artist

J Gooch, whose real name is
Josh Harris Gooch, grew up
around music. He released
his first mix-tape in November 2013, called Taylor Made.
It features six songs in a lean
23 minutes, but finds room to
showcase his lyrical, pop-style
rap flow in contrast along side
some darker trap style beats. J
Gooch is a newcomer, but when he teamed up with producer Sugar Shad at
M.A.D. Studios his talent began to be consistently represented on high quality,
industry-level mixes. Taylor Made features collaborations with Golden Boy and
reaches out to other aspiring rappers in the local scene.
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This Windsor-based hip-hop artist is a gentleman, but you can tell there's a lot
more than meets the eye. In "Feelin Supa'' he lays it out perfectly, "The inside's
dirty but the outside is supa clean:' His lyrics lack the sexism and "in-your-face"
arrogance typical of most hip-hop music, but this adds enormous value to his
mainstream quality and commercial accessibility.
He's already got a mature sound, with a voice like Wiz Khalifa and a Toronto
flow. But don't be mistaken; J Gooch is definitely one of a kind. He flexes a deep
voice with a talent for singing and strong bouncy flow. He's got a sound that's
raw and powerful. Not many artists can do what J Gooch does vocally. He can
rap and sing his own hooks, which has to be natural born talent.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

His song "Preach" is the perfect showcase for the darker side of his personality
and intense attitude. The mix tape also features "Don't Know," J Gooch's collaboration with Munch, an up and coming Detroit-based rapper. "Don't Know"
is J Gooch's loudest song by far and his biggest hit to date.

18
19
20
21

JGooch hits it hard with in his solo hit "Around the Globe:' which should be his
anthem. The beat is elevating and sits well in his most lyrical song. "Motivated
my mans but disappointed my family/ My old homies say I got a new face/ They
say I changed but that goes two ways / I ain't even trippin/ I don't really care,
cause next time you see me you gotta look up in the air. Yeah."
Look out for JGooch's next mix-tape Late Nights, Early Mornings, coming soon.
He will also be releasing another joint mix-tape with Canadian rapper Izick
Wilson, known for his song "All Black:' With a strong following already growing in Windsor and on social media, we can expect this artist to be dominating
across Canada soon.
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VARIOUS*- Psych Pop 2 (Optical Sounds)
THE SOUi.JAZZ ORCHESTRA* - Inner Rre (Strut)
DUM DUM GIRLS - TooTrue (Sub Pop)
ANGELIQUE KIDJO- Eve (429)
SIERRA LEONE'S RERJGEEALL STARS- Ubation (Cumbancha)
BEND SINISTER*-Animals (Rle Under:Music (RJ:M))
TRUST*-Joyland (Arts & Crafts)
AMANDA MARTINEZ*- Mafiana (Self-Released)
ANGEL OLSEN - Bum Your Are for No Wrtness Qagjaguwar)
TINARJWEN - Emmaar (Anti-)
KAYLA DUNN*- Rekls (Self-Released)
BARZIN*-To UveAlone In That Long Summer (Monotreme)
KANDLP'- In Flames (DareTo Care)
HEAVYWBGHTS BRASS BAND*- Brasstronomic:al (lula>M:>rlds)
JCOUECTIVe"- Irie (Self-Released)
THE P>CKAD.*- Do Not Engage (Nettweli<)
GRAMERCY RIFFS*- DesreTrails (Self-Released)
JODY Gl.8\IHAM*- Dreamer (Self-Released)
B.TEN a.EVEN- Emily (Fal<e)
THEWAR ON DRUGS- Lost In The Dream (Seaedy Canadian)
HABIBI - Habi>i (Burger)
KYRlAKOS KALAITZIDIS-The Musical~ of Marco Polo (WorldVdlage)
VARIOUS- NativeAmerica (Puturnr,,:,)
NINA PERRSON -Animal Heart (The End)
ALSARAH &THE NUBAlONES-Silt (Wonderwheel)
STEP BROTHERS (THEALCHEMIST & EVIDENCE) - Lord Steppi~ (Rhyme
~)
ACTRESS- Ghettoville (Werkdiscs)
KRJS BOWERS- Heroes + Misfits (Concord)
DANNY BROWN-Old (Foofs Gold)
DEAD RANCH*-Ander Royal (No Ust)

Looking for work experience?
Consider tfie DeGroote MBA
The DeGroote Co-op program provides students with the opportunity to gain 12
months of valuable paid work experience over the 28 month program. Students
in our program earn an average of $45,000 during the three work terms.
This program is for you if you are a recent graduate with little or no work
experience and you are looking to gain a competitive advantage in the workforce.

Deadline to apply is June 1st with GMAT results due on June 15th.

T

full-time ..,

part-time ..,

DeGroote
SCHOOL

accelerated ..,

OF

BUSINESS

co-op ..,

mba.degroote.mcmaster.ca

McMaster
University'

sports
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor

In just over a month Josh Burns
hopes to hear his name called
at the 2014 Canadian Football
League draft. Following in the
footsteps of Matt McGarva, Shea
Pierre and Daryl Townsend to
name a few, Burns is the latest
in a line of Windsor defensive
backs to make the jump to the
professional ranks.
Heading into 2013, Burns was
ranked as the fourteenth overall

Canadian prospect. Injuries derailed the season for the Lancers
star, who suffered a collapsed
lung and missed five games during Windsor's (3-5) campaign.
Due to the injury, Burns is no
longer considered a top 15 prospect. But after a strong combine
that saw him post some NFL
calibre numbers including a
4.58 40-yard dash, Burns could
be a steal for teams in the later
rounds.
"Ifl get drafted in the first round
or the sixth round it doesn't really matter, as long as I get to
a training camp," said Burns.

Your game film is actually
what sticks out the most,
teams want to see you
perform well in drills.
- Josh Burns

"Your game film is actually
what sticks out the most, teams
want to see you perform well in
drills. But ultimately they want
a football player. They want to
see your film and see how you
translate those skills on to the
field:'
Last season, five Windsor Lancers alumni played downs in the
CFL at the DB position. To add
to that group, linebacker and defensive leader Akeem Whonder
signed with the Calgary Stampeders in January. Having been
a teammate of each of these
pros, Burns claims that the experience has been invaluable.
"I have been like a sponge, just
asking questions. I observed
how they work first hand, and I
got to see the entire process before I had to go through it myse!I',' said Burns.
Burns is joined as a draft prospect by teammate Evan Pszczonak. The fourth year wide
receiver who has caught for
1942 yards and 19 scores during

I am happy to be where I
a , Jhonestly feel like the
football program has prepared me for this.
- Josh Burns
his University career also tested
well at the CFL combine. Pszczonak led all athletes in the vertical jump with a leap of 40.00"
-slightly better than Burns'
39.00."
As is often the case with CIS
prospects, the option remains to
return to the Lancers for a fifth
year. Should they go undrafted
or their owning team feels they
need an extra year to develop,
both players would welcome a
return to the blue and gold for
the 2014 season.

"I am happy to be where I am,
I honestly feel like the football

program has prepared me for
this. And if I do get drafted, and
for some reason get sent back to
finish my last year of eligibility
I would be happy to do that,"
said Burns. "I feel like this year
is a great year to make a run at a
Yates Cup. We have a lot of returning defensive starters, and
Austin Kennedy is going to be
back and healthy and he going
to be a premier quarterback in
the OUA. I am excited for what
comes next, whether it's professional or here at the University
of Windsor. Either way I am
happy, just happy to play football:'

a

a

a

a
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Positives to CIS hockey
TOURNAMENT
CHANGES IN
2015,2016
ANKURKUMAR

lance reoorte

The CIS has announced a change to the University Cup format for 2015
• photo by Ian Shalapata

With the finale of the University
Cup playoffs, the conferences of
the Canadian Interuniversity Sport
have halted athletic action. Back at
the headquarters in Ottawa, business has continued as usual where
once again the CIS will work towards enhancing formats and
opportunities for other teams to
participate in championship contention.

but you will see an assigned berth
from the OUA and another conference to be determined, and one
more at large for a total of an eight
team tournament.
With that in mind, a wild-card
berth at-large could mean any team
from each of the conferences could
go head-to-head and qualify for a
spot. Perhaps an inter-conference
qualification could become a drawing experience for fans and followers alike.

At the international level of the
greatest game, Canada has become
For both men's and women's hock- quite notable in men's and women's
ey, there is an upside for many hockey. Especially on the women's
teams who had just fallen short of side, to see the game expand and
the opportunity to compete in this include the idea of any team from
year's University Cup. As previously any conference as the final qualiexperimented, the CIS had imple- fied contender by having an intermented two pools with three teams conference match to determine a
in each. The CIS will permit eight member-at-large is one to hopefulteams for the men's and women's ly expose hockey from select parts
national tournaments next March of Canada.
2015. In boµi men's and women's
This year's provincial dream behockey, the eight teams will play in
single-game elimination matches, tween the McGill Martlets and
Montreal Carabins was a thriller
where the highest seed will take
on the lowest seed, followed by the that ended in double overtime second highest playing the second la belle fin to a historic game that
has the CIS providing a chance to
lowest, and so forth.
extend the possibilities to other
One unique addition to men's hock- schools and their respective hockey
ey will be a bronze medal match programs. Plus with the tournaplayed between the losing teams of ment held by the University of Calthe semi-finals. While this has been gary, there may be a chance that
a standard in women's hockey, this former Dino alum Haley Wickenis a revisit to an earlier attempt to heiser will have an involvement in
coincide the bronze medal game in a ceremony.
men's hockey. Just as the CIS had
in 2003 and 2004, the governing The entire experience of univerbody of Canadian collegiate athlet- sity is rooted in the notion that one
ics will once again experiment with must create and try new things to
the new details on the men's side of achieve a goal that will take them
to the next level and beyond. With
hockey.
the governing body of university
It is an operation to carry out in the sport in Canada practicing that
next two years in Halifax, where the idea, the successful outcomes will
St. Francis Xavier X-Men will host trickle down to the rest of studentthe tournament in 2015 and the St. athletes. It embodies the spirit that
Mary's Huskies in 2016. Both pro- brings students to classes and athgrams connected to submit a joint letes to sports to stay inspired and
bid to bring the University Cup to engaged. This is the perspective
Halifax for the first time ever.
that will hopefully bring in more
Along with the regional champions viewers to the students who make a
of the OUA West, OUA East, AUS, difference outside of the classroom
and Canada West, the St. Francis as well.
Xavier will be in as hosts of the When the CIS returns to action
tournament, as well as one assigned next season, the great results of the
berth from each of the conferences athletes representing their respecwill be in the tournament. Once tive communities through sport
again, it is a two year experiment will be a grander introduction to
that could become the next tradisome of the country's future cretional format at the highest level of
ators and contributors. The changes
Canadian university hockey.
to the tournament formats in men's
The women's side of the puck will and women's hockey will garner
have similar fascinating features as recognition to another brand of
well. Next year, the hosting Calgary puck and pond that gets mufiled in
Dinos will be joined by the four the snowbirds flocking to the gates
champions from the Canada West, of junior league dominance and
OUA, RSEQ, and AUS conferences, NHL superstardom.

a
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REYES INJURED

Toronto Blue Jays short stop
Jose Reyes was injured in the
first inning of the team's opening day loss to the Tampa Bay
Rays. Reyes was placed on the
15 day disabled list, marking the
ninth time he has been shelved
for an extended period of time,
and the fourth for a hamstring
injury. This is not good news
for the Jays who won only 74
games last season after trading
to farm to acquire several aging
veterans.
JACKSON RELEASED

Last Friday the Philadelphia
Eagles announced that they has
released wide receiver DeSean
Jackson. It has been speculated
that the team had concerns with
Jackson's off the field company
including alleged gang ties.
Jackson has shown that--when
on his game he can be one of
the premier receivers in the
National Football League, last
season posting 1,332 yards and
nine touchdowns.
DUCHENE INJURED.

The Colorado Avalanche has
lost centre Matt Duchene for up
to four weeks after he collided
with a teammate during a game
last weekend. The Avalanche,
who clinched a playoff spot for
just the third time in the last
nine years will have to do.without their star until the second
round of the playoffs at the earliest. That task becomes more
daunting without their star and
considering they are on a crash
course to play the defending
Stanley Cup champion Chicago
Blackhawks in the first round.

A group of graduate students from the University of Wmdsor
took the trip of a lifetime over a period of four days last week,
visiting Olympie--facilities, in Montreal, Quebec and Lake--Placid, New York.
The trip was connected to Dr. Scott Martyn's course, Crises,
Politics and Commercialism in the Modern Olympic Movement, and provided the chance to link real life experiences to
course content.

In Montreal, the group received a tour of the Canadian Olympic Committee's new offices guided by former Olympic fencer,
Sandra Sassine.
They then visited the World Anti-Doping Agency's headquarters, where they met Dr. David Julien to speak about the latest
technologies in the fight against doping in sports.
Later in the day, the students viewed Montreal's Olympic Park
- home of the 1976 Olympic Summer Games, which is under
construction to be the home ofCanada's national swim, diving,
and synchronized swimming teams.

The group then travelled to Lake Placid to see the town of2,500
that hosted the 1932 and 1980 Winter Olympics.
TheUnffed States Olympic Committee ufiliiestake PJacia'.§ mfrastructure as an official training centre for athletes in sports
like bobsled, figure skating, ice hockey, luge, skiing, and speed
skating.
UWindsor was one of the only universities able to stay in the
training facility and actually live alongside the athletes who are
preparing for international competitions.
Jim Rogers, one of the last living committee members that
brought the 1980 Winter Games to Lake Placid, took the group
to the legendary site of the 'Miracle on Ice; as well as the ski
jumping and sliding facilities, while providing little known details about the Games.
The students saw firsthand the lasting legacy of the Games:
from their focus of tourism embedded in Lake Placid's economy to the inspirational effect it had on the athletes. Amazingly,
the town of Lake Placid has sent at least one competitor to each
Wmter Olympics since 1924.

WIGGINS DECLARES
FOR DRAFT

Toronto native Andrew Wiggins
has announced his intention to
enter the 2014 NBA Draft. The
Kansas product looks to become the first Canadian since
Leo Rautins to be selected with
the first overall pick. The 6'8
forward averaged 17.1 points
per game for the JayHawks in
2014.

STUDENT

ESSAY

CONTEST

2014Topic

The rise of crony capitalism: how government
and business gain at the taxpayers' ~se
For complete contest details, visit

studentessaycontest.org

II
INSTITUTE

SUBMISSION DEADLINE: MAY 30, 2014

For more information contact the Education Programs
department at student@fraserinstitute.org or by phone
at 1·800-665·3558 ext. 526.
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THE LANCE IS HIRING FOR EDITOR-IN-CHIEF!

QUALIFICATIONS:

The Lance, the official student newspaper at the University
of Windsor, is currently seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Editor-In-Chief for the 2014-20 IS academic year.
The contract for this position will begin as soon as possible.

-Completed or working towards a university degree or
college diploma in Journalism, Digital Journalism, English, or
equivalent.
-At least 3 years experience in a journalist role.
-At least I year experience in a management role.
-Able to work well under pressure with tight weekly
deadlines.
-Knowledge and/or experience with advertising design
practices and software such as Adobe Photoshop, lnDesign,
Wordpress required.
-Maintains a professional approach with excellent
interpersonal and presentation skills.
-Excellent organizational and time-management skills.
-Access to a vehicle is beneficial.

Applications are due on April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
JOB DESCRIPTION:
Editor-in-Chief
Management
(Approximately 40 hours a week), salaried
DUTIES:
The Editor-in-Chief's primary responsibility is to edit and
publish The Lance student newspaper at the University of
Windsor, and its online venue, www.uwindsorlance.ca. You
will be responsible for all staffing decisions for The Lance. You
will also be responsible for annual budgeting, internal staffing
issues, including disciplining staff and volunteers.
The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for duties of other staffed
positions in accordance with meeting weekly deadlines
if necessary. You will be responsible for all aspects of
the editorial and business side of The Lance delegating
responsibilities and deadlines. The Editor-in-Chief is also
responsible for maintaining all aspects of The Lance website.
You will have the responsibility of delegating tasks between

PLEASE SEND A COVER LETTER, RESUME AND 3
WRITING SAMPLES IN MICROSOFT WORD OR PDF
FORMAT TO:
Sarah Horwath, Editor-in-Chief, editor@uwindsorlance.ca
Applications may also be submitted in person at:
The Lance
40 I Sunset Ave. B-91
CAW Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
Application Deadline:April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.

your staff members on a weekly basis.- ~ - - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - -We thank all applicants who respond, but only those selected

for an interview will be contacted.
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PLUS:ALTERED PERCEPTION OF CANNABIS IN TODAY'S
SOCIETY-ARE WE PAST THE WAR ON DRUGS?
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

In just over a week and just days
after the exam period ends,
Windsor's stoners, cannabis
connoisseurs, and ganja groupies will be lighting up for the annual counterculture celebration
of 4/20.
4/20 is one day of the year when
cannabis is widely consumed,
often in public, despite its illegal
status in Canada and in most
U.S states.
In February, Nikolai Momot had
to shut down the Windsor Cannabis Movement, which worked
out of the OPIRG house on the
UWindsor campus, due to lack

a legal man1uana grow
op in Colorado • photo by
Brett Levin under creative
commons.org/l1censes/
by/2.0/

sociated with like teens, kids,
or drug money," said Momot.
"At this point, people don't care
about it so long as they don't get
involved with the criminal element...and it doesn't negatively
affect the ones they love:·

bis certainly has changed since
the beginning of Nixon's War on
Drugs in the early 1970s. Two
U.S states - Colorado and Washington - have legalized the drug,
while a number of other states
have decriminalized it.

Newman said that the business "I think, at this point, people
initially catered to University of are just waiting for politicians
Windsor students, but there has to bring in a better way of en·
been a recent spike in older age forcing it; said Momot. "It's at a
West-Windsor's only culture groups purchasing vaporisers, a point now where the majority of
shop, Endless Heights, will be healthier alternative to the tra- Canadians have tried pot at least
celebrating with four days of ditional joint.
once in their lives and a signifi20 per cent savings on all their Momot said that pot-smoking is cant portion of them smoke it
products. In addition, they will not surrounded by a stigma that regularly...The old myths that
be giving away a bong worth as it once was.
were spread about it just don't
more than $300.
work anymore - nobody be"In Canada, it's a non-issue re- lieves them and even law en·
Alex Newman, co-owner of ally. People really don't care if
forcement are reluctant to folEndless Heights, said that the others smoke pot and people
low the laws in place."
unofficial holiday brings in only care when it interferes
business traffic each year.
with what pot shouldn't be as- The public perception of canna-

In August, the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police's president Jim Chu said that police
need a wider range of enforcement options when it comes to
cracking down on pot. There are
talks in Ontario of reducing the
punishment for minor posses·
sion to the equivalent of a traffic
ticket.

of participation from members.
However, Momot said he will
still be celebrating on the 20th.
''I'll probably be celebrating that
exams are done;' laughed Momot. "Last year we wanted to
have [an event], but it was basically just me and a friend... My
exams went up until [4/20] so I
could not really organize it."

"It's usually a pretty big day.
Things kind ofslow down a little
with winter and exams... but the
whole weekend kind of perks up
and I always see people walking
around smoking and things like
that:· said Newman.

Momot said pot is easily accessible in Wmdsor as in most

CONrD. PAST THE WAR
ON DRUGS PAGE 0-4 [>
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#uwindsorproblems

VOL.861SSUE30
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tweet your uwindsorproblems· &
stuff to @uwindsorlance
- HillyBee. *

ilance
APRos

Oh, it's Saturday?.. It's also exam time so I'm not even happy.
#uwindsorproblems
APR04

Kamal Mann

@WhoNeedsHarvard

it rains a lot today - aka- the entire campus decides to smell
like poop #uwindsorproblems

Boozer

@kbuzek

APR03

I learn more watching Shark Tank then I do in school
#uwindsorproblems
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staff

editor-in-chief
SARAH HORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

art director
JASON RANKIN
artdirector@uwindsorlance.ca • ext3932
news editor
TRAVIS FAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3906

arts editor
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3910
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There is a difference between contending teams, rebuilding teams and teams fooling themselves into
believing they are contenders. The Toronto Maple
Leafs for the last twenty years have fallen into the
latter category.
Whether it be John Ferguson Jr., Brian Burke or
Dave Nonis-the Leafs consistently overvalue pieces
from other teams and sour on their own prospects
before they are ready to contribute.

CHECK OUT
OUR LANCE JOB
OPPORTUNITIES ON
PG.16
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The question management never asks is why are
these players that they pay hefty prices for being
shown the door by their current clubs?
The answer becomes clear when looking at teams
that have developed a winning tradition. It is because there is someone it their system who can perform at a similar level and for less money.
In a salary cap, league teams need to build through
the draft Trading away the farm to acquire a single
player (no matter how talented) is no longer viable.
Depth above all is the most valuable commodity in
today's game, and it is something Toronto desperately lacks.
The list of Leaf cast off's playing at a high level elsewhere is a long and painful one for "BeLeafers:'
Whether it be trading Tuukka Rask before he played
a game in a Leaf sweater. Or allowing Alex Steen,
and Jiri Tlusty-- now 20 and 30 goal scorers-- to
walk before their 25th birthdays.
The return received by Toronto in these trades are
always band-aid solutions. · Players like Andrew
Raycroft and Lee Stempniak made the Leafs only
good enough to miss the playoffs by a point. While
those exiting with the exception of Tlusty helped to
bring their clubs to an elite level.
By comparison, the Detroit Red Wings are the model of consistency and find great success drafting and
developing their own prospects.
Most recently Gustav Nyquist, a fourth round choice
in 2008 has seamlessly transitioned into Wings lineup in the absence of stars Henrik Zetterberg seventh round 210th overall, and Pavel Datsuyk sixth
round 171st overall. Nyquist has scored 28 goals
in 51 games. This approach has led to four Stanley
CONTD,
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LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

On Mar. 13, University of
Windsor president Alan Wildeman released the university's
Strategic Mandate Agreement
(SMA) - a document that highlights the school's strengths and
emphasizes future areas of expansion.
The mandate was released in response to the Ontario Ministry
of Training, Colleges, and Universities (OMTCU) Differentiation Policy Framework, sent out
in Nov. 2013, which asks each
university and college in Ontario to define its strengths and
areas for improvement.

define for themselves, we can
continue to move towards a system where institutions work together as complementary parts
of the province's postsecondary
education system and avoid unnecessary duplication."
Windsor's SMA was created
with consultation from the university senate and faculty.
There are six components to
the thirteen page document:
Jobs, Innovation and Economic
Development; Teaching and
Learning; Student Population;
Research and Graduate Education; Program Offerings; and
Institutional Collaboration to
Support Student Mobility.

The Strategic Mandate Agreement and Differentiation Policy
Framework are the methods
through which the OMTCU intends to overhaul education.

In the preamble, Wildeman discusses the future of the campus
in terms of the capital transformation plan, which refers to the
future downtown campus and
the plans to create courtyards
for computer science, biotechnology, and creative arts.

"Given the fiscal environment
facing our province, we must
continue focus on improving
access and quality in Ontario's
postsecondary education sector, while making our advances
financially-sustainable over the
long term," said Tanya Blazina,
media spokesperson for the
ministry.

He said that courtyards will be
spaces "where companies can
set up and work, benefitting
from the expertise ofour faculty
and statf and our specialized
research equipment." The engineering building has an industrial courtyard which currently
houses the Windsor-Essex Economic Development Corpora-

"By working with institutions
to build on the strengths they

tion.
According to the mandate, each

of these components show how
"UWindsor is absolutely essential for the region's long term aspirations to have a more diversified economy... that is better
buffered from the kind of shock
created by the economic downturn in 2008."
Graeme Stewart, communications liaison for the Ontario
Confederation of University
Faculty Associations (OCUFA),
argues that Ontario universities
are already distinct from one
another.
"UniYersities are already highly
differentiated, they focus on
different things," said Stewart.
"What we're worried about is
through the strategic mandate
agreements and these kinds of
processes that we're going to get
rid of actual diversity in our institutions and we're going to impose a very top-down, narrow
vision of differentiation."
Stewart is also concerned about
the ways that differentiation will
affect program comprehensiveness and accessibility for students.
"Students from rural areas in
particular are going to have a
harder time accessing the programs that they want and when
you have to move far away, that's
more costs. University is already
very expensive so it starts to create a bit of a problem there for
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1ty of W ndsor reconstructing
its mage with the add1t1on of new buildings
hke the Welcome Centre and w th its
Strategic Mandat Agreement that was
rel ased last month
• photo by Travis Fauteux

students who are looking for a
certain kind of program;' said
Stewart.

opted a philosophy of prioritization, these program cuts may
suggest otherwise.

The first component of UWindsor's SMA claims that "close to
50 per cent of our full time undergraduates are in professional
programs including Law, Business, Education, Engineering,
Social Work, Clinical Psychology, and Nursing."

"They look at every program
of the university, academic and
non-academic, they basically fill
out a big template of information about it and, using that information, they rank programs,"
said Stewart. "Those programs
that rank very highly are targeted for increased investment
whereas the lower ranking programs are targeted for reductions in funding or outright
elimination."

It further states that "UWindsor graduates across all disciplines secure employment at a
rate consistent with university
graduates across Ontario."
According to the second component, "Our 25 largest undergraduate courses now serve
21,000 registrants from 282 distinct programs, reaching over 30
per cent of our undergraduate
students:' The document then
explains in detail how investing in open access educational
resources and course re-design
will "positively affect students
early in their programs."

"The methodology used is extremely flawed, it produces absurd comparisons... it's meaningless, so it's not producing
effective results," Stewart added.

The document discusses twenty
eight distinct programs that
have either recently been implemented or will begin in the near
future. Meanwhile, programs
such as diaspora studies, music
therapy. and labour studies have
seen cuts in the last number of
years.

"The matter of borders is...
strategic for the University of
Windsor. But the notion of borders extends beyond the physical realities of borders. Much of
the work across our university
touches on a range of social jus-

The fourth component of
UWindsor's SMA focuses on
graduate education and research, discussing the various
ways in which UWindsor interacts with international borders.

tice issues. and the challenges

Although Stewart believes that

of removing barriers that hold
people and societies back," reads

UW1ndsor has not officially ad-

the document

-----

--------
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A double wall of fencing will separate the public in
Lakeshore from one of the largest legal marijuana
factories in Canada, which is expected to produce
over 1.3 million pounds of dried marijuana a year
• photo by Travis Fauteux

CONT'D FROM PAGE OI

major cities and he was even approached by dealers in the cafeteria.
"Give me twenty bucks and
twenty minutes and I will find
it;' said Momot. "It's ridiculously ubiquitous in all parts of Canada. It's part of our daily routine
almost. You can walk through
campus smoking a pipe; you can
walk through the street smoking a pipe. As long as you're not
waiving it in peoples' faces, they
don't care:'
Some enthusiasts have put their
faith in politicians, namely
federal Liberal leader Justin
Trudeau who has voiced his
intent to legalize the drug, if
elected.
Marijuana is sure to be the centre of a booming new industry
in Canada as large factories
are built across the country to
house major growing operations and keep up with medicinal demands.
By Mar. 31 of 2014, Canadians

with a license to ·grow pot at
home would have had to burn
their crop and switch to a new
system in which they would
have to buy through commercial facilities, but a federal court
judge in Vancouver allowed
home growing to continue until
at least early autumn.
As homegrown pot for medical
use is phased out of the system,
the private sector is picking up
the demand to ensure consistency and regulation.
Some have speculated that this
is a business strategy in preparation for widespread, recreational demand once the substance is
legalized, but the profit that can
be earned from strictly medicinal marijuana is reason alone for
the energy that is being poured
into the production process.
There are currently only twelve
authorized licensed producers of marijuana, according to
the Health Canada website, but
new factories are being built,
pending license approval from

the government. In February,
Health Canada reported receiving over 450 applications from
potential marijuana producers.
A factory in Leamington has
already begun producing cannabis, while a $12 million plant
in Lakeshore is currently being
built to house a major grow-op
that is expected to produce over
1.3 million pounds of dried
marijuana a year.
Momot said the recent changes
to the medical marijuana laws
in Canada are a step in the right
direction.
"Part of the new [laws] is people
can't grow pot for themselves if
they have a prescription, which
does kind of strip people of
their rights, but I feel it might be
a sacrifice for the long term in
that, if private businesses can legitimately get into the business
of it, there'll be more pressure
on the government and politicians."

walk through campus
shlo ing a pipe; you can walk
through the street smoking a pipe.
As long as you're not waiving it in
peoples' faces, they don't care.
- Nikolai Momot

potential
medical
benefits
• Palliative care
• Nausea and vomiting
• Wasting syndrome or loss of appetite in AIDS and cancer patients
• Multiple Sclerosis
• Epilepsy
• Acute and chronic pain
• Various arthritis and musculoskeletal disorders
• Parkinson's andTourettes

• Glaucoma
•Asthma
• Hypertension
• Anxiety/Depression
• Sleep disorders
• PTSD
• Schizophrenia and dementia
• Alzheimer's
• Inflammatory skin diseases
• IBS

..
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Union woes could converge
creating havoc this summer
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

The labour unions at the University of Windsor have seen
some unique challenges in recent years, but the conflict is far
from over.
With CUPE Local 4580, representing teaching and graduate
assistants, applying for conciliation, and the Windsor University Faculty Association (WUFA)
collective agreement expiring in
June, there is potential for volatile management/worker conflict in the coming months.

strike this summer.
This strike could happen despite
the campus-wide effects of the
five week strike of CUPE Local
1393 in fall 2013. The two major
issues during that process were
related to job evaluations and
seniority bumping rights.
CUPE Local 1393 has had a seniority-based bumping system
since the 1970s. This system is
not unique to UWindsor - in
fact, it is fairly common to many
collective agreements between
management and workers.
However, it has recently become
an issue in light of widespread
layoffs and outsourcing of jobs.

CUPE Local 4580's bargaining
team went to the table in Oct.
2013, two months after the collective agreement expired. In
Feb. 2014, the proposed new
collective agreement was turned
down by the membership. On
Mar. 27, a strike mandate was
held and passed while on April
3 the bargaining team filed for
mandatory conciliation with the
Ontario Ministry of Labour.

"Weve never had a problem
before because the administration's never been laying people
off,' said Dean Roy, president of
CUPE Local 1393. "Previously
it would take months... to get
people bumped off, and it's percolating faster now."

When the ministry issues a
"no board" report, a strike can

"If ICUPE] 4580 c;alls us and

commence seventeen days later.
That means if no agreement is
reached between the bargaining parties, or successfully ratified by the union membership,
CUPE Local 4580 could be on

Roy added that if CUPE Local
4580 or WUFA go on strike and
asks for support, his union will
walk the picket line in solidarity.
says they need anything, we're
absolutely there for them;' said
Roy.
Cooperation between the seven
worker unions on campus is not
a new phenomenon, but it has

gained additional importance
in recent years. Roy said that the
presidents of each union have
solidarity meetings every couple
of months to discuss issues happening on campus.
"It's kind offorced on us because
the administration's taking on
everybody in the same way with
the same Draconian policies:·
Roy is not the only skeptic when
it comes to university administration. Ian Clough, a UWindsor student and member of the
Industrial Workers of the World
(IWW, also known as "Wobblies") holds a similar point of
view.
"No union on this campus,
since [Wildeman] began his
term, has had a fair contract settled without a strike mandate.
[He] is an extremely anti-union
and anti-worker president who's
taking many steps... to attack
and hound and destroy campus
unions;' said Clough.
The first paragraph of the preamble to the IWW constitution states, "The working class
and the employing class have
notliliig in common. There can

be no peace so long as hunger
and want are found among millions of the working people and
the few, who make up the employing class, have all the good
things of life:'

The Wobblies have been very
active in labour disputes on
campus.
"Members of the IWW follow
local labour news very closely so
that we can be there in solidarity if workers are on strike," said
Clough. "This is one struggle
and it's important we all work
together and fight for the collective rights of the working class:'
Clough added that if CUPE Local 4580 or WUFA go on strike,
the Wobblies will be there to
support them.

tracts:'
"The lowest common denominator that we should all work
for minimum wage is the wrong
way to think about it. We have
a rich campus here, and there's
no reason to believe that only a
few should get the lion's share of
resources," added Mason. "The
large reliance on cheap labour
is a strategy that's never won. It's
never been an effective business
strategy. It will work in the short
term... but in the long term it always fails:'

George Mason, a professor of "You can't negotiate away capilabour studies and member of talism. You can't negotiate away
WUFA, also agrees with this as- neoliberalism. These are economic and cultural and societal
sessment of the situation.
systems that have systematically
"Theres certainly enough evi- attacked and degraded and dedence to support [universities] molished working class solidarare getting financially top heavy. ity," said Clough.
Meaning that there's fiscal pressure to minimize labour costs of "And only by rebuilding those
people below the administrative channels of support between
unions and seeing workers
ranks;' said Mason.
come together to fight for one
Mason agrees that trade unions another, will we rebuild this sort
are a good thing, especially of working class power that rewhen it comes to employer/ ally needs to happen. Not just
worker relations, but he cautions on campus, not just in Windagainst underpaying workers. sor, but throughout Canada and
"A lot of the labour relations are throughout the world:'
smoothed out because there are
trade unions here. They stan- It remains to be seen what will
dardize and make the relation- happen for labour and trade
ship a lot easier than dealing unions at UWindsor in the upwith a lot of individual con- coming months and years.

Windsor's first robot competition
SARAH HORWATH
editor n chief

On April 4 and 5, the WindsorEssex Great Lakes Regional
FIRST Robotics Competition
took place at the St. Denis Centre at the University of Windsor,
with over 1,500 youth participating in the competition.
Close to 4,000 high schools
worldwide compete in FIRST,
which stands for: For Inspiration and Recognition of Science
and Technology. During the
course of six weeks, students
work with professional engineers, programmers and skilled
workers to design and build 120
pound robots.
"This program is supported by
over 4000 industry partners
including over half of all FORTUNE 500 companies such as
Boeing, Bombardier, Chrysler
and Google;' said Irek Kusmierczyk, director of Robotics
and Youth Programs at WEtech

Alliance. "The robots compete
in an arena and each year have
to complete a different task. This
year, the robots had to progress
a giant ball down a field by passing it to other robots on their
alliance and then shoot the ball
into a scoring basket. It is like
LeBron James meets General
Motors."
At the Windsor-Essex competition, thirteen high schools
competed in FIRST at the high
school level and ten teams competed at the grade school FIRST
LEGO League program. The
competition often referred to as
the "Super Bowl or Stanley Cup
of the Mind" gives youth the
opportunity to challenge themselves and allows for career opportunities in the future.

points possible;' said Jaeleen
Koscielski, team coordinator of
the Sabre Bytes Team 772 from
Sandwich Secondary School.
Koscielski was introduced to
the FIRST program at the age
of eight when her oldest brother
joined the team and she and her
family traveled to the Greater
Toronto Regional at the Hershey
Centre. Since then, she has had
the opportunity to participate
in various competitions in Toronto, Connecticut, Pittsburgh,
Atlanta and St.Louis.

"This competition is important
to Windsor because it brings
together the post-secondary
establishments, grade school
and high school students and
even industry. The excitement
that all of these students have in
"Just try to imagine over 2000 Windsor-Essex for this program
students, engineers, teachers, will direct them toward a STEM
volunteers, and family mem- (science, technology, engineerbers cheering on alliances of ing, and math) related postthree robots versus three robots secondary education at either
playing a game and working St.Clair College or University
together to achieve the highest of Windsor and even a career in

the field;' said Koscielski.
Not only does this tournament
and the FIRST Robotics program guide young people into
STEM and skilled trades, but it
will also address the problem
of Windsor's high youth unemployment rate.

For UWindsor students, FIRST
is a great way to get involved in
the community and learn about
a field that you may not be familiar with.

"FIRST Robotics includes everyone. Everyone is needed, and
has something to contribute ...
at the University we had men"This program will help us cul- tors from every field: engineertivate the next generation of ing, computer science, biology,
engineers, skilled workers, pro- business, art, and more," said
grammers and tech entrepre- Alex Bussiere, venue coordinaneurs;' said Kusmierczyk.
tor for FIRST.
Kusmierczyk is responsible for Bussiere was in charge of ardeveloping programs that direct ranging the people and services
young people into STEM as well involved to make the venue (St
as the skilled trades.
Denis Centre) ready for the Re"In partnership with the University of Windsor, St. Clair
College and our industry partners especially our Platinum
sponsor Valiant and our Gold
sponsor CenterLine, WEtech
spearheaded the expansion
of FIRST in our region and
spearheaded the bid to host the
Windsor-Essex Great Lakes Regional;' said Kusmierczyk.

gional Tournament.
"The St. Denis Centre was not
designed for robots, and the
University has never hosted an
event like this before," said Bussiere.
"FIRST Robotics is a community. It is an investment that our
community should continue to
make."
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JINXED
ADVENTURE?

WHY QUEBEC
STUDENTS
CARE SO MUCH
APR08

A note to myself and other fellow
travellers: do not only doublecheck your bus, train or plane
ticket, but triple check. You can
be 110 per cent sure that your bus
from London to Paris is at 13h30
and you can be stubborn and stick
to your guns about that being the
proper time, but that won't mean
that the correct bus (at noon) won't
leave without you.
Your class got cancelled, so you
decided to book an extra trip after your backpacking adventure
through Spain and Italy, why not?
Your aunt is lovely to you and lets
you stay over, you explore, you see,
and you even audition for Disney Land Paris while you're there
(harder than it sounds and many
people attend auditions)!

You make sure not to tell anyone
about your travel plans because
you don't want any bad energy
around your travels, and yet someone will always find something out
and will jinx it (insert bizarre superstitions here).
Take our trip to Italy for example:
the Juliet statue in Verona being
under construction, our getting
lost and not finding our Bed and
Breakfast, no chocolate festival in
Turin, and not to mention that I
forgot my wallet in the pharmacy
bathroom. And now, after not having succeeded in Disney, having
rainy weather in London (typical),
I have missed my bus back to Saint
Etienne.
As I trudge my way back onto the
metro I have about a million and
one things running through my
mind: missing school, spending
more money, and remembering
to "mind the gap:' Then, before
I could slip out a whine of "why
me?" and continue to believe that
my trip was jinxed, I heard my
mother's voice in my head. I could
imagine her telling me what I always told her: that the only person
who could jinx this trip was myself.

After this first honest moment of
clarity and adulthood I smiled and
thought about how if the worst
thing that has happened to me was
that I was stuck in London, then I
was more fortunate than I knew. I
picked up my 201b bag, reminiscing about broken shoes, near accidents, and laughing about all of the
misfortunes I have had and how all
of it will one day be the soul of my
European adventure.

the school's paper, The Concordian. She
thinks students who aren't necessarily politically inclined will now want to
vote in defence of their classmates.
"If they hear about how other students
might not be able to use their right to
vote I feel like they'll be more likely to
go to the polls."

lows former members to the provincial
bar association to be appointed, despite
Quebec's unique status. Justice Marshall
Rothstein recused himselffrom the case
as he was a member of the Federal Appeals Court and a former member of
the Manitoba bar association. His situation is similar to Nadon's except he
isn't bound by the special (and previously unclear) rules that guide Quebec
appointments. Due to the similarities
behind their circumstances Rothstein
recused himself to prevent a perceived
conflict of interest.

FREDERICTON (CUP) - The Quebec general election this year is the first
since the mass student protests of 2012.
Students in Quebec secured their role
as active participants in the province's
political landscape in 2012 when they
flooded the streets in the thousands
to protest tuition increases. Protesting
and voting seems to be ingrained in the
younger generation of Quebec.

Laframboise said students in Quebec
seem to understand the implications of
voting - or not voting. She said Quebec is such an unpredictable province
that an election could easily change directions and Quebecers want to make
sure they played their part.

"I would bet, if I were a betting man,
that Quebec students vote in greater
numbers than students in the rest of the
country:' said St Thomas political science professor Tom Bateman. "Politics
is a much more popular sport in Quebec than in the other provinces:'

TWO NEW
BRUNSWICK
UNIVERSITIES
SUPREME COURT HAVING CONFIDENCE ISSUES
APPOINTMENT
RULED UNCON- APR07
S:Y:Ffl:ffl0 AL:~

This election faced issues common to all
Canadian elections, like the economy,
education and healthcare. But it had an
added twist of confronting issues like
sovereignty, in spite of Pauline Marois's
best efforts to table the topic. In Quebec
politics, the balance of francophone and
anglophone is always considered.
"It's all about how Quebec deals with its
anglophone official language minority.
That's what it always is," said Bateman.
St. Thomas student Jean-Etienne Sheehy
thinks one issue that doesn't seem to be
receiving much attention is post-secondary education. Sheehy has been a
New Brunswick resident since 2006 but
was born in Quebec. He said everything
that was gained by the students in 2012
seems to have faded away.
"It's almost like if in less than two years,
the hope and wind of change that was
brought up the mass protests movement and the students union [such as]
CLASSE, FECQ and FEUQ had died
and was forgotten:' Sheehy said.
Now, students are cynical toward politics, said Sheehy. He says it's difficult for
a student to see their interests represented with any political party.
Bateman said English-speaking students in Quebec are a barrier to keeping Quebec as a purely French province.
During this election some students
from McGill University were forbidden
from voting because they were not "domiciled" in Quebec.
The domicile rule says an eligible voter must have lived in Quebec for six
months to vote, but this rule is open
to interpretation from the revision officers, and some feel they've been discriminated against based on their status
as anglophone and as students.
Kalina Laframboise said this barrier
only serves to push students toward the
polls harder. Laframboise is in her last
year at Concordia University. She was
the Quebec bureau chief for Canadian
University Press and the news editor for

"If Quebecers are discontent and things
are not going the way they want them
to, then they definitely make it known
and their voices are heard."

DREW MACEACHERN - THE
CADRE (UNIVERSITY OF
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND)

MARY FALHEY - THE AQUINIAN (ST. THOMAS UNIVERSITY)

APR08
CHARLOTTETOWN (CUP) - Stephen Harper's latest appointee to the
Supreme Court of Canada has been
ruled unconstitutional. After months of
deliberation, the Supreme Court ruled
March 21 in a 6-1 vote that Marc Nadon
will not be able to take his seat on the
bench.
Nadon, a semi-retired Federal Court of
Appeals judge, was formally appointed
on Oct. 3, 2013 and sworn in on Oct. 7.
However, controversy soon arose over
his eligibility to the Court and Nadon
decided to not hear any cases or sit on
the bench until the controversy over his
appointment was decided.
The Supreme Court of Canada is composed of nine judges. Since Quebec is
governed under civil law, while the rest
of Canada operates under common law,
the Supreme Court Act declares three
of these judges must be from Quebec.
Furthermore, the act also states that
appointees from Quebec must be appointed from among the members of
Quebec's superior court or "among the
advocates of that province." This section
was unclear about whether it applied to
only current members of the Quebec
bar association, or also to former members like Nadon.
The court eventually ruled in a 6-1 decision that law did not allow Nadon to
sit and that to be included among the
province's advocates one has to a current member of the Quebec bar with
10 years standing. The only dissenting
vote came from Justice Michael Moldaver who argued that the Supreme
Court should apply the same standard
that it has in other provinces, which al-

FREDERICTON (CP) - Faculties at
both the University of New Brunswick
(UNB) in Fredericton and Mount Allison University (MTA) in Sackville have
passed motions of non-confidence in
their senior administration.
Over the past couple weeks, four faculties at UNB - science, engineering, arts
and business -have been passing nonconfidence motions against UNB's senior administration, meaning president
Eddy Campbell and the vice-presidents.
The education faculty also passed a motion, however, it doesn't exactly state
non-confidence, but still echoes the
similar concerns as the others.
The faculties argue there is a lack of
transparency with UNB's financial
planning. With academic departments
receiving $1.2 million in cuts, they fear
the university has strayed away from its
core academic mission, leading to concerns for its future.
"There is no transparency in that budget process at all. And it doesn't appear
to us that it's based on any kind of academic objectives:' said Cliff Shaw, chair
of earth sciences and member of the
UNB academic council. "It doesn't meet
the needs of the academic units and if it
doesn't meet the needs of those units, it
doesn't meet the needs of the students:'
UNB's English department chair Jennifer Andrew said UNB's faculties can't
handle more cuts.
"It becomes very clear that departments
are at the point where they are on the
brink of losing accreditation, losing the
abilities to deliver certain key programs
whether it be graduate or undergraduate programs and the ability to serve
students in the meaningful way:' AnMORE, NEXT PAGE !>
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drews said.
UNB president Eddy Campbell said in
the statement on Friday, April 3, that
he understands faculties' frustrations
and the university is working to address
them.
"We understand some members of our
faculty are frustrated right now, and
we sincerely want to work with them
to address their concerns. They have
provided us with questions. We have already provided some responses and we
will be sharing more information soon:·
Campbell said.
"We are committed to providing more
information about the decisions we
make and why we make them. This is
an investment in the future of UNB:'
Non-confidence motions are not binding at UNB, meaning the senior administration doesn't need to act upon them.
However, the faculties hope that their
motions will bring a change of direction
for the university. Shaw said it's something UNB's Board of Governors will
need to address eventually.
"I think that's ultimately what we're trying to do, to bring the attention of the
Board of Governors to the problems
we are facing in the university:' he said.
"And that these problems we don't feel
our current senior administration are
addressing, or are even capable of addressing:'
Shaw said these motions are unrelated
to January's strike. Professors' union

AUNBT has had no involvement in the
passing of these motions.
"These are a result of long-standing issues that the [faculty] chairs and other
faculty had with the way the university
is administered:' he said. "And as we've
started digging further into the finances of the university, we're discovering
more and more things that make us
question whether or not they have the
best interest of UNB's academic programs at heart."
Meanwhile, on April 3, an attempt to
pass a non-confidence motion by the
faculty council at Mount Allison University took a dramatic turn after president Robert Campbell, the council's
chair, refused to allow the motion.
He told the assembly that they did not
have a mandate to evaluate matters of
individual performance, adding that
the motion "border[ed] on the defamatorY:' He adjourned the meeting over
the protests of the assembled members.
However, faculty decided to vote anyway. Of those present, sixty affirmed
the motion to advise Mount Allison's
Senate that they have "no confidence in
the current President and Provost as the
academic leaders of our community."
Only one opposed.
Andrew Irwin, who brought forward
the motion, said this vote was intended
to send a message to the administration.

concerns:' Irwin said. "I think the administration greatly misunderstood the
purpose of the motion. The [motion]
was not about the strike, it was not
about criticism; it was about constructive dialogue [ ... ] to move this institution forward:'
"I'm not pleased with a chair of a committee picking and choosing which
rules to follow. [Campbell] decided to
leave; we didn't; said Mike Fox, who
seconded the motion. "The administration's role is to support the mission
of the university, we're not going anywhere."

"We had hoped that the meeting would
have arrived at a path forward that
would have been constructive, that
would have allowed the faculty council
to deal with the concerns that they may
have had in a way that was consistent
with the jurisdiction of the council and
its proper functioning:'
Had Campbell not adjourned the meeting, the motion still would have been
non-binding.
Earlier in the year, both schools were
involved in faculty strikes.

CHERISE LETSON AND CHRIS
BALCOM - SPECIAL TO CUP

"[I]t would have been nice if the administration had stayed and heard our
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Cup championships and 23
straight playotf appearances.
While I realize that not every
late round pick is a Zetterberg
or a Datsuyk, you never know
until you put your faith in a
player.
In the past two decades the
Leafs are more comfortable
putting that faith in ageing
veterans rather than home
grown talent.
Most recently the Leafs signed
David Clarkson, a former 30
goal scorer to a seven-year $36
million deal. That is 5.25 million per season, for a player
who will be 31 by the seasons
end.
Admittedly, the deals for Phil
Kessel and James Van Reimsdyk have evened out. The
picks given for Kessel, Tyler
Seguin, and Dougie Hamilton,
both play top line minutes for
their clubs with Seguin posting comparable offensive stats
to Kessel this season. While
the JVR for Luke Schenn deal
looks to be a hose for Toronto.
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"The faculty council meeting was adjourned, so whatever happened was not
done by the faculty council:' said MT.As
vice-president David Stewart.

TRY YOUR HAND AT SUDOKU!
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The administration would not comment on the results of the vote.
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The goal of the game
is to have each number from 1 to 9 placed
within each 3x3 grid,
meanwhile you can
only use each number once in each row
or column across the
entire board.

7

Even with those mild successes, the question still remains
of when the last time Toronto
drafted and developed their
own superstar?
It seems to me that if the Maple Leafs continue to bring
in talent deemed unworthy
of a long term investment by
other clubs and let their top
picks leave before hitting their
prime, they will always be in
the second tier to the teams
who take the opposite approach.

- Mike Specht,
sports editor

T
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at?
TOP: Grumpy Cat on ABC News.
BOTIOM: Grumpy Cat's appearance at SXSW to a crowd of
1000s chanting, Holy shrimp.

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

On Apr. 17, Canadian'cat-lovers
will get to enjoy the company
of cats while watching famous
felines such as Grumpy Cat,
Lil Bub and Keyboard Cat on
the big screen at the TIFF Bell
- ~ ~ - ~,,..J.igb.tboxin Toronto.
The Toronto International Film
Festival (TIFF) has partnered up
with the Canadian Federation
of Humane Societies (CFHS) to
present the Just For Cats Festival. The Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis premiered the cat
video reel and the CFHS along
with TIFF have obtained the
Canadian rights to it.
While the Internet's favourite
cats Grumpy Cat and Lil Bub
will not be present at the Canadian leg of the tour, audiences
can expect to mingle with real
felines on the "cat-walk" from
the Toronto Humane Society
and they will also have adopt-athon at the event.
The CFHS has been working
over the past two years to help
humane societies across the
country in dealing with what
they call the "Cat Crisis:·
"There are far more cats being
brought into shelters, not being
adopted, facing euthanasia than
let's say dogs, for example;' said
Barbara Cartwright, CEO of the
CFHS. "And our shelter system
is bursting at the seams with

cats."
The CFHS began a research
project to determine the scope
and scale of the problem and
had meetings in every province
to try to see what they could do
to help. They found that many
owners fail to spay or neuter
their cats, leave them outside for
long periods of time and do no
tag or collar them.
The CFHS wanted to put on the
Just For Cats Festival to raise
awareness about some of the issues Canadian humane societies
are facing with the "Cat Crisis:'
So far the Just For Cats Festival
is travelling to ten Canadian cities including Saskatoon, Montreal, Vancouver and Regina.
At the Apr. 17 event in Toronto,
Laureen Harper will be kicking
off the 7:30 p.m. screening.

JUST FOR CATS
FESTIVAL HEADING TO
CANADA ON APR. 17
box; said Simard. "All of the
cats in attendance on the red
carpet are part of an adopt-athon. So they are not famous
just yet."
Half of all proceeds will go to
the CFHS with the other half
supporting TIFF's year-round

is sold-out but Cartwright encouraged Windsor cat-lovers to
take part in the event.

programming.
"As a charitable, not for profit,
cultural organization, we are
thrilled to work with another
charitable organization;' said
Simard.

"We don't have a site in Windsor
so if there is someone in Windsor who wants to pick it up and
run it they can certainly give us
a call:'

The Toronto Just For Cats event

MADE EASY!
STUDENT SPECIAL
$10 OFF

UNITS FROM

$29

'

"She's been a long-time devotee
of cats and humane societies
and SPCAs," said Cartwright.
"She's transformed a number
of humane societies by helping
to do fundraising to redesign
their infrastructure. 24 Sussex,
at their residence, they actually
have a room for cat fostering."
\iVhile no cats are permitted in
the theatres, TIFF Programmer Magali Simard encourages
audiences to wear cat-themed
clothes and costumes.

5x5 • SxlO

"Cat lovers are also invited to
submit pies of their cats on
Twitter which we'll run on the
atrium wall in TIFF Bell Light-

b15 • 10x10
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<our smelter system is bursting at the seams with cats.
- Barbara Cartwright
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totally (in )ace~ r~te
weather red1ct1ons

w/JASONRANKIN

MONDAY - FRIDAY
WINDSOR, ON
chance of Godzilla

The Birder cru.t members Scott Cavalhe1ro Cassidy Renee Mark
Rendall, Tommie-Amber Pine Jamie Sp1lchuk and director Theodore
Beza1re (left to right) attend the red carpet prem1ere at the Capitol
Theatre & Arts Centre
• photo courtesy of theb1rdermov1e.com

A r~d carpet
review
THE BIRDER HAS LANDED
IN LOCAL THEATRES
NATASHAFEGHALI
lance reporter

A sold out red carpet premiere, The
Birder, welcomed a full house on Apr.
3 at the Capitol Theatre & Arts Center
in downtown Windsor. The premiere
was full of glitz and glam as film enthusiasts came out in style.
Not only were the guests, cast and
crew out that night, but so were the
birds! After walking the red carpet
and chatting with the press, guests
were welcome to grab a glass of wine
or check out the live display of bird
species. The film started promptly at
7:30 p.m. and so did the laughs! This
was a night that will not be forgotten
and the pictures "beak" it all!
This revenge comedy features Tom
Cavanaugh as Ron Spencer, a divorced
mild-mannered bird enthusiast and
high school teacher who is turned
down for the position of head of ornithology at the fictional Pelee Provincial Park. He teams up with Mark
Rendall's character, Ben, the janitor
and former student.
The film is extremely funny and well
suited for any audience. It portrays the
city of Windsor Essex County with a
positive lens that highlights the area's
beautiful scenery and bountiful natural resources. However, it was obvious
that audience members left the film
feeling refreshed as the director has
carefully weaved in the importance of
family, friendship and making positive decisions that influence a positive mind-set. As guests were leaving

it was obvious that everyone enjoyed
the film.
"I had been bird watching with my
grandfather when I was a kid, so I already sort of knew the stereotypical
wearing the vest with the Tilley hat
and the binoculars;' said Rendall.

1

Both Ron and Ben seek revenge to tarnish the reputation ofJamie Spilchuk's
character, Floyd Hawkins.
'Tm the antagonist with a heart of
gold and he's like an impenetrable wall
of positivity;' said Spilchuk. His character, Floyd, is the young man who accepts Ron's dream job.
With a talented cast and crew, the $1
million dollar movie was made by local film-maker and director Theodore
Bezaire, a University of Windsor graduate who began writing the film with
Mike Stasko some eight years ago.
They began this eight-year endeavour
after Telefilm Canada took an interest
in their 2006 Windsor comedy, Things

[TOP] some weird monster face [BOTTOM] that s totally a claw
• screen grabs from Godzilla extended tra1fer

•

People give Godzilla such a hard time. Sure he's big, kind of menacing and
tends to level cities. But really, I don't think he'd be such a bad guy if we
showed him some love instead of shooting him, bombarding him, nuking
him-you get the rap... I'd be pretty mad too if I got nuked.

to Do.
"From day one we've had this area in
mind for shooting just based on the
story and we wanted to tell a story that
took place in this region;' said Bezaire.
Windsorites will also recognize appearances by Fred Willard and Graham Greene as well as film scenes shot
around Ojibway Park, Sandwich Town
area, Optimist Park and the Fogolar
Furlan Club.

The Birder will premiere at Lakeshore Cinemas in Tecumseh and run
until Apr. 17. Screenings can also be
expected at Southpoint Cinemas in
Leamington.

GODZILLA'S NOT ALL THAT BAD

••
•
•

Godzilla actually saves us from time to time. There's Mothra, Rodan, King
Gidorah, Mechagodzilla-just to name a few of the monsters that Godzilla
saves us from on a daily basis.
The trailer for the upcoming documentary ('cause he's totally real) on the
over-sized lizardy saviour shows a few glimpses of what the villain could be
this time around.
There's a weird mouth-which I can't think of anything to relate to. And
there's a claw, which hits the ground and makes things go boom-explosion
and all.

••
•
••
•
••
•
••

So who is this? Well, word is that Legendary only has rights to Godzilla, the
big lizard, not any of his villains. So this could be something new altogether.
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JOANA SZEEN:TELL ME
A LITTLE BIT ABOUT
YOURSELF

Josh Gooch: My birth name is
Josh Larry Gooch; I am 23 years
of age. I have two sisters who
both live out of town, they both
are singers and one is currently
working on an EP in Toronto.
JS: HOW LONG HAVE
YOU BEEN MAKING
MUSIC? HOW HAVE
YOU EVOLVED?

JG: I've been writing music
since I was 16, I was jealous of
my sisters. That's what really inspired me to make music and to
evolve, I ended up moving into
a studio two years ago.
JS: IS MUSIC YOUR
HOBBY OR YOUR LIFE?

JG: Music is my Ufe, even was I
was younger it never really was
a hobby. I knew that I wanted
to somehow, some way get involved with music.
JS:WHAT IS TAYLOR
MADE ABOUT?

JG: Taylor Made was my first
EP/mix tape I ever released For
me it's just always staying on top
of your A game, to look fresh
no matter wh~re you are and no
matter who's watching. There's
six songs on the EP with singles
such as "Don't Know'' featuring Munch and "Around the
Globe:' The message in ''.Around
the Globe" is how I've wanted
tc travel the world doing what
I love.

JS:WHAT DO
YOU THINK YOUR
LISTENERS WILL GET
OUT OF YOUR MUSIC?

acts. Go around high schools
giving away CDs. Local music
stores such as H.M.V. or Dr.
Disc.

JG: I hope that my listeners understand you can become and
do anything you've ever wanted, and to not care what other
people think about you. I want
to continue to make meaningful
music that fans can enjoy and
listen to no matter what time it
is or where they are.

JS:WHAT/WHO
INFLUENCED YOUR
FLOW?

JS: WHO ARE YOUR
INFLUENCES/
INSPIRATIONS?

JS:DOYOU
HAVE AN IDEAL
COLLABORATION?

JG: Growing up listening to music my influences would have to
be 2Pac, Big L, N.WA., Snoop
Dogg and LL Cool J. The music of today's generation would
have to be Kendrick Lamar, Pusha T, Big Sean, Drake, J Cole,
Wiz Khalifa and Nipsey Hussle.
The lyrics that are being said
from these couple of artists in
my opinion are bringing back
the old school vibe that most
music doesn't give us today.

JG: If I could pick one artist to
collaborate with, it would have
to be Kendrick Lamar. The music that he is making is changing
hip-hop and music, to be involved in that would mean a lot.

JS: WHAT DO YOU DO
WHEN YOU AREN'T
MAKING MUSIC?

JG: When I'm not making music
I try and spend time with family
and close friends since we're not
promised tomorrow. If I'm not
doing that I'm networking with
other artists/producers/A&Rs,
anybody in the music business.
JS:HOWDO
YOU APPROACH
MARKETING YOURSELF
IN WINDSOR?

JG: To be honest I have more
fans outside of the city than in
Windsor, so as far as marketing;
have events with local opening

JG: The one artist who influenced my flow growing up was
Nas, the versatility and lyrics
that he was delivering was before his time.

JS: HOW DO YOU FEEL
ABOUT USING SLANG
FOR POETIC TRACKS?
(ILLMATIC, SWAGHILI,
FANUTE, ETC.) DO YOU
HAVE A FAVOURITE
RAPPER/WORD?

JG: As far as using slang in
music it happens almost every
verse, rappers look to be different from each other. The word
I use that is my favourite would
have to be "trillest."
JS:WHAT ISTHE MOST
DIFFICULT THING
YOU'VE HAD TO
ENDURE WITH THE
MUSIC INDUSTRY SO
FAR?

JG: The most difficult thing I've
endured in my music career
would have to be labels, because
they're not in it for you. There
are thousands of artists who are
doing exactly what I'm doing,

0
0

:T

labels won't put the money into
you unless they can see that you
are different from everyone else
you are against. Music is just
like sports, a lot of artists work
together but we still try and
strive to be the best.
JS:WHAT ISTHE BEST
EXPERIENCE YOU'VE
HAD WITH MUSIC/THE
INDUSTRY SO FAR?

JG: The best experience I had
with music was getting the
chance to show my music to
family. Growing up I was nervous to show them what I had
been working on. Now they
look forward to my songs, so it's
a great feeling to be able to do
that.
JS:WHEN ISYOUR
NEXT SHOW?

JG: The next show I have booked
is in Edmonton; I'll be opening
up for Juicy J in July.
JS: IF YOU COULD
TOUR ANYWHERE IN
THE WORLD RIGHT
NOW, WHERE WOULD
YOU BE?

JG: The one place J heard is
amazing is the UK, so I'm looking forward to being able to
perform over there, and to collaborate with artists in the UK
would be amazing.
JS: IF YOU COULD BE
IN ANY MUSIC VIDEO,

TAKING CLASSES THIS SUMMER?
Consider staying on campus: close, convenient and affordable!
Summer residents stay in Clark Residence:
• full cooking facilities
• fun outdoor community environment
• no meal plan required
• only $100.00 per week!

Reserve your room at www.uwindsor.ca/residence
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WHOSE WOULD IT BE?
AND WHAT WOULD
YOU BE DOING?

JG: The one music video I
would have wanted to be in
would be Drake, "Headlines." I
would be next to him coming
down an all glass elevator, eating steak, drinking wine. Wearing all black.
JS: IS THERE A DANCE
MOVE YOU ALWAYS
FALL BACK ON?

JG: The only dance you will
catch me doing in the dub is the
one two, moving side to side,
with whatever beat or song is
playing.
JS: IF WE'RE
CELEBRATING
TOGETHER A YEAR
FROM NOW, WHAT
DID WE ACHIEVE
TOGETHER?

JG: When we celebrate together
a year from now, it will be on the
release of my first album; just
finishing my first college tour
that I will be starting in Septemher.
JS: EMINEM OR KANYE
WEST?

JG: As much as I love Eminem, the things Kanye West
has achieved over the years is
incredible. Even though he has
his spazz moments he is still a
musical genius!
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The Drowsy Chaperone, The Chrysler
Theatre 20 I Riverside Dr.W, 7:30 p.m.,
$20,$10,$5

BURNING MY FATHER
JOHN B.LEE

Five Women Wearing The Same Dress,
Essex Hall Theatre, University of Windsor
40 I Sunset Ave., 8:00 p.m., $20, $19 for
seniors and students, $12 for UWindsor
students with ID

Last Friday took me on a trip I never thought poetry could.
It was the launch for John B. Lee's Burning My Father and
John Wing Jr:s Why Shaped Scars.
Now, I had read Wing's book, having reviewed it last week
(check it out@uwindsorlance.ca). It was funny, gripping
and had me laughing my socks off (good thing I wore two
pairs). I was a little worried about how it would pair with
John B. Lee's book, taking on a more serious and sentimental tone.
But wow, Lee's poetry collection is a masterpiece. This collection was selected from The Black Barns Trilogy and edited by UWindsor's editing and publishing class.

Burning My Father puts the reader into John B. Lee's worn
farm boots, taking them through a journey of experience
growing up on the family farm. John was supposed to be
the fifth generation of the Lee family to take over the farm,
but he left that path, taking the road usually not taken:
the poet. To beat, he even has a poem for Robert Frost in
"Mending Gate."

Windsor International Film Festival
Monthlies,The Capitol Theatre 121 University Ave.W, 8:00 p.m., $9

John B. Lee • photo by Jason Rankin

FRIDAY APRIL I I
Trisha Yearwood at Caesars Windsor, The
Colosseum at Caesars Windsor 377 Riverside Dr. E., 9:00 p.m., $30 and up

BURNING MY

Trumpet Greats!, The Capitol Theatre 121
University Ave.W, 8:00 p.m., $20 and up

FATHER

Live Music - British Beat 66 Show, Lilly
Kazilly's Crabshack & Grill 9550 Riverside
Dr. E., 6:00 p.m., $40

SATURDAY APRIL 12
Documentary Film Screening - The
Phenomenon Bruno Groening, Giovanni
Caboto Club, Marconi Hall 2175 Parent
Ave., 12:30 p.m,

The poet/farmer tension is seen as the collection weaves its
way through a series of poems, complete with cows, pigs,
sheep and even barn cats. Together, the poems tell a tale of
coming to age, but the question is whether it's the boots of
the farmer he's growing into or the voice of the poet.

Live Music at Taloola Cafe, Taloola Cafe
396 Devonshire Rd., 8:00 p.m.

The collection itself has its funny moments, like in "Jimi
Hendrix in the Company of Cows;' a poem where the first
part is completely in cow tongue. When he performed this
last Friday at The Caboto Club he had the whole crowd
chuckling.

Book Launch - Dani Couture launches
YAW with Richard Greene & Marc Di
Saverio, Biblioasis I 520 Wyandotte St. E.,
4:30 p.m· -----~ - SUNDAY APRIL 13

Eventually the collection winds down to John B. Lee embodying the poet with the poem "On the Way Home from
the Meat Factory I Decided to be a Poet," and comes to a
closure with a burial in "Burning My Father."

Windsor Community Orchestra Spring
Finale.Assumption University Chapel 2nd Floor 400 Huron Church Rd., 7:00
p.m.,TBA

John B. Lee

Goodnight and May God Bless:A Tribute
to Red Skeleton, Olde Walkerville Theatre
1564

MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

FIVE WOMEN
WEARING THE
SAME DRESS
The last University Players
production of the 2013 to
2014 season may also be its
most fun. It is an irreverent,
rip-roaring two hours and is
definitely worth making plans
for ahead of time.
Right when entering Essex
Hall, there is music and a partying wedding crowd dancing and welcoming everyone
who walks through the doors.
There is even a cheesy disc
jockey dancing more enthusiastically than everyone else.
There is also a wedding arch
to walk through. This all really
adds to the setting and the atmosphere, which gets the audience even more in the mood
for the play.

Top to bottom, L to R: Katie Preston, Alyson
Parovel, Cara Rodger. Heather Gallant, and
Rosemary Hopkins as Five Women Wearing the
Same Dress • photo by David Court

The play itself is vastly entertaining. It is about five bridesmaids who are all very different from one another - from
the bride's obnoxiously Christian cousin, played by Heather
Gallant, to her promiscuous

former best friend, played by
Cara Rodger - but they bond
over their dislike of the bride.
Their friendship deepens as
they share their dreams, worst
fears, and past traumas with
each other, and they help each
other move forward. The humour is largely vulgar, so use
judgment when attending the
play; some may find it hilarious, and others may find it offensive (although with university-aged audiences, it is more
likely to go over as hilarious).

Wyandotte St. E., 2:00 p.m.,
Advance $37.50 Door $45
The Spring Gift Show, Place Concorde
75 I 5 Forest Glade Dr., I0:00 a.m.

MONDAY APRIL 14
Short Story Club, Riverside Library 6305
Wyandotte St. E., 2:00 p.m.

TUESDAY APRIL IS
Introduction to Self-Publishing, Windsor
Public Library 850 Ouellette Ave., 7:00 p.

m.
Villains Open Mic Instrumental Talent,
256 Pelissier St., 9:00 p.m.

The play leaves some loose
ends. The audience never finds
out what happens to the person who statutorily raped the
bride's younger sister (played
by Katie Preston) about a decade earlier, or why everyone
seemed to let it go so easily after they were in such an
uproar. Also, the dialogue
between Rodger's bridesmaid
and her love interest near the
end gets a bit tedious, but
maybe that is because it is has
to compete with the zaniness
of the dialogue between the
bridesmaids. Other than that,
the play is a gem. The performances were stellar throughout.

Pop Crimes North American Eastern Tour
2014, Phog Lounge

WEDNESDAY APRIL 16
"French Cuisine" Luncheon Fundraiser for
IRIS House, IRIS House 1280 Ouellette
Ave., 12:00 p.m., $9
Back to Nature Gardening, Riverside
Library 6305 Wyandotte St. E., I:00 p.m.
English Conversation Circle,Windsor Public Library 850 Ouellette Ave., 6:00 p.m.

THURSDAY APRIL 17
The Fab Four,The Colosseum at Caesars
Windsor 377 Riverside Dr. E., 3:00 p.m.,
$15 and up
Back To The Eighties, Level 3 Vodka Emporium 375 Ouellette Ave., 9:00 p.m.

Way to go out with a bang,
University Players!
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ALBUM REVIEWS
SOPHIASAWA
lance reporter

FORCEFIELD
TOKYO POLICE CLUB
Tokyo Police Club's breezy fourth album, Forcefield, is comparable to a summer
fling; it is fun and carefree-almost superficially so-and can shamelessly be
tucked away once fall rolls around. After four years, the four piece band from
Newmarket, Ontario returns with nine original songs, all buzzing with anticipation for road trips and long nights.
The three-part, eight and a half minutes long 'i\rgentina (I, II, III)" introduces
the album and sets the stage for the boisterous "Hot Tonight;' a lighthearted
account of a fiery summer night with twangy guitars and a strong chorus. "Hot
Tonight" is an anthem for directionless car rides with the windows rolled all the
way down.
"Toy Guns" is reminiscent of mid-2000s pop-punk, choosing to focus more on
its metaphor-ridden lyrics. David Monks sings, "I am taking one last look as I
leave it to rust/cause it seems to me/I am just another jagged gem/And we're
both cut from the same stuff." Nostalgic and polished, "Toy Guns" is a perfect
representation of Forcefield.
Monks' vocals take a sinister turn on "Tunnel Vision;' a song that steers the
album in a darker direction with snarky lyrics and frenzied instrumentals.
"Through the Wire" is soft and sweet with undertones of synths-a song soothing enough to fall asleep to during a rainy, humid afternoon. "Feel the Effect"
brings Forcefield to an anticlimactic end in the same way shorter days and colder weather sweeps summer away.

Forcefield serves its purpose: it's enjoyable to listen to, and it sounds like the
band enjoyed putting it together; you can practically hear Monks' grin on each
song. However, it lacks a big enough impression to last it through the changing
seasons. A summer soundtrack? For sure. The next big thing? Not so much.

SOPHIASAWA
lance reporter
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EDUCATION,
EDUCATION
EDUCATION'& WAR
KAISER CHIEFS

"The Factory Gates" loudly announces the album with ominous keyboards and
powerful vocals from Wilson. The band's most recent single, the soft "Coming
Home;' will have you tapping your fingers the first few times it plays on the radio; but after a few days of hearing the line "coming home" tirelessly and melodramatically screamed for five minutes, you'll be covering your ears.
Any cliche left lingering from "Coming Home" is completely gone when "Misery Company" starts playing; maniacal chortles bounce around between cynical
lyrics and razor-sharp guitar solos on the Chiefs' most impressive and experimental song on Education. "Meanwhile, Up in Heaven'' is an encore of "Coming
Home;" it is just as unnecessarily long with simple lyrics and a flat chorus.
"Bows & Arrows" does not boast the most impressive lyrics ("You and me on
the front line/You and me, every time/It's always you and me, we're bows and
arrows:') but the deeper meaning behind such simple words works well-especially when contrasted with Wilson's strong, confident voice. Wilson keeps
up the vigor on "Cannons;' where he shows off his range on a striking bridge.
The end of the song features a two-minute poem about post-apocalyptic Earth,
which concludes with the dwindling sound of a kettle's scream.
For their first shot at being a band without one of their main creative forces,
Kaiser Chiefs put on a decent show on Education, Education, Education & War;
evidently the lack of Hodgson inspired the band to step up their game. For Kaiser Chiefs, the change is already bringing a brighter future.

director, CjAr
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more info! earshot-online corn & cjam.ca
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After suffering a major lineup
change, British indie rock band Kaiser Chiefs released their fifth album
Education, Education, Education &
War on Mar. 31, 2014.
On Dec. 4, 2012, Nick Hodgson-drummer, songwriter, and one of the founding members of Kaiser Chiefs-announced his split with the band after 15 years
together. Also without an international hit since 2007's "Ruby," things looked
bleak for Kaiser Chiefs-but they managed to execute the ten songs on Education (their first album without Hodgson) with surprising success.
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THE SOUL.JAZZ ORCHESTRA* - Inner Rre (Strut)
SHIMMER DEMOUTION*- Dance To Noise (Self-Released)
VARIOUS*- Psych Pop 2 (Optical Sou,ds)
ODONIS ODONIS*- HBSB (Buzz)
TIMBERTIMBRE*- Hot Dreams (Arts & Crafts)
JCOLLECTIVE*- Irie (Self-Released)
HEAVYWEIGHT'S BRASS BAND*- Brasstronomical Qulaworlds)
WHITEHORSE*- Ephemere Sans Repere (Six Shooter)
TRUST*-Joyland (Arts & Crafts)
MAC DEMARCO*-Salad Days (CapturedTracks)
LIARS- Mess (Mute)
TECHUNG- Lam La Che (ARC Music)
SUBTRACTIVELAD*-Wildemess (NSMD)
ARIANE MERCURe"- Dusty Diamond (Old Country)
THE VTIUTIES*-Sulky Jr. (Self-Released)
KANDLE*- ln Rames (DareTo Care)
BEND SINISTER*-Animals (File Under.Music (R.J:M))
AUDREY OCHOA QUARTET*-Trombone and Other Delights (Self-Released)
CORYWEEDS QUINTET FEATURING STEVE DAVIS- Let's Go (Cellar Live)
UNDYVOPNFJORD*-YoungWcwerer (Self-Released)
SAM ROBEJU'S BAND*- Lo-Fantasy (Paper Bag)
TOKYO POLICE CLUB* - Forcefield (DineAlone)
PERFECT~ -SayYesTo Love (CapturedTracks)
SEPTEMBER GIRLS- CursingThe Sea (Fortuna Pop)
DILEMMANADE-The Stand (Self-Released)
THOMAS BLONDET - Furure.vorld (Rhythm & Culture Music)
THEWAR ON DRUGS- Lost In The Dream (Secredy Canadian)
NEIL FINN - Dizzy Heights (Lester)
SHE REX- She Rex (MGM)
CHERRY GLAZER- Haxel Princess (Burger)
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Fourth
year acting
students put
on two-day
festival at
UWindsor
•

ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

from comedy to more dramatic. A few
of the characters vary from a 1960s
housewife, a 1920s bootlegger, an
army doctor and a female boxer.

Gignac said his character is loosely
based on himself; he will be performThe fourth year acting students at the ing as a painter who has recently cornUniversity of Windsor have turned pleted his undergrad and will show
their final Character Study projects how a student deals with life after
into a two-day festival open to the University. Ziss previewed her charpublic.
acter as a young woman who has to
Each fourth year will present every bring a stranger to the hospital after
half an hour for about 15 minutes the stranger has been severely injured.
each. They will feature a wide vari- The story shows her character spendety of subjects and each student will ing the night at the hospital and havpresent in full costume complete with ing a sort of existential crisis dealing
lights and music.
with death and exploring what con=~aaaea..,
~ - -~nects you to other people.
The projects are meant to integrate
what the students have learned over Both Gignac and Ziss explained that
the four-year drama program at they wanted to develop the character
UWindsor and are an opportunity to study projects into a festival atmouse all of the skills they have acquired. sphere to foster discussion amongst
Each student works as the creator, di- the audience in-between showings.
rector and performer of their charac- "It's a buffet, there will be something
ter study.
for everyone," said Wing. And cook"It's a chance for them to have more ies too I'm told. Refreshments. Or
creative input than they've had thus maybe it's more like a wine tasting...
far in their training," said Paula Wing, you should be pleasantly intoxicated
an actor and playwright who has been at the end:'
instructing the fourth years on their Although Gignac and Ziss have both
character studies. "That said, I did had a taste of acting in Windsor (they
provide guidelines and certain limi- appeared in this year's University
tations, with the idea that the most Players productions of Sleeping Beaufreedom comes with correctly applied ty. Three Sisters, Suite Surrender and A
limits. A little bonus is that each ac- Woman of No Importance altogether)
tor will graduate with a short piece, a they both plan on moving after gradu'calling card' if they so desire, some- ation.
thing they could continue to develop
as they move into the professional "Toronto:' said Ziss of her plans.
world:'
"Everyone basically moves to the To-

poster for the two-day festival

Grant Gignac and Hannah Ziss are
the two fourth year acting students
who are spearheading the festival.
Gignac plans to develop his character
study into a series of pieces after graduation and said that many students
produce their pieces in fringe shows
afterwards.
"These are two really awesome days
about art because they are all original
pieces and they're very well-produced
and very well-written and a lot of really cool stories get told:' said Ziss.
"Each individual piece is really awesome but the whole day, the whole experience of watching a bunch of them
in a row is just so cool. We wanna be
able to offer that to the community."
Audiences will be able to come and
go as they please during the two-day
showings. The pieces vary in genres,

-

-

-------

-

-

ronto area," said Gignac. 'Tm planning on doing more original pieces.
So everyone's got their own path."
The two students agreed that throughout the four year acting program they
have been tested and challenged and
even told that if they could see themselves being happy in another profes· sion, they should pursue it, but both
said they cannot see themselves doing anything else. Gignac would like
to create his own acting company or
festival and Ziss said she would like to
be part of the Stratford Festival.
Th
d
e fourth year character stu Yprojects will be presented on Apr. 17 and
18 from 2:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in the
Jackman Dramatic Art Centre. Refreshments will be served. Follow the
fourth year acting students on Instagram: characterstudy2014

------

-,
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A TRACK STAR

MICHAELHUGALL
an

The men's track and field team had a terrific season finishing first at the OUA Championship meet, as well as
capturing a bronze in the CIS National Championship in
Edmonton. Throughout the year many UWindsor athletes
were able to showcase their talents. However a sophomore
from Kitchener, Ontario was able to put together a remarkable season and live up to the teams already sterling
reputation. Of course I am talking about Hee Phillips winner Alex Ullman

MICHAEL HUGALL: COMING FROM
KITCHENER, WHAT REALLY DREW YOU TO
THE U Of WINDSOR?
Alex Ullman: The track program helped draw me in. 21
of 23 track titles sealed the deal. It was either the track
program here or the soccer program at Laurier. I'm glad I
chose Windsor. I've made some good memories, and developed tremendous relationships with my teammates.

MH:WHO HAS INSP-IRED YOU TO KEEP
STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE
OVER THIS PAST YEAR?

It was either the
track program here
or the soccer program at Laurier. I'm
glad I chose Windsor. I've made some
good memories, and
developed tremendous relationships
with my teammates.
-Alex Ullman

Alex Ullman competes at the Canadian track
nationals in Edmonton
• photo by Nathan Lennie

AU: Head cross country coach and assistant
track coach Gary Milloy. He always knows
what to say in pressure situations and it really
inspires me when I race. Just a great guy to
have on my side.

MH: DO YOU HAVE ANY SENIOR
MENTORS THAT HAVE HELPED
YOUALONGTHEWAYTHIS PAST
YEAR?
AU: Our seniors like Nick Falk and Paul Lamarra have really guided me through the pressure situations. I owe a lot to those guys and
with Nick leaving I'll try to fill the role as best
as I can.

MH: HOW DOES THE SUPER
SOPHOMORE AWARD RANK
WITH SOME OF THE BIG
ACCOLADESYOU HAVE
ACCUMULATEOTHIS PASTYEAR?
AU: It means a lot. I would rank it up there
with some of the prestigious awards I have
been fortunate enough to get Makes me happy to know that hard work and dedication can
go along way.

It is safe to say that this young man has a sense
of professionalism beyond his years, with the
talent to booL If this year was any indication
you would have to say that the next three years
Ullman has left are sure to be jaw-dropping.
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THE YEAR THAT WAS FOR BRETT BOERSMA
MIKESPECHT
sports editor
FOUR EXPRESS NAMED ALLSTARS

(WINDSOR, ONTARIO) The National
Basketball League of Canada has announced three players from the Windsor
Express will be taking part in the 2014
All Star Weekend, held in Charlottetown,
PEI on April 19 and 20.

In the early days of Lancers football training
camp, offensive lineman Brett Boersma was
approached by quarterback Austin Kennedy.
"Boersma," said Kennedy. "You throw shot put
right?" "Yeah?" Replied the rookie as Kennedy
picked up a 15 pound medicine ball heaving
it down field. "Beat that," boasted the captain.

Chris Commons, Stefan Bonneau and
Kevin Loiselle were chosen to represent
the Central Division in the weekend's
festivities.

"So I'm standing there with everyone watching, and I've gotta beat A.K.," recalls Boersman. "Fortunately I threw mine just bit further."

Head coach, Bill Jones will also coach
the Central Division team. The Express
game will be played following NBL Final
series between Windsor and the Prince
Edward Island Storm.

Moments like these made the two sport athlete's rookie season special. For his efforts
on the line and as a shot putter, Boersma was
named Male Rookie of the year at the Lancers
awards banquet.

HO-SANG SUSPENDED

"It means a lot to me personally. I have never
been recognized for anything like this. I am
privileged to play with two excellent teams.
I have so many great teammates that make
working hard every day a lot easier;' said
Boersma on the award.

It was a rough series to say the least for
the Windsor Spitfires. Not only were
they swept by the London Knights in
four games, but following the final game
of the series leading scorer Josh Ho-Sang
~ s suspended 15 games which will carry into next season.
The incident which occurred when-11-,1.,......,i.,..Sang tripped Knights defenceman Zach
. .Bell sending him into the boards. Bell
needed to be carted off of the ice and was
later found to have a broken leg.
This is the second suspension resulting
from this series. London Goaltender
Anthony Stolarz was suspended for eight
games after delivering a high-stick to
Ho-Sang the third game of the series.

Although he was spurned during the medicine
ball challenge, Kennedy, the man who receives
··

"I mean, sometimes you gotta give the young
guys confidence before you show em' whose
boss," joked Kennedy on the toss off. "But,
honestly it's unbelievable his ability and mental toughness. He is the consummate offensive
lineman, confident but not cocky, hard working, and never makes excuses. You can always
count on him to take care of business."

Brett Boersma
• photo by Kevin Johnson

UCONN WINS NCAA
TOURNAMENT

The University of Connecticut Huskies
are NCAA basketball champions for the
fourth time in school history defeating
the Kentucky Wildcats 60-54 Monday
night.
The seventh seeded Huskies defeated
several top schools on their way to the
crown including wins over Kansas,
Wichita, and Louisville. UConn was led
by Shabazz Napiers with 22 points, six
rebounds, and three assists.
PISTORIUS TAKES THE STAND

Nearly a year after Oscar Pistorius killed
model Reeva Steenkamp in the bathroom of his South Africa home, the blade
runner is finally getting to tell his side of
the story.
Pistorius, now on trial for murder gave a
grim description of that night which he
claims he thought Steenkamp was an intruder in the bathroom and was acting to
save her life, rather than end it.

The 6'5, 285 pound Boersma also made waves
in the field representing the University of
Windsor as the only freshman at the national
championship in Edmonto.n.

nestly it's unbelievable
H
ity and mental toughness. He is the consummate
offensive lineman, confident
but not cocky, hard working,
and never makes excuses.
You can always count on him
to take care of business.
-Austin Kennedy

-

--

-

-

"When I came down on my football recruiting
visit the one thing I really felt like was that this
is a great place," said Boersma. '1 came into
the locker room after one game and saw that it
really is a brotherhood. That's something special and not a lot of teams have that. We have
that with both teams."
With an OUA banner, and national bronze
on his mantle, Boersma is looking forward
to continued success with the program while
also hoping to collect some hardware for the
football team next season. And as he notes,
success on the gridiron starts with better protection for A.K. and the offence.

.

Luckily, shot put and the offensive line are
max explosion positions and require a similar
training regimen, allowing Boersma to simultaneously work to the top of the podium and
stay on top of the OUA's finest defensive lineman.

Ifconvicted of premeditated murder, Pistorius could face up to 25 years in prison.

-

Shot put was an area of weakness for the Lancers in 2013 who failed to register a point at the
OUA and CIS championships. Boersma's eleventh place finish helped Windsor to a bronze
medal.

"We gave up a lot of sacks and we're not happy
about that. We're definitely going to work all
year round to make sure that we grow as players and come back bigger, faster, and stronger
and show that we are better than we were," he
said.

Contradictory reports of that night exist,
including reports from neighbours that
they heard shouting prior to the incident
as well as whether or not Pistorius was
wearing his prosthetic legs at the time.
The trial has been nationally televised in
South Africa and will continue into next
week where Pistorius will have to defend
his story during the cross examination.

-
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nothing but positive things to say about the
19-year-old.
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THE LANCE IS HIRING FOR EDITOR-IN-CHIEF!

UAL F~CATIO S·

The Lance, the official student newspaper at the University
of Windsor, is currently seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Editor-In C 1H: for the 2014-2015 academic year.
The contract for this position will begin as soon as possible.

-Completed or working towards a university degree or
college diploma in Journalism, Digital Journalism, English, or
equivalent.
-At least 3 years experience in a journalist role.
-At least I year experience in a management role.
-Able to work well under pressure with tight weekly
deadlines.
-Knowledge and/or experience with advertising design
practices and software such as Adobe Photoshop, lnDesign,
Wordpress required.
-Maintains a professional approach with excellent
interpersonal and presentation skills.
-Excellent organizational and time-management skills.
-Access to a vehicle is beneficial.

Applications are due on April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
JOB DESCRIPTION:

Editor-in-Chief
Management
(Approximately 40 hours a week), salaried
DUTIES:

The Editor-in-Chief's primary responsibility is to edit and
publish The Lance student newspaper at the University of
Windsor, and its online venue, www.uwindsorlance.ca. You
will be responsible for all staffing decisions for The Lance. You
will also be responsible for annual budgeting, internal staffing
issues, including disciplining staff and volunteers.

PLEASE SEND A COVER LETTER, RESUME AND 3
WRITING SAMPLES IN MICROSOFT WORD OR PDF
FORMAT TO:

Sarah Hor'Wath, Editor-in-Chief, editor@uwindsorlance.ca
Applications may also be submitted in person at:
The Lance
40 I Sunset Ave. B-91
CAW Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario

The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for duties of other staffed
positions in accordance with meeting weekly deadlines
if necessary. You will be responsible for all aspects of
the editorial and business side of The Lance delegating
responsibilities and deadlines. The Editor-in-Chief is also
responsible for maintaining all aspects of The Lance website.
You will have the responsibility of delegating tasks between
your staff members on a weekly basis.

N9B 3P4
Application Deadline:April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
We thank all applicants who respond, but only those selected
for an interview will be contacted.
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GOVERNANCE PROBLEMS
CRIPPLE STUDENT UNION
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor
The University of Windsor has
decided to withhold funds from
the University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) in light
of recent events, according to an
unconfirmed letter from university president Alan Wildeman,
addressed to UWSA executives
and councillors.
The leaked letter states that
"there is a significant governance, leadership and credibility gap that looms immediately:'
This gap was revealed by the
findings of the university's investigation into the BDS referendum combined with the impending vacancy of all UWSA
executive and board of directors
positions.
The university forwards $7
million of student fees to the
UWSA on an annual basis ac-

cording to the letter.
Wildeman said in the unconfirmed letter that "any decisions
or official positions taken by
the UWSA ... cannot be recognized by the University as being
properly made" until the organization's governance flaws are
corrected. The only exception
to this would be a resolution by
students asking the University
to assist them in reforming the
UWSA.
"Should this [resolution] not
occur and students prefer to
address on their own the governance issues facing the UWSA,"
writes Wildeman, "the University will seek assurances that
all of the University's concerns
have been addressed to its satisfaction before it will resume the
transfer of funds to the UWSA:'
Adam Bednarick, the fourthyear international relations
student who started the "Vote
None of the Above" (NOTA)

campaign, which successfully
campaigned to leave all elected
positions in the UWSA vacant,
said that this is the only option
left.
"It's sad that it has had to come
to this, but without a board of
directors to oversee the funds
the administration doesn't have
much of a choice," said Bednarick. ''I think it's in the best interests of students that the money
be secured until there is a properly governed organization to
manage it:'
Bednarick said that NOTA will
continue to keep an eye on the
reformation process.
"While we don't have the ability
to make changes to the by-laws
or constitution, were contmuing
to monitor developments and to
inform students of any changes;'
said Bednarick. "None of the
Above 1s about holding student
government accountable and
we'll be there to act if need be:'

I think it's in the best interests of students that
the money be secured
until there is a properly
governed organization to
manage it.
-Adam Bednarick
The full version of Raj Anand's
investigation report, which has
yet to be confirmed by university administration, identifies
a number of serious problems
with UWSA governance and
criticizes the UWSA for operating "in an institutional culture
of disregard for procedural fair-

ness:'

The report alleges that the fun damental structure of the organization does not follow the
Ontario Corporations Act on

CONT'D, GOVERNANCE
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create the UWSA that they collectively want to see. It's time to stop
being complacent or ignorant in the matters that decide where our
money goes and how our experience at this university will be.
In order to do this, we need more than just 10 per cent of students
to become involved. I can only hope that the university will fulfill its
obligations to students by allowing a free and fair process by which
students will be able to make changes themselves in the coming
months. However, if only a small group of students is active in this
process, the system will have failed from the outset.
When the time comes, students must be ready to participate. Tell your
friends, classmates, club leaders, and whoever you see walking around
campus that all students need to make decisions from now on because
we cannot afford another year like this one. Nobody - not the current
UWSA representatives, nor the university administration - can tell us
what we want as long as we stop lying down at every opportunity to
make a difference. Indifference is no longer an acceptable option - it's
time to stand up for ourselves and demand accountability.
Undergraduate students at the University of
Windsor have seen better days. The University
of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA), our chief
representative body, has failed us. Since the fall,
nothing of substance has been done for students,
albeit the recent campaign to produce a Fall Reading
Week. This is what students wanted and I applaud
those who fought on our behalf, but the argument
is virtually useless because, in the end, senate has,
in a roundabout way, added an extra week onto the
semester.
My point is not to write off this accomplishment,
but to emphasize that the only considerable effect
the UWSA has had on student life in the last four
months is actually fairly minor and inconsequential.
At the most, this effort comes off as an attempt to
create the illusion of an organization that has acted
on behalf of its members.

-Travis Fauteux.
news editor & third-year UWindsor student

In the grand scheme of things, over 11,000 students
have paid a small group of incompetent, selfinterested children to bicker over meaningless
policies, contradictory by-law amendments, and
rigid interpretations of the currently flawed bylaws. I would cite specific instances of these, but the
minutes of these meetings are either indecipherable
or non-existent In addition, no agendas have ever
been made accessible for members and emergency
meetings have been held at generally inconvenient
times (on a Sunday evening for example) without
proper notice - meetings that did not solve any
problems, it should be noted. Furthermore, tactics
like breaking quorum on purpose to derail a meeting
have been used as a last resort by multiple members.
There is no excuse for these actions.
The university has concluded that they will be
freezing the UWSA's funding. I have already heard
complaints that this means there will be no student
representation, but there is one simple fact that these
complaints do not address: students never really were
represented. The malaise I have with the university's
decision does not compare to the disgust I have with
the actions of the UWSA itself throughout the year.
T believe that, in freezing the funds, the university
is doing what is in the best interests of the students
who have been left essentially incapacitated when
it comes to reforming the UWSA on their own.
However, students must insist that it is they who
take charge in this moment of need.

If the past two months have not been eventful
enough, what comes next will surely be a defining
moment for University of Windsor students today
and in the future. It is not too often that 11,000
students are given equal opportunity to re-define
themselves as a grounded, institutional collective.
This is not simply a chance to reform, but this is a
chance to completely rethink how University of
Windsor undergraduate students will be represented
for years to come and to ensure that the deliberate
mismanagement that has occurred in recent years
will never happen again.
It's time for a clean slate. Students from all
departments and faculties must stand together and
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It may be raining outside but its a balmy 27 degrees in Leddy
Library #uwindsorproblems

If executives and councillors had put any effort into
holding fair elections, l•.'lci"ra "l' ~ rf~taur3n as
promised, or ensuring that the university properly
reimbursed students for the lost services during the
strike, instead of either supporting or condemning
the BDS referendum, perhaps some would have been
re-elected. Perhaps students would be represented
as of May 1.
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Lidia Colucci
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Making us wait an extra 30 mins to write an exam because
they didn't even print off enough copies _
#uwindsorproblems

Kurt Sasso

APR09

@UWindsor #parking cement barriers exposed rebar rips off
my car bumper. pic.twitter.com/qv8d508llm
#UWindsorProblems

mission statement
The goal of the Lance is to produce a weekly newspaper that
proviaes informative and accurate accounts of events and
issues relevant to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged position in being free from
commercial and administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect students. However, we
believe that no subject need fall outside the grasp of the student
press, and that we best serve our P.Urpose wnen we help widen
the boundaries of debate on eaucational, social economic,
environmental and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive to adhere to the
Code of Ethics of the Canadian University Press. Any material
containing a racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial suostance or
tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of Windsor Students'
Alliance and prints every Thursday of the fall and winter semesters.
Its offices are located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial board or
printed with their P.ermission, and may not reflect the beliefs 0¥ all
its members. Opinions expressed in tlie Lance are not necessarily
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DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter

Students will be catching a
break in the next school year as
the University of Windsor's senate has voted in favour of adding
a Fall Reading Week.
"It is a growing trend," said
UWSA senator Hussein Zarif,
who read testimonies to senate
from students across campus
who believed a Fall Reading
Week should be implemented.
"I believe that a Fall Reading
Week will become a standard
across the country. I'm glad that
we pushed the university to be
ahead of the curve."

As with many other post-secondary institutions, University
of Windsor's Fall Reading Week

will be implemented during the
week of Thanksgiving by extending the regular long-weekend.
"The Thanksgiving long-weekend does not suffice because
the diversity of our campus and
the needs of our student body;
said Zarif. "Sometimes being
able to spend an extra few days
with family in Toronto can help
out-of-town students cope with
home sickness. Giving students
that additional time will allow
them to come back refreshed
and better prepared to take on
the semester."
The University of Windsor currently has a fall semester that
lasts only twelve weeks, while
the winter and inter/summer
semesters are both longer and
last for thirteen. This is because
only the winter and summer se-

e that a Fall Reading
ill become a standard across the country.
I'm glad that we pushed
the university to be ahead
of the curve.
- Hussein Zarif

mesters have traditionally had a
reading week.
"The Winter Reading Week
dates back to when the University held full year courses," said
university secretary Renee Wintermute. "The Winter Reading Week reflected a mid-year
break. When the university
moved to semester courses, the
winter break remained, but the
question of a fall break was likely not raised."
A week will be added to the
fall schedule, extending it to a
thirteen-week semester like the
winter and inter/summer semesters. This way, all three semesters will equally have twelve
instructional weeks and one
"reading week."
This also means that the fall
semester classes end on Dec. 3
and the exam period will last
from Dec. 6 to Dec. 17.
The adoption of a Fall Reading
Week by universities is a rather
recent phenomenon with currently over half of the universities in Ontario having some
form of a fall reading/study
break.
The University of Windsor
has even previously had a Fall
Reading Week back in 2008,
called "UWin Week." However,
this was cancelled due to a faculty work stoppage during the
2008 bargaining sessions. UWin

I tlon't think there is an actual eed for a Fall Reading Week.
- Josh Hompoth
Week was held in the fall 2009
semester before being withdrawn the following year.

tain about including yet another
mid-semester break in the academic year.

Rick Caron, chair of the Academic Policy Committee, presented a report on April 11 to
the senate regarding semester
lengths and proposed a Fall

"I don't think there is an actual
need for a Fall Reading Week,"
said Josh Hompoth, a third-year
computer science student at
UWindsor. "Unless its purpose
is to reduce stress and give some
time to relax after midterms ...
If the purpose is to give a bit of
leniency and rest, then I would
say that for many it's required."

Reading Week.
Caron reported that, based on
a survey from faculty, staff and
students, 85 per cent were in favor of the proposed break.
"Students played a crucial role
in advocating and passing a
Fall Reading Week," said Zarif.
"For the past three years, people have talked about [the Fall
Reading Week] as a possibility
but it never happened. A strong
student push made it move up
as a priority issue on the senate agenda and be passed in less
than a year."
While support was strong,
some students are still uncer-

"I have mixed feelings about a
Fall Reading Week," said Matt
Jean, a second-year communications UWindsor student "The
first semester goes by quicker
and the second semester always
feels longer due to the weather,
so during the winter semester [it] gives us a much needed
break, whereas the fall semester, I don't think it's as needed.
Some students may need [a Fall
Reading Week] to catch up on
work, but ... if I had the choice,
I would have left it winter only."
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which it is supposedly based
and that only board members
and not councillors should have
the authority to make by-law
amendments, which has not
been the case.
In addition, the report criticises
the organization's less-thanstellar attempt at informing its
members of "meetings, agenda
items, elections, referenda, reports, events, and UWSA job
postings:' According to its constitution, the UWSA must allow
members to inspect any document that is non-confidential
within one week of filing a request. Notice of council meetings must be presented six days
in advance and the agenda in
three.
Concerns about the hiring procedure of a new CRO this January are also raised in the report.
On Feb. 27 at 9:00 a.m., Jake De1ong entered his office to find his Support Our Troops flag
defaced with the anti-semitic remark as seen above • photo by Jason Rankin

sequence of events in the
a
election process is suspicious to say the least.
- Raj Anand

In August of last year, former
CRO Jordan Renaud was terminated after only a few months in
his position. A new CRO was
not appointed until a council
meeting on Jan. 30 when the
BDS referendum timeline and
a number of questionable elections policies were approved.
In the report, Anand said that
"the sequence of events in the
CRO selection process is suspicious to say the least."
The hate crime that occurred
the morning the BDS referendum voting began is also mentioned in the report as a troubling human rights issue. On
Feb. 27, VP academic affairs

Jake Dejong entered his office
to find his Support our Troops
flag spray painted with the Star
of David and the word "Zionist:'
According to the report, an
equally troubling message was
found the same day, the details
of which have only recently
come to light. The washroom
near the university's Multi-Faith
Space in the CAW Centre was
vandalized with graffiti saying
"Stupid Muslims Should Kill
Themselves:'
Windsor Police is currently investigating these incidents and
has not released an update since
February.
While Anand was only able to
make findings about some of the
allegations that turned up in his
investigation, he said that "they
raised serious issues that must
be considered going forward as
the UWSA develops more effective, predictable and transparent governance processes."
Holly Ward, chief communications officer for the university,
responded to the Lance's inquiries stating that the letter that
was not intended to be made
public and Wildeman will not
be providing a comment at
this time. Ward ensured that
updates will be provided "once
more information is available
about how the university will be
moving forward."
The Lance has not received confirmation from the UWSA if the
funding has been frozen as of
yet.
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C]AM gets a signal boost
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LEM WITH THE LATEST REFERENDUM

LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

the University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA). One
thousand votes need to be cast
in order to meet quorum.

CJAM's referendwn for a student levy increase may have
failed for not meeting quorum,
but a massive power increase
should raise spirits.

Vernon Smith, CJAM's station
manager, expressed concerns
regarding campaigning for the
referendum in light of recent
problems with the UWSA.

On April 3, CJAM campus radio
station was approved to quadruple its power from 500 watts
to 2084 watts. This piece of welcome news came the first day of
voting on the referendum for a
99 cent increase to the station's
operating budget.

"Election rules here are incredibly complicated... and in some
areas, possibly anti-democratic," said Smith. "My instructions
to staff were not to colour outside the lines... quite frankly we
were afraid to campaign:'

Fewer than seven hundred full
time students voted in the referendum, which was held through

A 99 cent increase in the station's budget would mean an extra $24,000 in annual funding,
in addition to the $120,000 they

We're cutting whatever
can be cut, operating on a
shoestring, operating with
obsolete equipment and
operating without a proper automation system.
- Vernon Smith

currently receive. CJAM has
not had a fee increase for nearly
twenty six years.
"We're cutting whatever can be
cut, operating on a shoestring,
operating with obsolete equipment and operating without
a proper automation system.
With a successful referendum ...
people can be a little bit more
comfortable in their positions
and certainly we'll be in a better position to have the tools of
production that we need in 2014
to run a real radio station," said
Smith.

Atjun Krishnan, a first-year student at UWindsor, said he voted
in favour of the increase.

Election rules here are
incredibly complicated ...
and in some areas, possibly anti-democratic. My
instructions to staff were
not to colour outside the
lines... quite frankly we
were afraid to campaign.
- Vernon Smith

"I think 99 cents is not asking
too much for a radio network
we can call our own. I listen to
CJAM regularly. It has a lot of
good variety of international gotta give; said Smith. "I'm
pretty sure we have the same
stuff, which I really like:·
[sound] board in the on-air
Smith said they will try again room that we had when I was a
next year and will hopefully get student here in the 80s:'
the voter turnout they require.
According to Smith, the project
Unrelated to the referendum,
CJAM has plans to forge ahead will cost approximately $50,000.
with the expansion of its broad- They have already spent around
cast range. Smith said they have $10,000 on engineering fees just
been budgeting for several years to apply to the Canadian Radioto be able to afford this massive television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) for
upgrade to the station.
the extension. The rest will go to
"In budgeting for the power in- supplies, setup costs, and testing
crease we've not bought a lot of the new equipment
new stuff over the past couple
of years. Eventually something's The CRTC is a governmental

regulatory board, which supervises and protects organizations
under its jurisdiction. A radio
station has to be licensed for a
certain frequency and broadcast
range according to its rules and
procedures.
Smith is proud of CJAM and
excited for the improvements
to their broadcast range. "This
is radio for the people, by the
people... it will give the people
more sophisticated choice," said
Smith.
Upgrades to the service are expected to be completed over the
summer.
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WHEN FASHION
MEETS ACTIVISM

LEADING A
DOUBLE LIFE

Students launch

Wear Your Label
business venture
APRI I

As my exams approach I can't
help but think of Leddy Library
and how by this time I would be
crammed into a cubicle, jamming
information into my head or writing a ten-page essay on gender
roles. Instead, I am on the other
side of the Atlantic and I could not
be further away from study-mode.

FREDERICTON (CUP) - Mental illnesses are invisible. Or at least, they were,
but two young entrepreneurs are looking
to change that.

Rather than filling my mind with
academics, I dwell on the past. The
blurred memories rush through
and only pausing at moments of:
laughter at work, happiness in sitting along the river with friends
on the first warm day, and relief in
knowing that my family waits up
for me at the end of the day.

Kyle MacNevin and Kayley Reed are cofounders of a business project called Wear
Your Label, which produces fashionable
clothing with mental illness labels such as
"anorexic" or "bipolar" prominently displayed.
"It's basically un-labelling by labelling. So
{it's about] taking ownership over your
mental health, whether you're happy and
healthy or struggling with a disorder, and
just realizing that it's something that you
can own and . . . realize it doesn't define
you. {Wear YOIB Label] takestm lnllkte-c,at,
perspective on crushing the stigma rather
than an outside-in; said Reed, a third-year
student at Renaissance College, a part of
the University of New Brunswick (UNB).

The flashbacks leave me dizzy
and lonely realizing what I've said
goodbye to and how much has
changed. The sad truth about being abroad is that you cannot touch
base with all of the people you care
about back home, as much as you
kill yourself trying, because you're
not only saying goodbye but you're
saying hello to a completely new
life (six hours into the future because of time difference).

"One of the reasons why we started the
campaign was because we noticed a gap
with different mental health campaigns,
where a lot of them are really loud about
crushing the stigma ... and saying that you
support this or you support that, but there
wasn't anything that really started from
within yourself. So we thought instead of
saying that you support somebody else in
something, why not start by saying that
you support yourself, that you accept yourself for whatever label you have. And by
doing that you're then helping others realize that they can do the same thing:' she
said.

Life will move on: friends will get
engaged, accept new jobs, and
while on this amazing experience,
you cannot continue to mull over
what you are missing. You will
spend more time sitting in your
room, as your tea gets cold, than
experiencing what this place has to
offer. You will end up so caught in
this double life, struggling to find
a balance between staying in on a
Saturday night to phone home or
to hop on a train with new friends
and create future memories. You
wonder if you are favouring one
group over the other, tearing yourself in two only to leave yourself
spread thinly between both worlds,
and it only passes if you let it.
Know that you will never say goodbye to those who matter; your best
friend will still message you about
the date she went on, your dad will
continue to send you pictures of
food (even though he knows you
are vegetarian), and everyone will
smother you with Skype dates and
gawk with envy at your international photos (but only if you get
up and get out!) The ones who care
will push for your adventures, and
are waiting to befriend the new
person that you will eventually become. So stop saying goodbye, and
start saying hello.

The project combines mental health activism with business savvy in a way that
MacNevin said will provide "real, tangible
outcomes" for its consumers.

• images from WearYourlabel.ca

"Labelling theory is pretty clear, from many
researchers that we've talked to. If you give
an individual a label, and you start encour
aging them to wear it in a positive way,
research suggests that it will have individual, positive improvements in that person's
life," said MacNevin, who is a fourth-year
at Fredericton's St. Thomas University and
co-founder of the New Brunswick organization Youth Matters.
"What were trying to do is reclaim the label from a position of strength and love. So
in order to help others, you must first help
yourself'
In addition to the stigma-reducing statement of their clothing, Wear Your Label
also aims to simply create fashionable
clothing.
"We really want to incorporate both the
fashion and the mental health and bring
MORE, NEXT PAGE [>
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them together into one new world. There's different organizations for different causes. Ten Tree is the environmental fashion line, and Me to We is the international
aid clothing line, but there's not really one that's associated with mental health. So what we want to do is not
just create your regular boxy t-shirts, but fashionable
clothing that people actually want to wear," said Reed,
who has recently been accepted into a Master's program
in fashion studies at Parsons The New School For Design in New York City.
MacNevin and Reed both said that their personal experiences with mental illness have been the "driving force"
behind their initiative. In addition to statement clothing, they are also hoping that Wear Your Label will help
to create an online resource for people looking to learn
about mental illness and stigma.
"[There are] little things on the actual clothing, like
where most garments say how to take care of your garment, our tag will also say how to take care of yourself,
including mental health information either about a specific illness or about mental health in general. So our
consumers aren't just buying a shirt ... they're continuing to educate themselves after the fact;' said Reed.
"So really you're buying a garment, you're a trendsetter, but you're also a part of this large connecting group
that's also championing mental health. We're not saying
that we want to be the one place where everyone can all
talk about mental health, but maybe we can be the one
place where everyone can stand up for their illness from

a place oflove and compassion," added MacNevin.
Although the initiative is still in the early stages, Wear
Your Label has gained traction and support at a variety of mental health and entrepreneurship conferences.
MacNevin and Reed pitched their idea at the Unleash
The Noise 2014 national mental health conference in
Toronto earlier in the month, and Wear Your Label
came in second place at the Atlantic Youth Entrepreneurship Summit pitch competition. The duo is currently applying to the Foundry Institute at UNB.
Although Wear Your Label apparel is not currently
available for purchase, Reed said that many people have
signed up for pre-orders, which are available on the
website with no monetary commitment - you simply
leave your email address and will be notified when the
product is available. The pair hopes that the first line of
clothing will be ready to launch this summer.
Wear Your Label was also launched on Facebook and
Twitter. Although the responses were largely positive,
some people did have concerns about the initiative.
"I think with anything that goes big, there's going to be
people who dislike the opinion or want to fight it ... and
sometimes that sticks with you, especially when you're
just starting out and it's your brainchild and you love
your idea so much it's harsh to hear people fight it;' said
Reed.
"But getting this criticism has been really good for us
because we are still at this development point where

7

we can question ourselves and [ask] what we can do to
make our philosophy valuable to everybody:'
Despite the criticism, the pair remain very confident
about the future of their company. MacNevin said that
the pair are their own harshest critics, and are working on developing cautionary measures to ensure their
product has the intended effect.
"Without losing our principles and values and what
we believe in our company, we want to make sure that
what we're doing is successful, not only in profit but in
change. So [we are] looking at making a positive impact
of individuals lives, and how we measure that, and how
we make sure that each person who buys our product is
ready to wear that shirt ... I feel very assured that what
we're doing is right and what we can do to make a difference, but we do need to make sure exactly what we're
doing is doing good while making money," said MacNevin.
"The only thing we need to worry about is at the end of
the day, can we confidently say why are we doing this,
is it important, does it matter, and is it going to make a
difference. And as long as we can answer those questions and move forward, then yes, we're doing the right
thing."
To find out more about Wear Your Label, check out
their website at WearYourLabel.ca.
LEE THOMAS - THE BRUNSWICKAN (UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK)
I
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arts& culture

SOPHIASAWA

lance reporter

Many artists who have enrolled
in the Bachelor of Fine Arts
(BFA) and Masters of Fine Arts
(MFA) programs at the University of Windsor have gone
on to achieve international and
national careers. One of these
artists is Arturo Herrera, who
graduated from the University
of Windsor with a BFA and is
currently working on his MFA.
Before enrolling in the BFA program, the only medium Herrera
had experience with was photography.

"The program exposed me to
art in a way that inspired me
to explore the different ways in
which I could express what I
want to say now, as a practicing
artist;' said Herrera.
The program helped Herrera
improve his craft on a technical
level, but, he stresses, he had to
make his way into the art scene
on his own.
"I don't think there is a program
that can prepare you for the art
scene;· explained Herrera. "If
your choice is to be an artist,
like myself, then all that matters
is the work you make and how
straightforward you can say
what you think."

If your choice is to be an
artist, like myself, then
all that matters is the
work you make and how
straightforward you can
say what you think.
-Arturo Herrera

This May, Herrera will be showcasing a project funded by the
City of Windsor called "The
Wyandotte Street Corridor;'
which involves creating a sense
of community through a series
of street signs installed along
city-owned street posts. During the same month, he will be
involved in Art Seals, which is
a performance art exhibition in
Hamilton, Ontario. Many more
of his projects are set to take
place this summer.
Herrera said that the current
Windsor art scene is much
more open to new ideas than in
the past. However, many Windsor artists still have few art opportunities within the community and on campus. For most,
making art alone is not enough
to make a living.
"It would be fantastic to the fu-

ture of the art scene in Windsor
if the authorities were to develop new programs and ideas
to involve the artists in the city;'
said Herrera. Since Windsor is
the fourth most culturally diverse city in Canada, Herrera
believes there are a plethora of
projects for artists to take part
in.
Vy Nguyen who is in her second year of double majoring in
English and communications,
media and film at the University
of Windsor knows the dedication of young artists within the

APRl72014 •

community.
"I see a really positive future for
those pursuing the arts;' said
Nguyen. "I know that there is
a lot of stigma with programs
such as the arts in that apparently it 'won't get people anywhere' and that 'they're wasting
their time; but I feel that all of
those judgmental •comments
are urimerited as long as people
in the arts are invested in their
work and are hardworking
themselves."
However, Nguyen said that the
LeBel Building, the main building for visual arts majors, is too
far away from the main campus
to bring light to the creativity
going on within the campus.
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Dairy Queen 2013 to be
on display at the SOMarts
Cultural Centre in San
F-ranc1sco, California m June
2014
• photo by Arturo Herrera

the caliber of local artists to the
community.
For the past three years she's
been featuring professional artists from Windsor, many of who
teach and study at the University. The gallery's next two exhibitions feature two MFA students
from the University of Windsor,
Amanda Dudnik and Pearl Van
Geest.

"If [LeBel] were on campus or
closer, people would receive
more exposure to the building
itself, as well as the students
and the program, which would
improve its general exhibition
among the university students:'

"I think it's important to really represent and highlight
what's happening here in the
city,' said Beveridge. "I think
there's a strong want for people
to strengthen the awareness of
the art community within the
city because we do have such a
dynamic amount of talent and
experience:·

Nguyen said artists should advertise more on the main campus as well; even when she was
in LeBel for her photography
course, she barely saw any flyers
advertising artists' work.

Windsor's professional artists
have a strong reputation within
the community, and for future
graduates hoping to break into
the art scene, their futures look
equally bright.

Sarah Beveridge, a UWindsor
alum and the owner of SB Contemporary Art, a downtown
Windsor gallery that focuses
on local artists has made it her
personal objective to showcase

"I've always been a huge supporter of the art scene in Windsor and I think, in terms of the
artists within this community,
that it can only get better," said
Beveridge.

a
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SIX WAYS TO LIVE
GREEN ON CAMPUS
JOANASZEEN
lance reporter

Most people are clued up on what can be done to build a more sustainable and environmentally friendly society. We know that we should recycle, limit our energy
use and try to create the lowest possible "carbon footprint:· but there are always
new ways to enhance our sustainable lifestyles on campus.

REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION:
Turn off appliances and lights when you aren't
using them. A power bar can simplify this
chore into a single flip of a switch.
BYOM:
Bring your own mug to school. When you're
ordering coffee, ask the barista to prepare your
coffee in the cup. You can also refill the cup at
any water fountain or tap.

BUY SECOND-HAND,
BUY LOCAL AND RESELL:
Websites like Etsy can offer
handmade and vintage everything from bedding to clothing
and housewares. If you are living in a dorm, clothing swaps
are a good way to exchange
gently used clothes for something new. If you're looking to
furnish your new spot, check
the local consignment shops
and online resources such as
Kijiji where students who have
moved or are graduating are
trading and selling furnishings.

PLANTING FRUIT AND NUT TREES
ONCAHPUS:
With a little bit of care these plants will live
for years and produce fresh and edible berries,
fruits and nuts each year. Seeds can be collected from the tree to produce new plants. Try
foraging to see what kinds of foods are already
growing in Windsor.
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• ---...~...: • stills from episode two of Game of Thrones season four

LOOK FOR ECO-FRIENDLY BATH

AVOIDING THOSE #PURPLEWEDDING SPOILERS

AND CLEANING PRODUCTS:
Notice labels that state the products are nontoxic, biodegradable, dye free, chlorine free,
phosphate free, nonpetroleum based, vegetable based or fragrance free. Baking soda
and vinegar is an old school green cleansing
combination.

Did you see that last episode of Game of Thrones? When this, that, and wtf?! happened? Everyone cheered, some choked up crying with happiness. I really, really
want to comment about it. I could issue a spoiler alert, but do those really work? Regardless, it will blow your mind! Sorry, I know a mind cannot be unblown. so I guess
I've spoiled that for you. By the way, you can actually get an extension for your web
browser to block spoilers on Facebook and such-or you can hurry up and watch the
episode. If you are waiting for the DVD release, might I point out that this episode
actually hit the record for most pirated show. Ever.

GET CYCLING:
Ride your bike, skateboard or rollerblade to
school before the snow hits the ground! Ride
the bus or carpool when the weather gets bad
to save some fuel.

POSSIBLE HINTS THAT MAY SPOIL THE EPISODE
My one question is: is it right to be happy? The thing that happened to the personthink of how young he was. Was it nature, or nurture that made him what he was?
Think.'Think. And was there a possibility at redemption? Or just cheer because everyone else is. I am just going to leave it at that.

SUMMER RATES
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Protest
the
Hero
•
coming to indsor
WITH INTERVALS, THE MOTORLEAGUE & THE APEX
SARAHHURST
lance reporter

P·otest the Hero, the progressive, aggressive hard rock/metal band from Whitby,
Ontario will be returning to Windsor
on Apr. 18 for a show at the Dominion
House Tavern.

Protest the Hero is made up of Rody
Walker on lead vocals, Luke Hoskin on
lead guitar, piano and backing vocals,
Tim Millar on rhythm guitar, piano and
backing vocals, Mike Ieradi on drums
and Arif Mirabdolbaghi on bass and
backing vocals.
Intervals, The Motorleague, and The
Apex will be opening the show.

ow should be one of our
I:,
s we've been practicing
hard to prepare ourselves for the
studio shortly after the show.
- Darren Marchand

"[Intervals] are fellow Canadians and it's
nice having them around and traveling
with them all over the world; said Tim
Millar. Protest the Hero has been on tour
with Intervals for the past four months.
Although The Apex has not had the
chance to work with Protest the Hero
until now, they are excited and believe
that the show will be a lot of fun.
"We're looking forward to supporting
Protest on their upcoming show here in
Windsor," said Darren Marchand, who is
the lead singer of The Apex. "This show
should be one of our best as weve been
practicing hard to prepare ourselves for
the studio shortly after the show."

The band has released four studio albwns, four EPs, one live performance
album and has appeared in a number
of compilations, including Warped Tour
2006 Compilation. Their latest album,
Volition, was released Oct. 29, 2013 and
was first on the charts for U.S. Independent Albums.
"Our latest album I think sounds like
Protest the Hero but with every release
it's always a maturation. It's pretty heavy
and fast but also very melodic at times;'
said Millar, describing their latest album.
"I feel like Volition has the most variation
of music from any of our albums:'

Tickets are on sale for
$22.00 in advance or $25.00
't it the door, however as of
~pril 12, there are only eight
tickets left and they are only
available at the Dominion
House.
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BRINGING DANCING AND
COUNSELLING TOGETHER
Nicole Hamilton's students demonstrate their dance skills Jorge
Cantor &plit Jumps while other students strike ballet poses at lmca
Dance Industries. (Photo by Preeteesh Peetabh Smghfrhe D1alog)
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TORONTO (CUP) - Nicole Hamilton completed the assaulted women's
and children's counsellor/advocate
(AWCCA) program from George
Brown College (GBC) 14 years ago.
She is now the managing director of
lnica Dance Industries (I.DJ.), Toronto.
But the career still matches the education.
Hamilton was always a dancer. At the
age of nine, she started studying at the
Burlington School of Dance, directed
by Cheryl Bodrug. After few years,
she moved on to train at Dancers Incorporated, also in Burlington, Ont.
i.ffi"1' dedt!a! that I need to
take my dance career to a serious level:' said Hamilton.

Hamilton got her teachers certificate
from Dance Masters Canada and has
been teaching for the past 20 years.
While she was building up her career
in dance she took on a lot of teaching
and assisting jobs which came along
the way at different dance schools.
Hamilton moved to Ottawa where she
was a faculty member at the Ottawa
Dance Academy and Aylmer Dance
Academy. These experiences helped
her get an understanding of the business.
Hamilton also wanted to do something within the area of counselling
services. She studied social work and
took several other courses at Ottawa
and Carleton University.
Moving back to Toronto, she started
her AWCCA program at GBC in
1998. "One would wonder, here you
are dancing throughout your life and
all of a sudden making a shift to take
on AWCCA:' she says.
"I was trying to determine really and
truly how I wanted my career to go. I
wanted to be a mental health counsellor and at the same time I wanted a
career in dance," said Hamilton. "After I graduated, I made a conscious
decision to pull the counselling and
my dance experience together and
open up a school where I can offer
both. At our company we do indeed
offer counselling sessions along with
our regular dance programs. It allows
us to get the best of both the worlds:·
According to Hamilton, there are
many issues that a dancer can go
through such as transition to an alternate career after a physical injury,

lifestyle issues, eating disorders, victim of violence, gender issues, and
self-confidence issues.
"These can be daunting for the dancers to deal with. It's very scary:• said
Hamilton. "The best part here (I.DJ.)
is that the counsellors are also dancers who understand what the students
are dealing with."
Hamilton is a mental health counsellor at I.DJ. and teaches various forms
of dance. She has been trained in tap,
jazz, ballet, hip-hop, contemporary,
lyrical, modem, Afro-Caribbean,
West African and liturgical (worship).
"She ( icolc is a-:overy pmteuional- and well-spoken woman. Kids really
love her and also the atmosphere;
said Mallory Dunlop, an I.DJ. faculty
member who studied commercial
dance studies at GBC in 2011-2012,
said.Dunlop teaches acrobatics at the
academy.

Jorge Cantor, an 18-year-old student
at I.DJ., said, "I want to take dance
as a hobby/career in the future. Nicole teaches me in West African and
contemporary. She is great. She is not
only strict about things that are necessary for a dancer but also a cool person to be around. She is not a teacher
but a friend:'
"As students when we are going
through school, we are dealing with
so much. Pressure of getting good
grades, pressure of family, friend,
relatives, relationships, boyfriends,
girlfriends and all this different things
that we have, sometimes it can be so
heavy. But as a student if you stick to
your vision, you can definitely achieve
your goal:' said Hamilton.
For dancers who want to make it
their career, Hamilton emphasizes
that dancers have many options available. Today one might be teaching at
a dance school, tomorrow they can be
abroad, judging a dance competition
or speaking at a dance conference.
On her own future plans she said, "I
look forward to building more dance,
and health education programs for
dance artists. It's been an exciting
journey at I.DJ. and I am eagerly
looking forward to what the future
holds for the company, and our faculty.'
PREETEESH PEETABH
SINGH - THE DIALOG
(GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE
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KAR-LEIGHKELSO
larce reporter

He then unveils project Insight, a massive operation
where three enormous ships
will remain airborne at all
times with extremely advanced weaponry to protect
the world from danger-or as
Rogers describes it, "holding a
gun to everyone on earth:'

CAPTAIN
AMERICA:
THE WINTER
SOLDIER

After an attack, Fury reveals
to Rogers that S.H.I.E.L.D. has
been compromised. Tragedy
strikes, and agent Natasha Romanov (Black Widow) reveals
to Rogers the existence of the
Winter Soldier: an extremely
illusive and successful assassin who has ·been involved
with dozens of murders since
World War II. Rogers and
Romanov set out to find and
stop the Winter Soldier as well
as shut down Project Insight,
knowing full well even the
highest-ranking S.H.I.E.L.D.
commanders can no longer
be trusted with the confirmed
breach of its intelligence.

I have thoroughly invested
myself in the Avengers/Marvel
movie franchise, and so far it
is only getting better. Captain
America: The Winter Soldier is
not just a continuation of Cap's
story, but also of other productions maintaining his involvement including The Avengers
and even the television show
Agents ofS.H.I.E.L.D. With an
all-star cast, a story rife with
mystery and conspiracy, and
the Marvel movie franchise's
continued delivery of witty
banter, this is a movie that everyone will enjoy.
Set in Washington D.C. two
years after the Battle of New
York, Steve Rogers is still trying to cope with living in
the 21st century while doing occasional missions with
S.H.I.E.L.D.
Following a
somewhat hairy mission in
international waters, Rogers
expresses pieces of his dismay
to S.H.I.E.L.D. director Nick

Fury.

If you have followed Marvel's ambitious reboot of The
Avengers and all of the related
movies to date, I assume you
are probably not going to miss
this one either. The good news
is this addition to the plot development will only leave you
wanting more from the movies
to come. (Which are planned
all the way up to 2020. Yay!)
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APRIL 17TOAPRIL 24
THURSDAY APRIL 17

University of Windsor Film Festival
2014, Capitol Theatre Windsor,
7:00 p.m.
Underground Open Mic., lefty's
Underground, I0:00 p.m.
Great Thursday - Beer, Brats &
Blues, Windsor Beer Exchange,
5:00 p.m.
FRIDAY APRIL 18

Protest The Hero wsg Intervals,
The Motorleague and The Apex,
Dominion House Tavern, 7:00 p.m.,
$22 in advance, $25 at the door
Allison Brown & Will Gillespie.Villains Beastro, I0:00 p.m., pay what
you can
Working with the Environment,
Artspeak Gallery
SATURDAY APRIL 19

F.R.A.C.K.- Fran~ois, Rachelle
, and Alex's Cape Karaoke,Villains
Beastro, 9:00 p.m.

Lindy (Toronto) w/ Dennis
Ellsworth (Charlottetown, PEI)
~""="""-~~~=-~~~===-f~anclTaraWatts ()Yindsor:), Pl:!og
Lounge, I0:00 p.m.

BOOK REVIEW

Working with the Environment,
Artspeak Gallery

SOPHIASAWA
lance reporter

SUNDAY APRIL 20

Working with the Environment,
Artspeak Gallery

CARTHAGE
JOYCE CAROL OATES

MONDAY APRIL 21

Joyce Carol Oates' most recent novel, Carthage, follows the
lives of the Mayfield family after the disappearance of their
19-year-old daughter, Cressida. The former University of
Windsor professor tells a tale of guilt, trauma and morality
with the small village of Carthage, New York as her backdrop.

Working with the Environment,
Artspeak Gallery
TUESDAY APRIL 22

Carnivores, Arts Council Windsor

Cressida, known as the "smart" Mayfield daughter (her
older sister, Juliet, is known as the "pretty" one), is last seen
at a rowdy bar with Juliet's fiance, Brett Kincaid-who recently returned physically and psychologically wounded
from the Iraq War.

& Region, 6:30 p.m.

The Mowgli's, The Shelter, Detroit,
Ml, 7:00 p.m.
The Penske File/Good Things/To
The Strongest, Milk Coffee Bar,
9:00 p.m.

Despite his respected status within the community and his
close ties to the family, the evidence piles against him and
leaves him the main suspect in the disappearance of the
Mayfields' snarky daughter.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 23

Carthage examines the psyches of the confused Mayfield
family and the haunted war veteran as they deal with
the aftermath and consequences of Cressida's disappearance. Oates does not leave a single aspect of their lives
untouched-she even delves into the characters' minds
through sporadic bursts of streams of consciousness.
In Brett's case, this involves muddled, violent flashbacks
from his time as a corporal and equally troubling memories from the last time he saw Cressida, in his blood-stained
Jeep. Although Oates refuses to abandon the minds of her
characters even for a paragraph, their emotions still manage to be lacking; they're too static, too predictable and not
illustrated well enough to suck the reader into the shattered
lives of the people of Carthage.
With such a variety of emotions to experiment with, Oates
only manages to skim the surface of her characters' turmoil, even with almost 500 pages to do it. Carthage reads as
if it were written in a rush (which it might have been; Oates

- - --~-

~

- -

-

-

--

Ingrid Michaelson, The Royal Oak
Music Theatre, Royal Oak, Ml, 7:00
p.m.
Working with the Environment,
Artspeak Gallery
THURSDAY APRIL 24
has a reputation of releasing one or two books per year);
repetitious descriptions echo each other from chapter to
chapter, side-characters mysteriously disappear (much like
Cressida-except, unlike her, these characters never have
their disappearances explained) and often times the characters "wonder" or "feel" things without much else being
added to these hollow observations. Even with such a deep
subject matter, Oates' story is shallow at best.

-

-

-

- - - --

-

-

MayWorks Windsor Festival 2014
Quilt Project launch, Press Conference, Artcite Inc., All-day
Working with the Environment,
Artspeak Gallery

-

-
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TV REVIEW
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

MAD MEN: EP 70 I
Sunday night saw the premiere of Mad Men
and perhaps it was because of the strong competition of the Game of Thrones wedding but
the beginning of the seventh season was underwhelming.
The episode began with Fred Rumsen pitching
an ad to Peggy. Fred, despite being the character that helped to launch Peggy's copywriting
career, is a pretty minor character, even since
his reappearance on the show. The first scene
saw Rumsen pitching an ad to Peggy and she
is quite impressed and taken aback with the
quality of his work. This to me was the foreshadowing of the rise of the agency and perhaps the fall of Don Draper.
Last season ended with the other executives
dismissing Don and asking him to take an
indefinite leave of absence. His replacement,
Lou Avery, is the polar opposite of Draper.
This is most apparent when he tells Peggy that
his weekend was, "just peachy" and that he
spent it chopping firewood. He also repeatedly seems to tell Peggy that he is "immune"
to her charms.
Although we first see Don in Los Angeles
visiting his wife, Megan, their relationship is

still rocky. He is unnerved by her new career,
is not pleased with the house she is renting
in the Hollywood Hills and overall does not
seem to find the healing powers of the California sun. It is no surprise that he meets an
attractive woman on the flight home (frankly
I'm surprised that he didn't meet one on the
way there as well) played by Canadian actress
Neve Campbell.
Back in NYC, Don timed his west coast visit
to coinc.ide with Ted checking back in at the
east coast office, much to Peggy's dismay. The
two have a few awkward encounters throughout the episode and we're left wondering ifTed
will return to California a faithful husband.
I don't want to give too much away but the
supporting characters seem to be out-ofwhack as well. Pete Campbell has also moved
to L.A. and can be seen frolicking about in the
sunshine sans suit and tie. The usually highstrung Campbell seems to be basking in the
sun while his wife and new baby are back in
the city. Roger Sterling also has a new living
arrangement and a new woman ... well, sort of.
For a Mad Men follower and fan, the episode
was quite unsettling as it was wrought with allusions to the dismay that may lie ahead for
our favourite advertiser, father and playboy.
The episode ends with the camera focusing on
a truly disheveled looking Don and this time
I don't think he just woke up from a late night
romp with last night's woman.

1
MICAELAMULDOON
lance reporter

mu•,1c director CJAM 99 I FM

*

more infol earshot-onhne corn & qam ea
md1cates Canadian artist

HEAD OR HEART
CHRISTINA PERRI
After almost three years, some
chart success, and a popular single from the Twilight soundtrack,
Christina Perri has returned. Head
or Heart is her second full-length
studio album.

Head or Heart just came out a few
weeks ago, but you may have heard
the single "Human" in late 2013.
While the song displays a fair bit of
vocal talent, with Perri's drawn-out
high notes over a slow set of instrumentals, there are other songs that
would have made better singles.
One such song is "Be My Forever;' an acoustic, upbeat duet featuring Ed Sheeran ("A Team," "Lego House") , which is arguably the catchiest one on the album.
Another lovely track is "The Words:' It is just Christina at the piano with a few
violins in the background, but sometimes less is more. The song features her
best vocals on the album and possibly her entire body of work; she exhibits
emotion, variety, and control all at once.
One slight problem with the album is that Perri consistently hits very high
notes. More power to her for doing this, as it is no easy task; however, not everyone's singing voice was made to soar. Although she remains on key, her voice
has a squeaky, strained edge to it that makes her sound a lot like a post-2007
Avril Lavigne, screaming to reach those notes. Perri would have been better off
playing to her strengths, namely the sultry middle-high notes.
Fans of contemporary pop/rock will probably still enjoy the album despite its
occasional out-of-place vocals. Some may even think Perri's vocal demonstrations are superb. It is all a matter of taste.
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THE SOULJAZZ ORCHESTRA* - Inner Rre (Strut)
SHIMMER DEMOLmON*- Dance To Noise (Self-Released)
VARIOUS*- Psych Pop 2 (Optical Sounds)
ODONIS ODONIS*- HBSB (Buzz)
TIMBERTIMBRE*- Hot Dreams (Arts & Crafts)
J COLl.ECTIVe' - Irie (Self-Released)
HEAVYWSGHTS BRASS BAND*- Brasstronomical ~ulawork.ls)
WHITB-ORSe- Ephemere Sans Repere (Six Shooce-)
TRUST*- Joyland (Arts & Crafts)
MAC DEMARCO*- Salad D.r,s (Captt.redTracks)
LIARS- Mess (Mute)
TECHUNG- Lam La Che (ARC Music)
SU8TRACT1VEI..AD*-Wlldemess (NSMO)
ARIANE MERCURE*-~ Diamond (Old Coui1ry)
THE UTILJTIE.5*- Sul<yJr. (Sef-Released)
KANDLE*- In Rames (DareTo Care)
BB'JD SINISTER* -Animals (File Under. Music (RJ:M))
AUDREY OCHOA QUAJUET*-Trombone and Other Del.t,ts (Self-Released)
CORYWEEDS QUINTET FEAlURING STEVE l::)AMS-1..ecs Go (Celar !..Me)
UNDYVOPNFJORD*-YoqW-Mrer (Self-Released)
SAM ROBERTS BAND*- Lo-Fantasy (Paper- Bag)
TOKYO POLICE CLUB* - Forcefield (Di,eAJone)
PERFECT~ -SayYes To l..oYe (Capo.ndTracks)
SEPTEMBER GIRLS- ~ T h e Sea (Fortma Pop)
DIL.EMMANADE-The Stand (Self-Released)
THOMAS BLONDET -Futireworld ~ & CUb.l'e Music)
THEWAA ON DRUGS- Lost InThe Dream (Seaedy Canadian)
N8L ANN - Dizzy Heights (Lester)
SHE REX-She Rex (MGM)
CHERRY GLAZER- Ha>eel Princess (luger)

sports
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BIG PLANS BREWING FOR LANCER SPORTS
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

multi-purpose rooms.

Though the disbanding of the
UWSA provides a minor setback to the project, which athTo fit with the theme of ideas, letics and recreational services
it is pertinent to note that the had hoped to bring to a referLancers athletics department endum next year. Havey admits
combined with the institution that the added time could be
have had a detailed master plan beneficial to the success of the
in place for the better part of project.
a year. With vision in place, "The fact that it's delayed perathletic director Mike Havey haps isn't a bad thing. The scope
and his staff must now set their of the project we are imagining
sights on execution of a capital is beyond what we could reaproject which would update the sonably ask students to pay for
St. Denis Centre, making it one themselves. The gap between
of the top athletics facilities in what we think we can expect
the province.
from students and the final
numbers is substantial enough
The project, which was re- that we need to look at potenported in a February edition of tial funding from a number of
The Lance, would add several sources; said Havey.
amenities to the ageing gym,
including the expansion of the Those other sources would inforge and the addition ofseveral clude possible of partnerships

--

-

-

with branches of government as
well as potential Canada Infrastructure Grants. The application for such grants are cyclical
meaning that The University
of Windsor would not be able
to apply for one until the next
round of funding becomes
available some time next year.
Not only would the addition to
the St. Denis Centre be an asset
to all students at the University
of Windsor - but it would also
greatly improve the school's capacity to host elite tournaments
like the Bronze Baby championship that we saw in March.
Lancer alumni and former president of Maple Leafs Sports and
Entertainment Richard Peddie
took to Twitter with his ambi-

II

tious idea for Lance reporter
Ankur Kumar.
Sadly for Lancers hockey fans
the tournament could prove to
be too rich for a small market
lacking in corporate backing.
The 2014 CIS men's nationals in
Saskatchewan ran in the neighbourhood of $750,000, roughly
five times what Windsor shelled
out to host women's basketball.
"I'm glad that Richard thinks
we are capable of pulling it off.
Men's hockey and basketball are
big nuts to crack and I would be
worried about putting us financially at risk by taking on something of that magnitude. I just
got this job, and l<l like to keep
it; chuckled Havey, who recently had the interim tag removed

Richard P9cldle RidlerdAPedd,e Ap¥ 1
"@la.rnarfM much appreciated!" M Lance hockl8y writer U shOuld start tallclng
up Idea CUW1nosor OWlnd&Ol'Lancers holtlng OCIS. SIC MH nationals

--

-

-

-

--

from his title.
Although fans may not be able
to see the men's hockey team
compete for a national title on
home court, Windsor is set to
host the CIS track and field
championship next march. The
Lancers, who won bronze in
Edmonton this year, will look
to reclaim Canadian track supremacy on home soil in 2015.
In addition to the domestic
happenings, the OUA has just
announced that each team will
combine to create a central webcast network oua.tv. That way
collegiate sports fans can follow
their teams even on the road.
Following a season that brought
three OUA titles, and a national championship to Windsor,
there still seems to be plenty left
to get excited about for 2015 in
blue and gold nation.

---------
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by the three set quarter-final loss. What
was it about the Marauders that allowed
them to have your number late in the season?

w/MIKE
SPECHT

briefs
I

- ..,.

••
BOSTON BOMBINGS
ANNIVERSARY
Thousands gathered in the
streets of Boston to honour
those lost during the Boston
Marathon bombings of April
IS, 2013. The chilling tribute
which raised a flag at the marathon's end followed by the tolls
of a bell at 2:50 p.m., the time
the first bomb went off. The
2014 edition of the marathon,
kicks off April 21 and will certainly be run with heavy hearts.

LANCERS INK SIWAK

~

(Via Go Lancers) Windsor,
ON - Kevin Hamlin, head
coach of the Windsor Lancers
men's hockey team is pleased
to announce the commitment
of talented forward Daulton
Siwak to his Lancers men's
hockey program for next fall.

I5

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

BETWEEN COACH DOUGLAS
ANDYOURCOACHFORTHE
PAST THREE SEASONS, COACH
HODGSON?

Following a season that saw her lead the
upstart Windsor Lancers to a surprise playoff berth, Kaila Seguin ends her career as

KS: He is a great recruiter. Lucas is a real
sweet talker. He has brought in a ton of
girls, and he just kind of turned it around.
Every year we have gotten better. Before

th e 2014 O UA West payer
l
of the year and
Banner Shield nominee. Seguin and the

1a dy Lancers reb ounded from consecutive
3-15 seasons to make the playoffs \\ith one
ofthe youngest squad's in the conference.
Though the timing of her departure is un£
£ th
th h
ortunate or e program at as worked
its way back to respectability, Seguin sees
big things on the horizon for both herself
and Lancers volleyball.

MIKE SPECHT: HAVING JUST
PLAYED YOUR LAST SEASON,
TALK ABOUT HOW THE
VOLLEYBALL PROGRAM
CHANGED FROM YOUR FIRST
YEAR TO NOW.
Kaila Seguin: My first two years we had
a different coach, her name was Marilyn
Douglas. She was pretty tough, but she
won the OUA's one year so she got a tenyear contract extension. So I got here in
her tenth year, and that was the year that

they would recruit a lot locally. And that
is where a lot of the talent is for volleyball
is in the GTA. So either vou develop talent
'
or you recruit.

MS: IN TERMS OF THE LOCKER
ROOM DYNAMIC, WHAT WAS
THE RELATIONSHIP LIKE
BETWEEN THE GIRLS?
KS: Honestly we weren't very good friends.
I think that is a huge thing especially for
our team dynamic. So like you can't always
be the best of friends with your teammates
because that can take away from the business aspect. The thing is even though it
was always the first string versus the second string in practice the second string
always made the first string better because
we always play against each other. You are
only as good as your weakest player. I can
hit the ball 100 times, but if I'm not getting
dug (someone playing the ball up) it's not
going to make me any better. So we worked

KS: It's an intimidating gym to play in. The
Mac fans are crazy, like you couldn't even
hear each other on the court. For all of
us, it was our first playoff game ever so I
think nerves got in the way. I felt 100 per
cent ready, I was so psyched to play, but
unfortunately it takes six girls to succeed
and I feel like some of the girls were a little
nervous. We had two rookies on the court
with us playing in the playoff game.

MS:YOU WERE NAMED THE
OUA WEST PLAYER OF THE
YEAR FORYOUR EFFORTS THIS
SEASON AND
,
WERE ALSO A
NOMINEE FOR THE BANNER
SHIELD ""
•·:r THIS YE A R'S
LANCERS A~'ARDS
NIGHT.,
,n,
WHAT DO THOSE HONOURS
MEAN TO YOU?
KS: That was amazing to be nominated for
the banner shield. I was to be nominated
along with Jenny and Jessica who are such
great athletes. The OUA West player of the
year was also a surprise; everything was a
surprise this year.

MS: WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS
FOR THE FUTURE, BOTH IN
VOLLEYBALL AND IN TERMS
OF A CAREER?

KS: Last summer I played for the beach
provincial team in Toronto, which is a
completely different game. I felt like I was
learning a new sport, but this summer I
want to get into it a little more now that I
am done my indoor career. I am moving to
:.....-----~;;;;;;;;;~;;:;::::~~;;:;;;;;:::=:::=:l:::::.thiwlu!Ul'C~iAll!~li!!!:::_.,-.......~;:ijiir,iiiiMl~iijiiii&aii.;;,;;;ra......,,..,.........._,.....__ __µ>:ronto..in.September.- to take a course-.in
A native of Olds, Alberta, Sivery good job with the program I guess and
holistic nutrition. It revolves a lot around
wale played five seasons in
the girls weren't happy.
MS: This team ended up defeating McMas- herbal nutrition and acupuncture. More
the Western Hockey League
ter earlier in the season before dropping like, natural medicine rather than pharmawith the Red Deer Rebels
MS:WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
your final two matches to them, highlight ceuticals.
and Prince George Cougars.
1

The 6'1 winger notched 13 goals
and 14 assists for 27 points in
72 games for the Rebels in the
2010 to 2011 season. Along
with teammate Ryan NugentHopkins, Siwak helped lead his
Red Deer squad to a 46-16-4-4
record that year and a second
place finish in the Eastern Conference standings.

Another brick wall
THE BUSINESS OF MAJOR JUNIOR HOCKEY
MIKESPECHT
sports editor

STAUSKAS AND
ROBINSON DECLARE
Michigan Wolverines sophomores Glenn Robinson III and
Nik Stauskas have declared for
the NBA draft next Tuesday.
Stauskas, a Mississauga native
averaged 17 points per game in
NCAA play last season while
Robinson chipped in with 13.1
points and 4.4 rebounds per
game. Both players are expected to be taken in the first round.

LEAFS INTRODUCE
SHANAHAN
Following a late season collapse change appeared to be
inevitable in Toronto. Maple
Leaf Sports and Entertainment
president Tim Leiweke introduced that change in the form
of Brendan Shanahan on Monday afternoon. Shanahan who
has worked at the league office
of player safety for the past four
seasons will now serve as team
president and will be in charge
of all hockey operations.

The major junior hockey system is widely
considered to be the fastest route to professional hockey. The system which encompasses the Ontario Hockey League,
Western Hockey League and Quebec Major Junior League immerses its athletes in
a professional environment before they are
even out of high school
While many of the candidates coming out
of major junior do end up moving on to
play pro hockey, the league does have it's
share of sad stories. Most recently with
the passing ofTerry Trafford, a 17-year-old
forward rocked the hockey world. Trafford
committed suicide following his suspension from the Saginaw Spirit for marijuana
use.
Incidents like this raise questions about
whether or not the average 16 to 20-yearold is ready for the responsibilities of a
forty-year-old man.
Windsor Lancers goaltender Parker Van
Buskirk played four years in the OHL
for the Samia Sting, Belleville Bulls, and
Kitchener Rangers and appreciates his experience. But the OUA playoffMVP wishePhe was more prepared for the business

end of hockey.
"For me when I got to the OHL, I had your
own stall and my own jersey. That is kind
of what I was focusing on. Like it was the
coolest thing. But you don't realize that
in a root sense that you're a piece of meat.
You're just a part of this business, I learned
that really quickly," said Van Buskirk.
Van Buskirk was drafted and traded by the
Mississauga Ice Dogs when he was 16. Although this is against league policy, he was
dealt as a "future consideration" and relegated to his Junior B for what he thought
was a season of development
The CHL is estimated to earn somewhere
around $200 million in profits each year
and has received flalc in the past for poor
treatment and payment of it's players. In
2012 CHL hockey players threatened to sue
the league unless it agreed to pay it's athletes minimum wage and benefits.

"It is what you think it's going to be as a
kid, you just don't realize the implications
of what it is. There is still the jerseys and
you're on TV, but people are also going to
critique you when you are in grade 11;
said Van Buskirlc. "You're opened up to this
whole thing where you are expected to perform, which is fair. It's why you're there.
But it's different from what you're used to
when you have a bad game and it's just your
parents or friends saying 'hey tough loss."'

It is the intense pressure to perform that
causes many players to lose their passion
for the game. After being discovered as an
elite talent, hockey begins to dominate life
for most prospects who train year round to
get their shot at a professional contact.
Stefan Legein a second round pick of the
Columbus Blue Jackets in 2008 and world
junior gold medallist made waves after announcing his intent to quit hockey.
"Really, I just lost my desire to play hoclcey," Legein said in an interview with TSN.
"It started to happen after the (2008) World
Junior Championship. I hurt my shpulder
and I couldn't play for three months. It was
during that time I just sort of lost my passion to play."
Players like Legein and Van Buskirk have
lived an unbalanced hockey-centric life for
most of their lives. Van Bursltirk. found
success at the collegiate level and will graduate with a degree in criminology from
the University of Wmdsor and advocates a
more balanced lifestyle for young players.
•it's tough because you're chasing that
dream, but kids need to understand that it
is just hoclcey. I know how big it can be, I
mean hockey has been my entire life growing up. But, there needs to be other aspects
of your life. I think that the sooner you can
grasp that idea the better off you will be."
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THE LANCE IS HIRING FOR EDITOR-IN-CHIEF!

QUALIFICATIONS:

The Lance, the official student newspaper at the University
of Windsor, is currently seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Editor-In-Chief for the 2014-20 I 5 academic year.
The contract for this pos.ition will begin as soon as possible.

-Completed or working towards a university degree or
college diploma in Journalism, Digital Journalism, English, or
equivalent.
-At least 3 years experience in a journalist role.
-At least I year experience in a management role .
-Able to work well under pressure with tight weekly
deadlines.
-Knowledge and/or experience with advertising design
practices and software such as Adobe Photoshop, In Design,
Wordpress required.
-Maintains a professional approach with excellent
interpersonal and presentation skills.
-Excellent organizational and time-management skills.
-Access to a vehicle is beneficial.

Applications are due on April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Editor-in-Chief
Management
(Approximately 40 hours a· week), salaried

DUTIES:
The Editor-in-Chief's primary responsibility is to edit and
publish The Lance student newspaper at the University of
Windsor, and its online venue, www.uwindsorlance.ca. You
will be responsible for all staffing decisions for The Lance. You
will also be responsible for annual budgeting, internal staffing
issues, including disciplining staff and volunteers.
The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for duties of other staffed
positions in accordance with meeting weekly deadlines
if necessary. You will be responsible for all aspects of
the editorial and business side of The Lance delegating
responsibilities and deadlines. The Editor-in-Chief is also
responsible for maintaining all aspects of The Lance website.
You will have the responsibility of delegating tasks between
your staff members on a weekly basis.

PLEASE SEND A COVER LETTER, RESUME AND 3
WRITING SAMPLES IN MICROSOFT WORD OR PDF
FORMAT TO:
Sarah Horwath, Editor-in-Chief, editor@uwindsorlance.ca
Applications may also be submitted in person at:
The Lance
40 I Sunset Ave. B-91
CAW Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
Application Deadline:April 24, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
We thank all applicants who respond, but only those selected
for an interview will be contacted.
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't matter whether you were a
- -riter or a bad writer, he was open
to talking with you, he would read your
work, he would be honest with you, and
he would be encouraging as well.
- Marty Gervais
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#uwsa
tweet your '#uwsa pros, woes &
stuff to @uwindsorlance
Paige Goertzen

@PaigeDormouse

APR22

Confused as to why there's an increase fee for #uwsa next
year when @UWindsor is apparently withholding their
funds??
APR22

Mohammad Akbar

@mrnhumanh

:lance
20145taff

editor-in-chief
SARAH HORWATH
editor@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3909

art director
JASONRANKIN
art.director@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3932

Packed house at toldo 203 for tuition fees protest
#uwindsor #uwsa #cfsfcee #onpse #cdnpse
p1c.twitter.com/0SznDudgfJ

news editor
APR22

Mohammad Akbar

@mmhumanh

protest today at BOG meeting @ 4pm in toldo 203 against
tuition fees! @PaigeDormouse #uwindsor #uwsa #onpoli
#cdnpoli #cdnpse #onpse

TRAVISFAUTEUX
news@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3906

arts editor
ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3910

APR21

II

sports editor

Peer Support Centre @uwPsc
We will be closed for the summer semester and will re-open
on Sept. 4! Have a happy, safe, summer #uwpsc #uwindsor
#uwsa

MIKESPECHT
sports@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3923

advertising manager
MAISAALNA
ads@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3604

business manager

CHECK OUT A LANCE
JOB OPPORTUNITY
ON PAGE 16

FAIZAMIRZA
business@uwindsorlance.ca • ext.3905

circulation manager
SEANCHOOTI
circulation@uwindsorlance.ca

contributing writers
Following in the footsteps of the cultural juggernaut
Breaking Bad, a new phenomenon bas taken its
place; exploding with popularity following it's
third season. I am talking of course about Game
of Thrones. The medieval saga. from a different
dimension is about hobbits fighting for control of
Namia - not really, but you get the point. It's god
damn riveting.
As is the case with any pop culture hit, the battle
now wages online to prove who knew about it when
it was the least cool. And a particularly nasty group
of Jon Snow's are winning. These fools are those
who read the original book series A Song of Ice and
Fire by George R.R. Martin, prior to it becoming a
television program.
People like this are bad enough on their own. They
remind me of that friend that everyone has who went
to Europe, where every subsequent conversation
you have with them somehow reverts back to how
they went there.
But what is making it worse, is that these people find
hilarious post spoilers via social media. I had the
Red and Purple Weddings completely ruined for me
by some smug imps on The Facebook. Needless to
say, we're no longer friends.
Now, generally I am not one to label people. I find it
rude and a tad ignorant to reduce a group of people
to a single term. But I do believe that there is a
special place in Hell reserved for these nerd-hipsterbastards who ruin quality HBO television for the
rest of us normies.
It's cool, we get it. You know how to read and
stumbled onto a cultural hit way before most of
us. But if those who are too lazy, and stupid to read
require a talking box to figure out if Frodo kills
Voldemort on the planet of Hoth that should be our
God-given right. I am entitled to the suspense and
will not stand for Game of Thrones being sullied any
longer.

-

Mike Specht, sports editor

ALEXANDRABINIARZ
NATASHAFEGHALI
SARAHHURST
DARKOMILENKOVIC
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
JEFFREYSCHWARTZ
JOANASZEEN

mission statement
The .goal 9f the L;mce is to produce a weekly newspaper that
prov1aes informative and accurate accounts of events and
issues relevant to the University of Windsor, its students and the
surrounding community.
The Lance acknowledges its privileged position in being free from
commercial and administrative controls. We strive to protect that
position by vigorously defending our editorial autonomy.
Our mandate is to cover issues that affect students. However, we
believe that no subject need fall outside the grasp of the student
press, and that we best serve our P.Urpose wnen we help widen
the boundaries of debate on eaucational, social economic,
environmental and political issues.
The Lance and its staff shall, at all times, strive to adhere to the
Code of Ethics of the Canadian University Press. Any material
containing a racist, sexist or otherwise prejudicial sut5stance or
tone will not be printed.
The Lance is published by the University of Windsor Students'
Alliance and prints every Thursday of the fall and winter semesters.
Its offices are located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial board or
printed with their P.ermission, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in tne Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or the Students' Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the property of the
newspaper. Submissions must be e-mailed. The editor reserves
the right to edit for space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and
must include the writer's name, major of study and phone number.
Contents ©2013. ReP.roduction in any way is forbidden without the
written permission of the Editor-in-Cflief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
CANADIAN

Q

complaints

UNIVERSITY
PREss

Comments, concerns or complaints about The Lance's content
are to be emailed to the Editor-in-Chief at the address above. If the
Editor-in-Chief is unable to resolve a complaint it may be taken to
the Lance Editorial Board.

contributing photographers
EDWARDCARRINGTON
GERRYMARENTETTE
IANSHALAPATA

tel. 519.253.3000
ads. 519.971.3604
uwindsorlance.ca
facebook.com/uwindsorlance
twitter @uwindsorlance
instagram @uwindsorlance
thelance • university of windsor
401 SUNSET AVE. WINDSOR, ON
CANADA N9B3P4

INTERESTED IN
ADVERTISING
WITH THE
LANCE?
CONTACT:
MAISAALNA
S 19.971.3604
ads@uwindsorlance.ca
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UWindsor remembers one of their own,
Canadian literary legend Alistair MacLeod
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

On Easter Sunday, the University of Windsor community lost
Dr. Alistair MacLeod: professor
emeritus, writer in residence,
and one of the greatest Canadian short story writers.
MacLeod, born in North Battleford, Saskatchewan on July
20, 1935 died peacefully with
his family at his side at the age
of77.
An Officer of the Order of Canada and the first Canadian to
win the International IMPAC
Dublin Literary Award for his
first and only novel No Great
Mischief (1999), MacLeod was
known in the literary world as
one of the greats, but here in
Windsor he was also known for
being a dedicated professor, an
approachable colleague, and an
inspiration to young, local writers.

"It didn't matter whether you
were a good writer or a bad writer; he was open to talking with
you, he would read your work,
he would be honest with you,
and he would be encouraging as
well;' said Gervais. "He could
talk your ear off with stories...
but he was also a good listener.
He was genuinely interested in
what you were all about"
"He was such a master...but he
was also a great storyteller just
sitting there talking to you;'
said Gervais. "There would be
one story after another and you
would just think, 'Why is this
world renowned short story
writer spending all this time
with me?'"
Gervais said that MacLeod was
old-fashioned when it came to
his writing techniques, often
jotting down notes inside exam
booklets rather than using a
computer.

"He had an old computer sitting
on the floor in a box that was
·actually new, but it was probably fourteen years old...He had
Marty Gervais, Windsor's first
never opened it;' said Gervais.
poet laureate and a colleague of
"He even had an email address,
MacLeod's at the university said but he never used it either:'
that the writer's door was always
open to students, faculty, and MacLeod's writing habits were
a reflection on his precise style
members of the public.

according to Priscilla Bernauer, a graduating University
of Windsor education student
who studied two of MacLeod's
poems in high school before
entering the university's creative
writing program.
"He didn't like using email or
anything like that and I think it
says a lot about him as an author
because so often we can backspace and fix what we write,
but for him it was a cherished
opportunity to get his point
across."
"When I came to the university
for the first time I was a bit star
struck. For the first month I was
actually scared to talk to him
because he was this great Canadian author, but he was much
more than that...He was an actual human being and it showed
in the way he said hi to people
as he walked by;' said Bernauer.
University of Windsor president
Alan Wildeman said the reverberations of MacLeod's work
and his presence on campus will
be felt for years to come.
"In 1969 he chose the University of Windsor as his academic
home, a home from where he
could pursue his love of teaching and learning and his love

Scot d thinks that he's the
g eat Scottish writer. They
claim him. Canada claims
him. Windsor claims him.
Everyone is claiming Alistair
as their own. He belongs to
everyone because that's what
the power of a short story is.

-

Marty Gervais

of Cape Breton. He made our
University a better place;' read
Wildeman's message. "He will
be deeply missed by our colleagues and students, and by
writers, readers and friends here
and around the world."

Gervais said that the stories
MacLeod wrote have reached
people's hearts across national
boundaries and each group of
readers sees Macleod as one of
their own.

"All who knew him know how
wonderful it was to sit with
him and chat and share stories.
In the days and weeks to come
there will be many tales told
across the land by those who
had the fortune of his friendship
or acquaintance."

"Scotland thinks that he's the
greatest Scottish writer. They
claim him. Canada claims him.
Windsor claims him. Everyone
is claiming Alistair as their own.
He belongs to everyone because
that's what the power of a short
story is."
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SASS without CLASS
MORE PROBLEMS WITH STUDENT ELECTIONS
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor
&
LINDSAYSHEPPARD
lance reporter

Despite the uncertain future of the University of Windsor Students Alliance
(UWSA), the Society for Arts and Social
Sciences (SASS) plans to continue its operations in the 2014/15 school year.
SASS held the vote for their elections on
April 17, which also happened to be the
last day of exams for undergraduate students in the winter semester. Until last
year, SASS was known as the Social Science Society (SSS).
However, the election was not without its
own problems.
Kyle Lariviere, who lost to Kate Du Toit
for the president's position, claimed that
several different regulations and procedures were violated. Lariviere filed several complaints with the Chief Returning
Officer (CRO) Shauhrat Gill, but never

I fincl it a serious problem that
t e lJWSA is its own judge and
jury. They violate their own constitution... [and] they're going
against university board policies.
- Kyle Lariviere
can therefore hold office.

about the society.

Another winning candidate was reportedly disqualified for missing a large portion of the all candidates meeting, yet his
or her name was on the voting ballots.

Schilling said her group tried to have
T-shirts made through SASS, but after
a number of delays the SASS executives
were nowhere to be found.

"I find it a serious problem that the
UWSA is its own judge and jury.' said
Lariviere. "They violate their own constitution... [and] they're going against university board policies:'

"They kind of just disappeared," said
Schilling. "No executives ... came around
until things with the UWSA started blowing up and then all of a sudden they were
there defending [SASS] even though they
had been vacant all year:'
Schilli.ng was also d"1sappointed wi"th the
elections, which she said did not follow
the UWSX.s by-laws.

No xecutives . . . came around
until things with the UWSA
started blowing up and then all
of a sudden they were there defending [SASS] even though they
had been vacant all year.
- Kaitlin Schilling
received a response.
Lariviere raised two major issues, the first
being that one candidate did not qualify
to run in the elections because he was
not a full time undergraduate student enrolled in at least one course in the Faculty
of Arts. Humanities, and Social Sciences
(FAHSS).
Mohammad Akbar, the current UWSA
executive who acclaimed the vice-president of finance position for SASS, is currently at the centre of controversy about
the UWSA's governance problems that
have prompted the university to withhold
funds from the organization.
According to an unconfirmed and leaked
report on an investigation held by the
university, Akbar may not currently be
a University of Wmdsor student, which
raises questions about his ability to hold
office in either the UWSA or SASS.
Article 4.1.4 of the society's constitution
states that any student of the Faculty of
Social Science is eligible for nomination,
election, or appointment as long as the
student is in good academic standing.
Gill said that he will not be looking into
the validity of the candidates. but Shaista
Akbar, the current SASS president, will
be contacting the registrar to confirm
whether or not her brother Mohammad
is a University of Wmdsor student and

"I don't think there's a lot of faith left in
our student government. I think it's up to
the student population to keep our student government honest;' added Lariviere.

"They're supposed to follow the UWSA
election policies, but we weren't even allowed to run in slates this year... And if
you check the numbers it seems like not
even a hundred people voted and that's
not even ten percent of how many FAHSS
students there are:·

SASS
ELECTION
RESULTS
: • WINNER IN CATEGORY

•

PRESIDENT (SASS)

*KATE DU TOIT 40
KYLE LARIVIERE 24
NONE OF THE ABOVE 2
DECLINE TO VOTE 2

• ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
: (SASS)
:
:
*KAITLIN SCHILLING 24
15
••
NO
NONE OF THE ABOVE O
:
DECLINE TO VOTE 5

!
•
!
•
:
:
:
•

VICE-PRESIDENT (SASS)

*HUSSEIN ZARIF 39
ASHLEIGH ERDELYAN 16
NONE OF THE ABOVE 8
DECLINE TO VOTE 3

!
•
"If you're going to follow UWSA policies, !
you can't really pick and choose which
01~es yo1;1 ~ant to follow, but they did;'
said Schilling.
UWSA president Rob Crawford said that
university president Alan Wildeman is
aware of the alleged problems with the
SASS election. With the university's recent decision to stop forwarding fees to
the UWSA, the university would also
have the ability to withhold fees from
SASS if its own elections and governance
issues are found to be incorrect.

Kaitlin Schilling. the president of the Psychology Students Association - one of The society is responsible for over $30,000
many clubs that receives its event funding of student fees per year according to its
from SASS - won the position of admin- 2012-2013 budget. The projected net
istrative officer, but she is disappointed revenue for the society in 2012/2013 was
with the way SASS has been run in past over $70,000. Before May 1, the society
years and said that she has received many will have to report its financial standing
complaints from psychology students to its members in accordance with its
constitution.

VICE-PRESIDENT FINANCE
: (SASS)
!
*MOHAMMAD AKBAR 44
•
NO 23
•
!
NONE OF THE ABOVE 0
:
DECLINE TO VOTE I
•
: CLUBS & POLICIES
: COORDINATOR (SASS)
•
*FARAH EL-HAJJ 38
JACOB GODFREY 24
NONE OF THE ABOVE 6
DECLINETOVOTE 2
PUBLIC RELATIONS
OFFICER EXTERNAL (SASS)

*NATALIE CROWE 24
NO 15
NONE OF THE ABOVE 0
DECLINE TO VOTE 7
PUBLIC RELATIONS

e supposed to follow the . OFFICER INTERNAL (SASS)
*AISHA BALE 32
election policies ... And if
~g~~ oFTHEABovE o
6
you check the numbers it seems
DECLINETovoTE
COORDINATOR
like not even a hundred people EVENTS
(SASS)
*DHOUHA TRIKI 36
voted and that's not even ten
ALEXANDRA BOYCHYN 26
NONE OF THE ABOVE I I
percent of how many FAHSS stuDECLINETOVOTE 7
dents there are.
- Kaitlin Schilling
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Med students host week
of events for charity
PROCEEDS TO GO TO TRANSITION TO BETTERNESS
TRAVISFAUTEUX
news editor

A group of University of Windsor
medical students are hosting a series
of events between April 28 and May 2
that will bring together students from
all faculties to raise money for a local
charity.
The annual occasion, which began in
2009, will raise money for Transition
to Betterness, a grassroots, not-forprofit charity based in Windsor whose
goal is to comfort patients and the
families of patients living with cancer
and other diseases.
"We think this is a great event and we
hope other people feel the same way
because Transition to Betterness is a
local not-for-profit organization and
so all their initiatives go to helping
local oncology patients. Their initiatives are ill our hos itals,n said essica
"'"'S'rtilffl, onrarffie edtiil' mi ents
organizing the event "It's really great
that all the proceeds will go to local
patients."
·~t some point you might know some
cancer patients in your family or circle of friends, so everything stays local
and its local people that benefit so we
love that aspect:' said Smith.
Toe week will start off with the Crazy
Cuts Head Auction on Monday at the
medical education building's atrium
on campus.
Smith said that the event is more than
the usual haircut.
Students have volunteered to have
their heads shaved by the highest bidder and volunteers must keep their
new do for at least a week.

In addition, Smith is looking for
women and men willing to donate at
least seven inches of their hair. Hairdressers will be on site to snip hair
that will be used to make wigs for
cancer patients.
Afterwards, the party will slide down
the street to the Krooked Kilt for pasta, drinks, and possibly a pool tournament.
On Thursday, Smith said people will
have the chance to raise money for

Transition to Betterness by riding a
mechanical bull.
The interprofessional mixer begins at
10:00 p.m. at the Bull and Barrel and
all proceeds and donations at the door
will go to the charity, in addition to all
proceeds from the bar's mechanical

bull
Students from all faculties are invited
to take part in the bull riding competition. By the end of the night, a
UWindsor bull-riding champion will
be decided.
Smith said that in previous years the
fundraisers have been geared more
towards university students, but the
events are open to all members of the
community.
"Last year we had a lot of students
coming to the events, but were hoping this year ... we can get more community members out. Toe more the
merrier and then we can raise more
money_i2!.._Transition to Bettemess;

sa1a smrtli.-

"Weve tried to make the events really
fun. So, you're not only coming out
and donating, but you're also having a
great night," said Smith.
Alessia Frighetto, event and public
relations manager for Transition to
Betterness, said that events like these
are needed to keep the organization's
initiatives running smoothly.
"These third-party events ... make
up about thirty percent of our annual
funding, which is huge; so, we heavily rely on groups such as this to help
fund our programs;' said Frighetto.
The organization's main ongoing program refurbishes rooms for, usually,
oncology patients.
"We refurbish these units and make
them look more like five-star hotels
and bring in a home-like setting, as
opposed to that institutionalized and
sterile setting that you see in hospitals
sometimes;' said Frighetto.
The organization provides other programs including music therapy and a
holiday meal program. Proceeds will
go to fund the $1.4 million recently
renovation of the Stephanie & Barry
Zekelman Wing in the new T2B Supportive Care Unit at the Hotel-Dieu
Grace Healthcare Emara Centre.

We tnink this is a great event and
we hope other people feel the
same way because Transition to
Betterness is a local not-for-profit organization and so all their initiatives go to helping local oncology patients. Their initiatives are
in our hospitals.
- Jessica Smith
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~ EXCHANGE
COLUMN

W/ ALEXANDRABINIARZ

ONE DAY
This past January, having taken my
first step into France I felt overwhelmed with happiness. I told
myself to "savour this moment"
and every moment of this year
because before I know it, it will be
over.
This I had anticipated: the quickness of it all, how in the midst of
the excitement, my beautiful year
will have come and gone. Though,
what I could have never imagined
was the great change that would
occur within me (but I couldn't do
it alone).
During this last week of classes I
had a moment, which put into focus that even though my exchange
experience wasn't over, for some of
my closest friends it was. The people that I met by chance in a foreign
country, whom have impacted me
in ways that are now irreversible,
they would be back in their own
countries and who knows if I will
see them in one year or in five? Before I could convince myself that
the right thing to feel was sadness,
I looked around at those who only
four months ago were complete
strangers to me (and are now my
best friends). I put away the tears
and decided to feel blessed instead.
Now, not only did I have family in
Canada, but I also had an international family; as Michelle Fitzgerald told us prior to leaving: "If you
do exchange right. you will never
have to stay in a hotel again, for
the rest of your life"- and she was
right.
Having said this, I know that I
won't have to say any goodbyes to
my exchange family. Why is that?
For one, we all have the passion for
travel (an obvious trait for an exchange student), but also because
we are all determined and stubborn.
So as I say my "see you soon" there
is meaning behind it, whether I
will see them during our crossCanada road-trip, when we head
to Montana for drinks from our
favourite bartender, or when we
decide to spend a year deferring in
Australia-wherever in the world I
am, I know that I will have a place
to stay. These friends have helped
me achieve the growth that I have
been searching for, and I would be
crazy to let them get away.
So why not make friends or fall
in love? Don't be afraid to create
wildly vast dreams with them and
certainly don't fear to follow them
through. Who knows where we
will meet next?

national
news briefs o e~
UNPAID INTERNS IN
MORETHAN IUST FINANCIAL DA'NGER
TORONTO (CUP) - It was 5:30 a.m.
on Thursday, April 3. Loyalist College
student Aaron Murray, 21, was driving
home on Highway 7 in southern Ontario from an overnight shift on an unpaid
placement as a security guard at Trent
University in Peterborough.
According to an article in the Toronto
Star, before his placement shift, Murray had worked a shift at McDonalds
- where he was a manager - after
grabbing a short nap after the previous
day's night shift. Halfway home, his car
crossed over the centre line and collided
with an oncoming vehicle. He died in
hospital the following Monday.
The incident highlights the issues students are facing due to a work climate
influenced by unpaid internships.
"Folks are engaging in paid work because they have to get by, but they're are
also in school programs and paying for
the school program and then working
for free," said Josh Mandryk from Students Against Unpaid Internships. "It's
a big burden being placed on young
people.
George Brown College (GBC) graduate
Cindy Brownlee Weber knows what it's
like. As a student in the early childhood
education and the autism and behavioural science programs she did a total
of seven placements in her college career - none paid.

placement and you still have three or
more hours of homework writing up a
report, it doesn't leave many hours to
work I wound up having to take out a
lot of loans;' said Brownlee Weber, who
wound up with $34,000 of debt even
after working a part-time job while she
was going to school.

Singh. "I knew that ifl was going to get
educational experience I would need
work experience to follow that to prepare me for the workforce:'

In a 2013 study looking at the experiences of Ontario graduates of Work
Integrated Learning by Julie Peters
and Peggy Sattler, who is now an NDP
member of provincial parliament for
Ontario's London West, lack of payment
was the number one challenge cited by
students. Not being paid was a challenge
for 53 per cent of college respondents,
with 34 per cent rating it a major challenge.

"The two-week training was very intensive. They made sure they drilled it into
your mind for when you hit the floor:'
said Singh. "Once you hit the floor, you
were running. They were giving you
projects right away. You had maybe two
hours on the first day to adjust but after
that it was 'Go! Go! Go! Go!'"

"What's more important to the student
and the employer, the experience or
the payment?" asked Laura Jo Gunter,
GBC's senior vice president of academic. "It would be great for students to
earn money while they do it, but if that
becomes not a possibility what becomes
more important to them?"
In the study, the top motivation for students to do work integrated learning
was to "gain practical work experience."
Earning money actually ranked the lowest of reasons students gave why they
did work placements.
Gurjinder Singh, 22, is a bachelor of
business student at GBC and has already done three co-op terms with top
financial firms including State Street,
KPMG and BMO Nesbitt-Burns.

All of Singh's co-ops were paid, ranging
from $12 to $21 an hour. According to
Singh, all were very demanding and intensive.

Exactly how many students are participating in work-integrated learning programs in Ontario is unclear.
According to Tanya Blazina, from the
Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities, the government does not collect that information and does not track
the outcomes of students who participate in workplace-based learning.
"Action needs to be taken;' said Mandryk "The government needs to review
all of the laws around unpaid internships, including those that go through
~st-secon~

institutions.

'Ihat's

something we're going to hammer away
on.'.'
An education fund has been set up for
Murray's month-old son Jude.
MICK SWEETMAN - THE DIALOG (GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE)

"If you're working eight hours at your

"I applied right out of high school; said

RESPECTYOUR INTERNET ANONYMITY - BECAUSE WE'RE
NOT ALL SO LUCKY

Bill C-30, also known by its how-can- you need only to look at what's happenyou-possibly-be-against-this
name, ing in Turkey. Following claims of cor"The Protecting Children from Internet ruption and apparent leaks of evidence,
Predators Act." The civil liberties group which spread on sites like Twitter and
called the bill a "Trojan horse" which YouTube. Displeased, Turkish Prime
only intends to revive online surveil- Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan decidlance measures. Bill C-30 died, but some ed to block the sites from citizens. The
of its provisions live on in Bill C-13, now block was almost immediately bypassed,
framed by a similar digital conundrum, however, when Turkish citizens began
the one that sparked this column - cy- using Google's Domain Name System
berbullying. But it's unclear whether or instead of the one provided by their Innot the true and only intent of C-13 is to ternet service provider (ISP). Now that,
too, has been blocked, according to a
prevent cyberbullying.
March 29 blog post by Google engineer
Looking at legislation like this, it's im- Steven Carstensen.
portant to understand what we might be
The digital battle that Turkish citizens
giving up.
are now undertaking, simply in order
The Electronic Frontier Foundation, to communicate, is one we should hope
an organization entirely dedicated to we never have to fight. It's also one we
protecting digital civil liberties, often should try to understand when we conquotes this excerpt from a 1995 U.S. Su- sider our own use of an anonymous
preme Court ruling in McIntyre v. Ohio: Internet. Do we really want to waste it
by ranting about classmates, sexually
"Protections for anonymous speech are
demeaning other students and spreadvital to democratic discourse. Allowing hate?
ing dissenters to shield their identities
frees them to express critical minority I know that we don't, but this is where
views . . . Anonymity is a shield from anonymous discussion on the Interthe tyranny of the majority .. . It thus net invariably goes - towards what
exemplifies the purpose behind the Bill we don't really want to say. Let's try to
of Rights and of the First Amendment change that by respecting each other
in particular: to protect unpopular indi- and remembering what it means to
viduals from retaliation . . . at the hand wield such a powerful tool.
of an intolerant society."
SEAN BRADY - THE OMEGA
(THOMPSON RIVERS UNIVERAnd if you're somehow questioning the
SITY)
power of the Internet and anonymity,

KAMLOOPS (CUP) -The Internet has
given us a number of incredible things;
chief among them is probably the opportunity to be a voice with unlimited
reach. Coupled with perks like anonymity, and there's no limit to what can be
said and who can hear it.
But hand in hand with this amazing
ability we've granted ourselves should
be the self-restraint to use it responsibly.
It's not responsible use when racism,
sexism and outright creepiness are the
topics of choice by anonymous authors
on university 'confessions' Facebook
groups. We've got to be better than this.
We've got to respect our access to Internet anonymity.
There's a harsh looming truth about
the Internet no one wants to talk about
- anonymity isn't going to last forever. You can already see our lawmakers chipping away at it in what some
would call subversive ways. There is
hope, though. The B.C. Civil Liberties
Association (BCCLA) has consistently
spoken out against Internet censorship
and legislation that would impinge our
digital rights.
The BCCLA took particular issue with
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ATTENTION
GRADUATES:

SCHWARTZ

The ride is over. Nearly two decades of
formal schooling is all in the rearview
mirror. It's time for you to take your first
steps into the real world. I hope you remember everything you learned in Grade
11 Economics because you are going to
be making some pretty serious financial
decisions soon. What's that? You are getting nervous? Well, don't worry, because
I've got some tips to make sure you don't
get off on the wrong financial foot.
GET A JOB (I KNOW,
OBVIOUS)

If you think Bill Gates is going to knock

made you, as your resume states, "Adept at culinary preparation for a multicultural clientele." As an extra bonus, the
salary you earn from your first job will
help you out with my next piece of advice.

have something to fall back on. Saving
needs to become an automatic habit. In
fact, you may be even more successful by
setting up an automatic deduction from
each pay cheque to be deposited into that
account.

AVOID DEBT

Before you know it. you'll be excited to
look at your bank account balance, instead of avoiding it like that Tupperware
container in the back of your fridge.

Credit card companies look at young
people as a long term client with many
years of spending ahead. It's all too easy
to fall into the trap of buy now, pay later.

WELCOME TO REAL LIFE!
on your front door and offer you the
perfect job, it's not likely to happen. And
guess what? You've got bills to pay, plus
that looming student debt which is going
to require payments pretty soon.
Getting a job, any job, is a lot better than
moving back in with your parents after
missing a few rent payments. But here
is the key thing-once you get that job,
keep looking for a better one! Spend an
hour each day searching the job listings
and sending out resumes. You never
know which company will be impressed
that your part-time job at Burger King

7

Don't feel like you need to buy a SOinch TV, a leather sofa, and a king-sized
bed as soon as you move into your new
apartment Buy what you can afford, and
don't spend more than you earn. If you
follow that rule, you'll be well on your
way to following my third and final piece
of advice.
SAVE

You know that savings account your parents set up for you when you were young
enough to think that bank vaults were
the coolest thing in the world? Well, start
using it! Set aside 15 per cent of your income every month and put it in the bank.
Build up enough savings so that if you
do hit a rough patch in your life, you'll

JEFFREY SCHWARTZ IS THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
CONSOLIDATED CREDIT
COUNSELING SERVICES OF
CANADA AND PRESIDENT OF
THE CREDIT ASSOCIATION
OF GREATER TORONTO.
CONSOLIDATED CREDIT IS
A NATIONAL NON-PROFIT
CREDIT COUNSELLING
ORGANIZATION THAT
TEACHES CONSUMERS
ABOUT PERSONAL FINANCE
AND HOWTO GET OUT
OF DEBT.VISITWWW.
CONSOLIDATEDCREDIT.CA
FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON CREDIT COUNSELLING,
DEBT MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGETING .
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VINTAGE
BOUTIQUE POPS
UP IN MOTOR CITY
NATASHAFEGHALI

make the best impression:'

lance reporter

After the initial two month pop-up, Rutherford has ideas of creating a student styling service as well as a social and image
consulting service. Rutherford plans on
designing a system in which it makes it
easy for stores to participate in styling
workshops. These fashion endeavors will
help young adults prepare appropriate
outfits that generate a lasting impression
in their career and or a night on the town.

Detroit, Michigan has welcomed a new
fashion store that emulates the heart and
soul of the city. Trish's Garage, a pop-up
fashion store held its grand opening on
April 11 and will run until May 30.
Trish's Garage is a social and community
based fashion store that provides image
workshops as well as clothing and accessories. The signature peplum shirts are
one of Trish's Garage best sellers.

,,
'
Ebony Rutherford owner of Trish s Garage 1n front of the store
• photo by Edward Carrington

Ebony Rutherford, founder and designer,
along with sister Gabby, decided to start
this business in 2007. Many of Trish's
Garage customers are young professionals that live and work in the Detroit area.
Since its early beginnings in 2007, this
fashion store has an extremely solid customer base with plans to expand in the
future.
"We had this vision of creating an environment where we can provide styling
advice:' said Rutherford. "An important
factor is that your first impression whether verbal or non-verbal, is your last impression. We wanted to be able to provide
some helpful tricks and tips so that you

"This is truly a great place for anyone
seeking fashion advice, personalized styling and those wanting to become involved
in that emerging community;' said local
Michigan entrepreneur Lorenzo Frazier,
who attended the grand opening. "Trish's
Garage is about helping others become
their best and looking good at the same
time:'
Door prizes and a nightcap fashion show
kept guests smiling from ear to ear and
artists from all over Michigan were present to share in a toast to the success of
Trish's Garage. The night was filled with
laughter, good food and fashion styling.
Trish's Garage is truly a breath of fresh air
to Detroiters and all who walk through
the colorful front door.
Trish's Garage is located at 1249 Woodward Ave in Detroit, Michigan.

~-.J

NO GREAT MISCHIEF
UWindsor and the world lost a great
writer this week. Take some time this
summer to read one (or all) of his
masterpieces.

THE WORST MUSIC VIDEO EVER?
Well, Avril Lavigne has done it again. Twitter exploded Tuesday when the star released her latest music vid for her song "Heilo Kitty." Some are calling it racist. Others
think its terrible. Some call it the the worst thing to come out of the marriage between
her and that Nickleback guy since the marriage itself.
I think it reminded me how awesome "Gagnam Style" was a couple years ago-some~ ~ -thing I'd rather watch than this ear/eye bleeding K-pop ripoff.
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COMICS

w/RYAN
ROGERS

SPRING CHICKENS
BATMAN THE DARK
KNIGHT (NEW 52)

You SJ1ELL
DIF"F'E'l?EN 7
TONl4HT.

Though this reboot launched a couple years ago, it is still a great read.
Another local connection here: the
amazing David Finch shows Batman
as dark and butt-kicking as ever.

I know how much people love dirty
politics. Hot topics right now are the
UWSA, House of Cards and Game of
Thrones. So why not pick up Frank Herbert's sci-fi classic and figure out how to
pull off all that political mumbo jumbo
in space. Just a warning if you continue
the series: it gets weird.

www.schickens.blogspot.com
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University of Windsor film festival
supporting student productions
DARKOMILENKOVIC
lance reporter

Jayden Burns, a third-year communications student at the University of Windsor, will be going
home to Mississauga this summer with the trophy for best
film at the 2014 UWmdsor Student Film Festival
The winning film, Thugni.ficent,
was one of two winners this
year-the other being I Miss
You, I Love You, Goodbye by
fourth-year communications,
media and film student Nathan
Laughland.

..

"Honestly, it's a complete surprise," said Burns, who wrote
and directed Thugni.ficent. "I
didn't expect [to win] at all.
We had a great cast, great crew,
everybody was working really
hard and I've got to say, I'm very
satisfied with the results:'

Thugni.ficent is a comedic film
offering a day in the life of a
wannabe "thug" and showcased
his interactions with his mother,
his drug dealer, and his various
clients.
"With comedy it's hard to find
something that everybody else
can enjoy,' said Bums. "When
you find the thing that clicks,

you know it's right:'
The comedy in the film, Burns
said, is based on his experiences
growing up and the people he
met and spoke with along the
way.
"You have to find your niche;'
said Burns. "What makes you
different from everybody else?
You can touch a camera, but
what separates you from other
people?"
The venue for the film festival
was the Capitol Theatre. Other
films screened included documentaries, fiction, experimental
films, and animation. Submis-

sions were accepted from students at the University of Wmdsor, St. Clair College and the
University of Michigan.
"We had 33 submissions this
year overall," said Megan Roberts, the events coordinator for
the Communication Students
Association (CSA), who hosted
the event "And we had 17 films
altogether in the festival."
The CSA hosts the film festival to support the arts and film
community and to provide students with a chance to showcase
their work.
"For some people this is the first

time they've been able to show
their films to a large audience;'
said Roberts. "It's really exciting
for people to show the work that
they've been working so hard
on all year long:'
Over 200 people were in attendance, making this CSA's largest event of the year. It's also the
first time that tickets to the film
festival were sold out.
"The turnout was just amazing;' said Bums, after receiving
a round of applause as he went
up to accept his trophy. "And
I'll definitely be back next year,
whether I have a film here or
not"

New hair salons wedge
their way into Windsor
SARAH HURST
lance reporter

been bought out of a catalogue.

Dry Parlour Inc. brings a new
~,.._- - - - - - - - - , . - - ----business model, as it will be
the first and only 'no-cut-nocolour-blow-out-only' salon in
In need of a new hair style this
Windsor.
spring? Two new salons have
arrived in Windsor and they Owners, George Kalivas and
are definitely worth checking Sylvia Gounakis saw how sucout
cessful blow dry bars were in
larger cities such as Toronto
Whether you are looking for a
and New York and decided
trendy new cut/colour or just
to open one here as they were
want your hair expertly styled,
surprised that the service was
Wedge Hair and Dry Parlour
not offered.
Inc. ~ave you covered.
"We realized that Windsor
Wedge Hair is located downneeded something like this and
town at 75 University Avenue
we're both really familiar with
and has been open , for two
this business, said Kalivas. "We
weeks.
came together to create someSarah DesRosiers, owner of thing cool for Windsor:' The
Wedge Hair, is originally from concept of the salon is that
Windsor but has lived in Lon- they do not colour and they do
don, England for the past 17 not cut hair.
years. DesRosiers opened her
"You come in, we wash your
hair salon in England in 2006
hair, we style it, and we get
and after deciding to move
you ready to go;' Gounakis exhome, opened the salon here.
plained.
Wedge Hair is open Monday to
Services offered include blowSaturday from 10:00 a.m. until
outs, up do's, braids, head mas8:00 p.m. and will be like a resage, clip-in extensions, and
volving art gallery. DesRosiers deep conditioning hair treatwill be putting up the artwork
ments.
that was in the salon in England, while also incorporating Opening day is April 26, which
local artists. Every month the will launch with a grand openpieces will be moved around ing celebration. Celebrity
and new artists will be dis- stylist Gregory Patterson has
trained the staff at Dry Parplayed.
lour and will be at the event
"What I want is when clients
Everyone is invited to see how
come back, it's like a different the salon will work, book an
salon; said DesRosiers.
appointment, and enter variStudent rates are offered, as well ous giveaways, including tickas half-price 'Wedge Wednes- ets to see Ellie Goulding. Dry
day's: Everything in the salon Parlour Inc. is located at 2814
is second-hand; nothing has Howard Avenue.

Sarah DesRosiers cutting/styling hair at Wedge Salon in London, England
• photos by Andrea DesRos1ers / Leon Stevenson
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OF RIGGI MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL INC
NATASHAFEGHALI
lance reporter

Walter Riggi of Riggi Media
International Inc. is a familiar
face in the entertainment industry. With various titles, Riggi
has come to master them all.
Recording engineer, producer,
musical act, talented actor, the
list goes on.
Since 1982 he has been working with local, national and international artists from various
platforms in the entertainment
industry. His outstanding dedication to his work has earned
him recognition amongst some
of the greatest. His talent as a
_.ecc-"-r.--=---""'m""'•"1sictao,
"'
aeitivity as a producer along with his profound
knowledge of sound/video engineering keep Riggi's name in
the bright lights.
NATASHA E. FEGHALI:
HOW DID YOU GET
INTO THIS BUSINESS?

Walter Riggi: My father purchased one of the first VCR/
camera combinations in 1982.
He was asked to film a friend's
event and since it was a novel
idea, it took off like wildfire. At
the same time, I purchased an 8
track reel to reel recorder and
mentioned it to a few musician

friends of mine at FJ Brennan music the way it would sound
High School and they asked me · pleasing to the artist and reto record their budding rock cording company.
bands. I agreed and that took off On the video/film side, I'm a
like wildfire as well.
student of Stanley Kubrick's for
his inspiring angles. He sees acNF:WHAT IS YOUR
tors interacting in angles not
FAVORITE PART OF
commonly seen and John LasseTHE ENTERTAINMENT
ter for his brilliance in computer
INDUSTRY?
capabilities, human motion and
WR: No two projects are alike. attention to realistic detail. Hint
Also, since it's a creative envi- he used to work at Pixar.
ronment, there are no pressures
or stress amongst the people in- NF: DO YOU HAVE A
volved to get it done as in a 9 to FAVORITE MUSICAL
5 working environment that one PROJECT THAT YOUtVE
has to be involved in to get their WORKED ON?
paycheque and not enjoy what WR: Many to mention, but my
they are doing.
recent project was for a Windsor
NF: WHAT OTHER
artist name Joel Liberty. I was
PRODUCERS~ - ~ - - - ~
in~v..;.,
ol_v_ed in getting four songs
SONGWRITERS AND/
togellier for nim (along wi
ORARTISTS DOYOU
Robert Palombo) to the preSEE AS YOUR PRIMARY
production stage. Hollywood/
INSPIRATIONS?
LA guitar Alex Akimov was
chosen, along with Phil RobertWR: I'm a student of Mutt son on drums, Robert Palombo
Lange's producing techniques on drums and myself on keyand Ed Shipley's recording pro- boards and music engineering.
cedures. They both understand A music video was also filmed
electronics and how they inter- to promote the music and it had
act. Which is very important over I million views on Youin being a recording engineer. Tube. We also got him on 25
After all, the term recording radio stations in Canada (along
"engineer" does come from the with radio interviews) and
early days of recording mu- Much/MTV play lists. Video
sic and having an engineer on work most recent-I've worked
staff to fix/create/hack together on projects for Terry Bradshaw
electronic components to make (footballer), Marilu Henner

(Taxi,

Brian George (Sein

Jeld) that appears on American
Broadcasting networks.
NF: CAN YOU TELL ME
ABOUTYOUR STUDIO?
WR: It's a full service facility.

From an idea to the big screen
or radio, it's equipped to handle
all aspects of creativity.
NF:WHAT DOYOU
LIKE TO DO FOR FUN
OUTSIDE OF WORKING
ON MUSIC?
WR: Not much, I enjoy my ever
changing work environment
that it never feels like a job.

NF: DO YOU HAVE

ADVICE FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE WHO WANT
TO BECOME INVOLVED
IN ENTERTAINMENT
PRODUCTION?
WR: Start at the bottom, learn

the electronic part of what the
equipment does, this will give
you an advantage over hobbyists, listen to what's asked of you,
do everything that is asked of
you. Make yourself indispensable because this will make you
in demand. Most of all, stick to
it, don't deviate and always, always, always work to get paid.

The Broken City Lab ''Best
Of'' awards are coming
JOANASZEEN
lance reporter

I would be surprised if you
haven't heard about Broken
City Lab yet, whose work has
been creeping into the lives of
Wmdsorites in both big and
small ways since 2008. For over
six years their projects and creations have had us questioning
Windsor's past and present, and
more importantly what it means
for us to be Windsorites. But it
still has us questioning what
Broken City Lab is, since it's almost as mysterious as Batman.

L

Broken City Lab is an artist col- This May will mark the end of
lective that operates with four to the two-year grant and the arteight young artists. The collec- ists are now questioning their
tive is now lead by Joshua Bab- next steps.
cock, one of the founding mem"Weve been talking about it as a
bers. It is a project that inspires
young artists to use their art group but we're unsure of what
degrees in an interesting way, by we want," said Babcock. "We
combating issues of locality and have to reevaluate and move
what kind of agency a young forward, change our approach:'
person has over their life.
The Best of Windsor Awards
Civic Space is a trillium-fund- will celebrate the spirit of
ed project that has allowed the the Civic Space. Babcock excollective to operate out of an plained the event "celebrates
office space that also operates the little things we do for each
part time as a gallery, exhibition other-people usually celebrate
space, studio and home during the bigger things, but that isn't
the artist in residence program. enough:'

He went on to say the event
should celebrate everyday interactions that are incredible, but
people don't always think about.

run:

a
things that people do quietly but are worth showing appreciation:' said Howie.

Sara Howie, who collaborated
on this final project, joined Broken City Lab in 2011. She spent
time in Toronto looking for "my
people:' Yet, she ended up back
in Windsor and found a sense
of space because of Broken City
Lab.

If you've nominated someone
for an award, don't miss the
event! All 60 nominations will
receive an engraved trophy at
the end of the night. The theme
of the party is Hollywood and
will be fantastic party downtown for art lovers of every
kind. All are welcome.

"We just wanted to appreciate people for smaller thingssome of the ideas were 'best
lame puns' and 'best person to
wake up at 6:00 a.m. and go for

To learn more about Broken
City Lab and its initiatives
please visit: www.brokencitylab.
org.
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Jesus Christ Superstar, Chrysler
Theatre 201 Riverside Dr.W., 7:30
p.m., $20.00, $10.00, $S.00
Working With The Environment
Art Show,Artspeak Gallery (Arts
CouncilWindsor Region), 1942
Wyandotte St. E.
MayWorks Windsor Festival 2014
Quilt Project Launch, Press Conference,Artcite Windsor
FRIDAY APRIL 25

Fridays Live!,Art Gallery OfWindsor 401 Riverside Dr.W., 7:00 p.m.,
$7.00, free for members

Sarai Restaurant & Lounge • photo courtesy of windsorsquare.ca

ALEXANDRASELLICK
arts editor

SARAI
Sarai is a new restaurant and lounge
located on 4072 Walker Rd. They serve
Mediterranean and Lebanese cuisine in
a fine dining setting. While comparable
to the downtown Lebanese restaurant,
Mazaar, Sarai brings a little bit of the
Mediterranean to south Windsor in an
area budding with exciting new dining
options and shopping locations.
This area of Windsor has always been
asking for more fine aining options and
Sarai really brings this type of setting to

a nice part of town.
Their decor is both trendy and welcoming. They have a dining area on the
main floor and a bar where you can still
order food on the upper level. It is a spacious restaurant but there is no lack of
warmth.
For an appetizer my table ordered a
large hummus. This dish is good for
about four people. The bread could have
been a little fresher but the hummus was
smooth, very appetizing and very fresh.
As an entree I tried the Tenderloin Kebab. The tenderloin pieces were grilled
to a perfect medium and marinated
to add to the savory flavor of the beef.
The biryani rice was very flavorful. The
entree was presented very nicely with

many garnishes but the tenderloin itself
was very filling.
The staff was very friendly, cheery and
helpful. They added to the glowing atmosphere of the restaurant and did
not mind chatting with their patrons.
I dined at Sarai on a Friday night and
they had a young saxophone player who
really added to the casual but trendy feel
of the restaurant.
Sarai carries an extensive menu boasting their 'From The Grill' items, which
include beef and chicken kebabs, lamb,
finer steaks, tilapia, salmon and even
mahi mahi There are also a wide variety
of main dishes that are not grilled items.
There are a variety of vegetarian dislies
that can be served as well.

Live Comedy - Leo's Komedy
Korner, Komedy Korner at Place
Concorde 7S IS Forest Glade Dr.,
8:00 p.m., $10.00
Live Music at Taloola Cafe, Taloola
Cafe 396 Devonshire Rd., 8:00 p.m.
SATURDAY APRIL 26

Hilarious Hat Walkathon, Riverside
Dr.W., 9:30 a.m., $10.00, $2S.OO
per family
Sit & Knit at Budimir Library, Budimir Library 1310 Grand Marais Rd.
W., I0:30a.m
Organic Spring Fling Bazaar,
Ahmadlyya Muslim Community
Centre 1957 Head Ave., I0:00 a.m.
SUNDAY APRIL 27

Bill Maher at Caesars Windsor, The
Colosseum at Caesars Windsor
377 Riverside Dr. E., 8:00 p.m.,
$2S.OO and up
Spring Clothing Swap, Poppy Paperie & Gifts, 12:00 p.m.
Psycho & Friends Rock, The Loop
Complex, 7:00 p.m., $7.00 in advanced, $10 at the door
MONDAY APRIL 28

Pelee Island Winery - The Kings
Epic Feast - Spring Flavours, Pelee
Island Winery
TUESDAY APRIL 29

Open Stage Night with Andrew
and Leigh, Dominion House Tavern,
9:00 p.m.
While we at the Lance will be spending our summer in intersession, chasing internships, on the job hunt or starting on
our career path we also believe that summer should be a time
for sun and fun. Here's a playlist to start your summer off right
- from the classroom to the boardroom to the ... poolside recliner.
"FANCY" FEAT. CHARLI XCX BY IGGY
AZALEA

Iggy's album The New Classic just dropped on Apr. 22 and it's
sure to be a summer playlist on its own. Her video for the hit
single "Fancy'' featured major Clueless flashbacks that got us
through our finals but Iggy's beats and style prove that she is
the ultimate girl boss and will dominate the clubs this summer.

"SUMMER" BY CALVIN HARRIS

Summer just wouldn't be summer without a smash electro
hit from Calvin Harris. His latest track "Summer" reminds
us what this season is really about: staying up all night. This is
definitely going to be one of Summer 2014's hottest and biggest jams.
"HAPPY" BY PHARRELL

While maybe you're already tired of Pharrell's latest track
from Despicable Me 2 because it's on almost every radio station almost every minute, his new album G I .R L is full of
smooth, upbeat tracks with features from Justin Timberlake
and Alicia Keys.
"LAZARETTO" BY JACK WHITE

While White's album Lazaretto won't be out until June 10, his
single of the same name was just released. "Lazaretto" keeps
You may remember Jamie XX's remix of Adele's "Rolling In true to Jack White's gritty rock fashion and is sure to please
The Deep" that featured Childish Gambino. The Grammy- those who aren't fans of popping Molly and pretending they're
winning English music producer's latest track "Girl" is full of in Ibiza with David Guetta. Catch White performing in his
chill vibes that will take you from the pool to the dancefloor.
home town of Detroit this summer or at various music festivals such as Osheaga in Montreal

"GIRL" BY JAMIE XX

Pelee Island Winery - The Kings
Epic Feast - Spring Flavours, Pelee
Island Winery

ALeague ofTheir Own - Riot Grrrl
Tuesday Movie Screening, Phog
Lounge, free event
WEDNESDAY APRIL 30

M.I.A and A$AP Ferg,The Detroit
Masonic Temple, Detroit, Ml, 7:30
p.m.
Pelee Island Winery - The Kings
Epic Feast - Spring Flavours, Pelee
Island Winery
THURSDAY MAY I

Pelee Island Winery - The Kings
Epic Feast - Spring Flavours, Pelee
Island Winery
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three's instance seemed to stray
from the books and director Alex
Graves clearly chose to portray the
event as rape.

ALEXANDRASELLICK

arts editor

TV REVIEW

ALL MEN

MUST DIE

GAME OFTHRONES
SEASON 4 SO FAR...
Episode three of the fourth season
of Game of Thrones premiered on
Sunday night and pivoted on a disturbing scene.
At the beginning of the fourth season, Jaime is back at King's Landing
but Cersei does not seem eager to
jump back into their incestual romance. In episode three, Cersei is
mourning the death of her favourite son, Joffrey, who was poisoned
in episode two. While standing
over her son's corpse, Jaime enters
and asks all of their royal atten dants to leave. He then proceeds to
rape Cersei, again, next to her son's
corpse.

GAME (l)f]J-{l:Z®NES.
APRIL 6 AT 9PM Hae

I have yet to read George R. R.
Martin's books but according to the
Twitterspere and Blogosphere, this
scene happened very differently in
the novel. Apparently the original
sequence had Cersei protesting
against sex with her brother/lover
but then changes her mind. In the
television episode, it is clearly rape.

Game of Thrones has some pretty
graphic stuff. Mostly violence, but
we have seen rape in the show before with Daenerys. But episode

From the very first episode of the
first season, audiences were clearly
shown that Game of Thrones was
going to have some pretty epic and
gory violence, but has it gone too
far? It seems that fans of the show
have moved on from the initial
shock of all of the incest but was
this scene just intended to shock?
Or is there an underlying message that Graves wanted to get
out? Many Tweeters and bloggers
seemed more concerned about
their golden boy, Jaime Lannister,
straying from the nice-guy act he
adopted after losing his hand than
they were concerned for Cersei's
well-being. But it follows along
with the show's ideology that no
character is safe and no character is
immune to sympathy or mercy.
Beyond episode three's disturbances season four has started out fairly
slow. Episode one caught up with
the characters but the only real action was with Arya, still travelling
with The Hound, and improving
her sword skills greatly. Episode
two finally brought the highly-anticipated demise of Joffrey. While
fans of the show were waiting for
this moment, Joffrey's end was a
little anti-climatic. On one hand,
maybe such a pathetic character
deserved a pathetic death, and I'm
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not sure how this scene occurred
in the novel but I personally was
hoping that Joffrey would have the
same sort of death as Ned Stark but
maybe Sansa or Tyrion would be
the executioner.
While previous seasons have delved
straight into corruption, battles
and warfare, this season seems to
be at a standstill. Daenerys is still
wandering around the desert with
her army and dragons, surprisingly
they haven't eaten anybody yet.
The men of the Night's Watch are
keeping calm despite White Walkers and wildlings approaching their
doorstep. The Lannisters are slowly
breaking and Theon Greyjoy hasn't
sought revenge on his captor and
mutilator yet.
Hopefully episode three will be a
turning point as Littlefinger has
reappeared and has seemingly rescued Sansa from King's Landing.
But could this be another one of
Littlefinger's betrayals? Is he just
going to bring her straight back to
the Lannisters to get the reward for
her? Admittedly it is somewhat refreshing to see a show that tells it
like it is: the rich and powerful get
richer while the weak continue to
suffer and delve into deeper and
deeper wretchedness. But it is hard
to watch when you know your favourite characters may never get
the justice or retribution they deserve.

ALBUM REVIEW
JOANASZEEN

lance I eporter

••

music director, CJAM 99. I FM

•
•
•
••

more infor earshot-onlme corn & cjam ea
md1cates Canadian artist

..
•

FEATHER + ROSARY
JOEYSTYLEZ
Canadian artist Joey Stylez is one
of the most innovative artists in
Canada today and has been on a
non-stop tour across North America. Coming off a hot streak of Juno
nominations, APCMA awards and
a XXL feature with the Black Star
and Red Makaveli, Stylez has accumulated thousands of fans and an
enormous social media presence.

*

••
••
•
•
•
••
••
•
•
•
•
••
• photo courtesy of Joey Stylez

Stylez released Feather+ Rosary in 2013, a lengthy album featuring an eclectic
collection of 26 full-length songs and I was blown away by it. It's jam packed
with high-impact songs, insane lyrics and loud beats. The album is fun, loud
and the type you could just throw on and rock out to all night long. That being
said, the album is really long so I'll shout out a few favorites.

••
•
•
••
•

••
•
••
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CHARTS TABULATED FOR THE WEEK ENDING APR20

_...,

I

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

"Better Than This" with Ty Dolla Sign is the perfect song for the perfect summer day.

••
•
••
••
•
.•
•
••
••
•
•• 20

"Jaded Angel:' "Bang Bang:' "Rollin;" "Yayo" and "Burn" should be part of everyone's kick back. party playlist.

•• 22

"The Bad Guy" is a rap/rock song with Vancouver based artist Snak The Ripper,
and it's brilliant.
"Take a Picture" is so catchy you'll be dreaming about it. It should have been in
a commercial.

Originally from Moosomin First Nation, Stylez began his recording career in
Saskatoon and has lived quite an exceptional life of constant travelling. Stylez
is spiritual and proud to have dealt with all the adversities known amongst aboriginal youth: death, abuse, oppression and addiction.
He is extremely well respected by his peers, which include The Weeknd and Ty
Dolla $ign. Considering how most rap careers go, Joey is a genuine man and
an exciting artist to watch. He has a rap mix tape coming soon, and his next
project "Medicine Man" is already in the works.

•• 21
•

•• 23
24
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25
26

27
28

29
30
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TIRE SWING CO.* - Inamorata (Famous Last)
'TI-IE SOUlJAZZ ORCHESTRA*- Inner Are (Strut)
MAC DB"1ARCO*-Salad Days (CaptJ.JredTracks)
WHITEHORSE*- Ephemere Sans Repere (Six Shooter)
VARIOUS*- Psych Pop 2 (Optical Sounds)
PERFECT PUSSY-SayYesTo l...o'le (CapttJredTrad<s)
OLD MAN LUEDECKe"-1 NeYer~Befi:>rel MetYou (True North)
JCOUECTIVE*- Irie ('Self-Released)
TIMBERTIMBRE*- Hot Dreams (Arts & Crafts)
ODONIS ODONIS*- Hard Boiled Soft: Boiled (Buzz)
UNDYVOPNFJORD*-Ye1qWcr.terer (Sel-Released)
BEAUTIRJL NUBIAAND'TI-IE ROOTS RENAISSANCE BAND-Keere (F:niObanlce)
DRIVE-8YTRUCKERS- ~ Oc.ean (ATO)
SE:UN KUTI AND FELA'S EGYPT 80-A L.orcWay to the Beglvq (Because Music)
EMM GRYNER* - Torrential (Dead Daisy)
COS'( FA'TI-IER*- Loser Ards (Self-Released)
GORD DOWNIE &'TI-IE SADIES*-The ~ S u n ~ A r t )
VARIOUS-NatiYeAmerica ~ )
KIM HARRIS*-OnlyThe M~ ('Self-Released)
'TI-IE PLANET SMASHERS*-Mbced Memges ('Stomp)
MARIACHI GHOST*- Mariachi Ghost (Sef-Released)
KAll.E MATISON*-Someday,The Moon w•1 Be Gold (Partrament OfTrees)
MARCO CASTILLO- Zabele (Bnzillian Beats)
KEN ALDCROFT & 06.VE CLARK* - Re&c:dons:The Music ofThelonious Monk
(Trio)
KALEY BIRD*- Don't SayYou're Sorry (Box)
SUBTRACT1V8..AD*-Wddemes.s (NSMD)
SAU.Y SELTMANN- Hey D¥fr'8ilmer (Arts & Crafts)
TRUST*-Jc7,tand (Arts & Crafts)
BRAHJAWALDMAN/Ot\Nla ~ , a LEVIN'SA'TOSHITAKSSHI -Say
HelloTo Anyone I Know (Fast Spealq Music)
THE FOLK*-'NeAII Say (Self-Released)
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MIKESPECHT
sports editor

OF EUROPEAN
BASEBALL.

For this edition of the Lancers
Q and A we sat down with Michael-Anthony Furrato of the
CIBA champion Windsor Lancers baseball team. Furrato, who
drove in the winning run for the
Lancers in the CIBA final, spoke
about Lancers baseball as well as
his summer time play with the
Windsor Stars and Irish national team.
MIKE SPECHT: MIKE,
THANK YOU FOR
DOING THIS. WHAT
HAVE YOU BEEN UP TO
SINCE THE LANCERS
CLUB SEASON ENDED?
Michael-Anthony Furrato: I am
just out with the Windsor Stars
getting ready for the Can-Am
season this year. I am just trying to get some reps in before
I head to Ireland later this year
to represent Team Ireland at the
European championships. So
yeah, just getting ready for another baseball season.
"IS:THIS WILL BE YOUR
SECOND YEAR WITH
THE IRISH NATIONAL
TEAM. DESCRIBE YOUR
FIRST IMPRESSIONS

-

MF: Last year was a blast. That
was my first time playing with
the team, just kind of getting my
feet wet and learning what European ball was all about This
year I have a much better idea
of what to expect as far as competition goes. We didn't fare so
well in the European B division
championships, so we were relegated to the C division. This
year we are hoping to make it
back up by winning the C division this year in Slovenia.
MS: COMPARED TO
THE CAN-AM LEAGUE,
WHERE DOES THE
COMPETITION OVER
IN EUROPE RANK?
MF: That was one thing that
surprised me last year was that
baseball in Europe is actually
quite good I would stack up
the Windsor Stars or any other
team in the Can-Am league
against those teams over there,
they can compete pound for
pound with them. I remember
one pitcher we faced last year
in the tournament was a division one pitcher from Grambling State, who threw 91 miles
an hour with filthy off-speed, so
they have got some talent over
there that you might not expect.

.
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MS: HOW DOES IT
COME UPTO GETTHE
OPPORTUNITY TO GO
TO IRELAND?
MF: The way it came about
was, my mom number one is
Irish. She was born and raised
there and then came over to
Canada when she was about
30. So, growing up, a huge part
of my identity was being Irish
and I got a passport through
her. When I got the passport I
was just looking for things to
do with it - and I'm a baseball
guy. So, I took a shot and just
Googled Ireland baseball and
sure enough they had a team so
I thought "Why not? I'll try contacting the coach:'
I sent him over my stats with
the Lancers, and he got back to
me saying that they make North
American trips every couple
of years and play some charity
games so maybe I could come
and have a tryout with them. I
remember it was the beginning
oflast season for the Lancers after one of our games and a guy
who I have never seen before
comes around the corner and
says "Hey Furratto, what's up?"
And it turned out to be one of
the players from the Ireland club
who lived in Kitchener and they
sent him to watch me play. I just

remember all of these memories
flooding back to me about contacting them and my jaw it the
floor. The first thing that I said
because I was just changing at
the time to get back on the bus
was "Can I put on some pants?"
So I put on my pants and he explained to me what the whole
situation was with Ireland baseball and said that they wanted to
have me aboard for their 2013
team to go to Vienna, Austria
MS:WOW, THAT IS
AMAZING. I ALSO
UNDERSTAND
THAT YOU WERE
INSTRUMENTAL IN
BRINGING CLUB
BASEBALL TO

WINDSOR ALONG
WITH HEAD COACH
FRANK JENEY.
MF: I don't want to take too
much of the credit because
Frank is the workhorse of the
program. But I remember the
first meeting that we had with
him before we even had a team,
it was myself and Chris Murrow.
We were in Frank's office and
he says "We are going to build
a baseball team here, and this
is what it's going to be about:'
And he showed us a picture of
championship ring that he has
just won with his club team. So
right off the bat we knew that
this program was going to be
the real deal.

11
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Lancers shine at WESPY's night
Windsor Lancers were also named team of
the year, with coach Chantal Vallee receiving the nod for Coach of the Year.
"For us it was always a goal. It was a part of
our plan to not only represent and become
big within the university, but really have an
impact city wide, community wide and put
the Wmdsor Lancers on the map Canada
wide," said Vallee at the function.
Departing guard Miah Langlois touched on
her post-Lancers basketball future hinting
that a professional career is on the horizon.

EXPRESS WIN NBL
TITLE
After falling in a deep hole the
Windsor Express battled back
from a 3-1 series deficit to win
their first National Basketball
League of Canada title on home
court. Stephan Bonneau led
the way for the Lancers in the
deciding seventh game with
32 points in Windsors 121-109
victory over the Island Storm.
The Express rushed out to an
early lead that it would not relinquish, going up on the Storm
32-22 after one quarter of play
and led by an astounding 33
points heading in to the final
frame.

Lancers Jessica Clemoncon, Miah-Mane Langlois and Chantal Vallee pose for
pictures at the ninth annual WESPY Awards • photo by Ian Shalapat a

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

Last Wednesday Windsor-Essex county
celebrated another year of sporting excellence at the tenth annual WESPY awards.
Honours were given out to the best male
and female athletes in the region as well as a
key note speech from former NFL and CFL
quarterback Joe Theismann.

SEABROOKE
SUSPENDED
The Chicago Blackhawks will
be without the services of defenceman Brent Seabrooke for
three games after he was suspended for his dangerous hit on
1

5

The Lancers were well represented with
Miah-Marie Langlois being named female

It has been reported that Manchester United is in the process
of firing manager David Moyes
just eleven months after he was
hand picked to succeed the
legendary Sir Alex Ferguson.
United. who won the English
Premier League title last season have faltered under Moyes'
need to close a six point gap on
Tottenham to qualify for the
Europa League next season.
Should United fail to qualify it
would mark the first time since
1982 that the club has not qualified for European football.

RAPTORS TICKETS
SKYROCKET
Thinking about checking out a
Raptors playoff game this postseason? Good luck! Having
made the playoff for the first
time in six seasons - and being
the only playoff ticket in town,
the average ticket for a Dino's
game has risen to $370. This
represents an almost 250 per
cent increase in price from the
average regular season home
game rate. While we wish the
Raptors the best of luck against
the Brooklyn Nets, it would be
hard to condone spending what
would equate to a month's rent
for nosebleeds at a quarterfinal
match.

]1

Giulia Barile and Mike Pio were named the
female and male soccer athletes of the year
after a strong 2013-2014 for the Lancers.
Pio helped an underdog Lancers team to a
bronze medal victory at the CIS Nationals
in Toronto this season.
Alyssa Baldin was also honoured as the
Ed Jovanovski female hockey player of the
year. The first team all-Canadian was fifth
in OUA scoring with 28 points.
The four time Bronze Baby champion

The male and female legacy awards were
given out to Mary Canton of the Windsor Star and Bob Marchand of the Windsor Selects for their continued support of
Windsor Athletics. Lancers director of
athletics and recreational services, Mike
Havey touched on the Lancers and the significance of their WESPY wins.
"It's reflective of the commitment the University of Windsor has made - providing an
outstanding undergraduate experience. We
have the support of senior administration
to further our vision, our goal for Lancers
athletics. It's one more way we're providing a great undergraduate experience," said
Havey.

~~.-.TENDERS-, PRETENDERS & DA~K RQRSES
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helped off the ice has not been
medically cleared to continue
the rest of the series, and will be
closely monitored by the Blues
before being allowed to return
to action.

MOYES TO BE SACKED

athlete of the year as well as female basketball player of the year.

''I'd really like to go professional. I think
lei have to take the Europe route first. The
WNBA is far more competitive because of
only 12 teams. Europe has more leagues
spread throughout, there's more to look
into; said Langlois.

MIKESPECHT
sports editor

With the National Hockey League playoffs
underway, I thought it would be a fun idea
to share with readers my prediction for
who will host hockey's holy grail in early
June. With the new playoff format, both
conferences are loaded with talent and the
2014 edition could be the most exciting
Stanley Cup playoffs in years. So without
further adieu here is my list of contenders,
pretenders, and dark horses.

CONTENDERS
Leading off the list of contenders are the
2012-2013 Stanley Cup finalists, the Boston Bruins. The B's are simply built for
playoffs hockey, with a rugged squad that
can hurt you along the boards just as badly
as they can hurt you on the score sheet.
Boston has a deep team, with five players
that scored over 20 goals this season, and
it also doesn't hurt to have the best goalie
in the world in Tuukka Rask.
My second contender comes out of the
west. Very similar to the Bruins in terms of
scoring and defensive depth - the St. Louis
Blues are a team that plays a sound defensive system coached by Ken Hitchcock.
With Boumeester, Peitrangelo and Shattenkirk contributing from the back end,
the Blues possess three players who would
be number one defencemen on any other
team. Up front the scoring punch brought
by TJ Oshie, Alex Steen, and David Backes
is the envy of my teams in the west - not to
mention having a Vezina Trophy Winner
Ryan Miller in goal.

PRETENDERS
My list of pretenders is a short one, with
one team - but it is one that I believe to
be way over hyped. The Pittsburgh Pen-

guins are this years pretender. Though
they boast the likes of Sidney Crosby and
Evgeni Malkin, I have serious concerns
about their situation in goal. Marc-Andre
Fleury a solid regular season performer
has been erratic in the playoffs since the
Pens Cup run in 2009. The Penguins were
also exposed by the Bruins in last season's
conference final in a four game sweep that
proved they did not possess the physicality
to compete with the biggest and baddest
teams.

DARK HORSES
The Montreal Canadiens and Colorado
Avalanche are two teams to keep a close
eye on as these playoffs progress. The Canadiens, who picked up Thomas Vanek
at the trade deadline now have another
elite scorer to compliment Max Pacioretty,
while Carey Price's gold medal performance have erased any doubt in his ability
to win "the big one." The Hahs also have an
excellent mix ofspeed and size to play with

any style of play they should encounter.
The Colorado Avalanche have been the
surprise story in the West this season going from worst to first place in their division. The second seeded Avs are getting
great production from their top line of
Landeskog, Stastny, and rookie sensation
Nathan MacKinnon. They are currently
in a position to hand the Minnesota Wild
a quick early round exit, and are doing it
all without the services of their best player
Matt Duchene. Though this is a young
team, head coach Patrick Roy has instilled
a win now philosophy in them and similar to the Superbowl champion Seattle Seahawks he has this team believing "why
not us?"
This years playoffs should provide plenty
of intrigue for hockey fans, and with a new
divisional playoff format, the emphasis on
rivalries makes it all the more fun. The
best of luck to you and your respective
teams and happy watching!
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THE LANCE IS HIRING!

QUALIFICATIONS·

The Lance, the official student newspaper at the University
of Windsor, is currently seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Part-time Business Manager for the 2014-2015
academic year. The contract for this position will begin as
soon as possible and concludes in April 2015.

-Working towards or completed a university degree or
college diploma in business administration, commerce, human
resources, or equivalent AND/OR. experience in accounting
or human resources
-Knowledge of Microsoft Office and Simply Accounting
software
-Work experience in a management position is desirable
-Experience in a publishing environment is desirable
-Extremely organized and diligent

Applications are due on June I, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Part-time Business Manager
Part-time (approximately 20 hours a week), salaried

PLEASE SEND A RESUME AND COVER LETTER IN
MICROSOFTWORD OR PDF FORMATTO:

DUTIES:
The business manager is responsible for creating and
balancing the annual budget, overseeing day-to-day financial
operations, managing debt and expenses, determining salaries
in conjunction with the Editor-in-Chief and performing any
other duties as assigned by the Editor-in-Chief.
The business manager is also responsible for implementing all
binding decisions to the staff and for overseeing the duties of
the Advertising Manager.

~f= Knight Foundation

Sarah Horwath, Editor-in-Chief, editor@uwindsorlance.ca
Applications may also be submitted in person at:
The Lance
40 I Sunset Ave. 8-91
CAW Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario
N98 3P4

Application Deadline: June I, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.
We thank all applicants who respond, but only those selected
for an interview will be contacted.
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